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Potter County, Pa.

For the following interesting information relative to

the topography and agriculture of one of our north-

ern counties, we are indebted to Dr. A. L. Elwyn,

corresponding Secretary of our State Society. It is

contained in a letter addressed to him by John M.
Hamilton, Coudersport, in that county :

CoL'DERSPORT, Jan. Gtli, 1S53.

Dear Sir:—"To do away \.ith the impression"

you refer to is a task for which I may be unequal.

"Poor, rough and hilly" is a hard character for any
district of country. With such an impression abroad

which I know to bo too prevalent, it is not astonish-

ing that the advance of Potter county has been slow.

Tioga county and McKean county, the first on the

east and the latter on the west do not bear this rep-

utation, yet a brief comparison of progress may not

be amiss. All three, I think, were set oflf in the

same year, 18'J5, by our Legislature. Our neighbors

possessed geographical advantages. The Tioga river

became the connecting link between the Susquehan-

na (West Branch) and New Y'ork ; settlements com-

menced, and in 1820 the county numbered 4021 of

population. McKean had the outlet of the Alleghe-

ny wiih her handsome valley and the "Ischunuang-

wandb" to which the settlement must have been

chiefly confined, judging from the population in 1820,

which was 728—perhaps a portion was on the "Drift-

wood" branch of the Sinnamahouing, in the South

East •corner of the county. Potter lay between,

without any important outlet, cut ofi' from the West
Branch by the timber and coal lands of Clinton, and
imayined to be so difficult of access, that they com-

plained, even in 1847, when I came to this place,

that persons passing from Eastern Tioga to Smeth-

port, would take Corning and Olean in their route.

Her population in 1810 was 10 f\vmilies ; in 1S20

they numbered 180. Until 1820 their judicial dis-

trict centered at William-port, 100 miles distant.

About that time the Court was removed to Snieth-

port, the county seat of McKean, and for ten years

all their legal business was transacted there. In

1830 the population of McKean wasonly 1439, while

that of Potter was 12G5 ; and in 1836, I think, the

first Court was held in this place. By the last cen-

sus, 1850, this county numljcred about 0,000,. bein^

larger than McKean, and a rapid approach toward

Tioga. We have now a daily stage to the north ; a

semi-weekly mail to the northwest; one weekly to

the northeas', to the east, to the west; and thrio

weekly to the south ; a brick Court House nearly-

finished, estimated to cost about $15,009 ; the coun-

ty only about ?4,000 in debt for loans,, and in a pros-

perous condition.

Now for the topography: Pass a line east and,

west through this place, which is aljout 1.5 miles

south of the State lino, and you divide the oountj.

into two portions, which are entirely different, at

least in reference to the shape of surface. The north

half comprises the head waters of the Gc;ujcs>ee,
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Cowanesque, Pine Creek, the Oswego and other

branches of the AlloKheny. Of course the hills are

low, equally fertile with the valleys, and the whole

p;enerally well watered. As you approach the South

half, and continue through it, the hill; Imcomo high-

er and steeper, the indentations of the valleys more

decided, butexceedingly fertile, the tops of the ridges

es broad, and when you gain access by raising the

valleys of the smaller streams, you find handsome

rich lands, with hard timber, and well located for

large farms. Such is the character of what I have

seen, and I think a fair general representation of the

whole. The principal waters of tho southern por-

tions are the North Branch of the Sinnamahoning

and Kettle Creek, some of the head springs of the

former being only three or four miles from this place.

Of the soil, I fear I may bo charged with praising

it too much, but permit me to say in advance, that

when I started for this county, my unfavorable im-

pressions were as strong as yours can be. I have

been here about 5 years, and my business has been

such as to give me a thorough knowledge of the set-

tled portions of the county.

The business of this county is undoubtedly gi-ass.

That is, the making of butter and cheese, the rais-

ing of cattle and sheep, and the manufacture of wool

by the numerous water powers scattered over it. We
have no lime in this county ; (price at this place SI

per bushel ;) of course wheat is forbidden. But

grass and oats are luxuriant, and of other crops we

can raise what we need if we had good farmers ; but

a good farmer with us is like Randolph's black swan:

"rara avis in terra." The average yield of oats must

be over 50 bushels to the acre, and 100 bushels has

been gathered from new land ; that is, where the

trees have been cut, burnt, the seed sown among the

stumps, and scratched in with a harrow. I have

seen the tall Ohio corn, on the valley of Kettle Creek,

and one field was pointed out to me on the Sinnama-

honing, that had been BucoessfuUy planted with corn

for 13 successive years, without any manure, and the

yield of the last year was 25 or 30 bushels to the

acre. But in the Northern part the corn crop has

not been bo favorable in consequence of the late

frosts in the spring, which have been greatly ameli-

orated by the increase of clearings, and will doubt-

less be removed as the settlement progresses. I have

seen the scarlet radish as thick as my arm below the

elbow, and about a foot long ; onions that one would

fill a common sized saucer; parsneps and carrots to

match ; have eaten as good celery as I ever found in

the Philadelphia market, and a farmer below us on

the river, weighed the product of one of his pump-

kin vines, and reported seven of 32 lbs. each, and

2 of 25 lbs. each, making an aggregate of 274 lbs.

from a single vine, and I should not omit to say

that potatoes were raised in this place last summer,

weighing from 2 lbs. to 2| lbs. each.

The soil is generally a rich black loam, with none

of the "hard-pan" that troubled our friends of Tioga

sorely; until a.farmer taught them that deep plough-

ing would cnaljle them to use it; and but little of the

chiy that makes the soil of a part of MuKean cold

and difficult to work. The timber generally upon

side-hills of western and northern exposure, is hem-

lock, but this is not ;ilways the case, nor is it alto-

gether confined to such localities. There is conside-

rable hemlock in the county, also large bodies of

pine which are being rapidly removed.

Upon the tops of the ridges and in the valleys of

the north half, the timber is chiefly beech, maple,

birch, cherry, ash, linden, golden willow, and occa-

sionally chestnut oak and hickory. In the south

part add white walnut, cucumber, white wood, locust

and the chestnut. Oak and hickory become more

abundant, and near the south line I think an occa-

sional black walnut may be found. Of wild fruit

we have the plum, the thorn apple, almost equal to

the Siberian crab, blackberry, the white blackberry,

red and yellow raspberries, strawberry, gooseberry,

black currant, Mandrake or May apple. I had al-

most forgotten the whortleberry, and probably have

overlooked some familiar fruit.

If a botanic physician should stray into this wil-

derness, he will find the gentian, sarsaparilla, liver-

wort, and a thousand other old acquaintances ; while

the white flowers of Shadberry and the plum, or la-

ter in the season the splendid azaleas and successions

of other handsome flowers. Or if you are in the

southern half of the county, the magnificent and

gorgeous flowers of the elk laurel please the eye

and relieve our woods from any appearance of aban-

donment. Our woods pasture is excellent and cer-

tain ; in fact, a large majority of the settlers allow

their cattle to depend entirely upon it, until driven

jn by the first snows of winter, without fear of their

losing flesli or being in bad condition for wintering.

Our water is pure and climate healthy, the only

complaint we have to make is of an annual visit by

Jack Frost on the 12th June or thereabouts ; often

too slight to do any injury, but sometimes nipping

the joints of the clover or cutting the corn to the

ground.

If there is a reduction of temperature in the south-

ern part of the State at that time, I never noticed it.

But if you h.ave had the patience to wade through

this medley of facts, wedged in without forethought

or regularity, I must begin again. "To remove the

impression," you must pay us a visit; not as the

stranger comes, riding through on the State Road,

laid on the ivorst land in the county ; but visit our

farming districts in the north half (for about three-

fourths of our population is on that portion,) or visit

the valley of the Sinnamahoning, and the Norwegian

settlement in the south, and I think you will acknowl-
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edge that "the impression" was worse than the real-

ity-

Send us good farmers. The unseated lands of

the county can be bought from S.3 to $5 per acre,

and in some parts of the county, for even less than

.?3. Farms with more or less of clearing and im-

provements may be purchased from ?10 to 1520 per

acre. There are no improved breeds of stock in the

county. I endeavored last spring to raise a club fur

the purchase of an Alderney bull, of your friend,

Aaron Clement, but failed. I hope to be more suc-

cessful since the organization of our Society.

Very respectfully vours,

JOHNM. HAMILTON,
A. L. ELWYN, Esq.

«*>^

Professor Mapes' Reply to G. Blight Browne.

We copy the following editorial from the April

number of the Working Farmer, being a reply to a

criticism of our correspondent, G. Blight Browne, in

February number of Farm -Journal, upon an analy-

sis of soil, published in that paper.

We give it with the view of letting the public see

both sides of the question, our only object being to

elicit truth, and subserve the great interests it is the

intent of both papers to promote. In discussions on

such matters of great importance to the farmer, we
see no advantage in using personal and offensive ep-

ithets. There is no argument, at least in them. AVe

omit here some expressions of this character, which

we think uncalled for. All analyses, professing to be

of a scientific character, are certainly open for criti-

cism and examination.

"With the letter to which this uncourteous writer
refers before him, and with the following paragraph
contained in it, our readers can form some idea of
his sense of propriety.

"'io« netd HOt allcmpi to add tJie whole required
quaniity to your soil in one, two or three years, but by
continuing the use of the amendments recommended,
with a reference to the relative proportions only, you
unit obtainfull crops, and erentually place your soil in
a condition to he worked with very slight quantities of
farm or other manures." '

"Does G. Blight Browne not know that many soils

contain a much larger proportion of lime than that
we have recommended ? Dues he not know soils fer-

tile without manure, as given by Johnson, Norton,
and many other autliors, accord precisely with the
requirements stated by us in column No. 2? And
can he suppose that in the face of the paragraph we
have just (quoted, that wo could have intended to have
recommended these amendments to be added in the
quantities named? Would not any common-Kcnsenian
understand tliat we give this as showing the compo-
nents of a perfect soil, and advising the gradual ap-
proximation to such conditions as in the language of
our letter?

"^

"We agree with Mr. Browne that .?5 is too small a
sum for an analysis of a soil, and lor this reason we
employ those who choose to work at that price, and
use our time in writing the accompanying Ijcttcrs nj
Aduice, for which we charge i?115 each." But Mr.
Browne seems not to be aware that many chemists are
now engaged in analyzing soils at ^o each.

"As to the gentleman to whom he refers, Mr. Wil-

liam 11. Bradley, who was our pupil, and who lately

died at the Sa.xon School of Mines, in Germany, we
would refer him to the recent Germ.an Scientific Jour-

nals, to ascertain the reputation of Mr. Bradley, as

an Analytical Chemist. We think he might find it

at least equal to that of G. Blight Browne.
"Dr. Charles Enderlin, whose European reputation

cannotbe unknown to Mr. Browne, if he reads chemical

works at all, has analyzed soils, (certainly sixty with-

in the last two months) for us, at §5 each, and with

a degree of care fully equal to any that could be be-

stowed by Mr. U. Blight Brown, and probably with

as just a conception of the state or condition in which
the lime might be, that he might find combined with

the soil.

"Dr. Antisell, Dr. James R. Chilton and others have

analyzed for us at the same price.

"We find it more profitable to employ the services

of others, and to confine ourselves to the writing of

Letters of Adcice founded on these analyses.

"A chemist who has one soil per month to analyze,

certainly cannot perform it with any profit to himself

at $0 dollars ; and while we admit that the price is too

low, still we are well aware of the fact that the gen-

tlemen we have named carry on the analyses some-

times of a hundred soils at once, causing them to be

repeated by their pupils as tests of their exactness ;

and in a well systemized laboratory, where so large

an amount of business is done in the analyses of

soils, that it is not unprofitable.

"Mr. G. B. B. says that some of the most fertile al-

luvial land in Ohio contains but a shade over one-half

of one per cent, of lime, but this lime is a carbonate.

Does he pretend to say that an alluvial soil filled with

organic as well as inorganic constituents re.adily

adaptable to the use of plants, is to Ijo taken as a

guide for soils like the one analyzed by Mr. Bradley?

If so, we should advise Mr. G. B. B. to review his

agricultural studies.

Guauo and Dwarf Pears.

The following information coming to us by a rath-

er indirect route, we copy from the Maine Farmer,

being an extract from a letter of one of its corres-

pondents :

During a brief visit, last autumn, to an intelligent

cultivator, who resides in New -Jersey, on the banks
of the Delawaie, some 20 miles aliove Philadelphia,

and who grows fruit and vegetables for that market,
while conversing about his facilities for obtaining
manure, lie remarked that stable manure could be
had, landed on the bank of his farm, from sloops, at

$2 per cord, but thought guano, at !?iiO per ton, was
decidedly cheaper, besides being free from weed
seeds, and he used it almost exclusively. The soil

was what we should call a good light loam, although
it is Lhere termed a strong lo!im, in distinction from
the sandy lands of eastern New Jersey-.

Among the many things which attracted attention

at this place, the one that interested me the most
was an orcliard of 1500 pear trees, on the quince
root. These were not all planted at the same time,

nor were they alike in other respects, for some 300
or 4lMI of tliem were grown in this country, and
grafted upon the common quince, probably the a.\>-

ple or pe.ar quince or seedlings from them. These
were dwarfsh enough, and though they had been
)ilantcd 7 years, had lnu-ne but little, and decidedly
realized the idea which used to prevail, that quince
rooted pears were necessarily poor, weakly and short
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lived trees ; but the other 1100 or 1200 were fine
trees, imported from France, and grown on the An-
gers quince, or some other hybrid variety, equally
adapted to this purpose, and their condition was in
striking contrast to that of the others. Thrifty,
healthy, of vigorous growth, and bearing all they
were able to do without injury. Having been care-
fully thinned out, the fruit was large and of fine
quality, and presented a rich treat to'the eye, as well
as promise of a richer one bye and bye to the pa-
late.

Among them were 150 trees, (three rows,) of the
variety called Duchesse d'Angouleme, which had
been planted four years, and were bearing nearly
enough, and I am not sure but quite .enough, to pay
the cost of the trees, planting, and the land they
stood on, for he had bargained the whole crop to a
denier in Philadelphia at 31 per dozen, and would
undoubtedly realize 12^ cents each for them ; and
how niany pears, at that price, would it take to pay
50 or 75 cts. for a tree, and 25 more to plant, and
mulch, and tend it properly the first year, and also,
the 400th part of, say §200 for an acre of land, (they
were 8 feet apart, with ten feet between some rows,)
and for two or tlireo pounds of guano per annum,
for three years, at 2J cts. per lb ? I reckon a dozen
and a half would not be out of the way. I plucked
one or two of them, although not fully grown, to
bring home and compare with my own, which were
growing on trees only two years planted, but they
weighed 15J and 10 ounces, and mine only llf and
12 ounces.

This, by the way, is a variety which always suc-
ceeds best on a warm, rich, light soil, and as mine
was heavy, and the trees only planted some sixteen
months, 1 did'nt feel exactly inclined to "give up
the ship" as yet. But to return to guano" which
came pretty near being lost scent of in running over
this orchard, there are two or three points of some
consequence to be determined by the cultivator be-
fore using it, and his success, presuming, of course,
that he buys a good article, will lie very much in

proportion to the correctness of his practice in regard
to them—the quantity, the time, and the mode of ap-
plication. The quantity should be enough—the time
long enough before the seed for it to impart to the
soil all its acrid and caustic properties, and become
thoroughly mild, and the mode would be to cover
deep in light soils, and less deep in proportion as
they are heavier. fci. L. G.

Saco, Jan., 185,3.

Points of Cattle.

We copy the followingfromthe Journal of the New
York State Agricultural Society. If properly car-

ried out, and from the names of the Committee we
have no doubt it will be, we may expect what has

long been wanted, some reliable standard for judfin"

stock. There is a vast amount of ignorance among
farmers as to what the true and desirable points and
distiiKjuishing characteristics of the different breeds

of animals really are. Durhams, Devons, Ilorefords,

Bcrkshires, Southdowns, Bakewells, all have partic-

ular good qualities, peculiar to them as a breed. The
points of a Hereford differ much from those of a Dur-

ham. The value of eacJi breed relatively, may be a

matter of opinion and discussion, but the animals

themselves do not admit of comparison. As reason-

able is it to place the English cart horse and the high
bred racer in the same class for competition. We
want to know the true points of each breed, not to

judge an Ayrshire by the standard of the Durham.
The Chairman of the Committee, F. Eotch, is one of

the most scientific and practical farmers and stock

breeders in the country, and we look for something
really valuable from his matured judgment and large

experience. He is also supported by the weight of

the most eminent breeders in New York, whose
names have long been before the public. We shall

lay the report before our readers at the earliest mo-

ment.

EXECUTIVE MEETING FEERUARY 8, 1853.

Present—Messrs. Prentice, Allen, Kelly, Van
Bergen, Blanciiard, Tucker, Butterfield, Joun-
soN, Corning.

POINTS OF cattle.
Francis Rotch, Esq., at the request of the Execu-

tive Committee, having prepared statements of the
Points of the improved breeds of animals, the same
were submitted to the Board by the Secretary.

Mr. L. F. Allen moved that a committee be ap-
pointed to take in charge the Points of Cattle, pre-
pared by Francis Rotch, Esq., to consider the same
and report to the Executive Committee, and that
the Secretary supply each member with a copy of
the same, and that they bo requested to meet at their

earliest convenience.
CoH«»i(«ee—Messr-s. F. Rotch, L. F. Allen, E. P.

Prentice, J. M. Sherwood, Geo. Vail. L. G. Morris,
R. II. Van Renselaer, C. S. AYainwright, Wm. Kelly,
E. Corning, jr., E. N. Thomas, Thomas Bell, James
Brodie, Lorillard Spencer, Robert Rome, A. B. Allen,

Geo. Clarke, S. P. Chapman, W. II. Sotham.
licsolved, That the committee be requested to meet

at Albany, first Wednesday (4th) May, at the Agri-
cultural Rooms, at 10 A, M. ; and should any mem-
ber be unable to attend, that he forward to the Sec-
retary his views upon the Points submitted.

Quinces Love Salt.—The quince tree seenjs to

have a constitutional fondness for salt. We have
never seen, says the Horticulturist, such superb spe-

cimens of this fruit, and such a general luxuriance

of the trees, as at Newport, Rhode Island, on the

sea coast. A gentleman who noticed the fact, seve-

ral years ago, told us lately that he had profited by
the hint, in giving to each of his trees atop dressing

of two quarts of coarse salt every spring. By scat-

tering the salt over the surface it dissolves slowly,

and does no harm whatever to the roots, but makes
both foliage and fruit much more healthy.

Corn Bread.—Every body who has been at the

Mansion House, Buffalo, has learned the luxury
of the far-lamed corn bread there provided. The
clerk is often taxed to write directions for home man-
ufacture, and I thus procure a receipt for domestic
use, which I copy for you, so that those who wish,

may try a piece of bread from the mansion. It is as

follows;

One quart of sour milk ; two table spoonfulls of

saleratus ; four oz. butter; three eggs; three table

spoonfulls of flour ; and corn meal sufficient to make
a stiff batter.

—

liural Neio Yorker.
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Fig. 1

Peniisylvauia Seedling Fruits.

Hector Apple. Fig 1. Large, oblong, somewhat

conical, mottled and striped with red, on a prominent

yellow ground, with numerous russet dots ; stem

slender, | of an inch long, very deeply inserted in a

slightly russetted cavity ; Vasin of moderate depth,

plaited ; calyx small, nearly closed ; flesh crisp ; tex-

ture fine; flavor pleasant; core small; will keep

through winter, till ]May.

The above is a seedling found a few miles east of

West Chester, on a small property belonging to a

colored man. Hector Mullen. The tree is the only

one of the kind in the neighborhood, is about forty

years old, a good and regular bearer, and is resorted

to for some miles around, on account of the quality

of the fruit. We have no hesitation whatever in re-

commending the Hector apple as eminently well wor-

thy of cultivation in this section of country. Its

large size, fair and fine appearance, will always make
it saleable in market, and it is, besides, very plea-

sant and tender in taste, ranking at least, "very good."

Each State has its varieties of fruit, specially

adapted to its own culture, some of which, at least,

do not answer so well in other soils and climates.

Fine seedlings, wherever originating, deseiwe to be

treasured up and cultivated in preference to new
and unknown varieties.

Ott Pear. Fig. 2. This is a seedling from the

scckle, originating with Samuel Ott, Montgomery

county. Pa., and is a very valuable acquisition to our

list of caiiy pears, and one of the highest flavored

known ; approaching, in that respect, the character

of its parent. Col. Wilder, of Boston, than whom

there is no higher authority, says : "The Ott is quite

first-rate, and in flavor, surpasses Madeline, Blood-

good and Bartlett."

The original tree is about IG years old. Fruit

roundish, turbinate, skin greenish russet, with a mot-

tled rod cheek ; stem one and a quarter inches long ;

cavity small ; calyx large ; basin shallow ; core small;

flesh whitish yellow, melting, rich, perfumed, nrc-

matic ; ripe in August.
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Brandy»'in'e Peak, Fig. 3. Another very valu-

able seedling, originating a few miles from West
Chester, and ripening about the same time as the

preceding. Wo consider it equal to any other early

pear. It f/iows vigorously with us, both on pear and

quince stock, but has not been fruited on the latter,

so far as we know. The shoots are pale olive, rath-

er slender, but of upright and rapid growth, making

Fig. 3.

a handsome head. Leaves small, smooth, dark green,

serrate. The shape of fruit varies somewhat, but

generally resembles our engraving. Size medium ;

stem
.J to J inch long, fleshy at base; skin smooth,

dull, yellowish green, marked with russet dots, ami
thickly russetted about the eye ; calyx open, set in a

smooth basin of moderate depth ; flesh white, very

melting, full of sweet, richand refreshing juice ; bears

abundantly.

White Blackberrv.—This fruit is noticed in a
late number of Ilovey's Magazine, by Robert Man-
ning. He says the color is like that of a very ripe
Sweetwater grape ; shape like the bh.ck ; berries
slightly smaller ; flavor good. Its most remarkable
property is "its productiveness, in wliieh, (says II,

Manning) it far surpasses anything else of the kind
I have ever seen. The fruit is borne on long clus-
ters, two of which come from every bud : and on two
of these, fifty Ijerries have been counted as the pro-
duct of a single bud," In consequence of the poor
success which has attended all attempts to improve
the blackberry by seedlings, R, Manning recommends
that it be crossed with this pale variety.

May's Victoria Currant.

In the general pro-

gress of ioiprovement

in fruit culture, the cur-

rant has not been neg-

lectod, and several new
kinds are now cultivat-

ed, in place of the old

and inferiorcommon red

and white. Our engra-

I'ing faithfully repre-

sents what wo have

fruited for some years,

and believe it to be the

best red, Mav's Victo-

ria, or HouGnroN Cas-

tle. It has been a-

warded the highest

prize at the London

Horticultural Society's

exhibition, both for size

and excellence. It was

a seedling accidentally

discovered by an ap-

prentice to a jobbing

gardener, who took care

ofthe gardens ofHough-

ton Castle. It is distin-

guished for its long

bunches, five or six in-

ches long, and very

large berries,which oft-

ten measure | ofan inch

in diameter. The fla-

vor is excellent, and the

'ruit hangs on longer

t'lan any other variety.

J, Rivers says it is i-

dentical with 'Goliath'

a fine late variety. May's Victoria currant is much

Jn demand, and we think fully deserves all the praise

't has received.

The Hen Fever.—This modern epidemic has shown
itself in our vicinity within a short time, and is char-
acterized by all the peculiarities which have marked
its ravages elsewhere. Some of our most valuable
citizens are now sufiering from its attacks, and there
is no little anxiety felt for their recovery. The morn-
ing slumbers of our neighbors are interrupted by the
sonorous and deep-toned notes of our Shanghae
Chanticleer, and various have been the inquiries as to
how he took "cold," and what we gave him for it.

"Chittagongs" and"Burma Poolers" are now as learn-
edly discussed as "Fancy Stocks" on change.

One of our Fanciers complains that he is obliged to

use egg for coffee worth §6 per dozen. Twenty-five
dollars a pair is now no uncommon price for full blood
chickens, and plenty of buyers at that.^|| Indiana
Farmer.

'

i
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Dahlia.

We present our

readers with an
enj^ravingol'a/)^)'-

fcct Dahlia. There
are Imt few varie-

ties that conform
1 entirely to this

[pattern; but the

1 s^reat increase of
' new seo(llinj^s,and

the difficulty of

discrimination,
where they are

brought into com-
petition, at Ilorti-

cuKural Exhibi-

tions, makes it ne-

cessary to have a

jterfi'ct slaitdanJ.

There are varie-

ties whoso ou tllnes

are quite equal to

the above, and it

should be the aim

of every cultivator to endeavor to approximate to it

as close as possible. The London Horticultural Mag-

azine, in describing a perfect Dahlia, says, "the flow-

er should be a perfect circle when viewed in front,

the petals should be broad at the ends, smooth at the

edges, perfectly free from indenture or point. They

should cup a little, but not enough to show the under

surface. They should be in regular rows, forming

an outline of a perfect circle, without any vacancy

between them, and all in the circle should be of the

same size, uniformly open to the same shape, and not

crumpled. The flower should form two-thirds of a

ball when looked at sideways. It should be inbricat-

ed, that is every petal covering the joints of the two

petals under it, which perfects the circular appear-

ance.

The centre should bepcrfect,the umbloomed petals

laying with their points towards the centre should

form a button and be the highest p.irt of the flower,

completing the ball.

The flower should be symmetrical. The petals

should open boldly, without showing their under side

even when half opened,and should form circular rows,

uniformly laid, and enlarging by degrees to the outer

row of all.

The flower should be very double, and when well

grown, four inches in diameter and not more than

six.

The color should be dense, and free from splashes

or blotches, or indefinite marks of any kind.

If flowers are exhibited which show the disc,

or a green scale, or have been eaten by vermin, or

damaged by carriage, or partly decayed, the exami-

ners should reject them at once."

The season for planting dahlias is at hand, and in

making purchases it will be well to select such as

approach the above standard. The description may
also be of use, in enabling committees at the diifor-

ent HorticulUiral Exhibitions in the interior of our

State, and where the best varieties of this superb

flower are seldom seen, to decide understandingly,

where the competition is close. We have seen per-

sons standing in intense admiration over an old"strai-

ta Formossissima," and selecting it as a hner variety

than fifty superb sorts close by it.

The Dahlia is an especial favorite of ours. Except

the Rose, it has no rival out of the Green House, for

brilliancy and varietj' of color, and splendor of gen-

eral efliect, when grown in large masses. They are

very easy of cultivation, bloom profusely, and con-

tinue four to five months, till hard frosts. When

grown singly also, in lawns or grass plots, and well

secured, the efl'ect by contrast with ether shrubbery

and by way of relief, is very fi .e.

The Dalilia has lieen improved by skilful culture

in respect to height, as well as other respects. In-

deed,ihisshould be considered one point of excellence.

Formerly, they used to require small bean poles, six

or seven leet high; but many of the now ones have

dwarfed, not growing more than half that. Queen

of England, white and carmine, Miss Proctor,cream

tinged with pink, and Yellow Standard, in our col-

lection do not grow higher than three to three and a

half. This is quite a desideratum.

We cultivate about eighty varieties. If asked to

name the best twelve, we should say the following,

in addition to the three above, and perhaps some of

our readers will give us others, for the next number

of the Farm Journal:

Antagonist, white, Frincess Radzeville, white and

purple, Madame Tahler, buff tipped with bronze,

Roi des Points, crimson moroon, lilac tipped. Fame,

shaded plum. Star, white tipped with crimson, Ceci-

lia purple edged pure white, Jenny Lind rich, ruby

purple, tipped with white. Miss Blackmoorc, purple

tipped with white.

_ *e* -

When to Prune.

A correspondent has furnished us with the follow-

ing text : "At what times in the yeat should the dif-

ferent kinds of pruning lie perfoi-mcd, in the cold

latitudes of the north and the milder climates of the

south ?"

We hold that pruning in general, in our northern

climates, is safest after the severe frosts of winter are

over, immediately before the swelling of the buds.

When performed early in the winter, or in the au-

tumn, as is practised properly in mild climates, tlie

ends of the cut shoots dry up," shrivel and die; losing

the buds intended to ma'ke leading shoots, and leav-

ing dead points that require much labor to prune ofl

afterwards ; or if large brandies ar ; cut off, leaving

a broad, fresh surface, the wood and bark dry up and

reipiire a long time to heal. We perform most of

our pruning in the montli of March, althcuigh a great

deal of the less exact nursery pruning is done in Feb-

ruary. Southward, as the winter is mild and spring

early, we should prefer pruning very early in the win-

ter or immediately after the fall of the leaf, because

udiciti/ in the functions of the tree coiumences early,

or scarcely ceases, as wo must bclievo it does during
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our intensely cold weatber, und by pruning early we
economise the sap and strenj;tli of the tree.

"Fnminr/ in the seanonwlu-ii. the leaves are on." The
only pruning we hold to be sound, safe and commend-
alil(!, at this season, is that of the fiaycr and thumb,
in^ oth'T words 2>i>"^^<iii{/- It is quite inconsistent
with good management to rear a crop of good shoots
and then cut them away. Tliis can only be avoided
by nipping superfluous and misplaced shoots at two
or three inches growth before they attain to woodi-
ness. This economises the force of the tree and turns
it into a channel where it will promote instead of
frustrating the ciids we are aiming at. For instance,
it_ we |il mt a young tree, and have pruned it with a
Mew to a certain form, and contrary to our expecta-
tions a shoot breaks out at an uhexpeeted point, and
assumes a vigorous habit and robs all other parts,
it would evidently be unwise to tolerate this intruder
until itarrives at full grinvth, and then cut ii away.
Too many trees are thus managed, by the neglect oi
summer pruning or pinching. AVe admit, however,
that there are eases in which the summer prunini',
or entire lopping off or cutting out branches of con-
siderable size, may be judicious and safe. For in-
stance in the case of neglected orchard trees, in a
luxuriant state, with dense heads in which the fruit
is deprived of air and light. lu such cases branches
may be thinned out anil the cut surface heals over
more rapidly and smoothly than at any other time.
But it is^ unsafe to produce any very sensible dimi-
nution of folia;je, as it arrests the growth of the tree.

All pruning in the growing seas(m, tends to arrest
growth. Nurserymen know that a slight pruning of
stocks boiore budding, will so arrest growth as to
niake the bark adhere firmly ; when, before the pru-
ning, it lifted freely. It is only on this principle
that most all pruning, to promote fruitfulness, must
be done at a point of greater or less activity of growth.
Late spring pruning is often resorted to as a means
of subduing a superabundant vigor, and it has the
same effect as root pruning to a certain extent.

—

Iloriieiilhu-int for Jan.

Guano and Super PliosiUi.ite of liime.

The usual practice of our Chester county farmers,

and, indeed, of eastern Pennsylvania, is to rely on
their barn yard manure for wheat and potato crops,

seldom using any elsewhere, except an occasional

top-dressing to pasture and mowing grounds.' The
last season a very consideralde amount of guano has

been u.^-^ed in this section, and so far as we can learn,

with very decided benefit and profit. Owing to the

usual reluctance of farmers to put their thoughts on
paper, we have been unable to obtain any accurate

and detailed experiments, but, without exception, so

far as we have heard, with No. 1, Peruvian guano,

the results have been very satisfactory. Applied to

the potato crop, spread in the furrows, and the po-

tato dropped on it, as well as when sowed broad-

cast, the yield has in many cases surpassed th.at of a

heavy coat of barn yard manure, in the adjoining

strip. For the wheat crop it has also answered well

where ploughed in previous to sowing. One farmer

occupying rather a hilly place, says the whole ex-

pense of the guano, 300 lbs. to the acre, was not more
than equ.al to the cost of labor, of merely hauling

and spreading the manure, and the grass afterwards

better than whore the manure had been applied. For

the corn crop it has been found equally advantageous.

As a result of its use the past season, the demand
the present spring far exceeds that of last year, and

we fear also the supply will be short. At the time

we write it is scarce in Philadelphia, and commands

§50 per ton.

The introduction of guano, and the admitted fact

of its great intrinsic value as a fertilizing agent, pro-

vided the supply is going to hold out, suggests a

change in our system which has heretofore been more

difHeult ; that of applying all the barn yard manure

to the corn crop, which is a gross feeder, and using

guano for the wheat. The increase of the corn crop

will more than pay for cost of guano, and we believe

there will be larger crops of both. As much of the

streiigth of the manure will remain after the corn

crop has had the benefit of it, and which is thus all

gain, as is usually left in the fall, by ordinary process

of exposure to the sun and rains for 5 or 6 summer

months. The effects of guano have also been more

permanent than was at first expected, and within our

knowledge the benefit has been observed for three

years after its application, and in one case four.

Soils considered heretofore second and third rate,

valued at SW to S50 per acre, by its use at the rate

of 300 lbs. to the acre, have been made to yield a

product equal to that of the very best. As regards

the superphosphate of lime, many inquiries have

been made of us as to its comparative value with gu-

ano, but experience, in this section, has as yet been

quite limited. Some few tons* were sold from the ag-

ricultural warehouse, in AVest Chester, last fall, but

chiefly for the wheat, which, so far, looks well. Our

farmers have been quite captivated with the high-

flown colors ot the advertisement in theAVorking Far-

mer, particularly where it speaks of an increase of a

ton of hay to the acre, from the use of 100 lbs., and

also 1100 bu.of roots to theacre,and are disposedto try

it the present spring, as a top-dressing for their pas-

ture and mowirg grounds. If these expectations are

realized, and especially if they are not, wo shall

have more to say about Professor Mapes' super-phos-

phate of lime. The condition of the ammonia, being

in the form of a sulphate, (non volatile) would seem

to indicate its preference over guano as a top-dress

ing.

*0f tlic kinit prepared under the supervision of Prof. Mapes.

French Merino Sheep.—"The peculiar charac-
teristics of the French Merinos are,that they combine
both mutton and wool qualities. AA'hethers of this

breed, at full age, dress from 30 to 35 pounds the
quarter, and they shear from 8 to 28 lbs. of beautiful

quality of washed wool. They are superior nurses,

and very prolific, and naturally tame and quiet, re-

quiring but little fence to control them."

—

Northern

Farmer.
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Making and Saving Manure.

A correspondent in tlie "Country Gentleman," under

the si2;nature of Composter, writes as follows:—

•

111 the first place, h^t mo say that my hogs are con-

fined to the pen, and a small yard in the rear of it,

nearly the whole year round, (my breeding sow.s on-

ly being allowed to range in winter.) My horse barn

stands adjoining the pen and on one side of the yard.

The manure from the horse stable is thrown directly

into the hog-yard. The hogs are alloweil the libortj'

of the yard, and so the horse and hog manure, and
the litter of both, g) together. The yard has been

cleared so often, that the earth has bciMi taken out

moi-e than a foot derp, and it will h(}!<l water like a

dish; and the water that falls into the yard, with the

urine of the animals, keep.s it well saturated most of

the time. Occasionally we scatter a few quarts of

corn over the yard, and the whole mass will soon be

turned up-side down by th; industrious pigs; and
in this way I can have it turned just when I wish.

The whole is allowed to remain in the yard through

the summer, and in the fall I find it all rich and rot-

ten manure. The horse manure, which otherwise

heats and dries so much, and by evaporation loses half

its fertilizing properties, without a great deal of ex-

tr.a labor is bestowed upon it, is now thoroughly
mi.ted with the hog manure, and all improved there-

by. By a liberal supply of bedding to both horses

and hogs, one may increase this heap to several loads

for each animal kept.

When straw is not at hand, a resort to the woods
for leaves as bedding, is an excellent substitute, and
they are certainly within the reach of all. I have
drawn several 'oads of them this fall, and find them
good for bedding. Any one who has not tried it, will

be surprised to find out how easily and quickly they
are obtained.

Tlie Horse Stable.

There is scarcely any class of people, who have
more professional pride than hostlers and the various
kinds of drivers, espoeially coachmen; and the per-

son who is not too proud to learn, can gather very
much practical information, as well as shrewd expe-
rience, from these rough specimens of humanity. The
e.-cperlenced hostler has a hundred little appliances
by which he succeeds in making his favorite appear
to advantage; and we have often been surprised at

what we should call the "good, hard, lujrse sense" that
seems to be held in common by groom and steed.

Tills cl.ass of stable boys need no lessons from us.

We have taken up our pen to give a few hints to the
large number of those, who, being men of all work,
arc their own drivers and grooms, as we were for some
time; when we took especial pride in waiting upon
our goiid steed, before wo took thought for ourself.

The Ilorso Stable should be so constructed that cur-
rents of air can be effectually shut off from coming
directly upon the horse, when desired. This is fre-

quently impossible in many stables that we have seen,
in consequence of open seams, through the siding
and floors of the stalls. A horse put in ^uch a stall,

coming warm and moist from the road, with the win-
ter winds Idowing upon his reeking hide, is very much
in danger of taking cohl, and laying the fmindation
of disease, aside from the immediate discomfort and
stiffening of his body. His back may be kept warm
by a blanket, but his legs will bo still sadly exposed,
and thus the elasticity of his travel impaired.
The Stable Floor, for draft horses, we should al-

ways prefer to have lowest in front,except fiu- the rea-

son, th.at such a stable cannot so readily be kept dry
and clean. AVe prefer it, because when standing up-
on such a floor the muscles which were most employ-
ed in draft, are temporarily relieved and rested, and
it will be perceived that wlien a roadster is in pastui-e,

and at libi-rty to choose his position, he will rest him-
self Vi'itli his fore feet lowest. But as it is highly ne-

eessarj' that the horse bo kept dry and clean, we
should allow a falling bagk of some two inches in ten

feet, in the planks of the floor.

The Feeding Box for hay, should be a manger,com-
ingdown to witliin some eighteen inches of the floor,

leaving underneath, that space for the bedding, dur-

ing tlie day time. Of the general subject of horse

and stock feed, we shall speak at another time. The
stable should be so arrangeil with regard to /////(Y.that

a person on coming from without, would experience

no difficulty in discerning olijects within. We do not

approve of having a bright beam of light, let in im-
mediately upon the horses eyes; but should prefer a
well-diffused, sulxlued light. Ventihifion should be
well provided for, to dispose of the foul air bnd keep
up a proper circulation.

Bedding should not be neglected, and on this sub-

ject we have bestowed some attention of late, especi-

ally in observing the results of an extieriment in the

extensive Livery and Sale Stables of Messrs. Blake
& Williams, of this city. The material used for this

purpose is saw-dust, and the results have been highly

satisfactory. Several bushels of dry saw-dust are

thrown into the stall, upon which the horse stands

during the night. In the morning it will be found
that about a bushel has to be removed—one half of
which is manure, and one half saw-dust, so well sat-

urated as to contain a large portion of ammonia, per-
'

forming the double office of absorbent and purifier;

thus the air of the stable is kept pure, and the ammo-
nia saved for the compost heap. This compost Mr.
Blake has applied to his stiff clay land, and reports

that it operates like yeast, making the ground very
ligiit and mellow. In the morning, that portion of the

bedding which remains dry is shoved up under the

manger, to serve for another night.

Another advantage from this material for bedding
is that a horse which lies upon it is much easier clean-

ed off tlian one •which lies on straw; the saw-dust en-

tcrlng among the hair, brings awaj' the sc 'retions,

when the curry-comb and brush are applied, leaving

a l.iright lively coat. In warm weather it has another

great advantage, that of being much cooler than straw,

so that a tired and heated horse can sleep pleasantly,

without incitements to feverish restlessness. The es-

tablishment of steam mills in all paits of the country,

renders the material easy of access to almost every

neighborhood, and we doubt not, wdien its virtues are

better known, it will be generally applied to stable

use, as a means of comfort to the horse, and also of

turning an otherwise useless article into profitable

account.— Ohio Cuttivaior.

Measi'hement of Hay iv Bulk.—Multiply the

length, breadth and height of the hay into e.ich oth-

er, and if the hay is somewhat settled, ten solid yards
will weigh a ton. Clover will take 11 to 12 yards
to a ton

.

An English Quarter of Wheat is eight Imperial
bushels, of 70 pounds each, 9 1-0 American bushels,

of GO pounds each.
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Breeding Stock<

The folluwing very excellent remarks on breedinp-,

by L. C. Ball, of New York, are well worthy of at-

tention. The article appeared first in the Ohio Cul-

tivator.

Mr. Ball says:—The experience of all herdsmen
and breeders, from the days of Jacob down to the
present time, has only tended to one result, narv-ely

—

That like produces like. On this principle have all

the change:^ of form and habits which separate wild
from domesticated races, and which characterise the
numerous breeds and varieties oi improved animals
been made.

So well understood is this principal,that no desired
property, wiiether of strength, speed, form, tempera-
ment, or disposition, is considered unattaiiialilc; and
no fiult or imperfection, but what may be eradicated,
and the intelligent breeder pursues his object with a
confidence of success, which the result fully justifies.

"This power of man to affect useful alterations in
the animal creation," is shown by the fact that among
every species of domesticated animals, tiiere is a
great number of varieties, each characterised by per-
manent marks and qualities, of color or form, "or by
the size and shape of particular organs and parts.
These varieties, though differing widely in appear-
ance, qualities and habits, are all obtained from one
original stock, by the continued observance of this
one principle

: Of breeding from those individuals
which possess the desired qualities in the highest de-
gree, and rejecting all those in which opposite tenden-
cies are perceptible.

If animals with short limbs are desired, t .en all

those individuals of the species which have these
parts of more than medium length are rejected: and
from each successive generation, those' having the
shortest limbs are selected to be the parents of the
proposed new variety; and thus, in no very long pe-
riod the work is accomplished.

bo far has this practice been continued in the case
of swine, that animals of that species have been
bred in which the limbs were not of sufficient length
to raise the body from the ground.
The passion for small heads and fine limbs is at

this time so great, that animals are frequently pro-
duced in which the head is hardly large enough to
perform its appropriate functions, and the limbs are
unable to support for any long time, the weightof
the bod}'.

But every rule has apparent exceptions—and none
more, or more fatal to the hopes of the breeder, if

blindly followed, than this, that like prodmes like.

For instance—an animal is obtained,which combines
to an emiment degree all the qualities which render
the species useful; and the owner indulges the ex-
pectation, that the offspring will possess all the gqod
qualities of the sire, and that henceforth his pastures
and stables will be tilled with the best and most per-
fect specimens of the breed. The result, however,
disappoints his expectations, and leads him to doubt
the corre tness of the rule he has so rigidly and per-
severingly followed; for not one of the progeny reach-
es that degree of perfection which marked the sire,

while more than half are below the standard of me-
diocrity.

How are these facts 'o be reconciled, and the prin-
ciple so clearly understood as to be practically use-
ful?

Philosophy and experience have demonstrated the
fact, that animals, from the highest to the lowest, y)('-

queiUlij resemble remote ancestors, and renewed forms
that existed lour/ before the birth of their own parents

between toliom and themselves, no similarity is discov'

eralde.

Who has not seen some human individual,8tanding
alone in the family, bearing no resemblance in fea-

ture or habits to parents, brothers or sisters; and who
was evidently sent back to gather up the acattered
threads of life's web among the graves of a preceding,
perhaps remote generation.

The fact is very clear that animals transmit to

their offspring qualities which they do not themselves
exhibit, bat which they have nevertheless inherited,

and preserved in latent or rudimentary forms. How
else can the too common and melancholy fact be ex-

plained, that those hereditary diseases which afflict

one geneiation of the human family, pass harmlesslv
over the second, and break with desolating fury up-
on the third.

The animal, whatever traits of excellence it may
possess, whose offspring exhibits defects of form and
constitution, has come from an inijmre stock, in ichich

the same defects loere prominent; and therefore the re-

sult,though seemingly contradictor}- and inexplicable,

is just what no intelligent observer of nature's laws
miglit confidently predict.

If the breeder who looks with admiration upon the

good points and fine appearance of an animal, could
know the history of its ancestors for a dozen or twen-
ty generations, he could much better judge of its val-

ue, and the propriety of transferring it to his own
flocks or herds.

Important improvements may doubtless be effected,

within short periods of time; but these improvements,
to become inherent, and constitute permanent and
unvarying types, must be continued in unbroken suc-

cession through many generations.

Those animals, therefore, which have descended
from a superior race, through a long and unbroken
line of healthy ancestors, are the only reliable sour-

ces to which the breeder can resort, for preserving

useful qualities already obtained, or for reaching to

a higher degree of excellence.

Fresh Imported Stock.

The following list of recent importations of fine

stock, by Lewis G. Morris, Mount Fordham, West
Chester county New York, is taken from the Boston

Cultivator. Such enterprise is worthy of all praise,

and whether profitable or otherwise to himself, is a

large contribution to the public good, the value of

which is not easily estimated.

SnoiiT-IIoRNS.

—

Bulls. "Marquis of Carrabas,"
roan, calved Jan. 16, 1851. Bred by and purchased
of F. II. Fawkes, Esq., Farnley Hall, Otley, York
shire.

"Romeo," roan, calved April, 1850. Bred by and
purchased of the Marquis of Exeter. The latter se-

lected for N. J. Becar, Esq., Long Island.

Heifers: "Bloom," red rose, calved Janu.ary, 1850.

Bred by Fowle, North Allerton, Yorkshire
;
purchas-

ed of J. S. Tanqueray, Esq., Brent Lodge, Ilcndon,

Middlesex.
"Romelia," roan, calved 1851. Purchased of J.

S. Tanqueray.
"Lady Booth," calved December, 1850. Bred by

J. Emmerson, Eryholme, purchased of J. S. Tan-
queray. The latter selected for Mr. Becar.

Devons.—}lull: "Rodney," alias "Frank Quartly,"
calved March, 18M. Bred by and purchased of Mr.
John Quartly, South Slolton, North Devonshire,

"Earl of Exe'ter" (38) dam, "Curly" 96.)

Cows: "Birthday," (38.) Bred by and purchased
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of J. A. Tlioraas, Esq., South Molton, North Devon-

"Pi-inoess" (380.) Bred by and purchased ofJames
Quartly, Esq., South Moltuu, North Devon.

The figures refer to the numbers of the animals

as registered in the Devon Herd Book. None of the

Short-horns except ''Marquis of Carralias" are yet

registered in the Herd-Booli, their owners liaving

omitted to send their pedigrees to Mr. Stratford, the

edit(n-, previous to Mr. Morris' purchase ; but they

will be inserted in the next volume. Both Short-

horns and Dcvons are very fine specimens ot their

breeds. The Devon cow, "Birthday," received seve-

ral prizes in England, and is one ot the most beauti-

ful animals we have ever seen. Her breeder, Mr.
Thomas, was a very successful competitor of the late

show of the Smithtield Club. The (ither cow and the

bull are also very fine ; the latter especially very

complete in form, and of good size and firm constitu-

tion.

SwivE.—Mr. Morris also brought out an addition

to his stock of Essex, Suffolk and Berkshire swine.

The Essex were bred by and purchased of W. Fish-

er Hobbs, Esq., Bosted Lodge, near Colchester.

The boar is of the best of this gentleman's noted

stock, and is altogether a most perfect specimen of

his species. The Suffolk boar, an excellent animal,

was bred by and purchased of Lord Wenlock, York-

shire. The Berkshires were purchased of Mr. AVil-

bon, bailifl'to Sir R. G. Throckmorton, Berkshire.

Sheep.—Mr. Morris brought out for himself and
Mr. Beear, two Sduth-Down rams and six ewes, bred

by and p'irchased of the celebrated breeder, Mr. J.

Webb, Babraham, near Cambridge. He had before,

quite a flock of South-Downs, as purchased ot Mr.
AVebb.

In addition to the above stock, Mr. Morris selected

and brought out for Mr. Corning of Albany, three

Ilerefords ; a bull and two heiffers.

The I.oudou Poultry Show.

From the 11th to the loth of January, there was a
grand poultry show in London, at which were exhi-

bited no loss than 615 pens of different species of

fowls, each containing from two to four animals -

besides eleven pens of geese, thirty-three of ducks,

ten of turkeys, two hundred and forty-nine of pig-

eons, and forty-eight of rabbits. Of tlie fowls there

were two hundred and furty-nine pens of the Cochin
China breed, sixty-three Bantams, seventy Dorkings,
besides Spanish, Malay, Hamburg, Poland, &c. On
the first day there were some hundreds of visiters,

at an admission fee of five shillings, on the second
day over five thousand at a shilling, and <m the third

day a much larger number at the same price. Very-

high prices were put upon some of the pons. At the
auction sale on the last day the highest price paid
was $'240, for a Cochin China cock aud pullet. The
general selling prices varied from fifty to two pounds
for each pen.

The London Correspondent of the National Intel-

ligencer says there were three geese which weighed
together 48 pounds. There were gigantic pigeons
from Inilia with magnifieient plumes ; beautiful
Australian pigeons of most delicate plumage ; tur-

keys of prodigious size ; and four Cochin China fowls,

fur which £03 (or §315) was required. There was
a single hen for which thirty guineas ($150) was re-

fused.

At the sale which took place at the elose of the
exhibition, 110 birds of the Cochin China breed,
the majority of them being young ones of three or
four months ago, realized £3Q9. The highest price

obtained for a single bird was £21. For the eggs,

5s. to 10s. each was readily obtained. One pair of
Cochin China fowls fetched" £49.7.

A number of agriculturists attended the sale who
appeared to receive an impression that the breeding
of poultry was becoming more profitable than the
breeding of cattle. The times has the following util- ,

itarian notions upon the subject:

"A fowl, after all, is not materially the more pre-

cious for being "gold" or "silver pencilled," "white
crested" or "double-comlied," though "double-breast-

ed," i. procurable, might be an eligible quality to

introduce. One variety we see styled "dumpies" or

"bakies," attracted great admiration for the extraor-

dinary shortness of their legs ;" but we scarcely un-

derstand the ailvantage of this feature, unless, indeed,

they will go into a smaller saucepan. The end, in

short, of all such exhibitions as that now open,
j

should be the improvement, not of private "collec-

tions," but of the public stock, and the breed deserv--
!

ing the price is not that with the largest comb or the

rarest plumage, but with the best promise of general

usefulness. If, twelve months hence, eggs should
prove better, chickens cheaper, and all poultry more
abundant than now, we shall bo the first to acknowl-
edge the benefits of the Baker street show ; but, if

the result is confined to the monstrosities of private

"collections," there will be but little credit gained
by the notoriety of this week's display.

Bots iu Horses.

The following on the subject of Bots in Horses,

gives some information, new and interesting to most

people. We copy from the "Journal of Agriculture:''

Many years ago, assisted by Dr. Roe, of White
Plains, N. Y., we made examination of a horse that

appeared to have died with the bots. We found the

cuticular coat of the stomach almost entirely covered

with them. They were upon the top, and upon the

bottom, and upon both sides. Tliey worked side qy
side, like lazy street sweepers; and were in no wise

hurried or interrupted in thdr operations by our ob-

servation. Some were lapped over others, as sucking

pigs who get the upper row of teats are wont to feed.

They ate systematically, and as I remarked in the

paper quoted below, "they swept clean" as they pro-

gressed, as a silk-worm cleans a mulberry leaf The
stomach was alive with these sluggish but persevering

pests. But that the horse died of the bote, although

there is reason so to think, we dare not untertake to

say; for the weight of authority is against us, never-

theless, xoe think he did. * * * *

We "exhibited" to our subjects a tempting dose of

sweetened milk; in fact we submerged a portion of

the stomach in milk and^molasses, but the adult bot

preferred the tripe, whatever the baby bot might do
with the drink. AVe tried an application of sulphur-

ic acid, (oil of vitriol,) to their backs, without percep-

tible effect. We steeped the portion of the stomach
in the acid without at all interrupting their meal.
This is accounted for by the fact, that the bots are

coated with mucus, which defends them against the

acid. Finally, we tried a powerful burning glass;

and either worried out by the protracted fight, or un-
equal to a contest with the sun, they gave up the

ghost. But this remedy would be somewhat difiiciilt

of administration, with a living horse, aud therefore

we do not "patent" it.

After the bots are full grown and fairly establish-

ed, and in operation, they are safe from most applica-

tions; for this reason, that as many of them must be
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engaged on the upper portion of tlie stomach, medi-
cine cannot reach them, unless tlu stomach is kept
constantly full of the medical agent, and besides,

their mouths are so deeply buried in the business bo-

fore them, that they ivill not quit it for the most se-

ductive drug.

In view of the whole matter, we come to those con-

clusions. So long as there exists a sufficiency of mu-
cus in the stomach, the bots will not attack the cuti-

cular coat, and will at the proper time be disengaged,
passed out of the stomach with the ohylo, and evac-

uated with the dung.
In the commencement of the attack they may be

expelled by the remedy recommended, (swetened
milk,) or more easily by green and succulent food.

So long .as they confine themselves to the mucus, their

presence is not dangerous to the life or health of the

animal, though they cannot be claimed to be posi-

tively essential to his comfort and well being. The
act of eating the cuticular coat is not of itself pain-

ful to the horse, for the coat is insensible ; but, the

cuticle removed leaves the stumach at le.ast liable to

in9amation. At this stage we do not doubt that fa-

tal eft'ccts may follow.

On the whole, it appears to us as idle to say that

horses do not die of the bots; as to deny that chil-

dred die of measles or hooping cough, because the

cases are rare, where riyhttii and siasoiiahly treated,

they do not recover.

Traluiug Steers.

The following mode of transforming the wild and

unmanageable steer, into the gentle and well-trained

ox, is both reasonable and instructive. We extract

from the "Country Gentleman."

The first point is to make them tame and gentle.
This may be accomplished by feeding them out of the
hand, and carding them daily. They should be ap-
proached gently, without yelling at them until they
are frightened out of their wits. After having redu-
ced them to a state of perfect docility, a good yoke
should be procured,suitable to their size and strength.
A small pen is necessary to put on the yoke; ap-
proach gently with the yoke, patting and speaking
gently to them until you have the yoke on the oti'

steer; t.^.en let an assistant drive the other under the
yoke. Their tails should then be securely fastened,
to prevent their getting the habit of turning the yoke.
They shou4d be yoked in the morning, and unyoked
at night—in this manner, for several days, until they
become accustomed to the yoke.
The first thing to teach them is, to stop at the word

of command. This may be done by striking them
across the face; the blows should be repeated until
thoy stop, and then discon^nued; by striking them
for every non-observance of the word of command,
they will soon learn that by stopping they will avoid
It, and will act accordingly. They may be taught
then to "gee" and "haw," by gently pushing tliem
around. Hacking may be taught by beginning ^J\ih
an empty cart on a side-hill; then on, a level; then
with an increasing load.until thoy will back nearly the
same load thoy will draw. They should never be
put to a load that they cannot readily draw, or
drilled by prolonged exercise beyond the period when
It becomes irksome. Long and repeated yelling, or
the use of the lash, is both cruel and useless. Clear
and intelligible, yet low and gentle words, are all that
is necessary to guide a well-trained ox. The ox un-
derstands a moderate tone more perfectly than a bois-
terous one, as all sounds become indistinct as thev

increase. A command should never be given unless

enforced. Many bear with bad tricks for a long time,

without even an expression intelligible to them—but
when patience departs, a thorough stcjrm of blows is

poured upon them. This is the way to ruin every
beast; a single blow should be given for each offence.

Polishjug Plows.

To all those who are expecting to go through with
the (lid operation of polishing a new plow, by scrap-

ing it the following spring, I would propose the fol-

ing cheap and effectual remedy.

—

Go to any druggist shop and procure 4 oz. of sul-

phuric acid, or oil of vitriol, which will cost from
five to ten cents, according to the conscience of the

druggist. Take a stick and wind upon the end of it

a wollen rag, and tie it on witli a coarse strong twine,

making a swab; set your plow where it will be expos-

ed to the sun, if convenient; then pour the sulphuric

acid into an earthen bowl, and dilute it with an
equal quantity of rain or river water. Take the swab
and thorouglily moisten every part of the plow that

requires polishing; work fast, lest the acid e.at up
your swab before you have gone over the surface,

and be careful not to get any on your clothes or skin,

for it is very corrosive. Let the plow stand about
24 hours, then -scrape off the scales which will have
arisen all over the surface wet with the acid; hitch

on the team and go ahead.and in from fifteen minutes
to one hour, the plow will be smooth and bright.

The rationale is this. The outer coating of the

castings is composed of a mixture of sand and iron,

more or less porous, thus admitting the free passage
of the acid, which decomposes the iron, changing it

to an oxide, and as soon as the solid iron is reached,

the action of the acid terminates, or is very slight,

owing to a want of surface upon which to act.

Original Communications.

For the Fiirm Journal.

Planting Trees.

Much has been written about the best time and

mode of planting treps, some recommending the au-

tumn, others the spring, some "advising deep plant-

ing and others objecting to it as improper, and scarce-

ly agreeing in any essential particular respecting

the time or the mode. Believing that I have learned

something from the mistakes I have made, I propose

to give, through the Journal, some opinions on these

subjects. Of those woody plants that are quite har-

dy in this climate, and grow freely from cuttings, it

is found that many of them succeed best if the cut-

ting is cut smooth at the base, at or about the time

that the autumn growth has entirely ceased, and in-

serted in light soil in which the superabundant mois-

ture will freely drain off; under these circumstances,

a callus is generally formed during the winter, from

which roots are emitted early in the growing season.

But if the cutting is put in a he.avy clay soil, reten-

tive of moisture, there will be no callus formed,

and the base of the cutting is frequently so much
injured by the superabund.ant moisture during the

winter, that no growth will take place ; and if the

base of the cutting is rough and uneven or ragged.
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it is very common that the rougher points die, and

that the disease thus begun, extends to the entire

base of the cutting. In the ease of heavy wet soils,

it is better to take off cutting's before the commence-

ment of growth, and cover them with sand, till the

ground is in working order in the spring, and then

put them in the ground for growing. Such I believe

is the case with the greater part of hardy, deciduous,

woody plants that grow freely from cuttings. The

difference between growing cuttings, without roots,

and trees with roots, is much in favor of the latter,

but the healingof the wounds, made in taking up the

tree and separating tho cuttings, is almost equally

important in both, and the circumstances favorable

to one, we may fairly infer to be also favorable to the

other. If, therefore, what I have stated of cuttings

be true, as I believe is generally admitted, it would

follow that hardy trees will be planted in dry, light

soils with most success in the autumn, sufficiently

soon after the cessation of growth to heal the wounds

of the roots before the severe weather commences

;

and that in heavy, wet soils, the planting should be

deferred until the ground became in working order

in the spring, in every case cutting the broken and

wounded roots smoothly so that they may heal freely,

The ground should be in gojd working order at the

time of planting, and well pressed down, so as to

come in close contact with every part of the roots.

Now as to the mode of planting. It is frequently

recommended to dig a deep hole, filling up so much
with good gardjn soil as will leave sufficient

depth for planting the tree ; this, in light deep

soils, and porous, open subsoils may be right,

but in those places in which the subsoil is an

impervious, hard pan, or retentive clay, holding wa-

ter, it is obvious that the good soil in this pit must,

in the wet season, be entirely saturated with wa'er,

in which healthy growth can hardly take place, and

in the dry season it will promote vig.rous growth

only so long as till the roots shall have extended to

the sides of the hole, when, being below the soil they

must penetrate into the stiff, unyielding and barren

subsoil, or turn up at the edge of the hole, (as if

they were in a tub) until they reached the soil, so as

to escape from the pit, in either case the growth will

be affected injuriously. It is important, especially

for common fruit trees, that the roots pass freely

through the fertile soil, and that they should not be

placed below it ; and, therefore, it would be better in

those places where the subsoil is ycry retentive of

water, instead of digging a deep hole and bringing

good soil and putting in it to support the tree, that

the soil so brought be placed on the surface and the

tree planted in it, the roots then would exert their

natural tendency to grow outward and downward
without being obliged to enter the subsoil.

It is common in many places to plant a field, or

more commonly a part of a field, with apple or pear

trees as an orchard, and then to subject the field to

the usual rotation of crops, viz : Indian Qorn, oats

and wheat, one year each in succession, then gr.ass

two years for mowing and one or two years for pas-

turage. This couise has two great disadvantages;

one of them is, that the cattle during tho time of

pasturage destroy many trees ; and the other is, that

during the seasons that the land is plowed yearly,

the tree roots are not allowed to rise into the plowed
ground, but are kept immediately below the run of

the plough
; but the ground being kept loo.se and

open by culture, they receive the rain and moisture

freely, and during the first half of the corn season,

and the latter part of the oats and wheat years, with-

out much competition from any growing crop. But
then follows three or four seasons of grass, during

which time the ground is not ploughed, and the

whole surface covered with grass, and the trees hav-

ing to compete with the grass in obtaining nourish-

ment, it becomes necessary that the small roots make
their way upward toward the surface in order to

obtain a portion of the rain and dew sufficient to

support their growth, and toward the close of the

grass seasons the tree is mainly supported by roots

drawing their sustenance from very near the surface

—in tho very best soil. But now conies the sad re-

verse. A deep ploughing takes place for Indian corn,

and these roots are now cut away, and for three years

the tree has to seek its support through a smaller

number of roots, and which have for years been al-

most inactive. Although young and healthy trees

may support a few changes of this kind, yet they

cannot be so long lived or so protracted and vigorous

as they would be without these periodical and' vio-

lent changes. Ploughing annually with sufficient

manuring, or not ploughing at all would either of

tliem be better for an orchard. A good method of rais-

ing an orchard is, first: Enclose the quantity of

ground wanted, with a good fence ; after one year's

cultivation with corn or potatoes, plant the trees

;

keep the ground in cultivation for several, say ten

years, with Indian corn, potatoes, pumpkins and

crops of that kind that require cultivation during

their growth, giving sufficient manure to keep, the

land fertile, and never piUting rye or wheat in it.

As the roots and tops of the trees extend, do not

plough or put in crops close to them, so that neither

the roots or tops may bo touched by the plough or

the team. At the end of the term of ten years, or

perhaps earlier, the culture may be discontinued,

and the ground used only for the production of fruit.

No horses, except for ploughing it, nor cattle or

swine should be permitted within the enclosurq till

the trees are nearly grown ; after which time hogs

may be let in during the time that unripe or wormy
fruit is dropping. In this case trees may be planted

closer than when it is intended to continue cropping.

I think 25 feet would be sufficient, and the trees
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should be permitted to braneli nearer to the ground

than is allowable where it is intended to continue

the orchard in cultivation. The heat of our sum-

mers acts injuriously on the bodies of apple trees

when the tops are not sufficiently large to ward off

the rays of the sun during the hottest part of the

day ; and, therefore, other circumstances being equal,

a cool northern or northeastern exposure is moresult-

able- for apple orchards than a warm southern ov

southwestern one.

A. W. COUSON,
Montgomery Co., 2nd mo., 24th, 1833.

O JiEiL-JJBIcE

7h^

For the F.arm .Tournal.

Planting Corn.

To THE Editors of the F.\rm Journal :

—

As the cultivation of Indian corn is attended with

much labor, I ask the liberty of presenting a device

by which the tedious process of marking off the ground

with intersecting furrows may be avoided, and the

ground left less liable to wash by heavy rains prior

to cultivation. The contrivance for this purpose, I

call a spacing frame. Sec above engraving. It con-

sists of a square frame of a suitable size, with four pro-

jecting fingers. The .sides and interior of the frame

are so constructed as to indicate the points fir drop-

ping hills of corn. The design of the fingers is to con-

nect with the adjoining rows of dropped corn. The

frame may be made of light lath, well stifiened at the

corners, and large enough each way to extend the

breadth of four hills of corn. At equal spaces across

the interior of the frame should be inserted two pie-

ces of lath, and the whole so squared and spaced

off as to indicate the points for dropping sixteen

hills of corn. At the dropping points, holes may

be made and funnels of leather or other suitable

material inserted therein. Near the corners, han-

dles may be placed for greater convenience in mov-

ing the frame forward. The frame may be made
lighter and cheaper by omitting the interior lath and

funnels, and placing elastic strings, at right angles,

in their stead. Indeed, all the funnels may be dis-

pensed with by substituting marks on the sides of

the frame, to show where corn should be dropped

On the other hand, the funnels may be made so as to

contiin the seed with sliding valves connected by

wire, to enable a person to drop four hills at a time.

But I believe the more simple plans to be better.

Simple devices are more within the reach of every

one, and less liable to get out of order.

Directions for Using.—The ground being plowed

and well harrowed in the usual form, a straight line

may be drawn the breadth of the field, sufficiently

near the fence by moans of a piece of twine and a

few stakes, to guide the instrument the first time

across the field, after wluch it will be guided by the

dropped corn, one row being left uncovered fjr that

purpose. Two persons, appointed to drop, each pro-

vided with a basket of corn, can place the frame near

the end of the string with the two p.arallel fingers in

contact with the line ; then drop the hills as spaced

by the frame. One dropper then takes his station iu

the foremost corner of the frame, next to the line,

and the other behind the opposite corner, and carry-

ing the frame forward until the hindmost dropper

can place the finger next him in cont.act with the

dropped corn, and the foremost then place his, in con-

tact witli the line: drop aiain, and so on, across the

field. On returning across the field, (if the frame is

made correct,) the corresponding fingers will keep in

concert with the dropped corn. Should the rows be-

come crooked by carelessness or the unevenness of

the ground, it will be necessary to straighten afresh,

as the instrument will not work well only in a straight

line.

I anticipate an objection against this mode of

planting on the surface of the gr jund : that the corn

will not grow so well.

The fairest experiments having been my guide, I

could not perceive the smallest difference in favor of

furrows ; but between a poor, shallow soil and a deep,

rich soil, the difference is strikingly obvious.

Spaijing frames on the above principle may be

constructed for dropping other seed besides corn.

Small ones can be made for horticultural purposes,

and they can be so varied in structure as to enable a

pei'son to drop seed in continuous parallel rows. Last

spring \^as my first opportunity for trj'ing my device.

I planted abont ten acres, dropping it in the above

way; and althougli part of the field was hilly and

uneven, it was done to my entire satisfaction, thus

saving the labor of marking wit:) the plough.

The easiest plan of outwitting the insects, which I

have experienced, is to plant plenty of seed ; I find it

better to pluck up than replant.
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The writer's motive in presenting the above simple

innovation is a desire to benefit others. It is referred

entirely to your discretion. Should you deem it pro-

per you can "place it on the track," or you may,

without offence, slide it off the "embankment."

M. LAKKIN,
East Brandywine, Chester county.

Fall Ploughing.

Mr. Editor :

The subject on which I shall make

a few remarks, is one which I consider of importance

to every farmer, and one that I have never seen dis-

cussed in the Farm Journal, though other subjects

of less importance has been commented on in its col-

umns. I mean the proper time for ploughing corn

ground.

I h.ave been a practical farmer for some time, and

a constant reader of agricultural works, and yet can

I never adopt the popular plan of ploughing ray corn

ground in the fall. I have frequently conversed with

the advocates of fall ploughing, and the principal

reasons urged are: a preventive against the cut-worm,

advance with their spring work, and that theirteams

are in a better condition to do work in the fall than

in the spring. The first of these reasons may, in a

measure, be an inducement to some for fall plouch-

ing; but to me it is not, for I never have had much
trouble with the grub. My mode of management is

to plant deep with the hoe, and not too early in the

season. The advantage I find in planting deep is,

that if the worm cut off the stalk, it still grows on

without injury, and if planted shallow, the worm
takes it so close to the grain that it must die. As
to the two other reasons, I think they should have

little weight, for in my opinion, teams well wintered,

are better able to perform hard work in the spring

than they are in the fall, after a whole summerV hard

work.

My own experience too, has t.aught me that ground
ploughed in the fall, and subjected to the action of

the frosts, heavy rains and snows of our winter, will

become hard and unmanageable the following sprin"

and then will require as much labor to get it proper-

ly pulverized as another ploughing ; and then my
impression is, it will not retain moisture as well as

spring ploughing.

Another reason for spring plowing is that it can

be better done than in the (M, the ground being al-

ways in better order for ploughing.

I have seen plowing done in the fall that I would
not have thanked a man to have done for nothing, on
my farm, in consequence of the ground being too

hard.

To prove my position, I find in referring to agricul-

tural works, thiit where there has been an extraordi-

nary yield, it always has been the product of spring

plowing. In looking over the February number of

the F.arm Journal I find, for raising the premium
crop of 100 bushels per acre, Mr. Walker ploughed
in the beginnir g of May, and planted the last of May.
In the same number of the Journal I find, for the
next premium crop, Mr. McCrea has given his time
for plowing .as some time in March, and that very
little after culture was necessary to keep down the

weeds.

In the January number of the Prario Farmer of

1847, I find an article signed A. L., which speaks
thus of fall ploughing for corn :

"In the place where I live, fall ploughing for corn,

after repeated trials, has mostly been abandoned on
old land, especially early fall ploughing. I have
succeeded best with the corn crop—taking into ac-

count labor and yield—where the planting followed

the ploughing as soon as possible."

I shall here say that I fully concur with A. L. in

saying that taking in account labor and yield he is in

favor of spring ploughing. I h.ave always found the

yield better in spring plowing, and labor much less

,

in keeping weeds and grass down. Yours, &c.

SAMUEL MUMMA.
liOcust Grove Farm, Dauphin co.,

February 15th, 1853.

-UK

For the Farm Jou i. al.

Agricultural Uevlew—No, 1.

The township of Birminghiim, Chester county,

Pa., is situated five miles south of West Chester, the

county seat, 13 miles north of Wilmington, Delaware,

and 25 miles west of Philadelphia: these are the

markets which receive its products. It contains two
grist and saw mills, with machinery attached for

grinding plaster and cob meal, one shingle machine,
one store, one blacksmith and two wheelwright

shops, one tavern, which, and the store, I regret to

say, are licensed to sell spirituous liquors, by inhab-

itants of the township, the demoralizing effects of

which are plainly evident in the vicinity ; two places

of worship, one school .averaging thirty scholars, one

Library of 2,000 volumes, numerous quarries of ex-

cellent building stone, and one of limestone on its

border. Population about 300.

It comprises about 3,000 acres, skirted on the west

by the Brandywine creek, (bordered bj' extensive

meadows,) and is intersected throughout by small

streams of the purest spring water, affording, in con-

nection with the spontaneous growth of the natural

grasses, "green grass," ^oa pralensis ; "blue grass,"

poa compressa; white clover, irifoUtim rtpcns and -

others
; facilities for the method of farming practic-

ed
;
grazing accompanied with grain raising, not ex-

celled in many otlier situiitions, and which, though

less profitable than othcr.s, is less laborious, both in

thc2 family a id field.

The surface is mostly rolling; soil a deep sandy

loam, inclining to clay in the flats, and containing a
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consiJorable per centage of small stone ; subsoil

sandy and gravelly on the upland, clayoy in the in-

tervales ; there ia little waste land ; timber, white

and black oaks of superior quality, red and white

hickory, walnut, white and yellow jruplar, maple,'

beech, &c.

It is divided into about twenty farms, mostly rang-

ing from 100 to 150 acres; llicse are subdivided in-

to 9 or 10 enclosures, (principally by "worm fence,"

some, hedges of the Virginia thorn, craicegits cordata,

but these are now being abandoned,) exclusive of

woqdlands and permanent meadows.

The rotation of crops almost universally pursued

is : First year, corn on an old sod ; 2nd, oats ; 3rd,

wheat ; 4th, clover and timothy, mown or pastured
;

5th hay, 0th hay ; 7th, 8th, 9th, pasture.

The division of land, average products of crops

and prices may be seen in the table annexed, the

estimates of grain crops and prices are taken from

actual memorandum, for the last ten years, on alarm

of medium capacity. Prices embrace the low rates

caused by commercial depre^sionf, 10 years since,

and the high ones consequent upon the e^tportations'

of 1847. Wheat crops, embrace two good crops, av-

eraging 27 and 28 bushels, and two poor <ines of 9

and 11 bu.^hcls, occasioned by winter-killing, Hes-

sian fly and rust. Corn crops ranged from 20 bu.,

owing to the excessive drought of 1844, to 80 bu.

Other items are from personal, obsgrvatibn, and of

course are only an approximafion to the actual re-

sults, tho' I believe they are nearly correct.

Sufiicient potatoes are intended to be rai;sed to sup-

ply each family ; the risk of disease prevents auy-

tliing further. They arc generally planted in part of

the oats field. Sweet potatoes and citron melons

thrive and produce; well, but are not much cultivated.

Much attention is paid to raising a variety of garden

vegetables for home use in their season ; and some

to the smaller fri^its, currants, gooseberries, raspber-

ries, &o., but not a' great deal given to pears, plums,

cherries, peaches or grape? ; buckwheat none ; rye,

little or none ; roots for stock, turnips, Swedish or

common, beets, carrots, &c., but little grown.

Durham stock of AVhitaker's importations, has

been introduced, and there are pure bred arid gnide

animals of that and other crosses. Also, Southdown

sheep, bred from Joseph Cope's importations ; and

the stallion Dilligence, bred from an iinported Nor-

man horse. Hogs, Berkshires receive no favor. The
"Chester county" is universal. The follovring are

the weights of several killed the past {all,, at about

16 months old: 525, 518, 482, 424 lbs., although the

average would be about 300 lbs.

Within half a century, and for one hundred years

previously—for this district has been a strictly agri-

cultural one since the days of Penn—and before the

present alternation of crops, accompanied by sowing

of artificial grains, and the application of lime and

plaster, tlie uplands, (after clearing off the timber)

were cropped with grain as long as the crop was
thought to pay for the labor, and then being consid-

ered us "team oui" and of little value, was either

made common or added to the range of stock, which
could barely pick a subsistence. All the hay for

winter provender was gathered from natural or wat-

erad meadow b mks. These werj esteemed the far-

mer's sole dependence. Now, those waste uplands

constitute some oj our most productive lands, and

continue increasing in fertility.

ail
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For the Farm Journal.

Shanghai Fowls.

Messrs. Editors :

—

Will not your racy correspon-

dent inform us how his remarkable "celestials" were

kept? What number of the sixty or seventy com-

mon fowls produced the four dozen eggs in January?

What were their ages and how kept,aside from rang-

ing the barn and yard? Did no single individual

equal the Yellow Shanghai ?

Such isolated experiments,which it requires]no clair-

voyance to pronounce upon, are objectionable. Noth-

ing hat fotvl disease could induce J. B. G. to put them

forth. It was unnecessarj' for him to add that he

"did not take the disease in the ordinary way," be-

cause his symptoms indicate a violence of attack

very extraordinary, and which homeopathic doses of

my stuff would not eradicate.

Permit me too to give experiments. Last Au.

tumn a pair were purchased for the very mod-
erate sum of two dollars, from a person whose

opinion on all matters pertaining to improved stock

\s ex cailicdra, a,n<\. whoso favorable opinion of this

variety, induced him to perseverance for their in-

troduction which was really heroic, From his re-

presentations corroborated by the books, my anxiety

was aroused almost to cliicken fever. lie could

supply but a single pen, consequently applica-

tion was made to a friend for "a few more of the

same sort." Four more were procured for which he

charged me—nothing. You will perceive that all

"ranks of the fancy" have not an eye single to the

"almighty dollar," and cannot be accused of bait-

ing.

All ray eommon cocks were cut off i. e. their heads

and with these six new "cracks," the race ot improve-

ment commenced. Now for the result, which like

that of J. B. G. is admitted to be isolated and prob-

ably premature, These three hens, procured in No-
vember, have had the same treatment, Avith the ex-

ception of an occasional tit bit of meat and roast po-

tatoes, with thirty of the common stock. L'p to this

time, they have produced twenty-five eggs, that is

one egg in four days, or equal to an average of one
per hen in twelve days.

The thirty have produced since the first of Janua-
ry, seven hundred and fifty eggs, that is ten per day,

Dr one for every three hens. No account was kept

in December, and if that month be added,wo have an
nverage of seven per day, nearly one per every four

hens, far above the average of the improved "cracks."
But I am well convinced from appearance of c^s,
age of chickens, &c., that the seven hundred and
fifty eggs were produced by half of the comnwn hens,

thereby doubling the average. A single individual

produced fifteen eggs in eighteen days.

A friend on whose statements reliance can confi-

lently be placed, informed me this day that from

his pen of Shanghais he roared last season only two,

quite late it is true, but from the four up to this date

THREE eggs have been obtained.

So long, Messrs. Elitors, as you do not become too

deeply indoctrinated in the mysteries of celestial

chickendom, and are willing to publish, you shall

have both sides of the question.

It was not the intention to ask the Rev. Mr. B., nor

yet J. B. O. what was the remarkably good "ariety

tliat was prominent enough—but the unprulific, that

ihcij might be avoided by farmers, &c.

J. K. E.

For the Farm Journal.

Brewers and Barlej-.

Mr. Editor:—
I wonder if our Pennsylvania farm-

ers have forgotten the circular of the Philadelphia
Brewers, issued last Fall, inviting us to go largely

into the cultivation of Barley, and thereby put into

our pockets the half mill. on of dollars annually sent
to New York, to furnish these said brewers with their

supplies. I had made up my mind to sow barley
this Spring, when one of my neighbors gave me an
account of his experience with the brewers last Win-
ter, in the way of selling them his crop. He inform-
ed me that he had as fine a sample of Barley as could
be grown in Now Yerk or elsewhere,—it was plump,
bright and sound, weighing forty-nine pounds to the
bushel. He took it to Philadelphia and offered it

to some half a dozen of the brewing fraternity at

seventy-five cents, which has been the average price
in New York for several years past. But none of

them would touch it,—some declined buying at any
price, and one or two had the magnanimity to offer

sixty cents! Completely out of patience with the
whole craft,my neighbor left his sample with a friend
and went home, well satisfied that the famous cir-

cular of these brewers was a regular piece of "gam-
mon." By accident Mr. lludman, of the "Eao-le

Bre>very," in Green street, happened to meet with
the sample, and at once offered seventy-five cents f(,r

the crop; and moreover, agreed to take next season
all the Pennsylvania barley of equal quality that

may be brought to him, at the same price. So much
for the great circular that was issuoi with so much
parade last Fall. Had it not been for the liberality

of Mr. Rudman, my neighbor would have had his

barley on his hand? yet.

I have troubled you Mr. Editor with these hasty

remarks just to let the farmers know where to take

their barley when they seek a market for it in Phil-

adelphia. And if they should want to take home
with them a cask of ale that would make even an
ultra teetotalar's mouth water, they would find the

very article at Mr. U.'s establishment.

A Bucks Cointv Farjier.
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For the Farm Journal.

The Wheat Fly, Again.

The following passages are extracted from a recent

Letter from Dr. T. AV. Harris, the author of the

valuable work on the Insects injurious to vegetation,

dated Camhridge, Mass., Feb. 12, 1853, to Dr. Wni.

Darlington, of West Chester. Information from such

high authority will, no doubt, be duly appreciated

by our Agricultural friends.

"If you have ever looked over the Transactions of

the Linntean Society of London, you may remember

to have seen the accounts, by Mr. Marsham and

Mr. Kirby, of an insect injurious to the wheat crops

in England, half a century ago. This insect was

called Tipula Tritici, and is now referred to the ge-

nus Cecidomi/ia, and its common nauT! is the wheat-

fly. Twenty-five or more years ago, it reached this

country; was first observed in the Brilish Provinces;

was found in the northern part of Vermont, on the

borders of Lower Canada in 1828, and has gradually

spread through New England and New York, and

Beems to be working its way southward and west.

ward every year. The amount of damage done by

it varies greatly in different years and places; and

in some instances, it has nearly disappeared from

places where it formerly prevailed. In its winged

state, the insect is a minute fly or stingless gnat,

much smaller than the Ilessiau fly, with orange-color-

ed body and legs, transparent wings, and long bead-

like antenna:. The time of the appearance of these

flies varies, according to temperature and situation,

from the beginning of June to the end of August;

but the principal swarms appear in the wheat-fields

in New England from the middle of June to the

middle of July, at which time the flies lay their eggs

within the chaffy scales of the grain. The eggs

hatch in about eight days, and produce minute or.

ange-colored maggots, which live on the pollen and

on the soft substance of the grain while in the milk,

extracting it from the base of the germ. In conse-

quence of this depredation, the grains do not till out

plump, and are always more or less shriveled and de-

fective. The maggots come to their full size in a-

bout fourteen days, when they cease feeding, and re-

main torpid for a few days, during which they cast

their skins, which are delicate transparent films.

After this, the greater part of the swarms, if the

weather be sufficiently moist, descend to the ground

and burrow under the surface, where they remain in

a dormant state till spring, when they take the chrys-

alis form in the earth, and emerge from their retreats

as flies in June and July. Late broods of the mag-

gots are sometimes harvested with the grain and car-

ried into the barn, where they will be found in the

chaff and in the screenings of the grain. This is

very likely to happen if the maggots have not come

to their full growth, or if their descent to the earth

has been retarded by dry weather. This seems to

have been the case with the specimens you have sent

to me. The insects are in their dormant state: some
have shed their skins; others have merely shaken

themselves loose from their skins, without throwing

them off."

"A detailed account of the history of this insect

will be found in my Treatise on insects injurious to '

vegetation, a new edition of which has been recent-

ly printed; but the foregoing brief abstract embraces

all the essential particulars. No remedies have been

fully successful in arresting the ravages of this in-

sect. It is highly important that the chaff, dust,
\

and refuse straw, if found to contain the maggots,

sliould be immediately burnt, so as to destroy the

dormant maggots and prevent their change to flies.

Crops have been saved from injury by sowing in the

early part of the Autumn or late in the Spring.

Spring-wheat has done better than winter-wheat,

especially if sown (in New England) after the 15th

or 20th of May. Other remedies have been tried?

and of these see my book above named, f ^

"I have satisfied myself, on historical grounds^

that all the species of Cueurbita are originally Amer'

ican. They were unknown in Europe before the dis-

covery of the western continent. The two or three

species, referred by botanists to India, are proved to
j

be exotics there. They came from this Western In- '

dia. Even Cucurbita ovifcra turns out not to be a i

native of Astrachau. Lerche found it there only as a '

cultivated plant in the gardens, in company with In- •

dian corn and Brazilian beans, all undoubtedly in-

troduced directly or indirectly from America."

t In a subsequent letter, referring to this subject,

Dr. II. says: —"I may not have sufficiently urged the

importance of destroying the larvae or maggots of

the wheat-insect left in tlie chafl'. It may be found

expedient to reap the wheat early, or before the mag-
gots have left the ears. The insects will then remain

in the chaff, and dust after the grain is threshed and

winnowed, with which they should be burnt. In •

this way a large proportion of the next year's swarm
of flies will be destroyed. If this be neglected, and

the maggots are left to descend from the grain in the

field, or are scattered with the chaff and dust around ,|

the barn-yard, the ground will be well seeded for a
'

plentiful crop of the insects in the following year." <

For Uie Farm Journal.

Gueuon on Milch Cows.

Since the publication of the last Journal, there

has been several sales of cows within eight or ten

miles of West Chester, and as your readers abroad

may want to know what a good cow is worth here,

(having the "Milk Mirror" perfect,) we will add the

prices of two. One sold in Thornbury, Delaware

county, brought SOO 50; another sold near Paoli,

in Chester county, brought ?0-t 25. The above cows

were well known aud tried; the first one making ten

or eleven pounds of butter a week all through the

J
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Summer, and will not go dry, and within six H'eelis

of calving, will make four pounds of butter. The

second one (last season) with her first calf, made ten

and a half pounds of butter the week she was tried:

and at the sale was within .1 month or six weeks of

calving, and was making four pounds a week then.

Our reason for noticing the above cows is not so

much to bring them before the public, but to prove

the science of Guenon. Both these cows having the

"Milk Mirror" nearly or quite perfect. I will also

add, they were both York State cow.s, bought out of

droves when heifers, for prices ranging from !?20 to

S30. The .advantage of the science is tliis: It mat-

ters not what country or what breed a cow comes

from, if she have the "Mirror" perfect, she will not

deceive the owners expectations; and also, it is not

worth the trouble and expense of importing stock

for milking purposes, when we have them at home,

and can raise them to perfection by following the ad-

vice of Guenon and Nefflin. We will close our re-

marks by asking a question. Will not the above

prices pay for breeding perfect animals for milking

purposes? A.

For the Varm Journal.

Mr. Editor;—
Perhaps at this peculiar period of

hen roost celebrity, while the attention of farmers

and house-holders is so urgently directed toward

the improvement of their chickens, a woman may
be permitted to give the result of her own experi-

ence, for the benefit of those unfortunate mortals

who are unable to obtain the far-famed Shangai, or

other imported crowers and cacklers.

I h.ave been nominal mistress to flocks of chickens

during at least twenty summers, but for a great part

of the time I left the management of the poultry yard

to whoever was pleased to attend to it. And it was

managed after this manner. The eggs were collect-

ed for eating, as long as the cool spring weather con-

tinued, and no hens permitted to set until May or

June. Then the earliest chickens were eaten in the

fall, and the late half grown ones, kept to perpetu-

ate the stock. It is a popular belief that late chick-

ens lay best in the spring. Wstjl, our chickens de-

teriorated sensibly. They grew to be no larger than

pheasants, and many of the young chicks were crip-

ples, and unable to walk. We uere always chang-

ing with our neighbors, not only crowers, but hens

and settings of eggs; all to no purpose. Finally I

begun to philosophize upon the subject. I always

preserve the earliest setting of peas, beans, and oth-

er garden vegetables, for seed, and so improve my
varieties; and I now resolved to try the same with my
fowls. I observed that ha'f grown chickens in the

fall were only half grown chickens the next spring.

So I commenced by "setting" my hens as early as

they showed an inclination to hatch, and then selec-

ting the largest and finest of tlie chickens, for my
next summer's stock. (I also keep one crower for

every five hens, and have no lame chicks.) Now I

have as large, fine, hardy, and prolific fowls, as any
reasonable woman can desire to possess; without the

extra care and nursing, which is required by the im-

ported breeds.

LYDIA JANE PEIRSON.

For the Farm Journ.il.

Jlay I be permitted also to ofller my observation

upon the causes of the potato disease. You mu.st

observe that I have had opportunity of analyzing the

quality of this famous esculent. My Mother (bless-

ings on her) always used potatoe starch in her f^imi-

ly, and this she manufactured herself. I was her

eldest daughter, and my fingers knew the evils of

contact with the grater, when they were scarcely

larger than a rye straw, as I assisted at tlie annual

starch making. Of course I follow my mother's ex-

ample, and make every Autumn as much potatoe

starch as I need for family purposes.

In the fall before the potatoe disease broke out

in this vicinity, I was surprised at the small quanti-

ty of starch obtained by my usual process, from the

usual measure of potatoes. I thought it must be left

in the dregs, and accordingly washed and strained

them a second time, but obtained nothing. So it has

been ever since. Now, I presume that this paucity

of farina, which leaves the potatoe watery, and soft,

is the true reason of the decay or rot; and that any

process of cultivating or manuring, which wouild so

regulate the chemical action and aSinities, as to give

the potatoe its reqiusite quantity of farinaceous mat-

ter, would regenerate this valuable article of food.

My opinion is not a mere vagary, for we always

devote a part of the garden to potatoes, for early use,

so that I have an opportunitji to watch them, and to

try and observe every suggested experiment, for pre-

venting or checking the disease, as veil as of observ"

ing the various indications of its existence and pro

gress. And I am well convinced that many of the

appearances which have been deemed causes of the

disease, arc merely effects, son»e of them sectional

and some accidental.

Will scientific farmers please give my opinion a

"trial by jury," before they condemn it?

LYDIA JANE PEIRSON.

Fur the Farm Juiinial.

Kxperimeut with Cuauo.

In July, 1850, I sowed a field of 2| acres with

buckwheat. Of this, two acres was sown with gu-

ano, about 90 lbs. to the acre ; the remaining \ of an

acre had no manure of any kind. We harvested and
thrashed in October, and from the two acres sowed
with guano we had 51 bushels of good plump grain;

and from the J of an acre not gu.inood, we had L'.i
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bushels of poor, shrunk, good-for-nothing. The fol-

lowing is a statement of the cost and yield of each

acre:

Gu.iNo—51 bus. buckwheat at 50 cts per bu., $25 50

180 lbs. of guano at .3 cts. per lb., 5 40

Balance in favor of guano $20 10

No GnAN0-2| bus. B. Wheat at 40 cts per bu., §1 10

yielded per acre

With
$ 1 4Gi
10 05

Balance per acre in favor of guano, $8 58J
A Young Farmer.

For the Farm Joumjil.

Corn Fertilizer.

As the time is drawing near for planting Corn, I

consider it very important that Farmers should be

acquainted with the best mode of preparing seed

corn for planting. The mode I 'have practised for

several years, with great success, is, immediately be-

fore depositing the seed in the ground, to mix two

quarts of soft soap with half a bushel of seed corn;

after that is done, put a good supply of Plaster with

the above, and mix well together. Plant the corn

with as little delay as possible afterwards.

GEO. WALKER.
West Chester, March 23, 1853. >

The Strawberry Q,uestion~Hovey's Seedling.

The following communication was read at the late

meeting of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society:

To THE Pennsylvania Horticultural Society:

In accordance with a suggestion of the society,

expressed in one of its regulations, that "notices of

peculiarities in culture, management, &c., of the ob-

je;ts are most desirable," I make a few remarks on

the sexual characters of the plants of Hovey's Straw-

berry, I have exhibited this evening.

This variety is usually classed as a pistillate, and

considered worthless when not planted in the neigh-

borhood of a etuminate kind. I find by repeated ob-

servations, made while forcing them, that they be-

come a staminate by being forced slowly, in a made-

rate temperature; at the same time an abundance of

light, and a regular supply of moisture—conditions

well known as essential to a healthy luxuriousness

of the strawberry. On the other hand, I find that

whatever tends to check that luxuriance has a ten-

dency to produce the pistillate form. In the speci-

mens before you, one very weak from over watering

and deficient drainage, is a pistillate ; another, a

very weak plant and forced rapidly, has the anthers,

very nearly abortive ; while the other plant which

has been in the forcing house since the middle of

January, and in circumstances every way favorable

to their healthy development, are as perfect as possi-

ble.

Last season a number of plants, started in a tem-

perature of 05 deg., and ripened in one of 75 to 80

deg., produced all pistillates. Twelve rnnnera from

these plants were selected, potted in small pots, and

ultimately treated as other plants for forcing. Seven

of the strongest of these produced stuminate flowers

and the other five pistillate, like their parent plants.

Another set of 100 pots, last season, produced all

pistillates. A similar set, forced easily this season,

produced all but the weakest plants, perfect. It haa

been doubted 'whether the Alice MaUde, in many

collections, is correctly so, and it has been suggested

that the growers should observe whether their plants

are pistillates or staminates, in order to decide. I

have submitted the above observations to you, hop-

ing they may have a practical bearing on that ques-

tion by showing the distinction between pistillates

and staminates to be worthless— cultivation produc-

ing either the one or the other.

THOMAS MEEHAN.

The Metropolitan ExLibition.

At the Metropolitan Exhibition, which closed a

short time since at Washington, D. C, we notice that

Chester county came in for a share of the honors.

The Messrs. Pennock, of Kennett Square, received

the first premium for their new Slide Grain Drill.

Three other Drills were exhibited—Hunt's, Gatchell's

and Urmy's. Messrs. Lee, Pierce & Lee, of this

county, whose Drill is in deservedly high repute

wherever known, were not represented at this Exhi-

bition.

NEW CORN PiLANTEK.

The above cut repifesents a new and improved Corn

Planter, recently patented by S. & M. Pennock, of

Kennett Square, in this county. Remarkably sim-

ple in its construction—having neither Cog-wheel,

nor fixing of any kind, that can possibly get out of

order—this Drill must soon work its way into favor

with farmers. It is so constructed as to drop four to

sis grains to the hill, three feet apart, or one to three

grains' eigliteen inches apart; covers them the proper

depth and presses down the earth with a roller. A
set of steel teeth accompany the Drill, when desired,

so that by removing the planting arrangement, it

may be converted into a Cultivator. This Drill, we
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understand, was thoroughly tested last spring hy sev-

eral farmers in this county, and gave general satisfac-

tion. They are for sale at the Agricultural Ware-

house in this Borough. See advertisement.

Tribute to George Beuick,

I do not propose to give an extended biography of

the individual whose name heads this article, nor to

narrate many of the ineidents of his life. My only

object is to speak of one or two of his prominent

acts, which will suffice to show that a plain, unassu-

ming, unambitious farmer, may confer great benefit

on his country. There is nothing grandiloquent in

a farmer's life. On the contrary, how calm the in-

ception, how gradual the expansion of the cultiva-

tor's designs ! For him there is no sudden realiza-

tion of hopes. In silent thoughtfulness he prepares

the ground—in his mind, deep ploughing and careful

harrowing produce fruitfulness. From the budding
to the ripening of his mental growth, his mind goes

straight onward to its conclusion. But on account

ot this slowness of development, this leaning on and
learning fr ira Nature, he has sometimes been called

a dull, plodding drudge.

To the young husbandman just setting out in life,

I might say, behold in George Renick. your model.

Learn from him that a fruitful intellect may dwell

with modesty and merit. And if you would bo riv-

eted in attachment to the noblest and most ancient of

avocations, be assured from his history, that content

and plenty will ever be the reward of him Avho assid-

uously cultivates both the soil and the mind. Such
a farmer is above and beyond the feverish itchings

for fame and notoriety.

In the winter of 1804—5, before turnpikes and
canals afforded an outlet for the vast grain surplus

of the rich bottoms and plains of the West, the pros-

pects of the farmer were gloomy and unpromising in

the extreme. Hogs roamed at large, and fattened

without the care or solicitude of their owners, on the

superabundant waste of the forest. The small villa-

ges of the tliinly settled country, could scarcely con-

sume the beef which one good farm was able to sup-

ply. And if every log cabin in the country had been
a distillery, and every man, woman and child had
drank their own home made whiskey like mother's
milk, they could not have consumed the products of

their groaning corn fields. The nominal value of

that bane or blessing of man, as it happened to lie

in a liquid or solid state, varied from ten to six cents

per bushel. At thisjuncture J\Ir. Renick determined
to make an experiment, which his friend- and rela-

tions deemed little better than burning his corn in

the field.

Unmoved, however, by their doubts, he fed a lot of

cattle, and started them on an untried road, to a mar-
ket beyond the mountains. How long it would take,

or how they were to be fed on the way, or in what
condition they would reach their destination, no man
knew. As the first fifty cattle ever fed on the Scio-

ta, or in the great valley of the Mississippi, were
turned out of the pasture, one of his commisserating
friends shook his head, and said, "There goes poor
George's forlorn hope.'' Forlorn hope it was, but a
glorious victory perched upon its banner. The un-
dertaking seemed desperate, but was eminently suc-
cessful. To make his triumph the more comolete,
his trial was the more severe. When they reached
Baltimore, ho wis no longer surrounded by friends
who spoke their fears in whispers. To the inexperi-

enced eye, the cattle were sore, hollow and poor.

No one would buy. The butchers scouted his offers

to sell, even at reduced prices.

With that patient and quiet courage which h.as

ever marked the man, Mr. Renick ordered two or

three of the most indifferent of the cattle to be slaugh-

tered, at his own expense, and the butcher was di-

rected to give the meat to his customers, if he could

not sell it at his stall. A fact was made known, and

a valuable lesson was taught to the butcher and
consumer. That meat was "the best for its looks

they ever saw." The lot was sold; another and

another followed. Now, all is plain and easy. "Any
one could have done that." So thought and said

thousands who have followed Columbus to the New-

World. Nor was there any mystery in making the

egg stand up, after the great discoverer had showed

them how to crush the end. The "forlorn hope" was

the pioneer band to hundreds of thousands of fat

cattle, which have gone from the Great West to the

markets of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York and

Boston, and to be shipped from their ports to the far

distant isles of the ocean. It has been computed,

that not less than twenty thousand fat cattle, per an-

num, cross the Soiota "river, between the town of

Piketon and the mouth of Darby. North and south

of those points, the numbers, eastward bound, have

not been included in the reckoning. Has not Jlr.

Renick opened a mine of wealth to the feeders ami

farmers of the whole western world, and at the same

time secured to our eastern brethren a constant sup-

ply of a great necessary of life ?

'This was not the only useful and striking example

of that amiable and virtuous citizen. About thirty

years after he had shown his brother farmers how to

get their corn to market, after he had practically de-

monstrated that thousands of cattle, and countless

thousands of hogs, could be fattened and driven

where there was the greatest demand for them, he

presented to the agricultural society of this county

a certificate, signed by gentlemen of the highest

character for veracity, tliat he had produced 154}

bushels of corn on an acre oi ground. I know that

this achievment has been since equalled and surpass-

ed, but I mention it here, because it was the first

time, I believe, that the well attested proof of so

large a yield had ever Ijcen made public, and because

this wonderful product was upon the very ground ou

which, so long a time previous, he had fed his "for-

lorn hope."
The lion. 'ohnL. Taylor states, in his communi-

cation to the Plough, the Loom and the Anvil, that

on the 2nd November, 1833, Gov. Allen Trimble,

George Renick, and General Duncan McArthur,

with others, formed the "Ohio Company for Import-

ing English Cattle." Now, sir, believing that none

of the gentlemen engaged in that noble enterprise,

will be lessened in pulilic esteem by my doing so, I

will state the facts and circumstances which called

that company into being. On that day the gentle-

men just mentioned had been examining a lot of

Kentucky Durhams. descendants of the imp<irtation

of 1817, when Mr. Renick asked his companions why

they could not form a company, and send on to Eng-

land and bring out a lot of improved Durhams for

themselves ? n(^ said, truly. "We know notliing of

the purity of this stock ; the pedigrees may or may

not be made up for the occasion." The suggestiou

was approved, and that very day the articles of asso-

ciation, forming the first Old" Ininortatinu Company

were signed. What has been the result ? Ask all

who have attended to our Valley or State lairs. Not

only has there been no deterioration, but in the opin-

ion' of one of the best judges in America, Dr. Arthur
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Watts, "he saw nothing superior to them in all

Great Britain,'' when he was examining their stock
as agent of tlie tliird and last company, formed in

1852. In some respects, as I understand from him,
the pure descendants of the tirst and second impor-
tations, are ahead of any thing he saw on the Em-
pire Island. In every effort to improve our cattle,

Mr. Kenick has taken a leading part. There is an
old adage, "Let honor be rendered to whom honor is

due." Ic would give rae unfeigned pleasure to see

this rule applied justly and fully to him. I think it

would have a wholesome, an encouraging effect upon
the rising agricultural generation. There is no so-

ciety, State or National, which would nut do honor
to itself by passing the highest encomiums, or offer-

ing the highest rewards, for actions and services

Winch have been of such general and unrestricted

good. The experiment can never be repeated, but
tae effect is lor all time. IIis peaceful and quiet

home needs no music from the trumpet of fame to

make it more happy; but il that class which he re-

presents, wishes to attain and maintain the first po-

sition in society, let them acknowledge and appreci-

ate his good example. If I shall have caused, by
this communication, the young sons of the soil to

esteem and value the character of the modest and
amiable old South Branch Patriarch, Oeouge Hexick,
of Ross county, Ohio, I shall be amply compensated.

W. Marsh.m.l A.ndersox,

Chilicothe, December 9, 1852

—

Cvuuljy Gentleman.

Tree Planters and Jfurserymeu.

There is one point about nursery trees, that gives

rise occasionally to considerable discussion between

the buyers and sellers, and it has occurred to us that

it miglit be well to offer a few remarks on it at this

time. We allude to the dissatisfaction and disap-

pointment that purchasers experience on receiving

from the nursery trees of a somewhat crooked or ir-

regular growth, or of smaller size than they had ex-

pected. We are very well aware that it is not a little

aggravating to receive trees of four feet in height in-

stead of six or eight, as expected; or to get them
with stems curved and twisted in half a dozen differ-

ent ways, instead of being as straight as a gun bar-

rel. To theainatenr who intends to make but a small

plantation, and desires every tree to be a model, this

IS particularly provoking; and in his trouble, unless

he be as patient as Job, he reproaches the poor nur-

seryman mostseverely. Now weare not aboutto plead

the case of the nurserymen; they must take care of

themselves. They are, we know very well, often

much to blame, and deserve reproach; but they are

dcr the same culture, in three years, than a Red Can-
ada or Neioton Pippin in five; and at any size, their

stout shoots, straight trunk, and smooth, clean bark,

are pleasing to the eye; while the slender, twiggy,

rough-barked trees, are just the reverse. These con-

siderations should bo taken into account. The nur-

seryman is paid no more for the slow growers than
he is for the rapid growers, and it is not reasonable

to expect them so large or so vigorous looking. Then
there are varieties, such as the li. I. Greening and
Fedl Pippin, of irregular growth, with very seldom
a straight stem, that it is quite unreasonable to ex-

pect as symmetrical as a Baldwin or a Northern

Spy.
If we turn to pears, we find these remarks equally

applicable If Mr. A. will order from his nursery-

man the Barilett, SeckeU,Buff'am, Deiichese d' Angoit-

leme, Marie Louise, and Winter Nelis, he will find a

marked, and perhaps to him a very disagreeable con-

trast in their size and form. The Bvffum and Duchess
may be eight feet high, thrifty, and smooth as young
willows; the Bartlett not over five feet, and the Seckel

four; while the Marie Louise and Winter Nelis will

not only be small, but twisted into the most fantastic

and untreedike shapes. Looking at the Buff'um and
the Duchcfs, he will at once say, "Now these are

what I call trees—just what I wanted; but these,"

turning to poor Marie Louise and Winter Nelis,"t,hese

are horrible." The nurseryman, who perhaps search-

ed up and down every row in his nursery to get the

straightest and best ones to please Mr. A., who is ve-

ry nice, is sure to get not less than two pages of a

scold; and not only that, he must lose a part of his

bill and ever after the trade of one whom he hoped

would be a good customer.

Turn again to cherries, and we find the same sour-

ces of disappointment. Mr. A. wants half a dozen

cherry trees—tall, handsome, well-shaped trees, of

uniform size and shape; as he intends them for orna-

ment as well as fruit. Well, he orders Black Tarta-

rian, Yellow Spanish, Napoleon Bigarreau,Matj Duke,

Belle de Choi.-:!/, and Belle Magnifque—a.\l first-rate

cherries; but unfortunately, when they are received,

the Belle de C/ioisy and Magnifique are mere dwarfs

beside the majestic Black Tartarians and Napoleons.

He then regrets he ordered them, and blames the

nurseryman for not knowing better than to send

them.

So with plums. No one need expect to get Green

Gages and Jeffcrsons of uniform size with Imperial

Gages, Smith's Orleans, or Magnum Bonums. If they

do, they will generally be disappointed.

Those who regard the size and shape of their trees

as of the.^ra^ importance, must not be very tenacious

not unfrequently censured without good reason; and \
about varieties; and, on the c;jntrary,those who place

if those who purchase trees would study beforehand qV'My first, must be loss difficult to please as to size
- • - Morm. The reasons are obvious. I here are cer-

the o'laracters of the varieties selected, as to growth,

they would not so often be disappointed.

Now we will suppose, for instance, that Mr. A. or-

ders from his nurseryman a dozen apple tree?, as

follows:

—

Early Joe, Summer Pose, American Sum-
mer P<armain, Fall Pippin, Gravenstein, Porter, Bald-

win, Fantcnse, Northern Spy,Newtown Pij^pia, Melon,

and lied Canada; aud that these trees are to be, we
will say, three years old from the bud or graft. We
would find that the Gravenstein, Baldwin, Full Pip-

]iin, Fameu.se, and Northern Spy, which are strong,

rapid growers; are large, thrifty, beautiful trees;

while tlie others, which are remarkably slow growers,

are not more than hall as large,and will be pronoun-

ced small, scrubby, stut. ted things, not tit to be seen,

much less planted. A Baldwin, Grarenstein, or

anil 1--

tain requisites, however, which purchasers have
_
a

right to demand from the nurseryman under all cir-

cumstances. These are— 1st, That trees be sound

and thrifty, stout in proportion to their height, and

supplied with an abundance of healthy, unmutilated

roots. 2d, That the varieties be genuine. 3d, That

they be packed and prepared for transportation with

the greatest possible care and skill. The purchaser

who fixes his mind upon mere size, forgetful of these,

stands in his own light; andwill, if he lives long

enough, find out his mistake.

Would it not be well for nurserymen to indicate,

or arrange in separate classes,slow growers and those

of a very irregular or crooked growth ?

We throw out these hints for the purpose of draw-

Northera Spy, will be larger in the same soil and un- ing attention to a matter that, as long as we can
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remember.has been productive of disappointment and

no little unpleasant feeling, that might just as well

be avoided.— (?«»cssee Farmer.

Improvement of Poultry.

T/ie English Borldii;/, Cochin China and Shanghai.

While most other interests involved in the circle

of domestic economy, have, for a few years past,

been consulted and improved, the subject of poultry

has, until lately, been wholly neglected. The thought

that fowls of a larger size, liner forms, more beauti-

ful plumage, and of better habits and character

could be cultivated, seems not to have entered the

mind of the farmer. The familiarity of this interest,

together with its universality, has wholly clouded

the idea of its importance. Every poor man, able to

hire a room sufficient to shelter himself, his wife and
his stove, has kept his half dozen fowls. And the

able farmer with his five scores, has hardly once
thought of the beauty and utility of uniform color,

larger size and better character.

That there has been room for great improvement
in the native fowls of this country, and that the in-

troduction of foreign breeds has already accomplish-

ed much improvement is not to be disputed. But
it cannot be conceded that everything that is foreign,

is from that cause alone, superior and excellent. I

see not why a breed of fowls, as large as a turkey,

should be less expensive to keep than the turkey, or

should be more profitable, or in every respect prefer-

able to the turkey. Why then should breeds of an
enormous size be sought after?

The English Dorking, either white, or rich buflf, or

fawn color, well shaped, hardy, domestic, and weigh-
ing, at twelve months old, four to six pounds dress-

ed, is a desirable fowl. But in some respects the

Chinese varieties are an improvement upon this

breed. The Shanghai and Cochin China, which are
the best of these varieties, are generally rather lar-

ger than the Dorking, and more plump and beauti-
ful in form. If not more costly to keep, and equal-
ly hardy and prolific, they would be the preferable
fowl. So far as my experience extends, (and I have
kept both kinds during summer and winter,) I have
imagined no difference in the productiveness of ei-

ther, or in the expense of sustaining them. Although
I would not relinquish the culture of the Dorking,
still I esteem the Chinese bird, all things considered,
the "ne plus ultra" of domestic fowls.

A cross of the select Dorking hen, with the Shang-
hai or Cochin China cock, produces a most excellent
fowl. The China, being a tropical bird, does not
fledge as speedily, nor reach maturity as soon as the
Dorking, which is a native of a higher latitude.
This cross, therefore, while it somewhat increases
the size of the Dorking, and improves its form, ex-
pedites also the maturity of the Shanghai. A bird
of this cross will be full fledged in about h.alf the
time of a full blood China. But the pure China is

still the more beautiful bird.

There is altogether an erroneous impression exten-
sively entertained, in regard to the necessity of feath-
ered legs, to the purity of the blood of the Chinese
fowl. The fact of feathered legs, in the varieties of
both Cochin China and Shanghai, has nothing to do
with the purity of the blood of either. In their na-
tive country they are both clean limbed and feath-
ered, and bear the same name, as I am assured by a
gentleman who has cultivated both, and imported
them, for his own private use and gratification.
Feathered limbs, as a curious and singular feature
>f the bird, may perhaps please for a short time.

And to the man of fancy, whose "henery" is swept
and garnished, may do well enough. But to the ev-

ery day man, whose fowls have access to the barn
yard, the cow pen and the linor of the porkers, these

feathered appendages must be any thing else than
desirable, in muddy, wet and freezing weather. Like
the honey bee, their legs would soon be heavily load-

ed, but with a freight of rather a different character.

The freer from feathers on the legs, therefore, the

more desirable would they be for the farmer's use.

The leading shades of color of the Cochin China,

saem to be buff, orange or yellow. Of the Shang-
hais, the same, and also a brownish yellow, fringed

with black, often very beautiful—while the cocks of

both varieties carry extremely rich, high colors. The
Dorking, the Cochin China and the Shanghai, not-

withstanding the ridicule to which the latter have
been at times subjected, are probably as near the

standard of excellence, for all the purposes for which
they are designed, as we can reasonably expect or

desire— Wool Grower.

Mexican Wild Potatoes.

Prof. MAPES^Dear Sir:—The article in the Dec.

No. of the Farmer, in reference to a new kind of

Potatoe introduced into France from Mexico, reminds

me of an intention which I have for some time had,

lo describe, for the benefit of your readers, a new
potato which has been raised by Mr. A. Hale, of

Alloway, in this county, for four years. The pota-

toes were brought from Mexico by a returned sol-

dier, and had been planted one year in this country.

Mr. Hale procured four potatoes, which were about

the size and length of a man's thumb—skin thin,

white, eyes shallow, and flesh very white. These

were carefully divided and planted, and produced as

follows

:

year. seed planted. product.

1849. 4 potatoes. i bushel.

18,50. J bushel. 29 •'

1851. 24 " 350 "

They were offered in market last spring, and sold

readily at all prices—some at ?10 per bushel, and

some at 25 cents each. Being thus disseminated, we
can better judge of what they will produce in gene-

ral cultivation, and I have asked many farmers in

reference to the yield. All have been planted, so

far as I have learned, without manure, except one

lot, and most of them on sandy loam. The products

are as follows:

Messrs. Rovs & Sciioonover raised 100 bu. from 2 bu.

Mr. Hofman " 57 " " 1}
"

Mr. Brayden " 30 " " i "

Joseph Fellers " 13 " " \
"

The smallest yield was 18 " " 1 "

Mr. Hale informs me that they have increased in

size every year, and many are now six inches long,

and some which I saw at the State Fair at Utica I

should think were seven inches, for which the owner

refused 121 cents each.

They have been dug early and late, kept in cellars

and in banks, and sbcjw no disposition to rot. When
cooked they are pearly white, mealy, and in season

whenever mature. Their form fits them particularly

for baking ; and when properly baked they hhve no

rival that 1 have ever eaten. Steaming is the best

method of cooking. When boiled, care must be ta-

I

ken not to overcook them. The first time my hired

girl cooked them, I cautioned her not to overboil

j

them. She seemed a little riled, and replied, "In-

dade. will ye be after teaching a paddy how to cook

praties ? When they came on the table they were
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cooked, potatoes water and all, into very good mitsh.
But a very little care will prevent this; and then you
have a luxury in a potato. Should they prove in
other localities to be as free from rot, as productive
and as delicious as they have done in this region,
they will iorm a very valuable addition to the potato
crop.

While most other crops in the U. S. have increas-
ed since the census of 1840, the potato crop has di-

minished. This is owing to the rot. In I84U the
product was 108,298,000 bushels; in 1850, 104,055,-
989 ; of these, 38,259,195 were sweet. If a variety
can be found which will not rot, this amount will be
doubled in the ne.xt ten years, and we shall then
raise 200,000,000 bushels—only one-third the crop
in importance in the United States.

The variety introduced into France from Me.xico
was yellow inside, while this is white. This may
arise from the, two kinds having been procured from
ditferent localities, for the following extract from the
report of the Hon. Mr. Kennedy, Superintendent of
the Census, shows that they grow wild in many
places:—"It has been found in an indigenous state in
Chili, on the mountains near Valparaiso and Men-
dosa; also near Montevidio, Lima, Quito, as well as
Santa Fe de Bogota, a,nd more recently in Mexico, on
the flanks of Orizaba."

—

Working Farmer.
Lyons, N. Y.,Dec., 18'i2. E. W. SYLVESTER.

Agriculture in Califuruia,

On the 7th of last October, a large agricultural fair

was held at Sacramenta, which was quite an aflViir.

An address was on that occasion delivered by Dr.
John F. Morse, in which he made thefollowing state-

ments relative to farms of difterent gentlemen. He
said that, on the garden of Mr. Bennett, numbering
30 acres, were raised GO bushels of grain per acre.

Ho employs 10 men, and realizes §595 weekly. The
garden of Messrs. Smith & Barber, numbering 30
acres yields S^GO a day.

Mr. Southwick, on bis farm, keeps 125 cows, at a
cost of $G00 per month. He sells 17G gallons of milk
daily, at §1 per gallon. He realizes SG3.000 annual-
ly from his dairy alone. Gen. Hutchinson, on 80
acres, realizes 50 bushels of wheat per acre, which
weighed 52 pounds to the bushel, and was worth
$91,584.

William II. Davis, on a farm of COO acres, keeps
2,000 head of stock. J. M. Horn, of San Rose Val-
ley, has a farm of 200 acres, which produces 80
bushels of bailey to the acre; also, 150 acres of po-

tatoes, producing 300 bushels per acre. They are

worth ipl per bushel; besides large crops of wheat
and oats.

Mr. E. S. Beard, of the same Valley, has 540 acres
in barley, wheat and oats, yielding on an average,

50 bushels per acre. Also, 260 acres of potatoes,

yielding 250 bushels per acre. Aggregate amount
n value, §260,000.
At a late meeting of the Farmers' Club in this

city CS. Y.,) Mr. Shelton, of California, stated that
Indian corn did not generally flourish in California.

It grew to an enormous height with small crops,

from 20 to 25 feet high, at least. The climate is ex-

ceedingly changeable. Mr. S. said that he saivsome
Canada corn four to six feet high, the ears being
near the ground. The westerly winds rush in at

San Francisco, and rarify the hot air in the valley

where stands the city. The branches of trees are all

bent to the eastward. Various trees are so injured

by wind and sand that they become stunted and
grow up in a bush form. As soon as the rainy sea-

son begins, clover commences to grow and grows ver-

ry bushy and tender. The Indian squaws gather
baskets full, every day, making a kind of beverage
of it. The hills and valleys are covered with wild
oats and clover. The cattle and stock get very fat

oh these oats and clover. The clover comprises some
fifteen or twenty varieties of every hue and color.

The grasses are very tine; the native timothy yields

from two to five tons per acre. It is ten feet high.

The pin grass is of a very curiouR growth. An acid

clover grows very abundant in the valleys; the na-
tives made a lemonade of it; it is very healthy. He
gathered one bushel of sour clover weighing 3 lbs.

The Rev. Mr. Filch, of California, stated that vege-

tation began in November, and dried up in June.
Drought continues till November, and gonerallj' with-

out dew. The people commence cutting barley a-

bout the last of May, and let it lay on the ground
over two months, not raked up.

—

Scientific American.

Osier Willow.

The Osier Willow is getting to be extensively used
in this country for baskets, cradles, children's wag-
on bodies, and other purposes. We believe it is most-
ly imported from Europe; it grows finely, however,
in this country, and we see no reason why it should
not be cultivated sufficiently to supply the home de-

mand. It is grown at Colton's nursery. New York.
At a late meeting of the New York Farmer's Club,

wc learn by the New York Tribune, that the follow-

ing remarks on the culture and commercial value of

this article were made by George Dickey.

The Osier Willow for basket making—price in

New York from 3.i- to 8 cents per pound, is imported
from France and Germany, but chiefly from France.
England grows all she uses. There is a considera-

ble quantity grown on Staten Island, near Richmond,
which brings about five cents per pound on the aver-

age when prepared for use. It is planted in small

sized twigs by the acre, in damp soil, leaving some
pathways between, and it is necessary to keep the

ground clean and clear of the growing of weeds and
other plants. It will grow in soil unfit for other

purposes; it will not grow well on light or sandy soil.

The bark is taken off by a triangular instrument
which catches the twigs that are drawn through it,

the prongs of the instrument being made round and
arranged to press hard on the twigs as they are pull-

ed through the machinery, the prongs of which are

made of iron.

A Receipt for the Blind Staggers in Hogs.—

A

correspondent of the Michigan Farmer, directs, as a
remedy for this disease, to bleed them in the third

wrinkle in the roof of the mouth. My practice is to

throw the hog on the back and cut across the wrin-

kles, and I have never had a case that did not effect

a cure. J. B.

Girdled Trees—A correspondent of the Genessee

Farmer says that girdled trees may be preserved by
the following: Take out a block of wood extending

above and below the girdle, and take from the body
or limb of another tree a block corresponding in

size and shape, with the bark on, and adjust it in

the place, and bind it there, on the prin .'iple of en-

grafting. This plan, it is said, has proved suooees-

ful.
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Chester County Hog.

The above Engraving is from a daguerreotype

likeness of a fine boar of the Chester county breed,

bred and owned by A. Bolmar, West Chester. Ow-

ing to the position he stood in at the moment, his

back appears somewhat hollow, more than it really

is. In other respects the likeness is good. He is a

large animal, and would weigh four or five hundred,

and measures from his nose to the root of the tail,

five feet six inches, and five feet one inch around the

girth. His descendants have gone to various parts of

the Union,and have helped to increase the reputation

of Chester county hogs for large size, combined with

very neat form, comparatively small ofi'al, great

depth and length of carcass, and easy fattening. In

these particulars, this breed is unsurpassed. A con.

sideralde number have been slaughtered the past

winter, weigliing over five hundred. They are em-

phatically the farmers hog, yielding a large amount

of lard. Some of our farmers who manufacture sau-

sage on a large scale, find there is rather much of

this for their purposes, and are enquiring in some

places for Berkshires, in whom there is a greater

preponderance of lean meat.

The specimen before us is represented frothing at

the mouth, his way of showing a little honest indig-

nation at the process of the age, which requires him

to stand up for the dagucrreotypist to copy, a process

his ancestors were not subjected to.

As the Chester county breed of hogs is now so

widely known and esteemed, we have endeavored to

ascertain their origin, and by whom introduced into

our sountry. It appears from what we can learn,

that the credit is due to Capt. James Jefferis, who

occupied a farm on the forks of Brnndywine, a few

miles from West Chester, after retiring from the sea.

His ship used to trade between Liverpool and Wil-

mington, Delaware, and in one of his voyages, he

procured a couple of hogs from Bedfordshire, with

the view of introducing them into this county.-

~

This was about thirty-five years ago. They were

then called the Bedford breed, and have been

recognized by Englishmen, who were familiar with

them about that time in Bedfordshire. At present

the breed of hogs there is not so distinct, but has

been crossed more or less with others. From this

origin they have been generally distributed in our

own and surrounding counties, and are now known

as the Chester County Breed. They are pure whit«.

Those who wish to see them in perfection, can do

so by visiting the piggery of A. Bolmar, which now

contains about sixty, and shows what can be done

with them in comfortable quarters and systematic

management. The piggery is one hundred and four

feet long, with a steaming house at one end for boil-

ing and steaming food, and divided by board divi-

sions into seven different compartments. These are

all paved with brick, and regularly cleaned, having

suitable drainage.

Improved breeds of swine are as important to the

interests of the farmer as improved breeds of other

stock, the object being in both to make a given
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amount of food produce the greatest profit. They are have been replaced here by the Chester county. We
equally worthy the attention of the scientific breed- ' know of ndne of this stripe left in these diggings,

er and manager. As an evidence of what has been and had to send to our friend Solon Robinson, to

attained already, we subjoin by way of comparison, procure us a portrait of some of those about New

a portrait of the old unimproved breed of hogs,-whioh York.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.
Farm.—Read over directions of last month, and at-

tend to what was omitted. Sow oats as soon as the

ground is in order; harrow thoroughly and then roll.

Pass roller over mowing fields.

Top-dress winter grain not previously manured,

with short manure or Guano and Plaster.

Plough for corn, and subsoil before ground be-

comes too dry. Much of the success of the crop,

depends on good ploughingand preparation of ground.

Avoid such ploughs, as turn up and leave a smooth,

glazed and unbroken furrow. The sun often hard-

ens such, into lumps, impervious to harrow. Fine

pulverization of soil is of great importance. We
have found Prouty's& Rogers' ploughs, to plough and

pulverise at the same time; open seams and cracks in

the furrow, which admit air, and greatly aid the

subsequent operation of the harrow. Spread nanure

or Guano previous to ploughing. No advantage in

planting corn in this section before second week in

next month, but the ground should be often stirred

previously. Plant Potatoes for early crop. Plough

and prepare for root crops. Also for sowing corn

for fodder; read article on this in last volume of Jour-

nal, page 325.

Give particular attention to stock. After being

well cared for all winter, they often fall off in last

month before pasture. Ewes and Lambs should

have allowance of grain and roots and good hay,

daily turned out in fine weather, on a pasture lot

reserved for the purpose. Continue or increase al-

lowance of meal and roots to Fresh Cows. It is an

old saying that stock well wintered, are half sum-

mered. They should go out to grass in good order.

There is never any profit in keeping stock helow the

thriving peint. To merely keep them alive will not

Do not turn out stock to grass too early. Feed

well all working cattle, both oxen and horses. Cut

hay is of great advantage, as it economises time, and

gives animals more time to rest, between working

hours. • It takes them less time to eat and is easier

digested.

Give all animals daily access to salt.

Fruit Orchard.—Planting trees may still be done

this month, and in doing so, cut off all bruised and

broken roots ; make the cut from the lower part, so

that the cut surface may be down.

Head in by cutting off the ends of branches of

large trees.

See to peach trees that the worm is not at work.

If the earth was removed from the body of the trees

last fall, put a shovel-full or two of wood-ashes around

each tree, and return the earth that was taken away.

Quince trees should be dug around and well manured;

we have found that salt scattered under them answers

an excellent purpose in producing fair fruit. Goose-

berrieSjCurrants and grape vines 2 year old,from cut-

tings should not be transplanted in places; in digging

the holes, make them large and deep, filling in what

was before occupied with subsoil, with surface loam,

lea\ingtlie subsoil on the top to become improved

by the contact of sun and air. These should be hea-

vily manured, as the gooseberry and currant are

rank feeders. All transplanted trees should be mulch-

ed by putting around the roots, manure hay or straw.

Grafting of apple and pear may still be continued, if

the grafts were cut in season and properly taken care

of till the leaves begin to expand. Cherries, plums

and peaches should have been done last month. Re-

move all insects from trees, and apply wash before

recommended, and remember that trees need culti-

vation.

Vecietable Garden.—This is an important month

in the garden. Finish planting out esculents for

seed, and at a distance from others of the same genus.

All kinds of seed may usually be planted this mouth,

reserving such .as are tender of frost till the last.

Make plantations of asparagus. Plant out rhubarb,

horse-radish and onion-setts ; also seed for nest year's

pips. Sow peas, radishes, lettuce, every few days

for a succession. Plant out cabbages, cauliflower
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and lettuce from cold frames. Plant Lima beans,

cucumbers and melons in pots, under frames or in

inverted sods, to set out when weather is settled.

Transplant medicinal herbs, and sow seeds of more.

Keep ground hoed and stirred and free from weeds.

500 lbs. of guano to the acre has been found equal

to ordininary dressing of manure for vegetable grow-

ing.

Flower Garden.—Continue the directions given

last month, all such work as pruning Roses, and

flowering Shrubs, Iloejsuckles and Creepers of all

kinds, laying sod, planting box edging, transplanting

herbaceous plants, manuring and digging the flower

beds, should bo concluded this month. Continue to

plant Evergreens, and all kinds of shruhberi/. In the

rage which exists for ever blooming plants, some of

the Brightest Gems of the Flower Garden seems to

be thrown completely in the shade, we would gladly

lend a hand to brinj; them into the sunshine, (espec-

ially 'Wiegilia Rosea, Forsythia Veredlssimia, Spirea,

Revesii do Prunifolia,) for this reason, that they

bloom before the earliest rose. If the weather is

suitable, flower seeds may be sown on a warm bor-

der the latter part of the month. A good method to

plant them, is to break the soil very fine (if the soil

is of a da)j nature,mix a little sand to loosen it.othei'-

wise the seeds will not be able to germinate,) then

take a six inch flower pot inverted, and press the soil,

sow the seed in the ring made by the flower pot, if

the seed is very fine, merely pressing it with the flow-

er pot will be found sufficient; other kinds should

have a little soil strewed lightly over them. A good

lesson is to be learned on this subject if we observe

the successful germination of seeds dropped from the

parent plant. Tulips Hyacinth, Narcissus, &c., may

be planted the early part of this month. Plants that

has been wintered in cellers, should be brought out

the latter pai-t of the month; but previous to that

they should have fresh air admitted to them as freely

as possible.

State Agricultural School Convention.

Pursuant to public notice, the Agricultural School

Convention met in the Senate Chamber, Harrisburg,

Tuesday, March 9th, 1853.

The Convention was called to order by Simon Cam-
eron, and organized by the appointment of Christian

Myers, of Clarion county. President, and John Mont-
gomery, of Northumberland, and Alfred L. Kenne-
dy, of Philadelphia, Secretaries.

Voted, on motion of G. Blight Brovrne, of Mont-
gomery county, that a committee of seven be ap-

pointed to nominate permanent officers of the Con-
vention.

Wuereupon the Chair appointed thef)llowing gou-

tlemsn:—-G. Blight Browne, Montgomery; Wm. Heis
ter, Berks; P.O. Way, Allegheny; H. N. McCallister,

Centre; J. B. Johnson, Erie. A. 0. Ileister, Dauphin;
J. W. Alexander, Washington.

Voted, on motion. That the officers of the State

Agricultur.il Society, who are now present, and who

have not been appointed delegates, be admitted to

seats in the Convention.

Voted, on motion of A. S. Roberts, of Philadel-

phia, that a committee of three be appointed to wait

on the Governor and Heads of Departments, and in-

vite them to take seats in this body.

The Chair appointed under the resolution, SIcssrs.

A. S. Roberts, of Philadelphia; A. 0. Ileister, of

Dauphin; H. Jones Brooke, of Delaware.

Voted, on motion of A. L. Elwyn, of Philadel-

phia, that the counties of the State be called, and the

delegates present their credentials in order.
_

Pendino- this call, the committee on nominations

submitted the names of the following officers:

President—John Strohm, of Lancaster county.

Vice Presidents — Evorard Ohles, of Juniata co.;

•John Murdoch, Jr., of Allegheny; James Miles, of

Erie; Charles B. Trego, of Philadelphia.

Secretaries—A. 0. Heister, of Dauphin; John M.

Sullivan, of Butler; Alfred L. Kenedy, of Philadel-

phia.

The President elect, on taking his seat, thanked

the Convention for the honor they had done him,

and invited their earnest attention to the important

educational movement in which they were engaged.

The following gentlemen were received as dele-

gates.

Adams—David Mellinger.

Allegheny County Agricultural Society—Benjamin

Kellev, AVm. Martin, P. 0. Way, Henry Ingram, J.

E. McCabe, John Murdoch, Jr., J. M. K. Snodgrass,

R. C. Walker.
Beaver county—B. B. Chamberlain, A. Roberson.

Blair county—Joseph Dysart.

Bedford county—Levi Evans,

Butler county—John M. Sullivan.

Bradford county—Charles F. Weller, Jr., John

Passmore.
Berks county—Wm. M. Ileister.

Centre county—H. N. McAllister.

Clearfield couiitj'—William Bigler.

Columbia county—George Scott.

Cumberland county—Frederick Watts, George H.

Buch?r.
Delaware county-J. P. Abraham, H. Jones Brooke.

Dauphin county—David Mumma, Jr., John P.

Rutherford, A. O.'lleister, Simon Cameron, Robert

McAllister.

Eri county—J. B. Johnson, John S. AValker, James

Miles.

Fayette county—A. M. Hill, Amisi Walker, Thos.

Searight.

Juniata county—Everard Ohles.

Lebanon county—John C. Seltzer.

Lancaster county—Joseph Konigmacher, John

Strohm, Benjamin Ilerr, David Cockley, Christian L.

Hunsicker, Abrah.am Kruffman.

Luzerne county— S. Benedict.

Lycoming county—H. B. Packer.

Montgomery Co. Agricultural Society—G. Blight

Browne.
McKean county— Byron D. Hamlin.

Northampton county—Charles Aug. Luckerbach,

Isaac Richards, Thomas Barr. '

Northampton Agricultural Society—George W.
Stein, Wm. II. ILitter.

Northumberland County Agricultural Society

—

John Montgomery, James Cameron.
Potter County Agricultural and Horticultural So-

ciety—James L. Rooks.

Philadelphia Society for ProP'Otion of Agriculture

—Alfred L. Elwyn, John C. Cresson, Algernon S.

Roberts, William M. Meredith,David Landreth, Isaac
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Newton, Jolm S. Ilart, Charles B. Trego, Alfred L.
"Kennedy.

Soliuylkill county—John Hendricks, Jacob Ham-
mer, John Horn.

Somerset county—John P. H. Walker.
. Susquehanna county—George Walker.
Union county—Eli Slyfer. 0. N. Worden.
Venango c(iunty—Edwin C. Wilson.
Warren county—.J. Y. James.
Westmoreland county—John McFarland, C. P.

Markle.
Washington County Agricultural Saciet}-—J. W.

Alexander, J. M. McDonald.
Wyoming county—E. Moivry.
A^oted, on motion of G. Blight Brown, of Montgom-

erj', that a committee of seven be appointed to pre-

pare business for the action of the Convention.
Tlic Chair appointed Messrs G. Blight Brown, of

Montgomery; A. L. Elwyn, of Pliiladelphia; P. M.
Watts, of Cumberland; Simon Cameron, of Pauphin;
Benjiimin Ilerr, of Lancaster Angernon S. RoVicrts,

of Philadelphia, and H. N. McAllister,, of Centre.
On motion of Mr. Roberts, John S. Hart, of Phil-

adelaphia, was added to the committee.
The following gentlemen were admitted to seats in

the Convention:
R. T. Underbill, Westchester county. New York;

Morris Leech, Mercer county. Pa.: Maxwell McCas-
lin, Greene county. Pa., George \. Lawrence, Wash-
ington county. Pa.; 0. B. McFadden.

Voted, on motion of R. C. Walker, that when the
Convention adjourn, it adjourn to meet this evening,
at 7 o'clock, in the same place.

Joseph Konigmacher, of Lancaster, submitted the
following resolution:

Resolved, That the Corresponding Secretary of

the State Agricultural Society be requested to open a
correspondence with John MeshuUam, of Jerusalem,
Palestine, in rigardto the success of the American
Agricultural Colony Associated with him in the vi-

cinity of Jerusalem, for the purpose of enlightening
the people of the Holy Land in the science of Ag-
riculture.

On motion, the resolution was adopted, and a
letter from J. Meshullam, as published in the Sab-
bath Recorder, of New York, was read to the Con-
vention.

On motion, adjourned.

EVENING SESSION.

The Convention rc-assemb!ed at 7 o'clock.

Meesrs. Williamson, of Chester county, and Bid-
tile, of Phil.adelphia, were, on motion, admitted to

seats in the Convention.
On motion of James Cameron, of Northumber-

Land, that the Convention now hear the report of the

Committee appointed this morning to prepare busi-

ness, which was so ordered, and the following Re-
port was read by F. M. AVatts, of Cumberland:

REPORT.

The plan which the Committee offer to the Con-
vention is, they think, simple, practicable and in-

expensive, and perfectly well adapted to carry out

the design they have in view, and fulfil every hope
of the most sanguine friend of agriculture.

The3' do not propose the founding of a university,

or any system of education which would require a
long preliminary preparation on the part of the pu-

pil, and rich endowments from the State or individ-

uals. They design only a school where instruction

can be had in the usual branches of what is called

an English education, and in the elements of the

different sciences •which are immediately and inti-

mately connected with agriculture. At present, in

no part of this State or of the United States, can a
farmer's sou be taught anything but the rudimentary
branches of education. Of all those sciences and
arts which form the very basis of his future occupa-
tion, he is either entirely ignorant, or is only a)jle to

collect a few isolated facts, of whose general bearing,

and whose appropriate position in tlie philosophy of

agriculture, be knows very little, or nothing at all.

This condition of things acts as unfavorably on
the individual as upon agriculture. No man is dis-

posed to believe that he is practising a profession of

much importance, when he is conscious of no very

considerable effort of the mind to acquire it, and
finds thaf his facts, all his knowledge, and the whole
action of his mind, as respects his art, are rather the

superstitious observance of old customs, which came
to him as the traditionary experience of his an-

cestors, than the result of his own observation or

thought. But the doctrine of precedents, however
safe, is too unyielding to continue as a constant and
fixed rule, to which no exception can be taken, and
from which there is no departure, under any circum-
stances.

There is a spirit of examination abroad in the

world, from whose scrutiny nothing escapes; and ag-

riculture, which, till within a few years, was regard-

ed as a kind of tranquil retirement for dull minds,

has passed to the crucible of the chemist, the closet

of the philosopher, under the close and deep exami-
nation of the man of science, and entered among the

profound speculations of the political economist.

The destiny of this noble art is now entirely remov-

ed from mere manual dexteritj' or the pursuit of old

customs. Powerful and acute minds are busy with

it, minutely examining its practical details, in all its

departments, endeavoring to break down the obsti-

nancy of old ideas, by analysis of their truth, and
form principles and philosophy from what has here-

tofore been but a crude mass of ill arranged and im-

perfectly examined assertions. It is now a progres-

sive art, and rapidly assuming the form and condi-

tion of a science. Conscious of this, those who have

the interests of agriculture deeply at heart, have de-

termined to propose to their fellow citizens, and the

farmers of the State, a plan, by which they cannot

only keep pace with the general movement, but pre-

vent themselves from fallinij; behind other States,

which are already commencing the establishment of

Schools and Professorships of Agriculture.

Title—"The Farmers' High School of Pennsyl-

vania."

Situation.—An important object, next to healthi-

ness, in the selection of a site for this school, is va-

riety of soil and of surface. It will be necessary for

the pupils to be taught, if it be possible, all the dif-

ferent modes of husbandry capable of being per-

formed in our climate. The soil should admit of the

cultivation of all the grains, the grazing of cattle,

and the raising of all the products of the dairy; so

I hat every pupil may have full experience, and a

complete preparation for the practising any one of

these modes of fiirming. The place chosen should

be near a market, or of such easy access as to allow

of ready sales; though we would not recommend the

immediate neighborhood of a large town, that there

might be no risk or temptation to the moral conduct

of the boys. Pennsylvania offers many such situa-

tions, and there can he but little difiBculty in a selec-

tion.

Quantity of Land.—This will be controlled so

much by the site fixed upon, that we cannot well de-
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termine the precise quantity; we are of opinion, how-
ever, that not less than two, or, if possible, three

hundred acres, should be purchased, as one of the

desirable objects in the education of the boys will be

the knowledge of machinery, as well as some skill

in its construction.

Educational Organization.—As the leading abject

of the school is instruction in agriculture, the head
should be a practical farmer; a man competent to

teach the best modes of husbandry, to instruct in

their details and possessing such an amount of me-
chanical skill or knowledge of machines as will en-

able him to describe the uses, together with the de-

sign and value, of the various agricultural imple-
ments and machinery. He should likewise be I'a-

miliar with the raising and fattening of stock-cattle,

and tlie growing of wool; have a knowledge of the

different breeds of animals; or, to sum up his quali-

fications, he must be a good farmer, capable, }>y his

character and example, of moulding the pupils en-

trusted to his care to such habits of mind and of

persevering industry as will send forth into the Com-
monwealth active, able and accomplished farmers.

Assinlants.—Besides tlie Principal, whose duties
have just been given, we propose three assistants

;

one to teach the usual branches of an English edu-
cation ; another to instruct in natural philosophy

;

and the third in Chemistry, Geology and Botany.
It is no part of our plan to calljfor men of the highest
qualifications in anj' one of these departments ; as
it will not be possibilo to pay the large salaries such
persons might very justly expect, and to which (hey
would be justly entitled, even if the minds of those
pupils whom we hope to see gathering to this school
were fitted to receive any thing beyond elementary
instruction. There are, Iiowever, many young men
in the country fully competent to take charge of such
a seminary, and to advance the pupils as fitr as their

age and probable continuance at the school will ad-
mit. Besides the studies already mentioned, which
are such as are taught iu the schools and academies
of the land, there are others, belonging to agricul-
ture, which are of the utmost importance to the prac-
tical farmer, such as several departments of Natural
History, Surveying, and Veterinary Surgery and
Medicine. These, if the school becomes a place of
resort for the sons of our farmers, each of whom is

to manage and work his own property, must be made,
at some time, a necessary part of the plan of study.

Pupils.—None should be admitted younger than
fourteen or fifteen. Whether an examination should
be required is a matter meriting some consideration,
though it does not seem to bo absolutely necessary

;

as a boy will soon display his incompetence to re-

ceive the prescribed studies, without the formality
of an examination. The times for admission m.ay
be twice in a year, selecting the periods when the
season for labor in the field commences, and when it

closes.
_
All the pupils will be required to work, as

the business of their lives is supposed to be practical
husba-ndry

; of which they must learn and become
proficient in the most minute details. No one, under
any circumstances, should be allowed to escape from
labor, of whatever kind it may be, or to select a par-
ticular portion ; and there should be no evasion of
these rules, unless in cases of physical inability.
The object being to impart a practical as well as a
scientific education, every pupil must be taught those
details of personal labor which will form a large part
of the future duties of his life. A certain number
of hours in each day—the committee think that
three, at least, will be necessary—must, therefore, be
devoted to this purpose.

To combine practice with theory, to Ic.arn the rea-

sons of things, and to acquire, bj' experience, the

whole routine of a farmers life, are the great purpo-

ses in the establishment of this school. We would
also propose that a certain number of pupils be edu-

cated gratuitously: one might be admitted fi-om each
Congressional district.

Bnildinr/s.—In an experiment, such as is now pro-

posed, the smallest possible outlay should be kept in

view as one of the most important considerations.

In founding an Institution, the success of which de-

pends on legislative or individual encouragement,
the great object should be permanent practical use-

fulness ; and in order to attain this and recommend
the plan to the farmers of the State, we reject, in all

cases, every idea of mere ornament. It is not ne-

cessary to erect any other buildings than those usu-

al on a fiirm, enlarged to such an extent as to accom-
modate the increased number of persons. A single

building, containing apartments for the instructors,

sleeping rooms for the pupils, recitation rooois, a
library, lecture-room and laboratory, arranged to

hold with comfort one hundred persons, is, perhaps,

all that is necessary as a commencement. A barn

suited to the size of the farm, with every conveni-

ence for the feeding of cattle, the care of horses and
cows, the storage of roots, and the preservation of
manure, with a granery, corn-crib, implement house,

a shed for waggons and carts, with a carriage-hou.se

attached—these, with the exception of a spring

house as a part of the dairy, and some small build-

ings for poultry, seem all that is necessary at the

opening of our design.

Now, inasmuch as the views of your committee
are based upon the idea that in Pennsylvania we are,

about to enter upon an untried project, the first dic-

tates of prudence suggest that we should proceed
cautiously so far as regards our first expenditure

;

that the institution which we propose should r.ather

grow than be suddenly forced into practical useful-

ness ; that its operations may be the result of expe-

rience, rather than the suggestion of mere theoreti-

cal calculation. We think that the first outlay should
be:

For 200 acres of land, - - - ?9,000 00
Necessary buildings and improvements, 8,000 GO
Stock of the farm and furniture, 3,000 00

.?20,000 00
The question now presents itself, how is this mo-

ney to be raised, and how is the institution to be sus

tained? First, we propose that it shall receive legis.

lative sanction, by an act of incorporation, and that

the amount of money which it wilt be necessary' to

expend, and provide for the maintenance and support

of the institution shall form the capital, to be divi-

ded into fonr thousand shares, of twenty-five dollars

each, making one hundred thousand dollars; an
amount which, if the project l)e successful, as we an-

ticipate, may, at some future day, be necessary.

To raise this amount for the early requirements of

the Institution, we must rely upon the United efforts

of individuals and the represent.ative.s of the whole '

people. We are satisfied that individuals will con-

tribute at least ten thousand dollars. Tlie Pennsyl-

vania State Agricultural Society will contribute five

thousand dollars ; and if the State will contribute I

ten thousand doll.ars, we shall tlius be in possession

of the means of commencing a scho(d, which we have

every reason to believe will grow intosizeand exten-

sive usefulness. Let it not be supposed that the

views of your Committee are too limited with regard

to the character of such an institution. We are well
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aware that a more enlarged plan would be more
commensurate with the character of the great State

of Pennsylvania ; and if the Legislature m its wis-

dom should deem it expedient and politic to enlarge

it, we shall look upon such action as being a most
happy expression of the public will. Our view is to

let this pnyect have a beginning, and we have all

confidence that, under the genial influence of enlight-

ened minds, it will work itself into public favor.

Your Committtee, therefore, offer for the conside-

ration of the Convention the following :

Resolved, That be a Committee whose
duty it shall be to draft a bill in accordance with the

principles of this report, and submit the same for the

action of the Legislature.

The subject matter of the report was eloquently

discussed by F. M. Watts, of Cumberland; John C.

Cresson, Philadelphia: Benjamin Ilerr, Lancaster;
David Mumma, jr., Dauphin ; Wm. M. Meredith,

Philadelphia; G. Blight Brown, Montgomery ; Jas.

C'ameron, Northumberland.
On motion of A. S. Roberts, of Philadelphia, that

the blank in the resolution be filled with the name
of Frederick Watts, of Cumberland ; Simon Came-
ron, Dauphin; Christian Myers, Clarion: II. Jones
Brook, of Delaware, and the President of the Con-
vention, which was so ordered, and the question re-

curring on the resolution as amended, it was unani-

mously adopted.

A vote of thanks to the Senate for their kindness

in tendering the use of the Hall, and to the presiding

officers of the Convention was passed, and the Con-
vention, on motion, adjourned.

Pemisylvauia Horticultural Society.

The stated meeting of this Society occurred in the

Chinese Saloon, on Tuesday evening, March 15, 1853,

the President in the chair. The sudden change from
mild to severely cold weather, precluded the impos-

ing display of large Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and
fine green house plants usual at the March meeting;

yet those who attended were amply repaid with the

sight of many interesting plants, and beautiful cut

flowers in the tasteful designs, baskets and boquets,

shown. Mr. J. F. Knorr's gardener, from West Pliil-

adelphia,exhibitod a dozen of choice blooming plants,

six pots tilled with Hyacinths, and the following

new kinds:

—

Tempelioma ylauca, Abviiloa VaiUioui-

tii. Azalea alba-siriafa, A. exquisita, Cinerarias, Car-

minata. Vicar of Wa/;efitd,Jbrmo!<a, Mr. Si/diiey

Herbert, Marianne and Amie Robsart. Mrs. Cope's

gardener brought a dozen select standard plants, a
collection of Cinerarias, and two species shown for

the first time

—

Rhodostemma gardeaoides, and Hy-
pocyrta sfrigilosa. Pjter Raabe, a large vase with a
great number of blooming Hyacinths—a rich show.
On the fruit table were seen a small basket of

Strawberries from Mr. Cope's houses ; Easter Beurre
Pears, from Thos. Hancock's; St. Germain and Xou-
ville d'Esperin Pears, and Reinette tranche Apples,
from Mrs. J. B. Smith; and Newtown Pippin and
Carthouso Apples from Robert Cornelius; and also

two large collections of Vegetable < from R. Corne-
lius' and C. Cope's.

The following premiums were awarded:

—

Azalea,

for the best grown specimen, to Thos. Meghran, gar-

dener to Robert Cornelius; Plants in. po/s, for the

best 12 specimens, to John Bell, gardener to J. F.

Knorr; for the second best, to Thos, Meehan, gar-

dener to C. Cope; new plants shown for the first time,

to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope: a premium of

two dollars for Rhosdotemaia gardenoides and Ilypo-

cyrta strigilosa. Attention of the Society was partic-

ularly called to the new plants shown by Mr. Knorr's
houses, Tempelfonia glawca Azalia alba striata, A. Ex-
quisita, Abutiloii striatum Vaiihouttii, and a tine col-

lection of Cinerarias Carminata, Vicar of Wakefild,

formosa, Mrs. Sydney Herbert, Marianne and Amie
Robsart, And for an American seedling Camellia,

a fine double white, the silver medal to John Sher-

wood. Bouquet designs, for the best, to Thos. Mee-
han, gardener to C. Cope; for the second best, to

Thos. Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius. Basket of
Cut Flowers, for the best, to Thos. Meehan; for the

second best, to A. Hall, gardener to D. Rodney King;
and a special premium for a Basket to Thos. Me-
ghran; and another to Peter Raabe, for a large Pyr-

amid of Hyacinths.
By the Committee on Fruit.

—

Pears—For the best

ten specimens, the E.aster Beurre, to Thomas Han-
cock. Apples—For the best len specimens, the New-
town Pippin, to Thomas Meghran ; for the second

best, the Reinette francho. to F. Gouin, gardener to

J. B. Smith. And a special premium to Thomas
Meehan, gardener to C. Cope, for a basket of llovey's

Seedling strawberries.

By the Committee on A''egetables—For the best and
nost interesting display by a private gardener, to

Thomas Meghran, Gardener to R. Cornelius, and for

the second best to Thomas Meehan, gardener to C.

Cope.

AD INTERIM REPORT.
The Fruit Committee respectfully report, That

since the last stated meeting of the Society, they

have received and examined specimens of the follow-

ing varieties of fruits.

From Charles Kesslor- JV/c Reading—This valu-

able winter pear has been noticed in several of our

ad interim reports. The present specimens which
were eaten on the 11th inst., have strengthened the

favorable opinion previously expressed by us, of its

merits.

The Keim—which we have previously described,

appears to be a late keeping winter apple, assuming

a more beautiful waxen appearance with the ad\ance

of the season.

Erening parly— This is the third time this delicious

little apple has been submitted to our examination,

during the present season. Each successive trial has

served to confirm our estimate of its value.

The Orange—A medium sized native apple, from

the garden of Nicholas Lot, of Reading. The origi-

nal tree which stood on the adjoining premises is

now dead. The fruit is roundish, slightly oblate,

faintly ribbed, of a warm, yellow color, approaching

orange; stem short, thick; cavity open, shallo.v, ob-

tuse, irregular; basin shallow, wide, plaited. Flesh

yellowish, with a slight orange tint ; flavor sprightly;

quality "good."
Tiie Ohlinger'—A native apple of Pennsylvania.

It originated with Mr. Ohlingcr in Alsace Township,

Berks county. It fruited in 1S.V2, for the first tit.'^

Fruit below medium size ; roundish; waxen yellow>

with a pale, brownish cheek, containing many white^

spots, with usually a russet speck in each; stem J
of an inch long, slender ; cavity deep, wide, russet-

ted in rays; basin wide, shallow, furrowed; seed

brown, sliort, round ovate ; flesh yellowish white, fine

texture; sprightly flavor
;
quality "good."

T.'ie Dumpling—A large, roundish, oval, yellow

apple; stem short; cavity contracted, shallow; ba-

sin narrow, rather deep.' This is entirely distinct

from the Dumpling of Coxc, and is a good deal cul-

tivated in some parts of Pennsylvania for culinary

purposes.
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I.IST OF PATENT CI-AIMS
Issued from the United States Patent Office.

Heckling Flax and Hemp.—By J. P. Arnold, of

Louisville, Ky : I do not confine myself to any par-

The AUace—k seedling apple of Alsace towcship:

size medium ; form conical ; skin whitish yello-w,

with a pale blush on the exposed side ; stem short,

slender ; cavity narrow, accuminate ; basin deep,

open; flesh whitish, fine texture, juicy
;

pleasant 1 ticular form or arrangement of the parts, so long aa

flavor; quality, "good." Though eaten on the 12th I the machine is so constructed that it will operate as

of March, it is said to be in eating order in S-^ptem- ggt forth.

ber.

The FallenwaUer or FornwaUer—T\\Q Fallawater

of Downing—A large, yellowish green apple, with a

brown blush, uniformly fair, and of "good" quality.

It is abundant in our markets, and, at this season of

the year, the largest apple to be found there.

From W. Boas, of Reading— 77(e A>o».sf)-—This

apple has been described in a previous report, and

is represented as being wonderfully productive.

From Casper Ililler—Ke //cw—A native apple

of Conestoga, Lancaster county, Pa. Size medium;
form variable, sometimes roundish, often conical;

red, in stripes of different hues ; stem short, rather

stout: cavity narrow, moderately deep, slightly rus-

setted ; b.asin deep, narrow ; flesh greenish white,

tender; flavor agreeably aromatic; quality "very

good."
Five gentlemen were elected members.
On motion, adjourned.

• THOMAS P. JAMES,
Recording Secretary.

Chester County Horticultural Society.

The stated meeting of this Society was held on the

l'2th inst. Plants and flowers were exhibited by
Paschall Jlorris & Co., and A. Marshall & Co.

A premium was awarded to Paschall Morris & Co.)

for the best display of Green House Plants.

Also to same Firm for best display of hyacinths,

and the best collection of evergreens in pots.

The display of .apples was unusually fine for the

season. Joshua Euibroe exhibited 30 varieties, and
was awarded a premium for the best disphay. Amos
II. Darlington, 16 varieties ; Ziba Darlington, 11 ;

Jonathan C. Baldwin, 7; Robert Lamborne 1 : Rich-

ard Downing, some very fine Baldwins of Chester
county growth. P. Morris & Co., exhibited a speci-

men of the Hector apple, anew Chester county seed-

ling ; also two other seedlings. John Cope exhibited

a plate of fine St. Germain Pears. Pears were also

exhibited by Ziba Darlington.

Premiums were awarded to Rachel Taylor for bes:

one dozen radishes, and best half peck of spinach.

Among the plants exhibited liy P. Morris & Co., were
Habrothamnus Elegans, five varieties of Cinerarias,

Begonia, Fuschioidcs, Cammcllias, splendid Azaleas,
Forsythia Viridissima, a new shrub from China, in

flower,perlectly hardy; SpireaPrunifolia, Heliotropes,

scarlet Geraniums, Leohnaultia Formosa, &c. Also
evergreens inputs; Abies Morinda.Taxodium Semper-
virens, cryptoiueria japonica, arancaria imbricata,
cupressus funabris, abies Douglasii and several

others.

The annual election of officers was also held, which
resulted as follows:

President—.John Rutter.

Vice Presidents—Jamjs II. Bull, Amos II. Dar-

lington.

Recording Secretary—Isaac D. Pyle.

Corresponding SEcaETARv— Joseph P. Wilson.

Treasurer—John Marshall.

I claim the method of heckling hemp by subject-

ing it to the action of a series of mixed be.aters and

combs, the teeth of the latter being of varying length

—some of them projecting so far, and others beyond

the beaters, and the whole operating substantially as

set forth.

Also a rest, having a narrow slot open at one end

in combination with a concave projecting beyond

the end of the cylinder at the open end of the rest, as

set forth.

For Sawing Stone.—By Jas. T. Bruen & Jas. G.

Wilson, of Ilrtsting.s, N. Y. : We claim lifting the

saws at or sufficiently near the middle of the stroke,

to eflfect the specified purpose.

Also interposing India rubber or its equivalent, be-

tween the ways, and the inclined projections which

lift the saw frame, as specified.

Grain Washeiis.—ByGeorge &, George W. Fcaga,

of Frederick, Md. : We claim the method, as descri-

bed, of separating grain from smut, garlic and other

impurieties by first washing it in a trough or reser-

voir of water, where the separation takes place, and
then conveying the washed grain to a drying appara-

tus, where it is thoroughly dried, the whole operation

being performed as set forth.

Hill Side Plows.—By J. C. Bidwell & J. Hall,

of Pittsburg, Pa., executors of Samuel Hall, dec. :

We claim the manner of arranging the mould board

upon the land side, to wit, placing their binges at

such a distance from each other on each side of the

centre of the land side, that each mould board may
be supported by the edges and projection, as far as

practicable, fmm the hinges and rest upon the

grooves near the middle of the land side, as set

forth.

Potato Diggers.—By F. C. Schaffor, of Brooklyn,

N. Y. : 1 am aware that machines have been previ-

ously used for digging potatoes, but in these machines

the potatoes are dug or scooped from the hills by
means of a concave or scoop formed of a single piece,

the brush cylinder carrying the potatoes up the con-

cave and into the receptacle. I therefore do not

claim the above arrangement ; but I claim the •ar-

rangement and combination of the scoop and endless

apron, by which the pot.atocs ar^ lug or scooped from

the hills, and the dirt thoroughly separated there-

from, as they pass up the endless apron into the re-

ceptacle.

Rakes to Harvesters.—By T. Baylis & Daniel

Williams, of Tecumseh, Mich. : We claim the con-

struction and method of operating the rake, together

with the use of the jointed brake, in facilitating the

discharge of the sheaf at the rear of the machine,

as set forth.

Scythe Fastenings.—By P. Frost, of Springfield,

Vt. : 1 claim the peculiar construction oi the loop

and the set ring, with the grooves, in the manner set

forth.

Circular Saws.—By Amnii M. George, of Nashua,

N. II.: I claim in combination witli a circular saw,

driven by friction, near its periphery, the guard plate

with its arbor, around which the saw runs, and by

which it is held into the wood, and on which the

board or veneer, being sawed, may rest and relieve
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the saw from all friction therefrom, and by which
means I am enabled to cut boards or veneers, of

nearly equal width with t .e diameter of the saw, as

describ d.

Manure Spreaders.—By Silas A. Hedges, of Lan-

caster, Ohio: I claim constructing a manure cart

with two bodies, the front one of which is raised or

tilted, for the discharge of manure into the rear one,

by the action of the hind axle, by reason of another

usle and tackle, when thrown into gear by the hand
lever, arranged as set forth.

1 also particularly claim the combination of the

endless apron, tlic tilting liody, and raising the tail-

board simultaneoLsly with throwing in gear the end-

less slotted apron, as set forth.

Smut Machines.—By Dan. Pease, Jr., of Floyd,

N. Y. : I claim the employment of the adjustaldedo

fleeter, set at an angle to throw the grain in different

directions, in combination with the receiver, the top

of the said receiver being adjustable to any height

desired, and the front piece of the same being set in

such a position, in relation to the deflector, that it

will, when the grain strikes the deflector, be thrown
ai^ainst the said plane surface, which, from its pecu-

liar position, will throw the grain in a partially

spread state, up against the adjustable top, which
causes it to spread still more, and then to fall down
on the ribbed bottom, and pass off through the wind

Also, causing the grain to spread to a greater or

less degree, by making the top of the receiver ad-

justable to different heights, as described.

Hangino Farm Gates.—By John Filson, Milroy,

Pa. : I claim tlie lower double jointed hinge, in com-

bination with the apparatus attached, and constitu-

ting the upper hinge, a.s described, for the purpose

of holding the gate at any inclination required, for

the purposes set forth.

WiNXOWERS.—By G. F. S. Zimmerman, of Charles-

town, Va. : I claim the invention, use and applica-

tion of the perforated vibrating table, arranged to a

sloping bottom or platform, the parallel saw-like

strips or saw pushers, combined with an oscillating

rake and straw beaters or curved prongs, the whole

combined and working with the oscillating hinged

standard, and suspending straps, substantially as set

forth.

I do not. however, claim the invention of a com-

bined threshing, separating, and winnowingniachinc,

but only such parts as are set forth.

Corn' Shellers.—By J. P. Smith, of Ilummels-

town. Pa. : I claim the bevelled spring blocks or

shelling bars, in separate pieces, in the manner and

for the purposes set forth ; but I do not claim to be

the inventor of spring blocks or shelling bars.

Seed Planters.—By Samuel & William 11. With-

crow (assignor to Samuel Witherow) of Gettj'sburgh,

Pa.: We claim arranging the spring .and roller with-

in a tube, forming one end of the hopper, in such

manner as to prevent any more seed from leaving

the hopper than is required for planting, the whole

arranged as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the drag bar under the

plow beam, and passing through the adjustable hang-

er, and a slot in the neck of the mould board, for the

purpose of giv'ng additional lateral support to it, and

protecting it from the earth, which runs up on the

mould board, in turning the furrows, the whole being

arranged and combined as described.

Machines for Paring Apples.—By Wm. II. La-

zoUe, of New York City (assignor to S. E. Fenwick,

of Washington, D. C, & N. E. Smith, of New York
City): 1 claim the apple paring machine, construct-

ed With a stationary circular rack or way, in combi-
nation with a traversing lever, for operating the fork

on which the apjjlc or other article is placed, the said

handle having a pinion on it, which traverses the

said rack, and gives rotary motion to the fork, mak-
ing the apple to rcvcdve against the swinging spring
knife, while the handle is pushed backwards and for-

wards in a horizontal direction, by the operator, in

the manner described.

E.^p.\NDiNG Drill.—By Thos. Prosser, of New
York City: I claim the combination of the inclined

cutter, with a screw cut thereon, bevel screw pinion,

or its equivalent, and collar arranged in the manner
described, so that by holding said collar, during the

rotation of the drill, a continuous feed motion.is com-
municated to the cutter.

Winnowers of Grain.—By A. B. Childs, of Ko-
chcster, N. Y. Patented in England, May 22, 1852:

1 claim regulating the blast for the second winnow-
ing of grain, by combining with the revolving fan,

whicli generates both the first and second blast, and
a compensating safety valve, as set forth, but I make
no olaini to a spring valve, in itself, as such a contri-

vance is well known for various purposes.

I also claim the 8elf-regulat!ng valve, which pre-

vents the admission of air into the machine, while it

opens, to discharge the impurities separated from the

grain, and thus prevent an undue accumulation of

them at the bottom of the air chamber.

For Sawing Stone.—By Jas. T. Bruen & Jas. G.

Wilson, of Hastings, N. Y.: We claim lilting the

saws at or sufBciently near the middle of the stroke

to effect the specified purpose.

Also interposing India rubber or its equivalent, be-

tween the ways, and the inclined projections whicli

lift the saw frame, as specified.

Currv Combs—By Wm. Wheeler, of Troy, N. Y.

:

I claim the application of a ring, loop, or fixture on
curry combs, for the insertion of a thumb as a guard

and rest therefor, the ring or loop being made in one

piece with the back strap, as set forth.

. <•>

Hermetically Sealed Provisions.

The business of putting up provisions in hermeti-

cally sealed cans, has become quite an important one

in our city. Ihere are five large establishments engag-

ed in it. Beef, mutton, lamb, lobsters, clams, meats

and sheep's tongues, with green corn, green peas,

green beans in their season, &a.. Sec. are put up in

immense quantities. But a small portion of the ar-

ticles put up are used in the city—much the greater

quantity being sent to New York and Boston, where
they are sold to vessels bound to California, and on

other long voyages, and likewise for home consump-
tion. V/hen taken from the cans, they are generally

in excellent order, and retain much of their original

flavor, although months and even years may have

elapsed since they were sealed up—Portland (Me.)

Advertiser.

A New Herd Book.—The Scioto Cattle Importing

Company intend shortly to publish a Herd Book, es-

pecially for a record of the pedigrees of the cattle

belonging to the different importations of the Scioto

Comoany, and the thoroughbred descendants of said

cattle. All persons having such animals, are re-

quested to send 'he pedigrees, without delay, to Tho.

S. Bennett, Secretary, Chillicothe.
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Points of Cattle.

In our last number, we referred to a valuable forth-

coming report, on the points of cattle, by a commit-

tee of the New York, State Society, headed by Francis

Rotch as Chairman. lu connection with some ex-

cellent prefatory remarks by him below, we quote a

scale of Points, as reported for four breeds, Durham^

Devon, Hereford, and Ayrshire. They deserve the

especial attention of persons called upon to decide

at agricultural exhibition.s, between rival animals

often closely balaneed, and may safely be referred to

as a future standard. If attended to as they de-

serve, we sh.all have no more awards at our annu-

al exhibitions calculated to disgust intelligent Breed-

ers, and render the fact of having obtained a premi-

um often a mere burlesque. We hope the commit-

tee will not stop their work till they have arranged

a scale of points for sheep.

"As to the points coiisiiiuthig excellence, little per-

haps need be said, beyond the remark, that reference

has been had to the particular uses and characteris-

tics of the respective variety under consideration.

—

For instance, the heavy, massive form of the beel-

making, indolent Short-horn, would be, in many of

its details, inapplicable to the activity of the Norih
Devon, whose great excellence as a laliorer on a light

soil, must be one of its leading considerations in the

estimate of its usefulness. So again, of the Here-
ford,whose double value in the yoke and in the sham-
bles, requires a balance of properties, that is not
called for in the animal whoso only destination is

the butcher's block. The Ayrshire is a breed who.se

improvement has had reference solely to dairy prop-

erties ; it would be destructive, therefore of that very
improvement, to require in this, either the substance
or symmetry of the other breeds.

"Another consideration h.as also influenced the

numerical value affixed to ihesanic points in dijfcrent

breeds ; which is, that where from a natural or orig-

inal tendency, there is a deficiency or a difBcnlty in

bringing any one or more points up to a maximum,
they are marked higher in that breed, than in one
known to be naturally strong in that particular ; for

instance, it is more difficult from the general confor-

mation of the animal, the heavy shoulder, and the

massiveness throughout, required in the Short-horn,

to breed the crops full up and even, than it is to do
so in a North Devon ; hence, that point well de-

veloped in the Short-horn is marked 4: in the North
Devon only 3. So in the Ayrshire, wliose great ex-

cellence is her dairy properties, the udder is marked
6, while in the other varieties of improved breeds it

is marked low, inasmuch as their improvement has
had reference solely to early maturity, weight, sym-
metry, reduced offal, quality, and the best feeding

properties, yielding the greatest amount of meat at

the smallest expense."

SIIORT-IIORNS—THE COW.
Pedigree—showing unbroken descent; or> both

sides, from known animals, as found in the English
Herd-Book—40.

The Head—small, lean and bony, taperiiig to the

muzzle; the face somewhat long—2.

The Nose of a light delicate color—lu

The Eye is of great significance, and should be-

prominent, bright and clear
—"prominent" from an

accumulation of "adeps" in the back part of its

socket, which indicates a tendency to Itty on fat

—
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"bright," as an evidence of good disposition—"clear,"

as a guarantee of the animal's health; whereas a

dull, sluggish eye belongs to a slow feeder, and a

wild, restless eye betrays an unquiet, fitful temper
—2.

The IIoRN's^ight in substance and in coloi', and
symmetrically set on the head; the ear somewhat
large, thin, and with considerable action—1.

The Neck—rather short than long, tapering to

the head; clean in the throat, and full at its base,

thus covering and filling out the points of the shoul-

ders—2.

The Chest—hi-oad from point to point of the shoul-

ders; deep from the anterior dorsal-vertebra to the

floor of the sternum, and both round and full just

back of the elbows; sometimes designated by the

phrase, "thick through the heart." These are un-

questionably the most important points in every ani-

mal, as constitution must depend on their perfect

developement, and the .ample room thus affordeil for

the free action of the heart and lungs—-8.

The Brisket, however deep or projecting, must

not be counfoundcd with capacitij of chest; for though

a very attractive and selling point, it, in reality, adds

nothing to the space within, however it may increase

the girth without. It is in fact nothing more or less

than M muscular adipose substance, attached to the

anterior portion of the sternum, or breast-bone, and

thence extending itself back. This form, however,

of the brisket, indicates a disposition to lay on fat

generally throughout the frame, and in this point of

view is valuable—4.

The Shoulder, where weight, as in the Short-

horn, is the object, should be somewhat upright and

of good width at the points, with the blade-bone just

sufiiciently curved to blend its upper portion smooth-

ly with the crops—3.

The Crots must be full and level with the shoul-

ders and ba k; and is, perhaps, one of- the most diffi-

cult points to breed right in the Short horn—4.
The Back, Loin, and Hips should be broad and

•wide, firmin'T a straight and even line from the neck

to the Fe'ting''on of the tail, the hips or bucks round

and wrll covered—G.

Tae UiMPslald up high, with plenty of flesh on

their pxtrometies—3.

The Pelvis should be large, indicated by the

width of liips, as already mentioned, and the breadth

of the twist -2.

The Twist should be so well filled out in its

"seam" as to form nearly an even and wide plane,

between the thighs—1.

The QiARTERS—long, straight, and well developed

downwards—3.
, . , ,

The Carcass-round; the nbs nearly circular, and

extending well back— 1.

The Flanks—deep, wide, and full in proportion

to condition— 1.

The Leg—short, straight, and standing square

with the body—-2.

The Plates of the belly strong, and thus preserv-

ing nearly a straight under line—1.

The Tail flat and broad at its root, but fine in

its cord, and placed Ugh up, and on a level with

The Carriage of an animal gives style and beau-

ty; the walk should be square, and the step quick;

the head up—1.
, , ... ^, c ,

Quality—On this the thriftiness, the feeding prop-

erties and the value of the animal depends ; and

upon the touch of this quality rests, in a good meas-

ure, the grazier's and the butcher's judgment. If

the "touch" be good, some deficiency of form may

be excused ; but if it be hard and stiff, nothing can
compensate for so unpromising a feature. In rais-

ing the skin from the body, between the thumb and
finger, it should have a soft, flexible and substantial

feci; and when beneath the out-spread hand, it should
move easily with it, and under it, as though resting

on a soft, elastic, cellular substance; which, however,
becomes firmer as the animal "ripens" A thin pa->
pery skin is objectionable, more especially in a cold
climate—8.

The Hair should be thick, short and mossy in

winter; fine, soft and glossy in summer—1.

The Udder—pliable and thin in its texture, reach-
ing well forward, roomy behind, and the teats stan-

ding wide apart, and of convenient size—1.

POINTS OF THE SHORT-HORN BULL.
As regards the male animal, I have only to remark,

that the points desirable in the female are generally

so in the male, but must, of course, be attended by
that masculine character which is inseparable from a
strong, vigorous constitution. Even a certain de-

gree of coarseness is admissible, but then it must be
so exclusively of a masculine description as never to

be discovered in the females of his get.

In contradistinction to the cows, the head of the

bull, may be shorter, the frontal-bone broader, and
the occipital flat and stronger, that it may receive

and sustain the horn—and this latter maj' be excus-

ed if a little heavy at the base, so its upward form;
its quality and color be right. Neither is the loose-

ness of the skin, attached to, and depending from the

under jaw, to be deemed other than a feature of the

sex, provided it is not extended beyond the bone, but
leaves the gullet and throat clean and free from dew-
lap.

The upper portion of the'neck should be full and
muscular, for it is an indication of strength, power
and constitution. The spine should be strong, the

bones of the loin long and broad, and the whole mus-
cular system wide and thoroughly developed over the

entire frame.

NORTH DEVONS—THE COW.
Puritv of Blood, as trbced back satisfactorily to

importations of both dam and sire, from known
English breeders, or as found in the lately establish-

ed Herd-Book, for North Devons—40.

The Head should be small, lean and bony, the

forehead wide, flat, or from a fulness of the frontal

bone over the eyes, somewhat dishing ; the face

straight; the muzzle fine; the nostrils open; the lips

thin, and rather flat—2.

The Nose of a light delicate color, it being a test

of pure blood—2. .

The Eye should be bright, prominent, and clear,

but mild and gentle in its expression, as indicative of

that spirited, but tractable disposition so necessary

to cattle that must bear the yoke; a beautiful orange-

colored ring should invariably surround the eye— 1.

The Ear—thin; of a rich orange color within, of

medium size, with a quick and ready movement, ex-

pressive of attention—1.

The Horns—light, tapering, of a waxy color tow-

ards the extremity, and gaily, as well as symmetri-

cally placed on the head ; the occipital bone narrow,

thus bringing the base of tlie horns nearer together.

—1. ...
The Neck of medium length, somewhat light in

substance, very clean, and pretty well set up on the

shoulder—1.

The Chest—deep and round, carrying its fullness
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well back of the elbows, thus affording, by the aid of

a springing rib, abundant internal room for the ac-

tion of the thoracic viscera, the heart and lungs, and

that too withont an extreme width forward, and be-

tween the points of the shoulders, which might in-

terfere with the action of the animal.—8.

The Brisket— it being assummed that it adds

nothing to the internal capacity of ihe chest, must
not overload the breast, but be sufficiently developed

to guarantee a feeding property, attended with a full

proportion of fatty secretion—2.

The Shoulder is, in this breed, a very beautiful

and important point, and should in a dei/i-ee approx-

imate in form to that of the horse. It should take a

more sloping position than is found in most other

breeds, with its points less projecting, and angular,

and the blade bone more curved, thus blending with,

and forming a tine wither, rising a little above the

level line of the back—3.

The Crops full and even, forming a true line mt^
the somewhat rising shoulder, and level back, with"

out either drop or hollow—2.

Back, Loin, and Hips, broad and widC: running
on a level with the setting on of the tail—G.

The Rumps—lying bro.\d apart, high, and well

covered—3.

The Pelvis—wide—3.

The Twist—full and broad— 3.

The Quarters long and thoroughly filled up be-

tween the hocks, or hip bones, and the rumps; with

a good muscular developoment down the thigh to the

hocks—4.

The Flank—Moderately deep, full and mellow in

proportion to condition— I.

The Leos not too short, and standing as square
and straight behind, as may be compatible with ac-

tivity. The bone quite small below the hock and
knee; the sinews large and clean, with the fore-arm

well developed—3.

The Carcass round and straight; its posterior ribs

almost circular, extending well back, and springing

nearly horizontally from the vertebra, giving in fact,

much greater capacitj' than would at first appear—1.

The Tail, at its junction, level with the back,

long, very slender in its cord, and finishing with a

tassel of white hair— 1.

The Color, in its .shades and degrees is more or

less governed by fashion; but in the Devon is always
red. Formerly a rich blood red was the favorite col-

or, and a test of purity, and now a tomewhat light-

er coh)r is in vogue, approaching rather nearer to

that of the South Devon, which is a larger, coars-

er, stronger animal. In all cases the color grows
lighter round the muzzle, while a dark mahogany
color, verging almost to a black, and growing yet

darker about the head, always was a very question-

able color for a ti-ue North Devon, more especially

when accompanied by a dark nose—-1.

The Haib should be short, thick, and fine; and if

showing on its surface a fine curl, or ripple, it looks

richer in color, and is supposed to indicate a hardier
and more thrifty animal— 1.

The Udder should be such as will afford the best

promise of capacity and product—1.

Carriaoe.—The Devons having from their excel-

lence in the yoke, another destiny besides that of the

butcher's block, it is all important that the animal's
carriage should indicate as much; but to obtain this,

something of the heavy, inert, squarely moulded
frame of the merely beefing animal must be relin-

quished for a lighter and more active frame— 1.

QuALiTY.-The skin cla3tic,flexible,and not too thin,

resting on a rich mellow yielding substance between
it and the muscle—8.

Same general remarks in regard to points of the
Devon bull, as made in reference to the Short-IIorn.

IIEREFOIIDS—THE COW.
PuRiTV OF Blood, a-i traced back to the satisfac-

tion of committees, to imported blood on both sides,
from some known English breeder, or as found in
Eyton's Hereford Herd Book; 40.

The Head, moderately small, with a good width
of forehead tapering to the muzzle ; the cheek-bone,
rather deep, but clean in the jaw ; the nose light in
its color, and the whole head free from fleshiness; 2.

The Eve full,mild, and cheerful in its expression; 1.

The Ear of medium size; 1.

The Horns, light and tapering, long and spread-
ing, with an outward and upward turn, giving a gay
and lofty expression to the whole head; 3.

The Neck, of a medium length; full in its junc-
tion with the shoulders, spreading well over the
shoulder points, and tapering fine to the head; 3.

T'ae Chest, broad, round and deep ; its floor run-
ning well back of the elbows, which with a springing
forerib, gives great interior capacity to this all-im-
portant portion of the body; 8
The Brisket, when in flesh, largely developed, de-

scending low between the legs, and deep, by cover-
ing the anterior portion of tiie sternum, or breast-
bone, but never intefering with the action of the
animal when in working condition; 3.

The Shoulder, lying snugly and closely towards
the top, and spreading towards the points ; the blade
sloping somewhat back, and running pretty well up
into the withers, which by rising a very trifle above
the level line of the back, gives to the ox a very up-
standing, and beautiful fore-end. The whole should-
er well clothed with muscle; 3.

The Crops, fiUmgall up evenly behind the shoul-
ders, and blending it smoothly in with the muscles
of the back; 2.

Tre Back, Loin and Hips, should be broad, wide,
and level; 4.

The Rumps should lie nearly, or quite level with
the back, and their covering should be abundant,
mellow, loose, and freely moving under the hand.thus
showing great aptitude to fatten; 4.

The Pelvis, roomy ; indicated by wide hips,- as

already mentioned, and the space between the rumps,
which should stand well apart, giving a general

breadth to the posterior portion of the animal; 4.

The Twist broad and full; 2.

The Hind Quarter, large and thoroughly develop-

ed in its upper and more valuable portions, as beef.

The thigh gradually tapering to the hook, but mus-

cular; 3.

The Carcass, round throughout; full and capa-

cious, with the under line of the belly level, or near-

ly so; 1.

The Flank full and wide; 1.

The Leos, straight, upright ; firmly placed to sup-

port the superincumbent weight ; a strong back sin-

ew, but by no means a large, coarse, cannon bone; 3.

The Tai l, large and full at its point of attachment,

but fine in its cord; 1.

The Carriage, prompt, resolute, and cheerful; and

in the ox, gav and lively; 1.

The Quality is indicated by a flexible, soft, yet

substantial skin, resting on a somewhat firm, but

rich, mellow, and elastic substance, becoming firmer

as the animal approaches its maximum of high con-

dition; 8.
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The Hair, thick, elose. and furry; 1.

The Udoer shoulil Ije sueli as will afford the best

promise of capacity and product: 1.

Color, reds or rich browns, oftentimes very dark,

with a white or "brookled" face, are now the colors.

and markinj; ot tlie lleref jrd, though grey Ilerofords,

or cream-colored, wore not uncommon: I.

Same general remarks in regard to points of the

Hereford bull, as made in reference to the Shortr

Horn.

AYRSHIRES—THE COW.
Purity or Blood, as traced back to importations

of both dam and sire, under such evidence as will

satisfy committees; 40.

The Head, as in other breeds, small; the face long
and narrow; tlie muzzle and nose dark; 2.

The Eve placid and not strikingly large; 1.

The Ear of full size, and of an orange color

within; 2.

The IIorns small, tapering with an outward and
upward turn, and set on wide apart, the face some-
what dishing; 1.

The Neck of medium length, clean in the throat,

very light throughout, and tapering to the head; 1.

The Shoulders lying snugly to the body, thin at

their top, small at their points, not long in the blade,

nor loaded with muscle; 3.

The Chest must retain sufficient width and round-

ness to secure constitution. The lightness of the

fore-quarter, and the "wedge-shape" of the animal,

from the hind-quarter forward, arising more from a

small, flat and thin shoulder, than from an undue
narrowness of the chest; 6.

The Crops easily blend in with so thin a shoulder

and prevent all hollowness behind; 3.

The Brisket not over-loading the fore-end,but light;

2.

The B.\ck should be straight and the loin wide,

the hips rather high and well spread; 8.

The Pelvis roomy, causing a good breadth at

what is termed the "thurl," or "round-bone," and
between the points of the rumps; 4.

The Quarters long, tolerably muscular, and full

in their upper portion, but moulding into the thighs

below, which should have a degree of fatness, aifor-

ding thus more space for a full udder. The flank

well let down, but not heavy; 0.

The Ribs, behind, spring out very round and full,

affording space for a large udder, which by Ayr-

shire breeders is considered very essential to secure

the milking property ; the whole carcass thus ac-

ciuiring increased volume towards its posterior por-

tion; 4.

The Rumps nearly level with the back, projecting

but little; 2.

The Tail thin in its cord, of full length, light in

its hair, and set somewhat further into the back than

would be admissible with some other breeds; 1.

The Legs delicate and fine in the bone, inclining

to be short, and well knit together at the joints; 1.

The Udoer in this breed is of more special im-

portance, aa the Ayrshires have been bred almost

exclusively Xvith reference to their milking properties.

The great feature of the udder should be capacity

without being fleshy. It should be carried squarely

and broadly forward; show icself largely behind. As
it rises upward it should not mingle too immediately
with the muscle of the thighs, but continue to pre-

serve its own peculiar texture of skin—thin, delicate

and ample in its folds. The teats should stand wide
apart, and be lengthy, but not large and coarse; 6.

The IIandlixg will show the skin to be of medium

thickness only, moving freely under the hand and
evincing a readiness in the animal to take on flesh

when a drain on the constitution is no longer made
by the milk-pail; 4.

The Hair soft and thick, in the phraseology of the

country, wooly; 1.

Color, varies—a dark red—a rich brown—a liver

color, or mahogany, running into almost a black

;

those very much broken and spotly at the edges on a
white ground are the favorite colors at the present
time. The light yellow is, however, a c;lor some-
times found on very good cows, but these pale colors

are objected to from an impression that such belong
to animals of less constitution; \.

Carriage should be light, active, and even gay ;

this latter appearance is much promoted by the up-

ward turn of the horn; 1.

Same general remarks in regard to points of the

Ayrsliire bull, as made in reference to the Short-

llorn.—[Boston Cultivator.

Shanghai Chickens—Henology.

Mr. Editor:—As the hen-fever is getting up pret-

ty high, up this way, and some of the symptoms are

begining to show themselves on my good wife, by
occasionally hinting about eggs, chickens, hen-hous-

es, &c., I thought I would ask a few questions of you,

before dipping into the business, as you know, or
onght to know, that we expect editors to be able to

answer all questions.

Now what do you think of the variety called shanl--

hiijh, whose name don't belie them ? I tell my wife

they ain't got no lx>dy at all, and that when the

head is cut off the legs come right apart,—am I

right? She says, neighbor Buckingham's wife told

her, that they were the beatenest things to lay on the

yearth, and that they'd sit and lay both at oust. I

don't believe it, because it is contrary to nater. I

think they only recline a little, as it were, and—Je-

rusalem ! bow can them things set ! my jack knife

can set as well as they can. And, I tell you, Mr.
Eilitor, they put things out of joint too, dreadfully.

When neighbor Buckingham's wife got her Shank-

hiijhs home the other day, old Kink happened to

hear the rooster crow for the first time, and not

knowing anything about the matter, summoned half

the niggers on the place to come and help get the old

blink-eyed mule out of the crib. Judge of the ex-

hibition of teeth and white eyes, on ascertaining the

truth. Old Kink says dey don't sit on de roost samo
as udiler chicken no how, but dey sits straddle of de

stick, cause why, when dey 'tempts to sit same as

common chicken, de head ain't liebby 'nuff for de

logs, and dey falls off backwards. Correct philosophy

that. They sit when they eat, I know, for I've seen

'em do it ; and I've seen 'em try to eat standing, but

its no go, for when they peck at a grain of corn on

the ground, they don't more'n half reach it, but the

head bobs right between their legs, making them
turn a complete somerset. They may belike a swing-

ed cat,

—

worse than it looks, and that's bad enough,

any how. I'd as soon see a pair of tongs or com-
passes walking about the yard as these Sliank-liiglis.

And I had like to have forgot to tell you, that Pete

says they are great liars, cause dey crows long time

fore day in de morning, when 'taint day. Kink says,

Pete don't 'fleet dat dey legs is so long, dey see day-

light a long time 'fore common chicken.

With all the advantages and disadvantages, I am
at a stand what to do; to get or not to get, that's the

question. AVhat say you?— [Farmer & Planter.

MOHAWK.
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The Milk Trade of New York and Vicinity.

The following chapter from Dr. Trail's work on the

milk trade of New York will be I'ound well worth a

5)erusal. In his introduction the Dr. makes the start-

ling aneuncement, that eight or nine thousand chil-

dren die annually in the city of New York from dis-

•eases caused by the use of impure milk. Incredible

as this statement may seem, at first thought, it be-

•comes too painfully apparent, in glancing at the array

of facts set forth in this little book. "In hundreds

of cases," says the Doctor, "the symptoms of pois-

oning by swill milk are so obvious, that physicians at

once irepute the disease to this cause, and prohibit

•the use of milk entirely. And to this abstinence

from bad milk are the patients mainly indebted for

their recovery. In my own practice I have every

year grown more suspicious of distillery milk, when-

ever I have seen a child presenting a sickly appear-

ance, loose, flabby flesh, weak joints, capricious ap-

petite, &c. * * * This assemblage of symptoms

is often attributed to worms ; but my experience has

fully satisfied me that slop milk is much more fre-

quently the cause. I have known these symptoms

defy all medication until the milk part of the diet

was entirely abandoned."

We have alre.idy stated that the swill milk daily

consumed in this city, AVilliamsburg. Brooklyn, and
Jersey City equalled about two thirds the quantity of

the pure country article, that is, near one hundred
and eighty thousand quarts. This, however, it must
be understood, is not produced in New York alone,

for there are extensive cow stables in the neighbor-

ing cities, from which the city receives large supplies

by steamboats. Every morning about three o'clock,

the boats upon the different ferries are crowded with
milk wagons coming from the "sister cities" to dis-

tribute the poison among our people. Some of these

vehicles are labeled "Pure Country Milk," "West-
chester County Milk," "Orange County Milk," etc.,

so that those who receive it are under the impres-

sion that it is the pure article with which they are

supplied. This system of deception, although fr;-

quently exposed through the press, is still in fatally

successful operation. It is true, that some of tlie

milkmen driving these wagons do supply their cus-

tomers with excellent milk, but the number is very
small when compared with those who do not. There
was one man engaged Ih the business who put up a

notice that he sold "only pure milk and water," and
so implicit was the confidence placed in his word
that his business was very extensive.

We have computed, as accurately as possible, the

number of cows on this island which are fed upon
grain, swill, and other slops, and find them amount-
ing to about four thousand. Of these, more than
one-half are kept in stables connected with distiller-

ies, and tlie remainder are to be found iu various

sections of the city where stable rent is cheap. Some
are as far as three and lour miles beyciml the city

limits, and to these the swill is carried in b^irrels

upon carts. The most extensive distillery in the city

is that owned by a Mr. Johnson, at the loot of Si.'c-

tcenth street, on the North River. It pro.luces

more swill thaa any other in New York, and it is

Said even more than any other in the United States.

Whether this is correct or not, it is not necessary to

enquire, but of one thing wc are certain, that it

is one of the greatest nuisances which has ever been

tolerated by our authorities.

We do not refer to the manufacture of spirits, for

with that we have nothing to do in this connection,

we simply allude to the production of swill for the

use of cattle, and the evils inflicted ou the con m ini-

ty thereby. Thousands of barrels of this h. r -ible

stuff are consumed weekly by the miserable-looking

and diseased animals confined in the stables to which

we have referred. This, of course, is a source of

considerable revenue to the owner of the distillery,

whose interest it is to support the sale of the swill

milk, and to discountenance that of the pure article

from the country. He makes thousands of dollars

yearly by this branch of business alone. The price

paid for the board' of each cow is six cents per day,

or about twenty dollars a year, and, estimating the

number of cows kept in the Sixteenth street stables

at two thousand, the yearly income will be_ found to

amount to forty thousand dollars. This is an im-

mense sum of money, and it would require more

than ordinary strength of principle to resign a bus-

iness so lucrative, from motives of public philan-

thropy.

The sale of swill, as wo have stated, is not confin-

ed to the stable in the immediate vicinity of the dis-

tillery, but extends even to a distance of three or

for miles from the city. Some of our readers,

doubtless, have seen the vehicles in which it is car-

ried—heavy lumbering carts, with one or two barrels

besmeared with swill and dirt, and emitting a most

offensive odor. They are drawn each by <me old,

broken-down, spavined horse, and occasionally by a

team of oxen. Crowds of these carts during swill

days may be seen around the distilleries, vraiting

their turn, and so large is the quantity sold in this

way, that a whole day is often consumed in its dis-

tribution. The price per barrel is about a shilling,

and many thousand barrels are disposed of weekly

for the use of cows and pigs.

As the only object of the men who keep these

cows is, to turn them to the most profitable account,

the expense is curtailed in every possible way. They

are allowed no straw for bedding, but a very small

quantity of dry feed, consisting of hay and grain, is

given tiiem, and the fl(ior on which they are compell-

ed to lie, is generally covered with ordure.

As comparatively little is known of the internal

anangenipnts and general management of these es-

tablishments, we will give a description of the one

to which we have referred as the largest in the

city. This stable is situated at the foot of Sixteenth

street, between the Tnth Avenue and the North

River. The buildings and ground are owned by

Mr. Johnson, the proprietor of the distillery adjoin-

ing, from which the cattle are supplied with the swill

or slop. There are, properly speaking, three stables

running parallel with each other, from the avenue

to the river. They were all originally constructed of

wo.id, but it was thought prudei.t, in cousequenee of

a fire which broke out in ime of them about four

years ago, and which destroyed a considerable a-

mount of property, to rebuild some of them with

brick. Their length is from five hundred to seven

hundred feet, and each one is made Jo contain be-

tween six and seven hundred cows. Their appear-

ance outside is any thing but inviting, and the stench

can sometimes be perceived at a distance of a mile;

but the exterior, disgusting as it is, conveys no ade-

quate conception of the interior.

The cows arc ranged in consecutive rows, of four-

teen or fifteen to a row, and are separated by wooden

partitions which do not extend further than the ani-
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mals' shoulders. At the head of each row is the
trough which contains the swill, and to one of the
boards which forms the frame-work immediately a-

bove this, the cows are secured by a rope fastened
round their necks. The unfortunate animals are so

placed as to be almost constantly over this trou;;h,

except when lying down; and even that position, in-

stead of affording them rest, only subjects them to a
new torture, for the ground floor of these stables is

saturated usually with animal filth. It is almost
needless to state that stables kept in this condition
cannot be wholesome, and that the atmosphere which
pervades them would, of itself, be sufficient to taint

the milk, and render it unfit for use. The ceiling is

from seven to eight feet high, and generally at one
end of the stalls is a small room where the cans, and
other utensils required in the business, are kept.

This room serves also the purposes of an office, and
although it is something cleaner than the adjoining
stalls, it is not free from the stench. As ground
rent in this locality is very high, the economy of
space is a great desideratum. Thus the same build-
ing in which the cows are kept is also used as a
stable for the horses employed on the milk routes.
They are, however, more carefully tended, get better
food, and their stables are kept cleaner. The cows
are occasionally fed with hay and grain, but the lat-

ter is always mixed with the slops in their trough,
and the former is most sparingly distributed. When
the swill is first served it is often scalding hot, and a
new cow requires some days before she can drink it in
that condition. It instinctively shrinks from the
trough when the disgusting liquid is poured in, but
in the_ course of a week or two it becomes accustom-
ed to it, and, finally, drinks it with an evident rel-

iih. The appearance of the animal after a few
weeks' feeding upon this stuff is most disgusting; the
mouth and nostrils are all besmeared, the eyes as-
sume a leaden expression, indicative of that stupidi-
ty which is generally the consequence of intemper-
ance. The swill is a strong stimulant, and its effect
upon the constitution and health of the animal, is

something similar to alcoholic drinks upon the hu-
man system. Of this swill, each cow drinks about
twenty-five or thirty gallons per day, so that the total
consumption in the stables is about fifty or sixty
thousand gallons, The quantity of milk given upon
this food, varies from five to twenty-five quarts daily,
that is, in every twenty-four liours.

The cows are milked twice, once at three o'clock
in the morning, and once at two or three in the af-

ternoon.

'The operation of milking in these stables is as pe-
culiar as it is disgusting. At the appointed time,
the man who is specially engaged for this purpose
enters the stal)le with a pail or can, and, raising the
cow from the filth in which she has been lying, and
with which she is covered, commences the milking
process. Abimt eight or ten minutes are generally
required to milk a cow, but the time is of course al-

ways regulated l)y the quantity given. An expert
hand at the work will milk a dozen cows in an hour
and a half, and we are told of one man who perform-
ed the task in a still shorter time. There is no arti-

cle of food which requires more cleanliness in its

manipulation than milk. The vessels in which it is

contained require constant cleansing ; but the men
engaged in the swill milk business scorn all such
nicety, for with them cleanliness appears to be an
exploded idea. Their hands are seldom or never
washed before milking, and indeed if they were they
would soon be soiled by the cow's udder. In the
process it occasionally happens that a lump of dirt

falls into the liquid, when the hand of the milker
most unceremoniously follows it and bringsit out. The
udders of some cows have been known to be afflicted"

with ulcers, yet even in that condition they were-
milked, and the milk mixed with the general stock
for distribution. These details, disgusting as they
are, fall far short of the reality.

The treatment to which the poor animals are »ub-
jected is so severe that they often sink under it.

When they become diseased, as not unfrequemtly
happens, they are milked up to within one or two-

days of their death ; and when no ionger able to-

stand, they are held up until the process is perform-
ed. A friend who was an ' eye-witness to a case of
this kind, informed us that when every moans had
been tried to make the cow stand, and when kicks
and blows proved ineffectual for the purpose, two-

men sustained, while the tfcird milked her. Whea-
their sunport was removed, she fell to the ground^
where she lay till death put a period to her suffering.

The milk thus obtained must be infected ivith the dis-

ease of the animal, and, of course, is loost deleteri-

ous to health. Its fatal effect upon children may be
seen in the terrible mortality among the infant pop-
ulation of the city, who subsist almost exclusively
upon milk.

The quantity of milk furnished daily by the cows
in Johnson's stables is about twenty-fonr thousand
quarts, but it is increased to thirty thousand by tlie

addition of six thousand quarts of water. The profits

accruing from this are very large. Estimating this

milk at five cents per quart, the price at which it is

sold, its total value will be found to amount to ^i,-

500. This may exceed the real receipts by one or
two hundred dollars, for it is impossible to arrive at

an accurate estimate without an inspection of the

aec'iunt books. Allowing twelve quarts of milk as
the daily average yield of each cow for nine months,
we find that the receipts from the sale of milk of a
single animal amount to about SIGO in- that period.

.\bout $40 more is made by the water with which it

is diluted, and which is generally added in the pro-

portion of one-fourth.

This increases the amount to about §200, from
which a large profit is obtained after the deduction

of all the expenses. These expenses are compara-
tively trifling upon a milk dealer who has as many
as eighty or a hundred cows, very few of them hav-

ing less than twenty. The loss by the death of cattle

is sometimesvery heavy.as manyas eieht orten dying
in one veek. On a recent visit to Johnson's stables

the writer saw two lying dead outside of the stables,

exposed to the \iewof the public, and not far from
these were two others which had been turned out to

die. One had fallen over on its side and was in the

last agonies of death, and the other was making vain

attempts to stand up. Such scenes are very frequent

at this establishment, and may be witnessed almost

daily. The stable-men arc hardened by association

with then, and regard thdi as the natural concomi-
tants of their business. Of those that are diseased,

more than one-half are disposed of to butchers, who
can purchase them in this condition at two or three

cents a pound less than they pay for healthy-ineat.

If they run dry bef<u-e becoming diseased, they are

fattened (bloated) with a kind of food termed ship-

stuff, which consists of mill dust and the worst kind

of grain, and sold to such butchers as will buy them.

A large amount of this kind of moat is used by
the poorer classes, who never suspect the reason they

obtain It cheaper than it is sold elsewhere. The law
has made it a misdemeanor to sell diseased beef, and
about a year ago several persons -were arrested fop
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its violation, but at present, although the practice is

continued, we seldom hear of any arrests being
made. It is not very difficult to detect this meat; it

has a peculiarly bluish appearance, and becomes pu-

trid in a much shorter time than good beef. It also

takes more of it to weigh a pound, and when cooked
tliere is less of it.

The cattle that are in Johnson's stables,and in fact

in all that we have ever visited, are seldom or never
allowed to leave them. They are constantly breath-

ing the fetid atmosphere of their prisons, their teeth

rot out of their jaws, their hoofs grow to an unnatnral
length, and turn up something similar to the point of

a skate. These are the marks by which a slop-fed

cow is generally known, and it is impossible to mis-
take them. Sometimes the hair falls off, ulcers break
out in various parts of the body, and the hoofs be-

come so sore as to render the animal quite lame and
unable to stand. It is melancholy to see some of the
poor creatures, when they are so fortunate as to get
out of their pens for an hour or two, attempting to

walk.

Kicking Cows.

In my private letters from my venerable friend,

David Thomas, I often find valuable scraps, like

the one below, which I can detach from the corres-

pondence without breach of confidence.

When I was in the habit of milking half a dozen
or more cows myself, (which, maugre the M. D., I

did, till recently,) I tried the plan detailed below, on
the vicious kickers, and found it to answer admira-
bly. One blow on the cow's leg followed every kick
until a cure was effected.

It should be borne in mind, however, that cows of-

ten kick fromyrar, and still oftener from sore teats.

Kindness and care are the remedies then ; blows on-
ly aggravate the mischief.—[Prairie Farmer,

J. A. K.

A Perverse Animal Subdued.—A late article on
Kicking Cows, in the Albany Cultivator, has remind-
ed me of a story that was told nearly fifty years ago,

by a worthy Englishman, with whom I was intimate.

An itinerant was at a nobleman's to exhibit feats of

horsemanship, and the people had collected from far

and near, among whom was my friend. When the
man had done with his own horses, he turned and
said "Now, my lord, I am willing to ride any horse
of yours in the same manner." Il.aving one remark-
ably stubborn, the nobleman, to have some sport,

told a groom to bring her out. The stranger then
deliberately mounted, and urged her to move, but
not one step would she stir. After a pause, he qui-
etly dismounted, gave her one severe stroke with his

whip, and again resumed his seat in the saddle. The
mare continued immovable, but the man preserved
his temper, and got down quietly a second time, re-

peating the blow, but with no better success. After
the third stroke, however, she was completely sub-
dued, and moved forward with perfect obedience.

It now became evident that the design of the horse-
man was, to give the animal time to associate the
idea of her disobedience with the -stroke that follow-
ed. When this was established, she was willing to

move.
On the reverse, if a shower of blows had been

dealt out, as thousands of horsemen would have done,
the mare would have no time to reflect, and both she
and her rider been roused into fury. With good
temper, great savings might be made in the article
of whips.

Coal AsliPs.

Mr. Editor:—In your weekly paper of 12th June,
I notice an inquiry from a correspondent, "whether
coal ashes can be used with any benefit in agricul-

ture ?" And as I have not ."leen a reply to this ques-

tion in any subsequent number of the Farmer, I will

venture to give my own experience in the matter,

small though it may be.

About the year 1840, while publishing the Far'

mer's Gazette, at New Haven, I found a heap of an-

thracite ashes in my garden in the spring—the ac-

cumulated siftiiigs from two stoves during the previ-

ous winter. Having seen the suggestion in some
agricultural paper, that these ashes were of some
value as a fertilizing agent, it occurred to me that I

might try the experiment without cost. According-

ly, when about to commence the operation of gar-

dening, I spread the ashes over the surface of the

garden, as evenly as possible. There were some-

two or throe cart loads of them, and they had lain

in a snug heap near the centre of a small garden of

not more than four or five rods square. Across the

spot where the heap had lain, I had a bed of com-
mon blood beats, and a few rows of string beans.

—

The general effect of the ashes on all parts of the

garden was evidently good ; but on the particular

spot which had been occupied by the ash heap, the

result was really surprising. The growth of beets

and beans, in that part of the beds, was nearly

double that of the same vegetables beyond the limits

of the heap. So marked was the difference, that it

was prominently perceptible to the eye as far as the

garden could be seen. The soil at New Haven, as

you are probably aware, is a light sand.

I have no doubt that coal ashes are worth some-
thing as a fertilizer ; and that on farms within two
or three miles of any of our New England cities,

they will pay for carting. Generally, I suppose,

householders in cities will be glad to give them to

any person who will take them away. I think ot

trying their virtues on a portion of my mowing, by
spreading them either this fall or early next spring

;

and if they have any material effect, you may possi-

bly hear from me again.— [New England Farmer.

Sulphur for l.ice on Calves, &c<

The September number of the S/ock Her/iMer quo-
ting from the Genesee Farmer, recommended sulphur
fed to animals as death to all such vermin. I tried

it on some calves, so covered witli lice tliat the outer

ends of their hairs were thick with them. Toliac-

eo arid other remedies, had but little effect. I fed in

salt and meal, giving a spoonful to each calf alM)ut

twice a week. In two weeks not a louse could

be found. A neighbor who has often used the

same remedy, on all kinds of animals witli perfect

success, assures me it shouUl be given in fair weath-
er, or the animals housed, else their is a liability of
taking cold and injury being done to the animals.

—[Rural New Yorker. T. E. W.

Impoutatiov of Cattle.—The cattle growers of

Madison county, Ohio, says the Cleveland Herald,
have organized a cattle importing company, the cap-
ital stock, S>10,0nO, all taken. The eoni|)any will

shortly send one of their numt>er to England, to make
selections and purchases. A similar company is

being formed in Indiana, wit>i a capital of §20,000.
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Stowell's Evergreen Sweet Corn.

IIo ivlio expects to find this article of corn as

much superior to the common kinds, as the ambro-
sia of the gods was to the food of mortals, will lay

down his eolj and pick his teeth in disappointment.
He will rise from the table and call it a humbug.

—

The fact is, he who has good sweet corn upon his

table, picked at the right time, and well cooked, has
an epicurean dish that he might ask any sensible

god in the Mythology to partake of, without fear of

refusal. Should some Gorman commentator upon
classic lore undertake to prove that this was the ver-

itable ambrosia, it •would be difficult to disprove the

position. The man who does not appreciate sweet
corn as a standard of gustatory exeallence, is not the

man to appreciate any edible. But, were the Sto-

well's decidedly superior to all other kinds for the

table, wo should not expect to have the multitude be-

lieve, even after they had tried it. We have heard
a very sensible man assert that the common field

pumpkin made as good pies as the marrow squash,
of Boston notoriety. From that date our faith was
very much strengthened in the old adage, "There is

no use in disputing aliout tastes." If this new va-

riety of corn is as good as the old for the table, and
lias other excoUences that the old does not possess,

it will prove an acquisition.

It has boon introduced to the agricultural public
uiaiuly tlirough the agency of Professor Mapes; who
has sent out tliousand.s of samples of the seed to the

readers of his paper in various parts of the country,
lie gives the following account of its origin in his

paper for December, 1850:—"Stowell's sweet corn
is a new sort, and is every way superior to any
other we have seen : for, .after being pulled from the

ground, the stalks may be placed in a dry, cool

piace, free from moisture, frost, or violent currents

of air, (to prevent drying,) and the grains will re-

main full and milky for manv months. Or the ears

may 1)6 pulled in August, and by tying a string

loosely around the small end, to prevent the husk?
fVoui drying away fi-om the ears, they may be laid

oil shelves and kept moist and suitable for boiling,

for a year or more. This corn is hybrid, between
tlio jMenoniony soft corn and the northern sugar
corn, and wast first grown bv Mr. Nathan Stowell.

of Burlington, N. J. Near the close of the Fair ol

the American Institute, 18.50, I presented the Mana-
gers with two ears, pulled in August, 1840, and
twelve ears pulled in 1850. They were boiled and
served up together, and appeared to be alike, and
equal to corn fresh from the garden.

"The ears are larger than the usual sweet corn,

and contain twelve rows. To save the seed, it is

necessary to place the ears in strong currants of air,

freed from most of the husks, and assisted slightly

by tire heat when nearly dry. In damp places this

corn soon moulds, and becomes worthless. The
seed when dry, is but little thicker than writing pa-

per, but is a sure grower. The stalks are very sweet,

and valuable as a fodder."

A writer in the Rural New Yorker tried it in 1851,

and speaks thus of it:
—"Until it began to tassel out,

it appeared very much like cnormnus broom corn,

and exhibited no symptoms of putting forth ears un-

til very late in the seasim, when it eared rapi'Uy

au^l b re three very large, full ears on all the best

stalks, and in some cases the fourth was f\iirly set.

Only a very few of the stalks bore single ears. It

matured rapidly and very perfectly; but it was many
weeks after fro.st set in, and the corn was housed,

and after the husks had become entirely white, be-

fore any of the kernels presented the shrivelled ap-

pearance of sweet corn.

"That it will do all that has been said of it I hav»

no reason to doubt, as far as my observation through

one season extends. I am satisfied it is a most val-

uable acquisition to our sweet corn. It grows free-

ly, is of the first quality, and produces in my garden

this so:ison far Ijeyond any corn I have yet seen. Be-

sides the greater number of grains on a stalk, each

ear and kernel is very large, although it dries down
for seed to a very smixU ear and kernel. Very few

of the ears have less than fourteen rows, and I have^ •

just noticed an ear of it only seven inches long, and'

yet it had sixteen rows, and contained more than

eight hundred kernels. The day I planted this corn

I planted an equal number of hills of a very supe-

rior kind of sweet corn, the kernels of which most
perfectly resembled this; and although the exposure

'

and soil were equal, yet the Stowell corn surpassed

it in every respect. I shall try it another season

with increased interest."

Another writer in the same paper gives us his ex-

perience for 1852: "When I read of the wonderful

productiveness and keeping quality of this new kind

of corn, I rather regarded it as a humbug. How-
ever, I bought a gill of seed for twenty-five cents,

and planted it. May 25th, in rather an unfavorable

spot for late planting. But it matured in good time,

and produced from three to seven perfect, good ears

on a stalk ; and one stalk had on it sixteen—the

shortest about two inches, but well filled out, and all

ripe enough, and good for seed. I wish to record

my vote in favor of the evergreen corn, that it is 7io

humbug."
I will add to these trials of the article my own

experience for the last two seasons. I procured a

few seeds from the office of the Working Farmer,

in New York, in the springof 1851. I planted them

late, but owing to the drought only six kernels came

up. I had eighteen perfect ears from these six ker-

nels, and two imperfect ones. This showed the corn

a very superior bearer. The growth of stalks was

large.

I had now seed enough to plant about one-third

of an acre, after giving away some to friends. The

soil was badly exhausted by cropping, and was not

highly manured. But the growth of stalks was

large, and the yield of corn was satisfactory ; though

the season was one of great drought, and corn sufT-

ered much throughout the country. Some of the

stalks had three ears, and many of them two, with

settings for more, showing what it had a mind to do,

if the soil had been in better heart, and the season

more propitious. I h-vc no doubt that in very rich

soil there will be often three ears upon a single stalk,

and some stalks of twice that number. We may
thm set down the advantages of this sweet corn, as

mainly the following:

1st. Its exquisite flavor is not injured by the hy-

bridizing, as has been the case with other attempts

at crossing the sweet corn with other varieties.

2d. It secures a very much larger yield of corn.

The number of rows upon an ear varies from eight

to twenty. A very large proportion of them are

twelve and upward. Most of the large ears have

from four hundred to eight hundred kertiels upon

them. Then we have more cars upon a stalk.

3d. It prolongs the season of green corn until

frost comes ; and if it be pulled up by the roots and

sheltered, it lengthens it until freezing weather.

4th. If you have a fruit room where you can com-

mand the temperature, you can have green corn the

year round on the cob. But as we have no such
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rooiH, we have not tested the corn in this respect.

5th. It furnishes the largest amount of fodder of

any kind of corn grown in the North. Prof. Mapcs
says,"The Stowell corn when thickly sown will yield

double the burden of stalks and leaves of any other

com we have tried. It is more easily cured, and
preferred by cattle even to the best English hay."
The only drawback to be apprehended, and this

perhaps is imaginary, is the danger of its crying

back to the original from which it was produced—

a

danger that is common, I believe, to all hybrids,

until long cultivation has fixed their peculiarities.

—

Whether the variety of rows that the different ears

assume is any indication of a relapse, the experi-

menter must judge for himself. I have full confi-

dence in the article, and believe it a great acqui-

sition to the garden and the farm. [Plough, Loom
and Anvil. W. CLIFT.

Stonington, Ct., January 17th, 1853.

A F'iue Orchard.

One of the finest orchards in America is that o'

Pelham farm, at Esopus, on the Hudson. It is no
less remarkable for the beauty and high flavor of its

fruit, than the constant productiveness of trees. The
proprietor, R. L. Pell, Esq., has kindly furnished us

with some notes of his experiments on fruit trees,

and we subjoin the following highly interesting one
on the Apple.
"For several years past I have been experimenting

on the apple, having an orchard of 2,000 bearing
Newtown Pippin trees. I found it very unprofitable

to wait for what is termed the "bearing year," and
it has been my aim to assist nature, so as to enable
the trees to bear every year. I have noticed that

from the extensive productiveness of this tree, it re-

quires the intermediate year to recover itself—to ex-

tract from the earth and the atmosphere the materi-
als to enable it to produce again. This it is notable
to do, unassisted by art, while it is loaded with fruit,

and the intervening year is lost; if, however, the
tree is supplied with proper food it will bear every
year ; at least such has been the result of my expe-
rments. Three years ago, in April, I scraped all

the rough bark from the stems of several thousand
trees in my orchards, and washed all the trunks and
limbs within reach with soft soap; trimmed out all

the branches that crossed each other, early in -June,

and painted the wounded part with white lead, to

exclude moisture and prevent decay. I then, in the
latter part of the same month, slit the bark by run-
ning a sharp pointed knife from the ground to the
first set of limbs, which prevents the tree from be-
coming liark liound, and gives the young wood an
onportunity of expanding. In July I placed one
peck of oyster shell lime under each tree, and left it

piled about the trunk until November, during which
time the drought ras excessive. In November the
lime was dug in thorouglily. The following year I

collected from these trees 1700 barrels of fruit, part
of wliich was sold in New York for four, and others
in London for nine dollars per barrel. The cider
made from the refuse, delivered at the mill two days
after its manufacture, I sold for three dollars and
three quarters per barrel of 32 gallons, exclusive of
the barrel. In October I manured these trees with
stable manure in which the ammonia had been fixed,
and covered this immediately \ith earth. The suc-
ceeding autumn they were literally bending to the
ground with the finest fruit I ever saw, while the
other trees in my orchard not so treated are quite
barren, the last season having been their bearing

year. I am now placing round each tree one peck
of charcoal dust, and propose in the spring to cover
it from the compost heap.

Jly soil is a strong, deep, sandy loam on a gravel-

ly subsoil. I cultivate my orchard grounds, as if

there were no trees on them, and raise grain of every

kind except rye, which is so very injurious that I be-

lieve three successive crops of it would destroy any
orchard younger than twenty years. I raised last

year in an orchard containing 20 acres, trees 18 years

old, a crop of Indian corn which averaged 140 bush-

els of ears to the acre."—[Downing's Fruit Book.

Strawberries.

BY WM. R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, N. Y.

I have perused the notices of many varieties of

strawberries in your journal for previous months,

and in other periodicals, but have not seen any satis-

factoi'y and conclusive details, such as would impart

to the reader the full knowledge requisite to make
his selections uiiderstandiiiglt/ and with absolute cer-

tainly. Some excuse may be alledged in consequence

of the last season having been particularly unfavor-

able, and of the limited period that has in most ca-

ses been devoted to these investigations. I shall not

in the present article discuss the subject of sexuali-

ty and relative productiveness, but will leave that for

a future communication, and confine myself in this

solely to describing the characteristics of a number
of varieties, so as to enable amateurs who are not al-

reaily conversant therewith, to make appropriate se-

lections for the olijects they have in view—be it as

regards large crops for market, or for plentiful fam-

ily use, or for insignificant crops to merely gratify

the fancy. The varieties which have an asterisk at-

tached were originated by myself from seeds during

the last eight years. p denotes the pistillate varie-

ties, n and p denote those varieties which combine
plants of each sex, and all the others are hermaphro-

dites or bisexual, and may be used as fertilizers.

*I. Lr liavon.—Vigorous growth, very large, dark

scarlet fruit, sweet, rich, melting. Highest flavor of

all, and very productive.

*2. Triumph.—Fine large fruit on strong stems,

beautiful color, very productive. This is a seedling

from the Early Scarlet, and a great improvement on

it, being twice as large, and thrice as productive,and

very valuable. It sometimes produces a partial crop

in autumn.
*3. Charlotte.—Rather large,dark scarlet.delicious

sprightly flavor, productive, but with very short pe-

duncles, p.

*4. Superlative—Medium size, being the same as

Burr's New Pine, of which it is a seedling, but is

more vigorous and more productive than its parent.

Berries light scarlet, of a rich and spicy flavor, p.

*5. Coronation.—Very large, bright scarlet, ovate,

tart but nle.asant ; on strong peduncles. Estimable.

*0. Maijnijique.—Very large, orange scarlet, roun-

ded, very productive. P.

*7. Momtrous Swainsfone.—Vigorous foliage, very

large scarlet berries, delicious flavor, productive.
_

*8. Maximus Swainstone.—Very large, deep crim-

son, high flavor, moderate bearer.

*9. Tificc-Rearing Swainstone.—¥j-Ar\y, medium
size, scarlet, oblong cone, rather acid. Very produc-

tive. Second crop in September.
10- Mercellle (Peles.)—Very large, scarlet, oblong

cone, beautiful, rich and high flavored. Good bear-

er. This is the largest and most celebrated French

variety.
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*11. Primate.—Large, deep scarlet, beautiful, very
productive. A good fruit for market, of vigorous
growth and luxuriant foliage.

12. Crimson Cone.—Fair size or rather large, ob-
long cone, bright crimson, beautiful,rather acid with-
out sugar, the seeds deeply embedded. It is of a very
vigorous growth, and very productive. P. There is

a hermaphrodite variety which is less productive, but
which should be used as a fertilizer for the pistillate.

*13. Primordian—Resembles its parent, the Crim-
son Cone, but is much earlier. It is very productive,
but the fruit is rather soft for carriage to market, p.

*I4. Crimson Pine.—Large, conical, deep scarlet

or crimson, sweet, rich. Very productive. H and p.

*I5. Cornucopia.—Verylarge, scarlet, conical,beau-
tiful good flavor, firm, suitable for market. A seed-

ling of the Hudson, v.

*16. Cluster Hudson.—Vm size, conical, scarlet.

Very productive, p.

*17. Ckampion.—A splendid seedling from the

Montevideo Pine, very large soailet oblong cone. A
fair bearer for this class, and ripening gradually for

three weeks. The growth is vigorous.
*18. Estelle.—Secondary size, crimson, conical

;

productive; peculiar flavor, h and p.

*I9. Profuse Scarlet.—Same size and color as

Large Early Scarlet, and much resembles it ; of fine

flavor, and produces twice the quantity of fruit, re-

sulting from its sexuality, p.

*20. St/lphide.—Very large, light scarlet, rounded
or short coue, beautiful, excellent flavor, productive.

*2I. Spiral.—-Good size, elongated cone, pleasant
flavor. Usually produces a second crop in Septem-
ber.

*22. Tivoli Scarlet.—Very large,oblong cone, beau-
tiful. Estimable. Very productive, p.

*23. Unique Scarlet.—Purse shaped, light scarlet,

rich flavor, moderate bearer.

24. Bishop's Orange.—The true variety is round,
of moderate size and beautiful orange scarlet color,

not highly flavored but a profuse bearer, and partic-

ularly desirable as one of the later varieties that fol-

low the general crop. There is a spurious variety

cultivated at Rochester and at Boston under this

name, which we published in our rejected lists many
years since, p.

2.5. Boston Pine.—Large and splendid, of beauti-

ful color and fine quality. It will produce a fair crop
on a strong soil, if kept free from runners. It is one
among the many important acquisitions for which we
are indebted to the Messrs. Hovey, of Boston.

26. Houei/'s Seedling.—It is almost superfluous to

describe this very large and splendid crimson varie-

ty. The foliage is broad and luxurient, not as tall as

most other varieties. The berries are rather dark
colored for a market fruit, and vary greatly in size

at the difl'erent pickings, and they are not so highly
flavored as the preceding variety. It is, however, so

large and productive, that few will be willing to dis-

pense with it. p.

27. Huntsman's Pistillate.—A seedling of ^ontcoi-
deo Pine, very large, short cone or rounded, l)right

scarlet, indifferent flavo'-. Very productive, p.

*28. Triumphant Montevideo.—Monstrous size, o-

vate, deep scarlet. A fair bearer for this class, which
ripens its fruit gr.adually. There are several other

fine varieties known as the Colonia, Cordova, Para-

na, &c.

29. Crescent Seedling.—This being newly introdu-

ced from the South, its merits as regards a Northern
climate require further trial. The plants have not

as yet shown any perpetual character here. Hooey's

Seedling has proved equally as perpetual or long-

bearer at the South as the Crescent, the climate ap-

parently imparting that charaicter.—[Horticulturist.

Upland Cranberries.

At length we have ocular proof of the foct, that

cranberries in the greatest perfection, can be raised

on upland, shady and gravelly soil. Mr. Joseph Or-

cutt has brought us ibr exhibition, a large root of

cranberry-vine, placed in a box, which is made to

contain a quantity cf the soil from which it had been
removed, the vine thickly hanging with ripe fruit—
He made the experiment three years ago last May,
planting forty bunches in a row two feet apart, with-

out previous culture.merely by removing the sod, and
pliinting the cranberries with no more trouble and
attention than he would have taken with a cabbage
plant.

The soil is a sandy gravel, fit for peach trees, and
of which five hundred and twenty-three are growing
in an orchard so near as to shed their leaves on the

cranberry vines.

TliC first year he picked about a pint of fruit, the

second year, four quarts, the third, or present year,

from seven to eight quarts of remarkably fine fruit.

The vines have shot the present season, three feet

six inches in length, are suprisingly strong and
healthy, and the old wood is loaded thickly with the

finest berries.

We no . consider the question, "Can cranberries

be cultivated with success on upland ?" as decided ia

the aflirmative.—[Boston Cultivator.

Select Fruits.

The descriptions of the following choice varieties

of Cherries and Plums, are from "Downing on Fruit

Trees."

Among the long array of names, these have prov-

en to be especially worthy of cultivation. We shall

continue in future numbers, engravings of our best

and most desirable fruits, so as to make the Farm

Journal a book of reference to those about to plant

orchards, and commence Fruit Culture, as a syste-

matic branch of business. This regular feature of

our Journal has been received with much favor, and

will be a great aid to those not perfectly familiar with

proper selectiohs. Farmers, judging from the de-

mand for trees, the present spring, are awakening at

last to the importance of growing fine fruit, not mere-

ly as an indispensable part of dome-itic economy, and

fiiraily use, but for marketing. No use can be made

of land, in our opinion, which will be so profitable.

Those who have dairy farms, and attend markets

regularly, are particularly interested in cultivating

fruit of all kinds, to go .along with their butter, poul-

try, &c. A large proportion of marketing in the

vicinity of Philadelphia, goes by railroad, and a few

bushels of Bartlett Pears, choice Plums and Cherries,

&c., in addition to what is usually taken, will but

slightly increase the expense, and only on account of

the additional weight. We have known fiirmers to

sell Bartlett Pears readily at their stalls at 50 cents

per half peck, and other smaller fruits, a succession

of different kinds kept up, at prices which show in
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the year's aco ounts, quite a handsome sum. By the

time this number of the Journal reaches our readers,

the planting season for Fruit Trees will have passed

If it has cot been improved, let the resolution be

formed, and the ground prepared by Potatoes or oth-

er hoed crops and good fencing, for planting in the

fall.

Plans for orchards, selection of varieties, ic,should

be prepared and well digested; memorandums made,

before the planting season comes round, when it often

finds one hurried and unprepared.

CHERRIES.

Fig. I.-Black Tartarian'. This

superb fruit h:n alreadybecome
a general favorite in all our
gardens; and in size, flavor and
productiveness, it has no su-

perior among black cherries.

It is a Russian, and West Asi-

an variety, introduced into Eng-
land about 179G, and brought
thence to this country about
twenty years ago. It is re-

markable for its rapid, vigor-

ous growth, large leaves, and
the erect habit of its head.

—

The fruit ripens about the

middle of Jyne, a few days af-

ter the Mayduke.
Fruit of the largest size,

heart-shaped, (sometimes rath-

ler obtuse,) irregular and un-

leven on the surface. Skin glos-

'sy, bright purplish black.

—

Flesh purplish,thick, (the stone

being quite small,) half-tender,

and juicy. Flesh very rich and
delicious.

Figure 1.

Fig.2.-YELL0W Spanish,BiG-
akreau.Graffion. Thisnoble
fruit is the Bigarreau par ex-

cellence, and is unquestiona-
bly one ot the largest, most
beautiful and delicious o f

cherries. It was introduced
into this country about the
vear 1800, by the late William
Prince, of Flushing, and has
been very extensively diss m-
inated under the names of
Yellow Spanish, Graffion,and
Bigarreau. The tree is short
but tlirifty in growth, mak-
ing strung lateral shoots

,

and forming a large and
handsome head with spread-
ing branches—and it com-
mences bearing abundantly
and regularly even while
young. Its very large size
and beautiful appearance, to-

gether with the firmness of
its flesh renders it a very val-
uable variety to cultivate for market. Figure 2.

Fruit very large, and of beautiful waxen appear-
aaee, regularly formed, obtuse heart-shaped, the bas e
a good deal flattened. Stalk stout, nearly two inches
long, inserted in a wide hollow. Skin pale whitis h

yellow on the shaded side, bordered with minute car

mine dots and deepening into bright red finely mar
bled on the sunny side. Flesh pale yellow, quite

firm, jucy, with a rich, sweet, and delicious flavour

if allowed fully to ripen. In perfection the last of

June.

Fig.3-ELT0N. The Elton,a seedling

raised in 1806, by the late Presi-

dent of the London Horticultural

Society; is certainly one of the

first of cherries in all respects.

Its large size,early maturity, beau-

tiful appearance, luscious flavor,

and productiveness, render it uni-

versally esteemed. It is a cross-

bred variety raised from the Bi-

garreau or Grafiion with the

White Heart for its male parent.

The trees grow very vigorously,

and are readily known, when in

foliage, by the unusually dark red

color of the footstalks of the

leaves.

Fruit large, rather pointed,

heart-shaped. Skin thin, shin-

ing pale yellow on the shaded

side, but with a cheek next to

the sun delicately mottled and

streaked with bright red. Stalk

Figure o. long and slender. Flesh some-

what firm at first, but becoming nearly tender, juicy,

with a very rich and luscious flavor, not surpassed by

any large cherry known. Ripens about the middle

of June, or directly after the Mayduke.

PLUMS.

Jefferson
Plum. Fig. 4.

—

If we were ask-

ed which we
think the most
desirable and
beautiful of all

dessert plums,

we should un-

doubtedly give

the name of this

new variety.

—

When fully ripe,

it is nearly,shall

we not say quite

—-equal in fla-

vor to the Green
Gage, that un-

surpassable
standard of fla-

vor. But when
we contrast the

small and rath-

Figure 4. er insignificant

apearance of the Green Gage, with the unusual size

and beauty of the Jefferson, we must admit that it

takes the very first rank. As large as the Washing-
ton, it is more richly and deeply colored, being dark

yellow,uniformly and handsomely marked with a fine

ruddy cheek. It is about ten days or a fortnight la-

ter than the Washington, ripening the last of August,

when it has the quality of hanging long on the tree,

gradually improving in flavor. It does not, like
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many sorts, appear liable t > the attacks of wasps,
which destroy so many of the light colored plums as
soon as they arrive at maturity.

We received the Jefferson Plum a few years ago,
from the late Judge Buel, by whom it was raised and
named. The original tree is still, we believe, grow-
in his garden near Albany. It is a good and regular
bearer, and the crop is very handsome upon the
tree.

Branches slightly downy, leaves oval, flat. Fruit
large, oval, slightly narrowed on one side, towards
the stalk. Skin golden yellow, with a beautiful pur-
plisli-red cheek, and covered with a white thin bloom.
Stalk an inch long, pretty stout, very slightly insert-

ed. Suture indistinct. Flesh deep orange, (like

that of an Apricot,) parts freely, and almost entirely
from the stone, which is long and pointed; very rich,

juicy, luscious and highly flavored. Hangs a fort-

niffht on the tree.

Bolmar's Wash-
ington. Fig.5. The
AVashington un-
doubtedly stands

higher in general

estimation in this

country, than any
other plum. Al-

though not equal

to the Green Gage
and two or three

others,in high fla-

vor, yet its great

size, its beauty,

and the vigor and
the hardiness of

the tree, are qual-

ites which have
brought this no-

ble fruit into no- Figure 5.

tice every where. The parent tree grew originally
on Delancey's farm, on the east side of the Bowery,
New York, but being grafted with another sort, es-

caped notice, until a sucker from it, planted by Mr.
Bolmar,* a merchant in Chatham street, came" into
bearing about the year 1818, and attracted universal
attention by the remarkable beauty and size of the
fruit. In 1821, this sort was first sent to the Horti-
cultural society of London, by the late Dr. Ilosack,
and it now ranks as first in nearly all the European
collections.

The Washington, large, broad, crumpled and glos-
sy foliage, is a strong grower, and forms a handsome
round head. Like several other varieties of plum,
the fruit ot this especially in sandy soils, does not at-

tain its full perfection until the tree has bornefor sev-
eral years. We have measured them very often six
inches in circumference, and once from Mr. Bolmar's
original tree, seven and a quarter inches.

Wood light brown, downy. Fruit of the largest
size, roundish oval, with an obscure suture, except
near the stalk. Skin dull yellow, with faint mar-
blings of green, but when well ripened, deep yellow,
with a pale crimson blush or dots. Stalk scarcely
three-fourths of an inch long, a little down, set in a
shallow, wide hollow. Flesh yellow, firm, very sweit
and luscious, separating freely from the stone. Stone
pointed at each end. Ripens from about the middle
to the last of August.

*WWch he purchased from a market woman.

Deodar Cedar.

The Deodar Cedar, a native ot the high mountains

of India, and found at an elevation of 7 to 14,000

feet, is one of our acquisitions from abroad, which

maintains its foremost place as an ornament to the

Park and arboretum, while many others coming into

the country, with a high reputation, hare grown

more or less into disfavor. The Deodar, of which

our engraving is a specimen, thirty feet high, is per-

fectly hardy, and quite a rapid grower. These are

two great desideratums. Then again it maintains its

color at all seasons, having the advantage in this par-

ticular of the Cedar of Lebanon, and others which

become of a dingy, brown hue in winter. We regret

to observe this latter to be the case with Cryptomeria

Japonioa.

The f)liagiof thj Djodar is quite peculiar, being

of a silvery green color, its habit pendent, graceful,

and with its rich, luxuriant foliage, forms one of the

most picturesque, and beautiful objects on a lawn

that can be imagined. Its popularity is greatly on

the increase, and as it has been tested, in this coun-

try for several years, can now be recommended with

great confidence. Those in our grounds, in the se.

vere winter of 1831 and 52 were but very slightly

alfjcted. The wood of the Djodar is valued in its

native country for its great durability. We copy be-

low from a late number of the London Gardeners'

Chronicle, some appropriate remarks as to the style

I
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pf Landscape Gardening, for which the Deodar is bes'

idapted.

"Like the Cedar of Lebanon, the Deodar is chiefly

valuable as an element in landscape composition ;

ind its character in relation to this point has hither-

;o, I think, not been pointed out. The extremely

•igid habit of the Cedar of Lebanon, its strictly hor-

zoatal branches, and, especially that peculiar flat-

less of head which is remarkable in older specimens

those at the Chelsea Botanic Gardens, for example)
ind which painters have so much and so happily in-

Toduced into their pictures, combine to render it

what may be called an architectural tree; and the

ioraparatively dark hue of its foliage contributes to

heighten that character. It is, in fact, singularly

adapted for associating intimately with buildings in

;he Grecian, Roman, or Italians styles of architecture;

or, indeed, with any structure in which the lines are

principally horizontal. AVith the Deodar the case is

widely different. It is essentially a garden or lawn
plant. Its drooping branches, pyramidal or conical

form, and the extreme paleness ofitsalmnst glaucous

foliage, quite unfit it for blending with architectural

jbjeots, and demaid that it should stand out alone

aad unaccompanied. Nothing can be more graceful

than its appearance, thus isolated, on a lawn or in a
park, particularly when in the neighborhood of the

iarker-foliaged Coniferous plants a3 in a Pinetum.
It is true that, like its kindred Cedar, it is an appro-

priate ornament in architectural gardening, where it

makes a delightful avenue. But it will not boar to

be brought too near a house, much less into contact

with it, having nothing in its aspect or. habit that

would at all harmonise with any style of building,

Its expression, in short, is the very opposite of that

demanded in an architectural accompaniment, and
which is so admirably realized in the Cedar of Leb-

anon.

The Diodar loses nearly all its interest and beau-

ty unless allowed to retain the whole of its br.anches

to the very base, permitting no encroachment from
its neii;hbors without being seriously damaged.—[Ed-
ward Kemp, Birkenhead Park."

Phosphate of Lime.—Mr. Johnson (agent of the

State of New York at the London World's Fair,)

took to England specimens of a deposite of Phosphate
of Lime—apparently a true vein, from two to eight

feet wide—found on the bank of Lake Champlain,
Crown Point, Essex county, N. Y. lie presented a
sample to the Royal Agricultural Society, by which
it was immediately referred to its chemist, Prof. Way,
who analized it and reported that it contained 30 per

of Phosphoric Acid, 40 per cent of Lime, combined
with Peroxide of Iron, Sand, Magnesia, and a little

Potash, Soda, &e. Prof. W. estimated the value o i

the American Phosphate as about equal to that of its

British counterpart.

Soon after Mr. J. 's return to this country, he re-

ceived a letter from a leading British house engaged
in preparing artificial manure, stating that, should
the Crown Point mine prove equal to the sample ex-

hiliited (as it will) he was prepared to malce an offer
,/'/ the entire product. Thus, while not one-tenth of

our own farmers residing within a hundred miles of

<.'rii\vn Point know or care for the existence of any
su'h mine, and hardly know what Phosphate means,
th' British farmers have probably secured flie entire

drpositc, to fertilize their fields three thousand miles
aw.ay.—[N. Y. Tribune.

Splrea Pruulfulia Flore Pleno.

We give an engraving of a br.anch of this beauti-

ful spirea in flower, which will give some idea of its

character. It is one of the contributions from Japan,

and is a great acquisition to our stock of hardy

shrubs. The flowers are pure white, very double,

and bloom in clusters very profusely. It answers ex-

ceedingly well for forcing in the house, and either

there or in the flower garden, with its delicate wreaths

of small snow white blosoms, is a most attractive

object.

The spireas are a very numerous fiimily. Don, in his

gardeners' dictionary, enumerates over forty sp°cies,

and several varieties. The three best we consider to

be, the above, with Reevesii or Lanceolata, and Doug-

lasii. Reevesii is a native of the Mauritius and Chi-

na, blooms in the spring, and is also pure white;

flowers in umbels, and in both leaf and flower is very

striking and beautiful. We consider it the best of

the list that we have seen. Douglasii is a native of

the northwest coast of America, blooms later in the

season in panicles, of a rosy lilac color, and is also

very pretty. Some spireas are indispensable in every

good collection of shrubbery, and a succession of

bloom may be kept up with them through the season.

Waste of Fertilizing Manure.—At the meeting
of the Farmers' Club, on Tuesday, an article wa-i

read by Mr. Pell on the waste of excrement in our
city sewers. He said that the subject was of great
importance. In our city, with its present population,
taking as an average that each person, young and
old, yield sixteen pounds, it would supply eight hun-
dred pounds of wheat or rye, with the requisite
quantity of nitrogen, more than is necessary for an
acre of land. Thus, our city might afford nitrogen,
annually, sufBcient to raise 480,000,000 pounds of
wheat, by adding a small quantity of ashes .and

bone-dust. The English are as improviilent as we
are. All the matter in the sewers in London is

emptied into the Thames. In New York, G(K),00l>

tons of this excrenientitious matter is lost. It was
proposed by Mr. Pell to get the proper authorities to
try and save this vast amount of fertilizing manure,
which was lost in our cities.— [N. Y. Daily Times.
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Effect of Deep PLoucniNG.—A correspondent of

the New England Farmer, states that

:

"A striking instance of the benefits resulting from

continued deep ploughing, was brought to our notice

yesterday, on viewing the cultivated ground of A.

M. Whipple, Esq., on the banks of the Connecticut

river, near Lowell. This land was naturally a light

and sandy soil. His men were engaged in gathering

in the crop ot hay from an extensive field, which

yielded more than two tons to the acre. The inqui-

ry arose, by what means was the crop made so abun-

dant, on hind so shallow? His answer was, deep

plowiny mainly. That for eight or ton years past, he

usually ploughed hoeloe indies deep. That he put on

his grounds but a light dressing of stable manure

—

made no compost whatever—but relied almost entire-

ly on the improvement of the soil, by turning the fur-

rows deep. His crops were quite equal to those we
have been accustomed to see on strong land, highly

manured." ,'' * ''Similar benefits were apparent

in the growing crops of corn and oats, in the adjoin-

ing lote."

For the Farm Journal.

Agricultural Review, Bio. 8.

CoRJi.—The first in rotation is the most importanj.

ijrain crop, the older the sod the better, if well set

with natural grasses, mostly limed one year or the

fall previous on the sod, or after ploughing, forty or

fifty bushels per acre, ploughed about six inches

deep, either in the fall, o;pen winter weather, or as

soon as the frost is out in .the spring. The team for

this usually consists of one yoke of oxen, and pair

of horses before them, or two yoke of oxen; the time

of planting about the 1st of 5th month, (May) pre-

vious to which harrow first lengthwise with the fur

row, then cross, and re-cross, diagonally, or at right

angles; if not well mellowed harrow again, then,

strike out four and a half feet between the rows, if

in drills, and four by four and a half or four, if both

ways; if the former,drop three grains every two feet,in-

tending two plants to remain; if the latter,four orfive

grains to the hill,tUree or four plant- to stand. Some

place a handful of compost of hen manure, ashes

and plaster, in the hill previous to dropping; this in-

sures an early start; cover with a hoe. A good crop

will depend much upon the after culture. As soon

as the plants are all fairly up, run the cultivator

through twice in a row, then apply plaster, a hand-

ful to half dozen hills; this will take about half

bushel per acre; heind hoe once, and when about six

inches high, thin out to the requisite number; this

can best be done directly after a rain, as it disturbs

the remaining plants less; at intervals of a week give

it three more dressings; some plough it the last time,

and pass the cultivator once to harrow out the 6a//i-.s;

it may then stand until the labors of harvest, and

preparation for fall seeding are accomplished. About

this time the grain will be glazed and nearly ripe.

It is then cut off about one foot from the ground,

with stall: knives, and placed in shocks of forty-eight

hills each, resting upon horses, formed of two or

more hills, twisted together by the tops ; the siuhba

are cut with a hoe, in the mornings before the dew

gets off the standing corn, or they are knocked off in

the winter, when the ground is frozen. In two or

three weeks it will be sufficiently cured to commence

husking. Cut the horses, throw the shocks down,

husk and bind the fodder with straw,into four or five

sheaves, to be shocked until the husking is finished,

then stacked or ricked by the barn yard. The sound

ears are hauled to the crib, leaving soft ones and

nubbins to be placed by themselves, for present feed-

iftg. Cribs are usually four and half feet wide by

ten high; slats running perpendicular half inch apart,

and elevated two feet from the ground, by tinned

posts.

. Seed.—Varieties of yellow flint, inclining to gourd

seed, are universal—the red cob is in best repate, a

deep grain, fourteen to eighteen rowed, large cob

and strong growth of fodder. Previous to planting

soak in saltpetre water, one or two days, and roll in

plaster. This crop is subject to attacks from the cut

.vorm; best preventive, fall or winter ploughing; wire

or heart worm, which, working Lenealh the surface

is difficult to counteract; moles, these maybe trapped,

and birds—to keep oif the latter, some inclose their

fields with twine stretched on poles; others scatter

loose grain about, after the corn comes up, and until

it gets fairly started.

The average yield per acre is fifty bushels
;

price

fifty-five cents, for the last ten years—from actual

accounts.

Cost of raising per acre'-

Ploughing sod, one and one-fourth day, - $4 00

Harrowing half day, - - - - 1 00

Marking out and planting, - - - - 80

Seed, 10

One and half bushel plaster, and putting on, - SO

Hand hoeing and thinning, - - - - 1 00

Cultivating four times, - - - - 2 00

Cutting and shocking, - - - - 1 50

Husking, three cents per shock, - - - 1 50

Cribbing, one cent per bushel, - - - 50

Shelling, two cents per busl:el, - - - 1 00

Marketing, five cents per bushel, - - 2 50

One-fifth of 25 loads manure, a ?1, - - 5 00

Ditto fifty bushels lime, a 15 cents, - - 1 50

Spreading lime, - - - " - - - 50

Fencing, 100
Taxes, 50

Interest of ?85, 5 10

Expense, - - .

Fifty bushels corn a 55 cents,

Stalks and cobs,

Product, ...
Profit per acre.

$30 00

$27 50

7 00

$34 50

- |4 50

The crop is charged with one-fifth of the manure
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and lime applied during the courae, as five crops are

removed from the soil.

It is supposed to contain ten per cent of land for

fence materials, and the labor tliereon to be equal to

the interest of the investment.

A pair of horses and driver is valued at $2 per day;

ft yoke of oxen and driver, ?1; a man, 75 cents, in-

cluding the keep and board of each.

O.iTs.—Second in rotation is generally grown, pre

paratory to Wheat; but were it not that early sowing

of the latter, seems to answer best, and the conse"

quent iaconvonienoe attendant upon removing the

corn crop in time for its seeding, this crop would

most probably be dispensed with. It is considered

an exhauster, and on strong ground is frequently

lodged, thereby causing much additional labor, and

it is Sown two or two and half bushels per acre on

the fresh ploughed corn stubble, twice harrowed and

rolled; early sowing succeeds best. Seed, common,
one sided, and black; the latter gives a heavier yield

but are more liable to fall. Time of sowing. Third

month, (March,) or Fourth month, (April,) as soon

as the ground is in order. Harvested Seventh month,

(July.) Average yield per acre, thirty-five bushels;

average price, thirty-five cents—for ten years.

Cost of raising per acre:

Ploughing, three-fourths of a day, - - |1 50

Sowing and harrowing, ----- 50

Rolling, .15
Seed, two bushels, 70

Harvesting, - -; - - - - 1 00

Threshing, three cents per bushel, - - 1 05

Marketing, five cents per bushel, - - 1 75

One-fifth of twenty-five loads of manure, a $1, 5 00

Ditto, fifty bushels of lime, a 15 cents, - 1 50

Fencing, 1 00

Taxes, 50

Interest on $85, 5 10

Expenses, - - - .

Thirty-five bushels oats, a 35 cents.

Straw, ...
Product, ...
Loss per acre,

Birmingham, 4th month.

S19 75

.?12 25

7 00

19 25

50

C. B.

. for the Farm Jounial.

Imported Cattle.

Mr. Editor:

Your correspondent, II. Shubort, in a

late number of the Journal, seems to go against the

introduction of imported cattle as "an unfair specu'

lation," and "thinks it has taken money out of far-

mers' pockets, without any substantial benefit." I

beg leave to differ from him on these points entirely,

and as I do not own a single pure blood animal, have

noije for sale, and no interest in any, can speak free

from prejudice. I consider these importations have

been of great advantage to the whole country, and
that the increase in consequence of tliem, in the pro-

duction of both beef and dairy products, have been

very great. We are all under great obligations to

Mr. Renick, of Ohio, and to General Cadwalader,

James Gowen, Dennis Kelley, T. P. Remington, Mr.

Twaddel and others, in this section, who have the

means, and are willing to pay high prices, and to in-

cur the risks of so doing, which the generality of

armers could not afford, to introduce improved stock

nto the country. The whole farming community is

ultimately benefited by it. Who that notices the

droves of fat and stock cattle, and milch cows, com-

ing here from the West, but knows and sees the great

improvement in their form and quality within a few

years. Many of them show a cross with Durham
Devon, or other imnorted breed, and at the same ai'e'

and with Zcs.syi'rf can be made to weigh some hundred

pounds more than the old unimproved native stock.

It is a strange notion, indeed, at this time, to talka-

bout the imported stock being of no advantage. I pre-

sume Mr. Sliubert has no experience with them, or

he would not venture such a statement. I have fed

some part bloods, and know that less feed will make
more weight. We thus gain at both ends. 1 am
aware that the full bred Durham, often makes what
the Butcher calls too Jleshy an animal, having to i

much predominance of muscle, not sufiioiently inter-

larded with fat; still we are speaking now of using

them to improve our native breeds, and my own ob-

servation and experience is, that when crossed they

improve the latter greatly, giving them more size,

greater aptitude to fatten, much finer form, and with

less ofial; nutting the weight on the most valuable

parts, and also much easier to be kfcpt in good con.

dition. The heaviest and fattest, anil most perfect

animals on record, are the pure Durhams. At the

high prices which Mr. Shubertso complains of, there

is, however, very little danger of the full bloods be-

ing slaughtered for beef, so that its being "dry and

coarse" avails nothing in the argument, as we are

speaking of them for improving our native stock. It

is well known that the beef of part blood animals i,

neither "dry nor coarse," but rich and juicy. Now,
as regards their value for milk iind butter, it is welj

known that the pure Durham cows, in this respect

have far exceeded any other breed. From my ohser-

L-ation, the cress with them has much impi-oved our

native stock in this particular, at least it is so in this

neighborhood ; our most productive dairies being

those where the cows have a strong cross with

the Durham. No doubt there are some families of

the Durham stock not deep milkers, but better for

feeding, and a farmer must select such as suit his

purpose, whether for the dairy or shambles. lie can

bo suited in both respects, and has cause to con-

gratulate himself that public spirited gentlemen
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have given him the opportunity, by paying high pri-

ces for gtiod stock, which perhaps neither Mr. Shu-

bert or the undersigned could afford, or would run

the risk of doing.

n. JACKSON.

Philadelphia county.

Tor the Farm Journal.

George Walker's Premium Crop of Corn.

Mr. Editor—jS(>;

It was well remarked, "before

an-ricultural societies were introduced in any com-

munity or State, little indeed was heard of wonder-

fully redundant crops, because no inducement had

yet been given for inflation, or slight of hand meas-

urement." An extravagantly large crop of corn

havino-been reported at the State fair, by Mr. George

Walker, of this county, I will, with your leave, offer

a few remarks thereon by way of elucidation ; and

which, sir, vou may publish in the Farm Journal if,

in your judgment, they will subserve any public

benefit. '

Messrs. Cope and Chamberlain gave it as their

opinion that Mr. W.'s crop would shrink from one-

fourth to one-third. From the experience I have had,

I think full one-third at least. On, or about the first

of December, several years since, I saw some corn

in a mill wliich took my fancy, and I bought the toll

of two bushels (six quarts) for seed. After being

thoroughly dried it did not look like the same corn ;

and it had actually shrunk one-fourth. It was one

of our earlier kinds; and had it been taken from the

cob as soon as it had become hard, its shrinkage

would not have been less than one-third. Mr. W.'s

corn was in a very green state, much of it only in

roastin"' condition, and was much marred by shell-

ing it. Now we all know that grains in a humid or

moist condition will not take a close position in the

measure, and the more so in proportion to their be-

ini^ broken. Even for this one-tenth more, I think,

ought to bo allowed. I have also been informed by

one who tested it, that this kind of corn is generally

four pounds below standard weight, or one-fourteenth.

The above fractions added together make fifty-throe

one hundred and fifths, or a trifling more than half

to be deducted, reducing the one hundred and sixty

bushels to seventy-nine and three pecks !

The judges of corn for our society, of whom Mr.

W. was one, reported only one hundred and twenty-

five bushels. If I place more confidence in this, I

hope no one will feel aggrieved. Applying, then, the

forecoin" computation, we shall have a mere fraction

abo\e sixty-three bushels of merchantable grain to

the acre ! That those who measured were sincere,

and measured as correctly as they could, under the

circumstances, I do not doubt. But surely, grain in

the conilition which that was, ought never to be re.

ported by measure to any society, nor any where else.

This reporting of wind and water as grain (and I can

not call it else) will not do; and societies ought, and

I sincerely hope they will, raise an effectual barrier

against it. There is nothing of which I am surer

than this, that those who persist in doing so, will do

more injury than benefit.

From the common tenor of remark at home, as

well as abroad, neither our soil nor our sjoiety are

deriving much credit from that crop, how great soev-

er it may have been. The report is not much be-

lieved among us ; and others have as good grounds

for disbelief as any here have. Indeed such are the

circumstances, and which I have not room to relate,

as to warrant disbelief.

Reason and common sense, as well as justice, de.

mand that, in making up the report of crops, noth-

ing imaginary, inflated, or calculated to mislead,

should be admitted—that nothing but absolute meas.

ufe'i'n pure dry grain should be presented. Facts,

reliable facts, based upon absolute measurements

—

sucli statements as commend themselves to belief

—

such as embody reality, ever find favor and are list-

ened to with applause: the reverse commands disbe-

lief and disgust, as well it may; and it tends direct-

ly to prevent the increase of membership, and to

throw back the enterprize.

He who will take the pains to measure some of his

corn next season, in the green and in the dry state, I

am sure will be surprised at the difference. I am
confident he will not regard my computation as in-

consistent then, if he now does.

Forty bushels of corn to the acre is, I believe, by

our farmers considered an average crop for our coun-

ty, more falling below than over going that quantity.

There are, however, a very few localities, which,

having long enjoyed great natural advatages, by ex-

cessive craming from the barnyard, and extra atmos-

pheric influence, owing to the variation of the season

have produced much more. But he who entertains

the belief that four times forty have been raised to

the acre, greatly errs. All the sections of our State

as 'I am informed, have been challenged by a citizen

of our county, fiir corn raising. With all due differ-

ence to the gentleman and his opinion, I think he

sets our county a little too higli. My opinion is, if

the farmers of the other counties will but cram ex-

cessively their best soils, and measure the grain as

soon as it is out of the milk—do just as some here

have done—other counties can then tell as big, if not

bigger, corn stories than Susquehanna has done.

S. A. NEWTON.

Brooklyn, April 2d, 1853.
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'^^.f-^

Cochin China Fowls.
'

I

Imported in 1853, fty Win. C. lludmaH. I

We take great pleasure in offering to the readers I

of the Farm Journal, the above original and oxeel-

ient engravings of Shanghai, or Cochin China Fowls,

recently imported by Wm- C. Ruilmau, Esq., of Phil-

adelphia. They were drawn from life, and engraved

by E. Clarkson,wood engraver, Philadelphia, and are

iiighly creditable to his skill as a correct artist, and

faithful delineator. The portraits of Southdown

Buck, and Chester county Boar, in former numbers

of the Farm Journal, were also engraved by'him, and

have been pronounced the best which have appear-

ed ill any periodical in this country.

In respect to these Fowls Mr. Radman writes us,

"the artist has made e.^coellent likeneses. Thoy are

of the Cochin China breed; the Cook fifteen months

old, weighing twelve pounds, and the hen eleven

months, weighing 9| lbs. They were imported—the

Cock and two Hens—in the ship Horatio, of New
Bedford, and arrived in January last, In ninety-.soven

days direct from Shanghai." They are the pure

cinnamon Jiufff,—and a friend in Philadelphia, who

is well booked up in the present state of the chick-

en market, says, ".they are worth to-day, in London,

Five Hundred pounds sterling the trio!" Mr. Rud-

man informs us that he is "soiling the eggs at twen-

ty dollars per dozen, and that nine dozen are already

ordered at those Jiigh prices." We shall only sa}-,

"on our own hook," that, after seeing, these fowls,

we were forced to. concur in the general sentjinent

that they are the finest specimens of Shanghaies j-'ef

imported into the United States. They are well calcu-

lated to increase the prevailing epidemic, to a very

great extent, and even to affect those, Uke our corre'^-

pondont J. K. B., who have heretoforp stood imper-

vious tq, all i^oioi diseases. Those'" seein ti) as to be

model specimens of Po'.ilt/y, and as we survey tli"ir

liroad an<l prominent breasts, deep and heavy bodic«,

with small and beautiful necks ivnd heads, wc fei.l

for the first time a kind of ckicknx hearkducss creep-

ing over us. Although low and vpry near the ground,

.as chickens ought t<r be, thejf will stand higficr in tin-

estimvtion of good.judgi^s, than some whose great-

est eeommcndation i^ that they can cat off an ortiir

nary dining table without .ftrnlc'iinj
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Portraits of Stock.

"The Editors of the Pennsylvania Farm Journal,

after discussing pretty sharply the portraits of ani-

mals as given in the Agricultural papers, and also

in the New York Transactions, announce their de-

termination to tolerate none but faithful portraits

;

and for this purpose they intend to use only daguer-

reotypes. Ila, ha, ha! Good friends! If you do
not get against a stump before you get far you will

be lucky. The Daguerreotype is capable of being
the most lying and unfaithful of all processes. You
will see better when you get there."

We copy the above from the Prairie Farmer. Will

that paper tell us of any tliinr/ that is not "capable"

of being twisted and perverted from its true and

proper uses. Where the object is to flatter the ani-

mal, and not to give a truthful portrait, we grant the

daguerreotype may be made "the most lying and un-

faithful of all processes." The fault here is not in the

daguerreotype but in the intent of the owner. If the

object is merely to make a handsome Xookvag picture,

there is no use in having the daguerreotype, or the

animal either. An artist can make a figure of a

cow, or bull, or sheep, without seeing either of them

before him. When, however, a portrait is wanted,

and we can conceive of no use in illustrations for ag-

ricultural journals unless they are- really portraits,

we contend that twenty artists can be found, who

can copy from a daguerreotype, for one who, like

the late lamented J. A. Woodside, can take a por-

trait from nature. ". -
,

AVe had occasion not long since, to enquire in Phil-

adelphia for an animal painter, and were roeom-

ded by several artists to one, who we were told, had

a great talent that way, and was the best in the city.

We employed him, to draw some well formed, and

very neat, improved stock. When finished, their

backs were hollow, like the concave of the 'moon, in

her first quarter, rumps sharp and angular, heads

coarse and heavy, and such subjects altogether as

would be likely to attract, and retain a large flock of

crows, in the anticipation of an early repast. When
we enquired of him ichy he made such caricatures,

we found he had endeavored to make them as ugly as

possible, as he remarked they looked more "pictur-

esque and rustic like."

'*^
\

Osage Orange Hedges.

We clip the following from the Prairie Farmer,from

which it appears in Illinois, the "Osage Orange Ques-

tion," has not proved so difiicult to settle, as the

" Strawberr-y Question" m some other place--. A com-

pact fence against horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, stud

chickens, in three years from the time it was set out,

speaks well for the deep soil of the Prairies. If it

would do that in five years in Pennsylvania we
should be satisfied.

As remarked lately by one of our correspondents.

Fencing is a very heavy item, and tax upon our farm-

ers, and from what we have seen of the Osage Orange

here, we are inclined to favor its being planted. It

grows rapidly and strongly, has sharp thorns to the

ground, and is very hardy. We have seen the tips

or extremities,of late growth, for two or three inches>

killed by the winter, but this does not occur with the

old and hard wood. The hedge must, of course, be

kept trimmed down, so as to become stiff. One of our

friends tells us of having lately seen a heifer with

her head partly through an Osage Orange hedge,

and so fast that she could not move it either way,

and by her bellowing and antics, resting on her fore-

feet, with her hind ones up in the air, and the com-

motion with the stock around her, he concluded one

experiment would be satisfactory.

We have seen a few good osage orange hedges in

this State and Ohio; and we append an extract from
a private letter written by our excellent friend S.

Fi'ancis, of the Illinois Journal. He says:—"Our
agricultural committee have made examinations of
osage orange hedges in this county; and we found
some that had been set out only three years, and
then turned out—making an efiiciont fence against
horses, cattle,^sheep, hogs, pigs, and even chickens.

We can now say "Eureka !" We have found it.

—

The osage orange, in our county, has been proved to

make a good and effectual hedge fence. I would
strongly recommend, however, that it be cut back,
far more severely than usually, in order to give it

a thick bottom ; for on that its main excellence de-

pends.

We find, also, that the prejudices of our farmers,

against this species of fence, are fast giving way, and
the numbers of those who plant hedges, constantly

and rapidly increasing. One gentleman told me he
had sold plants enough, the past season, to make a
hedge from this city to Philadelphia. * * * »

What a beautiful sight will therich prairies of Illi-

nois present, when covered with farms enclosed by
the osage orange ! and this soon to be done, in cen-

tral Illinois.

I have often had occasion to say, with you, that by
helping to introduce this plant. Professor Turner has
done more good in his day and generation, tha i if

he had expended a long life in pounding Greek and
Latin into the brains of that class, who prefer an-

cient lore to living and useful knowledge."
One word more. There is a point which time,

alone, can fully settle—Will this hedge last?

—

Wil! the plant, when old, bear the constant mutila-

tion necessary to keep the hedge in shape ? Analo-

gy and its native habits are in our favor. Though a
tall tree, on the rich river bottoms, the Madura is,

like the native Crab, a round-headed, long-lived

Dwarf, along the dry prairie borders, and in the thin

upland soils of its native region. What soil and sun
effect there, art can more perfectly accomplish here.

J. A. K.

Infallible Remedy fob Bots in Horses.—A cor-

respondent of the "Albany Cultivator" some years

since, gave the following receipt, as an effectual and

immediate rernedy for bots in horses.

Half pint of Vinegar,

Do.V do.. Gin,

Do., do.. Soft Soap,

Do., do.. Molasses,

well shaken together and poured down while foam-

ing.
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Education of Farmers.

To THE Editors of the Farm Journal.— It is a

curious inquiry why tlie knowledge of agriculture

progresses so slowly ; and why it has yet attained

so little in this Country. It is a fact which we are

all willing to concede, that our productions are little

more than one half of what they should be, and far

less than what they are elsewhere ; and yet we seem

to be content to bide our time, and bo satisfied with

results, when accident or chance shall produce them,

or when we shall be jostled from the "old way" by

the coming generation.

More than seven hundred years before the Chris-

tian era, Isaiah prophetically speaks of a threshing

machine, "Behold, I will make thee a new sharp

threshing instrument having teeth." And yet this

intimation pointing out almost the very structure of

the machine now in so common use, was not realized

until the nineteenth century ; and then received with

a doubting caution that well nigh dampened the ex-

periment. The merchant has carried his cnterprize

into every nook and corner of the known—and I had

almost written unknown world;^—the learned hav.e ex-

erted their talents to the developement and practical

application o[ scientific principles, whicli has given

to their class an enviable place in the estimation of

mankind:—th^ mechanic, availing himself of these

developements' of science, has given them form and
shape to an extent which entitles them to the admi-

ration of the world; whilst the farmer stands to gaze

with mingled feelings of doubt and astonishment,

that all the other pursuits of lite whirl so rapidlv

past him.

What is the remedy for this admitted evil ? AVe

answer—-the education of farmer's sons through the

medium of an agricultural school. AVe mean a

school to educate boys in the art and science of farm-

ing: and unless the farmers of our State will zealous-

ly embrace this idea, and avail themselves of it, there

is no hope that their condition can be otherwise im-

proved, but by the lapse of time, and happening cf

accidental circumstances.

There is no one of the colleges of this Country

adapted to instruct a farmer; on the contrary their

system is calculated to educate young men to a state

of entire unfitness for any sucli occupation. A boy,

graduated at one of our literary institutions, has al-

ready spent that part of his life which alone can be
profitably employed taleatn the art of farming; and
science without art, is still worse than art without

science. There is peculiar reason why farmers should

take up this subject and make it their own. It is a

fact with regard to the system upon which literary

institutions are at present based, that their pecuni-

ary resources are never adequate to their ne jcssities,

however economical they may be. The consequence

of this is that education is made to cost more than
they, who rely upon the products of a farm, are able

to pay. Besides, if this expsnse should have beeju un-

dergone the farmer has in all probability driven his

son from all taste or desire to pursue the calling for

which his maturer judgment intended him. And if

the boy should return to the farm, it is to exhibit to

his disappointed father and brothers how little he

knows of the business of his future life.

In an Agricultural School the pupils are laborers

on the farm as well as in their study;—their bodies

are educated to the art, and their minds to the science

of farming;—whilst their hands are employed in the

work of the farm, their minds are employed in the

pursuit of the knowledge of the reasons for what
they do—there is thereby an intermingling of theo-

retical science and practical art, which is but to be

continued through their whole future lives. The In-

stitution thus becomes, in a measure, s'elf-sustaining;

and the price of education may be reduced to a mere
trifle.

The subject is now before our Legislature in a
Bill which provides for the charter of such an insti-

tution as we propose. If it should become a law,

we desire to call public attention to it, as the best

measure which the age has proposed ; if it should

not, let the farmers of the State look to it that it

does not fail again.

FREDK. WATTS.
Carlisle, April 10, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

"Theory of the action of Lime on Agriculture."

Such has been the title of several communications

we have read in this Journal, from the pen of Mr
G. Blight Browne, in one or two of which he pre-

sents to the public rather novel views upon this sub-

ject'; and ideas which certainly seem somewhat dis-

cordant with generally received opinions. The lat-

ter would be no fault, rather an excellence, were his

doctrines only supported by some better stnalogy, or

at least, by arguments a little more convincing, and

bearing a little stronger upon the point in question.

We wish particularly to call the attention of the

readers of this Journal to an article in the March

No., in which Mr. Brow;ne denies that the mellow-

ing of a soil by lime, can be in the least degree at-

tributed to the action of this agent upon the mineral

matter of the earth, confining this result wholly to

the liberation of carbonic acid from the Lrg;inic mat-

ter.

Mr. Browne sustains his views almost entirely up-

on the following argument: That the comparative-

ly small amount of lime is so widely diffused through-

out the soil, that its action upon the mineral matter

could not possibly be perc-optible. Now if Mr. Browne

is a chemist, (as we suppose he is from tlic fact that

he advances original theories on obscure chemical

subjects,) he will certainly rccollecf the fact that a

peculiar characteristic of that class of compounds
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called silicates, is, that a large quantity of a previ-

ously found silicate possesses the property of com-

bining with an almost indefinitely small quantity of

a new base, (such as lime,) forming a double salt,

whose solubility depends entirely upon the proportion

of the silicic acid to the new base.

Thus a very large portion zf mineral matter may
be seriously changed in its chemical nature by a

comparatively minute quantity of lime, and the re-

arrangement of the atom produced by this transfer

of elements, is the true cause of the apparent me-

chanical effects produced.

Quoting now in Mr. Browne's own language his

theory, by which he accounts for these changes,

which is as follows

:

*'We have seen that in the course of decay of

the vegetable matter found in the soil, vegetable acids

are formed, which have more affinity for lime than

carbonic acid has. When the carbonate of litae

yields its carbonic acid in favor of one or the other

of these acids, carbonic acid is set free in the gaseous

state. This carbonic acid occupies a much larger

space in t!ie gaseous state, than it did when combined

with lime, and by its expansion has a tendency to

rend assunder the earth in which this phenomena

takes place. In other words it lightens it in the

same way that it lightens a loaf of bread. I believe

that in this way only is the soil mellowed by lime,

and that, in no instance does it render it more com-

pact." We would say that of all the untenable

theories that have from time to time been advanced

upon this subject, this is certainly the most vision^,

ry. Granting that there might be enough carbonic

acid extricated from the soil (which is certainly a

startling improbability) to lighten the earth "as a

lo.af of bread," does Mr. Browne suppose that it

could possibly be detained long in a medium so por-

ous as the soil. And sir.ce the oxygen of the air

must pass down through the earth to oxydize the

carbon, is it not probable that the carbonic acid

may egress just as freely. Another point we may
advert to also ; Mr. Browne of course recollects that

carbonic acid is very soluble in water. Now suppos-

ing the earth should be "lightened" by minute bub-

bles of carbonic acid, does he not know that the first

rain would dissolve this almost entirely. Allowing

this soil now a few days to dry, on ploughing it up

he « ill find it just as mellow as it was befoi-e. Has

a new volume of carbonic acid been extricated alrea-

dy ? If so, pray how long is the 17 per cent, of or-

ganic matter in a fertile soil to last? No, Mr. Browne

has certainly been rather too hasty in the publica-

tion of his theory. The man who vauntingly saye of

one writer -"the idea suggests itself to my mind that

he was only following in the footsteps of si.-rae illus-

trious predecessor who' wrote it down because he

thought it should be;" and of another, "The theo-

ry, however, as there laid down, is so incomplete in

its details, as not to furnish to the reader sufficient

ground either to adopt or repudiate it," cannot be

too guarded when he advances dogmas of his own
creating, lest he fall into the same error he attempts

to correct in others. J. H. B.

Thornbury, Chester co., Pa.

April 16th, 1853.

The Strawberry Q,ustion.

Flusuing, April 11th, 1853.

To THE Editors of the Farm Journal:—I have

just perused in your April number, an article sign-

ed "Thomas Meehan," which it appears had been

addressed to the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The public have become wearied with talk con-

corning the Strawberry, based in error, and calcula-

ted only to mislead. Mr. M. states that some plants

of Hovey's Seedling, which is a pistillate, "became

staminate by being forced slowly in a moderate tem-

perature," but he does not tell us that such plants

produced fruit; and if they did so, whether it was
jwoduced loitlwut the possible connection of some oilier

variety naturally staminate. It is well known that

Hovey's Seedling and many other pistillatcs have

abortive stamens, which can be more fully develop-

ed by position and special culture ; but this creates

no surprise, when even man himself is abortively

mammiform. The real question to be solved is this^

Does the Pistillate Strawberry plant, which by itself

is barren, change its sexuality by the culture re-

ferred to, and produce fruit? Is there any man bold

enough to make such an assertion, and if so, let him

furnish us with conclusive proof. I declare it to be ut-

terly impossible, and that if ten acres were covered

with forcing houses, and all were filled with plants of

Hovey's Seedling, there would never be one perfect

berry produced to the end of time. I base this as-

sertion, first, on the immutable law of nature, whose

eternal impress is stamped on every object of cre-

ation, and especially on the sexuality of animals and

plants, and yj'Oift which there never has been, and nev-

er can be any deviation; and secondly, on my own

long experience, and that of every truly scientific co-

laborer. The statement, therefore, in the article re-

fered to, so far a? asserti-ng "the distinction between

Pistillatcs and Staminates to be worthless: cultivation

producing either the one or the other," is not only

utterly erroneous, but is calculated to excite ridicule

in every scientific mind, and is to be classed with

the silly prejudices about planting pumpkin seeds at

the increase of the moon, and the puerile notions

about sixteen year locusts.

The characters of the three natural varieties of

the Strawberry, Staminate, Hermaphrodite, and Pis-

tillate, are permanent, and therefore no change can

possible take place. I sliall discuss this subject fully

in the Horticulturist, the commencement of which

will be found in the 'April number.
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If it were possible that tlie transposition of sexes

in the strawberry could be accomplished in the man-

ner referred to, it would equally apply to all other

plants, and to all animals; and it would be no longer

necessary to possess but one sex of horses, cattle, or

fowls. For, be it remembered, the same eternal and

immutable law applie to the humblest plant, and

to the minutest insect, that applies to the mightiest

trees and animals of our globe.

Yours very respectfully,

WM. R. PRINCE.

For the Farm Jounuil.

Analysis of Soils and Professor Mapes.

Messrs. Editors:—
I have ever considered it a

misuse of the pages of a journal to occupy its space

with personal contentions, and do not intend to be

diverted from the task I have undertaken, by false

issues, or personal attacks. Any arguments that can

be adduced to bear on the subjects under discussion,

I am willing to notice; but it would be but waste o'

your time to read a joiirnal made up of discussions

of the former character. Any gentleman desiring to

communicate with me on such subjects, can save the

agricultural reader much misspent time, by addres-

sing me through the post office.

In an essay lately published in this journal, I inci-

dentally mentioned a subject which it seems has given

offence to Professor Mapes. The subject merely so

touched upon, is one which merits more attention

than a passing notice.

It is a matter of much interest to the farming com"

munity, to know whether any practical good can re-

sult from the possession of an analysis of a sample

of soil taken from the farm; and whether any consultr

ing Agriculturalist, from an inspection of such analy-

sis, is enabled to write letters of advice calculated to

bring great returns to the farmer. If such stupen-

dous benefits as are contended for by some gentlemen,

can accrue; then advantages like these should no lon-

ger be neglected by the readers of the Farm Journal,

if otherwise, they should not expend their hard earn"

ings in such fancy trimmings.

A proposition is now, or has lately been before our

Legislature, to appoint a State Agi-ioultural Chemist,

and the propriety or impropriety of such appoint-

ment is a matter of great moment to the farmers of

this State. I for one give my voice for the appoint-

ment of such officer by the State. I will give you my
reasons for so doing. I am of the opinion that it can

be of no practical use, for each farmer to know the

exact quantative analysis of his soil; but I believe

that great public benefit will ensue from the well-con-

ducted labors of a competent person paid by the

State. The duty of such officer would be to examine

the several varieties of soil found in the State, and

in a publication of these examinations, lay down the

general treatment each variety should receive.acoord-

ing to the best information in his power to obtain.

I am fully persuade 1 that the plan adopted by pri-

vate enterprise, is a great burthen to the commuuitj

of farmers, and that they reap no adequate return.

Le^ us see how the matter is done in New Jersey ?

We are told by Professor Mapes, (March 1853, p. 1)

"The whole receipts of the Working Farmer will be

expended upon it. Any advantage we may derive

by its circulation, is but incidental to our pursuit of

a consulting agriculturalist."

(April 1853, p. I) The same gentleman tells us

that ho employs under him. Dr. Charles Enderlin,Dr,

Antizell, Dr. James Chilton, and others; that Dr.

Antizell has analyzed sixty soils for him in the last

two months, and that some of those gentlemen havt

one hundred going on at a time.

This is a grievous and unnecessary expense, for

the obvious reason that there is no use in more than

one analysis of any vein of soil running through any

section of country. No man who presents his sample

of soil to be analyzed, can say that it represents the

average of his own land, any better than it does that

of his neighbor living on the same vein of soil. If

this were not the case it would be singular, indeed,

for the sample was, no doubt, not taken from all over

his own farm, but from a selected spot. I hear some

one say—but he may have manured more or loss than

his neighbor. This appears, at first sight, formidable

indeed: but vanishes on examination. Constant

cropping for many years by the one, without any

manure, and new land might differ some, even per-

ceptibly; but the difference in the farming of two

neighbors would not be appreciated in analysis.

In order to lead to a better understanding of this

matter, let us transcribe three of these analysis from

the pages of Prof. Mapes' Journal. (March 1852,

page 2.)

Moisture . - - - - - 4.

Vegetable matter - . . . 2.

Quartz Sand 88.25

Alumina ----- 4.16

Per-oxide of Iron - . - - - .44

Lime ....... .80

Magnesia 10

Potash 02

Soda 03

Chlorine trace

Sulphuric Acid ... . . .18

Phosporic Acid .... fanit trace

Carbonic Acid .... -i
«'

Loss . . i 02

100.00

This was made for a correspondent at Wareham,

Massachusetts, by Dr. Antizel.

April 1852, page 25.
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.Organic Matter

Silica ....
Alumina ...
Iron and Magnesia

Lime ' - - - .

Magnesia ...
• Sulphuric Acid ...
Pliospliiuric Acid

Chlorine ...
Potash I

...
Soda I . . -

Carbo.nic Acid

This Analysis was made for

CO., N. J., by W. H. Bradley.

May, 1852, page 49.

No. 1

Silica .... 86.31

Alumina ... 9.15

Lime .... 2.20

Magnesia

Oxide of Iron . . 1.54

Oxide of Magnesia . - . trace

Potash )

No. 1
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large surface, there must be some reason for it, be-

cause soils that contain much larger (juantkies of

this material are benefited by it.

The learned Professor recommends dissglved bones

in all three of the above cases, yet the one soil has

none of this material in it; the one has a faint trace,

and the other has 1-2000 or one pound foi- every two

thousand of soil, and when calculated will be found

to amount to 1089 lbs., which would cost $145 27 cts.

provided resort were had to the learned Professor's

improved super phosphate of lime to supply it. If

this be correct what use then to know the exact

amount in the soil ? . AVhy not use the fertilizer

without knowing ?

As to the lime no one can help seeing the great

disparity. The third specimen has more than one

pound of lime for every square foot of ground, yet

the learned Professor although he says, that it does

not need lime as much as it does other amendments,

yet he prescribes lime, when he comes to tell this in-

dividual the amendments he should put on his soil.
,

Nothing can be more evident than that the quan-

tity that already exists in the so'ls, generally to be

found in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, has no

weight in the choice or application of amendments.

There is one matter that may have struck the at>

tention of the reader, and that is, how it could be

possible for a soil to contain 2.20 of lime and not the

slightest trace of carbonic acid.

Mr. Bradley may have been a very able chemist,

but to avoid suspicion of error, he should have ex-

plained the state of combination in which he found

this lime. It could not have been caustic lime, be-

cause as caustic lime it could not exist in the soil for

any considerable length of time, before it would take

carbonic acid from the air. Too little is yet known

of agricultural chemistry, for any man to be guided

entirely by an analysis of the soil. Too little is

known of the laws of agricultural chemistry for any

man to be able to say why 10 lbs. of Phosphoric acid

added to a soil which already contains 1089 lbs. can

be so beneficial.

(Albany Cultivator, April, 1853, p. lU.) "Farm-

"ers have been told that analysis would show the ex-

"act composition of their soils, and its wants ; that if

"any ingredient should be deficient, the chemist

"could point out with accuracy of mathematics, the

"substance and the quantity that would restore its

"fertility, without resorting to the random and em-

"pircal course of applying a whole set of fertilizers

"in the shape of common manure. Experiments of

"this sort have been abundantly tried,' a few have

"succeeded, and these have been widely published
;

"most of them have failed, and the failures have

"slowly found their way among the intelligent por-

"tion of the farming community."

If the secoud column means nothing, it shoufd not

bo added to the table; if it means any thing, it must

be, that the farmer is expected to bring his ground

crop to that point at some time. Professor Mapes

tells us he does not expect this to be done in one, two,

or three years". But let us see if- it can ever be

done.
I

By reference to the 2d column of the 2d and 3d

tables, both of which were compiled by Mr. W. H.

Bradley, a gentleman (so says Professor Mapcs) of

an uncommon ability, a student and ehix of the

learned gentleman.

As to item of organio'matter. • The table No. 2 re-

quires that this ingredient be brought to 10-100. No.

3 only requires that it should be brought to 5-100.

Why this wide difference, amounting to tons of

manure, should be established, between these two

soils, which are exactly alike as to silex'and alumina,

I cannot tell. But you have it so laid down. The

first of these two would have to apply one hundred

tons of dry manure to the acre.

As to the item of Potash. No. 2 is required to add

potash until it contains3.-100. No. 3 is only requir-

ed to bring his land up to 1-500, or the 20-100 of 1-

000. ^'

As Potash is a very costly article, this is a serious

difference. No. 2 would require 63340 lbs. of Pot-

ash, ai^^ No. 3 would only require 4356 lbs. If we

estimate the ordinary Potash of commerce at five

cents per lb., and 100 lbs. of commercial Potash to

yield about 00 lbs. of real Potash, the Potash would

cost 8J cents per lbs. The real Potash for No. 2 would

cost J5445 00. That for No. 3 would cost $363 00.

No. 2 is required to bring his land up to 5-100 of

Phosphoric acid. He would have 107811 lbs. of the

acid to furnish, and calculated by the price of the

improved super Phosphate of lime, he would have

to outlay $13476 37i cts.

No. 3 would have to outlay for 8712 lbs. $1089.

Let any one look at the above, and say whether it

is within the bounds of reason . for any one to ex-

pect to be abfe to bring his land up to this mark, or

any way near to it. Is it not ridiculous to set down

figures in this manner, which either moan nothing,

or mean folly ?

I cannot help thinking that such wide discrepan-

cies between these tables are very extraordinai-y, arid ^

that they were both set down by Mr. W. II. Bradle}-,

and endorsed by Mr. Mapes, that neither of these

gentlemen, in their zeal for the mineral theory,

have ever stopped to count the cost, but have set the

tables down at random, and have no fixed ideas on

the subject.

I hope the wisdom of our Legislature will point

out to that body the propriety of faking the matter

into their own hands, and out of that of gentlemen

interested in the sale of fertilizers.

G. BLIGHT BROWNE. '

Gwynedd.
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Fur the Farm Journal.

Polishing Plows.

The application of Sulphuric acid, diluted with its

owu weight of watoi-, t ' the mould-board of a plow,

and allowing it to remain on the iron twentj-four

liours, would bo calculated to eat the surface into

holes, and destroy the iron. Dilute Sulphuric acid

will not only dissolve the oxides of iron: but will de-

stroy the metal.

If those who wish to spare themselves th-e trouble

of polishing a rusty mould-ljoard, will have recourse

to muriatic acid, (f^uite as cheap an article,) they

will find that this acid will not touch the iron, but

will render the rust soluble and easily removed.

—

I would not advise allowing the surface to remain

luoist with any acid twenty-four hours. Muriatic

;wid will do th3 w.irk in five minutes—and sliould

be eitlier washed off, or cleansed by running through

the soil v.'ithout delay. G. B. B.,

Gwynedd.

Rape Seed.

Prospect Farm, April C, 1953.
J. L. Darlinuion:

"Dear Sir—Finding that rnpe, or
rape seed, is by some considered a profitable crop, I

would like to know more aliout it than I do. Indeed I

know nothing about it. Will you please to puljlish in

the Farm Journal how it is raised, when and how the
seed is sown, how the crop is cultivated, when and
how the seed is gathered, and how oil is manufac-
tured from it. Also, what kind of soil is most suit-

able for it.

Will it do to plant strawberry plants any time du-
ring summer?"

We have but very li'tle knowledge of this crop, in

the United States, and do not at present know of any

place where it is oultivatoJ. In England it is grown
extensively, chiefly for the oil, expressed from the

seeds, and is considered very profitable, although

rather exhausting to the land. It belongs to the

Brassica family, and likes a deep, rich and dry soil,

although often groAvn on reclaimed marjhes, as a

first crop. In England the season for sowing, is the

same as the common turnip, either broad oast or in

rows, and is transplanted the latter part of summer,

in rows a foot apart, and six inches in the row, or if

the land is rich, one foot to eigliteen inches apart, is

thought to ensure a better crop of seed, than when
closer.

It-is also sometimes sown broad cost, and pastur^

ed off in the fall and winter with sheep. The roots

remaing over winter in the ground, go to seed the

following season, but the yield is not equal to where

they are transplanted.

Making allowance for the difference of climate,

rape, for seed, probably should be managed here as

cabbage or turnips.

Great care is necessary in harvesting the seed, to

pi'event its being shaken off,or exposed to high windst

and it requires to be threshed out as soon as reaped"

The produce amounts to 40 or 50 bushels to the acre.

The green leaves and dry haulm are considered ex-

cellent for stock, and the rape cake left, after the

seeds are expressed, are often used as a top dressing

for different crops.

' In regard to strawberries, they may be transplant--

ed at any time of summer, advantage being taken of

a damp spell of weather. If put out in July, August

or September, after the young runners have acquir-

ed strength, and become well established, (and none

others should be planted, )they will become rooted be-

fore winter, and if slightly protected from being

heaved out by frosts, will bear a fair crop the follow-

ing season.

Premium list of New York State Agricultural
,

Society.

We have received, just as our paper is going to

press, a Journal extra, of the New York Agricul-

ural Society, contaiuing list of Premiums for pres-

ent year. The exhibition is to be held at Saratoga,
'

on the 20th, 21st, 22d and 2Sd of September. The
range of articles for competition is very wide, em"

bracing stock of all kinds, and their produce in but"

tei and cheese; wool and silk, domestic and other

manufactures, needle, shell and wax work, flowers

and fruit. These latter present quite a large list.

There are also premiums for paintings, animal paint-

ings and drawings; stoves and silver, ware, cutlery;

management of farms; experiments hi draining; ex-

periments in the preparation of Flax, as a substitute

for wool and cotton, $100 premium; experiments in

the cultivation of Potatoes, |125 premium.

There' are also premiums for hay presses, a' large

list of farm implements, hydraulic rams, best improv-

ed tiles, hay and cattle weighing scales, $20; best

plow, S25; best lot of butter, made by girls under

twenty-one years of age, silver cup; second best,pair

butter knives; third best, set tea spoons; fourth, sil-

ver medal

.

Altogether, the premium list is one of the most lib-

eral character, and highly creditable to the enter-

prise, and public spirit of the Empire State. We
hope our own State Society will soon be able to offer

similar inducements to competitors. The Keystone
.

must not be behind hand in any thing.

Ileiimneraiive premiums, paying for at least all ex

penses and trouble, with a reward to superior skill

and diligence, and operating as real inducements, are

the great causes of the success at the State fairs in

New York and Ohio.

Rich Men may east large offerings into the trea-
sury without the slightest personal inconvenience or
self-denial ; but when the poor widow casts in hertwo
mites, which is all her living, we are sure that so
exemplary an act of self-denial results from a prt>-

found sense of her obligation to God.
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Norman Horse—Duke of Normaiidj.

[inported from Havre, by Mr. Samuel Holman, of

Chester Coaiitij, Ti., in th: Siimm:r of 1851.

We believe this is the seeoud importatijii of Nar-

mau Horses iuto the United States,—Diligence, im-

liorted by Edward Harris, Esq., of Moorestowa, New
Jersey, bgiaj; the first, from whom the Norman stock

in several of thB States are descended.

The "Dake of Normmly" was seleijted in France,

by Mr. Holman himself, having gone expressly for

that purpose, and as will be seen by the annexed cer-

tllicatea, he has succeeded in procuring a vary supe-

rior animal, -^ hose purity of blood, and character are

unexceptionable.

The imp,irtation will be a valuable one to the far-

ming community, affording anopportuity to combine

just the requisites wanted in the horse of all work, of

the American farmers, great strength, endurance and

hardiness with iinick draught. The Norman stock of

horses have been kept distinct for age3,and are traced

back as far as William the conqueror. They are

the origin of what is known here as the French Ca-

nadian; show a g-eat developement of muscular dow-
er, and it is generally conceded that no stock of

horses, of the same weight, either in Europe or

America, oan perform the same heavy, fad labor.

"They have derived the name of Diligences, from the

fact that they are almost exclusively driven to their

coaches, or wagons, as they would be called here,

weighing thirty to forty hundred pounds, without pas-

sengers,and making with them a speed often to twelve

miles an hour." The color of the Norman horse is

generally gray, varying- somewhat in shade; height

from fourteen and a half to sixteen hands high;

weight thirteen to sixteen hundred piunds.

The Duke of Normandy is now four and half years

old, fiftee n hands three inches high, will grow to six-

teen. His weight is fifteen hundred pounds.

Mr. Harris who passed through France in 185 1-,

speaks of "the fine condition in which these horses are

always kept.in spite of hard driving.and worse groom-

ing, the great age they sometimes attain, and the

.

rarity of spavins, wind-galls, or other blemishes of

the limba."

The address of Mr. Holman, is Chester Springs,

Chester county, Pa.

certificates:

I do hereby certify that the two Diligence Colts,

sold to Mr. Samuel Holman of the United States of

America, were bred and raised by me, that they are

from my best brood Mares. The stock is pure, and I

consider them as fine as any I ever bred, and I doubt
whether a better pair of Colts can be found in Nor-

\
mandy.
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Given under my hand, at Rowan, in Normandy,
July 1st, 1851. Z. PIMONT.

I do hereby certify that I shipped the two Norman-
dy Diligence Colts, bought by Mr. Samuel Holman,
of Z. Pimont, on the 8th of July, A. D. 1851, on
board the Packet Ship Scianne, Capt. Williams, con-
signed to R. H. Hopkins & Co., N. Y. I am well ac-
quainted with Mr. Pimont, and with this stock of
Horses, and know that they are thorough Diligence.
These horses are held in high estimation here on ac-
count of their uncommon bone and muscular power,
quick action and durability, and I consider the pair
sent, a fair specimen of the stock.

Given under my hand, at Havre, in France, July
10th, 1851. Y. BARBE.
We do certify that the gray horses, consigned by

Mr. S.amuel Holman. to us, were received from on
board the Packet Ship Scianne, Capt. Williams, on
the 12th day of August, A. D. 1851, in good con-
dition, and delivered them according to his orders,
one to bis brother, Mr. P. Holman, and the other to
Dr. M. Brown, of Ohio.
Given under our hands at New York, Aug. 15th,

1851. R. H. HOPKINS & CO.

Corn Planting.

A friend has kindly sent us a manuscript of Pro-

ceedings of a recent meeting of the "Philadelphia

Society for promoting Agriculture," which we are

pleased to be able to bring before the readers of the

Farm Journal.

Philadelphia Society for promoting Agriculture.

Meeting April 6, 1853.

Debate on Corn Planting. Subject proposed by
Dr. Gouverneur Emerson.

Dr. Emerson wishes to learn the opinion of mem-
bers, and their experience as to the comparative ad-

vantages of planting corn in hills, or by the drill. He
preferred the latter. His drills Were at four feet dis-

tance, and the corn was dropped one grain for every

foot. This, however, he thought too close—especial-

ly if a drought occur in the latter part of the season.

He thought five feet distance, and one foot apart, the

best for average seasons. This had produced excel-

lent crops. With him the chief objection to drilling

corn arose from the drought, but even in foul ground
better crops had been yielded by such planting, than

in hills at equal distances, in the usual way. He
dropped but one grain in each hill, and re-planted if

necessary.

Mr. James Gowen had planted in drills. The
plan had been tried in the South, and objected to on

account of the oora Jiriiiff, as it was termed, that is

becoming scorched in appearance from the tall luxu-

riant corn, not having free air and space for its de-

velopment. He always drilled ia clean land, well

prepared, and harrowed in sun-shine, between 10 A.

M. and 3 P. M. Then he drills with confidence, at

three feet distant, and one foot apart—has succeeded

perfectly. His only objection was the great destruc-

tion caused by high winds in the months of August
and September. The corn in drills presents a broad

and almost continuous sheet to the winds, and hav-

ing less root support was more prostrated.

President (Dr. Elwyn.) Has Mr. Gowen no trouble

from weeds ?

Mr. Gowen—None whatever. If the ground be
well prepared, one or two hoe-harrowings in a year,

are abundant to keep it clean both from weeds and
grass. I am satisfied that one of my crops averaged
more than one hundred bushels shelled corn to the

acre, prior to the occurrence of an autumnal storm.

Mr. C. W. Harrison said that the proper distance

for planting should be determined by the quality of

the soil, the quantity and kind of manure, and the

amount of labor. To those who were favored on these

three points, drill planting might be preferable. But
considerations of economy and profit attached him to

the old fashioned hills—say four feet by four feet,

four grains planted, and three stalks cultivated to

the hill. Thus treated, his crops had averaged sev-

enty-three bushels and one peck to the acre. A great

indication was to stir the ground, and keep down the

weeds. This, with the drill, had been found diflicult,

without a resort to hand labor, and in many places

drilling had been abandoned.

Mr. a. S. Roberts thought that the first thing to

be done, was to make the ground rich. Corn could

not be over manured. The general err»r was to put

in too little manure.

Dr. Emerson had forgotten to state, that during the

summer before last, a very dry one, as members

would recollect, he had a field of drilled corn, which

he had, on account of the drought, almost given up

as ruined, yet eventually it proved to be but slightly

injured.

Mr. Harrison—Had Dr. Emerson any in hills for

comparison?

Dr. Emerson—1 had, and I never, other things

being the same, saw corn in hills equal to that which

had been drilled.

President—Has Dr. Emerson ever heard of one

hundred and sixty bushels per acre ?

Dr. Emerson—No sir, and certainlyl never saw it

measured

!

Dr. McCrea had produced a fine crop in hills, four

feet by three feet and a half, without manure. He
had simply turned under the sod, no stalk was less

than eleven feet high.

President—How old was the sod ?

Dr. MoCrea—Untouched since 1828. I think that

poudrette and planting in drills would have improv-

ed my crop.

Mr. J. G. Fisher wished to inquire what quantity

of poudrette was thought the best.

Dr. McCrea—With a quart to the hill, the yield

has been enormous.

Mr. Isaac W. Roberts—My crops have averaged

for twenty years, ninety bushels to the acre. I have

used poudrette ever since 1 have been able to got it.

I plant in hills four feet by four feet—four grains

and a handful of poudrette to each hill.
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Mr. Isaac Newtov thought four feet ten inches,

by four feet ten inches, afforded a better yield than

four feet by four feet. He used a compost of pig ma-

nure and fence and head-land scrapings, and he had

it hauled out in February. When he wanted it well

turned over, he sprinkled a few grains of corn be

fore heaping. The pigs would bo sure to find them

and he knewm better shovel for the purpose than a

pig's nose. A shovel full of manure to each hill,

added about fltteen or twenty bushels per acre to the

crop. He does not use the cultivator because he is

satisfied that running it between the rows after the

corn is three feet high, lacerates the fibres, which

even thus early are sent oat from below and above

the ground's surface. In dry weather,and when the

corn is tasselling he runs the plough so as to throw

the earth toward the hills and over the roots. If

sufficient of the compost is not at hand, he obtains

charcoal dust from refineries, mixing one bushel of

it with two bushels of plaster, and a bushel of hen

manure.

Mb. GoWES maintained that bad handling of the

cultivator was alone the cause of injury to the radi-

cles. In proper hands the hoe-harrow was unequal-

led for the purpose. Nor need it be run so close, or

so deep as to risk injury. To prefer the plough to

the cultivator he thought extraordinary. The latter

could be regulated to any depth greater than one

inch. It was impossible to plough as shallow as our

corn hoe. Correct principles taught that the plough

lacerates worse than was possible with the culti-

vator.

Mr. Newton explained more particularly how he

would handle his plough so as to avoid the difficulty

apprehended by Mr. Gowen.

Mr. a. S. Roberts had always ploughed in olden

times, but things had changed. Now Major Rey-

bold, of Delaware—good authority—in his contracts

with those he employed, always specified that no

plough should be used among his corn.

Mr. S. G. Fisher inquired if any present had pro-

duced on poor land, one hundred and ten bushels to

the acre by means of Guano? That had been done by

Mr.Cassidy, of our city, the celebrated peach grow-

er. Mr. C. has raised seventy acres of corn, aver"

aging eighty bushels per acre. Ten of these, on

which 150 lbs. Guano per acre had been thrown

broadcast, and ploughed in, yielded 110 bushels of

shelled corn each. The height of the corn was also

extraordinary, it averaging eighteen feet. Mr. Fish-

er had tried the plough in the corn field ; so had his

neighbors, and all had abandoned its use, and adopt.

ed the cultivator. lie agreed fully with Mr. Gowen
on this subject. There were reasons for this prefer-

ence, based on the laws ef the vegetable economy,

let. The long roots, extending several feet, laterally

were cut by the plough, and the growth of the plant

checked. 2d. All roots require a certain distance

below the level of the ground. If this be increased

or diminished, the plant is injured. The plough in

throwing its ridge over the roots, buries them deeper

than before, and they suffer in consequence. 3. Af-

ter they have become habituated to this state,they are

again uncovered by a second ploughing. Each time

the plant, in accommodating itself to the new con

dition, was checked. Corn requires but superficial

cultivation, and two inches were sufficient to kill the

weeds.

Dr. Emerson regarded ihe corn crop as the basis

of our cultivation. He had heard much of Dickey's

corn drill, and wished to know if any membar pres"

ent had used it. The inventor had never raised less

than 100 to 113 bushels to the acre.

Mr. Gowen suggested that thekind.of drill was of

secondary importance to the management of the

crops.

Discussion closed. .
,

K.

Guenon's System. High prices of Cows,

At a recent sale of dairy cows, twenty-two in num-

ber, belonging to Henry D. Court, near West Ches-

ter, six averaged over §50 per head ; six over $40,

and the remainder, many of them not being fresh

till next fall, from §33 to $35 per head. They were

of what are called common stock, but had been se-

lected from droves chiefly, by Guenon's System,

and the result, as in many other cases in this vicini-

ty, proved its entire correctness, They had formed

part of a milk dairy, and averaged twenty quarts

per day for six months. Guenon's system is one of

the most valuable discoveries of the day to the farm

ing community, and when widely known throughout

our state, will produce in the aggregate an enormous

saving of expense, in rearing and keeping poor milk-

ers, and in time, an equally great increase of dairy

products. Since the appearance of our difi'erent ar-

ticles in the Farm Journal on this subject, there has,

been, and still continues to be applications at the

Agricultural Warehouse, in AVest Chester, from va-

rious parts of Pennsylvania, for the pamphlets of

Guenon & Neffliu, and so far as has been heard from,

the correctness of the system has been fully verified,

when closely studied and understood.

CatsTvold She pp.

The following are the weights of six "new Oxford-

shire or Cotswold Sheep," bred and fattened by Wm.
Reybold, of Delaware, and lately slaughtered in Phil-

adelphia.
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Flora Cestrica, ail Herboriziug Companion
Fw the Youni/ Jiotanists of Chester Cormtij, Pa., by

William Darlington, M. D., LL. D.

A new edition of tlie above invaluable work, is

just issued from the press, and is now on our table.

It is arranged according to the natural system, and

is one of the most complete compondiums of any lo-

cal Flora extant. Not only are all the indigenous

plants which have yet been discovered iu our coun-

ty enumerated and accurately described, but also

those which have become naturalized, and are culti-

vated for domestic purposes, the first being print-

ed in Roman, the second in Italics, and the last

in small capitals, so that the eye of the student

may embrace the whole at a glance. There is also

a glossary of Botanical Terms, a list of abbreviations,
' a classified list of the naturalized and cultivated

planis, an index of orders, genera and species, with

synonyms and an index of English names, together

with a synopsis of the Liuuean arrangement of the

genera treated of, with references to the natural or-

ders to which they severally belong. Every thing ap-

pears to have been done, as regards simplicity of

elucidation.completeness of classification and descrip-

tion to make the work entirely acceptable to the

young Botanical Student, and the Agriculturist, as

well as the older and more experienced gleaner in

the fields of this delightful science.

The work comprises a description of six hundred

and fifteen Genera, and thirteen hundred and ninety-

three species of plants of Chester county. Of these,

eleven hundred and four are indigenous,one hundred

and fifty-seven are naturalized, and a hundred and

thirty-two cultivated. Although intended to be en-

tirely complete, only so far as regards Chester coun-

ty plants, it embraces a large part of the Flora of

the middle States, and will be valuable to the gener-

al student.

The present edition is also enriched with the ad-

dition of five discourses by the author, introductory

to a knowledge of the solence,and explanatory of the

leading features of the Linnean and natural systems.

To those who are apt to be Confounded with the tech-

nical terms and necessary scientific nomenclature of

Botany,so far as to be afraid to commence the study,

we would especially commend these preliminary

discourses. In the usual happy style of the author,

he has taken hold of and brought to view, the strong

points,i\iei important link, on which this science hin-

ges, and condensed them in a striking coup d'ccil the

most definite and comprehensive we have seen. They

seem to take one into the inner temple,and reduce to

a small compass the apparent mysteries of the great

groundwork often so formidable to beginners. The
work is neatly printed and handsomely got up in oc-

tavo form,of about six hundred pages,and accompan-

ied with a map of the county. It may be obtained at

the Agricultural Warehouse in this Borough, price

$2 00 We ostract the following excellent remarks

from the preliminary discourses in the first part of

the work:

A very natural preliminary inquiry, on the part

of a Pupil engaging in the study of Botany—or, in-

deed, in any other study— would be respecting the
utility, or value, of such an attainment ; and there-

fore—in order to encourage the young Beginner—it

may be well to hint at some of the inducements to

the undertaking. These may be considered in ref-

erence to mental discipline, intellectual gratification,

and practical usefulness. It is impossible for any
one, endowed with the common attributes of human-
ity, to avoid being something of a Katurali.it. One
of the earliest indications of Intellect, consists in

the perception, and discrimination, of the beings and
objects subjected to its cognizance. In proportion

as the mind is expanded,and its faculties disciplined,

so are its powers of discrimination augmented. Nat-
ural Science—or that knowledge which enables us
to ascertain, to distinguish, and to an ange, or classi-

fy created beings—is emphatically a science of obser-

vation; and no study has a happier tendency to in-

duce habits of attention, and accuracy in noticing

the characteristic features of objects. No one is

less likely to be misled by vulgar prejudices, or to

be made the dupe of imposture, than the careful ob-

server, and intelligent student, of Nature. Habitu-
al scrutiny renders him acute in detecting error,and

discovering truth,—while it makes him cautious in

receiving marvellous statements unsupported by cred-

ible testimony.

While his faculties are thus improved by a saluta-

ry discipline, his taste is no less gratified by the

pleasures of the study:—and, of all the inanimate
products of creation, there is none more agreeable

to contemplate, than those which constitute the Ve-

getable Kingdom. Destined, by the wisdom of a
bountiful Providence, for the sustenance of a high-

er order of creatures,—they have, at the same time,

been admirably adapted to the purpose of adorning
the surface of the earth, and charging with fragrance'

the atm -sphere which surrounds it. Occupying an
intermediate position, between minerals and animals,

they afford us the means of investigating the won-
ders of organic life, without the infliction of torture,

or the necessity of witnessing the sufferings which
attend such researches in sensitive beings. Hence,
the study of the vegetable creation has over been a
favorite pursuit with gentle minds. There is a calm
delight in the contemplation of Plants and Flowers,

which is never felt—and can never be appreciated

—

by those who find their chief gratification in the tur-

moils and commotions of the animal world. The
disposition of man derives much of its character
from association, and external impressions ; and it is,

doulitless, partly owing to the bland influences of a
rural life, that enlightened agricultural communities
are less prone to those cruel excesses, which so often

disturb the artificial and struggling society of crowd-
ed cities. If such be the tranquilizing tendency of
a simple residence among the Vegetable tribes,—how
propitious to the growth of the gentler virtues must
be the pursuits of the Botanist, who may ]ia said

—

almost without a figure—to liold daily converse with
some of the loveliest works of the Creator,—and to

regard with something like the pleasure of a friendly

recognition, every Plant which he has successfully

investigated!*

*No one ever heard a true lover of Botany complain of ttedium viiiu,

or of a want of pleasant employment for his leisure hours. His pur-

suits, it Is true, do not produce that vehement excitement which at.

tends the scrambling rivalry of political aspirants, and is so seductive
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We know, indeed, that those grovelling mortals

who consider nothing as valuable, but mere tangible

wealth, are apt to regard the researches of the Nat-

uralist as useless and frivolous,—just as gross, un-

cultivated minds suppose all pleasures to consist in

sensual gratifications, ^d have no conception of such

a thing as intellectual enjoyment. It is the besetting

infirmity of sordid natures, to mistake the instrument

for the object ; to limit the aim, and confine the af-

fections, to the means of enhancing our character, as

rational beings—instead af employing those means
for the attainment of a nobler end. But, is it true,

that the studies of the Naturalist are useless and
frivolous? On the contrary, the most bigoted Utili-

tarian—on a moment's reflection—will be forced to

admit, that they are fraught with results of dailv,

and high practical vajue, in many of the most im-

portant pursuits. To the Agriculturist, the Garden-
er, the Physician, and the Artist, a correct—and
even scientific—knowledge of the Vegetable King-

dom is, to a certain extent, indispensable:—for, a

scientijic knowledge of plants merely implies an ac-

quaintance with their true character and properties,-

and that, every person whose business is witli plants,

is bound in honesty and good faith—as well as by
the requirements of self-interest—to possess. Such
knowledge is, of course, to be best obtained by means
of the must skillful, systematic, and facile method of

investigation ; or, in other words, by the help of a
truly scientific arranjement.

The successful culture of Vegetable Products, re-

quires a knowledge of the character and habits of

the plants which yield them; and that knowledge

—

80 far as it is possessed and applied—is»neither more
nor less than practical Botany. lie who is acquaint-

ed with the greatest number, and best understands
how to multiply the most valuable, is at once the best

Botanist, and the most accomplished Agriculturist

and Gardener.

Is it not desirable, then, that wo should extend our

knowledge of the' useful Plants,—and learn to esti-

mate correctly, their true and relative values ? Is

it not necessary, also, that we should have a compe-
tent knowle-lge of the pernicious and worthless

Plants? But, to accomplish this, is to make a re-

spectable progress in tlie Science of Botany. Hence
I contend, that a certain portion of Botanical knowl-
edge is indispensable to. the Farmer who aspires to

excellence in his profession,—and who would aid in

elevating that profession to the rank which it is en-

titled to hold, among liuman pursuits. It is not ne-

cessary that he should prosecute the study in all its

extent; for that would be the business of a life-time:

But he ought to make himself acquainted with the

Vegetation of the region, or district, in which he re-

sides,—and he should understand well the character

to the eager fancies of the crafty and ambitious; but the gratiftcationa

resulting from their culture—being foundeil on a consclousness'of their

value to our fellow creatures, as well as to ourselves—are of the most
precious and enduring character,-and are, moreover, wholly Indepen-

dent of vulgar taste or caprice. [See Sir H. Datt's Con.wlalifm& in

TVatirf.]

The attractions of Botanical Science are truthfully and appropriately

alluded to, in the following extract of a letter from the late Sir .Tamks

Edward Smith to the Rev. Dr. Moulenberg,—il.ated London, March

*, 1793;—"You cannot be more enthusiastically fond of Botany than I

am; and your letter promises me afresh instance. In addition to many
already experienced, that this study—charming in itself— is still more
vatuable as a key to the intercourse of the iijost amiable minds. To

Botany I owe friendships and connexions I else could have had no
chance of forming; and j'our Letter, overtiowlifg with the mlllt of hu-

mati kindness, anl with the amiable -modesty of real merit, promiseg

me one which It will bo my most anxious care and ambition to de-

serve.'*

of all those plants which immediately concern him,
as an Agriculturist. This is a duty by no means so

difficult as is generally supposed : And with the aid

now afforded by elementary and systematic writers
on the subject, the attainment is rendered as agreea-
bly interesting, to an intelligent mind, as it is profita-

ble in its practical results. The man who does not
know the more important plants liy which he is sur-

rounded—whose eye has not learnt to discriminate
their characters,—is deficient in one of the primary
qualifications of an enlightened cultivator of the

soil. In truth, it is mortifying to see a good practical

Farmer, or Gardener, ignorant of some of the very
plants which it most behoves him to know,—wasting
his time, and his enero;ies. in mis-directeJ efforts to

P'otect himself from the Vegetable pests which in-

vade his grounds. IM.any of our farms are already
over-run with worthless weeds, which are extremely
difficult to subdue; and we are menaced witli the in-

roads of others stilL more anno3'ing and pernicious:

Yet there are but few of our Agriculturists who are

able to identify these invaders, when they make their

appearance,—or who seem to be aware of the im-
portance of prompt and vigorous measures for their

extirpation.*

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Farm.—The most profitable crop raised on the

Farm, Indian Corn, now requires special attention.

We are not favorable to too early planting; the second

week in the month, for this section, will answer bet-

ter than earlier. As a general rule, any crop which

starts well, and has a. vigorous, uninterrupted growth

till maturity, results better at last, than if checked;

or stunted, and barely kept alive, by unfavorable

changes of weather, as a late frost, &c. The corn

crop requires a warm sun. We have seen the young

leaves turn yellow, the effect of a late frost, and out-

stripped in growth by that later planted. If weath-

er is dry, soak seed before planting, and roll in plas-

ter. Some special manure should be applied to each

hill, to hasten the early growth. A compost of ash-

es, plaster, and rich mould, such as scrapings of

wood shed, soil from head-lands, &c., should be used,

or poudrette, which has been found excellent, in the

propcrrtion of a good handful to every two hills, drop-

ed and covered with the corn. Br.in, as recommen-

ded in JIarch mimljer of Farm Journal, affords a

valuable stimulant to the early growtli.

Plant Potatoes for principal crop in this month

Guano in Chester county, has been proyed to make a

better potatoe ci'op than the best barn-yard manure.

Prepare ground to sow corn for fodder. In a dry

spell of weather, often occuring after liarvest, and

*I have seen an excellent old Farmer zealously waging war upon the

fetid Chamomile (^fantU^ 0)/ida, DO) an<lcr the mistaken belief that

he was contending against that troublesome nuisance.the Ox-eye Daisy

<.Lcuranllujniim.vuio»rc, Lam.) Some years since, a distinguished ag-

ricultural gentlemen publi-.hed a series of es;).-!:. s, for the purpose of

rousing the farmcrSjto asimultaheous atttick upon what he supposed

to be the CuTiacla Thistle. It was soon dlscovereil, however, that the

plant which he hail in view, was the comparaUvely harmless Dipnaritt

svlrrMris, i/ill. or Wild Teasel : and yet the real Canada Thistle (Piryi-

um arximse, Scop.) was then actually Intro luced. and spreading a-

round him, unrecognized and unknown, either by himself or his neigh,

hors!
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when pasture is short, we have found this crop, cut

in a green state, and fed to cows, to greatly increase

the yield of milk and butter.

Avoid turning stock too soon to pasture field3_

Sow one bushel of Plaster to ihe acre on all grass

fields. Inspect fences all around the farm, and make

them secure against the stock. Clean out and white-

wash collars, remove potatoes to barn floor, or other

dry place, to retard their^prouting.

Cover manure in barn-yard, from action of sun

and rains, or compost it with alternate layers of soil

if not ali-eady done. "Watch the stock on rank pas-

ture, every morning, to guard against Hoven, which

may he quickly relieved by hay rope, drawn tightly

in the. mouth, and extending back of the horns. The

motion of the jaws, thus produced, liberates the gas

in the stomach.

Fruit Orch.ikd.—Finish planting Fruit Trees,

Strawberries, Raspberries, Grape Vines, &o., as soon

as p.ossible. Wash the bark of newly planted trees

with mixtures, before recommended, to prevent their

becoming bark bound.

Trees in blossom against walls or trellises, should

be protected against late frosts, by covering with

sheets, or shading with evergreen boughs, to keep

off the sun's rays. Destroy webs and larvaj of in-

sects. Mulch the ground under goosbemes,wilh coarse

hay or litter, and sprinkle salt. Mulch Raspberries

and Strawberries with spent tan bark. Shorten in

Raspberry canes one-third, and dig in manure.

—

Apply salt to Quince Trees.

Caterpillers may bo found close to body and limbs

of trees, morning and evening, and before dew is off

in morning, may readily be destroyed, with a brush

or swab affixed to a pole.

Pyramidal Trees should be headed back, and use-

less shoots pruned away.

Renew with fresh manuring Grapevine borders.

Destroy ants with boiling water, poured into their

holes.

Vegetable Garden.—Plant and sow such seeds as

were omitted last month. Thin out early plantings

of Beets, Carrots, Parsnips, Salsify, &c., and trans-

plant from frames and warm borders, Tomatoes,

Egg Plants, Pepper, Lettuce. Those tender of frost

should be reserved till last of month. Sow Peas for

succession crops at least twice in this month. Plant

brush and pole Beans, the latter should have the

poles set in first, and the beans planted around them.

The ground being cleared of early crops of Radishes,

Spinach, <&o., should be prepared for Beets, Carrots

and Cabbages. Keep the ground free from weeds,

and stir frequently with hoe. Fine pulverization and

frequent stiring of soil are indispensable to good gar-

dening.

Plant Cucumbers, Melons and Squashes in open

ground towards last of month.

Sow a few Turnips for early crop, so as to get them
of good size before heat of summer.

Draw earth up to stems of Cauliflowers, and water
in dry weather.

Finish sowing seed of all kinds of pot and medici-

nal herbs. Sprinkle tobacco dust, unbleached ash-

es, or quick lime, every morning on such plants as

are being injured by insects, till they are destroyed.

Flower Gardex.—All such work as digging flow-

er garden, laying sod, planting Bos edging, &c.,

should be concluded the early part of this month.

—

Grass plots will soon require mowing, which should

lie evenly and neatly done^ at least once a month,

from May till October. A well kept Lawn is a great

ornament. Nothing but considerable practice will

enable one to mow short grass as it should be.

Continue to plant flower seeds according to the

directions given last month. Annuals that have

been forwarded under frames, should have air admit-

ted to them freely, and after the middle of the month
finally transplanted to where they are to bloom.

—

Roses that have been kept under glass, may now be

planted out; also. Petunias, Verbenas, Salvias, Heli-

otrope, Scarlet Geraniums. Plant Dahlia roots, but

those which have been grown under glass, should

not be set out till the latter part of the month. Plant

Tuberoses, Gladiolus and Tiger flower roots.

Plants that have been wintered in cellars, should

bo brought out now. If they require re-pottiag, do

it immediately. If the pots or tubs are as large as

desired, take the plants out and reduce the roots

considerably, and shake the old soil well out of

them, re-pot with good fresh soil. Oleanders, Pom-
egranates and Myrtles do well if planted out in good

rich ground to bo taken up in the fall.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The stated meeting of this society was held on Tues-
day evening, April 19th, in the Chinese Saloon, Dr.
W. D. Brinkle, Vice President, in the chair. The
display was unusually rich, and the Hall crowded
with gratified visitors. The extensive tables of the
society were completely covered with the many
beautiful objects of exhibition. The imposing show
of blooming plants was contributed from more than
a dozen green houses, and presented one of the finest

ever seen at a monthly meeting. Robert Buist's fore-

man brouglit a great number of interesting and rare
specimens, several of which were new and shown
for the first time. Rhododendron Javanicum, a beau-
tiful species, with flowers of an orange hue ; Oastro-
lohiiiin Dnimmondii, Dendrohium Blandifoi-dianum.
Zii'i-ia tyijhliafa, Tetranlhra Hi-nijdU, and Ceanolhus
riijidum. Of Standard plants, were a splendid spe-

cimen of Pimelia speitabilis, measuring twelve feet

in circumference, and four feet high, displaying hun-
dreds of trusses of flowers, a large and graceful Ac-
acia pitbescens, a very fine cuphca platycentva, a hand-
some SpicKra Seevsii, and a dozen of the choicest Cin-
erarias of merit; and the new and beautiful seedling
Camellia of N J. Becar, of New York, called "Dow-
ning." The worthy proprietor of this plant proposes
to dispose of the stock by subscription, at $10 for
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each plant, the proceeds to go towards procuring a

portrait of the late lamented gentleman whose name
it bears, to be placed in some Horticultural Hall in

the United States. Mr. Buist will receive the sub-

scriptions. Also a collection of indigenous plants in

flower, very interesting. J. F. Knorr's gardener ex-

hibited choice plants, which were not offered in com-
petition. Of those shown for the first time,and new,

were JEschynaidlius alhidus, Azalea Beiiie dcs Beiges

and Delphinium Beauty of Chauronne and fine Cine-

rarias, Azalaes, Templeto%ia jjlauca, &c.

Caleb Cope's gardener presented new plants for the

first time, shown in bloom

—

IViododendron Oibsoiiii

Pimelia TerschaffeUii, Latnana lilacitia, Mimulus spe-

cies, raised from seed presented to the Society, from
California, by Capt. W. McMicliaels; and Caladium
discolar, the first plantseen in bloom. Cineraria Seed-

lings; Azalea Smithii, a beautiful plant, with many
more of the choicest specimens. From Thomas Rich-

ardson, of New York,were beautiful plants

—

Tropa:o-

lum <CiCoZoci()«, gracefully trained over wire in a glo-

bular form, in full bloom; a decidedly pretty object;

Pimelia spcetahilis, and twelve select Cinerarias. W.
W. Keens, gardener, of AVest Philadelphia, brought
twelve handsome plants

—

Euphorbia splendens, Cal-

ceolarias, Azalea proclara, Erica, etc. Robert Scott

exhibited a large collection, not in competition, in

which were some of the choicest Roses. Adam Uber,
a table of very fine Pelargoniums. Benjamin Gul-
liss, a large collection of Seedling A'erbenas, &c.;

also, twelve beautiful Roses. Charles Miller, a large

table of Calceolarias. Peter Raabe, three large vases

of Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi; also, a fine dis-

play of Seedling Margarettes, a dwarf Apple tree,

in profuse bloom. Moore & Warnick, Camden, a
choice collection of plants. Robert Cornelius' gar-

dener had a beautiful Azalea indica and Maliernia
odorata. Martin Cundlaoh, a great number of Pan-
sies. AVilliam Hobson, Cinerarias, Pansies and Au-
I'ieulas. WiUiam Warnick, Camden, Pansies. H.
IngersoU's gardener, a specimen of Didytra Specta-

hilis. Robert Kilvington, specimens of three native

plants, raised from seed brought by Mr. Hermann
and Dr. Kern, of Ex. Expedition

—

Clatonia Perfoli-

ata—this species is used as a salad. Pentstemon
Mariana and Nuttalia sp., H. C. Hanson, had shown
for the first time, Pinguicula lutea and Sarracenia
Drummondii. Capt. Marston, a basket of dried Im-
mortelles, &c., very pretty. Handsome designs and
bouquets from C. Cope's, R. Cornelius', and others.

On the Fruit Table were delicious Strawberries and
Figs from Mr. Cope's conservatories; Pears and Ap-
ples from Mrs. J. B. Smith; and Apples from Robert
Cornelius.

Of Vegetables, in Mr. Cornelius display, were forc-

ed Potatoes, Cucumbers, Cauliflowers, &c. In Mr.
Cope's, Asparagus, Peas, French Beans, Tomatoes,
and other esculents.

Premiums awarded on the occasion were: Poses—
for the l)est twelve to Benjamin Gulliss. Cinerarias
—for the best, and for the second best sis, to Thos.
Fairloy, foreman to R. Buist. Pansies—for the best,

and second best six, to Martin Cundlach. Plants in

Pots—in-c the best twelve, to Thos. Fairley; for the
second best to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope;
for the third best, to Wm. Grassie, gardener to W.
W. Keen. Plant in a Pot—for the best grown speci-

men, (Pimelia Spectabilis,) to Thos. Fairley. Indi-
genous Plants—for best display to Thomas Fairley.

Plants shown for the first time in bloom—a premium
of throe dollars, to Thos. Fairley, and another of two
dollars, to Thomas Meehan. Bouquet Design—for the
best formed of cut flowers, to Thos. Meghran, gar-

dener to R. Cornelius; for the second best to Thomas
Meehan. Basket formed of Cut Flowers—For the
best to Thos. Meghran; for the second best to Thos.
Meehan; for the best formed of indigenous flowers to

Thos. Meghran. And special premiums of two dol-

lars each, for a beautiful Tropoadum tricolorum, to

Thos. Richardson's gardener. To Adam Uber for a
display of Pelargoniums; to Charles IMiller, for a dis-

plap of Calceolarias, and of one dollar each, to Pe-
ter Raabe, for a display of Seedling Marguerites; and
to Benjamin Gulliss, for a collection of Seedling Ver-
benas. ,

The Committee notice a collection of Oreaphali-
ttms from Capt. Marston, and two plants, Pinguicu-
la lutea and Sarracenia Drummondii, shown for the
first time by H. C. Hanson.

Pears—For the best ten specimens. Saint Ger-
main, to F. Guoin. Apples—For the best ten,

Newtown Pippin, to Tliomas Meghran. And a
special premium of two dollars for a dish of Ilovey's

Seedling Strawberries, and another of one dollar,

for two varieties of Figs, to Thos. Meehan. Cucum-
bers—For the best brace; Cauliflowers, for the best

three heads, and Rhubarb, for the best twelve stalks,

to Thos. Megran, gardener to R. Cornelius. Sea Kcde
—For the best; and for the second best Rhubarb, to

Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope. Display—For
the best by a private gardener, to Thos. Megran ; for

the second best, to Thos. Meehan.
The Committee notice and call the attention of

the Society to a specimen of hemp; manufactured
from the fibre of the okra plant, which appears to

possess remarkable strength and fineness of texture.

It was shown by Thomas Uunlap.

AD INTERIM REPORT.
Philadelphia, April 19, 1853.

To the President of the Pennsylvania Horticultural

Society:

The Fruit. Committee respectfully present the fol-

lowing ad interim Report:

Since the Stated Meeting of the Society, in March,
the following Fruits have been submitted to the ex-

amination of the Committee:

From Dr. J. Marshall Paul, of Belvidere, N. J.

—

Specimens of six varieties of Apples:

1. Name not knoivn—large; roundish oblate; red in

stripes; of "good" quality.

2. Of medium size; roundish, inclining to conical;

red in stripes on a yellow ground; flavor not particu-

larly fine.

3. A New Jersey Seedling-small; oblong.angular;

red .on an orange-yellow ground; pleasant flavor;

"good" quality.

4. Of medium size; roundish oblong; mottled and
striped with red on a greenish yellow ground; has
some resemblance to Herefordshire Pearmain,though
inferior to it in flavor.

5. Priestly—of fine size, but partially decayed.

6. Beautiful specimens of the Monmouth Pippin—
a native of Monmouth county,New Jersey. Although
one of our best winter apples, it is not described in

Downing's Fruit and Fruit Trees, of America, nor in

Thomas' Fruit Culturist, A concise commendatory
notice of it, however, is contained in Kenrick's New
American Orchardist, and Barry's Fruit Garden. As
it does not appear to be extensively cultivated, or

generally known, although its productiveness, size,

and quality, render it worthy of a place in every

collection, we give the following description: Size

rather large; roundish, inclining to conical; greenish

yellow, with numerous russet dots, sometimes a few
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crimson spots, and uniformly a red cheek; a stem of

medium length, rather slender; cavity deep, open,

slightly russeted; calyx large; basin deep, sometimes

plaited; seed light greyish brown, rather large; flesh

yellowish white, fine texture; flavor very pleasant;

((uality "very good," if not ''best."

From /?. H. Noll, of Lewisburg, Union county, Ta.

Specimens of two varieties of Apples:

1. The AJamn—A Pennsylvania Seedling which

originated with James Adams, of White Deer Town-

ship, Union County, and noticed under the name of

Noll's No. 1, in the ad interim Report for November

last. Large; roundish oblate; faintly mottled and

striped with red on a greenish yellow ground; stem

half inch long and one-ninth to one-sixth of an inch

thick; cavity broad, acute; calyx rather large, seg-

ments closed; basin wide, moderately deep, plaited;

flesh greenish white, of fine texture, ratlier juicy,-

flavor pleasant; quality very "good." The specimens

examined on the Ilth of November were only regar-

ded as good, being somewhat dry and mealy.

2. The MaJor^A native of Pennsylvania. This

apple originated with Major Samuel McMahan,of
Chillisquage, Northumberland county. Size large;

roundish; red, sometimes blended with yellow on the

shaded side. Stem variable in length, of medium
thickness; cavity rather wide, moderately deep; ba-

sin uneven, shallow ; flesh yellowish, crisp ; flavor

pleasant, agreeably saccharine, and resembles, in

some measure, that of the Carthousc, to which, how-

ever, it is superior: quality "very good."

From Charles Kcsslcr, of Reading.—Speciinens of

five varieties of Apples: '

1. The Heplcr—A seedling from the garden of

Mr. Hepler, of Reading. Size under medium; ob-

late, inclining to conical; handsome, waxen yellow;

stem rather long ami slender ; cavity wide, deep,

5icuminate,and considerably russeted; basin contract-

ed, moderately, deep, irregular, furmwed; flesh rather

dry, but of pleasant flavor, quality "good."

'The Zieher—A seedling from the premises of Mr.

Samuel Zieber, of Reading. Size below medium;

roundish; waxen yellow, with a striped red cheek,

and a cicatrix on one side, extending from the base

h.ali way to the calyx; stem broken ofif; cavity slight-

ly russeted, moderately deep and very narrow, with

a small protuberance projecting into it; calyx small;

b;isin narrow, rather deep; flesh somewhat dry, but

pleasantly flavored; quality "good."

3. Tlie Nrxcrsink—A seedling found last Autumn,
growing among the brush on the side of the Never-

sink mountain, in Berks county Penn'a. Though
p.ot five fi:et high when discovered, its branches con-

tained two bushels of apples, of most attractive ap-

p<?aranee. Fruit large; roundish; exterior of an ex-

ceedingly beautiful waxen orange yellow color, with

a few russet dots, and a delicately striped and richly

mottled carmine cheek; stem very short and rather

stout; cavity narrow, acuminate, shallow; calyx large;

basin deep, rather wide, furrowed; seed greyish yel-

low, acute-ovate; flesh yellowish, somewhat tough,

owing probably to the fruit being mnch shrivelled;

fltivor approaching that of the Pine' Apple; quality

"very good."

4. The Marks—A seedling apple from the premi-

ses of Mr. Marks, of Berks county, Penn'a. Size

melium; roundish, tapering slightly to the crown,

and somewhat angular; yellowish white, with a few
russet dots, and neUrly covered with, a faint orange

blush; stem half an inch long, a twelfth of an inch

thick ; cavity narrow, deep acuminate ; calyx small

closed; basin narrow, rather deep slightly russeted;

seed j'ellowish grey; flesh whitish, tender, fin" tex

ture; flavor delicately perfumed; quality "very good,"

if not "best."

5. The Pfeiffer—A seedling of Spring township,

Berks county, Penn'a. Size below medium; roun-

dish; sparsely streaked with red on a yellowish green

ground on the shaded parts, the streaks being more
numerous, and on a fawn colored ground, on the side

exposed to the sun; stem broken off in all the speci-

mens, slender, inserted in a narrow, supierlicial cav-

ity; calyx rather large; basin wide, moderately deep,

plaited; specimens evidently unripe. The Pfeiff'er is

represented as being a very late keeping variety—the

period of maturity extending to July.

From David Miller, Jr., of Carlisle.— The York
Imperial or Johnson's Fine Winter—This apple is be-

lieved to be a native of York county, Penn'a. Size

rather below medium; truncated-oval, angular; the

unexposed side is mottled and striped, sO as to pre-

sent a greyish red aspect on a greenish yellow ground,

and on the sunny side the color is a dull crimson;

stem short, and moderately stout; cavity wide, and
rather deep; calyx small, closed, and set in a deep,

wide, plaited basin; flesh greenish-white, tender,crisp,

jujey; flavor pleasant and agreeably saccharine: qual-

ity at least "good,"' to many tastes "very good."

From P. R. Frea.i. of Oermantown.— The Jenkins

—A native apple of Montgomery county, Pennsylva-
nia, which originated with John M. Jenkins, cf Hat-
field township, near Montgomery square. Fruit

small; roundish-ovate; red, interspersed with numer-
ous large white dots, on a yellowish ground; stem half

an inch long, slender; cavity deep, rather wide, some-
times russeted; calyx closed; basin deep, open, fur-

rowed, core above medium; seed greyish brown,acute-
ovate; flesh white, tender, fine texture, juicy; flavor

agreeably saccharine, exceedingly pleasant and aro-

matic; quality "very good," if not"best." The Jen-
kins is one of those delicious little apples peculiarly

fitted for the table, at evening entertainments. And.
in conjunction with the Evening Party, will proba-
bly supplant the Pomme d'Api, on those festive oc-

casions.

On motion adjourned.

TIIOS. P. JAMES,
Recording Secrotarv.

Cliester County Horticultural Society.

The monthly meeting of this society was held as

usual at the Horticultural Ilall, on the second Satur-

day of the past month. J. Rutter, President, in the

Chair.

Twelve varieties of Apples, embracing several new
varieties were exhibited by the president ; also, ten

by Ziba Darlington, and two varieties of Pears.

The first premium for the best display of Green

House plants, was awarded to Pa-schall Morris &
Co.; and also, for the best display of cut flowers.

_

Uriah V. Painter was awarded a special premium
for a good display of Hyacinths.

Specimens of well grown Lettuce and Radishes,

were exhibited by Richard B. Taylor, and Paschall

Morris & Co,

Premium for the host head of Lettuce to Richard

B. Taylor, do. ; f.>r the best two dozen Radishes to

Paschall Morris & Co.

The time for holding the semi-annual Exhibition

in Jdne, was fixed for the 16th, 17th ami ISth days

of that ni'onth. Mr. and Mrs. Fergus were elected

life members, and"J. W. Ilartman an annuo,! mem-
ber.
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Prizp Essay ou the Productiou of Butter,

Read before the Royal Agricultural Society
OF England.

We lately extracted from the Quarterly -Journal

of the above society, for the Farm Journal, a prize

essay on the abortion of cows, which excited very

considerable attention, particularly with that por-

tion of our readers, extensively engaged as dairy-

men. Extra copies of the Journal containing it

were called for, and which thus contributed to its

extensive circulation. Wo commence in the present

number, from the same source, a prize essay on but-

ter, which will be read with equal interest, as it em-
bodies a series of accurate and valuable experiments,

first as to the chemical constituents of milk, the

changes in its composition and the amount, accor-

ding to exercise and food, the general management
of milk and cream in the best dairy districts of

England, the comparative quantity of Butter yield-

ed by sweet cream churned alone, of sweet milk

and its cream churned together, sour cream churned

alone, sour milk and cream churned together, scald-

ed or Devonshire cream churned alone, the proper

temperature of cream, &c., and many other details

of much importance to the dairyman. The essay

will be concluded in another number.

The time has gone by, when the relations of sci-

ence to, and influence upon agriculture in its broad-

est features, or most minute practical details, can be
disregarded. The practical farmer owes a heavy
debt of gratitude to the scientific investigator, whose
labors and researches fully equal to those of the

field, has made system out of chaos, has shown him
the great"^round work of all successful husbandry,

and has explained the secret princijjles and the true

causes of results, successful or otherwise, of even the

most trifling apparently, and minute of the dai-

ly operations of the farm. Every successful farmer,

whether conscious of it or not, who rears a fine ani-

mal, or grows a large crop, but proves the truth of

scientific knowledge, but elicits a confirmation of the

necessary connection between sound theory and suc-

cessful practice. So far from there being any natural

antagonism between these, their mutual dependence

and close union is as unavoidable in point of fact

as the reciprocal benefit is beautiful. The farmer,

taking his isolated case of successful culture, gener-

alises up to the cause, which science unfolds to him
among her immutable laws, which, when thus under-

stood, regulate his -future practice. His scientific co-

laborer, on the other hand, first lays down his broad

pnViC('j)fes,hisrules for action and upon them,bases and

pr^cs his operations, as a test of their truth. These

follow necessarily as efi'ects follow causes, and thus

science and practice go hand in hand.

In England, owing to a- denser population, requir-

ing absolutely less imperfect and wasteful culture,

and to a greater concentration of wealth than in the

United States, experiments in every department of

agriculture, are couduoted with a minuteness and
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accuracy entirely unatainable here. ' Making every

lowance for difference in climate and systems of

farming, many of them are highly valuable to us,

and we shall continue occasionally to give them

through the Farm Journal.

Milk—the fluid secreted by females of the class

mammalia, for the nourishment of their youn^—is a

white, translucent, aqueous emulsion, the principal

components of vrhioh are the oily compounds called

butter, casein or curd, a species of sugar and certain

salts.

Under the microscope milk appears as a transpa-

rent fluid, in which small white globules are diffus-

ed, of variable diameters, in the same milk, as well

as in that of different animals. "These globules col-

lect upon the surface of the milk, when allowed to

remain at rest.or stand, forming the substance known
as cream. Some have supposed these to be na-

ked globules of fatty matter; others consider that

they are surrounded by a distinct containing mem-
brane. The latter view is, in some degree, render-

ed probable from the circumstance that they do not

coalesce by standing, or when gently heated, nor does

ether directly dissolve them; but when acetic acid is

added to milk, it appears to dissolve the containing

caseous or albuminous membrane, and the globules

then coalesce into drops, which either readily takes

up.

The specific gravity of milk varies; that of the

cow is generally about 1.030. As it is affected by
the presence of butter on the one hand, which di-

minishes, and the casein and salts on the other,which

increase its density, it is difficult to ascertain a mean,

or to form an estimate of its value by this means; all

lactometers are consequently fallible as indicators of

the value of milk.

According to Berzelius, the specific gravity of

skimmed milk is 1.033, that of cream 1:024, consis-

ting as follows:

Skimmed Milk.
Water . . - 028.75

Caseous matter, or curd, with a trace of butter 28.00

Sugar of milk . . . 35.00

Hydrochlorate and phosphate of potash . 1.95

Lactic acid, acetate of potash, and a trace of

lactate of iron . . . 6.00

Earthy phosphates . . 0.30

1000.00
Cream.

Butter
Curd
Whey

100.0

Haidler obtained from 100 parts of cow's milk
Butter . . . 3.0

Sugar of milk, and soluble salts 4.6

Casein, and insoluble salts 5.1

12.7

and from 100 parts of milk, the produce of two cows,

he procured the following salts: ^ '

Phosphate of lime

Phosphate of magnesia
Phosphate of iron

Chloride of potassium
Chloride of sodium
Soda

0.231
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11.128 grammes* of milk gave

—
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11,01 lbs., and contained 0.5 lbs. of bijtter; the wljole
amountinj; to 0.9 lbs., of which only 0.542 lbs. cpuld
possibly have been furnished by the food, assummg
that the fat in the food could only be converted into

butter.

3. The cow received on the 4th day 141b8. of hay,
8 lbs. of beans, and 24 lbs. of potatoes.

•i'4 lbs. of hay contain 0.218 lbs. of fat.

8 " beans " 0.056
24 " potatoes " 0.072 "

In the food 0.34G
The eveninr;'s milk amounted (o 12.9 lbs., and con-

tained 0.80 11 IS. of butter; that of the morning to

10.o2 lbs., and contained 0.50 lbs. The cow there-

fore, furnished during the day, 1.30 lbs. of butter.

—

The fat in the food only amounted to 0.346 lbs., tliere-

fore 1.004 lbs. must have been obtained from other

sources.

4. On the 5th day the eow received 14 lbs. of hay,
and 30 lbs. of potatoes.

14 lbs. of hay contain 0.218 lbs. of fat.

30 " potatoes " 0.090

In the food 0.308
The milk of the evening amounted to 13J8 lbs.,

and contained 0.006 lbs. of butter; that of the morn-
ing to 12.20 lbs., containing 0.597 lbs of butter. The
cow, therefore, furnished 1.203 lbs. of butter. The
fat in the food amounted only to 0.308 lbs.; hence
0.895 lbs. of butter must have been produced from
other sources.

From the preceding calculations it is presumed
that the excess of butter, beyond that contained in

the food, has been produced by a sepi^ration of oxy-
gen from the elements of the unazotised ingredients

of the food, such as starch and sugar, in the manner
pointed out by Liebig.

In the preceding experiment there are several va-

riations; this will ever be found the case where so

much depends upon the health and disposition of the

animal, over which man can possess little, if any
control; many circumstances may pass unheeded by
the observer, which may powerfully influence the

character of the milk. It will be seen that in the

milk of the first day there is a small amount of but-

ter. The cow had' been exposed in the field during
thei day, and hence required a gveater quantity of

unazotised food to support th? heat of her body than
would have been necessary had she been protected

from the cold; but in the evening she was removed
into a warm, well littered stall, where the warmth
thus communicated was equivalent to a certain a-

mount of food; hence we find that the milk of the

morning was considerably richer in butter. Besides
the warmth of the shod, less butter is consumed by
the oxygen of the air. In the stall, the respirations

of an animal are much less frequent than in the

field, and consequenly less oxygen enters into its

system. Hence it is a practice to milk those cows in

the field that are distant from homo, and to drive home
to be milked only such cows as are close to the shed.

The exercise required in walking home causes an
increased olay of the respiratory system, and there-

fore increases the amount of oxygen inhaled. This

oxygen unites with part of the butter and consumes
it; all good dairymen allow the cows to walk home at

their own pace, and never accelerate it. When a
cow is harrassed, and runs to escape from the an-

noyance, her milk becomes very much heated, di-

minishes in volume and in richness, and speedily

becomes sour. This is a fact well known to all dairy-

men. During runing; the cow inhales a large quan-

tity of oxygen; this unites with the buttter, the heat

evolved by its combustion elevates the temperature of

the milk, and acetous fermentation being induced,

the milk thus becomes sensibly sour.

The view here taken of the production of butter,

from the amylaceous and other unazotised portions

of the food, is supported by the increased amount of •

butter yielded, after being partially fed upon pota-

toes. The quantity of casein in the milk appears

also to be intimately connected with the nature of

the food, being more abundant when supplied with

beau and oat-meal; and would justify the conclusion

that within certain limits the quality of milk may
be made to vary in in its composition, by regulating

the food of the animal.

As the preceding experiments may be looked upon
as being on too limited a scale to draw a just con-

clusion, I will here insert what was pointed out to me
as a remarkable instance in practical dairy manage-
ment, in the county of Chester, which is strongly

confirmatory of the previous vievis:—

•

It has been remarked in Cheshire, and I believe in

other extensive cheese districts, that it is impossible

to make cheese of the first quality from milk obtain-

ed from cows fed upon tares and clover; notwithstan-

ding which, I had pointed out to me a farm where
the whole of the cows were fed, almost exclusively

during the summer, on tares and clover, the entire

produce of which dairy was converted into cheese,

and that of a quality so excellent, that it always ob-

tained the highest price from the London dealers at

the Chester cheese fairs. The circumstance was re-

lated to me as an illustration of what could be ac-

complished by management,—the dairywoman be-

ing esteemed one of the best hands in that celebra-

ted cheese making county. My own conclusions

were, that mere manipulation had little to do with it.

The best cheese is a compound of cheese and butter.

When the cattle were fed at large on leguminous

food, rich in casein, that substance greatly prepon-

derated in the milk, the butter being partially con-

sumed by the animal in the course of the exercise

requisite to procure its food, &c.; when fed in the

house with the like food, the butter was necessarily

yielded in greater proportion, consequently formed a
rich fat cheese. In concluding these observations on
milk, it must be remarked, that the milk obtained

from different breeds varies greatly with respect to

the quantity of butter which it contains, and still

more with respect to the milk drawn from the cow at

the commencement, and near the conclusion of the

milking, the latter being provineially termed "strip-

pings," and "afterings." Schubler says that the

milk last drawn contains three times as much cream
as the first. Dr. Anderson found the cream in the

last cup of milk drawn from the udder, compared
with that of the first cup, in the proportion of 16 to

1; it is consequently of the greatest importance

that the cow should be milked perfectly "dry at

each meal." For another reason this ought to be
carefully attended to; when the larger vessels are

regularly emptied, milk is being constantly secreted

by the capillary milk vessels; when, however, from
any cause the whole are allowed to become gorged

for a lengthened period, this secretion ceases, and
absorption of the thinner, or watery portion com-
mences. It may easily bo conceived tliat this absorp-

tion takes place more readily in the smaller and
more distant tubes, than in the larger and more ex-

ternal vessels. If this full state of the vessels con-

tinues any length of time, the secretion of milk will

cease or diminish, not ^infrequently attended by se-

rious inflammation; materially impairing, or alto-
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gether destroying, the function of the milk gland.

In milking, the cow should be milked "clean" at

once; some are in the habit of doing this at twice or

thrice. The cow is a sensitive and capricious crea-

ture, easily oifended; and it the dairy maid rise from

her before the milk is all withdrawn, the chances are

that she will not stand quietly, with the further prob-

ability that she will hold back her milk the second

time. When there are more than one dairymaid,

each should have a particular set of cows apportion-

ed-to her; cows preferring to be milked by a constant

acquaintance rather than by a stranger. During the

flush of grass, when the cows are loaded with milk,

it may be well always to go round a second time, by
which means frequently a tea-cup full to half a pint

of milk can bo obtained.

Milking should be done fast, to draw off the milk

as quickly as possible. From the period of drawing

the first milk trom the heifer, to the time she is in-

tended "to be put up," for the butcher, gentleness

and kindness should be exercised towards her. No
doubt some cows are very capricious and troublesome

—such ought to be sold, or sent to the slaughter-

house as soon as possible; if a cow can not be man-
aged with kindness, thumps and kicks will be found

of no avail. Some cows yield their milk with a co-

pious How on the gentlest handling, others require

great exertions. The udder of the former will have

a Soft skin, with short teats; that of the latter will

possess a thick skin, with long and tough teats. Be-

fore leaving this part of the subject it may be men-
tioned, that in some parts of Switzerland and France,

it is not an uncommon practice to spay milch cows

whilst in a full flow of milk, a short time after calv-

ing, by which means they continue in milk some
years.

Celery.

The production of good Celery is a point well

worthy the care of the gardener. Few vegetables

are more highly prized or require so much attention

from the time the seed is sown till it is furnished to

the table. The drouths of summer and the severe

frosts of winter are alike injurious to it; and to en-

sure a crop, the soil must be in the best condition.

Moisture is essential to its cultivation, and a supply

of well fermented manure or rich compost is one of

the first conditions towards success. An open, free,

loamy soil sutficiently rich in vegetable matter will

suit it. Stiif tenacious clay is to be avoided, as it

binds too much, and prevents the free developement
of the plant; such soil also induces canker, while free

sandy loam, with a sufficient supply of well decom-
posed manure, will raise it, free from this. As a
large quantity of manure must be supplied with the

crop to ensure its rapid growth it is not essential that

the soil should be previously very rich, its physical
condition is more important. In choosing a piece of

ground for Celery it is advisable to take into con-

sideration the nature of the crop that may follow, so

that the best advantage may bo taken of the high
cultivation generally applied to it. The ground
where good celery has been raised will be capable
of producing any crop requiring highly manured
soil, the following season. A very successful plan is

adopted by some gardeners to secure a shade for the

young plants; they plant a row of peas or corn be-

tween the trenches, which is taken off the ground
before the soil is requireil for earthing up.

When the ground has been chosen, mark off a

space of five feet in width, and open a trench
eighteen inches wide, throwing out the surface

soil a spade deeper, spreading it over the ground

equally. In the bottom of this trench deposit the

manure or compost. • Farm-yard manure, night soil,

bog pen manure, and other well decomposed mate-

rial, is the best for this vegetalde, which depends

for its perfection on quick and luxuriant growth.

This should be well incorporated with the soil and

reduced to a fine state for the reception of the plants.

Plant them in double rows in the trench at eight

inches from plant to plant, and about four inches be-

tween the rows; the plants should be alternate in the

rows. Care must be taken in removing the plants

not to reduce the roots too much, they may be remov-

ed without being checked by lifting them with a gar-

den trowel. The soil about the young plants should

be made as fine and mellow as possible. The middle

of July is quite soon enough to plant out the gener-

al crop of Celery in this climate; they cannot endure

a much longer suramcr,and by planting earlier noth-

ing is gained. The soil must be frequently stirred

to keep down weeds and admit the air. It is not ad-

visable to earth up until tlie plants have attained^ a

good size; as they do not keep well during the win-

ter when, they are earthed up too soon in the season.

Very good Celery is grown and blanched without

earthing, until the final covering is put on for the

winter. Such as is not required for use until the

latter part of the seas(jn may be safely treated^ in

this way, as it will be sufficiently blanched by being

covered during winter. A portion for immediate

use must be earthed up as soon as tlie plants attain a

heighth of six or eight inches. This operation must

be carefully managed, taking care to keep the soil

from getting into the heart of the plant. The most

certain method is to fold the leaves closely together

with one hand, while the soil is drawn up around

them with the other.

The first earthing is the most important. Ifthis is

properly attended to, the succeeding ones are not so

likely to be mismanaged. The five feet space is used

for the purpose of covering up for the winter. Where
such a space is left, it is not necessary to remove the

plants from the trench, as is sometimes done; but they

may be covered up as they stand. The great danger

is from rotting when covered up in this way, and to

prevent this the soil must be made so compact as to

prevent any water from entering. In a very severe

season, boards are placed over the ridges. When
the stalks are removed from the trench they are

placed on the ground upright, and banked up with

dry soil to a sufficient depth to exclude the frost, and

covered with straw or boards. If covered when dry

they are not likely to rot, and are well blanched by
the latter end of winter. That portion of the orop

for early use may be scoured in a sparato trench, .

may be deposited in a dark part of tho collar.

There are only two or throe varieties of Celery cul-

tivated ti any extent in this vicinity, of which Sey-

mour's White Solid is the mo.st useful. The Red
Solid is cultivated to some extent, but is not found

so suitable as the White, and is not so much used

now as fiirmerly. There is a great difference in the

quality of seed depending upon the stock from which
it is grown. It is a seed which disappoints many
persons in not germinating readily; a hod sown ono-

week may come up freely, while another sown tho

following, from the same package, and on sinxilap

soil, may disappoint. Moisture in the soil is iwpur-.

taut.—[New York Agricultor.

Crush the caterpillers in the egg, and you will

gave much time and iujury.
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Beurre d'Aremberg.

The above engraving is n. correct outline of one

of our very best Winter Pears.very productive,ripens

readily, and grows finely on both Pear and Quince.

It is sometimes confounded with Glout Morcoau,

which it resembles in the color of bark. This latter,

however, has a sugary flavor, while the Beurre d'-

Aremberg is of the sub acid or vinous character, and

with leaves more deeply serrated. It is a Belgian

variety, obovate, narrowing to the stalk; skin thick,

greenish yelIow,yellow at maturity,with spots of rus-

set; stalk short, half to one inch long, thick and

fleshy towards insertion, oalys small, in a deep ba-

sin. Flesh buttery, melting with a rich vinous or

sub acid flavor. Ripe in December and January.

The New RocUelle Blackberry.

"The Secretary reminded tlie Chair that Mr. Law-
ton, of New IvDchelle, Westchester county was pres-

ent, and he was the gentleman who exhibited a re-

markable stalk of a blackberry, which was then on

the table: wiiereupou the Chair requested Mr. Law-
ton to give the Club some information regarding

this remarkable new variety of fruit,

'Mr. Lawton stated that one of his neighbors dis-

covered, some sis or eight years ago, a bunch of

blackberry vines, by the side of the road, of differ-

ent quality from the common high blackberries, and
go much superior that he was induced to transfer

them to his garden. Prom this small beginning they

have been propagated as m'lch as possible. Mr.

L. first obtained them in 1848; it is his intention

to set ten acres as soon as he can get the plants. He
stated that the stalk exhibited had been headed back,

so that it resembled a bush four and a half feet high,

with a spreading head, which he presumed from his

knowledge of the general yield, had borne a gallon

of fruit.

"The charactei' of these berries is very unlike the

fruit of the common high blackberry vines,which is so

long and full of seeds, while the new variety is near-

ly round, very pulpy, the pipe being large, in which
the seed are entirely hid from view. lie stated that

he had measured many berries that were three inch-

es round; that the general size and shape were as

near like Ilovoy's seedling strawberries, as anything
he could compare them to. The flavor of the fruit

is sweet and rich, to a remarkable degree, and vines

long bearing. His first crop ripened July 28th, and
continued till the second week of September. The
next, August 4th, and continued four weeks. Last
summer, owing to the great drouth, they only con-

tinued about three weeks in full bearing. The vines

grew almost equally as well in shade as in open
ground; and if an opportunity is given, will climb
twenty feet into a tree.

"Mr. Lawton sold his berries last summer to a
New York dealer for ten cents a basket—equal to

about twenty-five cents a quart—the buyer picking

them himself. It is the opinion of Mr. Lawton, that

this is an entirely new variety of the blackberry; and
besides the greater value of the frnit, they bear gar-

den culture much better than the other, or common
variety. The demand for new plants is greater than
can be suppled at pi-esent moderate rates—the price

now being fifty cents."— [Agricultor.—New York
Farmers' Club.
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Japan Iiilies.

The Lily, from time immemorial, has been the

theme of the poet, and the subject of sweet allusion

hy men of taste and learning: frequently and beau-
tifully is it referred to in the scriptures, for its ex-

quisite fragrance and loveliness, and for magnificence,
Divine authority has declared "that Solomon, in all

his glory vras not arrayed like one of these."

It is not my purpose, at present, to enquire wheth-
er the species or variety thus sublimely spoken of,

was the Lilly op the Vallev, belonging to the ge-
nus Convallaria, as some have supposed; the LUitim
candidum, of Pliny, or the splendid tribe with which
this chapter is introduced to the notice of your read-
ers.

Of the many remarkable plants imported into
Europe, within the last half century, few can claim
such pre-eminence for beauty as the Lilies discover-
ed by Dr. Von Siebold, during his researches in Ja-
pan, in the years 1831 to 1833; and it is no exag-
geration to state, that none have since been intro-
duced, more deservedly popular, or more highly at-

tractive.

Dr. Von Siebold informs us, in his Flora Japoiika,
that he brought with him from Japan, more than 20
kinds of Lilies, the most conspicious of which, how-
ever, are tlie Lilium speciosum, (sometimes called
r!/&™»t,)the £. lancifoUum allntm, and the L. Ian-
cifotium punctatum or roseum. All these have ro-

flexed petals, and may be briefly described as follows:

LILIUM SPECIOSUM.
Shoiri/ Crimson Japan LiUeij.—Flower, ground

color, clear rose, shading to white, covered with nu-
merous projections of bright crimson, and wliich
gives it the appearance, as Dr. Lindley remarks, of
being "all rugged, with rubies and garnets and crys-
tal points." a plant of two to three feet in bight.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM.
White Lanre-leaved Lihj.—Flower, pure virgin

white, crested with the same peculiar projections as I

the former species, but these are without color, and
which may be compared to frost work and snowy
stalactites; grows to the height of three or four feet.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM PUNCTATUM, OR
ROSEUM.

Spotted Lance-leaved Lily.—Flower large, white;

the petals stubbed with palo rose or blush projec-

tions and beautifully spotted with rose-color: The
plant is of more robust habit than cither of the sorts

named above, often attaining to the height of four or

five feet.

The virgin whiteness of the albnm, the roseate

leopard-like spotting of the jyiinctatum, and the jew-
el-like brilliancy of the speciosum, all redolent with

the fragrance of Arabian spices, will ever render
these, objects of especial favor and admiration, and
place them among the very choicest plants of the

conservatory, or flower garden.
Soil.—In oultiv.ating these new Lilies, the follow-

ing soil will be thoroughly adapted: two parts from
an old hot bed, composed of leaves and horse ma-
nure, at least two years old; one pai-t rotten sods, or

any good mellow loam; one part sandy peat; (if not
sandy it will be well to add a little sand.)

PoTTIXG AND SniFTINO THE BuLBS.— .A.bout the

middle of January, these will commence vegetating,

when they should bo potted in small pots, repotting

or shifting them to a larger size every two months,
or as often as the pnts are filled with roots—always
remembering that perfect drainage, and plenty of it,

are indispensable to success.

Proi'aoatio.v.—By seeds, which are obtained in

abundance in this climate, if the pistils areferlilizod.

These should be sown as soon as ripe, in shallow
pans, in which they may remain for one or two
years; they should then bo transferred to six inch
pots.^ur to six bulbs around the edges of the same
—and finally, singly, in pots for flowering.

By Off .Sets and liv Goi'xo BfLns:—These are

formed at the crown of the old bulb, and also at the
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axils of the leaves. Their growth is accelerated by
the placing of pieces of peat around the stem.

By SCALES, from the outside of the bulb, potted
in the peat and sand, and subjected to a slight

heat; these do not vegetate rapidly, but eventually
make g Hid bulbs, and those scales maybe divided
longitudinally into two or three parts with the knife,

each one of which will form at the bottom a new
plant.

Hardiness and Adaptation to the Open Ground.
That the Japan Lilies and their offspring, may be-
come tenants of our gardens, and sufficiently hardy
to endure our climate, is much to be desired. The
scarcity and high price of these have, until recent-
ly, been a hindrance to much experience in this re-

spect. I can, however, state some facts, which give
great reason to expect that they or their hybrids will

prove so. Soon after the introduction of the L. spe-

ciosmn, a bulb stood the winter perfectly well, pro-
tected only by a pot, in the garden of a gentleman in

this city—and I learn that one of the same sort has,

for two or three years, remained uninjured in a gar-
den in the city of Now York. My own experience
is quite encouraging. Eighteen bulbs were planted
in the open ground last November, in a bed of Tree
PoBonias, between the rows; these were covered with
four inches of peat, and when the ground closed up,
about thj same depth of sea-weed was added to the
covering; every bulb is alive, and now making vig-
orous growth. It is sufficiently evident, that if the
Japan Lilies prove hai-dy; their culture in the open
grounil, and in a deep rich border, will be of the
easiest description.—[M. P. Wilder.

teft Handed Plough.

Mr. Editor:—As the' time will soon be here
when the farmers will begin to look about for

Ploughs, I would ask permission to make a few re-

marks upon the kind to be used. In my wander-
ings through suokordom I have made some little ob-
servation. When in a neighborhood of real go-a-
head enterprising farmers, (those who have thrown
the stono out of the bag,) I see mostly used the left

handed plough for breaking. Where there are good
barns, neat dwellings, finfe stock and large meadows,
I see the left handed plough. Well, says one, where
is the great advantage of the left handed plough ?

Well, in the first place, the same team will break
more ground, and do it better, than with the right
handed plough ; how is this? your lead horse walks in

the furrow, while your off horse walks on the hard
ground, consequently your plough always cuts the
same width of furrow; whereas with the right hand-
ed plough your lead horse walks near the furrow,
and the nearer the furrow he walks, the less the
plow cuts, and when the ground is very hard, he is

sure to step into the furrow, (for some horses have
more sense than some folks,) in so doing he pushes
the off horse on the ploughed ground, and thus
throws the plough entirely out, consequently the
the land is as full of gouts, as badly spun yarn,
and in finishing aland the team has to be turned
several times at different places, or go over the same
ground several different times. All these difficul-

ties are .avoided in the left handed plough. With
your lead, or near horse, in the furrow, and the off

horse held to his place by a jockey stick, extending
from the leader's breast to his bit, let the plough-
m.m be ever so careless, the plow continues ti^o its

work with uniformity. Another consideration of im-
portance, almost any horse cau^be taught to go by

the single lino. When a field is broke as it should
be, the dirt is thrown from the fence, whereas with
the right handed plough, it is thrown to the fence, so
there is left a ridge six or eight inches high all round
the field, first by being thrown there in breaking,

'

and secondly by cleaning the ploughs in cultivation.
[Prairie Farmer.

New Poultry Book.

A new work on Poultry, to be issued in numbers,
has lately appeared in England, as we notice by a

review of the first two numbers, in the Gardeners'

Chronicle. It is splendidly illustrated with colored

plates, elegant enough for the drawing-room table,"

and the the first chaper is occupied with the history

of the Shanghai or Cochin China, with very detailed

definitions and descriptions of true specimens. For

the information of our friends, interested' in breed-

ing Poultry, we quote the following remarks of the

reviewer. It would appear "that the long, double

ear lobe, immediately below the deaf ear," is one of

the most important points of a genuine Shanghai,

and that the tails are to be curtailed, if not absolute-

ly dispensed with.

"As regards some of the details to which it refers

we may mention that from 8 to 10 lbs. each should
have lieen stated as the extreme, not as the ordina-

ry weight of Cochin China hccs. We do not believe

it is the average of any yard in England, and it is

far beyond any except where the birds are wrongly
fed, and the bad practice of giving meat and liver

is adopted. The adoption of weight as the true cri-

terion of merit has caused much evil, and wo cannot
for a moment agvee with the idea, that any standard

of weight should be erected, according to the quota-

tion in Mr. Sturgeon's letters. To ensure weight,

unnatural feeding is resorted to, and birds, properly

granivorous, become carnivorous in their habits

;

hence, a disease of internal fat, which has lately

carried oft' many of the best birds in England, and
is far more fatal than (if it is not often the cause of)

what is called the Exhibition Fever. Weight can
never te a criterion unless allied to every other point

of excellence; if it once becomes the main point,

then feeding for three weeks prior to the exhibition

will always attain it, to the destruction of the bird,

and the loss of the unlucky weight who may put-

chase. There is an important omission in the char-

acteristics of 'he Shanghai hen: the long double ear-

lobe immediately below the deaf-ear has escaped no-

tice. The tail question in the cocks is hardly fairly

treated, it is true "no tail at all'' has been asked for,

and is still a desideratum. Probably Mr. Andrews,
of Dorchester, has come nearer to it than any one

else. We do not like either sickle or scimitar feath-

ers. All birds honestly exhibited have two long

feathers in the middle of the tail, but they should

be reversed and lie flat, i-olling over like those of an

ostrich. It will not, we think, be denied that the

exuberance of tail is a mark of coarseness, and of-

ten of degeneracy; and as it is undeniable tails have

been trimmed for exhibition, it should be the aim of

a writer to destroy every possible excuse for such

practices.—[London Gardeners' Chronicle.

Education is the proper employment, not only ol

our early years, but of our whole lives.
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Ayrshire Bull, Dundee the Secoud.

The Property of E. P. Prentice, Mount Hope, near

Albany.

We ai-e indebted to E. P. Prentice, Mount Hope,

near Alban j, for the oposite engraving of liis Ayr-

shire Bull, Dundee Second, winner of the first prize

in 1851, at Rochester, as a one year old.. The en-

graving was taken a few months afterwards, and as

E. P. Prentice writes us, "hardly does him justice."

His sire was "Dandy," imported by Samuel G. Ward,

Lenox, Mass., and his dam the imported cow Ayr.,

so that his blood is pure on both sides. We are in-

formed the progeny from "Dandy" have proved to be

superior milkers, and we should expect that of the

Bull before us, from his pedigree, to fully represent

the chai-acter of the Ayrshire breed in this respect-

It is a great question, yet unsettled,and deserving the

especial notice of our agricultural societies, which is

the best breed of eows for the dairy. The individu"

al excellencies of an animal, no matter how great

her yield, are of not so much importance, as which
is the best breed, or which most generally and inva-

riably produces the most milk and butter. This is

an interesting question, about which there is much
variety of opinion. We see and hear occasionally

of individual animals producing a very large yield,

and which is adduced in proof that the Durham, De-

von, Alderney or Ayrshire, as the case may happen,

are the most profitable for the Dairyman. Such in-

stances do not prove much, but leave the question

still an open one, to be settled by long continued ob-

servation and experiments, and we suggest that our

State agricultural societies should appoint a standing

committee, to institute experiments and collect facts,

tending to show in an impartiaj report, wliich of all

our improved breeds of cows, is the best for the Pail.

If the milking property has h&aom.Q fixed in any one

breed, and is something more than merely an acci-

dental property it ought to be known. The yield

for the whole year should be taken into the account

;

the pasture, feed, and other circumstances properly

weighed and considered. A cow giving twenty to

thirty quarts for a few weeks, and then going dry,

would not be so profitable, as a smaller yield, contin-

ued through the season.

It is contended by the advocates of the Ayrshires,

that more inoariably than any other breed, are they

good milkers. Alton, in his agriculture of Ayr,

Scotland, says, "the Ayrshire is the most improved

breed of cattle to be found on the Isl.and, not only

for the dairy, in which they have no parallel, under

a similar soil, climate, and relative circumstances,

but also in feeding for the shambles. They are in

fact a breed of cows, that have by crossing, coupling,

feeding and treatment, been improved and brought

to a state of perfection, which fits them above all

others yet known, to answer in almost every diversi-

ty of situation, where grain and grasses can be rais-

ed to feed them, for the purposes of the dairy, or for

fattening them for beef."

This is strong praise, and which we should be glad"

to hear that experience with them in the United

States, would sustain. Professor Low, in 1841,

says of them, "that they had spread over a large

tract of country, and by continued mixture with

one another, acquired such a community of charac-

ters, as to form a distinct and well defined breed."

The origin of the Ayrshires is in some doubt, but it

is generally supposed to have resulted from a cross

of the native stock, with the Alderneys, and perhaps

the Short-Horns.

Col. Le Conteur in his paper, on the Alderney

cow, says "he has noticed Ayrshire cows that seem

to be of Jersey or Alderney origin."

Stephens, in his book of the Farm, remarks, "they

are in such high repute for milking qualities, that

most of the nobility throughout the kingdom are fur-

nished with them."

The information that we have as to their milking

qualities in the United States, would seem to con-

firm their reputation in Great Britain, but is as yet

too imperfect to settle the question, that they are the

niilkiny breed. Ayr, the dam of Dundee Second, has

given on grass feed only, twenty quarts ofmilk a day,

and continues in milk till near calving. One of the

Ayrshires imported by the Massachusetts agricultu-

ral society, produced sixteen lbs. of butter per week

on grass feed.

Colman, in one of his reports on the Agricul-

ture of Massachusetts, speaks of an an account be-

ing kept for several months in succession, of the

milk given by four Ayrshire cows. One of them,

whose account was carried through the year, yielded

3,864 quarts of milk, beer measure.

On the whole, we know enough of the Ayrshires,

to make us anxious to know a good deal more, and

shall be obliged by any information from those who

have had experience with them.

We have by us, an engraving of "Ayr," the moth-

er of Dundee Second, also furnished us by E. P.

Prentice, and which we shall insert in the nest num-

ber of the Farm Journal.

Deodar Cedar.

When, at the instance of the late Lord Auckland,

at that time Governor-General of India, the Court of

Directors ordered a large quantity of seed of the De-

odar to be imported annually for distribution, here,

a service was rendered to the United Kingdom the

extent of which cannot, as yet, be estimated. Enough,

however, has been seen to asssure us that we have ac-

quired in some abundance an everegreen tree of

singular beauty, perfectly hardy in these latitudes,

and so unlike any other coniferous plant in its man-
ner of growth as to add a new feature to the rich

vegetation of those islands.

We now learn with great satisfaction that the East

India Company has ordered a ton weight of the seed

of -this tree to bo placed at the disposal of Govern-
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ment for the service of the Woods and Forests, and

that the first parcel has already arrived. Should all

. this quantity vegetate no fevrer than 16,000,000 plants

will have heen acquired, and thus we may expect

the hills of Groat Britain to be speedily clothed with

the sacred Cedar of the Brahmins; or making every

allowance for deteriorated seeds, the produce to be

raised must neeessai-ily be prodigious. The charge

of rearing it having been confided to four eminent

nurserymen—Messrs. Glendinning,of Chiswick; Law-
son, of Eilinliuvgh, Skirving, of Liverpool, and Wat-

erer, of Knap-hill—we have security for the crop

being skilfully managed, which no one would have

guaranteed if the seed had been placed in the hands
of the present Deputy Surveyors of the Royal For-

ests.

Government will thus become possessed of a very

large quimtity of a fast-growing tree, the value of

which cannot be over-rated, whether it is regarded

as a nurse, most useful for protection, and profitable

for thinning, or, according to the testimony of those

who are familiar with it in India, strong and dura-

ble as timbei-.

We apprehend that no hardy tree yet known has

the same high value as the Deodar, as a nurse. The
Scotch Pine is so heavy and compact in its fjliage

that it keeps light off the deciduous trees which
grow among it, and offers great obstruction to the

free circulation of air, doing about as much harm in

this way as it effects good by giving shelter from
heavy gales. Its poles too are so bad that it must
always bear a very low price in the timber mark t.

Larch, which is a far better nurse, because its light

airy foliage and pyramidal form offers no hindrance

to the action of light and the free circulation of air,

and whose poles usually fetch a good price, has the

fault of being destitute of leaves in the early spring,

and is, moreover, subject to the mysterious and in-

curable "rot." On the other hand the Deodar com-
bines the graceful form and rapid growth of the

Larch, with the evergreen character of the Scotch
Pino, witliout the faults of that species, and we have
every evidence of every observer who has seen it in

India, that its timber is of excellent quality. As that

is a very material point, and since we have occa-

sionally he.ard it suggested that because the Deodar
is nearly related to the Cedar of Lebanon, its timber
will probably partake of the bad quality of the lat-

ter, it seems worth while quoting the opinions of

those who are personally acquainted with it. That
no inference can be legitimately drawn from the sup-

posed relationship of it to the Cedar of Lebanon is

sufficiently shown by the Scotch Pine and the Pinas-
ter. They also are nearly related: and yet the old
timber of the first has great durability and strength,
while the latter is at all ages worthless for any pur-
pose except fire-wood. A similar but more striking
contrast is offered by the Pinaster and Pinus hispau-
ica, species surely more nearly allied than the Deo-
dar and Cedar of Lelianon. Now we have the evi-

dence of Captain Widdrington that the latter was
largely used in the Spanish n.avy for deck-planking,
a purpose to which Pinaster timber could never be
applied.

The positive testimony of Indian travellers seems
conclusive as to the durability and excellence of De-
odar timber. Baron Cliarles V. Ilugol, now Austri-
an Minister at Florence, a good judge of such mat-
ters, saw tlie tree in abundance, and he calls it "the
incorruptible Himalayan Cedar, the invaluable Deo-
dar." Major Madden, than whom no one has more
carefully investigated tlio history of Himalayan Con-
ifers on their native mountains, quotes this very ex-

pression of V. Ilugel, and evidently assents to it; he
even thinks it worth inquiry whether it really repela

the white ant, which seems to be a Himalayan no-

tion.

Moororoft—and there never was a more trust-

worthy reporter—in the first volume of his travels,

makes use of the following language. "The most
valuable tree of Kashmere is, however, the Deodar,
a variety^of Cedar, the timber of which is extensive-

ly employed in the construction of houses, temples,

and bridges." And he adds, that pieces of it had
been found little decayed, although exposed to the

action of water for 400 years.

We have, moreover, the high authority of Dr.

Boyle, who long resided in the Deodar countries, that

the timber is of excellent qu.ality, and of great

strength as well as durability. It is universally em-
ployed in the building of temples, in which none but

the best materials would be employed. The mode of

using it is to construct a solid frame work of the

timber, and then to fill in the spaces between with

stones, so that the main strengtli uf the building is

made to depend upon the Deodar, rather than the

masonry. Thus used, it is exposed to a trial which
nothing but timber of the best qu.ality could support.

This is in complete accordance with all that we have
ever heard of the quality of Deodar wood; and must
be regarded as conclusive.

The only subject of doubt in our minds as to the

issue of the great undertaking now described is

whether the gentleman to whom the young Deodars
will be finally intrusted, after they shall have been
delivered up to Government by the nurserymen who
are to rear them, will know either where, or when,
or how they ought tobeplanted.-[Gardeners' Chron-
icle.

Osier or Bjisket Willow.

As considerable attention has lately been directed

in the United States, to the cultivation of the Basket

Willow, we copy the following short article respect-

ing its culture, and management in England, from a

lato number of the London Gardener's Chronicle.

More than twenty varieties are alluded to, but the

most profitable, we believe, is considered to be the

Salix Viminalis Linn, which is valued especially for

its ample produce of very long, strait, slender,tough

and flexible branches, and when allowed to grow,

forms a tree from ten to twenty feet in height. It

has leaves, linear or lanceolate, obscurely crenate,

white and silky beneath; stipules very small, sub-

lanceolate, ovaries almost sessile. Flowers in April

or May, befores the leaves come out.

Osiers are adapted to low wet patches of
ground, whore scarcely any other crop can he adven-
tured. They are largely grown in ILdland, in Spain,

and some other countries of Europe; and in England,
are perhaps most plentiful in the fiat portion of L.au-

c.ashirc, where grounds of 00 or TO acres each are
not unusual, and are fiund also in the Great Level
of the Fens. The land must be so situated that water
cannot stand upon the surface fir more than a few
days at a time in summer; in « inter, two or three

months' flooding will be no disadvantage. Parallel

grips or water-trenches should be dug about three

feet apart; the earth thrown out raises the soil aiid

improves the drainage. Sets about two feet long,

are then planted by licing thrust half-way into the
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ground, in vows, and about eighteen inches equal
distances from each other, the trenches occupj'ing
spaces between every other pair of rows. The sets

are to be purchased from old Osier-grounds, at the
rate oi 10s. per 1000, and about 12,000 are required
to plant one acre. Great care should bo taken to

procure valuable sorts, as there are more than twen-
ty difterent varieties of Osier, and these are also of
varying quality. Several kinds may be grown upon
the same ground. The stems must be l^ft for two
years to strengthen, and in the third autumn the
Osiers may be cut. Tlie cutting then comes annual-
ly, the flexible shoots being commonly from sis to

eight feet long. The only management the land re-

quires is the chopping down and clearance of weeds
once a year. If sold "green," the crops may either

be disposed ot by the acre or by the bunch. The
Osiers, when cut, are tightly tied up in bundles, with
an "ell-band," the bundles measuring 42 inches round
at the distance of one foot from their thick end; and
these bunches are commonly sold for lOd. oris. each.
Osier-grounds have been known to produce a crop of

300 bunches per acre, which would amount in value
to 12£. or 15£.; but a good yield may be reckoned
worth 5£. or (j£. per aore,and an inferior quality often

diminishes the return to less than half this sum. The
main expense is the cost of the land; the cutting, &o.,

amount to but a trifling sum. Extensive growers
do not generally sell their Osiers "green," but pre-
pare and send them to market "white." The pro-

cess consisting in setting up the Osiers immedi-
ately alter cutting, with their thick ends a few inch-
es deep in water—lotting them remain until the sap
ascends freely—and then peeling ofi' the bark with
an iustrnment for the purpose. They are thou dried
and sold by the ton weight.

Strawberries.£911 au UCIllt^Sa

7.3 Varieties, by William B. Prince, Flushing, K. T
[Continued from last number of Farm Journal.]

30. Ahijssinian Prince.—One of Dr. Brinckle's seed-

lings, of medium size, conical form, and dark crim-
son color, productive, p.

31. Methven Scarlet, or Victoria,—Very large,roun-

dish. depressed, dark scarlet, showy, coarse, very pro-

ductive, profialjle for market, p.

32. Hudson.—This ancient and very distinct va-

riety is identical with the ^'Hudson of Cincinnati."
The fruit is of largo size, pointed conical form, dark
scarlet or crimson when fully ripe, and is then of ex-

cellent flavor. The berries redden some days before

maturity, and are in consequence often plucked pre-

maturely, and the fruit from this circumstance has
been deemed inferior in sweetness and quality. The
berries have the peculiarity of remaining green at

the extreme point until they attain perfect maturity,
when that becomes red also. This is one of the few
varieties of which we possess plants of both sexes,

and they have been grown jointly at these nurseries
for more than forty years. It appears that at Phila-
delphia they possessed only the pistillate \ar\etj, and
that it alone was transmitted to Cincinnati many
years since, which serves to account lor all the Ohio
plants being of that sex. It is highly productive,
aud perhaps none other will yield a larger crop, but
it is indispensable that its own male, or some other,

should bo connected as fertilizer. It is entirely dis-

tinct from the "Hudson's Bay," of the London Hor-
ticultural .Society, which is one of the Scarlcts,\\heie-

as this is of the Pine family. In my investigations

I have found it to be identical with a variety called

"Mulberry," and it may be identical with the variety

so named in the Catalogue of the London Horticul-
tural Society. About thirty-five years ago it was
generally called "Ped Chili," and I think it was im-
ported from England by my father, the late William
Prince, under that name, but he finding it distinct

from the Chili family, changed that name to the
present one. n andp.

33. Burr's New Pine.—Medium size, light searlety

handsome, high, spicy flavor, not a full bearer, and
the plant less vigorous than many other varieties, p.

34. Bnr7-'s Scarlet Melting.—Ratlier large, round-
ed or short cone, scarlet showy, moderate flavor, rath-
er soft for market, ripens early, very productive, the
most valuable of Burr's varieties. P.

35. Rival Hudson (Burr's.)—Rather large, coni-
cal, dark scarlet, showy, medium quality, acid, good
for preserves, very productive, v.

_
36. Columbus (Burr's.)—Large, dark scarlet, infe-

rior flavor, very productive, p.

The four proceeding varieties were originated by
Mr. John Burr, of Columbus, Ohio.

*37. Serena.—Rather large, light scarlet, fine fla-

vor, productive.

38. loiva.—Large,broad rounded,light orange scar-
let, peculiar color, beautiful, early, productive, infe-

rior flavor, but merits culture for its other qualities.

It is one of a distinct family or species, natives of
our western prairies.

39. Jenney's Seedling.—Large, rounded or obvate,
crimson, too acid until fully ripe, then of good fla-

vor, very productive. It has been much overrated,
when there are so many others preferable to it. p.

40. Lizzie Pandolph.—A seedling originated by
Dr. Bringkle, of Philadelphia; the fruit round, av-
eraging larger than Hovey's Seedling, but inferior to

that in flavor, very productive, a showy fruit of little

value, p.

41. Oenesee.—Rather large, with a neck, bright
crimson, showy, moderate flavor, fruit on long stems,
productive, growth vigorous.

42.

—

Monroe Scarlet.—Large, roundish, light scar-

let, good flavor, very productive, estimable, p.

43. Climax Scarlet.—Medium size, conical, light

scarlet, good flavor, rather acid. r.

44. Orange Prolijic.—Large, rounded, orange,scar-

let, rather acid, very productive, late. p.

45. Scarlet Cone.—Rather large, conical, bright

scarlet, productive.

The five preceding varieties were originated by
Messrs. Elwanger & Barry, of Rochester.

46. McAcoy's Superior.—Of vigorous growth, fruit

very large, rounded, dark crimson, juicy, very good
flavor, fine color, very productive, p.

47. McAroy's Pistillate, Ko. 1.—A seedling from
the loioa, and bears much affinity to its parent in

color and size; large, bright scarlet, very handsome,
productive, but not highly flavored, p.

48. McAwys Extra Pcd.—Largo, beautiful, pro-

ductive, moderate flavor and medium quality, p.

49. Schneicke's Hermaphrodite, or Longworth's Pro-

lijic.—Fair size, rounded, scarlet, sweet, very fine

flavor, productive, of vigorous growth.

50. Schneicke's Pistillate.—Large, rounded, crim-

son, very juicy and good, but njt ec^ual to McAvoy's
Superior, p.

51. Moyamensing Pine.—Secondary size, conical,

crimson, juicy, not sweet, and but little flavor, strong

fruit stems, ripens gradually, very productive. It

is of vigorous growth, and assimilates greatly to the

old Hudson, of which it is doubtless a seedling, p.
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52. Walker's Seedling.—Fair size, darli red, fine

flavor; productive. P.

53. . California Pine.—Moderate size, scarlet, same
form and flavor as the old Hudson, productive, p.

54. Mexican Alpine.—Found by the writer on one

of the loftiest volcanic mountains of Mexico; foliage

resembles the Alpine varieties of Europe, and very
distinct from all other. American species, fruit scar-

let, and of moderate size.

*55. Amanda.—Short conical, light scarlet, juicy,

good flavor, productive, p.

*56: Heroine.—Good size, light scarlet, conical,

fine flavor, productive. P.

*57. Psyche.—Large, conical, scarlet, beautiful.ex-

oellent flavor, very productive, p.

*58. Troubadour.—Large, elongated cone, crimson,

good flavor, productive, p.

*5y. Vietorine.—Large, scarlet, fine flavor, very
productive, late flovcering, estimable, p.

*60. Imperial Scarlet.—Large, light scarlet, excel-

lent flavor, and will probably prove one of the most
estimable. It fruited for the second time the past

summer, p.

*61. Prince's Climax.—A very hardy and robust
variety, surpassing almost every other in the vigor

of its growth and its large foliage. The fruit is

borne on strong stems, and excels all others in aver-

age size without any small Vjerries. It is of the

most beautiful light scarlet color, and the best suited

of the varieties for a splendid market fruit. The
flavor is very pleasant,but not equal to Le Baron and
other highest flavored varieties. It is a pistillate,

and exceedingly productive, and presents the most
admirable display of fruit we have ever beheld, p.

02. Large Early Scarlet, or Early Virginia, is so

well known that it may seem unnecessary to describe
it. The fruit is of secondary size, light scarlet, and
of pleasant flavor, and it produces one-third to one-
half of a full crop. It has served very generally as

a fertilizer, resulting oftener from circumstance than
from choice. Its blossoms expand too early for im-
pregnation of the numerous later varieties, and on
this account "ie Baron," is much preferable as well
as for its larger and finer fruit and the abundance
of its crops, and for an early flowering fertilzer the
"Triianjih" is much to be preferred.

63. Bicton Pine.—Large, white tinged with pink,

good flavor, moderate bearer, only valuable for its

color.

64. British Queen.—A very large and splendid
fruit, and of fine flavor, but utterly worthless for its

unproductiveness in our climate, unless great pains
are taken in its culture. A bushel may be grown
from other varieties more easily than a quarter from
this. A pistillate variety from this one would be
very valuable, as its sexuality would remedy the
barrenness of the parent.

65. Princess Royal.—Large, dark scarlet, conical,

good flavor, ripens late, poor bearer.
66. Elton Pine.—A large and splendid fruit, fine

flavor, ripens late, a poor bearer; but this and the
preceding will produce some admirable fruit, if es-

pecial pains are given to strengthen the soil, and
to detach all the runners.

67 to 71. Myall's Black Bock, Eleanor, Globe,
Mammoth and Prolific, are English Hermaphro-
dite varieties, mostly of good flavor, but poor bear-
ers in our climate, and their foliage is very subject to

be burnt by our powerful sun. The Mammoth,
though large, is of miserable flavor.

72. Goliath (Kitley's.)—It has been much laud-
ed, but is now denounced in English pulication
i;s "a shy bearer aud insipid in flavor."

73. Hautbois.—This ancient European species is

remarkable for the musk flavor uf its fruit, and for

the barreness of its seminal varieties. The Prolific

ane JMrge Flat Hautbois produce tolerable crops.

The Green Hantbois is more an object of curiosity.

The light English hermaphrodite varieties fmra
No. 63 to 71, commencing with the Bicton Pine, I do
not think worthy of culture, except by such fancy
amateurs as are willing to waste much time and cul-

ture for small returns. Very many persons have
never seen a full crop of strawberries as pi-oduced

by pistillate plants, and therefore think much of a
partial one. Tliey should cultivate some of thepis-

tillates noted as "very productive," and then decide
understandingly. I have passed over the English
Wood and Alpine Strawberries, as they are so well
known to every cultivator.

The following varieties are of little comparative
value on account of their unproductiveness, or of the

inferior quality of their fruit, and have consequent-

ly been superseded, as well as forty other varieties as
published in our catalogues:

Aberdeen Bee-hive; Alice Maud, (Princess;) Black
Prince;* Buist's Prize; Burr's Seedling; Burr's Late
Prolific; Burr's Mammoth; Burr's Profusion; Burr's
Scioto ; Cremont Perpetual ; Gushing ; Downton

;

Duke of Kent; Dundee, (synonym:) Fay's Seedling;

French Cucumber; Keen's Seedling; Knevett's Pine;
Lord Spencer; Myatt's Eliza; Myatt's Deptford Pine;

Necked Pine, (Ohio:) Old Pine; Prince Albert; Prince
of Orleans; Richardson's Early; Richardson's Late;

Richardson's Cambridge; Roseberry; Royal Pine;

Royal Scarlet; Swainstone; Willey, or Willey's Seed-
ling.

A Sm.vll Select Assortment—When consider-

ing the characters of so great a number of varieties,

each of which is valuable for some property or oth-

er, and all of which constitute a selection from the

mass that have for years been passing in review, it

is difficult to designate so small a number as six va-

rieties that shall combine all we desire. However,
I will^vcnture so far as to select six for market, and
six for a family garden, such as I would prefer, if

confined absolutely to that small number:
Six varieties for market—1. Le Baron—productive-

ness, and excellent flavor. 2. McAroy's Superior—
productiveness, beauty and flavor. 3. Cormicopia—
productiveness, beauty and flavor. 4. Triumph.—
Earliness, beauty and productiveness. 5. Hovey's

Seedling—great size and productiveness. 6. Pri-

mate—productiveness, beauty and firmness.

Six varieties for a family garden.—No. 1, 2 and 3

of the precding list. 4. Superlative—productiveness,

flavor and color. 5. Coronation— size, beauty and
flavor. 6. Syljihide—size, beauty and flavor.

I have purposely omitted Prince's Climax and the

Imperial Scarlet, as they are not procurable, not hav-
ing yet been offered for sale.— [Horticulturist.

Peach Worm.

This great enemy to Peach growing, after de-

stroying whole orchards, which would otherwise

be long lived and profitable, is fortunately within

our control. His operations commence at or just

below the surface of the ground, as m.ay easily be

detected by the presence of gum. All that is neces-

sary is, to bare the neck or collar of the tree, in the

*Tho Black Prince, although It has been extolled, ts nevertheless a
shy Rearer, ofteu inspiU iu Uavor, makes but lew runners, and 19 sub-
ject to die out.
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fall, leaving the place whore the roots start out, ex-

posed through the winter. In the spring, fill in

around each tree, half peck of air slacked lime, or

wood aahes, and if the earth is heaped up on it a

few inches, so much the better. In the ftiU again

this should be spread around the tree and the roots

bared as before. Lime and Potash are both a specific

manure for the peach tree, giving it increased vig-

or and productiveness, and its leaves a fine, healthy

deep green color. AVe have known the worm to bo

destroyed by this treatment, but where he has al-

ready made an entrance, he had better be first fer-

reted out with the knife and destroyed. The lime

assists the the healing of the bark. This method

answers most effectual as a preventive.

For large sized trees, the quantity of lime of ash-

es should be increased to a peck or more.

Michigan Double Plough.

Mr Editor:—Your readers have no doubt heard
of the Michigan Double Plough, and some of them
may be glad to know more of its peculiar form and
advantages.

It consists of two ploughs on the same beam, about
ten inches apart. The forward plough takes a fur-

row of three or four inches in depth, and lays its

slice exactly bottom iipwards into the previous fur-

row. The after plough follows insfanter, cutting six

or eight inches deeper, and throwing the subsoil
over the advancing furrow slice in as loose and mel-
low a condition as could be desired for planting.
The toughest sward ground, hi/ once ploughing with
this plough, is made to look like an old field plough-
ed and harrowed. Twice ploughing with the com-
mon plough would not do as well. The working of
the double plough at agricultural fairs in Massa-
chusetts, has taken farmers by surprise. The half,

they say, was not told them. Spectators and Com-
mittees have gone away filled with admiration, and
for proof of this we need only refer to the numerous
agricultural reports that have been published within
the last year or two. The writer of the Essex coun-
ty Report says:

"I determined to give the double ploughs such a
trial as to satisfy mynelf at least, of their value. Ac-
cordingly I wrote to Mr. Prouty, the proprietor, and
manufacturer of this plough, to send me two of the
best structure, which he did; they were tried in every
form thought desirable to test merits. The result was,
that each and all expressed their opinion, that the
plough was a decided improvement on any ploughs
they had ever seen, and that it would be" found of
great value- for many purposes on the farm."

In the Plymouth county report is the following:

—

"Rarely is seen work more thoroughly and expe-
ditiously done. This plough may be commended to

the notice of all those farmers, who arc desix-ous of
pulverising their soil thoroughly in the least time."
The Hampshire Agricultural society say—"For turn-
ing in of grass lands and stubble, this implement is

considered one of the most important that has come
to notice." The Berkshire Society say: "The plough
that attracted the most notice was the Michigan sod
and subsoil (or double) plough, held by Dr. Reed, of
Pittsfleld."

^
f o > 3

Any number of such testimonials maybe gather-
ed from the agricultural documents of last year.
The following statements may be considered as

high authority. They are from the pen of Calvin
Hatch, Esq., of Farmington, Ct.

One year since, I obtained one of the Michigan
Double Ploughs, manufactured by Messrs. Prouty &
Mears, of Boston, and used it for breaking up about
six acres for corn ground, which I expected to plough
more than once and harrow, to get it in a state suit-

able for planting; but after seeing the work so ad-
mirably done, concluded I could have it in no better
state for planting, and proceeded to plant without
farther preparation. I never had better hoeing on
sward ground, for the sward was so covered it lay
quite clean. Many have admired the work done by
this plough, and some have used it, and many have
been lookers on when it has been in use. Mine ob-
tained the first premium at the last plowing match
of the Union Agricultural Society."

The question has been asked, "Can you plough
and harrow at once ?" In reference to this question
an English paper remarks:

"If we could have a plough so made that it would,
in the act of inverting the furrow, slice, break it in-

to pieces, and pass over the bottom of the furrow
without the friction of any smooth surface of iron or
other material being drawn over, closing up all the
pores and fissues in the under strata, I think there is

little doubt but such a plough's cultivation would
approach (when performed at equal depths) fork or
spade cultivation."

I think, Mr. Editor, this extract and more with it,

appeared in your own paper. Our friend over the

water never saw the Michigan Double Plough, or he
would have said—"This is the very implement we
were looking for—it inverts and pulverises just as

we had conceived it possible for the thing to bo
done—it realizes in the most complete sense the idea
of inloughlng and harroiving at once."

Farmers have a deep interest in acquainting them-
selves with this plough. No man wishes to plough
his land twice, and harrow it besides, when once

ploughing with the double plough would be equally

as good. The facts submitted in this article may
stimulate inquiry, and lead to a trial of this most
important implement by the farmers of Maine. It

should be noted that David Prouty & Co., North
Market street, Boston, are the only manufacturers of

the genuine Michigan Double Plough for New Eng-
land.—[Maine Farmer.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston, April 15th, 1853.

Trial of Reaping Machines.

The following notice was received after the form

in last number of Farm .Journal was made up, and

too late for insertion. For convenience of publica-

tion, it is necessary to have oUr matter arranged not

lator than the 20th of each month, and we should be

obliged if our friends, who have communications or

minutes of meetings interesting'to the farmers of the

State, would forward us ofiicial copies as early as

possible, so as to procure their insertion in the cur-

rent number. The trial of reaping machines, about

to be held, is worthy of special attention from man-

ufacturers and agents. The difiiculty felt at annual

exhibitions, in deciding upon the merits of machines,

impossible to tost practically at the time, will be ob-

viated by the exhibition now proposed. There will
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no doubt be a large ooncouMe of farmers present,

and the occasion Tvillbe one of great interest.

The high price, and absolute scarcity of farm la-

bor at times when work must be performed, if at all,

is gradually increasing the necessU'j for agricultural

machinery, and its introduction is a benefit all a-

round. Much of our farm work is slovenly done, for

want of a sufficient amount of labor being concen-

trated upon it, which can only be remedied by the

use of good labor saving implements. Thrashing

and drilling machines, hay and straw cutters, horse

power churns, &c., only introduced generally within

a few years, are now considered indispensable, and

reaping and mowing machines, of approved con-

struction and working, are also much wanted.

IjiroRTANT TO Farmers,—Agreeably to previous

invitation, a meeting of Farmers was held at the

Black Bear Hotel, Philadelphia, on Saturday, the

9th of April, 1553, for the purpose of taking into

consideration the propriety of holding an Exhibition

and trial of mowing and reaping machines the pres-

ent summer. The meeting was organized by ap-

pointing Alan W. Corson, of Montgomery county,

Chairman, and Thomas Pratt, of Delaware, Secre-

tary.

Philadelphia, Blontgomery, Chester and Delaware
counties, were represented in the meeting, by the ap-

pearance of a delegation from each county, who
were unanimous in fiivor of such an exhibition,

which was ordered to be held .at Flowertown, in

Montgomery count)', on July the 7th, upon the prop-

erty of Dr. McC'rea, who has very kindly offered his

farm for that purpose.
Isaac Newton, lion. Sketchly Morton, Jos. Craw-

ford, Isaac Pearson and Alan W. Corson, wore ap-

pointed acommittee to invite manufacturers and oth-

ers to attend the exhibition with their machines.
Editors are requested to give notice of said exhi-

bition.

Adjourned to meet on the Yth of July, at Silver's

Hotel, in Flowertown, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
By order of the meeting.

A. W. CORSON, Chairman.
T. Pratt, Secretary.

<»

—

Chester County Agricultural Society.

A meeting of Farmers was held on the 25th ult.,

at the Horticultural Hall, West Chester, with a view

to re-organize an Agricultural Society in this county.

John Parker, Esq., was called to the Chair, Jacob

Massey and John Baldwin were appointed Vice Pres-

idents, and James Pierce and jUexander Marshall

Secretaries. The meeting was addressed by Dr.

Walker and John S. Bowen, Esq.

On motion, Dr. Isaac Walker, John S. Bowen, and

Alban Webb, were appointed d committee to prepare

and report a Constitution for the Society, who,after a

short interval, reported a Constitution, which was

adopted.

A committee was appointed to report permanent

ofScers to an adjourned meeting, to bo held in the

Borough of West Chester, at the time of the ap-

proaching Horticultural and Industrial Exhibition,

on the 18th of Juue.

The ball is now fairly started, and Chester coun-

ty will soon be up with the times, and with her sister

counties in this respect. The question has been often

asked why Chester county, proverbial for its improv-

ed stock, and highly cultivated farms, should be

without an organization of this kind. It may be

replied, that some ton or twelve years ago, and in ad-

vance of much movement on the subject in any other

county of the State, a Society was established here,

and held several large and flourishing exhibitions.

The commercial revulsions and depression of prices

of stock and farm produce, about that period, caused

it to decline, and the funds on hand were passed over

to the Chester county Horticultural Society. This is

now and has been since, in active and flourishing op-

eration, but an Agricultural society seems also re-

quired, to keep pace with the present progress of im-

provement. County Associations of this kind have

been useful through the State, in bringing farmers

together, awakening enquiry, and extending a knowl-

edge of improvements in stock, farm implements and
productions.

'•r .

To Prevent the Potato Hot.

Western Saratoga P. 0., Union co.,Ill., April 4,1853.

Permit me, through your paper, to make known to

the farming part of the community a perfect cure
and preventive of the Potato Hot, having tested it

thoroughly four years, with perfect success ; while
others in tlie same field, who did not use the preven-
tive, lost their entire crop by the rot. It not only
prevents tlie rot, but restores the potato to its primi-
tive vigor, and the product is not only sound, but
double the size, consequently producing twice the
quantity on the same ground, and the vines grow
much larger, and retain their freshness and vitality

until the frost kills them. Aside from the cure of
the rot, the farmers would be more than doubly com-
pensated for their trouble and expense in the increase

and quaJity of the crop. It being of such vast im-
portance for the farming part of the community to

know the secret of the preventive in time to save the
coming crop of potatoes, I hasten its publication, in

order to give them a chance to try it, if they see
proper, the present season, trusting entirely to the
public gratitude to reward me, as they may see prop-
er, at their next Annual Fair, for the discovery, af-

ter they have tested the merits of the preventive.

—

The remedy or preventive of the potato rot is as fol-

lows : Take one peck of fine salt and mis it tho-

roughly with half a bushel of Nora Scotia plaster

or (ij/psum, (the plaster is the best,) and immediate-
ly after hoeing the potatoes the second time, or just
as the young potato begins to set, sprinkle on the

main vines next to the ground, a table-spoonful of
the above mixture to each hill, and be sure to get it

on the main vines, as it is found that the rot proceeds
from a sting of an inscet in the vino, and the mix-
ture coming in contact with the vine, kills the efl'cct

of it, before it reaches the potato. Farmers would
do well to try it, as they would be well paid for their

trouble by the increase of their crop as well as the

quality of the potato. Try it and sec. I could, if

necessary, furnish ample certificates to substantiate

the above, but deem it unnecessary, as it needs only
a trial to prove it.—[N. Y. Tribune.

n. Penoyer.
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For the Farm Journal.
Potatoes.

EsTiiERTo.v, April 4, '53.

Messrs. Editors:—
As the time for planting po-

tatoes is approaching, I send you the result of a

careful experiment made with different manures,

with the remark tha-t I shall make a similar trial

this Spring, and trust that some of my brother far-

mers may do the same on limestone, slate and grav-

elly soils.

On the 19th of May last, I selected 126 Mercer

Potatoes, without care, as nearly the - same size as

possible, weighing about three to the pound—-cut

each potatoe into two pieces lengthwise, and planted

them in my garden, in rich sand loam soil, in hills

two and a half feet apart, three pieces in each hill,

and attended to them myself.

No. 1. Twelve hills, three pieces in each hill, Ken-

tish's Artificial Guano, manufactured in New York,

two ounces to the hill, covered one inch with ground

before applying the guano. One inch on top of

Guano.

No. 2. Twelve hills, three pieces to each hill. Sa-

line or Chemical Fertilizer, manufactured in Phila/-

delphia, covered as No. 1.

No. 3. Twelve hills, three pieces to each hill. Po-

tatoes first rolled in Plaster, covered one inch with

soil, two ounces plaster then applied, and again cov-

ered with one inch of earth.

No. 4. Same number potatoes and hills as former;

applied two ounces of air-slacked Lime, and covered

as No. 1.

No. 5. Same as former: well rotted short barn-

yard manure on the potatoes, and covered two inches

with earth.

No. 6. Same as former; short barn-yard manure
under potatoes, covered two inches with earth.

No. 7. Same as last; covered one inch with earth,

applied two ounces Peruvian Guano, and covered

with another inch of earth.

On the 23d September, I raised them, and careful-

ly weighed the product of each twelve hills.

No. 1. Kentish Guano; weighed 44 pounds.

No. 2. Saline Fertilizer; weighed 501 pounds; clean

smooth skin.

No. 3. Plaster; weighed 42J pounds..

No. 4. Lime; weighed 41 pounds, found one rotten

potatoe, and skin of all rough

.

No. 5. Barn-yard manure on iop; weighed 34 lbs.,

one-fifth of all nibbled by mice and moles. I think

seed was partly eaten.

No. 6. Manure below; weighed 44} lbs., also eaten,

but not so much as No. 5.

No. 7. Peruvian Guano; weighed 67J lbs., even in

size, smooth skin, free from excrescences.

I have before tried Peruvian Ou.ano on Wheat,
Corn and Oats. On the Oats there was a marked
benefit, the growth was taller and the color a darker

green. The spots where it had been sown, could be

observed .at the distance of one hundred yards. On
the Wheat and Corn I could perceive no difference.

A. 0. HIESTER.

The above was sent us for publication some months

since, but having been lost or mislaid, we now copy

it from the Pennsylvania Telegraph. .Judge Hiester

is one of our best practical farmers, and the results

of his interesting experiment are well worth the at-

tention. of the reader, as showing the comparative

merits of the different manures.

It will be seen that the Peruvian Guano takes the

precedence of all the other fertilizei-s, when applied

in the same quantity. But^when it is remembered

that the Chemical Fertilizer, the yield from which

was but a few pounds less than the Guano, cost but

a little more than one-third the price of Guano, it

becomes apparent that it is by far the most valuable

of the results of Judge Iliester's experiment, and

may be taken as a safer general criterion.

For tliG Farm Jonrnal.

Profitable Sow.

Editors of the r.\R5i Journ.^l: Dear Sirs:—In

•January 1852, I purchased a sow, which has shown

her elf somewhat remarkable in point of fecundity,

and \5'lthal has been rather profitable. If you think

an account of her last year's doings worthy a place

in your valuable Journal, I will give it to you.

I bought her in -January for $15. Second of Feb-

uary she became the mother of fifteen pigs, of which

she saved thirteen, two being overlaid. One of the

tliirteen died when about three months old, from

eating too much buttermilk. On June 18th, she

brought forth fifteen more young grunters, of which

she kept twelve; one of which I gave away, and sold

another for SI 50. On November 23d, she had fifteen

more, fourteen of which lived; two I sold for §1 25

a piece, one was killed for a roast, and eleven still

exist.

The first litter, in September averaged 1201bs. of

pork, each at 7 J cents, or S108. The second, on

December 1st, averaged 75 lb., at 7 J-
cents, or .§55 80.

The third I value now at §5 each, making with those

sold, §57 50. The old lady, if she should not hap-

pen to die, promises to produce another lot, I know

not how many. The principal food of these hogs,

has been the -milk from a dairy of twenty cows, with

some corn to fatten.

_I have been offered double what I gave for the

sow, and allowing her to be worth that, it will make

for the whole lot, S!2.51 30. Deducting §15, the first

cost of the sow, and §75 for corn, which is more

than they consumed, it will leave |161 30. A tol-

erable fair profit for one year, from one sow.

E. V. D.

0.-iford, April LSth, 1853.
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Black Spanish Fowls.

The above orif^inal and spirited engraving of Black

Spanish Fowls, belonging to Wm. C. Rudman, Esq.,

Philadelphia, was executed by Edward Clarkson,

who, by the way, is earning quite a reputation in this

line, for his faithful and truly natural portraits of

animals.

These fowls are beautiful specimens of a breed,

not yet much known, but highly valued wherever

introduced, for great laying qualities, combined with

very tender flesh. Their eggs are white and unusu-

ally large, nearly equal to the Shanghai, and where

these are the chief object, it is highly probable that

this is the Breed. They are also well adapted for

capons. The color of this breed is uniformly black,

when the stock is pure. The combs of both male

and female are large and of a brilliant scarlet color,

the hens' drooping to one side, while that of the

male is erect and deeply serrated. A singular fea-

ture of this fowl is a white spot on each side of the

face,—and to this particular mark "the fancy" set

the value. In England, among many of the poultry

fanciers, these fowls take rank with the Shanghais,

and are in great demand at very high prices. We
have seen the cross of this breed, with both the Shan-

ghai and Dorking, and they are considered very prof-

itable either for the farm or the table.

Our friend Rudman will have a fine opportunity

to test the respective merits of his breeds of Poul-

try, and we hope to hear from him upon the subject

through the columns of the Farm .Journal.

Fine Poultry.

William C. Rudman, we perceive, holds some of his

fine stock of poultry for sale. The purUij of this

stock can bo relied upon, and those in want of such

will do well to look after it. See his advertisement.

Address by William S. Kiiis^.

Before the Neic Hampshire Agriciiltural Soeiely.

We are indebted to the author, one of the able ed-

itors of the Journal of Agriculture, for a copy of

the above aldress, from which we shall take pleas-

ure in making a few extracts fir another number of

the Farm Journal. It ODcns out to the sun light,

some of the prejudices of the day, which have done

so much to retard the progress of agricultural ira-

provcmont, better than any thing we have seen

Lately.
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Correspondents for the Farm Journal.

We believe that in Pennsylvania are as good

Farms and Farmers, as valuable improved stock,

some of the very best agricultural implements, as

successful combinations of science and practice in

cultivation, as can be found in any other State in the

Union, but there seems to exist a most unaccounta-

ble reluctancD to extend and promulrjcde through the

medium of the press, their experience and informa-

tion, for the benefit of their brother farmers. Com-

pared with New York and New England, the con-

trast is most striking. There, a farmer who practises

a successful system or rotation, raises an extraordi-

nary crop, or by judicious and skillful crossing, im-

proves his stock, considers it a kind of duty to pro-

mulgate it through an agricultural paper for the gen-

eral benefit. It is not so here, but it ought to be. It

should be considered one, and that not the least of

the duties owing to society, not to hide our light un-

der a bushel, but to contribute our mite, whether

small or large, to the aggregate good. We hope to

make the Farm Journal the medium, through which

intelligence and information on all agricultural mat-

ters in Pennsylvania, is to be distributed. It is the

only strictly Agricultural and Horticultural periodi-

cal in the State, and its pages are at the service of

all, willing and disposed to contribute information.

They can be filled, if our farmers so wish it, with

choice and select valuable and practical matter for

other States and countries, accompanied with such

editorial remarks and suggestions, as we consider ap-

plicable to our own section, but we greatly prefer

original communications from Pennsylvania Farm-

ers. We do not care for high flown sentiment, and

well turned periods, and merely theoretical abstrac-

tions. What we want axe facts, experiments, results;

plain facts, plainly given. These are really valua-

ble to us and our Journal, and we can but consider

it the dull/ of the Farmers in this State, to cultivate

more the habit of disseminating their agricultural

knowledge and experience, by writing for the papers.

We will welcome their contributions with pleasure,

and in this way more than any other, can the Farm

Journal bo made creditabte to, and worthy of Penn-

sylvania. We are disposed to do all we can, but no

editor or dozen editors, can do what can only be done

by practical farmers themselves, variously situated,

as regards soil, climate, or other circumstances.

Since the Journal has come into our hands, our

list of subscribers has been receiving (Jonstant acces-

sions. Within three or four weeks we have had an

increase of nearly two hundred new ones, from the

State of Delaware alone, which shows it is being ap-

preciated in that quarter, and that hor farmers are

awake to the spirit of improvement. This always

creates a demand for agricultural reading, as it is al-

so a necessary result of it.

We want 10,000 subscribers in Pennsylvania du-

ring the present, and before the commencement of

the next volume. With thanks to friends in various

sections of the State, who have forwarded us clubs,

we hope they will not relax their efforts.

Tlie Strawberry (Question.

We have received from Thomas Meehan, Philsr

delphia,a letter in reference to the criticism by W. R.

Prince, in our last number, on his essay, read before

the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society. The letter

was accompanied with a specimen of a strawberry

plant,"McAvoy's red," with two scapesfrom one root,

having one pistillate, and the other staminate, blos-

soms, each of them what would be called well devel-

oped. We have something to say on this hackeney-

ed subject ourselves, but shall await another time,

till the paper bullets, we hear are in preparation are

discharged. We observe!. Meehan's essay has made

quite a stir among our friends, the Cinoinnatians who

have gone into regular conclave on it, and passed a

formal resolution, after long discussion, "that this

Society hold that experience has only confirmed

their previously established opinions as to the per-

manent character of a pistillate strawberry, as given

to the world in their report of 1846." There is

a sensitiveness in the "Queen city" about this

"strawberry question" so long a mooted one. We
shall say no more now, than to express the opinion,

that notwithstanding the above resolution, the straw-

berries will continue to blossom as they ever have

done. More anon.

Agricultural College.

The New York Legislature, the day before its ad-

journment, passed the bill incorporating the New
York State Agricultural College. The plan of in-

struction embraces practical and scientific agricul-

ture, chemistry, mechanics, mathematics, surveying,

engineering, geology, botany, the practical manage-

ment of the farm, of the dairy, and farm stock.

We clip the above from one of our exchanges. An
act something similar, embracing a plan of an Agri-

cultural College for Pennsylvania, was before our

Legislature, but we cannot learn that it passed into

a law, or by what species of maneuvering it was

omitted. Perhaps some of our readers can inform

us. The farmers of the State, and indeed the whole

people are interested, and it is their due that the

particulars should be known, who voted for or against

it, or who failed to call it up. There seems to be

less difficulty in appropriating the money of the peo-

ple, than in passing laws of this character, calcula-

ted to increase the means of paying, and which tend

directly to the general benefit, and are actually re-

quired by the example of States north and south of

us. We hope it will still be persevered in at the

next Session.
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Calystegia Pubesceus.

Under the title of "the new and charming Chinese

Climber," the above pl.ant has been very largely dis-

tributed, from certain sections, and a pretty round

speculation has been made out of it. We know of

places in Pennsylvania,where it was received through

the mall first, at the very moderate price of fifty cents

per tuber, and afterwards as it was found easy of

propagation, it was sent as presents, to induce pur-

chases of other articles.

In the November No. of the Farm Journal, we wrote

an editorial about this weed, cautioning the public,

and advising all traces of it to be carefully hunted

out, emptied on the brush heap, and burned. We re-

fer to it again now, as a friend of ours and a careful

farmer, informs us it has spread through his ground

in a most alarming manner, and would appear to be

worse than daisy or even Canada thistle. Ho has

found it two feet under ground, and thousands, in

every direction, all growing in a short time from one

or two plants. Calystegia belongs to convulvulacea,

and like convolvulus arvcnsis, that pest of English

farming, is especially to be dreaded. Let no time

be lost in its extirpation.

Analysis of Professor Mapes' SuperpUoshate of
time.

We observe an analysis of this article has been

made by Professor Johnson, of Yale Colioge, who

says it is composed of

37 lbs. plaster, (sulphate of lime.)

21 lbs. insoluble phosphate.

15 lbs. superphosphate of lime.

5 lbs. free sulphuric acid.

2J lbs. ammonia.

The other twenty pounds are water, sand, &c.

Northumberlaud County.

A friend at Turbntville, Northumberland county,

in sending us a list of new subscribers, winds up his

interesting epistle in the following strain:

"We, in this county, may justly boast, of possess-

ing one of the best and most beautiful poi-tions of

the earth. Our limestone township is (not inappro-

priately) denominated Paradise. And we ii ive good

old Adam and Eve* still living in it. I do njt mean
that patriarclial pair who lived in the garden of Eden;

but a venerable couple of about three score and ten,

who are surrounded by a numerous progeny which,

like themselves, seem to enjoy to their hearts con-

tent the bounties of L>ivine Providence. We have a

healthful climate, a superior soil, a profusion of lime-

stone, and an enterprising population. Nothing

seems wanting but to reduce Agriculture to a sci-

ence, and to enlighten the community therewith, in

order to make us prosperous and happy."

*A(}nm .S*. and his wife Eve, who have resl Je-i for forty vcars near
liU vUlasc.

Sale of Durham Stock.

Col. Sherwood's sale of about thirty thorough bred

short-horned cattle, twenty of them cows and heifers,

the remainder young liulls, will take place at Au-

burn, New York, on the 8th of June, at one o'clock,

P. M. These animals have been bred with care from

the best blood in England, and are well worthy of

attention. Several of them are from "Yorkshire-

man," imported by Joseph Cope, Chester c0Unty,Pa.

The State Fair.

Our State Agricultural Exhibition and Cattle Show
which is to be held in Pittsburg on the 27th, 28th,

29th and 30th days of September next, should not

be lost sight of by the farmers, horticulturists, me-

chanics, manufaetures and artizans of Pennsylva-

nia. The time is already at hand when exhibitors

should be making those preparations which they

cannot in justice to themselves dispense with, prior

to bringing before the public gaze those articles and
animals which they wish to enter in competition with

the many competitors on occasions of this kind.

—

There is, however, plenty of time yet left to enable

every one who wishes to get up something for the fair.

The premium list which is very extensive and which

ofiers more and higher premiums than was ofiered

by the Society last year will soon be ready for pub-

lication.

Premiums will be ofiered to competitors without

the State,and encouragement given by handsome re-

wards for prize articles in all branches of industry,

with the hope that they may be all represented.

I desire to say to the farmers and others of the

western counties of the State, to not hesitate making
preparations for competing at this exhibition because

it is to be held in their midst. It is expected that

those who are convenient will have the most to ex-

hibit. Do not think that because it is a State exhi-

bition that you, who have been in the habit of com-

peting in county fairs,will be outdone,and that there

iB no chance for you to succeed. Let no farmer say

—it will be no use for me to come in as an exhibitor,

and that the prizes will all bo borne off by those who
C(Jme from ajar. Let me say to you that the citizens of

Dauphin county, at the first exhibition, and the cit-

izens of Lancaster county at the second, fell into this

error,and did not contribute as they could have done.

After the fairs were over I heard farmers of those

counties regret their want of confidence in what they

Jiad to exhibit—one said he could have taken such a

premium, and another that he could have beaten

such a production, and another that he could have

beaten such an animal, if be had only known what

was on exhibition before he left home.

Let no one for a moment suppose that he or she

caunot be benefitted by preparing something for tlio

Fair,but conclude that it is tlie aggregate zeal of all,

that gives life, and enarg\-, and spirit to tlie lumora-

blo and valuable competition of an agricultural ox-
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hibition. There is no man in the community, who
deserves the name of a farmer, and no woman who
esteems the important place she holds in her hus-

band's house, who does not, or may not possess some-

thing of which she may be justly proud; and even

if they should be mistaken in this, they will at all

events be entitled to the credit of having afforded a

good example of thus testifying their approbation of

an institution which thoy must be convinced is cal-

culated to spread abroad information of the mos t

valuable character, and introduce improvements of

the highest value to us all.

The only way that a fair representation of the

products of the farms of our country can be had is,

for each farmer on an occasion of a State Fair like

the present, to bring the best he has got, and a 2^"'^^'

of every thing, for there is no one so poor a farmer

but what can excel in sometliing. One of the best

ways to promote agriculture, is the frequent meeting

of the tillers of the soil—a frequent comparing of

notes, and a social converse with one another upon

the different modes of farming, and upon the results

of certain experiments as tried by each in different

sections, and upon different soils—a bringing togeth-

er of their yearly products in competition, and an ex-

change of seeds and breeds.

Should the opportunity of the coming exhibition

be duly appreciated by the farmers and others of our

country, we may confidently expect to see together

at that time, the largest concourse of people ever as-

sembled in Pennsylvania. That the different branch-

es of industry will be represented in almost endless

variety, no one can doubt, and that our sister States

will contribute largely and compete strongly with us

for our prizes, we may confidently anticipate.

Every effort will be made by the Society, to pro-

mote the interests of exhibitors, and to encourage a

laudable competition in all the industrial pursuits.

The Society anticipates that this, their third an-

nual exhibition, will be much larger than either the

first or second, and situated as it will be, where easy

communication may be had to it from the East and

the West, that it will possess every attraction and

advantage that contribute to the success of an Agri-

cultural Exhibition.

ROBERT C. WALKER.
Sec'y Penn'a State Agricultural Society.

Elizabeth, May 6, 1853.

Care of Carts and Wagons.

It is strange what a differenee there is among far-

mers with regard to the importance of housing their

wagons and carts. Prudent, economical men in

most things, are wholly insensible to the great loss

they experience by allowing their expensive vehicles

to be beaten upon and soaked by the storms, and
checked and shrunk by the blazing sun.

Wagons and carts from the maker's shop are sel-

dom well painted. The owner gets so anxious to be

using his new cart, and the old one seems so unbear-
able, that the cart is taken from the shop before the
little openings in the wood and the joints are half
filled with paint—-the farmer "guesses it will do,"
and away it goes to commence a straight-forward
course to decay. A few days after, it rains. The
cart is soaked through. The joints absorb water
and swell. Bye-and-bye, when the water has dried
out, after having been dragged about the farm for

several days, the joints become loose. This process
needs only to be repeated a sufficient number of

times to give you a heavy, ricketty body, which, in a
few years, breaks up, and sends you to the mechan-
ic again.

But the wheels are the most important part. Upon
them has the most labor been expended in propor-
tion to their weight, and of them should the most
care be taken. The hubs, generally, are made of

elra. Elm, exposed to the weather, is of short dura-
tion. It is used because it is difficult to split it in

driving the spokes. White oak hubs invariably
crack and open, when uncovered by paint, and ex-

posed to the weather. White oak timber—indeed,

all timber—loses its strength and tenacity, after be-
ing again and again exposed to fain and air. The
hub then grows soft, the spokes settle into it a very
little, and the consequence is that the tire is loose,

and the blacksmith's aid is needed.
A wagon left out of doors will, in a few years, be-

come a spongy, heavy mass, unprofitable to use. As
proof of the correctness of these remarks, we know
of a farmer who has run down three sets of wheels

by exposure, and not by work, while another has a
pair of wheels perfectly sound, built a year or two
before his neighbor's first pair. In the first case, the

wheels have never been housed, winter nor summer;
but have been left by the roadside, as if impregnable
as the stone wall to injury from the weather. In
the other case, the cart has been uniformly housed,

and always well painted. It must be very intelli-

gible to the reader which is the wiser course.—^New
England Farmer.

Black Kuot ou the Plum Tree.

The following, on the above disease, from the dis-

tinguished entomologist, of New England, is worthy

of attention.

"Let those who are interested in the solution of

the question, carefully examine the twigs of last

yeai-'s growth, and if any punctures or fissures appa-
rently caused by insects are found in the smooth
bark of these twigs, let every wounded part be mark-
ed by tying a piece of coarse yarn about it loosely.

Then let these places be narrowly watched, to see

whether warts originate therein during the summer,
and let the results be made known to the public. On
the other hand—let those twigs that are now free

from punctures and wounds, be also carefully watch-
ed, and if warts are found to be produced upon them
in the course of the summer, let the fact also be made
known. In this way the public may be satisfied

whether the warts do or do not arise from visible

punctures or wounds made before the warts began to

rupture the bark. You perhaps are aware that the

practised eye can detect the incipient wart before it

bursts through the circle of the twig. Cut it out in

this state, as far as tlie inner bark and wood are

found to be discolated, and apply fine salt or brine

to the part, and the disease will be arrested."—[Bos-

ton Cultivator.

T. W. HARRIS.
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IMPROVKD APPLE PARING MACHINE—Fig. I.

The annexed engravings represent a very ingeni-

ous and useful machine for paring, coring, and quar-
tering apples, which is also applicable for purposes
of a similar nature where the first operation is only
required, and is owned by N. E. Smith & R. W. Fen-
wick, of New York City, to whom the entire patent
has been transferred by W. H. Lazelle, the inventor.

Patented Jan. 25, 1853.
Figure' 1 is a perspective view of the machine,

and exhibits the manner of performing the above
mentioned operations. Figure 2 is also a perspective
view of the machine on a larger scale, showing the

same more clearly,

This machine consists of a semicircular stationa-

ry rack. A, having a hollow traversing lever, B,

which turns on an axis, C, and is moved horizontally

back and forth by means of the handle, G, and pin-

ion, F, which latter gears into the teeth of the rack,

A. The pinion, F, is fixed to the outer end of a hol-

low spindle, which turns freely inside the hollow le-

ver, B, and has at its other end a flanged fork, D, on

which the fruit, E, is placed to be pared. Suppos-

ing the fruit to be as represented, on the end of the

fork, and the handle, G, moved round from left to

right to the position shown in figure 2, the apple will

be nearly pared by the stationary swinging knife, H,

Fig. 2.

which is kept up in contact with the apple by the

spring, H'.

As the lever is moved in a horizontal direction, as

described, the prongs of the fork and also the apple,

will traverse a semicircle, and the knife, II, will act

longitudinally from the blossom to the stem end of

the apple. By the pinion, D, being made to traverse

the rack,the spindle attached to the pinion gives mo-

tion to the fork, and thus the latter i.s made to revolve

with a rapid motion against the knife, II'. Thus it

will be seen that the apple and the fork have two

motions—one in the path of a horizontal circle, and
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the other describing verticle circles. The swinging

knife, II, being allowed to yield, and yet being firm

and flexible, by moans of the spring, H', renders it

very efficient and accommodating for apples of dif-

ferent sizes and of unequal surface, and also obvi-

ates the great wear and tear from the excessive ten-

sion that it is necessarily exerted in the old machines
on the spring, which is drawn out, as the knife tra-

verses over the semi-diameter of the fruit. The ap-

ple being pared,and the handle drawn to the extrem-

ity of the rack, the machine is in a position ready for

coring and quartering, the apparatus for perform-

ing these operations consists of a coring rod, -J, which
passes through the fork, F, having a button at its

outer and a collar at its inner end, in -which latter

is fixed a single prong that serves for holding the

apple while being pared, and tlien retains it when it

is knocked 08' the fork, D, after having been pared,

in order to be cored and quartered. For the pur-

pose of effecting the last named objects, the coring

rod, -J, is forced by tlie hand against the cutter, I,

which consists of a hollow tube furnished with four

knives. The number of these latter may, however,

he increased to any extent when it is desired, instead

of quartering, to slice the apple for drying or other

objects.

After the apple has been cored and quartered, the

rod, J, is allowed to return to its original position by
means of a spring in the outer end, between the but^

ton and the pinion, F, the said spring being com-
pressed as the rod is forced against the cutter, I, and
resuming its former position when the hand is with-

drawn—the apple and core falling into proper re-

ceivers.

This machine presents manifold advantages over

anything of a similar nature, both with respect to

cheapness, durability, and also saving of labor as

well as time, it being capable of performing almost

double the amount of work in a given time than can

be done by any other. Among its advantages is the

use of a traversing handle instead of a crank, by
which it has a horizontal instead of a rotary motion,

thus rendering the operation quicker and also easi-

er to be effected. All the parts of this machine can

Ije made light or as strong as desired, and not one of

them is lialjle to got out of order. It is a machine
that will endure without requiring to be repaired

for a great number of years, and it pares apples

with great rapidity and with astonishing precision.

A silver medal was awarded to the inventor at the

last Fair of the American Institute, it being the best

machine ever before on exhibition.

Applications for State rights, which will be grant-

ed at a moderate price, and for machines to be made
to the sole proprietors, N. E. Smith & R. AV". Fenwick,
14 Vandam street, N. Y.— [Scientific American.

Self liOadiug Cart.

Measures to secure a patent for the above have
been taken by Samuel Parks and Francis C. Rue, of

Warren, 111. The novelty of this cart consists in

having one or more plows underneath the axle, and
in fitting around the wheels a series of buckets, by
which the cart is made to both dig up the earth, and
likewise load for itself. The plows are secured to an
adjustable frame underneath the cart, and the depth

to which they are reriuired to enter tlie ground is reg-

ulated by a lever attached to a transverse liar at the

back of the frame, which is operated by the atten-

dant. The position of the lever and that of the plow-

share being maintained by resting the front end of

the former upon the step belonging to a bar which is

suspended in front. The earth is raised up into the

cart by a series of buckets formed around the wheels,

and which, as they revolve, are filled and discharge

their contents into the cart.— [Scientific American.

For the Farm Journal.

Raising Poultry,

West Philadelphia, May lOth, 1853.

J. L. Darlington, Esq.,

Dear Sir:—In November

1851, not enjoying good health, I was induced to di-

rect my mind to the raising of Poultry, as an amus-

ing employment, attended with a moderate degree of

exercise, which would in all probability prolong my
time with my family. I purchased three pairs of

Cochin China Fowls, Viotoi'ia stock, three Cocks and

three Pullets. I soon found, (with proper attention)

that their precocity and prolific character, combin-

ed with hardiness, would require more extensive ac-

commodations; one of the Pullets being the mother

of eighty chickens before she was a year old, (of

course she did not hatch them all:) she laid forty-

four eggs in succession dailv. I became convinced

that there had not been sufficient attention given by

the Farmers to that branch of their business, or our

country would have been much better supplied with

poultry. My success has induced several gentlemen

to solict a publication, giving a description in detail

of my chicken establishment, also the result of my
different experiments in hatching and roaring chick-

ens by artificial means.

I will commence with my chicken houses.

The west building is eleven feet square, sixteen

feet high on the south side, and twelve feet high on

the north, with a cellar four feet deep, the whole di-

vided into three stories. The basement eight feet

high. The next story seven feet high, with a

slanting ceiling parallel to, and four feet below

the roof: a passage four feet wide partitioned off the

north side, with steps for the Fowls to pass to the

roosts, and also to the nests (eighteen in number)

which are situated near the middle of the building,

the best location to protect them from excessive heat

or cold; the hens entering through holes in this par-

tition, to the nests, the eggs being taken out from a

passage on the other side, where there are small

panes of glass set into each shutter, that opens into

the nests: this building is lighted and aired with win-

dows in eajh story, on the south side, one window on

the west lighting the passage to the roosts, and one

in the east end near the ceiling with a trap door in

the roof for ventilation, which is only partly lifted,

by means of a cord and pulley attached to the cover-

ing over the tiap door: all the windows have glass,

and open to give air, which is essential to the health

of the fowls. Adjoining this, on the east is a room

for feed, five feet by eleven—next to this, is a buil-

ding twenty-four feet by eleven—glass on the south

front, and east end, with glass roof, pitching to the
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south, with a passage way two feet wide by three

feet high, for the older fowls to go to the roosts and

nests, from an open shed east of this building: cast

of this shod, on the same line, there are three other

chicken houses ten feet square, one story high, with

glass windows on the south side"- all the houses have

separate yards, joining to a grass lot shaded with

trees: the fowls enjoy the luxury of this lot alternate-

ly, the short time given them is very industriously

employed in eating the grass, no time being allowed

them to tread it down; by this arrangement a small

lot is rendered equal to a large one.

North of this range of buildings is a Duck yard

and house, the lower part for ducks, and the upper

for chickens, and an artificial Pond, supplied with

water, by means of a pipe inserted into a wooden

pump, sis inches below the nozzle, that when the

pump is used, a portion of the water runs into the

pond, as well as distributes fresh water along the

lino, into the several chicken yards. In the duck

yard are two kettles, holding about fifty gallons, cov-

ered with a shod, to boil feed in, for the ducks and

chickens: all those buildings I have found indispen-

sable in breeding the chickens distinctly, and with-

out mingling. My first experiments in hatching by

artificial means, was with an Eccaleobion, about four

feet long, two feet high, and two feet deep front to

back legs, twenty inches high, with tour drawers,

four inches deep, and two feet square, placed near to

one end; the drawers encompassed with a copper case,

containing a sheet of water, three inches thick, con-

necting with a large body two feet each way, through

which a small iron stove passes to heat the water.

In the top drawer are two openings, one front and

one back, with valves connected by a small iron shaft

with the front valve, where is inserted a glass tube

with a bulb at each end, nearly filled with mercury,

so regulated,that when too warm or too cool,the mer-

cury will expand or contract, throwing the weight

from one end of the valve to the other, opening or

closing it, as required; this self regulator of the heat

in the drawers, removed the necessity of so close at-

tention to the fire. This mode will hatch the eggs

by keeping the heat in the drawers bHween 98° and

104° Frahrenheit. My next experiment was, to pile

bricks around the stove in place of water; I found

the HEAT would pass around the drawers as well as

the WATER, and keep a uniform heat that would hatch

eggs equally well, but attended with more persoxal

CARE. I next experimented with horse dung as a

means of generating heat, which has resulted in

perfect success, in producing fine healthy chickens in

twenty-one days from the commencement of their

heating. This mode will be more useful to the far-

mers, as they have the material at hand, and would

cost nothing but a little labor to accomplish the

hatching of eggs to any extent. This mammel (to

use the Egyptian name,) I will now give a minute

description of that every farmer may build one for

himself, and be aisle to perfect the hatching of eggs,

and rearing of chickens without the aid of the hen.

The mammel is a building thirteen feet by sixteen

feet, with a tight grooved partition dividing it into

two apartments, the front one seven feet, the other

nine. In this partition are two openings to receive

the front ends of the ovens. These ovens are six and

a half feet long, two feet two inches wide, nineteen

inches high on one side, and eighteen inches on the

other in the clear, the back end closed, and made

entirely of inch boards; lined with tin, soldered wat-

er tight, with shutters in two equal parts, hung to

the bottom and in the middle with hinges, two but-

tons to close the front end. In the upper part of the

shutter there are two sliding valves, each four inch-

es by six, to give air, and regulate the heat. The

outside of the ovens and the partitions should be

well coated over with pitch to exclude moisture, and

preserve the wood from decay. The ovens should

be placed eighteen inches above the ground, support-

ed with posts, at the back end, and four feet apart,

with an open board partition, the boards running up

and down ten inches apart, to divide the dung be-

tween the ovens, and yet not entirely separate, that

in renewing the dung of one oven, the others may
not be chilled. There should be a window in the

back, to give air and receive the dung through: the

dung should be such as is made in a well littered

ho;se stable, and used straw and dung mixed and

well watered, while being thrown into a pile, where

it is to remain twenty-four hours, to soak, and admit

the redundant water to pass off; it should be placed

loosely around the ovens, which will not require re-

newing for two weeks; then renew only half of the

length of the oven at a time, judging from the heat

when more of it is to be renewed, which will be re-

quired about every two weeks. Tan will make a

very good bed under the ovens in place of the dung;

the heat will last longer. The egg box four feet

long, two feet wide, three inches deep, lined with

baize; ten inches of one end covered with wire to

keep in the chickens that are just hatched—the other

part of the box should have a light frame with twine

placed between the eggs and attached to the frame,

to turn all the eggs at one move. The egg box rests

on a carriage which runs on rails laid on the bottom

of the oven, with a moveable attachment to run the

carriage entirely out of the oven; the egg box turns

on a centre, to reverse the ends in the oven.

The carriage is made in two parts, the lower part

has grooved wooden pullies let into it, to roll on the

rails, the upper part is connected to the lower with

small bars of iron, about eight inches long, with

holes for a wood screw in each end, and the screws

put into the top and bottom, where they lay together;

which moves like a paralol ruler; and confined to

diifcrent heights by a hook, about ten inches long,

fast to the upper part, and hooks into staples, driven

into a piece of wood fastened to the lower part; this
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arrangement is to sustain the egg box at different

heights to suit the required degree of heat, wliioh I

have found to be, as near as it can be kept, to one

hundred degrees from the first, to the last stage.

The egg box should be moved out of the oven in the

morning and towards evening, to avoid a strong light,

and only twice a day, with as little noise as possible,

to insure successful hatching.

My feed room can be made perfectly dark;

through one of the doors is a hole one and a quarter

inches in diameter, over which is a piece of cloth, an

inch hole in it, that an egg will exclude all the light

except what passes through it, when in four days can

be seen the first progress of the chick, which, if not

visible, boil it for the young brood.

Next in order is the rearing the chickens without

the aid of the hen. In the basement of the first

named building, on a level with the top of the Eeca-

leobion, is a platform four feet by seven, with a slide,

to open in fine weather iuto a small yard, also, one

to open into a small wire front box, over the Ecealeo-

bion which is moderately heated from a small stove;

in this box is an artificial mother, made of rabbit

skins, hung about two inches from the bottom;

where the chicks are first placed; in three or four

days they are let into the next adjoining apartment,

where there is a sheep skin mother. Over this apart-

ment is another with a sheep skin raised higher at one

end than the other, for the chickens further advanc-

ed, (to run under.) In the glass building, is a plat-

form sixteen feet by four, about four feet above the

ground floor for chickens still further advanced,

(with a yard to it,) they .ire next shut out from this

apartment, and run with the full grown fowls. All

these apartments will accommodate about five hun-

dred chickens of the diScrent ages. This mode of

hatching and rearing chickens is attended with not

half the loss that usually takes place, when hatched

and reared by the hen.

With regard to feeding, the first meal, I give

grated stale wheat bread, laid on a sanded floor,

next I give bread boiled in milk, and while hot, mix

coarse ground Indian meal, making it nearly dry;

for the older fowls, I give wheat screenings and

whole corn, once a week boiled moat.

It will here be seen, that I have made the manage-

ment of eggs, as plain and simple as Captain Cooke,

"standing one on its point."

Yours most respeotiully,

JOSEPH S. KEEN.

Bedford County Agricultural Society.

President—JOSEPH B. NOBLE.
Vice Presidents

—

Hon. Jod Mann, IIenrt Yoke,

John Bowser.

Corresponding Secretary

—

William Hartley.

Keeording Secretary

—

John Mower.

Treasurer

—

Samuel Brown

For the Farm Joa niaL

Agricutural Review, No. 3.

Wheat, third in rotation, is suited to the soil, and

when it escapes the effects of disease, insects, &o.,

is profitable; some plough but once, but it is becom-

ing more customary to plough twice, being more

likely to insure a good stand of grasses, where this

is done; plough deep, immediately after oats har-

vest, harrow once, then haul and spread 20 to 25 ox-

cart loads barn-yard manure, per acre, ploughing

this under (directly preceding sowing,)with a shallow

furrow; mark out in six pace lands, sow, harrow

twice, sow four to six quarts timothy seed, pJileum

prateiise, and roll it in, or cover it with the last har-

rowing; when drilled, which is practised to a consid-

erable extent, harrow twice after ploughing, and sow

grass seed immediately before or after the drill; time

of seeding, from the 10th to the 25th of 9th month,

(September;) of harvesting from the 1st to the 15th of

7th month, (July,) cut whei the heads begin to

droop; if clear of grass, bound directly after the cra-

dle, stood in open stock for 2-1 hours, then hauled

in; when necessary to shock against rain, let 2 hands

take ten sheaves, place 6 of these in a double row, 1

at each end of these, press them into a small com-

pass at top, move the bands of the 2 remaining

sheaves (which should be large ones) nearer the

butts, let these be raised perpendicular at the sides

of the shock, spreading the head at the same time,

and while one person clasps both, let the other

bind them together. Wheat well put up in this way,

will withstand any ordinary rain.

Seed. Numerous varieties have been, and are at

present in use. Rock, a white wheat, yield of straw

good, but grain too small to produce a fine crop;

abandoned. Prime samples of White wheat, from

Maryland and Genessee, N. Y., have been tried and

proved failures. "Jones," "Hershy," White wheats,

"Blue Stem," and "Red Chaff Bearded," produce

fair crops at times, but are subject to the rust and

fly. The Mediterranean, owing to its comparative

exemption from these, having a stiffer straw, and ar-

riving earlier at maturity, is coming into general fa-

vor. This crop is subject to the ravages of the Hes-

sian fly, winter killing and rust. notice writers

of various sections recommend late sowing to escape

the Hessian fly. Experience with us has caused the

date of sowing to become much earlier than used to

be customary. Late sowing may avoid the fly in

the fall, but the plants will be weak, exposed in

consequence, more greatly to the vicissitudes of the

winter, and if the fly appears in the spring, will be

a very fit subject for it; it will also tend to retard its

maturity, thereby rendering it more liable to be

caught by rust. Varieties that mature early will be

more likely to escape the latter; winter killing may
mostly be avoided by freeing the ground from sur-

plus moisture. There has also appeared within the
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last three years, a small insect, or midge, which preys

npon the kernel in its milky state, materially affec-

ting it. White wheats have been most injured. It

has little resemblance to the barn weevil, although

this is the name which the farmers give it. I have

no doubt it, is the same thus described in the Cultiva-

tor of 1834: "The Wheat crop has been raore or

less injured in the Northern States for some years,

by small maggots, which prey upon the kernell,

while growing in the field, and before the grain has

become hard. In some instances nearly the entire

crop has been destroyed, while in other cases the in-

jury has only been partial. It has been generally

believed that the maggots have proceeded from a fly,

which deposits its eggs while the wheat is in bloss-

om, or soon after. It has also been remarked that the

fly is seen but a few days, and that if during its pres-

ence, the wheat ear has either not burst in the sheath

or is far advanced towards maturity, no evil is expe-

rienced from the insect. No preventive of the evil

has been published among us."

I suppose it to be the Cecidomya triiici, and this to

be identical with the cause that led to the almost to-

tal abandonment of wheat raising in Dutchess coun-

ty. New York, and some other localities, some years

since.

I notice upon a peruial of the Patent Office Re-

port for 1851, that this insect has first appe.ared with-

in the last throe years, in the great wheat growing

district west of Cayuga lake.

Average per acre of this crop, eighteen bushels;

price §1 05, for the last ten years, from accurate ac-

counts kept. A market within five or six miles.

Cost of raising per acre:

Ploughing three-fourths of a day, - $1 50

Harrowing twice, - - - - 50

Hauling manure, - - - 3 00

Spreading " .... 75

Seed, one and three-fourth bushels, - 1 80

Harvesting, - - - - - 2 00

Thrashing and cleaning, five centgper bushel, 90

Marketing, " " " " . 90

One-fifth of twenty-five loadi of manure, a §1, 5 00

Do., of fifty bushels lime, a 15 cents, 1 50

Fencing, .... 1 00
Taxes, - - - - . . 50

Interest on §85, - - . - 5 10

Expense,

Eighteen bushels, a ?1 05,

$24 40
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original forced plants, and not to defective sexuality.

I may be in error in my opinion that the change from

one sex to another, was the result of cultivation. I

ask no quarter for an opinion, but if that was not the

cause of the change, what was ?

As Mr P. asks for "conclusive" proof, by which I

presume he means a reference to some authority oth-

erwise than my own; I will give an additional fact

which will verify it in some degree, and show not

only that a staminate or perfect flowering plant can

be obtained from a pistillate one, which is all I have

undertaken to prove hitherto, but that both kinds can

be obtained at one time on the same plant. I have

abed of MoAvoy'sExtra Red. AVhen they commenced
flowering recently, there were as many perfect flow-

ers as pistillates. On pointing these out to a gentle-

man, (as firm a believer in its truly pistillate charac-

ter as Mr. Prince himself, and who has probably paid

as much attention to the subject,) he decided that an

erroneous kind had got mixed with them somehow.

On examination I found that the pistillate spikes pro-

ceeded from the sameplants as the others. I have sent

you a root with both on, and as we are threatened

with a further communication on the subject in the

Horticulturist,! have sent Mr. Barry a specimen also'

The testimony of two witnesses ought to be true.

As I have no additional facts to offer, I suppose I

shall do no good by following Mr. Prince into the

subject of "eternal and immutable law." All laws

arc "immutable" until we find exceptions, and some-

times what we f^mcy are "immutable" laws, are

only the effects of other principles. There is a pis-

tillate plant of the Euphorbiaoeous tribe of plants,

in a locality thousands of miles away from any indi-

vidual of the same genus or species ; well known to

Botanists as producing perfect seeds. Would Mr.

P. like to have an account of it ?

THOMAS MEEHAN.

For the Farm Journal.

Croiis ill liUzerne County.

Kingston, Pa., April 29, '53.

Mr. J. L. Darlington:
^

Sir—I send you enclosed

one dollar, the subscription price of the Pennsylva-

vania Farm -Journal, for the present year. I have

taken it from the beginning, and am very much
pleased with it. Now you may say to my brother

Farmers in Pennsylvania, that from 30 to 31 bushels

of oats sown last year, on less than twelve acres of

mowing valley land, I threshed and measured 740

bu.shels of oats; o71 bushels were round measure;

from one of those large field machines, which are

used here for threshing. My land was corn stubble

and my wheat on the same land, I think from appearr

ance will make 25 bushels per acre.

Yours, M. F. M.

For the Farm Joairnal.

Mercer County Agricultural Socletj'.

Editor Farm Journal:—
In a previous number of

your "Farm Journal," I have observed a request

for reports of any Agricultural Societies that may
be formed in any of the counties of this State.

—

I have not observed any report from this county yet,

in your Journal, although we have had a society in

existence for over a year. It is called the "Mercer

County Agricultural Society," and is intended, I pre-

sume, to co-operate with the State society, as requir-

ed by law, in carrying out the purposes of its organ-

ization. It was organized early in 1852. Its first

exhibition was held in Mercer, in September last,

and proved very successful. The display of stock

was much better and larger than the most sanguine

had anticipated. Our proximity to the Western Re-

serve in Ohio, where there is a good deal of fine

stock, has been the means of introducing better

qualities among us, and the consequence is our stock

has been improving, even in the absence of the stim-

ulus offered by an Agricultural Society.

The amount and variety of articles displayed in

the several branches of domestic products^as also

fruits, implements, and the mechanic arts, evinced

considerable progress, and much improvement.

—

There is, of course, a great deal to be done yet, and

we hope our society will beget a spirit that will load

to the highest state of improvement, in all the differ-

ent branches of agricultural industry, and the me-

chanic arts as applied to agriculture.

The number of members of the Society the past

year, was between two and three hundred, and the

amount expended in premiums over §300. Another

exhibition will be held next fall.

The officers fur the present year will be found be

low. Yours truly,

W. WADGH.

President—DANIEL BAIRD.
Vice Pi-esidents^(2S, one in each township.)

Secretary—A. M. Fleming.

Recording Secretary

—

W. Waugh.

Treasurer—/. D. Moore.

Librarian

—

David Clark.

For the Farm Jotinial.

Juniata Agricultural Society.

At an election of the Juniata County Agricultural

Society, held in the court-house, borough of Mifflin-

town, February 8th, 1853, the following named per-

sons wei-e chosen officers for the ensuing year:

President—Everard Oles.

Vice Presidents—John Woodside, Jaracs Ander-

son, Dr. Joseph Kelley, John Watson, John P. Shitz,

William Banks, Col. Charles A. Thompson, Samuel

Gayman, William G. Thompson, lion. John Dimm.
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SwRETAKr AND Treasurer—Jacob A. Christy,Esq.

CoRKESPONDING SECRETARY—Lewis Buckfiold.

Managers—Joseph Pumroy, John Jacobs, George

MoCulloch, Dr. .John Irwin, John Kenncr, Daniel

Leiber, Gen. William Bell.

L. BUCKFIELD, Corresponding Secretary.

Agricutural Knowledge.

Address by Amos R. Shelley, delivered at the semi-an-

nual Exhibition of White Hall Academy, Cumber-

herland county. Pa., March ZOth, 1853.

Society has no wealth that is so uniformly under-

estimated as that of Agricultural Knowledge. Land

and Labor may be ever so abundant, yet without

Knowledge they will remain comparatively worth-

less. Experience and esperimonts, truthfully recor-

ded in books and periodicals, have not only a pres-

ent value, but, if really important, they will contin-

ue to bless all coming generations in after time. To

obtain this knowledge, it is necessary to resort to the

assistance of chemistry, and its kindred sciences, and

it is only by a continued recurrence to those sciences,

accompanying practical experiments, that we can

hope to substitute sound, rational, and profitable"

modes of cultivation, in place of vague popular pre

judiccs, or blundering ignorance. For it has been

well said, that industry is never so efficacious as

when directed by science. If the preliminary scien-

tific investigations are made, and the farmer knows
exactly the chemical ingredients of the so!l which he

works, and the substances which compose the differ-

ent grains, and their straw,s or vegetables which he

wishes to raise upon such soil, is it not plain that he

can supply to it exactly those materials that it re-

quires; or if he does not choose to do this, that he

can so adapt his farming, as to grow upon the soil

only such plants as require little or none of those in-

gredients of which it is lacking.

Almost every State in the Union has within her

borders some agricultural periodical, some work by
which the farmers can become acquainted, and can
acquaint each other, with new facts in farming, the

results of experiments, improved modes of operation,

every thing else which would tend to improve the

soil and the mind, and render more and more respec-

table, and advantageous, an employment which is

more congenial to the natural disposition of man
than any other. Pennsylvania, though one of the

first States in importance, was, until recently, with-

out such a publication, but was entirely indebted to

works published abroad for her knowledge of agri-

cultural improvements—to publications which, al-

though admirably adapted to their own localities, are

too frequently only the medium of error to undis-

criminating minds amongst us, who do not sufficient-

ly know or consider the great difference in soil and
climate between this State and those North and

South of us. This want, however, is now happily

removed. We have now a periodical of our own,

which supplies every deficiency. In the Penn.syl-

vania Farm Journal, published at West Chester, in

this State, the Pennsylvania farmer has a valuable

auxiliary, and the different agricultural societies in

the State, a worthy organ in which to publish their

proceedings. It becomes the farming community to

sustain well this publication, and avail themselves of

the valuable information contained in it. Though

undoubtedly excellent faraiers in their waj', it will

surely not be pretended that Pennsylvaniaus are at

the end of improvements in advantgeous and ju-

dicious means and modes of cultivation. In fact it

must be conceded that we are behind many of the

other States in many respects, that would be of great

advantage to us if they would be more attended to.

We live in an age of progress, and the farmers of

Pennsylvania must not think that agriculture alone

is to stand still, while science is spreading her wings,

and enfolding every occupation of busy life in her

vivifying embrace. Look for a moment at the re-

sults of scientific knowledge, applied to practical and

useful purposes every where around us. It is a

wonderful age, and under its pressure the world

moves along at a tremendous rate. Agriculture

must partake of the spirit that is animating all oth-

er branches of business. The time has come when
our agriculturists must occupy their proper position

in society—that position which God and nature orig-

inally designed for them.

With these few scattered remarks, I leave the sub-

ject with you, trusting that you will all see the ne-

cessity of improving this elevating, and fostering this

most important branch of business.

BOOK NOTICES.

Prairie Farmer, published at Chicago, Illinois,

edited by Ambrose White, and J. A. Kennicott,

Horticultural editor. This is one of our best ex-

changes, abounds in valuable matter, and is cred-

itable to the great and growing State it so ably re-

presents. There is an off-hand, piquant style about

its editorials, which we like. Terms §1 00 per

year.

Onio Cultivator, published by M. B. Bateham,

at §1 00 per year, issued semi-monthly. This is

the Pioneer and now well established agi-ioultural

work of Ohio. We always turn to its pages with

pleasure, sure to find in its practical and able edito-

rials, as well as original communications, something

worthy of farther circulation.

Water Cure Journal, published in New York,

monthIy,at Si 00 perannum by FoAvler i.tWells,N.Y.,

a good exponent of the Hydropathic System of treat-

ing disease. The advantages of water externally

and internally, in preference to artificial stimulants,

as promotive of health and preventive of disease are
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generally recognized. As a curative agent, it is but

little known comparatively. The work before us

treats of Hydropathy in both aspects. In the great

multiplication of nostrums, and the increased use of

Iodine, Mercury, as well as Tegetable poisons, the

fact of the human stomach being intended as the re-

ceptacle {^or food, notphysic, seems well nigh forgot^

ten. Some valuable hints for family practice, may be

culled out of the Water Cure Journal.

The Philadelphia Florist and Hokticultural

Journal.—This has lately been revived, under a new

editor, with new improvements, and we welcome it

with its .able corps of contributors, such as Brinckle,

Buist, Haldeman, Meehan, &c., with pleasure into

the field.

Each number is illustrated with a superior eolorod

lithograph engraving. Philadelphia, of all cities in

the Union, ought to have a Horticultural Journal of

its own, and it would be strange indeed if it were

not well supported.

Work for the Mouth.

Farm.—The corn and potato crops now require

particular attention. The latter may still be plant-

ed. This month is a very important one for th«

corn. The early growth should be stimulated as

much as possible, by thorough and repeated passage

of the cultivator, which should not be stopped till

harvest time. Superphosphate of lime, a compost

of Guano and plaster, with a sufficient amount of

soil, to prevent its caustic effect,—Poudrette or ash-

es, should be applied to each hill, and well stirred in.

In cool mornings, the cut worm will be active. We
have found fall ploughing generally a sufficient pre-

ventive. A dressing of salt, five or or six bushels to

the acre, before planting, is a security, and has also a

fertilizing effect, particularly where the soil contains

lime. If these have been neglected, we know of 710

remedy but constantly stirring round the hills,and ap-

plying fertilizers to push it forward. When settled

warm weather comes on, with a hot sun, his occupa-

tion is gone. The plough should never be seen in-

eide the corn field after it is planted.

Root crops of carrots and beets, may still be plant-

ed in rich, deep soil, and should be attended to at

once. Kuta Bagas a month later. Put in corn for

fodder, without fail, and turn to directions in Febru-

ary number of Farm Journal, by David Thomas, for

Bowing, harvesting and curing. It is the best article

which has been written. Plaster should be sown oc-

casionally over barn-yard, hog pen and stables.

Place lumps of rock salt in field, so that cattle,

eheep and horses may have access to it, at pleasure.

Latter part of this month, hay, particularly where

clover predominates may be cut. When the blosom

has assumed a brownish hu3 it is time to commence.

Hay should not be stirred often in the field, as its

quality is injured by too much drying. Salt spread

over the mow, prevents danger from heating. A
good revolving horse rake, will render hand rakee

entirely unnecessary, and save time and labor.

Fruii Orchard.—During this and beginning of

next month, is the time for regulating the heads of

fruit trees, by pinching off the terminal bud,or short-

ening, in process. The shape of trees is thus under

perfect control. Thin off fruit where too abundant.

Mulch the surface of ground under trees, to keep it

damp, and preserve an even temperature. Give at-

tention to caterpillars as before recommended. Save

your plums from the curculio, by tapping the tree

suddenly with heavy blows with a mallet, every

morning,and catch them beneath in sheets spread for

the purpose. Try "the little Turk," with the coating

of white wash, applied to the fruit through a syringe,

or dusting the tree with air slacked lime. One of

our friends near West Chester, has succeeded well

for two or three seasons with these remedies. Such

fine fruit is well worthy the trouble of repeating the

application for a few times. The peach borer also

requires close attention this month, and cutting into

his hiding place in the bark just below the surface

of the ground—see article in present number.

Thin out gooseberries and currants, where bushes

are too much loaded, and cover ground with salted

hay, to prevent mildew. Prune grape vines where

needed. The productiveness of strawberry beds may
be increased by an occasional watering between the

rows.

Wash the bark of trees as before recommended, if

not already done. If of sluggish growth, dig in

well rotted manure, or guano. If any symptoms of

blight appear in pear trees, use the knife immediate-

ly, and cut off below the part affected.

Vegetable Garden.—Most of the early crops of

lettuce, radishes, spinach, &o., being now past, the

ground should be cleared and prepared for late

beets and carrots. Take advantage of moist days for

planting out succession crops of cabbage. These

may occupy ground in paths of onion beds. Water
cauliflowers in dry weather, and draw up earth to

stems. Such as are advanced in flower, should

have the leaves bent down over them, to protect

them from the sun and rain.

Thin out beets, carrots and parsnips. Stir fre-

quently and deeply with the hoe, and keep down all

weeds. Kidney beans may be planted, and beet

seed. Re-sow such seeds of brocoli, cauliflower, cab-

bage as have missed.

Celery plants that have arrived at sufficient size

should be planted out for early crop. Dig a trench

spade deep, laying the earth equally on each side,

and fill in bottom about three inches deep, of well

rotted manure, incorporating it well with the soil.

Cut off the tops of plants, and also ends of roots,

before setting out, and then plant with dibble six

inches apart. Water well as soon as planted, and
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shade with boards, laid on sticks, across the trench

till growth is established. Earth up in a dry time as

the plants continue growing, and avoid covering the

heart, repeating it every two weeks, till sufficiently

blanched.

Cucumbers, melons, pumpkins, squashes, okra,

peas, and corn may still be planted. Set out sweet

potato sprouts in rows, four feet apart, in rich light

soil; and keep clear of weeds till vines .cover the

ground. A small quantity of turnip seed should be

sown this month for early autumn use.

Plant out balance of tomato, egg plants, and pep-

pers, also pot and other herbs from seed bed.

Herbs for drying should be gathered, ns they are

beginning to come into flower, and laid in the shade,

so as to dry gradually.

Flower Gardex.—Continue the directions given

last month. Mow grass plots, and follow with the

roller. Secure the young shoots of roses and flower-

ing plants, to stakes or main branches to prevent be-

ing broken with the wind. This gives them a good

shape, and they will flower better for it. Iloe and

rake flower beds and walks frequently. It adds

much to the appearance of a flower garden. Trans-

plant annuals in damp weather, and sow again for

late blooming. Green-house plants generally may

be planted out this month. Continue to plant dahlias.

Drive a strong stake down firmly beside each one,

and secure it safely to prevent being broken with the

wind. Tuberoses and gladiolus, may still be planted.

Tulips and hyacinths are improved by being lifted

once in two or three years, and replanted in fresh

soil, or the old one enriched, observing after lifting

to stow away in a dry airy place, and plant again in

the fall. Bulbs should be lifted when the tops have

decayed.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The Stated Monthly meeting of this Association,

occurred on Tuesday, May 17, in the Chinese Saloon,

Philadelphia, Dr. W. D. Brinkle, Vice President, in

the chair.

The display on the occasion was one of interest,

consisting of many fine specimens of green-house

plants and esculents, betokening much skill in culti-

vation. Of the former a few of the choicest might be
noticed. In Mr. Buist's collection, shown by Thos.
Fairley, foreman, were remarkably well grown spe-

cimens of Azalea Maillandii, A variegata Ixora coc-

cinea, AUircemeria hicolor, Calceolaria, Bleiia htja-

einthoicles, &c.,and a dozen pots of indigenous plants;

J. F. Knorr's gardener, John Bell, presented a col-

lection not ill compelilion. A beautiful plant of Deui-
zia gracilis, for the first time shown; Nieremhergia
gracilis, very pretty; Scutellaria Ventanalii, fragrant
Oestrum auraiitiaimm, Jasminum gracile, a dozen Ge-
raniums, as many Cinerarias and a number of Cal-

ceolarias of much beauty. Thomas Meehan, garden-
er to Caleb Cope, brought Physurus argenleus, Chy-
sis bractescens Ijoth new, and shown for the first time.

Slatice Dicksonia rare; Allamanda nereifolia, good
specimen ; Faliiana imbricata and Fuchsia Diadem.
Also, a design and baskets of Cut Flowers; in the

latter was the 105th flower of Victoria Regia, from
the original plant, and a basket of Wild Flowers.

—

Isaac Collins, Gardener to the President had a large

and fine plant of Euphorbia splendens.

AVm. Grassie, gardener to W. W. Keen, West Phil-

adelphia, exhibited a specimen of Uoya imperialis

neto and for the first time seen, a magnificent plant

;

a new Pelargonium called Madame Rosaltii of pecu-
liar markings ; a fine specimen of Calceolaria mag-
na lutea, and many other choice species. James Bis-

set, gardener to ^I^. Dundas, exhibited a fine speci-

men of Azalea variegata. Gloxinia, and other select

plants. Adam Uber brought a large collection of
Pelargoniums in the finest state of cultivation. A.
Parker had a table of native plants. Thomas Me-
ghran, gardener to R. Cornelius, exhibited a hand-
some design and a basket of choice flowers

On the fruit table were several dishes of grapes.

From Mr. Cope's houses were the white Frontignao
and Black Hamburg. From J. Fisk Allen, Salem,
Mass., a bunch of his seedling Black Hamburg and
seedling Musque verdel; also the Grizzley Frontig-

nao and verdelho, parents of the seedling.

And among the extensive collection of vegetables

were Cucumbers, forced Potatoes, Cauliflowers, &c.,

by Thos. Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius. Fine
Sea Kale, Cauliflowers, Tomatoes, Asparagus, &c.,

by Thomas Meehan, gardener to C. Cope. Rhubarb,
of mammoth proportions, by Samuel Cooper—one
leaf and petiole weighing three pounds and three

quarters. Fine Rhubarb, two kinds, by Wni. Hob-
son. William Johns exhibited a dish of French
Beans, Tomatoes, and Beets. Enormous Asparagus
by J. M. Tage.

Reports of the Committees for awarding premiums
on plants and flowers:

—

Pelargoniums, for the best

six and for the second best, to Adam Uber; for the

best specimen to Thos, Meehan, gardener to C. Cope.
Tulips—for the best twelve to Thos. Fairley,foreman
to Robert Buist; for the second best, to Thos Mee-
han. Plants in pots—for the best collection, to Thos.
Fairley; for the second best, to Thos. Meehan. Plant
in apot—for the best, to Isaac Collins, gardener to

Gen Paterson, ioxEuphorhia splendens. Indigenous

plants—for the best display to Thos. Fairley. Plants

shown for the first time—to William Grassie, gar-

dener to W. W. Keen, West Philadelphia, a pre-

mium of five dollars for Hoya imperialis, in bloom
for the first time in this country, it is believed; and
to Thos. Fairley, a premium of three dollars, for a
fine collection of Geraniums, exhibited for the first

time. Bouquet designs—for the best, to Thos. Me-
ghran; for the second best to Thos. Meehan; for

the best hand bouquet, to Robert Kilington. Basket

of Cut Flowers—for the best, to Thos. Meehan ; for

the second best, to Thos. Meghran ; for the best of

indigenous flowers, to the same. And special pre-

miums for a fine collection of plants to James Bisset,

gardener to James Dundas, and for a basket of indi-

genous flower to Thos. Meehan.
On Fruits

—

Grapes: for the best three bunches,

the white Frontignac, to Thos. Meehan, gardener to

C. Cope. The Committee noticed specimens of two
fine Seedling Grapes, from John Fisk Allen, of Sa-

lem, Mass., which they think worthy of a more de-

tailed notice in their next ad interim report.

On Vegetables

—

Cucumbers: for the best brace to

Thos. Meghran. Rhubarb—for the best twelve stalks,

and for the second best, to William Hobson. Aspar-
agus—for the best twenty-four stalks, to James M.
Tage; for the second best, to Thos. Meehan. Peas—
for the best half peck, to Thos. Meghran. Potatoes—
for the best half peck, to the same : for the best dis-
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play of Vegetables by an amateur, to Thomas Me-
ghran; foi' the second best, to Thos. Moehan; and
a special premium to Samuel Cooper, for a very fine

display of Rhubarb brouf;ht in too late for competi-
tion. The Committee called the attention of the So-
ciety to a dish of French Beans, Plum Tomatoes and
Beets, shown by Wm. Johns.

AD INTERIM REPORT.
Philadelphia, May 17, 1853.

To the Prcskhnt fiflJie Pennsylvania IlorticuUural Society:

The fruit Committee respectfully submit, as usual,

an ad interim Report on the specimens of Fruits sub-

mitted to their examination since the, last meeting of

the Society:

From Cliarles Kesaler, of Itcading, Pa.:— ThePfiif-
fcr Apple—noticed and described in the Report for

April, but not then sufficiently mature for testing,

has since been examined,and is regarded as of "good"
quality.

From John Gorgas, of Delaware:—The Freeze
and Thaw Apple—grown on the farm of his father,

Roxbury township, Philadelphia county, Pennsylv.a-

nia. Size medium ; conical
;

profusely striped" and
mottled with liright red on a yellow ground, with a
number of light dots, and frequently one or more
white splashes near the base ; stem three-fourths of

an inch long, slender, inserted in a wide, deep, acu-
minate cavity, partially russeted ; calyx small, clo-

sed, set in a moderately wide, superficial, wrinkled
basin; flesh of fine texture, but deficient in flavor,

and on that account can scarcely be considered of
"good" quality, if the specimens were cut at the prop-
er time. Mr. Gorgas informs us that it may be left

on the tree till it repeatedly freezes and thaws, with-
out sustaining injury: hence the name.
From Cliarles Kessler, of Reading

:

—A Red A]>
ple—below medium size, which origin.ated on the
premises of Mr. Ilains, of Pricetown, Berks county,
Pennsylvania. Form roundish oblate ; skin thin,

striped and marbled witli bright i-ed, and marked
with numerous whitish dots near the crown ; stem
long, rather slender, inserted in an open, deep cavi-

ty ; calyx large, set in a wide, rather deep, slightly

plaited basin; the bright red stripes remain imprint-
ed on the fruit after the delicate skin has baen re-

moved ; the coloring matter penetrating and partial-

ly staining the otherwhise whitish flesh, which is ex-
ceedingly tender and of fine texture; flavor agreea-
ble ; quality "ir;// good".
From Charles Kessler, of Reading:— The SpecJcled

Oley—hom Oley township, Berks county, Pennsyl-
vania. This Apple is s»id to be beautiful when in

perfection, and usually one-third larger than the spe-

cimens sent to us. Size two and a half inches by
two and five-eights; roundish; stripe 1 and mottled
with red on a greenish yellow ground, and thickly
covered with large white dots, most of which contain
a russet speck in the centre ; stem three-eighths of an
inch long, by one-tenth thick, inserted in a very nar-
row, acute cavity, sometimes russeted; calyx small,
set in a shall nx, furrowed basin ; seed long and of
a light yellowish brown color ; flesh rather dry and
meaily, but with a pleasant flavor ; being over-ripe,
an accurate judgment could not be formed of its

quality.

From Charles Kessler, of Reading

:

—A large green-
ish yellow Apple, with a faint brown cheek ; round-
ish, inclining to conical, and somewhat angular;
stem short, rather stout, and fleshy at its junction
with the branch; cavity acute, narrow; russeted in
rays; calyx small; basin moderately deep, not wide,

furrowed; flesh tender, juicy; as the specimens were
over-ripe, the quality could not be accurately ascer-
tained.

From Charles Kessler, of Reading:—Newtoxvn Pip-
|«'«—from Berks county; largi^; roundish oblong,
greenish yellow, with faint broad stripes of red on
the side exposed to the sun. Not true to name, and
not equal in quality to the genuine Newtown Pip-
pin.

^From Mr. Slingluff.—Beautiful specimens of pears,

from a tree purchased for the Catillac, but which
proves to be Uccdale's St. Germain. The latter is

distinguished from the former in being pyriform;
while the Catillac is broadly turbinate. Both are
valuable only f )r culinary purposes, and one of them
(Uvedale's St. Germain) is familiar to us under the
name of Pound Pear.

From Jonathan C. lialdwin, of Downingioum.—
Pears lal)elled Si. Germain; which we regard as not
•rue to name. They were not in good condition

when received, and we were consequently unable to

test their quality. Mr. Baldwin, however, who is a
distinguislied pomologist, has expressed so favorable

an opinion of the variety, that we have drawn up the
following description of it, from the specimen he sent
us: large; obovate pyriform; greenish yellow, with
a brownish red check; stem an inch lung by one-

sixth thick, inserted without depression; calyx set

in a deep, narrow, sometimes wide basin: seed very
large; flesh yellowish white, juicy; specimens not in

a condition for us to determine the flavor and qual-
ity.

From Dr. Berlolet, of Oley township, Berks coun-
ty. Pa., through Charles Kessler, of Reading.

—

The
Boas Apiple, which was introduced into Oley, about
fifty years ago, by the Rev. Mr. Boas, of Reading,
from Exeter township, where it is known as the A'el-

ter: medium size; roundish oblate; deep crimson in

stripes of difierent hues, with one or more whitish
yellow blotches near the base, sometimes only faint-

ly striped with red on a greenish yellow ground;
stem very short and thick, inserted in a moderately
deep, not very wide cavity; calyx set in a plaited b.a-

sin variable in size and form, sometimes superficial

and wide, sometimes rather deep and narrow; core

small; seed very small, plump, acuminate, greyish

brown; flesh yellowish white, crisp; flavor pleasant;

quality "very good." Said to be a long keeper.

Six resident members were elected. On motion
adjourned.

TIIOS. P. JAMES, Recording Secretary.

Chester County Horticultural Society.

The display of the Horticultural Societt, on
Saturday, the 1-lth of May, was very good, with a
fuller attendance than usual. Tlie display of green-

house plants by Morris & Co., and by llartman &
Co., exhibited much skill in culture and taste in se-

lection—they were much admired. The display of

tulips by Miss Bennett and Jlr. Stroraberg, in the

form of bouquets, were very brilliant. The follow-

ing display of Aitles shows that with a little care

we can have a supply of that valuable fruit the whole
year:—Joshua Enibrec exhibited 17 varieties, J. C.

Baldwin 7, Hartman & Co. 6, John James, -Jr., 4,

Ziba Darlington 8, .John F. Ingram 1, a seedling of

good keeping qualities and good flavor. Rhubarb
by P. Morris & Co., Jona,than C.Baldwin, and John
F. Ingram. Messrs. Morris & Co., exhibited a good
display of vegetables. This department was not so

fully represented as it should have been.

Ih'omiums were awarded—
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To Ilartiuan & Co. for the best 10 varieties of Pe-

largoniums.
P. Morris & Co. for tlio best 10 varieties of Roses

in pots.

Hartman & Co., for 2d do do

Minerva Bennett, for the best display of tulips.

P. Morris & Co., for the best display of green-house

plant.

Ilartman & Co., for the 2d do do

Joshua Embrce, for the best display of Apples.

P. Morris & Co., for the best display of Vegetables.

P. Morris & Co., for the best three bunches of As-
paragus.

P. Morris & Co., for the best three bunches of Rhu-
barb.

The following were appointed a committee to su-

perintend the June exhibition, viz:

J. Laooy Darlington, E. B. Taylor, Wilmer "Wor-

thington, Jr., J. II. Bell, and A. Marshall; also the

following ladies: Miss Sarah W. Ilaines, Miss C. M.
AVilliamson, Miss Sarah E. Rutter, Miss C. L. Dar-

lington, and Miss Hetty Trimble.

Mr. Elliot Cresson, of Philadelphia, wag duly
elected a life member.

Mr. Cresson being present, made some practical

and useful suggestions before the Society.

On motion the committee were instructed to re-

quest Mr. Cresson to deliver an address at the June
exhibition.

New Corn Planter.

Measures to secure a patent for the above have
been taken by Gardner A. Bruce, of Mechanicsburg;
111. In this machine, directly behind each furrow

share, is placed a hopper, and directly underneath

the bottoms of the two hoppers is a 'dropping slide.'

extending entirely across the frame, and which has

a reciprocating motion given to it by a lever. In the

bottom of each hopper are two holes, and each end
of the dropping slide has the same, there is likewise

through each side piece of the frame a vertical a]i-

erture. When the furrow has been prepared for the

seed, the droping slide is operated by a hand lever,

so thit one of the holes with which it is perforated

coincides with another in the side frame, whilst the

other hole is directly under one of the apertures in

the hopper. In this position a seed drops from the

slide through the frame, and into the furrow, whilst,

at the same time, a seed is forced from the hopper in-

to the other hole of the slide. The certainty of this

process is insured by having, in each hopper, a bal-

ance beam, to both ends of which are attached ver-

tical rods, which alternately serve to force a seed

from the hopper into the dropping slide; this plan

preventing the holes from being clogged, as the rods

will clear them. There are two covering shares on
each side of the frame, which are attached to a beam
moving in sockets, and the tendency that the shares

have to be thrown back, is checked by fixing a slot-

ted lever to the beam, and placing in the slot a cross-

piece, whose upward motion is determined by a pin,

so that the shares are regulated at will, and when
necessary they can be made to clear the earth entire-

ly.—[Scientific American.

given by the Editor three or four years ago. These
directions are the only ones that I have seen that
strike directly at the root of the matter—that is to

say, by pi eventing the borer in a winged state, the
last of Slay and the first of June, from depositiiir/ its

eggs in the bark of the tree, and thereby laying the
foundation of a new brood. The old mode of killing

the borers by pushing wires into their holes in the
trunk of the tree, is good as far as it goes—but it

only goes half way. Since, if you succeed in killing

all the grubs in that tree, a fresh set may fly over
from your neighbors' trees, as soon as the grubs hatch
out, and lay their eggs in yours. The plan recom-
mended by the Editor of the Horticulturist, does the
whole business ; as many new subscribers whose
trees may be infected, have not that prescription at

hand, I shall beg leave to repeat it.

First, kill all the grubs in the trunk of the tree,

by pushing a wire up the holes as far as possible.

Then take a pail—fill it half full of thin soft soap,

and stir in enough tobacco water to make it two- thirds

full. Having first scraped off any loose bark, next
apply this tobacco and soap paint with a stiff brush,

to every part of the trunk, and larger part of the

limbs—putting it on especially thick at the "crotch-

es," and the base of the trunk—the places where the

borer likes best to deposit its eggs. If this is done
early in May, I can answer from experience for its

efficacy." No borer will deposit her eggs in bark coat-

ed over in this way.— [Horticulturist.

Apple Tree Borers.

In New England there is no greater pest to the

cultivator, tbau the apple tree borer. In some parts

it has destroyed whole orchards. Many persons, in

fact most persons, fidd their hands in despair, and
let the trees die. I have done better by the help of

the Horticulturist—having profited by the directions

tlST OF PATENT CLAIMS
Issued from the United States Patent Office.

WiNNOWEKS.—By G. P. S. Zimmerman, of Charles-

town, Va.—I claim the invention, use, and applica-

tion of the perforated vibrating table, arranged to

a sloping liottom or platform, the parallel saw-like

stripes or straw pushers, combined with an oscilla-

ting rake and straw beaters or curved prongs, the

whole combined and working with the oscillating

hinged standard, and suspending straps, substantial-

ly as set forth.

I do not, however, claim the invention of a com-
bined threshing, separating,aud winnowing machine,
but only such parts as are set forth.

WiN'NowERs OF Grain.—By S. Briggs & J. G.

Talbot, of Sloansville, N. Y.—We claim causing the

upper sieve or riddle to viberate at a greater speed
than the screens, as set forth.

Breaking Hemp.—By Lewis W. Colver, of Louis-

ville, Ky.—-I claim the combination of the oscillating

beaters, and the spring bars placed ajjovo and below
the beaters, so that the recoil of the springs after Ow
beater leaves the bars, shall shake out the hemp Sw.
clear it of its woody portions, as described.

Seed Planters.—By Isaac II. Garretson, of Clay
Iowa—I claim planting corn in check ro.vs, by the

planting sides, worked on the cross-bar by hand, in

the manner set forth.
,

Grain Harvesters.—By T. D. Burrall, of Gene-

va, N. Y.— I claim first, the additional apron, to con-

vert the usual rear discharge into a side discharge of
the cut grain, constructed and arranged as sot forth

.

Second, the combination of the curved supports

and the adjustable journal box piece, to preserve the

relative positions of the cogs in the mitre gearing,

and at the same time allow of raising and depress-

ing the driving wheel, the gearing, &c., being con-

structed and arranged as described.
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Plows.—By Solomon Horney, Jr., of Richmond,
la.—-1 claim constructing the shank hollow in a

single piece, with two closed ends, as described, and
securing the same to and with the share and beam,
by means of the master bolt, and the short bolt for

passing through the slot in the top end of the hollow
shank, for varying the position of the shank with tho
beam, and for giving additional security to the fas-

tening of the same, as set forth.

Harrows.—By William Berlin, of Berryville, Va.
—I claim constructing a double frame work of iron

bars or straps of meta', and arranging and combin-
ing the two together by graduating bolts or adjusta-

ble screws and taps, by which means or contrivance,
the lower frame can be elevated or depressed, and
the teeth or tines, lengthened or shortened in their

drag or dip.

"Washing Machines.—By C. P. Wilgus, of West
Troy, N. Y. - 1 claim the employment of the revol-

ving feeding net cylinder, in combination with the

two sets or circles of rollers, one set of said rollers

being allowed to yield when tho sack of clothes or

other articles, is drawn around the net cylinder, and
between the said rollers and made to spring back by
means of the springs, which are connected to the roll-

ers, the whole being constructed, arr.anged, and op-

erated as described, and for the purpose of washing
clothes and falling and flocking cloths, as set forth.

—[Scientific American.

Cheese Presses—By Mills A. Ilaokley, of Belle-

ville, N. Y. I claim the turning table or its equiva-

lent, in combination with the roller in such manner,
that whenever the table is adjusted for turning the

cheese, there will be a corresponding adjustment of

the roller for facilitating the process of turning the

same

Harness—By James Stanbrough, of Newark, N.
Y. I claim the forming of rounds, raises, or rolls, on
the different parts of a harness or other leather work,
by doubling and stitching together a strap of leath-

er, at its edges, and then binding these edges by a
separate piece, and connecting tho stitching of such
binding, by drawing up and fastening by the side

thereof, folds of the strap; and this I claim, whether
the single strap only be used for forming a single

roll, or a secondary strap be used lor forming two
or more rolls, as described.

Scythe Fastenings—By Alpheus Kimble, of Fitch-

burg, Mass. I claim the method of securing the

blade of the scythe to the snath, by passing its shank
through the end of the stationary metal cap, and se-

curing it by means of the upward presure of the

screw, in combination with the claw and bush piece,

constructed and operating as described.

Breaking and Dressing Flax—By S. A. Clemans,
of Springfield, Mass. I do not claim simply the dou-
ble action of beaters, as that is well known in a great

variety of machines for various purposes.

What I claim is the method of breaking and dress-

ing flax or other fibrous substances, by a beater con-

structed in the manner described, (vibrating on a cen-

tral axis,) between the faces of which the flax, &c.,

passes as described, when this is combined with one
or two pairs of rests placed in close proximity to

the edges of the beaters betwsen which the flax pass-

es, as specified.

Also, in combination with the beater and rests for

breaking and dressing, as described, the employment
of a pair of rollers each of which is grooved in the

direction of its periphery, and one of which is made
to vibrate in the direction of its axis, for the purpose
of opening and softening the fibres, as described.

Machines for Dressing SniNOLES^By Joel Tifia-

ny, of Cleveland, Ohio: I claim the combination of

parts consisting of the pinions, with the intermediate
gears. The levers and joint levers .and sections,

with the connecting rods, and cam, for the purpose
of operating the arms, as described, turning and re-

moving shingles, at the same time, from one side of

a reciprocating bed, to the other, and then, when its

second face is dressed, throwing it from the machine
in a finished state.

Plows—By Solomon Horney, Jr., of Richmond,
Ind.: I claim constructing the shank hollow in a
single piece, with two closed ends, as described, and
securing the same to and with the share and beam,
by means of the master bolts, and the short bolt for

passing through the slot in the top end of the hol-

low shank, for varying the position of the shank
with the beam, and for giving additional security to

the fastening of the same, as set forth.

Smut Machines—By H. L. Fulton, of Chicago, 111:

I am aware that a flat plate on the side of the con-

cave has been used; this, therefore, I do not claim;

but I claim the circular, prismatic shaped brace and
concentrator, arranged between each pair of revol-

ving scouring pl.ates, and secured fast to the inner

periphery of the case for the purpose of concentra-

ting the grain,and throwing it upon the second scour-

ing plate, and thereby preventing its escape, before

it is effectually cleaned from the first scouring

plate, directly to the discharged passage, as descrilJ-

ed. Also, in combination with the revolving dish

shapened plates, or beaters, substantially as describ-

ed, the prismatic ring, for the purpose of concentra-

ting and directing the grain from one beater to the

other as described.

Shingle Machines—By Simon Ingersoll, of Xew
York city: I claim the spring clipper, operated as de-

scribed, in combination with the riving knife, for the

purpose of insuring the complete separati- "f the

shingle from the block, and, at the same tii' ..brow-

ing it on the lower bed, in position to be carri,..-* to the

dres.sing knives, by the next advance of th; driver,

as set forth.

Caterpillars.

We have long been anxious to ascertain what bird,

if any, would destroy the common caterpillar. In a
conversation with J. G. Bell, Esq., Ornithologist and
Taxidermist,v^e learn that the Bait. Oriole,(/rf(>Ms Bal-
timoHus) will destroy many hundreds per day. This

bird removes the head, takes out the semi-fluid por-

tion, leaving the hairy case. The Orchard Oriole,

{Iciirus Sjmrivs) of Audubon, is also a very destruc-

tive bird to caterpillars.

Mr. Bell stated that the Downy Woodpecker, {Pic-

(us Puhescens,) and the Hairy Woodpecker, (Picus

Villosus) are useful birds to the farmer, as they des-

troy myriads of the grub or borer in the apple tree.

They generally take them out of young trees near the

ground.
Mr. Bell has promised, at some future day, to fur-

nish us with an article on Ornithology as connected

with agriculture.

We hope our young friends who parade the country

in shooting jackets, will reflect before shooting any
of the birds we have named above, that he is destroy-

ing an individual of, probably, ten times his own im-

portance to the body politic— JE':r(.'7ian()'e.
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Prlzp Essay oit tbe Production of Butter,
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OF England.

[Continued from last number of the Farm •Journal.]

It is almost unnecessary to remark that every uten-

sil connected with the dairy ought to be kept perfects

ly clean and sweet, being well scalded, and subse-

quently washed out with clean cokl water. The
milk, being drawn from the cow, should be put into

a vessel to cool—a clean tinned vessel is the best for

this purpose; it onght not to stand so long, or be al-

lowed to -cool so much, as to permit the cream to par-

tially separate; being cooled, it should be strain-

ed through a hair sieve into the milk dishes

(glass ones are the bast.) The depth of milk should
not exceed four inches; it is stated that two inches is

the most profitable mode. In a dairy maintained at

a proper temperature, the cream should be gathered
every twenty-four hours; but in very hot weather the

milk ought not to stand mure than eighteen hours,

at the utmost. The common mode of procuring

cream is by a skimmer; others have constructed ves-

sels by which the blue or skim milk is allowed to

flow through an orifice in the bottom of the vessel.

Recently it has been proposed to use a syphon for

this purpose; the ordinary syphon is, however, very

troublesome. If syphons ever come into general use,

they ought to be formed of the annexed figure.

When constructed with a curved terminal to each

leg, the syphon may be carried about, or may be hung
up for use at any moment, it being only requisite, in

using it, to maintain the leg placed in the milk at a

slight degree of elevation above the outer leg. Sy-

phons of this kind have been long in use in acid man-
ufaetcries.

The processes used for making butter in different

districts are much more numerous than is generally

imagined ; a similar remark applies to the churns

used; the varieties of the latter have greatly increas-

ed of late years. For the present. I shall confine my
remarks to the mode of using the milk, cream, &c.,

and the proper temperature of churning. The form

of the cliurn will receive subsequent attention.

Some very elaborate experiments on butter-making

were undertaken by Professor Traill and the late Dr.

Bostock; they were published in the 'Highland Trans-

actions.' The writer of this paper was made ac-

quainted with many of these results by one of the

cvperimentcrs, now deceased, and subsequently test-

ed them on a working scale. Owing to removals,

and the lapse of time, the notes are lost or mislaid;

he, however, distinctly recollects that in .all instan-

ces but one the products, on an ordinary routine,

agreed remarkably with those made by the gentle-

men alluded to.

One series consisted of "the comparative quantity

of butter yielded by the following:
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1. Sweet cream churned alone.

2. Sweet milk and its cream churned together.

3. Sour cream churned alone.

4. Sour milk and its cream churned together.

5. Scalded or Devonshire cream churned alone.

On the 24th oi May, 1807, the milk of four cows
was drawn in the same vessel, passed through a
strainer, and then divided into five portions of sis

English pints each, which were placed in similar ba-

sins of earthenware, in a place, the temperature of

which ranged from 55° to 60° Fahr.

Monday, 25th.—The temperature of the air was
very hot, 76°; but that of the milk-house, by constant
evaporation of water, was kept about 60°.

Tuesday, 26th.—Thirty-nine hours after the milk
had been drawn from the cows it was removed from
below the cream of No. 1 and No. 3, by a syphon: the

cream from No. 1, and the milk and cream from No.
2, were immediately churned in glass vessels.

No. 1.—Sweet cream churned alone. From pre-

vious trials it was found that the addition of cold

water to thick cream facilitated the separation of the

butter; half a pint of water was added to the cream,

the temperature of the mixture at the commencement
of churning was 62°. In fifteen minutes butter ap-

peared in grains; the churning was continued for

twelve minutes longer, or twenty-seven minutes in

all, when the temperature was found at 70°. The
butter was collected, but from the warmth of the

weather was very soft. It was put into cold water
until the next day, when it was worked and washed
in the usual way, and weighed 1386 grains. It was
of a good colour, and perfectly well flavored.

No. 2.—Sweet milk and its ci'eam churned togeth-

er. The mixture of sweet milk and cream was
churned at the same time; though cold water was
added after one and a half hours' churning, no but-

ter was seen. The churning was continued three

hours without obtaining butter.

No. 3.—Sour cream churned alone. On Thurs-
day, the 28th May, the cream of No. 3, which had
been separated on Tuesday, and placed in the milk-

house, was now slightly acid, and was churned after

half a pint of cold water had been added to it. In
twelve minutes butter appeared; and in eight min-
utes more had united into one mass. During the

churning the temperature of the cream had risen

from 54° to 63°. The butter when well washed and
worked, weighed 1756.5 grains; the color and taste

were good.

No. 4.—Sour milk and its cream churned together.

On the same day, 28th May, the milk and cream
churned together, and half a pint of cold water was
added. It was full fifty-seven minutes before any
butter appeared, and before the churning appeared
to be completed one hour and fifty minutes had elaps-

ed; showing clearly that more time is required to

churn milk and cream together than to obtain the

butter from cream alone. The butter was diffused

in small grains, and when washed and worked as

long as any color was communicated to the water, it

weighed 1968 grains; color paler than the last, but
of good flavor.

No. 5.—Clouted cream churned alone. On Tues-
day, the 26th, the milk and cream of No. 5, were
placed in a vessel of warm water until the tempera-
ture of the milk rose to 156°, a Devonshire dairy-

maid assisting in the operation. The milk was drawn
from below the cream by a syphon, the latter being
kept cool until the following day, when it was
churned.

It was ascertained that by churning the milk of

Nos. 1 and 3, a few more grains of butter could be

obtained on some occasions, but on no occasion from
No. 5, so completely does the scalding process sepa-
rate the butyraceous matter from the milk. The
butter of No. 5, when well worked and washed,
weighed 1998 grains. It had a rich yellow color,

and tasted agreeably.
Similar experiments were repeated, the result of

which was, that the largest amount of butter was
produced by the Devonshire method; the next in

quantity, by churning the milk and cream together
when a little acescent; the third in quantity was af-

forded by cream kept till it was slightly sour. The
smallest quantity was obtained from sweet cream;
but on no occasion was butter obtained by churning
sweet milk alone.

In order to decide on the keeping qualities of the
butter obtained by the four processes previously de-
tailed, samples were exposed to the free action of the
atmosphere.

No. 1 was always found to remain longer without
any rancid taste than the other kinds.

Nos. 3 and 4 were nearly on an equality—if any
difference, it was in favor of No. 3.

No. 5 became rancid more quickly than No. 3 and
No. 4.

When salted for keeping, rancidity appeared in

about the same order, commencing in No. 5, or the
butter from scalded cream; next in No. 4, from some
milk and cream, then in No. 3, or sour cream; and
lastly, in No. 1, obtained from sweet cream. The
rancidity was supposed to arise from varying pro-

portions of casein; and on instituting experiments to

ascertain this fact.it was found that casein assisted in

preserving its freshness.

In order to ascertain the effects of overchuming,
the cream of six pints of milk was separated by a
syphon, and churned in a glass vessel. The butter

was formed in about half an hour; but the churning
was continued for half an hour longer, when the but-

ler had lost its fine, yellowish, waxy appearance, and
had become pale and soft, while very little liquid re-

mained in the churn. This butter could not be
washed and worked until it had remained some hours
in cold water, being so exceedingly soft when taken
out of the churn. After washing it was pale, rather

soft, and weighed 2566 grains, which was evidently

beyond the due quantity, when compared with the

other experiments on the same quantity of milk,which
gave the following results:

—

No. 1. The sweet cream overchurned yielded 2566
grains.

No. 3. The acid cream duly churned yielded 2187.5

grains.

No. 4. The acid milk and its cream duly churned
yielded 2397.5 grains.

No. 5. Scalded cream duly churned yielded 267

1

grains.

The butter of No. 1 tasted insipid, never became
firm, and soon turned rancid. It was found to yield

a very unusual quantity both of casein and watery
fluid, which could only be separated by melting the

butter.

It is a common opinion in some districts, that by
adding hot water to the churn, more butter is obtaind

than by using cold water. Experiments made for

the express purpose did not show that the weight in-

creased very much, and it was attended with a per-

ceptible deterioration in quantity, giving it general-

ly the appearance of overchuming.
The results of the experiments above detailed are

—

1st. That the addition of some cold water, during
churning, facilitates the process, or the separation of
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the butter, especially when the croam is thick and
the weather hot.

2(J. That cream alone is more easily churned than
a mixture of cream and milk.

3d. That butter produced from sweet cream has
the finest flavor when fresh, and appears to remain
the longest period without becoming rancid.

4th. That scalded cream, or the Devonshire meth-
od, yields the largest quantity of butter; but if in-

tended to be salted is most liable to acquire a rancid
flavor by keeping.

5th. That churning the milk and cream together,

after they have become slightly acid, is the most eco-

nomical process for districts where butter-milk can
be sold; whilst at the same time it yields a large

amount of excellent butter.

The preeeeding experiments are instructive as

showing the most judicious form in wliioh milk and
its products ought to exist previous to churning,
they are, however, defective in one imp. irtant partic-

ular, viz; the effect of temperature on churning; for

this I must refer to the experiments of L>r. John Bar-
clay and Mr. Alexander Allen, commenced on the
18th Ausust, 1823:

1st Experiment.—Fifteen gallons of cream were
put into the churn at the temperature of 50°, the
weight per gallon having been previously ascertained
to be 8 lbs. 4 oxs. By agitating the cream in the
usual manner for the space of two hours, the tem-
Tierature rose to 5t>°; at the end of churning, being
four hours from the commencement of the operation,
the temperature was found to be 00°, or 10° higher
than at the commencement. The quantity of but-

ter obtained in this process was 29A lbs. avoirdupois,
or nearly 2 lbs, butter for each gallon of cream put
into th« churn. The butter was of the best quality.

2d Experiment, 2C'th August, 1823.—Fifteen gall-

ons of cream were put into the churn at the temper-
ature of °55, the weight per g.allon being 8 lbs. 2 ozs.

By agitating the cream, as formerly, fur one hour
and a half, the temperature rose to 60°; at the end
of churning, being three hours and filtcen miautes
from the commencement of the operation, the tem-
perature was ascertained to have increased to 05°, or
10° higher than at the commencement. The yield
of butter was 29 lbs, 4 ozs., of good quality, not sen-
sibly inferior to that .obtained in the furmtT experi-
ment.

3d. Experiment, 29th August, 1823.—Fifteen gall-

ons of cream were put into the churn at a tempera-
ture of 58°, the weight per gallon being Slbs. 2 oz.s.

At the end of an hour's churning the temperature
had riseR to 03°, and at the end of thepr.)cess, which
lasted three hours, the temperature was fmnd to be
67°, or 9° higher than at the commencement. The
quantity ef butter obtained was 28 lbs., and was
slightly inferior in quality to the butter produced in
the two previous experiments.

4th Experiment, 4th September, 1823.— The same
quantity of cream was employed as in the former ex-
periments, the temperfiture being 60°, and the weight
per gallon 8 lbs. 1 oz. During the process the tem-
perature increased as formerly, and at the end of
three hours, when the operation was finished, it was
ascertained to have risen to 08°. Tlie quantity of
butter obtained was 27 Ib.s., of a quality simihir to
that obtained in the last recited experiment.
_5th Experiment, 9th September, 1X23.—A like quan-

tity of cream was used at the temperature uf 00°,
and_ the weight per gallon 8 lbs. The churning oc-
cupied two hours and a half, at the expiration of
which the temperature was found to have risen to
75°, being an increase of 9°. 25 lbs. 8 ozs. of butter

were obtained by this experiment, of a character
much inferior to that produced in any of the former
experiments, being soft .and spongy

[to r>E CONTINUED.]
>9t

To Preserve Eggs.

Some of your correspondents inquire .about the
best method of keeping eggs fresh; and as we have
apian here which I have not seen mentioned in any
of the replies which have been given to these inqui-

ries, I send it to you, particu'ariy as I find it better

than any I have seen mentioned:—Take half inch
board of any convenient length and breaclth, and
pierce it as full of holes (each Ij inch in diameter)
as you can, without risking the breaking of one hole

into another—I find that a bo.ard of two feet six in-

ches in length, and one foot board, has five dozen in

it, say twelve rows of five each; then take four strips

of the same board of two inches broad, and nail

them together edgewise into a rectangular frame of
the same size as your board; nail the board upon the
frame, and the work is done, unless you choose, for

the sake of appearances, to nail a beading of three-

quarters inch round the board on the top; this looks

better, and sometimes may prevent .an egg from roll-

ing :ff. Put your eggs in this board its they come
in from the poultry-house, the small end down, and
they will keep good for six months, if you take the
following precautions:—Take care that the eggs do
not got wet either in the nest or afterwards; (in sum-
mer, hens are fond of laying among the nettles or

long grass, and any eggs taken from such nests in

wet weather, should be put away for immediate use;)

keep them in a cool room in summer, and out of the

re.ach of frost in winter, and then, I think, the party
trying the experiment will have abundant reason to

be satisfied with it:

I find there are some in my larder which I am as-

sured have been there nearer eight months than six,

and which are still perfectly fresh and good; in fact,

it is the practice here to accumul.ate a large stock of

eggs in August, September and October, which last

until after the fowls have begun to lay in the spring.

If two boards are kept, one can lie filling, and tlie

other emptying at the same time. Tliis is an exceed-
ingly good plan for those persons who keep a, few
fowls for the supply of eggs to their own family; but
would, perhaps, not do so well for those who keep a
large stock of hens, as it would take up too much
room.

I have endeavored to account for the admirable
way in which eggs keep in this manner, by suppos-

ing that the yolk floats more equally in the white,

and has less tendency to sink down to the shell, than
when the egg is laid on one side; certainly if the yolk
reaches the shell, the egg spoils immediately.

Will some of your correspondents favor me with
their opinion ?— [English Agricultural Gazette.

T. G.
•••^

Indiana State Fair, 1853.

This is to be lield at Lafayette, on the 11th, 12th

and 13th days of October. This point is aocessilde

by canals and r.ailroad. Among the premiums oll'er-

ed are six silver pitchers, valued at §33 each: tliirty-

five silver cups, valued at $15 each; seventy-five sil-

ver cups, valued at $10 each; thirty sets of tea-spoons,

valued at $5 each; and a large number of premium-^,

consisting of cash, agricultural works, books, diplo-

mas, &c. The competition for the silver pitchers

will be among the cultivators of wheat and corn, aud
the owners of cattle, horses, jacks and bogs.
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New Evergreen.

We have received, enclosed in a letter from our

friend John King, McKean county, Pa., a specimen

twig of the Evergreen shrub, about which there has

been considerable enquiry in the Farm Journal. It

is without doubt the American Yew, Taxus Canaden-

sis. Its usual height is two to four feet; leaves half

an inch to three-fourths in length, smooth, entire,

green on both sides, narrowed at base to a very short

petiole. It is more straggling in growth, and we

think not so handsome either in color or habit, as the

English Yew, Taxus Baccata,which retains its green-

ness through tlio winter much better.

This specimen should have been acknowledged

sooner, but the letter was accidentally mislaid.

Strawberry Question.

We invite attention to the article in the present

number, on what has been very undeservedly mag-

nified into 'o/*" of the great questions of the day."

We have entertained these views for many years.

The high s<iurce from which the article emanates,

entirely supersedes anyi-emarks of ours. This "straw-

berry question," so called, has always seemed to us

one of the most simple, a mere matter of fact, and it

has been a matter of wonderment, that so much
should ha,ve been said and written, and such formi-

dable resolutions passed, on what is at last comprised

within the limits of a mere nut-shell.

TjH Clover.

We have been furnished with a sample of clover,

grown on the farm of Mr. Wickersham, near Phila"

delphia, which, on measuring, we find to bo three

feet in height.

This indicates a deep soil, and good farming. We
presume there must be a subsoil-plough somewhere

in that neighborhood. *

Warren County Agricultural Society.

A Society with the above title, has lately been organ-

ized in Warren county, Pa., "auxiliary to the Penn-

sylvania State Agricultural Society," and with the

object as stated in the first article of its constitution,

to foster and improve agriculture, horticulture, do-

mestic arts and manufactures. A constitution and

bye-laws have been adopted, and officers elected as

follows:

Vresident—Stephen Littlefield.

Vice Presidents— [Forty-four in number.]

Secretary—Patrick Falconer.

Treasurer—James Younie.

Hints about Harness.

For several years past, we have adopted the fol-

lowing plan of treating carriage harness, with so

much comfort and success, that we have concluded
to recommend it to you for working and carriage har-

ness.

The whole thing may bo comiirised in a few words.
With hot water, soap, brushes, and scrapers, make
your harness perfectly clean. Next saturate with
oil; lastly, a weather-proof elastic polish and blacken-
ing.

For your information, we detail to you how to go
about accomplishing these results. Select some af-

ternoon with a pro.ipect of a fair day following.

Take your harness and take it to pieces, as far as

you can unbuckle it. Put them into a tub or barrel,

and pour boiling soap suds over them, and let them
stand all night. In the morning, take a stiff brush,
or corn cobs, or something else of the same sort, and
with a smooth board in place of a wash-board, with
fresh water and soap, rub the coat of grease and dirt

off each side of the leather. Sometimes it is neces-

sary to use a dull old knife to scrape with. Pass
each strap through a second clean water, and hang
up on a line, exposed to the sun. As soon as they
begin to dry, begin to oil them. Neatsfoot oil is the

best, but fish oil will do very well. Make a brush
by rubbing some flannel round a stick, and tying it

with thread, dip this in the oil, and pass over both
sides. As it dries in, go over over them again and
again, until they will absorb no more oil. Let them
stay out over night.

In the morning, if they are all soft and pliable, you
may proceed to apply varnish. If not, put on more
oil until they do get soft and pliable.

The polish is made as follows:—Take a pint of fish

or neatsfoot oil, add four ounces of beeswax, four

ounces clean beef tallow, one ounce rosin, and one
ounce of lampblack; melt—when melted, add about
two table-spoonfuls of turpentine, and with flannel

cloths commence rubbing the harness both sides,

draw the straps through and through the flannel.

The polish must be applied warm as the hands can

bear it. Let your harness hang out one night. Take
warm water and soap and wash all the black off,

which will come off with sponge or cloths. Hang
up, and in an hour or so, you can buckle together

again, and it is fit for use. You will now have soft

harness, with a dull shiny jet black surface, which
will keep so for a whole year, if you put oil enough
on them to render them as soft as woollen cloth.

They will retain this dull shiny black all summer,
and mud will never stay on long after it is dry.

Any person who will treat his harness so, once

a year, will never regret the trouble.

If they need repairing, either do it yourselves, or

have it done before the spring work comes on.— [Ex-

change.
<>!

Agricultural Exhibition.

The Perry County Agricultural Exhibition will be

held at Bloomfield, in that county, on October 5th,

6th and 7th. It is expected that it will be a very in-

teresting affair.

Northampton Couuty Agricultural Society.

This Society have agreed to hold its annual exhi-

bition in Easton, on the 5th, 6th and 7th days of Oc-

'ober next.

Beaver Couuty Agricultural Society.

At a meeting of the Board of Managers, held at

the Court House, in Beaver, May 27th, a premium

list was adopted, and the 20th and 21st of Septem-

ber, was fixed upon as the time for holding the an-

nual exhibition, and in the town of Beaver.
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For tlio Farm Journal.

The MecUaiilcal Eflects of time.

I am happy to find that the attention of the farm-

ing community is being turned to the ipjportant sub-

ject of the effects produced by lime, when used as

a fertilizer, and that my letters published in the

Journal, have been instrumental in awakening such

interest, and calling into the field such able commen-

tators on this most important subject.

In the March number, I endeavored, to the best

of my poor ability, to explain my views in regard to

the generally received opinion of the mechanical

effects of lime. I perceive that the able writer whose

article appeared in the May number, over the initials

J. II. B., has not fully understood the position taken,

or intended to be taken by myself on the subject.

My readers will excuse me for again going some-

what over the same ground, when I say to them, that

I am convinced, that the commentator is possessed of

more than ordinary perspicacity, and that my mean-

ing must be very obscurely expressed, else he could

not have fallen into so much error.

By reference to the article in question, it may how-

ever without difficulty be perceived, that I have drawn

aline between thechomieal,and thepurely mechanical

effects of lime. This distinction is very important, and

must be constantly borne in mind. I do not include

among the mechanical effects of lime, such as are of

a secondary character. For instance: That lime

when judiciously applied increases the fertility of the

soil, and such increased fertility causes the soil to

contain a larger proportion of vegetable matter un-

dergoing oremacausis, as well as carbon, and thus

indirectly renders the soil more pulverulent. I

do not allude to any but direct mechanical effects,

produced by the force exerted by the lime. That the

force should be produced by some chemical property

of the lime is no objection, provided it is exerted di-

rectly, and not as a secondary result, and that the

effect be mechanical.

The learned commentator seems to have imbibed

the impression (doubtless owing to my clumsy man-

ner of expressing ray meaning) that the carbonic

acid to which I have attributed the mellowing of the

soil, is the product of the vegetable portion of the

soil. But such is not my meaning when rightly in-

terpreted. I have endeavored to express myself as

plainly as possible, as to the derivation of this acid

from the carbonate of lime. My intention was to be

understood to say that, Caustic lime applied to the

soil speedily becomes saturated with some acid. If

the soil contains any vegetable acids, they speedily

combine with the lime. If the soil contains any

considerable quantity of manure or other vegetable

matter undergoing decay, it will obtain carbonic acid

from that source. If the soil is not too compact, it

will obtain some from the atmosphere. Lime should,

however, be applied as a carbonate, which can easi-

ly be effected by spreading it on the surface sufficient-

ly long before ploughing in. The acids which are

formed from the decomposition of the vegetable mat-

ter contained in the soil, are capable of decomposing

the carbonate of lime. • These acids are soluble, and

by the aid of water are capable of penetrating all

portions of the heaviest soil. If a heavy soil con-

tains carbonate of lime, the vegetable acids will lib-

erate the carbonic acid, and it is the coming into sep-

arate existence of this carbonic acid, occupying, as

it will, much more space, that disintegrates the soil.

I do not pretend to say that this carbonic acid will

remain in the soil, in an uncombinod state any con-

siderable length of time. When a loaf of bread is

baked, no. carbonic acid remains in the cells formed

by the fermentation, but the cells remain. The great

object has been attained, the tenacity of the soil has

been overcome, and generally it will not become hard

again, until the crop is so far ahead as not to be

much affected by it. Besides whiiih, in warm weath-

er, this phenomena is constantly going on to some

exteLt, provided the ground is not too dry.

Professor Mapes pretends to make a distinction,

between the mechanical effects of lime on the differ-

ent sandy soils, and says, that when the grains of

sand arc round, it renders the soil more loose. He
attributes the mechanical effect to a chemical action.

If any such chemical action could take place, it

might be a matter of opinion as to what would be

the mechanical effect: But I contend that the learn-

ed Professor is in error in this particular. He at-

tributes it to the action of the lime, on the silex, and

the consequent corroding of the polished surfixce of

the sand. Here we are at issue. I contend that no

such chemical phenomena will take place. No chem-

ist has (to my knowledge) been able to demonstrate

that caustic lime at the ordinary temperature, will

combine with silex. True, lime in sufficient quant -

ties, made into a cement with sand, will become hard

and cause bricks and stones to adhere together, but

when this mortar is subjected to the action of any

of the feeble acids, which will make soluble salts of

lime, it may be entirely separated from the silex,

and the latter will be precipitated. It has been

said that water in which lime is held in solution,

being passed through a long column of sand, will

deposit the lime and pass out pure; but no one has

pretended to say, that it will be found combined,and

a silicate of lime be formed.

The learned Professor also distinctly asserts, that

some sandy soils are loosened, and some are render-

ed more compact by the application of lime, and at-

tributes this difference to the shape of the particles

of the sand. Ho also without reserve lays it down

distinctly, that sulphate of lime (plaster) renders a

sandy soil more compact by means of its property of

attaching particles. When we reflect on the small

proportion in which plaster is applied to the soil, and
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the imperfect manner in which it is pulverized, can

any one believe that it could bo omnipresent to stick

the sand together ?

The learned commentator does not take the same

ground with Professor Mapes, and whilst in the

words of the poet, he says to me

—

Be silent jihtiiys, when you doubt your sense;

And speak, though sure, with seeming diffidence.

Fope.

he in art off handed way, disposes of us both. Does

he contend with his protege that lime will cor-

rode the sand, and combiiiO with it so as to form

silicate of lime, and that the consequent roughness

will hinder the sand from packing ? No ! He takes

a now ground, and advances a dogma of his own
creating, quite independent of the learned. Professor,

for whom he feels so much sympathy. He says:

"Now if Mr. Browne is a chemist (as we suppose

"he is, from the fact that he advances original theo-

"ries on obscure chemical subjects,) he will certainly

"rtcollect the fact that a peculiar characteristic of

"that class of compounds called silicates, is that a

"large quantity of a previously formed silicate, pos-

"sesses the property of combining with an almost

"indefinitely small qu.antity of a new base (such as

"lime,) forming a double salt.''

It is to this cause, he refers for his mechanical

p.wer, which he says will lighten the soil.

Before commenting on this theory, I will try to

set the commentator right in regard to the suppo-

sitions he has advanced touching myself. I am wil-

ling to own up, that I had at one time of my life, the

presumption, to write myselt down a chemist, and

after it was written—Geo. B. Browne

—

Ekve de lio-

biquet, Fabricant de produih chemiques—was wont to

survey it with considerable complacency.

But that was twenty years gone. When I did

thus presume, I was fresh fledged from the world re-

nowned laboratory of Robiquct, in Paris. I had
made preparations for some of the then greatest

chemists in the world. Being at that age at which
men know least of themselves, I may have been ex-

cusable, fur somewhat falling into the same ludicrous

error with the old colored gentleman, who conceited

that he and his master, had painted a picture: Sam-

bo ground the paint, and massa daubed it on the

canvass. That day has gone by, and I no longer

conceit that I am a chemist. I am behind the age,

and am constantly made to feel my inferiority, when
brought in contact with such able gentlemen as the

learned commentator. I do not pretend to be a

chemist, but only to have a sufficient insight into the

science, to issue visionary theories, that the more

learned may have an opportunity to refute them.

This strange fancy of mine, works a public good) f^r

it draws into the arena more able writers, whose dif-

fidence might otherwise deprive the community of

the benefit of their labors.

After this candid exposition, and disavowal, n;y

readers will not be astonished, when I say to them,

that Id) not recollect hearing speak of any such

fact.

But still we set it down as a fact, without further

inquiry or comment. In the first place, while every

reader will be ready to acknowledge the masterly

manner in which the commentary is written, and

that it bears within itself the evidence of being the

production of no ordinary intellect, but of one skill'

ed in the art:—yet as the author has not lent the

weight of his name to his production, it must stand

or fall on its own merits, and can derive no strength

from the gentleman's ipse dixit. No authority is

quoted. Here again we are at fault.

Let us see what the learned commentator has real-

ly put forth in these few lines. He alleges that the

silicates (alitor dicta) the silicate of potassa, the si-

licate of soda, &c., are capable of combining at the

ordinary temperature with indefiiiiiely small quan-

tities of lime or any other base, and that the result

of this combination is a double salt. If such is the

case, it is indeed a peculiar characteristic. Let us

understand the length and breadth of this assertion,

which seems to be the keystone to my hopes to any

reputation as a chemist, at least in the opinion of the

commentator. If Mr. Browne is a chemist he will

recollect this fact, if he is not, he .will not recollect

it. If he does not recollect it he is no chemist.

A previously existing silicate is capable of com-

bining at the ordinary temperature with any and

every proportion of lime or any other base, and that

any and every of these combinations will be a double

salt, and the double salts thus formed, will be more

or less soluble, their solubility depending on the

proportion the silicic acid bears to the new base.

We are not told whether the solubility increases or

diminishes with the increase of silicic acid.

What is a double salt ? To answer this question

we must define a salt. As silicic acid is an oxygen

acid, we need only consider such salts as are formed

by the combination of an oxygen acid with a base.

A salt of this character is a compound of an electro-

negative bi elementary compound, such as the com-

pound of one atom of silicom with three atoms ofox-

ygen, and known as silicic acid, and a bi elementary

electropositive compound such as the compound of

one atom of potassium and one atom of oxygen,

known as potassa. The former is an acid, the latter

is a base. This class of bases has the property of

neutralizing such acids as silicic acid. This com-

pound is the silicate of potash. Si 03X K 0.

A double salt is formed in two ways, an example

of one of which we have inRoohelle salts. Tartaric

acid is a bi basic acid, or in other words, two atoms

of water, are essential to its existence. Its salts form-

ed with one atom of a base are sour, and upon exam-

ination are found to consist of one atom of tartaric

acid, one atom of the base and one atom of water.
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By some chemists it is considered a tartrate of pot-

ash and water. By the addition of an equivalent of

soda, Rochelle salts is formed, and it is found to con-

sist of one equivalent of the tartaric acid, one of pot-

ash and one of soda. You perceive, therefore, that

the potash expelled one equivalent of water, and the

soda the other. Owing to this peculiarity which is

not confined to tartaric acid but belongs to many of

them, it is said to be bi basic.

Double salts are formed bypalifying two equivalents

of two distinct bases, one equivalent of each with

two equivalents of the same acid. The acid employ-

ed in this case is a monobasic acid, such an acid only

requires one atom ofwater as essential to its existence.

Such double salts may be separated by christiliza-

tion, provided they are unequally soluble. They

would not be considered double salts, except that

they display, when together, some attributes which

are not common to them when alone. Silicic acid is

an acid which belongs to neither of the two described

classes, but belongs to quite a different one.

Sulphuric acid, tilluric acid, stannic acid, arsenic

acid, silicic acid, (fee, do not require any water, and

may be obtained in what is called the dry state. In

this dry state they display very feeblg acid qualities,

and do not display any affinity fo^the bases except

at high temperatures. Silicic acid is not bibasic,

and consequently a previously existing silicate can-

not combine with any base presented to it so as to

form a double salt. A double salt may be formed by

fusing together two previously formed silicates. The

silicate of potash for instance not containing more

acid than is necessary for its own combination, can-

not take into combination any other base. Such

might not be the case were the salt already formed a

bi silicate, or a sesquisilicate. But with this we

have nothing to do, as they are not the salts mention-

ed by the commentator.

But the learned gentleman says that a new base

such as lime will combine in any (indefinite) propor-

tion. This is contrary to the theory of definite pro-

portions, and although I have great respect for the

gentleman's opinion on the subject, must demur.

The learned gentleman saj's that the addition of

lime to these previously existing silicates, will cause

a double salt to be formed whose solubility depends

entirely upon the proportion of the silicic acid to the

new base.

The silicate of potash and the silicate of soda, I

presume, are the most important ones found in the

soil, and of them we will speak more particularly.

They are either of them soluble in hot water, but

sparingly affected by cold water. So likewise the

double salt made by fusing them together. If we

make a glass of the following composition

Potash - - - 100

Silex .... 100

we will havs a glass that will not at the ordinary

temperature be stable, but will draw the moisture

from the air, and the result will be, that a tumbler

made from such glass wil', after remaining in the

air some time, be found to contain carbonate of pot

ash in solution. If, on the contrary, we make a

glass compounded of

Potash - - - 100

Silex - - - - 100

Lime - - - - 100

we will have a glass that will be unalterable in the

air at common temperatures.

It is for this reason that lime (or the oxide of lea'l)

has been found indispensable as an ingredient in

glass, at least so says Dumas, vol. 2, p. 557.

Some of the felspars contain no lime, some of them

contain lime, and yet the latter are not any more

soluble than the former.

In conclusion, I feel greatly flattered that so highly

gifted a critic should have reviewed my letters on

lime, and has not found more defects. I had not

expected as much for them.

As to the parental advice contained in the closing

part of the commentator's article, he will accept my
thanks. I will endeavor in future, to be more meek

and modest in my address when speaking of the

learned. Much excuse should however be made for

one, who has not had the advantages that such gen-

tlemen as Professor Mapes and the learned commen-

tator have no doubt enjoyed, and his rude speech,

and strong language should not be misconstrued in-

to boastful arrogance.

G. BLIGHT BROWNE.
Gwynedd.

The following article from one who has long been

a correspondent of the Farm Journal, was accom-

panied by a letter informing us of her removal to

Adrian, Michigan. While we regret to loose so fair

and agreeable writer, as well as close observer, from

our own State, we are pleased that she intends still

to continue favoriogusoccasionally with her observa-

tions on Agricultural and Horticultural matters in

that new region.

For the Fflrm Jon rnal,

Trausplauting; of Trees.

Mr. Fabm Journal:

It so frequently happens in

these days that science parades some new and indis-

putable discovery in natural philosophy, which every

"old superstitious farmer and his wife" at once re-

cognized, as nwhirn of their grandparents, that it is

a very nice matter to determine where old sayings

differ from scientific truth.

Very many unlearned persons will tell you that in

transplanting trees and shrubs, you should be care-

ful to place towards the North, the same side of the

tree, shrub or plant, which had looked Northward in

i the former situation.
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Science informa us, that the magnetic current,

which is the life of nature, passes always around the

earth in the same direction; that consequently the

trees growing by its influence, are accustomed to the

tide of its current, so that if turned, they do not re-

ceiYe it in theiV accustomed manner, and cannot

thrive until they have accommodated themselves to

receive the subtle but mighty influence, in their new
position.

In this as in unnumbered instances science con-

firms the unwritten traditiou of long observation

—

for it is a fact that trees do thrive better if their orig-

inal positions with respect to North and South, be

carefully preserved.

Let Horticulturists experiment and observe the

result.

LYDIA JANE PEIRSON.

For the Fann .Toumal.

Rape or Colza. Brassica Campestris,

Rape Seed is not only an object of the greatest im-

pn-tanee and value, wherever it is raised for the sake

of the seed, but is likewise extremely valuable as

green food for cattle and sheep, in the fall or spring,

or cured for hay for winter. *

The Colza or Rape is a plant which requires by
preference, a strong soil, although it will come well

on good sand or gravelly loams, besides careful cul-

tivation.

In Belgium, and the northern parts of France,

where it it is raised in great abundanoe,it enters into

the regular rotation on all good heavy loams, and is

thought to be one of the best preparations for wheat,

owing to the tillage of the soil, the manure ap-

plied for it, and the care taken to keep it clear of

weeds.

The ground should be ploughed in the fall and in

the spring, and again a short time before sowing,

and well manured. Then the seed should be sown
very thin in drills, and harrowed in in June or Jul)/_

As the plants come up, they should be weeded and
thined out, a foot apart. A superior mode is to sow
the seed broadcast, on a good rich seed bed, prepar-

ed on purpose. AVhen the stubble of any grain crop

has been cleared off Ijy the harrow, the land well ma-

nured and ploughed to a good depth, the plants are

brought out, and set out as cabbage plants are.

This can be done the latter end of September, or in

October, either by the dibble and by hand, setting

them out in every respect like the plants of cabbage,

in rows two to two and a half feet wide, and one

foot in the row; or to save much time, labor and

trouble, they can be put in furrows one foot apart,

after the plough, taking care to put them up right in

the furrow, and to cover them by the return of the

plough, leaving the leaves above ground, and after

the piece is finished, going over it to dress all plants

that might be covered too deep, which can be done

by a man walking along the furrows and pressing "

his foot against the plant, or with the hoc. The in-

tervals between the rows should get a hoeing, or the '

cultivator run in, or a small plow sent through, to I

give them an earthing up, killing the weeds at the

same time, which should be done as late in the fall

as the weather will permit, in November or Decem-
ber. Thus they will remain all winter without injury

from the frost.

In spring, they should have the cultivator run be- '

tween them again, and weeded, or another slight

earthing given them, which will greatly strengthen

the plants.

The quantitity of seed to be sown, should be from

five to eight pounds per acre; and this should be

sown in the bed or in the rows evenly. It is a great

advantage, that the cost of the seed is so trifling in

proportion to the value of the crop.

It is ready to cut and reap when the upper branch-

es turn brown, which will be in June or July. Be
j

sure not to let it be too ripe, for if the pods be too

dry at reaping, they will shed the seed in the field,

and cause much loss.

It can be reaped in the same manner as wheat, but

the hand fulls should te laid singly and light upon
the stubble, behind the reapers, and thus it should

lie without stirring, until it is ready to thresh out,

which will be in a short time, particularly as gener-

ally at that time, the weather is dry and warm.

When it is ready and perfectly dry, prepare a floor

in the middle of the field, by levelling the ground,

on which should be spread a large muslin cloth,

twenty to thirty feet square; spread the rows round,

and thrash round. One man or a boy to spread be-

fore the thrasher, and another to turn; or it can be

thrashed by a thrashing machine, in this case taking

care, if the seed is intended to be thrashed on the

barn floor, to remove the plants on a large sheet

spread on the wagon, to prevent loss of seed, by the

jolting and shaking of the wagon.

The seed can then be stored in a dry and airy

granary until it is sent to be sold or crushed.

The Rape in good ground, well treated, does not

fail to make strong stems and succulent leaves, so

that by the middle or latter end of Noveml>cr, it

will be strong enough to bear pasturing; then turn

in the sheep, but take care they do not eat but just

the leaves, which they will crop first, not suflfering

them to touch the stalks, as that would be injurious

to the plants. This will form one of the best pas-

tures for your sheep, if you keep any, and will make

them fat and in good condition; or the leaves can be

gathered for hogs or cattle, but I do not advise by

any means to turn in horned cattle or hogs, for the
i

damage they will do to the stalks. The only safe

stock to turn into Rape, in my opinion, being sheep.
,

The produce of an acre of Rape, will be according

to the condition of the land, management and care.
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from twenty bushels upwards to fifty, which will com-

mand from three and a half to four dollars a bushel,

in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, or Baltimore.

The yield will be materially affected by the care giv-

en to it in thrashing it properly. A very full crop

will be from fifty to sixty bushels, and upwards of

eighty bushels have been and are raised frequently

in Flanders.

Great advantage may be derived from cultivating

it in the following manner:

Take half an acre of good land, or make it so by

manuring, and work it a little better than ordinary

land, or as you should your garden. At mid-sum-

mer, (.June or July) sow on this half acre, thirty

pounds, or two pecks of Rape seed—this will pro-

duce a plentiful crop, as few grains will miss; let them

grow until the middle of September; take eight or ten

acres of wheat or oats, or early corn; plough the

stubble, and let it lie a month or six weeks to rot,

then plough it again; if the land has been manured

previously, it will thus be in good condition.

Begin at one side, plough a furrow, set the plants

in the furrow, at the distance of a foot, leaning a-

gainst the side of the furrow; set the plough and

make another furrow, at two feet distant from the

first, and in returning it will cover the first furrow

planted, and continue so until the whole field is set.

If the land, as I suppose it is, is good, i. e. has

been properly manured for the previous crops, wheat,

oats, &c., there will be no occasion to manure it now,

but if not, have your manure laid in heaps, and

throw a little at the root of every plant, a handful

will be sufficient; or, which is preferable, by throw-

ing a handful of guano, previously well mixed with

four times its bulk of earth or a good handful of

any good chemical fertilizer, at the foot of every plant,

the produce will be large, and the seed of good qual-

ty; in transplanting it will tell all the better in the

crop, to roll the roots of the plants in plaster of Par-

is, or ashes, or both mixed.

When the Rape is reaped, then sow turnips; thus

three profitable crops can be got out in two years

from the same piece of land, and the two last will

improve your land.

As observed above, Rape on land makes one of the

best preparations for wheat, but in this latter in-

stance, I prescribe a crop of turnips after it, if fol-

lowing probably wheat, or at least a grain crop.

The above is the management of IFtnfer Rape;

there is another variety, called Spring or March

Rape—this is cultivated and handled in every re-

spect as the former, with this difference, that it is

sown early in the spring, March or April; hence its

name. Spring or March Rape or Colza.

It does not yield quite so large a produce as the

Winter Rape, but as it can be sown in the spring,

and harvested at the latter end of the summer, or

early fall of the same year, it thus has great claims

to our attention and care. It requires the same quan-

tity of seed as the Winter Rape.

The Rape plant is not only of great value in the

economy of the farm, as one of the best plants for

fodder, as after thrashing the seeds out, the plant is

valuable, and yields a large quantity of nutritious

fodder, relished by all kinds of stock, but it is as

invaluable as a plant yielding one of the best and

most prolific of all oleaginous seeds, that is to be

considered and emploj'ed, and must attract our most

earnest and diligent attention, besides the cultiva-

tion of it being, as observed above, a good prepara- i

tion of the land for cereal or grain crops.

The Rape is likewise extremely valuable for the

residue or cake left after expressing oil from the seed,

which is used extensively for feeding and fattening

cattle. It forms likewise one of the most powerful

manures, being extensively used in England and oth-

er countries, and the effects of it are as immediate

and powerful as the best and most concentrated ma-
|

nures hitherto known. It is as immediate and pow-

erful as guano, with this difference, that it benefits

after crops more than guano does. As a feed for cat-

tle, it cannot be surpassed in its fattening qualities;

pound for pound it has a greater effect than the

fresh seed itself.

It 'is in the manufacture of oil from its seeds, that

it deserves to have a distinguished place among the

profitable crops, profitable not not only from the pe-

cuniary advantages, derived directly from its culti-

vation, for in supposing that only a minimum crop 1

of twenty bushels should be raised, still, as the price
i

is generally nearer and sometimes over §4, than S3J;

such a low crop even at $70 gross per acre, is cer-

tainly no despicable figure, when taken into account

that the value of this fodder will go nearly to pay

the expense of its cultivation, but the manufacture

of its seeds into one of the best and most valuable

oils, gives it claim to great preeminence, by the great

services it thus renders to agriculture, and to manu-

factures.

The Rape Oil is one of the most valuable oils

known in the arts of manufactures; at once servicea-

ble for burning, eating, fulling, for the tanner, for the

soap boiler, for machinery, &c., &c.

This oil used for machinery, properly prepared,

does not gum as other oils do.

Already has the attention of government been di-

rected to it, to supply our light-houses on the coast,

with a good burning oil, as fish oil is constantlj' rais-

ing in price, and whale and sperm fi.sh getting scar-

cer every year, and particularly should it happen, in

the natural course of events, that the price offish oils

gets affected by the political changes which occur of-

ten (against all calculations) of such a nature as

very materially to affect and enhance the price of all
'

articles and produce which we derive through our
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navigation, and which would particularly affect the

price of oils, and raise them.

In the article of oils, the prices would rise immeas-
ureably, not having as yet established the cultiva-

tion of plants, to supply us with this, an article of

the first necessity.

We may then, and that at a profit of manifest ad-

vantage, establish among us the cultivation of a most
valuable plant, for which the soil and climate of this

country are favorable.

Any one desirious to make a trial with one acre or

more, can obtain the seeds, either of tha Spring or

Winter Rape, from me, either of D. Landreth, 65

Chestnut street ; C. B. Rogers, 29, Market street, or

Paschall Morris & Co., 380 Market street. Philadel-

phia, at 25 cents per pound; at either of which pla-

ces I may be addressed.

Any other information as regards the manipula-
tion, the produce in gallons, or bushels, the fitting

up an oil mill, and process of manufacturing the oil

from the seeds, I will impart to applicants for a mod-
erate and reasonable compensation.

As has been shown, the raising of Rape Seed is

very profitable when carefully attended to; the man-
ufacturing the seed into oil is not less so, so that to

a certain degree, combining the two together, can not
fail to be highly remunerative, and as worthy the at-

tention of the capitalist as any agricultural product
with which we are acquainted.

F. A. NANTS.
P. S.—I will, in a short time, prepare a short trea-

tise on Madder, of which I will have seed for sale

next fall. j". ^_ jf_

Dear Sir:—
* » *

For the Farm Journal.

TuRBOTViLLE, Pa., June 30, 1853.

^ The Farm Journal is grow-
ing rapidly in public estimation, and I am happy to

believe that the community generally in this region,
are more duly appreciating those publications which
are devoted to the science of agriculture.

We have in Pennsylvania ample facilities for ma-
king our land worth, on an average, $200 per acre,
and^ yet there are but few of us who would not
willingly sell for less than half that price, and "go
West," where land may be had at a mere nominal
value. But the present generation will not pass
away until the price of land will be estimated differ-

ently. The present "era of progress" tends so rap-
idly to developethe agricultural resources of the coun-
try,—and science is shedding so much light upon
the labors of the husbandman, that his occupation is

no longer looked upon as menial; and when there

shall be a combination of Yankee ingenuity with

German industry, not many years will elapse before

t!ie cultivation of the soil will bo esteemed both the

most honorable and profitable employment among
men . * * * * H. M.

For the Farm Journal.

Gapes lu Chickens.

To the Editor of the Farm .Journal—Can you give

any account of, or remedy for gapes in chickens,

which, if not arrested, bids fair to destroy the best

half of my young poultry. Improved as well as

the common breed are all equally attacked, and die

in a short time afterwards. Any information through

your valuable journal, will confer a favor on several

of your subscribers in this section of the State.

H. SILL.
Erie county. Pa.

In reply to our correspondent, we give an engra-

ving of the worms magnified, which are generally be-

lieved to cause the disease in poultry, called gapes.

The most simple and effectual remedy we know of,

is to make a loop of horse hair, and introduce it

down the wind-pipe of the young chicken, when, by

twisting the loop a few times, the worms can be very

readily drawn out. We have seen this process tried,

and with great success. In Bement's Poultry Book,

is a communication from C. F. Morton, and con-

taing some valuable suggestions, which we copy be-

low.

From all I have seen and heard on the subject of

what is called the gapes in the chickens, it is a dis-

ease which is not generally understood, I shall,

therefore, give you my opinion on its nature and cure.

This spring, having my chickens attacked as usual

w ith the gapes, I dissected one that died, and found
its bronchus, or windpipe (not the throat,) filled with
small red worms from half to three-quarters of an
inch long. This satisfied me that any particular

course of feeding or medicine given would not reach

the disease. I therefore took a quill from a hen's wing,
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striped off the feathers within an inch and a half of

the end, trimmed it off with a scissors to about half

an inch wide, pointing it at the lower end. I then

tied the ends of the wings to the legs of the chicken

affected, to prevent its struggling; placed its legs be-

tween my knees ; held its tongue between the

thumb and fore-finger of the left hand, and with the

right, inserted the trimmed feather in the windpipe,

(the opening of which lies at the root of the tongue;)

when the chicken opened it to breathe, pushed it

down gently as far as it would go, (which is where
the windpipe branches off to the lobes of the lungs,

below which I have never detected the insgct,) and
twisted it round as I pulled it out, which would gen-

erally bring up or loosen all the worms, so that the

chicken would cough them out; if not I would repeat

the operation till all were ejected, amounting general-

ly to a dozen: then release the chicken, and in the

course of ten minutes it would eat heartily, although

previous to the operation it was unable to swallow,

and its crop would be empty unless filled with some
indigestible food. In this manner I lost but two out

of forly chickens operated on; one by its coughing
up a bunch of the worms which stuck in the orifice

of the windpipe and strangled it—the other appa-
rently recovered, but died several days after in the

morning. In the afternoon, upon examining its

windpipe, I found a female worm in it, differing from
the others by branching off at the tail in a number
of roots or branches, between each of which were
tubes filled with hundreds of eggs, like the spawn of

a fish, and although the chicken died in the morning,
the worm was perfectly alive in the afternoon, and
continued so for half an hour in warm water. While
I was examining it in a concave glass under a micro-

scope, it ejected one of its eggs, in the centre of which
was an insect in embryo.

From this fact, I have come to the conclusion, that

when the female worm breeds in the chicken and
kills it, these hundreds of eggs hatch out in its putrid

body in some very minute worms, which, probably
after remaining in that state during the winter,

change in the spring to a fly, which deposits its eggs

on the nostril of the chicken, from whence they are

inhaled and h.atched out in the windpipe, and become
the worms which I have described.

There is one fact connected with this disease—that

it is only old hen-roosts that are subject to it; and 1

am of opinion, that where it prevails, if the chicken-

houses and coops were kept clean and frequently

white-washed with thin white-wash, with plenty of

salt or brine mixed with it, and those chickens that

take the disease, operated on and cured, or, if they
should die, have them burned up or so destroyed, that

the eggs of the worms would not hatch out, that the

disease would be eradicated.

I am also satisfied that the chicken has not the

disease when first hatched; several broods that I car-

ried and kept at a distance from the chicken-house
where the disease prevailed, were entirely exempt.
And chickens hatched from my eggs where they had
never been troubled with this disease, were perfectly

free from it; and a neighbor of mine who built in the

woods half a mile from any dwelling, and has raised

fowls for six or seven years past, and has frequently

Bet my eggs, has never had the gapes among his

chickens.

AVith my first brood of chickens, there was not

one escaped the gapes. But all that have been hatch-

ed since I had the chicken-house and coops well

white-washed inside and out, with thin white-wash,
with plenty of brine in it, and kept clean, have been

exempt from the disease, with occasionally an excep-
tion of one or two chickens out of a brood.

In operating on tlie chickens, although one person
can effect it, it is much easier done to have one to

hold the tongue of the chicken while the other pass-

es the feather down its windpipe, and by having a
small piece of muslin between the fingers, it will pre-

vent the tongue from slipping, which it is apt to do
upon repeating the operation.

Accompanying this, I send you drawings of the
gape worms in their natural size, and as they appear
when magnified. No. I are the male worms, and No.
2 the female: you will observe the heads of both male
and female branch off in two trunks with suckers
like leeches at the extremities of the trunks, one
trunk longer and thinner than the other. The intes-

tines extend from the branching of the trunks down-
wards towards the tail, and are perfectly apparent
when magnified. The female branches off like the

roots of a tree at the tail, with intermediate tubes

filled with small oval eggs.

Yours, &o., C. F. MORTON.
Mill Farm, near Windsor, Orange county, N. Y.

For tho Farm Journal.

The Fly In the Wheat—vs. Seed Grain.

J. L. Darlington, Esq.
Dear Sir—This peculiar

disease has ravaged our wheat fields to an enormous

extent. The farmers in the adjoining counties enter

the same complaint, some expecting one-half a crop,

whilst others will be glad if they only get the seed.

During the month of April, and beginning of May,

our fields, with a few exceptions, promised a fair

crop; when about the 20th of May, a storm arose

breaking half or more of the stalks down, when

first our attention was directed as to the cause ofsuch

a break.

It will be seen, by close examination, that t'le dc.

position of the ova or eggs are generally formed

above the second joint, from three to eight in num.

ber, of a vermicular shape; the breach of the straw

invariably occurs at this spot, for the very great reas-

on that this deposition weakens the straw. The col-

or of these beings differ, some being black, others

brown, and a few white, and what seems stranger

still, it appears as if the latter named had a dark

vermicular being deeply embedded in its bowels. By

placing such a one under the microscope, it will be

seen that really the living being is only covered with

a sac or membrane, and that this covering gives the

variance in color. AVe have deposited a few of these

anomalous creatures safely to see what may become

of them, of which we will apprise our readers, if

success attends our experiment. Such, in our opin-

ion, is the nature of this malady.

Now, as to the cause we are ignorant. Some as-

sert that a certain fly deposits the egg in the fall,

and in time and season it comes to maturity. This we

rather doubt for the rudiments of the stalk are very

imperfect in the fall, and more than this, we see this

deposit in such fields, which by the late sowing, as
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sumed only the incipient stages of germination be-

fore the winter's blast.

Is the deposite made in the Spring ? This we also

doubt; fur we well know that the sprouting of grain

will often take place, whei really insects are yet in

a torpid state, and should this deposit occur af-

ter this, we doubt very much whether the injury to

the stalk could be as extensive, thus carly,as it really

is.

AVe are thus led to believe that the error lays in the

seed grain. 1st. From the very curious fact that

fields belonging to different farmers in the immedi-

ate vicinity are differently effected. We know fields

where, in the one no disease is known, whilst on

another farm the field perhaps joining, the grain is

enormously injured. 2d. We never see the depo-

sition in the rye, even in such a field, when plenty

of rye is intermixed. We may thus very safely con-

clude that the cause may be looked for in ilie grain of
the wheat 2>rior to sowing.

We should be glad to hear the opinion of others,

on this obscure yet wide spread disease.

E. K. BEAVER-
Worcester, Montgomery county, June 10th, '53.

For the Farm Journal.

Breeding Milk Cows.

On reading an article in the last number of the

Farm Journal, giving notice of E. P. Prentice's Ayr-

shire bull, "Dundee," I felt called upon to make a
few remarks, and if worthy a place in your columns,

you may use them.

There has been much said and written by breeders

of diffei-ent kinds of stock for the dairy. Durhams,
Devons, Ayrshires, Alderney's, &o., have all had
their advocates, and there are individual cases where
as much butter has been made from one kind as

another.

So far as I understand the matter, if the Ayrshires

are what they are said to be, a cross between the

Durham and Alderuey, they are very near right, if

bred on the principle laid down by "Neftlin," for the

Durhams give the quantity, while the Alderney adds
to the quality and that is the end to be arrived at, the

largest quantity and best quality.

I know of no nicer milk or butter,than is given and
made from a pure Alderney cow, and I think a cross

with a good Alderney bull would help our stock in

this neighborliood very much, in this age of twelve

and fourteen pounders. But it is useless to cross a

good cow of any breed with an indifferent bull, ex-

pecting to get good stock. I believe it has never

been done.

The best cows are generally marked No. 1, in

Guenon's system, and should be put to the best bulls;

raise a bull calf; breed him to other cows of the best

quality, and then a breed that cannot be excelled

may be got up—it matters not what the name may
be, for 1 hold it of no importance what name, or

country they come from, if the quality and quantity

are right.

A LEARNER.
Chester county, Pa., 6th mo. 8th, '53.

The above article, although signed "a learner,"

was written by one who is better posted up than

most, on all matters relative to deep milkers, and has

given that subject much attention for several years,

with a view to fix some certain standard of selection

for dairymen. The district of country within thir-

ty miles of Philadelphia, and especially the dairies

in Chester and Delaware coundes, have made the ex-

cellence of its fresh butter proverbial. As her pop-

ulation increases, we find grazing and feeding cattle,

anl grain growing, gradually being abandoned to

farmers more remote. Dairy products must hereaf-

ter be the chief business of the farmer, within the

above limits, and to them as well as those in other

parts of the State, it is important to keep only the

most productive cows, and to understand the true

principles of breeding them. Guenon's marks are a

pretty sure guide. They are to be considered mere-

ly as evidences of the milking quality, or the contrary,

and as has been observed, are found to some extent

in each of our well known breeds. Which one most

invariably has them, is still a question. Only such

individuals, however, no matter what the breed,

should be retained. Although opposed to indiscrim-

inate crossing, of distinct breeds, which often results

in a race of mongrels of no established or permanent

character,we should suppose a cross between the Dur.

ham cow and Alderney bull, well worth a trial. A
fine opportunity is now offered to the farmers in this

section, to make use of a pure Alderney bull, owned

by our friend John AVorth, of East Bradford, who by

the way is becoming widely known, as an eminent

and successful breeder of both sheep and cattle.

This bull, whose portrait we hope to have for a fu-

ture number of our Journal, has the property of

good handling, more than any animal we ever felt.

We anticipate great advantage to this neighborhood

from his use. In making such a cross, (as our old

friend. J. Pedder, noiv of the Boston Cultivator, used

so often to urge,) always commence with "dam the

besl." "The female should be the largest."

For the Farm Journal.
Guauo on Turnips.

Mr. Editor:—
As the time for sowing turnips is

near at hand, I will give you the result of an experi-

ment I tried last season upon this crop. About the

middle of July, I ploughed up one-third of an aero

of sod ground, having no mellow ground to spare,

upon which I sowed one bag (180 lbs.) of Peruvian

guano, mixed with its bulk of plaster. The ground

was ploughed as deep as my largest bar-share could

turn over, probably seven to eight inches, and har-

rowed over half a dozen or more times, till it was

perfectly mellow and pulverized down to the grass..
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Along side of this patch I ploughed another third of

an acre, and treated it in tho same way, except using

short barn-yard manure instead of guano. Both

patches of ground were sowed with the common red

top turnip on the same day, the later part of July, and

in the month of November the crop was gathered

with the following results:

On the patch where the guano, was applied I took

up Ji/lecii cart loads, estimated at twenty bushels to

the load, they were not accurately measured,—and

on the other patch there were seven, cart loads—thus

showing more than two bushels to one in favor o-

guano.

The difference of growth, all through the season

was a very marked one. The guano pushed tho

young plants ahead so rapidly, from the moment

they appeared above ground, that the fly had no

effect at all upon them; while on the other piateh,

where the growth was so much slower, the ravages of

this insect were quite perceptible.

My experiment satisfied me that, for a crop of tur-

nips there is nothing equal to guano. D, M. C.

for tlie Farm Journal,

The Farmer's High School of Peuusylvauia.

To TUE Editors of the Farm Journal—Like

yourselves, I put the enquiry (to one of the purest

members of the last House of Representatives, and

President of a county agricultural society,) why this

Institution was not called into existence, and was re-

plied that it had objectionable features, a view fully

agreeing with that entertained by me.

In the report of the committee, and no doubt in

the frame of the bill, it is proposed that a certain

number of pupils he educated ijratuitously.

If a bill ever passes to establish such school, with

this feature engrafted upon it, I hope to see the whole

a perfect failure. Such favoritism is beyond the days

of toleration, and justly so. Let all be kept alike,

and you may be certain, if you please none you will

offend none. Such favoritism is mostly thrown on

wrong persons. This is one reason whv the I'll did

not pass. Wltii tins leature omitted, I have no

doubt the next Legislature will pass a bill, to give us

what we ought to have had a number of years ago.

J. S. KELLER.
Orwigsburg, June 13, 1853.

I should also be pleased to know from some good

authority; the origin of the so called "Chittagong"

fowl, and whether they may be considered a distinct

breed, or merely mongrels.

My reasons for making this inquiry, is, that having

had them from what was and still is considered the

most reliable sources, I found their progeny to dis-

play as many colors as "Joseph's coat."

I would further enquire in i-egard to the Chitta-

gongs, whether they are not merely a cross between

the Shanghai and the Bucks county or Booby fowl ?

Again. Will any of your correspo- aunts enlight-

en me in regard to the "boobies ?" A gentleman of

tho highest respectability, informs me that some
twenty-five years since, a number of the Shanghai

fowls were imported by a Mr. Musser, (a physician

I think,) formerly an officer of the Customs in Phil-

adelphia,—that Mr. M. so soon as his stock increas-

ed, distributed them through various sections of

Bucks county, and that by crossing with the com-

mon "Dunghill," the present "Booby" breed, (if breed

you can call it,) was produced.

Can any oue enlighten me a little further on this

subject ? S.

Philadelphia, June 6, '53.

For the F.irin Journal.

A Few Q,uerie8 for Fowl Couuoiseurs.

Mr. Editor:—
Will you or some of your poultry

correspondents, have the kindness to inform me i

through the columns of the "Farm Journal," where-

in consists the difference between the Cochin China

and Shanghai fowls, or whether there is any differ-

ence except in name ? I am induced to make this

request, after having examined a number of the stan-

dard works on poultry, and found that no two au- 1 enough for two yoke of oxen.

For the Farm Journal.

Windlass for Raising; Stone, togs, «i;c.

To THE Editors of the Farm Journal:—
A con-

trivance of one of my neighbors to set on cart wheels,

for the above purpose, I thought might be of service

to some of.your readers; if you think so, please in-

sert in tho Journal.

Get four pieces of scantling, three by five inches,

and about three feet long, and pin them together in

a square form; let the back cross piece bo on the top

of the two side pieces, and the front cross piece un-

der them; let the two hind pins run through to the

extent of three or four inches, so that they may cor-

respond and enter what we call the eyes of the axle,

which are placed to fasten the bed on by its hocks.

The front cross piece should have two pins running

down near the middle to straddle the tongue, then

the frame will be kept to its place.

Now get a gum stick for the windlass, from six to

eight inches in diameter, and a little longer than the

width of the frame, take it to the turners and get it

rounded and a journal at each end; bore a few holes

through it to insert crowbars to hoist by, and put a

hook in it for the chain, and it is readj' to be placed

on the frame. It should be put as near the axle as

possible.

It appears to me to be a very simple affair, which
any farmer can make, may be [easily put on and ta-

ken off, and be rendered quite useful.

One man can raise a stone which will be load

E. S.

thors agreed in their descriptions. London Britain, Chester county. Pa,
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For the Farm Journal.

Agricultural Review, jfo. 4.

Potatoes are not raised for market, but are an item

not readily dispensed Witli in the family economy-

Each farmer plants about half an acre, generally af-

ter corn, though some use a grass sod. It is the uni-

versal practice to apply long barn-yard manure, at

the rate of twenty-five or thirty ox carl loads per

acre; this is spread and ploughed in during all the

Fourth month, (xVpril,) dropping the cuttings of one

or more eyes each, (taken by some from small, by

others from large seed,) on the land side of every

third furrow, from sis to ten inches apart; some rake

the manure into each planted furrow; roll or J^arrow

after planting; as soon as the plants begin to appear

harrow once, pass the cultivator through twice, at in-

tervals of a week, and lastly ridge up with the plough.

Hand hoe at the first hoe harrowing, sprinkling one

to two bushels plaster along the rows, and hand

pick weeds at the ploughing. Dig as soon as the

vines die; this is mostly about the first of Ninth

month, (September,) and if any appearance of rot,

spread upon a board floor, and sprinkle with fresh

slaked quick lime, until the approach of cold weath-

er, then place in the cellar. Seed used—Mercer,
We have not been exempt from that inscrutable

disease, the rot, nor do we know any cure, though

from the sandy nature of our soil, we have suffered

less than many other sections. To guard against it

as a pi-eventive, experience has led to early planting

upon high light soil. It first appeared in 1843, when
the writer had half an acre on a flat, heavy clay,

north exposure; planted Fifth month ^nth; dug

Ninth month twenty-fifth; growth of tubers very fine

but almost all alFeoted by a virulent rot. Gathered

eight bushels of the apparently sound, spread them

out, but lost most of them. Since then, with eo.rly

planting upon sandy ham have lost none of any ac-

count, though the disease has been developed in a

few tubers, say half a dozen, nearly every year,and at

times neighbors have lost nearly all on low ground.

During the time seed has been renewed twice, from

Maine and Jersey, with manifest advantage. The

last year, the following experiment was tried upon

three-fourths of an acre; After corn, first ploughed

and harrowed, then half an acre covered heavily

with long barn-yard manure, spread evenly, and

ploughed in every furrow; cuttings dropped every

third furrow, eight inches apart; one-half from l.xrge,

the other from small potatoes, about the size of hick-

ory nuts. Planted Fourth month the twenty-third,

(the spring was very backward;) dug Ninth month

the ninth; growth of vines modenitely fair; all dead

previous to digging; the yield from half, pdanted from

large seed, was estimated at one-half more of mar-

ketable ones than the other, and one-third more alto-

gether; slight traces of the rot perceptible; the re-

mainder of the patch, one-fourth acre, was divided

into equal portions. All were struck out in furrows,

$2 00

three feet apart; one h.alf manured heavily with fresh

horse stable manure; the other received a compost

of leached ashes, lime and plaster; ashes J, lime i-,

plaster J; about ten bushels to the one-eighth acre,

each in the furrows; cuttings dropped and covered

with a hoe. The first half were planted Third month
the twenty-second, followed by a month of cold, wet

weather,—^Cuttings from small seed, the vines grew

luxuriantly, and many of them retained their vitality

when dug; tubers numerous, but many small; none

rotted. The second half, or ashed part, were planted

Fourth month the twenty-third; cuttings half from

small, half from large seed; the same difference per-

ceptible as noted above; growth of vines light, all

dead, sometime previous to digging; these were the

earliest matured, very fine in quality, of good size,

but very few in the ground; no rot.

Cost of raising per acre:

Ploughing one day, ...
Dropping, . . . ^

Rolling, - . . . .

Harrowing, ....
.Seed, ten bushels, ...
Cutting, do,, ....
Cultivating twice, , - -

Hand hoeing, and Weeding three days,

Ridging, ....
One and half bushel plaster, and sowing.

Digging.

One-fifth of twenty-five loads manure, a §1,

Do., of fifty bushel lime, a 15 cents,

Hauling manure, - , -

Spreading do., ...
Marketing, a 7 cents per bushel,

Fencing, .....
Taxes, .....
Interest on §85, ...

Expenses, • - - -

Eighty bushels, a 50 cents,

Twenty do., a 25 "

Product, • - -

Expense, •

Profit per acre,

Birmingham, Sixth month, 1853.

1 50
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does not allow the moisture beneath to exhale, and
it is thus rendered available for the use and nour-

ishment of plants.

By passing the cultivator through a corn-field

once a week, the crop will bo secured against the

effects of drought much more eifectually than by any
other means that can possibly be adopted. As the

soil falls together, and becomes consolidated, the sup-

ply of moisture ascends by capillary attraction, and
escapes to the clouds. Every one must have noticed

this in solid land, and even in corn-hills, where, ow-
ing to a practice prevalent in some sections, and
which is almost invariably with those who till light,

sandy soils, the hoe is stamped down upon the soil

immediately over the corn in planting. The com-
pressed earth is always moist in the morning, while
the spaces between the hills remain dry, because un-
compressed.
As the supply of moisture in the soil fails, the

mark of the hoe becomes less and leas apparent, and
finally no humidity is seen On digging down, it will

be perceived that the fluid is exhausted, while in the
spaces between the rows, where the surface has all the

time been light, and fine, and dry, there is moisture
enough within an inch of the surface. I have fre-

quently been surprised on observing the effects of this

on lands, and have alluded to it repeatedly in ray
communications to various papers, and in some in-

stance, not without benefit, I hope, to those for whose
especial enlightment they were intended. The culti-

vator, were it useles for every other purpose, which
it certainly is not, would be invaluable for the assis-

tance it renders in this.

All crops require moisture. No matter how rich
the soil maybe in the elementary matters constitu-

ting the food of plants, water is necessary to render
those elements appropriable. They can be absorbed
and assimilated only in a state of solution, and water
is the only menstruum used in the laboratory of Na-
ture in accomplishing the object, or consummating
the phenomenon named. Wherever a crop appears
to languish and suffer for want of water, let the sur-
face be immediately stirred. Keep the cultivator

moving, and rest assured that its operations will

tend more to the benefit of your fields than any thing
save rain.—[Germantown Telegraph.

A PRACTICAL FARMER.
Bald Eagle Farm, May 4, 1853.

of lambs is about eighteen per cent, greater than his

total number of ewes, as about one-third of his flock

produces twins. We estimated the weight of this

flock at 160 lbs. each, which is a very heavy average
for breeding ewes, as nearly all of them parted with
their lambs in March.

This strain of sheep is not as fine wooled as some
others, but carry very heavy fleeces,upon large strong
bodies, which make good mutton. Every part, even
the forehead and upper parts of the ears, is covered
with wool.

Every importation of this kind is a blessing to

this country, which goes on multiplying itself, very
dififerently from some importations from the same
place.

Many of these sheep were marked with figures in

India ink on the undersidi) of the ear, by which
number they are registered. The process is a very
simple one, easily and rapidly performed. The op-

'

erator has a set of numbers, three each, the face of
which are small points which will make slight punc-
tures in the skin, when pressed upon it. Suppose
the sheep to be marked is No. 721, he sets these fig-

ures in a pair of pincers, and then rubs a little pre-

pared ink, indigo, or Vermillion, on the smooth skin
of the ear, gives it a pinch, rubs it a moment with
his finger, and 721 is fixed upon that spot. Thus by
changing figures, with this simple little machine, a
sheep can be marked any number from 1 to 999, 888,-

000. A thing of so much importance, and so sim-
ple and cheap, cannot be too widely known.—[Agri-
cultor.

New Importation of FreucU Merluos<

The Humbolt on her last trip brought over 109
ewes and two bucks of these remarkable sheep, for
S. W. Jewett, of Middlebury, Vt. They are from
the celebrated flocks of M. M. Gilbert and Caynot,
whose farms they left on the 12th of April, reaching
Mr. Jewett's farm on the 1st of May. ;Mr. Jewett
informs us that they came into port in the finest con-
dition, having been well cared for on the passage, but
owing to a misunderstanding of his orders, they were
suffered to remain two days on the lower deck of the
Bhip in port, where for want of fresh air, which they
received by a wind sail while the ship was in motion,
two died on board, and we noticed one or two others
in a bad way: the remainder appeared remarkably
well. The cost of freight, $15 per head, and other
expenses, will make nearly as much more by the
time they reach their destination, where the owner

\

has upwards of 500 of previous importations, his
entire flock now consisting of this breed.

In making sales, Mr. .Jewett pursues the same plan
of the French breeders, that is to get one or two
crops of lambs, and then sell the ewes. His yield

Waffou Crease.

What a curious calculation it would be, to ascer-
tain the different amount of force required to drag a
loaded wagon with each of the different boxes sup-
plied with each of the different preparations in turn
now used for greasing them ! Every farmer knows
that a well greased wagon runs much easier than one
imperfectly greased,and different lubricating materials
have more or less beneficial effect, but no one seems
to know the precise mixture that ahotild be used. A
very slight diflerence in this material would save a
larger amount in the cost of the power used to trans-
port agricultural and other products, than has ever
been appropriated by the general government for the
benefit of agriculture. Stearine, one of the constit-

uents of fatty substances, is now made in large quan-
tities in Ohio and elsewhere, and is as hard as sper-
maceti, withstanding the sun's heat in summer, and
presenting at times a lubricating surface when heat-
ed and attaching itself firmly to surfaces. Might
not this material be mixed with grease, varving the
proportion according to the ye.ir, so at all times - to

secure the presence of a lubricating material more
lasting than the ordinary mixtures, and at an even-
tual cost scarcely greater, while its increased effici-

ency might render its use profitable.—[Working Far-
mer.

Mammotli Steer.

A mammoth steer, raised by Mr. .John Brillingor,

in Manchester township, York county, passed through
this place on Monday last. lie is only four years
old, and Weighs 3480 pounds.—[Columbia Spy.

The grateful soil yields back with interest all that
is lavished upon it.
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Ayrshire Cows.

Our engraving opposite, exhibits what is said to be

a faithful portrait of the imported Ayrshire oo\v>

Ayr. The cow on the right, is Charlotte, pure Dur-

ham, introduced to show the relative size of the tvfo

breeds. They are both the property of E. P. Pren-

tice, Mount Hope, near Albany. Ayr is the mother

of Dundee Second, whoso portrait was in our last

number, to which we refer, also for some aoeount of

the Ayrshii-es. The subjoined description of Ayr,

Vi'e copy from a former number of the Cultivator,

where the engraving first appeared.

Ayr, whoso iikoiitd-s 'las been Very accurately de-

lineated V>y Mr. Van Zandt, was imported in 1842.

Slie is nearly a model of what, in our opinion, a dairy

coio should be, and on this account we deem it proper

to give a tolerably full description of her. She po-

sesaes in a high degree the excellent milking prop-

erties which distinguish the best of the breed to

which she belongs, united to a more perfect symme-
try than we have ever seen in any other Ayrshire,

«nd which we have seldom, if ever, known equalled

in any breed. Iler body, (as will be seen by a com-
parison of the figures,) is small: but her frame or

bone is proportionately less. The head is small,

the face dished, the forehead broad, and the eye

Erominent. The neek is small at the juncture of the

ead. but pretty deep and full at its connection with

the body. The back is straight, the crops fine, the

ribs round, the loins broad, the flanks deep, the ud-

der capacious, (spreading wide on the body, but not

hanging low,) and the milk-veins large and promi-

nent. The legs are small, but strong, hard and sin-

ewy, like those of a deer. The great depth and length

of the hind quarters might, from a profile view, give

the idea that the chest was too light: but though the

hind quarters are proportionately heaviest, (as we
prefer to have them in a milch cow,) there is no de-

ficiency in the fore end. The sternum (or breast

bone) is wide, the fore legs stand wide apart, the

bosoin is full, and the first ribs are particularly full

and wide-spread at their junction with the sternum,

giving a chest of great capacity for an animal of her

size.

As her form and general appearance indicate, she

is healthy and hardy. Her skin is of a yellowish

hue, mellow and elastic; and though she does not po-

sess the fattening quality in an exoesive degree, or

to an extent that would interfere with her dairy qual-

ities, she thrives very rapidly when not giving milk.

The quantity of milk she aSords is, in proportion to

her size, quite extraordinary. She has given, when
on grass feed only, upwards of twenty quarts (by ac-

tual measure) per day, and she continues in milk till

near calving. No particular experiments have been

made uith her in regard to butter, but her milk has

been ascertained to produce a large proportion of the

richest cream.
Her ofi'spring are much like herself. She has had

four calves since she left Scotland. The first, a heif-

er, was dropped on shipboard during the passage;

the next, a very fine bull, is now owned by Mr. J.

W. Howes, of Montpelier, Vt.; the next a bull, now
nearly two years old, a very superior animal, inher-

iting in a remarkable degree the characters of the

dam; and the next a heifer, equally as fine as her

other progenj', now about two months old. The two
last, together with three grand-daughters of Ayr, are

still in Mr. Prentice's possession.

E. P. Prentice has been for many years, a breeder

of choice animals, and to his several importations!

the whole country are indebted for some of its bes'

stock. We understand his experience with the Ayr*

shires, induces him to give them the preference for

deep milking, over the Durhams, and as he had con-

siderable trial with both breeds,his opinion is entitled

to great weight. All facts tending to settle the great

question of which is the best breed of cows for the

dairy, are interesting to the public, and we should be

obliged by havi ng the experience of farmers in diff-

erent parts of the country, on this point. We have

had more to do with the pure Durhams, than any

other breed, and can only aay for ourselves, that

we value them and their crosses, with our selected

common stock, before any thing else. The most pro-

ductive dairies in this vicinity, are of such a cross.

One of our cows, an imported Durham, made 15J^ lbs,

of butter per week, and her cream was so thick that

it could be taken off the pan of milk, by lapping

over, and in a single piece. Butter was made from

it on one occasion in a teacup, by stirring with a

spoon, in a little more than a minute. This was an

extraordinary case but there are certain families

of Durhams, which have been bred with reference

to deep milking, more than for beef, and by select-

ing such with good pedigrees, the milking property

has been found to be generally well sustained. Our

columns are however, open to the discussion of this

question, about which we know there is much vari-

ety of opinion.

High Price of Cattle.

The continued high price of cattle appears to be a
marvel to feeders of cattle. A New York paper says

a very material advance in the prices of beef cattle

has recently taken place in this market, referable, we
find, on inquiry, not so much to a growing scarcity

in those sections of the country, whence come sup-

plies, nor to an increased consumption at homo, but
to the springing up of new inviting markets else-

where. The grazers in the Northern Hlinois region,

who have heretofore been among the most extensive

contributors i the tq-cat cattle markets of New York,

Philadelphia, Baltnnore, t o..t c, we are now told,

now drive their herds across the plains to supp'v the

demand which invites them to California. Hence
just now, the comparative scarcity of cattle in this

"market, which produces in turn the high prices ask-

ed for beef at wholesale— say from nine to ten and
a half cents per pound. At these rates, the r -tail

consumers must be content with fifteen and sixteen

cents, or thereabouts. Beef is thus becoming a lux-

ury which only the rich man is able to enjoy.— [Ex-

change.

Tu Fatten Fowls.

The beat food for fattening fowls is potatoes mixed
with meal. Boil the potatoes, and mash them fine

while they are hot, and mix the meal with them just

before it is presented. They fatten on this diet in

less than half the time ordinarily required to bring

them to the same condition ot excellence on corn

or even the meal itself.
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Chester County Horticultural Exhibition.

The Chester County Horticultural and Industrial

Exhibition, usually held in June, oocured on the 10th,

17th and 18th ult. In addition to the fruits of the

season, flowers, green-house plants, vegetables, the

display embraced agricultural implements, leather

and coach-maker's work, carriages and harness,

drawings, paintings and sculpture, needle and fan-

cy work, cabinet work, dentistry, &c. Although the

contributions were not quite equal in amount to for-

mer seasons, the large Horticultural Hall of the So-

ciety was densely crowded with visitors, over four

thousand tickets being disposed of. The receipts

were over $500.

Anincreased impulse is being given to Horticultural

as well as Agricultural improvement by these annu-

nual exhibitions, all over the country. The effect of

which will be and is seen, not only in an increased

production from the soil, but in those moral influen-

ces with which attention to these two great depart-

ments is always more or less connected.

Our friends of Berks county have also attempted a

Horticultural Summer exhibition, for last month)

which we should be pleased to hear, succeeded to ex-

pectation.

On two of the three days of exhibition at West
Chester, addresses were delivered by Elliot Cresson,

Esq., of Philadelphia. They were truly practical

and useful in tlieir character. Assuming the whole

debt of the country abroad, to be from three to five

hundred million of dollars," he urged the cultivation

of several staple articles adapted to our soil and cli-

mate, as a moans of reducing this amount, and ma-

king us more dependent on our own resources, such

as madder, rape, flax, osier willow, &c. The manu-

facture of paper from flax haulm, oil from the Span-

ish chesnut, and dye stuff irom the maclura were al-

so adverted to, and the speaker offered three premi-

ums of $10 each, as inducements to farmers, to com-

mence the culture of these articles.

Some specimens of prepared willow twigs for bask,

ets, were exhibited by Isaac G. Darlington, which

appeared well adapted to the purpose. They were

of the variety Vitellina, which is much used in

Europe for baskets. It is found in several parts of

Chester county, and according to Dr. Darlington's

Flora Cestrioa, came originally from some wicker

work found sprouting in Dock creek, near Philadel-

phia, by Dr. Franklin, who took them out and gave

them to Chai-les Norris, by whom they were reared,

on grounds now the site of the Custom House, in

Philadelphia.
—

.

•»»

Penuslyvanla Wool.

Nearly the entire clip of AVool in Greene county,

has been already purchased at prices ranging from

forty to seventy-five cents per pound. The clip in

"Washington county is pretty generally purchased at

similar rates.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The twenty-fifth annual exhibition of this Soci-

ety, is to be held in Philadelphia, on the 21st, 2'2d,

and 23d of September next. We have been favored

with a printed schedule of premiums, embracing the

usual extensive list of floral designs and boquets,

fruits, flowers and vegetables. One of the premiums

strikes us as rather novel. "For the best twenty

plants from a private collection," a silver pitcher is

proposed to be "presented," of the value" of $200.

Thus far seemed very liberal, but on reading farther,

we find it is to be held by the owner, (not of the

pitcher;) but of the successful collection, for one

year, and to be yearly competed for; the donor's and

victors names to be engraved thereon. There is orig-

inality at least in t\nsprcmmm.
'•'

Rape Seed, Madder, >tec.

We invite attention to tde article on cultivating

the rape, and which has been brought out by inqui-

ries in one of our former numbers.

The writer has had very considerable experience

in the cultivation of this and the madder crop, on

the continent of Europe, and his information and as-

sistance will be very valuable to those who are about

to commepce their culture. We expect an article on

madder from him, for our next number. In the

mean time he wishes us to say, that July and Au-

gust are the proper time for planting out madder setf,

in a damp spell of weather, and that he has plants

for sale, which he will furnish to order, at the agri-

cultural warehouse and seed store of Paschall Mor.

ris & Co., 380 Market street, Philadelphia.

F. A. Nants also wishes to purchase or rent a farm

with the view of growing these two crops, in either

Pennsylvania, Delaware or Maryland; but conveni.

ent to railroad or water communication with Phila-

delphia, and would like immediate possession, at

least of two or three fields.

Letters addressed to him, (postage paid,) at 380

Market street, Philadelphia, will receive attention.

Pittsburg Horticultural Societ3'.

We have received a printed schedule of the prize

list of this Society, for their autumnal exhibition, to

be held at Pittsburg, on the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th of

September next. It embraces all the varieties of

fruit, including strawberries, blackberries, cranber-

ries, raspberries, &c.: an extensive list of vegetables;

also, plants and flowers, designs and boquets. The

committee for the latter consists exclusively of ladies

—a very appropriate arrangement, and we have no

doubt their award will be bestowed where it truly be-

longs. In matters of this kind, Ihey are the best

judges always.

Sweep-stake premiums of $20, are offered for the

largest and best collection of fruits, flowers, plants

and vegetables from any State, and $10 lor the sec-

ond best. The committee of arrangements are

A. IIersper<'er,Jas. Murdoch, U. H. Williams, Jos.

McKain, and II. Woods.
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Cooper's I>ime Spreader.

The above cut represents the Lime Spreader, inven"

ted and patented by Lewis Cooper, of Coopersville,

Lancaster county, Pa., and is represented as a most

admirable implement for the purposes for which it is

intended. Although but recently patented, and but

little efforts made to introduce it to public notice, its

merits have already won for it a high place in the

estimation of a large number of intelligent and ob-

servant farmers, in our own and adjoining States.

Some of the advantages enumerated in its behalf

are:

1. It saves labor and time, and does its work with

inimitable evenness.

2. It is an entire machine in itself, to which a pair

•of horses, oxen, or mules, may be hitched, and a load

carried, without waste, to the place where it is to be

used, where it may be put in operation in half %
minute, and will evenly distribute any desired quan-

tity to an aore.

S. It weighs no more than a good ox-cart, and wilj

carrj as lajge a load,

4. It feeds itself, crushes and thoroughly pulver'

izes all hard lumps, and even small hti9ij}s of' core,

while large lumps will not injure the machine, but

having been cleaned of all the lime that is on them,

may be thrown out as refuse when the. trough be-

comes empty.

5. With it, one man and team can do at least aa

much work as four men and two teams without it,

while the evenness with which the work is done can
in no way be equakd,

6. The machinery is simple and strong, not liable

to get out of order, and very durable—the workiag
parts being all of iron.

The want of such a machine as this, has long

been felt, as it is not only a labor-saving, but a lime

saving implement, "spreading thu lime evenly as a

snow-fall," thus securing regularity in every part

of the field. Besides this, it can be regulated to

spread almost any desired quantity to the acre.

Mr. Cooper having made arrangements to manu-

facture more extensively than heretofore, he will for

the future be able to supply all demands. Paschall

Jlorris & Co., 380 Girard Row, Market street, Phila-

adelphia, are the agents for that city, and machines

may be seen at their Agricultural Warehouse, any

time after the first of July.

Fruit Trees.

All agree, says a loading cultivator of fruit in

Massachusetts, that the proper and only judicious
method of preparing the soil for fruit trees is, by
sub-soiling or trenching the earUi to the depth of
eighteen inches or two feet, and that, during this

pi'ooess, the upper and lower soils, together with the
appropriate manure, should be thoroughly incorpo-
rated: The cultivator who is notwilling to take these
preliminary measures had better abandon the project

of raising fruit trees, and save both his time and
m oney.

Downing states that the best compost for fruit

trees is—peat and ashes (five bushels of fresh, or ten

bushels of leached)—a wagon load of peat, contain-
ing lime, potash and phosphates.

Let this compost lie a fortnight. Add to every
cart load two bushels of air-sLacked lime, for apple
trees.

Add half bushel of ground bones, two bushels of

ashes or five pounds of potash dissolved in water

—

for pear tt-ees.

Add half bushel of lime, half bushel of ashes, a

peck of salt

—

for plum trees.

Add two bushels leached ashes—for peach and
cherry trees.

Add a bushel of lime, a bushel of ashes, halfbush-
el of plaster—for grape oines.

This compost may be put on two inches thick, and
forked in, so as to cover the ground as far as the

roots extend.

The proportions will vary according to the quan-
tity of compost to be made.
By the analysis of Dr. Emmons, the ash of the ap-

ple tree contains more than one-half limr; so lime
largely prepjndprates in the numure. Tlie ash of

the pear tree contains the largest amount of plios-

rihateof lime: .so bone dust should preponderate in

the manure.— [Valley Farmer.

C. II.—The article shall appear in our next.
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For the Farm Journal.

The Strawberry Controversy.

The statement of Mr. Meeiian, in the April num-
ber of the Farm Journal, alleging that he has observ-

ed the sexual characters of the Strawberry-flowers to

be variously modified by culture, or different methods
of treatment,—has elicited some strong asseverations

of opinion, in contradiction to that allegation of /ac/.

One writer unhesitatingly declares the alleged change

to be "uiterhj impossihU:" and I understand that in

the Queen City of the West, they have had a piuWic

gathering, to deliberate on the subject, which result

ed in a Pronunciamenio adverse to Mr. Meehan'
statement,—his facts and observations being rejected

by a clear majority of the voters present ! The mat-

ter being thus settled, by preamble and resolution, af

ter the manner of political difficulties at a war-

meeting, it may seem to be out of order, now, to offer

any remarks on the controverted topic. Neverthe-

less, as this is reputed to be a Free Country, I should

like to be indulged with the privilege of submitting

a few suggestions,—if not in arrest of judgment, at

least as a plea in mitigation of the sentence, ao-ainst

my friend Meehan. It is the remark of a vigorous

and sagacious modern writer, that "no scientific ques-

tion was ever yet settled dogmatically, nor ever will;"

and I think the same may be especially predicated of

questions of fact, in Natural History. I may here

observe, that I was favored with the opportunity of

examining one of Mr. Meehan's specimens,—in which
there were certainly two scapes from the same root

—

one bearing a cynie of pistillate flowers (with minute

rudiments of abortive stamens,) and the other a

a cyme of perfect, or hermaphrodite flowers: and

whether the specimen was the progeny of a pistillate,

a staminate, or a hermaphrodite plant, I should think

the inference plausible, if not irresistible, that the

flo wers on at least one of these two cymes, must have

been a modification, or altered product, of the parent

plant. It is this kind of change, in the character of

the flowers, which I understand Mr. Meehan to an-

nounce, as having occurred in plants under his man-
agement. Now, in view of the countless modifica-

tions daily observable in the organs of plants—and
especially in the floral organs—I can perceive no suf.

flcient ground for declaring the changes, reported by

Mr. Meehan, to be "utierli/ impiossihle." The modifi-

cations here referred to, are a very different thing

from the alleged transmutation of one kind to anoth-

er,—which is vulgarly supposed to take place in cer-

tain plants, just as the Alchemists formerly pretend-

ed was effected among the metals: They merely al-

ter the texture, distort the forms, or affect the deveL

opement, of organs; but do neither change nor anni-

hilate those essential characteristics, by which the

plant is rendered permanently distinct from every

other genus and species. The floral organs of many
plants are remarkably subject to modification, under

culture, or management. Some flowers are render-
ed double, as it is termed, by the expansion of stam-
ens into petals; others become imperfect, and even
neutral, by the abortion or blighting of the stam-
ens, or pistils, or both. The Strawberri/ appears to

be very liable to this kind of blight; and hence the
much talked of sorts, among cultivators, of pistillates,

and staminates,—ihongh in all the pistillate flowers,

which I have examined, there were vestiges more or

less obvious, of abortive stainens, on the rim of the
calyx. It also varies much, under culture, in some
other features,—especially in the developement and
character or quality of the receptacle, or what is com-
monly regarded as fruit: but no one, I. believe, haf-

yetseenaStrawberryplant transmuted into a Oinque-
/ojV,—though so nearly allied in habit. The or-

gans of plants may be greatly disguised by the influ-

ences above mentioned; but still the essential distin-

guishing traits are preserved,—and there seems to be
no insuperable obstacle to prevent a plant, with mod-
ified or abortive organs, from reverting, under a
change of circumstances, to its original condition,

and resuming its pristine form and character. The
normal, or what may be called the constitutional

character of the Straw))erry-flower, is to be perfect—
i. e. furnished with both stamens and pistils (possibly

such may be the true normal structure of all flow-

ers); and although many other plants, as well as the

Strawberry, are found with imperfect, and even 7ieu-

tral flowers,—every Naturalist and careful observer

knows, that there is often an obvious effort and ten-

dency, in such flowers, to a more complete develop-

ment: i. e. to become perfect and regidar. We oc-

casionally see diandrous flowers become didynamcms,
—and didynamons plants developing regular pentan-

droits flowers; and it is not at all unusual to find

the staminate tassel of the cultivated Maize [Zea
Mays, L. a monoicous plant,) bearing fertile flowers,

and exhibiting a very successful attempt at the pro-

duction of an Ear—or cluster of Ears—of Indian
corn. These instances, I trust (for it is needless to

multiply them,) may suffice to show that there is

nothing irrational, nor incredible, in Mr. Meehan's
observations; and that it is rather strong phraseology,

to declare such phenomena to be "utterly impossible."

The polemic writers on this Strawberry question,

speak of the necessity of staminate plants among
the pistillate, to produce, or perfect the fruit. No
doubt, the pistils must be fertilized, in order to pro-

duce seeds that will vegetate. But what do those

gentlemen understand, by the 'fruit?" Do they

mean the little single-seeded akenes, or mitlets,which.

are sprinkled over the enlarged pulpy receptacle,—

•

or do they refer to the receptacle, itself, which in pop-

ular parlance ia intended by the term "fruit ?" If

they have reference to the real fruit—the nutlets

which contain the seed,—there is probably no ques-
,
tion (as already intimated) about the necessity of

the long-continued influences of soil, climate, and ' staminate influence to produce perfect fruit. But I
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have a suspicion, that hy the term "fndt," they

mean the delicious receptacle which bears the fruit,

and if they mean to allege that the pistils mnst be

fertilized by the stamens, in order to produce that en-

lanjcment of the receptacle which affords an esculent

substitute for fruit,—then I have only to say, it is a

question offact, which I have had no adequate op-

portunity to determine; and concerning which I, for

one, should be happy to receive reliable information.

To ascertain the point satisfactorily, would require

very careful experiments and observations. Wheth-

er such have been made, I am not informed. I may

remark, however, by way of analogy, that there are

instances in which pistils, and even receptacles, axe

enlarged, where no staminate influence has been ex-

erted. The conglomerate coalescent pistils of the

Osage Orange {Madura,) for example, attain to their

full natural size (although the seeds are necessarily

imperfect,) whore no staminate plant is in the neigh-

borhood: and, what affords a closer analogy, the in-

cluding receptacle of the piistillate Fig is fully devel-

oped, when entirely free from any staminate influ-

ence. Whether the receptacle of the Strawberry ever

enlarges, without the- pistils being fertilized, (as al-

ready stated,) is more than I can tell; but I feel well

assured, that any competent authority, who may fur-

nish the information, will make an acceptable con-

tribution to physiological Botany. w. v.

West Chester, June G, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Flushing, June 20, '53.

To THE Editors oe the Farm Jourx.vl:—
I have

perused an article from Thomas Meehan, in your last

number, which seems to be evasive, and does not at

all satisfactorily meet the question at issue. Ilis

first statement made in your April number, was that

"Ilovey's Strawberry," "usually classed as a pistil-

late," ''did become a staminate by being forced slow-

ly in a moderate temperature."

In rep.y, I did not merely declare such a result to

be utterly impossible, but / gave my reasons ilierefor.

I furthermore called for the proof of Ilovey's

strawberry having produced fruit "without the possi.

Me connection of some other variety naturally stami-

nate.

In Mr. Meehan's reply the name of "Ilovey's

strawberry" j.s not even mentioned, but he speaks of

twelve runners taken from pistillate plants, of which

seven produced perfect flo.vers and five pistillates,

and that these twelve plants produced fruit. Com-
prising as they did, plants of both sexes, it would have

been a miracle if they had not produced fruit. But
the whole of those twelve runners were never ob-

tained from the genuine Ilovey's seedling strawbei--

ry, nor from any oilier single variety. They were

runners from two distinct varieties (intermixed inad-

vertently without doubt.) I do not question that

Mr. Meehan now supposes they were such as he

has stated them to be. It will be found, however,

on full investigation, that he commenced with a blun-

der of a similar description with that which con-

fused Mr. Downing, who had a totally difl'erent vari-

ety (a staminate one) under the name of Ilovey's

seedling. As to the supposed anomaly spoken of in

relation to McAvoy's Extra Red, and from which it is

deduced t' at this plant is also of a changeable char-

acter; it amounts to nothing more than to prove tliat

the writer is ignorant of certain characteristics of

that, and of at least a dozen other varieties, while it

can scarcely be deemed ruleable that he should pal-

liate one blunder by committing another. Their

character has already been commented upon by hor-

ticultural writers, and being fully so in an article

prepared by myself, and shortlj' to appear in the

Horticulturist, I forebear present comments. I will

merely say that their characteristics are as immuta-

ble as are those of every other variety of the straw-

berry, in none of which has there ever been any change

tohatever.

Yours very respectfully,

WM. R. PRINCE.
P. S.—I am willing to unite with Mr. Longworth,

of Cincinnati, in placing $1000 in deposit, to be paid

over to any person who will pi-oduce ouc perfect ber-

ry from Ilovey's Seedling strawberry, when grown

by itself, with or without heat. AV. R. P.

The Penuock Corn Drill.

We have equally favorable accounts as the follow-

ing, of the Pennock Corn Drill, from several of our

Chester county friends, who gave it a thorough trial

this spring. The advantages of drilling in corn are

so manifest, that this implement must soon come in-

to general use.

For the Farm Journal.

Mr. Editor:—
I was tempted, by the notice in

your April number, to purchase one of Pennock's

new Corn Drills, and its performance has given such

entir; satisfaction, and so greatly exceeded my expect

tations, that I feel it a duty I owe the farming com-

munitj- to call their attention to this implement, that

they may take advantage of it another season.

I have long been of the opinion that drilling in

corn will supercede all other modes of planting, as

soon as a real good drill is within the re.ach of every

farmer at a moderate price. And I do pronounce

the Pennock corn planter a real good one though not

perfect, as I can suggest what in my opinion, would

be an improvement, to wit: to arrange it so as to drop

regularly and without fail, o/c grain one foot apart.

This distance will allow more stalks on tlie ground

without being too dar, than any other mode of plan-

ting. The Pennock planter, as now constructed,
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drops two to six grains every eighteen or thirty-six

inches, as the operator may desire. I prefer the for-

mer distance, and I now have as handsome and even

ly planted' field of corn as the State of Delaware has

ever produced. When my corn first came up it av-

eraged over Ihree grains to the hill—-none too many
perhaps, at first, as it is safest to make a liberal al-

lowance for birds and worms. At the second dress-

ing, I weeded it out to two stalks, allowing the most

healthy and vigorous to remain.

Some of the advantages of drilling in corn are

those".

1st. Economtj.—I have over thirty acres in corn

this spring; one man and a boy to ride the horse,

drilled it in three days. It being our first attempt at

using a drill, we lost half a day in experimenting,

and "getting our hand in." Next season I will guar-

antee to put in thirty acres of corn in handsome style

with this same drill, in less than two and a half days.

To plant the same ground in the ordinary way would
keep the man and boy busy enough during ten dai/s,

at least. Here then, besides the time gained for at-

tending to other work, is a saving of the whole labor

of planting, in the ordinary way, as you will plant

the thirty acres with a drill in just the time re-

quired to "mark out" the ground before dropping the

corn by hand.

2d. The corn is better put in, if I may use the

phrase, in every respect. It is planted at a uniform

depth, and therefore comes up evenly. The grains

are dropped sufficiently close together, and the hills

are in straiijhi lines, and can be cultivated to better

advantage. I can run my harrow-teeth as close as I

please, to every stalk in every hill in the field. Every

farmer knows the trouble of harrowing corn when
dropped in the usual zigzag style of careless and

tired boys.

3d. The corn is not so easily washed out of the

ground by floods, as when planted in marked out fur-

rows. One of my fields is on quite a hill-side, and

tliough a heavy rain came on soon after it was plant,

ed, it required one man but a couple of hours to re-

pair the damages, while my neighbor's corn in the

next field was so much washed up, as to require sev-

eral men a whole day to replant it.

4th. The birds are not so destructive to drilled

corn as when planted by hand. It is a singular fact

that the crows and blackbirds would wander over my
fields searching for the hills, apparently taking no

notice of the young corn peeping through the level

ground. In a few spots where the corn was cut off

by worms, and replanted, they would invariably find

it, and pull it out. They seemed to think, that unless

the corn was in hillocks it was not genuine, or worth

pulling up. Whether they will "progress" with the

age, and discover that corn is corn, whether planted

by hand or by drill, remains to be seen.

Other advantages might be named, Mr. Editor,

hut I have trespassed enough upon your columns al-

ready. I will close with the prediction, that in a

few years every good farmer will as soon think of do"

ing without a plow as without a corn drill.

A DELAWARE FARMER,
New Castle county, June 18.

Fur the Farm Jourual.

Summer Range for Small Families,

Mr. Editor:—

A range in the country during the summer season

is always pleasant. Ranges in town have also be-

come fashionable, the only drawback to their intro-

duction into general use, being their size and expense.

Some of pur readers, who for want of room or other

conveniences, are compelled to use the largo cooking

stove the whole year round, will thank us for inform-

ing them that Messrs. North, Chase & North, 390

Market street, Philadelphia, manufacture an exceed-

ingly neat and convenient summer kitchen range,

which is so compact as to admit of being set into al-

most any fire-place, and yet so conveniently arranged

as to allow of washing, baking and general cooking,

to almost as great an extent as the large cooking

stove. We purchased one complete for seven dol-

lars, which we find enables us to keep our house

cool, reduce greatly our expense for coal, while the

culinary operations of the" family are performed as

rapidly and well as formerly. We consider it a per-

fect article this hot weather, and take pleasure in di-

i-ecting the attention of our readers to it. S.

For the Farm Journal.

Sowing Corn Fodder.

Mr. Editor:—

I read, enjoy, and profit by your

•Journal, but am occasionally puzzled for the want of

the little more information which would make some

of your articles intelligible, for instance: an interes-

ting com nunication upon the subject of growing corn

for fodder solely, tells when and how to plant, &c.,

but not xohcii to cut. Can you supply the omission ?

Again: Mr. Mumma treats of the beautiful effect

produced by grafting the Rose Acacia upon the "Yel-

low Locust"

—

what is the yellow locust? is a question

which has puzzled myself and neighbours.

If correspondents in presenting new articles, of

new modes of culture, would but reflect that in orr

der to mak e their information of value, it become,

necessary to imjMrt the whole of it; much more sats

isfiiction would ensue than from a vague or partial-

statement, which leaves the more material pai-ts to

be guessed at, or the subject of an experiment, oft-

times causing that to be abandoned, or left untried,

which a few more words of explanation would have

made intelligible and valuable to those who seek in-

formation from books. RUS.

The time for cutting corn sowed for fod.der, is
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early in the Fall, say for this region middle to last of

September. As much depends on the season, time of

sowing, &c., it is difficult to be more definite. If

cut green and before growth is matured, more care

•will be required in curing, same as with hay. As

it is very liable to heat, when put in the mow, we

prefer making small shocks in the open field, to stand

till winter, when they can be hauled to the barn-

yard as wanted. If the ground must be cleared,

make small stacks, convenient to the barn-yard, with

a rail in the centre, placed upright for ventilation.

In respect to the locust, for grafting the rose aca-

cia on, we presume Mr. Mumma, means the common

locust, "Robinia.Pseudocacia," which unites readily

with the other. Its blossoms r re white. We know

of no locust with yellow blossoms.

The hints about correspondents being more precise

in telling "the whole story," are well worth atten-

ding to.

For the F:irm Journal,

Augusta Rose.

To THE Editors of the Farm Journal;—
Can you

or any of your correspondents, inform us any thing

about the Augusta Rose, said to be "a deeper yellow

than Chromatella, more vigorous grower t.ian Lam-

arque, and more fragrant than Devoniensis." I pre-

sume it must have flowered in or around Philadel-

phia, the present spring, and some of us hereaway,

who take no little pride in our collections of roses,

are quite anxious to know whether this high flown de-

scription is sustained by fact.

J. GIBSON, Lancaster city.

AVe have not yet seen the Augusta Rose, and can-

not answer the enquiry. James D. Fulton, of Phil-

adelphia, is one of the agents for its sale. Perhaps

he or some one who has seen it in bloom, can answer.

Col. Sherwood's Sale of Durham Cattle.

AVe copy from the Auburn State Gazette, the fol-

lowing account of this sale, about which there has

been much interest'-felt by farmers and breeders.

The prices are liberal and encouraging.

Yesterday, the 8th, the sale of a herd of twenty-

nine pure bred short-horned Cattle, bred and owned
by Col. J. M. Sherwood, of this city, was sold at auc-

tion at his farm adjoining the west part of the city.

James M. Miller, of New I'ork, acted as Auctioneer,
aud the sale commenced at 1 o'clock, P. M.
The following is a list of the cows sold, with the

set up price of each, the sum they sold lor, and the

name of the purchasers:

—

Pansy 3d, a 7 year old, set up price S300, sold for

§450—purchased by J. T. Brasse, of Ohio.
Pansey 4th, a 3 year old, set up price S300, ^old

for S525—purchased by Peter Lorilard, of West-
chester county. New York.
Phantom, a year old, set up price §200, sold for

$210—purchased by J. J. West, Illinois.

Phantom, 2d, a 3 year old, set up price 8300, sold

for iJoOO—purchased by Mr. Clemens, of Philadelphia.

Phantom 3d, calved April 24, 1853, set up price

$150 sold for S175—purchased by Mr. S. Bush, Sull-

ivan county, Ohio.

Ozema, a 5 year old, set up price $200, sold at $240
—purchased bv J. T. Brasee, Ohio.

Ozema 2d. calved Dec. 27, 1852, set up price $150,

sold at $105—purchased by J. W. Titus, Dutchess

county, N. Y.
La Polka, a 5 year old, set op price $200, sold at

$215—purchased by do.

La Polka 2d, calved April 9, 1853, set up price

$150, sold at $170—purchased by do.

Poppy, a 7 year old, set up price $200, sold at

$225—purch.ased by do.

Poppy 2d, a 3 year obi, set up price $250, sold at

$295—purchased" by S. Bush, Sullivan county, Ohio.

Nightshade, a G year old, set up price $200, sold at

J2G0—purchased by Mr. Clemens, of I'hiladelphia.

Pet, a 6 year old, set up price $300, soil at $310

purchased by J. W. Titus, Dutchess county, N. Y.

Pet 2d, a 3 year old, set up price $300, sold at $400

—purchased bv Wm. Kelley, of Rhinebech, N. Y.

Pet 3d, calved March 23, 1853, set up price $150.

sold at $300—purchased by John Foster, U. C.

Nymph, a 9 year old, set up price $200, sold at

$220—purchased by Mr. S. Ward, Westchester coun-

ty, N. Y.
Topsey. calved March 28, 1852, set up price $150,

sold at $"160—purchased by J. T. Brasee, Ohio.

Sarah, a 2 vear old, set up price $100, sold at $125

^purchased by Mr Fellows, of Sennett.

The following is a list of the Bull3,inthe catologue,

that were sold, viz:

—

Vane Tempest, bred by John Stephenson, Esq., of

Durham, England. Col. Sherwood imported him in

1850; set up price $1000, sold at $1070—purchased
by J. B. Robinson, Wisconsin.

La Fayette, 1 year old, set up price $300, sold at

$310—purchased by do.

Gen. Putnam, a 2 year old, set up price $300, sold

at $300—purchased by J. J. West, Illinois.^

Powhatan, 1 year and over old, set up price $300.

sold at $300—purchased by H. Bradley, Westchester

county, N. Y.
Novelty, 1 year and over old, set up price $200,sold

at $215—purchased by J. R. Robinson, of AVisconsin.

Petrarch, 1 year and over old, set up price $300,

sold at $400—purchased by J. T. Brasee, Ohio.

Pope, calved January 24, 1853, set up price $200,

sold at $230—purchased by J. R. Robinson, Wiscon-

sin.

Dragon, a 2 year old, set up price $100, sold at

$130—purchased by A. Beech, Westchester county,

N. Y.
Dandy, a 1 year old, set up price $150, sold at

gnO—purchasi'd by J. R. Robinson, Wisconsin.

Irishman, calved March 18, 1853, set up price $100,

sold at 132—purchased by A. Beach, of N. J.

Locofoco, calved March, 1853, set up price $75,sold

at $90—purchased by A. Beach, of N.J.
There wore about two hundred spectators and

some thirty bidders at the sale, and the bidding wa.s

spirited. The Itidders and purchasers were from all

parts of the country, and the sales all bona fide.

Before the sale took place Col. Sherwood had pro-

vided a sumptuous dinner for all who should be in

attendance, at which about 209 sat down and par-

took, refreshing themselves with the generous hos-

pitality of Col. S. So determined wore the bidders

at the sale after dinner, that the aggregate amount
of the wh lie cattle sold exceeded the sot up price

$1570. It will will be seen that few of the cattle set

up, but what was bid in at an advance, thus causing
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)ur distinguished cattlo breeder to realize a hand- '^^ ""'.V '"'-l f^um the wide spread reputation of Col.

so-.ne bonus. It was an important sale of the very
bost breed of cattle in the country, and drew togeth-
er from a distance man . anxious purchasers, knowing

Sherwood, that the animals put up were pure bred,

and no mistake.

Fancy top-Eared Rab1)its.

Mr. Geo. P. Burnham, of Boston, JIass., advertis-

es his imported Lop Ear Bahhits in the Journal this

month. The engraving is a likeness of this stock,

drawn from life, and exhibits the general character

and form of this favorite race of animals.

In a lata number of tlie "X. E. Farmer," we find

the f dlowing allusion to this breed, from the pen of

Mr. B.

Mr. Editor:—
Above I hand you a drawing from

life of a doe and young, of the EaijUsh Lop-Eated
llabhiU—sucli as are now bred to a wide extent in

(jreat Britain, and which are very highly esteemed
for tiie table, when fattrned, or as pets with amateurs.

This tribe are beautiful creatures, are very easily

roared, and have proved a most interesting addition
to the stock of fanciers who have bred them. In
England, they receive a good share of attention, and
clubs exist there in all the large cities and towns
wtio hold annual exhibitions, at which a good deal

of competition is evinced for superiority.

My stock I imported last spring from London,
Liverpool and Dublin: and I shall be happy to show
it to those interested, at my residence, in Melrose.
The peculiarities of this race consist chiefly in their

groat size, their fine colors, and their long pendant
ears. They are exceedingly prolific—breeding six or

seven times in a year—and may be k;pt advantage-
ously in a very small space.

My rabbitry occupies a building twelve by thirty

ieet. The animals in hutches three feet long and

two feet wide. These hutches, (or apartments,) are
ranged in ticr«, one over another, five on a tier: and
each rabbit occupies a separate hutch. The young
are taken from the mother at four to six weeks old,

and are afterwards kept together (six to ten,) in a
large hutch, in a separate room of the rabbitry.

They ai'e ready for breeding at six to eight months
old.

I am not aware that these pretty animals are now
very extensively bred in this country, Mr. Rotch,
of Morris, N. Y., and Mr. Rodman, of Dedham, be-

ing the only gentlemen that I know, who have fine

stock; yet I think we shall very soon see more of
them, from the fact that there is at present a good
deal of inquiry for them, at honie and abroad.

I am yours, &c.,

GEO. P. BURNHAM.

Poppies.

Dr. J. V. C. Smith, of Boston, says that immense
crops of poppies are raised in Switzerland, not only
for the opium, but for the oil extracted from their

seeds. Tnis oil is beautifully transparent, extensive-

ly used in house painting, colorless as water, and
when mixed with white lead, leaves a beautiful sur-

face that never becomes yellow. Now that linseed

oil is raising in price, and as much of our land is un-
fit for the cultivation of flax, he advises the attempt

at cultivating the poppy here, which does very well

even on poor, sandy soil.— [Exchange.

Agricultural knowledge is always desirable and
useful.
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Work for the Mouth.

Farm.—This month and the lattci- part of the j, re-

ceding, embraces tiie period of hay and harvest, the

most critical and anxious fur the farmer of the whole

year. Activity, energy, judgment, as well as all

the physical help that can be mustered, will now be

wanted, and in one department or another, every

man, woman and child will be forced to turn

VOLUNTEER. As a conscquence, many things requir-

ing attention, as well as hay and grain, are apt to be

neglected, such as corn, potatoes, and all root crops,

and the vegetable garden. AVeeds are too frequerit.

ly allowed to hold possession and keep growing till

harvest is over, to the serious detriment of the crop.

Whenever practicable we think an extra hand, em.

ployed especially to kojp the cultivator going for a

mouth or sis weeks, would save much subsequent

labor, as well as secure a much heavier yield. -It is

highly important that there should be no cessation

of growth at this period, to prevent which, constant

stirring of the soil is indispensable. Hay should not

be made too mach in the lield, by frequent turning

over, and consequent drying, as used to be more cus-

tomary than now, much of the strength and quality

is thus impaired. Tiie free use of salt in the mow
or stack, will obviate danger fr.m heating. Grain

should be cut before being dead ripe, at least a week.

This has been fully proved, to make greater weight,

and finer quality of flour, as well as to make the

straw more valuable as, provender. If any ride can

be given for cutting, it is when the stem becomes

white and begins to shrink, just belo.v the ear, and

when the. grain on being pressed between the fing-

ers, is about the consistency of dough.

As a drink for the harvest field, molasses and gin-

ger, with vinegar and water, in proportions to suit

the taste, are a wholesome substitute for alcoholic

stimulants, now generally discarded. Judge Buel

used to recommend oat meal and water, as a whole

some and cooling beverage for this season. ^
Ruta Baga crjp should be sown the first week in

this month, in ground previously well ploughed, pul-

verized and manured.

Fruit Orchard.—Dig or plough ground between

strawberry rows, to keep down weeds, and allow

runners to take root freely. Continue pinching

and summer pruning process, for fruit tr::es, a.:, di-

rected in last month. The shape of the tree, as well

as number of fruit bearing branches, can tliua bo

easily regulated.

Cut out superfluous growth of grape vinos, and

also slop the shoots containing bundles, to increase

their size.

Summer pruning has been heretofore too much
neglected. The plain, common sense method, of

stopping the r/rowth of branches by pinching out the

terminal bud at the rreoise point required, and thin-

ning out superfluous shoots as soon as they ajijieai;

instead of allo'n ing them to grow into limbs, to be

subsequently pruned or sawed off, thus making a per-

fectly useless waste of growth and vigor of the tree,

will commend itself to all. Pruning, properly un-

derstood, comprises much of the art of fruit grow-

ing. We have no hope .of its importance being ap-

preciated, till this has become more of a business

with farmers, than it now is. Judicious pruning

will then become as indispensable to be attended to

in proper season, as hoeing corn, sowing grain, or

c'eaning out weeds.

General pruning of trees, where it has been ne-

glected in winter or spring, may now bo attended to

if there is time. We have found that at midsummer,

when the tree is in its full vigor, the wounds heal

over readily, and quickly without injury. In shap-

ing young trees, the plan of low heads, say five feet

from the ground, is to be recommended. This pro-

motes convenience of picking the fruit, and is high-

ly useful in shading the trunk from the effect of the

hot sun.

The blight in Pear trees should now be watched

for, and the limbs amputated immediately below the

parts affected. We observe this season an unusual

amount of the slug on the leaves of the Pear tree.

Unleached ashes, or air-slacked lime, dusted over the

tree, is a certain remedy, to be repeated, if neces-

sary.

Budding of Pears and Plums may be performed

this month, at any time when the bark separates

freely from the wood. If the weather is dry, and

there is danger sap may stop flowi 'g, before buds are

mature, cultivate and work the soil around the trees

to produce continued action of the sap vessels.

Shake or jar quickly Plum trees every morning,

and collect for burning or feed to the hogs the fruit

which falls, containing the eggs of the curculio.

Were this plan adopted by all cultivators, the rava-

ges of the "little turk" would be sensibly diminish-

ed. Whenever practicable, hogs and poultry should

have the run of the fruit orchard, to eat up the fruit

which falls prematurely.

Vegetable Garden.—Attend to directions of last

month. Transplant during damp spells of weather,

cabbages, cauliflower, celery, as before directed. This

latter should first be pricked out of seed bed, and

transplanted to a prepared piece of ground, before

final removal into trenches. Try salt for this crop.

Sow endire, small salading, summer radish, ruta ba-

ga seeds, &c. Plant cucumber seed for pickles. At

last of month some spinach and lettuce may be sown

for autumn use.

Cut off and dry for use, such herbs as come into

flower.

Peas maybe planted for Fall crop, also sugar corn,

for table use or marketing.

The main turnip crop sh ould be planted in drills

the last of this, and the beginning of next month.
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Gather all seeds as they ripen, and hang them up
in a dry, airy place.

Stir and pulverize the ground thoroughly between

all vegetables, to promote their growth,and keep down
all weeds.

Sow plaster and ashes over hills of cucumber,

squashes, pumpkins, &c.

IV here plantsi require water, it should be done in

the evening.

Work for Flower Garden.—Attend to mowing
grass plots, hoeing and raking flower bed and walks.

Tie up cai-efully the young shoots of running roses

and other creepers. Peg down verbenas and petuni-

as as they continue to grow. They will flower much
better when tied up to stakes. Tulips, hyacinths

and bulbous roots generally may be lifted this month.

Supply their places with the last sowing of annuals.

As soon as the hybrid perpetual roses are out of

bloom, prune the young shoots, back to witliin three

or four buds of the old wood. It will cause them to

start growing again and produce bloom. Cut the

seed pod of all perpetual roses, as soon as they have

shed their bloom.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The stated meeting of this society, was held on
Tuesday evening, June 21st, in the Chinese Saloon,
Phila<lelphia, Oen. Patterson, Preside it,in the chair.
The display was remarkably fine, in each depart-
ment. Among the plants might be mentioned in

special commendation a few only. In Mr. Buist's
collection were MediniUa magnijica in flower, and
really very handsome,and Tecoma jasminoides rosea,

both presented for the first time, and Fuschsias, Ve-
ronica, with others. In Mr. Lennig's were a fine

plant of Gardenia Stanleyana, in flower; also Clero-

dendroii Bet/mniaiia, and MediniUa Seiboldii, new,
and shown for the first time, and a beautiful collec-

tion of Gloxinias. In John Bell's, AVest Philadel-
phia, were Delphinium Ilendersonii, Siphocampylos,
Nitidos, Achimines Beaumannia, A. grandidissimia
Tillandsiasp, froru Mexico, new, and brought for the

first time; Nurembergia qracilis, fine specimen, and
six new Gloxinias. In Mr. Cope's—veere Siplioeam-

pylos Niddus, and Eranthemum semperflorens, of re-

cent introduction, six beautiful Fuchias, a dozen
choice plants, and cut Carnations. In W. W. Keen's
AVest Philadelphia, were six choice Fuchsias, and a
dozen select plants. Mr. Dundas' gardener—A hand-
some array of a dozen Fuchsias on one table and six

Gloxinias, choice sorts with Calceolarias, etc. H.
Pratt, McKean's gardener, Torrisdalo—Six of the fi-

nest Fuchsias shown. Robert Cornelius' gardener
brought a well grown plant of Cnnnpanula Pyrami-
dalis in profuse bloom. Boquet designs and baskets
were exhibited by Thomas Meehan, Mr. Cope's gar-

dener—Thomas Meghran, Mr. Cornelius, John Bell,

and Robert Kilvington, all in good taste. Mr. Mee-
han's basket had a full blown flower of the Victoria

Regia, the 11.3th from the same plant. Beautiful cut

seedling Verbenas were shown by T. F. Croft.

The fruit table presente 1 a tempting sight,and con-

tained black Hamburg and white Frontignacgrapes,
the Eliza, Druid Hill, Early York and George 4th

peaches, the Downtown, Early Newington and Pit-

mastun Nectarines; the Shanghai Peach, believed

the first shown in America—all from Mr. Cope's
Conservatory, three Bunches of White Sweet Water
Grapes, from A. J. Smith, gardener at Eden Ilall.

A rich display of nine dishes of Cherries from Mrs.
J. B. Smith, viz: Royal Hative, Bigarroan Coeuret,
Burr's Seedling, Gobet, Belle Magnifique, Royale,
Mcnitmorency, Griotte and Mayduke. Isaac B. Bax-
ter had the Gross Hative, Guigne Noir, Black Heart,
and Mayduke cherries—a divh of the Col. Wilder
Raspberries, Gooseberries 32 to the pound,and White
and Red Currants. J. F. Knorr, four kinds of Cur-
rants. J. M. Tage, a dish of the Moyamensing
Strawberry. Wm. Ilobson, the Early Richmond and
Black Tartarean Cherries. Dr. Brinckle, Raspber-
ries, viz: Mrs. IngersoU, Mrsr Wilder, Gen. Patter-
son, Longworth, Emily and No. 35 H., and Dr. J. K.
Mitchell Seedling Raspberries.

The two large vegetable tables were furnished Ijy

Mr. Cope's and Mr. Cornelius' gardeners, and did
each of them credit.

James Ridings exhibited a case containing pre-
pared pestiferous insects, which he had collected this

season. It attracted attention, and contained the
Borers of the Maple tree, the Linden, the Apple and
Quince, the Cherry and Locust, the Ash, the Cherrv
and Ash, the Peach,the Currant and Gooseberry and
the Squash.
Premiums awarded on this occasion were:

By the Committee on Plants and Flowers, viz:

—

Gloxinias—For the best six to -James Bisset, garden-
er to James Dundas; for the second best to John
Bell, West Pliiladelphia. Fuchsias—For the best

six, to A. Burnett, gardener to H. Pratt McKean.
Plants in Pots—For the best twelve, to Thomas Fair-

ley, foreman to R. Buist; for the _second best, to

William Grassie, gardener to Wm. W. Keen; for the

third best, to John Bell. Plant in a Put—For the

best grown specimen Gardenia Stanleyana, to Joliu

Pollock, gardener to F. Lennig. Plants shownfor
thefirst time—A premium of §iO to Thos.Fairley,fore-

raiin to R. Buist,for tine plants in bloom of Medinil-

la magnifica and Tecoma jasminoides rosea; a premi-
um of three dollars to John Bell, for Delphinium
Hendersonii, six very beautiful Gloxinias, and two
Aohimenes; a premium of two dollars to John Pol-

lock, gardener to F. Lennig, for Clerodcndron Bethu-
niana and MediniUa Seiboldii; a premium of one
dollar to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cone, for

Eranthemum Semperflorens and Syphocampylos niti-

dus. Boquet designs—For the best to Thos Meehan;
for the second best to Thos.Meghran, gardener to R.
Cornelius. Basket of Cut Flowers— for the best to

the sanle; for the second best to Robert Kilvington;

for the best of Indigeuoous flowers, to Thos. Mee-
h<an; for the best hand boquet, to John Boll. And a
special premium of one dollar to Thos. Meehan for a
box of Carnation flowers. The Committee notice as

deserving special attention, a very fine specimen in

John Bed's collection of Deljihinium, Beauty of

Charrone, a hardy herbaceous plaSt recommended
as a very desirable bloom of great duration.

By the Committee on Fruits. For the best Black
Hamburg and White Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,
to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope; for the best

Cherries, Burr's Seedling, and for the second best.

Belle magnifique, to Francis Gouin, gardener to Mrs.
J. B. Smith. The attention of the Committee was
especially attracted by a small quantity of the tine

strawberry, the Moyamensing seedling, by J. M-
Tage; nor can they omit to notice the superior collec-

tion of Peaches, Apricots and Nectarines, for which
they award a special premium of three dollars to

Thos. Meehan; and fine varieties of currants, for
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wUich they award a premium of two dollars to J. F.

Knorr. They also notice choice varieties of Seedling

Raspberries, from the gardens of Dr. Brinckle and

Dr. Mitchell.

By the Committee on Vegetables. For the best

display of Vegetables; by an amateur gardener, to

Thos. Mechan, gardener to C. Cope; for the second

best, to Thos. Meghran, gardener to R. Cornelius.

AD INTERIM REPORT.
Philadelphia, June 10.. 1853.

Til tilt President qfthe Peiinsylmnia Horticultural Socitly

The Fruit Committee, in presenting their usual

monthly ad interim Report, would remind the Soci-

ety that, at the stated meeting of last month, speci-

mens of two new Grapes (one a seedling of the Black

Hainbarij, the other the Masque Yerdel,) were exhib-

ited by the originator, -J. Fisk Allen, of Salem, Mass-

achusetts. Wishing to have ;iu opportunity of care-

fully examining these two varieties, the Committee
only noticed them cursorily in their regular Report

for that evening, with a promise of submitting a more
detailed pomological description of them in their

June ad interim Report. The specimens having been
winter forced, and being ripe in March, were kept

too long after their maturity to be in their greatest

perfection.

Allen's Seedling Black Hamburg.—The bunch
exhibited was not veiy large, though it is probable
there will be an improvement iu this respect. Berry
large, black, ocal; seed grey; flesh solid, and possess-

ing much of the character of the Black Hamburg;
quality "very gool."

MusiiUE Verdel.—This is a natural cross between
the Grizzly Frontignan and the 'N'erdelho, the Wine
Grape of Maderia. Bunch large, shouldered, loose;

berry rather small, about half an inch in diameter,

round, pale red; seed light cinnamon color; fl vor

rich, saccharine, highly perfumed, quality "best;"

said to bj as early as the Black July, and the Pit-

maston.
Mr. Allen deserves the thanks of Pomologists for

having originated two varieties of Grapes of such
excellence. And being of native origin, they may
prove, for out-door culture, better suited to the re-

(^uirements of our climate than their translantic pa-

rents.

From II. W. S. Cleveland, of Burlington, N. J.—
Fine specimens of Strawberries, without a name.
Fruit large; roundish, sometimes ovate; dark red;

seed of the same color, set in superficial depressions;

calyx roflexed; stamens persistent; flesh yellowish

white saccharine, high flavored; quality "best." The
fruit and leaf clearly indicate the variety to be a

Haulhois, probably the Lafayette. It is to be regrett-

ed that this luscious class of Strawberries is so little

cultivated.

From Mr. Stuart.—Beautiful specimens of Straw-
berries, Horcy's Seedliny, of last year's planting:

some nearly four inches in circumference; quality

"very good."

From Gerhard Schmitz, of Philadelphia.—Fine
specimens of two of his Seedlinij Utrawherries:

1. The Pe-nxsylvania.—This variety is a seedling

of the Moyamensing, and was exhibited by Mr.
Schmitz last season, for the first time. Fruit large;

broadly conical; dark crimson; seed crimson, and
vvlien shaded, yellow, set in depressions not very
deep, with roundish intervals; flesh red; flavor fine;

quality 'oest;" sexual character y)i'.v/i7/a/tv leaf large,

deep green,serratures crenate. The Committee award
a premium of five dollars to this variety, as the bes[

new American Seedling Strawberry of superior qual-

ity, after two years' trial.

2. Schmitz's No. 3.—A Seedling of the Washing-
ton, exhibited now for the first time. Fruit large;

roundish ovate, sometimes inclining to conical; light

crimson; seed crimson, often yellow, set in rather
deep indentations, with intervals somewhat ridged;
flesh pale red; flavor pleasant, quality "very good;"
sexual character piiYf'Wate. Leaf large, light green.
From Caleb Cope.—Specimens of four varieties of

Strawberries:

1. McAvovs ScPERiOR-.This variety originated with
Mr. McAvoy, of Cincinnati, and was formerly known
as his No. 12. In May, 1851, it received a premium
of $100 from the Cincinnati Horticultural Society.

Mr. Cope's specimens were of great size and beau-
ty, some of them measuringj?«e and a half inches in

circumference. Fruit very large; roundish ovate, oc-

casionally slightly necked; deep brilliant crimson;
seed crimson, sometimes yellow, set in indentations

not deep, except in the largest specimens, when the
intervals are also somewhat ridged; flesh red; flavor

exquisitely flue; quality "best;" sexual character jja-
tillate.

2. McAvoy's No. 1.—Large: roundish, deep scar-

let; light crimson seed; indentations rather deep, in-

tervals not ridged; flesh whitish, partly stained with
red; flavor agreeable; quality "good," perhaps "very
good;" sexual character j?istillate. An abundant
bearer.

3. McAvoy's Extra Red.—Large; roundish; scar-

let; seed red, sometimes yellowish; indentations tol-

erably deep, intervals somewhat rounded; flesh yel-

lowish, slightly stained; sub-acid flavor, quality only
"good:" pistillate; extraordinarily productive.

4. LoNGWORTn's Prolific.—This fine variety orig-

inated with Mr. Schneicke, of Cincinnati, and was
formerly known as Schneicke's Hermaphrodite. Very
large; njundish ovate; brilliant crimson; seed of the
same color, sometimes yellowish, set in rather deep
indentations with rounded intervals; flesh red; flavor

fine; quality "very good." A variety of great excel-

lence; perfect in its sexual organization, and remark-
ably productive, a rare circumstance with staminate
varieties of large size.

From Robert Buist.—Fine specimens of two vari-

eties of Strawberries, McAvoy's Supei-ior and McA-
voy's No. 1, described above.

From Henry A. Dreer.—A dish of the Moyamen-
sing Strawberry. This fine variety originated with
Gerhard Schmitz, of this city, and took the premium
ofi'ered by the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

for the best seedling strawberry exhibited in 1848.
Fruit rather large; roundish conical; deep crimson;
seed crimson, sec in rather deep depressions, with
rounded intervals; flesh red: flavor very fine; quality

"best;" sexual character, pistillate; leaf large, with
crenate serratures.

From Dr. E. W. Carpenter, Lancaster.

—

The Tri-

umph of Cumberland cherry, a native of Cumber-
land county, Pennsylvania. Specimens fine. Large;
obtuse heart-shaped, sometimes roundish, compress-
ed at the sides; deep crimson, almost purple when
fully ripe; suture indistinct; stem rather long, slender,

inserted in a broad open cavity; apex slightly de-

pressed; stone roundish oval, compressed; flesh rath-

er solid, rod, slightly adherent to the stone; flavor fine;

quality "best;" period of maturity about the middle
of June.

The Treasurer submitted his semi-annual statement,

which was read and referred.

Charles Kessler, of Reading, was elected an hon-
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orary and corresponding member, and four gentle-

men contriliuting members.
Adjourned.

THOS. P. JAMES, Recording Secretary.

Chester County Aj^ricultur.ii Society.

At an adjourned meeting of the Chester County

Agricultural Society, held at tlie Court House, m the

borough of West Chester, on the 18th day of June,

A. D., 1853, John Parker was called to the Chair,

aud Alexander Marshall appointed Secretary.

John S. i,owen, Esq., from the committee appoint-
ed for the purpose at a former meeting, reported the
following narael ofiieers for the permanent organiza-
tion of the Society, which were unanimously elected,

to wit:

President—Isaac W. Vanleer.
Vice Presidents—Paschall Worth, John D. Ev-

ans, Dr. Ebenezer V. Dickey, Lewis Brinton.
E.XECUTivE Committee—Abraham R. Mcllvaine,

Dr. Isaac R. Walker, Joseph Dowdall, Gen. George
Ilartman, Nathan Walton, JacDb Massey, Wm. 0.

Dripps, John Parker, Abner Garrett, John J. Mon-
aghan.
Corresponding Secretarv—J. Lacey Darlington.
Rrcording Secretaries—Alexander MarshalLJae.

H. Bull.

TRE.iSURER—Dr. George Thomas.
On motion. Resolved that John S. Bowen, Esq., be

a committee to appoint a committee consisting of one
member from each township, to obtain members to

this Society, collect the initiation fee, (fifty cents,)

aud pay the same over to the Treasurer. Mr. Bowen
to publish the names of said committee as soon as
completed.
On motion, John S. Bowen, Esq., Dr. E. V. Dickey,

and Hon. A. R. Mcllvaine were appointed a commit-
tee to report to the Corresponding Secretary on the

prevalence and injurious effects of the fly in wheat.
On motion. Dr. E. V. Dickey, Samuel Pennock,

and Alban Webb were appointed a committee on the

subject of deep plowing, and instructed to report to

the Corresponding Secretary.

On motion. Dr. 1. R. Walker, Smith Sharpless, and
Lewis Brinton were appointed a committee, and in-

structed to report to the Corresponding Secretary, on
the potato plant, its best varieties and modes of cul-

ture.

On motion, the Corresponding Secretary was in-

structed to make report on the culture and profitable

character of the barley crop.

On motion, Benjamin J. Passraore, Dr. E. V.
Dickey, and William Webb were appointed a eom-
mitte, and instructed to report to the Corresponding
Secretary, on the utility of guano as a manure.
On motion adjourned.

JOHN PARKER, Chairman.

A. MARSHALL, Seoreiary.

The first annual exhibition of the above Society

now fully organized, will bo held on the 15th, 16th,

and 17th of September next, in West Chester, at the

same time as the Horticultural Exhibition. From
the amount of improved stock, of all kinds in the

county, as well as manufactories of agricultural im-

plements, it is expected it will bo an interesting

affair.

Soap Scads.

The value of this liquid as a stimulant of vegeta-
tion does not appear to be generally appreciated by
our agriculturists, many of whom make no use of it,

although from their well known habits of enterprise
and economy in other matters, we sliould have been
led to expect better things. In a state of incipient
putridity, soap-suds is replete with the element of

vegetables, in a state of actual and complete solution;

the only condition, indeed, in which it is susceptible
of absorption and assimilation by the roots of plants.

Besides its value as a powerful stimulant, it possesses
also, very potent anthelmintic properties, and when
used in the irrigation of garden and field crops—the
best way, perhaps, in which it can be applied to

vegetables—operates as a speedy aud effectual reme-
dy, against the ravages of bugs, worms, and most of
the aligerous or winged depredators, by which veg-
etables are so often infested and destroyed. It is

also, a most valuable adjuvant in the formation of
compost. For this purpose a large tank or vat,

capable of holding from three to four cart loads,

should be constructed in some place easy of access,

aud to which, without difSoulty, the wash from the
sink and laundry can be regularly conveyed. Into
this reservoir all the wash matter produced on the
farm and about the mansion, should be thrown

—

bones, refuse, ashes, muck, turf, rich soil, and chip-

manure from the wood-shed; in short, every substance
capable of absorbing the rich, fertilizing liquid, and
retaining it for the benefit of the soil and plants to

which it is to be applied.

By a little systematic attention to matters of this

nature, the annual produce of our agriculture might
be immeasurably increased, and the productive ca-

pacity of many farms, now regarded as almost worth-
less, placed on a footing equal, if not superior, to

that of the most fertile. Nature has every where
supplied in munificent abundance the means of fer-

tility, and we have only to appropriate and apply
them judiciously, to secure the best and most flatter-

ing results.

Some agricultural writers have estimated the value

of a hogshead of suds, in a state of incipient putrid-

ity, to be very near equal to that of a cord of prepar-

ed manure. This is probably an over estimate: yet

no one who has applied suds to vegetation, and care-

fully observed the results, can be otherwise than con-

vinced of its very great efficacy and value. Where
it is used in composting operations, it rnay bo applied

in its crude state, before fermentation has taken
place. It will ferment in the heap, and thus induce

a powerful chemical action in the ingredients, which
will be in proportion as to power, to their number
and character, and the manner or rather thorough-

ness with which they are intermixed. AVith a suffi-

ciency of soapsuds and urine, a valuable compost
may be made of any soil, even sand.—[Farmer and
Mechanic.

Tea Culture.

The Rochester American says, that a gentleman
who has carried on both the cultivation of the tree,

and the manufacture of tea from their leaves for

years, and some of the time employed two hundred
men at the work, has left that place, after an exten-

sive examination of the soil aud climate of the South,

for China and tlie East Indies, expressly to import a

stock of young plants, superior in every respect to

those cultivated Ijy the late Dr. Junis Smith, at Gren-

ville, South Carolina.
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tist of Premiums.

For the approaching State AgricvHural ExliibUion at

Pittshiiry-Septcmher^l, 28, 29 and 30th, 1853.

CLASS No. 1—CATTLE.

No. 1, Short Horns.
BULLS.

for best Bull, 3 years oUl hu'l Best Bullbetween 1 & 2 years, $10

upwards. 920 .Second best flo do do 5

Becondbest do do do 15 Best Bull Ciilf under 10 montha, 6
Best Bull between 3 nnd 3 years. 15 Second best do do do 3

Second best do do do 8

COWS.
Best Cow 3 years old and up- Be.-;t Ilclfer between 1 qikI 2

wards. 820 yenrs, * - $10

Second best do do 10 Sccoud best do do 5

Best Heifer between 2 &3 years Best Heifor Calf under 10

old, 15 months. 6

Second do do do do 10 Second best Heifer Calf do 3

No. 2,DevoN3.
BULLS.

For best Bull 3 years and up-^ Best Bull between! & ayeara, 810

S20 Second best do do
15 Best Bull Calf under 10 mo9, 6
15 Secontl best do do 3

wardi

.

Second best do do
Best Bull between 2 & 3 years.
Second do do do a

COWS.
Best Cow 3 years and up- Best Heifer between 1 and 2
wards,

Second best do do
Best Heifer between 3 and

years,
Second best do do

$30 years, SIO
10 Second best do do 5

3 Best Heifer Calf under 10 mos. 6
15 Second best do do 3
10

No. 3, Herefords.
BULLS,

ti ^r beat Bull3 years old and up- Best Bull between 14 2 years, SIO
wards, S20 Second best do do 5

SeL'ond bCBt do do 15 Best Bull Calfunder 10 months, 5
Best Bull between 2 and 3 years, 15 Second best do d,o 3
Second best do do 8

COWS,
Best Cow 3 years old and up- Best Heifer between I & 2

w;ird-s, S20 years. SlO
S' I ond best do do 15 Second best do do 5
lir>t Heifer between 2 & 3 years 1.t Best Heifer Calf under 10 mos. 5
.^' -.ond beat do do 8 Second beat do do 3

No. 4, Ayrshire.
BULLS.

For best Bull 3 years old and up- Best Bull liewtecn 1 & 2 years, SIO
wards. S20 Second best do do fi

Second best do do 15 Best Bull Calf under 10 mos. 5
Best Bull between 3 & 3 years, 15 Second best do do, 3
Second best do do 8

COWS.
Forbest CowSyearsoldand up- Best Heifer between 1 and 2
wards. S20 years. $10

Second best do do 15 Second best do do 5
Best Heifer between 2 and 3 Besi Heifer Calf under 10 mos. 6
years. 15 Second beat do do 3

Second best do do 8

No. S.HOLSTEIN..
BULLS.

For best Bull 3 years old and up- Best Bull between 1 k 2 years, 810
wanis, S20 Second best do do 5

Second best do do 15 Best Bull Calf under 10 mos. 5
Best Bull between 3 & 3 years, 15 Secoml best do do 3
Second best do do 8

COWS.
Forbest CowSyearsoldandup- Best Heifer between 1 and
wards, S20 years, SIO

Second best do do 15 Second best do do 5
Best Heifer between 3 A 3 years, 15 Best Heifer Calf under 10 mos, 5
Second best do do 8 Second best do do 3

No. C, Alderney.
BULLS.

For best Bull 3 years old and ui>- Best Bull between 1 & 3 years, $10
wards, S20 Second best do do 5

Second best do do 15 Best Bull Calf under 10 months 5
Best Bull between 3 & 3 years, 15 Second beat do do 3
Second best do do 8

COWS.
Be-at Heifer between 1 and 2

Sio
do

For best Cow 3 years old and up-
wards, $20 years.

Second best do ' do 15 Second best do do 5
Best Heifer bclwcen2 i 3 years, 15 Best Helfur Calf under 10 mos, 5
Second best do do 8 Second best do do 'i

No. 7, Natives or Grades.
BULLS.

For beat Bull3 years old and up- Third best Bull bet'd2 & 3yVs SI
warde, S12 Best Bull between 1 & 2 years, 6

Second best do do 10 Kecoiid best do do 4
Third I'CMt do do 8 Third best do do 3
Beat Bull between 2 & 3 years, 10 Best Bull Calf under 10 months, 3
Second best do do 8 Second best do do X

COWS.
For best Cow 3 years old and up- Third best Heifer Ijet'n 2 & 3 >ts S4
wards, $12 Best Heifer between 1&2 years fi

Second best do do 10 Second best do do 4
Third best do do 8 Thin! best
BestHeifer between 2 &3 years, 10 Best Heifer Calf under 10 mos. 3
Second beat do do 8 Second best do do l

No. 8, Working Ox£n.
For best team of 20 yoke from
members of any county Socie-
ty. (Premium to be paid to the
County Society entitled there-
to,) S50

St-'cond best team of 20 yoke
from members of any County
Society, (Premium to be paid
A cart will be provided to test the working qualities of the Oxen.

to the County Society entitled
thereto. S30
Beat team of Oxen not less
than 3 yoke, 15

" yoke of Oxen, 13
Second best do 10
Third do do 8

No. 9, Fat Cattle.

For best pair fat Steers or Oxen S15 Second best do S&
Second best do do 10 Best Fat Steer, 15
Best Fat Cow. 10 St-coud best do 10
Second best, 5 Third best do 5
Best Fat Heifer, 10

Applicants for premiums for fat cattle, must furnish statements o
manner of feedink.
jQi^Judges on Fat Cattle, will give particular attention to the anl

mals subniittiil to them lor examination. It is believed that all other
things b^'i^^' 'Niual, those are the best cattle that have tlie greatest
weight ill tlii.-t.iiiall<'st superiicles. The Cattle to be Judged as Fat Cat-
tle, will all be weighed, and the Judges will take measures to aet the
superficies of each.

No. 10, Milch Cows.
For best Milch Cow, S2t) Second best Milch Cow, $15

;Q[3r'The Cows to be kept on grass only during the trial, and for ten
days previous to each period of trial. The lime of trial from luth to
20111 of June, and from 10th to 20th of August.

Statement to de FunNisn.^D contvUnino
First The age and breed of Cow, and time of calving.
fkctnvi 't\\'i nuantity of milk in Weight, and also ofbuttermade

from such Cow, during each period of ten days.
Tliird A statement to be made to the Judges, of the fact3,verified

by the affidavit of competitor and onji other person conversant there-
with.

CLASS No, 2.

No. 11,Horses and Mules.
For best Stallion heavy draught S30
Second best do co 20
Best Brood Mare for heavy
draught, 30

Second best do . do
'

20

Best Stallion for quick draught, 30
Second tiest do do 20
Best Brood Mare for quick
draught, 30

Second-best do do 20
Best Stallion for saddle, 30
Second best do do 20
Best,Brood Slare for saddle, 30

Second best do do S20
Best Horse Colt between 2 & 4
years old, 20

Second best do do 10
Best Filley or Mare Colt be-
tween 2 and 4, 20

Second best do do la
Best Horse Colt between J & 2

years, ' 10
Second best do do 5
Best FjUey or Marc Colt be-
tween 1 & 2 years, 10

Second best do do 5

No. 12, Matched Horses. Geldings, Mares, Jacks
AND Mules.

For best pair carriage Horses,
Second best do do
Third best do do
Best Gelding,
Sec'jnd best,
Tlilrd best,
Best single Mare,
Second best do

$20 Third best Single Mare, S5
15 Best Jack, 20
10 Second best, 10
10 Best pair of Mules 20
8 Secmid best. 10
5 Best team of Mu les not less
10 than four, 20
8 Second best do do 10

CLASS No. 3.

No. 13. Sheep, Swine and Poultry.

Sheep and Wool.

Fine Wooled.
For best Buck, $1(> Second best do do SO
Second best, do 6 Best pen ofLambs not less than
Best pen of Ewes net less than 4, 10

3, 10 Second best do do tf

Long Wooled.
For beat Buck, glO Second best, do SO
Second best, do Best pen of Lambs not less

Best pen of Kwes not less than than 4' 10
3, 10 Second best do do
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Middle Wooled.
forbeat Buck, $10 Second best do do $li

iiecouJ best, do" 6 Best pen of Lambs not less

Best pen of Ewes not less tban than 4

,

10

3," 10 Second best, 6

Native or Mixed Blood.
For best Buck.
iieconij best, do

SlO Second best do do S6
6 Bfst pen of Lambs not less

iJeist pen of Ewes not less than than 4.

3, 10 Second best do

Imported Sheep.
For best Imported Buck,
Second best, do

$15 Best imported Ewe,
10 iSecond best ,do

Fat Sheep.

sio

$15
10

For best Fat Sheep'2 yeats and Best Fat Sheep under 2 years, $G
upwards,

Second best do do
'ihird best do do

S6 Second best do do
5 ThiM best tlo do

For best 3 fleeces of Sa.xony
Aleiiiio W oul,

Seconu ueet uo do
jbest '6 lleeces of Cutswuld
boutlKlowii \\ ool,

JSutona best do Uo

Wool
or Best 3 fleeces of Wool froi

So Cross-breed t>lieep,

3 Second and third Oo
or Bestatleecesof Lambs Wool,

5 Second and third do

No. 14, Swine.
.LAKKE BREED,

$10 years,
5 Second best do do o

10 i>eoL bieeUmy Sow 1 year, 10
5 Second beat do UO 5
Best lot ol pigs not less than

10 5 under 6 months, 10
5 Second beat uo do &

$10For best Boar over 2years old,

Second beat Uo uo
Joest Kuar 1 year old,

toecoud best do do
A>e3t lioai" a months and under 1

year.
Second best do do
Best breeding Sow over 2
incluuiui; Uuester, BerKshire, Hampshlrc.Leicester and their grades,

SMALL BKEi;:D,

For best Boar over 2 years. $10 dcr 2, $10
Second best do Hu 5 Second best do do 5
iiest Boar 1 year old, 10 t»esi sow 6 months and imdev
Second best do do 5 1 year, 10

Best Boar mouths and not one Second best do do 5
year, 10 lieaL lot ol pigs, not less than 5

Second best do do 6 aud under o months, 10

Including Neapolitan, Suffolk, improved China, Chinese, Mocha and
their grades.

Best breeding Sow 2 years, 10 Second best do do 5
Second best uo do u loi beat lattend Uog, a
Best breeding sow 1 year and un Second best do uo ' 3

Best Hay Rigging,
Second best do
Best Harrow,
Second best do
Best Corn Cultivator—Diploma
and

Second best do
Best tJrain Drill—Diploma and
Second best do
Third best do
Best Seed Planter, for horse or
hand power, for hills or drills,

Diploma iiiid

Second best do
Best Cultivator for general pur-
poses—Diploma and

Second best do
Best Broad Cast Sower—Diplo-
ma and

Second best do
Best Holler for general use
Second best do •
Best Clod Crusher and Koller
combined,

Second. best do
Best Fanning Mill—Diploma and
Second best do

6 Best Hay and Straw Cutter Di
3 plonia ami
3 Second best do
2 Best vegetable cutter,
Second best do

5 Best Corn and Cob crUsber, by
3 horse power,
15 Second best do
10 Best Cloverhuller
5 Second best do
Best Horse cartfor farm
Second best do

10 Best Ox Cart
5 Second do
Best Horse Rake

10 Second best do
5 Best Ox Yoke
Second best do

10 Best Corn Sheller, horse pow-
a er
5 Second best do
3 Best corn Sheller hand pow-

er,

5 Second best do
3 Best Farm or Road Scraper.

10 Second best do
5

No. IS, Farm Implements No. 2.

For best Plow Gears,
Second best do
Best Wagon harness for farm.
Second best do
Best Cart Cears,
Second best do
Best double set Carriage harnes

$3 Second best do $3
2 Best single set Carriage harness 5
3 Second best do 3
2 Best Saddle and Harness for
3 general purposes, 5
2 Second best do 3
5

No. 19, Farm Implements No. 3.

No. 15,
Best lot of Shanghte fowls not

less tnan 3—1 cocK and :i nens.
Second best do do
Best lot ol Dorking fcowls not less

tuuu 3— i cock and 2 bens,
Second ue-t do do
Best lot of Poland Fowls not Icis

tlian3—lcocliaud2 hens,
Second best do do
Best lot ol black Spanish not less

tnan 3—1 cock and 2 hens,
Second best do do
i>&siiot ofiJersey Blues, notless
than 3— I cock and 2 hens,

Secoudbest do do
Best lot ot Buck's County Fowls
not less thail 3—1 cock and 2
hens.

Second best do do
Best lot Cochin Cbuia, Malay or

Chittegoug i?owls,uotless tban
3—1 cock and 2 hens,

Second best do do

Poultry.
Best lot ot Bantams not less than

$3 3—1 cocltand2 bens, ;

2 Second best do do
Lest lot ol (jlume Fowls notless

3 thau 3—1 cocti and 2 hens,
2 Second best do do

Uestlot ol of uative or Dunghill
3 J^owis not less than .\

2 Second best do uo
Best lot I'OQltry owned by exhi-

3 bitor.

Largest collection of Fowls,
Ijesi-pairof Capons,

Xurkeys,
do do
tlu do \\ iid v^ieese,

do do Muticovey Ducks,
3 do do Common DucKs,
2 do do Peal-owis,
Best Caponed 'lurtey,
Bestlot oHJuinealuwls,not less

3 thau 5,

2 Best exliibition of Pigeons,

For best Churn.
Second best do
Best Cheese Press,
Second best do
Best twelve Milk Pans,
Second best do
Best Milk Strainer,
Second best do
Best Potatoe Masher,
Second best do
Best Uraln Cradle,
Second best do
Best Scythe—Snathe and Scythe
Second best do
Best twelve hand Rakes,
Second best do
Best six Hay Forks,
Second best do
Best si.\ Grass scythes,
Second best do
Beat six Grain scythes,
Second best do

Best six Axes. S

Best six Maimre Forks,
Second best do
Best six long handled shovels,
Secoml best do
Best six short handled shovels,
Second best do
Best six spades.
Second best do
Best six Corn Hoes,
Second best do
Best Slit of Horse shoes,
Be^t tot of Grain Measures,not

less than six.

Second best do
Best dozen wire brooms,
Second best do
Best dozen Shakeror twine tied

brooms.
Second best do
Best half dozen Corn baskets.
Second best do

No. 20; Farm Implements and Machinery No. 4.

For best Portable Saw Mill. $20 Best Weighing Machine for gen-
Best Steam Engine forfarm pur- eral farm purposes, $5

'" 20 Best lot ofsmaU suid large
20 scales 5

Ma. Best Portable Cider Pi'ess—Di-

CLASS No. 4.

No. 17, Plowing Match.
The Plowing Match will take place on Friday morning, at 9 o'clock.

Perounscunipetiugin the fiovvhiii Match, will have their teams bitch-

ed and in reauiness at the appointed hour.

First Premium to beawaidedlor the best Plowman, 15

the best Plow, $10 Second best do 10

Second beat do H Third best do 6

'ibird best do 5 Fourth best do 6

Fourth best do 3 First Preutium to be awarded
Best Single Horse Plow, 10 the best I'lowboy under IS

Second best do 5 years, 10

Best Sub soil do 10 Second best do 8

Second best do 5 Third beat do 6

First Premium to be awarded to tourthbest do 3
jBEg^Tbenameof Plowman must be given, as well as the kind of Plow

to be used, at the time of eutry.

CLASS No. 5.

No. 17, Farm Implements No. 1,

Best Farm Wagon,
iiecoud best do

$10 Best Corn Stalk cutter,
5 Second best do

poses easily portable.
Best Portable Grist Mill.

Bwst Mowing or Reapin;
cbirie—Diploma and

Second best do
Best Sweep Horse Power,
Second best do
Best Railway, horse power,
Second best do
Best Threshing Macliitie,

Second best do
Best Separator,
Second best do
Best Portable Hay Press,
Second best do
Best Churning Machine,
Best do^ power Churntug Ma-
chine,

Best Washing Machine,
Best Pump lor wells.
Second best do
Best arrangement for raising
water otlier than pump,

20 ploma and 10
10 Second best do 5
10 Best lialf dozen Flour barrels
5 Silver Medal
10 Second best do 5
6 Best variety of Cooper work
10 Silver Modal
5 Second best do S
10 Best Sliingle and] Stave cutter
5 Silver Medal
10 Second best do 5
5 Best invention for spreading
5 Lime, 5
, Best collection of Farmer's tools

!} arranged in a deposit, 5
5 Best invention for securing the
10 run of wa'er in Uiains 5
5 Seeoni.1 best do 3
Best anil most numerous col-

10 lection of Agricultural Imple-
cond best do

'

5 meats Diploma and 25
Best Hay and cattle weighing Second best 20
scales-^Diploma and 10

In addition to the foregoing preuYiums on Agricultural Implement*
Diplomas and Premiums will bi.' awarded by the Judgeson Discretion*
ary Premiums for such new and meritorious implements and inven-
tions as may be exhibited. Persons presenting Agricultural Imple-
ments or articles of mechanical ingenulty,are requested to furnish the
Secretary with a particular description of the article, and the price
and place where itcan be obtained.

CLASS No. G.

No. 21, Dairj, Sugar and Honey.

butter.

Bestlot (quality as well as quantity considered,) made from Scows in

30 cosecutive days—20 pounds of the butter exhibited, $20
Second best do 10

A Certificate, signed by the owners of the Cows, and at least on«
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other person who asslsteii in milking ami making the butter, certify-

ing to the facts of the case, to acconipanv each lot of butter.
Best lot o f2U lbs Butter, umde in June, 1«53, SIO
tieconil best do *

6
Best tlrkin or tub of salted butternot less than 3 months old 10
.Secomibest ilo 5
Best :» nrkiiis of butter, not k-ss than 3 months old, 20

I^iriitinms t.o bt aioarded to Oiiis andv.r twenty-one years qf age.
For the best lot often tbs of butter, made any time,—Silver Milk
Cup.

Second best lot of 10 lbs of butter , made at any time—Pair of Silver
Butter Knivos.

Best lot oi Slhs butter, made at any time—Set Silver Tea Spoons.
JSecond beat do do do do do —Silver Cup.
Best barred of Salt for Dairy purposes^ $3
Second best do do do 3
Best barrel Course Salt for packing, 2
Second best do do do do 2

CHEESE.

ONE YEAR, AND OLDER.

$10
5

Best 100 lbs Cheese
Second best do
Tliird best do

LESS THAN ONE YEAR OLD.

Best 100 lbs Cheese,
Second best do
Third best do ,.

Best >a dozen Cheese boxes, 2
do 3 Dairies from any county, not less than 3 cheese from each, 2D
Those wlio present Cheese forthe prcniiums offered.must state in

writing, the time tt was made; the number of cows kept; whether the
cheese was made from one, two or more miiklii.i.'^; wlietlu-r any addi-
tion is made of cream; the quantity of rennet u.sed. and the mode of
preparing it; the mode ol pressure, ane the treatment of cheese after-
wards; and the kind of salt used.

SUGAR AND HONEY.
Best 20 lbs Maple sugar, $6
Scco'ij best do y
Best 10 lbs Honey, 5
Secnod best do 3
The Uouey to be taken without destroying the bees; and the kind of

hives used, and the mauagement of the same to be stated.

CLASS No. 7.

No. 22, Flour, Corx Meal, Grain, Seeds and Veg-
etables.

FLOUR AND CORN MEAL.
Best barrel of Flour,
Second Ue^t do
Third best do
Best barrel Corn Meal,prepared from kiln dried corn,
Second best do
Best Sample Corn Fariua,
Best Wlieat Farina.
Best sample 5 loaves Baker's Bread—Silver Medal.
Second best do do do do—Diploma.
Best sample, 10 lbs each, water and butter crackers—Silver Medal.
Second best do do do do do—Diploma.
Best Smut Machine,
Second best do

$10

No. 23, Grain, Seeds and Vechetables;
Best bushel White Wheat. $3
do do Red Wheat, 3
do do Mediterranean Wheat 3
do do Rye, 3
do do Yellow Garden Seed

Corn 3
White Flint Corn, 3
Mixed Corn, 3

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Oats.
Barley,
Irish PoUtoes,
Sweet Potatoes,
Field Turnips.

do
do
do
do
do

do Ruta Ba^'a,
do Sugar Beets,
do Carrots,
do Parsnips,
do Flaxseed,

do sample of Hops, not less
than IOO)s

do do of Timothy Seed 1

bushel,
do do of newly introduced

grain, valuable to farmers
not less thanl busJiel,

j^"Sample3 of grain and seeds In all cases, to be deposited with the
Secretary.

For 12 best stalks of celery
Second best do
6 best heads of Cauliflower,
Second best do
12 best White Table Turnips,
Second best do
12 best Carrots,
Second best do
12 best Beets,
Second best do
12 best Parsnips^
Second best do
12 best Onions,
Second best do
6 best beads of Cabbage*
Second best do
6 best heads of Brocoli,
Second best do
12 best Tomatoes,
Second best do
2 best Purple Eggplants,
Second best do
12 best Sweet Potatoes,

$3 Second best do $2
2 Best >i peck Lima Beans, 3
3 Sdcond best do 2
2 Best bunch Double Parsley 2
3 Second best do l

2 3 best Garden Squashes, 3
3 Second beat do 2
2 3 best Large Squashes, 3
3 Second best do 2
2 3 largest Sweet Pumpkins, 3
3 Second largest do 2
2 3 largest Field Pumpkins, 3
3 Second largest do 2
2 12 best ears yellow Seed Corn, 3
3 Second best do 2
2 12 best ears white Seed Com, 3
3 Second best do 2
2 Best 12 Table potatoes, 3
3 Second best do 2
2 For the choicest and largest as-
2 sortment of Table Vegetables 10
1 Second best do 5
3

No. 24, Domestic Manufactures.
Best lot of Silk Cocoons,

:

Second best do
Best specimen of Raw Sfik,
do do Keeled Sijc,
do do Sewing Silk,
do pais Silk Stockings,
do Silk Shawl,
do do Handkerchief,
do pair Woolen Blankets Silver
Cup,

Second best do
Third best do
Best 10 yards Woolen Cloth,
Second best do
Best 13 yards Woolen Carpet-

Silver Cup,
Second best do
Third best do
ite.>t Uoarth Rug—Silver Cup
Second best do
Third best do
Fourth best do
Best Hag Carpet,15 yards.
Second best do
Third best do
Best double Coverlet,
Second best do
Third best do
Beat pair Woolen Knltt Stockings
Second best do
Third best do
Best pair Woolen Knit H'f IIosc

Second best do
Third best do
Best pair M'oolen Mittens,
SecLfud best do
Bust Home Made Shirt,
Second best do
Best Barred Flannel, 12 yards

' Silver Cup.
Second best do 3
Best P lain Flannel, 12 vards, 5
Seeund best do

'

3
Best 10 yards Barred Linen-
Silver Cup,

Second best do 3
Best lOyards Plain Linen— Sil-
ver Cup.

Second best do 3
Third best do i
Best 10 yards Linen Diaper, 5

• Second best do 3
. Thiid best do -^

Best 10 yards Tow Cloth, 3
Second liest do 2
Best pair Cotton Knit H'f Hose 3
Secortil best du ^
Bestpnir Linen Knit Stockings 3
Second best do z
Best pair Linen Knit H'f Hose.
Second best do £3
Best pound of Linen Sewlntr

'llireiiil_ *" g

$2
1

2
1

d
3

1 .„......,

3 Second best do

3 Best Quilt,
2 2nd best do

No. 25, Household Manufactures.
Be^tOnianii-ntal Needle W'ork, $3 Best wurked Cushion and Back S3

BestOItuiiiaiiCover,
"

Second best do
Best Table Cover,
Second best do
Best Artificial Flowers,
Second best do
Best Variety W'orsted Work,
2nd best do
Best fancy Work with Needle for
Chan*,

2nd best do

'• Best Counterpane,
' 2rid best do
3 Best Lamp-stand Mat, 3
2 2nd best do 2
5 Best Ornamental Shell AVork, 3
3 2nd best do 3

Best specimen Wax Flowers, 3
3 2nd best do 3

PremlumsofS2eacb. 10 the number of ten, may be awarded on ar-
ticles coming witiiin ihis elass and notenumeraledaboVe
ArMcles of doiiustic manufacture to be made in the family ; and inaUcases,theexhil>iiMr nmst turnish evidence that the articles are somanutactured. And no article manufactured iufactories or out ofthefaiudy will be received in either ofthe classes of domestic manufac-

Best Home Made Bread, $5 2nd best do 43
3 BestTomaio Figs, 5
3 2nd best do 3
2 Best specimenof pickles, 3
3 2nd dest do 2
2 Best sample of Apple Butter, 3
2ud best do 2

3 Best Quince and Peach. Butter, 3
3 2nd best do 2
2 Best Home Made Soap. 3
2nd best do • 2

2ad best do
Best Pound Cake,
2nd best do
Best ^pon^'e Cake,
2nd best do
Best Preserves—silver cup.
2nd best do
Best Fruit Jelly,
2nd best do
Best Tomato Preserves—Silver
Cup.
Persons whose trade is B.\KiNG, cannot enter this list in competi-

tion, as it is intended Alone for the encouragement of Housekeepers.

No. 26, Manufactures other than Domestic.
Best piece black Broad Cloth, American manuiacture, 20 vards—Dinlo-ma. ' *^

do piece blue Broad Cloth, American manufacture. 20 yards—Dlplo-

do piece Woolen Carpet manufactured In factories, 20 yards—Diplo-

do piece of Satinett. 20 vanis-Diploma.
do bleached CotKm Shirtin-, 30 vards—Diploma.
do unbleached < 'ttMi, Shirting 30 vards-DipIoma.
do bleached CoUnn Sheeting, 30yurds—Diploma.
do unbleached Cotton Shecting,3b yards—Diplema.
do Linen Sheeting, 20 yards—Diploma.
do pair Woolen Blankets—Diploma.
do variety of Flannel—Diploma.
do variety iif American Shawls—Diploma.
do lut of men, women and children's Boots and Shoes, Dloloma

and ^

2nd best do
Best lot 01 men and women's Saddles' and Bridles, Diploma and
2nd best do
Best Travelling Trunk, Diploma and
2nd best do
Best Carriage. Buggy and Hunting Wagon, each.
Best specimensof Cabinet Ware, Diploma, and
2ii<l best do
Bi'st improved Bedstead,
2nil best do
Best improved School Desk and Chairs,
2iid best do
Best lot of Sole, Harness add Upper Leather,
2nd best do
Best lot of Calf skins, dressed,
2nd best do

No. 27, Agricultural Productions.

Of Fteld Crops.

winter premiums.
For best 6 acres of Corn, $20 do acre of Irish Potatoes,

$5
3
10
b
5
3
6
5
3
6
3
10
5
5
3
«
3
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do J-a acre do
do acre of Carrots,
do ii acre do
do ?4 acre of Ruta Raga,
do >4 acre Su<jar licets,
do >4acre Manyel Wuftxel,
do ^'4 acre Turnips,
do }i acre Tobacco

Best acre of Com, 10
du 5 acres of Wheats 20
do acre do 10
do 5 acres of Ityii, 15
do acre lio S
do 5 acres of Barley, 15
do 5 acres of Oats, lo
do acri' "f TiiiioMiy Seeil. 5
do acix' <ii' I'li.v.T StK'dj 6
Coniijctii'irsinipivminrasfortlie above agricultural productions,

must produLHi a toll staienifnt of the mrnl-:; Of cultivation, and accom-
pany the same witli till.: (.rriilicatiM'f two respectable men as to tlie

product ami iMeasurcincn' oi ili.--ioniiU. and also exliibit a sample of
each crop at the Aiuuial Mot'tin^' ill Ilarri^burs-on tlie ad Tueadayof
January next, when these premiums will be awariled.

CLASS No. 10.

No. 28, Fruits and Flowers.

FRUIT.

Best and CTcatcft number cf choice varieties of Apples, 3 of each
kind liiarked and labeled with the names. $10

2nd best co 5
Uest dozen of Fall Apples, 3
2nd best do . 2
Bust and greatest number of oboice varieties of Peaches 3 of each

10variety, with tli^ name,
2ud best do
Uest 6 varieties, named and labeled,

2nd best rlo

iieat dozen of Quinces,
2nd best do
Best collection of Plums, 6 ef each variety,

2nd best do '- *
,

Best collection of grapes groTvn in the open air.

2nd best do
Best specimen of Water Melon,
2Qd best do
Be^t collection of "Water Melons,
2udUest do
Best specimen of Musk Melon,
2nd be^t do
Best collection of Musk Melons,
2nd best do
Bcs I peck of Cranberries, domestic culture,

Best Home UKule ti^parkliuy Wine,
2nd best du
Best homemaile Wine,
2nd best do
Best home made Bouucc,
Slid best do 2

Best home made Cordial, 3
2 lid best do ^

2

Best Bottled Cider, witli mode of curing so as to keep sWeet foi' one
vear, • C

The fruit exhibited not to be removed until the close of the Exhibi-
tion; and oarticular cara is requested to be observed by the Judges
and superiuteudenta, that the same is uot injured. '

.

No. 29, Flowers.

Greatest variety of Dahlias,

2nd greatest do
Greatest variety of roses.

2Qd greatest do *

Best variety of Phloxes,
3nd best do
Greatest variety of Verbenas,
2nd greatest do
Best 10 varieties do
End best do
Best collection German Asters,

2nd best do

S3 Sndbest do $2
2 Best collection of Greenhouse
3- plants owned by one person, 3
2 2nd best do 2
3 Best iloral ornament, 3
2 2nd best do 2
3 Best hand Boquet, Flat 3
2 2nd best do 2

3 Best hand Boquet, Round, 3
2 2ml best do 2
3 Best basket Boquet, 3

* 2 For the most beautifully arran-

Bestand greatest variety Pnnsies 3 gcd Basket of Flowers,

CLASS No. 11.

Stoves, Silverware, Glass and Glassware, Cut-
lery AND Britannia.

No. 30, Stoves.

Best Cooking Stove a>r*coal—Silver Medal.
and best do 50
Best Cooking stove for woodFlre-'Silver Medal."
2nd best do 5
Best Cooking Range for families—Silver Medal.
2nd best do 5

Best Furnace or other apparatus for warming bouses, economy of
construction andcousumstinn of Fuel and security to premises
•to be taken into consideration—Silver Medal,

Best ornamental Parlor Stove—Silver Medal.
2nd best do 6
Best Uall Stove—Silver Slcdal,

2nd best do
,

5
Best sample Hollow Ware—Silver Medal.
2ud best do 5
Bestsaniple Iron Railing— Silvci' Medal.
2nd best do 6
Best s-uuple Sculptured Marble.--=Silver Medal.

No. 31, Silverware Cutlerv, and Britannia.
Best exhibition of Silver Ware—Silver MedaL
Bestexhibitiou of Table Cutlery, American Manufacture—Silver

Medal,
Best Pocket Cutlery American manufacture^Silver Medal^
Snd best do $

Bestspecnncn of Silver ware wltU Agricultural designs suitable lor
Premiums—Silver Mcdul.

Snd best do 5
Best variety of Britlania Ware-Silver Medal.
Bos' gamble of Window Gla^s-Silver Medal.
2nd best do 5
Bestauniplcs of Glassware—Silver Medal,
2nd best do 5

CLASS No. 11.

Bacon, Hams, Inventions and Discretionary.
No. 32, Bacon, Hams.

For best 2 hams cured by esliibitor, C4
2u.l <lu *i

itii iio a
All competitorsfor these premiums.arc required to have their Han)3

cooked aud brought to the Kihibicion with the skins oii.andalsD tu
yivea statement ot tlie maimer of curing.

No. 38, Inventions.
For be:.t improvement for rooliQg houses, whether with wood,iron

or otlier material—Silver Medal.
I>e.?t lot of pressed brick, ;^5
Uerft lot of water or saTid moulded brick, a
For Improvements in niachiiiiiy u,-.cful to the farmer, and havlni;

valuable properties, iiuil not jucluili-d under .my head of any regular
premiums, discretionary preniiunis will be awarded; but noprejuium
will be awarded upon articles which properly beloug to any of the
previous classes.
Under this general head, preuiiums will be awarded upon articles of

ini.^enu1ty,usefulness and uierit.wli ich nmy be e.xlitbitcd,which are not
provided for in tb..- lV.if;;"iii'^ list of premiums. Anv articles deemed
worthy, manufacture. I of iron, brass. Icatlicr.India r'ublier. ami articles
composed ol cloth, tur bats, c.il.s. umbrella's, i:c., premiums luay be
awarded to. . .

No. 34, Miscellaneous Articles.
For best specimens of Daanerreotypes—Silver Medal.
2ud best do 35
Best specimen 9f Cattle Drawing—Silver medal.
liest sijeeimen of animal paintiir;,' in oil—iiilver iledal.
Hestspucimeu of Dentistry—Silver Medal
2nd ilo 5
^liest specimens of Auimul Lithographing—Silver Medal.

. The making up of a Premium List, to embrace everythim to which
premiums should be awarded by an Agricultural Society, is a task not
cx]iecfcd to tie perfected Ity any one whose experience in such mat-
Icrs is ot n"Iioj.i;er standin;,' tiaui my own: and knowing that this list
Is not cMuipicre, aoit Hiat muny drservin;,' articles have not been in*
cluiled in tire above, it is hopeti that its iueoiupletcncss wlii not have
the tendency to keep one article irom the Fan' because a premium baa
net been ollered for it. The appointment of a Committee on Discre-
tionary l*rcmiunis. with power to make such liberal awards as they
may deem proper, will nuiUe up this denciency, and enable .\ll who
wisli, to become exhibitors.
Farmers and others, wlio wish information rel.ating to the coming

Kxbibitiou, will please address the Secretary at I'ittsburg.
KOBiiKl' C, WALKJSR. Secketaky.

ntlsburg, June Ut, 1803.

TASX OF PATEXT CJLAIMS
Issued from the United States Pat«iit Office.

Compositions for Treating WooL^By Wm. S.

IlubboU & Amos Barrett, of Kingsville, Ohio.-^We
claim treating wool with a conipusitioa of oil aud
alculiol, to prcpixre and fit it for the several manufac-
turing operations, for whioh oil has been and is now
empl.jyeU.

Cultivators—By Philip H. Keck, of Morgantown,
A"a.—-I claim first, the combination of the btxlancing

pivot, witii a cultivator, constructed, as described, for

facilitating the turning of the same, as specified.

Ditching INIachine—By J. W. Morrill, of Hamp-
ton Falls, N. H.—1 claim first the employment of the

swinging cutters, in combination with the swinging
spade, the whole being constructed, arranged and op-

erated, as set forth.

Second, I also claim the combination of the swing-
ing cutter, swinging spade, and lever, the whole be-

ing arranged in tlie manner specified.

Seeding Hoes^—By J. A. Peace, of New York city;

I claim the comliination and arrangement of a dou-

ble bladed hoe, with seed bos and drop, as described

for the purpose of planting separate kernels of corn

at equal dLstances apart.
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Prize Essaj' on tlie Productiou o( Butter,

Read before the Royal Agricultural Society
OF England.

[Concluded from last number of the Farm Journal.^

The results are, for conciseness, shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Date of
Expcrlments-

1823.

August IS
•• 2fi
' 30

September 4

9

No.oV
gall.

Mean
tern
pera
turc.

Time
occupied ill

churniug.

h. m.
4

3 15
3
3 I

2 30

Quant lt> of
butter obtained

per gallon.

D). ozs.
1 15
1 15
1 14
1 12
1 10

dwts.
7.3

3.2

127
10.6

Welgiitcf
churned
milk per
gallon.

lbs. ozs.
8 9
8 8
8 g
8 8
8 7

About the same period a similar set of experiments
on churning cream was made by Mr. John Ballan-
tine, of Edinburgh, from which it appeared that the
greatest quantity of butter from a given quantity of
^ream is obtained at '3U°; and the best quality at 55°

in the churn just before the butter comes. When
the heat exceeded C>5°, no washing could detach the
milk from the butter without the aid of salt; but
when a quantity of salt was wrought well into it, and
the mass allowed to stand for 24 hours, subsequent-
ly being well washed with cold spring water, the se-

rous portion of the milk was extracted.
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No 2. Cream only.

Temperature
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sate foi- this, a higher temperature and longer time

iis required to produce the desired eifect.

Tli'e preeeeding phenomena are in strict accor-

dance with the character of the churn used in tlie

various districts where the lacteal products of the

cow are churned in dilferent forois. Almost invari-

ably, certainly over the most extended area, the com.-

mon barrel churn is used in those districts where

cream is churned alone. By the barrel cluirn a large

quantity of butter may be made from cn'ain, with a

moderate degree of rapidity and at a comparatively

slight expenditure of labour, particularly as cream,

when put into the churn, is almost invariably in

some degree p.cescent, generally enough so for the

purpose of obtaining the butter without requiring to

be further o.xygenized. No practical benefit is ob-

tained by using cream quite sweet, as the increased

labour required in churning far more than counter-

balances any slight advantage which butter so niade

may derive for the purpose of keeping. If proper

care is taken in "making up" the butter formed from

cream slightly acescent at the time of churning, it

will maintain its freshness equal t„ that made from

fresh cream; at the same time avoiding the risk of

«ver-churning, which will always be much greater

in churning fresh than sour cream.

For churning milk and cream the barrel churn is

wholly inadequate, the upright churn, or one with

revolving dasliers, being requisite in order to suffici-

•cntly o.i;ygenize the milk, for which purpose this

form of churn is well adapted, as there always re-

main sufficient openings to admit the atmosphere;

•whereas barrel churns are hermetically sealed du-

ring the act of churning, the operation having to be

stopped occasionally for the purpose of opening a

ventrhcdc, which is occasionally done to allow the es-

•cape of the gas evolved during the "breaking" of tlifc

cream.

The American churn varies only from the ordina-

nary square churn with revolving dashers, in the cir-

•cumstance that, instead of the dashers being open,

the back of the dasher is a flat piece, without any

perforation, having raised edges and four transverse

pieces, dividing it something similar to the shelves of

a book-ca.se. When the dasher is turned round, the

nests (ormcd as described, convey and force into the

milk or cream a quantity of the atmosphere equiva-

lent to the cubic contents of the hollow space, which

will remain in the interstices alluded to, when their

edges come in contact with the fluid; in order, there-

fore, to prjduce the greatest action, the fluid ought

to be on a level with the edges of tliose interstices:

this will occur when the latter are in a perfectly hor-

izontal position. This form of chura is the test for

churning sweet cream, and will undoubtedly produce

the butter from milk av.d cream, in any form, in

much less time than any churn that has yet been

introduced; but for working large masses of fluid,

th'3 labour Would b; excessively "heavy, and in large

•dairies, where milk and cream are churned together,

steam or other power would be required; it also re-

mains to be yet tested on a large working scale,

whether the butter will prove as good as that churn-

ed by the ordinary methods. Mr. Robinson, of Lis-

burn, has for some time iotreduced a churn from

France, which is very neat and simple, and well

adapted to gather the butter, having a grating for the

purpose, to which also heating er cooling appliaoces

can easily be adapted as the season or case may re-

•tjuire.

On reviewing the whole of the circumstances con-

ffieeted with procuring butter, the writer is induced

to give a preference to what may be termed the I.an~

cashire method, which combines the best principles

connected with the other methods. By setting aside

the milk first drawn to stand for cream, the most a-

queous and serous portion of the milk is got rid of,

whilst by preserving the last drawn portions, and

mixing it with the cream, it obtains the requisite flu-

idity; the acescent form in which the whole is placed

in the churn is favorable to the speedy formation of

the butter. Another cireumstance, of no inconsid-

erable moment, especially in a densely populated

district, such as the northern manufacturing coun-

ties, is the quality of the butter-milk thus made,

which is far superior to that made from cream alone.

Churning should be regulated by a thermometer, cold

water being applied in summer, and warm water

in winter, to obtain the proper temperature, particu-

lars of which have already been given. When the

butter is made from cream alone, early in the morn-

ing (about 4 o'clock) is the best period of the day for

the purpose. When a change is heard in the sound

of the churn, and an unequal resistance is felt against

the dasliers, the butter may be expected to form very

shortly.

After the butter is taken from the churn it must

be well squet'Ked or "worked" by the hand, and all

the water that possibly can be, should be pressed

out, it being for this purpose kneaded, washed, and

rolled out several times with clean cold water, and

the last time a little salt should be kneaded into the

mass, which will have the effect of causing the grea^

er part of the remaining caseous matter to exude

when subsequently washed in cold water, salt ap-

pearing to have the property of dissolving casein, as

it docs the albumen of bones, in pickled meats; the

whole secret of Dutch butter making consists in this

circumstance. If intended for very long keeping, a

small quantity of saltpetre, may bo added, which

will prevent, in a great measure, the tendency of

any remaining caseous matter from entering into the

putrefactive state—the cause of rancidity—the diff-

erence in quality between salt used in England and

Holland having nothing to do with the superior keep-

ing quality of the latter. If properly made, half an

ounce of salt to one pound of butter is sufficient, if

intended for keeping: and one-fourth of an ounce of

salt to the pound, if intended for immediate use.

The circumstances connected with the formation of

butter from clouted or scalded cream have already

been sufficiently det-ailed : for immediate use the

quality is not equal to that formed by ordinary meth-

ods, and for keeping is wholly inadmissible; the su-

perior weight obtaind is attributable to the quantity

of casein and coagulated albumen, mechanically

mixed with the butter, which it is impossible tu erad-

icate by any subsequent means. The recently pub-

lished report of the "Agriculture of Somerset," by

Mr. T. D. Acland, relates an experiment in which a

h)ss appeared to exist in the weight formed in making

butter from scalded cream as compared with the or-

dinary process; this experiment, however, isoontrary

to all others mad« with the same view.

It may be important occasionally to Vnow that a

little saltpetre dissolved in warm water, and mixed

with' the CTcam taken .mm milk with a turnipyfli-

vor. entir.ly -eradicates it in tlie course of churning.

A factitious color can be given to butter by the

use of atinetto, or the -scrapings of the ^-ed part of

carrots; but neither will give the appearance of fine

"•rass butter. All snch practices are to be depreca-

ted; the latter described mode, however, is the pref-

erable one, in case artificial colouring is considered

desirable.
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Phiadelphia Butter.

By request of a subscriber, we insert the following

article, by Dr. Emerson, of Philadelphia, giving his

views on a matter of much interest to Pennsylvania

farmers, viz: the cause of the now admitted superior-

ity of the fresh butter of Philadelphia market.

—

They were published some years ago, but will be

new to many of our readers.

Dr. E. is the Editor of that excellent and standard

work, the Farmer's Encyclopedia. Amid the duties

of an arduous profession, he has given considerable

attention to the important interests of agriculture

To such men practical farmers are often greatly in

debted.

The sweet scented vernal grass can be procured

at the seed stores in Philadelphia, from 50 cents to $1

per pound.

Philadelphia, Oct. 31, 1849.

Sir".—I wish to invite your attention to a subject

relating to pasturage and the products of the dairy.

It has already been laid before the public,but this so

partially and imperfectly, that it will still be found

by most persons invested with novelty, and as I be-

lieve fraught with important bearings upon agricul-

tural interests.

Philadelphia butter enjoys a widely extended rep-

utation for its peculiarly high yet delicate flavor, well

known to all who have had opportunities of tasting

it. Good butter produced in this vicinity is alwajs
to be found in the Philadelphia market, but it is only

during the Spring that it possesses in greatest per-

fection that delicious flavor to which I here particu-

larly refer. This superior flavor, like that distingu-

ishing the Epping and Cambridge butter of the Lon-
don market, has been very naturally ascribed to

something eaten by the cows producing it. But
what this something is has been a subject for vague
speculation, and never yet defined or specified so as

to enable persons in other localities to avail them-
selves of it for the improvement of their own pas-

tures and dairy products.

Extensive observations and many experiments
made and continued through many years have con-

vinced mo that the proximate source of the high fla-

vor of our Philadelpliia Jlay butter is the sweel-ncent-

ed vernal grass, abounding in the old pastures, fields,

and meadows of the adjacent counties. Some of the

facts and reasons upon which I found this conclusion

a,re the following:

1st. In the dairy region around Philadelphia the
sweet-scented vernal grass, with its peculiar vanilla-

like fragrance, constitutes the predominant Spring
herbage on aU the pasture fields and meadows left

several years unploughed. The longer that pastures
have been left unbroken, the greater the proportion
of the vernal grass, and the higher. the flavor of the

butter produced from the cows fed upon them. Many
of the meadows and pasture fields have remained ten,

twenty, thirty, and more years unbroken by the
plough. In such cases the sweet-scented vernal
grass aflfords almost the exclusive Spring herbage.

2d. The high flavor continues in the butter during
the development of this grass, and icvariably de-

clines with the maturing of the seeds, after which
the stems become dry and hard, and the cattle push
them aside in search of fresher and greener herbage.

3d. The sweet-scented vernal grass is shown by

chemical analysis to contain an aromatic essential oil,

of which benzonio acid, or flowers of benzoin, is the

base.

This aromatic principle is abundant, and can .be ,

readily obtained by distillation, furnishing a delight-

ful perfume and source of flavor. As the milk of all

animals is so very susceptible of acquiring disagree-

able tastes from substances eaten, such as garlic, tur-

nips, i&c, it is natural to infer that it may likewise

be imbued with agreeable flavors, when the proper

agents for such a purpose are presented in the food.

4th. That the benzoic acid is the principal agent in

producing the peculiarly agreeable flavor of butter

made from pastures abounding in the sweet-scented

vernal grass, I have rendered probable, if not a de-

monstrated fact, by several experiments in which the

flowers of benzoin given to cows imparted to the but-

ter made from them the characteristic flavor. In

such cases 20 or 30 grains of the benzoin were given

twice a day, previously dissolved in hot water, which

was stirred into some flour or meal, and then mingled

with the customary mess. The cows receive not the

slightest injury from this or even a much larger quan-

tity of the benzoin.

The sweet-scented vernal grass, called by botanists

anihoxanihum odoratum, is a native of Europe, from

whence, at an earlj period of our settlement, it has

doubtless been introduced into the vicinity of Phila-

delphia, its seeds having probably been blended with

those of other grasses. It has been long naturalized,

and now disputes the right of soil with the common
green grass, and never yields possession, but becomes

more and more predominant until the sod is deati-oy-

ed by the plough, after which it clings to the borders

of the field, along the fences, and hedge-rows. When,
after a rotation of grain crops, the ground is left un-

disturbed by tillage to be again covered with green-

sward, the yernal grass re-appears, springing from

the old seed left in the earth. Though seldom sown
designedly in this part of the United States, it is of-

ten sown in England, where it constitutes a part pf

the growth of most permanent pastures, growing ir»

nearly every kind of soil, but attaining its greatest

perfection on the deep and moist, loving shady pla-

ces, such as the skirts of woods. The sweet odor by
which English hay is often distinguished is chiefly

derived from an admixture of vernal grass. Although

when alone it is not distinguished very highly as a

hay grass, still its early growth and hardiness, with

the superior nutritive properties of its aftermath,

gave it high claims in the composition of all per-

manent pastures. In England it comes into flower

about the middle of April, and in Southern Pennsyl-

vania about the middle of May, the seed ripening in

both countries about the second week in June. It is

worthy of remark, that in the moist climate of

England this grass continues throwing up flower-

stalks till the end of autumn, while in Pennsylvania

the efflorescence is confined to Spring. As the de-

velopement of the aromatic qualities is mainly con-

fined to the period of efflorescence, this fact may ex-

plain why the period of highest flavor in Philadel-

phia butter is so limited.

The question might be very naturally asked: If

the sweet-scented vernal grass communicates to

Spring butter the high and delicious flavor we have

referred to, why is not this flavor imparted in winter,

when cows are fed on hay cut from meadows known
to contain this grass ? The answer I would give is

as follows: The principal and almost exclusive bay-

grass of our section of country is timothy, which,

with red clover frequently combined, matures and is

mown long after the sweet-scented yernal grass ha»
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dried its stallis and lost its distinguisliing fragrance.

Could the vernal grass be sown alone, or blended with

other grasses maturing at the same time, and the

hay all mown at the stage of perfect efflorescence

and highest fragrance, there is little doubt that but-

ter made from cows fed upon it would manifest more

or less of the fine flavor at other times than in the

Spring. I think it proper to remark that the milky

products of cows fed on pastures where the sweet-

scented vernal grass abounds, instjad of always

possessing a delightful flavor, are sometimes found

imbued with a most disagreeable one, proceeding

generally from weeds so often existing in pastures.

In southern Pennsylvania, garlic, and especially

that nauseous and troublesome plant commonly call-

ed the "ox-eye-daisy," a species of wild camomile,

(Chnjsanthenmm leucanthemum,) are very often nipp-

ed by cows when the herbage is short or scarce.
^
In

such cases all the agreeable qualities that might

otherwise have been derived from the vernal grass

are not only neutralized, but overpowered by the dis-

agreeable tastes imparted by the bad company with

which it is associated. I consider the sweet-scented

vernal grass worthy the attention of all farmers de-

sirous of possessing the means of obtaining butter

and other dairy products in the highest perfection,

and of having in their fields and meadows one of the

earliest, if not the very earliest pasture grass known.

But to these advantages, great as they are, may, I

think, be added others of no small importance; one

of which is the capacity to confer a fine flavor upon

the meat of stock grazed upon a species of herbage

fraught with a high aromatic principle. Such ad-

vantages have, from time immemorial, been the in-

heritance of people in certain localities, where they

were originally indebted for them to chance, as for

example with those residing in the vicinity of Phil-

adelphia, few if any of whom are aware that there

exists in their pastures any grasses not common to

those of other places. To indentify the immediate

agent from whi:h such advantages are derived, is to

reinove them from the uncertain control of accident,

and place them at once at the disposal of all.

A description of the grass, the merits of which I

have been describing to you, may be foundin the

Farmers' Encyclopedia, (Philadelphia edition tor

1850,) under the head of Aiithoxanthum Odoraium,

figured in plate 6, a.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

G. EMERSON.

Hon. Thomas Ewbank, Commissioner of Patents.

"burnt sugar" to make grass milk in Winter. Is not

this interchange o{ kind offices, calculated as the pol-

iticians say, to promote a friendly feeling between the

two countries.

"The Yorkshire cow is the great favorite with the

London dairyman, as she answers all the purposes of

his trade, being a good milker, and when accident or

old age renders it necessary to discard her, she is

soon ready for the shambles. In Mr. Biggs' dairy,

31 Edgeware Road, London, there are about 400 cows

constantly kept; of these, the greater proportion is

composed of the Yorkshire breed, of various degrees

of affinity between the old Ilolderness and Durham

breeds. There are also some of his cows which are

longer in the horn than those already mentioned,and

whfch are no doubt more allied to the original Ilol-

derness, or perhaps have long-horn blood in them:

while there are others whose horns and general ap-

pearance indicate their close alliance with the im-

proved shortrhorn or Durham breed. Of these, the

most valuable is the cross between the Ilolderness

and Durham, as being good, both for the pail and the

butcher; on the other hand, the Ilolderness and long-

horns give the richest milk, run soon dry, and are

more difficult to iatten, while the pure short-horn

gives least milk, but makes most beef in a given time.

With these properties to choose amongst, it is not

difficult to decide which of these breeds is most

profitable to the London dairyman; whose trade is to

sell as much milk as he can, and only to fatten his

cows lor the butcher when necessity compels him.

A Yorkshire cow in a London dairy establishment

is seldom calculated to give less than 20 quarts of

milk daily, for the first four months after dropping

her calf, and many of this breed have been known

to give from 30 to 40 quarts of milk daily, for a few

weeks after calving. In Mr. Biggs' dairy 20 quarts

a day is the average quantity of a great proportion

of his best cows, and many of them would continue

in milk all the year round; but as this would be in-

jurious to the animals, and would diminish the yield

in the succeeding year, they are intentionally run

dry about six weeks before the time of calving.

The whole quantity of milk produced in twelve

months,by one of these Yorkshire cows.when fed as in

the London dairies, cannot be less than 4000 quarts

or 1000 gallons. The retail price of new milk is lOd.

per gallon, and when sold wholesale to the milkman,

the price realised by the dairyman is not less than l.s.

per gallon; so that from this data it appears that a

l/oudon Dairies.

We copy the following from Ilaston's now English

work, of "How to choose a milk cow," with a view

to give our dairy farmers some idea of the profit of

a milk dairy near London, the breed of cows most

preferred, with the relative yield of milk, mode of

feeding, expenses and profits. One sentence strikes

us as rather curious, "The consumer is entitled to be

served with the milk as it comes from the cow."

Is it possible the English Dairymen are not ac-

quainted with the process by which a little water is

accidentaUy left in the bottom of the pan, before the

milk is poured in ? If so, a fair exchange of this

secret, to prevent headache from too rich milk, may

go acroes the Atlantic, in exchange for the drop of

cow, giving 1000 gallons per annum, produces 50^.

wortlf of milk during that period. Of course the

feeding is very liberal, and, from the high price of

green food in tlie metropolis, is necessarily very ex-

pensive. The milkingand feeding in Mr. Biggs' dairy

is as follows:

—

4 A. M., milked. A good milker can milk sixteen

cows in two and a half hours.

4 A. M., one bushel basket of brewer's grains to

every two cows.

A. M., three bushel baskets of Swedes or Man-

gold Wurtzel to every two cows.

5 A. M., one truss of hay to every twelve cows.

9 A. M., water; which is the only time they are al-

lowed to drink during the twenty-four hours, i n

winter.and each cow drinks about twenty-four quarts,

In summer, water is given twice.

\\\ A. M., one bushel of grains to two cows.

1 P. M., milked again.

2 P. M., three bushels of roots to two cows.

61 P. M., one truss of hay to every eight cows.
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In summer the green food consists of Clover, Italian

Rye-grass, or Vetches.

The cows are milked twice a day, which occupies
about two and a half hours each time. The cow-
houses are cleaned out five times every day, and the
gutters kept sweet by allowing water to flowthroa;^h
them. The cows are thoroughly cleaned and combed
once a week.

From the foregoing data, the following calculation
of the annual expense of house-feeding a London
dairy cow may be deduced:

—

Winter food, from 1st October to 1st May, (212
days):

—

212 bushels of grains, at Gd., - £5 6
13J tons of Swedes and Mangold, with the

tops, at 204-., - - - 13 5

1 ton of liay, at 90s.. - - - 4 10

Summer food, from 1st May to 1st October
(153 days):-

IIJ tons of Grass, Clover, or Vetches, at 20s. 11 10
153 bushels ofgrains (or an equivalent, )at6rf. 3 16 G

Total expense of food.

Interest on capital, 10/., at 5 percent.
Hazardous insurance, or annual loss.

Attendance, milking, &c.,

Total expense, - - -

Produce per cow:
lOOO gallons of milk, at 1.?.,

Calf, ....
Manure, . -

Deduct expense.

Profit, - - - - £13 15 6

The daily expense is nearly 2s. Sd. per cow, and
the daily yield of milk throughout the year nearly

2J gall. ins; and no London dairyman will long keep a
cow that does not give 21 gallons a day. In the above
calc'ilation no charge has been made for rent of prem-
ises; but even although 11. per cow be struck off for
this item, the profit is still abundant.

In speaking thus highly of the Yorkshire, as in
every way well adapted to the purposes of the me-
tropolitan dairyman, it must be admitted that she is

neither so good for a cheese or butter dairy as some
of the smaller breeds. In the former case, quantity
of milk is tho desideratum, while in the two latter it

is quality or richness. Were the York.shire cow em-
pliiyed either for the production of cheese or butter,
the refuse—whey and butter milk, or skimmed milk—would be much greater than that yielded by milk
of a richer (piality; and, in consequence of tliis, the
profits would be considerably diminished. In a milk
dairy there is no refuse; and should the consumers in
laige towns complain of t e inferiiir quality of milk
sold to them, they should remember that they cannot
enjoy the luxuries of the country and those of the
town at one and tho same time. The consumer is en-
titled to be served with the milk as it comes from the
cow; but when ho insists on having grass milk in

the middle of Winter, he has no reason to complain
should his importunity force the milk-seller to adopt
the harmless device of counterfeiting an articio to

please his oustomerjs eye, by the infusion of a drop
of burnt sugar, to give the milk the rich yellow ap-
pearance which it usually possesses when the cows
are fed on grass.— [Mr. Ilaston, in "How to Choose

a Good Milk Cow."

£38
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effect produced, as if by man;ic. Aa an additional

stimulus, Agricultural and Horticultural Societies

in different counties, might offer premiums to indl"

viduals or to county towns, who shall plant the lar-

gest number,and greatest variety in any one season.

Extracts from an Address by P. Falconer, Esq., he-

fore the Warreii Cumitij Lyceum.

In forming our plans we should get as near to na-

ture as we can, artificially imitating her in ponds of

water, spouting, sparkling or dripping fountain and
rock work, and to them may be added the devices of

vases, sun-dials, rustic chairs and arbors, and fail

not let me urge, to have your lanes, streets or parks

well divers. tied; and ever remembering the evergreen;

it affords, especially in winter scenes, tlie bewitching

charm ot more favored portions of the year. And
you find the arrangement in nature around you,

whatever direction you chance to look. Yes, blend-

ed together in groups sufficient to gratify the taste of

the erudite and fastidious. When the two great hu-

morists of the two respective hemispheres met at Ab-
botsford, Scott said to Irving, "the greatest desire I

have of seeing your country is to enjoy an uninter-

rupted full view of it in its primitive grandeur, and
sublimity, with the idea of thousands of miles of un-

trodden forests around mc."
This privilege you enjoy at the small expense of a

short ride or walk, and yet rarely allow it a passing
thought, or admit its expanding influences, or relish

its enchanting pleasures, so much as many of the dis-

plays of man'sfancy,which are lauded totheskies. Tlie

pines take your fancy because they are susceptible of

making tirst-rate shingles, and first quality of boards.

The beautiful maples and hickories, because they

make excellent wood for fuel. The chestnut for their

nuts, and because they make the best of rails and
fence posts. And your admiration, shall I say it,

here ends.

To those who have never planted a tree, if there

are such here, let me entreat of you again to redeem
the time, and to you that fell the forest, spare some
kind memento from the fell destroyer, and listen and
hear those

. ''ToQgues in the trees—books in the running broolis.
Sermons in stones—und good in everything."

The other branch of the subject may be defined as

villa or suburban gardening. And this is something
almost all claim to be interested in.

Holding still to the untiiiling designs and princi-

ples laid down in nature, we might sum up this di-

vision of our subject by calling it a miniature of the

former ; the delicate arrangements of which, in

flowers and shrubs at least, are under the gentle care

and nice discriminating faculties and perfections of

the more gentle hands of the ladies. Well does it

become them thus to lavish their graces and gratify

their tastes. The flower beds may be so placed as to

gratify the taste of the owner. We greatly prefer

this to the stiff and studied copyright of some lead-

ing personages. We would greatly prefer more in-

dividuality, or originality about each place. Tliere

is too little of this in all other matters, or a number
of them, at least, than ought to be. Some things
might be laid down for the guidance of all, in refer-

ence to the proper display or effect. The large
ghruljs and flowering plants should always occupy
the back ground near fences or other objects, which
we may wish to hide from view. In the open ground
they should occupy the centre of the group, tliC less-

or the next, and the ros3s and moss may close up the

appy clustered conical form. Then you will be

able to see the full effect or influence of all ; the

blending of the varied hues of the whole, having re-

spect always to their season of full flower. The

fountain according to the style best adapted to the

supply of water—dripping in case of a small supply,

and spouting and sparkling in more favorable sup-

plies and localities.

Your hills teem with abundance of the element.

The town might have a pulilic fount, in some central

place, whose waters might, after making their dis-

plays, bo converted at will when necessary to allay

the consuming elements, besides affording a beautiful

public resort, with a little attention to the decoration

of the place, by a few flowers—many of the beauti-

ful fiimilies of plants love tn near its approach and

show acknowledgements in their blushing faces.

There are two things we desire to see avoided—the

mole hill system, and the stiff, straight, unnatural

walks. The smooth level surface for the bed and

sweeping curves in the walks, serpentine if you choose,

are to be much prefe)Ted. To those who deprecate

any thing whose merit they think is only for orna-

ment, we would merely say, plant your yard or lane,

if any you have, with the dwarf bearing fruit trees,

and of those the dwarf pear is by no means to be dep-

reciated; they are both rich and beautiful, especially

when loaded with their rich fruits, and your since-

rity will be respected. If you object to the fountain,

let us only say the cranberry thrives well by its side

and seeks its humid influences. To us, both tliese

combined would be less exceptionable. Who does not

feel well remunerated forany thing he propagates and

rears, even if he could pro'cure it for a less equiv.a-

lent? There is a peculiar relish given to it, gratify-

ing to the eye. and delicate to the taste—there is a

filial affection springs up that knows no change.

Ape not too much after the foreign plants and

flowers, as for the French fashions, but lay hold man-

fully of the productions of your own vallies and hills,

and you cannot fail to be well supplied. We mean not

to be understood as despising foreign things, but des-

pising merely those tastes for thera, simply for no

other reason than their -birth and origin, and not their

merit.-
"Is therp Tio mdrai beauty
] n the bosom of a rose ?"

What has nature left unfinished in Warren ? The

picturesque beauty of its scenery and its gr.and pan-

oramic hills, shown by moonlight—I fear many an

eye now looking on it that has had this privilege fin-

years, and some from earliest visions formed—would

be disappointed were the artist to reduce it to the

canvass and having enticed you to this house, or

James' Hall by blazing bills to view an Italian scene,

would go home without making the discovery that it

was his own home.

Weeping Willows.

It is said that all the Weeping Willow trees in this

country and England, originated from a twig set out

by Pope the poet. He received a present of figs from

Turkey, and observing a twig in the basket, he set it

out in his garden, where it soon became a fine tree.

Bedford County Agricultural Society.

We observe by the Bedford Inquirer that, the sec-

ond Agricultural Fair, in this flourishing county,

will be held in the town of Bedford, on the 18th and

19th days of October next. The list for competition

is extensive, and the premiums quite liberal.
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Hictok's Improved Portable Cidcir Mill.

Under 1 existing Patent and 2 Pending Applications.
The accompanying figure represents aoompact and

effective machine, the whole being contained in one
frame 2} by 3 feefc.and 4 feet high: the whole weighs
300 pounds.

This machine, attended by 2 men, when properly
worked, according to directions, is said to make 6 to

12 barrels of cider a day, and will grind alone by
Jiorse-power from 100 to 300, bushels of apples a
•Jay.

Tlio peculiar arrangement of the cylinders is siich

that no description of apples will clog it up, but it

i.illatall times work free and fast—qualities it is

believed no other machine possesses.

Seed Farm of David L,aiidretli.

We observe in the Germantown Telegraph, that

the "Farmers Club" of that vicinity, have recently

had their monthly meeting at "Bloomdale," the resi-

dence and Seed Farm of David Landreth, of Phil'a.

The extent of ground devoted entirely to the raising

of seeds, over 200 acres, as well as the care and ac-

curacy observed in ther growth and preservation

have given this establishment a high and well deserv-

ed reputation. "Landreth's seeds" are known and
esteemed everywhere. We observe he has this sea-

son 50 acres in Peas, which were about being har-

vested, to be succeeded by a crop of Beans, thus ob-

taining two crops froin the same ground. An order

of four tons of seeds was' lately shipped for British

India, and they are annually sent in large quantities

to California, New Mexico, South America, and the

West Indies. A pair of Norman Ponies; working

within 16 inches, are used for cultivating the drilled

crops. This establishment is the largest and most

complete in the United States.

The press is provided with a heavy wrought iron

screw, and the pressing tub or bos is so arrange d

that as soon as the pressing is accomplished, it can be

opened in an instant and the pomace taken out, and
it closed as quickly and another charge put under

the screw.

No straw or bag is used and the cider comes out

fast ancJ cie:'ir. Any boy of 14 years of age can

press as readily as a man.
While it possesses all the advantages of the old

style press, it has none of its faults. One quart or

one barrel can be made anytime it suits the owner

to use it, and it can be worked by hand or horse

power. Manufactured by W. 0. nikok,IIarrisburg,

Pa., and for sale, see advertisement.

Preserving Fruits in tlieir own Juice,
As the season of fruits is now approaching, it may

be interesting to our lady readers to be informed of

a motliod by which the most delicate fruits can be
preserved so as to retain their flavor for an almost in-

definite period. Thirteen bottles of fruit so preserv-

ed, were exhibited lately at Rochester, New York, by
William R. Smith of Wayne county, viz: five of

cherries, two of peaches, one of strawberries, three
of different varieties of currants, on? of blackberries,

and one of plums.
They wore examined by a committee, and found of

fine flavor; and the committee expressed the opinion
that the art of preserving fruit in this manner is prac-

ticable, and that the fruit when carefully put up, can
be made to keep as long as may be desirable.

The method of preserving is thus given to the New
York State Society by Mr. Smith:
Thoy are preserved by placing the bottles, filled

with the fruit, in cold water, and raising the temper-
ature to the boiling point as quicklj' as possible; then
cork and seal the bottles immediately. Some varie-

ties of fruit will not fill the bottle with their own
juice—those must be filled with boiling water and
corked as before mentioned, after the Surrounding
water boils.—[Southern Cultivator.
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Gueuou's System of Choosing Milch Cows.

A new work has lately been issued in England,

containing an account of their various breeds of cows,

"with a description of the marks by which their

milking qualities may be ascertained, together with

their management and productive results," by J. H.

Magne, Professor of the Veterinary School, and John

Ilaston.

AVe are much pleased to find it fully sustains the

theory of Guenon, and corroborates the experience of

our Pennsylvania farmers, particularly in the eastern

section of the State. Although a notice of Gucnon's

book was published with his cuts, some two years

ago, in a few of our agricultural exchanges, the sijs-

(em was first recommended and urt/ed upon the notice

of farmers through the colums of the Pennsylvania

Farm Journal. Here it was first experimented upon

and fully tested, as will be seen on refering to many
articles and communications in our pages, within

the last few months. Wo see it is still doubted and

ridiculed in some of our eastern journals, but expe-

rience is proving it to be one of the most valuable

discoveries of the day.

The booTt above referred to states, "that in a Lon-

don dairy of four hundred cows, and where nine-

tenths are far above average milkers, the upward

growth of the hair on the posterior part of the ud-

der, thighs, and perinaeum, was too remarkable to be

accounted for by accidental causes." In Mr. Leon-

ard's stock of forty dairy cows on his farm of W ater

End, Gloucersteshire, probably the finest pack in the

country, the uniform developement of the upward
growth of hair, on the udder and perinseum is very

remarkable on all the best cows. Two cows very

much like each other, of the same age, and both

bred from the same bull, were pointed out as having

something peculiar in their relative powers of milk-

ing. Upon examination one of them was found to

have a very superior scutcheon, while that of the

other was as much inferior. The former was a first-

rate milker, while the other was one of the worst in

the whole pack

!

We recommend our farmers who have not pur

chased Guenon, to procure one without delay.

the liberal expenditure required is no less so to the

intelligence and enterprise of the proprietor, David

Leavilt, Esq. We should like to visit this barn, when
completed, and also to see the/arm and farm man-

agemeni thoroughly carried out in accordance with

it.

Those of our friends about erecting Farm Build-

ings, will do well to consult Professor Wilkinson, as

he has had much experience, and is prepared to fur-

nish plans adapted for every variety of situation and

modes of farming.

Cascade Barn.

We give in another page an engraving, with plan

and description of this barn, the judicious arrange-

ments of which, both general and minute, are well

worthy of attention. It displays great ingenuity,

nnd a thorough understanding of every thing want,

ed, as regards comfort, convcni::!nce, and economical

management. Such buildings and fixtures, could

only bo wanted,and could only bo used,where the de-

sign was to carry on an improved system of farming,

embracing all that modern science and practice com-

bined have proved worthy of adoption. While the

design rcficcts great credit on Professor Wilkinson

Fat Animals at Exiiibitions,

It has long been one of the great evils of our Ag-

ricultural Exhibitions, and indeed often a positive

loss to the owner, as well as the whole country, that

an animal to obtain a premium, must be subjected

lor some weeks or even months, to extra feeding, a

kind of forcing process, to make as much fat as pos-

sible, and without which, his chance in competition

would be slim indeed. All points, whether good or

bad, must be covered over with fiit, all rough places

filled up, so as to make a round, barrel shaped form

,

the consequence of which often is the animal is ru-

ined, and never recovers his natural condition. This

excessive fatness is a state of disease, which often de-

stroys the procreative powers, and renders him or

her worthless for breeding purposes. This is well

known to farmers. The practice is altogether wrong,

aud should be discountenanced by committees at ex-

hibitions, and in the regulatiofts of our agricultural

societies. Let it be generally understood, that no

animal, whether of neat cattle, horses, swine, sheep,

or even poultry, which bear evidence of having been

pampered up for a special purpose, and thus injured

forbreeding, can,excej)t when intended for slaughter,

be entitled to a premium. If committees &x&judges as

they ou(jht to be, they could decide if the disposition

to fatten, (which is all that is wanted,) exists, with-

out this very unnatural and injurious forcing pro-

cess. The present system is a great evil, and should

be remedied. The selection of experienced men as

judges of stock, who can recognize a good form, in

any condition of the animal, is perhaps the true rem-

edy.

Moutour County Agricultural Society.

The Exhibition of the Mountour County Agrieul-

tural Society, will take place on Friday and Satur-

day, the "Ist and 22d days of October next, in the

borough of Danville.

The farmers of all parts of the county should en-

deavor to be well represented at this Exhibition.

Make preparation in time.

Never consider anything a trouble that has in it

the remotest likelihood of success.
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Patent Hsiy Press.

• We ?ive above an engraving of Dederick's patent

Parrallel, L3ver and Horizontal Hay Press. . To it

was awarded tlie silver medal for the best Hay Press,

at the last exhibition of the New York Agricultural

Society, held at Utica. It is said to possess many
advantages over the Vertical or upright Press,among

which are:

1. It does not require to be taken apart or let down (

or loaded on a wagon to be moved; but may be drawn

anywhere about a farm, directly upon its own shoes

secured underneath.

2. To fill the box requires neither platform nor up-

per floor. This labor, together with securing and

removing the bale when pressed, is all done conve-

niently upon the ground.

3. The upper doors opening the entire length of

the press, readers the filling and packing of the box

convenient and comparatively easy.

4. It is so constructed that by. withdrawing 12

bolts it can be taken apart, when desired ; and the

heaviest part carried by two men—a great conveni-

ence for storing, &c.

5. The doors open easily. The door handle may
be raised with one hand. There is no occasion for

using a hammer or maul.

6. By the peculiar arrangement of the parallel le-

vers an almost entire removal of friction from the'fol-

lower; so that, requiring neither legs nor guides, it

moves forward on a roller attached underneath, in a

perfjetly straight and upright p03ition,without losing

any power by tilting, binding, &c.

Price No. 1, 400 lbs. to the bale, 8150. No. 2,300

lbs', to the bale, ?135. No. 3, 250 lbs. to the bale,

8125. Paschall Morris & Co.", 380 Market Street,

Philadelphia, are agents for the s.ale of this machine,

to whom letters post-paid, for farther information

may be addressed.

A good Hay Press is one of the very valuable im-

plements for the farmer, whichis being much enquir-

ed for,in sections convenient to means of transporta-

tion. The rapidly increasing consumption of hay in

our large cities, and the high rents of buildings adap-

ted for storing away any large quantity in bulk, ai-e

making these machines almost a.matter of necessity.

Bales of moderate size are being kept at various

ivarehouses and points in Philadelphia, convenient

for use by dray and cart horses, where owners can

feed it to them, when in a small compass, during the

day in the intervals of labor,thus saving the expense

of stabling. The Consumption in this way and by

omnibus horses, to say notliing of private establish-

ments is immense. AVe know that many farmers are

unused to selling hay, and consider it ruinous to

their farms. The same rule h .wever, applies to this

as to other crops. If every thing is sold off and no-

thing returned, of course impoverishment results. If

part of the hay crop is sold, its place must be sup-

plied with sown corn fodder, and the use of guano

and other fertilizers, plaster,lime, &c. The.compost
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heap must be well attended to. The refuse materi-

als for the barn yard must be collected and econo-

iTiised. Under a proper si/.ilem.,t\ie sale of hay will not

exhaust the soil so much as the sale of grain. On
returning last fall from the State Fair in company

Tvith some farmers, we found at various points along

the line of the railroad between Philadelphia and

Lancaster, -hay, was worth only $8 or $10 per ton,

while it was readily bringing in the city $22 to ^25.

There are many places in the State, convenient to

public improvements where a portion of the hay

crop might be spared to good profit; and to such we

introduce the above Press. Sown corn fodder will

yield in weight as well as nutriment, far more to the

acre than grass, and it will have to enter into our ro-

tation crops, and form part of our system of farm

management, in certain parts of Pennsylvania to a

mucii greater extent thaa heretofore.

Seckle Pear ou Apple Stocks.

Some of the delegates, last fall,to the American Po-

mological Convention at Cincinnati, from the Atlan-

tic States, report having heard in Ohio of considera-

ble succe'ss, and on a pretty large scale, of working

the Seclde Pear on Apple sfoclcs. Will the editor ol

the Western Horticultural Keview please inform us

about this ? The Seckle is proverbially a slow grow-

er in the nursery; and one of the varieties, too, not

destined to go out of fashion. The demand for good

sized trees has always exceeded the supply. If it is

an exception to the general rule against working

pears on apple stocks, and has been found to grow

tvith the apple, and make a permanent tree, it is a val-

uable discovery, and we should be glad to hear more

about it.

Women's Rights.

For the larm Journal.

Mb. Editor:—
Since the removal of the Journal to

West Chester, I think your female subscribers have

reason to complain that you do not dish up something

lor their entertaiumeut. You give us no poetry, no

sentiment, and hardly a receipt for cakes, puddings,

pastry or preserves.

I have pored over the articles about lime, ana-

lysis of soils, raising root crops, and feeding them to

the cows and pigs, and long for something more live-

ly in addition to the other.

I fear you do not believe in Women's rights, and
that this is an age of progress. I do not wish to

support a paper that don't keep up with the times,

We have rights, and we intend to maintain them,

even if we have to walk right up to the cannop's

mouth. Yours respectfully,

JULIA D,

Westmoreland county. Pa.
On receiving the above, particularly in reading the

liist sentenc«,although having tolerably strong nerves,

we confess they were entirely unstrung. We imme-
diately procured a Cook Book, and insert some re-

ceipts, and. also a piece of poetry, which we hope

will be satisfactory to our fair correspondent, for this

month, if coupled with a promise to be more atten-

tive to her sex hereafter. The spirit she displays

carries us back to the days of the revolution. The
husband, or sons, of such a woman, who would hesi-

tate a single instant, about buckling on armor for the

contest, would deserve to be pitied. They would be

between two fires.

In respect to the insinuation,that we are opposed to

women's rights, 'we must pleads innocent to that

charge. We have alwfiys been a strong advocate for

women's rights, and long before there was such an

excitement on the subject. We think they h.ave an

indisputable right to attend to the domestic affairs of

the household, to teach the childr3n, and either make

or superintend the making of good wholesome bread,

pies and cakes, darning the stockings, and a thousand

other things, that the active out of door business of

their husbands and brothers prevent them from at-

tending to.

We hope no one will attempt to rob them of their

rights, and certainly shall not ourselves.

For the Farm Journal.

Agricultural Review, No. 5.

Hay, from artificial grasses, fourth, fifth and sixth

in rotation is the most essential crop, and basis of in-

creasing fertility, upon the state of its product will

much depend the thriftiness of both working and

feeding stock. It is almost all consumed by these in

the township. The yield,both quantity and quality is

greatly influenced by the manner of seeding the

grasses; this is universally done upon the wheat, and

two ploughings for this is becoming more customary,

(as well as larger quantities of grass seed) from the

increased advantage to the succeeding hay crops.

Timothy, phleum pj-aiense is sown at the time of

wheat seeding,four to six quarts per aore,and covered

by the last harrowing or by rolling. Clover is sown

four to six quarts, as soon as the frost is out in the

Spring. The first year after wheat, clover will

greatly predominate, this by many is not considered

as valuable as timothy, hence the practice adopted

by some of pasturing one year previous to mowing.

Others value it for fiome Kse quite as highly as timo-

thy, though it will not bear handling and carriage

to market as well, were this the object; in fact its val-

ue is mainly dependant upon tune of cutting and

method of curing. The writer's'practiee is to cut in

full bloom, if tho weather is fair, cut one forenoon,

let it lay in swath until tho dew is entirely off the

next day, then spread it out evenly; the latter part of

the afternoon horse rake it into winrow, if pretty dry

heap it loosely, if not let it lay until the dew is off

next day, then turn or heap, and haul in the after-
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hood; if rain threatens to intervene, place in large

well shaped cocks. But no fixed rule can be found
for curing hay, the plan must vary with the yield,

state of weather, temperature of the air, ground, &c.

The second crop is frequently cut for seed, this is

done with the cradle throwing two swathes togeth-

er, about the Ist of 9th month, is exposed to the

weather about two weeks. When well dried, housed:

and either thrashed by clover machines attached to

horse powers, or the heads separated from the stems

by flail, and taken to clover mills. Yield about three

bushels per acre—average price $5 50.

Saving clover seed is exhausting and injui-ious, as

many of the plants die, after maturing seed, which
otherwise would have retained vitality another sea-

son.

The second year, fifth in rotation, there will be

about an equal admixture of both grasses, the hay
from this is mostly preferred.

The third year, or sixth in rotation; timothy will

gain the ascendency, this is considered most nutri-

tious to be cut when beginning to seed, it is usually

spread directly after the scythe, raked in winrow
towards evening, heaped and hauled in the next day.

As a market hay it commands the highest price, and

is more highly esteemed by farmers generally than

clover; sufficient of the best grass is reserved for seed

for home use, by all, and occasionally whole fields

are taken for seed; cut with the cradle from two to

three weeks later than the hay, or when the riper

heads shell freely to the touch; bind in small sheaves,

and leave them exposed to the weather in open

shock, about two weeks, then thrash by flail, yield

from two to four bushels per acre—average price $3.

If the season is dry, timothy affords little aftermath,

clover ivithstands the effects of the drouth much befr

ter.

Watered meadow banks, which were in vogue and
highly prized 50 to 100 years ago, have mostly been

abandoned, owing to the great care and attention

necessary to be devoted to them, though there is no

doubt the product is greatly increased by irrigation.

The average yield of hay per acre, is about \\

tons, though as high as 3 may be cut sometimes.

Average value of timothy at the barn, §12; of clover,

$8 to $10.

Horse forks for unloading, have been put into op

eration the past season, and are a great saving of

manual labor.

All loose stones are picked and hauled off mowing
grounds early in the Spring, then they are rolled

and plaster is generally sown at the rate of \\ bush-

els per acre.

Cost of raising per acre:

Second ploughing for wheat, on account of gras-

ses, three-fourths of a day, - - $1 50

Extra harrowing, ditto, - - - 25

One-third of eight quarts of seed, and sowing, 50

Picking stone, - . .

Rolling, - - - . .

One and half bushels plaster and sowing.

Harvesting, - - .

One-fifth of twenty-five loads manure, a \

Ditto of fifty bushels lime, a 15 cents.

Fencing, - . . .

Taxes, ......
Interest on |85,

Expense, . . . .

First crop, one and one-half tons, a $12,

Second crop, value one-third.

Product, - - - , .

Expense, - - - -

Profit per acre, ...
Birmingham, Seventh month, 1853.

50
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away all diseased portions, with a sharp knife. Probe

it into any loose or discolored places, to the sound

parts, even though it should bleed. This paring and

scraping must be thoroughly done. AVhere the dis-

ease has progressed far, maggots will often be found.

The foot being entirely cleaned and scraped, chloride

(Butyr) of antimony should be applied, as a caustic,

and repeated after daily examination, so long as

there is any unhealthy appearance. The sheep

should also be housed at night, on grouiid covered

with lime, (the fresher the better,) which should be

cleaned oif every morning, and the lime frequently

renewed. In very bad cases the foot should be kept

tied up. In rainy weather they should be Jsept un-

der shelter, as wet greatly promotes the progress of
' the rot. We imported a lot of sheep one season,which

from improper treatment on board ship, were badly

affected "with the rot, but by perseverance in the

above plan, were finally cured. Sometimes paring

the foot closely, and applying hot lime alone, will be

sufficient, in the early stages.

For the Farm Journal.

Guaun, Super Phosphate of I.ime and Cbappel's
Fertilizer, for TVh^at.

J. Lacey Darlington, Esq.

Dear Sir;—Last fall I cut

two acres of corn off to seed down wheat. Part of the

land was a mellow loam, and part of it stony—the

stone a gray sand stone, I measured it off into

three pieces—two pieces half an acre each, the other

one acre, in the middle, and drilled in the wheat

with one of Moore's patent grain drills,the first week

of October. On one half an acre I sowed 150 pounds

Peruvian Guano before plowing; on the other I sow-

ed ICO pounds of Super Phosphate of Lime one week
after the wheat came up; and on the onq acre piece,

600 pounds of Chappell's fertilizer before drilling

the wheat in. The Guano cost .?4 50 cents, besides

preparing it for use. The Super Phosph.ite l?4 80

cents, and the Fertilizer §8 GO, cents. Thqrewas no

manure of any other kind put on either piecje. .For

want of barn room I did not cut, and put each lot

separate; I cannot therefore state the yield as accu-

rately as I would like. Last fall I could see very

little difference in either piece, but in the Spring

the Guanoed piece had a darker green appearance,

and was thicker on the ground than either of the

other pieces, When the wheat came out in head the

Guano piece was about four inches taller than the

Others, and those who helped cut it with myself say

there is about one-third more to the ground, than on

either of the others; the wheat better filled, and a

better yield of straw.

Last fall 3 year I plowed in IGO pounds Guano on

three-fourths of an acre of corn stalk ground, where
I had corn two years in succession, the ground in-

clined to clay, and where the com was the smallest

in the field. On a half acre, rather better land, I

plowed in six large ox cart loads of horse stable

manure, kept under cover; the land was also manur-
ed in the Spring for the second crop of corn. ^ e-

tween these two pieces I could see no difference in

the wheat when out, except that the manured was ri-

per two or three days sooner, owing, I suppose, to

the land being higher. The guauo in both cases

showed itself to the drill marks.

My conclusion is that Guano is cheaper than ma-
nure for wheat, as it costs less per acre. AVe have to

pay §1 50 for an ox cart load of manure in West Ches -

ter, and haul it three miles, which is worth half a

dollar more. When I haul wood to West Chester, I

haul manure as a back load, or I could not haul it

fur that price. I would prefer good barn-yard ma-
nure to cither of the other three if I could make
enough on the farm for each field, But the farm be-

ing out of order when I purchased, I can't make
enough as yet, using, as I do, part of it for potatoes

in the Spring. I put some Pat.agonian Guano and
Super Phosphate of Lime, in the furrow for potatoes,

along side of manure this Spring, .^nd when dug I

may give you the results of the experiments.

If you think this worth a place in your valuable

Journal, your arc at liberty to publish it-

The kind of wheat raised was the Mediterranean,

drilled one bushel and three pgcks per acre.

J. P. I,

Westtown, Chester county. Pa.

Far the Farm Journal.

Trees for a lawn.
Me?sss. Ebitors:

Having completed ray dwelling

house, 40 by 35 feet, 3 stories high, of stone, as wel!

as grading and leveling of the grounds adjacent, I

am now prepared for planting the coming fall, and
wish for your opin'on and advice as to a good selec-^

tion of evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubbery,

of which I am entirely ignorant. By my estimate

of over two acres there is room for 150 trees and 50
shrubs, not one of which'is n')w growing. The site of

the buildings was selected for its elevation and com-
manding view. I want as much variety as is consis-

tent with good taste, and where practicable,especial'-

!y with the shrubbery, a su ccession of bloom, from

spring till fall, and such threes as are not especially

liable to insects. Can you assist me?

Very truly, your subscriber,

J. H., Philadelphia county.

In reply to our. ccrrespondent, we will give a list

of such as we should plant ourselves, and could da
it rather better if we knew of the exact si taation of

the ground, whether much of a slope or not, and al-

so of the surrounding objects, whether any unplea-

sant sights near or distant,are to be obscured,or any
agreeable views to be opened. This, however, must
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be left to his owa taste and judgment. All the

t?ees named are hardj here,

Evergreen Tre^s.
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ou's system, to judge tho quality of cows, could give

tis more substantial information than English herd

books of pedigree with pompous names. I see in

the list of premiums of the State Agricultural Soci-

ety, a premium for Ilolstein Cattle. There is no such

thing as a particular Holstein breed. Fine cat-

tle are found at the mouth of the Elbe, the .same as

you find the Normandy cattle, the finest in Fra,nce,at

the mouth of the Seine, as you Tctire' from the rich

borders of tho Elbe into the interior of Ilolstein,you

fine the oa.tlc poor. The Ilolstein herdsman knows

nothing of pedigree,&c. To prevent breeding in, he

buys cattle at a distance, to cross his breed and

renovate his stock. When it has enjoyed that extraor-

dinary rich pasture for a while it becomes Holstein

cattle, and produces that fine fiavorous -butter po cel-

ebrated in Germany and England; which is not owing

to the particular breed, but to that rich soil whereon

the cattle pasture;

II. SnUIiERT.

Bethel, July, 1853.

Uiuts on Tliiuuiug P'ruit.

The prospect of an abundant fruit crop through-

out most of the fruit growing regions of this country

have scarcely ever been better, according to the best

information we can obtain, than they are the present

season. Everything looks promi.«ing. Last seasen the

crop was very ligiit generally—in many localities a
total failure; and this will contribute much to the

abundance of this season's crop.

Now we wish to offer a few hints in regard to cer-

tain precautions, which the circumstances call for;

that is, provided the crop will bo as heavy as we
have reason to anticipate. It is very 'well known that

in favurable seasons, after a failure especially, trees

bear too much. It is very common to see them so

loaded with fruit .as nut only to ce.ase growing en-

tirely, but to bend and break down under its weight.

This should be guarded against. Trees are in a mul-
titude of cases enfeebled, broken, contract diseases,

aue are, in short, ruined by excessive bearing; and
evei'y man who appreciates the value of a full grown
bearing Iruit tree worth from JilOO to §500 as the

case may be, should guard against such a result as

carefully «s he would his ox or his horse against ex
cessive labor that would be certain to injure or kill

them.
Trees, like animals, have constitutions that can by

proper treatment, be kept sound for a great length
of time,or by neglect or bad treatment broken down.
Our opinion is that the feeble, diseased, and short-

lived comlitlcjn of the peach tree in New Jersey is

due, in a great measure, to a greedy or careless sys-

tem of ()Ver-cropping. AVe know how races of men
and horses degener.ate, from bard labor and bad
treatment—how they dwindle down in si7.e,lose their

proportion, symmetry,, and intelligence—in short,

wear out, to use a very common but expressive term.
Trees "wear out," too. How many we have all seen
that in their youth, even before they had arrived at

a full bearing age and size, began 'to look old—the
branches twisted and knarly, the bark rouih and
mossy and all covered with small, feeble, ill-formed
fruit spurs, loaded perhaps with small, worthless
fruit, not worth picking up.

Now those who desire to guard their trees against

wearing out, must not be too greedy of a great crop.

They must master that natural reluctance we all

feel to pick oft" a portion of tho fruit. They must
thin them out so as to leave them evenly distributed

over the tree, and only so many as can be brought to

full and perfect maturity without injury or death to

to the trej. But we shall be asked, "How are we to

know how many we ought to leave or how many to

take?" Well, wc confess it takes some little skill

and experience to thin a cropjudiciously, but he who
goes about it in earnest will find some indications to

aid him. It will not do to thin in all cases alike, be-- I

cause the vigorous tree, in a generous soil, will car=
j

ry a large crop without injury, and that would bo
almost certain death to a delicate or feeble tree hav-

ing limited resources in the Way of Jhod, just as a
healthy, robust, well-fed man can perform a day's' i

work with ease, that a Weakly, ill-fod man dare not '

attempt. Tho growth of a tree, the appearance of

its foliage, the lergth and thickness of its young
shoots, afford a very reliableguide as to thevigor of a
tree and its .ability to bear a heavy crop. Some vari-

eties are naturally moderate and constant bearcrS)

and if kept under good culture might never require

thinning, while others bear enormously some years,

the fruit actually covering every part of the tree and
requli'lng props and supports to keep it from being
torn to pieces. Such trees cannot bear so in succes-

sive years, nor can they long remain healthy. Then
beside thinning the fruits, good culture must be given
them in their fruitful years, and top-dressings of

compost in a well-decayed state. Garden trees may-
have liquid manure and mulching instead of top-

dressing. Such care as this, not costing much, will

not only sustain the vigor .and health of trees, but
produce large, handsome, marketable fruits. When
a tree is loaded to breaking down, one-half or three-

fourths of the fruit is worthless, and all the advan-
tage of a large crop is lost.

We consider this subject of much importance to

the fruit grower. V/e know by ample e.^perience that

it is. We crop our own trees heavily, perhaps too

heavily: but every season we have to perform a thin-

ning process, and \fo should consider the neglect of

it nothing less than the wilful destruction of our
trees.— Genesee Fanner.

Weeril on the Potato Stem.

An insect of the curculio family,described by S.i'^

as Baridivs frinoia/us, was discovered some time ago
by Miss Morris, of Oerraantown, Pa., on her potato
stems, which were much injured liy it. Specimens
were sent to England to -ascertain if such an insect

had been found there on the potatoe. J. 0. West^
wood states in the London Gardener's Chronicle,that
no weevil has been known to reside in its early state

on the Potato, and that the facts as stated by Miss
Morris are new to science. The weevil deposits its

eggs near the root of the leaf, whence he insect

works its 'Way down, eating out the pith till it reaches
the potato itself.— [N. Y. Agricultor.

Ijipt.EiiENTs AND Tools of IIusnAN-nnv.—Examine
these yourself, and have them put in first-rate order.

See, too, that you have an ample supply to answer
all you farming purposes throughout the coming
season; don't wait until you wnt to use an article

;

put it by at once, and be sure to get the best, and
most substantial, as it is always cheapest in the long
run.
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l>escriptiou of the IUustrati«ns

0/ ViP elevation and grouTid phinof '•^CASCADE BARN^^ designed by

J, mikinson,for David LeavUt. E&q. To be erected at "Brook&idc"'in

the, township qf GreatB arringtoUt Berkshire Countj/, Mass., and to be

compUledby A"jpf€wi6er,1853-

The 3Ue of this barn, being across a ravine, throu^'h which flows a

perennial atreaiu. su.li:ient for a saw mill, an I the banks behig of a

aufficieiit height and boldness to admit of cnteniu; the third story

of the building in the gables at either end , with any easy grade, and

of driving te^uii th ough frum either way—it possesses advan-

tages as deilrable as they are rare. The view of the elevation is from

the N. W. Tiie length of the upper or third story ,is to be 20U fect,and

just Spans the ravine; the second story ItiD feetvand the first 120feet,

The heio'iiL of thj reipectlve stories, beginning with the first, is 13

feet, 12 feet, and 15 feet, and from the top of upper girth topea.it, 14

feet more ; Vhoie height of from floor of basement to pealt, 54 leet.

The roof Is to be a true arc, of 4J feet span, (the width of the build-

ing,) and rises 16 feet; the material for it is to be the biJsL ' leaded tin"

with a well proportioned cupola in the centre, and two large sky-lights.

The material of the buiidiug is to be wood, except the lower story,

on both sides, and the second story on oije side, which is to be stone-

the latter wall, two stories in height, to form the wall of the dam of

a pond for water-power, ice and flsh,as well as that portion of the wall

of the buililiiig; thusservinga double purpose, and economising in a

great degree in both material and labor, All the stouesfor the walls*

and the niijoi" p irL of tne timber, are to be obtained Irom the farm.

By building the basement story but I2J feet inlength, and projecting

the second one over it 2J ftet at each end. and again projecting the

third story over the second in like manner, and by building curved ter

race drive-ways in the banks of the ravine, which diverge on the low-

er side of tiie building, an easy ingress and egress is provided to each

story, entirely througa which, teams and vehicles may be driven.

The bascujntis deslgUv,-d lor storing manure, exclusiveof the room

required for the water wheel; whit;h is to be overshot, twenty horse

power, a drive way 13 feet wide, the entire length of story, and a nar-

row passage to a vinegar cellar, as seen at at d,in ground plan A. This

cellar and that directly over St, each 12 feet in depth, are under a part

of the building ijrojectiaglatteraily from the main building into the

embankq^nt on the upper side, or towiirds the pond, and are 30 by 40

feet. The cellar level with the second story, Is for roots, and may be

entered without ascending or descending— the convenience of which

for conveying roots from the cellar to the stables in the second story,

to which it is mainly devoted, will be too obvious to need a coumient.

The roots are precipitated into the bins, o, at the cellar through a

trap door In the floor B. They fall from the carts through the trap

door, as seen in ground plau B, upon a double, movable, oblique riddle

made of ,'4 inch wire. The length of the upper riddle being 2 feet

greater than the under one, and the meshes of it larger, so that it,(the

upper one,) will convey the larger roots to bins n est to the walls,the

dirt and the smaller roots falling through it, and the latter being depos-

Bited into an inner row of bins, the dirt falling into a funnel sliaped

hopperattached to the lower side of the riddle, which deposltsitinto

a car, that is also used on the rail-way on ^\-hich it stands to receive

the dirt, for conveying roots, cut fodder, itc , to the cattle for feeding.

All the manual labor required In fee ding the cattle with roots, raw

or steamed, or chopped fodder, roots, meal, Ac, mixed and steamed, is

to run a car which contains 35 bushels of provender, before the Hue Of

cattle, about 50 in '^u"iber,aBd shovel the food into the •feeding box-

es.

The feeding boxes are of cast Iron, quadrant shaped, of about one

• bushel capacity, and there is one to each stall. These boxes are placed

one on each side of a partition, that divides two stalls, and are each

attached at the right angle corner of the box to the front partition stud

by hinges, so that the boxes may be swung around Into the feeding

hail, in front of the cattle, and over the feeding car,that the feed which

spills in fllUng the boxes, may fall into the car instead of on the floor.

After the boxes are filled they are turned with a slight touch before the

cattle again. In the centre between the next or adj oinlng pair of stalls

is an erect cylinder, two feet in diameter at the bottom, and one foot

eight inches at the top, which projects equally into each stall, and ex-

tends from about a horizontal line with the tops of feed boxes; (on the

opposite side of the stalls,) to the upper surface of the hay-loft floor,

directly over the cattle, that it may be filled with hay from that floor

and thus avoiding all the Inconvenience and loss occurring when the

hay is thrown from the mow to the cattle floor before it is fed.

The tube is made of pine staves three-quarters of an inch thick, put

together and hooped up like an upright churn. There is a circular ap-

erture six inches In diameter in each side of the hay tube, at a conve-

Dient height from the floor, so that two animals may eat from the

same tube at the same time. Under the tube is a drawer Into which

all the loose hayseed falls through its latticed bottom ; which drawer

when full is emptied ; and when a large quantity of seed accumulates,

i t Is cleaned for use or market, The seed thus obtained is of a supe-

rior quality, and the quantity ordinarily saved by this arrangement

will pay for all the manual labor required about the building through*

out the year.

Across the front of the stalls there is also an ordinary box manger,dl'

rectly under wiiich, and running the whole length of the stable. Is a

trough for water, with suitable openings In the bottom of the manger
through which the cattle may be watered by removing the iron slides

that close them, w^ich is done by means, of a lever, opening

the line of slide s at once and in an instant. The economy of thlsar-

rangementwill be apparent to all.

Many will doubtless say that such facilities for watering stock can

rarely be provided. But to such I would reply, that even when the

site of the building is level, and without any running water, I have

a plan for a rainwater cistern that wil 1 serve the same purpose with-

out the use of a pump. [A detailed des crlption of this cistern, being

foreign to the Subject matter under consideration cannot be embodied

in it.] The stables are lighted by large windows In the rear o f the an-

imals, through which also pure air has ingress, and the rarifled orim"

nure escapes through ventilators in the roof.

On a plane with the stable floor, and only 20 feet distant from the

stable, (that space being under a 20 feet projection of the upper story)

is the dairy or milk cellar. It Is made by arching over an excavation

under the northern entrance to the third story. The length to this cel-

lar is such that ample room Is provided for a dairy, wash and churn-

ing room, a milk vault of proper capacity to contain the milk of 50

cows; and In the extreme rear of the vault, Is a Spacious ice house,

opening to the milk apartment, which is ventilated by iron pipes ma-

soqed into the arch and projecting to the surface of the ground, the

top of the tubes being covered to exclude raln,ic. Tlicre are also iron

ventiducts laid in the pavement of the dairy, open at the base of the

outer wall, providing ingress for pure air at the bottom. The impor-

tance of the thorough ventilation of a dairy house is not generally

understood—or if understood, is not heeded.

[The designer of this plan of buil<iings is convinced from 30 years ex-

perience and close observation, that the best "spring-house," for the

dairy, is one without lodtor—as the desired temperature can always be

attained by increasing the depth of a cellar.]

The refuse of the dairy—[the whey, sour milk and buttermilk]—arc

all emptied into an enamelled Iron funnel connecting with iron leaders

that convey it to a reservoir in the feeding hall of the pigsties. The

churn is a revolving cylinder, the churning power Is that used for all

other purposes In the building, water. The whole an'angement of the

dairy department of this farmstead, it will be seen, is such that nil op-

erations can be performed with the least possible exposiire and labor,

and the greatest profit.

When the roots are to be steamed for feeding, the car Is tilled in the

root cellar, by running it under the front of the bin from which Ihe

rt>ots are to be taken, and by lifting a slide in front of the bin, the car

Is filled, after which it is nm out into the steaming room by the side

of the steaming box, when the body of the car containing the roots is

hoisted by water power to a level with the top of the steaming box,

at which point it strikes a hook that precipitates Its contents Into the

box.

The roots are steamed whole, and the box filled with alternate lay-

ers of roots and chopped fodder; the latter falls Into the box from the

floor over it. The. form of the steaming box is cylindrical—the length

ten feet, the diameter four feet. It Is hung on Journals attached to

the centre of each head, one of which has on It a pulley for a belt.

When the contents of the box are sufficiently steamed, the bran, or

meal, designed to be mixed with them, is put into the box, and four

cannon balls of ten pounds weight each are also thrown in, the door

closed, the belt adjusted, and the power applied. It is revolved gently

until all the ingredients in the box are thoroughly incorporated and

reduced to a pulp. In which form they are fed to both cattle and sheep.

When thus prepared, the contents of the box are drawn out Into the

car, by placing it under the box,and opening the door—after which the

car is run before the cattle and the steamedmeslln fed while warm.

The thirdfloor C, isoccupiedby a drive-way a, 13 feet wide the en-

tire length of the building ; c carriage house, b henery, d and e mows
for hay, grain, Acv/'farmer's house, p cider mill, ^ threshing machine,

t threshing floor. J trap doot, k lodgings for workmen.

There Is a lino shaft extending the entire length of the building In

the peak, on which are drums two feet in diameter, at intervals of 25

feet; each of which is supplied with a strong rope attached to a power

pitching fork, and when required, six or eight loads of hay may be un-

loaded and placed in the mows at once, dispensing with all manual

labor except to insert the fork Into the hay of the vehicle. Another

advantage of this line of drive-way. Is, that it admits of driving eight

ornine loads of hay under shelter in case of a shower, or at evening

to be unloaded in the morning while the dew Is on, in wlilch state

grain nor grass should ever be cut.

The loft of the building over the root cellar Is used for acorn crib,

and isopen to the loft of the main building, so that corn may be shcl.
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Jed and cleaned in this lot't, imd be carried by elevators and conductors

to the grain bins in granaries near the carriage house. The lower story

of this side building is used for sawing wood, boring fence posts, 4c.

,

and is supplied with awork- bench,turaing lathe and other necessaries

of a carpenter's shop.

The machine fer chopping hay, straiwand stalks. Is on the left of the

•nainbuildSng near the mows, and all the straw and stalks are chop-

ped for litter, as well as for feeding. The machine is designed to cut

ten bushels per minute, and Will receive and chop whole bundles of

stA'ks as fast as a man can place them in the box

.

An Iron plpo, seven Inches in diameter, is laid In the dam, and mns

through the building under the floor of the second story, in which it

may be tapped at any point where water is renuired In the building.

It Is also to have a coupling for a hose on the under side of it, directly

over the culvert, which conveys the water from the wattei'-wheel, for

the purpose of washing vehicles, roots, &c.

The vehicles stand on a lattice bridge, in the drive way of the lower

story, or cellar, over the culvert, so that the dirt falls into the culvert

«nd is washed into the Housatoniic river, which is within 400 yards.

Among the numerous advantages of this arrangement for washing

vehicles, is that of admitting of the work being comfortabjy per-

Corraed, when the weather i^ so <;oid or stormy out of doors as

to render it impracticable, and by the use of a large hose with 24 feet

faead, the work is gi-eatly facilitated.

The cost of this iuaiaense building, serving as it does, for a farmer's

house, lodgings for farm laborers, the dairy, and all the purposes here-

in before mentioned, water-wheel and machinery, Ac., is estimated at

.about ten thousand dollars, and it ts believed that it will far exceed in

poiut of convenience, economy of labor and general nrotit, any build-

ing of the kind in tiiis or any other country.

The Designer and Atchitect, of this building would respectfully soli-

K:it orders for plans for Fiirm Buildings of every description, in any

part of the count'-y. Having given much attention to the subject for

.years, he has on hand a variety of plans adap ted to all peculiari ties of

«lte and systems of farmlng,whlch he will furnish on reasonable terms-

It is very encouraging and gratiC.N'tng to him, and must be to every In

telllgent gentleman who is a Landholder, that the Improvement in this

important branch of agriculture, hitherto so defect Ive, and so little

understood, is now beginning to enlist the attention of gentlemen of

'means, hy whom much will be done in a few years for the melioration

•of the ceiidition of the American Farmei*,to whom this plan is respect-

fully submitted by the author.

JOHN WILKINSON.
Great San-ington, Berkshire co.^ Mass.

Late Principal of the Mount-Airy Agricultural Institute, Uermau-

t-owii. Va.

Reapiug and Mowing E^xhibition.

As there is a very general interest feit to know the

result of the trial of these machines, which was ad-

vertised to come off at Flowertowo, Moatgomery

"County, it may be stated that it was not so satisfac-

tory as had been expected, only two mowing ma-

chines being entered. Ketchum's, and one manuiac-

tiired by Lee, Pierce & Thompson, Ercildoun, Ches-

ter county. The former seemed to give most satis-

faction to the large number of farmers present, doing

its work well, where it had a fair chance, but the

grass, (timothy,) was quite thin, and was much

tramped down by tho spectators. We know of sev-

eral of Ketchum's machines in use, and working to

entire satisfaction. It is perhaps the best motper

now out, at least in this part of the country, and will

cut an acre of grass readily in twenty to thirty min-

utes, one man and a pair of horses is all that is re-

quired to manage it.

Three reaping machines were entered, two of Hus-

sey's, and ene in combination with the mower, by

Lee, Pierce & Thompson, the grain being a heavy

crop of rye. The latter received the premium of$50.

Ilussey's was objected to by many, on accoutit of

throwing the grain behind the machine, requiring

the track to be cleared by the binders, before the

cutting of the next swathe.

It is much to be regretted, manufivcturers and pat-

entees did n.it avail themselves of this opportunity of

exhibiting the practical working of their machines.

There is a wide spread feeling of interest about it, and

this season's difficulty in procuring labor, makes it

a matter of certainty, as well as necessity, that by
another year there will be a very large demand for

them. The only hesitation among farmers is, as to

which is the 6es<. New patents for them are multi-

plying all over the country, the last invention of

course always being superior to its predecessors.

.
The Prairie Farmer, published at Chicago, speaks

highly of Danforth's mowing machine, as able to

"cut any thing that is cutahle" with the scythe, no

matter how thick or matted at the bottom, old or

young, wet or dry, and may be driven three days

without the application of a whetstone." Price for

mower, $100; mower and reaper, $115.

We also see advertised in New York papers, Fa-

ber's grain harversters, Schonebley's reaper and mow-
er, and Atkin's self-raking reapers.

The inventive genius of the country seems always

equal to any emergency. Let it only be ascertained

that a certain implement is wanted, and they will ac-

cumulate almo.?t like the "improved" cooking stoves,

and bee hives. We think the price of reaping and

mowing machines has been too high heretofore. The

expense of construction will warrant a considerable

reduction, and the amount of sales in conseqiience,

will more than make up the difference.

We believe there was to be a trial exhibition in

New York the past month, the result of which we

shall advise our readers. Manny's reaper and mower,

which has a high reputation, and took the first prem-

ium there last season, was not brought to the ground

at our late trial in Montgomery county.

Guano and Super Pliosphate of L.ime for Wheat
aud Crass.

One of our subscribers, James II. Alexander, of

Mifflin county. Writes us for information about ap-

plying Guano for wheat. He inquires, is 200 Ib.s. of

No. 1, Peruvian Guano, equal to the usual dressing

of barn-yard manure? How can we judge of the

quality of Guano ? How is it prepared? At what

price can it be obtained? Is it as certain as barn-

yard manure ?

Most of the answers to above questions, will be

found in our present number, by farmers in this

county, who speak from their own experience, and

whose statements are entirely reliable. Much more

of the same purport could be given.

Tho best way for farmers to test tho quality of

their Guano, is to be careful of the sources where

they purchase it. The only preparation needed, is to

pulverise the lumps on the barn floor or in a bo.v
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with a mallet. The price of Guano varies from $45

to $50, according to tho supply in market. As to the

certainty of its effects, we consiJer it much mor cer-

tain than ordinary barn-yard manure, wliicli has

laid exposed to sun and rain all summer. Ouano

should be ploughed in as soon as practicable, after

being spread. Some farmers prefer mixing it with

an equal bulk of plaster.

The subject of special manures, is now exciting

great attention. Without entering the field of scien'

tific controversy, as to whicli of the new fertilizers

now before the public is the best and cheapest, it

seems enough for us at present to publish such facts

and results from the use of one or more of them, as

are within our own knowledge. These are what are

wanted, and we hope our farmers will communicate

their experiments for the general benefit.

James Pierce, of West Bradford, Chester county,

applied 300 lbs. of Guano to the acre, last fall, it was

ploughed in to the usual depth, and the wheat drill"

ed. Part of the field was dressed with the ordina-

ry quantity of barn-yard manure. The other cir-

cumstances, as regards soil, seeding, &c., were pre-

cisely the same. The wheat for the Guanoed portion

was at least three times gTcater than ,the other, and

fully equal to a third portion, which received the ma-

nure which had been kept under a shed, free from

exposure to the weather.

Robert Miller, Westtown township,applied 300 lbs.

Professor Mapes' Super Phosphate of Lime to three-

fourths of an acre of wheat last Fall, costing him on

his place aboutSO- On several acresadjoining.heappli-

ed barn-yard manure in the usual quantity, and for a

tliird strip he purchased and hauled from West Ches-

ter, four miles distant, about the same bulk oi stable

manure. This latter he estimated, to cost on the

land §45 peracre. The wheat on both strips was

much better than where the barn-yard manure was

used, tho straw brighter and Stiffer, and on the parj

where the Super Phosphate was applied, the grass^

was .decidedly better than on either of the_ olher.s.

Four,years ago, on the same farm, Guano was plough-

ed in for wheat, 300 lbs. to the acre, on alternate

strips. The grass this season, on the guanoed por-

tions, is more luxuriant, and much better than the

others, and can bo detected at a glance.

Abraham Baily, near Parkersville, applied to his

wheat last fall, on difierent portion of the field, Gu-

ano, barn-yard mauure, manure which had not been

exposed, and Professor Mapes' Super Phosphate, of

Lime. The latter could not be obtained till the wT&eat

was up some three or four weeks, and was sowed on

the surface, and the thinnest part of the field. Tho

wheat on it was efiual to where the shed manure had

been put, and ihe grass,, wherever it had been sown,

or even dropped in different places, for experiment,

was so far superior to all other parts,as to be observ-

ed at a distance, before combing on to the ground-

We walked over this field,and the difference was very

striking. The wheat was heaviest, as the stubble in,

dicated, where 300 lbs. of Guano to the acre had

been used, but making all allowance for the differ-

ence in the soil, and time of applying it, not superi-

or, as the owner remarked to us, to that dressed with

the Super Phosphate, while the luxu-riance of the

grass on this last, seemed to give it the preference-

It was also used at the rate of 300 lbs. to the acre.

Jonathan Gheen, of East Goshen, usedSOOlbs. Gu-

ano to the acre, and both wheat and grass are much
better from that portion, than where the best shed

manure was applied. The usual quantity of barn-

yard manure to the acre applied in Chester county

'is fifteen to eighteen ox cart loads.

John Jackson, of East Bradford, sowed down with

wheat, one and one-fourth acres of corn stuble ground;

on one half he applied barn-yard manure, at the rate

of twenty ox cart loads to the acre. The balance he

dressed with 160 lbs. Professor Mapes' Super Phos-

phate of Lime, on this part the wheat was quite as

good as the manured portion, and some of it better.

William P. Marshall, of ^est Goshen, informs us

that he top dressed a part of his pasture land last

Spring, with Professor Mapes' Super Phosphate of

Lime, at the rate of about 300 lbs. to the acre,—the

results of which are highly satisfactory—tully con-

firming the reputation of this fertilizer as a most ex-

cellent top dressing for grass. Upon the part of the

field where the Phosphate was sown, the grass grew

much more rapidly and vigorously than on the other

part—so much so, that the difference was plainly vis-

ible at some distance from the field. And what is

quite remarkable, the cows showed a very decided

preference for the grass on which the Phosphate was

sown, always passing directly to that part of the

field when turned into the pasture.

Crops in I.ancaster County.

Our old friend and correspondent "J. B. G." of

Mountville, Lancaster county. Pa., thus writes re-

specting the crops in his neighborhood ; "In this sec-

tion of our county,gras8 has made a full crop of hay.

Our winter grain, although considerably damaged

by the fly, has nevertheless turned out, we may say,

an average crop,and being much lodged was trouble-

some to harvest,—but having fine weather, was all

secured in good condition. The berry of the wheat

is very full and plump,and will make first-rate flour.

No mildew or rust attacking the straw. Our oat

crop never was better. Owing to a spell of dry

weather, our corn, potatoes, grass,garden vegetables,

&c., are suffering,^jut as the rains have commenced

to-day, we look for a renewal of vegetation.

As to fruit, apples will be few, but we have cher-

ries, pears and peaches in abundance."
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Agricultural Address by William Hartley, Esq.

•We regret having room only for tlie following ex-

tracts from an excellent address, delivered by Wm.
Hartley, on the 2d of May last, in the town of Bed-

ford, before the Bedford County Agricultural Socie-

ty. There are other counties in our State, where the

farmers want "waking up," to avail themselves, to

better advantage of their fine soil, and fortunate lo.

cation, near the line of public impi-ovement^. As is

remarked, hucksters and traders are every year work-

ing their way farther west from the Atlantic cities,

in quest of eggs, poultry, butter, fruits, &c.. to pla-

ces heretofore inaccessible. The whistle of the loco-

motive, with its long trains eastward and westward,

has broken upon the stillness of our forest homes,

and brought many a fertile farm within easy reach-

ing distance of a good market. Our farmers in the

interior should indeed "wake up" to this new state of

things, and see what kind of produce will yield them

the best return.

As "the strength of a Nation depends on its Ag-
riculture, and by it, its independence is secured," in

the same ratio stands the strength and independence

of a county. And until the farmers of Bedford
county wake up and do something for their benefit,

all pulling together, we will be more prosperous, and,

perhaps, may be in a worse condition, it worse can

be. Let us endeavor to gain all the knowledge of

our vocation that we can—let us keep the best of

stock, especially of such animals as are adapted to

our climate—and, Sir, any man that is able to keep
stock at all is better able to keep good stock than bad
—though it may cost more at first, in a short time

his money will come back, bearing with it a big profit,

and we need not fear that by the time we become
possessors of a fine breed of animals that prices will

decline. Not so!—fine stock even in old England
still commands its former prices—and fine stock

every where will always bring high prices, at least

until after all who are in this house have returned to

dust. In the Eastern States men who have been no-

torious for rearing fine animals for twenty and thir-

ty years back, still receive high prices—still are a-

massing wealth from this source, and by it benefit-

ing their fellow men.
Then, let us, in the first place, judkiously improve

our stock. Why keep one of these long-nosed, land-

ihark, suti-Jish breed of hogs, when abetter, less mis-

chievous, easier kept animals, can be procured at a
cost comparatively but little higher. Let us improve
judiciously, but not extravagantly, our farms, and,

my word for it, in a short time railroads, plank
roads, and all this sort of thing will come to us.

Let us do our part, and there is no doubt but that

Commerce will be wide awake to her interests, and
channels ot various kinds will be opened for the

interchange of commodities. Yet, Sir, there is great

reason to believe that our present amount of produce,

though limited compared with what it might be, and
•our natural advantages are such that we should not
wait for a railroad to come to us—but that we should
with united elFort, make one, which will hasten the

prosperity which we, by following this course, will be
sure to acquire. In a few years we will be deserted

by the western cattle, which consume so much of our
hay, corn and other produce, and affect the market
to a considerable extent, directly and indirectly,

throughout the whole country.

And, Sir, should a railroad be made to connect

with either Broadtop or any other road, which would
open a direct channel to the eastern market, and
pass directly through our county, our best market
would be tlie iron works, which would spring up in

every part of our county. Forges and furnaces

would arise in every recess of our mountains, giving

labor to hundreds of men and horses, and thereby
consuming the produce of the farmer. Hucksters
would spread over our county, buying our poultry,

butter, eggs, and even many things which every far-

mer now lets go to waste. {Witness the price of but-

ter and eggs last winter, which was caused by the

f\ict that these traders catne, in some instances, fifty

miles from the railroad depots, and offered these al-

most unprecented prices.) Besides, our land would
be valued almost, if not entirelj', as high as if it were
in Chester county, for, while our Chester county far-

mers are hitching up and driving to market, we
could have our produce there in nearly the same time,

perhaps with little greater expense, but, all things

considered, with at least equal profits.

The Delaware Horticultural Society

Will hold its Annual Exhibition on Wednesday and

Thursday, the 14th and 15th of September, in the

Odd Fellows' Hall, Wilmington. The schedule of

premiums for the occasion is quite liberal and exten-

sive, and if we may judge of the previous displays

of the Society, the coming Exhibition will be well

worth visiting. The Society will pay the cost of

transportation upon all articles from a distance, sent

by public conveyance. They may be addressed to

William Canby, No. 131 West street, Wilmington.

tist of Patents—New Butter Worker.

The continuation of these, is unavoidably crowded

out this month. Hereafter we hope to insert them

more regularly. Among others of great interest to

farmers, we obseirve a patent has been granted to

our friend, E. J. Dickey, of this county, for an im-

proved butter worker, which, from what we have

heard of it, will be a very complete affair. A real-

ly good article for this purpose, dispensing with the

use of the hand to the butter, has long been wanted.

We shall advise dairymen, so soon as they are ready

for sale, and where they can be obtained.

Centre County Agricultural Exhibition.

The annual exhibition of the above Society will

be held on the 5th, Cth and "th days of October nest.

Place not stated. We have received a list of prem-

iums, embracing stock of all kinds, including mules

and jacks, agricultural implements and productions,

dairy and honey, fruit, vegetables, bacon and hams

household manufactures, flowers, and a ploughing

match. The list of judges, and regulations for the

fair are also publishe 1.

Feeding red pepper to the hogs with their food, is

said to be good for the kidney worm.
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Dumping Wagon.
The accompanying engravings represent an im-

priived Dumping Wagon, patented August 3d, 1852,

1852, by Mr. Thomas Castor, of Frankford, Phila-

dolphia county, Pennsylvania.

This valuable improvement possesses many ad-

vantages over all the wagons of the kind hitherto in-

vented. It is becoming a great favorite among far-

mers and teamsters, and will eventually, in a great

me"^sure, take the place of carts, and the ordinary

farm wagon. It combines all the properties of a bur-

den wagon, with the facility of dumping its load with

much more ease than the ordinary cart. It is simple

in its construction, and therefore not so liable to get

out of repair. The facilities of discharging its load

are not at all effected by an increase of weight. Mr.

William W. Smedley, of Whitehall, Pa., who has

been using it for some months, says that his team can

haul (and teamster dump) with as much ease G500

lbs. on the wagon, as 5000 lbs. on an ordinary cart.

And Mr. Minor Rogers, Aramingo, Pa., after hav-

ing given it a fair trial in hauling lumber, coal,wood,

stone, lime and various other heavy materials, recom-

mends it to the public as having exceded his expecta-

tions in many respects, particularly in the ease with

which heavy loads can be discharged. And all who

have yet tried it, recommend it for usefulness and

economy. The principle can be applied to burden

cars for railroads, heavy os cart, or to burden wag-

ons, for any purpose, at a small additional cost.

Farmers and others are requested to examine its con-

struction, and try it for themselves.

Figure 1 represents a perspective view, and figure

2 aside elevation of the wagon.

A A are the front wheels, and B B the hind ones,

C C being the side timbers of the frame. D is the

body, vvhich is balanced on anti-friction rollers, E,

which turn on a rod, extending across the frame, C;

the said rollers form a fulcrum and bearing for the

wagon body to rest upon and slide over, as heretofore

shown, and they are so situated in rotation to the

length of the wagon, that the body is balsBced upon

them in the manner of a scale beam, so that a small

weight upon either end will tip or tilt the other end
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of the body. An outside plate, b, is bolted to either

side of the frame or pieces, C, and is formed with

hooks and stops, cd. The side timbers, e, are faced

with metal forming runners, or rails for balancing the

wagon body upon, and on which it moves over the

rollers.

An anti-friction roller, /, is hung in the back ex-

tremity of both the side pieces, C, projecting slightly

above their top surface; upon either side of the body,

D, is braced a stop pin, g, which projects from the

side timber, e, and when the body, D, is brought

hojie for loading, as in figure 1, serves to determine

its proper position by striking and bearing against

the hooks, c. These pins also fjrm trunnions fur the

body to turn upon, in dumping the wagon, by catch-

ing within the lower hooks, a. A cam, h, is fitted to

work through either side piece, C; these cams are

mounted on a shaft extending across the frame, which

shaft is operated by the lever, t, so that on turning

the lever upwards, as in figure 1, and securing it by

a strap or catch, H, the cams,A, slightly lift the back

end of the wagon body, and support it, but when

the lever, i, is turned down, as in figure 2, the cams

permit the wagon body to descend and run backward:

II are lock-rods attached to discs or double cranks,

0, which are turned by the lever, m, and work longi-

tudinally to lock and unlock the body by sliding

through 0, within catches or openings formed on the

standards, m, as represented when it is desired to un-

load the Wigon, the lever, n, is turned, unlocking the

body of the carriage, and the lever, i, brought down

80 as to permit the body to fall upon the rollers,

when a slight pressure by the hand will carry the

body backward, and prepare it for unloading, which

is easily done by the hand. When unloaded depress

the body at n, and bring it to its place, then raise

the lever, i, and look the standard, m, and it is again

ready for re-loading.

Further information may be obtained by letters ad-

dressed to the patentee, Frankford, Philadelphia

county. Pa.

A Chester County Hay Crop.

Wm. Dripps, of Midway, in writing to us upon

other matters, mentions incidentally his crop of hay,

which is worth taking note of. lie siys, "all my
crops are heavy and have been got in, so far, in ex-

cellent condition. I had not over eighteen acres in

grass, from which we took off forty-nine large loads

of first quality hay—making over fifty tons. From

one of my fields which measured 9J acres with a

drill when the wheat was put in, we hauled off twen-

ty-nine large loads—over thirty tons of hay."

This last field, it will be noticed, produced over

three tons to the acre ! ! While the whole eighteen

acres fall but little short of that yield. Our friend

Dripps furnishes a good commentary on his system

of farming, to say the least of it.

Sale of the Earl of Ducie's famous Herd of Short

Horn Cattle in Knglaud.

The Albany Evening -Journal of the 11th, states

that the subjoined circular was received that morn-

ing by the Secretarv of the State Agricultural Soci-

ety. The sale is to'takc place on the 24th and 25th

of August. The announcement will probably pos-

sess interest for our agriculturists, and we therefore

publish it. Catalogues of the animals will doubtless

be sent by th ; next steamer to the principal agricul-

tur.al societies of this country.

The late lamented Earl Ducie having requested his

Executors to dispose of his Agricultural Stock, Mr.

Strafford has the honor to announce that he has been

favored with their instructions to sell by auction,

without any reserve, at Tortworth Court, Gloucester-

shire, on Wednesday and Thursday, the 24th and

25 th days of August next, the entire and far-famed

herd of Short-Horned Cattle, belonging to his Lord-

seip, consisti'ig of upwards of sixty head of Bulls,

Cows and Heifers, comprising the who'e of the just-

ly celebrated "Duchess" and "Oxford" tiibes of

Short lIorns,which,wlth the "Fourth Duke of York"

were purchased at the late Mr. Bates' sale atKirkle-

vington, in 1850 ; also, the "Duke of Gloster," and

many other promising young Bulls and Heifers bred

from them, as well as others from the most celebra-

ted herds in the kingdom ; with the splendid flock

of 800 South Down Sheep, bred from the renowned

stocks of His Grace, the Duke of Richmond: Col.

Kingscote, Capt. Pelhani, Messrs. Ellman, Barclay,

Harris, and others ; since which have been used the

very best Tups that could be obtained from Mr. Jo-

nas" Webb. Also, the unrivalled stock of Pigs, de-

scended from the most distinguished breeds in the

country.

The character of the above stock may be estima-

ted from the fact that the originals of each breed

were purchased without the slightest reg.ard as to

price, and will be found to comprise some of the

most valuable animals in the United' Kingdom : as

such they are especially deserving the attention of

breeders in every part of the world.

Catalogues, with the pedigrees and other particu-

lars, wilfshortly be issued, and may l)e had upon ap-

plication to Mr. Strafford,89 Guildford street,Russeli

Square.
London, June 22 1853.—••»

Chicury.

Our correspondent, F. A. Nauts, urges the cultiva-

tion of this plant, Cichorium Intybus. In th?s vicini-

ty, it is considered rather a noxious weed, which

the farmers are anxious to get rid of. We doubt

much if it will supply the place of a good cupof Ja-

va. Von Thaer speaks of one objection to it in En-

gland, that they can't get the plough deep enough to

destroy the roots when they want a rotation,and that

it spreads very rapidly. Before introducing new

plants, it is well to look at the facility of getting rid

of them, in case of disappointment as to their profit.

Dr. Darlington in his Flora Cestrica remarks, "it is

justly r.anked among the unprofitable intruders."

f
To CoRnESPONDENTS.—"J. H. B.," in reply to G.

Blight Browne, is in type, but was uavoidably

crowded out,—will appear in our next.

j
"A Delaware Farmer" received, and will appear

next month.
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For the Farm Journal,

CultiTatiou of Strawberries.

As the cultivation of small fruits is very properly

claiming the attention of farmers, residing within

convenient access to the large cities,it may not be im-

proper occasionally to record the result of careful ex-

periments whether successful or not, as such laud

mirks are more unerring guides for the uninitiated

than mere paper calculations.

Strawberries being the earliest fruit to ripen, can
have no competition in the market, and under ordi-

nary treatment will yield large profits to the produ-

cer, though varjingin magnitude according to the va"

rietygrown, the quality of the soil, and the cultiva-

tion they receive! The kind most generally cultiva-

ted as a market crop is Uovey's Seedling, with about
one-teuth their number of large Early Scarlet, dis.

tributed throughout the plantation as fertilizers. The
McAvoy's Superior is a more vigorous and hardy
pistillate plant, and yielded a larger crop of large

sized berries,than any other that came under my ob-
servation this year. The Genessee and Cambridge
are hermaphrodite plants, and bore a full crop of
large early fruit, rfpening on the 28th of 5th month
last, and many of the berries measured trom 3 to 3J
inches in circumference; if they continue to be as
productive as they were this season, they will be val-

uable fertilizers.

Having a variety of soil in cultivation, I ^have
grown strawberries on all kinds, from light blowinn-

sand to stiff timothy bottom, and have learned to

avoid either extreme, and now select a good loam of

medium texture, tolerably high and undulating, so

as freely to carry off the surftxoe water, cover it wit

manure, .which should be well incorporated with the.

soil; early in the Spring mark the rows 4 feet apart 12
to 15 inches distant in them. Putone hermaprodite to

every ten of the pistillates, rejecting the male or barre
plants which produce no fruit, but blossom and grow
vigorously, and soon over run and crowd out the
more fruitful ones.

The beds should be kept mello \' and free from
weeds the first season, the runners carefully distrib-

uted over the ground so as to form the beds with reg-

ularity, after which but little culture is needed. I

use a subsoil plough, which mellows the alleys with-

out throwing earth on the plants, the benefits of

which are clearly shown, especially in a' dry season,

by the superior vigor and productiveness of the

plants near the edge of the beds over those in the

centre; the circumference extending from 12 to 15

inches o.~ either side, and the beds being three feet

in width, allowing one foot for alleys, the plants

nearly all receive nourishment-from the moisture and

atmospheric influence absorbed by the soil in the al-

leys thus deeply pulverized.

In 1850 1 planted six acres of Ilovey Seedling on

the plan above described, in stiff clay land, one-half

of which was low meadow ground, the other ascen-

ding to upland, from which were gathered and mark-

eted last year, over 300 bushels of fruit, but in the

latter part of summer the timothy and herd grass

proved better adapted to the low ground by taking

possession, and this year the strawberries there were

abandoned, and the grass mown for hay, leaving

three acres of upland in strawberries which were

dressed, viz: the alleys loosened with a subsoil plough,

and the stools of clover, weeds, &c., taken from the

beds and placed in the alleys, which served the

double purpose ofretaining moisture and keeping the

berries clean; the yield was 154 bushels of fruit, for

which I received $4 per bushel, and paid 64 cents for

picking, and fifty cents (12J per. cent commission,)

for selling. Twelve dollars per acre would be a full

compensation for the little culture they received, ma-
king the account stand thus:

To interest on 3 acres of land at §100, $18 00
" culture, - - - - 36 00
" picking 154 bushels, at 64 cents, - 98 56
" 12J per cent, commisswn for selling, 77 00

By 154 bushels at $4,

Expenses,

$229 56

$616 00
$229 56

$386 44Profit on three acres.

Equal $128 81 per acre.

The first year the plants are set there is no returns,

but the value of the plants at the close of succeeding

years would be a full remuneration. Were I to'draw an

estimate from some of my specimen beds, a few rods

in length, which are thoroughly cultivatod,the results

above stated would appear like a failure, but for

large farmers, whore land is jilenty, and laborers

s6arce, the grertt question is not how much per cent

profit can be made on one acre, but by what mode can

the most clear money be made on all the land they

have to cultivate with the laborers at their command.

Over one hundred bushels of corn may be grown on

an acre of ground. Yet more clear money can be

made on twenty acres yielding fifty bushels each.

One of my neighbors having but a few acres of

land devotes proper attention to something less than

three acres of strawberries, keeping the ground well

manured, mellow, and free from weeds, the expense

of which he has not been able to furnish, but he in.

formed me that he received over $1100 dollars for

the fruit this year.

WILLIAM PARRY.
Ginnaminson, N. J., 7th mo. 20th, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

What is a Hovey's Seedling Strawberry?

Sirs:—
I dislike to occupy your pages with an ob-

jectless controversy; hence I have chosen the above

topic to write about. But first allow me to make a

remark or two on Mr. Prince's last effusion.
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I am now charged with "evasion" and "ignorance."

AVell, thi.s is better than downright lying, with which

he charged me in his first; or in liis own words, with

making a statement as a matter of fact, which "was

utterly impossible." I am not without hope that by

another efibrt he will receive me into the company of

the dogmatic and insolent.

Now, for the "evasion" first. But notice "his reas-

ons !" his "utterly impossible !" his "long experience

aiid never saw it, " his "changing a goose into a gan-

der!" "Evade" such arguments! I will let De

Grimm speak forme: "See here are arguments of ter-

rible force for children." But I did not mention the

"name of Hovey Seedling" in my last. In my first

I stated that from pistillate plants of Ilovoy's in pots,

(which I had marked) I raised runners, which pro-

duced some pistillate, and some perfect flowering

plants. In my second I again referred to the ex-

periment, but omitted for brevity sake, the mere

name. What a quibble to object upon! I shall soon

expect to hear of Mr. P. being engaged in a discus-

sion as to the number of angels that can walk on the

point of a needle.

Mr. Prince may argue to all eternity that my
plants were not Ilovey's Seedling. I have no hope

of ever convincing him that it is not material wlieth-

they were or not. They were pistillates, and plants

with perfect flowers were raised from them. The

reader will please recollect that the plants were not

taken from a bed of plants in the open ground, in

which case they might have got mixed, but were ta-

ken from pistillate plants in pots, purposely for the

experiment, thus rendering any "blunder" generally

impossible.

Have I cleared myself from "evasion ?" Then,

now for the "ignorance."

I am "ignorant ttf the characteristics of McAvoy's

Extra Red, and a dozen other varieties." AVhere

did Mr. P. learn what I know about the "dozen oth-

er varieties ?" The arrogance that lifts a man up

to an imaginary bench, where the knowledge of oth-

er men can be judged, "without rule or precedent,"is

simply ridiculous. And as to the "supposed anom-

aly" of McAvoy's Extra Rod being well known, I

have a letter from Mr. Longworth himself, who rais-

ed that variety in his own garden, and under his own
acute observation, in which he states, that he never

saw any tendency of the kind in it, and never heard

of it till this season; and that it is the first instance

that has come under his observation of pistillate kinds

producing hermaphrodite flowers."

Of course I don't expect Mr. Prince to place any val-

ue on Mr. L.'s word; an "utterly impossible" will do

in any case—except with the public. It must not be

inferred from the above extract, that Mr. L. agrees

with my views. He will pardon me for quoting him.

Though on "opposition benches," his stern love of

justice would shield an other from an unjust attack.

And now, sirs, what is Hovey's Seedling ?

Mr. Prince parades with a flourish Mr. Downing's

attempt to prove what I have now done. Mr. Down-

ing's observations led him to the conclusion, that

Ilovey's would, by culture, become an Hermaphro-

dite. This was denied. To substantiate his state-

ment, }ie sent his platats to the Boston Society. They

decided that the kind was not Ilovey's because it was

a staminate. Mr. Downing could, of course, say no

more—to them; but to the day of his death, so far

as ever I could learn, he could never bo made to un"

derstand, that he "began with a blunder."

I ask again, what is a Hovey's Seedling ?

When it first came out, a friend of mine received

the first plants in Philadelphia, direct from Mr. Ho-

vey. Every care was taken with them, as the repu-

tation of the house depended on their accuracy. In-

numerable complaints came in after they were sent

out from this stock, that Hermaphrodites "were mix-

ed with them,"- and my friend could never be convinc-

ed of any thing than that the mixture must have taken

place in Mr. H.'s establishment; or (which he has

believed,) that the sexes change.

Once more, what is a Hovey ?

When a portion of one of my finest beds of Ho-

vey's Seedling, and which portion contained entirely

hermaphrodite flowers, were ripe, one of the strong-

est advocates of the sexual theory, came to see my

strawberries, I pointed out this portion, and told him

that I wanted him to name them. After a very care-

ful and close examination he pronounced them to be

"certainly Hovey's." I then told him they were

Hermaphrodites. He then replied that they could

not be Ilovey's, but must he Buist's I'rize.

Now, gentlemen, do you understand what is a Ho-

vey's Seedling?

"It is a strawberry that has a pistillate flower.''

Show these gentlemen a plant with hermaphrodite

which you have raised directly and unmistakebly

from a pistillate plant—what then ? Not being a

pistiliate it cannot be Hovey. I admit this logic is

unanswerable.

Then we have SIOOO offered to any one who can

produce "one perfect berry when grown by itself.''

Who said they could do anything of the kind ? The

able article by "W. D." in your last, which so clear-

ly set forth my ideas, shows such a thing probable,

and the exact knowledge of whether that can be

effected or not, desirable. This is the only tiling I

have read in connection with the subject. Mr. Long,

worth's offer is not for any thing of the kind, but for

an hermaphrodite produc ed by cultivation from a pis-

tillate plant.

There is something one can understand in an offer

like this. M. P.'s offer is really too magnanimous.

If his hobby horse cannot come off "first best," with.
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out such backing, I blush fo'- science. I have read
somewhere that,

"All men, till by loosint: rendered sager,
Will back their own opinions by a wager."

Well let it go at that.

So now -'Messrs. Editors," I have done with the
subject for the present, unless some unbecoming per-
sonality of Mr. Prince's, should oblige me to recur to

it again.

THOMAS MEEHAN.

Breeds of Fowls.

For the Farm Journal.
Mr. Editor:—

A writer in the July number of the
"Journal" propounds "a few queries for fowl conno-
iseurs.

The one as to "the origin of the so called Chitta'
gong fowl,and whether they may be considered a dis-
tinct breed, &c." Of course none but those engaged
in importing them can satisfactorily answer. For my
part I have seen some large and very fine collections
of the three breeds, viz: Shanghai, Cochin China and
Chittagongs, and I have never been able to discrimi-
nate so nicely as to point out the distinctive features
of the three breeds, and that there is really any verv
marked differenoe in them, is a question as yet un-
solved in my mind.

I have had what were represented to me to be the
three distinct species, and when placed together in the
same yard, I could discover really no difference in
them.

They are all represented as originating from the
same source—a wild fowl of China—and so far as I

am informed, derive their names from the respective
State from which they are exported, and in my hum-
ble opinion there is no distinctive features in either
of the three, other than those which persons interes-

ted in their traffic are pleased to fancy.
The "boobies," alluded to by your cori-espondent,

as found in this section of the country, and which
were brought here by some of the early settlers from
Bucks county, bear little or no resemblance to the
pure Chittagongs. They are not so large, are very in-
ferior layers, and unlike the species that "display as
many colors as "Joseph's coat," are most generally
of a yellowish brown color. p.
Muncy, Pa.. July 16th, 1853.

their food, and about once every two weeks a little

flour of sulphur mixed with their meal, (this latter is

good for other complaints than gapes,) and let them
have their u-ater in shallow iron vessels. Tbey eat the

pepper greedily, and it appears to act thus far as a
sure preventive.

I first saw it more than a year since in the Farm
Journal, and have tried it since then with the above
results.

Yours truly, B. S. R.

Towanda, July Ist, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Gapes in Chickens.

Mr. Editor:—
In your last number, a correspondent

enquired for a remedy for gapes in chickens. I raised
sixty or seventy last Summer, and about the same
number this Summer, and have yet to loose the first

one from that cause

For the Farm Ji>umaL

D riUlng Wheat.

Messrs. Editors:

Having experienced great advan-

[

tagos on my own farm, from drilling wheat, over the
broadcast sowing, and as the time for seeding is ap-

proaching, I drop you aline on the subject, and if it

shall induce one or more farmers to try it, I shall

feel that I have done the State some service. The
difference in my field at harvest time, between the

two methods, was obvious to the most careless obser-

ver, being one third heavier in product, the other

circumstances being the same. The advantages of

drilling I understand to be: 1st. The grain is sown
and covered regularlif, none left near the surfiice to

be exposed and perish after the first settling rain.

2nd. It is covered deeper than with the common har-

row, and is not so liable to be thrown out by the win-

ter. 3rd. It takes a peck to half bushel at least less

seed, which alone will pay for the cost of drilling.

4th. From its regular distribution by the drill, it

comes up and ripens regularly and evenly, which is

very often not the case, when sown broadcast. 5th.

The open spaces between the drills afford a much
bettor chance for the grass seed. In every view of

the suhject, my experience and hundreds of others

proves it is true economy to have wheat drilled in. I

once heard of a farmer who had a drill offered to

him, to be paid for by the increased y\e\i of a field of

50 acres of wheat.certain portions being left through

the field broadcast, and the grower to determine the

difference to his own satisfaction. This increase iv.as

afterwards calculated to be 153 bushels. The ground

should be ploughed twice if possible.and put in nice

order by the harrow and roller before the drill comes
on the field. It is also important that none but a

first-rate machine should be used.

Yours,
L. JoHNSONT,

Del. Co., Pa.

Strawberries.

We had in preparation, some engravings of new va"

rieties of fruits for the present number of Journal
I give them once a week, after

[

but they have been unavoidably detained till too late'
they are four weeks old, a little cayenne pepper in ' They will appear in our next.
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For the Farm Jnnrnal.

In a former letter I concluded my remarks on the

action of lime applied to the soil, and suggested the

manner in which it should be applied. Without

venturing the assertion, that I have pointed out all

its functions in the soil, I should nest in order, dis-

cuss its importance as a constituent of the plants that

derive their sustenance partly from the soil.

I will, however be obliged to turn aside from the

direct order and at present throw out some ideas on

the subject of its manufacture or preparation.

Lime has been in use as a cement, from a very re-

mote period. In Europe it is prepared by calcina-

tion, in kilns, heated, for the most part, with fuel, in

many respects, analagous to wood. In the United

States, until very lately, wood has been the only

fuel employed in its manufacture. Of late years the

scarcity of wood, and the increased facilities for ob-

taining coal, has given rise to the use of coal as a

substitute. Kilns have been constructed in which

coal alone is used ; others interlard the limestone

with coal, and use wood under the arch to start the

fire. The lime manutactured by the use of coal

alone, is not considered of as good a quality as the

lime made from the same materials, in the heating

of which even a portion of wood is employed, and

neither ot these will compare with the old-fashioned

wood-l)urnt lime. There is no doubt that this diifer-

ence really exists, and if wood could be used at as

little expense as coal, no coal-burnt lime would be

made. For the best kind of masonry coal-burnt

lime is never used.

The objections to coal-burnt lime, are that it is not

active, and does not display the same degree of vigor

as the wood-burnt lime.

I am not aware that any one has attempted to ex-

plain why this is the case ; and all those who have

mentioned the subject have been contented to set it

down without further inquiry.

When a question of this kind is presented to the

mind for solutiun,the first enquiry should be: Where-

in do the two processes difier !

The material in general use, in this country, for

the manufacture of lime, is the Domolite. Domolito

is a carbonate of lime and a carbonate of magnesia.

It contains from 25-100 to 45-100 of carbonate of

magnesia. The lime made from it is capable of form-

ing the best and most durable cement. It is not so

economical for agricultural purposes, because the

proportion of carbanate of magnesia found in it, is

not as valuable as a like amount of carbonate of

lime. Magnesia may to a certain extent play the

part of lim! in the soil but it can never be said

to be equal to it. The limestones which contain lit-

tle or no magnesia are more apt to fall to pieces when
heated, and are consequently more inconvenient to

handle. Lime made from marble is always disinte-

grated.

Carbonate of lime is composed of Carbonic acid

and the oxyd calcium. At the ordinary temperature

carbonic acid has a very great affinity for lime, so

much so that it will deprive the carbonate of potas-

sa of its carbonic acid. The affinities between sub-

stances is very much diversified by the temperature.

Silex will not combine with lime at a low tempera-

ture, but will combine with it at high temperatures.

Carbonic acid on the contrary will be expelled from

its combination with lime by a high tomperature,an(l

is capable of great affinity for it at a low one.

I make no doubt that those who have burnt lime

with wood, have attributed the whole effective pow-

er to the heat produced, and herein lies the difiSoulty

of accounting for the difierence of the results when

coal is used as a substitute. With coal any heat can

be obtained, however low or high, and (for this pur-

pose) it contains no material in sufficient quantity,

that could act injuriously.

Lehigh coal according to Mr. Vanuxen is

Carbon, 90. 1

Water, 6. 6
Silica, . 1. 2
Alumina, 1. 1

Ox. Iron and Mang. 0. 2

Heat produced by anthracite coal, when used for

the purpose in question has no power except that

which is attributable to the heat. Heat is supposed

to imbue the constituents of some bodies, perhaps

all bodies with repulsion between their particles.

When heat is obtained by anthracite for the pur-

pose of smelting the ores, care must always be had

that the coal must be in sufficient excess over the

supply of oxygen so that carbonic oxyd be formed,

and not carbonic acid. In the case in question the

presence of carbonic oxyd could not be of any bene-

fit.

Lime when made in a confined vessel is no better

than that made by anthracite coal. The reason is

obvious. The same power is used in both cases.

Let us see what power is used when lime is burnt

by the wood process. Heat produced by wood is ac-

companied by the elimnation of a variety of gasses

and vapors, compounds of Hydrogen and Carbon.

Water is also produced and passes with the rest

through the kiln and in actual contact with the car-

bonate of lime. Carbonic acid is easily reduced to

carbonic oxyd at the ordinary temperature of a lime

kiln.

The compounds of Hydrogen and Carbon contain-

ing as they do in a wood fire great excess of finely

divided carbon, decompose the carbonic acid of the

carbonate of lime, and we have a lime produced by

elective affinity.

Experience has shown that lime thus produced is

of a bettor quality than that which is produced by

heat unaided by elective affinity.

Having ascertained the cause the next question is

can we remedy this defect?

To be able to make as good lime with anthracite
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as with wood, is impossible unless we resort to some

means by which we can procure a reducing fire, cal-

culated to reduce carbonic acid to carbonic oxyd.

If we could bring the carbon of the coal into im-

mediate contact with the carbonate of lime, the de-

sired effect would be produced. But carbon is not

volatile when in its uncombined state and we are un-

able to effect any such contact. To pulverize the

limestone and the coal and heat them together would

do to a certain extent, but would be too expensive.

The production of carbonic oxyd by its combustion

will not do ; carbonic oxyd cannot act as a reducer

of carbonic acid.

If a gun barrel is filled with iron filings or bright

card teeth and heated red hot,and a current of steam

be passed through it, the steam will be decomposed

and Hydrogen will escape at the other extremity,and

the oxygen will unite with the iron.

If after we have completely converted all the iron

in the gun barrel, into an oxyd of iron, we continue

the heat and cause the same hydrogen to pass back

through the tube, the oxygen of the iron, will reunite

with tiie hydrogen, and water will be formed, and
the metalio iron will bo as before we commenced.
The same phenomsn i will take place in a lime k iln

only in a ditfereat way. If when we have the anthra-

cite fire incandescent, and the supply of air over-

balanced by the coal, we pass steam through the

fire, the steam will be decomposed, and carbonic

oxyd will be formed, and hydcogjn be eliminated.

Further on this hydrogen will reduce the carbonic

acid of the limestone, and water and carbonic oxyd

will be produced.

The manipulation of such a process, of course at

first would not be within the province of ordinary

workmen, but would require skill to regulate the

supply of steam and air.

A kiln for this purpose would need to be very

much of the same construction of those for any ex-

pansive fire, and not such as would suit anthracite

alone which has no expansion whatever.

G. Blight Broivne.

Gwyn edd.

Potato Disease.

A\''e give below, extracted from the London Gar-

deners' Chronicle, an account of the new discovery

by Professor BoHman, of the Russian Agricultural

Institution, viz: that "thoroughly dried Potatoes will

always produce a crop, free from disease." Whether

the original cause of the rot was induced by un-

favorable atmospheric agencies, or as asserted by oth-

ers, to be the work of an insect, it is admitted

by all, that diseased seed, will tend to perpetuate it,

and the theory seems plausible that a high tempera-

ture will destroy the vitality of this diseased, organic

matter. Much of the phenomena of vegetable life,

bids defiance to the most minute scientific research,

all that we can often attain to, are results, without

being able to understand the jjrocess by which they

are brought about. It was remarked that the high

dried potatoes, not only escaped disease, but pushed
with unusual vigor. The Editor of the Chronicle sup-

poses this to have been owing to the conversion of

the insoluble starch of the potato by the heat, into

gum, dextrine and sugar substances immediately sol

uble, and ready to be taken into the system. Mr.
BoUman's theory, that the disease is expelled by a

high temperature, is thus accounted for.

The account given by Professor Bollman of t'

e

accident which led to this discovery is as follows :

He had contrived a Potato-setter, which had the bad
quality of destroying any sprouts that might be on
the sets, and even of tearing aw.ay the rind. To har-

den the Potatoes, so us to protect them against this

accident, he resolved to dry them. In the spring of

1850, he placed a lot in a very hot room; and at the

end of three weeks they were dry enough to plant.

The Potatoes came up well, and produced as good a
crop as that of the neighboring farmers, with this

difierence only, that they had no disease, and the

crop was therefore upon the whole, more abundant.
Professor Bollman tells us that he regarded this as a
mere accident ; he, however, again dried his seed
potatoes in 1851, and again his crop was abundant
and free from disease, while everywhere on the sur-

rounding land they were much affected. This was
too remarkable a circumstance not to excite atten-

tion, and in 1852 a third trial took place. All Mr.
Bellman's own stock of Potatoes being exhausted, he
was obliged to purchase his seed, which bore unmis-
takeable marks of having formed part of a crop

that had been severely diseased ; some, in fact, were
quite rotten. After keeping them for about a month
in a hot room, as before, he cut the lai'gest Potatoes

into quarters, and the smaller into halves, and left

them to dry for another week. Accidentally the dry-

ing was carried so far that apprenensions were en-

tertained of a very bad crop, if any. Contrary to

expectation, however, the sets pushed promptly, and
grew so fast that excellent young Potatoes were dug
three weeks earlier than usual. Eventually nine

times the quantity planted was produced, and, al-

though the neighboring fields were attacked,no trace

of disease could be found on either the herbage or

the Potatoes themselves.

This singular result, obtained in three successive

years, led to inquiry as to whether any similar cases

were on record. In the course of the investig ition

two other facts were elicited. It was discovered that

Mr. Losovsky (living in the government of Witebsk,

in the district of Sebege,) had for four years adopted

the plan of drying his seed Potatoes, and that dur-

ing that time there had been no disease on his estate.

It was again an accident which led to the practice of

this gentleman. Five years ago, while his potatoes

were digging, he put one in his pocket,and on return-

ing home threw it on his stove {poele) where it re-

mained forgotten till the spring. Having then chan-

ced to observe it, he had the curiosity to plant it, all

dried up as it was, and obtained an abundant, healthy

crop ; since that time the practice of drjdng has

been continued, and always with great success. Pro-

fessor Bollman remarks that it is usual in Russia in

many places, to smoke-dry Flax, Wheat and Rye
;

and in the west of Russia, experienced proprietors

prefer for seed. Onions that have been kept over the

winter in cottages without a chimney ; such Onions
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are called dymka, which may be interpreted smoke-

dried.

The second fact is this:—Mr. Wasileffsky, a gen-

tleman residing in the government of Mobileff, is in

the habit of keeping Potatoes all the year round by
storing them in the place where his hams are smoked.

It happened, that in the spring of 1852, his seed Po-

tatoes, kept in the usual manner were insufficient

;

and he made up the requisite quantity with some of

those which had been tor a month in the smoking
place. These Potatoes produced a capital crop,very

little diseased, while at the same time the crop from
the setts which were not smoke-dried was extensive-

ly attacked by disease. Professor Bollman is of

opinion that there would have been no disease at all

if the sets had been better dried.

The temperature required to produce the desired

result is not very clearly made out. IVIr. Bollman's

room in which his first Potatoes were dried was heat-

ed to about 72°, and much higher. By way of ex-

periment he placed others in the chamber of the

stove itself, where the thermometer stood at 136°,and

more. He also ascertained that the vitality of the

Potato is not afl'ected, even if the rind is charred. To
this, however, and some other points, we shall re-

turn next week. In the meanwhile those who have
the use of a malt kiln, or even a lime kiln, might
even novr try the efi'ect of excessive drying, for a
month seems to be long enough for the process ; and'
if Potatoes planted in the beginning of July will

not yield much of a crop, it will at least be_seen

whether they are attacked by disease.

"If we admit the Potato disease to be analogous
to the gangrene in animals, we must also recollect

that it is of two sorts, the one dry and local, which is

always the most dangerous—the other wet and dis-

persed through the whole structure. The germ of

the last form of disease may also be assumed to

have been contained in every set of Potatoes since

the appearance of the epidemic. But this wet gan-
grene IS changed by drying into the local gangrene,
which, at a high temperature, wholly looses its con-

tagious quality. And thus we obtain a sound crop,

because the Poiatoes which we plant are already
cured."

"But the Potato disease may also be a putrid epi-

demic, readily communicated to the new crop, and
then it may bo compared to those contagious diseases

to which men and animals are liable, and which act

upon the organization by means of a putrid princi-

ple. Now, as all organic matter looses its vitality

when exposed to a temperature sufficiently high, so

it may be possible that high drying destroys the pu-
trid principle, without aflecting the vitality of the
Potato itself. It appears that vaccine matter looses
its power when exposed to a temperature of 172°, as
was ascertained at Oonstantinople in 18-10, by Dr.
Rafalovitsch; the virus of the plaguo has been ob-
served to disappear in Egypt under similar circum-
stances. In another contagious ati'ection peculiar to

the human species, it has been demonstrated in the
hospitals of St. Petersburgh, by Dr. Kosenberger,
that the contagious principle becomes weaker as tem-
perature rises, and that the higher the tempei'ature,
the more rapidly it was destroyed. For instance, he
found it was anniliilated

—

Deg. Deg.
128—188
135—145
140— 15t)

150—107
It, therefore, is not unreasonable to suppose that

the virus of the Potato disease may be destroyed by
similar means.
In these interpretations of Professor Bollman'!?

views we have been careful to separate wliat is said

to be certain from what is avowedly conjectural, and
we now leave the subject to the only tribunal hy
which it can be judged—that of general experience."

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

WOMAN'^ RIGHTS.

BY MRS. R. UYNEMAN.

It Isher riclitto bind with warmest ties,

The lordly sph'ituf aspiring man;
Making his home an earthly paradise,
Kich in all joys allotted to life's span,

Twining around each fiber of his heart,
With all the gentle intluence of love's might.

Seeking no Joy wherein he has no part—
This is undoubtedly—a woman's right I

It Is her right to teach the infant mind, .

Training it ever upward in its course.
To root out evil pas-sions that would bind
The upward current of his reason's force

;

To lead the erring t; pi rit gently back,
When it has sunk in gloom of deepest night

;

To point the shining path of virtue's track.
And urge him forward. This is woman's righ^.

It is her right to soothe the couch of pain;
There her true mission upon earth to prove,

To calm with gentle care the frenzied brain.
And keep her vigil there of holiest love;

To watch untiring by the lonely berl,

Through the bright day and in the solemn night,
'Till health ensnes, or the loved form is laid

To rest forever. This is woman's right.

So is a flower, that blossoms best unseen,
Sheltered within the precincts of her home;

There should no darkening storm cloud intervene.
There, the loud strife of worldlings never come.

Let her not scorn to i\Qt a. womuii s part,

Nor strive to cope with manhood in its might.
But lay this maxim closely to her heart-
That that which God- ordains is surely right

In 10 hours, at a temperature of
u 2 " " *' "
(( ^ a u n t(

(t ^ U (( it ((

Domestic Receipts— Original and Selected,

Apple Sago.

One coflfee cup of sago, one quart of boiling water

poured upon it, season with milk, lemon and sugar.

Pare and core as many apples as will stand in your
dish,—pour the sago over them, and hake one hour
Serve with sugar and cream.

Miiiots Pudding.

A baker^s loaf sliced, the crust taken off, the slices

buttered, laid upon a fiat dish, and a custard poured

over, as ivuch as the bread will absorb; lefc it stand

half an hour, then fry it.

Bird's Nest Pudding.

Pare and core eight large apples, eight eggs, eight

spoonsful of flour, one quart of milk; place the ap-

ples in the dish, and pour the batter over them, and
bake one hour.

Indian Meal Short Cakes.

Stir into a pint of sweet milk, three well beaten

eggs, add a little salt and a half cup of butter, with

silted Indian meal to make a thick batter; drop it from

a large spoon upon buttered tins. Bake them in a

quick oven. When they are lightly browned they

are done. Send them to the table hot, and eat with

butter.

Pine Apple Jelly.

Pare and grater the Pine Apple, and put it into

the preserving pan, with (>nc pound ot white sugar to

every pound of fruit. Stir it and boil it until it is
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Well mixed, and thicken sufficiently, then strain it

and pour it into the jars, and jvhen it has become
cool, cover the jellies with papers wet in brandy, cov-

er the jars tightly, and treat them as apple jelly.

1 To Cook Parsnips.
Persons who have never e.ateu parsnips cooked ac-

cording to the following mode, have no idea what an
excellent dish they are. Scrape the parsnips, wash
and slice them lengthwise; boil in just water enough
to cover them when thoroughly done. Then put in

a piece of butter, with a little salt and pepper. Beat

up an egg with a spoonful of flour and pour over

them—they are then ready to dish up.
, ,

Parsnips are likewise very
,

good split once and
roasted with pork in the dripping pan.—[Exchange,

Buta Baga Pudding.

One and a half pints of pulped ruta bagas, two

spoonfuls of wheat flour, four eggs, half a pint of

milk, and one tablespoonful of butter. The pan
greased and floured, and baked with a quick fire.

—

[Prairie Farmer.

Blackberry Wine.

Mr. Editor.—It may not be known to many of

jour subscribers tliat they possesss in the blackber-

ry, grown so unwil'ingly by them in their fields, the

means, at once, of making an excellent wine and a

valuable medicine for home use. To make a wine

equal in value to Port, take ripe bl.aokerries or dew-

Ijerries and press them, let the juice stand 30 hours

to ferment, skim off whatever rises to the top, then,

to every gallon of the juice, add a quart of water

<ind three pounds of sugar, {brown sugar will do,)

Jet this stand in open vessels for 24 hours, skim and
sstrain it, then barrel it until March, when it should

lie carefully ra«.^ked off and bottled.

Blackberry cordial is made by adding one pound
of white sugar to three pounds of ripe blackberries,

allowing them to stand for 12 hours, then pressing

out the juice, straining it, adding one-third part of

spirit, and putting a teaspoonful of finely powdered

allspice in every quart of the cordial, it is at once fit

for use.

This wine and cordial are very valuable medicines

in the treatment of weakness of the stomach and

feowels, and are especially valuable in the Summer
•complaints of children.

As this is the season of such disorders, and as the

tierry will soon be ripe, I have thought it necess.ary

to make known theie receipes,— [Southern Planter.

Yours, &c., ECONOMIST.

Farm Woric for the Mouth.

AVeeds now require especial attention. The cul-

tivator and hoe, with the briar scythe should be plied

continually, around the fences, and among the corn

and potatoes, till they are all extirpated. They

should then be gathered and composted into a heap,

with ashes and some soil, and after being turned

over a few times, and well incorporated, will be a val-

uable addition next Spring to the manure heap.

Late potatoes should be kept well cultivated, which

ebviates to some extent the effect of dry weather.

<jtround for wheat should be ploughed as soon as oats

is gathered, and allowed to lay till towards seeding

time, when Quaao or manure should be spread and

ploughed in. Twice ploughing, and the consequent

fine pulverization, greatly facilitates the germiation

of grass seed, and enables the drilling to be much
better done. The advantages of drilling over broad-

cast sowing have been so fully tested, that it is pre-

sumed no good farmer will continue the latter, if a

drill can be obtained. Those who want to purchase

are referred to advertisements on cover. Much of

time after harvest and before seeding, is occupied with

hauling out manure. This should be spread evenly,

and ploughed in as soon afterwards as possible.

Much of the manure now taken on, may be compar-
ed to the dregs of tea, after repeated infusions to ob-

tain all its strength. The usual practice of letting

it lay exposed in yards all Summ-jr, open to sun and
rains, will have dissipated the best and largest por-

tion of its virtue. Wh.at little is left, had better be
saved by ploughing in at once. Turnips should now
be sown, on ground vacant from early potatoes, or

other removed crops. Drilling in rows will admit of

easier cultivation and management.
Feeding cattle and cows suffer consider.ably this

month in their condition, from the dry weather and
torment from flies. Where they have access to shade

and water, to stand in and cool themselves, they

abandon the open fields during the heat of the day.

This matter of shade trees for stock, is too much lost

sight of by farmers. It is as grateful to them in hot

weather as us, and considerably promotes their thrift

and comfort. Milch cows now gener.ally fall off in

their milk, .and should have a portion of sown cornfod-

der occasionally. Have a lump of rock saltconvcni-

nt of accession in each field.

Ditches and draines should now be opened and
cleaned out, and the stuff hauled to the compost
heap to mix with the weeds.

Cradle and grass scythes should be oiled, and with

other harvesting tools, collected and laid away for

another season in a di'y place.

Those who enjoy a tire of dry hickory wood in the

Winter season, should remember this is the best

month for cutting it. It will now season perfectly

and not become worm eaten. The same rule applies

to oak and chesnut, for fencing purposes, which have

been very fully proven, to last much longer.

Vegetable Garden.—Keep the ground well stirred

and weeds destroyed. Peas may be sown for Fall crop.

Carry off pea haulim and refuse stuff to the compost

heap. Cut and gather such herbs as ai-e in flower,

and lay thom in a dry and shady place. Take up

onions and onion setts, and prepare ground for other

crops. They should be dried and hardened by ex-

posure to the sun, before laying away. Gather seeds

as they ripen.

In latter part of month cabbage and lettuce may be

sown for cold frames. Also, onion seed to stand the

Winter. Turnips and spinach radishes may be sown

now. Earth up celery as its growth requires. Trans-

plant endive.

Fruit Orchard.—Pears, cherries, apples, plums,

may be budded this month, whenever the sap flows

freely, and the bark will sep.ar.ate. Buds for insertion

should be well ripened. Strawberry beds may be

planted out, .advantage being taken of a damp time.

Finish Summer pruning of fruit trees and vines.

Apply wash before recommended, to trunks of trees,

if not previously done. Thin out fruit, where trees

are overloaded. Cut out all blighted limbs.

Flower Garden.—Tie up dahlias to stakes, and

attend to general directions of last month.
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Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

The stated meeting of this Society was held on
Thursday evening, July 19th, in the Chinese Saloon,

Philadelphia, (ien. Patterson, President,in the chair.

The exhibition of plants was unexpectedly large for

luid-summer ; each collection contained some ijosses-

sing interest,which itmight be well to notice. Among
those brought by the President's gardener,was a tine

large plant of Flumeria rosea, which the General
aeut home from Jlexico, and has now flowered for

the first time. TabeniKinonlana coronaria in line

flower. Columnea schiediana, and a number of air

plants. Among Robt. Ruist's were iteiv plants, and
shown on this occasion for the first time. Ci/rtanthiis

magiiificus, Lycastc ietra</oiia, Achemines MargareUa,
Fuchias Orivn, Gem of the season; Alpha and re-

splendeiis, and Oloxinia Victoria Reyina. F. Len-
nig's gardeQer,exhibited two very fine plants

—

Gard-
neiia Stanlyana; in full flower, and Plumeria rosea.

Caleb Cope's had three new species, exhibited for the

first time

—

Jusiicia bicolor, Promcencea stapeloides—
an orchid, and Hovey's ijlohe amaranthus, a fine spe-

cimen of ClerodendroH Keempperii, Alamaiida nerci-

Jblia, &o. W. W. Keen's contained a new plant, Eu-
ya campamirata, very pretty, and seen for the first

time

—

LoplwspiirMuni Heiidersoiiii, Fuchsias, etc.

James Dundas' gardener presented handsome Fuch-
sias, Gloxinias, and a most beautiful air plant the

CaUleya Mossia. The fruit table was laden with
tempting specimens of peaches, very large—called

Late Admirable—a seedling tree in fruit, growing in

a 14 injh pot, also grapes of varieties. Black Ham-
bui'g, St. Peters, White Frontignac, Tokey and Pur-
ple Uamask, from Mr. Cope's grounds. From Eden
ilall were Black Hamburg and White MuscatGrapes.
Very large and luscious Moorpark Apricots,by Thos.
Robbins. Wm. V. Pettit, Wm. Johns and H. Pratt

McKean, large fine gooseberries,called Cook's White
Eagle, Farrow's Roaring Lion. Isaac B. Baxter had
seedling Apricots, Plums, the Royal Hative and Jef-

ferson ; and 3 kinds of gooseberries. Mr. Buist,

Breda Apricot. Pears—Bloodgood, AVindsor, Made-
line, English and French Jargonelle, Currants,Black
Naples and late black kinds. A. Parker's seedling

Apricots. H. W. S. Cleaveland, St. Michael Figs, a
choice dark variety. Wm. Johns, green Figs, and
John Perkins, seven varieties of apples.

Mr. Cope's gardener exhibited a table of fine esou
lents.

Premiums awarded were by the Committee on
Plants and Flowers. Plants in Pols—For the best

twelve to Thos. Fairley,foreman to Robert Buist; for

the second best to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C.

Cope; for the third best to Wm. Grassie, gardener to

W. W. Keen. Plant in a Pot—For the best speci-

men, Gardiieria Slanli/ana,to John Pollock, garden-
er to F. Leunig, Indigenous Plants—For the best

to Alex. Parker. Plants shown for the first time

—

A )iremium of §3 for Hoi/a Campanlua, to Wm.
Grassie, gardener to W. W. Keen, one of a dollar
for Jusiicia bicolor and Gomphreaa Uoveyii, to Thus.
Meehan.gardener to C. Cope,and one dollar to Thos.
Fairley, foreman to R. Buist; for a collection of
Achemines, Gloxinias and a Ci/rlanthus. Boquet De-
sign—For the best to Isaac Collins, gardener to Gen.
Patterson. Basket—For the best to Thos. Meehan

;

for the best of indiginous flowers to the same.
Special Premiums—Two dollars to James Bisset,

gardener to Jas. Dundas, for Cattleya Mossia, a fine

specimen ; and three dollars to Isaac Collins, gar-
dener to Gen. Patterson, for a large collection of

plants, including a beautiful specimen of Plumeria
rosea, Orchidas,a,ad other greou and hot-house plants.

By the Fruit Committee

—

Grapes—For the best

black variety. Black Hamburg,to 'Thos. Meehan,gar-
dener to G. Cope ; for the second best to A. J Smith,
gardener at Eden Hall. For the best of a white v,a-

riety—White Frontignac to A. J. Smith ; for the

second best. Golden Chasselas, to Thos. Meehan.
Apricots—For the best to Thos. Robbins, for Moor-
park ; ire the second best to Wm. V. Pettit,for same
kind. Plums—For the best, the Imperial Gage, to

Isaac B. Baxter ; for the second best, Jlirabelle, to

A. Parker. Figs—for the best to II. W. S. Cleave-
land, for St. Michaels ; for the second best to Wm.
Johns. Gooseberries—For the best to A. Burnett,
gardener to H. Pratt McKean, for Roaring Lion; for

the second best, the large green, to Isaac B. Baxter.

Apples—For the best,the Early Harvest, and for the

second best, the Bough, to John Perkins ; and spe-

cial premiums of three dollars for very fine Peaches,
and two dollars for a a seedling peach tree in fruit,

in a pot, to Thos Meehan.
By the Committee on Vegetables

—

Tomatoes—For
the best half peck to James Jones ; for the second
best to Wm. Johns.. For the best display of Vege-
tables, by a private garden jr, to Thos. Mjehan, gar
dener to C. Cope.

THOS. P. JAMES,
Rec. Sec.

Peunsylvauia State Agricultural Society,

REGULATIONS FOR 1853.

Arrangemexts for the Fair.—All the members
of the Society, whose dues are paid, and all who
shall become members previous to, or at the Fair,

will be furnished with badges or cards of member-
ship, which will admit the person and the ladies of

his family, and children under the age of eighteen
years of age, to the Exhibition, at .all times after the

grounds are t'lrown open, during the continuance
of ihe Fair. Badges to be had at the Treasurer's

ofiice, on the grounds, on Tuesday morning. Single

tickets 25 cents, admitting one pierson, will be ready
on Thursday morning, at the Treasurer's oflioe,at the

Fairgrounds.
Members will be allowed to enter the grounds in

carriages, with their families; but no hacks or other

public conveyances will be permitted to enter.

8^" Members of the Society, and the Viewing
Committees and Judges, alone, will bo admitted the

first day of the Exhibition.

Special Attention is Desired from Exhibitors.

The days selected for the Fair are Tiiesdaij, Wednes-
day, Thursday and Friday, the 27th, 28th, 29th and
30th days of September.

Cfeg" Exhibitors, must become members of the So-

ciety, and have their articles and animals entered on
the Secretary's books, on or before Tuesday ctvning,

the 27th; and all articles and animals, except horses,

must be brought within the enclosure, as early as

Tuesday noon, in order that they may be suitably ar-

ranged for examination by the Judges on Wednes-
day morning. Horses will be received early on
Wednesday morning, but must be entered previous-

The Executive CommitteD do not intend to assure

any exhibitor, who neglects these requirements, that

his articles can be passed upon by the Judges. While
every effort will be made to secure the examination
and proper notice of every article on exhibition, jus-

tice to those who comply with the rules of Ihe Society,

requires that they shall, in all cases, Jirsi receive at-

tention.
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J8®" Persons are desired to forward to the Secre-

tary, at Pittsburgh, previous to the 20th of Septem-
ber, their entries of what they intend to exhibit

An office will be opened at Pittsburgh, about two
•weelis previous to the Fair, for the purpose of receiv-

ing entries.

Articles or animals removed from the ground be-

fore t;:o close of the Exhibition, (except by permis-

sion of the President,) cannot receive a premium,
though awarded.

Members of the Society will be admitted to the

grounds on Wedaesday.
8^" On Thursday the grounds will be opened to

the public, and continue open for two days. Single

admission 25 cents. Members' tickets Ijl.

Competition Without tue State.—The Pennsyl-

vania State Agricultural Society makes the field of

competition co-extensive with the United States, and
cordially invites the citizens of other States to com-
pete with us for our prizes.

Animals and articles entered for exhibition will

have cards attached, with the number as entered

at the Business Office; and it Is desired that ex-

hibitors should,in all cases,obtain their cards of num-
ber and class, previous to placing their stock or ar-

ticles on the grounds.

All persons who intend to exhibit Horses, Cattle,

Sheep or Swine, or who intend to ofler stock for

SALE, should notify the Secretary of such intention,

on or before the 2Gth day of September, and leave

with him a list and full description of such stock, in

order that proper arrangements may be made for

their accommodation.
Applicants for premiums are particularly request-

ed to pay attention to the directions attached to the

list of premiums {ovjiit cattle, J'at sheep, butter and
cheese, &c.; and the statements required from exhibi-

tors of those articles must be lodged with the Secre-

tary before the 2Gth of September.

Instructions for the -Judges and for the Super-
intendents 0F_ THE Different Departments.—The
Judges are requested to report themselves to the

President on their arrival, at the Business Office, at

the Show grounds ; they are desired to meet at the

Society's tent, on the grounds, at 4 o'clock, P. M.,on
Tuesday, 27th September, when the vacancies will

be filled; and on Wedaesday msrning, atd o'clock,at

the same place,they will be furnished with the Books
of Entries, and proceed to decide upon the merits of

the diffei'ent animals and articles submitted co them,
reference being made to the numbers affixed to each.

The Judges on all animals will b ave regard to the

symmetry, early maturity, size and general qualities

characteristic of the breeds which they judge. They
will make due allowance for age, feeding, and other

circumstances, on the character and condition of the

animals.

They will not give encouragement for over-fed ani-

mals. Tliey will not award premiums for Bulls,

Cows or Heifers, wiiich appear to have been fattened

for the butcher; the object being to have superior

animals of this kind for breeding.

No person whatever will be allowed to interfere

with the Judges during their adjudications.

The Judges will be expected, in all cases, in mak-
ing their reports, to give the reasons of their decision,

(especially in the case of animals,) embracing the

valuable and desirable qualities of the animals or

articles for which premiums are awarded.

When anything is exhibited to the Judges, which
they shall deem meritorious, but beyond their pow-

1

er to award a premium to, they will furnish a note
of the same to the Committee on Discretionary Pre-
miums, for their consideration and action.

No animal or article can take more than one prem-
ium. All production placed in competition for prem-
iums, must be the growth of the competitors.
When there is but one exhibitor, although he may

show several animals in a class or sub-division of a
class, only one premium will be awarded; that to be
the first, or otherwise, as the merit of the animal or

article may be adjudged. And a premium will not
be awarded, when the animal or article is not worthy,
though there be no competition.

Superintendents.—It is expected that the Super-
intendents will take particular direction of all arti-

cles in their respective departments, and see that all

such articles are arranged, as near as may be, in nu-
merical order, for their easy approach and examina-
tion.

Plowing Match.—The Plowing Match will take
place on Friday, tbe 30th, at 9 o'clock, A. M., in a
field adjacent to the place of Exhibition.

B®"Pers ms competing in the Plowing Match are
requested to have their teams hitched, and ready to

move off at the appointed hour.

'The Address.—The Annual Address will be deliv-

ered at 1 o'clock, P. M., on Fridai/,the 30th of Sep-
tember; and immediately after the Address, the Re-
ports of the Viewing Committees, or Judges, will be
read, and the Premiums awarded and distributed.

II.iY AND Straw.—Hay and Straw will be furnish-

ed gratis, for all animals entered for premiums ; and
grain will bo provided, at lowest cost price, for those

who desire to purchase.

Payment of Premiums. The Premiums awarded
will be paid by the Treasurer, at his office on the

grounds, till the close of the day, and on Saturday,at

the same place.

All Cash Premiums will be then paid and- deliver-

ed, if called for.

8^°Persons to whom Premiums may be awarded,
are informed that unless they call for their Pre-

miums at the Fair, application must be mada,by let-

tor, to the Treasurer, George H. Bucher, at Hoges-
town, Cumberland County, with whom the Book of

Awards will be left.

Bt^The Secretary will forward the Diplomas awar-
ded, in such manner as may be directed by the per-

sons entitled to receive them.

The Reports of the .Jud res will be published by
the Society, in pamphlet form, and distributed, as

soon after the Fair as practicable.

Notice to Exhibitors.—The Executive Committee
will take every precaution in their power for the safe

preservation of Stock and articles on exhibition, «_/fer

their arrival and anangement upon the grounds : but

will not be responsible for any loss or damage that may
occur. They desire exhibitors to give personal atten-

tion to their articles, and at the close of the Fair to

attend to their removal ; and when the Fair is an-

nounced as closed, on Friday, after the address, ex-

hibitors or their agents will be required to take

charge of their articles, as the Society cannot take

further care ot them.

Reception of Stock, and Articles at Pittsburg.—
Mr. Oliver P. Shiras will give attention to all arti-

cles for Exhibition, directed to his care, and have

them conveyed from the Cities of I'ittsburgh and
Allegheny, to and from the Fair ground, free ot ex-

pense to the exhibitor.
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Drying Vegetables for Farm Use.

A friend says to us, that he has two or three hun-
dred bushels of p'3tatacs—that he has not hogs
enough to eat tliem, and the distance that he lives
from market will not allow of any profit, but a loss
at the present prices, should lie haul them there; and
he asks what he shall do with them ? Well, rather
than have them rot, he had better give notice that he
will give them away, to those who will come after
them. After suffering the scourge of the potato rot
80 many years, and living pofufolcxs-, as many have,
it is really refreshin;^ to hear scmebody complain,
that he has more potatoes than he can use. It seems
like old times, when, whatever mi^ht happen to oth-
er crops, we were sure of potatoes enough. The
question, however, reminded us of a plan, which
might be generally adopted by Airmers, for the pres-
ervation of potatoes, turnips' apples, and such like
perishable articles.

It is drying them. By g( ing to a little expense
for fixtures, the labor and trouble would not be much.

We all know that our good housewives dry apples,
pumpkins, huckleberries,Ac, for domestic use. Well,
suppose you adopt the same course for preservation of
potatoes, turnips, apples, &c., for farm purposes? All
that is absolutely necessary to do, to effect this, is to

make clean, slice them, and expose them to artificial

heat, in a kiln, or some close room, until the water
is ev&porated.

For domestic uses, we pare apples previous to dry-
ing, but for feeding stock, nothing more need be done
than slicing them up. So of potatoes or turnips.
The plan of drying potatoes, may be new to some,

but it is a thing that is done in some places, to a
considerable profit, for navy and domestic uses. Dried
potato is getting to be quite a valuable article. Some
enterprising Vermonters at Hinesburg, have started
a potato drying establishment, and we understand,
are doing a good business.

The Buriington, {Vt.) Free Press, in an article on
this suliject says;
" The application of this method to potatoes at

the Hinesburg factory is substantially as follows:

—

Being thoroughly cleansed, deprived of the skins
and properly prepared, fresh currants of air are
moved in contact with the potato pulp by machine-
ry. The air rapidly takes up and carries off the
moisture. The material is made to take the shape of
tubes, (maccaroni fashion,) and when perfectly dry,
is broken in a proper mill into the form of what is

called "samp" or "hominy." Indeed it miglit be
easily mistaken for that article made from our com-

I raon yellow Indian corn By the same process it

I

has lost nothing but water. But by that lo.ss it is

made to occupy hui rmc-sixth of its original bulk, and
what before weighed ftmr jionnda, now weighs but
out 2}""niL In that condition it can be packed in

tight casks or in tin canisters, and be transported
just as easily as so much dry rice. Years of trial

have proven the unchanging character of the prepa-
ration.

Now then for the use. For one pound of it take
three pounds of boiling water, or (to speak cookery
book fashion) put one tea-spivinful of it into about
four tea-spoonfuls of boiling hot water. In ten min-
utes the water is entirely absorbed, and the result is

a ificU cfmhcd ninh of ninxJicii pntiit:i, ready to be salt-

ed and buttered, or dealt with as a like dish made
from fresh potAtoes might be. The taste differs but
slij^htly from that of fresh potato prepared in the same
manner. We speak advisedly, for we have tried.

Though we think any one would prefer to crush for

himself a fresh mealy potato, if he were in a con-
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dition to choose, we have often, within the last five

years, had to be content with using potatoes tasting

not a'whit better than the article we are speaking of

—hardly as good even.

It is difficult to comprehend at once the great im-

portance of such a preparation of the potato. To a

very large portion of the human family the potato is

an article of prime necessity for daily food- All

who have been accustomed to use it, feel the depri-

vation severely if placed beyond its reach for any

considerable time. Yet the bulkiness and perisha-

ble nature of the tuber in its natural condition, make

its transportation for great distances by either land

or sea an impossibility. For the want of it, the

health of crews on long voyages, and of soldiers or

other persons occupied away from where it can be

procured, is often greatly injured. In some districts

too where it is relied upon as the chief article ot

food great distress is caused by the failure of a crop,

because the want can not be supplied except at an

insupportable expense. Let the preparation of this

"imperishable potato" be made common, and all

these evils are substantially done away with. (jOV-

ernment ships, whaling vessels, merchants ships,

will all make it a regular part of their stores. It

will not occupy near the room of ship biscuit, and

can be kept in store with less risk of spoiling. We
are informed that European vessels already make it

reo-ularly a part of their stores, when going on voy-

ag'^s across the tropics, and that the discovery ships

under the charge of Dr. Kane are supplied with it

Travelle-s across the continent, and inhabitants ot

those parts of our own country where the vegetable

can not be raised successfully, find the prepared ar-

ticle a most convenient one for use.

Few persons have any conception cf the amount

of nutritive food which can be raised in the formi ol

potatoes, where the soil and climate are favorable.

Though psund for pound, less nutritious than wheat

or rye, as a whole, no other crop can equal it. Care-

ful experiments have shown that from the same _a-

mount of suitable ground, where there could be rais-

ed on the average, 3,400 lbs. of wheat, or 5,200 lbs.

of peas there cSuld be raised 38,000 lbs. potatoes;

or reducing them all to the absolutely dry state, for

3 036 lbs. o1- wheat, or 2,080 lbs. of peas, there would

be 9 500 lbs. of potato—more than three times the

amount of food produced in the shape of wheat, and

more than four times that in the form of peas. We
quote this statement from Chemical Technology of

l)r Knapp, of Giessen—a recent work of very great

authority. The practical results of some expenmen-

talists, on the feeding of cattle with these different

articles, place the relative value of the potato at a

higher mark stiU."—[Maine Farmer.

Chemistry of Horticnltiire,

BY J. S. HOUGHTON, M. D., PHILADELPHIA.

Composting Soils.—Gardeners generally prepare

their soils so far as my observation has extended, in

a very practical way, with little or no attention to

the chemical principles involved in the operation.

They have learned, by long experience, that a par-

tially rotted sod makes the best general soil that can

be obtained. Farmers know that a clover sod plowed

under makes good manuring for corn; but fiirraers

seldom if ever, make a compost of sods for their gar-

dens or manure heaps. Gardeners are clearly ahead

of farmers in their method of cultivation and fertili-

zation, but they are by no means up to the standard

of modern science in their preparation and manage-

ment of soils.

How to rot or decompose a heap of sods, has long

been the study of gardeners. Some let it lie in a

heap, with ocjasional turnings and choppings, for

two or three years. Others, finding that the use of

Ume and the access of air hastened decay, put up
the heap with lime, and used sticks or pieces of tim-

ber to separate the mass and admit the air. Others

tried the addition of heating dung and water.

Now all these methods are slow and imperfect.

That they are slow and tedious, all who have tried

them well know; that they are imperfect, I will en-

deavor to prove.

It is well known that plants can receive nutriment

only in the form of a fluid or a yas. No solid par-

ticles of matter, of any description, can enter the

circulation of plants. Hence, every thing intended

for their use must be capable of being dissolved in

water, or of being converted into a gas, when need-

ed. Now, if a sod, though rich in fertilizing mate-

rials, be not completely rotted or decomposed, or in

a state to become fully rotted and decomposed, it fol-

lows that its constituents can not possibly become
immediately useful. Clover contains many valua-

ble fertilizing ingredients; but until these ingredients

become changed from the form of clover into their

chemical elements, (lime, potash, soda, &c.,) they

can not be appropriated by plants. Again, even if

the clover be decomposed, and the chemical elements

remain in such relations that they are insoluble in

water, or not capable of readily becoming gases, they

can not be made available in the garden. Of course

it will be seen at once that under such circumstan-

ces a gardener may have a heap of rich material,

and yet, if it is not available, it is no better for pres-

ent use than a poor heap.

The imperfection of the process commonly adopt-

ed in composting garden soils consists in several

points. First, where all the soil is fresh, there is no

well decomposed matter of a carbonaceous character

to act 'as an absorbent of the gasses generated by the

act of decomposition, and hence much valuable ma-

terial (ammonia) is lost. In all such compost heaps

a quantity of well decomposed turf or black, garden

soil should be mixed with the new soil, to catch the

ammonia produced by the decay of the new soil or

sod. Again, much valuable time and labor is lost

by the slow decay of sod where no chemical agent is

employed to assist the decomposition. Lime is an

objectionable agent, because, when freely used, it

locks up nearly as much fertilizing material as it lib-

erates. Stable manure, in a state of rapid decay,

or high heat, is not so objectionable as lime; but this

is not the best material for this purpose. Water in

moderate quantities is highly important; but with

this should be used potash—the common potash of

the shops—which decomposes all vegetable matter

rapidly and powerfully, and does not lock it up in

new combinations as lime does, but on the contrary

sets free even those combinations which lime renders

insoluble.

With solutions of potash in water, any heap of

sod or other vegetable matter may be decomposed as

rapidly as the operator may desire, and all the con-

stituents of the heap will be placed in a state easily

soluble in water, or ready to become gases, on the

slightest action of water and vegetable life. Indeed,

the ingredients of plants are by potash converted m
great measure into gases; and ifthere be present veg-

etable charcoal, (black loam,) or animal charcoal,

(bone black,) or clay, these gasses will be caught up

and retained till taken up by other plants. No or-

o-anized vegetable body can resist the action of pot-

ash; it must decay, and resolve itself into its ongi-
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nal elements at its touch. In fact, it is not necessa-

ry that the potash should touch the substance of the

vegetable; it acta by its mere presence in a near part

of the heap, disposing not only that matter which it

touches, but all other matter in contact with that

which it affects to decay. "Rot makes rot," is an old

adage; and so it is in an especial manner with the

rot caused by potash.

All who undertake the cultivation of the earth,

either in the field or the garden, should bear in mind

these important principles. You may have rich

fields, but their riches may not be available to plants.

Ashes or potash may be highly important to bring

your peat, turf, meadow mud, raw coarse manure,

sod heaps, &c., into sufficient action. Lime is useful

in small quantities, and so is salt; but I consider

large quantities of lime dangerous for many reasons

beside that mentioned above. Potash is worth its cost

as a manure independent of its power as a decompos-

ing agent, and in garden work it is indispensable.

Applied in solution, in free quantities of water, it

will bring a sod heap in to a better state in sixty

days than two years of rotting and turning will effect

by the old methods without it.— [Horticulturist.

Plain Facts lu Agricultural Chemistry.

BY J. S. nOUGUTO.V, M. D.

Common stable, from which the urine of animals

has escaped, is not a complete manure.

The above assertion was presented in a previous

article, and explained at some length. The chief

reason is simply this, that certain parts of the food

consumed by animals always go off in solution in

the urine, and hence the solid manure alone, no mat-

ter how much you may have of it, can never furnish

the material to grow ttie same crops upon which the

animals were fed, if the urine is lost.

In intimate relation to this great fact, in the econ-

omy of manures, is this other fact, a principb, that

every soil must contain all the constituents of the

plant to be grown, in sufficient abundance, (and even

in excess,) or the most perfect and largest crops can-

not be produced.

One of the chief ingredients of plants, as lime, or

plaster of Paris, or salt, or potash, alone, will not, in

ordinary cases, be a sufficient addition to the com-

post heap; but if the plant requires, as most plants

do, five or six leading ingredients, they must bo all

there or those which are employed will be, for the

time, comparatively lost.

A very good illustration of this point has been

used by Dana. He says that attempting to work the

soil without all the ingredients of plants present in

sufficient abundance is like a man attempting to

build a vessel, thus; he may have all the planks, and
ship knees, and spars, and sails, and rigging, all oth-

er requisite materials, but no nails and spikes, and
he can't possibly build his ship successfully.

.
Nails

and spikes are small matters, compared with the rest

of the vessel, but he can't get along without them.

So it is in farming. You may as well try to build

a ship without nails, as to grow the plants with the

smallest ingredients in the fertilizing materials re-

quired by plants omitted. If you have one favorite

manuring agent, say lime, it may be the very thing

your plants don't want, while the little thing they do

want is neglected. Potatoes need plenty of fresh

loam, and little rich manure; corn needs much rich

manure. Yet how often do we see farmers planting

their patatoes with first rate manure, and planting

corn on a freshly turned sod, wi;h scarcely any ma-
nure at all. The new sod, I grant, would make good

manure if it was rotted, but it is doubtful whether its

ingredients will become available to the corn the

first season.

With the free use of stable manure it is probable

that nearly all the constituents of plants may be
present in the manure heap and the soil with the ex-

ception of ammonia. This may readily be supplied

by guano, when thought necessary. The guano
should, of course, be composted for a week or two,

before mixing with the manure heap, with a good
black loam, charcoal dust, or some other good absor-

bent of ammonia, say Plaster of Paris. Rut still,

in general culture, some leading constituent of a
special crop may be deficient. Fjr potatoes, potash

is wanted, in large quantity; for turnips, bone dust;

for peas, lime; for clover, plaster of Paris. Now, if

a farmer neglects to ascertain whether or not, all the

ingredients of a crop are present in sufficient quan-

tity, in the manure he intends to use, may ho not,

instead of missing the small matter, (like the nails

of the ship,) miss the leading material, some thing

analagous to the wants of the soils which are the

<nost important of all.

No man, it seems to me, can deny for a moment
the necessity of looking carefully into the nature of

plants, and the composition of manures, if he de-

sires to practice farming with success. I am by no
means in favor of recommending to farmers to ob-

tain analyses of their soils, because I do not think, as

a general thing, they can make any profitable use of

them. They may learn the necessity of saving their

liquid manure, and the necessity and the art of sup-

plying deficient materials in their compost heaps.

I will endeavor to do what I can towards this de-

sirable end, by furnishing a few more plain facts in

agricultural chemistry from time to time for circula-

tion in the Agricultor.—[New York Agricultor.

Philadelphia, May, 1853.

Walker's Patent Iron Fence.

The growing scarcity of timber, suitable for fen-

cing purposes, and the consequent high price, are

subjects well calculated to challenge the attention of

the farmer. Already, the cost of fencing is an oner-

ous tax, and with every day the tax is increasing.

The question, therefore, naturally arises, how is this

growing evil to be remedied ? Three modes suggest

themselves: one, by substituting the soiling of cattle,

for the now almost universal practice of pasturing,

the other by the use of iron instead of wood, for fen-

cing, or hedges.

It is not our intention at this time, to discuss the

merits or demerits of soiling cattle, or hedging, re-

serving it fur a future article, intending merely to

commend to the attention of our readers, the use of

the wire fencing; believing that in point of economy,

as well as appearance, it is decidedly preferable to

the wood.

Above we give an illustration of Walker's Patent

Iron Fence, which possesses many advantages, which
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are briefly set forth in the follow description:

The ahove fence differs from all other iron fences

now in use. Although virtually a sectional fence,

and susceptible ofbeing readily taken down, in whole

or in part, it is nevertheless a continuous connec-

tion; the rails connecting with each other by means

of the hook and eye, at the end of each rail, the

posts being used to bear up the rails at each con-

nection. The hook end of the rail occupying the

perpendicular slot or mortice, in the post, and just

large enough to allow the hook to pass through.

Cast Iron Sockets, of a peculiar form, for receiv-

ing the posts, will be furnished if desired; these are

readily driven in the ground, thus saving the expense

of digging post-holes, and greatly facilitates the put-

tin up of the fence. These are a part of the patent,

as also the single iron for corner post; which may be

used for straining posts.

Manufactured by M. Walker and Sons, Philadel-

phia, and for sale at the Factory, or at P. Morris &

Co., 380 Market street, Phildelphia.

PRICES:

Made of one-fourth inch rods, $1 50 per rod, 16 feet.

" five-sixth " $2 00

" three-eights " and heavier in proportion

Iron corner posts, properly prepared, and having

iron brace sufficiently heavy for one-fourth inch fence,

$1 50. For five-sixth inch fence, |2 00.
. *9¥ •—
New Tauniug Process.

We see by the London Mechanic's Magazine that a

patent process, named "Prellers," has lately found

much favor in London. After the hides and skins

are unhairod in the usual manner, they undergo a

partial drying, and receive a uniform coating of a

peculiar paste composed of various vegetable and sa-

line substances. The vegetable substances employ-

ed contain large portions of starch, such as barley,

rice or wheat flour, a little gluten, some butter, or oil

and grease, some common salt, and some saltpeter.

The hides are laid upon tables and smeared on the

fleshy side, with the said paste, and in that state are

put into the interior of large drums, which receive a

rotary motion, and by wliich the hides are greatly

agitated, and the paste (by pegs in the inside of the

drums,) is forced into the pores of the hides or skins,

or rather they are kneaded along with the paste for

two or three hours, after which they are drawn out.

They are then found to be in a partial dry state, then

hung up and aired for two hours, and again laid

upon the table, where they receive another dose of

the same paste.and arc again returned to the drums

a second time, when the same operation as that de-

scribed is again performed. After this they receive

a third smearing with the paste, and are kneaded in

the drums, after which they are taken out and hung
up to dry, and are then fit for the currying process.

The leather thus produced i i stated to be much light-

er than that produced by oak or other tan barks, but

it is much stronger and will wear much better. It

is asserted that for machinery bands it is twice as

strong as oak tanned leather, and that sheep and goat

skins are rendered very tough and durable. It is

said that calf skins arc tanned by this process in

about three hours, and the thickest ox hide in three

days.

Application of Wind as a Power for Raising
Water.

To pump from a well the requisite supplies of wat-
er, was a work of no small labor. It led to the in-

vestigation of a method of working a pump by means
of the wind. The practicability of the plan I am
about to suggest, does not remain to be tested by ex-

periment. During former years, a small windmill
was in successful operation upon the farm of Mr.An-
derson, five miles, west of Ashland, Ohio, on the

road leading to Mansfield. It worked a pump that

.

amply furnished a large stock of cattle, which other-

wise could obtain no water. T.vo days only did it

cease to perform its duties during more than two
years, and that interruption was occasioned by the

meddling of mischievous boys. It is sra-till in ope
tion, for aught I know.
The cost of this simple machine, including pump,

did not exceed $15.

3

By reference to Plate, the principles upon which

it was constructed, will be at once comprehended.

The direct application of the power, without the in-

tervention of any gearing or machinery, obviates

much friction, hence a small amount only of po wer
is required. The diameter of the wheel should not

exceed four feet, a few inches is preferable. It is

firmly fixed by its hub on an iron axle, formed of a

square inch bar. The sails or buckets are secured

at vheir outer ends to a wooden rim, like that of a

large spinning-wheel. An inch and a half crank is

raised on the axle at B, which, at that point, is c y-

lindrical, and upon which is adjusted the upper ends

of the piston rod of the pump C. This, when in mo-
tion, of course commands a play of three inches.

The Body of the Mill.-—A piece of pine plank,

D, is suspended from the cross girt of a frame E, by
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an iron bolt, F, furnished at its lower end with a
large head, G, and a washer, and secured by a key,

II, at the upper end, admitting of an easy circular

motion of D around the bolt. This motion is coinci-

dent with that of a swivel on the piston rod, I. The
rudder, or vane, will necessariiy throw the wheel at

all times into the wind, 'i he axle A, is suspended
from the body by two straps of iron, through which
it passes to L, L, where it is cylindrical without re-

gard to perspective and proportion, but will, perhaps,
illustrate the subject sufficiently.

A breeze which merely agitates the leaves of the

trees will set the machinery in operation. A reser-

voir of some six or eight hogsheads was kept' nearly
filled, and when, in windy weather, a surplus of
water was raised, it was returned to the well by a

waste-pipe, M. In the hands of an ingenious me-
chanic, it might, no doubt, be greatly improved.
Iron, in some of its part:, might be substituted for

wood.
A well, suitably located, will furnish water for an

ordinary garden, and without labor, by the aid of
this mill. IIow much it would improve our flowers,

fruits and esculent vegetables, cannot be estimated,
but would surely effect a revolution in our present
modes of gardening here in the West, where we
Buffer much every season from drought. Public tanks,
inns, tanneries, and thousands of prairie farms re-

quire its aid. Son\e active firm would render the
community essential service if they would manufac-
ture a supply of these mills and adapt them to some
of their improved pumps.

In all this, gentle reader, there is no Quixotism.
Its feasibility has been amply tested.

J. P. KIRTLAND.
Cleveland, Ohio.

In connection with the above, we copy the follow-

ing appropriate remarks from the Genessee Farmer.
There are farms all over New England where their

proprietors have been pumping water by hand for

large stocks of cattle for a hundred years, when the
expenditure of a few dollars in some such contri-

vance .as we have given above, would have furnished
an ample supply.

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS.
Mechanical science and arts are doing more for the

adv.ancementof agriculture in the United States, than
all other agencies combined, so far as immediate re-

sults are attained. Ultimately, chemistry, physiolo-

gy, meteorology, geology, and other departments of

the natural sciences, will confer benetits on all in-

dustrial pursuits far transcending any mere mechan-
ical advantages. Indeed, the most valuable mechan-
ical powers, even now, are more the fruits of an in-

tellectual culture than of original genius; and the
successful study of natural phenomena precedes
nearly all important inventions and discoveries. Op-
erations that have been practised thousands of years,
like those of ploughing, weaving, grinding grain,

and pumping or lifting water by wind, are seen from
an entirely new point of view by the man of science;
and he is able to suggest improvements that never
could have occurred to a mind not illuminated by the
numerous .and brilliant lights kindled by modern re-

searches into the laws of matter.
We have been led into this train of thought and

remark, by perusing, in the Horticulturist, the val-

uable article on the "Aprlication of Wind as a Pow-
er for Raising Water," from the pen of Prof Kirt-
land, of Cleveland, to which the reader's attention is

invited in this number. By keeping the wheel al-

ways in the direct current, if it had any force, the
fiances would catch it, and turn the wheel, as a cur-
rent water wheel is turned. Such a wheel, with the
necessary shaft and crank, may be made of iron for

a few dollars; and every one can understand, from
the illustration furnished by Prof. Kirtland, that this

simple apparatus will work successfully whenever
the .atmosphere has any active motion. These cur-
rent wheels (they are in no sense mills) and pumps, if I

manufactured in a large way, might be sold at prices
which would enable every farmer to have a score of
them for irrigation, and for the distribution of liqui-

fied manure, if he saw fit to make the mech.anical
power of the winds create wealth for himself and
mankind.
With durable and cheap machinery, vast quanti-

ties of water may be elevated to any desirable height
on every farm, for agricultural purposes; and the

thanks of the farming community are due to Prof.
Kirtland for his very intelligible illustration of a
useful wheel and crank to be put in motio i by wind.
The water that falls upon every square foot of ground
in a field is equal, on an average, in this country, to

200 lbs. a ye.ar; and so much of this as descends deep
into the earth, and re-appears in wells and springs,

always contains both the vegetable and mineral food
of plants, (dissolvedout of the oil in passing through

j

it,) in greater or smaller quantities. In rare instan-
''

ces such water is poisoned by an excess of acids, or

acid salts.

For the Farm Jonrnal.

Augusta Rose.

To THE Editors of the F.iRSf Journal:—
In reply

to your correspondent respecting this new Rose. I

received from the proprietors early the past Spring,

a strong plant inoculated, then showing several flow-

er buds. They all expanded freely, and presented a

perfectly double flower, of large size, very fragrant,

and of a rich yellow color, deeper than any Chroma-
tella I have yet seen. It appears to be quite a fine

bloomer of strong, robust habit, and clearly allied to

Solfatare.

Of its hardihood I cannot speak, not having had

an opportunity of tesUng it. I regard it a very fine

Rose.

JAS. D. FULTON, Philadelphia.

Extract of a letter from the lion. Marshall P.

Wilder, of Massachusetts:

"I am happy to say that, although I had heard a

favorable opinion expressed in relation to the merits

of this Rose, its beauty exceeded my anticipations.

"The Augusta Rose is certainly an excellent vari-

ety, having in its growth the climbing habit of the

Noisettes, while in bloom .and fragrance it seems

nearly allied to the Teas. Its foliage is beautiful; its

flower is very pure and delicate in color; its form

globular and perfect, and although very double and
full, appears to expand its buds freely. Considering

these valuable characteristics, it may be esteemed as

a good acquisition, and worthy of a place among the

best varieties extant."
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For the Farm Journal.

Reply to G. Bliglit Browne, ou the Chemical aud
Mechauical Effects of liime.

When I published in the May No. of the Farm
Journal, my observations on your "Theory of the

Action of Lime," I had but one object in view—to

draw from you a vindication of your "theory," and

elicit a more substantial argument in favor of it,

than I conceived had been presented. You had in-

troduced to the readers of this .Journal, an original

"Theory of the Action of Lime in Agriculture,"

which, from its plausible character, was admirably

ealculated to mislead into what I firmly believe to be

error, many whose attention had not been previous-

ly called to the subject.

But, without further comment, and to come to the

point at once, it may mt be amiss to state the points

on which we differ.

The disputed question, as I understand it, is sim-

ply this:

Bu what means does lime affect the mechanical at-

tachment of the particles of the soil f

You contend, I believe, that lime does not mellow
the soil by acting on the silicious matter therein, but
that the disintegration of its particles, is wholly

effected by the pressure of the carbonic acid libera-

ted in a gaseous state from the lime.

It has been my intention to support the view that

{as far as we have been able to learn from the reve-

lations that chemistry has made on this subject,) the

apparent mechanical change in the soil producing pul-

verency, &c., is effected by the re-action of the lime

upon the silicates of which the principal portion

of the soil is formed. I do not mean to be so bold

as to assert that this is in reality the "only way" in

which lime acts when rendering soil friable, but that

it appears (from the researches that have been made
upon the subject) to be the true cause of these singu-

lar changes. For who can say that the manifold and
mighty secrets of nature's great laboratory have all

been revealed ? No ! while we are yet compelled to

"see through a glass darkly," and grope with a blind

infatuation after the "hidden light," none but the

visionary speculator will presume to say that such is

the "only way" in which nature moves "her wonders
to perform."

This view, then, that I have advanced in opposi-

tion to you, I beg leave to assert, is no dogma of my
own. I have, I hope, not vanity sufficient to permit

me to publish an original theory on so obscure a

question. I advance it only as the carefully matur-

ed opinion that I have drawn from the writings of

different authorities—men who have studied the sub-

ject in a scientific manner.

In reference to the origin of the carbonic acid, you

distinctly assert that I have obtained a wrong impres-

sion from your letters. You now say that "the car-

^jonic acid to which you have attributed the mellow-

ing of the soil is not the product of the vegetable

matter of the soil," but that it is attributable to atmos-

pheric absorption. It was my impression at first

that you were willing to coincide with Professor

Johnston, in his view that the salts of lime formed

by the re-action of the vegetable acids of the soil on

the carbonate of lime were capable of spontaneous

decomposition—that a portion of the acid would ab-

sorb oxygen and pass off in another form of carbon-

ic acid gas and water, leaving the lime in the origi-

nal state of carbonate, and ready again to undergo

the same change.

But this point which served to add a little plausi-

bility to your theory, you have now entirely discar-

ded.

You have left yourself no source from which to ob-

tain the volumes of carbonic acid necessary to dis-

integrate a heavy soil, but the atmosphere, and to

suppose that the lime can carry enough carbonic

acid into the earth to support that mellowing influ-

ence that "lasts many years after its application,"

seems almost incredible.

But, before leaving this argumentof yours, I wish to

bring before you a point in my previous article,which

you have entirely omitted defending,or even alluding

to. I speak of the argument in which I urged that

the extreme solubility of carbonic acid in water at

the ordinary temperature, loould inevitably prevent its

exerting any mechanical pressure on the soil around it,

and therefore, the idea that this gas can rend asun-

der the fragments of damp earth in which it is con.

fined, is a physical impossibility. Here the decidedly

classical analogy of the "loaf of bread" seems totally

irrelevant, for it is the expulsion of the carbonic

acid from its soluliun in water, by a sudden elevation

of temperature, that produces the "lightness of the

loaf," whereas in the earth there is no such calorific

change, and the carbonic acid must inevitably remain

in a state of solution, or else be quietly carried off by

the spontaneous evaporation ofthe water from the sur-

face of the earth.

In respect to the decomposition of the silicates of

the soil by lime, I desire to be understood as not de-

fending, or in any way supporting, the views of Pro.

fessor Mapes, although our opinions may accidental-

ly coincide,(and it is not unnatural that they should,)

yet on this point I shall venture to stand upon my
own footing.

Permit me, now, to quote from your reply to me,

the following assertion:
—"No chemist has (to my

knowledge) been able to demonstrate that caustic lime,

at the ordinary temperature, will combine with si-

lex."

In answer to this I may be allowed to make the

following quotations. The first is from "Liebig's Let-

ters," one of the most popular works on Chemistry

that has ever been published.

" Common potter's clay, or pipe clay, diffused
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through water and added to milk of lime, thickens

immediately on mixing; the lime in combining with

the elements o£ the clay liquifies it, and what is

more remarkable, liberates the greater part of its al-

kalies. These interesting facts were first observed

by Fuchs, at Munich; they explain the efi'eets of caus-

tic lime upon the soil, and guide the agriculturist in

the application of an invaluable means of opening if,

and seitiiiff J'lee its alkalies."

Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry, the invaluable

friend and companion of every tyro in science, con-

tains the following statement:

"Mr. Prideaux has lately proposed to mix up

crushed granite and quick lime, to slake them to-

gether, and allow them to stand in a covered heap

for some months, when it may be applied as a top

dressing, and will readily give out potash to the

soil."

In another place, speaking of the alkaline sili-

cates found in the ash of the stem and leaves of the

ceralia, he says: "When the alkali is set free," (by

the agency of carbonic acid,) "the lime itself com-

bines with the eilica and hence one scource of the

silicate of lime in our cultivated soils."

Silliman's Chemistry, "designed for the use of

Colleges and Schools," also furnishes me another in-

tance:

"Lime is much used in improved agriculture as a

manure, it acts to decompose vegetable matter, to

neutralize acids, dissolve silica, and retain carbonic

acid."

These quotations, taken from the most popular

works, as well as the most reliable authorities, seem

to prove very conclusively, that lime will combine

with silica either in its isolated state, or when in

combination with other substances.

The latter part of your critique contains a list of

arguments brought to prove that the combination of

lime with a previously formed silicate would not re-

sult in the formation of a double salt. All this is

very well, when confined to the neutral silicates of

potash and soda, but there are many other silicious

compounds in the soil, whose chemical nature you

have passed over in silence.

I hope, before long, to be able to publish in the

Farm Journal, a paper that shall contain a lull state-

ment of the chemical character of these interesting

compounds.

There is one more point in your article that forci-

bly recalls to my mind the pertinent words of the

poet;

"Satire recoils whenei'er chsTg'd too hlRh,
Kouml your own fame tUe fatal splinters dy/'

I speak of the manner in which you have mis-

quoted and misconstrued me in several passages. In

my communication I made the following statement:

"A large quantity of a previously formed silicate

possesses the property of combining with an almost

jjide&nitely small quantity of a new base (such as
'

lime.") Here, in comparison with this quotation, I

place in your own language, the improper form into

which you have transcribed it

"Let us see what the learned commentator has

really put forth in these few linos. He alleges that

the silicates are capable of combining at the ordinar !

ry temperature with indefiaitdy small quantities of

lime or any other base."
'

Here you have, by leaving out one word and sub-

stituting another, entirely destroyed the sense and

meaning of the sentence.

By erasing the word "almost" before "indefinite- '\

ly," you have found an admirable chance to make it

known that my statement was contrary to the theory

of definite proportions, in another place by substitu-

ting the word "any" you have endeavored to impress

your readers with the idea that I had asserted a sil-

icate would combine with any base, (no matter

whether it was organic or inorganic,) and form a

double salt, whereas I distinctly said it was a base

(such as lime.) Had not the misquoted sentence

been made use of several times, and the remoddeled

portion italicised, I would have been compelled to

have overlooked it as an accident on your part.

In conclusion I would remark that although the

subject is an interesting one, and also possesses much

practical importance, still I believe every thing neces-

sary to give us a clear understanding of each other's

views has been advanced, and lest the renders of the

Farm Journal grow weary of what has degenerated

into a rather contentious dispute, I would respect-

fully decline any further discussion of the matter.

J. H. B,

Thornbury, Chester county, July 18,

For the Farm Journal-

Potato Disease.

J. Lacey Darlington, Esq.

Dear Sir;—We promis-

ed your readers of the July No., the results of our

experiment ia regard to an insect making such rav-

ages in the wheat field. We regret, however, to say,

that the disastrous storm of July 1st, has destroyed

our specimeti, although deposited as we thought se-

curely, and of which we had many reasons to believe,

a full developement of the nature of that mysterious

disease. We hope another year, providing it appears

again, will enable us to further our experiment., and

lay it before the public.

We would wish to offer a few remarks, as the views

which are entertained by Drs. Liebig and Klotxsch,

of the potato disease; in part a preventative as well

as an increase in quantity and quality. These noble

naturalists have very carefully examined the motion

of juices, in the animal and vegetal le kingdom, and

from the data of their examination it would seem, as

if the potato rot is not due to a degeneration of the

plantj but to a combination of external causes, and if
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well understood, will enable the agrieulturist, if not

annihilate, at least diminish their hurtful influence.

Dr. Liebig, whose attention was directed to this

fact, by esporiments made by Hales and Knight, as-

certained tfiat 'Vhen rain falls aftei- hot weather

and is folhwed by great heat without wind, so that

part of the plant is surrounded by an atmosphere sat-

urated with moisture, the cooling due to further evap-

oration ceases, and the plants are destroyed by ffre-

blasts"

—

{Somteiih-and.} In this sentence, it seems

to us, are made plain, some facts which researchers

ascribed to insects, want of starch, &c., &c.

Yegetal^les constantly absorb nioisture from the

eurth through their roots,whicbpassesupintothestom,

and is then evaporated again, so that there is of ne-

cessity a constant, yet harmimious circulation in a

plant during life, and if by any external causes this

transpiration is checked, it will have a. highly dele-

terious in9aeQce ptt the plant. The potpito plant, on

account of its delicacy, suffers perhaps more than

any other from such vital disturbances.

Now we know that there is a constant intCTchang-

ing in the air, that which is close to the earth's sur-

foce will become heated, and thus lighter, and rise to

make room for that below it or heavier air, on the

same principle as the boiling of water. Now, du-

ring and after the falling of ain, it may so happen
that the atmosphere surrounding the plant, will hold

large quantities of watery vapora, having very near

'he same specific weight, being about 1-0008, as the

sap itself, it will at once be apparent that exosmos-

is will be destroyed, and consequently produce what
Liebig supposed, namely, Simitenbraitd. In such an
instance the sap instead of passing out, by transpi-

ration, will accumulate in the new tuber or f)otato,

acting as a diverticulum, and produce what is term-

ed a fleshy potato, full of sap, extremely delicate, and
not able to withstand the decomposing influence of

the atmosphere. An example of the same thiag can

bo seen in apples growing in wet seasons.

In our next we will lay before your readers our yiews

of this treatise, as to the best preventative, and also

those of Klotzsoh, who will be nicely remunerated

by the King of Prussia, for certain experiments in

relation to an increase in quantity and quality.

E. K. BEAVER.
AVorcester, Montgomery county, July 23, '53.

For tho Panu Jaurual.

Reaiuug and Mowing Machine.

West Fallowfield, July 23d, 1853. .

Messrs Editors:—
In a country where a labor sav-

ing machine is calculated to benefit all classes of the

community, every successful attempt at substituting

mechanical skill for manual labor, should be regard-

ed as a public benefit.

JIany farmers have felt the necessity of some in-

vention to diminish the labors of harvest, and hap-

pily the time has nearly arrived when, in all proba"

bility, the cutting of grain and grass maybe reduced

to a small matter.

I have had in operation this season, a reaper and

mower combined, made by Lee, Peirce & Thompson,

Ercildoun, Chester county. I have had cut with it

about twenty acres of grass, forty acres of wheat,

and twenty acTes of oats. Two horses will draw it

without difficulty. The reaper will out an average'

width of 5 1 feet, making two acres for every three

miles.' It can be set to cut high or low, to suit the-

condition of the grain, and a little experience will

enable any one to lay the sheaves so that they can be

bound up as, straight and snug, and with ijrreatei- ease

and facility, thmi after a common cradle.

The mower vrill cut about 4| feet, or one acre for

every two miles that it runs. Id cutting grain or

grass that is very much down, it is better to cut only

two or three sides of the field, which will diminish

the amount but make better work.

This machine took the first premium at Flower-

town, and I have little doubt but it will answer the

expectation andthe demand of the farming commu-
nity.

In order to prepare for its use, let every farmer

make his ground smooth. N. AV.

N. B.—I send you this very brief notice of the

reaper, to satisfy the many enquiries that have been

made in regard to its operation. You are at liberty

to make such use of it, as your judgment may dic-

tate.

Yours truly, NATHAN AVALTON.

For the Faria JouraaL

Breeds of Poultry.

Northumberland, July 25. 1853.

Mr. Editor:—
Dear Sir: Your intelligent cor-

respondent "S," on page 109 of the Farm Journal,

makes inquiries in relation to Shanghai, Cochin Chi-

na and Chittagongs, which I will endeavor to answer

as far as time, space, and information will permit me.

It is now conceded on both sides of the water, a-

mong "well booked up" fowl fanciers, that Cochin

China and Shanghai are different names for the same

variety or varieties. In this country, the term '"Co-

chin China," is pretty nearly abandoned, while in

England, the designation "Shanghai," has never been

recognised, Here we have or pretend to have. Buff,

Red, AVhite, Black, Grey Dominique, Spangled etc..

Shanghais:—there they have Buff, Red, AVhite, and

Black Cochin Chinas. John Bull has not yet dis-

covered the Grey and Spangled sorts.

The fowls represented some years ago, in the Poul-

try Books and newspapers, as Queen Victoria's Roy-

al Cochin China, wita smooth dark legs, long tails-

and no great depth of quarter, if truly represented.
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are undoubtedly of adulterated blood. I am strong-

ly of the opinion, that all the pure descendants of

the Gallua Giganteus, (of which the Yellow Shang-

hai is the best type,) should be marked with very

short tails, yellow feathered legs, short wings, and

deep quarters. Any decided variation from these

marks would indicate more or less impurity. Where-

ever these are to be found, I care not what the color

is, uncontaminated blood may be hoped for, if not

relied upon.

"While it is quite possible by careful and long con-

tinued effort, to attain almost any color among ani-

mals in a state of domestication, many if not all the

birds palmed off as Black, White or Speckled Shang-

hais are to be regarded with suspicion. This opinion

is founded upon a close inspection of the fowls them-

selves.

Some of the finest Cocks and Hens, shown at the

Poultry Exhibition in Philadelphia, last November,

were White Shanghais. A trio, entered by Mr. Her-

man Osier, of Germantown, exceeded in weight, any

upon the ground, and in form and feather were un-

exceptionable, yet other fowls of the same name, and

we were told of the same family, exhibited all the

marks of worthless mongrels,—smooth slender legs,

long wings and tails, thin narrow bodies, and not

one in twenty promising to weigh five pounds at

maturity. These poor creatures evidently "cried

back" to the dung-hill side of the house, whence

doubtless their white color had been so speedily de-

rived. The name Shanghai, as applieil to them,

was farsioal.

It seems to be admitted, that in the course of gen-

erations, this or any other color may be attained

without crossing. In less than three centuries, the

tamod descendants of the North American Wild

Turkey, whose uniformity is as remarkable as that

of speckled beans, have divided into as many com

plexions as can be found in any old granny's crop o,.

pure Dunghills. Why may it not be so with the lin.

eal heirs of His East Indian Majesty—Gallus Gigan-

teus ? Form is a much stronger indication of puri-

ty than color.

In the best families of Buffs or Yellow Shanghais,

an occasional white or black feather may be seen,

—

and it is likely that these markings patiently fol-

lowed up, for a numb°r of years, would lead to many
white or many black feathers, and eventually to all

over white or black. The writer ouce bred a flock ot

white puddle ducks in a few years, from throe gray

ones.

In regard to Chittagongs, my first knowledge of

them was obtained from Dr. Bennett's Poultry

Book, in which the author, and- his abl6 correspon-

dent, Dr. Kerr, (Asa Rugg,) exalts them above all

other fowls for stature and personal appearance. I

purchased a stag anl two pullets from the latter gen-

tleman. They were by no means remarkable for

uniformity of plumage, but came up to the highest

figure for size, fertility and hardiness. Equal to tho

strong Indian, they have constitutions "like the Uni-

ted States." They are less inclined to sit than the

Shanghais, and owing to their longer bodies, exceed

them on an average for weight. I have two hens of

this variety now, whose joint weight, in March last,

was 20 lbs. 3 oz. Several pullets, of the same sort,

from seven to nine mouths old, weighing over 8 lbs.

Few Shanghais will come up to these figures. Of

their remote ancestors, I am not prepared to speak.

They are, no doubt, closely related to the other very

large bree ls,but whence their variation, I have never

been able to learn. They are larger, hardier, and

much more prolific than the Boobies. They do not

feather so rapidly as these, but are not so long in at.

taining a covering as the Shanghais.

If the Poultry Fancier wants great weight, and

is willing to run the risk of a parti colored flock, ho

cannot do better than rear the Chittagongs. Nay, if

ho be careful and judicious, he may breed them of a

tolerable sameness —almost any color that pleases

him. For my own part, I would be very sorry to

give them up.

The Boobies (or Bucks county Fowls) are never

Red, or Yellow. They run from Black to Grey,—the

most of them dotted with white on a black ground.

They are probably related to the Jersey Blues and

Black Javas. In most cases they feather as rapidly

as the smaller breeds. They are gouty and of late

maturity. You may breed them a long time and get

nothing from them that resembles a Shanghai, in

quality, shape or color.

Lately another variety of Shanghais has started

up, under the euphonious title of "Brahma Pootra,"

and judging from a pair of young ones, which the

writer received a few days since, from his friend Dr.

McClintock, of Philadelphia, equal to any thing that

have yet made their appearance, of a beautiful light

cobr and the most perfect hig breed shape, they

will no doubt have a great run among the fancy. At

present, a ferocious war (of words) is raging in re-

lation to them, between two of our most talented and

distinguished hen-grannies. Dr. Bennet and Mr.

Burnham.

*'C/iarj7c Buniham! charge I

On ! Beiinetl on 1"

Perhaps some of our Southern friends, or Lord

Northby, will see the aptness of the quotation.

As the science of Henology progresses, Brahma
Pootras, Iloang IIos, Hong Kongs, Cochin China,

Imperial Chinese, etc., will resolve themselves under

the comprehensive family name of Shanghai, and if

further distinctions be necessary, the surnames Black>

Buff, White, Spotted, Ringed, Speckled and Streak-

ed, may be added.

Yours truly, DAVID TAGGART.
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For the Farm Journal.

Fly iu Wheat.

Mb. Darlington:

Dear Sir—Mr. E. K. Beaver, in

your July No. of Farm Journal, seems to infer from

the depredations of the fly on the wheat in Montgom-

ery and adjoining counties, that some new insect has

made its appearance. lie doubts the eggs being de-

posited in the Fall—and in like manner doubts their

being deposited in the Spring ! but supposes that

—

because different fields are differently affected—and

the rye escaping the injury, "that the cause maybe

lookedfor in the grain of the wheat prior to sowing."

He says, "the deposition of the ova or egg are gen-

erally formed above the second joint." Now I would

merely suggest—how could the ova or egg remain

dormant all Fall and Winter, and then about the 20th

of May, crawl up the stem to the second joint? An
insect in the ova state evidently has no means of

locomotion, and if so, it must be placed by its parent

on the spot where found.

As Mr. B. desires the opinion of others, "on this

obscure yet wide spread disease," I send you mine in

a few words. Our fields in this vicinity being simi-

larly affected, though not to the same extent, we con-

sider it nothing more or less than the old pest—Hes-

sion fly, having made a deposite of its eggs, late in

the Spring, a very frequent occurrence. Indeed I

have seen a deposition of eggs in the Fall, and

two in the Spring .some years since, the fly hatching

out in April, and again in May and June. Had the

deposite been made in the Fall, or early in the Spring,

the eggs would be found on the first instead of the

second joint. I doubt very much if the cause exists

in the grain prior to sowing.

Very respectfully, J. B. GARBER.
Floral Retreat, July 30th, 1853.

For the Farm JournaL

Agricultural Review, No. 6.

Pasture. Seventh, eighth and ninth in rotation is

principally devoted to fattening stock for market and

grazing horses, cows and oxen for home use, some

little to raising lambs for the butcher and butter

dairying. By this time, the natural grasses from

spontaneous growth,claim preeminence. First in value

for its early growth, quick renewal and nutritious

qualities, is the green grass, poa pratensis; next the

blue gras, poa compressa, white clover, trifolium re-

pens, and red top, agrostis vulgaris; these mainly

contribute to the high estimate placed upon the Bran-

dywine hills and meadows, for grass feeding. As in-

timated in a previous number, this branch of farm-

ing is comparatively of modern date. The early sel-

lers were grain raisers upon an exhausting system,

and so successful had they been in this, that though

William Penn described these lands in his day, "as

three times richer than the front lands," or those

nearer the rivers, by the Assessor's list of 1765, near-

ly all holders returned a considerable share of their

lands as "uncultivated,"—it had become "worn out."

It was left to the introduction of a regular rotation,

combined with the use of artificial grasses, and the

application of lime and plaster to cause these "u'orn

out" fields to bear again upon their sunny slopes,

"the cattle of a thousand hills." These are brought

from New York State, Virginia, or the boundless

West, purchased in the Fall and kept upon corn fod-

der, oats straw, and hay, for about five months ot the

Winter season, turned to pasture about the 1st of 5th

month, (May,) and sold the latter part of Summer
and early Fall. The grass season, therefore, com.

prises about seven months. Very highly cultivated

land may be able to feed a steer this length of time

upon one acre, but the average usually found requis-

ite, is double that amount. Previous to the recent

practice of supplying the Eastern cities with vast

droves of home-fed cattle from the vallies of the

Shenandoah, Sciota, and other sections of the teem-

ing West, and when land did not command the price

it now does, grazing was profitable to the farmer of

Chester county. But if this is the main object, rath-

er than exemption from the labor attendant upon the

pursuit of other branches, it will be necessary for

them to turn their attention more to the production

of articles adapted to the retail market of the great

and growing city, the vicinity of which, creating a

demand for such, has enhanced the value of their

lands.

The following I believe to be a pretty correct ex-

hibit of "grazing" and "dairying:"

Feeding one steer on two acres, seven months.

Fencing $2 00

Taxes, 1 00

Interest of $85 per acre, - - - 10 20

Keep five months, at 40 cents per week, - 8 40

Expense,

Advance upon cost,

$21 60

- 18 00

2) 3 60

Loss per acre, - - - 1 80

Feeding one cow on two acres, seven months.

Fencing, $2 00

Taxes, 1 00

Interest, -
,

• - - - 10 20

Keep, 8 40

Making and marketing butter,160 lbs. at7 cts., 11 20

Product, 160 lbs, at 25 cents,

Profit per acre,

Birmingham, Stb month.

S32 80
42 00

2) 7 20

3 60

C. B.
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For the Farm Journal.

The Fruits of Juue—Cherries and Cherry Trees.

Mr. Editor:—
The warm days of Spring, and the

quickly following first hot days of Summer—the time

of Spring fever, and panting langor—have now pass-

ed into the established heats of Summer, more endu-

rable, because the season brings with it its mltlg.a-

tions. But these first sudden and sweltering heats,

meet us all unprepared. We cannot all at once for-

get the cold that we felt but yesterday, and we hesi-

tate to let the air have full play upon our ribs, and

even then it does not readily give tone to the throb-

bing system. In the way of food, the provisions

stored up through winter are stale, or dry, and heat-

ing. Something.a little acid and very juciy, is what

we crave. We drink acidulated water with delight;

salads are refreshing; good, large ripe cherries, fresh

from the tree, reconcile us, and start expressions of

delight; and the grand luxury and boast of the sea-

son, 'a dish of ripe strawberries smothered in cream,'

gratifies every sense, and leaves nothing to be desir-

ed, only that it might be 'always June.'

Comparatively but few accept for themselves these

enjoyments from the offering hand of Nature. True,

many have cherry trees,but either they are so few, or

so late, or so indifferent in sorts, that they minister

but little pleasure. And fruit may be purchased in

the market, but this necessity of paying, and round-

ly too, and getting in return but stale, bruised or

sweated fruit, or what is yet sour, unripe, and un-

wholesome as well as unpalatable, is a different thing

from the enjoyment of picking one's own perfectly

ripe fresh fruit, from oue'si own generous trees,

whence the finest of sorts are glittering successively

into the lustre of maturity, and offering their re-

freshing juice at 'morn and noon, and dewy eve.'

An intermmediate enjoyment is that of going,when

the appetite becomes imperative, a mile or two through

sunshine and dust, to a place where cherries grow,

begging or buying leave to eat—taking a glut that it

5s hoped may do for a week, and then going home to

think it had been as well on the whole, to have staid

there, and that the cherries eaten from the tree are

not much more wholesome than the market ones.

But cherries, quite ripe and fresh, are most entire-

ly wholesome, and even sanitary, and are eaten by

children who have constant access to them, and who

enjoy them so greatly, without the fear of ill eff?cts.

They are Nature's own provision for the season in

which they appear, and instead of inducing the dis-

eases of Summer, they prevent and cure them.

Cherry trees, especially of the sweet kinds, are the

handsomest of fruit trees, and a well planted ave-

nue or grove of them adds greatly to the beauty of a

country home. They are less liable to disease or in-

jury by insects—the productive sorts are more uni-

formly, and constantly fruitful than most othe

fruits, only equalled in this respect by grapes, (the

cherries of Autumn,) currants and some other ber-

ries.

Cherries of many kinds attain a circumference of

over three inches; of such it is no mincing to "make

two bltos at a cherry." By the rule of compensa-

tion which prevails through Nature's works, fruits

with so much rich flesh are seldom found to contain

a perfect seed.

Besides the enjoyment furnished by the beauty of

the trees, and the excellence of the fruit, there is a

great fund of pleasure in the diversity of colors, sea-

son, form and flavor. A dish of the earliest, com-

posed of Early Purple, Early White Heart, Knight's

Early Black, and Cob's Transparent, mingled with

a few of the bright green leaves, as a foil to their

brilliant lustre, is 'beautiful exceedingly.' Before

these kinds are past, the magnificent Black Tarta-

rian, the sprightly, tender Elton,the delicate Belle of

Choisy, and the yet acid Mayduke, come forward

with their claims for admiration. Later yet, the rich

Black Eagle, the beautifully marked Burr's Seed-

ling, and the grand Napoleon, and with them the ex-

cellent fruit of the large Weeping Cherry tree, and

the Reine Hortense.

Still the eye is not tired of seeing new colors and

forms, nor the palate of tasting fresh flavors; and

while the fruits of June are yet in perfection, July

advances with new liveries and new cliiras. The

great Bigarreau, the very distinct and valuable Butt-

ner's Yellow, the solid and pungent Gridly, the acid

Belle Magnifique, the vinous Downer, and others

keep up a supply till August, and even later if it

could be desired, among the host of other fruits that

then begin to call for notice.

The culture of the trees shall be the subject of

another paper.

WM. G. WARING.

Boalsburg, Centre county. Pa., July 16, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Drouth, Plastering Corn, Sec,

To THE Editors oe the Farm Journal:—
Nature,

in the operation of her Laws, is often sugestive and

highly instructing to an observing mind. Her oper-

ations on the surface of the earth, ii the atmosphere,

and in the vapours that rise above use, are well wor-

thy our notice. And perhaps no class of men have

more to do, directly or indirectly, and feel more in-

terested and profited by the operations of the laws

that attend these elements, than the farmer. That

the soil be fertile, the air healthful, and that the

clouds descend in fruitful showers, is his first inter-

est as regards his occupation. The farmer, from

what he sees passing around him, may not only de,

rive lessons of science relating to agriculture, but

lessons also of moral truth ; as when Providence
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sees fit to withhold the showers of rain, and leave

our seed fields to a scorching sun and drying; winds.

This has been the case to an extent not known for

years in our county, (Mifflin,) but little rain having

fallen for about two months. The oats and potato

crops in many instances, are entire failures, and the

prospects of the corn crop very unpromising.

This season, in this section of the State, has been

•well suited to show the effect of plaster on Indian

corn, and to give some idea of the amount of mois-

ture required to bring its nutritive qualities into ac-

tion on the plant. Its effect or non-effect, according

to the time of application, has been very marked on

several fields and parts of fields, that have come un-

der notice, one of which is our own.

About one acre of this field of corn was nlastered,

while the ground was still quite moist, and but a few
hours before a fall of rain. The remainder of the

field was plastered within two or three days after ihe

first application, and while the ground was in grow-

ing condition. A shower of rain fell shortly after,

sufficient to cause the plaster to disappear on the

whole field, and then little or no rain fell for about
six weeks.

In about three weeks after plastering, I observed a

difference in size and colour of the corn in that corn-

er of the field where we first plastered, and the oth-

er part, (the drills run angling across;) the first plas.

tered, was a deep green, the other yellow, and much
less in size. This difference became more and more
marked from week to week, until our neighbors be-

gan to wonder why there was so much difference in

our corn. For some weeks pait the plaster last ap-

plied.has been taking effeot,and the corn has changed
to a healthy green color, but it is still not less than
ten days behind the first plastered, in growth.

It appears evident from this, that it requires a very
considerable amount of rain to bring fully into effect

the fertilising agency of plaster. And it is a mat
ter of some importance to the fiirmer, to have it ap-
plied to his corn crop as early as possible, that it may
have the advantage of the showers that may fall.

We think- it is sometimes delayed to disadvantage, in

waiting until the plants are all up, that the plaster

may be thrown on or around the roots of each stalk.

Experience teaches that this is not necessary. We
have applied it on our corn broadcast, with as much
success as when we dropped it on each hill, and we
believe it is not possible to draw any difference (oth-

er things being equal) in a field of corn, between the

part having the plaster applied to each hill, and

another part of this same having it applied broad-

cast. Our method, however, is to scatter it along in

the row or drill, making it appear white. This can

be done before any of the corn is above the ground,

and so may be prepared to benefit the plant as soon

as up.

J. n. ALEXANDER.

I

For the Farm Journal.

Black Knots on Plum Trees.

Mr. Editor:—
Having seen and lead many com-

munications on this subject, in different agricultural
|

papers, and having myself had considerable of the 1

disease on my plum and cherry trees, I long since i

endeavored to discover the cause, but so far without i

any satisfactory result. ,

'

,

Many writers contend, and even give a description' j

of an insect, which they say causes the mischief. {

I have time and again examined these tumors, in I

all stages of their growth. I have found the larva
|

of insects after the tumors became of some size, 'tis J

true, but in their incipient stage, could never, evenf'
with the aid of a microscope detect the least vestige '

|

of in-iect life. A friend in Columbia, once under-
I

took to convince me of the truth of the insect theory
,

by occular proof. He had a number of plum trees I

in his yard, and many of them bearing an extra IfJ

large crop of—knots. We at once cut down some '
(

branches and began the work of dissecting the knots i

in real scientific style—that is by a clean incision i

from one extremity to the other, and what did we find? \

why an abundance of worms to be sure; here was a f

confirmation; as my friend said, 'seeing is believing' l

—here is the proof. However as these larvae were p
old acquaintances of mine, I at once knew them to f i

be the progeny of the curculio, having frequently I i

seen them in similar situations on . my own trees,
i

Such an exhibition of worms, living and preying

on these knots, would no doubt have convinced most

people, that they were the cause of the disease. Aa
for myself, I am fully satisfied they had no more to

do with the cause than the "man in the moon," per-

haps less, but were merely an effect of some other

and prior, but to me unknown cause—the curculios

using these tumors after they become of some size,

in the same manner, and' for the same purpose as the

fruit,
—"to increase and multiply." In fact the

larviB appear to be quite as much at home in these

tumors as they are in the fruit itself. When the

knots become enlarged, the branch on which they

grow, becomes diseased for some inches in the heart

of the twig, and unless the branch is cut off, will re.

appear, and increase in numbers until the tree is de-

stroyed.

From the effects of this disease, the common
Morello cherry has been nearly swept from the coun-

try; while the English and plum stone Morello, are,

so far as my observations extend, entirely exempt

though growing in close proximity to affected trees.

Were these knots caused by insects, it would be pass-

ing strange that two kinds of Morello cherries should

bo entirely exempt from their depredations, and the

common Morello, the Bleeding Heart cherry, and

many kinds of plum trees, so congenial to their tastes.

I have often found them on the stems of young plum

1 I
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trees, and in such instances would cut them out—

-

paring down to the sound wood, covering the wound

with some wax or cow dung, but in every such in-

stance, the tumors would reappear, and generally

destroy the trees.

Some medical gentleman recommends the applica-

tion of Quassia, after cutting out the tumor, but nev-

er having made the application myself, can not say

if it will effect a cure. A friend tells me that he has

frequently applied common table salt to the wound

made by the knife, and with complete success, this

destroys the virus, without detriment to the health

of the tree.

So far as the common Morcllo is concerned, the

loss need not bo regretted, as the English and Plum-

stone varieties, are greatly superior to it, both in

size and quality. On many of the finer kinds of

plums a remedy would be very desirable. Cutt-

ing off the diseased twigs will arrest it, and if con-

tinued from year to year may ultimately banish, yet

to cut off a vigorous branch with dozens of fine plums

on it, is, I fear, seldom attempted.

I should be pleased to hear the opinion of others on

this subject, through the "Farm Journal," as many

of your correspondents have a better knowledge of

Pomology and Inscct-ology than the writer of tliese

crude remarks.

What says J. K. B.?—Are the knots on plum and

cherry trees the cause or effect of insects ? Or is it a

disease somewhat an,alogous to the yellows of the peaclr

tree? J. B. G.

Floral Retreat, July 30th, 1853.

For the Farm Jourual.

Chicory.

Messrs. Editors:—
I notice in this month's number,

your remark that Chicory,[Chicorium Intyhus,)\a con-

sidered in your neighborhood a no.\:ious weed, and

also that in the form of Chicory coffee,Lt will not sup-

ply a good cup of Java, &o.

The Chicory in its native habit is, as every other

of the most useful plants with which we are ac-

quainted, a xoeed. Those plants that are the most

economical and yield us food, covering, occupation

and profit, are all, in their wild state, weeds 1

The Sut/ar Cane is a weed in the East Indies and

Africa, although it forms the staple and riches of sev"

eral very extensive countries. The Potato is a weed

on the hill sides of Chili and Peru, still now, at pres-

ent, could We or the nations of Europe do without it?

The Beet is a weed on the shores of several coun.

tries in the Mediterranean, and what important part

does it not make in agricultural eoonomy? The Mad-

der is a weed found on the road-sides of the south of

France, and still it constitutes one of the staples of

French agricultural industry.. We have a weed

growing common enough in nearly all the Middle and

Northern States, the large Thistle, and still no better

or more palatable food can be found, for the mule or

the ass. The Mullen, which grows abundantly wild
every where, and is neglected here, is sedulously cul-

tivated in France and Germany, as a valuable medi-
cinal. Plant Pigweed or Piiuline, is likewise cultiva-

ted in Europe as a delicate and very wholesome
kitchen vegetable over great part of Europe.
What is Timothy, Herd's Grass, Blue Grass, but

individually and originally weeds—and what part do
they play in our agricultural economy ? Indian
Corn, Wheat, Barley, Oafs, Rye, Flax, Hemp, Gotten,

and in fact, all useful plants, are, in their native hab-
its, weeds, and some of them noxious weeds, but cul-

tivation h.as adapted them to our urgent warns, and
brought them to that perfection, that t' eir utility

constitutes the basis of our existence, as individuals

as well as nations.

With regard to the humble noxious weed, Chicory,

I recommend it for its utility and worth, as set forth

in the short paragraph in the July number. Manu-
factured in Chicory coffee, it is not intended to super-

cede coffee, but experience has prooed that mixed
with it, it is likewise useful and beneficial.

J. A. N.
August, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Kuote on Plum Trees.

Farm Lawn, 25th of 7th month, 1853.
Messrs. Editors:

The inquiry has been started, -in

your June number, relative to the cause producing
the excrescences on the young branches of the plum
and cherry trees. They have been generally ascrib-

ed to the ovipunoture of the insect whose larvce are so

frequently found nidifying in them. And from the
tacit adoption of this time-honored opinion, both by
the commonalty and savans, it may be deemed rash
and presumptuous to express a doubt of its correct-
ness;—and he who is bold enough to do so, may ex-
pect either to be denounced as a dangerous innovator,
or consigned to silent contempt for his heterodoxy.
On reflection, however,—.and 1 may add—after care-

ful examination, there seems to be room for further
inquiry, before the question can be considered satis-

factorily determined. The so frequent occurrence of
lar.vae in the knots, may have led to a hasty conclu-

sion—while the apparent antilogy of the Oak-gall,

and a host of allied productions, which do arise from
insect ovipuncture, has gone very far to confirm it in

the public mind. But it would be conceding too

much to admitthat the larvae found in diseased veget-

able growths, do, always, by the aid of a morbid vi-

tiil developement of the plant, build up for them-
selves the structures in which they nidify.

The excrescences when mature become covered

with a small Futigus, (or perhaps more correctly

speaking, with tlio fructijication of a Fungus,) the
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SphiBria morbosa, Schw. This Spa; iria is perhaps

more constant on the surface than the larva in the sub-

stance of the excrescences. Would it not, therefore,

be quite as rational to conclude that they were caus-

ed by the Fungus, as by the Insect? Possibly the

discovery is yet to be mado,that the excrescence itself

is the true Sphceria morbosa, and the little granules

seen upon its surface, the fructification. This vrould

be in accordance with what is known of many spe-

cies of Sphoeria.and other Fungi. The mycologist can

readily refer to numerous parallel cases—I will mere-

ly mention a few, for the benefit of more general

readers, which fall within the cognizance of common

observation.

The well known knots on our hedging thorn (Cra-

tae^-us cordata

—

Ait:) commence very much in the

same manner as those on the plum and cherry trees,

but that they more speedily develope the fructifica-

tion of a most beautiful Fungus—the Roestelia cylin-

drioa

—

Lk. In the latter case, however, the fructi-

fication springs directly from the interior oi the tu-

mour, and before it has suffered from insect depreda-

tion, thus exhibiting, much more satisfactorily, the

true nature of the morbid structure.

The apples so common at this season of the year

on cedar trees, [Juniperus Virginiana—Lin.) will

next year develop the fruit of the singular and ele-

gant Fungus—the Podisoma macropus— iSc/iiO. The

same remarks will apply to the extensive excrescen-

ces often seen upon the branches of the same tree,

and which produce Gymnosporangium Juniperinum

—Lk.
The Ergot of the common Rye, (Secale cereale—

Lin) and other graminaceous seeds, when mature,

produces upon its surface a very diminutive fructify-

ing Fungus—the Ergotoetia abortifacens

—

Queck.

In all instances here given, and hundreds more

could be cited, it is probable that the tumid mass is

the proper Fungus plant, producing its fruit, in due

season after its kind—and I have yet to learn that

the plum and cherry excresences are not consimilar.

If there is wisdom in the foregoing remarks, a hint

to the wise will be sufficient,—and if they are alto-

gether chimerical I have written Quantum Sufficil

Apples.

Early Harvest.

Pig. 1. Prince's Harvest, Yellow Harvest, July
Pippin.—For an early apple this stands deservedly

at the head of the list, and should be cultivated by
every fruit groweri It is very productive, of a rich,

sub acid flavor, of fair size and answers well either

for cooking or as a handsome desert fruit. It com'

mences ripening early part of July, and continues

in use through that month, and the early part of Au-

gust. Coming into market thus early in the season,

and with its attractive appearance, a bright stra*

color when fully rip3, it is one of the most profib-

able varieties for the market. Size medium, some-

what oblate, roundish, smooth. Stalk | of an inch

ong, rather slender; caljrx moderate sunk; flesh wh ite

tender, juicy, with a rich, sub acid flavor, shoots

erect, somewhat diverging, often forked.

Fig. 2. Red Astrachan.—This is one of the most

beautiful apples known, is of Russian origin, ripen-

ing a few days after the Prince's Harvest, not quite

equal to it in flavor, but a variety that will always

sell, from its beautiful deep crimson appearance, with

a bloom like a plum. It is also very productive, a

regular bearer, and is a superior cooking apple.

The tree is a vigorous grower, with broad leaves;

fruit large, roundish, nearly covered with deep crim-'

son; stalk rather short, deeply inserted; calyx set in

a slight irregular basin; flesh white, rather orispi

juicy >
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Fig. 2. Red Astrachan.

Pears.
io flavor; ripe in the early part of August. Doea

well on the quince.

Fig. 3. Bloodgood.

Fig, 3. Blood Good.—This pear was brought into

notice by James Bloodgood, nurseryman, of Long

Island, in 1835, who received it from a person un-

known, and its history he has never been able to

trace. It is probably a chance seedling. We can say

of it We never Want any thing better. It is of the

very highest quality) and where only a few varieties

are cultivated, this unhesitatingly should be one of

them. Size medium, turbinate, inclining to obovate,

thickening very abruptly into the stalk; skin yellow,

with russet dots, having a russety appearance on one

side; calyx scarcely sunk; flesh yellowish white, but-

tery and melting, with a rich sugary, highly aromat-

Fig. 4. Madeleine.

Fig. 1. Madelbike.—Rather smaller than the pre-'

ceding and ripens earlier, about wheat harvest; prob-

ably the best pear of its time of ripening. It is of

French origin, and derives its name from being in

parfection at the feast of St. Madeleine, in France.

We consider it of the first quality. Size medium,

obvate; skin smooth, pale yellowish green^ sometimes

with a faint brownish blush; stalk slender, one and a

half inches long, set in a narrow cavity; calyx small)

in a very shallow basin; flesh white, juicy, melting,

with a delicate somewh.at perfumed flavor. It ripens

early, both on pear and quince.
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The Palmer Worm.

An insect, formerly known by this name, lias ap-
peared in great numbers upon fruit and forrest trees,

during tli^ past month. Apple, cherry, and plum
trees, and, among forest trees, the white oak have
Buffored more or less from its depredations in all parts

of New England, and in the State of New York.
Communications concerning it,aoccimpanied by speci-

mens, have been sent to me from Bradford, Andover,
and Westboro", Massachusetts; from New Haven and
Salisbury, Connecticut; and from Keene and New
Boston, New Hampshire. About the 10th of June,
the same insects were first observed on fruit trees in

my own garden, where, however, they have not been
numerous, and have not done much injury. In oth-

er places, their ravages have been deplorable, and
have been compared to these of canker worms; the

leaves of trees attacked by them looking as though
they had been scorched by fire. In some of the or-

chards, they have not spared even the fruit. Which
has been attacked and mostly destroyed by them.
They have now come to their growth, and have fin-

ished the course, in their present form for this sea-

BOn.

These insects agree, in all respects, with the ac-

counts given of the palmer worms that prevailed in

many parts of New England, in June, 1791. It was
remarked, after this great visitation, that they did

not return the next year in the same places. Wheth-
er, until the present season, they have ever again been
observed, in the like profusion, is unknown to me.
Probably some of these insects might have been
found almost ever year by diUigent search. Perhaps
they are the same as those heretofore called fire
worms, of whose history I cannot find any thing in

print.

A particular description of the palmer worm may
be thought unnecessary and supetiuous, since the in-

sect has been so recently and so widely observed,and
has been pretty well described in the newspapers.
But as I have little more' to add concerning it, and
have been applied to publicly and privately, for

intijrmation on the subject, it may be proper to put
on record an account of it as it passed under my own
observation.

In its early stages, this worm, or caterpiller, though
Var3'ing somewhat in color, is mostly pale green, with

two slender brown lines along the top ol the back,

and a pale brown head. It has sixteen feet, six of

which, near the head, are jointed, and end with a

single claw; the others are merely fleshy protuberan-

ces without joints, the terminal pair being the long-

est. When fully grown, the insect measures half an
inch, or rather more, in length, and then bears a
striking resemblance to the common bud-worm of the

apple tree; the back assuming, generally, a darker
color, and the sides of the body. being marked with

black points, arranged three together on each side of

every ring. Two blackish semi-circular spots or

marks, may .also generally be observed, at this peri-

od, on the top of the first ring. A few short hairs

may be seen on the body by means of a magnifying
glass. On my own trees, these insects have confin-

ed themselves mostly to the terminal leaves and buds;

on others, in places where t.hey have been numerous,

they have spread all over the leaves, and have de-

voured the whole green substance, leaving only the

net-work of veins untouched. They are exceedingly

active in their motions, moving either forwards or

backwards at pleasure, with a kind o*' impatient jer-

king motion, which renders it dittioult to hold them.
When the trees are shaken, these worms drop, and

hangsuspended by threads,like canker worms. Wheth'
er they leave the trees in the same way, when they
undergo their course,—if indeed they do leave them
at this time.and where they underg.i their final trans-

formations, I have not ascertained, being prevented
by other engagements from watching tbeir further
progress.

One of my correspondents has informed me that
these Worms mostly disappeared after a late hail

storm; and another one states that they all took le.ave

during a heavy shower on Monday last. A few, that

were kept for observation in a glass jar, have cover-

ed themselves with a thin web of silk, and some of
these have already taken the chrysalis from within
their webs. More than half of my specimens have
been stung by ichneumon flies, which have deposit-

ed a single egg in each one of their victims. The
m.aggots bred from these eggs, are now leaving the

lifeless worms, and are spinning themselves up in

white, oblong oval, silken pods or cocoons.

If the palmer worms elsewhere have suffered the

same fate in the like proportion, we have little cause
to fear their ravages next year. The chrysalis is

about one quarter of an inch long, of a pale yellow-

ish brown color, and diflTora from that of the bud-
worm in noi having transverse rows of teeth, or little

notches, around its body. The final translormation

remains to be observed; and, until the insect is ob-

tained in the winged or moth state, its sjientific name
cannot be determined.

On the morning of the 28th May, I saw, in the

cemetery at Worcester, immense numbers of gray or

whitish moths, about twice the size of the common
clothes' moth, flying about almost in swarms, being

disturbed from the grass and trees by my p.assing.

Two days afterwards, a few of the same little moths
were seen in my garden; and Dr. Sanborn informed

me that his garden was alive with them on the 23d
of May, They were also very numerous, about the

same time, at New Haven, and in other places since

visited by the palmer worms. But whether the lat-

ter were, or were not, the descendants of these little

moths, it would not be safe now to say. The moths,

though not wholly unknown to me by sight, before

this Spring, have heretofore been so rare that my
collection contained only a single specimen, and that

in too poor a condition to enable satisfactorily to in-

vestigate its scientific character and ascertain to what
modern genus it belonged.

As attention has been generally directed to the

habits of the palmer worm|during the present season,

other persons, more favorably situated than I am,
may be expected to pursue and make known the fur-

ther history and transformations of this destructive

insect.

I regret not being able to give a better account of

it at this time, and still more that the pressure of my
oiBcial duties necessairly interferes with the contin-

ued and further investigation it would otherwise

please me to make upon it.—[New England Farmer.
T. W. HAHKIS.

Cambridge, Mass., July 6, 1853.
4»r ^

Farm Experience.—Twenty years experience up-

on a farm has taught me that one acre of laud, well-

manured and tiUed.will produce more than two acres

which received the same .amount of labor and ma-
nure. That one cow, well fed, will be of more pro-

fit than two fed upon the same amount of fodder;

this will apply to all other stock,—that one ton of

of hay cut when the grass begins to blossom, will

produce as much milk as two tons, cut when the

seed is ripe.

—

Anon.
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Ture Alderuey or Jersey Bull

Owned bij Maisliall and Francis Strode, near West.

Chester, Chester County, Penna.

On opposite page we give a portrait of a superior

Bull of this breed, being the same animal to which
we advertedin a former number,thcn owned by John
Worth, of E. Bradford, butsince purchased by his pre-

sent owners. We consider it a fortunate circumstance

for the dairym'en ot this section of country, that

they have now an opportunity of obtaining a cross,

by this bull, with their best milking cows. He pos-

sesses in a remarkable degree the property of good

handlinrj, a point too much overlooked in judging of

stock, and which we consider of great importance.

Guenon's marks of milking qualities are also strong-

ly developed. In a m'ilk or butter dairy, size no less

tlian many other desirable points of other brecds.the

farmer can well afford to sacrifice, provided he se-

cures these primary objects combined,with efli'y/eftZ-

ing, kindly disposition, and habit of milking close up

to time of calving. For these objects the Jersey cow

can be recommended with great confidence, inas-

much as they have been bred with this view, exclu-

sively for a very long period, and as a matter of ne-

cessity in so circumscribed a spot as the isle of Jer-

sey, other considerations were altogether lost sight

of. They may be said to have a hereditary superior,

ity for rich milk and butter. The old unimproved

Jersey cows from 180O to 1S30, though far inferior

in feeding qualities ..arid' neatness of form, to the

present.was even then counted superior to every oth-

er breed for the uniform richness of their milk,which

from fresh pasture in spring was said to appear like

clouted cream. "She had always possessed the head

of a fawn, a soft eye, elegant crumpled horns, small

ears, yellow within, a clean neck and throat, fine

bones, a fine tail, above all a well formed capacious

udder with large swelling milk veins." She had

however no tendency to fatten, all fattening property

being absorbed by the great quantities of milk and

cream she produced. About twelve years ago, at-

tempts were made by the Jersey Agricultural Socie-

ty to remedy these defects.by selecting the best mod-

els and crossing them with a fleshy well conditioned

bull, of a race that was also known to produce qual

ity and quantity of butter, and the result has been a

"breed with a rounded form with a tendency to make

fat, without having lost the butyraceous nature. An
analysis of the milk of the' Jersey cow, has been

made by Professor E. Emmons, of Albany, which on

comparing, with an analysis of the milk of the Ayr-

shires made under the direction of the British Gov-

ernment, by Professor Thompson, for the purpose of

determining the relative value of food in the produc-

tion of butter, resulted as follows: It will be well to

recollect, that the Ayrshire cow, whose milk is supe-

rior to the (jeneralily of other cows, was in this case

fed on grass, while that from tAo Jersey cow, whose

milk was examined; was from an imported animal by
John A. Taintor, Esq., selected by himself in Jersey,

but she was in low condition, not having recovered

from the effect of a voyage. Her milk was taken in

winter, after recent calving, but she had been fed

only on hay, with an allowance of four quarts of bran
as her daily allowance, but notwithstanding yielded

eleven to twelve quarts of milk in 24 hours.

Milk of Ayrshire Cow. Specific gravity 1.029.

Water, 87.19
Dry matter 12.81
Butter, 3.70
Casein,

_ ,
. 4.1g

Sugar, 4'.35

Ash, .5(}

Milk of Jersey Cow. Specific gravity 1.031.3.

Water, , •, 84.73
Dry matter, 16.27
Butter, 8.07
Casein, 5.02
Sugar, 5.05
Ash, .79

Professor Emmons says, " .according to the forego-

ing result.the milk furnished by the Jersey cow,own-
ed by Mr. T.aintor, will amount to 154 lbs, per week
and should yield 12.32 lbs. of butter. In Professor

Thop'pson's esperiicents, the yield of milk for six-

teen days was 309 lbs. 14 oz. G drs. which gave 11

lbs. 14 oz. 11 drs, of butter. During an equal period

Mr. Taintor's cow will give 352 lbs. of milk, which
willyield28 16-100 lbs. butter,giving a balance in her

favor of about 18. lbs.. An Ayrshire cow, owned by
another gentleman, yielded 51G grs. of butter per 16

ozs. of milk. Milk taken from the cans of a milk-

man,which was regarded as good milk,gave 375 grs.

of butter per 16 ozs. An analysis of the milk of a

common cow, which is interesting by comparison

with that of the Alderney or Ayrshire, resulted as

follows: . .'

Water,
Casein,

Butter,

Sugar,

90.48

3.88

2,88

1.78

The above experiments are conclusive as to the su-

periority of these two excellent breeds of cows, Ayr-
shire -and Jersey/for dairy purposes. We gave in

former numljers of the Farm Journal, portraits of

both bull and cow of the Ayrshire breed owned by
E. P. Prentice, near Albany.

Col. Le Couteur, of the isle of Jersey, from whose
valuable essay, published in the transactions of the

New York Agricultural Society, much of the above

matter is condensed, further says:

"The Jersey farmer treats his cow with gentleness
and care; it might be more correct to say his wife
does so. On good farms she is usually housed at
night after the end of October to the end of Februaiy,
if heavy raiU; hail, or snow prevail. It is deemed to

be healthful to give a cow a short run daily through
tlie winter, excepting in stormy weather. At this

season, which is usually several degrees warmer than
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in the mildest part of Devonshire, she is fed with a

certaiti portion of straw, from 10 lbs. to 20 lbs. of

hay, with about 10 lbs. to 20 lbs. of parsnips, white

carrots, turnips, or mangold-wurtzel.

The small portion of grass whioh she may pick.up
in the winter, with the above quantity of food.enable

her to produce a rkhand well-colored sample of but-

ter-till within six weeks of parturition.'

At this period, which is usually regulated to take

place about the mouth of IMaroh or April, just when
the cow, being in full milk, may soon be placed on'

the fresh spring pasture in April or May, she is an

object of extreme care. On calving she is' given a

warm potation of cider, with a little powdered gin-

ger, Quayle hints that pet cows are, further indulged

with a toast in their caudle.

The calf is taken from the cow at once, and fed by

hand. It may be well to advise that on the first oc-

casion of calving, the calf should bo allowed to, draw

the cow fully, for no milking by haud will so com-

pletely empty the udder, nor cause the milk-veins

to swell to their fall developement,as will the suction

of the calf.

Some of the early,meadows produce rich grass in

March; but the general flush of grass, which comes

on generally late in April, is the period when the

Jersey firmer looks forward with anxiety. The cow
is then tethered to the ground by means of a halter

five or six feet long; this is appended by a ring and
swivel to a chain which encircles her horns, closed

by a ring and bar; the other end of the halter is fas-

tened to a chain six or eight feet long, which is con-

nected by a swivel and ring to a stout iron 'stake a

foot long; this is driven into the ground by means of

a wooden mallet. The cow having this circular

range is compelled to eat it clean. She is usually

moved thrice a day, and milked moriiing and even-

ing, on many farms at midday also. Under this

system,the writer has owned four cows that produc-

ed eight-and-forty pounds Jersey, or above fifty-one

pounds imperial, weight of rich yellow butter per

week in the month of May and part, of .Juno.

In very hot weather, in July or August, it is ad-

visable to shelter the cow from the heat and flies;

otherwise these tease cows to such a degree, hy forc-

ing them to run about incessantly, that they have no

time for repose and chewing the cud; they, in conse-

quence, afford much less milk or cream.

It was anciently thought that cream from the Jer-

sey cow was too rich for making cheese. Mr. Le
Feuvre, of La Houge, who has a fine breed of cows
tried the experiment two years since, and suoceederd

to admiration. It was made from the pure' milk,

cream and all, as it comes from the cow. It was
found that the quantity of milk that would have pro-

duced a pound of butter afforded one pound and a

half of cheese.

From the quantity of milk which produced a

cheese of twenty pounds weight, the dnuiiini/a i)( the

curds and whey, on being churned, yielded four,

pounds of butter. This butter was of an inferior

quality when eaten with bread, but was superior to

any other for the making of pastry: it was peculiar-

ly hard, and of excellent texture for such use in hot

weather. The writer has tasted cheese from Mr. Le
Feuvre's farm quite equal in quality to -the richest

double Glo'ster.

On one or two farms besides General Fouzel's,but-

ter is made from clouted cream in the Devonshire
mode; but as this is not peculiar to Jersey, it is not

noticed further than that ten pounds of butter are u-

suiiUy made in five minutes by this process. The u-

sual way of procuring the cream is by placing the

milk in pans about six inches deep, the glazed,shallow

earthenware haviiig taken the place of the unglazed,

deep vessels.
'

,
'

It is admitted that the richest milk and cream are

produced by cows whose ears have a yellow or orange

color within. Some of the best cows give twenty-

six quarts of milk in twenty-four hours, and four-

teen pounds of butter from such milk in one week.

Such are rare. Good cows afford twenty ((uarts of

milk daily, and ten pounds of Ijutter weekly, in the

spring and summer moiiths. Butter is made every

second or third day.
Lactometers indicate the .degrees of richness, or

cream, which the milk of any cow affords, with great

nicety. This varies with different food. The mode
is to fill the lactometer, up to zero with the first milk

that is drawn from the cow in the morning; then,

when the udder is nearly emptied, to fill a second

lactometer with the residue of the milk, throwing a

little out of the lactometer, lo refill it to zero with

the very last drops which can be drawn from the

cow: these will be nearly all cream. The lactome-

ter filled with the fijst milking only indicate fourde-

gree.s- of cream, while that filled with the last milk-

ing forty degrees of cream. Then by dividing the

sum total, fortj'-four'by two, we have twenty-two de-

grees of cream, which a very good cow will produce:

others so little as ten or fifteen.

Jersey butter, made when the cows are partially

fed on p.arsnips, or white carrots and grass, in Sep-

tember and October, when salted and potted will keep

till Spring, preserving as well as Irish butter, with

a much less rank flavor.

(Col. Le. Conteur informs us under date of June

15, 1850, that yearling bulls of the pure breed would

be delivered at Southampton, England, from £10 to

£12, and a yearling prize heifer at from £10 to £15
—from §48 to .§70 each.)

We- can only ?ay from our own observation, that

at the great Southampton cattle show in England in

1844,and which from its convenience of access, to the

isle of Jersey, had a good representation of their

cows, that they attracted our attention more than any

other stock on the ground. We have never seen, and

cannot imagine any thing more perfectly neat ^ni

beautiful than the specimens we there saw. Not

looking to weigh more than 400 to 500 lbs. when fat,

with necks and head as graceful as a fawn, small,

delicate tapering limbs, small thin ears, full and li-

vely eyes,, smooth crumpled horns; they looked as if

they would not consume more food than a good sized

sheep, and might be herded together in the same

way. Youatt says "in England they ace found only

in gentlemen's parks and pleasure grounds, where

they maintain their occupancy, partly on account o,f

tlie richness of their milk, and the great Quantity of

butter, which it yields, but more from the diminutives

size of the animals. It is thought fashionable that

the view from the breakfast table or drawing room

of the house, should represent an Aldernoy cow, or

two, gracing at a little distance.

Fashion in this case seems to have taken a useful

direction, and it is highly probable will be imitalted

to considerable extent in the United States, though

for a different reason. The Alderneys will be duly

attended to before breakfast, and the breakfast tabU
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at breakfast time, which will suit better the busi-

ness habits of Young America.

Ah instance is on record of a Jersey cow having

produced 19 lbs. of butter per week, for three siic-

cessive wdeks. Many have produced 14 lbs. per week,

but 10 lbs. per week during the Spring and Summer
months appears to be most common in their native

island.
«•»

Importation of English Gattle.

We have lately mentioned the purchase of several

head of cattle and sheep in England by American
breeders. In addition to these, we observe that the

Mark Lane Express states that" fifty head of the

"choicest specimens of short-horned cattle" were
shipped by the Crown last month fur Philadelphia.

It is said that twenty-four head of tliese cattle and a

quantity of sheep, were the property of Mr. R. A.
Alexander, of Airdrie House, Scotland, and were des-

tined for his estate in Wojdford county, Kentucky.
For two of these animals, a two-yeaT old heifer, and
a yearling bull, he gave £325—or S2,G25.

Another vessel, we are informed, brings out the

far-famed bull "Balco," bred by the late Mr. Bates, of

Kirkleavington, and purchased at his sale in 1850,

when one year old, by the Earl of Burlington, for.

155 guineas. He has been used the last two seasons

by Mr. Tanquery, at Hendon, of whom he has been
recently purchased by Col. L. G. Morris, the Presi-

dent of the New York State Agrcultural Society, on
behalf of himself and Mr. Becar, of New York.

—

These gentleman have also purchased some highly
v.aluable cows and heifers from Mr. Tanquerary, as

well as the Hon. N. N. Hill and Mr. Harvey Combe;
they ha-ve further selected some splendid South Down
sheep from Mr. Jonas Webb, with a quantity of Berk-
shire, Suffolk, and Yorkshire pigs.

In connection with the above, are several choice

Devon cattle, bred by the Earl of Leicester, destin-

ed for George Vail, Esq., of Troy, New York.—[Cul-

tivator.

lutroduction of French Merino into Western Penn
sylvauia.

We observe by one of our Western Exchanges
that Dr. G. S. Hayes, of ^Allegheny, has imported
during the present year, in connection with Solomon
W. Jevvett, of Middlebury, Vermont, 112 French Me-
rino owes and fovir buoks^—of which flock Dr. Hayes
received for his share twenty-eight ewes and two bucks

costing him heresomethingover three thousand dollars.

They cost per head some twenty-five dollars passage
from France to New York, and eight dollars a head
from New York to Pittsburg.

These sheep are something finer than, any before

imported to this counti-y—having been selected more
with a view to the fineness ,6f the staple than the

largeness or weight of the fleece. The. ewes aver-

aged about 120 pounds weight, and the bucks 200
pounds. The Dr. sold this year's French Merino
clip of wool, unwashed, at 50 cents per pound—be-

ing about equal to 70 cents washed. He sold a buck
five months old this Spring, of his own raising, for

$250, and an interest of one-half in another,for li;210,

after having had the use of him for two previous

years.

These prices are high up in the figures, but are

nothing remarkable for this breed of sheep. lie

i^eeps these sheep principally on his farm in Butler
ounty. We trust he may have specimens of these

heep at the great fair at Pittsburg.—[Ilarrisb'g Un.

Cows Holdiu°^ up tUeir Milli.

. It is well known that many cows when they first

come in, when their calves are taken from them, will

hold up their milk, sometimes to such a degree as al-

niost dry themselves before they will give it down.

"A few years ago," writes a correspondent of an
English newspaper, "I bought a young cow, which
proved to be very wild and when I took her first calf

she would not give down her milk. I had heard it

remarked that putting a weight on the cow's back
would make her give her milk down. I according-

ly drove her into a stable, got a bushel of grain and
put it on her back. While in this position, she had
no power to hold up her milk, for it came down
freely. After doing this a few times, and afterwards

putting my hand on the back of the cow, it would
give way and she would immediately give down her

milk."
The rationale of this treatment appears to be that

the weight counteracts the upward tendency of the

animal's muscular action.

The Clinton Grape*

I have before me, January 25th, a bunch of the

above desirable, long-keeping variety, as fresh and
perfect as it came from the vine. It has been 'cXilti-

vated in the vicinity of Rochester for the last twenty

or twenty-five years; yet it is still but little known,
although worthy of a more general cultivation on
account of its hardiness and productiveness. It is

the grape for the North, where no other variety ri-

pens. Even with us, (latitude 4Sdeg.,) in backward
seasons, this is the only variety that attains complete

maturity. I would particularly recommend it to

wine-makers as worthy of trial. My opinion is, that

before many years it will be extensively cultivated

as a wine grape. Judging from the character of

its juice, the wine will require a longer time to ripen

than that of the Isabella and Catawba, and will keep

much lotiger than either. It succeeds well in all dry

situations, and is entirely free from rot, to which the

Catawb.a is particularly subject.

It is a matter of surprise that the wine-makers of

the West, some of whom have-been making such ac-

tive search for native grapes, have not turned their

attention to tliis variety. I have not seen it mention-

ed in any of their reports. I am informed, howev-

er, that it is now in the course of being tested there,

and that a quantity of the grapes have been sent

from this plaoo tj a.i eminent wine maker, to be tes-

ted as .1 ..r wine-producing qualities. We-may,
therefore, expect a report soon.

The vino grows rapidly, and is propagated easily,

striking more readily from cuttings than any other

variety I know in the whole catalogue of popular na-

tive and foreign sorts. The shoots are slender and
wiry, ripening so well as to acquire great firemness,

and hence it is so hardy that the severe cold of a

northern winter never aliects even the softer parts of

the young shoots.

Wood—grayish brown and short-jointed; leaves

—

small and thin, sharply serrated, and unlike Isabella

and Catawba, which are usually turned backwards,

they have more of a concave form. Bunches—small

and compact, resembling much the Black Cluster.

Berries—small to medium, black, juicy, with consid-

erable pulp, rather acid when first gathered, even

though ripe. They improve by keeping, jnst as

Winter pears will by house-ripening. It is a pro-

digious bearer, and ripens in equal situations two or

three weeks before the Isabella.—[Horticulturist.
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Prejudices of Farmers.

Extracts from an address delivered before the New

Hampshire Agricultural Society, by William S. King,

Esq.
'

But to come to the Second prejudice of farmers.

As a class they say, that espcciW- Education is not

necessary for them;—an education, adapted to their

occupation as formers, to teach them more than tliey

now know, of their own business; thereby enabling

them to improve upon the doings of their predecess-

ors, as other classes of men have done;—an Agbi-

cuLTURAL Education, loooking directly at their in-

tended business for life.

The Sliipwright, before' he is able to launch upon

the deep, those models of marine arcbitecture,whieh,

whether propelled by sails or steam, have alike car-

ried our starry flag in triumph on the sea, has, in his

youth, been apprenticed to a finished master of his

craft; he has, so to speak, studied the alphabet of his

trade under a competent teaohor; and he has pored,

dreary hours long, over models, and lines, and rules

laid down in books. No one of my hearers supposes,

that the improvements made in ship-building, where-

by, even before the introduction of steam on the

ocean, we had already diminished the distance to the

English coast from our own, by full one-half in tWen-

1

ty years, are the result of accident, or of fortunate

guesswork. No! constant study alone enabled the

builders to improve upon every model that was
launched; until now, the work of our ship-yards is

the admiration of the world. It may be here added,

as an argument for education, that the conceded su-

periority of our ship-wrights even over those of our

mother country,-—Noble Old England,—is universal-

ly and unhesitatingly attributed to the fact, that our

ship-builders are more generally men of inquiring

minds and of education in their business.

The Mason who rears your house walls, and spans

the swift stream with the striding arch, has had his

years of apprenticeship and education. Much of his

knowledge must come from books, but he does not

therefore despise it.

The Painter, who sketches with magic pencil, the

glowing landscape, or "the human form divine," has

prepared himself to execute those masterly touches,

by previous care and study.

The Lawyer is educatjed with, a steady view to his

future profession.

The Physician acquires from books, and from ol>

servation, the knowledge of the healing art; that ren-

ders him a minister of mercy in our dwellings.

The Divine, whose errand is to warn tfie sinner to

"flee from the \VTath to come," and to comfort the

parting soul, about to wing its way on a dim and
untried journey, learns to undertsand and to expound
the will of his Heavenly Master, by continued peru-

sal of the writings of the good and learned.

All professions, all trades, all other occupations of

men testify to the advantages of especial education;

but tho farmer is yet unconvinced. Men are not born

with a natural knowledge of law, or of mechanics;

so that after a little obsiirvation of the practice, they

can take high rank in their respective occupations;

but the farmer claims that he has, froBi youth; all the

knowledge of his business that is necessary; and .a

few years of practice completes the education It

we allow that we merely desire to equal those who
have preceded us, it may bo that we can keep close

to them, by walking in their footsteps; but the ten-

dency of the age is to improvement; —the design of

our Maker appears to be, that each generation oi'

man should excel, in knowledge, its predecessor;

—

but it is idle to ej>pcct improvement, where all are con-

tent to be imitator's.

The object of an agricultural education is, un-

doubtedly, to make practical farmers; and here, at

the outset, we stumble over a prejudice, as to what

constitutes a 7Jrarftca?/ar-nier.

My purpose here, as all know, is not,—cannot be,
.

—to ridicule my hearers. I have a too high re-

spect for those who called me hither,—for those who
now so kindly listen to me,—for the great subject

that we are discussing,—for my own charaoter,^to

attempt to throw riilicule upon any whom I address.

But you, yourselves, shall be judges of what your-

selves declare to be a Practicat. Farmer.

To decide whether a stranger, who calls himself a

fiirmer,has a right to" tho title, is not your first glance

cast upon his clothes, to see if they be farmer-like;

and your next upon his hands, to find they are har-

dened by manual lal)or. If a man, in a black broad-

cloth dress coat, having hands fair to look upon, and

uncallo.used by contact with the plow handle, pre-

sents himself to your notice, as a practical farmer,

your politeness may or may not prevent you from

"laughing in his face, at the obvious absurdity of the

claim; Imt you laugh none the less, in your sleeve, as

you set bim down for a fancy farmer.

Now, sirs, what right have you to deride this man's

pretensions; and, otf-hand, to pronounce that ho is

not a farmer, as accomplished as yourself, or even

able to teach you wha,t you have not yet learned, in

your own ocupation ? It is because you consider

that a practical farmer, is he, and he only, who la-

bors with his hands; this would make them tough;

and the necessities of his occupation would compel

him to wear more homely anparel. Is it true, that

this it is, and this oXouq,—labor with the hands,—
HARD WORK,—that makes the practical man ? Then

is your hired help; who follows the plow, day in and

day out; who shivers in the wintry stable, and

sweats at the harvest, many an hour when you are

occupied about other affairs, a better practical far-

mer than you; for he often works more. Then is the

ox, that he drives, the most practical, for he wears

rougher and .tougher garments, has harder hands,

and does more hard work than either of you.

Farmers ! you greatly mistake the meaning of the

word practical. Stand with me upon the- quarter

deck of a ship, as she strips for a battle with the

storm. The bullying winds roar. The threatening

sky descends and contracts. The angry waves lift

up their heads. The tempest-tost bark, now piercing

the sky with her trembling masts, now driving head-

long into the yawning trough of the sea, is freighted

with human sijuIs. Do they not now, if ever, need

the services of a practical snilov to conduct them safe-

ly through the environing perils ? Who then is he,

to whom all eyes instinptively turn, as under God,

their only hope ? Is it that stalwart son of the sea,

whose strength is the boast of the ship's company;

—

who .can "swim farther, dive deeper, and come up

drier, than any man in the crowd;"—who can "hand,

and reef, and steer;"^who can mount the rigging;

with a squirrel's agility, and tie all the fast-knots,

and sliding knots, that are the sailor's pride; and

splice, or "lay a cable, with the next man;"— is this

he, who is selected as the best practical sailor, to

command the craft, in her hour of danger? Far

from it, friends. The practical man, for the occasiim,

is yiui dapper little fellow, with soft, white palms;

sporting, mayhap, a seal ring: and dressed, as if in-

clined to give to tar and pitch, and all other defiling

substances, a wide berth. He it is;—this man, wlio

has been educated for his position, and who directs
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the laboi-s of others,—he it is, who is the practical
sailor. .

If then, iu the hour of dan;;er, when death rages
for his prey, and the yawning sea shows the ready
grave, men acknowledge the might of mind; why is

it, that formers will persist in undervaluing it, and
set up sinews before it?

As we oast our eyes over 'the country, we see it

traversed in every direction by roads of iron; migh-
ty hills are demolished, wide valleys are filled up,and
swift streams are spanned by viaducts. The neigh
of the steam-horse wakes the echoes, far and near; as

with eyes, of fire and with breath of pitchy smoke,
he rushes along his iron road with the roar and
strength of the avalanche. Now if there are things
that practical man can suroly do, the piling of dirt

and stones into a long narrow heap; and the digging
down of banks of earth; and the hammering ol iron,

and tlie putting together of bolts and nuts, and
pjates, must be among them. But we do not give to

the thousands of brawny workmen, who ply pick
and spade, the honor of building the railroad; nor do
we credit to the faitliful smith, wlio obedient to di-

rections, has wrought out a rod, and again iiaramer-

ed out a p ate, the performances of the finished loco-

motive. .

By and by,—as all now admit that a man may be
a finished practical sailor, who does not defile his

palms with pitch, oakum, or rattlin-stufiF; and as one
may claim to be a practical builder, renring huge
structures of granite, bridging rivers, and moving
mountains, who does not harden his hands by the

use of spade, pick', or crow; so we will acknowledge
that a man niay be a practical fiirmer, competent to

the management of acres, who does not toil all the

day long at the piow-tail. To farm well, as to direct

any other operation well, the foreman, whether he be
master or inan, must thoroughly understand how
things ought to be done; and then the proverb will

be fouud to hold true of farming, as of must things

else,
—"the eye of the master is of more value than

his hands."
Scientific Agriculture is the cultivation of the

eirth by rule, and not by guess work. Indeed, when
and where guessing ends and system begins, then
and there is, the birth, and, the birth place of Sci-

ence. '

How many farms, gentlemen, within the reach of

your observation, are, by this definiti n scientifical-

ly cultivated ? On how many is the depth of the

plowing gauged by the depth of the soil, the charac-

ter of the subsoil, and a wise intention to render the

fertile loam deeper year after year, inch by inch ?

How many farmers of your acquaintance, who enter

on a farm with a soil three inches deep, undertake,

as they well and easily might, to render it in twelve

yijars, twelve inches deep ? I would tell you here,

that the experiments of thousands of farmers have
proved that by thrusting the point of your plow
one inch, or three-quarters of an inch .deeper at

each plowing and bringing to the surface so much of

the inert subsoil, to be operated on by the atmos-
phere and to be benefitted by the manure year after

year, you will to this extent increase your active fer-

tile soil, and gradually create another farm, as it

were, under your old one. But this would be scien-

tific farming; and, consequently, iu the opinion of

too many farmers, mere nonsense; notwithstanding
that fa,ots, plenty as blackberries, confront th'.;m with
evidence.

On how many fivrms in this State, or in any State,

is the manure applied with sufficient knowledge, of

the component parts,- and consequently of the wants

of the soil ? On how many is the manure itself pre-

pared and preserved, so that it retains all of its valu-

able constituents ? Why, gentlemen, if one were to

say that plants, to thrive, require food in certain pro-

portions; and that if one of the necessary substances
is not present in the soil, and is not supplied in the
manure, the plant cannot thrjvfe; and that in propor-
tion as you have or apply the precise quantity of each
ingredient necessary, so nearly do you come to gett-

ing the maximum crop,—you would set it down at

once, in scorn, as scientific farming. And yet how
else do you account for the fact, that one man grows
a hundred bushels of corn to an acre and another
but twenty? Why, clearly because theground whereon
grew the hundred bushels was naturally, or by sci-

entific treatment, in a proper condition for corn bear-
ing,—had in its womb all the necessary kinds, and
enough of each kind of food, that the young and the
growing plant required for its leaves, its stalk, its

tassel and its ear. And how do you account for the

fact, that you do not get an equal crop on the same
gro.ind the next year? Because the first crop has
eateu up a good share of the food in the ground-pan-
try; and the third season, (if any man is silly enough
to try corn on the, same ground, without having sup-
plied food by manure,) the tliird crop would find the
s'helves pretty well cleaned; and the progeny of that
year would be pigmies.

On how many farms in New Hampshire is an ac-

curate calculation made of the cost of growing diif-

erent crops, so as to decide which is the most profit-

able to raise ? On how many farms is an account
kept of outlay and income from each field and each
animal, that the prudent husbandman may know
where is the mouse-hole in his meal-bin ? This is not
because it would be scientific farming. To be sure,

a merchant who pretended to carry on an extensive
btisiness without keeping books, and without taking
now and then "an account of stock;" or who would
continue to deal in certain styles of goods, without
knowing whether he was making or losing money
by the operation, would be held insane. But surely

that is no reason why a man who prides himself on
being a plain practical farmer, should farm by aritli,-

metic. ,

Do farmers hereabout, or farmers 'generally any-
where, attempt gradually to improve their seed by
early and judicious •selection; and by always plant-

ing the best, instead of reserving the worst for that

purpose; or do they sell all that is fit to be sold, and
keep the poorest for home use and for seed ? This
gradual improvement of seed, such as Mr. Brown, on
an island in Lake Winnepesaukee has made in corn
—known as Brown corn—and as many others have
made in manv plants, and fruits, and flowers, by the

simple selection of seed, with judicious cultivation,

—this smacks rather, too much of science, for a prac-

tical farmer.

Scientific Agriculture recognizes the fact, that ma-
nures are economically applied, to exert their best

influences, upon soils where water too much abounds;
and recommends drainage. "And so," say you,

"does every practical farmer, who knows beans."

Well, perhaps every practical farmer does not "know
beans," or he would recognize them in a good share

of the ready-brfi'ued cnffi'e that he buys ! At any
rate, how difierent the opei-ations of the systematic

and of the guess-work drainer. The first discovers

the secret springs, that .supply the superfluity of

water; and so locates his drains, and so to cut off the

vein before it opens on the surface. While nine-

tenths of your practical men dig ditches in the low-

est part of the meadow, where the water stands;

—
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forgetful that an ounce of prevention is wortli a

pound of cure. Tliis subject of drainage opens too

vast a iield for me to venture upon at this time.

This same rule of prevention causes your scientific

farmer to do all thiiiys in season. He stirs up the

earth between the drills of his crops, with the hoe or

cultivator, to kill tlie weeds, before they attain to

great size, and strength, and appetite. There is no
such glutton as your weed. Like a sharper among
honest folks, it defrauds the legitimate owner of what
rightfully belongs to him. With coolest impudence
it steals from I he young and tender plant three-fourths

of its food, and grows in consequence three inches to

its one; Mr. Weed over-tops it; he bullies it, as it

were after reducing its strength by starvation. By
and by, he claims the ground as his own, and flour-

ishes in undisturbed possession. He becomes seedy

at length; establishes a large family, in good quar-

ters to rob succeeding crops of potatoes and carrots;

and is only uprooted and punished when he has
about run the length of his evil course.

Agriculture is understood to express, not merely
the cultivation of the land, but also all the opera-

tions incidental to it, or consequential upon it. Ac-
cordingly, we find science in the Stock-yard. The
enlightened system, that prevails in the field, is in-

troduced here. Acting upon the well-established

rule that "like begets like," she selects fit moulds,
and builds up breeds of cattle for the shambles,
square and ponderous, like the lordly Durhams; and
again for the yoke she prepares the beautiful and
agile Devon; for the milk-pail she reserves families

of each of these breeds, in which big udders and
profuse secretions of milk are hereditary! For the

churn she shows the gentle Jersey cow; seven quarts

of whose milk will yield a pound of butter.

Among Swine, this same wise system,—a synoyma
for science—has produced the Suffolk, the Middle-
sex, and other breeds, that run to fat, as naturally as

a turtle-fed Alderman:^they eat, they grunt, they

sleep their lives away, until they have attained to a
very Lambertism of obesity: and then, with a gurg-

ling in the throat they change into pork and are laid

down in the barrel.

For the Farm Journal.

Poppy.

Messrs Editors:—
A short paragi'aph in the July

number of the Pennsylvania Farm Journal on Poppy

Oil, induces me to write these few lines, the result

of my experience and knowledge.

The Poppy, Papamr somnifermu Oi7?eWe,(French,)

is very extensively cultivated on the continent of

Europe, particulai-ly in Flanders, France, parts of

Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, &c., for its

seeds, which produee a most excellent oil by'ex-

pression, equal to that of Olives for eating, as well as

for mixing with paints.

Two varieties are grown, viz: the white, P. S. al-

bum, which produces the best oil, and the purple,

which produce the greatest quantity from the same

quantity of seeds expressed. Both plants are easily

distinguished by the color of their corolla, as the

names imply.

The soil best adapted for the Poppy is a light rich

loam, properly manured and prepared by good plow-

ing in the Fall, light cross plowing, and well harrow- I

ing in the Spring, and the seed then sown, March to

June, at the rate of two ounces per acre, in shallow

drills or rows very thin, the drills Ij fo 2 feet apart;

the seed rolled on land that does not bake; where it

does bake, it can be kept light by strewing over the

drills clean chaff or salt hay, where procurable, as

this will keep the ground moist and favorable to ger*

mination.

As soon as the plants are 4 or 5 inches high, they

should be thinned to one foot distance in therows.and

slightly earthed up, and kept clean through the seas-

on, either by a small plow or cultivator.

In July or August the seeds will ripen, which is

known by the heads turning dark and dry, and they

can be harvested by sending boys into the rows each

with a basket, into which every head is shaken with- ^
out breaking the stems; the ripe seeds being all loose '

will drop out through openings in the poppy heads,

the unripe seeds will still adhere to' the head and can

bo shaken out a few days after the first gathering. ]

Should this appear too tedious work, the harvesting

can be done by pulling up the stalks and putting

them upright in bundles in the field; when they are

quite dry, they can be shaken by handfuls over an

empty barrel, or beaten on a shefet.

The produce in favorable circumstances, when ev-

ry thing has been carried on with care and attention,

will amount to twenty to twenty-five bushels of seed,

which, on expression will yield about two and a half

gallons of oil per bushel, and leave about forty

pounds of residuum or cake, making amost excellent -

manure. ^

The Opium of commerce is made from the white

Poppy, P. S. album, this being very extensively '

cultivated for that purpose, in Egypt, Turkey, Per-

sia, India and China.

, The manipulation of the Opium being a delicate

and tedious process, requiring a large number of

small hands, vvomen and children, will prevent its be-

ing generally put in practice in the United States, on

account of the dearness and scarcity of labor.

Those who have at times made the trial, on a small

scale, have obtained an Opium of very good quality.

The Poppy heads used by Druggists can' be raised

by sowing the seeds in gardens.

The seeds can bo procured of me at 15 cents per

ounce, at D. Landreth's, S. Cth street, or Paschall

Morris & Co., 380 Market street, Philadelphia, at

either of which places I can be found.

It will bo perceived by the above that this plant

cannot be raised ^ith tlie same profit;iblo results as

the Rape, of which the statement I gave in the July

number of the Pennsylvania Farm Journal, goe* in

evidence, besides which the Rape can be better raised

here.

In. 1822 or 1823, there was an Englishman th Sa-

lem county, N. J., who sowed Rape seed on a two
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acre lot, broadcast, in order aftorwai-ds to thin it out

by the koe, as is practit-ed in England with rape and

turnips. During the Fall, his and his neighbor's

cows broke in the field, and de^ttoyed to all appear-'

ahoe all the plants, having eaten them apparently all

down. Next Spring in going to look about that field

he perceived that the greater proportion of the plants

had come up again, so determing to give the field a

chance, he repaired the fence round it thoroughly,

and h-.rvested that Summer, forty bushels, of the

seed, which |je got crushed into oil, and then obtain,

ed three gallons perbushel, or one hundred, and twen-

ty gallons, which he sold at |1 30 per gallon, at that

time, thus realizing §150 from the two acres, for the

ml alone, after the disaster that befel it.

The seed of the Spring or Winter Rape can also

be procured of m?, at 25 Cents per ounce, at D. Lan-
dreths, or Paschall Morris & Co., wbere I may -be

found.

F. A. NADTS.

fill with water and a half bushel of salt. This done

in the forenoon, toward evening the salt (frequently

stired) will be dissolved, when the wheat is poured

in, filling to six inches of the rim, as this will admit

of brine sufficient over the grain to supply the sink-

ing of the brine by absorption. Early next morn-

ing the brine is drawn off, the grain spread on the

floor, and pulverised lime (two or three pecks) spread

over and mixed with it. This absorbs the moisture,

and prevents the grains sticking together.

As seed prepared thus swells considerable, there

is of course not so many grains in p> ^ortion to bulk,

and this makes it necessary in sowing the soaked

seed, to grasp larger handfuls than when sowing dry

seed, otherwise theseeding may be thinner than in-

cended. E.

Chester county. Pa., Aug. 10, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

To Prevent Fly Su Wheat.
Messrs. Editors:— "

The wheat crop, in many parts

of our country having been more or less injured by
the fly, permit me through the medium of your use-

ful Journal, .to recommend brining the seed for the

ensuing crop. The benefit of this preparation has

lem aeoounted for by some on the hypothesis of the

insect egg being deposited in tlie grain, and conse-

quently destroyed by the soaking. Others assert the

egg is deposited in the shoot, and if this be the case,

the soaking of the seed can only deter the fly by the

earlier and more vigorous start of the plant. But
however operating, certain I am, from exjjerUnce,

that- this preparation of the seed, has the desired

effect. I gave this preparation of seed a trial many
years liack, when the fly had been very injurious for

three or four years in succession, and my crops es-

caped, while those around, although in every other

respect as carefully farmed and manured, were in-

jured exceedin'gly. And, in a recent conversation

with an old f;irmer from a distance, lie observed, the

wheat crop in his vicinity wa^ much' injured- and
straggled, but that his stood all erect, and had pro-

duced a full crop. This difference fie attributed en-

tirely to having thus prepared his seed, and added,

he had never known it f\iil to prevent the fly injuring

the wheat crop.

Farmers disposed to try the esperiraent, will ac-

c^t the following hints.

I proceeded thus:—Having bored an inch and a

Urilf auger hole on one side the bottom of an open

end hogshead, I placed it on tressels on the barn

floor, high enough to put buckets under to receive

the brine when drawn off. Then from below, drive

in a spile,' and place over its point in the hogshead,

su old tin cup, perforated with awl holes—then half

For the Farm Journal.

Agricultural Progress in Delaware.

Mr. Editor:—
I was much pleased to notice in a

late number of the Farm Journal, that you had re-

cently received some two or three hundred new sub-

scribers in t^is "little State" of ours. . Although, in

some portions of our territory may be seen a decided

improvement in the appearance and management of

our farms, yet I would ask no better evidence of our

progress in agriculture than the simple announce-

ment that your valuable "Journal" has become a reg-

ular visitant to some three hundred farm houses in

our Commonwealth.* Every good farmer will read,

in fact, he nmst do so, to keep up with the improve-

ments of the age; and when the day shall arrive—

I

hope it is not far distant—that every farmer in our

State will have a copy of the Farm Journal, and

will read its varied and valued contents with the de-

termination to profit thereby, we shall give a charac-

icr to our agriculture that would pass muster even

in your famous county of Chester. In truth, "Ches-

ter county farming," as the phrase goes here, is com-

ing quite into vogue among us—introduced by sett-

•lers from your county, who have been tempted to

cross, our boarders by the low price of our land com-

pared with yours.

We are indebted to your county, also, for many of

our best implements, such as horse-rakes, corn-shellT

ers, wheat-drills, &c., &c., which are sent to us from

the inanufactories of the Messrs. Pennock, at Ken-

net Square. This enterprising firm have opened an

Agricultural Warehouse in Wilmington, which will

be the means of a more general introduction of su-

perior implements^ an improved system of farming

will soon follow, as a matter of course.

[*We have aver three hundred subscribers in New
Castle countv alone, which rather puts to the blush

some counties in Pennsylvania we could mention.

m.-\
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But, it is the intrduction of Guano that is working

out an agricultural revolution in our Commonwealth.

Many farms that were considered worn out have

been entirely paid for by the first er6p of wh?at, af-

ter the application of Guano. And in several in-

stances within my knowledge, forms that five years-

ago you could scarcely give away, are now worth

twenty-five dollars an acre, and increasing yearly in

value.

I have no hesitation in saying that, if the supply

of Guano holds out, and the use of it by our farmers

continue? to increase in the same ratio during the

next five years that it has for a year or two past, the

real estate o{ our .Commonwealih will be worth five

times as much as it is at present. Even down in

"Sandy Sussex," where, as the story goes, the sand

is so thick that the farmer, after he is done plowing

in the evening, has to hang his plow on the fence in

order to find it next morning, there tire some signs of

improvement; nevertheless, when the Farm Journal

finds its" way down there—like a goodmissionary in

heathen lands—it will find an ample field for labor

in dispelling the "darkness that covers the land, and

the gross darkness the people,"

—

aijricullural "dark-

nes," I mean, of course. But, more anon.

Yours, &c.,

. A DELAWARE FARMER.
New Castle county, July 20, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Cross-Drilling Wheat.

Newark, Del., Aug. 16th, 1853.

J. Lacet Darlington, Esq.

Dear Sir:—As the time

for seeding wheat is fast approaching, I feel it my
duty to give some hints to your numerous readers of

the Farm Journal, on the raising or growing of this

crop.

1 last year drilled twenty-five acres of land in

wheat, nine acres of which was clover sod, the hal-

lance sixteen acres consisted of oats stubble.'

I will now give to your readers the method in

which I planted my grain. I plowed my sod ground

about the middle of August, plowing under a heavy

crop of clover; the depth of the plowing about eight

inches. I then let it remain untouched until the

12th of September; then I broad-aasted about four

hundred pounds of No. 1 Peruvian Guano, per acre,

on the top of the plowed ground, and used the heavy

spike harrow over it three times, then put on a heavy

roller, which finished it for the drill. 1 commenced
drilling on the 18th of September, drilling it .both

ways, or whjit would be termed cross-drilling; sow-

ing each time IJ bushels per acre, and making 2
J-

bushels per acre. This seems heavy seeding, and so

it is, but the result was a good yield, I averaged from

this field about 47 bushels per acre.

Field No. 2, oata stubble, 16 acres, I plowed in Ju-

ly, depth 9 inches, and harrowed it once to level it.

I then plowed' it again .in Septefnber, in lands the

usual width six steps, plowing my manure underj

there being about eight acres of this field composted,

the balance guanoed, 300 lbs. to the acre, plowed

down as was the compost. I then harrowed it three

times with a heavy spike harrow, and rolled as be-

fore, which made it ready for the drill. I then com-

menced drilling it, but the one way, sowing 2 bush-

els per acre, and Unishod this field on the 23d day of

September. The yield from this field was good, av-

erage per aero, about 31 bushels, which may be con-

sidered a good crop.

But I feel a strong disposition-to recommend to my
fellow farmers, the principle of drilling both ways,

as 1 have tried it for the last three years, and find it

to yield from 7 to 10 bushels and more, per acre, on

the same land and in the same field.

In conclusion, I would again recommend drilling

twice, one bushel each time, and the free use of Gu-

ano—one hundred pounds for the benefit of the fly,

and three hundred for your self, and I will insure a

good crop,, if tilled as above stated.

I am sir, your,_obedient servant,

JAMES H. RAYE.

For the Farm Journal.

Guano, Nitrate of Soda, &c.

To THE Editors of the Farm JonRNAL:—Two yeais

ago I mixed 200 lbs. of guano, (for .which I paid §5,)

with 3 bushels of plaster, and put it round the stocks

on four acres of corn, after it had got up, and previ-

ous to being harrowed. I found the corn more vig-

orous than that which had no guano and only plas-

ter, though on the same quality of soil; the cobs were

larger, and I believe I was repaid for my outlay of

five dollars.

This year I have mixed 120 pounds of nitrate of

soda, (which cost me i?3 90,) with 3 bushels of plas-

ter. (I had the nitrate of soda ground in the mill

like plastef.) I put it also in the same manner as be-

fore, on four acres of corn. During the dry weath-'

or we had in the Spring, I found the nitrate of soda

had no effect, but since we have had copious rains,

the effect shows itself most wonderfully. The corn

is dark green,' and the growth vigorous, more so than

the effect of the guano was. I expeqt to be paid

over and over for my outlay, |3 90.

I communicate you, sir, this fact, with the request

to bq so good to induce the Philadelphia merchants

to import this article, the nitrate of soda, more free-

ly. I Ijave been informed it is found in abvin-

dance in South America, and can be imported by the

cargo at ?35 a ton. It is the nittogcn the grand des-

ideratum to the growth of plant?. It is my opinion

it will superi?ede the guano. It is in a pure state,

no adulteration or fraud can be practised with it, as

much as guano. According to Mr. Paschall Morris,
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Peruvian guano contains only forty-one per cent,

really valuable salts, the resfis animal matter,water,

magnesia and lime. Magnesia and lime we can ap-

ply to our land abundantly with a trifling expense.

Our lime contains 30 per cent, of magnesia; therefor

for those 41 lbs. of really valuably salts we have to

pay $3 oO.and thou run the risk to receive an inferi-

or article, the Chilian guano, which only contains 20

per cent, really valuable .salts.

The chemist has unveiled much of the mystery ot.

vegetation: the farmer ought to profit by it; it enables

him to prepare his fertilisers, and not buy those nos-

trums when much of their component parts may be'

worthless.

30 lbs. of bone dust, at one cent per lb., 30
30 lbs. of of plaster, at half cent per lb., 15
30 lbs. of nitrate of soda, at three cents per lb., 90
10 lbs., carbonate of amonia,at 18 cents per lb., 1 SQ

$i 15

(The plaster will fix the carbonate of amonia.)

Such a mixture, I believe, would be worth 150 lbs.

of guano. We may not receive so much amonia but

far more nitrate, and more phosphate, so necessary

to our soil, and be sure to have a pure and unadul-

terated article.

I also take the liberty to direct your attention to

induce the Philadelphia salt merchants to import

some rook salt, or salt in blocks. I give salt in that

state to my cattle. It is so convenient to have a lump
in the trough; the cattle can lick it when they feel an

appetite for salt. But it is too high in price'; I have

to pay SI 50 per 100 lbs., in Philadelphia.and scarce

to be got. I think it could be imported for half that

price. It would then become in general use among
farniers.

H. SHUBART.
Bethel, Berks county, Aug. 1853.

Having much to our regret, missed seeing the fine

animals alluded to below, which recently arrived in

Philaielphia, per ship Crown, we are much obliged

to our friend, Aaron Clement, himself one of the best

of judges, for his description and communication.

For the Farm Journal.

Importation of 'Short Horn Cattle, Sheep, &c.

To THE Editors of the Farm Journal:—

•

I have

been unable hitherto to give an explicit account of

the recent importation of live stock from England,for

Kentucky, which has excited some interest in the

agricultural prosperity and improvement of this

country. The Western people seem as much in ad-

vance of us in agricultural enterprise, as we claim to

be in advance of them in commerce and manufac-

tures.

This valuable part of the cargo of the ship Crown,

from Liverpool, estimited in the Mark Lane Ex-

press, of London, at £5000 previous to shipping; con-

sisting of 49 head of cattle, 31 sheep, a horse of the

Cleveland Bay stock, and some Suffolk pigs, is the

property of R. Atchinson Alexander, Esq., of Scot-

land,(who has a large estate in Kentucky,) and some

Kentuckians, associated fbr the purpose of importing

a number of fine animals to cross with their own
stock.

A sight of the animals showed at once the care

and judgment exercised in their selection, and the

condition in which they landed, proves that no care

or attention had been wanting on the part of the

;^hippers to insure their safe arrival in this country.

It was remarked by many persons, that though a.

little stiff, they had more the appearance of animals

coming from fine pasture, than from a long voyage.

It was much regretted that Mr. Garrand, the agent

of the Kentucky importing company, \yas necessa-

rily in such 'haste to get this stock home, as pre-

vented many amateurs from getting a fair sight of

them. Several of the young bulls excited great ad-

miration. One.bought of Lord Feversham, and oth

era of Messrs. Ambler, Fawkes, and Hopper, attract-

ed most particular attention, and were' greatly ad-

mired, as well as some splendid heifers, from the

herds of Messrs. Booth, Ambler and Townly.

The horse was much esteemed for his fine points,

and beautiful action. And the sheep may be regard-

ed as the best that could be selected from the most

reputed flocks in England.

Mr. Alexander having allowed his stock to remain

here some days longer, I have had a better opportu-

nitp of examining them particularly.

He has five young bulls; two of them are not in as

good condition as the others, but they show many

fine points in common with them. They are both

from the herd of Mr. Fawkes, whose stock was prin-

cipally derived from the herd of Mr. Whitaker, so

justly celebrated as a breeder of Short Horn stock.

The other three bulls are in fine condition, consider-

ing their recent voyage, and are remarkably fine an-

imals. My favorite, is "2d Duke of Athol," two

years old next September, descended from Mr. Bates.

Dutchess 54th, by Mr. Booth's Lord George, a bull

of the highest reputation; he is large for his age, of

a red roan color, with fine head, deep brisket, round

and deep' in the ribs, straight on the back, with quar-

ters properly full and ample. Indeed, from what»

ever point he is viewed, it would seem difficult to find

a defect. His horns, which are strong, might be

thought too much so, by the admirers of small and

delicate horns, but there can be little doubt of the

trjith of the opinion held by most of tiie breeders of

Enghuid, that a strong horn denotes,strength of con-

stitution, and in the case of this bull, th'e horns are

not so large as to be objectionable. To his symmetri-

cal shape, ho adds the quality of being a first-rate

handler, a point frequently too little attended to in

this country.
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Lord John, somewhat older than' 2d Duke of Ath-

ol, may also be considered a very fine animal. He

is a pretty roan, of fine size and shape, and had I

not seen the other bull first, I should have been quite

satisfied with him, as he combines almost all the

points required in a bull, and some think him equal

to the other. ^

The remaining young bull, is called Fantiohina,

bred by Mr. Fawkes, he is just a year old, and

would generally be considered a rod and white in

color, but upira examination, he approaches a roan;

he has a finished shoulder and brisket, straight back,'

good barrel, fine liips, deep in the flank, and fine in

the head and neck.

Mr. Alexander's lot of nineteen cows and heifers,

with one or two exceptions, may be said to be very

fine. I shall describe three or four favorites. The

two cows which pleased me most were a red and

white, from Mr. Wiley, of Brandsly, Yorkshire, bred

from stock obtained from Messrs. Mason and Colling

and a roan from Mr. R. Bell. Morbro' Hall, Lancas-

hire, bred by him from Bates' stock, now the favorite

in England. It is,somewhat difficult to choose the

finest heifer, as this depends on the taste of the.

chooser,—but I think most good judges would per-

haps prefer a red heifer, one year old, coming also,

I am informed, from Mr. Bolden's herd, combining

the blood of the old rival breeders. Bates and Booth.

It is difficult to find a fault in her shape, and in some

points she excels any heifer I have seerij more es-

pecially about the flank and quarter. After her I

should place the heifers from the herd of Mr. Tan-

query, ne.ar London ; one, a two year old past, the

other a little under two. These heifers are fine speci-

mens of two different styles of animals. Minerva

3d, the older of the two, being finer in her bone, and

her proportions than Joyful, who is larger, with

more appearance of flesh,—each, hovvever, is a pic-

ture such as a breeder of fine stock niust admire. I

have not time to go further into detail, but will con-

tent myself with saying, that the introduction of so

many line animals into this country must prove high-

ly advantageous to the community in general, as well

as to the breeders of Kentucky, and I hope the gentle-

man importing them, may be as successful in getting

them to their destination as they have been in select-

ting them, and getting them across the Atlantic.

Respectfully yours,

AARON CLEMENT.
Philadelphia, Aug. 1st, 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Clean Seed.
Mr. Editor:—

As seeding time is at hand, I would

call the attention of farmers to the importance of

sowing cl:an seed. There are still a few who believe

that wheat degenerates into "cheat." A writer in

the New York Tribune,in describing t^e crops of last

season in lUinois.said that some of their wheat turned

into cheat, in consequence of being sown on flat land,

and the hard Winter. The farm on which 1 live,

was full of cheat when it came into my possession.

I have been very careful never to sow any thing but

wheat, and the result is, I never reap any thing but

wheat in harvest time. Formerly I waj accustomed

to get about one-half cheat in my Fall crops, but

since I have cleaned ray seed wheat carefully, I get

no cheat in the worst kind of crops.

L. S. REIST.

Locust Grove, Lancaster county.

Pennsylvania State Fair.

Our readers in all sections of the State, will bear

in mind, ihat before another issue of our paper, the

third Annual Exhibition of the State Society will

have passed by. It occurs at Pittsburg on the 27th,

28th,29th and 30th of September. Premium lists and

arrangements for the exhibition, will be found in our

two last numbers. We hope and expect it will sur-

pass both of the preceding ones. The main reliance

of course, must be on our friends west of the moun-

tains, but if the accommodations on the transporta-

tion lines are satisfactory, and not otherwise, there

will doubtless be also a representation from this sec-

tion o& the State, which now contains some of as

good stock, as is to be found in the Union. We re-

gret, that previous, to our Journal going to press, we
should have received no information about provision

for articles going to the fair, or price of excursion

tickets for passengers. We presume every thing of

this kind will be duly attended to. In New York,

the managers of their approaching fair at Saratoga,

have obtained from the proprietors of all their pub-

lic houses, the prices to be charged by them respect-

ively, for accommodation during the fair. This en-

ables visitors beforehand to determine the probable

cost of expenses, and avoids danger of imposition.

It is a good move.

Chester County Agricultural Exhibition.

The first exhibition of the above society, now fully

organised, afler "a suspended animation" of several

years, will be held at West Chester, on the 16th and

17th of September. Arrangements are in progress,

(a suitable lot within the borough limits having been

secured,) to afford every accommodation to exhibit-

ors of stock, implements, and farm produce. A
ploughing match will also be held near the show

grounds, to which ploughmen and manufacturers are

invited. The general feeling through the county is,

that there must be no mistake this time, and if our

friends in adjoining counties, wish to see some of the

very best cattle, sheep, hogs, and poultry in the coun-

try, which have been bred and raised by our Chester

county farmers, we hope they will favor us with their

company on the occasion. Dr. Emerson, of Phila-
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delphia, has coiiscn/ed to deliver the address, which
we are confident will attract an attentive auditory.

The Horticultural Exhibition will be held at the

sanae time, in the large hall of the society.

McAvoy's Superior Strawberry.

Through the kindness of our friend Dr. Brinckle,
we are enabled to present the above engraving from
a-.i original drawing of this celebrated variety. It

received the premium of $100 offered by'the Cinciu-
natti Horticultural society, and was pronounced by
them, after two seasons trial, as superior to Ilovey's
Seedling, and any other variety that came under ex-

amination of the commmittee. Its usual- sexual
character is pistillate. Fruit very large, roundish
ovate, occasionally slightly necked, deep brilliant

crimson; seed crimson, sometimes yellow, set in in-

dentations, not deep, except in the largest specimens;
flesh red; flavor exquisitely fine; quality "best."

So far as tried in this latitude, it sustains its high
character, and will be sought after for general culti-

vation, being a very prolific bearer. Dr. Brinckle
(and there is no higher authority,) writes us, "taking
all its qualities into consideration, it is probably the
most valuable strawberry we have."

William Parry, a practical strawberry grower of
New Jersey, and who cultivates many varieties, also

states in our last number, that "McAvoy's Superior
yielded a larger crop of large sized berries than any
other."

It is surprising.that in the vicinity of Philadelphia,
where the demand for strawberries is very great, and
yearly increasing, so little attention is paid by farm-
ers to their culture. With the exception of a few
gardeners neat the city, the supply is nearly alto-

gether derived from New Jersey. It is stated in

our last number that one farmer, in Burlington coun-
ty, sold over |1100 from less than three acres. Com-
pare this with the profits of the ordinary course of
farming, as detailed by our correspondent C. B., in
the numbers of his Agricultural Review, and as we
have often before urged, it will be found high time
for farmers iu Pennsylvania to look about them, and

adapt their business to the changes induced by the
great increase of population in our large cities, and
the facilities of travel and transportation offered yy
our numerous railroads. Not only strawberry, but
fruit culture generally, will be found far more profit-

able over a largo section of Pennsylvania, than gra-

zing or grain growing. In Cincinnatti, during the

•selling season, the sales of strawberries will average
three hundred bushels per day. A single cultivator

carried to market one hundred and twenty bushels

per day, for eight or nine successive days. We do
not know the price there, but in Philadelphia, fine

strawberries will command very readily, 15 to 18 and
20 cents per quart; at 15 cents it will reach nearly $5
per bushel. .

What is true of strawberries is equally so of oth-

er fruit, fine apples, pears, plums, &c. There is an
absolute scarcity or shortness of supply to demand,
taking an alverage of one season, or of several seas-

ons. Occasionally there is a glut of wormy, inferior,

unwholesome fruit, but fine varieties, and fair, good
sized specimens, will always sell at amply remunera-
ting prices. The present season, there appears to

be a general failure of the apple crop in Pennsylva-
nia, and the supply must come from the Eastward.
This is said not to be our fruit year, a distinction

not recognized in I*ew York State, where fruit grow-
ing is made a part of the regular business of the

farm, and the orchard receives its proper attention,

like corn, wheat and potatoes. A disposition to over

bear one year, and the necessary exhaustion of the

soil in consequence, is counteracted by the applica-

tion of specific manures, and thinning of the fruit.

The largest and most profitable orchard, probably

in the country, that of Pell's, consisting of three

hundred acres, up the North river, is thus managed,
and there is nothing like any regular failure of the

crop.
<•> ^

Improvement iu I<ime Burning.
Greorge W. Fccring, Esq., of Lehigh county, in con-

nection with a couple of gentlemen of Northampton
county, have the patent for a new lime-kiln, of a
novel construction, which possesses such decided ad-
vantages over every other kind of kiln as to promise
an entire revolution in the lime-burning business. It
is thus described. The kiln is lined with tire-brick,

and is 31 feet high, with a hopper on top, capable of
holding a large quantity of stone, which keeps f\\Iling

down into the kiln as fast as lime is drawn out be-
low. It will burn, on an average, 300 bushels of
lime per day. Wood is used in burning, and three
or four pieces of ordinary hickory or oak wood will
last half an hour. Two cords of wood will burn be-
tween 200 and 300 bushels of the best lime. The
lime is drawn off every twelve hours. The kiln is

the invention of a Mr. Schroeder, of Rochester,- New
York. Joseph Yeager, in Lower Saueon township,
has one in operation on his f\xrm [Philadelphia
Dollar Newspaper.

Jonathan Dorwart, of Lancaster city, has a hen of
the Cochin China variety, which, it is stated, has laid
140 eggs in as many days.
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Agricultural Fairs.

MifS'iQ county, to be held at Lewistown, 13th and

14th of October.

Jefferson township^ Fayette county, to be held near

Brownsville, 5th, 6th-, and 7th of October.

Greene county, to be held at Carinichaels, 12tb,

13th and 14th of October.

Lawrence county Agricultural and Horticultural

Society, to be held at New Castle, Pa., 21st and 22d

of September.

The Executive Committee of the Northumberland

County Agricultural Society, have resolved to bold

their fair at Milton on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oc-

tober 18th and 19th.

Tloj;a County.

The spirit of imf.i'ovement, now visible among the

farmers, in every section of the State, we observe,

has reached ' Tioga, one of the best of our border

counties, rich not only in soil, but in her coal, iron,

and raw materials for manufactures. A call is pub-

lished for a public meeting at Wellsborough, her

county seat, on the 5th of September, to form a "coun-

ty agricultural and mechanical society." We wish it

the best success.

Burning liime.

The article in our last number, by our able corres-

pondent, G. B. Browne, on burning lime, and alter-

ing the construction of the kilh, to obviate the diffi-

culty found by builders, in the use of coal burnt

lime, has attracted some attention. We are author-

ised to state, he is prepared tb give such directions to

practical mechanics, as will enable them to construct

kilns on this improved principle. Address him at

Gwynedd, P. 0„ Montgomery county. Pa.

Mowing Maclliires,

At the Mount Holly, New Jersey, trial of reaping

and mowing machines, held July 2d, the premiums

were awarded as follows:

.

To Ketchum, for the best mower, $10.

To Manny, for the best reaper, §10.

To McCormick, for the best .mower and reaper

combined, ?15.

To Hussey, 2d best, do.,do., do., .$10.

BOOK NOTICES.
Sliuer's Domestic Poultry Book,

A work with the above title was lately issued from

the press, which, on examination, we find to embody

a very large amount of valuable information, and
history of all the known breeds of poultry, brought

down to the present time. It is illustrated with one

hundred engravings, also copious direciions as to

their rearing, feeding, management, diseases, best

method of fattening, mode of caponizing,construction

of poultry houses, chicken coops, preservation of eggs

artificial incubation, &c. It is a most comprehensive

little work, and the design appears to have been to

bring before the public.in a cheap and portaI>le form,

all the information, and practical experience of the

best poultry breeders in our country. Numerous let-

ters from them, as well as extracts from standard

works, are interspersed through the work. The his-

tory of tTie different importations, into the United.

States, and the characteristics of each breed, will be
very opportune information at the present time. We
think it is just such a work as is wanted. To give

an idea of the importance of the subject, the preface

states, "the quantity of eggs consumed daily in the

city of New York, is not l^ss than 400 barrels, or

400,000 eggs. Some of the large hotels in that city

use about 200 dozen per day. In a year the enor-

mous number of 146,000,000 eggs are sold there

worth at least $2,000,000. The sales of poultry and
eggs amount to about $3,000,000. The value of

poultry in the whole country, according to the late

census, is $15,000,000.

The price of the above work, in paper covers, is

only fifty cents. It may be sent through the mail,

and can no doubt be obtained at many of the agri-

cultural warehouses and book stores. J. W. Moore,
Philadelphia, is the publisher.

Phelps' Bee Keeper's Chart.

This is one of the series of Saxton's Rural Hand
Books, the indefatigable publisher of New York, is

in a cheap portable form, with paper cover, and can
readily be sent by mail, price 25 cents. It goes over
the whole subject, in a condensed practical form, and
is a cheap and useful treatise.

LADIES' DEPARTMEiffT.

For the Farm Journal.

'

Bemeut's Comitouud.

I fully agree with my Westmoreland sister, Mr.
Editor, that the lady readers of the Farm Journal
are entitled to a page or two of its columns every
month, for the discussion of within-door matters,

which, in my opinion, are as fully important, and go
quite as far towards scouring domestic peace and hap-
piness, as your "improved systems of farming."

Our interesting "lords," I rather imagine, would
find it a dull world to live in, unless we racked our
brains, and bodies too, to keep them in good humor
by a plentiful supply of "creature comforts." If then,

in tliis age of progress, anything new should turn
up that will mitigate our household troubles, or add
to our domestic comforts, why not lot us have them
in the columtis of our own Pennsylvania Farm Jour-
nal, Mr. Editor, that your lady readers, from the Del-

aware to the Allegheny, may be benefited and in-

structed
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To set a. good example, therefore, I will ask a place

in our department for a New York reoeipe that I

have tested for some years past,' and I find very use-

ful and convenient. It is a substitute for yeast in

making biscuit, muffins, buckwheat cakes, &o., &c.,

and is far preferable to saleratus, or any of the "yeast

powders," advertised in the shops. This "compound"

is the invention of C. N. Bement, of Albany, a dis-

tinguished agriculturist and author, and now propri-

etor of the Albany city steam mills.

I happened to be visiting a friend on the Hudson, a

few years since, and became so much interested in

the very fine biscuit, corn-bread, &o., which daily

graced her table, that I could'nt rest easy till I be-

came initiated in all the mysteries of their production.

I noticed, that in thirty minutes from the time she

entered the kitchen, the biscuit were made up, baked,

and on the table. This is one of the very desii-uble

characteristics of the ''compound." For, how often,

does "company" drop in on us unexpectedly, about

tea-time, and perhaps, when we have nothing but

stale bread in the house. Then- it is that the com-

pound cin be brought most advantageously to the res-

cue, and in half an hour, biscuit may be laid before

our guests, as li.ijlit, wholesome, and as good, in ev-

ery respect, as can be made from yeast or otherwise.

In using this compound, great care must be

taken to mix it thoroughly with the dry flour. This

is best done by shaking it through a small seive over

the flour with one hand, while the flour is stirred with

the other, and then passing the mixture once or

twice through the seive. Much depends on this op-

eration for its success. ",

To Make Biscuit.

Take one quart of flour, four tea-spoonsful of the

compound,a little sa^t; -mix thoroughly as above; then

add one pint of sour cream and knead into doughy

not very hard. Bake in a quick oven, not over twen-

ty minutes, ^f sour cream cannot be had, rub a lump

of butter the size of a hen's egg iato the flour, a,nd

pour in a pint of milk, as a substLtutff.'-^j-'-''^**'* "

Buckwheat Cakes.'

To three pints of Ijuckwheat flour put four tea-

spoonsful of the compound, and a little salt; mix by

sifting, as for biscuit; make a batter and commence

baking as soon as thoroughly mixed. One great ad-

vantage in this method is, that the batter is ready for

baking as soon as it is made, and the cakes are sure

to be light. The cakes will brown better by mixing

a little corn meal, and substituting milk for water

in mixing:

Muffins and Corn-Bread

Are made in the usual way—merely substituting the

compound (by mixing with the dry meal asabove,)for

yeast, and baking as soon as made up.

I ought to state, Mr. Editor, for the information of

your readers in this neighborhood, that the compound

was ordered at my request, by one of your West

Chester merchants, Mr. Wm. P. Townsend, and is

for sale at his store. It is one of those little conve-

nienciesin our domestic economy that has only to be

known to be appreciated,and as such I recommend it

to the notice of every good

HOUSEWIFE.
Chester county, Aug. 15.

How to do up Shirt Bosoms.

We have often heard ladies expressing a desire to

know by what process the fine gloss on new linens,

shirt bosoms, &j., is produced, and in order to gratify

them, we subjoin the following receipe:

Take two ounces of fine white gum arable powder
—put it into a pitcher, and pour on it a pint or more
jf boiling water, (according to the degree of strength

you desire,) and then having covered it, let it set all

night—in the morning, pour it carefully from the

dregs into a clean bottle, cork it, and keep it for use.

A tablespoonful of gum water, stirred into a pint of

starch made in the usual manner, will give to lawns
—either white or printed—a look of newness when
nothing else can restore them after washing.

^ For the Farm Journal.
Women's Bights.

Delaware Countv, Aug. 3d, 1853.

Mr. Editor:—
I trust that the dish of sentiment

and poetry, that you have cooked up for your fair

correspondent of Westmoreland county, is intended

for her .alone, and if she is willing to march up to

the canaon's mouth, to maintain the rights of women

to be a satellite around the dinner pot,mending stock-

ings,^., which appears to be your idea of "Woman's

Plights,'' I have first to learn that man has ever de-

nied her tjiose rights; but when a woman has done

up all the chores, why may she not as well regale

her mind, on -the pages of an Agricultural or Horti-

cultural work, as set dovva to sentiment or poetry?

What kind of mothers would such women make, for

j««)i, 'whose intellect is to control the destinies of a

natioji.

Does not your Journal advocate high breeding for

cattle and stock ? Is it not important that the female

animal should equal the male ? Will any stock rais-

er attempt to raise from degenerate and inferior

mothers? and if they do, what is the consequence ?

What folly to suppose man is an exception to the

great law of nature.

If you must have a "Ladies' Department,'' appeal

to woman as a reasonable being, that she shall insist

upon high inrellectual culture, high physical train-

ing, to fit her for her high destiny as mother of man,

not his servant and toy.

Tis to be hoped the ladies of your own county

have minds to appreciate something more than senti-

ment, poetry, or cooking receipts, all well enough in

their placos,but if they most have the first two, there

is no lack of trashy publications filled with them,with-

out introducing them into the Farm Journal.
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In our little county of Delaware, there are women

who subscribe to yuur Journal, and many who read

it, to whom the articles on lime, guano, analysis of

soils, root crops, grain, horses, cotvs, pigs, poultry,

horticulture, &c., are read with interest.

Knowing and respectingDa. D.\RLiNGTpN,we should

have liked to hav:) escaped ridicule from his son, on

the subject of "Woman's Rights."

Respectfully,

One lolio knows her rii/hfs, andfids her ivrongs.

ANNA G. BROOKFIELD.
["Women's Rights" are safe in that "little coun-

ij:'-~Ed.]
<%•

Work for the Month.

Farm.—The three important operations, during
this month, are seeding wheat crop and securing corn

and potatoes. Thorough preparation of the ground,

by twice ploughing and freiiuent harrowings, to pro-

duce tine pulverization, and make even and smooth
work for the drill, are important matters, in addition

to the use of suitable manures, for obtaining a full

crop of wheat, no less than the successful growth of

grass seed, often here more important than the other.

To give an idea of what the wheat crop re(iuires,- we
give an analysis of the grain and straw organic and
inorganic constituents

:

Organic constituents of Wheat
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half long, inserted in a wide, opeu cavity; stone medium; Uesh firm,

crisp, yellowish white
; flavor pleasant; quality 'Vi/ ffpo*^-"

3. BiUtner's MoreUo—iii mcdiujn size; roundish-; deep crimsOa; stem
an inch and a quarter Ions, slender, inserted in a deep, moderately
wide cavity; flavor acid; quality scarcely "f/ood."

From Dr. E. W. parp^nier, Lancaster—Magnificent specimens of

four varieties /if Cherries :—

1. iVa^o^mnSiparreaii—Very large, some of them weighing eighty-

four grains Troy. A branch fourteen inches long contained seventy

Cherries, and weighed eleven ounces, of which the wood and foliage

constituted two ounces. This is a very productive variety, and-of
"very good'^ quality.

3. ff/'ti^f^/i—Another very productive variety, of "very pood" quality.

Some of the specimens were even larger than those of the Napoleon

Bigarreau,and weighed ninety-two grains, Troy. "A branch sev.eu in-

ches long, contanihg forty^four Cherries, weighed seven ounces, in-

cluding tlie wood and foliage, which weighed one ounce.

3. EngUr.h, A^vre/to—remarkably hue, nearly ilu'ee inches intircumfe-

rence; quality ^'Oesi" fur cdinari/ purposes.

4. Earli/andLaie—ia size, fovLQ, color and quality, very similar lo

the preceding.

From Mr. Guper St/Zet*, Lancaster County.—Very handsome speci-

mens offour variciies of Cherries:—
1. Conestofja—'i'hxs Que variety originated in Conestoga Township,

Lancaster County, PennsyJvaaia. Fruit very large ; oljtuse heart-

shaped, slightly indented at the ap"x; dark purple; stem from an inch,

and three-quarters to two and* a quarter long, stender,'insei ted in an

open cavity; tiesh purplish, tirm; flavor sugary and very pleasant,

quality "fces/-"'
^ ,

,

2. Black l\trtar<'ati—Fine specimens of this delicioiia variety.

3. O'rajHoii—iinovfa also as the Amber of Coxe, tLw Yellow Spanish,

and the Kigavreau. Fair speciinens.

4. Whiic Bii/arrcati—Common in our market. Sometimes confound-

ed with the tirafflon, froji which it differs in being more regularly

heart shaped, and of alighter color.

Froi.'i Ah'X'tiider ParLer,oi this C'n.y..—Four varit'fiesQf Fbims:—
1. .Vu'dliii'/ 7^/«i)i—Beautiful specimi-ns, resembling the Mirabolan.

Above meuium,TOUDd,sc;iiiet; stem half an inch long,.slfinder; flesh

greenish yellow, juicy: flavor ordinary; quality ""good"'for the season

;

period of matm-ity last of June and beginning of July.

2. Anollier Seeflling—A-itiw days later than the preceding, but In other

respects very similar to it.

3. Parl.er's jl/'iwt/uoiA—Very large, nearly sis inches in circumference.

It closely le;^emb^es the Washington with which it is probably iden-

tical. . t

4. Hiiigham Piiini—BeautiTai specimens. Large; truncated oval;

greenish yelliiw, occasionally with delicate carmlue dots on the exposed

side; suture on one side exLendiag from' the base to the apex; stem

three-quarters of an inch loQg, by one-twelfth tlilck, inserted in a deep

narrow depression: stone adherent; fle^h yellowish, juicy; flavor

ploa-nant; quality ''^ very good."

From Isaac B. BixU-r.—The Musch Musch Apricot, and a Plum ipi"

ported from France as the iioyfl/e Saiire. The latter is not true .to

name, as the color of the RoyaleHative is purple. The specimens ex-

hibited by *Mr. Baxter were large; oval; of a green color, unudhereat;-

quality "very good."-

From Alan W, Corson, Montgomery cOttnty—A box of Pears grown
on llie premises of Mr. Schlater. Size medium; long pyriforip;

yellowish green, and on the exposed siie sometimes a lawn colored

cheek with a few red dots; stem an inch long by one-eighth thick, in-

serted occasionally somewhat obliquely.and without dedressicm: calyx

set inasuperdcialbasin; seed small, black, often abortive; flesh yel-

lowish white, rather granular, moderately juicy; pleasant flavor; qual-

ity 'V/oorf.'' Thevarieiyis probably the linglish Jargonellp, the- Es-

pargne of the French.

From r/'omtw/SmcorA:, Surlington,N. J.—Specimens of eight vnrie.

ties qf Ptars. Fdiourds' Meadow, quality indifferent. Dearborn's S:ed'

ling, ''goad.'^ Bloifil'jood, "eery good.'' Manning's Klizabdh, ^'very

good." Bosticzer, '-best.'' TatnaWs Harvest, scarcely good, Bearre

(i'Jlnia;i/('s.flne specimens. Limon, "very good."
From Bob': il Bai^t.—Twdcc varieties ((f F'ea7\<i ami two of Apples.

The specimens were beautilul, but notsuttlciently mutuw to test their
qualiU'. They comprised the foilowiiig kinds: Pears—Andreios, Bart-
lett. li'-JL-th- Hr'iji'lf'U Bearre. (JoubaaU, Capiamt\ont, ChlUns. CrAssane,
D"ij< ""' !' /'"^- i'^l- otiAk fieauty,Jidienne.andtwo unknoum. Apples
—Jrisli (hdliN. anil Juunbourd'Ete.

Fr-'in Sitiiuh (<)!!.— Two varieties (f Plums avd three of Pears.
1. A tseedliug Plum, raise? by John Cope, of r^uulfiwark. Large; an

Inch and three quarters long by*.ne and a half bmad; long oval; dark
purple; stem three fourths ol an jnch long, sh-nder; flesh not very
juicy, free from the stone; das'or acid; quality '"iidlkI" for culinary
purposes.

2. Acliug variety of the Red Magnum Bonuni ; very large; oval;
purple; stem live-eighths of an inch long by one-twelfth thick ; qualify
"good.''

3. The Julienne Pear.—Fine specimens.
4. The Tyson.—Handsome specimens; quality "fie^^"

5. Tlie Ott.—This is the fifth consecutive.year that we -have bad an
opportunity of testing the quality of this fine Pennsylvauiafruit,which

;

we regard as the most iklicious u/' all sunuiier Pears.

SPJiCIAL REPORT
.Oftlte, Entomological Committee.

AUQUST 15TH, 1653.

To the President of Penna. Ilort. Society :—
The Committee on Entomology respectfully Report, That their at-

tention has recently been directed to several insects, of which speci-

mens, in various stages of transformation, were received from mem-
bers of the Society.

. .

1. a species of coccus, or Scale Insect, of the Apple tree; a noxious
Bark Louse, which injures the tree by sdcliing the Juices from the

branches to which It is permanently attached. They are of a brown
color, about one-tenth of an inch in length, of an oblong oval form,

and gregarious in their habits. Where they are crowded together in

great numUers,on thu limbs and branches, as is often the case, the

growth of the tree is materially impaired, and its Ufe endangered. Br.

T. "W. Harr.s, in his able -Report on the Insects of Massachusetts in-

jurious to vegetation," recommends, as. the best remedy for its destruc-

tion,' 'a wash inade of two parts of soft soap and eight of water, with
which is to be mixed lime enough to bring it to the consistence of

thick-whitewash." This application, is to be put on with a brush, to

the limbs affected, "in the early part of June, when the insects are

young and tender." "We have also used, with entire success, in the

winter, the whale oil soap, applied with a hard bruth.

2. Carpocapsa Pomonella, or Apple Moth. This is the insect which
disfigures so many of our apples, and causes such numbers of them to

fall prematurely from the ti'ee. Mr. Ewcns, a member of our Society,

in pjassiiig through his*orehard, pulled up a sod of grass, and laid it in

the crotch of an apple tree. Subsequeully, he found it to be full of

cocoons, which proved to belong to the insect in question. In this

case, the apple worms, as is usual with them, had left the fruit, aj"ter

they had attained'their full larval growth, (some of them whilst it was
on the tree, and others after it had fallen,; to talfe refuge in the crevices

of the trunk., But finding a convenient sheltei; in the tuft of grass,

they availed themselves of it. Dr. Harris has recojainiended old cloth

tO'Ve used for tlys purpose; and it is evident that ii these facts be

taken advantage of when the infected ap;iles begin, to drop premature-

ly, the summer and'autumnal broods may be materially diminished.

It is of most importance to itteud to the latter brood, wUioli furnishes

thejndividuals that live through the winter, and thus preserve the

species for another year.

3. Aphis (Pemphigus) Stamineus, This name is proposed for a large

species of Aphis, which forms follicles on the leaves of the siiver-

leaved Maple (.Acereriocarpum). The specimens were sent to us by
our ex-President, Caleb Cope. Esq. This curious Aphis appears to be

a new species. Dr. Fitch, in the descriptions of the New York State

Cabinet, mentions the European Aphis aceris as occurring in New
York, and may have this wooly species in view. But the dedcriptlon

of the foreign one does not mention the remarkable niaments which
approximate the insect to certain tropical forms. Both sexes are cov-

ered with white down, and have abunch of white liliments posteriorly,

some' of w'hich are three-fourths of an inch long, a character in which
this species surpasses the Eriosoma'of the apple tree. Malb.—Black,
feet long, slender and rufous; Tarsi hi articulate; wings sli:;htly dc-

flexed, translucent, pale ferruginous at the base; submarglnal nervure

conspicuous, black, and ending in along stigma; disc with four simple

uervures; posterior wings witli three nervures; Mesojiotum polished,

with a deep Y-shaped impression; abdomen without tubes; Promuscts
obsolete: antennieG—articulate, the first two short, the 3d long, and
the 4th, 5th, (3th, gradually lengthening; Icagth of the body 1^^ lines,
or to the end of the wings 2>2. Fi;MAL(i and pupa—Apterous, dark red-
dish brown, feet paler; i-'romuscis twice as long as the head, thickyiicd
near the apex; length l>a Hues.

Chester Countj^ Horticultural Society.
' The monthly exhibition of the Ciiester county Horticultural Society

for August, was held at the llaTl on Saturday, the 13th iust. The dis-

play was very good both in.qpijutity and quality.

Premiums were awanlcd as follows:—For the best display of cut

flowers in a basket covered with masses, to P.Gallagher, gardener to

Dr. Pennock; for the best centre-table boquet, to P. Morris & Co.; for

the best mantel do., to Mi's. M.B. Thomas; for the besf hand do. to

Hartraan&Co. The display of cut dowers was fully equal to our ex-
pectations, and we are' sorry that wi- did not tuke'firller notes at the
time s'o,aat(? ufmie all the comriliutor.^.
For the best peck of Peaches, (jh, mfum to Hurtman & Co.; for the

be>it one uoKcn Pears, to l)r. J. Iv. Esheliiiaii; for the most numerous
named varieties of Pears to do. l)r. Eshelman exhibited eleven va-
rieties of ripe peari and five unripe; Harthian .It Co. exhibited five
varietLcs llartman &, Co., special premium for Apples. i;or the best
one do/.cn plums to Joshua Embrce, For .the best di>p!ay of vegeta-
bles to L. 1'. Uuopes; secoml best do. to llaitmaii A Cu.; lor the best
one peck of potatoes to L. P.Uoopes. A special preniiuni was awarded
tu John S. it Beverly Burion. for very ^^upurior Iruit of c^-g plants,
grown in the ganlcn of Dr. I>;tac K. Walker. Snoerio(- tomatoes were
exhibited by J. II. Bull, E.mj.. and Miss .M. Bennett.
. Tlie following named !; iitk-nii-u were appointed a committee to
superintend the animal exhihitioa t^i be held on the J5th, 16th, and 17th
days of September next :—J-. Bayard Wood, W liiner W'orthiiigton, Jr.,

Wm. W. Jetfeiia, Richard B. Taylor, and Pierce lloopes.
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Action ot Drouglit ou Plants.

The specific action of drought on plants is one of

the proldems not yet entirely solved. Whether it is

the indirect w.aste of moisture on the plants by evap-
oration, or the want of the due proportion of water
necessary to build up tlic structure of plants, or

whether it is some indirect action on the constituents

of the soil, is by no means a settled question.

The present season has alibrded abundant illustra-

tions of tlie eil'ect of want of moisture on the .several

plants the farmer has to cultivate; and what is more
rema kalile, the druuglit, though absolutely less than
it was last vcar, seems to have liad a gi'eater cSect

on the plants. The meadows espeoi.ally appear to

have suffered. In all tlie Northern counties particu-

larly, the grass crop is peculiarly affected. Tlie fi-

ner and shorter grasses are, ab.vdutoly either wanting,
or so thin that they show the meadow to be without
bottom grass. Theeo.arser grasses are tall, but thin,

and running to seed, forming no tillering stalks, and
few blades in comparison to thoso of former years.

The corn is the same—thin, stunted, and spiry in iU
character. There has been no tilling—no thick
matted surface. The drills have been visilile up t«
the present period, and the stems are fast runnino- t»
ear before half the usual height is attained, being
also hard and yellow in color, and as diiferent as
possible from the graceful flopping blade the wheat
plant usually exhibits at this period.

Now, in what specific way has this drought so act-
ed on the plants ? In ordinary vegetables ninety
per cent, of their whole structure is simply water.
Ilence it is easy to conceive how large a quantity of
that material is necessary during their growth and
developement. But there was nosueb absolute defici-
ency this season. The soil always contained a com-
paratively large amount of moisture; the dews were
often plentiful, amounting to fully as much more ai
any diurnal development of the plant could require-,
and the tables of rain fallen iu the Spring of thi»
year, we have seen, showed a larger quantitv than is
the corresponding months of last year, llcnce it

seems we must look to the abstract cause of the in-
jury—to somewhat beyond the mere denuding of tb«
plant of water, as such.

We think the theory of Liebig far better establish-
ed this season. The plant to take up its element^
must have them presented to it in a state of solution.
The action of rain operates to dissolve regularly and
gradually tha material required l>y the plant, both
in the soil and in the rocks from which the soil con-
tinually forming, by disintegrating the small parti-
tlcles existing in the land. These are being suppli-
ed to the plant by the rains as it requires them, bol
this year they have not been so washed out and made
ready for its use.

But why did not the same cause operate equally
in the Spring of 1852? Simply because the inee»-
sant rains of the autumn and early winter had w.ash-
ed out the soluble constituents of the n\>il. so as <#
leave less free material in the land by far than in the
previous Spring, and hence the ordinary dr;uiglit. had
much greater effect on the plants this year than it had
last.

The effect of water on plants, regularly supplied
is most wonderful. Thoso who liavc seen the Ciii-
stiine water meadows, and the small and clear stream
which produces fmm three to five crops of grass per
annum, either depastured or mown, or partly tho
one and partly the other, must be convinced that it

is almost as much owing to the plentiful supply of
water in a dry seasjn, a-s to any great amount of ma-
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nure held by that small river in solution, that tho

Tast increase of grass is produced.

By watering, Mr. Kennedy, of Myremill, keeps

close up, in a thousand head of stock on ninety acres

of Italian rye-grass. In ordinary seasons, from five

to nine slieep can be kept on one acre of land; the

latter may be done in a drooping season, on clover

lays, on well cultivated land; but with the aid of a

little artificial food and by the application of liquid

manure, in the shower form, by steam, Mr. Kennedy,

can keep fifty-six sheep per acre! Nor can we believe

that it is altogother due to the manure. To that it is

partly owing, doubtless; but it is by far more owing

to its being watered with that manure in a soluble

8tate,and so fit it for the immediate use of the plants.

Hence he is independent of season. The water-drill

to which we before alluded, is an application of the

same principle; and the wonderful results of the

dressing of dissolved bone liquid, in a very dry sea-

son, by the Duke of Kichmond, is a powerful fact in

the same direction.

That it is the want of soluble manure, or, in other

words, elements of plants, which is mainly the cause

of the injury, is manifest from the fact that all the

'poorest land has suffered by tar tho most from the

drought. The very highly manured land has sus-

tained the least damage; while on land to which very

highly soluble manures, Peruvian guano, for in-

stance, and similar materials, have ueen applied, the

erops are growing vigorously.

Nor let it be forgotten that the rain brings down
the ammonia, which, in dry states of tho atmosphere,

will float undisturbed; and this failing, as well as

the soluble supply below, would of course aggravate

the cause of injury.

But what can now be done, with the meadows ripe,

and not one-half or one-third of a crop ? We say,

free your pastures at once, and put in the whole ol

the stock, if rain has come, and eat up the meadows
thoroughly bare. This will amply relieve the pas-

tures, and afford them the chance of an entire new
growth. The meadows, with their small produce,

will soon be eaten up; and let a dressing of two or

three cwt. of the best guano be then applied to them,

and a beautiful new crop, and not very late, will yet

be secured; the mowing machine and haymaker will

soon get it, even if it should clash with the harvest;

but we are clear that on all kinds of land more pro-

duce, with the present crop given in, will be obtain-

ed by such a course, and the present crop will be

very acceptable of itself. The fog, or aftermath, has

also every prospect of being tetter after thus sup-

plying the deficieucy of the year.—[Mark Lane Ex-

press.

Apples for Milch Cows.

We have long been satisfied that one of the best and

most profitable crops which any land o .nor could

raise,is sweet apples for milch cows. Late in autumn
all cows shrink very much in the quantity of milk

they afford, more especially as soon as the sharp

night frosts destroy the succulence of the pastures.

It is at this period that moderate feedings of sw<;et

apples, say six quarts given morning and evening,

have restored the quantity of milk and increased its

richness; and a great advantage has resulted where a

M supply could be bad for feeding through winter. An
unfavorable opinion of apples, as a food for cows, has

sometimes arisen from the furious over-feeding of

half starved animals, who have accidently broken

into orchards, and brought on disease, fever, and

consequent drying of the milk by immoderate gorg-

ing,—a reason for renouncing such food, would as

well apply to the exclusion of oats from horses and
cold water from men, because they are sometimes in-

jured by an excess.

Amid the profusion of tree-planting of late years,

we are surprised to see so few orchards set out for

feeding domestic animals, by a selection of some par-

ticular varieties especially adapted to this very pur-

pose. We want a different sort from those ordinari-

ly selected for table use, which are admired for their

pleasant and delicate flavor; while a stock-feeding

apple should be in the first place, a free grower and
most abundant bearer; nest, of firm and rather dry
texture, and of rich but not delicate flavor. If dry
and firm, they are more easily gathered without bruis-

ing, more easily kept from fVeezing.and contain more
substantial nutriment than light, juicy, tender sorts.

And as a general rule, such apples are the best keep-

ers,—take, for example, the firm and dry English
and Roxbury Russets, and the Black Gilliflower, the

latter of which has been already proved a good sort

for Spring feeding, and would be still better if per-

fectly sweet. The present is likely to be one of the

most abundant fruit seasons ever known; and we be-

lieve that a more acceptable service could not be ren-

dered by pomologists to the enlightened agricultural

public, than a thorough examination among the in-

numerable native apples, for a pre-eminently pro-

ductive sort, adapted to stock feeding.

Would it not be -n'oll worthy the attention of a State

Agricultural Society, to ofi'er liberal premiums for

the best, second, and third new variety tliat should

be presented for this purpose, the decision to be

founded on a bushel placed before the awarding com-
mitee, accompained 'with statements, properly au-

thenticated, of the size and age of the tree, treat-

ment, present crop, and former character for bear-

ing?

We should like to see something of this kind at-

attempted, instead of perpetually repeating the same
old premiums on what has been well known for a

quarter or half a century, all through the land.

It is the cheapness of tho apple crop, when thus

raised under the most favorable circumstances, that

strongly commends it to the attention of stock-rais-

ers. A very prolific sort will bear five times the

quantity of the ordinary average of table apples; and
forty such on an acre of land might be ea^ily made
to average ten bushels each annually. The Rhode
Island Greening, in Western New York, has in re-

peated instances, in a single neighborhood, yielded

forty bushels per ti-ee; and in New England the Bald-

win has yielded over fifty bushels. Ten busliels per

tree, then, for sorts especially chosen for productive-

ness, must be a moderate estimate—amounting to

400 bushels per acre annually. If fifty dollars is

paid for an acre of ground, and ten dollars for forty

young trees and transplanting, the crops from the

ground will p.ay interest and cultivation till the trees

themselves begin to afford remuneration. Sixty doll-

ars, therefore, will pay for a bearing orchard; but

admitting its cost to be eighty dollars, and the annu-

al plowing, harrowing and manuring, to be ten doll-

ars annually; the whole yearly cost of the apple crop

will be fifteen dollars and sixty cents, at seven per

cent, interest. That is, it will be a little below ^wHr
cents per btmhel, on the tree.

No other crop can be raised with so little labor

—

an important consideration for a country where wa-
ges are so high, where no annual planting is needed,

and whore the annual cult'ivaticn, entirely dispensing

with hoeing, consists only of a single plowing, and a

'^
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few subsequent dressings with tlie harrow or two-

horse cultivator, in order to produce the very moder-
ate crop we have supposed, and which we believe

would in many localities and seasons be doubled,

and be aifjrded at one-fourth the cost, or not over ope

cent per bushel. It must not be forgotten that all

these estimates are made on the supposed basis ot

thorough annual cultivation, giving an immense ad-

vant ge over the more common practice of eutire ne-

glect.^[Country Gentleman.

Mi'steries of Bee-keepiu"; Kxpl lined.

B^iii'i a complete aiuUi/s'ii of the whole subject, by M.
Q'ciiib'/, practical Bee-keeper. Published by U. M.
iiaxton, Neio Turk. Price $1 00.

We have been favored with a copy of this work,

which, on examination, we tiud to be a really practi-

cal and valuable treatise on Bee-keeping aud man-

agement, going into the whole matter in a practical

way, such a^ bee hives, bee pasturage, breeding, wax,

destruction of worms, putting on and 'taking off box-

es, securing from moth, swarming, loss of queens,

fall and winter management, purchasing stocks and

transporting, &a. Several of the treatises on Bees

are too theoretical, with which the present oSiirs a

favorable contrast, containing the author's own ex-

perieuce for the last twenty years. As he remarks,

the chapter on loss of Queens alone, will be worih,

to any one not in the secret, many timss the cost of

the work. In the preface he says:

It is time that the word "lue/c", as applied to bee-

keeping, was discarded. The prevailing opinion, that

bees Will prosper for one person more tuau a»-otUer,

under tlie same circumstances, is tallacious. As well

might It be applied to tUe mechanic and tarmer. Tue
careless, ignorant farmer, miglit occasionally suc-

ceed in raising a gooil crop witn a poor fence ; but
Would be liable, Lt auy timo, to lose it by trespassing

cattle. He might liave suitable soil in tlie beginning,
buc without knowledge, tor the proper application ol

manures, it might tail to produce ; unless a chance
applicition happened to be right.

iiac with the iutettiyeat tai'iuer the ca^e is different:

fences in order, manures judiciously applied, and
with propitious seasons, he mates a sure tiling of it.

O.iU lum "lucki/" it you please; it is his knowledge
and care that render linn so. So with bee-Keeping,
the ciireUil man is the "lucky" one. Tnere can be
no effect without a preceding cause- If y m lose a'

stock of bees, there is a cause or*;auses producing it,

just as certain as the failure of a crop with the uu-
tlirifty tarmer, can be traced to a poor fence or uh-
fruitlui soil. You may rest assured, that a rail is oli'

your fence of maiiageiueut somewhere, or the proper
;ipplioations hiive not been made. In relation to bees,

tiiesu tilings may not be quite so apparent, yet never-
theless true. Wliy is there so muen more uncertain-
ty in a[)iarian sc.ence than other farmijig operations?
It must, be attributed to the fact, th.it among the
thousands who are engaged in, and have studied ag
riculture, perhaps not more than one has given nis

energies to the nature and habits of bees. It know-
ledge is elicited in the same ratio, we ought to have
a tiiousand times more light on one subject than the
other, and still there are some things, even in agri-

culture, that may yet be learned.

It is supposed, by many, that we already have all

the knowledge that the subject of 6eC4' affords. Thi^

is not surprising; a person that was never furnished
with a full treatise, miglit arrive at such conclusions.
Unless his own experience goes deeper, he can have
no means of judging what is yet behind.

In conversation relative to this work, with a per-
son of considerable scientific attainments, he remark-
ed, "You do not want to give the natural history of
bees at all

;
that is already sufficiently understood."

And how is it understood; as Iluber gives it, or ia
accordance with some of our own writers? If we
take Iluber as a guide, we find many points recently
contradicted. If we compare autiiors of our day, we
find them contradicting each other. Oue recommends
a peculiarly constructed hive as just the thing adapt-
ed to their nature and instincts. If a single point is

in accordance with their nature, lie labors to twist all

the others to his purpose, although it may involve a
fundamental principle impossible to reconcile. Some
one else succeeds in another point, and proceeds to
recommend something altogether different. False
and c jntradictory assertiims are made either through
ignorance or interest Interest may blind the jud"-
ment, and spurious history may deceive.

It is folly to expect success ia bee-keeping for any
length of time, without a correct knowledge of their
nature and instincts

; and this we shall never obtain
by the cotirse hitherto pursued. As much of their
labor is performed in the dark, and difficult to be ob-
ser.yed, it has given rise to conjecture and false rea-
soning, leading to false conclusions.
When / say a thing is so, or say it is not so, what

evidence has the reader that it is proved and demon-
strated? Ml/ mere assertions are not expected to be
taken in preference to another's; of such proof, we
have more than enough. Most people have not' the
time, patience, or ability, tj set down quietly with
closeobservation, and investigate the subject thorou"-h-
ly. Hence it has been found easier to receive error
for truth, than to make the exertion necessary to con-
fute it; the more so, because there is no guide to di-
rect the investigation. I shall, therefore, pursue a
different course; and for every assertiuii endeavor to
givi; a test, that the reader iiuiy apply and satisfy
himself, and trust to no one. As for theories, I shall
try to keep them separate from facts, and offer such
evidence as I have, either for or against them. If
the reader has further proof that presents the matter
in another light, of course lie will exercise the rifht
to a difference of opinion.

I could give a set of rules for practice, and be very
briefi but tills would be unsatisfactory. When we
are told a thing must be done, most of us, like the
"inquisitive Yankee," have a desire to know why it is

necessary; and then like to know /ioio to do it. This
gives us confidence that ,ve are right. Hence, I shall
Endeavor to give the practical part, in as close con-
nection with the natural history, that, dictates it, as
possible.

This work will contain several chapters entirely
new to the public: the result of my own experience,
that will be ot the utmost value to all who ilesire to
realize the greatest possible advantages form their
bees.

Kiispberries.

The Blue Hen's Chicken says, I'uter Talloy, ot
Brandywine Hundred, has sold the present season,
4000 boxes of raspberries, to Wm. 11. Smith, for which
he received S-2oO. Mr. T. has about one aero devo-
ted to the rearing of this fruit, and as the cost of
picking is only one cent pi?r box, it may be seen that
they have paid quite handsomely, much belter thaa
raising grain.
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Concentrated Manurtsi

The following excellent and appropriate remai-ks,
we copy from the English Agricultural Gazette, l)nt

they are also perhaps more especially adapted to the
practice of farmers in our own country. The absolute,
waste of fertilizing materials, on some of our best
managed farms, and the great loss annually sustain-
ed in the management of barn-yard manure, are
truly enormous, and we commend the articlg to our
readers.

The introduction and general use of conoSntr'ated
manures, both of natural and artificial origi'n, form
oie of the most remarkable features in the modern
history of agricultuie. Twenty yearsago farm-yard
dung, hme, and bones constituted the simple and
nearly sole sources whence the farmer obtained his
supply ef fertilising substances. Now, howerer, sci-
ence and perverted ingenuity—if such a conjunction
can be tolerated in one sentence—have multiplied
manures to such an extent that the chief difficulty
the non-soientiiic farmer has to encounter is how
and what to select, where the choice is so varied in
its objects, and so complicated in its nature l)y puffin^
advertisements, every adjective of which is a supei"
lative, and every sentence and statement an illust-ra-
tion of that style of language familiarly known as
the hyperbole. Already are the stock-phrases of the
turj introduced into our advertising vocabulary in
the shape of unanswerable and all-argumeut-delyinn'
bets of liundreds of pounds sterling, as to the virtues
of a certain manure; and by and by wo may proba-
bly see some bold innovator of the Moses & Son's
style, retaining a doggerel rhymster to rehearse in
verse, the superiority of his super-excellent super
phosphate, manufactured, however, not from bones
or coprolites, but from the Hampshire hill ; and also
of his genuine amm.nieal guano, deposited, not by
the sea-birds of the Pacific, but by the quiet waters
of the Eocene period, ifi the chalk basin which holds
the Loudon clay.

"Were farmers wise, adulteration is a n-ame that
manure dealers would not often play at," cmitains an
advice not less impurtant to the agricultural commu-
nity than that pithy maxim from which it is parodied
18 to the body politic. The question, "what has
chemistry done for agriculture?" is ocoasionallv ask-
ed in a disparaging and doubtful tone by some dis-
appointed and despairing practical man; but a much
more pertment query would be to enquire candidlv
"A\ hat practical benefits have farmers, as a class'
endeavored to obtain from chemistry ?" ,So far as
the former question is concerned, we need only to
compare the condition of British agriculture as it

^f\^^} TT^'^^Y}^ '' ^° ^^^^' '-^ be ccnvinced
of the fact that, had chemistry not been brought to
bear upon it during the intervening period, we must
still have been g-oping in the dark for the simplest
principles upon which the manufacture and applica-
tion ot manure are based. If chemistry has done
nothing for agriculture beyond merely suggesting the
making of super phosphate of lime, this country
has paid very dear tor the now nearly time-worn dis-
covery of a German chemist; and i,ur great a-n-icu'l-
tural societies have been and are still lavishing'^funds
that might bo better employed, if it be true that the
only laurel wluch British science lias yet been able
to wreath around tho brow of agriculture is the gift
01 a loreigner. °

But to many of our readers who have Lad practi-
cal and substantial proofs of tho power ot chemistry

[October

to render good service to agriculture, any defence of
this science must seem a work of supererogation-
still, there are others who are either wilfully or ig-
norant y blind to the f\vct that it is to it that vve owe
not only the introduction of many new manures and
protection against fraudulent dealers, but also soun-
der views regarding the management and application
of the contents of our tanks, boxes, and straw-yards.
While we would yield to the practical man any merit
that may be aftitched to the first employment of' guano
in tarm practice, yet Ivs experiments and results
however successfully carried on and concluded, could
never have suggested the use of any one of the many
fertilizing substances which chemical investigatioi,
has discovered The chemist has pointed out and
specified the elements of which guano is composed,
and in addition to this information, he has taught
us that IS fertilizing principles are not mi genS-U,
but are distributed m very groat profusion over the
lengtli and breadth of the United Kingdom, and
have long been, aud still are, intentionally and unin-
tentionally permitted to run to worse than waste un-
der our very noses-not secretly or stealthily, but
with a most offensive obtrusiveness to every organ of
sense that can take cognisance of their presence
fi-very common or private sewer that discharges its
oonteuts into a running stream, every black pondwhich receives the drainings of a farm-yard, and
every uncovered dunghill, are as certainly, at this
moment, dissipating the elements of fertility into the
ocean and atmosphere, as the guano ships are bring-
ing them to our shores.' Our country is thus not un-
like a patient laboring under chroAio heraorrh.age,
whose he and strength can only be sustained by a
large and constant supply of concentrated and stim-
ulating nourishment. That this wasting and waste-
lul disease of the "bo :y agricultural" is susceptible
of .an efi-eotual and radical cure, is what no one will
doubt who IS at all conversant with those principles
of economy which chai-acteriae our arts and manu-
lactures.

If the waste materials f a factory or a foundry
pan be worked up anew into useful forms, so assured-
ly can those which are produced in the consumption
of our crops by man and beast. Proper.y speaking
there is no such thing in nature as waste; for every
process of growth and decay is but a series of loons
in that endless web in and within which the myste-
nous functions of vegetable and animal life are com-
pleted and ever again "renewed—.ach generation
springing, phoenix-like, from the ashes of its prede-
cessor. Even the waste which human ignorance oc-
casions IS ultimately repaired by the diligent and
hriffy hand of nature; for, although the materials of
lenihty are to.all human appearance lost ibr ever in
the depths of the ocean or dissipated in the heights
ot the atmosphere, yet they are safely stored up lor
future use sometime and somewhere. Nature thus
strives hard to teach us wisdom; but we have been
slow to learn— slow to perceive that her principles
are imperatively uniform, and yet so flexible that,
like the elephant's trunk, they are capable of beino-
applied to thcsinallest as well as to the vastest ob''-
jects. It a farmer is so careless of the materials of
tertility which his own fam produces, or so ignorant
of their value as to permit them to ooze away into
rivers or be lost in the atmosphere, nature will take
care that they shall in some way contribute to the
geueral good; but to him who thus despises them,
they are logt to all intents and purposes. One pound
weight of ammonia from the Cl.incha islands is not
one whit more valuable than the same quantity vola-
tilised from a fermenting dunghill iu Britain; yet how
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general is it the practice uow-a-days fur shrewd, iu-

telligent, saving fai mors to pay cheerfully from 5'/. to

6d tor the former, aad at the same timj to begrudge

one farthing's worth of labor to secure the other.

J. U.

A Ijiquid Fertilizer for Choice Plants.

BV AN AMATEUR.

Dear Sir—I am confident that there are many of

your lady readers, and perhaps many of the other

sex, who are puzzled among tlie many (tew manures,

and having failed with some, and injured their plants

with others, they end by, raising only sickly and
meagre plants, when they might have thoni present-

ing a luxuriant aud satisfactory appearance—with

leaves of the darkest green, and flowers or fruit of

double the u ual size.

Having made a trial for three years past, with a

perfectly safe and satisfactory liquid fertilizer, which
appears to suit all kinds of vegetation, which is

clean and easily applied, and procured without diffi-

culty, in any town, I confidently recommend it to

your readers, especially those who wish to give es-

pecial pains to, and get uncommon results from, cer-

tain favorite plants—either iu pots or in the open
garden—plants, whose roots are within such a mod-
derate compass, that they can be reached two or

three times a week, if not ofteuer, by the watering

pot.

This liquid fertilizer is'made by dissolving half an
ounce of sulphate of ammonia in a gallon of water.

Nothing so good can be cheaper, and the substance

may be obtained at aljnost any apothecary's.

Now for the mode of using it. I may say, at the

outset, that weak as the solution appears to be, and
is, if plants are watered with it daily, they will die

—just as certainly as a man will who drinks nothing
but pure brandy.
The right way to apply it is, to water the plant

with this solution every sixth time, the other five

times with plain water.

The proportion is so simple, and the mode of using

it so easy to understand, that the most ignorant per-

son cannot possibly blunder about it—it lie can count
six. If we prepare the solution occasionally, and
water our plants iu pots every Saturday, with this

ammonia water, and all the rest of the time with

plain water, we shall have a safe rule.

The result will, I am sure, both delight and sur-

prise every person who will make a trial of it. It

has become such an indispensable thing with me,that

I regularly mix a barrel of it every Ej-iday, and use

it on Saturday, upon any plants that I particularly

wish to invigorate and stimulate. I do not know that

I have seen a single instance of its disagreeing with

any plant—ammonia being the universal food of veg-

etation. Of course, the more rapid growing plants

—those with foliage that perspire a great deal—are

most strikingly benefitted by it. Ut course, also,

plants that are at rest, or not in a growing state

should nut be fed with it; but any plant that is about
starting, or is actually in a gr iwing stale, wilP not

fail to be wonderfully improved by it. Many plants

that have fallen into a sickly state by reason of poor,

or worn out soil, will usualUy, in the course of a

month, t.ike quite another aspect, aiid begin to de-

velope rich, dark green foliage I will enumerate
some of the things that I have bad great success

with.

Strawberries.—Beds of indifi"crent appearance at

the opening of the Spring, last season, after being

watered four times with this solution, grew very lux-

uriantly, and bore a crop ot remarkably fine fruit.

This year I have repented the experiment on half of

every bed; both foliage and blossoms are as large again
on the watered, as on the unwatered bed; and, by
way of comparison, I have watered some with plain

water also, and find, though rather benefited, for the

strawberry loves water, they have none of the extra

depth of verdure and luxuriance of those watered
with ammonia.

Early Peas.—At least a week earlier than those

not watered, and much stronger in leaf and pod.

Fuchsias.—A suprising effect is produced on this

plant, which, with the aid of ammonia water will

grow in very small pots, with a depth of verdure, a

luxuriance and a profusion and brilliancy of bloom,

that I have never seen equalled. Old and stunted

plants are directly invigorated by it.

Dwarf Pears.—Some sickly trees,thatl have given

the best attention for three years previously, without

being able to get either good fruit or healthy foliage,

after being watered four times with the solution—of

course with the usual intermediate supply ol com-

mon water—became perfectly healthy and luxuriant,

aud have ever since (two years,) remained so.

Dahlias.—^^Whioh I have never succeeded well with

before, have dune beautifully with me since', flower-

ing most abundantly and lirilliantly, when watered

in this way. In all of out door plants, if mulching

is used, only half the quantity of plain water is need-

ed. For plants iu pots I consider it invaluable; and
gardeners who wish to raise specimen plants for ex-

hibition, will find this mode of watering thera every

sixth time with the solution, to produce a jierfection

ol growtli not to be surpassed in any other way.
[Philadelphia Florist.

Gigantic Cedar,

There exists in California, says the Echo of the

Pacific, on one of the mountains of the country of

Calaveras, a Cedar said to be the largest tree in the

world. A correspondent of the Herald of Sonora,

who h IS paid a visit to the spot for the purpose of

examining this prodigy of the vegetable kingdom, de-

scribes it as follows:

"At the level of the earth its circumference is 92
fe'et—4 feet up, it is 88 feet—at 14 feet, it is Gl—and
thence it gradually tapers. . Its height in 285 feet;

and it has none of that deformity which commonly
characterises trees with enormous trunks. From
one end to the other it is a model of symmetry. The
age of this giant Cedar, counted by its zones, is

2520 years !"

This king of the forests of the world is now having

its bark—which at the base is nearly 14 inches in

thickness—stripped away to a height of 50 feet, for

the purpose of being sent to the Great Exhibition in

New York.—[Athenaeum.

Lima Beans.

Lima Beans may be preserved so as to lie as palat-

able and green in mid Winter, as in August. Pull

and shell the beans a little younger than they are

usually gathered fur use in the Summer season.

Spread them thinly upon tiie floor of a giirret or an
airy light loft, and occasionally turn tlicm until they

ari' dry. Soak I hem twelve; hours before cooking, iu

warm water, and when cooked they will be as tender,

plump and "ood as at any season of the year.—Ex-

change. ^
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The Crystal I'alace.

Durinjr; the past week many additions of an attrac-

tive and us;(\il character have been made to both the

buikling and its contents. A ship from Leghorn

came into this port on hist Tuesday, with no less than

172 oases for eshiljition, and many more from other

parts of the world, are yet to arrive.
.
Wo most give

uur French cousins the greatest credit for having

their department arranged in the neatest manner,

and in tlie niDSt advanced state. Our English cous-

ins are the farthest behind in arrangement and deco-

oration; indeed, Uncle .To'^n must get up some hiffh

pressure before ho can steam up to be alongside of any

department in the building. As it regards neatness,

the British dep-artment does not at all compare yet

with any other—a radical reform is wanted, and we

hope the British Commissioners will push matters

along with more spirit, and taste, next week. The

Belgian D,.>partment is very good, and in many man-

ufactures, such as velvets, we have been delightluUj'^

surprised; there is a display nearly rivalling that of

the French Department. Austria, "this patch on the

surface of the earth," has shown herself in every

branch of the fine ami usefol arts, to have attained a

high position in producing something more than patch

work.

The Am-rlcan Department has advanced nobly

during the past week. In both the useful and orna-

mental arts, our countrymen arc going to do more

than we expected. Our brethren from other lands,

we are confident, will go away with a very high opin-

ion of the taste, genius, and skill of the piople with-

in the borders of our land. That eminent chemi t,'

Justus Liebig, in his "Letters on Chemistry," page

I'M, says, "the quantity of soap consumed by a na-

tion would lie no accurate measure whereby to esti-

mate its wealth and civilization." By this measure

we justly could claim, we believe, for the United

States, the title of the most wealthy and civilized na-

tion in the world. Pillars of soap, busts of soap,

window.s of soap, soap of all colors, in all shapes, in

all sizes, and of all smells, mark tlie vast extent of

our soap manufacture. We are no doubt the best

washed people in all creation. Some people may
think we are somewhat quizzical in our remarks, ow-

ing to the equivocal use of' the, word soap, such as

sofl-soapiiuj, for flattery, &c., but we assute them

we are sincere and mean to be understood as having

assumed for our standard of civilization and wealth,

the quantity of soap consumed by the people.

Machine Room.—When this room is complete,

and all the machines to be exhibited are wliirling

along in aU the graceful attitudes so captivating tu

the enthusiastic mechanic we shall see something

worth being proud of, and pleased with. There will

be a single line of shafting 450 feet long.and straight

as an arrow. The largest metal cutting shears in the

world arc now being titted up; two large horizoutil

eno-ines from Lawrence, Mass., working on one shaft,

are now being put up for driving the machinery; a

lar"-e beam engine from Providence, R. L, will soon

bo put up for a driving engine also. The boilers to

supply the driving engines, are erected on the other

side of the street, north of the building, and entire-

ly separate from it. No le s than five large steam

lijilers have been provided, and the steam is convey-

ed under ground across the street. Plenty of steam

pjwer is thus provide 1 for all the miohinas, large

and small, wh'oh wdl b^ exhibited. ' We a!so ex-pect

to see .some tine locomotives on exhibition and trial

for a short p3iio 1; this will aTord m much gratifica-

tion. It Will hi the mmth of Septemljor, wj b.;lieve,

before the machinery vcill be all in speration; the

work to be done cannot and will not be slighted.

The Superintendent, Mr. Holmes, is pushing matt^irs

as fast, as discreetly, and effectively, as he can.—[Sci-

entific American.

American Wine.

Mr. Cist, in a recent numljer of his Advertiser,

gives the following interesting aooor.nt of the present

and prosp 'ctive conditions of grape culture and wine
making in Cincinnati and in the vicinity. He says:

"I have recently visited the wine cellars of Messrs.
Longworth & Zimmerman, on Sycamore street. Mr.
Zimmerman, the active partner, with his two sons,

has been engaged in Europe for years in the manu-
facture of wine, and considers the Catawba a finer

bivsis for first-rate wine, t.an any in Germany or
France, The drawing off and properly ripening
wine they consider of more importance to the devel-

opment of aline article, than the original manufac-
ture.

The wine cellars of this establishment are 105 feet

in length, an average of 35 in width, and 18 in height.

Each seasons wine is kept by itself, in casks of 2,000

to 2,501) gallons capacity, and none of our native wino
is bottled in this establishment until it has been four

years in casks. Thus the wine bottled this season, is

the vintage of 1848, as that of next year will be the

vintage of 1849. In this way the entire sediment,

precipitated by successive fermentation, is retained

within the cask.

Messrs. Zimmerman will put up t.iis season 30,000

bottles; in 1853, 50,000; and in 1855, 100,000. What
will be dune beyond that period, must depend on the

yield of the grape crop in 1853 ; and later seasons.

All this i> C irawba wine, termed Still, in distinction

from Sparkling Catawba.
Mr. Longworth is engaged in the manufacture of

Sparkling Catawba, at his wine cellars on Butler St.,

of Broadway. He made in 1850, 50,000 buttles ; in

1851, 75,000, and this year he will put up 105,000

buttles. SparkliiigCalawbarequiresfifteen to twenty

months for ripening before being ready for market.

Mr. L. has also dry and sweet wines, the first of the

Catawba and the other from the Isabella grape.

Messrs. R. Buchanan, Corneau and Sons, G. P.

Bergen, Rehfu.ss, Yeatmao, Miller, and others, are

also extensively engaged in the manufacture of Ca-

tawba wine. All these persons label their wines.

The a"gregate annual manufacture of first wine may
be piit down at 150,000 bottles Still, and 180,000

Sparkling Catawba.,

Pi-ubably 30,000 bottles Still Catawba wine is made
sold, and drank in this vicinity by Germans, mostly

the product of small vineyards. This is unbranded,

and of various qualities—the greater part of inferior

quality. But whatever may be the quality of our

native wines, they are all pure; that is from any-

thing else than the juice of the grape. One or two

manufacturers make sweet wines to a small extent,

acknowledged to be fictitious.

The supply of native wines, greatly as it is on the

increase, hardly keeps up with the increasing de-

mand. All the" wine older than five years, of Cataw-

ba, is nut of market, and the Sparkling, although not

requiring such ft large lapse of time to fit it for use,

is taken off as fast as it can b3 made for market.

There are about l,200acres of grapes in cultivation

in the vicinity of this city. Every year adds to the

quantity of bearing vine's, and to the number of per-

sons engag;d in the business."—ScientiEo Ameri-

can.
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Chilsou's Patent Air Warming aud Ventilating

Apparatus.

Amongst the improvements of the age there is no

one more deservedly worthy ot attention than the

thorough ventilation of our dwellings, school rooms,

churches, and workshops. Were it possible to ascer-

tain correctly the number of persons who die annual-

ly from the effects of imperfect ventillation, the ag-

gregate would astound many who now deem the sub-

ject scarcely worth a passing thought. The scarcity

and high price of fuel has eSFectually banished the

cheerful open fires of twenty years ago, and with

them a process of ventillation which, however imper-

fect, was greatly preferable to that now in use in

the very large raajoriiy of our buildings. Is it there-

fore a matter of surprise that our bills of mortality

show an increase pulmonary disease of truly alarm-

ing. Without pretending to any knowledge of med-

ical science,we venture the assertion that nine-tenths

of our consumptives have had the seed of their fatal

disease implanted in their systems by a want of well

yentilated school rooms, dwellings, and'places of bus-

iness.

If this be so, (and who will question it,) it is high

time that attention was drawn more closely to the

subject.

The production of a healthfnl atmosphere in those

places where daily avocations require our pres-

ence, while it seems to render our pursuits far more

attractive, exercises in addition, that more impoitant

lunction of supplying the lungs with food properly

adapted to their wants.

We are pleased to observe that the difficulty which

has always stood in the way of heating dwellings in

combination with perfect ventilation, h.as at length

been effectually overcome, by the introduction of

Chilson's Air Warming and Ventillating Apparatus,

a cut of which is given below.

itation in recommending it to the attention of out

readers.

The following are among the important improve-

ments attained by this Apparatus:

1st. An abundant supply of fresh, healthful, warm
air, free from red iron heat, so injurious to health.

2d. The great power of this Apparatus in warming
buildings, is a conclusive proof that all the heat is

advantageously used in warming the rooms, which

accounts for its control in the economy of fuel.

3d. By this Apparatus and the plan of setting the

same, there is not a possibility of setting the builc"-

ing on fire in which it is located.

4th. This Apparatus is completely adapted for burn-

ing any kind of fuel, anthracite or bituminous coal,

wood, &c.

5th. The substantial material, and plan of con-

struction of this Apparatus, render it durable be-

yond a doubt for life time.

6th. The facility and ease of management, and

ready access for cleaning out the Apparatus, &c., is

unsurpaised.

7th. The plan for making the joints of the Appa-

ratus proof against the escape of smoke and gas, is

in every respect perfect.

8th. Fire may be kept in this Apparatus from

Fall until Spring, by replenshing but once a day.

This Apparatus has been thorougly tested in all parts

of the country,and now declared to be the best in the

world. It has been awarded the highest premiums,

(gold and silver medals,) at the principal country

lairs and at the World's fair, London, it received the

Prize Medal, which with the unanimous reports in its

favor by the different committees of the State and

City Governments, (see their various printed reports,)

together with the certificates and recommendations

of more than seventeen hundred persons who have

them in use, (many of whom are professional gentle-

men, whose scientific attainments in such matters

are well and favorably known,) have combined to rer.

this Apparatus unrivalled in this country. The

World' Jury, at the London Fair, have also declared

it to be the best in the world.

To be had of S. A. Harrison, 146 Walnut streeti

Philadelphia, Pa.

Having had an opportunity of testing, practically

the value of this excellent apparatus, we ieel no hos-

Cattle for the East.

The Buffalo Advertiser of the 16th ultimo, says:

"The receipts of cattle at this port have recently

been very large. On Wednesday night the freight

train on the Central ro,.d consisted of thirty-one cart

laden with cattlfe. On Thursday twenty-two cars,

and on Friday twenty-six cars similarly freiglitcd."

Industrv.—^Ag the sweetest rose grows upon the

sharpest prickle—so the hardest labor brings forth

the sweetest profits.
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Cranberry VLiies.

In answer to many enquiries, respecting culture of

sranberries from our subscribers, we annex tlie fol-

lowing directions, from F. Trowbridge, New Haven,

a

practical grower. His advertisement will be found

on our cover.

"The Bell variety or Egg shape is mostly cultiva-

ted in New England, and usually bears good crops as

they grow w'ild^but when transplanted and cultiva-

ted, the berries are large and abundant, and bears

largo crops often after two or three years, from one

hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty bushels

per acre—are hardy, and can be cultivated in any

part of the United States.

The soil best adapted, is such as will keep moist

through the dry season, they have been raised on

land high enough to produce corn and potatoes, with

a wet substratum under the soil, or a clay and loam.

They will not succeed well on dry, sandy, on land

Kable to bake or become hard in dry weather—but

they m\\ produce an abundant crop on poor, swampy

land, that will not produce any other valuable crop,

or any wet land after being drained. Dry ground

should be plowed and harrowed smooth, in a swamp
where a plow will not work; the turf or bog may be

peeled off or burnt to get the weeds and grass out.

They may be set in the Fall or Spring as early as the

ground will admit, until the middle of May. Moss,

Tan, or anything to retain the moisture would be

beneficial around the plant after transplanting; a

little sand around the plant. Fall and Spring, will

tend to keep the weeds out.

"Plant in drills as you plant strawberry, cab-

bage, and other plants, one and a half to two feet

apart. At two feet apart each way, it will take 10,-

000 plants to the acre. Hoe them slightly at first,

until the roots become cIinohed,and aiterwards no oth-

er cultivation is needed,unless to keep out the grass ^
weeds. The plants may be expected to run together

and cover the whole ground in two or three years.

They can be gathered with a cranberry rake made
for the purpose, to be procured at the Agricultural

Stores."

Materials for Milk Pans.

According to the experiments of M. Ilinueber, of

Moisburg, Germany, 100 Ilanovor quarts of milk
yielded, in tinned milk pans, 7.07 Hanover lbs. of

butter; Ghxss, 7.04; Wooden, (not painted,) 0.96;

Earthenware, 6.92; Wooden, (painted,) 0.67.

According to the s.arae experiments, there requir-

ed for one pound of butter, of milk produced by
stall-feeding with green clover, 15 Hanover quarts
of milk; produced by stall-feeding with tare and clo-

ver, 1.5.07 quarts; by pasturing, 11.84; showing that

ths milk obtained from cattle led upon pastures is

richer in butter than milk got from cuws which have
been f„d in the stable with one and the same kind of

pilots: even a mixture of tare and clover shows an
increase over clover alone.—^[Polyteo. Jour.

Expenses of Importing Jersey Cows.

In answer to mmy inquiries with regard to the ex-

pense of importing neat cattle, we give the following

bill of expenses, for two heifers, obtained from a gen-
tleman who has made many importations:

For hay and other provisions, £9 9 3

Expenses from Jersey to Liverpool, 11 3

Keeping in Liverpool one week, 2 3 6
House on board ship, 6 10
Commissions, &c., • 17 8

Freight, £10, primage, 10^.

£30 3 5
£10 10

£40 13 5

This is a few pence short of S200. The freight on
these two animals ($50) is about one-half the usual
charge. Primage is an allowance made to the mas-
ter or hands of a vessel for loading. Almost all the

other charges, it will be seen are extortionate.

There is no reason now, why any one, except one
owning a herd, and desiring a fresh strain of blood,

should import. We have here, already, animals of

every Engfish breed, equal to any that are left be-

hind. Besides, the remark of Rosewell L. Colt,

that the animals raised in this couutry (from import-

ed stock) are superior to the imported—is worthy of

consideration. In the first place they arc acclimated,

and again, they are unstrained and uninjured by a
sea voyage.—[.Journal of Agriculture.

Balky Horses.

Balky, or jlbbish horses, are not only a source of

great annoyance, but too frequently endanger the

property and peril the lives of their owners. An
East India gentleman one day took his seat in one of

the omnibuses in London, but at the time of starting,

all the efforts of the driver proved unavailing, owing
to a balky horse attached to the vehicle. The poor

animal became more and more restive in proportion

to the tortures inflicted upon him bp the driver, and
several other whipmen who assisted on the occasion.

The street became blocked up with spectators, and
the interception of other carriages. Groat danger
was to be apprehhcnded. The East India gentleman
above referred tt-, suggested to the driver and his

assistants, that if they would try the East India

method of fastening a cord to the horse's fore-foot,

and cause a person to pull forward, the animal would
start right away. The suggestion was received with

contempt. However, after all other efforts failed, a
long cord was attached to the animal's fore-foot, and
the moment the man gave a stron; pull, the horse
started off as if nothing had been the matter. The
philosophy of this seoras to be that the animal.thrown
off the centre of gravity by the propulsion forward,

is taken by surpri.se, and obliged to start. Try it.

[Rural New Yorker.
. . N. D. REDPATH.

Hay Elevators.

Thomas F. Jarrett, of Horsham, Montgomery
county. Pa., has made some useful improvements in

Hay Elevators, for which he has taken measures to

secure a patent. In general character and appear-

ance it resembles those in common use. But by
means of a simple arrangement of a lever, catch,

pulley, ropes, and weight, the elevator is brought un-

der the control of the operator, so that it is guided to

its destination freed from its load, and re-adjusted

with great facility.— [Scientific American.
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Stock Raising.

The following are Lord Spencer's rules for the se-

lection of male animals for breeding:

"The first thing to be considered in the selection of

a male animal are the indications by which it may
be possible to form a judgment as to his constitution.

In all animals a wide chest indicates strength of con-

stitution, and there can be no doubt that this is the

point of shape to whicli it is most material for any
breeder to look to in the selection of cither a bull or

a ram. In order to ascertain that the cliest of these

animals is wide, it is not sufficient to observe that

they have wide bosoms, but the width which is per-

ceived by looking at them in front, should be consid-

ered along the brisket, which ought to show great

fulnBss in the part just under the elbows; it is also

necessary that tliey should be what is called thick

through the heart.

Another indication of what a good constitution is,

is that a male animal should have a masculine ap-

pearance; with this view, a certain degree of coarse-

ness is by no means objectionable; but thig coarseness

should not be such as would be likely to show itself

in a castrated animal, because it thus might happen
that the oxen or weatliers produced from such a sire

would be coarse also, which in them would be a

fault. Another point to be attended to, not me'rely

as an indication of a good constitution, but as a
merit in itself, is, tliat an animal in itself should ex-

hibit great muscular power, or rather that his mus-
cles should be large. This is an unusual accompan-
iment of strength of constitution; hut it also shows
that there will be a good proportionate mixture of

lean and fat produced from the animal, the muscles

being that part which in meat is lean. A thick neck
is, in both bulls and rams, a proof of the muscles be-

ing large, and there can hardly be a greater fault in

the shape of a male animal of either sort than his

having a thin neck. I am inclined to say that in

the new Leicester breed of sheep, which is the breed

to which I am aoustomed, a ram's neck cannot bo

too thick. Other indications of muscles are more
difficult to observe in sheep than in cattle. In a bull

there ought to be a full muscle on each side of the

back-bone, just behind the topof the shoulder blades;

he ought also to have the muscles on the outside of

the thigh full and extending down nearly to the

hough. It will seldom happen that a bull having
these indie tions will bo found deScient in muscle.

As I am writing for the use of farmers, it is quite un-

necessary for me to attempt a description of what is

considered a well-shaped bull or ram; it is obviously

impossible to express in wjrds what is meant by
good handling. It is sufficient to say, therefore, that

no small animal is fit to be used- at all as a sire,

whose handling is not good; and that the more per-

fect his shape the better."

Flax Culture in Indiana.

Mr. R. T. Brown, of Crawfordsville, in a commu-
nication to Gov. Wright, President of the Indiana
State Board of Agriculture, siiys:

"I senil you enclosed a f.'W samples of flas cot-

ton presented to me by the II. L. Ellsworth, of La-

fayette. Mr. Ellsworth has secured the machinery
necessary for the manufacture of cotton, and will

have it in operation early in the season. Ho has on
hand the stem grown on 120 acres last season, which,

from experiments alr;ady made, will, he supposes,

yield about oUO pounds per acre of cotton similar to

No. 2, of the enclosed specirams. The expense of re-

ducing the fibre to this state, after the stem is pro-

duced, is about two cents per pound, which, at the

usual price of cotton (10 cents,) will leave eight cents

per pound, or §2-1 per acre for the farmer who pro-

duces it. To this must be added the value of the

seel, which will range from SO to $8 per acre, giving

a final result of §30 at least for each acre. This is

Mr. Ellsworth's calculation.— [Scientific American.

Blooded Stock.

Recently it was noticed that a large and valuable

lot of English blooded stock, cows, sheep; &c., arriv-

ed at the port of Philadelphia, in one of our packet

ships from Liverpool, on their way to Kentucky, for

parties in that State who had imported them. They
bohmged to the Northern Kentucky Importing Asso-

ciation, and were procurrod (or them by their a-

gents, Messrs. Dudley, Garrard and Van Meter.

On Thursday, the 18th inst., the animals were sold

at public auction, on the farm of Brutus 1. Clay, in

Bourbon county, and attracted a larger assembly of

people than was ever gathered at any previous occa-

sion of the kind in the State. As a principal feature

of the sale, we may mention that the bids were re-

stricted to- citizens of Kentucky, and the purchasers

were required to give, bond not to remove the stock

from the State for twelve months. It will, therefore,

be seen that this was solely an attempt to improve

the stock of Kentucky by the introduction of these

superior breeds. There were 10 bulls, 15 cows and
heifers, all of the short horned, pure blooded stock;

1 horse, and 8 sheep of the Southdown, Cotswold

and Leicester breeds. All of these are of the best

description, and are regarded as invaluable acqui-

sitions.

By the published list, it seems that the successful

bidders were from Fayette, Bourbon, Clarke, Wood-
ford, Scott and Franklin counties, all in the vicinity

of Lexington. The prices were remarkable. One
bull brought upwards of §6,000; a heifer upwards of

S.3,000; a ram upwards of $1,090; and the horse $2,-

800. The whjle cost of "the stock, importation and
transportation included, as they stood at the farm,

was $23,000, and the total proceeds of the sale

amounted to $65,970, being a nett profit of $32,976;

so that, as a mere speculation, this was truly a profit-

able venture, yielling a return of nearly one hundred
and fifty per cent, upon the capital invested. It will,

doubtless, lead to similar undertakings in other quar-

ters.—[North American.
<•*

Save the Dead teaves.

If every Horticulturist would reflect for a moment
on the nature of fallen leaves^vvhich contain not

only the vegetable matter, but the earthy salts, lime,

potash, &o., needed for the next season's growth

—

and that, too, exactly in the proportion required by
the very tree and plant from which they fall—nay,

more, if they would consider that it is precisely in

this way, by the decorapositicm of these very fallen

leaves that nature enriches the soil, year after year

in her great fijrest, it would scarcely be po sible for

such a reflecting Horticulturist to allow these leaves

to be swept away by every wind that blows, and fi-

nally be lost altogether. A wise Horticulturist will

diligently collect from week to week, the leaves that

fall under each tree, and by digging them under the

soil about the roots, where they will decay and en-

rich that soil, provide in the cheapest manner the

best possible food for that tiee. In certain vineyards

in France, the vines are kept in the highest condition,

by simply burying at their roots every leaf and
branch that is pruned (iff such vines, or that falls

from them at the end of the sea3on.^[IIorticulturist.
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New Rocbelle Blackberry.

The following account of this new Blackberry, ive

find among the proceedings of the New York Farm-
er's Club. In the cultivation of new seedling fruits,

the Blackberry appears to have been lost sight of,

this variety being a chance production. It has been
found that our native Blackberry improves greatly
by cultivation, and in the neighborhood of large cities,

farmers would find an acre or more of plants, obtain-

ed from the woods, set out in rows, so as to admit of

the passage of the cultivator, and kept free from
weeds, would be very profitable. There -is no more
wholesome fruit, and it is used in such a variety of

ways, that^the Remand is very great.

A splendid specimen of the Blackberry was pre-
sented to the Society, by Mr. Lavvton, ot New Ko-
chelle. Many of the berries were from three to four
inches in circumference. A large basKet of them
were partaken of by the members, and their rich and
luscious pulp was duly praised. Mr. Lawton named
the fruit "The New Kochelle Blackberry," but on a
vote of the memhersof the Club, the name has been
changed to "The Lawton Blackberry." A vote of
thanks from the Club was also tendered to Mr. Law-
ton. The following paper spas read by Mr. Lawton:
The Blackberry—To which I have before called

the attention of the Club—has been cultivated in
small quantities for several years in New Kochelle,
Westchester county, where I now reside. I have not
been able to ascertain who first discovered the plant,
and broughi it into garden culture, but I am inform-
ed it was found on the road side and from thence in-

troduced intj the neighboring gardens. As it came
to me without any name to distinguish it from the
Wild Bramble, I beg leave to introduce It to the no-
tice of the Club as the "New Kochelle Blackberry,"
and at the same time, present as a specimen a lew
quarts of the fruit, gathered this morning, precisely
as they came from the bushes without being selected.
I have examined many works with a view to ascertain
if there has been any improvement on the well known
wild varieties, but without success. The "Double
Flowering," "Dwarf," or "Dewberry," "American
Upright," and the "White Fruited," are all that are
named. The Dewberiy is the first to ripen, and the
best flavored fruit. The AVhite Fruited stems to be
cultivated as a novelty more tha i for the fruit. The
Upright variety fruit, late in the season, is of vigor-
ous growth, and under favorable circumstances pro-
duces large mulberry shaped berries, but the seeds
are not thickly bedded in the pulp, and are so abun-
dant as to impair materially the quality of the fruit.

This plant seems to adhere to its original character
with singular tenacity, or from the many millions of
plants which spring up from seeds annually distrib-

uted in almost every diversity of climate and soil,

we should constantly find new varieties. Improving
the wild plant by careful cultivation is one thing; to

produce a new variety is another. The fruit now be-

fore you, I believe to be of the last nap?ed character.
It is not like the Dewberry, or long and mulberry-
shaped like "Upright Blacliberry," and the seeds are
so completely imbedded in a rich pulp as hardly to

be noticed. 1 think in shape and size they compare
very well with the Ilovey feeedling Strawberry.
The "New Kochelle Blackberry" sends up annual-

ly large and vigoro s upright shoots with lateral

branches, all of which, under common cultivation,

will bo crowded with fine fruit, a portion of which

ripen daily in moist seasons for six weeks. My plants
have ripened from the 20th to 30th July, until 1st to

I th August. They are perfectly hardy, always thrif-

ty and productive, and I have not found them liable

to blight or injury by insects.

It will be many years before our citizens general-
ly will be able to procure this fine fruit, as our large-
hotels and saloons will contract at high prices for all

that can be sent to market. But numerous private
gardens may be stocked lor family use in tiiree or
four years, and in their turn aid in the distribution.

Exd'ept that they are perfectly hardy and need no,
protection in winter, the cultivation may be the same
as the Antwerp Raspberry, but to produce berries of'

the largest size they should have a heavy damp soil

and shade.

Hen Roost Guano.

Every man who keeps a hen, has a small guano
factory,which may or may not bo made useful to him,
accordingly as he uses his factory prudently or care-

lessly.

Wbat is Peruvian guano? The droppings of sea-

birds that flock about the islands on the Peruvian
coast. These droppings having collected there for

hundreds of years, and there being but little rain to

wash it away, an immense quantity of this material is

there found, and is now being broujiht to England
and this country, by the ship-load. Were it not for

the snows and rains on the coast of Labrador, and on
some of the islands on our coast, the same material

could be found in abundance there.

By keeping your hen on the roost, or keeping her
guano under cover, you obtain as good an article,

probably, as (he Peruvian.

Mr. A. Todd, of Smithfield, R. I., speaking of his

"home made guano," in a recent number of the New
England Farmer, recommends to empty the ashes

from the stove f.nd fire-place, into the hen-roost,

and wilh the addition of plenty of sandy loam, mix-
ed as of course it will be, with the droppings of the

hens, an excellent manure, equal to guano, would be
made. He thinks, from a flock of thirty hens, half

a cord of good manure could be easily made, which
would be equal to a cord of stable manure.-—[Maine
Farmer.

Saving Seed from Garden V'egetabies.

The first vegetable peas or snapbeans that appear,

save for seed; the first stalk of okra that shows a pod,

let it all go to seed; the first cucumber, squash or

melon, save for seed. In this way we may suc-

ceed in getting much earlier vegetables than by fol-

lowing the usual method of taking the refuse of all

our garden crops for seed. Our efg plants might be
brought into bearing,much sooner, if we would save

the first for seed. Who can stand it, with all the

long year's dearth of delicious morsels, to save the

first roasting ear or tomato, that may appear for seed,

and yet if we would bring forward the whole crop

two or three weeks earlier, it must be done. Let it

be a settled maxim of the gardener

—

the first and
best of every thing J'or seed.— [Soil of the South.

The Stuj'vesant Pear Free.

This pear tree which was planted in New York, by

Gov. Stuyvesant, 'two hundred and sixty years ago,'

on the spot which has since become the corner of 13th

street, and 3d avenue, is still flourishing and fruit-

ful.
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The Advaiita^e:^ of Railruuds.

A meeting of the Farmers' club, was recently held

in New York. After some desultory conversation on

the regular subject of tlie day—the benefit of rail-

roads to agriculuture—was taken up.

Solon Robinson, the proposer of the question, re-

marked that he would say a few words by way of in-

troduction of the subjeec. The principal object I

had iu vie« in caUiu,:^ up this question was to. get

them to think how much agricultural improvement is

dependent upon and l)encticted by railroads. Places

that were almost desert and worthless barrens, have

been rendered productive, and lands increased in

value more than the whole cost of the road.

Farmers often think, when a roail is first talked of,

that it will ruin their farms, but after it was once in

op .ration, and they finii how convenient it is to send

every thing eatable, (for every thing is eatable in the

city,) by the cars, they would be very unwilling to

do without its benefits; yet they do not, I kiiink, prop-

erly appreciate the benefits of railroads to agriculture.

In this city wo are very dependent uppn them for

our daily food: In one week, beef cattle .are tran.s-

mitted from their native prairie-lioma in Illinois to

this city. By the ordinary mode of travel they would
require from sixty to seventy days. Slilk, too, is

brought on the Harlem Railroad from Ciiatham
Four-Corners, l.')0 miles north of the city. Land
aUmg that r.^ad has risen from §'2-3 and 133) an acre,

to ijloO. Every kind of produce can be sent fresh_

every day the same distance. Tons of blackberries

are gathere 1 from every nook and corner among the

rocks and hills adjacent to the railroads, which but

for the facility they affjrd, would have gone to feed

the birds instead of human stomachs.

When railroads were first projected, farmers, who
used their own wagons logo to market, cried, ''we

shall be ruined," yet the more these lines of transpor-

tation are e<te.ided into the country the more pro-

duce they bring from distant places, the more salea-

ble their own becomes and at higher prices. Rail-

roads are not only beneficial to agriculture, but to civ-

ilization and the progressive improvement of the

whole human famil'

.

Judge Van Wyck made some remarks, and was
followed by Orang" Judd, Esq., one of the Editors

of "The Agricultor," who said he thought the sub-

ject was somew.iat misconceived about the opposition

of farmers to railroads. He thought that farmers

generally were in favor of the building of railroads.

I'rofessor Mapes thought very differently—that the

strongest opposition almost everywhere did exist a-

mong farmers against the laying out ol railroads,

and that after they were in operation they did not

appreciate the benefits to agriculture which railroads

always conferred upon every coraiujuity through

which hey are constructed. Those who are not well

posted upon the subject are not aware how inefficient

the .Jersey railroads are to bring in the market gar-

den vegetables along the lines. The companies seem
to think that if they accommodate the passenger

business, it is all that is required of them. One of

the benefits to farmers is to mike known to them the

improvements of others. Look at another benefit

—

the bringing together of the vast numl)ers of agri-

culturists at our annual fairs. JManj' people for the

U St time see things that they never bidore had
thought .f, and they go home with improvement so

stamped upon their minds that they cannot but pro-

gres.-i. In tact; we are almost entirely indebted to

railroads for the ability to hold these fairs. Tlies;

farmers are induced to meet from all parts of the

country by the ease with which they reach the spot

by railroads. It is incalculable how much these

meetings improve our farm produ.t'. Newer bet-

ter vegetab es are seen, which induces men to pro-

cure the same kind of seed, whereby the production

of a whole neighborhood,,after a few years, is increas-

ed.

Talking of milk by railro.ad—what would this city

do for milk without that which comes by them, and

which could not be obtained in any other way.
_

I

saw yesterday morning, when the Erie railroad milk

train arrivedat Jersey City, several large oars full of

milk cans. I was pleased with the remark of Mr.

Robinson about the cattle by railroad, and that fresh

beef could he brought a thousand miles perfectly

fresh in winter, thus leaving all the oft'al where it is

wanted to fertilize the land. Fertilizers, too, are con-

veyed by cars to places where they are much needed,

but would not pay for cartixge. Thus production is

increased. Where could you find room in this for

all the wagons that would be re(iuired to bring the

produce necessary for daily consumption.

I see by the report in "The Tribune" this morning

that 22,000 animals for slaughter arrived, last week.

Mr. Robinson states that most of them came by rail-

road.

The peaches carried last Summer by the Camden
and Amboy road, at eight cents a basket freight

amountBil to $1,400 a day.

Thbi^increased use and benefits of railroads, is in-

creasing every day.

Sugar of Milk for Invalids.

A short time ago. Dr. Turnbull, of Liverpool, read

to the Literary and Philosophical Society a p iper on

the use of sugar of milk as an article of food in con-

sumption and other pulmonary diseases. It now ap-

pears that whey is coming into extensive use in Ger-

many, in the treatment not only of consumption,

but also of gout and rheuraaiism, and that some

German physicians entertain opinions as to the benfe-

fioial properties of sugar ol milk, (the ingreiliont to

which whey owes its virtues) similar to those late-

ly put forth by Dr. Turnbull. In the cheese dairies

of this country the whey is frequently given to pigs,

or otherwise wa-ted, and the lactine.nr sugar of milk,

now met with in commerce, is brought entirely from

Europe, b-iing prepared chiefly in Switzerland. Its

present high price is, however, a great obstacle to its

general use as a dieteti.3 remedy; but it is most desi-

rable that so valuable an article of food should no

hmger be wasteil, and that therefore the attention of

those engageil in making cheese should be directed

to the manufacture of this other product from milk,

which must sooner or later become an important ar-

ticle of food and of commerce.

Wool.

The Wool crop of Mercer county. Pa., for the pres-

ent year, is estimated at 200,000 lbs.; which at the

prices which have been obtained, will bo worth about

*!"J0,0OO.

Price of wool have varied from forty-two to forty-

eight cents, averaging forty-five cents.

Never, keep animals on a short allowance—if you

starve them they will surely starve you.
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For the Farm Journal.

Strawberry (^uestioii.

Flushing, Aug. 10th, 1853.
Mr. Editor:—

It ia of little use for man to reason
in regard to natural objects, unless his miud has
first become fairly matured, and has attained to

the conclusion, (the most' evident of ' all things,)

that the Diity has prescribed a supreme and immu-
table law, beyond the contines of which there can
never be any divergence. It is this eternal law which
renders palpable and positive to our senses, the now
unveiled facts of Geology, whose eternal impress of

countless ages, bids the mind to scorn and contemn
all the contradictory averments of frail man. The
Deity, when placing man upon the earth, exercising

both love and justice, generated within him an uner-

ring guide, whenever he should call into exercise its

unprejudiced perceptive and reflective powers.

The study and contemplation of the vegetable

kingdom, with an ardent devotion for fifty years, have
matured the conviction of my mind, that the Creator
has been equally miudful of the humblest plant, and
of the microscopic insect, as of the mightiest devel-

opements of his power; and in the pursuit of this

and other studies, I have realized the fact, that alf

nature is replete with order, wisdom, harmony, and
love.

Any question, therefore, inculcating a derangement
of this supreme order and harmony, has already re-

ceived its solution in my mind. In referring to the

supreme law, it has been most eloquently remarked,
by an American orator, that if gravitation were sus-

pended but for a single moment, all nature would sink

into chaos; and it may with equal truth be asserted,

that if the eternal law of sexuality were susceptible

of variation, there would be.no end to the confusion

of the races of animals and plants, and all creation

would become a heterogenous and disorganized mass.
And although the test of "long experience" is scoff-

ed at by Ml-. Meehan, I may still deem it worth some-
thing, when all my intelligent friends have arrived at

the same conclusions as myself.

In penning my previous communications, 1 am not

aware that I have used any unbecoming language,

but I must plead guilty to somewhat impatient feel-

ings, when I see a man professing to impart infor-

mation to others, commence his operations with a

palpable blunder, one equally inexcusable, whether
from error or ignorance, and then attempting to

palm upon tho community through the medium of an
intelligent Society, the erroneous results of his blun-

der as positive facts, arraigning the systematic har-

mony of nature; although happily the discernment
of the Philadelphia Society passed over the subject

without notice. Mr. M. should also be aware, that

there are some statements and assertions, which
are too weak and contemptible to admit of serious ar-

gument.

I will now pro-:;eed to discuss the points advanced
by Mr. Meehan and by W. D. on the Strawberry

Question, the former of which are evidently based in

error, and in a confusion of both facts and ideas,

whilst the latter has erred from misconception, and
a consequent misapplication; and I respond thereto,

notwithstanding I have just received a letter from
the oldest and most distinguished Pomological Editor
in the Union, (dated Boston,) urging me to drop the

discussion as useles.s, since it so evidently originated

through Mr. Meeban'a erroneous Selection of two
mixed varieties in his experiments'.

You will perceive that this same position was ta"

ken by me at the commencement, and also by Mr.
Longworth, viz: that Mr. M. had begun with a blun-

der in the plants, the same as Mr. Downing had for-

merly done, and like the latter, he had not candor
enough to acknowledge his error. I trust, howeven
that Mr. M. will revise his op oration by a new tria'

with genuine plants, and in such a way that there

may be no room lor mista ke, or doubt, and all I ask
of any other person is, that he will make the test for

himself. Surel y if Mr. M. ever did accomplish what
he says he

,
did—that is , change pisHllates to stanii-

nates, it can be done again, for wisdom did not be-

come extinct witth his first experiment. And this last

j

remark sHQtai most amply verified by the disclosure

I

of his manifest ignorance when attempting to describe

what Ilovey's Seedling really is,and his acknowledge-
ment that 'one of his finest beds of Ilovey's Seedling,'-

(so called by him,) was declared by others to be
Buist's Pri^e, or some other her ma,phrodite variety;

when the former is most strongly marked, and the

best known of all strawberries, and any child ought

to readily distinguish the latter by its double height,

long petioles and peduncles, distinct ioliage, and
numerous flowers, to say nothing of its diiferently

formed fruit and sexuality. And in his communi.
cation in the Horticulturist, he further acknowledges

having planted for Ilovey's Seedling a bed of Burr's

New Pine, two years ago, which was about the peri-

od when the blundering comm enced; and yet he has

the assurance to ask of us now to believe in his im-

mu table accuracy. The strongest argument of all,

is his acknowledged mistakes, showing his plants

and his ideas to be equally confused.

In regard to one of MoAvo y's strawberries referred

to, as having staminate and pistilla te flowers on the

same plant, such is the case with a stapjinate seed-

ling that has come mixed in with some parcels of

McAvoy's Extra Red, a'ld also with at least a dozen

other varieties; .and forms one of the phases of the

hermaphrodite class, among which are the Duke of

Kent's Scarlet, Eberlein, Triumph and others. The
flowers of the two sexes are sometimes on the same

scape, and sometimes on distinct scapes.

It seems that Mr. M. and W. D. not being aware

that part of tho hermaphrodite family possess this
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character, came to the conclusion that the plant they

saw was an anomaly or sportive variatiop; whereas,

that peculiar character is as permanent and invaria-

able as the other classes.

I have letters just received from Mr. Longworth

and Mt McAvoy, confirming my views as to the in-

variable sexual character of the true Extra Red, and

referring also to the spurious seedling I have named.

And as to. the mention made by Mr. M., that Mr.

Longworth stated to him iu regard to the Extra lied,

"that it is the first instance that has come binder hi^

ci6se/-«a<io« of pistillatci kinds producing hermaphro-

dite flowers." Mr. Longworth says in a letter to me,

of the 8th inst., that no, such fact has come under

his observation at all. And such is the response of

the gentleman whom Mr. M. qu(>tes as having "rais-

ed that variety in his own garden, and under his

own acute observation." Mr. McAvoy goes a little

further, and after the most positive denial of any

sexual variation, says, 1 will give $50 to Mr. Mee-

h:in, or any other person, who will change it to a

stamiuato , and I think I know a person who will

give a great deal more, but I would select the jtlanU

mi/sclj."

To settle the question of apparent "evasion," I

will refer at once to the point in dispute. Iir the

first place, Mr. M. stated he had chauc/cd pistUlates

to slaminatcs or perfect Jlowers, by special culture as

there stated. Now if flowers do thus change and

bauomj perfect, they will of course, produce fruit,

thit result b3in^ the only decisive test that they are

perfect; and such w.\3 doubtless his meaning and ac_

tu.ll balief, wheu ho m vie his first communication,

as will be evident by referring thereto, wherein he

asserts, "the distinction between staminates and pis-

tillates to be worthless, cultivation producing either

the one or the other."

But in his second communication (June,) he still

adheres to the sams opinion as to the transmutation

of sexis, bat ab.inljn3 what he at first declared to

ba the cause, and says "he may be in error in his

opinion that the change from one sex to another, was

the result of cultiv.i.ion." I rcspauded, denying his

promises and his alleged facts. And ho having at

last discovered that pistillates grown separately will

not produce fruit, backs out entirely from his other

position, and when I offered as a d.'cisive test a large

premluui for "one perfect berry from Ilovey's Seed-

ling grown by itself," he remarks, "Who said they

cmld do aay thiiit) of the kind^ Was there over

greater subterfuge and evasion ? I answer that he

himself said so, and meant so, in his original com-

munication; for if he did not mean that, what did he

mean, or did he mcau nothing at all?

I ask then, if this query of his does not amount to

» complete recantation, and an admission of the

truth of my entire position? I don't much like tliis

slipping out by degrees and by stealth, but if Mr. M.

will back square out, I shall be satisfied, for the pub-

lic will then know what to believe.

Mr. M. attempts some cavil in regard to Mr. Down-
ing's having committed a similar blunder to himself,

but the facts are too transparent to be misunder-
stood. It is niot true as Mr. M. asserts, that "Mr.
D.'s observations led him to the conclusion that IIo-

vfey's strawberry would by culture, become a her-

maphrodite," for he had never possessed Ilovey's

S°edling when he made his erroneous statement.

I well remember the circumstance, for immediately

after his article appeared, I jumped on board a steam-

er and visited his grounds, and asked to see the bed
of Ilovey's Seedling, when, to my amazement, I was
shjwn a very tall growing variety, with narrow ob-

long pointed leaflets, of a pale green color, long
scapes, large and numerous flowers, and totally dis-

tinct from Hoveys in these and all other points as

possible.

I was astounded at such a solution of the mysto
ry, but said nothing. I obtained a few plants from
that identical bed, which I brought home, and plant-

ed, and tested to my satisfaction. Immediately on
my return, I announced to Mr. Huntsman and some
others, tho fact, and we had a most hearty lau"-h

over this mouse from the mountain, and shortly after

came forth the same miraculous disclosure by the
Boston Horticultural Society. The further assertion

by Mr. M., that this Society "decided that the kind
was not ilovey's because it was a staminate," is also

untrue. They decided that it was not Ilovey's, be
cause it bad no one character in foliage, flower or
fruit, or bearing any similitude to Ilovey's. Any
Yankee child escaped from its cradle, would have
come to the same conclusion. Mr. Downini" was tjo

shrewd not to feel the efl'ect-of so gross an error, and
although, as Mr. Longworth says, he never publicly

corrected it, as was his duty, Ije nevertheles gave the

moat complete proof of his own conviction, by care-

fully abstaining from any ro-.assertion of his errone-

ous position to the time of hisj death, and always

seemed very desirous to keep shad;/ on this point. I

regret that Mr. M. should deny to him the exorciso

of ordinary shrewdnfiss, by stating that Mr. Down-
ing could never be made to understand the blunder.

Mr. M. refers alsi to a wager, but I have offered

none. I did oft'ur to pay a certain sum to any one,

to do what he had declared he had done with ease,

but wiXhout any possible gain to myself. Mr. M.
should consult a dictionary, and correct his defi-

nition, for even poetry becomes foolery when it has

no application. Mr. Longworth made an offer for a

hermaphrodite produced by cultivation from a pis-

tillate plant. I made an offer for "one perfect berry

from Ilovey's Seeding grown by itself." Now as all

hermaphrodites produce fruit, the result would bo
identically the same, and as Mr. M. can so easily

change pistillates to staminates, "b>j beinj forced »low-
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ly ill a moderate temperalure," he ought to set about

it at once, and obtain the reward.

In regard to the communication from W. D , it

seems very apparent that he has not talieu into con-

sideration the fact that the distinctive variations of

the strawberry, as staminate, hermaphrodite, and

pistillate, constitute the normal coiidilioiis of the

the plant, and that consequently any change of the

primitive character would be a transmutation of the

identical description which he so forcibly rejects, and

whose impracticability he has so lucidly expounded.

It can, therefore, bear no affinity to his quoted in-

stance of vai'latioa in the "floral organs," arising

from luxuriant culture, and their cja^ejaint smoept-

ibility to further change.

Large and luxuriant foliage, when resulting from

excited vigor, are precisely in accordance with an in-

crease in the size or plurality of the petals, and this

increase often renders flowers so double as to usurp

the position of the sexual organs, and thereby pre-

vents the production of seeds, but w'ithout in any

way aSFacting their sexuality. As well might the

develop3m3ut of fatness on a well-fed animal be con-

founded with a change of his sex.

And whilst on this subject, I would ask of W. D.,

in hi;? discussion of the sportive results of Culture,

which are applicable to so many plants, to designate

a single instance where it has resulted in a chauge

of sex.

In regard to this question of sexuali.y, the straw-

berry is the very last plant that should have been as-

sailed, for so disti'nct are the natural varieties, that

staminate and pistillate plants may be almost invari-

ably distinguished by simply comparing the number

of flowers on the scapes, and even by the size of a

single flower, without seeing any other part ,of the

plant.

Mr. G. W. Huntsman can tell the sex of more

than fifty varieties of strawberries by the leaf alone.

The sexual distinction in the scapes taken from

the same plant, to which \V. U. alludes, and wuich

I have explained, in a previous paragraph, might

well strike a casual observer as an anomaly, when

not. apprized of its constitutional character, but it

could present ho excuse to one who has been long

pursuing the strawberry culture. And W. D. is great-

ly mistaken when he says, "It is this kind of o ange

in tlie character of the flowers which I understand

Mr. Meehan to aiuiounce as having occurred in

plants under his management." Mr. M. says no

such thing, but distinctly states that liis pistillales.

chaiijsd to .itaiaiiiales or perfect flowers, and in fact he

had no knowledge when he wrote his lirst article,

that any variety pjssessed the characteristics of the

new seedling from McAvoy, but in May, when he

first saw its bloom, he seized upon what he deemed a

God-send, hoping it might answer as a scape-goat to

sustain him in his en-uneous dilemma, and he imme-

diately dispatched specimens to W. D., a highly ac-

complished botanist, but not specially advised as to

the varieties of the strawberry, for the purpose of

courting his aid, and thus ho misled I hat gentleman,

by being first duped himself, in a matter which he

ought to have been fully conversant with for a very

long period, as the Duke of Ivent's Scarlet, and oth-

ers possessing the same character, originated in his

own country, (England,) andare enumerated in the

London Horticultural Society's Catalogue of 1820,

and had been under culture there for many years

previous.

It further appears that what Mr. M. speaks of

as, "tits able article of IT. D., which so clearly sets

forth his ideas," was in fact based on a mistaken

conclusion, from an inspection of the scapes of the

new strawberry from McAvoy, sent to W. D., by

Mr. M. in May, but which neither party had ever

seen a flower of at the time when Mr. M. penned hie

original communication, which was in the month of

March. Oh! tetnpoi a ! Oh ! Mores I

It will therefore be seen, that this seeking shelter

under the wing of W. D. will not absolutely prove of

avail, and neither will the still more astounding cii-

.jumstanoe, that the argument^ and comments used

by W.. D., in the July number of the Farm Journal,

comprisiug points wliich Mr. M. had never thought

'of advancing, arc found embodied in an article from

Mr. Meehan himself, in the August number of the

Horticulturist, as oriyiiial and without any credit to

their author.

In concluding my comments, I will simply state,

that I have cultivated all the important varieties of

the strawberry for a very long period, and durii gthe

last ten years with especial atteotion, and I have now

above one hundred and fifty varieties iu my grounds,

and yet, after the closest scrutiny by myself, and my
neighbor, Mr. Huntsman, we have never been able to

discover any sexual variation whatever.

The real causes forthe discussions on this subject,

•have arisen from the rapidity with which runners

pass from one bed to another, and the frequency of

seedling plants springing up in beds diflenng from

those alieady growing therein. In fact you can

scarcely go into any garden without finding some ac-

cidental mixtures from these causes.

As Mr. M., in his attempt to describe Ilovey's

Seedling, has shown his utter want of reliable dis.

crimination, I will define its immutable character.

Hjvey's Seedl ng is a plant of low growth, and very

distinct appe arance, remarkable for its large, round,

deep, .glossy, green, luxuriant foliage; the petioles

and peduncles short, the flowers of medium size and

not numerous, pistillate, with rudimental abortive

stamens, very productive, fruit too well known to

need description.

Having now taken some paiils to enlighten Mr.

M. as to the real facts of the case under discussion,
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I tfust he will readily acquit the strawberry plants

of all vasoillations, and ooaoede that they only ex-

isted in the visionary mind of the observer.

Yours most respectfully,

WM. R. PRINCE.

N. B.—Mr, Longworth has iust advised me that

he has "corrected Mr. Meehau's error, about his

views of the sexual character of the Extra Red, in

Warder's Horticultural Review."

W. R. P.

We commend the following excellent article to the

p irticular attention of our readers. The cherry is

more difficult to transplant successfully than any

other fruit tree.

For the Farm Journal.

Culture of Cherry Trees.

Messrs. Editors:

There is an opinion, and it has

been expressed in tU's Journal, that cherry trees are

more difficult to transplant than other fruit ttees.

With the same mode of procedure they certainly are,

but if treated as the constitution of the tree requires,

thjy live aa.l grow as certainly aad as freely as an

apple tree or a plum tree.

The chief difference results from the tenderness of

the roots of the cherry tree. They do not bear ex-

posure to dry air, nor the least touch of frost; nor

can they bear to stand in wet ground, or in a wet hole

in the ground; nor will the tree bear to be wounded

late in the Spring, after the buds swell in March;

grafts will not grow it set after that time, though

they grow quite freely if inserted before; nor will it

answer tj raise or dig up the tree so late for trans'

planting.

As the roots do not bear to be set deep into the

cold wet ground, and it being their natural habit to

run along close beneath the surface, they must of

course be planted shallow.

The necessity of observing the following directions

will be apparent from what has been said, and is

proved by experience.

Raise the trees in the Fall if possible, (in Oct. or

or early Nov.,) immediately coat the roots by plunging

in mud, or covering with light dry soil, if not to be

carried far. If the soil whore they are to be planted is

not very louse and dry, choose a spot in the garden

or elsewhere, and bury the roots, there to remain till

Spring; fill the fine mould among the roots and heap

enough over them to ensure against frost or wet, for

they are quite as tender as putatoes. Plant early in

the Spring; take out only one tree at a time; prune

the bruised ends of roots to sound wood, and immedi-

ately place it in the previously prepared shallow hole,

and filter in enough fine mould to cover the rooi.s; so

proceed with the others, and afterwards fill the holes-

In all this, let it be a main care to avoid exposing the

roots.

Now to prevent their drying up, and suddenly dy-

ing in the Summer, lay on a thick, wide mulching of

straw, or other litter, and if the stem is tall, sheathe

it with long straw; but the trees are far better if they

branch low, so that their foliage will shade the stem

and roots, and so that the sap has less distance to

make its' way up the continually drying stem—for

this reason avoid large tall trees for planting.

By no means remove a leaf from any part of the

tree during the first Summer. Before planting, read

the article in the Journal for 1853, vol. 2, p. 354, and

vol. 3, p. 12. The latter article {by A. W. Corson,)

should be studied by all who are planting fruit gar-

dens as it bears the marks of veteran acquaintance

with the subject.

With this care it is one of the easiest things to es-

tablish a grove of cherry trees. Once set, they grow

rapidly; theyflourish on tbopoorest and thinnest soils.

The fruit ripening early in the Sutnmer; the tree

seems to become recuperated by the Antumn growth

sufficiently to enable it to bear a full crop the next

season; yet the tree is benefitted by culture, equally

with others; grass and weeds interfere seriously with

the shallow running routs, and greatly reduce the

size and amount of the fruit.

Although cherry trees are but little liable to dif.

ease or injury by insects, they are not exempt, or

they would be the only exception to the decree that

went forth at the expulsion of our first Parents, from

the garden prepared for them, and which imposed

toil am6ng thorns and thistles as the future price fur

every thing it contained. Cherry trees suffer, when

young, fi'om aphides, (destroyed by tobacco water,)

and slugs, (destroyed by dusting with lime crashes.)

The roots are often eaten by worms, and the trunk,

if exposed, is liable to split, especially in the West,

and in low rich ground Eastward. The best preven-

tive course is to allow the trunk to be shaded by its

natural screen of foliage, and this course .also adds

greatly to the beauty and productiveness of the tree.

The cherry being a transient fruit, many are re-

quired to form a succession; and taking into consid-

eration the different flavors, seasons, adaptedness for

cooking, &c., a proper assortment cannot be com-

posed of any less than twelve or fifteen different

kinds. For the same reason it is not advisable to

plant many of one sort, unless inte \diiig for m.arket;

many of the kinds require but little space, especial-

ly if grown on dwarf stocks. Dukes in this form, re-

quire but six or eight s((uare yards. Large growing

standards require thirty to forty.

W.M. G. WARING.
Near Boalsburg, Centre county. Pa.

Although in draining land thoroughly, your purse

may be drained, yet the full crops that follow, will

soon fill it up again.
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For the Farm Jouruai.

Gapes ill Chickens.

Mr. Editor:—In tho July number of the Farm
Journal, a correspondent asks a cure for tlu.t plague

of the poultry braoiler
—"gapes." Now every one

who has suffered in this wise has doubtless "tried

every thing," but without success, or rather "without

obtaining a specific—and as there is no such thing as

this among the human race, there is probably none

among the race of chickens, fori imagine that chick-

ens have their idiosyncracies as well as men. But

without further preface, I will give you the result of

my small experience in this matter, premising that,

the treatment is not original with me, although I

cannot remember whether I heard or read of it,I think

the latter. No one, however, to whom I have men-

tioned it seemed to have been aware of its efficacy,

which, with me at least, has hitherto been certain,

although justice requires I should say, that there are

some who have tried it at my recommendation and,

as they allege, without success.

The chicks should be kept away from the barn-

yard, and be supplied with pure, clean water, which

I deem to be necessary, although some contend that

the moisture contained in the food given them is

sufficient; dirty water, partioularly'barn-yard water,

is a certain cause of the "gapes." Your August cor-

respondent's meiins of preoa'iiiion, are good beyond

question, and entirel}' conformable to my own views,

and inasmuch as "an ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure," would seem to leave no more to be

said; but your July correspondent asks for a cure,

meaning; of course, the removal of a disease which

exists, no matter how acquired.

The plan I have adopted, is to take the chick and

push a camel's pair pencil, or partly stripped feather,

dipped in turpentine, down through the gullet into

the crop, and tdrn it therein two or three times, on

withdrawing it, a number of small worms, the cause

of the disease, will probably bo brought away; this

may be repeated the following day, enoo, however,

usually suffijes. The first lime 1 tried it was on tho

kill or cure principle, and meeting with entire suc-

cess, on a very bad Subject, I have ccmtinued, when

there waS occasion for it, the use of the same means,

and so far without loosing one operated on.

If you deem this of sufficient interest to claim a

space in your useful, practical Journal, I shall be

pleased that a remedy in which I have faith, should

have so extended a circulation as it will thereby ob-

tain.

At a future time, if you should permit me, I will

give my views upon poultry raising in general, and

as every body thinks their method best, I certainly

have no wish to be singular, and therefore would only

do it for the benefit of those who have, as yet, no

method. P.—Gwynedd, Aug. 20, '53.

We hope our correspondent \vill give us his yiews

on Poultry raising.— [£rf.

Garget iu Cows.

Messrs. Editors:—
At the solicitation of a friend,

who has saved a valuable cow from tho hands of the
butcher, I am induced to make known through your
columns a remedy for the garget. Some years since
I met with a tiuo imported Durham cow, on the way
to the butcher, the owner parting with her in conse-
quence of her being afflicted with the garget. The
owner had tried all tho usual modes of eradicating
the disease, after which he put her under charge of
a distin;;;uished Veterinarian, who,after a six months'
attendauce, dischargeil her as incui-able.

Deeming her a good subject for a treatment with
iodine, and not knowing whether it had been used in

the oa-e, I purchased her at what she was worth for

beef. "At that time she gave but a few drops of milk
at a time from one teat, the other three having ceased
to yield any—the udder and teats were swollen and
hard. I determined to make use of iodine in tho form
of hydriodate of potash, being solvent in water, and
if it failed to exhibit its effects on the system I would
resort to an ointment, (20 grains iodine to I ounce
hog's lard,) applied externally, to the udJer and teats.

I commenced by giving 10 grains of hyd. potash iu

a table-spoonful of water, three times a day, mixed
in a mash of shorts and meal; and though the dose
was unusually small for a cow, still, as it was giving
unmistakeble signs of effect. I did not incrfase the

dose. In seve.-. d;iys she gave milk freely, from each
teat, and in three weeks she was discharged its cured.

The result in the foregoing case was so favorable,

that I advised my neighbors who had cows afflicted

with the garget, to make a trial of the same remedy.
I have known of its trial in at least forty cases, and
in every one the cure has been effected with even tho

above named small dose. A larger quantity could
be used at a dose wii h safety.

Any one acquainted with the effect of iodine ou
the human system, knows its tendency to pmduce an
absorption cjf the mammae. Dr. R. Coates, Philadel-

phi.T,, reports a case in the "Medical Examiner," of

the complete absorption of the female breast from
icxline; but the mamm;^ recovered their original de-

velopmeuis after a la])se of a year. Iodine is princi-

pally employed in diseases of the absorbents and
glandular systems. (See U., S. Dispensatory.)

Hydriodate of potash can bo procured of an apoth-
ecary, and dissolved so as tii allow 10 grains to each
spoonful of water, increasing the duse till it gives

effect on testing the urine.— | Boston Cultivator.

EBEN WIGHT.
Dedliara, June 25th, 1853.

«»> — —

Ram I>etting.

Jonas AVobb, a well known English breeder of

South Down Sheep, has for Several years been in the

practice of letting his rams for the season, at public

auction. His success has been very great, and if the

prices he receives continue to increase, he may 'era

long rival the celebrated Bakewell. At his last let-

ting, which took place a few weeks since, seventy-one

sheep were let on an average of £22 4s.—equal to

§111 each—and one for 130 guineas, being the high-

est price ever brought by any of Mr. Webb's rams.

This animal vras bid off by Mr.Rotch—wluim we pre-

sume is Mr. F. M. Rotch, of Jlorris, Ostego county,

N. Y. At the dinner given by Mr. Webb, iVIr. Roteh
was hansomely complimented by tho President for

his spirit and. enterprise, and replied in an appropri-

ate speech.— [Boston Cultivator.
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APPtES.

Vi^. 1. Jonathan Apple,

Fig. 1. JovATHAX Apple, Philip Rich, King Philip

•OF SOME collections.—This is one oFour most beauti-

ful apnle.s, and from its flavor, and productiveness

S3 worthy of extensive cultivation.

It was brought into notice by the late Judge Buel,

who described aod named it after Jonathan Has-

bronck, from whom he first received the fruit. Its

at;ractivo appearance will always make it profitable

for market. It comes into bearing early, and is very

productive, The growth of the young wood is slen-

der, and of a light brown color, with large terminal

buds.

Fruit of medium siie, regularly formed, roundish

ovate or tapering to the eye, skin smooth, the ground

clear light yellow, nearly covered by lively red

stripes, shaded with crimson or purplish red on the

sunny side; stem one inch long, rather slender, curv-

ed and deeply sunk in a regular cavity; calyx set in

a deep, rather broad basin; flesh white, sometimis

tinged with red, tender and juicy, -.vith a rich, spright-

ly sub-acid flavor. November to April.

Fig. 2. Esopcs Spitzenburg.—This rich and high-

ly flavored fruit originated at Esopus, on the Hud-
son, a district rather celebrated for its superior

apples. It is ranked by many as equal to the New-

town Pippin, and as unsurpassed by any other vari-

ety Large orchards of it are growing in New York

State, and the continued popularity and great de-

mand for it in our Estern cities, with its uniformly

fair appearance, renders it one of the most profitable

for orchard culture.

The tree is rather a slow grower, of upright habit

when young, with slender shoots, but having long

Fig. 2. EsopuB Spitzenburg,

pendulous branches, when in full bearing. Bears

tooderatcly. Fruit large, deep red with gray spots,

oblong, tapering to tlie eye; skin smooth, deep red,

'.ively, with indistinct red or crimsoti stripes; stem
three-fourths of an inch long, slender, deeply insert-

ed in a rather wide cavity, calyx small, set in a shal"

low somewhat furrowed basin; flesh yellow, firm.

with a rich high flavored, somewhat spicy juiee.

veraber to February.

No-

PEARS,
Fig. 3. Beurrb' Brown, or Beurre' Gris.—This

old variety where it sueccds at all, still maintains the

character it so long held, of being equal at least to
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Fig. 3. Beurrfe BroTvn, or Beurre' Gris.

aay other, and superior to most. It does not appear

to succeed well in Massachusetts, hut thrives in Wes-
tern New York, and produces abundantly of rich

high flavored, sub-acid fruit. In town and cities,

where it has some protection, and in rich warm soils,

it is well worthy of culture. Manning speaks of it

"as one of the best of the old varieties." It succeeds

finely on the Quince, boars abundantly, and is well

adapted for the small garden.

Fruit largo, oblong obovate, tapering towards the

stem, in a coarse manner; skin yellowish green,near-

ly covered with thin russet, often a little reddish

brown on one side: stem three-fourths of an inch long,

stout and obliquely inserted, thickening into the fruit!

calyx set in a shallow basin, with reflexed segments;

flesh greenish white, melting, very juicy, with a per-

furcod vinous flavor. September to October. Brown
Beurre' is of French origin.

Fig. 4. BeukrB' Giffart.—This is an early pear^

ripening about the same time as Madeleine, and only

introduced into the country within two or three years.

It is of French or Belgian origin. We imported a

few trees of it into Chester county last season, which

did not fruit, but a friend of ours also imported some
trees, from which he was fortunate in obtaining two

or three specimens, and describes them as being of

the highest quality, and a valuable addition to our

list of early pears. It succeeds well on the Quince,

has dark reddish wood, and rather small foliage. Ho-'

ey describes it as follows: "Size medium; form py-

ramidal, full at the crown, tapering to the stem, with

a somewhat elongated neck; skin fair, smooth, yel-

lowish green, pale yellow when mature, somewhsJ

striped and mottled, with brilliant red on the sunny

side, and dotted with pale russet specks; stem long,

about one and a half inches in length, slender curved,

and obliquely attached to the fruit, by a swollen and

X^.«.^-<fjN-'
Fig. 4. Beurre' Giffiirt.

fleshy junction; eye medium size.open and very slight'

ly depressed in a small basin; segments of the calyx,
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short, stiff, projecting; flesh white, tine, melting and

very juiby; flavor rich vinous and refreshing, vrith a

spicy aroma; core small; seeds obovate.
40.

Cherry Festival.

The foUow'.n^ aojiouat by Dr. Kennicott, taken from

the Horiiculturist, of the trial of Dr. Kirtland's now

seedling cherries, at Cleveland, Ohio, "was acciden-

tally omitted in our last number. The tost they

were submitted to, vras both just and severe, and

as they withstood the trial so well, the Dr. may

well be complimented for the very rare good fortuae,

unprecedented in this country, of originating so

lariT'c a number ol new and valuable seedlings.

—

The forthcoming book on fruits, by F. R. Elliott,

will no doubt be posted up, with a minute and

furthrtr description.

It is well known to the old readers of "The Horti-

culturist," that Dr. Kirtland has been long engaged
in testing seedling cherries from the old Yellow
Spanish, fertilized by Black Tartarian, American
Amber, May Duke, and Arch Djke, and, possibly,

other varieties; though these sorts grew beside the

tree of Yellow Spanish, that furnished the seeds of

these Kirtland Cherries, {which F. K. Elliott has oo-

casionly described,) and many others, not yet brought

into notice on account of the great reluctance of the

Doctor to permit a fruit, not fully equal to the best,

to get abroad before the produce of j'ears has given

repeated testimony in favor of the claims of the new
candidate lor notice.

The way the Doctor managed with us showed both
sensitiveness and confidence. Mr. Elliott took us all

up to Rockport before showing us the Cherries of his

own planting; and there we found Dr. Kirtland, pre-

pared to get a candid opinion from every one, not

capable of determining the identity of a variety,

when placed alongside of others the most nearly ro-

sembling it. Some twenty or thirty dishes of Cher-
ries were arranged, designated by numbers alone;

and as the variety p.assed round, we were required

to enter the number, and wri.e down our opinions

against it; and at the conclusion of this exiuniriation,

a number was called and we read off' our remarks in

succession—no one being excused—and ikcn Dr.

Kirtland announced the name of the Cherry, and
gave its history; and though (as we knew) there

were some half dozen sorts of the best old Cherries
artfully arranged, so as to escape detection if possible

yet, in nearly every instance;, the Kiriland Siedlimjs

were lite ones selected as '-best!" And what must
have pleased the old Doc or better than this unbias-

ed testimony in favor of his Cherries, we all selected

as (he best those sorts which are most esteemed by
himselt' and F. R. Elliott.

In my blind notes, Mammoth and Delicate arc set

down as the very best; but the majority rated, al)out

as follows:—Of the reds—(Jov. Wood, Delicate, Kirt-

land's Mary,and Rockport ISigarrcau; Relic d'Choisy
being ranked as "best" in one instance onl3'. Of the
blacks—Black Hawk and Osceola were entirely a-

head of an;/ of the old blacks. The Doctor, and Lo-
gan, ;in.l afso Jockusott, are down on my list; the
"Doctor" is a very sweet Cherry, and all the blacks
are, in some way, supin-ior; but unfonuiiately, very
few ol them were ripe; and so some of the reds. -Vnd,

by the w.iy, there are some forty varieties in all; not
one of wh ch but is more worthy of cultivation than
a large portion of the Old world varieties.

And now, for the great p lint of wirth, and the

wonder of all—except my first favoiite.tlie mammoth,
which is a poor bearer, and possilily two or three oth-

ers, not yet before the public—all of these thirty or

forty seedlings are the most prulilic of Cherries, beat-

ing the old sorts ouc of all comparison, in many in-

stances, and beating them sufficiently in every case.

The limbs were literally massed with fruit—and siic/i

fruit ! Oh ! j'ou sliuiild have been there, friend Bar-

ry, for—although you arc not in the habit of going

off in ecsiacies over every new thing—you are capa-

ble of appreciating e.^cellenco, and giving others just

and sensible notions of the worthies of the day—a-

mong which I am inclined to rank the Kirtland Cher-

ries pretty near the head of the list in Pomology. I

feel grateful to friend Elliot for the chance of seeing

and eating to repletion, these delicious productions of

the West, and I assure him—as I now do you—that

should his forthcoming book not go beyond the Clter-

ries, even, it can not fail of interesting pomologists,

the Union over.

Analysis of Soils.

Every observing farmer is aware, that there is a

great difference in the agricultural value of soils,

both as regards the ease with which tbey can be cul-

tivated, and' their natural capacity for grow ng good
crops of corn, grain and grasses. This fact is much
more observable in the hilly, rocky regions of New
England, than in some other sections of our country.

There are immense tracts of land in some of the

AVestern States, that vary but little in their agricul-

tural value, as far as their ability to produce such
crops are concerned. So alike are these soils in their

physical condition, mineral and organic composition,

and mechanical texture, that fields of thousands a-f

acres scarcely exhibit any diifercncc in the evenness

and quality of the corn, or other crops growing up-

on these extensive fields, when under the same course

of cultivation. Such are the soils of the Miami
and Scioto bottom lands of Ohio. In 1851, it was
stated in the Cincinnad Gazette, "that on the Great
Miami Bottom, about 2-5 -miles below Cincinnati,

there was one field (belonging to several owners) sev-

en miles long by three miles broad, whicli had beea
regularly planted to corn for nearly half a century.

In the Wabash Valley there were also extensive

corn-fields;—one between Terro Haute and Lafay-

ette, being ten miles long."

From the great and long conlinued fertility of the

soil of the Scioto Valley, it has generally been sup-

posed that that soil is vastly rither in tlie inorganic

basis of a fertile soil, viz:, potash,, soda, liine, lbs

phosphates, &;:., than tiie soils of Massachusetts.and
New Hampshire.

Ex-Cov. Trimljle, of 0!iio, President of the Slate

Board of Agriculture, says in the first annual Re-
port, (1840) "that one hundred and fifty Jjushels of

corn have been gathered from an acre, out of a field

of one hundred acres, each acre of wlilcli wa,-* esti-

mated to produce an equal number of bushels. This
was a I extrtiordinary crop, iuid was the result, na
doubt, of oxtraordituiry culture; hut the fact thut

some of the bottoms on the Scioto have been culliv.i-

ted forty-five years in corn witlmut rotation or reit,

and tliat they ctmtinue to proiluee from tifly to sevofi-

ty-tivc busiiels to the acre is conclusive ovideneo of

their great fertility ^ind darahility." .

Tiic hott'im lands of Ohio are, probably, in some
respects different from tho prairie i«oilsof Illinois.

Fr -m the light and friable nature o! the prairi.- soii.^,

they oiTcr so little resistance to the plow and olhor
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implements used in their cultivation, that some of

the larye covn-gi'owers of Middle Illinois "estimate

the expense from the time of starting the plow, till

the corn is cribbed or harvested, at only from tour to

six cents per bushel." So said the Editor of the

Prairie Farmer some two years ago. To raise corn

thus cheaply, the soil and climate must be peculiarly

adapted to its growtli and maturity; and as littl°, or

no manure is used upon the prairie corn-fields, it is

evident the soil must naturally cjntain all those ele-

mentary constituents, in au available form, required

for a healthy and vigorous growth ot the plant.

Analysis "a thousand times repeated," have prov-

ed beyond all question, that the asli of our cultiva-

ted plants contain in appreciable quantities some ten

or eleven earthy ingredients. That these earthy

salts; composing'the ash, can only be obtained from

the soil in which tlie plants grew, is a self-evident

fact; for it has been satisfactorily ascertained, that a

soil absolutely destitute of some two or three of tliese

important inorganic bodies is incapable of growing

corn, grain, &e., in perfection. A soil wanting these

cannot yield seed capable of reproducing its kind.

In accordance with the above expressed views,

Professor Johnson says, ''a soil to be fertile, must
contain all the substances which the plant we desire

to grow can only obtain from the soil, and in such an

abundance as readily to supply all its wants; while

at the same time, it must contain nothing hurtful to

vegetable life."

That the Ohio and prairie soils spoken of in this

paper arc vastly more productive than most of our

New England soils, is a universally conceded fact,

and the cause of this exuber.ant fertility has general-

ly been supposed to bo mainly due to their contain-

ing a, much larger per centage of lime, potash, soda,

&o., than the soils of the North. But carefully con-

ducted analyses of the soil of the Scioto valley do

not seem to justify such an assumption. In 1851,

Mr. David A. Wells, of Cambridge, Mass., a compe-

tent chemist and analyst, was employed by the Board

of Agriculture of Ohio, in "examining, analyzing,

and reporting on the nature and composition of the

soils of that State." In the July No., 1852, of SiUi-

man's Journal of Science and Arts, Mr. Wells has

furnished a paper on the ''Soil of the Scioto Valley,

Ohio," in which he says, "Dr. Dana, of Lowell, in

the course of many years exporince, has collected

and preserved the results of more than four hundred

analyses of soils, from the northern portion of this

country. The analyses of the soils I have made from

Ohio, and the analyses of all the soils resulting from

the drift agency, do not differ maUrially, so far as re-

gards their inorganic constituents. That is to say,

the soils of the Ohio, yielding with little or no cul-

ture from seventy to eighty bushels of corn to the

acre, are no belter, so far as their mineral composition

is oonoerned, than many of the Massachusetts soils

which have a reputation for sterility. Slight differ-

ences it is true, exist, but not to such an extent as

might be supposed from contrasting the relative pro-

ducts of the different soils. In what then is there a

reason for their difference in value to be found ? It

cannot be in the attributes in which they agree

—

which are their mineral constituents, but in the attri-

• butes in which they differ: and these are the amount
and condition of the organic matter contained in the

soils, and the fineness of their elementary partieles."

"The first and perhaps most interesting fact no-

ticed in the examination of these soils was the re-

markable degree of fineness of their constituent par-

ticles. In this respect I venture to assert that they

are not surpassed by any other alluvial deposits upon

the surface of the earth, some of the soils being lit-

tle else than inpalpable powders."
From the remarks of Mr. Wells, in connection with

many other well known facts, we are of tlie opinion
that the fertility of a soil depends more upon the

fineness and commingled >tate in which its elemen-
tary particles exist, than hag generally been suppos-
ed, and we propose in a future number to refer to

some of the facts having a direct bearing upon the

subject. I,, u.

[Journal of Agriculture.

Ice Houses.

Messrs. Editors:—I want to construct immediate-
ly a small ice fixture in my cellar for family use. My
cellar is 44 by 40 feet, and 8 feet high; the wall is

split granite, with a plank floor; it is pretty dry. I

would prefer placing it in the north corner. Here is

my plan:

I wjuld Srst line off upon the cellar corner floor

8i feet square ; within this space stud up a room G

feet 2 inches, with 4 inch joist, and board up upon
the inside. This room is then feet square and 8

high, which is to receive the ice; pitch this room all

around upon the outside to keep moisture from get-

ting in or out, then board up upcm the studs, which
leaves a 4 inch space all round betwen the studs;

then stud up again on two sides, and plank up, the

other two being formed by the stone wall, 15 inches

from the- inner studding. This 16 inches of space

all round to be filled with dry saw-dust, (perhaps

wet saw-dust would do as well.

For convenient ingress to this fixture, T propose to

fit in, near the bottom, a box or case about 7 feet long,

1 foot deep, and 2 wide, to extend from the outside

through the ice room; the ice is to be lowered in from
the top and packed in and around this pitched case,

which has double doors lined with cloth; in this case

is to be a provision chest to move in and out easily

upon rollers; this chest is to be in separate apart-

ments, for the reception of fruit, butter, meats, &c.

But instead of this horizontal case and chest, I could

insert them in a vertical position under the hatch-

way at less expense, although it would be more in-

convenient in getting the chest in and out; then again

I should not have so compact a body of ice.

What do you think of it? Will it answer? Is

the horizontal or the vertical way best? Am I

right in leaving 4 inches air space ? Should the

saw-dust be wet or liry ? Will moving the provision

chest in and out once or twice a day meltaway the

ice too fast ? C. J. F.

.
North Lincoln, Me., 1853.

This plan of an ice house we consider an excellent

one; the saw-dust should be dry. The air sp.ace is a

good idea, and we would prefer the horizontal draw-

er. There diould be some allowance below for drain-

age.—[Scientific American.

To Prevent Putrid Fermentation of Urine.—
A foreign chemical journal states that by mixing

muriatic acid with urine, it can be kept a long time

without acquiring a bad order. It is ^aid:—In the

mouth of September, 1851, a quantity of urine was
mixed with muriatic acid, and exposed to the influen-

ce of the air and rain for nearly a year. The urine

during that period, did not change its condition, and

in the year 1852, during a very dry period, it entire-

ly dried up, and formed and oderloss salt.
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Atkins' Aiitomatou, or Self-Raking Reaper and

Mower.

The above engraving wo have procured with a

view of giving our readers some idea of tliis cele-

brated reaper, having the peculiarity above all others,

of an ingenious attachment, which, without adding

much to the labor of the team, takes up the wheat

on the platform, as fast as it accumulates enough for

a bundle, and deposits it ready for binding, on one

side of the swath, more perfectly than it can be done

by hand.

J. J. Thomas, who witnessed its trial at Geneva,

N. Y., s.ays of it
—"At the same time, the self-raker

presented by J. S. Wright, of Chicago, was tiied— it

was truly an extraordinary curiosity, and excited the

highest interest. The self-raking machine (attached

to Ilussey's Reaper,) is the invention of J. Atkins,

of Cliieago, a person of great ingenuity, as this con-

trivance fully testifies. The rake sweeps the bed

where the fallen grain is deposited, presses it against

a toothed plate, and both, holding firmly the bundle

of grain tlius collected, swing round the quarter of a

circle off behind, when they open wide, and drop

their contents in a neat bunch upon the ground. All

these motions are accomplished by a very simple

piece of mechanism, and they seem so neaidy the im-

mediate result of intelligence, that this machine was
generally called by the name of the "Automaton

Reaper."

Its invention is quite recent, and it had scarcely

ever been used bo{ore,and hence owing to an accident

it did not succeed the first day of its trial. It wa.<,

however, repaired, a temporary roe' attached, and
tried again on the 23d with entire satisf^iction, prov-

ing decidedly the best self-raker on the ground.

The origin of this invention is quite interesting,

and is related as follows:

The inventor is Mr. Jearum Atkins, late of Will

county, Illinois, now residing at Chicago. lie is a

millwright by trade, and as this invention testifies,

an original and remarkable mechanical genius. A.

bout ten years ago he had the misfortune to be injur-

ed by a fall, and he has since been almost wholly

confined to his bed, being unable even to sit up more

than two or three minutes at a time.

Two or three years ago, a reaper was brought in-

to this neighborhood, and an opportunity given him
to examine it from his bed for a few minutes. A
farmer present, knowing his inventive skill, remarked

to him, 'that if he "would only itttach a raker to it,

he would make his fortune." Being a son of pover-

ty as well as affliction, compelled to rely wholly upon
his friends for support, they themselves being also

poor, yet possessed of a manly, independent spirit,

the remark awakened his thought and determina-

tion. Various plaps were successively formed and

abandoned without trial, farther than a small model,

till last Winter he struck upon a wholly new arrange-

ment. Having mentally studied out the details, he

ascertained by mathematical calculation, before ma-
king any part of his model, the sis^e, movement, and
effect of each separate piece, and then made one

part after another of his model, according to his

figures, put the separate pieces together, and the

whole movement was ofFeotod exactly as calculated,

even to a little rise in the rako as it is drawn across

the platform. The model has not been altered, and

the full sized machine is almost precisely the model

enlarged.

Considering the novel and complicated motions,

yet perfect simplicity and small number of pieces by
which they are produced, is shows a very high order

of mechanical talent to have at once perfected such

a machine, and in such a manner. Most inventors,

it is believed, get sonic parts to work right in a mod-
el, and then plan and add another and another, but-

the whole plan of this Self-Raker was entirely form-

ed in the inventor's mind before a single piece of

wood or metal for his model was touched.

Seldom is it that an invention, involving any thing

like the novelty and complicated movement of this, is

at once and so successfully introduced into practical
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ose, even when the inventor has the benefit of much
experience in the branch of industry for which he is

laboring; yet eo thoroughly had Jlr. Atkins studiad

out all the difficulties to be obviated, that though he

had never seen a reaper but once, and then not at

work,—notwithstanding he knew nothing of grain

catting, having from boyhood been closely devoted

to his trade till he became bed-ridden; still, so correct

were his views, that where the machanics deviated

from his plans in constructing the machine for trial,

it filled, and his wishes had to lie followed out in

every particular.

Eight first premiums were awarded to Atkins'

-Reaper in 1352. It is warranted to be a good Self-

Raking R.'aper, though not warranted as a Mower,

yet every experiment in grass has been successful.

Price in Chicago, ^\60, cash.

Ketchum's Mowing- Machine.

Among the many different mowing machines which

have been tested the past Summer, in this section of

tho Union, we have heard of none giving such gener-

al satisfaction ^s Ketchum's. Wjb have, no interest in

one more than'an other, and only wish to keep our

readers advised of the claims and recommendations

of each, to enable them to judge for themselves

which is the best. As we anticipate a largely increas-

ed di'inand by another year, it is important that the

peculiarities of each' should be- well understood, as

well as the result of any trial exJiibitions.

We hope to be able to furnish a cut and descrip-

tion of each now patented, in the Pennsylvania Farm
Journal, before another season. Howard & Co., the

manulaeturers at Builiilo.of Ketchum's state that they

have sold more than 1000 the present season, under

the following warrantee:

"That said machines are capable of cutting and

spreading with one span of horses and driver, from

t-an to fifteen acres per day. of a»iy kind of grass,

heavy or U'jhi, wd or dri/, Indijed or slanding; and do

it as well as is done with a scythe by the best

mowers."

The recent improvements are:

First, Every Shaft has bearings at both ends, which

entirely overcom-is all crainjyiiig, and catling aioay

of boxing.

Second, The simplicity and strength of the entire

gear, as well as the great con\cnienco and ease in

getting at each and every nut about the machine; al-

so the very convenient arrangement by which every

piece and part of the machine may be got at or ta-

ken apart.

Third, A counter balance attached to the crank

shaft which gives the crank a steady and uniform

motion, as well as causes the machine to run much
easier than any before built.

Fourth, Every machine will be made to throw out

of gear.

Fifth, The convenience of oiling, every bearing

having an oil cup sufficient to hold. oil for a long time,

by stuffing the same with cotton.

"Instrutcions poa Use.—Put the knife bar to its

place, and be sure all the nuts are tight; oil the ma-
chine well, except the knives: the brass boxes should

bo stric ly looked to, and not confined so much as to

cause friction—also, particular care should be ob-

served to keep them well oiled; guage the machine by
the neck yoke strop, the front of knife bar wanting

to be a little higher than on a level; in very heavy or

lodged grass, attach the track clearer at the outer

end of the rack bar; in starting, alwaj s give the

knives a motion before coming into tlie grass; the

driver should always be on his seat, and drive with

a steady brisk walk, and in no case turn (O' the left;

to shai-pen the knives, disconnect the pitman and

draw them out through the main wheel; in grinding

them, be careful and keep the same bevel; the usual

quantity to cut without sharpening, is from five to

ten acres.

If the above directions are followed, we warrant

the machine to work as recommended.

HOWARD & CO."

Price SpllO, cash, with extra autter, delivered on

b oard cars at Buffalo.

Ketchum's mower took the first premium at the

mowing exhibition at Mount Holly, NewJersey, and

Montgomery county. Pa., fi r the best mower, also at

the trial in Springfield, Ohio, and received a gold

medal at the American Institute in New York, and

perhaps others of which we are not advised.

Manure for Autumn ligses.

Mr. Rives, a famous Rose Culturist, applies a mix-
ture of wood-ashes and guano in the proportion of

half a peck of guano to a bushel of ashes to his late

roses, with most excellent efifect. About two quarts
of the mixture is applied to each shrub or tree, in a
circle eighteen inches in diameter around the stem,
where it is suft'ered to remain undisturbed until Au-
tumn. It should lie applied early in June and cov-

ered with a thin grass mulch, and the effect will be
that it will i-otain the dew and shower, and keep the

tree in constant and vigorous growth, which very
necessary to the production of a good crop of flowers

in the Fall.

Potato Rot.

The Providence (R. I.) Journal says that the pota-

to rot has made its appearance in Washington coun-
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Substitute for Guano.

A reward of £1600 sterling was offered some time

since, by the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

for a merchantable article which shall possess the

fertilizing properties of Peruvian Guano, provided,

that it be sold at the rate of £5 per ton. Edwin

Pettit, of London, claims, as we observe by recent

arrivals, to have discovered the desideratum, which

he calls 'Fish Guano.' He, hovrever, declines to ap-

ply for the premium, and says: "Would it be a prize

to me to receive £1000, on condition that I sell an

article at £5, when its ascertained market value is

£9 per ton ? Give me a fleet of fishing boats, and I

will make as much Guano in twenty-four hours, as

the Myriads of Peruvian birds will make in a year,

of as good a quality, and much lower price." The

consumption of Guano in Great Britain ranges from

190,000 to 200,000 tons per annum, which will give

an idea of the importance of the subject to the ag-

ricultural interests there.

New sources of supply are being sought for, and

it is announced that a new discovery on the East

Coast of Africa has just been made, which it is said

will afford a "twenty years supply." Guanoes have

also recently been discovered in the Indian ocean, but

on analysis do not prove equal to the Peruvian, and

therefore will not come into direct competition, re-

sembling more those of Patagonia or Saldanha Bay.

Professor Way's analysis of the different Guanoes,

resulted as follows:

Peruvian,

Ichaboe, C

Patagonia,

Saldanha Bay,

Ammonia. Phosphate of Lime.

per cent. per cent.

17.41 24.12

7.30 30.03

2.34 44.06

1.62 56.04

Four specimens from the Indian ocean, also ana-

lized by him gave of ammonia, per cent.

No. 1—1.19 No. 2—1.11 No. 3—3.82 No. 4—1.87

The Patagonian Guanoes, although deficient in

ammonia, contains a large per centage of P losphate

of Lime, whica makes them valuable in England for

their great crop, that of the Turnip. The Guano

from the Indian ocean, will be valued for the same

reason, and as the Editor of the Chronicle remarks,

"will probably cheapen Phosphate of Lime more

than ammonia."

He says, also, "active measures are being taken to

secure this produce of the newly discovered Islands,

fortheuseof the British farmer." This might be

imagined very readily, and we imagine also the dis-

covery will be made as quickly by the English au-

ihorilieStthut these new doposites are so many leagues

distant from the coast of any other government, as

to give them the first discoverers, undisputed juris-

diction, and exclude all other nations.

Horse Trade in New York.

There is probably stable room enough for fifttoen

hundred horses on four blocks, between Second and
Lflsington Avenues and Twenty-third and Twenty-
fifth streets. The old Bull's Head stables have been
enlarged until they cover a space from Twenty- fourth
to Twenty-fifth streets, GO by 200 feet, with an ad-
dition 22 by 100 feet, witli room for 200 horses and
are often full. We have never found less than 125
in the stables at anyone of our visits. The building
is one-story, with lofts for hay and grain, ami while
opju during the day is well ventillated, but not

sufficiently so at night, and this is the case with all

in the street, and thouj^h kept clean as possible, no
.absorbent of ammonia is used, and hence, as we think,

comes the tioublesome opthalraic disease, called the

"pink eye," so prevalent at times in this street, a-

mong horses fresh from the country. A free use of

plaster would add much to the health of horses, if it

did not entirely prevent that disease.

• The stables owned by Northup & Post; nearly op-

posite the above, are five in number, forming a hand-
some two-story brick edifice, 80 by 130 feet, with
room below and above for 230 horses. We are told

that the rent of these stables is worth $2,000 a yoaw
Mr. Northup is one of the oldest dealers in the sti'ect.

He tells us he was there eighteen years ago, when
there were very few buildings about the neighbor-

hood, and that he continued to visit the street occa-

sionally several years afterward, with a few horses,

and thinks that perhaps one might have been sold

then to one hundred now, and that prices did not av-

erage half what they have this year. The quality of

horses, too, was quite inferior to the present stock.

Although these two are the largest separate sta-

bles in the street, Macauly can put up more horses

than either. His several stables occupy nine lots, 25

by 100, and bold 300 horses. The average number
on band is about 170. There are 15 othe:' stables in

the street, which hold from 5 to 75 each. We found
on one occasion 998 horses for sale, besides private

and livery horses, in this sliort portion of one street.

Averaging the sales at 450 per week, atSloO each,

which is below the mark estimated by those in the
tra<le, and the amount will be §67,000 per week, or

iJ3,510,000 per annum—a little item iu the comnier
cial transactions of this city, not entirely unworthy
of notice.

We hope there are some of the croakers still liv-

ing, to read our remarks, who predicted the ruin of

farmers and destruction of their trade in cattle and
horses, when the far-off "outride barbarians" be^an
to send in their stock from the Holland Purchase and
AVestern Ptcserve to glut the market. Perhaps they
have heard also of Oiiio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois,

Missouri, and Arkansas, and their boundless pas-

tures; perhaps they have not heard that notwithstan-
ding one constant stream of cattle and horses pour-

ing in from that great region of rich soil and cheap
land, the market is not yet glutted, .and prices never
rated so high before, as they have the present season.

[N. Y. Tribune.

Soap Suds for Watering Plants.
Nathing can be hotter f r Summer watering of

plants and vines, than the suds of the weekly wash,
and no one who desires a good garden will suffer it

to be wasted. For cabbages, eueumners, beets, .and

the like, it seems especiall'' adapt'.'d, and one of the
most thrifty grape vines we cviu' saw, was watered
with soap suds almost daily in dry weather. A largo

supply is not needed at once, but frequent waterings
promote rapid and vigorous vegetation.
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Osage Orange Heilgiug.

In Illinois, from the scarcity of timber, Hedging
is a matter of absolute necessity, and experience
there for several years as well as in Ohio, seems to
have settled down in faror of the Osage Orange, as
having all the indispensable requisites for a hedge
plant, viz: sufficient hardiness, great durability and
vitality, vigor of growth, capacity to bear cutting
severely, with a tendency when headed down, to
pour forth numerons small branches, with myriads
of sharp elastic, and durable thorns: the whole to re-
main green, thoughly densely crowded. It is esti-
mated more than twenty-five millions of plants were
set out in Illinois, in 1853, and the demand not sup-
plied. It is also being very extensively planted in
Ohio. In our State, particularly in the Eastern
parts of it, fencing, including the first cost, labor of
putting up, and after a short time, continued atten-
tion to repairing, and then again renewal, forms a
heavy item in the annual expenses of the farm. The
Virginia Thorn, Cralcerpis Cordata, and the Honey
Locust, Glcditsdda Triacanthos, have both been tried
in our county, but are two slow in growing to give
satisfaction, and the former especially, too liable to be
broken into gaps. The loaves are also attacked by
an insect, and in many places the hedge has entirely
died out, after having grown to considerable size
We are inclined to believe the Osage Orange supplies
a desideratum long wanted here and which has been
now fully tested as regards hardiness and rapidity of
growth.

We think it worthy the attention of the Pennsylva-
nia farmer, and introduce below an article, which we
believe first appeared in the Western Horticultural
Review, giving the method of management, in plant-
ing, trimming, &c., in the West. The cut shows the
appearance of the hedge one year after planting, with
Irom two to six shoots, and whi jh must be cut down
as described.

"BiRECTiONS FOR PLANTING.— To prepare the ground
where the future hedge is to be formed. For this

purpose a strip must be marked out ten feet in width
along the whole line where the hedge is to grow.

This must be ploughed, throwing the earth out

from tlio middle, then back-lurrowing also from the
centre. The ground to be carefully smoothed with
a harrow, that it may be freed from stones, lumps
and rubbish, before the planting begins.

Having staked the line through, take a small cord,
some six or eight rods in length, mark it oif every
ten inches, and stretch it where you want the hedge.
Now run down a socket by each mark on tliis line,

then set the socket eight inches from the line oppo-
site the centre of each space, makilig two rows of
holes alternating thus:
* * * * * * X-

* « » * » 4(.

into which insert the plants a little deeper than when
they came out of the ground, pressing the earth well
to the bottom of the hole around the roots.

That the soil may adhere well to the roots, it will
be found advantageous to have the sprouts dipped in
thin mortar before planting.

Having the plants cut down to within three inch-
es of the ground they may grow the first year with-
out further trimming.

If in a healthy condition, the second season they
will require three trimmings as follows:—In the
Spring cut them down to within three inches of the
first cutting, when they again grow out, say two feet,

trim within five inches of the last cutting, and throw
the soil up with a plough, leaving the second crop of
shoots some six inches above the ground: repeat the
cutting when these last shoots have attained a length
of two feet. During the third Summer the plants
should undergo the same inexorable pruning, and the
fourth year will complete a fence that shall be a per-
fect barrier against man or beast.

The process of cutting off half tJSjB top at first, and
annually shortening back so much of the thrifty

growth of a young hedge,beems to the novice,like un-
necessary cruelty to the plant, and a trial of one's
own patience. But it is the "inexorable must," in
hedge growing. Raising a hedge is like raising a
good name; if there is no no base or foundation for
the structure, it is very likely lo betray dreadful gaps
at the bottom before it is well established.

In a hedge the great and all important point is to

make a broad and thick base. Once this is accom-
plished, the task is more than half over. The top
will grow into any shape desired. But no necroman-
cy, short of cutting the whole down again, will fill

up the base of a hedge that is lean and open at the
bottom. Hence the imperative necessity of cutting

down the shoots till the base becomes a perfect
thicket."

A Ledge planted according to the foregoing direc-

tions will require 40 plants to the rod, or 12,800 to

the mile.

The intelligent farmer need hardly be reminded
that, however explicit directions may be given, much
must be left in this case, as ia all others, to the nx-

..f*
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eroise of a discriminating judgment. If the liedge

grows slow and thin, it should not be cut so frequent-

ly, nor so closely, as if it were in a very thrifty and

luxuriant condition.

Do not trim the plants too late in the soaion, there-

by exposing the tender shoots to the frost before they

are matured—-and those who roar the plants from the

seed will hnd some cave necessary to shield the young

plants in the beds from tho rigor of the Winter in

this latitude.

While the hedge is small^it may be trimmed with a

scythe. When it shall have attained a larger growth

a corn knife, such as is used in cutting corn in the

field for fodder, will be found the cheapest and most

convenient instrument for pruning, and with which

a man may trim from 200 to 400 rods of hedge per

day.

Tho socket used in setting the plants, is a cast-

iron ferrule, 14 inches long, 3 inches in diameter at

the larger end, into which is inserted a wooden han-

dle 2 feet in length, with a bracket upon which the"

foot is placed.

Care should be taken that th j plants are healthy

and vigorous when put into the hedge row, as re-

plants seldom do .as well as the first settings.

It is very essential that the soil should be cultiva-

ted 4 feet on each side of the hedge, and kept free

from weeds, as well as from being trampled, during

the first season, by stock. If the earth upon which

tho hedge is planted is poor and thin, it should be

properly manured. In a word, it should be constant-

ly borne in mind by the hedge grower, that the work

upon which he is engaged is not for a day or for a

year, but for all time, and that it is only by care and

attention that ant useful undertaking can be success"

fully prosecuted.

^oilin^ Cattle.~New Rochelle Blackberry, &c.

Copied fromproceedings ofNew York Farmer's Club.

The following letter from Frederick Prime, relative

to the origin of the large Blackberry of New Ro-

chelle was read

:

'I'o the President of (he Farmer's Club.

Sir :—In a late number of the Westchester News,
published in this town, I have found an interesting

paper, read before your Society by Mr. Lawton, in

relation to a remarkable blackberry, which for s me
years has been known in this neighborhood.
As the article gives only a general account of the

origin of this plant, I have supposed a more particu-

lar statement might be of interest to the Farmer's
Cub.

About the year 1834 Lewis A. Seaoor, a carpenter,

then and now, residing in the village of New Ro-
chelle, in walking over a field, between my residence

and the Sound, discovered a blackberry of a remark-
able size, and having obtained permission to remove
some plants for cultivation, placed them in his gar-

den—about eighteen.

After careful inquiry in this neighborhood, I am
satisfied that it is to Mr. Seaeor we owe the preserva-

tion of this remarkable and valuable fruit, and that

all the plants now known had their origin from his.

A relative of a former proprietor brought with him
from England, many years since, some shrubbery,
whence it has been supposed the blackberry in ques-
tion was introduced. This is a more conjecture, the
probability of which could be easily ascertained by
comparing this with the English varieties. The gen-
erally received opinion in this neighborhood is that
it is a seedling of native origin.

I am informed by Mr. Seaoor that he has called it

the "mammoth blackberry," and has sold it under that

name.
Should any new name be given, it appears to me

that of the "Seaeor mammoili blackberry," or the
"New llochclle Seaeor blackberry," would be but an
act of justice to the person who has preserved the

fruit, and might prove of advantage to him, as he
continues to raise them for sale. lie is a working
mechanic, and the few dollars he receives from the

sale of his plants are of importance to the comfort of

his family.

The plants wore removed by Mr. Seaeor before I

purchased the property, and I regret that from my
ignorance of their existence the parent stocks were
de.stroyed in clearing the lot where tliey grew.

Yours truly, &c.,

FREDERICK PRIME,
New Rochelle, Westchester co.. New York,

August 7th, 1853.

Mr. Lawton is unable to say whether Mr. Seaeor
is the first discoverer or not.

ilfr. Mapes moved that Mr. Prime's letter be placed
on file. Carried.

EXTRACTS EV n. MEIOS.

Flowering of Plants.—Berghaus says that in the

middle latitudes of Europe and North America the
flowering takes place generally—fjur days later for

each degree of latitude towards the north.

How was the earth originally clothed Aith plants?

Various hypothesis have been advanced. Linnscus
supposed tiiat at first there was only one primitive
centre of vegetation, from which plants are distribu-

ted over the glotje. Some, to save all trouble, sup-
pose that plants were produced at first in the locali-

ties were they are now seen growing. Others think
that each species of plant originated in, and was dif-

fused from, a single primitive centre, and that there

were numerous such centres situated in different

parts of the world—each centre being the seat of a
particular number of species.

Dauberry s.ays that analogy favors the supposition

that each species of plant was originally formed in

some particular locality, from whence it spread itself

over a certain area gradually—like the origin of man
from Adam and Eve—that the spread of vegetation
still goes on as it began, from place to place, island

to island, itc. The remarkable limitation of certain

species to single spots on the globe seems to favor the

hypothesis of specific centres. Professor Forbes saj-s

that many plants peculiar to the Flora of the west of

Ireland have the nearest portion of their specific cen-

tres in the north-west of Spain. Others of the south-

west promontory of England are found in the chan-
nel islands, and in the opposite eciast of France.
The vegetation of the south-west of England is that

of the opposite continent.

Watson and Forlies conclude that as England does
not contain more than one vegetable—that is the

Eriocaulon Septangulre—that is not found on the

coast ol Europe—England cannot be deemed a cen-

tre of vegetation.
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I he Chairman called up the question of the day'

viz: Soiling of Cattle, and the best plans for it.

Thninm Bell, of Morrisania, who has had very

lon;^ and extensive experience in this business, vras

invited to give his opinion; and he said he had been
engai^ed in a.;ricultural pursuits, especially with cat-

tle, for thirty-five years. I was soiling cattle in Scot-

land wlieii I left it. I was supplying my cattle in

th it way the year round with grass, roots, &e. Much
depends upon the char.acter of the land we have to

deal with. On rocky, uneven, mountainous grounds,

wc are coni|,ielled to graze cattle.

I have .soiled from one hundred to one hundred and
fifty head on four hundred acres, at Fordhani, near

this city. I set aside ten acres of the best land,

ploughed it not loss than eight inches deep. Others

may go deeper than that, and I shall approve it. I

sowed Indian corn on it broadcast. I had manured
it with twenty-five cart loads an acre of my barn-yard

manure in April, and when spread it covered the

whole surface. I ploughed it all in. That field had
produced a crop of potatoes the year before. I took

yellow northern corn and sowed four bushels of it

broadcast. On one acre, on the 1st of May, I sowed
it, in going three times over the field, up and down.
I then ploughed the field with my one-horse plough,

wliich I call my corn plough, about Jour inches deep.

I then run a light roller over the field.

On the 10th of May I sowed one acre more in the

same way. On the 20th of May another acre in the

same style. On the 30th of May another—-that made
Jour sowings of corn in May.
On the 10th of June one acre more in the same

way, and an acre each in the same style on the 20th

and 30th of June.

On the 10th, 20th and 30th of July each an acre

in the same way.
On the 15th of July I commenced with the first of

May acre, on which the corn averaged about four

feet high, and in silk. I cut daily all that was want-

ed by my cattle, (one hundred of them,) and it last-

ed till the loth of August. I gave meal along with

the corn stalks. The soiling yard was about an acre

in size. The cattle had free access to pure whole-

some water just as much as they pleased. They went
in and out of the adjoining stables, and that exercise

seemed to be as much as they wanted, for they were

perfectly healthy.
From the 15th of August to the 25th the corn cut

was of a str.nger growth than the first. My hun-

dred head were kept three months in this way. 1

saved much in the article of manure. If I had made
tanks to save all the urine of my cattle I should have

made more profit. This way of soiling renders inte-

rior fences unnecessary on a fiirm, and it is a large

expense saved. On our farms in England we sprinkle

the manure over the growing crop with a tin sprink-

ler, like those with which we here water the streets.

That would not answer in a dry time— it would prove

too strong for the crop. I can get as much milk by

pasturing as by soiling. The corn feed made tte

richest milk, and some say the richest butter.

I sent daily to market from one thousand quarts to

twelve hundred quarts of milk. Sometimes my num-
ber of caws was one hundred and fifty. The old

Shakeress cow is still alive; she is about eighteen

years. You have heard mo say how 1 came by her.

I repeat it. One day I met with a Shaking Quaker

from Lebanon, who said to me : "Friend Bell, do'st

thee want a good cow?" I said, "yrs." "Widl,"

says the Shaker, "1 have a good one for thee, if thou

wilt give rae sixty dollars for her." "That's a high

price," said I. "Well," replied the Shaker, "she

will give thee a bushel of milk a day," (thirty-two

quarts.) I gave sixty dollars and took t e Shake-
ress, who sometimes gave me thirty-two quarts a
day, and the average for a whole year fifteen quarts

a day. She paid me well. I had another, which
some of the members present saw on my farm—one
I called the Old Judge. She was American with a
cross of the Devon. She never gave me more than
thirty quarts a day, but she gave it longer. My ex-

perience has been profitalde.

Projessor 3[apes. Our valued friend Mr. Bell has
occupied nearly all the ground. I give—as I am re-

quested to do so—my experience in soiling. I have
confined my cows in a clean stable—fastened to a
pole and cut their feed for them. I was told they
would suffer for want of exercise. I have not found
that to be true. It is true that their flesh and yield

of milk are both diminished by much exercise: Cat-

tle are less exposed to accidents than when pastured;

so are they protected from storms, the calves are bet-

ter taken care of, their manure—especially the fluid

portion, is all saved—it should be mixed with muck
and other solid manures, while yet warm, when it

has not lost by chemical change—far better than
pumping it out of the cistern after a week. We add
to the manure all the wash of the house. When the

manure is not sufficiently wet we pump water upon
it. When the urine is put on warm from the cattle

it decomposes ten times as much muck as it does when
cold. Great labor is saved in soiling. I have found
much advantage in using liquid manure. OnOnooc-
casion I saveu a pea crop by it—it is well to throw
in a little diluted sulphuric acid. My manure is in

little danger of fire fanging. My cattle are more
protected trom flies in the stall. They are kept cool-

er in summer than in winter. The cows give more
milk, and they keep better health than cows in pas-

ture. In the pasture they get but one sort of food

—

in soiling a variety, which, if judiciously served to

them, is more agreeable and useful. AVhen they are

scouring from too much green food I give them car-

i-ots, the peptic acid of wlucli invariably cures them,

and gives them aid in digestion. I give, among oth-

er roots, the Vienna Cauli-Rapa, (cabbage turnip,)

which is very superior. Vilmorin has introduced a
hybrid of the turnip and the cauliflower. For green

I

fo.jd, in the season for it, our Indian corn is excellent,

I

as shown by Mr. Bell. 1 prefer Stowell's evergreen

I corn to any other for that purpose. It grows larger,

the stalk is almost as sweet as sugar cane, the joints

. (which in other Indian corn are hard) are in this corn

quite tender, a man can eat it, and it gives a double

quantity on an acre. The juice of it has been tried,

and is up to eleven degrees Beauraais—equal to the

.juice of Santa Cruz cane.

I Soiling saves interior fencing, and it is a great sav-
'• ing when not only the cost of the fewer repairs are

{

stated, but of the ground on both sides of the fences

which cannot be cultivated for some distance from

the fences. The stables, in soiling, must be kept,

clean and well ventilated, of course—or the cattle

must be turned out for exercise in time. I have no
occasion to turn them out. I have mentioned the

carrot; it has a value far beyond that of a mere food,

it contains peptic acid of excellent use in digestion.

It is now used in making jellies: it is a coio doctor^-

and always cures. One bushel of oats, and another

of carrots, are fully equal in value to two bushels of

oats. The excretia of the cattle fed with carrots do

not contain that undigested oats, corn or hay or what
else; they almost resemble those of a healthy man.
I have found the strap-leaved red top turnips good in

soiling—it can be profitably raised, planted at any
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time, stand out the winter—^et iiitliy before sprinr;.

Rutabagas stand out in winter, do mucli good to the

soil as a mulcb. In spriu'^ I pass a roller over them
all to erush theui, and then plou;;h them in—little

additional expense. Mr. Campbell cooks the feed

and gains by it. I cut my Stowell ever green corn

stalks—put them in a vessel with a little salt, pour

hot water on them, cover tliem up with a cloth, and
when cool they make a very acceptable food.

Judge Van Wyclc.^Oa small farms, near large cit-

ies, it may lie cheape.st, even in our country, to soil

our cattle. Such farms rai'ely have much stock on

them; they want their land generally, or most of it,

for garden vegetables, fruit, poultry, &c.—to raise

feed for the last, as well as their other animals. On
large farms of from 200 to 41)0 or 50 J acres, situated

in the interior, some distance from the market, it ap-

pears to me it would be more prolitable and conveni-

ent for farmers to graze their 'stock, as well that

which the3' require for the dairy, as for fattening and
working. As lar as my expi^rience and information

goes, the cost of labor in such a system would not lie

more than one-fourth or one-hfth of what it would be

in soiling. The raising of crops in succe.'^sion on dis-

tant lots of a large farm, whether the corn plant, or

any other, and carrying and distributing it for feed-

ing would cost us three tinier as much, and probably

more, than letting the animals run at large, choosing

their own feed, drink rutming water, and have ex-

ercise and pure air. This, it appears to nie, would
bo, more for the profit of the owner as well as the

health and thrift of his animals. Grazing farms as

well as any others must be well managed to do well;

this as reg.ards tillage of every kind, ploughing, hoe-

ing, clearing, manuring, and the use of the best

grasses, with frequent and judicious changes of feed-

ing grounds. Why soiling is so much more practis-

ed in Europe than here, is the dense pnpulaticm there,

and the scarcity of land; they want the latter to raise

food on for the former. Notwithstanding this, we
have it, from the best authorities, that in Holland,
possessing a small territory but a very dense popula-

tion, they graze their cattle, and especiallv their

cows, from April to November. Their dairy system
is generally allowed to be the best in Europe, and
this in quantity and quality of product, her butter

and cheese will command in any European market,
and at all times from ten to twenty per cent, more
than any other. Mr. Bell admits, that on nmgh hi -

ly farms, even near the city, H would be better to

graze cows as well as other stock, than to soil them,
whether the farms be large or small. Of course, on
large, hilly, uneven farms, located any distance, in

tlie interior, the inducements for grazing must be
much stronger. Mr. Bell gave Long Island and
some parts ofNew Jersey as proper specimens of sur-

face for soiling. No doubt localities in both these sec-

tions, and especially the former, might be made much
more productive than they are by the grazing system.

It is not only the adoption of the system, but it must
be properly preserved to succeed. Good tillage, high
manuring, proper keeping of the stock as regards
yards, feedmg, water, cleanliness, taking care of the

manure,—-this last constitutes ,a considerable portion

of the gain. Mr. Bell admitted, that his farm being
large, he grazed his cows a part of the season; he
spoke highly, though, of the advantages of soiling in

certain localities.

i^i: Jiidd of the A;/riciilfor. According to the

experience of a man in Holland, it seems thai soiling

was not so profitable .as is here stated. Stephen's

book on the farm says it is about as to land as two to

one, but by Mr. Bell's experience it is makln"; ten

acres answer for fifty acres of grazing.

Mr. Bell.—If you mean to say that the soiling was
with clover, you arc right,—but not with cin-n as I

use it.

Mr. Jitild.—-It is said that twelve cows require one

man.
Mr. Bell.—I found one tit man could take care of

twenty-hvo cows.

Mr. Judd.—Men are expensive. One hundred dol-

lars paid to a man, will go further in hiring pasture

than in soiling. The making of manure depends

much on a man's location ; most farmers have no

muck at all, and little litter

Prof. Miipes.—Where there is no muck there is

soil, and let that take the place of muck and absorb

all the extra fluid of the cattle.

Mr. Judd.—The strongest point for pasture is the

cheapness of rent in most places.

Prof. Mapes.— I pay near my farm—for pasture

thirty dollars an acre of land worth five hundred

dollars. It is but the interest of the value of the land.

' Judge Van Wyck.—Knows land four miles from

New York which lets for two and a-half to five dol-

lars an acre per month.
Mr. i?eW.— My interest paid on 400 acres was two

dollars an acre per iinnum. The o Tner of the land

did pretty well by it, and I did better still. Cattle

travel far in the pasture and lessen both their flesh

and their milk. On pasture, the difference of feed

is considerable. I found it amounted to one hun-

dred and fifty quarts less on some portions of the

pasture than others, in a day.

Mr. LawUin presented to the club for refreshment,

a basket of his gi-eat blackberries, enough for all.

Mr. Judd proposed as a next subject—"The top

dressing of crops." Seconded by Prof. Mapes, and

carried.

The Club then adjourned to the first Toegday in

September, at noon.
H. MEIGS, Secretary.

[American Artizan,
-».—

Cutting Timber.

If oak, hickory or chesnut timber is felled in the

Eighth mtmth, (August,) in the second running of

the sap, and barked, quite a large tree will season

perfectly, and even the twigs will remain sound for

years; vvhereas, that cut in Winter, and remaining

until next Fall, (as thick as your wrist,) will be com-

pletely sap-rotten and will be almost unfit for any

purpose. The body of the oak split into rails will

not Last more than ten or twelve years. Chesnut

will last longer, but no comparison to that cut in the

Eighth month. Hickory cut in the Eighth month is

not subject to be worm eaton, and will last a long

time for fencing.

When I commenced farming in 1802, it was the

practice to cut timbi^r for post fencing in the Winter.

White-oak posts and black-oak rails, cut at that time,

I found would not last more than ten or twelve years.

In 1808, I commenced cutting fence timber in the

Eighth month. Many of the oak rails cut that year

are yet sound; as well as most of those formed of

chesnut. If the bark is not taken off this month,

however, it will peel off itself the socoml or third

year, and leave the sap perfectly sound. The tops of

the trees are also more valuable for fuel, than when

cut in Winter or Spring.

I advise young farmers tJ try the expciriment for

themselves;"and if post fences will not last twice as

long, I firfc^it all my experience as worthless.—[New
Jersey Herald.
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For the Farm Journal.

The Potatoe Plant.

J. Lacv Darlington,

Dear Sir:—We promised your

readers of the September No. the best mode of pre-

venting the potatoe disease, as well as the praetical

view.s and experiments, of Dr. Klotzsch ir, relation

to quantity and quality. Our German authors be-

lieve, that the new potatoe is formed along the oours6

of new stalks or runners, so that each new tuber be-

comes as it were a centre for the spreading of roots,

and any agent or agents that suppress the spreading

of roots and tlie formation of new potatoes, will also

impede the growths of the stalli ; and in return what;

over primarily affects tlie stalks, will have secondarily

bad effects, on the growth of the potatoe.

In raising potatoes, we should therefore have three

great objects in view:

1st. Encouragement of stalks and leaves.

2d. Adaptation of soil and depth of planting.

3d. Locality.

In carrying out our first object, Dr. Klotzsch made

experiments as early as 1846, on single potatoe plants.

He pinched off the ends of the branches or stalks

half an inch the 6th or 7th week after planting, or

when the stalks reached the heighth of from six to

nine inches above the soil. Great stress is laid on

not taking off more than is above specified peradven-

ture it might stunt the grow.th of the plant. This

treatment is repeated on the hranches, after they

have attained the same length ; by these manifesta-

tions, simple as they are, easy as they are perform-

ed, it was ascertained that the stalks were, more nu-

merous, containing many more leaves, and could well

bo distinguished from all the others, which were left

to mother nature. The produce from these plants

were abundant, and the potatoes perfectly healthy,

while the plant next them which had not been so

treated, gave unilbrmily less produce, and in many
instances attacked with the disease. In order to ver-

ify and substantiate this experiment, he tried the

game for several years successively with ihe same un-

surpassing results. He had a field fertilized, culti-

vated and planted, with the same, all in all, and af-

ter they attained the height above described he

pinched off the points of the stalks of every second

row, repeating it in due season, once more on the

branches. In the end of August the rows which had

been thus treated were luxuriant arid "in full vigour,

whilst those left to nature wire fast decuying and

partly dead. It was an object of amusement to him

whilst it excited wonder and astonishment amongst

his neighbors. The season of digging arrived, and

not unlike his first experiment the yield was vastly

greater than the rows not so treated, and Avithout

disease; whereas the disease had made its appear-

ance again to a vast extent in the rows left to nature.

The expenses in Germany to have the manipula-

tion above recommended performed, are about twen-

ty-five cents per acre, and with due caution is per-

formed by women and children.

The principle of Dr. Klotzsch's experiments is very

simple, and as already said, on the ground that when

the stalks are rank the roots will be so likewise ; he

believes secondly, that the stalks by the above opera-

tion keep the surface moist, and consequently pre-

vent that parching heat of the surface which after a

shower of rain causes the Jirebiasf. He believes

thirdly, that if the potato plant if left to nature,

with but a single or perhaps two stalks to a germ, if

even rank, yet as is well known with few leaves are

not sufficient to keep up that endosmatic and exos-

matic process tm which in fact the well being of our

plant depends.

It is indeed worthy the attention of Farmers, and

all we hope—who may read the views of our au-

thors, will try it next season.

We will discuss the other points altove laid down

in our next. E. K. Beavek.

Woi;cester,,Montg. co., Sept. 7, 1853.

P. S.—The mysteries of our assertions in regard

to the fly in wheat, has startled your correspondent

J. B. Garber, Esq., he says: "How could the ova

or egg remain dormant all fall and winter, and then

about the 20th of .May crawl up the stem to the sec-

ond joint." Answering it himself, he infers that

"an insect in the ova state evidently has no means of

locomotion." We fully agree with Mr. G. as to the

locomotion apparatus of the ova, and therefore no

crawling up the stem to the second joint, yet we

would respectfully suggest, that our ova tribes in gen-

eral travel without legs according to Harvey and oth-

er Animalculists, and that in this instance the ova

occupies this place at an earlier date than above said,

and as for the necessity of being deposited by its

parent mhcvecerfound, is somewhat different from the

ordinary opinions of researchers ; we would in con-

clusion refer him to the article written by "E." of

Chester county.

Sept. 1853. B.

For the Farm Journal.

The Agricultural Depirtmeut of the Crystal

Palace.

New York, 9th mo. 6th, 1853.

In compliance with your request, when in your

pleasant little boroughj a short time since, I send you

a few lines upon the subject to which your paper has

been devoted, and in which you have my most ear-

nest wishes that you may be successful.

The part of community most benefited by agricul-

tural journals, havfe been very much at fault hereto-

fore, for their almost total neglect of agricultural

paners, and have looked with ridicule and contempt

upon articles written upon this subject. But the

times are changing; men are beginning to learn that
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there ia something to be gained from the labors of

men of science, who are not really engaged in farm-

ing, but who have studied the theory offarming, as

well as the common surveyor, who iinds their land-

marks by a science, that does not require that he

should be a, practical farmer to do so.

But to my point. I have spent five days in look-

ing at the Crystal Palace and its contents. I wish

every farmer in Chester county could see and have

time to examine the agricultural department of the

exhibition. The United States is the only nation

represented to an extent worthy of notice in this de-

partment. And she is well represented in all the

articles for farming purposes, many of which ou«i)«r-

dinary farmers never thought of. The bu iness of

plowing, sowing, cradling, and mowing all done by

horse power, and by almost every variety of ma-

chines.

I shall not attempt a very definite description of

of any of th',se machines, implements, &o.,as I could

not do it without drawings, and even then no one

can get as good an idea of them by any plan as that

cf seeing the oriyiual.

Amongst a very large assortment of plows, I no-

ticed several, different kinds of subsoil plows. Some

of them consisted of an ordinary beam, and handles,

but a very lung, or rather of a very deep set of irons,

that they might do their work deep in the ground, in

the bottom ot the ordiaary furrow. But an improv-

ed subsoil plow had two plows attached to one beam,

the foremost over ihe smaller, to take off the top fur-

row and throw it in the deep furrow left by the hind-

most and deep running plow the last 'round;' and the

hindmost one following immediately after to do the

subsoiling. Such a phiw is generally drawn by two

yoke of oxen, and they leave the ground thoroughly

broken up, to a much greater depth than by the usual

method of farming.

In conversing with several gentlemen on the ad-

T.uUages of subsoiling, I found as much difference ot

opinion as there ia difference in the natural quality

of the land they farmed; this will always be the case,

until farmers study the character of these differen-

ces of soil, and anticipate different results. Per-

haps I shall have something to say to you on this sub-

ject across the ocean.

There are quite a number of threshing machines
on exhibition with the "concave" above the cylinder,

so that the grain goes in over the cylinder instead of

under it.

Several important improvements, or at least chang.

es are made in threshing machines on exhibition,and
a \V. K. P.ilmer exhibits an American Seed and
Grain Thresher, by which the grain is cleaned and
run into bags (and measured if desired,) at the same
time it is threshed. The peculiarity of the machine
is that instead of a cylinder it lias a central mass of

cast iron, somewhat like hub of a wagon wheel, and

into the perphyory of this, round iron bars two and

a half feet long, are inserted, so as to stand out like

the spoke of a wheel. These are made to revolve

with great rapidity in a circular wooden box, in

which there is just room enough to admit the arms

to fly around. At one side of this circular box, is a

hole at which the grain is introduced, so that the

straw introduced end-ways meets the arms perpen-

diculjir to them, .and flies around with them in the

circular wheel, and goes out at the circumference,

immediately over where it went in, but in a tangent

to the wheel's motion.

It is claimed that this machine will clean wheat of

all its smut, and thresh it much better with less la-

bor, when it is a little damp, than the ordinary ma-

chine. It is certainly an important change upon the

old machine, and as such is well worth tlie consider-

ation of farmers. It comes highly recommended by

those who have used it, for the above qualities, as

well as for its speed in threshing.

Several kinds of fans for cleaning grain were

worthy of consideration. One with glass sides,

that enables us to see it in operation, appeared to be

a very good one. Another of peculiar construction,

separated very nicely timothy seed, clover seed, chaff',

wheat and cockle, at the same time; passing the

cockle and chaff together, but all the others in sepa-

rate places, and rendering each one clean. The ex-

hibitor informed mc that you intended publishing an

account of it in the Farm Journal, but that you could

not do it justice without a drawing.

The machine bear^ the name of Salmon's Improv-

ed Grain and Gxass Separator. I send you his ad-

vertisement.

There were also a good number of reaping and

mowing machines. One of the reaping machines

was very finely adapted for allowing four persons to

stand on it, and bind up the grain, as fast as it is cut.

There was also hoes, rakes, harrows, cider mills,

hay knives, straw cutters, and a host of other things,

which your readers will agree with me, I have not

time to describe, when I inform them that I am on

ijoard a vessel bound to Hamburg, Germany, and a

pilot is now towing us down to the ocean, and I want

to send this scrawl back with him.

I have nothad sufficient time to write the above care-

fully, and the vessel going out of the dock has not

hclpel me any, with its thumping about agaiust the

other vessels. So farewell tilll cross the Atlantic.

Yours with respect, E. P.

The above communication is from ayoung man, a

practical no less than a well read scientific farmer of

Chester county, who goes to Europe to spend a few

years to improve himself in scientific knowledge,and

particularly in the department of Chemistry, as ap-

plied to agriculture, which is his favorite study. If

we are not much mistaken, from our knowledge of

his abilities, we think he is destined, should his life
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be sparcJ, to make his mark in the world, in any
tiling- he undertakes. We are pleased to observe the
readers of the Farm Journal, will have the benefit of
his observations, across the Atlantic.

Great Sale of Imported 8tock.

The Nortuek.n Kentucky Cattle liiPonTiNa Com-
PANY resolved to sell their recent importation ou the
farm of 15. J. Clay, near Paris, on the 18th ultimo.
Purchasers were re- tricted to be citizens of Kentucky,
and to )j;ive bonds in twice the value of the purchase,
not to remove it from the State within twelve months.
With this limitation, the sale was well attended, and
the bidding spirited. The following is the reported
list ot sales.

The cost of the stock delivered in Kentucky,, was
about §23,000, while the aggregate of its sales was
$55,970, a profit of $32,970 1 The competition be-
tween I'-ourbon and Fayette for Diamond, the finest
bull in the lot, was most spirited, but the nerve of
the Fayette men failed them; the Bourbon men woulj
not have stopped bidding under ij 10,000.

BULLS.
1. Young Chilton, while—calved in May 1850; cost

in England, say SGOO, sold far $3,005, to Win. War-
field, ol Fayette. <

2. Diamond, roan—calved in June, -1850
; cost

$030, sold for a-.OOl, to Olay, Bedford &. Duncan,
Bourbon,

3. The Count, roan—calved in July, 1851
; cost

$525, sold for §2,575, to S. Golf, of Carlisle.

4. Orontos, red and white—calved September,1851;
cost $030, sold for !r4,u:-5, to Benjamin Gray, of
Woodford.

5. Fusileev, roan—calved February, 1853
; cost

1375, sold for SI,425, to K. \V. Scott, of Fraukliu.
0. Senator, white—calved April, 1852; cost §030,

sold for !3:::,U00, to Allen & Curd,' ol Fayette.
7. Belleville, roan—calved January, 1852 ; cost

$1,050, sold for §1,500, to George W. Sutton, of Fay-
ette,

•8. Challenger, roan—calved January, 1852; cost
$450, sold for ,'^4,858; to T. Goii', of Carlisle.

9. Fortunatus, roan—calved ileoember, 1851; cost

§275, sold for $1,800, to George iMartin, of Carlisle.
10. Yorkshire Maynard, dark roan—calved in

March, 1852; cost !!i275, sold for $1,000 to F. Taylor
of Clarke.

COWS AND HEIFERS.
1. Lady Stanhope, roan—calved in 1847;' cost §375,

sold for $1,500, to Brutus Clay, of Bourbon.
2. Lady Fairy, red -calved in June, 1848; cost

1525; sold for iU,100 to W. Wartield, of Fayette.

3. Roan Duchess, roan—calved July, 1850 ; cost

$275; sold for §000 to W. Brand, of Fayette.

4. Goodness, red—calved September, 1847; cost
|

1525; sold tor §2,025 to D. Coleman, of Fayette. '
j

5. Gem, roan—calved in April,: 1851; cost §775:
sold tor §825 to S A^m Metre, of Clarke.

0. Equity, deep red—calved March, 1852
; cost

S400; sold for §1,000 to James Waller, of Jefferson.

7. Necklace, roan—calved April, 4852; cost §260;
s6ld for §805 to Henry Clay, of Bourbon.

8. Bracelet, man, twin of Necklace; cost §200; sold
for §750 to M. M. Clay, of Bourbon.

9. Mazurka, dark roan—calved August, 1851; cost
$600; sold for §3,050 to Benj. Gray, of Woodford.

10. Lady Caroline, light roan—calved July, 1851;
cost §400; sold for §1,825 to Brutus Clay, of Bour-
bon.

11. Duchess of Sutherland, red—calved December
18;)0; cost §375; sold fbr §900 to W. Brand, of Fay-
ette.

^

12. Maid of Melrose, rich roan—calved October,
18ul; cost §775;. sold for §2,200 to Sam. Hamphrevs
of Woodford. ,' '

13. .Muffin, rodroan—calved June, 1852; cost §225;
sold for §535 to Dr. Smith, of Secitt.

14. Orphan Nell, roan— calved November, 1852;
costJ;325; sold for §1,000 to J. A. Gano, of Baurbon.

her, lS5i ; cost

of Clarke.

SHEEP.
Southdown—3 bucks sold for §775,'$46o, §340, and

3 ewes for §350, §180, §230.
Cotswold—2 bucks §1.010, §710, and 6 ewes §270

$105, $221, §200, §140, §?00. ,

Leicester— 1 buck §50, and 2
each.

HORSE.
Cleveland Bay Horse, (Youn<-

solJ for §2,800."

15. Flattery, vyhite—calved NovemL
§325; sold for, §815 to W. R. Duncan, i

ewes sold for §52

Lord,) cost §1,000:

Fraukliu County Exhibition.

An Agricultural Society has been organized in this

flourishing county of our State, and will hold its first,

exhibition on the 25th and 3Q,th of October.next. It's

officers ari3:

Presideiii—Hon. George Chsimb;ers.

GorrcspoiidinQ Secretary—James Nill, Esq.

treasurer—X. K. McClure.

'Eecbrding /Secrete/-^'-Samuel M. Armstrong, Esq;

Also, four Vice Presidents and twelve Managers,.

The aliove -should have been inserted some time

ago, but the information has only lately come to our

knowledge. We should be greatly obliged if the

Secretaries or. other officers of our diflferent , county

societies,, would keep us infornied, or communicate

through- the Farm Journal, any such intelligence, re-

lating to the agriculture of their respective districts.

We wish to make the Farm -Journal the organ of the

agricultural intertsts in all sections of the State.

For our means of informati'ui, we must depend on

the official repor.ts or letters of officers of the differ"

cut county societies,or in such public spirited individ-

uttU as feel interested enough in the great cause Of

agricultural improvement, as to b,e willing to com-

municate a few lines with this object.

We hope to receive accounts of the various local

exhibitions held through the State, during the past

and present months, and althoiigh it will bo impossi-

ble to pnblish the reports of committees ahd prem"

iums for all in detail, yet we shall be pleixsed to bo

"

able to give an abstract of each, and hope some one

will be kind enough to forward us the means of do-

ing so.

To Purify a Stable.—A mixture of Epsom Salts

and plaster of Paris is very efficient in destroying
the effluvia.

Fences operate in two ways-
defence; if poor, an offence.

•if gocd, they are a
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HSr OF PATENT CI.AI.nS

Issued from the Uuited States Patent Office.

Cutting Wooden Screws—By A. II. Longley, of

Lebauou, lad.— I claim giving an equal progressive

to the cutting tools, in combination with a ilifferen-

tial rotary motion, for the purpose of cutting tae

screws at the same time the hole is bored or the ten-

on is made as set forth.

Limb Kilns—*By S. J. Seely, of New York city.

—

I claim the [,rocess desciibed of calcining limestone

in a kiln, by the aid of inrnaces and an artihcial

draught of air, through the iurnaces and the kiln;

maintained by a meciianical blower.

I also claim the combination of a suction blower

at the top of the kiln, and a forcing blower at the

bottom thereof, as set forth.

Also, the method of regulating the rroduction of

bteam, to generate the power tor the engine, in pro-

portion to the duty required of it, by setting the

Bteam blower in tlie same furnace that supplies' the

heat, for calcining the limestone, as described.

Track Clearbrs to Harvesters—By Wm. F.

Ketchuiii, (assignor to R. L. Howard,) ot Buffalo, N.

Y.—I claim the scraper or raking board, constructed

as described, and combined with the rake piece at an
angle less than a right angle, as set forth.

Seed Planters—By Wm. Cressler, of Shippens-

burg, Pa.—^1 claim, in combination with the adjusta-

ble tubes, the Seeding wheel, with its dange and par-

tition, for adjusting, receiving, and carrying the

grain and other material to be sown with it, around
the opening, whence it is conveyed to the ground.

Construction or Harrows—By Lewis Lupton of

Winchester, Va.—I claim constructing the Jrame ot

a harrow, of double metallic bars, or of flat straps

or pieces of metals, and the lorming of sockets there-

on, by bending the metal, or otherwise, for inserting

the teeth or tines, as described, and tlie uniting the

bars, of pieces of metal, and the combining ttiere-

with, the manner of bracing or staying the same, by
the rod and coupling, as set lorth.

Meat Cutters—By Stanislas MilIett,of New York
city.—1 claim the combination of a set of revolving

knives or cutters, with the top plate and revolving

disc, tormed as described, and arranged, and opera-

ting so as to effect the sub-division ol the matter by
the action of the cutters upon it, in passing througli

the slots in the cover substantially in the manner
set forth.

Clover Harvesters—By J. A. Wagener, of Pult-

ney, N. Y.—I claim for harvesting clover heads
without the stalks is the arrangement of the solid or

hollow cylinder, set with knives on its periphery, as

described, and just near enough to the fixed kuile,

as to the concave ot the liugers, to admit space
(Snough to allow the clover heads to pass through,
witUout being crushed, and so that the combined ac-

tion of the lorward movement of the machine, and
the adjustable guard plate, and the knives, the stems
may Oe drawn in and severeu close to the heads.

Secuuu, making the teeth, so that they will spring
and viorate, towards or from each otiier, as described.

Reaping Macuines—By Cyrus H. McCormick, of
Ohicago, 111. Patented Oct. 'J.o, IS47.— 1 claim pla-

Oing tne gearing and crank forward of the driving
wheel, for )ii-otection from dirt, &c., and thus carry-
ing the driving wneel lurther back than heretoforcr
and sutiieiently so to balance the rear part of the
frame aud the raker thereon, when this position of

the parts is combined with the sickle-back of the

axis of motion of the driving wheel, by means of the

vibrating lever, as described.

And I also claim the combination of the reel, for

gathering the grain to the cutting apparatus and do-

posi;ing it on the platform, with the scat or po ition

of the raker, arranged and located as described, or
the equivalent thereof, to enable the raker to rake

the grain from the platform, and deliver and lay it

on the ground at the side of the machine, as describ-

ed.

Harvesters of Grain and Grass—By Wm. G-
Huyett, of Williamsburg, Pa.—I claim the peculiar

manner of arranging the two seta or series of knives

B and C, the knives, B, being of triangular form or

saw shaped, and having a reciprocating motion,

and the knives, C, working directly over the knives,

B, said knives, C, being attached by pivots to the

outer ends of the teeth, and having an opposite reoip'

rocating motion communicated to them at their in-

ner ends, by the lever and cross bar, by which ar-

rangement a drawing cut is obtained, and the knives

effectually prevented from clogging or choking, by
the grass or straw.

Cultivator Plows—By Wm. 8. Hyde, of Town-
send, Ohio.—I claim the cultivator, as described,with
adjustable supplementary wings, so constructed aa

to cultivate the soil superficially near the roots of

the plants, and deeper at a distance therefrom,

the wings being adjustable to any required angle

with the bottom of the furrow, so as to give any de-

sired degree of inclination to the sides of the ridges

or hills, and to change their inclinatien from time tc

time, to adapt them to the varying stages of the

growth of the plant, as described.

Cutters to Harvesters—By J. II. Manny, of

AYaddam's Grove, 111. Patented in England, Dec. 9,

1852.—I claim a cutter or sickle, composed of a se-

ries of lozenge-shaped blades attached to a bar, as

set forth, whereby the pressure of the grass on the

front corners ot the blade is so counteracted that the

latter are not bent down from the edges of the gu.vrd

fingers against which they cut.

Hill Side Plows—By David II. B. Newconib, of

COnewango,! N. Y.—I claim arranging the two shares

of a double plow, which alternately run forward on

a central wheel, in such manner that the share, which

for the time being is in the rear, ?hall be carried

above the bottom of the furrow, as described.

I also claim the method of relieving the swivel and

of steadying and supporting the beam when set, and
in turning by means of a semicircular guide or track

arranged and operating, as set forth, in combination

with a catch at each end ol the track to hold the

beam in place when properly adjusted.

Butter Workers—By E. J. Dickey, of Hopewell

cotton works. Pa.—I claim the adjustable knives ar-

ranged within the bos of said machine, aud opera-

ting in conjunction with the reciprocating pressure,

substantially in the manner set lorth.

I also claim the recess or depression in the bottom

of the box, for the purpose of preventing the butter

adhering to the pressor, and being drawn back du-

ring its receding motion as described.

Seed Planters—By Lcbbens Caswell, of Harrison,

Me.—I claim placing the axle of the gauge wneels ou

a fulcrum, in an adjustable slide, as Ucscnbed, so as

to plant at any desucd, and tJie same time a umlorm
depth, as set lortu.
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Horse Collars—-By W. K. McThornton, of
Bloomsbui'g, Pa.—I claim a horse collar formed with
pad flaps by the extension of the lace leather of the
pads, as described.

I also claim the manner of stiffening and uniting
the pads by means of a metallic bow, the ends of
whieh are rigid to stiffen the shoulder pads and sup-
port the tugs, while its arch is flat, tliiii, and flexible

in one direction to allow the pads to change th3ir

relative distance apart, and comparatively rigid in

the other direction to prevent the [lads from turning
with I'cspect to a plane parallel to the front of the

collar.

Straw Cutters—By I. P. Smith, of Rochester, N.
Y., and 0. \V. Seely, (assignortoO. W. Seely.) of Al-

bany, N. Y,—We claim the arrangement of the me-
talic guide in combination with the knile frame, and
the knile formed as specified, and with the frame
against whose front edge the knife is intended to

play; the last mentioned frame to be adjusted to

its place by springs and screws, contained in hollow
boxes or oars, and by trunnions and shoulders, as set

forth.

Machines for Ditching—By R. C. Pratt, of Can-

andagua, N. Y.— I claim the ditching machine, con-

sisting of a beam and casing, or their equivalents, in

one or more parts, with a cutting and scraping point,

hung on the shaft of a revolving wheel, with shovels

attached to the outer circle of the wheel, which self

act by turning the wheel and forming a bucket in

connection with the casing, so as to carry up the

earth to the inclined sides, the whole being operated

as described.

Grai.v Wi.vnowers—By George B. Salmon, of El

mira, N. Y.—Ante-dated July 0,1853. I do not claim

the blast head or the blast sprout separately; neithei-

do I claim the screen nor the trough and spouts sep-

arately.

But I claim, first, the expansion of the upper part

of the blast spout, into the circular irregular enlarg

ed head with an opening or mouth at the lower ex-

tremity, partly covered with the seive, for the pur-

pose of allowing the force o''the blast to be exhaust-

ed, the screenings immediately falling through the

opening or mouth of the head while the blast and
dust escape through the screen, the blast being gov-

erned by a slide, as set forth.

Second, I claim the :xrrangeraont and construction

of the graduated sieve of unequal fineness, the por-

tion lieing protected from tlie action of the fan blast,

so that the small substances, such as cockle, &c.,

passing through and falling on the bottom board of

the sieve, passing off at the trough and spouts, and
when the grain arrives at the coarser part of the

sieve, it passes through and is acted upon by the

fixn blast, while larger substances than wheat pass

over the end of the sieve, and fall on the floor, as set

forth.

HiLL-SiDK Plows—By J. B. Wilder, of Belfast,

Me.—I do not claim a revolving share and mould
board attached permanently to each other. But I

claim having the mould board so constructed, ar-

ranged and attached to the share, and land-side plate,

that said mould-board, may be turned, as set forth,

independently of the share, and a proper curved out-

er face be presented to the sod, on either side of the

plow, the mould board being constructed with two
faces pre ;isely of the form shown.

Plows—By William V. Burton, of Orange, Ohio.

I claim the manner of securing the points of the land in the manner set forth.

side, land cutter, and counter side, by the lock coup-
lings or joint formed in the mortise by the curvature
of the land cutter, as set forth.

Second, I claim the plow point, and a reversible
land side piece, in the m.anner spepiticd, whereby the
Ian d side piece and point is U'ade reversible.

Mills For Grinding Apples.—By F. B. Hunt of
Westtield, Indiana,— I do" not claim the employment
of the endless belts, irrespective of their arrange-
ment, asthoy have been long used, neither do I claim
the cutters nor cylindr press separately.

But I claim, first, the employment or use of the
endle.ss belts, arranged as described, viz: the upper
belt, having an adjustable r(dler, which, upon being
elevated ordepressed,causes the belts at the discharge
ends to be brought nearer together or separated furth-
er apart, thus allowing the belts to be adjusted to

feed or convey to the cutter all the different articles

or substances which at present require each a sepaj
rate and distinct machine.

Second, I claim, in combination with the two end-
less belts arranged as described, one or more cutters
or cutting cylinder, said cylinders being placed
loosely on their axes, and secured by set screws,
as described, by which .several forms ot cutters may
be used, according to- the work required to be per-
formed.

Seed Planters—By Milton Satterlie, of Louisa,
III.—I claim the arrangement of the drill and cover-

ing wheels, or their equivalents, on flexible axles,

so that the said wheels or their substitute will rLi^e

and fall to accommodate themselves to undulating
ground, whereby the grain in all the furrows, is

pl.anted at an equal depth and equally covered, as
specified.

Cor n Planters—By Jacob II. Carothers, of Da
vidsburg. Pa.— I claim the method of stoping the

seeding aparatus by grappling the p'.ripheryjof the

driving wheel as described.

Bee Hives—By Sylvester Davis, of Claremont, N.
II.— I claim the mnnuer of constructing the float of

two parallel series of lightly sepaiaed thin sl.ats

placed one directly over the other, and separated by
two or three cross slats, and supported by i-imilar

cross slats beneath the whole for the purpse of al-

lowing the bees to feed without being liable to be
mired in the food beneath.

Smut Machines—By Ziba Durkee, of Alden, N.
Y.— I claim the covering of the revcdving cylinder,

wings, or beaters of smut macliines with wire ne'.ting

or cloth, for the purpose of providing an uneven liut

smooth beating or rubbing surface, and at the same
time give great duribility to the said paits, as de-

scribed.

TlIRESlraRS AND SEPARATORS OF GRAIN^-By N.
B. Lucas, ot Otter Creek, 111.—I claim the auxiliary

screen, placed in an auxiliary position, or nearly so,

and projecting from the rear end of the inclined

screen, so as to be out of the axis of the blast over

the inclined screen, for the purpo.se of catching and
saving the blighted and lighter kernels of grain

which may be blown beyond the rear extremity of

the said inclined screens, as set forth.

Winnowers of Grain—By Samuel Canby, of El-

licott's Mills, Md.— I claim the construction of the

receiving and discharging passages for the grain: that

is, the passage at the door, passage I, and passage J,
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Prize Essay ou i'igs.

We commence In present number, a prize essay on

the Breeding and management of Pigs, by Thomas
Rovvlandson, extracted from the Journal of the Royal

Agricultural Society of Engbmd. It embraces the

whole subject, from the Natural History and Anato
my of the pig, the various breels and crosses, their

respective meriis for conversion into frpsh meat,

pickled pork, bacon, ham and mode of preparing or

curing the same, the best and most economical mode
of rearing, keeping and fattening, construction of

sties, with the theory of action of v.arious articles of

food, &c.

The essay will be found no less important to the

American Farmer, and intjresting, than the two

which have preceded it in the Farm Journal from

the same source. AVe consider all of them highly

valuable for preservation and future reference.

Though there are some matters in each, not ex-

pressly adapted to our country, and even in which

we have improved in the practice of our cousins a-

cross the water, yet there is much minute calcula-

tion and experiment, much close and extensive ob-

servation, from which the practical farmer here, iray

deduce important facts, big ly useful in his own

management.

The an. pie means at the disposal of the Royal Ag.

ricultural Society, enable them to offer liberal re-

wards, for these prize essays, which thus enlists

some of the best talent of the Kingdom. They ap-

pear at stated intervals and embrace a wide range.

Prize E.'isay on the Breeding and Management of
Pigs, hij Thomas Rnwlandson. Extrartcd from
the Jonrnal of Royal Agricultural Society of En-
gland.

By naturalists the hog is placed in the class Mam-
malia, order Pachydermata, and genus SuidaB and

Sus; to this order belongs the elephant the rilinoceros,

the hippotamus, &c.; all the species feed on plants,

and several upon roots, while some M the number,

the ho" to wit, will, in addition, devour animal sub-

stances. The order is thick-skinned, <'xccpdiij_gly acute

in the olfactory and oral senses, voracious, and de-

lights in moist and warm shady places. Obtuseiie.«s

of intellect is generally attributed to the family—poss-

ibly unjustly, seeing that the half reasoning elephant

belongs to its ranks: and with respect to the genus

under notice, it is difficult to say how far its obtuse-

ness is attributable to neglect and maltreatment:

naturally the hog is social, ami evinces great sym-

]]athy tor th« ailments of its eompiitiioni—has been

known to display an unvarying and warm attachment

to particular individuals. The acutc^noss of its olfac-

tory organs has been made subservient to the uses of

man by the truflu-hunter. This faculty has also been

made use of in setting game in the two well-known

instances of Colonel Thornton ami the sow brnken-

in by Mr. Toamer, game-keeper of Sir II. P. St.

Jiihn Mildmay. In both instances it was remarked

that tlie suent of the game was noticed by the pig

when it had been passed over by the best pointers.

The uneasiness displayed by the pig prior to atmos-
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pheric changes is well kown, ami has given rise to

the proverb, "that pigs can see the wind." 1 attribute

this circumstance to the extreme nervous eicitabili-

ty of the skin and mucus membrane, which makes
this animal feel any sudden atmospheric change
more acutely than the maiority of our domestic ani-

mals. This nervous excitability appears, from other

circumstances, to have an important bearing on their

economical treatment.

The anatomy and physiology of an animal will

gener.ally aflbrd the observer an insight into its hab-

its and character, and we need but a slight glance

at the bead and face of the hog, as compared with

other animals, to convince the observer that strength

is one of the principal points had in view: in order

to render the snout better adapted to the purpose of

turning up roots for its food, an extra bone is added

to tlie nasal one. This is short and trificial, and
placed directly before the nasal bones, with which,

and with the edges of the anterior maxililiary, it is

connected by strong ligaments, cartilages, and mus-

cles. By it and its cartilaginous attachments the

snout is rendered strong as well as flexible, and the

whole is put into motion by a strong, short, thick

neck; the whole structure of the head and neck ad
mirably adapts them for the purpose of grubbing up
the soil while searching for such articles of food as

roots, worms, &c., which form their natural food: in

order, however, still better to perform that ofice, the

enout which terminates the face is strong and muscu-
lar, and at its extremity insensible. The position of

the orbit of the eye is lateral, giving to the animal a

side rather than a forward range of vision, and con-

seiiuently increased powers of perceiving such arti-

cles as acorns, cnesnuts, or other fruits, which may
have fallen near his track whilst grubbing up roots,

the presence of which his great olfactory sense also

makes known to him. The character of the teeth

and stomach of the hog shows that it is intended to

be an omniverous animal. It may be said that the

teeth are so formed in order to serve the purpose of

tearing and cutting tough fibrous roots which may
he in its way; and I believe that in the wild state,

except when pressed by hunger, the hog subsists al-

most wholly on vegetables.

The hog has fourteen molar teeth in each jaw; six

incisors and two canines; the latter are curved up-

wards, and commonly called tushes. It is from tlie

stonnich that its omnivorous qualities are principal-

ly inferred, for which purpose it is well adapted by

its pyramidal appendage, glandular structure, and

the villous mucous membrane witli which it is lined.

The Various Breeds of Pigs.

The wild boar is undoubtedly the animal from
which all our breeds of pigs have been derived, and
to which type the whole would speedily degenerate

were they again left to nature. Leaving out of view

that nearly extinct race the Irish greyhound breed,

the kind which approaches nearest to the original

stock are the large kinds which arc known as the

Old Hampshire, Berkshire, Lancashire, Suffolk, &c.

The modern breeds of Hampshire, Berkshire, Suffolk,

&o., are characterized by their short pricked ears,

whilst the older Lancashire, Yorkshire, Oheshire.&c,

have large flop ears—the old English hog:" both

kinds were originally covered with .strong bristles.

There are good grounds for supposing that the "old

English hog," with fl m ears, was originally the only

domestic animal of its kind througliout the kingdom.
When or how the short prick-eared Berkshire and
Hampshire hog became introduced I have always

been un-iblo to traoj: the probability is that it has

been obtained by a cross with some of the more
Southern European breeds. The genuine old Eng-
lish breed was coarse boned, long in limb, narrow in

the back, and low shouldered, a form to which they

were most probably predisposed from the fact of hav-

ing to travel far and labour hard for their food, and
undergo considerable privations during the Winter;
notwithstanding those ill qualities, I have witnessed

in Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Cheshire, instances

where the old breed have, through the effects of bet-

ter care, shelter and food, produced a most valuable

animal, the thick flop ears having become fine and
thin, the bones of moderate size, the thick coat of

stiff bristles converted into afiner description, spread
more thinly on the animal, and tne skin become tine

and ruddy. I have seen this occur where there can
be scarcely a doubt that the animal was the aborigi-

nal one, and had never received a cross. Until with-

in a very recent period fine animals of this descrip-

tion were to be found pretty frequently, with the far-

mers in the counties named. They had several ad-

mirable qualities; amongst which were the facts that

they were exceedingly prolific and excellent mothers.

I have known a sow of this breed have 24 young
ones, often 20 and 22, though more commonly from
12 to 18. I have frequently known a sow of this

kind suckle 12 to 18; but the common practice when
the progeny was so numerous is to force the young
ones forward, and kill them as sucking pigs until

they are reduced in number to a bout a dozen. The old

sows of this breed have rarely more than 18 teats;

and it is not usual to see more than 10 to 18 sucking.

The only disadvantage of this breed is, that

they require a considerable amount of food without

making an adequate progress for the first 12 or 16

months; after which latter period, if put up in fair

store order, there is scarcely a breed that puts on

more flesh f<r the meat given to it than this breed,

and it increases to enormous weights, the hams,

when well cured, being of excellent quality. The
Berkshire hog was of large size, and is, I believe,

now almost extinct. Laurence, in his treatise on

Oattle in 1790, describes it as long and crooked in

the snout.the muzzle turning upwards; the ears large,

heavy, and inclined to be pendulous; the body long

and thick, but not deep;the legs short,the bone large,

and the size very great. This general description,

but partioul rly "the ears inclined to be pendulous,"

shows that the celebrated Berkshires are derived from

a cross of the old indigenous breed. The large

Hampshire breed are characterized by somewhat sim-

ilar qualities: there is also a smaller and fiuer or im-

proved Hampshire breed, the resalt of a cross witb

either the Chinese or Neapolitan; the whole of wkichi

will be noticed when the mixed breeds are taken ia-

to consideration. I have introduced the Berkshire

and Hampshire breeds in noticing the larg r breed;

not that 1 believe either county possessed originally

any other breed than the large flop-eared; 1 have

djne so more in deference to common opinion, which
usually gives that breed a distinct and original

character. It will afterwards be shown, however,

that the character of the improved Berkshire may
be obtained by a cross between the indigenous large

breed, and one or other of the smaller ones. 0. the

smaller breeds there are only two that require any

lengthened notice—the Chinese and the Neapolitan.

Crosses of one or both of these breeds with "the old

English" have produced all our improved varieties of

the larger kinds.

The Chinese hog was first introduced for the pur-

pose of improving our native breeds. There are two

varieties, the black and white; both fatten readily.
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The bliiok variety varies little in appearance from the

Neapolitan, the distinctive characteristics beinj; the

shorter and thicker leg and much wider snout of the

Chinese: their form is a round body, slKjrt head,wide
cheek, high chin, exceedingly thick skin, covered
with tine biistles; it has not a very fine shape, and
when fat appears to have no neck, and little more
than the tips of the snout can be seen; it is a very
gross feeder, eating almost any thing, and if the food

given be of an animal and fatty nature the skin will

frequently burst in patches, and form scabs on the

alnima.'s back, which it will sometimes rul>olf, dis-

playing its oily fat covering beneath. The pure Chi-

nese is very susceptible of^ cold, and too delicate to

be acclima.ed in tiiis country; its only valuable qual-

ity is its great aptitude to iiittcn on a comparatively
small amount of food of indifferent quality. If fed

on farinaceous food, and not made too fat, tlie flesh is

delicate, but if animal food has been much introdu-

ced, such as greaves, &c., and highly fattened, the
flesh is coarse and the fat oily an I disagreeable; they
make nice sucking pigs and dairy fed porkers; the
latter good, whether used for roasting or pickled
pork; they are prolific, but bad mothers.

Tiie Neapolitan stock is the one from which our
improved smaller breeds are indebted for their most
admired qualities. The Neapolitan pig has a small-
er quantity of bone in proportion to its size than
any oiher breed; the colour black, great aptitude to

fatten at an early age, a id will put on flesh with a
moderate amount of food rf indifferent quality; in

fact, will get into something bettor than store con-
dition by grazing: they are moderately prolific, and
excellent sucklers; average produce of a litter from 8
to 9. I have both heard and soon it remarked that
they are bad mothers; whenever I have had an op-
portunity of tracing such rumors to their sources, I

have invariably found that the want of milk has
arisen in consequence of bing allowed to get too fat

whilst with young: in fiict, so great is the tendency
4 of this breed to put on fat during the period of ges-

tation, that they will almost get over fat by being
merely left in the straw-yard, to which place they
are a valuable assistant, being inveterate rooters.

Tills breed is to be distinguished from the bl.ack Chi-
nese breed by its larger frame, greater general sym-
metry, and much sharper sinmt; in proportion to its

size, it is not so long in the body as the Chinese; it is

destitute of Iniirs.

The varied intermi.'Cture of the breeds already en-
umerated constitute the whole of the varieties of
swine known amongst farmers, the three grand dis-

tinctive features of which are, th ;t for size of frame,
but ii, aptitude to fatten until they are 12 or 16
months old, we must look to the flop-eared old Eng-
lish breed; for very early aptitude to fatten from the
time of farrowing until they are 10 or 12 months old.

we must resort to the Chinese. If properly kept from
the first, this breed will be found to pay best byjiill-

ing tlioni between 9 and 10 months of age. For
symmjtry, m.iderate siza, flavour of meat, aptitude
to fatten, and excellent nurse.-i, as a self breed, there
is none to conipave with the Neapolitan; it p:vys best
to kill this ijreed at from 9 to 12 muntlis old. The
improved Essex breeil is a slight improvement in

the Neapolitan; in external appearance they closely
resemble each other.

N itwith.st.inding the relative and distinctive excel-
lencies of the breed.< named, it is possible.by judicious-
ly crossing them, that the excellencies of one kind
may be intermixed with the desirable qualities of
another; thus the slow fattening quality of the old
English breed may be improved by crossing with the

Chinese—in this way the celobiated Berkshiic pij;

was first obtained. A description of the indigenous
Berksliire hog has already been given; and in proof
of the statement here made I shall quote the worde
of the author of the "Berk.sliire County (Survey,

1809," who states:
—"But excellent as the Belh^hire

swine undoulitcdly are, they are u.':ually crof-K d at

intervals with the Chinese or Tonquin race. Mr.
Smith, Sr., of Leieomb Basset, who has sttuhed ih«

breed of nulive cuiimah for many years, a^surtd me
that it was necessary to cross the Berkshire swine
once in six or seven generations with (he Indian
race, or they would degenerate in sliape and quali-

ties." By comparing this account of tlie niedern

Berkshire with the preceding one given of the old

specie.^,we are led to understand that a cross with the

Chinese has constituted a marked improvennrit in

the race. Now we know that the modern BeiKshire
hog has a tendency to fatten at a tolerably early age,

andean generally be turned out as fat as he can be

profitably made to be by the age of 14 nKmtlis. Of
course I here allude to hogs that have been careful-

ly attended to, and never allowed to fall back in m
the tim" they are taken from the sow until srnt to

the butcher; and as a generally good serviceable hog
at all age, from the sucking pig up to the gammon of

bacon, he is scarcely exeecikd by any cross or breed.

With resjiect to the subject of crossing I shall extend
these remarks to some length, as it is a most imrior-

tant one and the rules and circumstancss here laid

down and noticed are such as 1 have a!w:iv found to

apply, not only to hogs but to the breeding of all

other animals. In doing so, I shall illusirate the sub-
ject by an account of what fell entirely within my
own experience. Some years ago I puicha.-ed (wo
sows of a cross between the Berkshire at:d Chinese,
containing more of the Chinese than the Berk.-hirCja

circumstance that I did not particularly admiie, ;i8 I

givvays found that, when (he Chinese blood predom-
inates,the frame is sacrificed without a corresponding
advantage in the propensity to fatten. At the time
alluded to it was, however, the practice to breed \ery
fine in order to obtain a descriplion th.it arrived at
early maturity. I put them both to a very fine Nea-
politan boar; in due season one farrowed 10 and the

other 11 young ones. I ought to have remarked that
the two sows were perfectly white, modera(ely cover-

ed with bristles: as far as 1 could trace the paioniage
of the sows the whole of their progenitors h:Kl been
of a white colour; the Neapolitan boar vi'as perfectly

black, and devoid of hair; under these circumstances
no surprise would have been expressed at seeing the

progeny a mixed lot of white, black, and bla-k and
white, all of which were to be found, and in addition

were some covered with slightly curled bristles of a
brown or bro\vinsh-red colour, streaked down the

sides with deep-brown strines, something similar to

the tiger. The white pigs turned out very good ones,

matured eirly, and f;ittened on little find, and were
something similar to the best types of the ckiss be-

tween the Berkshire and Chinese; not quite so largo,

however, as this cross is usually seen, but larger than
their mothers, w-hich, 'is I previously remarked, had
too much of the Chinese. The black pigs approach-

ed their size in ohar.acter, but had a larger fra .e:

these throve well, better than any of the other kinds

which could easily bo noticed, as they wore all fed

together. The brown species hail ears somewhat in-

clined to the pendulous, and were of a larger fr.m e
and longer body than the others; when killed, woie
much heavier and lar",'r than the rest, but hey to. k
a month to .six. weeks longer feeding. I always con^
sidcred these brown pi^s as typical of the BerksUirQ
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breed; and I have little doubt but if I had been so

Gircumstaneed as to have been able to have matched
them with their like, that the, race could have been
perpetuated.

Ill consequence of having to remove, I was com-
pelled to dispose of the bows and their progeny pre-

viously alluded to, reserving only one sow, wliich at

an early period showed all the most desirable charac-

teristics of a good pig; her general form was some-

what similar to the sire (Neapolitan,) but with fuller

checks, not quite so so long but equally tine snout; it

was a pig that, had it been exhibited at an agricul-

tural meeting, would have been classed as an im-

proved Essex pig: in fact, I never saw one of the lat-

ter breed that possessed points superior to her. My
removal was to Ireland, where I was under the neces-

sity in due season to put her to a rough boar in that

country; the boar in question was a black one, and
possessed too much of the old rough species; but I

had no choice,—she produced a litter of six young
ones, one white, which turned out similar in form to

the imp.oved Berkshire, two were of the red-haired

description alre;idy noticed, and three were black,

one somewhat similar to the sire, two like the moth-

er were made presents of, and were remarkable for

keeping in good condition on a small amount of food;

their progeuy was of a larger description, having

been put to boars of a large breed. This cross was
much noticed lor their early maturity; they proved

a valuable lot, fattening to 14 stones weight of 14 lbs.

the stone within 12 months. I had a second litter

from the same sow and a like coarse boar; the litter

consisted this time of 9 pigs, 4 were red and striped,

but of a deeper colour than any I had had previous-

ly, in fiict approaching to deep brown, and the stripes

were, to superficial observation, black; four were

black, viz: two like the mother and two of a coarser

make; one was white; the white one was similar to

the best type of the improved Berkshire, attained a

large size with ordinary food within 12 months; the

reddish-brown ones did not fatten so rapidly, nor at-

tain so large a size as the preceding, but they would

have "gone on" at the time they were killed; the

coarser black ones were fed two months longer than

the others, but wheij killed did not attain many
pounds more weight than the white pig of the same
litter; the two that resembled the mother were fat at

nine months; all were fed alike, viz: boiled potatoes,

afterwards mixed with a little bran, and finished off

with ground oats and potatoes; after being taken from

the mother they were allowed to run on ^ pasture

(being ringed,) and otherwise only sparingly fed.

under these circumstances the two black ones that

resembled their mother throve the best—in fact, be-

came half fat; the white pig also did well; the two

coarse black ones grew in size and bone, as also did

the four brownish-red ones, but put on no meat un-

til they were put up to feed; when put up, the brown-

ish red ones gave the earliest appearance of doing

well. I always considered that this single litter was

typical of the qualities of the various breeds of pigs,

with the exception of the large flop-eared variety.

After the second litter was reared, the sow was sent

over to England and put to a boar, as near akin to

herself in appearance and breed as could be obtain-

ed; luckily, it was one th.at precisely resembled her-

self both in colour, symmetry, relative size, and sim-

ilai-ly bred, having been got by a Neapolitan boar

out of a Chinese and Berkshire sow; the progeny,

nine in number, were all black, and completely re-

sembled their sire and dam; all that were kept for

fattening were killed in intermediate stages, from

porkers until they were ten months old, after which

age it was conceived more profitable to rear young
ones on the same amount of food that it took to in-

crease the weight of those which had reached that

age, at which time they would weigh ten to twelve
stones—they were excellent, whether as fresh pork
or pickled, ham or bacon. Three more litters were
had from the same sow by boars of like character,

the progeny in every instance resembling the parents.

Several sows and males were reared and disposed of

for breeding, whose progeny were of similar habits

and form, and had a like tendency to fatten early on
a small amount of food. In the few cases that fell

under my observation where they were again cross-

ed, the majority of the litter proved like the parent,

and in only one or two inst.ances did I witness the

appearance of the red-haired kind already alluded to.

There was one fact in connection with that sow to

notice, viz: that she was particularly careful in ma-
king her bed: as she approached the time of farrow-

ing she would coUe't a pile three or four feet high,

into which she would cover herself along with her
progeny after farrowing, particularly if it was cold

weather; her sense of smell was astonishingly acute.

I mention these facts, as I have observed a like ten-

dency amongst the pure Neapolitan, and I attribute

them to the circumstance that this breed approaches
the wild species of hog more than any other of the

cultivated kinds—a circumstance by no means im-

probable, seeing that the mild character of the Italian

climate would admit this thin-skinned, hairless va-

riety to roam at large without other shelter than the

woods, and l ther food than the acorns, chesnuts, and
roots, &c., with which that country abounds: it is to

this conjunction of favorable circumstances that I

attribute the smooth, hairless skin, propensity to fat-

ten, strong family resembhxnce and habits, transmitt-

ed through many generations until at length they

are so strongly marked, that these qualities become
intermixed with and transmitted to their descendants

when crossed with other blood. From the fact of

this breed (the Neapolitan,) maturing on a small

amount of food, it is less likely to deteriorate from a

Sufficient supply beig withheld than any other breed;

moderate warmth is, however, indispensable, for if

it is starved both for want of shelter and food, no
race deteriorates more rapidly. The Rudgwick
breed, which has been known for ages on the borders

of the Surrey and Sussex, have frequeutly been cele-

brated for the astonishing size which some of this

description have attained; they, however, require to

be 18 months to 2 years old before they are fattened;

they belong to the old English breel.

Steam Power on Farms,

The Marquis of Tweedale has succeeded perfectly

in working plows by steam power. The disiinguish-

ed English agriculturist, Mr. Meche, in a late article

says:
—"There can be no doubt but that very shortly

every agriculturist must use steam power if he is to

stand his ground in the race of agricultural compe-

tition. The want of it is already felt if not seen, by

those who have not the means or inclination to use

it. The time is approaching when a steam engine

on a farm will be as common as the drill or thresh-

ing machine, although like them, it has to pass

through the ordeal of disbelfef, doubt and prejudice.

A committee of the Royal Agricultural Society give

the most extraordinary accounts of the rapid intro

duction of farm locomotive engines during the last

three years.— [Scientific American.
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UougUtuu's S edliu^ Gauseberry.

This variety, though not large, will always be val-

ued on aoiiount of its abundant and regular bearing,

and unliki many of ihe fine English sorts, not being

subject to MUdaw. It ripens soon after uiid-summer.

Skin smooth, thi n, glossy, of a pale dull reddish

brown color, marked witii faint greenish lines. We
copy from the Boston Cultivator, the following ac-

count of its origin:

Meisrs. Editors:—^I observed in the Cultivator of

the 25tii June, an account ot the "Iljughton Seed-

ling Goosberry," with a drawing of the same. It is

there stated, that it originated in Salem, Massachus-

etts, which is a mistake. The gousberry was raised

by me from the seed in 1833, when 1 resided in Lynn.

It is a cross between oar native and some foreign

kind. After experimenting there for many years

with the most choice foreign varieties, such as the

'British Crown,' 'Empire,' 'Uook's Uetiauce,' 'Bang

Up,' 'Roaring Lion,' and about every other roaring

kinds, many uf which I imported from the London
Horticultural Society, nearly all of which proved

worthless, on account of their blasting with mildew.

Having selected four choice kinds, viz: 'Crown Bob,'

'White Smith,' 'Wnite Rock,' and the 'Red Cham-
pagne,' I procured from the woods one of our best

native kinds, and planted it in the centre. Tae sec-

ond year after planting, all bore fruit, letting the

fruit remain on until perfectly ripe, and when it had
fallen off I t irew over it a slight covering of loam.

In the following Spring, the young plants came up in

great numbers. I transplanted into nursery rows

about one hundred plants, and cultivated them with

care for five years.

The fifth year, nearly all bore fruit, the greater

part of vvliich was completely covered with mildew;

even the bushes themselves were so covered that not

a green leaf was to be seen. Having discarded all

but the above named one, and having cultivated that

over fif.een years, I have felt fully compensated for

my experiment and trouble, having found the above

named gooseberry perfectly free from blight or mil-

dew, and a constant and enormous bearer: of its oth-

er merits, I leave others to judge.

ABEL HOUGHTOxV.

Cattle Mariet Abuses.

The Gr ind Jury of Kings county are occupied with

the discussion ot a ijuestiou of vast importance,

which should be brouglit at onci before the same
body in this city. It is on the maltreatment of cat-

tle by the drovers during their long preginations

from the West, and by the butchers after they have

arrived here.

It is truly said, 'one half of the world do not know
how the other half live,' and it is equally true that

if on.! half knew what sort of food they eat, they

would cease to live, through very disgust at what
they feed upon. What think t.ie beel-eaters of this

city of the condition of their favorite food under these

circumstances: First they are confined in a crowded

space five days on a steamboat, tossing over the waves
of Lakes Michigan, Huron and Erie, with but little

opportunity or disposition to eat or sleep, though in

stormy passages with no lack of chances to drink.

Then, by way of change, they are are shut up in a

railroad car three or four days longer, until almost

exhausted in the hot sun, and, as has been proved, in

som; instances, oT hours without water, 'i'hen they

are allowed to drink till thoy look full and fat enough

to stand another day in the cattle market, and en-

dure all the lioi'king and pushing of infuriated beasts..

Then they suffer all the punching and boating with

clubs of their unfeeling owners and half savage boys,

who drive them through the streets, until they finally

reach the pens of the abattoirs, cither excited to

madness, or so exhausted with want of food and rest,

and consequent fever, that bullocks, once as lithe as

deer, go like lambs to the slaughter, without resis-

tance.

We have in fact, repeatedly stood by and seen them

bow their heads to the fatal noose, with which they

had just seen their prison-mate drawn up to the bull-

ring, with looks and actions seeming to show that

they understood their fate as well as the butcher

could tell them, but deemed it a relief their misery.

After having been put up in the shambles, snuffing

the blood of their fellows for three or four days with-

out tasting food or water, their sufferings may be im-

agined.

We have read of savage nations who fit their beef

for eating by baiting the cattle to death with fero-

cious dogs. By this they are thrown into a high

fever much more rapidly, and hence humanely, than

by our steamboat, railroad, and butcher-pen process.

But they were savages—we are civilized. They are

heathen—we are Christians. Other nations fit their

beef for human food by first binding the animal,

neck and heels, and then beating him to death with

clubs. This makes ihe meat lender. We have a dif-

ferent process of producing the same effect. Theirs is

barbarous—ours belongs to an enlightened and hu-

mane people, who live in the nineteenth century, and

boast of their intelligence, and make laws to "pre-

vent cruelty to animals."

We do not allow a man to beat and misuse his'

horse, because, if he dies the dogs may eat him. But

we do eat beef, and do cot ask the question how it is

prepared for our delicate stomixchs.

If such a singiilar phenomenon should ever hap-

pen in this city, that a Grand Jury should be dis-

posed to ask whether cattle are treated quite as hu-

manely as would be altogether acceptable in the sight

of him who made both man and brute, we hope they

will send us a polite invitation to attend their inves-

tigation. In such case let them not be contented with

mere hearsay evidence. Let them personally visit

some of the places we can point out to them, where

beef is prepared for a people so refined that they

would be horrified at the public exhibition of cruel-

ty to animals in the plaza de torn.t, but who pander

to worse cruelties every day inflicted upon the ani-

mals whose flesh, after being duly prepared and

spoiled, will be served up as their own daily food."

If any of our readers partake of these sins, in any

form, we hope they will repent forthwith, and amend
their ways. Something more than mere mere taste

is concerned in these matters.—[New York Tribune.

Spare the Birds.—On no pretext whatever, should

farmers or gardeners permit their birds to b'' des-

turbed. Instead of killing them or frightening them

away, they should make use of every means in their

power to induce them to increase in numljer, and be-

come more tame and familiar. Tln! worst of them

, earn twenty times what they eat; and then, what ex-

quisite pleasure, to have your garden, yard, orchard,

{
or wood, alive and vocal with the music of merry

birds. Plant trees for them, build houses if neei!s-

' sary for them, and let no cat, dog, or boy ever mo-

1

lest them, and they will teach you lessons uf domes-

tic bliss—preach you sermons—and warble you such

hymns as you never hoard elsewhere. Bo kind to

' your birds.— Ohio Farmer.
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Ohio .State trial of Re.ipiug and Mowing Machiuea.

[Tlu5 following notice of the trial of reaping and

»a.)wln^ inijliiiies before the Ohio State Board of Ag-

riculture, is taken from the columns of the Cleveland

Diily Ilorald, and is the best and most impartial we
have seen of thi.s interesting exhibition.

The ssoond Annual Exhibition of Roapera and
Movvors, under the au.spioes of the Ohio State Board
of Agi-iculture, to ik pl.ioe at Wooster, on Wednes-
day. Col. iMe lary. President of the Board; Hon. J.

Q. Gost, Secretary; and nearly all the members of
tiie State Board wore prese t. A respectable num-
ber of the must intelligont and enterprising agricul-

turists from various portions of Ohio were in atten-

dance, and several Inventors and Manufaoturers of

of Agricultural Implements from abroad. The oc-

easiou was one of marked interest; the weather was
fine, and everything was conducted witli fairness,

wood feeling, and gentlemanly deportment. It is to

ba regretted that a much larger number of farmers
(3id nor, embrace the opportunity to witness the test

of the labor saving machines, but the exceedingly
busy season of the year and scarcity of lield labor-

ers prevented many from attending. The Reapers
and Mowers were all put to a practical test in diifer-

eut qualities of Wheat and Grass, each cutting an
acre in the S;iveral fields, thus affording a line oppor-
tunity to witness their operation and judge of their

oomparative merits.

Five Reapers and four Mowers were entered, the

first prize being a Gold Medal of the value of $50.

On Wednesday the exhibition took place on the splen-

did farm of Mr. Stibbs, immediately adjoining the

town of Wooster. The farm of 224 acres is most
beautifully located on a gentle elevation overlooking
the town aid rich country adjacent, and is in a high
state of cultivation, 3Ir. S. being not only a practi-

©al but a model farmer. His wheat, very he ivy, was
consideralily lodjed, and put the Reaping Machines
to a hard test. They all cut the grain well, but none
of them laid the gavels or sheaves as even as desir-

ftble. Even the lodged and tangled grain was pretty

well cut, quite as well as conld have been dime with
the common cradle, but in laying off by hand as well

OS by the Self-Rakers, the straw was a good deal
scattered, and required close gleaning to prevent
waste. The labor in binding, however, was no great-

er, if as great, as following the cradle. The man
managing the Reapers appeared considerably exci-

ted, most of t'le horses unused tt) the machines, and
in the hurry to out an acre in the shortest time, the

work was more slovenly performed than might have
been done under more f^ivorable circumstances. The
acres were cut in from 37 to 42 minutes each, but
the trial on the whole was not very satisfactory to

{he Judges and Farmers present.

The meadow of Mr. Stibbs was mainly timothy
grass of the first season's mowing, very tall and
heavy, and affording a fine field f}r the Mowing Ma-
ehine, to operatft in. Ketchum's Patent hd off, and
etit its acre well in 42 minutes. It worked without

elogain ', cut the grass clean and sufficiently close,

and left it evenly spread so as to require no turning

t> cure perfectly. The Mower is compact and strong.

ftnd weighs about 750 pounds. The strength of the

machine w.as put to a severe test in the meadow of

Mr. S. It was drawn by a herculean span of hors-

es on a rapid walk, and when in full motion the

fingers protecting the knives struck the point of a

i-ock, solid in the ground, with such force as to' sud-

denly stop the team and hold them on the second

pull. Two of the fingers were slightly bent, but not

enough to prevent the continued use of the Mower.
In another instance the top of a stomp in the way
of the machine was literally cut oflT without injury

to th>' knives. Manufactured at Buffalo; price $110.

Mannv's Patent Mower cut the second acre in 49
minutes. His machine is an adjustable Reaper and
Mower, and took the first premium of §50 for mow-
ing at the great trial at Geneva, N. Y., last season.

It is a simple and efficient machine, cutting the grass

as well as the scythe, and leaving it in a good con-

dition to cure. Like Ketchum's it works in all kinds

of grass, and with two horses and one person will

cut from ten to fifteen acres per day. Manny's ma-
chine is .said to be the only successful combination
of Reaper and Mower, but the test at Wooster did

not show the adjustalde machine to be equal to some
single Reapers and Mowers. As a combined ma-
chine for farmers who are not able to purchase a

Reaper and Mower both, it is just the thing. Man-
ufactured at Freeport, Illinois; price !|125.

Castle's Patent Mower was next tested, and for the

first few minutes worked beautifully. It out evenly,

close, and rapidly, but soon clogged and began to

slip over. The knives clip together like shears, and
seem likely to gum up and spring apart. It is an
ingenious, simple geared, light Mower, and is said

to work well on the plains about Urbana, the place

of manufacture. The machine was taken from the

ground before cutting its acre. The Mower of Al-

len, Mintier & Co., was tested for a few moments and
withdrawn, owing to some defect.

Thursday morning the Mowing was resumed on
the grand farm of Mr. Robinson, consisting of 480

acres, also beautifully located on a eminence in full

view of Wooster, and overlooking a great extent of

the choicest agricultural country in Ohio. The good

condition of the farm of Mr. R. is ihe best commen-
tary on hia industry, enterprize, and skill. The
meadow selected had been in grass for years, the

bottom generally fine and thick, in some portions

clover, in others thin, wiry grass. Ketchum's Mow-
er again led off, and performed its work t„ the sat-

isfaction of everybody. The acre was cut in about

half an hour. Manny's Mower followed cutting the

acre in about the same time, and nearly as well.'

Castle's Mower again started admirably but had to

be stopped and tinkered often, and had not completed

its acre before the judges, exhibitors and spectators

adjourned to the Reaper test. Ketchum's Mower
was unanimously awarded tiie first premium by the

Committee. It took the first at the trial at Spring-

field Ohio, last year, but we confidently anticipattd

when the first swath was laid Vjy Castle's Mower that

Buckeye genius was about to win the prize. Im-
provements may yet bo made in Castle's machine
which will enable it to go through future contests as

successfully as it now enters up n the trial. Ketch-

um's Mower is regarded as a nearly perfect machine, '

and is rapidly advancing in public favor. The past

season five hundred were sold, and this season the

manufacture of one thousand does not begin to keep

pace with the demand. The machine on the ground
was purchased by Judge Musgrove, a member of the

board from Crawford county, before the exhibition,

and after the test it would no doubt have brought

$150 at auction had it been for sale. No second pre-

mium we believe was awarded for Mowers.
The trial of Reapers on Thursday was much more

satisfactory than on Wednesday. The wheat was
even, stood well, and the ground quite rolling. All

the Machines cut a<lmirahly, and laid the grain much
better than the day previous. The first acre was cut
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by Seymour & Mori^an's Patent fur 1853, New York
Reaper, in 31 minutes. This maebine requires a

man to drive and another to raise off the grain.

The gavels are laid off at the side, and with great

regularity, by an expert raker. It is worked with

ease, has a light draught, and can cut from 15 to 20

acres per day, with one span of horses, and do the

work better than is done by ordinary cradling. Man-
ufactured at Brockport.

Manny's Patent Adjustable Northern Illinois

Reaper and Mower cut its acre of wheat well and
rapidly, the grain being laid off .it the side by a ra-

ker. This Reaper took the second prize of $30 at

the trial at Geneva, N. Y., in competition with elev-

en other machines, and the first prize, a silver med-
al, at the Ohio State Fair. Over 300 of these ma-
chines were in use the past season, and the demand
is daily increasing.

P.\LMER & \Vi[,li.\m's Reaper and Seif-Raker,

1853, patented in 1851, attracted much attention. It

required but a single person to work it, as by an in-

genious, yet simple arrangement, the grain is laid

off at the side in gavels in such a size as the driver

chooses to deliver them. In partially lodged grain;

Wednesday, an acre was cut in 42 minutes; in the

standing wheat, Thursday, in 36 minutes. The de-

livery of the grain was very good on Thursday.
Manufactured at Brockport; price $138.

The simplest constructed reaper on the ground
was Ilussey's Improved Patent by Ball, Autraan &
Co., Canton Ohio. It does its work very rapidly,

cuts clean, and is not liable to get out of repair. A
driver and raker are required, the gavels are laid off

evenly in the rear, but it is necessary that the bind-

ers should follow the machine so as to remove the

grain before the horses return for another clip. The
acre of partially lodged grain was cut in 37 minutes;

the standing on Thursday in 33 minutes. The Ilua-

sey Reaper has been tested for years, is popular with
farmers, and finds a ready market.

Atkin's Automaton, or Self-Raking Reaper and
Mower, attracted the attention of everybody when-
ever in motion. It comes nearer to a human reap-

er than anything made with hands, and does its

work fast and well. It was tried successfully in the

harvest of 1852 in the vicinity of Chicago, and was
awarded first premiums at several State and other

Exhibitions. The striking feature of the machine is

an automaton arm, terminating in a rake, which
seizes the grain as the reaper moves along, and by a
rotary movement lays the gavel off regularly at the

side, then extending itself, returns to its work, re-

minding one strongly of the active intelligence ex-

hibited by the power printing press in laying off the

printed sheets. The Se'f Raker scatters the grain
somewhat in disposing of the gavels, but not much
more than the machine rakes by hand; and it is less

work to glean and I ind .after the Automaton than
after the common cradle. It is the invention of Mr
Atkins, an old millwright at Chicago, wlio has been
bed-ridden for ten years and never saw his remark-
able piece of mechanism in operation. The Autom-
aton has been patented in England. Price at Chi-

cago $175,00. It is not warranted as a Jlowcr, but
works very well it is said.

After a full and fair test of all the Respers exhib-

ited, the .ommittee, as we understand, unanimously
awarded the first premium, a gold medal of the val-

ue of §50, to Seymour & Morgan's New York Reap-
er. No second premium was awarded, the commit-
tee being divided in opinion between Palmer & Wil-

liams' Reaper and SelfRiker, and Ilussey's Improv-
ed Patent Reaper, by Ball, Autman & Co. The

world-famous MuCormick Reaper was not exhibited,

the proprietor choosing to rest on his English laur-

els which we believe have not been brightened by
any American competition encountered since the

London Fair.

Several improved Agricultural Implements for

which no premiums had been offered were on the

ground, among them a buggy-like Hay Rake inge-

niously adapted to wheels so that the raker mdc lei-

surely over the field smoking his pipe; Killam &
Valleau's Patent Wheeled Cultivating Gang Plows,
made at Scottsville, N. Y., said to be the "most use-

ful improvement which has been made in plows
since the issue of Wood's old patent; and Borst's

Improved Grain Drill, manufactu'-ed at AVadsworth,
.Medina county, and which took the first premium at

the State Fair last fall. The price is $50, and the

demand is so increased that the manufacturers will

dispose of 250 this season.

Whi) is David Taffgartf

One D.avid Taggart, of Northumberland, Pa., is

amusing liimself, (we presume.) in the Farm Jour-

nal, a la Miner and King, in throwing soft-shell

"bricks" at us. We are not apprised (jf the "war"
he alludes to, at all—and r;ither reckon he doesn't

read the papers! Will the editor of the "Journal"
inform us who is David Taggart, whar' he comes
from, and what business he has {if any) with our af-

airs?

In answer to above enquiry in the New England

Cultivator, wo roply, David Taggart is one of our

most intelligent correspondents, corr. secretary of a

County Agricultural Society, well posted up in all

matters relative to rearing Poultry, the different

breeds, &e., and moreover, writes with a steel pen,

and is able to use it, either on the offensive or defen-

sive, with great vigor and effect.

From some cause or other, the agricultural press

north and east of us, seem to have got into a condi-

tion of mutual recrimination an 1 distrust, not only

on the qui vive for something or somebody to attack;

but actually qitite eager, judging from the above, for

a fray, and some new opponent, to practise their

skill upon. Remaining in a kind of armed non inter-

vention, when not openly engaged in hostilities, they

have become suspicious, and iniaijiiie themselves at-

tacked personally in their paper, when one ventures to

express a mere difference of opinion. We hope sin-

cerely none of the belligerents are going to make a

descent upon Pennsylvania, for although there aro

none but militia men and raw recruits here, past ex-

perience has proved, some of those can act efficiently

an an emergency. To read the pages of some of our

cotemporaries at the north, and the way they keep

at it, to the non edification of their readers, one is

reminded of the Iri hman with his favorite shillalah,

who merely stopping to .ask if it ii a free Ji'jht.

jumps right into the middle of the fray, and lays a-

bout him with a hearty good will, from the pure ab-

stract
I
leasure of the thing.

If there are any classes of people in the country,

between whom there might be supposed to be aclose
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nffilirttioM, a common bond of union, it is between a

'•Working Farmer" and a "Countri/ Gentleman," a
"New England Cultivator" and a "Northern, or Gen-
esee Farmer," jind if thei-e is any periodical in whose
pa;!es one should expect not to lind a record of harsh
language and personalities it is a "Journal of Agri-
culture," and one whoso motto is "to improve the

soil and the mind."

When we. received the August number of the

Working Farmer, turned to the leader and saw
the caption of several of our cotemporaries names
all huddled together we' concluded, that in order to

save time, their heads were all to be cut off at a sin-

gle blow. Having a distaste for capital punishment,
we turued away, and have not had courage to exam,
ino the article since. Wli.Uevcr waj t'l-a result, it

appeared to us our friend Professor M. had a hostile

intent on that occasion, and if they escaped with on-
ly marks of the super phosphate about their persons,
they are fortunate.

It is time for a truce. Gentlemen, bury the hatch-
et, drop into line, contend together for the common
cause, let, the super phosphate to the practical farm-
ers, who will tell you more about it after a while
thanyoucan leW them. Like all other wars, yours when
ended if ever ended, will leave us about as wise as
when you began. We hold that discussions on ag-
ricultural subjects should be as "impersonal as Ge-
ometry." In.the convention in this State, to reform
the constitution some years ago, we were present at

one of the sittings, when one of the most able and
influential debaters,moved a very simple proposition
which gave rise to several hours animated discus-
sion, enlisting the best talent of the house on each
side, when the mover rose and stated, that when he
m»de the original motion, he understood the case
perfectly, but since the very lenglhij and luminous
discussion, which he had listened to with so much
pleasure, his mind had become so confused and
darkened on the subject, that in order for further re-

flection, on behalf of himself and several of his

friends in a similar predicament, he moved to ad-
journ.

How TO Drive Away Moles.—Take 1 lb. of bean
meal, 3 oz. of slacked lime in powder, i oz. of pow-
dered verdigris, and 4 oz. of essential" oil of laven-
der. After mixing thoroughly the powdery part of
the composition, incorporate the oil. With a little

water work the mixture into a dough. With this
torm balls the size of hazel nuts; they will harden
after having been exposed to the air for twenty-four
hours. Introduce them twenty or thirty feet apart
into the mole's runs, or one ball may be dropped in-

to the hole of each molp-hill, taking care to cover it

up immediately. The temell of these ingredients is

so olfensive to the mole, that he imediately deserts
his graund. The mixture is, at the same time, a vi-

olent poison for moles, rats, and all such vermin.

—

Flore des Serres.

Orchard Grass.

We have no wish, "per so," to prevent the sowing

of Orchard Grass, in Illinois, or any where else, if its

introduction will be of any public advantage, but ob-

serving in the last "Prairie Farmer," it is highly

commended, we merely state our experience with it,

which may go for what it is worth. Other farmers

in this vicinity who have tried it, entertain the same-

opinion.

We object to it, partly for the very reasons, the ed-

itor of the Farmer, commends it, viz : "its strong

pushing tendencies both in wet soil and dry," and

that it will take care of itself with a medium chance."

This we found to be too true, as we devoted one of

our fields to it for several years, and to our great loss.

We consider it the most worthless grass within our

knowledge, either for pasture or hay. It is said that

it must be pastured close, aiid not allowed to get up.

We never could induce our cows, cattle or horses to eat

it if they could get any thing else. They commenced

hauling as soon as they were turned into it, and con-

tinued uneasy till they were turned out. White and

red clover, timothy, green grass, (Poa Pratensis) in

the same field would all be eaten quite bare, while a

strip of orchard grass, would bo allowed to run up tt>

seed, and remain untouched. Some years ago a farmer

in this county, who exercised merely a supervision over

his farm, without, personally attending to the details,

was boasting of his Orchard Grass Hay, "that it

would last longer and go farther than any thing else."

On further enquiry, of the man who fed the stock, it

was found that the reason was, because every animal

refused to eat it, and it was left till spring and then

had .to be used for litter.

We do not know, how on chemical analysis its nu-

tritious properties would compare with other grasses,

but in such a case we would rather trust to the in-

stincts cl animals, than to the manipulations of the

chemist. In a practical sense we do not consider it

nutritious or valuable, and when it once gets posses-

sion of the ground, spreads rapidly and is very diffi-

cult to get rid of. It is also very apt to grow into

tussocks, whether sown thick or thin. It does not

grow much more rapidly than the rye grass, "Lolium

Perenne," which is superior to it in every respect,

and stock are so fond qf, they will leave every thing

else, to go to ; the direct counterpart in this particu-

lar of the Orchard Grass. The only place we can

conceive of where Orchard Grass would be at all de-

sirable) is in pastures for droves of cattle or sheep,

contiguous to large cities, and where they are obliged

to stop a few hours, over night, to be filled up, not Jed,

before going into market.

Tobacco leaves put around the body of pe"ch

trees, just beneath the surface of the ground, are re-

commended as a preventive of the worms that destroy

the trees by eating the bark.
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New Grain Fan.

The accompanying cut represents the improved

Grain Separator, alluded to by our correspondent,

E. P., in present number of Farm Journal, on exhi-

bition at the Crystal Palace. Many farmers who

have seen it there, speak of its efficiency and sim-

plicity in the highest terms. We will advise our

readers so soon as some arrangement is made for its

introduction and sale in this State. The present ob-

ject of the Patentee being to dispose of State and

county rights.

The New York Tribune, in speaking of this ma-

chine, says:

"This machine is very unlike the fan-mill above

described, though answering the same purpose, and

even effecting much more, for by slight changes in

the force and direction of the blast, wheat can be

separated from chess, cookie, garlic, smut, white

heads, and other impurities, as well as from grass

seed, saving that and separating the different kinds

of grain and grass from one another. The wind

wheel is made of iron, sixteen inches in diameter,

eighteen inches long, and is pl.aoed in an air-tight

trunk at the bottom of the frame, which is three feet

ten inches high, two feet wide, and two feet ten inch"

es long. The wind wheel is driven by a cog wheel

two feet diameter, which gives the fan great velocity,

sending the air up a tight trunk, through which the

grain is falling from the selves, which are not shaken

sideways, like the common fan-mills, requiring a

good deal of extra room, but are jogged in front by

a cam on the shaft of the driving wheel. The selves,

five in number, for different grain, are made fine at

the end where the grain first strikes them, to let

through fine seeds, and coarse at the other end,

through which the wheat falls on the inclined plane,

and through the wind-spout into a receiver at the

bottom. The wind-spout at the back of the mill

can be closed in part, or wholly, by which a little

blast is allowed, or all turned out through the selves.

This machine is very simple in its construction and

operation, and worth the attenti m uf Farmers and

Millers who desire something better and equally

cheap as the old fashioned Fanning Mill. It is quite

portable, as may be seen by its size, and the weight

is from 125 to 135 pounds only; of one of the size of

tliat exhibited. It was patented in July of the pres-

ent year, and originated in the great wheat region of

Northern Illinois, where the want of a perfect grain

cleaner has long been felt—the wheat from Chicago
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being generally several cents below that of this State,

on account uf the very imperfect manner in which i'

is cleaned.

This promises to be a very valuable improved ma-
chine for all wheat growers. Let them look at it,

and hear the owner's explanation."

The Farmer's Machine is used by hand, and is

capable of cleaning from fifteen to forty bushels per

hour. . _

It will separate from wheat, chess, cockle, pigeon
and red-root seeds, sraut-balls, dead kernels, and the

majority of oats and garlick, and all other impuri-
ties.

It will clean oats, peas, beans, corn, barley, rye,

garden seeds and rice. It will separate oats from
peas, beans and corn, and any two seeds where there

is a material difference in size and weight.

It will clean all kinds of grass seeds and clover,

and separate clover from timothy; also separate yel-

low seed from flax seed, and all other impurities.

The Miller's Machine is similarly constructed, and
is propelled by machinery with less than half horse,

power, and is capable of separating from 50 to 200
bushels per hour, according to size.

It will do equally as good work as the Farmer's
Machine, and has been amply tested and well re-

commended, and found worthy of a place in all good
Flouring Mills.

This machine, with only a part of its present im-

provements, received a diploma at Utica, N. Y., State

Fair, last Fall.

The Proprietor, G. B. Salmon, will be found at the

Crystal Palace during its opening, or at 93 West 13th

street. New York.

PRICE OF MACHINES:
For Farmers,
" Millers, that will clean 50 busihels per hour,

" 100 "
'• 150 "

All communications addressed to 93 West 13th

street, or after the close of the exhibition, to Elgin,

Illinois, will be promptly attended to.

$25
75

125
150
200

Splendid Poultry.

We had the pleasure a few days since, of exam-

ining a lot of forty-two pairs of fowls, raised near

this place, for our friend Aaron Clement, of Philadel-

phia, and which were about starting to Philadelphia

in the cars. They were Cochin China, and white

Shanghai varieties, and take them all together, were

about the best lot for their age we have yet seen.

Some of them were really model fowls, well propor-

tioned, of great size, and their appearance indicated,

purity of blood. A. C. informs us that they have

been bred from the most reliable sources. They will

be held for sale at his residence. South street above

Ninth, Philadelphia.

He also acts as agent for the purchase and sale of

improved breeds of cattle, sheep and swine, and to

those at a distance, who have occasion to purchase,

we can say from our own knowledge, his judgment
and experience are entirely reliable.

Destroy the Apple Worm.
The present season will be a good time to diminish

the number of the apple worm.

As there will not be so many apples, as usual, of

course, there cannot be so m.any of these insects

propagated, and an opportunity thus offers to thin oflT

the remainder, so that the apples which grow another
year, will not be so much infested with them.

There are several ways by which this may be done.
One way, is to let hogs or sheep run in the orchard,
which will be likely to eat the apples which these
worms cause to fall, and thus destroy them.

Another mode is to gather up the wind-falls, and
either throw them over i;o the hogs, or cook them and
mix them with the swill that you feed to the hogs,

and thus be sure to destroy thum.

There is another way by which many of them can
be entraped and kiUiid. These worms sometimes
leave the apple while it hangs on the tree, and crawl
down the trunk in search of some convenient place,

to spin their cocoon, in which to undergo their trans-

formation, in a miller or moth state.

If you place a woolen rag in the crotch of the tree,

the worms in their journey down, will be very likely

to come in contact with it, and finding it warm and
comfortable, will be likely to crawl under it, and spin

cocoons there.

They can then be discovered by lifting up the cloth,

and thus easily destroyed. It is worth some little

pains to diminish their numbers at this time.—[Maine
Farmer.

County Fairs iu Ohio.

To give an idea of the work there is to do in the

Keystone State, to enable her to keep up with the

times, we mention on authority of the Ohio Cultiva-

tor, that seventy county Fairs are to be held this fall

in Ohio, and that out of eighty-eight counties in the

State, seventy-five have an organised Agricultural

Society. This exceeds that of New York byone half,

and is three or four times as many as any other State

can boast of. It seems but comparatively a tow years

ago, when Ohio was considered the far West, and

now at her State Agricultural shows—the people are

counted by the acre.

A New Catalpa.— Dr. AVarder, in the August
number of the Western Horticulturist, gives an ac-

count of a new variety ot the Catalpa, which he
ground owing in D;.yton, 0. It blooms two or three

weeks earlier than the other variety. The bark of

the young trees is lighter in color, the foliage of a
deep green aud more luxuriant; the seed pods much
longer; the form of the tree more upright and com-

pact, the flower larger and a purer white. They are

very plenty in Dayton, vi'here they were first intro-

duced some years since by Dr. J. Haines, from two
trees which he found on a farm two miles south of

that city. Where the original trees were obtained is

not known.— Ohio Farmer.
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An Abstract of au Address

Delivered by Governor Emerson, M. D., before tlii

Cheater Counli/ AijrieuUural Society, on Saturday,

the nth of September, 18J8.

American husbandry maybe viewed as consisting of

two systems, the first or simplest being that carried on

where the fertility of the virgin soils on recently re-

claimed lands exacts little else than mere culture to

produce good crops. The second system is that which

has to be adopted on lands long used and more or

less impoverished, where fertilizers of various kinds

have to be applied, with all ihe assistance that can

be gained from improved implements and laljor-saviog

machines. The great discoveries made of late years

by scientific investigators in the analysis of plants

and their resolution into the primary elements were

referred to, the nature and properties of lime in its

different states, were explained, together with its ap-

plications. The practical bearings of a few simple

principles were given, the chief of which was solu-

bility to secure efficient activity as a fertUizer. The

modes in which this may be secured was pointed out.

Reference was made to the injurious effects produced

by applying lime in a quick state upon heaps con-

taining animal manures. To prevent the escape of

ammonia from stables, sinks, and manure heaps, plas-

ter has been used, scattered in and over them. But

a better method is to sprinkle these occasionally with

diluted sulphuric acid in the proportion of one pint

of acid to eight gallons of water. Gypsum or lime

in the state of a sulphate is extremely insoluble. In

many sections of our country it appears of no value

as a fertilizer even when applied to Clover and the

grasses. In othorj it is so highly prized in conse-

quence of its actual or supposed fertilizing virtues

that almost any price would be paid by farmers rath-

er than go wiJiout. During the war with Great

Britain, plaster in Pennsylvania brought as much

per ton as Peruvian Guano does at the present day.

He dwelt upon the supr eme efficiency of phosphate

of lime as a fertilizer, and the immense quantities of

it carried to England from this and other countries

in the form of bones. These and other kinds of fer-

tilizers which the English import every year in such

immense quantities enable her farmers to raise im-

mense crops. Premiums have been given in England

fur 88 bushels of wheat, 80 of barley, and a IU8 of

oats per acre. Tlie existence of a bone trade in this

country and the exter.t to which it is carried on, were

mentioned. Bones dissolved in sulphuric acid are

far more active than when applied in their ground

state. The agriculture of this country suffers im-

mense loss from the bones allowed to be exported.

As much as 700 tons of bones have been carried a-

way from Philadelphia to England in one vessel,

which, if converted into a super-phosphate would

"ive a dressing to 7000 acres.

One of the most important movements in agricul-

ture at the present day is the rapid ex ension of the

use of concentr;itcd fertilizers. To increase the effi-

ciency when applied to tlie wheat crop, Doctor Em-

erson has had a manure chest adapted to a a Drill,

from which the fertilizer is made to drop into the

same tubes with the seed-grain, both falling into the

same row so as to bo covered together. By thus se-

curing the proximity of the seed and its fertilizer,

the Dr. expects to obtain greater effects from a mod-

erate application, than can be procured from a much

laro-er amount spread broadcast. Jethro Tull's sys"

tern of thorough culture , cannot make crops grow

well where the elom cnts of fertility are absent from

the soil. The pries t may pray over the ground for

an increase, but his prayers will be of n o avail with-

out they be accompanied by the application of ma-

nure. The Dr. dilated upon the vast importance of

Brimstone to the arts and manufacturers as well as

to Agriculture, and the immense quantity of sulphur

carried to Eng'aud to be used chiefly in the arts of

peace, little, comparatively spea king, being employed

to make gunpowder. As sulphuric acid is the Key-

stone of many oi the most important manufacturing

processes which enrich Great Britain, it is becommg

of immense importance to agriculture, founding the

basis of nearly al Ihe best concentrated fertilizers.

Sulphur in the United States pays an import duty

of 15 per cent. In England where they know their

interests better it is admitted free. Dr. E. has used

no less than 8000 lbs. of strong oil of vitriol the pres-

ent year in the preparation of fertilizers for his crops,

which he reports as extremely luxuriant, lie ad-

verted to the superior skill of British farmers as en-

abling them to employ more capital on their forms

than is usually done in the United States. Besides

the millions expended in the purchase of honors which

are brought from the ends of the earth. Eng and

imports not less than six or seven millions of dollars

worth of Guano every year. As every ton of these

en able her formers to raise several tons of gram, and

animal food, th is proves an admirable method to re-

duce the amount of importations from abroad for

which money or goods would have to be paid.

The English not content with gathering fertilizers

from the ends of the world, do not stop here, but im-

port also the master spirits who can instruct them to

make the most of their resources. The invitation

extended to the celebrated Dr. Leibig of Germany,

to come over and deliver a course of lectures was a

special honor paid the science for its illustration of

agricultural subjects hitherto resting in deep obscur-

ity The invitation to Professor Johnson of Eng.

land by the New York State Agricultural Society

was a similar recognition of improvements effected

in husbandry through facts developed by scientific

investigators. Dr. urged strongly the advantages

I

now to be derived by farmers from the perusal of

' good books, which ought t« be distributed by Agri-
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cultural Societies Id place of the paltry sums com-

monly offered in money.

In this country where every farmer is a freeman

with high privileges to look after, it becomes him to

improve his mind. This he cannot do without books

which are not only requisite for his own instruction

but for that of the children entrusted to his care. It

is only when physical power is directed by proper in-

telligence that it accomplishes its greatest results in

agriculture as well as all other branches of the in-

dustrial arts.

Experiment with Guano, Pure and Mixed, on
Wheat.

A correspondent of the New York Agrioultor, da-

ting Accoma, C. H„ Va., June 18, 1853, says:

"Last Fall, when sowing my wheat, I laid off four
contigU(jus parcels, of one-sixth acre each, to which
I applied the following substance, viz:

No. 1. Guano alone, 25 lbs.

No. 2. G..ano 25 lbs., Plaster 6 lbs.

No. 3. Guano 25 lbs., and peck charcoalin half the
quantity jf Guano by measure.

No. 4. Guano 25 lbs., moistened with strong lime.
Otherwise they were treated precisely alike. The

substances were mixed the day before application.
"I have observed them closely, and the results are

as follows:

Until this Spring, I could perceive no difference;
then I found No. 1 and No. 3, taking the lead of the
others, and they have continued to do so till the pres-

ent, when my wheat is nearly ready for the scythe.
If any difference exists between No. 1 and No. 3, I

think No. 1 is rather taller and ranker, while No. 3
has rather longer heads.
"My object in these experiments was to ascertain

whether the effects of Guano are enhanced by ad-
mixiure with "fixers" of ammonia. 1 was, on chem-
ical principle8,an advocate for adding plaster or char
coal; but these experiments seem to indicate no im-
provement in the case of one of the substances, and
a deterioration in that of the other, as compared with
Guano alone. This guano and Plaster question has
been a bone o( contention among chemists and ag-
riculturists. Only one expiriment, however, I do
not consider conclusive, and next Fall I intend to in-

stitute others."

Treatment of a Rose Bush.

I have possessed for many years a very fine graft-

ed Rose bush of the kind called Cloth of Gold; these
possess the peculiarity of blooming finely and freely,

with very large flowers, when in the green-house; but
in the open air the roses are not nearly so remark-
able. My bush began to run some three years ago
very rampantly; but my gardener regularly cut it

down to produce grafts from, losing the roses. I de-
termined to "make i.n example" of the specimen,
and proceeded as follows, with what results you shall
hear.

I planted the bush under the drawing-room front
window, and made a plant-case, covering the sides

with bark to make it sightly. As soon as heavy
frosts set in, I bent down thn stem and fixed it there
with a pronged stick, covering the whole, w ich had
now a fine head, with glass. Being near the door,

and under constant observation, I treated it as is

usual with salad or cucumber beds—that is, I gave

it plenty of air when the sun was on it, or the air

was sufficiently warm.
The result has been, my pet has been raised up in

the spring in the most extraordinary vigor, health,

and beauty. This year it came forth with eighty-

four enormous buds, followed by giant flowers, so

much so that it became a perfect show to the neigh-

borhood. I branched the runners to stakes, and it

now measures twenty-one feet in length, and next
year will mount to the second stoi-y on a special trel-

lis. It is now perfecting a second series of buds, and
will continue to bloom till late in the fall. I may
add, that I have watered it and my other roses once
a week with a solution of sulphite of ammonia, in

the proportion of one pound to thirty gallons. Lov-
ers of roses will do well to try the experiment with
Clofli of Gold, Saffrana, Solfalare, &c. J, J. S.

—

Gcrmanfotvn, Pa.—HoriiciiUurist.

Super Phosphate of I^ime.

Wo continue to hear from various quarters, of some

of our best, and most observing Practical Farmers,

who have tried Professor Mapes' Super-phosphate of

Lime. They speak to us of its effect on corn, oats,

wheat, grass, vegetables, &c., in the highest terms.

In many cases, it has proved superior to Guano, in a

comparative trial along side of it, and especially for

pasture. Whether ihis article could, or could not be

manufactured in England for JilOO per ton—wheth-

er this or that or the other analysis is correct, are

questions which need not be discussed in the Farm
Journal. What we care to know is its value for

farmers, hy its effects on their crops. If assured on

this point, our readers will be satisfied. In addition

to many experiments we might mention by others,

we have tried it ourselves, this season on oats, 200 lbs.

to the acre, on corn applied in the hill and on vege-

tables, all with satisfactory results. The cradlers in

cutting the oats, remarked there was double the

quantity on that portion.

Since the introduction of Professor Mapes' article,

several others have appeared in Philadelphia and

New York, under the name of Super-phosphate of

Lime. We do not know that they have been yet ful-

ly tested by farmers, but we shall be happy to com-

municate to our readers any results from their use.

It is said they are equal to Professor Mapes', this be-

ing considered a great recommendation. We should

like to hear from those who have tried them.

How to Subdue a Vicious Horse.

On looking over some old papers the other day we
came across the following, which if true, is worth

knowing. It seems that a fruitless effort was being

made in a black-smith shop to shoe a vicious horso

which resisted all efforts, kicked aside every thing

but an anvil, and came near killing himself against

that, when by mere accident, an officer returned from
Mexico, was passing, and being made acquainted

with the difficulty, applied a complete remedy by the

following simple process.

"lie took a cord about the size of a common bed-

cord, put it in the mouth of the horse like a bit, and
tied it tightly on the top of the animal's head, passing
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Ilia left ear under the string, not painfully tight, but

tight enough to keep the ear down and the cord in its

place. This done, he patted the horse gently on the

eide of the head, and commanded him to follow, and
instantly the horse obeyed, perfectly subdued and as

.gentle and obedient as a well-trained dog; suffering

his feet to be lifted with entire impunity, and acting

in all respects like an old stager. The simple string,

thus tied, had made him at once as docile and obe-

dient as any one could desire. The gentleman who
thus furnished the exceedingly simple means of sub-

duing a very dangerous propensity, intimated that

it is practised in Mexico and South America in the

jnanageraent of wi J horses. Be this as it may, he

deserves the thanks of all owners of such horses, and
especially the thanks of those whose business it may
be to shoe or groom the animals."

Extracts from au Address

To the Citizens of Franklin county, Pa., hy Hon.

George Chambers.

The prejudice with many farmers, against book
learning and science applied to agriculture, is to be
•dispelled as unworthy of their intelligence. If we
do not read agricultural books and essays on improve-
rnients in farming, wj will be closing our eyes against
the light and be behind the age in which we live.

We might refer to many examf les of a sudden im-
pulse give to agriculture in this country within the

last few years, by the publication of geological sur-

veys. There are several instances atteoted by in-

creased agricultural products in whole districts of
country. One is in the marl region of New Jersej',

where the discovery was made, by Prof. H. D. Rog-
ers, of the Green Marl, a sand abounding in Potash,

and as a valuable fertilizer has been used to a great
extent in New .Jeresy, to the great improvement of a
sterile soil, and with striking advantage. The dis-

covery of the abundant calcareous marl deposits, by
Prof Wm. B. Rogers,in Eastern Virginia,has led many
Northern and Eastern settlers to that worn-out re-

gion by the benefits to be drived from this marl manure.
The discovery of the phosphate of lime in New Jer-

sey and New York will not only benefit the farming
interest of those States, but is of such value, as the
basis of a permanent fertilizer of the soil, as to bear
transportation with profit even to Europe.

There was a time wthin the memory of farmers
now living in Franklin county, that when Plaster of
Paris was first introduced for agricultural purposes,
it was ridiculed by the majority of fanners, as a
catch-penny of no benefit. And at the same lime the
prej-udice with many was against the introduction of
the red clover crop, as a new thing that would not
pay cost. Many preferred the "good old way" of
thier fathers, in having on their fields the red sorrel,

pigeon weed, and other abundant weeds, and not
only opposed the cultivation of clover, but were dis-

posed to charge on the fine clover fields of the neigh-
borhood an epidemic disease that one season sprrad
over the country. Yet it is that clover crop, and im-
proved husbandry over the "old way," that rescued
from sterility and barrenness a large portion of this

county—its former proprietors having sold their an-
cient homesteads for a trifle., .and sought other homes
at an early day on the new lands of Western Penn-
sylvania and elsewhere. Improved hu.sbandry since,

on the lands deserted, a great part of which is on the
waters of the Antietam, has made them the moat
fertile and valuable in the county.

An intelligent farmer profits by his observation
and experience in the cultivation and improvement of
his soil, and why shall ho refuse to be informed of
the result of the experience of others, which may be
to his advantage ? He wants to increase his agricul-
tural products at the smallest cost, without exhaus- '

ting his soil beyond his means of restoration. Every
discovery or improvement in cultivation, or in restor-
ing to the soil the ingredients withdrawn by the crop,
which is made by the farmer or the Chemical Pro-
fessor, and which may lesson labor, economize time,
and introduce a better system of culture, is to be en-
couraged as a benefit to the farmer and the commu-
nity. Yet this knowledge andidiscovery the farmer
may be able to lef^rn only from agricultural publica-
tions. The experience and the discoveries of others,
by such publications are brought home to every farm-
er and his family, if disposed to re.ad and learn. One
enterprising farmer will not do much good in his

own neighborhood by his experimental labors, but
through the agency of the press, the beneficial result
of those labors will be made known in remote places,
to the advantage of those who are desirous of informa-
tion in their occupation from evei-y source.

County Exhibitions.

Philadelphia Agricultural Exhibition will be held

at the Rising Sun, three miles north of Philadelphia,

on Wednesd.ay, Thursday and Friday, the 19th, 20th

and 21st of October. The premium list is a large

and liberal one.

Montgomery County Exhibition will be held at

Springtown, on the Reading Pike, two miles north-

east of Norristown, on Wednesday and Thursday the

12th and 13th days of October.

AVarren County Exhibition will be held in Pitts-

field, October 5th and 6th.

Union County Exhibition, (the first one,) will be

held at New Berlin, on Thursday and Friday, Octo-

ber 13th and 14th. David Taggart, Esq., of North-

umberland,will deliver the address. A wise selection.

Vicious Cattle.

The common vice of jumping and throwing fences
is tavght to cattle, with scarcely an exception, by
their owners and caretakers. Fences half down, .soon

fall by the rubbing of cattle, and teach the first less-

on, especially if cattle have any shrewdness in observ-
ing cause and effect. Very fine feed just over a poor
fence, is the next lesson; letting down bars and rail

fences to the halves, from laziness, so that the ani-
mal has to leap, is the third lesson—and this Last is

often first, second, and third with sheep, until they
will scale anything. These throe lessons are usually
enough, but a fourth is often added, namely, placing
one additional rail on the fence each successive day,
as they become more skilful, for the ostensible object of
keeping the jumper within bounds, but really oper-
ating as a most ingenious contrivance to teach the
art of vaulting. We have heard of French being
"taught in six lessons;" but very few animals require
more than the above fiiur to enable them to take
"French leave" of any ordinary enclosure.—[Coun-
try Gentleman.

There is no more honorable occupation than agri-

culture—none more hcathful or more useful.
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ArtiliciU Manures.

As Patent Manures and Fertilizers are springing

up In evc'ry quarter, and with "a real scieii/ific analj-

sis to accompany them, are being urged upon the

notice of our Farmers, in handbills, circulars and ad-

Tertisenli'nts

—

we copy the following well written

article irom the English Agricultural Gazette, as

quite appropriate t j the times here. There are some
very valuable hints in it.

It seems English Farmers, who like the generality

of Farmers every where, are more used to the Farm,

than the laboratory, are also liable to be "oictiitiiscd."

We commend a proper caution in purchasing to

much extent of new and untried artificial manures.

What science bestows igrorance wastes, or alto-

gether rejects. This is a truth founded upon the ac-

cumulated experience of centuries; and which, even
in the present day ,is continually receiving fresh con-
tirmatiou in the mistakes and failunis which occur in

every department of human industry— [•'istakes and
failures wliich a very slight acquaintance with scien-

tific truth would have prevented altogether, or at

least rendered less disastrous. "A little knowledge
is a dangerous thing," but the apothegm is not e.im-

plote unless we add that the hss the knowledge the
greater the danger. Scienre with Practice is emblaz-
oned on the crest of the largest and most influential

of our agricultural societies, and the union in the
motto of the; head to think and the hand to execute
illustrates in a forcible manner the grand idea which
that society proposes to workout in process of time.

But, notwithstanding all the light which is constant-

ly diffusing itself from the centres of scientific effirt,

there are many so-called practical mi'U who holdliy
the converse of the English Agricultural Society's

motto, and who consider that Practice without Sci-

ence should be the watchword of the rent-paying
farmer. That '"one ounce of pra tice is better than
a whole ton of theory" is an a-isertion which has oft-

en done duty for arguuicnt; but how far this choice

morsel of logic is correct is best illustrated by the
records ot tliat department of firm pracice which
embraces the d^Uails of purchasing ami managing
what are called special manures, whether light or

heavy, damp or dry, organic or inorganic. Upon no
subjec' in agriculture has chemistry -'rung its cliang-

es" with such unceasing but fruitless industry as that

of the value ot manures. Not only have all the
proximate and useful elements been separated by
analysis, but, in addition, they have been lotted,

ticketed, weighed, and priced, in order that there

may be no ditiiculty in determhiing the worth of anv
manure of which the seller furnishes an analysis.

How many tons of practice will it take to analyse and
determuie the value of one ounce uf guano or super-
phosphate correctly'!' Not all the accumulateil prac-
tical or empirical agricultural knowledge froui the

days of the first tiller of the soil, down to the pres-

ent hour, has been able to solve the problem contain-

ed in the question—What is the food of plants 1

Chemistry has certainly not made plain all the mys-
terious processes of vegetable life, but it has throlvn

a flood of light upon the composition, comparative
value, uses and abuses of those sub tanoes which
form the food of plants. Much of this light is, how-
ever, obscureii or lost by the want of a sufficient a-

muuiit ot intelligent appreciation of the practical

uses to which it may applied. It is a somewhat af-

fecting spectacle to behold an experienced farmer,

deeply versed in the mysteries of marketing, utterly

! helpless when the printed analysis of some manure

I

or other is placed in his hands. Experience has
I taught him how to calculate the weight of an ox with
admirable precision, merely by the use of his sight

j

and touch, and to work up a Turnip field with a

I

nicety that can scarcely t)e surpassed even in the
I trimmest market-garden; but experience conveyed
through the external senses can no more enable him
to kn(jw the value of a manure from its analytical

composition than it could the unlettered Arab of the
desert to decipher the inscriptions of Nineveh of

Kouyunjik by gazing on them, though it were for a
life-time.

Au instance recently came under our notice of the
utter uselessness of chemical analysis to the farmer,
when not accompanied, on his part, by some slight

acquaintance with its practical uses. A sale by auc-
tion of artificial manure had been advertised to take
place on a certain day of June last, in a town situa-

ted ill a sumewhat_/uj'-/(r)r</(. county of Scotland. The
owner of this manure bad, with a most praiseworthy
honesty, previously obtained an analysis of his ma-
nure from I'rof. Anderson, ot Glasgow, and on the

day of sale printed slips of- this analysis were Ireely

distributed among the assembled farmers. The ma-
nure Itself was couttilned In bags, and In appearance
Somewhat resembled good Bolivian guano, l>ut pos;

sessing a peculiarly putrid odour, not unlike what
Would be imparted by a mixture of crushed bones or

rotten eggs in an active state of decomposition, Its

composition was as follows:

—

Water, - - •- - - - 18.48

Organic matter and amraonlacal. salts, II 85
Pnosphates, - - • -

.
- 12.94

Carbonate of lime (chalk,) - - 27.90
Alkaline salts, 14.32

Sand, - - - ^ - - 14.51

lOIJ.OO

1.23Ammonia, - -

This trash vv.as bought up re.adlly by several well-

educated and Intelligent farmers, at prices varying
from 4/. to 5^ per tim, as a manure for this year's

Turnip crop; and in one or two cases It was bought
on speculation to be held over to another year. A
very slight acquaintance with the mode of calcula-

ting the value of a maoure, Irom analysis, as m.ide
known 111 public journals by Professor Way and oth-

er agricultural chemists, would have hnvn that its

real value did not exceed 55.f. per ton when compar-
ed with Peruvian guano at 9/. 16.s. per ton. Accord-
ing to the very lowest mode of calculating the value

of manures— by the amuionii, phosphates, and alka-

line matter they contnin—the value of a ton of this

anlHcial manure and guano will stand thus:—
Artificial Manure which Sold at 90s. per ton. .

Ammonia in a ton, 27J lbs., at 4.!(/.=£0 10 3f
Phosphates " 290 lbs., at |(/.= 18 IJ

Alkaline salts " o20J lbs., at lii.= 168

Value per ton, - - - - £2 15 11

Peruvian Guano.
I.

Ammonia in a ton, 390 lbs., at 4}rf.=JS7 6-3

Pnosphates " 640 lbs., at \d.= 1 13 9

Alkaline salts " 162A lbs., at \d.= Itj 4J

Value per ton, - - - - £9 10 4-J

From this comparison it appears that tho artiflol.il

manure which sold so readily at 90.s. per ton was
alkaline salts, in reality as dear as Peruvian guano at
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lai. pr^r ton; and were we to calculate the ammonia

of each at 6(1. pel- IIj., as many of our best chemists

do, the result wouhi bo that the inferior manure

would be worth 21. 18i-. i'ul, while the Peruvian gu-

ano would be worth 12/. da. IJd. But the former

was bought at 4/. Ws. per ton, hence it cost as much
aa the latter at 18/. 17i'. per ton. Ammonia and

phosphate of lime are considered to bo the two prin-

cipal substances in the composition ot a manure for

Turnips, while alkaline matter is not supposed to be

essential aa an application in the growing of this

crop; hence, if we exclude the latter trom the fore-

going estimates, the result will be that the artificial

manure, which sold at 90s. per ton, really cost aa

much as Peruvian guano at 3U. per ton.

Another view of this subject will place this trans-

action in a somewhat amusing light. In every 10

tons of the so-called artificial manure the purchasers

carted home nearly 3 tons of chalk and U tons of

sand; and if the extra por-ceutage of water over

what is contained in good dry guano be taken into

account, it will appear that, while one-half of the

friends assume a more practical form, and are more

earnestly responded to by the Farmer.

As a member of the farming interest, I will make

an advance towards effecting a bettor understanding

between the parties in order that we may labor har-

moniously and in concert. That the reasons of our sci-

entific allies in reference to the action of plants in se-

lecting their food and injudicious manuring, are so

coolly received and their suggestions for impTove-

ment so little heeded, is not owing to their ignorance,

or prejudice against Book farming, but rather to a

prudent caution with which experience has taught

them to receive innovations, on customs long sanc-

tioned by practice, as well as the wrecks of many

schemes that have been presented to them, for making

two blades grow in the place of one, with little ex-

pense and leas labor.

Enough has been written to prove as far as writing

manure was utterly worthless, the other half was not
, g_^n pr^yp that the yield of land would, or rather

equal in value to the very poorest sample of Patago

nian guano. J. H-
should be increased by adapting a new, or changing

the old system of manuring, aa well as to set by the

_ „ .J. ears, the several advocates of change and improve-
To loung Ladies. ' ° ^

P. T. Barnum offers a list of premiums to be com- '^'^''^' l>»t '^ot one line as fiir as 1 have seen for put-

peted for by young ladies under twenty-one years of! ting the scheme or schemes in practical operation,

age, at the Fair of the Fairfield County Agricultural It is easy to tell the thirsty man to go to the well

Society, to be held the first week in October, at Stam- ^^^ ^^.-^^^^ ^^^^ ij jl^^^g j^ ngiti,er pump or draw, ho
ford, Ct. "There are seven premiums for horseback n i . ..i

• ^ i •.. • • .

•J- r C'.^-, f r „ ~ 1.1 „„„ .;i ,.„„r. to may be compelled to thirst on, and it is lUst as easy
riding, ranging from ?iJ to a golU pencil, open to •' r > j j

unmarried ladies under twenty -one, from all pa.ts of ,

to tell the Farmer lamenting over a lost crop, to go

the State; thn'e p;-emiums kr butter, three for cheese, ' and get what his land lacks, that it is only some in-

three for bread, five hir darning, .and four for shirt
| .g^m^t tl^.^t, belongs to the failed plant—but there

making, which are to be competed lor by the young
ladies of Fairfield county only. No fee will be re-

quired from any person competing for any of the

Barnum premiums."

For the Farm Journal.

Analysis of Soi's by a Practical Farmer.

Those persons who have devoted themselves to Ag-

riultural chemisty, appear to be satisfied, that plan's,

select frimi the soil, such substances,, as are requir-

ed for their growth, and that growth vigour and per-

fection are in proportion as those substances are fur-

nished by the soil. That the system of manuring as

at present practised is injudiciou8,-'^manure being

often applied at considerable expense, with little or i

no benefit, if not positive injury—at other times ma-

nures of great value are neglected or hist, when they

might be advantageously used or exchanged with

neighbors to their mutual benefit.

These declarations .are not denied by the Farmers

neither are they exactly believed. Their continued

incredulity, aeems to their friends aS an hopeless ob-

stinacy, engendered by ignorance and sustained by

prejudice against Book farming. The farmers neith-

er deny or believe this either.

These feelings and views exist and have e.tlstcd a

long time, and like the system of manuring complain-

ed of, are somewhat of an injury to all conoeruod,

and which in all probability, can be easily improved

or removed, when the exertions oi our scientific

is no available way to him for finding what the want-

ing ingredient is.

The'-e is no praoti.«ed or skilful person to under-

take th. analysis, and I know from the little expe-

rience I have had iu the manipulations of chemistry,

it is the easiest thing in the wor.d to be mistaken.

I therefore propose to be one of ten Farmers who

will raise one hundred dollars to pay a suitable and

;
qualified person, who will undertake to analyze a

certain number of specimens of our soils if such a
' person can be had.

I The task of selecting such person to devolve on a

committee of our scientific friends, this we ask as a

favor feeling not only our incompetence to judge of

the merits of chemists, but the great importance of

not being victimised by unqualified persons.

And if after a certain iiumlior of trials it is found
,

the suggestions for manuring on scientific principles
\

is what is promised for them, and wo fail to adopt!

them, then will we richly deserve all the contempt
|

such obstinacy and prejudice merits, but until there
,

is a pump or draw in the well we niust be excused

from going there for rt'ater. Tbedvffrin.

The above artl.de probably contains tlio views of a

large number of Farmers, who have been under the

same difficulty, are willing and anxious to be instruct-

ed by their scientific friends, but know of no avail- *
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able way of finding out the disease of their soil or of

applying a remedy. Iq Maryland, a State Chemist

is eraployi d at a fixed salary, to analyze soils for their

farmers, free of expense. A similar arrangement

we believe is about being made in Delaware and New
York, and we hope also soon in Pennsylvania. The

project of a Farm school, will be renewed at our next

legislature with better prospects of success, the bill

for which of course should embrace the appointment

of a competent State chemist. There is also another

class of farmers, who in the language of our corres-

pondent, have been "victimised" by unqualified per-

sons, and we have reason to believe a pretty large

class too. This has a tendency to induce distrust of

theories however beautifully worked out in the closet,

but which have notbeen found available or successful

in the practical operations of the field. Like the sub-

jects of Patent Medicines, the few cures, have been

prominently published, and the man)/ failures omit-

ted. We do much doubt, whether agricultural chem-

istry has yet reached that point, where the exact de-

ficienoes in a given amount of soil, and the precise

amount and quality of remedial agents or fertilizer's,

can be detailed with the accuracy of a Physicians

recipe, fur his patient, and with the same certainty of

results. There have been cases where the scientific

chemist has been at fault altogether. Many of the

processes of vegetable life, and chemical combina-

tions in the soil, are concealed from observatiim, and

affected more or less, by external causes, changes of

weather, &c. As a case in point, one of our friends

in an adjoining State, an excellent farmer as well as

close observer, lately informed us, that in his neigh-

borhood, /ormerZy noted for its large crops of Indian

corn, it now would not grow to make it wurth culti-

vating, being affected with rust, and the roots appear-

ing unhealthy, would skin off like a diseased potato.

A chemist in Philadelphia on analyzing the soil, re-

commended Guano and lime as what W[>s wanting.

This had no effect, but an ac cidental application of

Potash in the hill, made a great change and produced

fine large and luxuriant stalks of double the size of

the balance of the field.

Farmers, by experiments like the above on a small

scale, can often do much for themselves, and with

the view of aiding our correspondent from Tredyffrin

and others, we make the first step by giving the an-

nexed table, of the constituents of several of our cul.

tivated crops which have been ascertained by careful

analjsis, and can be relied on. This shows what the

crops require, without which they cannot be grown,

and on the sufficiency of which in the soil, or other-

wise depends their healthy condition, and amount of

return for tabor and capital. The next step to ascer-

tain whether the soil is adapted by its composition, to

their growth, and which of them, the farmer can, as

before remarked do something by experiment for

himself, and can also be of,.en aided by a competent I

chemist. The analyses of soil in some neighborhoods

or sections and overlaying certain kinds of rock ex-

hibits very much the same inorganic constit' ents,

sufficiently so for practical purposes. A division of a

State into geological districts, with an analysis of the

soil peculiar to each would be highly useful to the far-

mer. Some progress was made, a few years ago in

a geological survey of Pennsylvania, by authority of

the legislature, and then abandoned. The agricul-

tural no less than other important interests require

this to be completed witho ut delay, and as, if we re-

collect rightly Gov. Bigler in his last annual message,

recommended it or some simi lar aid to agriculture,

we hope someth ing may be effected the coming win"

ter. To meet the proposition of our correspondent

to be one of ten, to contribute S^lOO for a competent

analysis of soil in his neighborhood, we have made
some enquiry in Philadelphia for an agricultural

chemist, and will report in ano ther part of the Jcmr-

nal if sucjessful. We now give the analysis of 1000

parts of the ash of some of our most common crops.

It will be observed that the straw of Wheat, Barley,

Rye, Oats, contains a large per centage of silica, a de-

ficiency of this in the soil, oc casions what is gener-

ally termed "lodged grain."
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Tliird Aiiuual Exhibitiou of the Pemisylvanla

State Agricultural Society at PittsUurg.

We have just returned from cho Third Annual Exhi-

bition of the Pennsylvania .State xVgricultural Socie y,

and sincerely congnituhite its officers and. members

upon the complete success which has attended their

efforts to establish the agricultural reputation of our

great State. We have the unprecedented fact to an-

nounce, that the farmers of Pennsylvania hiVe, in

the space of less than three years, attained an ex-

cellence in their annual exhibitions at least equal to

that of their brethren in other States, and which re-

quires double, and in some instances treble that time

to reach. It is doubtful whether a more successful

exhibition has ever been held in the United States.

The attendance was immense. It was estimated by

those familiar with crowds that more than one hun-

dred thousand people were present on Thursday.

We certainly never saw so many human beings with-

in a single enclosure, nor has it ever been our good

fortune to meet so quiet and orderly assemblage.

We reached the grounds on Tuesday morning, and

although anticipating excellent arrangements, were

not prepared for the imposing scene there presented.

Every thing calculated to promote the comfort and

convenience of exhibitors and visitors had been care-

fully attended to.

Immediately opposite the main entrance stood Mo-

chanic's Hall, an immonse and really imposin:; struc-

ture, tastefully ornamented with evergreens, and sur-

mounted by a handsomely carved American Eagle.

To the right and left of this Hall were arranged the

agricultural implements, while directly in its rear

was another largo building, tilled with articles full of

interest and value, such as locks, safes, decorative

iron work, fancy railing, burial cases, <fce. , Still

farther in the rear wis the ring for the exhibition of

horses, and one of the most attractive features of the

whole grounds.

On the rising ground to tlie right of Mechanic's

Hall, were Floral Hall, the Hall for Domestic Man-

ufactures, Vegetable Hall, Dairy Hall, and a spa-

•cious tent for the exhibition of farm produce gener-

ally. A little to the left of the last stood the Poul-

try Coops, while extending completely around the

eastern, southern and Western limits ot the enclosure

were the stalls for horses, cattle, sheep, swine, &c.

The President's and other small tents were appro-

priately arranged in various portions of the grounds'

the whole forming a scene of great beauty and inteir

est.

Our limited space will not admit of more than a

brief general notice of the various points of interest,

"H'hich we regret. In our next we m;iy be able to par-

ticularize.

The display in Mechanic's Hall was perhaps one

of the finest ever made in our country. Here the

manufacturing spirit of Pittsburg shone in all its

glory, and an examination of the various useful and

truly beautiful articles exhibited, conveyed to the

stranger a better idea of the enterprise and skill of

the inhabitants of the "smoky city," than a month's

sojourn within its busy walls could have done.

pMral IIM was the most attractive. Here, the

skill and taste of the fair ladies of Pittsburg were

most admirably displayed. It was one hundred feet

long by fifty in width, and abounded with displays

of elegant ingenuity. In the centre, stood an ellipti-

cal platform, on tlie top of which was erected a

Moorish Temple, the outsids covered with moss and

handsome decorations. Arounl this platform, as

well as around the walls, were displayed choice fruits,

designs, flowers, &;., while on the top, surrounding

the temple, were handsomely arranged specimens of

the handiwork of the ladies. The walls were cover.

ii. with fine oil painting, immense mirrors, elegant

needle wcrk, &c. The pillars supporting the hall,

looked beautifully amid the profusion of flags, stream-

ers, bouquets, &c., which were clustered around them.

The Society was indebted to Mrs. A. W. Loomis and

other ladies of Pittsburg and vicinity, for the rare

elegance of Floral HvU, and to them are justly due

not only the thanks of tha Society, but of the hun-

dred thousand pleasant visitors who thronged its

beautiful portals during the entire exhibition.

In the rear of Floral Hall stood a very large tent,

for the exhibition of articles of domestic manufac-

ture, such as quilts, specimens of raw and manufac-

tured srlk, woollen, cotton and silk stockings, &c.

An idea of the number of articles exhibited here

may be formed fr<)m tlu fact, that this tent, although

nearly three hundred foet in circumference, was co'ii-

plctcly filled. Many of the articles were of rare

beauty and merit, and the whole formed a most pleas-

ing exhibition of female skill and taste. .

' •

Adjacent to the^ last was another capacious tent, set

apart for the exhiuilion of green liouse plants, itc.

Although not so well filled as the last, the specimens

were.manyol them, very fine and beautiful, attr- cl-

ing marked attention.

At a short distance to the left stood Dairy Hall, a

small tent filled to its utmost capacity with the pro-

ducts of the dairy. We h:td anticipated a larger dis-

play in this department. The quality of the butter,

cheese and honey, however, was excellent. We
woiild respectfully suggest the propriety of having

more enlarged accommodations for dairy products, as

the small tent wa , densely crowded during the en-

tire exhibition.

The Poultry Department was well represented,and

here oumiietition run high. Nearly two thousand

fowls were exhibited, many of them remarkal)Ie for

beauty and size, and all of them giving marked evi-

dence of c-arc in breeding.

Of Horses there was quite a large number on ex-

hibition, and their quality better than at any of the
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preceding fairs. The large ring prepared for the

display of their good points, was surrounded by an

eager and admiring crowd from the opening to the

closing of the exhibition, while the frequent cheer-

ing gave evidence of the spirited contest between the

competitors inside. We shall have more to say of

these hereafter.

The display of Cattle was also excellent, and de-

servedly attracted attention. The Short Horns pre-

dominated in number and quality. A few DoVLns

and Alderneys only were offered, but the display of

natives and grades was large and good.

The Implement Department was vrell flUed.though

the number of new implements was not large. A
few valuable improvements in Straw Cutters, Smut

and Threshing Machines, were offered, but the great

attraction of tliis department w.as Atkin's Automa-

ton Self-Raking Reaper and Mower. It was an ob-

ject of universal interest, and whenever it was put in

operation, admiring crowds followed or surrounded

it. Wo cannot describe the wonderful ingenious ar-

rangement of this machine. By it the grain is de-

posited in beautiful order in the rear ol the machine,

in bundles sufficiently larga for aheave.s, and ready

for the hand of the binder. The reaping and mow-

ing parts .are also greatly improved, and the whole

macliino exhibits the womlorful triumpli of genius.

Perhaps the best filled department amongst the

stock, was that of Sheep. Of these the display Was

remarkably fine, and decidedly in advance of any

former exhibition. The most praiseworthy care ap-

peared to have been taken in their maciigemeDt.

The Western part of Pennsylvania is as well adapt-

ed to wool growing as any section of the Union, and

the only wonder is that more farmers have not taken

hold. A single glance at the line specimens of Penn-

sylvania sheep on exhibition, could not have failed to

satisfy even the most skeptical upon this point.

Of Swine the number exhibited was njt l.TJge, al-

though some were very fine. The groat Western

States appear to have so completely raonopolized the

pork business, that the raising of .Swine in the East

is confined to the family wants of individual farm

crs.

We cannot close this Isasty sketch without express-

ing our thanks to the officers for the many courtesies

extended us. The Police were attentive and polite

to all, and what is worthy of special note, is the fact

that of the one hundred thousand persons who
thronged that largo euch^sure from Tuesday rajrning

until Friday evening, not a single ease of drunken-

ness nor of ungentlomanly conduct presented itself.

To Mr. McSkimmons, the gentlemanly Agent of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.we are indebted

for many kind favors. By his untiring energy the

facilities for transporting visitors to the fair grounds

were largely increased. More than thirty thousand

people were carried in iho cars on Tliur3iJ:ty, and

twenty thousand on Friday. Besides this immense
thoroughfare,every avenue to the grounds was crowd-

ed with Vehicles and pedestrians.

We present to our readers all the reports we could

procure, up to this time. AVc are compelled to go

to press, after deferring publication ten daj'S, in the

hope we could present them ^all in this number.

CATTLE.

Short-Horns.

Ist Best Bull 11 A Pendegrast, $20
2d do do Adam Fisher, 15
Best do between 2 and 3 Ira Shcrwin, 15
2d do do do James Kellcy, 8
B(!3t yearling Bull Nathan Ewing, 10
2d do do Seth A Bushnell, 5
Best bull calf, Seth A Bushnell, 5
2d best do James McKelvy, S

Cows.

Best cows James AuU, $20
2d best do James McKelvy, 10
Best heifer between 2 and 'A years David Quail, 15
2(1 best do do H A Pendegrast, 10
Best heifer between 1 and 2 years 11 A Pendegrast, 10
2d best do do David Quail, 5
Best heifer calf Nathaniel Ewing, 5
2d do do John Hodgson, 3

• Devona.

Best cow Nathaniel Ewing, $20
Best bull Nelson Bartholomew, 10
2a do George W Smith, 10
Best heifers bet veen 2 and .3 ye.ars G W Smith, 10
2d best between 1 and 2 years G W Smith, 10
2d best between 1 and 2 j'ears J F Garrard, .')

Best heifer calf under 10 months Nathaniel Ewing, 5

Ayrshires.

Best bull between 1 and 2 years to John Walker
Jr., Elizabeth, $10

Alderneys,

Best bull to William C Denny, §15
Best cow to W C Denny, " 20
2d best do to W C Denny, 15

Best heifer between 2 and 3 years W C Denny, 15
2d bust do 1 ye t Robert Mcknight, 10

Natives or Grades—Bulls.

Best bull Alexander Morris, $12
2d best do to Harmony Sooiet}-, 10
3d do do to John Harrison, 8
Best bull between 2 and 3 years John Morrison, 4
Best bull do 1 and 2 years Thomas MoClanahan, G
Best bull calf under 10 months Marshall Vande-

vort, 3
2d do do do Thomas Smith, 1

Cows.

Ber-t cow Mav;hall Vandevort, $12
2d do Harmony Society, 10
3d to John S. Smith,

*

»
Best heifer lietween 2 and 2 years James Shaw, 10
2d do do David Quail, 8

Best heifer between 1 and 2 years to Harmony So-

ciety, G
2d do do David Quail. 4
3d do do George Fortune, 2
Best calf under 10 months James Sloan, 3
2d do do do C Wise, 1

Working Oxen.

Pirst prcirsiura to Paul A Way, $'2
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Fat Calile.
\

Bost pair fat cattle to Harmony Society, $15
,

2d do do do 10

Milch Cows.

Best milch cow Jonathan F (iarrard, §20
,

2d best do do to John U ijwing, 15

Discretionary premium to John II Kwing, 10

Discretionary premium to D S Williams, 10

SaxoHi/, Spanish and Merino IShecj}. i

Best Saxony buck S S Bniwnlee, §10
[

2d do do J G Strean

,

j

Best yearling buck do 10 ;

2d do do do Oj

i^cst pen of ewes J S Brownlco, 10 i

2d do do J G Strean, 6

Best pen of ewe lambs S T Browidee, 10

Best Spanish Merino buck James Slocum. V) I

2d do do do Georj^e II Crawford, i

Best pen of throe ewes James Slocum, 10

2d do do Daniel Kimble, 6

Best pen of three yearling ewes James Slocum, 10

2d do do do do do C

Best buck lamb do 10

Special premium for a fine wooled buck Daniel

Kimble, 5

Wool.

First premium for fine Merino Wool to J G Strean, §5

French Sheep.

Best imported buck William Brady, $15
2d do do Daniel Kimble, 10

Best native buck to Hugli Wilson, 10

2d do do John Johnston, C

Iinimrted Ewes.

Bost ewo, to William Brady, $15

2d do George S Hayes, 10

Best native three ewes James Morrow, 10

Best pen of lambs to Jno. H Ewing, 5

2d b-Bt to Hugh Wilson, o

South Down Sheep.

Best huok to Joseph Cope, 10

2d bost to do G
Best ewes to do 10

2d best to Rubert II I'owell,

Best lambs to Joseph Cope, 10

2d bost do Jonathan F Garrard,

Leicester Sheep.

B.;st buck to Robert II Powell, §10
2d do do to John Harrison, 6

Best ewes to James JIoKelvy, 10
2d do do to Jesse Garrard, C

Best lambs to Jesso Garrard, 10
2d best do to John Harrison, 6

Cotswold Sheep.

Best ewes to John II. Kinnard, SIO
Do lambs to do 10

Oxfordshire Sheep.

Best three ewes to Daniel Bonsai, §10
2d best do do 6

Mixed Breed Sheep.

Best buck tfl Powel & Bradley, $10
2d do to James S Ncgley,

Best three ewes to Jonathan F Garrard, I.)

2d best to George W Smitli, 6
Best lambs to James McKelvy. 10

2d best do -JoUn MeKelvy, G

Fat Sheep.

Best fat sheep to Powell & Bradley, $6
2d best do to Joseph Cope, 5

Best under two years to Joseph Cope, 6
Special premium to Wm. Tesh hir 20 fat sheep, 12
Do do to Je se Garrand for pen of South
Down ewes, 3

Swine.

Best boar two years to Alfred Quinett, §10
2d do do John Eicher, 3

Best sow two years J H Denny, 10
2d do do K Paterson, B

Best boar one year A MoCready, 10

2d do do do 5
Best boar six months, E Neild, 1ft

Do sow six montlis, do 3

Do pigs two and a half montlis, John II Ewing, 10

2d do do Benjamin Hickman, 8

Small Breed Swine.

Best boar six months o'd Alfred Vancey, $10
2d best lioar do do do 5
Best .sow six months old Thomas Rowley, 10
2d best sow do do do

,
5

Best sow 2 years old John Conley, 10'

Best boar one year old J S Negley, 10
2d do do do a

Best five Bakewell pigs eight weeks old Benjamin
Hickman, 10'

Special premium to David Irwin for two Suffoik

pigs, 3

Stallions and Brood Mares.

Best stallion heavy draught to J Snyder,

2d best stallion to Mr Lightcap.

Best stallion quick draught to J T Ladd,

2d best James A Fleming,

S30
20
ao
20-

Special premium to James Reed for quick draught
stallion,

" 20
Best stallion for saddle to Augustus Beylle, '60

2d best to Brown, Spenci^r & Co., 20-

Special premium to Mr Pendegrast for stallion for

light draught or saddle, 10
Best brood mare to Jacob Bycrly, ;iO

2d best do John Alexander, 20^

Best light draught brood mare to Jameson Beatty, 30
2d best Eli Nell, 20
Beat brood mare fir saddle to Jame's G Strain, 30"

2d best to James T. Ladd, 20
Best stallion tor heavv draught three year old to

William Cook, " 20-

2d best to Norris Pyln, 10

Best stallion for light draught between 3 and 4
years t<j Ira R Welsh, 20'

2d best to Jamts Tcirrence, 10

Best heavy draught colt 2 years old to Robert Mil-

ligan, Ifr

2<1 best to John Hodgson, 5

Best quick draught erilt 2 years ohl John Wylie, 10
2d best to I'.dnard Mansfield,

"

&
Best quick draught maru 3 years old to Mr Upde-

graff, • ' _, 20
Jd best do to John Wylie, '

•

•
'

•

'
' 10

Special premium (nr eoltto A B Metjuowan, 10
Beist filley for heavy draught bitween 2 and 3

years to John Eiehard, 10
2d best to James (^arothors. ^

Best filley for light draught betw-en 2 and 3 years

to (ieorge A B.ayard, 10

2d best do Anderson Moyes, S

Best yearling colt, heavy draught to Jas. Ewing, 10
2d best to William Wataon, i
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Best yearli g colt for li<iht draught to E Murphey, 10
2d best to James T Ladd, 5

•Special premium to Ilobert Patt?rson for a Cana-
dian stallion, 15

Flour.

Best barrel flour to H B Haverstick, $10
2d do do W Denny, 5

3d do do L Wilmarth & Co., 3

Best water and butter crackers to Rhodes & Ver-
ner,—Silver medal.

2d best do do Davis & Sons,—diploma.
Best smut machine Jacob Bermer, 10

Ilai/ and Slraw Cutter.

Ist premium Dewitt & Co.,—Diploma.
2d do John S Shepler, do

Farm Wagons.

Ist premium John Huey,
2d do William VVright,

Farm Dumping Wagon.

Ist premium Thomas Casto'-,

Corn Cultivators.

Ist premium II Hall,

2d do Hall & Speer,

IlarroiDS.

$5
3

§10

SIO

§5
3

Ist premium E R Shankland,

2d do A Wolf,

Grain Drill.

1st premium Lee, Pierce & Lee, diploma,
2d do Jacob Mumma, do

3d do EC Marsh, do

Corn Drill.

1st premium James Charlton, diploma,

2d do J G McFarlane, do

Corn Stalk Cutters.

1st premium E R Shankland,
2d do Alrich,

5

3

$15
10
5

S5
3

§5
3

Coh ami Corn Crusher.

1st premium E R Shankland,

Corn Shellers—Horse Power.

1st premium E R Shankland,
2d do P G Reading,

Corn Shellers—By Hand.

1st premium E R Shankland and to Dewitt & Co.,

who exhibited the same machine, a premium
of $5, to be divided between them each

2d premium J P Smith,

Cultivators for General Purposes.

Ist premium R Hall,

Fanning Mills.

Ist premium Jesse Roberts,

2d do E R Shankland,

Ox Yokes.

1st premium E P Sixes & Co.,

2d do E R Shankland,

Clover Hullers.

Ist premium A B Crawford,

2d do Brockvill,

Scrapers.

ist premium Hall & Speer,

Seed Planter by Hand.
dst premium E. R. Shankland,

12 do James Wardrope

$10

$10
5

$3

$10

$10
5

$5
3

$10
5

$3

$10
5

Vegetable Productions.

Best 3 field pumpkins .John Ewalt, 3
2d do do Wm. Hemingrey, 2
Best 12 ears yellow seed corn Isaac Newton, 3
2nd do do Joseph Miller, 2
Best 12 ears white corn Joseph Miller, 3

2nd do do Wm. Martin Jr 2
Best table potatoes Wm Martin Jr, 3
2nd do do Robert McKnight, 2
Choicest and largest assortment of table vegeta-

bles to Gerald Howett, 10
Cd do do David Holmes, 5
Special premium for corn in the stalk D. E. Nevin 2
Special premium to Adam Scott for cucumbers, 2
Special premium to John Kelley for citron mel-

lons, 2
Special premium toOeo S Negley for nasturtiums

and peppers 2
Special premium to Kennedy & Co for assort-

ment of garden vegetables.

Best bushel white wheat John Kilpatrick,

2d do do Gidnal Wagner,
Best Mediterranean wheat Martin Warfel,

2d do do Wilson Lesnet,

Best Etrurian wheat John Kilpatrick,

Best oats to John Ross,

Best barley to James Sampson,
Best Irish potatoes Wm Martin Jr,

Best sweet potatoes Alexander MoKee,
Best turnips Daviil Holmes,
Best sugar beets John Davis,

Best mangel wurze! David Holmes,

2d do do Gerald Howell,

Best carrots David Holmes,
2d do Wm Martin Jr,

Best bushel parsnips David Holmes,
Best bushel timothy seed Mr Job Hays,
Best 12 stalks celery Geo McHattie,

Best cauliflowers John MoClusky,
Best 12 carrots David Holmes,
2d do Wm Martin Jr,

Best 12 carrots D Holmes,
2d do Wm Martin Jr,

Best 12 parsnips O Howitt,

2d do John Kelley,

Best table turnips Jonathan F. Garrard,

Best 12 beets George McIIattie,

Best 12 onions John Kelley,

2d do George S. Negley, 2

Best cabbages Jas H Denny, 3

2d do John McClosky, 2

Best 12 tomatoes Geo S Negley, 3

2d do Edw Spence, 2
Best egg plant Jas O Denny, 2

2d do Lewis Peterson, 1

Best 12 sweet potatoes Alexander McKee, 3

2d do do Wm C Dunn, 2
Best Lima beans Caleb Lee, 3

2d do Geo S Negley,
_

2

Best double parsley Robert McKnight, ' 2

Best 3 garden squashes Jas Denny, 3

2d do do Jacob Mish, 2

Best 3 large squashes Alexander McKee, 3

2d do do Geo S Negley, 2
Best 3 sweet pumpkins Daniel Dawson, 3

2d do do Edw Spence, 2

Butter, Cheese, Honey and Salt.

Best lot of butter made from 5 cows in 30 con-

secutive days of 20 lbs first premium to Mrs
Jonathan F. Garrard $20

2d beat to Mrs John Simpson 10
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Best firkin of 50 lbs butter awarded to Miss Sa-
rah M Walker 10

Best lot of 10 lbs butter to Miss Ellen Townsend
a silver cup

2d best lot of 10 lbs to Miss Ramage, a pair of

silver butter knives.

Best lot of 5 lbs butter to Miss Renter, silver

tea spoons.

2d best lot of 5 lbs to Miss Kealy, a silver cup.
Special premium to Miss R E Garret, 2
Best lot of tub butter to Miss Ilaunali Mary IIayes,5

Best cheese, 150 lbs, II If Collins, 10
2d best cheese to Mrs Job Ilajes, 5
Be.>*t Honey to R M Todd, 5

2d best buckwheat honey .John S Harbison, 3
• Best bbl salt for dairy purposes, S P Ross, 3
2d best do do Mr Peterson 2
Best bbl coarse packing salt, Wm Peterson, 3
2d best do do Wm Peterson, 2

Matched Horses, Geldings, Mares, Jacks and Mules.

MATCHED HORSES.

1st premium, J J Roggen, $20
2d premium, Jacob Morgan, 15
3d premium, Wm Callahan, 10

GELDINGS.

1st premium, Dr Hallock, 10
2d premium, .John McKelvy, 8
3d premium, John Kells, 5

SINGLE HARES.

Ist premium, G R Mowry, 10
-d premium, G R Mowry, 8
3d premium, John Donover, 5

JACKS.

Ist premium, Joseph Stephenson, 20
2d premium, John McCluskey, 10

MULES.

1st premium, Wm McCuUy, 20

Fhuiers.

Best collection green house plants to C F Spang, 3
2d best to James McKain, 2
Best floral ornament to Miss M M Robinson, 3
2d best to Kennedy & Co, 2
Special premium to Miss Mary Harman tor flo-

ral design, 2
Beat hand boquet, flat, to Miss Ellen Murdoch, 3
2d best to James McKain, 2
Best round hand boquet to Miss Ellen Murdoch, 3
2d b':'st to Miss Margaret Murdoch, 2
Best basket boquet to Miss Mary AVardrnpe, 3
Best basket of flowers to Miss Isabella Wardrope, 3
Special premium to Joshua Robinson for moss

temple embellished, 2
Special premium to James McKain for basket

boquet, 2
Special premium to Kennedy & Co for rural de-

sign, 4
Special premium to Kennedy & Co for collection

of balsams, 1

Also for collection of zenias, 1

Also for collection of marigolds, 1

Also for two vases of fine roses, 1

Special premium to James W Elliott for collec-

tion of green house plants, 3
Special premium to J G Backofen for collection

of artificial flowers 1

Special premium to Miss Ellen Murdoch for a
collection of flowers, 1

Special premium to Miss Margaret Murdoch for
collection of flowers and cornucopia 3

Domestic Manufactures.

Best silk cocoons to Miss Harriet Summy, 8
2d do do Miss Gertrude Rapp, 5
Best raw silk to Harriet Summy, 5
Best reeled silk to Miss Gertrude Rapp, 5
Best sewing silk to do do 5
Best silk shawl to do do 5
Best silk hdkf to do do 5
Best woolen blanket Mrs Job Hays, silver cup.
2d do do Miss Woodward, 5

Best woolen carpet to Mr. Hoyt, silver cup.
2d do do Mrs E Blackburn, 8
Best hearth rug to Miss Sarah A Ford, silver cup.
Best double coverlet to Mrs Job Hayes, 5

2d do do Miss Hays,
"

3
3d do do Henry M. Imhoff, 2
Best pair woolen stockings to Miss Shaw, 3

2d do do Jane Work, 2
3d do do Mrs Duwane Morg.an.l

Best pair of woolen half hose. Miss Lydia Hayes, 3

2d do do Mary McDuewane, 2

3d do do MissMcDimitt, 1

Best do linen Nancy McCombs, 3

Best home made shirts, Nancy Mcllvain, 5

2d do do Miss Woodward, 3

Best barred flannel, Mrs Benj McCormick,
Silver cup

Best plain linen. Miss Gertrude Rapp, do do

2d do do Jane AVork, -3

3d do do Mrs Job Hayes, 2

Best linen diaper, Mrs Job Hayes, 5

2d do do Jane Work, 3

3d do do Miss Woodward, 2
Best tow cloth. Miss Gertrude Rapp, 3

Best linen sewing thread. Miss Gertrude Rapp, 4

Manufactures other than Domestic.

Best carpet, Robinson & Co, Diploma
Best satinet, A D Sheaffer, do
Best bleached sheeting, Warr.e, Park & Co, do
Best brown do Kennedy, Childs & Co, do
Best brown shirting, Murphy, Tiernan & Co, do

Best woolen blankets, A D Sheaffer. do
Best flannel blankets, A D Sheafl'er, do

Best collection of men an women's shoes, Wy-
brant & Robinson, do

2d best do do James Robb, do
Special premium for ladies' shoes, S Keys, do
Best men and women's saddles and bridles,

R (fe W Mackev, Diploma and $10
2nd liest do, R H Hartley, do ' 5

Best traveling trunk, R II Hartley, do 5

Best carriage, E M Bigelow, do 5

Best buggy, .John South, 5

Best rockaway, special premium. Diploma
Best cabinet ware, J. W. Woodwell, Dip. and $5
2d best do .Joseph Meyer, 3

Best school desk and chair-, A & W T McClurg, 10

Best sole leather, Bradford & Bryant, 5

2d best do John II Ralston, 3
Best harness leather, J D Stokes, 5

2d best do R & C Hayes, 3
Best lot of upper leather. II & C Hayes, 5

Best lot of calfskins, J D Stokes, 5

2d best do, R & C Ilayea, 2
Best chairs, Mr Seibert, 3

Household Manufactures.
Best quilt to Miss R S Vance, $3
2d best quilt to Amelia Mc(iinnis, 2
Best table cover to Mrs M K Morgan, 3
2d do do Mary Bmiis, 2
Best worsted work to Mrs F H Eaton, 5
2d do do Amelia Grooves, 3
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Best display of registers for ventilators and wiu-

dow air, Tuttle & Bailey, silver medal.

B.!3t litof cookinn;and parlor stoves, for finish and
utility, Nicholson & Payne, diploma.

Best lot of turned cast iron railings, Jenks, An-
derson & Co., diploma.

Bast cupola fan, Jenks, Anderson & Co., silver

me lal.

Best sample self-heating smoothing irons, M. Grafl'

& Co., diploma.

The Ploughing Match.

The ploughing match took place in a field about

three miles from the city. The field was a very stiff

Bod, requiring strong horses, and many excellent

ploughmen failed to take a prize, simply from the in-

efficiency of their teams. There were twenty com-

petitors, and at ahout ten o'clock, all started off in

gallant style.

The following are the awards of the Judges.

John M. Crum, Indiana township, Allegheny
county, premium Ijlo, Hall & Speer's centre plough.

James Orlick, Shalcr township, the 2d premium,
§10, Hall & Spe r's centre plough.

Joseph M. Gregor, Cnartiers township, the 3J prem-
ium, %S, R. Hall's clipper plough.

Jonathan F. Garrard, Indiana township, the 4th
premium, §>, H ill & Spaer's centrs plough.

Ploughbovs.—.John Agenew, Robinson township,
the 5th premium, §10.

P. S. Hall, Robinson township, the 2d premium,
$8.

Martia Clever, Ohio township, the 3d premium,
$5.

DiscRETioxARY PREMIUMS.—Newell French, sub-

soil plough, from Ohio, a discretionary premium, $15.
Robert Clark, Manjhe-;ter, S>'.

Wm. Stevenson, Manchester, hill-side plough, $5.

Chester County Agricultural Exhibition.

This, the first in Chester county, afte/ a suspen-

sion for eight or ten years, and the first in the series

of cjunty exhibitions to occur the present Fall in

Pennsylvania, took place on the IGth and 17th ult.

In respect to the amount of fine s;ock of all kindi,

and other articles exhibited, no less than the general

interest manile.ited by the very large attendance, it

far surpassed what was expected. It was estimated

eight to ten thousand persons visited West Chester

on the occasion. The Horticultural Exhibition com-

ing off at the same time, no doubt helped to swell

the number.

A largo number of full bred and grade Durham
cows, heifers, and bulls wjre on the ground, as well

as Devoas, Holstein and Alderneys, and one fine Ayr-

shire bull, belonging to A. 11. Mcllvaine. Many of

the Durliams exhibited were descended from the

stock imported into this county somj years ago, by

Joseph Cope and Paschall M irris, and am jng the

cows of this breed, (as well as native stock, were

some very extraordinary milkers. This being a dairy

district, considorablo attention has been paid to this

jarticular, and those familiar with "Guenon's marks

ot chjjsing a Milch C)W," had here a fine opportu-

nity to test the truth of the system. The largest con-

tributor in neat cattle, was A. Bolmir, of West Ches-

ter, who showed over thirty head of cows, heifers,

and two mignilicent Uarham bulls, all of his own

raising. Tnese attracted great attention from their

very fine size, combined with great neatness, and

were highly creditable to his skill as a breeder, and

to the gjneral reputation of this district for superior

stock. He, Pasohall and John Worth, Gerard Cope,

and George Brinton, Jr., were the chief contributors

of Durham stock. The latter had a very fine young

Durham bull, of great promise, whose portrait will

appear in next number of Farm .Journal. Richard

Pirn showed some fine Davons, which received the first

premium, as they did in 1852, at the State fair at

Lancaster. The tine Alderney Bull, figured in Sep-

tember number of Farm -Journal, belonging to Mar-

shall and Francis Strode, attracted much attention,

and received tin first premium. The display of hor-

ses, although not large.embraced somigood animals,

among which, the fine Norman draught horse of S.

Ilolman, was con-ipicuous. In respect to sheep and

swine, the exhibition surpassed either of our State

fairs of 51 & 52, or any county exhibition which has

yet been hold in Ponnsylv.vnia. Chester county has

long bean celebrated above oljier pjrtions of the

State, in these particulars. It was the opinion of

many attending from other counties, that, taking the

whole stock of all kinds into view, the display at our

late fair, has not 3'et been exceeded by those either

of the State or any other county. In agricultural

implem3nts, vogetablj productions, dairy products,

seeds, grain, flour, honey, plants, &3., there was also

a creditable display, though not as largo as there

should have been, or will be hereafter. Chester

county, which has thus led off, may well say to her sis-

ter counties, go and do likewise. An effort will be

made to purchase a suitable lot for future ijccasions,

and erect permanent fixtures. .

Bx'iibition of the York County Agricultural S.)-

clely.

We have had no official information about this

fair, whi ;h will probably be one of the best in ihe

State, and only within a day or two have observe! a

notice of it.

It is to be held on the 5th, Gth and 7th days of Octi -

ber. Passengers will be carried on the Baltimore

& Susquehanna and Cumberland Valley railroads at

liiilf thj usual rates, and articles for exhibition free

of charge. In aldition to fioe stock, and other mat-

ter for which York county has been famous, it is un-

derstood there is also to bo a grand display of fowls,

one exhibitor, (.Vlbertus Welsh,) of York, having 30

coops, some of the kinds not before exhibited, tha

Pearl Bantam Fowls, weighing thirteen ounces the

pair. An adilress is t) delivered by the Hon.

A. L. Hayes, of Lancaster.
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Tioga County.

As nolieeJ in our List number, the proposed meet-

ing to fiirui an Agricullurai Society in this county,

was duly held in the C curt House, at Wellsborough'

September 5th, and organized by calling George M'-

Leod, Ksq., to the chair; a society was regularly

formed, a constituti on adopted, and officers appoint-

ed aa follows:

Presiilent—Daniel L. Slierwood.

A'ice Presidents—T. L, Baldwin, 'William B. Cly.

nier, James Lowrey, Henry P. A^anness, Jas. Knox.
Rec. Sec'ry.—F. E. Smith.

Cur. do. —Jami\s R. Wilson.

Treasurer—John T. Donaldson.

And 2-t members of an Executive Committee. We
are well acquainted in this border county, of Penn'a.

and are surprised such a movement has not been

made before. Iler soil is not only productive for

farming, but she is rich in mineral wealth, and con-

tains in her Blossburg Basin, immense quantities of

the finest Iron, coal, and potter's clay; a railroad con-

nects these with the Now York improvements. Be-

ing personally acquainted with the intelligent Cor-

responding Secretary, an officer on whom much of

the efficiency of such societies depends, we shall ex-

pect a good deal frofti his well known energy and

ability.

Susquehanna County Fair.

The Annual Exhibition and Cattle Show of the

Susquehanna County Agricultural Society, will be

held at Mintrose, ou t!ij 13th inst. Ploughing match

on tliel2th.

This is on; of the m )st spirited of our county So-

cieties. The enterprise and skill of such men as

Judge Jessup,- Messrs. Walker, Drinker, Carmalt,

Ward, Post, and m vny others, have given her quite a

prominence through the Statj, and which Oie famous

crop of corn, raised by our friend Gaorgd Walker, has

tended to increase. We observe also, both at the last

and present S:ate Fair, a promiufii far the best firkin

butter has bjan- awarded to S-irah M. Walker, of

Woodbourne, in that o ninty. AVe hope to be advised

of what is going ou there in ajjrioultural matters.

UniiiU County.

This is one of the finest agricultural counties in Penn-

sylvania, her fertile v.illeys being famous for wheat,

which is the great staple. Tlie excellence of her

soil, early attracted the attention of many farmers

from Chester county, who wore among the original

settlers, and afterwlirds of the Germans, who now
form a considerable portion of the population.

We have been pleased to observe they have late-

ly starte<l an Agricultural Society, which goes into

operation under the most favorable auspices, and

will be highly useful. Through the attention of the

Sacretary, 0. N. Worden, Esq., of Lewisburg, we

have recei\ed a copy of the constitution, which em-

braces in its object, improvement in Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Domestic and Household Arts. Its

officers are,

Jacob Grundy, President,

20 A'^ice Presidents,

Robert H. Lain, Treasurer,

Richard A'. B. Lincoln, Cor. Secretary.

O. N. AA'^orden, Rec. Secretary,

Samuel AVeirich, Librarian,

James P. Ross, Isaac Slenher, H. U. Snyder,

Executive Committee,

as nctieed in another column, the first fair is to

be held at New Berlin, on the 13th and 14th of Oc.

tober. An address is lo be delivered by David Tag-

gart, Esq., of Northumberland, which we are confi-

dent will be a practical and creditable production.

1

Schuylkill County Exhibition.

The second annual exhibiti ;n of the Schuylkill

County Agricultural Exhibition, will commence on
the 18th inst., and continue three days. Articles

for exhibition, consigned to J.J. Paxson, Schuylkill

Haven depot, P. & R. R. R., will be forwarded to the

show grounds, and the Society will be responsible for

any damage that may happen them.

Bei-Iis County Agricultural Exhibition.

The second annual exhibition of the Berks coun-

ty Agricultural Society, will be held in Reading,

on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, the 12th,

13th, and 14th of October. The number of Premi-

ums offered is quite large.

New Castle County, Delaware, Agricultural So-

ciety.

The annual exhibition and cattle show of this so-

ciety, will take place on AVednesday, the 12th of Oc-

tober, the ploughing match on the following day.

The address is to bo delivered by C. P. Ilolcombe,

who has just returned from Europe, and from his

well known ability as well as the fund of informa-

tion recently obtained during his travels abroad, a

highly interesting discourse may be anticipated.

Farm Jourual—Dauble Number fur October,

As intimated some time ago, we issue a double

number this month. AYe shall also issue double

numliers in the two succeeding months, with the

viesv to close the volume with the year, which will

be more satisfactory tj our subscribers, and conve-

ijient in some other respects.

AA'^e have delayed the present issue a few days, so

as to furnish the reports of the State Exliibition at

Pittsburg, and insert all which have reached us at

this date, Gth inst.
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State Poultry Exiiibltlon.

We give below tho premium list of this society for

their first exhibition, which is to bo held in Phila-

delphia, and will no doubt attract a larp;e concourse

of people, and be highly interesting. At a meeting

of the society, held at the Art Union Rooms, on the

r2th instant, James Andrews, Esq., of Darby, was

unanimously elejted President, in place of Col. John

Price Wetherill, deceased,and Dr. William D. Biinc"

kle was unanimously elected Vice President. These

are excellent selections.

In reference to the prosperity of tho society, and

the approaching exhibition, F. G. Wolbert, one of the

Executive Committee, writes us:
—"Our society now

numbers four hundred and six members, and our

arrangements for the exhibition are nearly perfected.

In addition to the show of Poultry, Pigeons and rare

Birds, (which will eclipse any thinj; of the kind ever

got up in this country,) there will bo promenade

concerts nightly in the upper saloon. Our esteemed

member, C. W. Biijider, tenders the use of his cele-

brated hatching machine, so that the curious may
see hatching by artilicial means. Several of our

members are experienced in the art of caponizing,

and will make experiments daily, so that those who
desire may learn tlie science. We hope to have a

visit from our friends during the exhibition."

Iiist of Premiums
To be awaided at the Jir.si r/rand ExJiilnlion of the

State poultry Socieli/ of I'entmylrania, to be held at

(he Chinese Museum Building, Philadelphia, onthe
lid, 23d, 2-4//(. and ibth of November next, 1853.

Object of the Sociel;/.—The promotion of the im-
proved bleeds of Pouhry in the United States.

Class 1 The best pair of imported Fowls of each va-
riety.

" 2 SIIANGIIAES, &c.

No. 1 The best Pair of Buff Shanghae Fowls
" 2 do. White do.
" 3 do. Black do.
" 4 do. Grey do. or Brahma

Pootra, '•

Class 3 do. Cochin China, "

" 4 do. Chittagong, "

" 5 do. Hoang Ho, "

" 6 do. Booby,
" 7 do. Malay, "

" 8 do. Java,
" 9 do. Dominique, •'

" 10 do. Jersey Blue,
" 11 do. Bucks Countv, "

" 12 do. Black Spanish,
" 13 do. Dorking,
" 14 do. Game, "

" 1.5 do. Poland,
" IG do. Native or Dung-Hill,
" 17 do. Bolton Grey or Creole, "
" 18 do. Golden Pheasant, "

" 19 do. Silver do. "

" 20 do. Biintum, '

" 21 do. Silky,
" 22 do. Negro, "

" 23 do. Frizzled, "

" 24 do. Capons, "

" 25 do. Guinea, "

' 20 TURKEYS,
No. 1 For best Wild Turkeys
" 2 do. Domestic "

Class 27 GEESE.
No. 1 For best pair Wild Geese.
" 2 do. Domestic, "

" 3 do. Hong Kong, "

" 4 do. Bremen, '•

" 5 do. Bernicle, "

" G do Swan, "

Class 28 DUCKS.
No. I For best pair Alesbury Ducks.
" 2 do. Common or Puddle "

" 3 do. Muscovy, "

" 4 do. Wild,
" 5 do. Mule,

Class 29 For best display Fancy Pigeons, first pre-

mium $5
2d do. do 2d 2

Class 30 the best display Canary Birds, first pre-

mium, 5

2d do. do. 2d 2

For the best pair of Male and Female of each of tho

above varieties of Fowls, over 1 year of age, first

premium, 5

For tho 2(1 best do. do. 2d. premium, 3

For the best pair under one year of age, first pre-

mium, 4

2d do. do. 2d 2

Any tine specimen, where there is no competition,

may receive an honorary premium, optional with

the Executive Committee.
Persons who have raised the stock they exhibit,

will have a decided preference over all others in com-

petition; and any one desirous of exhibiting Poul-

try, can do so by becoming a memlier, and will ad-

dress tho Board of Managers box 784 Post Office,

Philadelphia.

N. B.—The Society will furnish wire cages for

the display of Poultry and Pigeons; any member,

however, may exhibit in his own cages, provided they

are of a suitable character.

JESSE M. WILLIAMS,
CHARLES K. ENGLE,
G. G. WOLBERT,

Executive Committee.

National exhibition of Imported Blood and Amer-
ican Breeds of Horses.

We have receired a circular and premium list of

the above exhibition, which is to be held at Spring-

field, Mass., October 19, 20, 21, and 22. It has been

gotten up under the ausnices of the United States

Agricultural Society, and is the first of tho kind

which has yet been held in this country. Arrange-

ments have been made with several of the principal

railroads, and others are in progress, by which any

person who shall transport over any of said roads,

and enter a horse for exhibition or premium, shall

receive back the mon ey paid as freight, upon presen-

tation to the proper officers of said roads, of the Re-

cording Seretary's certificate, that such horse or

horses have been duly entered. Horses intended for

exhibition and premium, or for sale, should be en-

tered with the Recording Secretary, 11. S. Nojes, on

or before Satui day, Oct. 15th, 1853. A Board of
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of Judges will be appointed fiom various parts of

the Union, ti^ exxinine all tlie horses enterod, who
will award premiums, to be paid or delivered at the

close of the exhibition. Small entrance fees will be

required. Persons wishing more information will

address, postpaid, William Stowe, Corresponding
Secretary,and general agent of the oxhibition.Spring-

field, Mass.

The premium list is as follows:

LIST OF PREMIUMS.

STALLIONS.

For the best Stallion of 7 years and over,
1st premium
2d do.

3d do.

4th do. a silver goblet valued at
For the bestStalliim of 4years and under 7,

1st premium
"

§100
2d do. 50
3d do. a silver goblet valued at 20

GELDINGS.

For the best gelding of 4 years and over,
1st premium SlOO
2d do. OO
.'id do. 25
4th do a silver goblet valued at 20

BREEDING MARES.

For the best Breeding Mare of 4 years and over,
1st premium SlOO
2d do. .50

3d do. 2.5

4th do. a silver goblet valued at 20

S200
100
,10

25

BREEDING MARES WITH FOAL BY THEIR SIDE.

1st premium
2d do. a silver goblet valued at

$50
25

M.ATCnED HORSES.

For the best span of Matched Horses of 4 years and
over,

Ist premium $100
2d do. 50
3d do 25
4th do. a silver goblet valued at 20

FANCY HORSES.

For the best span of Fancy Horses of 4 years and
over,

Ist p emium $100
2d do. 50
3d do. a silver goblet valued at 25

COLTS.

For the best Stallion of 3 years old.
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GS,) I will relate that wliicli now stands on historic

veconi. A few years ajco, Amasa Turner ami Seih

JiiffersoH, of Mantua, Ohio, measured the shelled

corn raised on an acre lielunf^ini; to Seth Harmon,
Esq., and found it to be lOS liushels and 21 rjuarts—

in 1835 Mr. Asliael Renwick of Pickw.iy co., Ohio,

raised 5G00 liushels on 40 acres, boinj!; 140 bushels

to the acre. In the same state, John Lou^.'^hry, ot

Adams CO., raised 1500 bushels of shelled c.rn on

eleven acres, being over 130 bushels per a^re. In

our state, Joshua Evans, raised in Washington Co.,

680 bushels en five acres, being 110 bu.-^hels per acre;

Mr. Pasehall Morris, near West Chester, i hester

CO., in 1845, raised 101 bushels and 3 pecks per acre

for 10 acres. In Dunham, Conn., in 1844 Mr. Wads-
worth raised a crop of shelled corn on \ of an acre,

at the rate (pf 151 bushels a id 18 qts. per acre. In

Now York S ate, Mr. J. F. Jones, of Sullivan co.,in

1849, raised over 195 bushels of ears per acre; Wil-

liam II. Crawford, same Co., in the same year, raised

lOOJ- bushels shelled corn per acre; Mr. Stevens of

Iloboken raised over 118 bushels per acre; in Che-

nango CO., in 1831, Mr. B. Butler, raised 140 bushels

from one acre; in 1840, W. Ingals of Oswego co.,

raised 154 bu>hels cm an acre; B. Bradley, Bloom-
field CO., in 1841, raised 232 bushels, on 2 acres; in

1''42, Cayuga co., Mr. .Samuel I'helps raised 122
bushels on one acre; in the same year Wilcox, of

Saratoga, raised 132 liushels of shelled corn per acre;

Mr. Jahes Burroughs of Chat:ii|ue eo., in 1840, ub
tained a premium for a crop of 114 bushels and 32
lbs. of shelled corn per acre. The Messrs. Pratts of

Easton, in 1822, obtained from 3 acres, a crop of

517i bushels of shelled corn, a little over 172 bush-

els per acre; and the next year they raised from 4

acre , G80 bushels or 170 bushels per acre; Mr. Wil-

niarth of Taunton, (Mass.) in i825 raised 142 bush-

els on an acre; and in the same state. Leonard Hill,

Esq., of Plymouth, in 1823 raised 139 bu-hels of

shelled corn per acre, for which he received the pre-

mium. In New Hampshire, Mr. R. Lamprey, of

Moultonborough, in 1839, raised 131 bushids on an
acre; and the same year, same state, P. V. Pillsbury

of Tufton borou;;h, raised 130 bushels on one acre.

In Boorlion co., Kentui'.ky, Mr. George W. Williams,

in 1840, raised 159 2-9 bushels per acre; and Mr.
Young of the same state in the same year, raised

over 190 bushels per acre: and J. Myers, Esq., of

Canton, Ohio, raised 1352 bushels of corn on seven
acres, being a little over 193 bushels per a re.

If you think the above worthy a place in the col-

nms of y ur paper, you are at liberty to insert it; if

not, reject it. Yours,
F. M. BABCOCK.

In addition to the above, we find it stated in the

"(ienesee Farmer," for the present month, that six

different counties in Ohio awarded premiums on
twenty-five acres i^f corn hist year, whos! average
product was 127 bushels per acre. The largest yield

was in Stark county, two acres producing 320 bush-
els, or 103 per acre.

—

/Susquehanna Register.
*%*•

Strawberry Questiun.

Our present number contains a long article on this

vexed question, almost sufficient of itself to form a

treatise. Having promised the author space for

another hearing, we ould not well decline j)ublish-

ing it, which we should h.avc dune had we been a,i-

priscd of its great length.

The imp)rtince of tho ubject to practical farmers

will not warrant the use of so much space, particu-

larly as it has now been narrowed down to a mere

abstract point. It seems to be admitted all around,

that a bed of pistillate varieties will not produce a

lull crop without the presence of staminates. This

is n ot the question at issue, but wdiether, iindcr any

circumslances. a pistillate plant will vary its prevail-

ing characteristics, be liable to become staminate or

j

perfect, and produce fniit. On the one side it is con-

tended this is impossible, and as unnatural as for a

cow to turn into a bull, the pistillate or other pecu-

liarity being the/ia-tii law oi its nature—its true nor-

mal condition. By fruit, in this connection, we un-

derstand to be meant what is usually called the fruit

of the strawberry, (the receptacle containing the

seed,) and n ot the seed itself, which is the real fruit.

Leaving the fact, or otherwise, of this in the case of

the stra wberry, analogy would seem to settle it as nei-

ther imposs-ibleoriniprobable. TbeMaclura,adiceciou8

plant, produces the osage orange apple, or receptacle

con taining imperfect seed, many miles away from any

staminate influence, and as Dame Nature is usually

a consistent old lady, what she docs once she may do

again

.

Neither will it be denied that the strawberry plant,

in its normal condition, has perfect flowers, and there

are very mitny analagous cases, of plants under a

change of circumstances, reverting back to, or vary-

ing from their original character. This is no new

fact in vegetable Physiology.

But when the very foremost champion of the fixed

sexuality of the strawberry plant, voluntarily comes

forward over his own signature, and gives up the

ipliole case, and <d his own aecmd knocks away every

prop of the platform on which be and his friends

have been contending, there is surely no use in fur-

ther discussion in the Farm Journal or any where

else.

N. Longworth, in a late number of the Western

Horticultural Review,concludes an article as follows:

"A; Longworth's Prolific (which is hermaphrodite)

produces a ch.anee pistillate blossom, I see no reason

for saying that there may not be a pistillate bearing

an occasional hermaphrodite or staminate blos.som."

This admission covers the whole ground, and is ex-

actly whatT. Meehan has been assailed for asserting.

One remark further, in conclusion, which simple jus-

tice to him seems to require. It is insinuated, and

indeed directly asserted, that he had seen the article

by W.D. before penning his own, and had copied the

ideas from it. On the contrary, being accidentally

on a visit to West Chester, he informed us that ho

had forwarded his article to the Horticulturist, and

th is was before the i.ssue of the number of the Farm

Journal containing W. D.'s essay. That their views

should have been identical, is no more strange than

that the views of scientific men should happen to

ag rec on a scientific qucstiim when they are 2000

miles apart, and had never met.
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Sale of Eari Ducie's Stock.

Although matter lias accumulated on hand
just previous to closing our edition, particularly in

I'elation to the State Fair, we cannot refrain from

gratifj'ing the anxiety of many of our readers, in re-

lation to this great sale of stock, which exceeds all

hitherto known in England. It will be observed that

some of the best, and indeed the highest priced ani-

mals are coming to America. Duchess 04, a red cow
four years old, being purchased by J. Thorne of New
York, for 600 guineas ; a roan heifer throe years old,

Duchess 60, for 700 guineas, for Messrs. Morris &Be-
oar, of New York, for wliom also it was understood

the best bull, "Duke of Gloster," was knocked off for

050 guineas to Mr. Tanqueray, who is to use him one

year before delivering him up. We annex the cata-

logue of sale, below, with the single remark that

the.se remarkable prices are considered in England

no mere fictitious valuations, but bona fide and in"

trinsic evidences of the skill, science and success

with which the late Earl had bred his herd, and which

was thus appreciated by the most intelligent breeders

in England present at the sale. Every one interested

in stock will be anxious to hear of their safe arrival

in the United States.

COWS AND HEIFERS.
TDE FiatTRES REFER TO COATEs's HERD BOOK.

Lot 1. "Bes.sy," roan, calved January 11, 1840;
got by Helicon, 2107, dam Beeswing, by Sir Thom-
as, 2636. Hon Mr. Morto.\, 40 guineas.

Lot 2. "Stella," roan, calved April 1.3, 1841; got
by Rockingham, 2550, dam Starville, by Young Soa-

GuU, 5100. Mr. Nibbet, 35 guineas.

Lot 3. "Challenge," red and white, calved March
4, 1843

;
got by Morpeth, 7254, dam Cleopatra, by

Helicon, 2107. Mr. Nthbet, 44 guineas.

Lot 4. "Duchess 55th." red, calved October 31,

1844; got by Fourth Duke of Northumberland, 3640,
dam Duchess 38th, by Norfolk, 2377.

Mr. Tanqueray, 50 guineas.

Lot 5. "Victoria," roan, calved April 20, 1845;
§ot by Second Duke of York, 5959, dam Rachel, by
ir Thomas, 7510. Sir. Allen, 44 guineas.

Lot 0. "Princess Fairfax," ro.an, calved October 3,

1845; f;ot by Lord Adolphus Fairfax, 4249, dam
I'rincess Royal, by Thick (lock, 0001.

Mr. Grenfield, 77 guineas.

Lot 7. "Nonsuch," white, calved November 1,

1845 ;
got by Duke of Cornwall, 5947, dam Nina, by

Velocipede, 5552. Lord Burlington, 50 guineas.

Lot 8. "Chaff" red an<l white, calved February
14, 1840; got by Duke of Cornwall, 594g, dam
Challenge, by Morpeth, 7254.

Colonel KiNGSCOTE, 42 guineas.

Lot 9. "Minstrel," red roan, calved March 14,

1846; got by Count Conr.ad, 3510, dam Magic, by
SVallaoo, 5586. Mr. Tanqueray. 100 guineas.

Lot 10. "Oxford 6th," red, calved November 6,

1846; got by Second Duke of Northumberland,3646,
dam 0.'ilurd"2d, by Short Tail, 2621.

Mr. Tanqueray, 205 guineas^

Lot 11. "Duchess 59th," roan, calved November
21, 1817; got by Second Duke of Oxford, 9046, dam

Duchess 56th, by Second Duke of Northumberland,
3646. Mr. Jonathan Thorne, 350 guineas.

Lot 12, "Mantilla," red and white, calved Novem-
ber 22, 1847; g"t by Cramer, 0907, dam Minerva, by
Helicon, 2107. Mr. Folgaube, 110 guineas.

Lot 13. "Virginia," white, calved February 6,

1848; got by Petrarch, 7329, dam Victoria, by
Second Duke of York, 5959.

Mr. Hall, 75 guineas.

Lot 14. "Pomp," white, calved April 3, 1848; got

by Duke of Cornwall, 5947, dam Princess Royal, by
Thick Hock, 0601. Mr. Grenfield, 05 guineas.

Lot 15. "Louisa," roan, calved July 12, 1848; got
by Cramer, 0907, dam Lady Bird, by Cato, 6836.

Mr. Langston, 78 guineas.

Lot 16. "Beatrice," red, calved August 1, 1848;
got by Cramer, 6907, dam Bessy, by Helicon, 2107.

Mr. Grenfield, 87 guineas.

Lot 17. "Chaplet," roan, calved April 6, 1849; got

by Usurer, 9703, dam Chaff, by Duke of Cornwall,
5947. Mr. Langston, 54 guineas.

Lot 18. "Vietorine," red and white, calved' July
4, 1849; got by Usurer, 9763, dam Victoria, by Sec-

ond Duke of York, 5959.

Mr. Grenfield, 46 guineas.

Lot 19. "Horatia," red, calved July 27, 1849; got

by Usurer, 9763, dam Fair Helen, by Petrarch, 7329.

, 30 guineas.

Lot 20. "Duchess 04th." red, calved August 10,

1849 ; got by Second Duke of Oxford, 9046, dam
Duchess 55th, by Fourth Duke of Northumberland,
3649. Mr. Jonathan Thorne, 600 guineas.

Lot 21. "Oxford Utli," red roan, calved Angu,st

23, 1849; got by Fourth Duke of York, 10107, dam
Oxford 6th, by Second Duke of Northumberland,
3640. Mr. Tanqueray, 250 guineas.

Lot 22. "Florence," roan, calved October 12, l.'^49;

got by Usurer, 9763, dam Florentia, by Zenith, 5703.

Mr. PtoBiNSON, 02 guineas.

Lot 23. "Fatima," red and white, calved Novem-
ber 27, 1849; got by Victor, 8739, dam Fenella, by
Ilumber, 7102. Mr. Carr, 70 guineas.

Lot 24. "Jlystery," red, calved May 24, 1850 ; got

by Usurer, 9763, dam Minstrel, by Count Conrad,

3510. Mr. Tanqueray, 200 guineas.

Lot 25. "Boddice," red, calved June 29. 1850 : got

by Usurer, 9763, dam Bessy, by Helicon, 2107.

Mr. Jonas Webb, 115 guineas.

Lot 26. "Flourish," white, calved October 21,1850;

got by Usurer, 9763, dam Florentia, by /enith, 5702.

Mr. Rich, 71 guineas.

Lot 27. "Duchess 66th," rich roan, calved October

25, 1850 ; got by Fourth Duke of York, 10107, dam
Duchess 55th, by Fourth Duke of Northumberland,
3049. Messrs. Morris & Becar, 700 guineis.

Lot 28. "Victory," white, talved November 25,

1850; got by Usurer, 9703, dam Victoria, by Sec-

ond Duke of York, 5959.

Mr. Braithr'aite, 80 guineas.

Lot 29. "Chintz," roan, calved January 24, 1851;
got by Usurer, 9703, dam Chaff, by Duke of Corwall,

5947. Mr. Grenfield, 70 guineas.

Lot 30. "Finance," roan, calved April 20, 1851;

got by Usurer, 9703, dam Fudge, by Buchan Hero,

3238. MiCCrawby, 90 guineas.

Lot 31. "China," roan, calved December 25, 1851;
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E;ot by Fourth duke of York, 10107, dam Cliaff, by
Duke of Cornwall, 5U47.

Lord Feversuam, 90 guineas.

Lot .^2. "Bodkin," red and white, calved February
•12, 1852; got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam
Beatrice, by Cramer, 0907.

Mr. RoBi.vsox, 56 guineas.

Lot 3.3. "Lucy," white, calved March 19, 1852, got

by Usurer, 9763, dam Louisa, by Cramer, 6907.

Mr. H.4LL, 40 guineas.

Lot 34. "Hornet," roan, calved April 16, 1852;
got by Contract, 10071, damlloratia, by Usurer,9763.

Lord Howe, 43 guineas.

Lot 35. "Duchess 67th," white, calved May 16,

1852 ;
got by Usurer, 9703, dam Duchess 59th, by

Second Duke of O'sford, 9046.

Mr. GuNTER, 350 guineas.

Lot 36. "Parliament," roan, calved June 5, 1852,
got by Fourth Duke of York, 10107, dam Pomp, by
Duke of Cornwall, 5947. —

, 50 guineas.

Lot 37. "Oxford 15th," red, calved June 12, 1852;
got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, d.am Oxford6th,
by Second Duke of Northumberland, 3646.

Lord BuRLiNGTo.v, 200 guineas.

Lot 38. "Bibby," white, calved August 21, 1852
;

got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam Bessy, by
Helicon, 2107. , 51 guineas.

Lot 39. "Pride," roan, calved September 6, 1852;
got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam Pr.ncess
Fairfax, by Lord A. Fairfax, 4249.

f Mr. Grenfield, 105 guineas.

L)t 40. "Duchess 6Sth," red, calved September 13,
1Sj2; g(jt by Duke of Gl.jster, 11382, dam Duchess
04th, by Second Duke of Oxf.jrd, 9040.

Mr. Jonathan Thorne, 300 guineas.

Lot 41. "Chance," red and white, calved January
0,1833; got by Duke of Gloster, 11382, dam Chap-
let, by Usurer, 9703.

Mr. Robinson, 50 guineas.

Lot 42. "Violet," red, calved February 26, 1853
;

got by Fourth Duke of York, 10107, dam Victoria,
by Second Duke of York, 5959.

Mr. Bathrop, 48 guineas.

Lot 43. "Snowdrop," white, calved February 26,
1853

; got by Fourth Duke of York, 10107, dam
Science, by Sir I'homas Fairfax, 5196.

Lord Spencer, 120 guineas.

Lot 44. "Duchess 69th," white, calved March 19,

1853; got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam
Duchess 59th, by Second Duke of Oxford, 9046.

Mr. Tanqueray, 400 guineas.

Lit 45. "Lizzy," red and white, calved April 29,
1853; got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam
Louisa, by Cramer, 0907.

Mr. Grenfeild, 81 guineas.
Lot 46. "Oxford 16th," red roan, calved May 17,

1853
_;
got by Fourth Duke of Yors, 10107, dam Ox-

ford 6th, by Second Duke of Northumberland, 3040.
Mr. Tanijlerav, 180 guineas.

Lot 47. "Duchess 70th," red and white, calved Ju-
ly 8, 1853; got by Duke of Gloster, 11382, damDuch-
esaOOth, by Fourth Duke of York, 10107.

Mr. GuNTER, 310 guineas.

BULLS.
Lot 1. "Duke of Gloster," 11382, red, calved Sep-

tember 14, 1850; got by Grand Duke, 10284, dam
Duchess 59th, by Second Duke of Oxford, 9046.

Mr. Tanqueray, 050 guineas.

Lot 2. "Fourth Duke of York," 18 107, roan, calved
December 22, 1850

;
got by Second Duke of Oxford,

9046, dam Duchess 51st, by Cleveland Lad, 3407.

Mr. R. Bell, 500 guineas,

Lots. "Cornwall," white, calved May 30,1852;
got by Contract, 10071, dam Nonsuch, by Duke of
Cornwall, 5947. Mr, Mace, 01 guineas.

Lot 4. "Uncle Tom," white, calved June 15, 1852;
got by Fourth Duke of York, 10107, dam Ursula, by
Usurer, 9703. Mr. Saunders, 37 guineas.

Lot 5. "Vampire," ro.an, calved July 18, 1852
; got

by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam Viotorine, by
Usurer, 0763. , 120 guineas.

Lot 6. "Franklin," red, calved October 20, 1852
;

got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam Fatima, by
Victor, 8739. , 80 guineas.

Lot 7. "Cheltenham, red and white, calved Decem-
ber 18, 1852; got by Duke of Gloster, 11382, dam
Chaff, by Duke of Cornwall, 5947.

IMr. Hilton, 125 guineas.

Lot 8. "Florian," white, calved December 28,1852;
got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam Fiorentia,

by Zenith, 5702. , 58 guineas.

Lot 9. "Fifth Duke of Oxford," red, calved March
6, 1853; got by Duke of Gloster, 11382, dam Oxford
11th, by Fourth Duke of York, 10107.

Lord Feversham, 300 guineas.

Lot 10. "Qloucestei," red and white, calved April
3, 1853; got by Duke? of Gloster, 11382, dam Bea-
trice, by Cramer, 0907.

Lord FEVERsnAM, 120 guineas.

Lot 11. "Fr.ancisco," roan, calved April 30, 1853;
got by Fourth Duke of York, 10167, dam Florence,
by Usurer, 9703.

Marquis op Exeter, 150 guineas.

Lot 12. "Norman," white, calved May 8, 1853

;

got by Fourth Duke of York, 19107, dam Nonsuch
by Duke of Cornwall, 5947.

Mr. Robinson, 100 guineas.

Lot 13. "Marquis," rod and white, calved -June 14,
1853

;
got by Duke of Gloster, 11382, dam Mantilla,

by Cramer, 0907. , 75 guineas.

For llie Farm Journal.

Making and Saving Manure,

By J. S. Houghton, M. D., Philadelphia.
To the Editor of the Farm .Journal:

—

Dear Sir:—After all that has been

written, said and published, on the subject of ila-

king and Saving Manure, it is painful to see what
utter neglect prevails among people who ought to

know better, of the very first principles of this art,

A short time ago, I travelled through several coun-

ties in the interior of Pennsylvaniiv, and observed,

almost everywhere, the fine barns of the farmers

perched upon a side-hill, and the barn-yard drained

into some neighboring stream. A week or two since,

I visited a fine Seed Garden and Horticultural es-

tablishment, near Dunkirk, Now York, and there

saw several large manure heaps, so located as to

form a large duck-pond of black, ammonical liquor,

in cavities of the ground near them, containing, I

suppose, several hundred barrels of liquid manure,

worth at least two cents per pint. The manure heaps,
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from wliicli this fluid had dr lined, were, at the same

time, 80 dried up and heated, fur want of moisture,

that they were upon the inside, burnt to a wliite

powder, or aJics. The ammonia, and even the or-

}i;anic matter, had been evaporated or consumed in

the intense combustion that had talicn phvco, and all

for want of the very drainaj;p in which the ducks

were fishing fur worms.

Now if farmers will practice no other book-farm-

ing, it seems to me that they cannot bo afraid to a-

dopt a few simple and reasonable rules for the prop-

er preservation of manure, and the increase of the

heap, to say nothing of making manure by artificial

means. With this view, I will note down a few plain

tiirectiuns for saving niJinure.

1st.—Xevcr lot manure be spread over a large sur-

face of ground, unless it be covered with clay, or

muck. It is much b etter to scrape up the contents

of the barn-yard, frequently, and put the manure

irto a heap, than to let it lie spread out, and exposed

to sun, air, rain, .and wind. If the yard is small,

and a deep layer of mu ik, clay or coarse material

bo thrown in, for the cattle to walk over, and to ab-

.sorb liquids, it may answer; but even then, unless

the whole yard he covered by a shed, it would be

better to throw the manure into a pile

2nd.—When stable manure is phaced in a heap, to

remain any great length of time, there should al-

M-ays be layers of clay, or old black l.iam, or ch.ar-

coal, placed between layers of manure, to keep the

manure from heating too much, and to absorb thegas-

es generatfd by the infallible decomposition, orrot-

tcning that must ensue. The top of the heap

should also bo covered with loam or clay.

3rd.—The manure heap should bo kept con.stantly

moist, or wet, at all seasons, but never so wet as to

show dra nage; or if it should drain, the fluids which

pass off should be caught in a hogshead or cistern,

and thrown biokupon tlio heap. A cistern and

chain pump, placed near the heap, upon the lowest

hole, will enable the farmer tn pump back the drain-

ngo as fjist as it appears.

•4th.—The manure heap should be covered, so as

not to bo affected by sun, wind or rain. If too dry,

water should be added to it.

5th,— If the heap heats too much, or smokes, .and

shows that ammonia is evaporating, throw upon the

heap a barrel of water, into which you have put one

quart of oil of vitrei. This will chock the too rapid

decomposition, reduce the heat, and prevent the es-

cape of ammonia. The vitrol is worth its cost, as a

manure, independent of any other effect.

6th.—If the heap does not heat suiBciently, and

much of the material is coarse, and requires rotting

to make it tit for use, (especially in cold weather)

make several holes in the heap, with a stake, and

pour in some hot lye, or hot potash water, (strong)

I
a nd you will soon have a fine heat. You will not be

likely to use too much.

7th. If your manure smokes when you are moving it,

you may stop the smoke, and prevent the loss of

much valuable material (ammonia or hartshore.) by

wetting the heap with oil of vitriol and water, .--ay

one quart to a barrel of water. Or, you may turn

the heap a few days before using it, and sprinkle in

a quantity of Plaster of Paris, which is Sulphate of

Lime, or Oil of Vitrol and Lime.

8th. Oreen weeds, ifee., are best rotted in acompost

heap, with clay or loam, instead of in the bog pen.

Much valuable material is lost hy exposing green

vegetable matter in an open hog pen. If you add

one bushel of salt to every fiur horse loads of

weeds, you will kill the seeds, and prevent the ma-

nure from making the land foul. The salt should be

added after the weeds are well rotted, not when they

are first put into the heap.

This much for m aking and saving manure by plain

and simple moans, adapted to the use of plain farm-

ers. In another article I may present some methods

of making man ores of coarse and cheap materials,

by artificial means, which are considered by scien-

tific farmers worth knowing. I made eight hundred

horse loads last year, on a very barren farm, in New
Jersey, where' probably not raor:; than fifty loads had

ever been made before. I kept only two horses in

my stable, and four cows which were not tied up, be-

cause there were no accommodations for them.

Philadelphia, Sept. 17, 185o.

<••

Right ISducatiou of Horses.

That Horses may be educated will not appear
strange to those who have closely observed the iutel- . J
ligfnce often manifested by thatiroblc animal.

Thu present remarks are designed to give some in

formation in relation to the rearing and treatment of

j'oung horses, not so much, however, with reference

to their food and drink, as to their quietness and do-

cility.

That there is a difference in ihe temp.r and dispo-

sition of dilferent horses, is not denied: but at the

same time it is averred that where a horse is so vici-

ous or unmanageable as to render him unsafe in the

harness, it is chargealile in aliH:is( every iniiance to

tlie treatment lie has formerly received.

Training of colts shouhi commence when tliey are

about three months old, so as t.i have them become
familiar with the family before they arc taken from

the dam. Some colts are inclined to use their heels

rather too freely; in such cases great care is niees-

s.ary. They should be approached carefully, and
caressed and curried, and they will soon submit to

have their feet taken up and handled witiiout resist- ,

ance; and this will aid in quieting them while being

shod, as the horse seldom torgets what ho baa unco

learned.

A common method of weaning colts is to take

them to some back lot, an 1 place a heavy yoke or

"poke" on the neck, which they are compelled to

wear for several weeks until their spirits are com-
pletely broken, and become more or less 'ewc-nccked',

from which defect they rarely recover. Another
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motbod, but little less objeetionable, is to shut them
in the stable; hut this dues not learn them to rcipr.fl

afciice in the least. Now the bettor way, and the

one that the writer has praeticed with uriitorm sue-

,

teas, is the following:—Prepare a yard, (if it contains

an aere or more, so m\ii\\ the better,) having a strong

high fence, so high that the colt cannot possibly leap
j

over it—from six to seven feet will be sufficient^

and let the materials of which the fence i- composed
bo the same as those enclosing the Held where the

colt is in future to be kept—-either ivall, boards, or

rails, as the case may be^-and place him there with-

out any artiScial ap]jenda<;e whatever, and let him
understand that it. i.i (he fence alone that prci^^ah liis

escape. He should be generously fed, and also have

a shed to which he can retire at pleasure. After he

has been sulidued in this way, he may l>e turned into

any tield h.avimj a fence of the same kind, and of or-

dinary height, and ho will not attempt to break over.

Even the most spirited horse brought up in this way
cannot be induced to leap aicnce lour and a half feet

high.

The practical benefits of the above plan arc great.

In passing through the country, one is pained to see

80 many noble looking horses shackled and hamper-
ed in every conceivable way that in^'^nuity can in-

vent, much to their detriment in putting on flesh,

to say nothing of the perplexity and trouble to the

owner in adjusting the trappings every time the beast

is turned out or taken up, and all for the want of a

little care during the lirst year,—for it is eminently
true in this case that an ounce of prevention is worth

a pound oi cure.

There are many horses not "true," or reliable, in

the harness, having the habit to stop or walk, especi-

ally at the foot of a '-ill ; this is caused by having
been at some time overloaded, and perhaps unmerci-
fully beaten. Neighbor A. has a beautiful span of

bays three years old, that he has been breaking in

the past winter; he wishes to haul some rails from
the farther side of the farm, and as the colts have be-

come tolerably "handy," he puts on nearly a full

load, which they manage very well until they coma
to a "hard spot," and there they atop. The driver

looks at the load, then looks at the hor.ses; they are

nearly as large as the old team,—he known they can
draw it, and is determined they shall. So he com-
mences beating and p(mnding the poor animals until

he is nearly worried out, when he throws off his

load and goes home with loss of both time and tem-
per, and the horses damaged to the amount of twen-

ty-five dollars each.

Now it is f(uite probable that they had .itremjlh

enough to draw the load in q\u'stion, but they had
not sufficient practice; they did not know how to ap-

ply their strength, and did not work in concert. Tliey

should have been made to draw only light loads for

a long time, and then by increasing the weight grad-

ually, as their strength and experience increases,

they can be made to do all th" work they are capable
of doing, and will always work kindly, and may be

depended on under all circumstances.

—

Tlie Wool
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and other ornaindntil uses, columns, Ac. It is evi-

dently the sam; as the Potom ic marble, or calcare*

ous c3nglom;rate rock, of which the columns are

made in the II ill of the House nf Representatives'

at Washington. Ai it appears to lie abumSint in that

vicinity, we rather wondjr it is not more used for

ornamental purposes.

Potomac Marble in Berks County,

One of our friends recently picked up, along the

turnpike, a few miles .south-east of Reading, a speci-

men of marble,there called the 'all sorts,' and burnt as

limestone, for agricultural purposes. lie has had it

polished in West Chester, which it takes beautifully,

and would make an elegant article for mantel pieces,

Work for the Muuth.

Vegetable 0.\rdem:—T owards the latter part of

the month, cabbage, cauliflower and lettuce sown

last month may bo transplanted into frames, to bo

kept through the winter, for which purpose procure

I:oards about one foot wide, of the recpiisi te length to

hold the desired number of plants and to suit the

sash, and arrange them in any sheltered situation.

They should be nailed to short posts at the four cor-

ners, and be one foot high at the back, and about six

inches in front. Shutters or straw mats should be

provided to guard against extreme cold. Bank up
the earth on the outside of the frame. Plants kept

in this way should have air through the winter on all

ti.ie days, so as to harden them by exposure. If kept

too warm they will continue growing and become
tender. Continue earthing up celery on fine and dry

d lys. T lin out growing crops of spinach and kale-

Clean and dress beds of aromatic herbs by cutting

out decayed stems, and digging between such as will

admit of it. II the ground is poor, top dress with

rotten manure. Onicms, if not already planted,

should be set out to make offsets for early spring use.

Seed of rhubarlj may now bo sown. Dig up horse-

radish for use as wanted. Collect pumpkins and

winter squashes. Take up potatoes and stow away
in bins in cellar. Collect all cabbage stumps and

other refuse stuff from gr ound now vacant, and haul

to pig pens or compost heap. If the soil is at .all

stiff, it should bo dugor ploughed up deeply before

the approach of winter.

Flower Garden.—All plants that arc ten.acious of

frost should be attended to the early part of thin

month, and get ready for winter qu.arters; all plants

intended to flower in the window should be potted

immediately and placed in a close frame and shaded

from the sun, for a short time, to take fresh root.

When they have become established give air freely.

Sow flower seeds on a south border the early part of

this mcmlh, to remain out over winter. The following

are suitable for that purpose :—Candytuft in variety;

Clarkias do.. Gillies do., dwT German Larkspur,

Erysimum Perofskianum, Escholzia C'alifornica,

Coreopsis Bicolor. When hard weather sets in, these

should be covered with dry leaves or long litter. Tu-

lips, Hyacinths, &e., should be planted now to ensure

I success in blooming. The soil mu st be rich. If the

I

soil in the bed is naturally poor, it will be best 'to

I

take it out and fill in with good soil to the depth of

' a foot. PI mt the bulbs in rows nine incl'.os wide.
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four inches apart in the rows, aad from three to four

in depth. It makes a very pretty bed if crocuses and
8U0VV drops are planted around the bed, next to the

edging, hyacinths next, and tulipj in the centre. On
the approach of hard weather the bed should be cov-

ered with several inchc-i of leaves. Mow grass plats.

After they are cleared they would bo much improved

by being Well rolled; treated in this w.iy thoy Would

look well the remainder of the season.

Faru.—Rye should be sown in this month, so as

to become well established before Winter. Potato

ground should be cleared as early as practicable,

for this crop or lat3 wheat. An after top dressing

of short manure or super phosphate of lime may be

applied, to avoid the delay of hauliug manure frop?

the barn yard. Use plenty of gras.s seed, not less

than five quarts of timothy, to be followed by clover

in the spring. In husking corn, stleot the largest

and best ears for seed, and particularly where there

are two on a stalk. Continued care in this respect

for a few years will be well repaid. Corn for seed

should be laid away on a shelf by itself, or suspended

by the husks from the rafters, secure from mice.

Corn in the crib is apt to heat if either husked too

soon, before being well cured in the shock, or not

properly culled. The sound corn should first be gath-

ered from the heaps, and tlio cuUings afterwards

placed by themselves tor fall feoiiing to the stook.

The economy of feeding all the nubbins or uuripocorn

to the fattening hogs is rather dubious, where the ob-

ject is to prepare them early fur the butcher. Sound

corn, in the ear, previously subjected to the boiling or

steeping process, in a farmer's portable boiler, would

be found more profitable. Every farmer should have

one of these about his premises, which can be set

wherever most convenient, and should be used for

corn, small potatoes, beets, &c. The real value of

these for stock is only developed bv boiling, and at

this season of the year, when refuse vegetables are

so abundant, the expense would bo twice paid before

Christmas. The profit of cooked over uncooked food

is no longer an open question.

If there is leisure, plough up.this fall,corn ground

for next season. Sink the plough up to the beam,

and follow with the sub-soil. A cheap vrny to get a

new farm every year is to plough a little deeper. On
many farms the sub-soil has not been disturbed for a

century, and when turned up to the meliorating in-

fluence of the atmosphere, will be found often to ts
abounding in inorganic or mineral wealth, and capa-

ble of assimilation by the growing crops. The earth

taken out from the bottom of a dopp well and spread

on the surface, is an illustration of the immense loss

from shallow ploughing. Every farmer, almost, has

observed the benefit of such an application.

Horses and oxen are generally in better order for

hard work now, than in the spring.

At leisure times collect leaves, soil from headlands,

coarse grass, &c., and place convenient tjbarn yarda

for use during winter.

tlST OF PATEJfT CLAIMS
Issued from the United States Patent Ofllce.

Crow Kti.i.ERS—By N. J. Tilghnian, of Salisburv,
Md.^I claim the comlnnation of the dart, helical

spring, sliding rest, or head, attached to the triggers

and the dog, with the hollow post in which it is

placed.

Proce.ss of Flourixo.—Re-issue—By D. P. Bon-
nell, of Tecumseh, Michigan.—Patented originally

Aug. 14, 1.^19.— [ claim the process of grinding the
offal of grain, immediately after it has passed from
the bolts, cotemporaneous with the first flouring;

and by the continuous operation of the machinery
adapted to said process, as set forth, for the purpose
of increasing the quantity and improving the quali-

ty of the superfine, or other flour.

Meat Tkxderers—By Wm. Beach, of Philadel-
phia, Pa.^I claim forming a meat maul for the pur-
pose designed, by securing to one end of an oblong
handle a series of rows of tapered teeth of the form
described, oast on a plate or driven singly into the
wood, as may be desired.

MiCHINBS FOR PREPABI^^G SpOKE TlUBER—'By A,
W Graheart, of BeallsviUe, Ohio.—•[ claim the ar-

rangement of the adjustable bed, the bridle or clamp,
the sliding guide or gauge, and foot lever, for the

purpose set forth.

Drvu'UIT Apparatus of Seed Planters—^By

Jacob Murama, of Mt. Joy, Pa.— I claim the combi-
nation of a tongue, having motion vertically and
laterally, with the directing and suppor ing wheel,

as set forth.

Hiij.-Side Plows—'By W. H. Babbit, of Waynes-
burgh, Pa.—I claim constructing and arranging
head in the hinge which connects the beam of the

plow with the upright, so as to lock said hinge by
means of a bolt l)efore the pivot of said hinge, and
by a lever behind said pivot, for the purposes of ma- '

king the bearings in said hinge adjustable, as set

forth.

Seed Planters—By G. W. Brown, of Tylervillei

111. Ante-dated Feb. 2, 1853. I claim, first, the os-

cillating horizontal wheels, or distributors, in the

bottom of the hoppers, having slots and holes of va-

rious sizes, in combination with the stationary caps

and pins for the discharge of different kinds and quan-
tities of seeds, as set forth.

Second, I also claim the arrangement of the cov-

ering rollers, mounted as described, and performing

the purpose of covering the seed, elevating the cut-

ters, in turning round, and also in adjusting them to

different depths, as set forth.

CoRV Shellf.rs—By E. L. Mills of Rochester De-
pot, Ohio.— I claim reducing the larger ears of corn

to be shelled to a nearly uniform size with the small-

er ones, by passing the whole through between a
toothed cylinder .and concave, whore the large ears

are caught .and partially reduced or operated upon
preparatory to their passing with the smaller ones

through between a second cylinder and concave,when
the entire operation of shelling and separating takes

place, as described.

WiKNOWERS^By L. S. Ingraham, of Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio.- I claim the stair or fluted screen, con-

structed as set forth.
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JSS~ To the Patrons of the Farm Jourual. -^^

The increase in the circulation of the Farm Jour-

nal, and in the duties of its business department

since the removal of its publication to West Chester,

have been such as to require the unremitted atten-

tion and supervision of one person—a desideratum

which could not have been attained under the late

arrangement. To effect this, one of the late firm

—

J. M. Meredith—purchased the respective shares of

Messrs. Bowen and Spangler in the establishment, and

will hereafter give his time and attention exclusively

to the business department of the Journal. Discard-

ing visionary theories, and relying upon the test of

practical experience, the publishers desire to make it

truly the Farm Journal, where every farmer in the

latitude of its usefulness may note whatever is supe-

rior in his mode of culture, management of stock

and other matters appertaining lo the successful

prosecution of the business of an American Agricul-

turist. No pains or expense will be spared to make
this work fully equal to ;iny other published in the

country. The delays occasionally inseparable from the

publication under the former proprietors, it is be-

lieved will not hereafter occur. As an evidence o^

this we may state that, owing to the waiting for the

reports of the State Fair, and to sickness and death

in the office where the Journal was recently publish-

ed, the present double number was not commenced
until about tlie middle of October, yet we hope it will

reach our readers in due season

The title of the firm has been changed from Bow-

en, Meredith k Co., to J. M. Meredith A Co., to

whom all business communications should bo ad-

dressed.

J. L. Darlington, Esq., continues at the head of

the editorial department. All communications rela-

ting thereto should be addressed to him, or to " The

Editor of the Farm Journal."
J. M. MEREDITH & CO.

Pulverization of the Soil.

We know of no department of Farm tillage of so

much importance and so much neglected, as complete

and thorougli pulverization. The theory of its action

is so manifest and the benefit in various ways so

striking, that the indifference of farmers in respect

to it, can only be attributed to the force of habit.

Wo are very apt to follow what we have boon used

to, but our own experience and perhaps that of every

observing farmer, has been that neither the harrow,

nor roller although repeatedly passed over a field,

can reduct the soil to that friable and porous condi-

tion which is desirable. The relative fertility of a

soil depends much on its absorbent power and this

again on the minute division of its parts. When it is

considered that the organic food of plants constituting

over 90 per cent, is derived chiefly from the atmos-

pliere, the loss from any defective cultivation, which

would shut off or interfere with free access to this

great soureeof supply, will bereadily perceived. Am-
monia and nitric acid those great fertilizers, nature

has abundantly proYided, which are disengaged by
atmospheric electricity, and carried down with rafn,

watery vapor always existing in the driest wcathej,

carbonic acid ever present in the atmosphere f um
which the whole of the carbon in plants is primar-

ily derived, and when deprived of which they die;

oxygen the great agent of decomposition, and neees-

sary to the germination of all seeds, are great sources

of nutrition, available only to a limited extent, un-

less the particles of soil arc in a state of fine commi-

nution, soastoadmit of their free access. JothioTull,

in his theory that the sole difference in soils, was

owing to the fine division of particiss, probably wont

too far, but its groat importance was not (/eneriil/i/

nppu'ciated in his day, neither is it at present. He
reduced his views so far to practice, as to raise twelve
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(Successive crops of wheat from the name land, simply

by the free use of the plough and cultivator. Where
the Boil is finely divided in addition to its increased

absorbent power, the roots of plants ramify and dis-

tribute themselves more thoroughly, and are brought

Into more direct contact with the nutritive particles

0l SDil. Vegetable decomposition is promoted, and

the hard lumps containing little reservoirs of food

Otherwise entirely unavailable, are made to open out

their locked up supplies. The great aim should be

to bring the roots into contact with as many points

of nutrition as possible. Where the ground is

left lumpy, it is the same thing ah cutting off the

needed supplies of food. The tender fibres of plants

(ire entirely unable to penetrate hard clods. It is

also well known that finely pulverized soils, suffer

much less from drought than (.thers, because they

^remorepormeable to atmospheric influences, and are

able to absorb more moisture. Whatever evapora-

tion may take place from the surface during the Jay

time, is more than counteracted by increased absorp-

tion of the inner and exterior portions during the

night. The reason that garden culture is more pro-

ductive than the field, is not entirely owing to (he

extra coat of manure, but to the thorongh manner in

which the soil is dug, broken up and Jinelij divided.

Although the disuse of the plough, ma}' seem like a

relic of barbarism, there are portions of Europe, and

of Great Britain where spado culture, even on a

large scale is couKidcred more profitablo, solely from

the finer division and more complete disintegration

of the particles of soil. The nearer farming can ap-

proximate to gardening the better and more perfect

the system. Among our Farm implements, souie-

tliiug is greatly wanted to bring about that fine pul-

verization, which cannot be effectually dene with tho

roller. For want of anything bettor, we have used

with the greatest advantage particularly on a few

acres of ground devoted to vegetables, a mere plat-

form made of boards 7 or 8 feet long, nailed to cross

Strips, so as to be about five feet wide. To this at

one end, we h.avo attached a forked chain, for the

horses to draw by. If found not heavy enough with

etnnJing on it, it may be loaded with stones. This

thoroughly breaks up the lumps, and makes the

whole fine and mellow. Professor Wilkinson late of

Mount Airy,in a recent letter to us,de8cribes an imple

-ment ho has used, with great advantage, which ho

-eays "costs but a tithe of what a roller does and is

worth a dozen of them." To give a better idea of

Jt we have had an engraving made of a drawing he

sent us, something like the following

long, to them nail on like clap boards, strips of 1}

inch hard oak plank 6 inches wide, and drag it by a

chain attached to the front corners. If the land is

wet, (which it ought not to be when this is used,) so

as to clog the machine it must be turned over and

kept cli'an with the hoe. Add to other advantage.'

of fine pulverization we have mentioned, the increas-

ed destruction of weeds, which thus have no places

of harbor, left them, and we hope farmers will be
.

induced to give tho subject more attention.

It is made by taking 2 pieces of 3-4 oak joicc, 4 foe'

Norway Maple,

Wo somewhat wonder that tho above beautiful tree

Acer PLatanoides ia not more generally known and

planted. We think it the most dcsirableof the maple

family, and is better adapted on several accounts for

street planting than any other. It does not grow

so tall as to bo objectionable, but makes a very dense

compact headjfully equal to tho Horse Chesnut. The

leaves are of a dark shining green, perhaps a little

larger than the A. Pseudofilatanus, or sycamore, and

although, all the other species of maple are more or

less subject to attacks of caterpillars and insects, we

have never yet observed anything of the kind on the

Norway maple. This may bo owing to the piescnce

of a sharp milky juice, peculiar to this species, and

which is offensive to them. It may be observed ex-

uding at the base of the Petiole, when broken off.

There arc two or three trees planted along the streets

of West Chester, and several very fine ones about 15

to 20 feet high at the Westtown Boarding School,

3 miles distant. They are model trees, and look as

if with their dense foliage they would almost turn a

shower of rain like an umbrella.

Wo arc not certain but that the norway maple is

rather a alow grower. It certainly is so when small

and disposed to head low; after it g-ts up, however,

we have seen a growth of two or three feet in one

season. It deserves to be extensively pl.anted.

It is native of Europe in woods, particularly Ger-

many and Switzerland, seed ripens in October. Bo-

tanical character, leaves cordate, smooth 5 lobed;

lobes acuminated, with a few coarse acute teeth,

corymbs st.ilked, erectish and smooth with divarica-

ted wings.

Tulip Poplar.—Liriodendron Tulipifera, is another

of our very beautiful, shade trees, well adapted for

street or lawn, which is comparatively lost sight of,

for no other reason, than that it is so common. In

England, 3000 miles away from its native habitat it

is properly appreciated, and highly valued. The Ger-

ma s also make much use of it for avenues. It is

rather more difficult to transplant than other trees,

owing to a deficiency of fibrous root. The nursery-

men who obtains his stock from the woods, even when

small will probably lose 50 to 75 per cent. But after

having been thus transplanted, and a growth of

fibre induced by cutting off tho main roots, the Tulip
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PopUu- may alter\v;irds bo moved with compiirative

eafety, provided tliej are not too large. Wlien once

established tlieygrow rapidly. So ma^joifioent a tree

is the admiration of all foreigners, and with its j;or-

geous blo.ssoms, erect and stately habit, broad and

lively foliage, well deserves a liltle extra pains and

risk to obtain. Were it only an exotic it would be

more valued and more frequently planted.

*!*

Inferior Guaao and Artilicial Maiiuros—Aualjses.

Tlie present scarcity of Peruvian Guano in our

markets has induced a great demand for other fertil-

isers, and to supply this demand many ariioles for

the iaiprovemeutot ihe soil are daily advertised and

sold at a price very far above their real value. We have

had Mexican, African and Patagonian guano going

otF at a cost which can never repay those who bought

them; "Diphosphates, " "Improved Phospliates," and

various other compounds offered for sale at prices

very nearly double their value. For the information

of the agricultural cominuuity, I here state the com-

parative value of these diiferent manures.y/'o;« xaai-

ple.i which were sent me, wilh the cakulalioii of tlieir

value.

For the P.itagonian guano, I take its average com-
positicm in former years. The analyses which have

been sent to our markets, with these manures and
guauos, are ioki.lly finwoj-lhij of credit and should n<jt

be relied on. Tlicre may be, and doubtless are cor-

rect analyses of the samples examined by the gentle-

men whose names are slgt'.ed to them, but they cer-

tainly do not represent the articles offeredJor sale Iterc.

In the following table the value ot the ammonia (in

manures which contain ii) is estimated by its eost in

good Peruvian guano, and the ])hosphates of iime by

its cost in bone dust. These are taken as a standard, be-

cause of their being be' ti-r and more universally known
than other articles. The calculation of positive value

is, therefore, very nearly- correct, and for comparison
precisely so. Tlius, if a ton of bones be worth Slid,

then Mexican guano is worth §121 20. Superphos-
phate (which is bones dissolved in oil of vitriol)

520 8t), without the labor necessarv to mix the mate-

rials, which is about SO; mineral phosphate of lime,

$2 . 40; and in the same way with other manures
whose chief valu? consists in bone phosphate of lime.

And in the spring the following top dressing: Ni-

trate of soda 50 lbs. per .acre; common salt one to two

bushels per acre.

These should be well pulverized, finely mixed, di-

vided into three equal parts, and sown broadcast on
the wheat in the spring at three dressings; the first

of which should be applied about the first of March,
or ,as soon as the wheat ccunmenoes to grow after the

cold weather of winter; the second ten or fifteen days

afterwards, and the third portion at abr ut the same
interval.

This top dressing has been very fully tested on
wheat and grass in England and S.-otland, and pays

there, as stated in rep irts from the highest authority,

more than one hundred per cent, (m the outlay. It

makes a clean, strong, bright straw, increases the

weight, and adds greatly to the product of the grain.

I hope our farmers will u>o it on a small scale at

least, and test the success of its application in this

country, and I request all who do use it to f\irnish

me with the result. James IIiuuins, M. U.,

Maryland State Agricultu.al Ciiemist,
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Pruning and management of l''rult Trees.

It seem8 almost iucredible the ignorance prevailing

among intoUigent persons on the above ?ubjocf. wo
mean not only farmers, but citizens who have room

in their city garjons for a few trees, as VToll as those

hating a few acres out of town, and who miijht keep

themselves amply provided through the season, with

a sieccessicm of the most luscious fruits, pears, plumsi

(barri .g the curoulio,) chcn-ies, apple?, peaches, &c'

It would surrpise many how li//le attention is neces-

sary, provided it is given seasonabbj, and with jiuly'

ment. The merchant engaged in the city during the

day, and who drives or rides on the railroad in the

afternoon to his pleasant subm-ban residence, could

find no more agreeable and useful employment, than

half an hour or an hour's attention in this way daily.

Here a too luxuriant branch requires shortening, a

terminal bud pinched off, a useless shoot removed.

There, the bark indicates sluggish action, and should

be softened and cleaned, by the wash for this pur-

pose. One tree lias the grass growing too close a-

round it, and which should be dug nnder. Another

has a superabundance of fruit which requires thin-

ning. Mulching around all of thenj must be appli-

ed, &c. To do all this does not require so much
time as taste for such pursuits in the first place, and

then a little knowledge and skill. One of our friends,

a very intellignnt merchant in Philadelphia, but who
spends the Summer at his country seat, was com-

plaining to us lately of his peach trees, that they

would not bear, ivere in fine healthy condition,

growing most luxuriantly, and making vigorous

shoots every season, but still there was no fruit.

His theory was, that the tree exhausted itself, by

such great efforts at groioing, and bad not strength

left to produce fruit, and h ; was accordingly about to

dig in around the trees, a copious supply of stable

manure, to recruit these exhausted energies. Here

was a ease of what might be called, false reasoning

from facts. The trees did not bear fruit, L-ecause

their strength ivas given to make growth of wood

Check this by the shortening in process, or by root

pruning impede the circulation of sap and you develop

fruit buds, and have fruit. Our friend's plan was to

promote still further the luxuriant growth, increase

the very cause of failure. The trees dont bear be-

cause they grow so fast. We will give them manure,

and make them grow faster, and then wo shall have

peaches. We mention this as a case in point, and

there aa-e hundreds of others like it. AVe have often

urged in our Journal, that Fruit Culture is a business

in itself, and like all others, requires to be nmierstood

before success should be expected. It is both a sci-

ence and a art. We must not cram a tree down into a

small hole, and expect dame nature will supply us

with juicy Bartletts, and other fruits, without our

giving her any further thought or assistance. No;

she stands u]-on her reserved "rights," and wont be

slighted. We must study the habits of trees, the

laws of vegetable growth, the subject of specific ma-
nures, and then we shall have the reward of our

labour, with all that additional zest which accompan-

ies intelligent effort. Our tables will then be sup-

plied, botli in quantity and quality, with just such

fruit, each in its season as our imaginations only

have hitherto been yeas/i;!(7 upon.

We extract below a most excellent chapter on the

principles and practice of pruning, from P. Barry's

Fruit Book, the best Work we think on the rearing

and management of fruit trees, yet published in this

connti-y. Every owner of a spot of ground largo

enough for a few fruit trees, should have a copy. It;

may be obtained at the Agricultaral Warehouse in

this borough. Price, f1 25.

PRUNING—ITS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE,

This is one of the most important operations con-
nected with the management of trees. From the re-

moval of the seedling plant from the seed bed,through
all its successive stages of growth and maturity,

pruning, to some extent, and for some purpose, ia

necess;iry. It may, therefore, be reasonably presum-
ed, that no one is capable of managing trees success-

fully, and cspiecially those conducted under certain

forms, more or less opposed to nature, without know-
ing well how to prune, what to prime, attd when to

prune. This knowledge can onlyte acquired by a care-

ful study of the structure of trees, because the pru-
ning apjjiied to a tree must (aside from the general

principles on which all pruning depends) be adapted
to its particular habits of growSh and mode ef bear-

ing its fruit. It is in view of this fact that the chapter
on the structure and mode of formation of the differ-

ent parts of fruit trees has teen given in the first

part of this treatise, that it may form the basis of
this branch of culture.

The idea that our bright American sun and clear

atmosphere renders pruning an almost unnecessary
operation, has not only been inculcated by horticul-

tural writers, but has been acted upon in practice to

such an extent that more than three-fourths of all the

bearing fruit trees in the country,at this moraent,are
either lean, misshaped skeletons, or the heads are per-
fect masses of wood, unable to yield more than one
bushel of fruit in ten, well matured, colored, and
ripened.

This is actually the case even in what may be call-

ed, in comparison, well managed orchards. Look at

the difference between the fruits producsed on young
and old trees.

The former arc open, the fruits are exposed to the
sun, and, therefore, they are large and perfect, their

skins smooth and brilliant.as though they were painted
and polished. This ought to teach us something a-

bout pruning; but this is only one point. We prune
one portion of a tree to reduce its vigor, and to fa-

vor the growth of anotherand weaker part. We prune
a stem, a branch, or a shoot to prwlace ramifications

of these parts, and thus change or modify the form
of the whole tree. We prune to induce fruitfulness,

and to diminish it. We prune in the growing as

well as in the dormant season; and finally, we prune
both roots and branches. Thus we see that pruning
is applied to all parts of the tree, at all seasons, and
to produce the most opposite results.
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It appears necessary to treat of pruning under
each of these circumstances separately.

1st. Pniiiing to Direct the Gmiclh from one part

of a tree to another.—The first period in the exis-

tence and growth of a tree in which this becomes
necessary, is in the nursery. Tliose win) have had
any experience in tree culture, have oltserved that

young trees in nursery rows have a tendency to in-

crease in diameter. la certain cases, this want of

proportion becomes so great, that the tree bends un-

der its own weight: and hence, it is necessary to re-

sort to some method of propping it up. This con-

dition is attributable to several causes. First, the

absence of a sufficient amount of air and light around
the stem, to enable the leaves on it to fulfill their

functions properly. It has been shown that the for-

mation of new wood depends upon the elaborating

process carried on in the leaves, and that this pr()-

eess can be maintained only in a free exposure to the

sun and air. This being the case, it is obvious that

any part of tlie ti-ee excluded from the action oi these

agents, cannot keep pace in growth with other parts

to which they have full access. In nursery rows, as

trees are usually planted, the stems, after the first

year's growth, are to a great extent, excluded from
the light, consequently the buds and leaves on them
cannot perform their parts in the creation of new
wood. The top of the tree, however, is fully expos-

ed, and, consequently, it makes a rapid growth tow-

ards the free air and light- When this is continued for

two or three years in succession, the tree becomes
top-heavy; the quantity of woody fibre at the top is

as great as, and it may be greater than, at the botr

torn; and hence it bends under its own weight

2d. The leadenci/ of the Sap te the Growing Points

at the Top of th-e Tree.—Growth is always the most
active and vigorous, when trees are in a natural con-

dition, at the newly-formed parts. The young buds
are the most excitable, and the more direct their com-
munication with the roots, the more rapid will be
their growth. Hence it is that a yearling tree fur-

nished with fifteen to twenty buds or more, from its

base to its top, frequently produces a shoot from its

terminal bud only, and seldom more than three or

four shoots from the whole number of buds, and
these at the top. This natural tendency, and the

exclusion of light from the stems of nursery trees,

by their closeness to one another, arc the chief caus-

es of weak and crooked trees, to counteract which
we resort to pruning.

In "heading down" a young tree, we cutaway one-

third or one-half of the stem, and this removes the

actively growing parts; the sap must then find new
channels. Its whole force is directed to the buds
that were before dormant, they are excited inti

growth, and produce new wood and leaves; these send
down ncT layers of woody fibre on the old stem, aod
it increases rapidly in diameter, bo that by the time

it has attained its former height, the base is two or

three times as thick as the top, and possesses suffici-,

ent strength to maintain an erect position.

Maiiitaininij an erpial growth among the branches of
a tree, it conducted on the same principle. Branches
that are more favorably placed than others, apprcj-

priate more than their due proporJon of the sap,

and grow too vigorously, are checked, by removing
more or less of their growing points; this lessons the

flow of sap to that point, and it naturally takes its

course to the growing parts of the weaker branches
that were left entire, and thus a balance is restored.

Pruning to Renew the Growth of Stunted Trees.—
It frequently happens that trees, from certain caus-

es, become stunted, and almost cease to grow; the
sap vessels become contracted, and every part as-

sumes a comparatively dormant conditon. In such
cases they are cut back, the number of their bud.s

and leaves is reduced, the whole force (jf the sap is

made to act up.jn the sm ill numljjr remaining, and
enables them to produce vigorous young shoots; these
send down new woody matter to the stem, new roots

are also formed, and thus the whole tree is renewed
and invigorated.

Pruning to Induce Fruilfulness.—This is conduct-
ed on the principle that whatever is favorable to rap-
id, vigorous growth, is unfavorable to the immedi-
ate productiiin of fruit. Il-jnce the object in view
must be to check growth and inipads the circulation

of the sap, just the opposite of pruning to renew
growth. The only period at which this pruning can
be performed, is alter vegjtatiou has commenced.
If a tree is severely pruned immediately after it has
put forth its leaves, it receives such a check as to be
unable to produce a vigorous growth the same season:

the sap is impeded in its circulation, and the result

is th it a large number of sho its dia*, would have made
vigorous wood branches, had they not been checked,
assume the character of fruit spurs and brauchcs.
Pinching is the principal mode of pruning to pro-

mote fruitfulness, and will be explained hereafter.

It depends upon the above principle, of impeding the
circulation of the sap and checking growth.

Pruning to diminish fruilfulness, is conducted on
the same principle as that to renew growth, for this,

in fact, is the object.

Pruning the Roots..—This is practised as well to

promote fruitfulness, as to lessen the dimensions of
trees. The roots, as has been shown, are the organs
that absorb from the ground the principal food ot the

tree, and in proportion to their number, size, and iic-

tivity, other things being equal, are the vigor and
growth of the stem and b:-anches. Hence when a
tree is deprived of a certain portion of its roots, its

supply of food from the soil is lessened, growth is

checked, the sap moves slowly in its channels, is bet-

ter elaborated in the leaves, and the young branches
and buds begin to assume a fruitful character.

Roots are also pruned to prevent them from pene-
trating too deeply into the earth, and induce the for-

mation of lateral roots near the surface, similar to

the cutting back of a stem to produce lateral branch-
es; the principle is the same.

Pruning at the time of Transplanting.—This is

performed, not only to remove bruised and broken roots

and branches; but to restore the tree to a proper bal-

ance. As trees are ordinarily taken from the ground;

the roots are bruised; broke nor inutilated,to a great-

er or less extent. This obviou ly destroys I he natur-

al balance or proportion that exi.«ted between the

roots and stem, and in such a conditicm the tree is

unable to grow. The demand upon the roots must
therefore be lessened, by reducing the stem and
branches in length or number, or both: and the more
the roots have suffered, the greater must be the re-

duction of the stem and branches, to bring them to

a corresponding condition.

Pi-iKs.—Why don't all the farmers raise pears?

—

Good pears bring a higher price in this market thau
any other fruit. Choice liartlett's have been s(dd

hero at 12^ cimts each, and a few of another kind at

li<l cents each. At such prices whoever could raise

a crop of them would make his fortune speedily.

—

[N. Y. Jour. Com.
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Madder and Indigo.

I have noticed thit von have endeavoi-VQil to di-

rect tlie attention of our cultivators to tlie raisinj; of

madder and of indigo.

Madder, to afford a beautiful and permanent tint,

must lie raised in a noil coutainin;; a large portion of

calcareous earlli, tlie more the better. The Dutch

madder does not afford so beautiful a color, nor is it

as permanent as that raised at Aviprnon, in France.

The soil on which the latter grows contains fiftv-six

per cent, of fine limestone, the loimer not more than

ten per cent. Madder raised in tlie non-calcaroous

soil of Alsace. j;ives a ccdor of no permanency

or beaut.v ; but when raised in soil contain"; more

than ninety per cent, of lime earth, the roots give

faster and njore beautiful dyes than that of Avignon.

The natural soils of Kentucky and Illinois would

produce madder of very superior quality. About

the year 1817. when in Kentucky, I used some mad-

der raised in their gardens, and it proved to be of

excellent quality. It requires thiee years to i ring

madder to perfection, and I am afraid this will pre-

vent our cultivators from growing it, as few of them

would he willing to wait that time for returns. They

might, however, plant beds every year, and after the

first three years have annual crops.

iNladder is raised in narrow be<ls, about four fuet

wide, for the convenience of keeping it free of weeds
— an operation necessary to the perfection of the

roots. In Kentucky they let the shoots grow to

about one foot high, when they lay i hem down and

cover them with soil, and tliese form new roots.

This may be repeated two or throe times in their

summer season. Those laid down the first year

make good roots for consumption when dug at the

end of the third season. They leave a a good space

between each bed to afford soil for covering the

shoots. At the Snal digging, rcots of the size of a

goose quill are laid by for grinding, and the smaller

ones are transplanted.

To prepare madder for market, it is necessary to

stove-dry the roots and grind them, and these opera-

tii ns require considerable outlay, and expenenced
operators. In grinding, the outside cuticle is first

taken off, and this form-i what is known in the mar

ket as "muU-maddur." which is only u ed in dyeing

blacks, bottle-greens, and dark browns. The next

layer taken off is known as "ganiene," and is used

for a great variety of comuHm colors. The third is

known as "ombre," and the fourth as crop or "grap-

pe." Either of the last may be used fir rod dyes ;

but the "crop" give the most beautful c lor.

JIadder roots are imported froui Saiyrna to Eng-

land, called Palcstioo madder, whio'i arc ground in

London.
There are two colors extracted from maddi-r, when

boiled, a red and ii dingy yellow ; but wlien the red

alone is required the lii(U('r must bo kept bidoiv a

boiling heat.

I.NDiGo.— Indigo is an annual crop; it is cut wlien

at maturity, p'aeed in a steeper, then covered with

soft water, and atones pl.aced on the plant to keep it

under the water. Itrcmai's steeping until the li-

quor becomes of a greenish yellow, with a copper

colored scum round the outside. The liquor is then

drawn into a receiver, and the workmen beat it with

long poles to oxydize the green fxcula, which will

then precipitate as blue imligo.

Aljout the latter end of the year 1790, or the be-

ginning of ISOO, I owned a large dyeing fstablish-

ment in the vvest of England, eunsnmiug about <iur

hundred pounds of iudigo per week. At the date

above mentioned I went to London to lay in a stock

for the blue vats ; among the lots offered were two
chests made in Smth Carolina, on the Pedee river,

ijy the late tjteneral Wade llimpton. Oii examining
them I founil it of ail.iep rich c ipper color.clean .and

smooth in the fracture, and as it was offered at one

shilling per pound cheaper than Bengiil of a si • ilar

quality, I bought them with several of the latter;

and as I expected, the quantity of coloring nmtter

xtracted from the South Carolina, was greater by

at least ten per cent, than from the Bengal.

I emigrated to this country in the year 1H08, and
the following year I wrote to Gen. Wade Hampton
to know if he continued to make indigo and to in-

firm him of the superiority of the two chests 1 had

used. In his answer he informed me that he li;>d

given up the making of imligo, because cotton plant-

ing paid betier, and that indigo making so injured

the health of his slaves that some of them r.ever re-

covered their previous strength. The injury he com-
plained of is produced during the beating process;

for so rapid is the absorption of oxygen gas from the

atmosphere, during the operation, that those who
stand over it must be breathing an air with its vital

principle so diminished as to render it unfit to sustain

animal life. This diffi ulty might bo easily obviated

by letting the liquor from the steep into the receiver,

shorter and narrower than the b wer one, with a cul-

lender bottom made of zinc, and through it dripping

into the lower one called the beater. It wouiii re-

quire three or four feet between the two. I believe,

by this process, the green fcccula would be more
completely oxydized, and a better qualitj- of indigo

produceil than by beating.

Those wdio prefer the old process could restore the

s-rength of their slaves liy the following siuiple op-

eration:— let them procure a twelve gallon graded

gasometer, and convey into it fir every three gallons

of atmospheric air, one gallon of o.xygen gas; by

breathing this increased vital iliiid a few times, the

whole of th" carbon that had increased in the blood

from breathing a non vital gis, would pass off, and
strength be restored.—[Scientific American.

\Vm. P.vrtridge.

Binghatnton, N. Y., 1853.

An Immense Peach Orcharrd.—A gentleman

named D.ivis, residing in Clermont county, Ohio, ha*

a peach orclnvrd of 100 acres, contai .ing 17,003 trees.

Mr. Davis, it appears, left Philadelphia a lew years

ago and purchased his present farm^then consider-

ed the poorest one in the neighborhood— m I set it

out with peach trees of twenty different varieties

from New -Jersey. As the farmers in that vicinity

had tried for several years previous to raise poaches

for market, and had uniformly fai.ed tliey considered

the experiment of M.-. Davis a foolish one, and even

went so far as to appoint a committee to wait on him

and a ivise hiinto abandon it as it woulil ceriainly

ruin him. lie persevered, however, notwitliStanding

5,000 of the trees died soon after being planted.-—

This was six years ago. In li^SO he gathered his

first crop, frou> which ho realized sufii ient to pay for

hi'j farm and trees, and to leave him S-JOO on hand.

I'his season ab "it 5,000 of the trees are bearing,

and already 7,500 baskets have been sold at over SI

per basket. His net profits this season arc estimated

at S!25,000.

It is said in the Ohio Cultivator that a bucket or

two of water given to a horse to drink just lief ire ri-

ding him, takes from him all dis|jo.-.ition for capering,

and venders Uim pjrlectly sedate.
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Curled Leaf iu tlie Peach.

Tliid disease, if so we may eall it, has been, foi-

four or live years past, assuming a more and more
scriiius aspect, so tliat cultivatiirs around us liere in

Western N. Y., l)e;^iu to say that if it goes on as it

tlirealens to dr, and no remedy he discovered, we
sliall soon he conipuUed to al)andon peach culture

entirely. Tliis would certainly bo great calamity,

and it becomes every one who wishes to escape, to

investif^ate carefully the nature of the disease, with

a view to the discovery of the real cause. We have

been lookinji; anxiously for some new li^ht on the

subject among the journals of the day. and find the

following in a receut number of the Counlrij Gentle^

man.
"The curl in the loaf of the peach, which is gen-

erally supposed to have had a very unfavorible in-

fluence on the young crop, has given rise to much
speculation as to its immediate cause, and cidd weath-

er, aphides, fungus, or mildew, and diseased sap,

have been variously assigned as reasons. The cold

weather theory will not always apply, as the disease

sometimes appears after a continued succession of

warm days, and the tirstopeningof the young leaves

shows the symptoms when ever they have been e.x-

posed to a cool night. Agi^in, the disease has often

made its appearance when no aphides could at any
time be detected with the most powerful achromatic

glass; and newly opening leaves, exposed only a few-

hours to the fresh air, and on which no insect had
ever set foot, have shown incipient, but unmistak-

able indications. The explanation by 'diseased sap,'

is too general and indefinite—the fungus theory has

more appearance ol plausil. ility, but needs investi-

gatio 1 and proof— aiid if correct, the fungus must
grow
jleafidennis of the leaf is quite unbroken when the curl

first appears in the cellular tissue.

But whatever may be the cause, the best remedy,
80 far as discovered, is vigorous growth. We have

observed trees standing in the corner of a hog yard,

where they were copiously supplied with manure,
and as a consequence making a rapid growth, cover-

ed with a deep green fuliage, with scarcely a vestige

of the curl; and a row of peach trees which had been

very freely shortened in the past winter, by cutting

off branches in some cases an inch in diameter, have

S'nt (mt strong new shoots, almost wholly free from

the disease, and the trees are well loaded with young
fruit."

Now, our opinion, formed several years ago, and
strengthened by later experience, is that the curl is

pruducod by changes of temperature too great for

the delicate constitution of the peach. It is n tree

that vegotatos early, and being usually and fnmi ne-

cessity planted in a light soil, its earlinoss is hasten-

ed, and the sap gets into active oireulation, and
young leaves arc put forth long bofor^ the weather
in our northern climate becomes steadily warm. We
all know how common it i.s to have warm genial

spring weather about the opening of the buds, when
a sudilL'n change cornea, and we have probably a

week or two of c Id, rainy weathor, with slight

frosts probably, with cold dry winds. This at once
arrests the development of the young shoots and
loaves; the sap b iconics stagnant and disoasiMJ; the

birk is ruptured, ami gum oozes nut all over the

younger part*; the leaves, ft'hether in an embryo
ooniiilion, rolled up in the bud, in- half or wholly ex-

pmded, bee nil ,• swollen and diseased; then jnildew

attacks them, as it is always ready to reign upon
sickly or feeble vegetation, and wiih this apliidos and

other insects; henco ths opinions that mildew or in-

sects were the cause of the disease.

18-1'J, we think, was the first year this disease ap-

peared in Western Now York, in a serious form,

That spring was cold and changable. 1850 was sim-

ilar, and the curl was worsj than before, and so has

continued since. One stron; argument, at least si)

we regard it, in fivor of this view, is the fact that if

wo have fine weather at the opening of the peach

buds, we have very little curl, and that immediately

after a change to cold the curl appears, and its se-

verity is always in proportiim to the intensity and
continuance of .he cold. Then again, as soon as the

weather becomes warm and steady, the diseased

leaves drop and new healthy leaves appear, and the

disease is no more soon that season, not a symptom
of it. Besides, some varieties are much less affect-

!
ed by it than others. We have a very hardy French

[

variety, Pecha do Vignos, that scarcely ever shows a

I

curl in the worst seasons. We have a short row of

six trees that have come almost hourly under our
' observation; the varieties are the Snow, Old Mixon
Free, La Grange, Crawford's Early, Hains' Early,

j

and Cuoledgo's Favorite. These were all planted at

]

one time, of the same age, and in the same soil, and

I

have been treated exactly alike, but the Crawford's

Early and Coolodgc's Favorite have suffered so much

;

less than the others from the curl, that the trees are

nearly twice as large, and both have now a good crop
; of fruit on, while the others have few or none. In

j

going through an e.xtonsive orchard we might find

I many instances of this kind.

I
In additiim to this, we fi d that trees in sheltered

gardens suffer less that those exposed; and under
glass, there is no such thing as curl. Are not all

these facts sufficient to warrant the opinion we havo

expressed ?

The article we have quoted says, "the disease

sometimes occurs after a succession of vv-arm days."

We admit this, but it never has appeared to our

knowledge after warm days without tlie intervention

of cold niglits. Has anyone seen it appear in warm
weather, say in .June, July, or subsequent months?

It says, too, that "the first opening of the young
leaves show the sympt.ims when they have nevef

been exposed even to a cold night." We grant this,

but as we havo said, the sudden and violent check

given to the tree affects every part, and the leaves

even while rolled up in the bud. Neither can wo a-

gree with the opinion that "vigorous growth is the)

best remedy," for we have seen some of the most
vigorous growing trees suffer most seriiuisly. Wo
regard iCfll ripsiicd wood as more important than vig-

orous growth, but we would combine thesR if we
could. Were not t!ie trees quoted as exain|ilos ben-

ehted by so.iie kinil of protectionV To avoid in sumo
degree the c.f ;i;ti of th J luila ly w-: can now only

suggest the seleeiioii of /( irdjl varieties and planting

in situations somewhat protected from the cold west

and north-west winds. Will peach growers who
have had opportunity for extensive observation giva

us the benelit of their oxp 'rienco on this subject/

If we have drawn erroneous conclusions from our

own observations wo shall he th inkful to any onO

who will set us right.— Ojiie^^ce Farmv.

To Make uiic Farm equal Three.

G. T. Stewart; Esq., in a recent Address before

the Olio Agricultural S icicty, thus speaks of this

subject:

M luy farmers wh-i are destroying the produ^'.tive-

ness of their farms by s'lallo.v work, as (hey find that
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their crops are diminishing, think only of extending
their area, by adding acres of surface, as if they sup-
posed tliei" title deeds onlj' gave them a right to six

inches deep of earth. If they will take those deeds,

study their meaning, and ap])ly the lesson to their

fields, they will soon realise in three-fold crops the
fact that the law has given them three farms where
they supposed they had but one—in other words, that

the subsoil brought up and combined with the top
soil, and enriched with the atmospheric influences

;

and those other elements which agricultural science

will tetch them to apply to their ground, will

incrsase three fold, the measures of their productive-
ness. To show to what extent the fertility of the

soil can be increased I reier to a statement in the
last Patent Office Report. In the year 1S50 there

vrere nine competitors for the premium corn crop of

Kentucky, each of whom cultivated ten acre.s. Their
average crop was one hundred and twenty two bush-
els to the acre. At this time the average crop of

wheat per acre in the harvests of Great Britain, on a
soil cultivated for centuries is about double that pro-

j

duction on the virgin soil of Ohio.—Why is this?

Simply because Britishfarraers are educated men and
(

apply their work wisely. They pay back to the earth
what they borrow; t.iey endeavor by every means in

their power, to enrich their ground, and in retnrn it

enriches them. If our farmers instead of laboring to

double their acres would endeavor to double their

crops they would find it a rast saving of time and
toil, and an increase of profits.

Many of them never think of digging ten inches
into the soil, unless they have dreamed about a crock
of gold hid in the earth: but if they wcmld set about
the work of digging in earnest, every man would find

his crock of of gold, without the aid of dreams and
divination.

We have great advantage over the British farmers
in the fact that nearly all our farmers hold the land
they cultivate in fee simple, while in England they
are chiefly tenants, hiring the land of nobility paying
enormous rents to the proprietors besides heavy
taxes to government. Taxes here are comparatively
light, and our farmers are their own landlords. Hence
they have been able to pay three fold wages for labor
in proportion of those paid in Europe, pay the cost

of transportation and yet undersell the British far-

mers in their own market.

India R.iljber Wasliiug Macbiue.»Fig. 1.

, rhe annexed engravings represent the new Wash-

ing Machine of E. L. Evans, who was residing in

Hartford, Cimn., when thepatcntwas granted to him

on the 10th of last May, but who is at present dwelL

ing in New York.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the niiichine, and

figure 2 is a longitudinal section through the middle

of it.

The nature of the invention consists in construct_

ing two rubbers, which are secured on arms suspend-

ed from two standards; one of the rubbers is secured

to the lower end of one arm, while the other is sus-

pended to a similar arm secured to the main one, by

a hinge, which allows the rubbers to be drawn to-

gether or forced apart by the operator, at pleasure.

The rubbers spoken of, act so as to rub the cloth, to be

washed, between them and fluted wash-boards placed

under them, one ofwhich is stationary and the other
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movable—sliding—being moved by a treadle opera-
[

like a cushion, whereby the clothes are well rubbed,

ted by the foot, to draw the cloth through regularly,

to present new surfaces to be rubbed. The movable

rubbers are of prepared india rubber, and are made

to be of a nature like the human hand—something

with as little injury as possible to their texture.

The machine has a large box with legs on it, a dis-

charge pipe at one end, and a soaping table to pre-

pare the soiled parts of the cloth, b, for the suds box,

Vis, 2.

there to be rubbed between the rubbers. A A are

the two inJia rubber cushion rubbers; they are se-

cured on the suspended arms, B B'; the one, B, is at-

tached to the other by a hinge, at a, to allow the two

rubbers to open, to let the cloth pass through between

them to be rubbed. The arms swing on an axis pin,

C, secured to the upright standards of the box. E E'

are the two fluted wash-boards under the rubbery A'

A; these boards are always close together when the

operator is pushing the rubbers back and forth by

the handle, F, and kept so by pressing with his foot

on the stirrup, which draws down the cord, H, and

draws forward the board, E, it being attached by

brass rods, G, to the crossbar, I, at one end, and at

the other by india rubber spring cords, X, secured to

the back of the box. AVhen the foot relieves the

stirrup, the spring cords, X, draw apart the board,

E, and this leaves a space between the boards to let

the rubbed clothes drop down into the suds box. To
do this, iind take a new surface lo be rubbed, the

rubbers, A A', which are like jaws, have to be thrown

apart—opened; this is done by slightly raising the

handle, F, as there is a shipper attached to the arm,

B, shown by dotted lines, c, fig. 2, which works in a

guide angle slot, 6 (fig 2), thus opening the space be-

tween the rubbers, to take in a new surface of cloth

over the small roller, e, and (eed it in towards the

centre, to be rubbed between the boards with tlie

rubbers. Tho rubbers are closed by bringing the

arm, F, to a horizontal line.

The fluted wash-boards can be elevated or lowered,

so as to bring them very near to, or a greater dis-

tance apart from the rubbers, and thus enable the

operator to wash a piece of lace or a quilt in the same

machine. The boards E E', rest on two side stretch-

ers, d d, which rest on a coiled spring, L L, at each

corner of the tub. J is the cross handle of a side

lever (one on each side) secured on a fulcrum pin, e,

at one end, and attached to vertical sliding blocks,

K K—one on each side—which rest onthestretchers,

d d, that support the wash-board. By pressing on J

with the hand, the operator depresses the wash-

boards:, E E', and graduates the distance between

them and the rubbers, A A', with the utmost nicety,

to wash any artiele^the most delicate or coarse.

—

The action of this machine is like that of rubbing

clothes between the hands—the best principle yet

known; and it is the best washer that has ever been

brought to our notice. With the hand the operator

merely pushes the handle, F, back and forth, to rub

the clothes, and as the rubbers are poised on a centre,

this work is light and easy; with tho hand and foot

the clothes are rubbed, and the rubbers and boards

thrust apart and brought together so as to feed in new

surfaces, and deliver the clean clothes with great fa-

cility. The soap board is for the purpose of rubbing
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the Buap on tlio clothes—the most soiled parts, previ-

ous to their beinj; placed in suds at the right hand

eiid of the box, from which they are fed in over a

roller c, between the rubbers, A A', down between

the boards, K E', and delivered after rubbing down
into the box and taken out, when finished, at the

left hand side. This washinp; machine is certainly

novel and worthy of great favor by all good house-

wives.

One of those machines will be exhibited at the

Crystal Palace, and the patentee can be addressed by

letter at No. 551 Si.xth Avenue, (New York.) The

machines are manufactured in Newark, at prices va-

rying farS12 to SIC and upwards.
••>

I'l-ixe Essay on Pigs.

[continued from last number.]

The re-iperiire merits for conversion iulo fresh meat,

pickled pork, bacon and ham, with the aiudes of prc-

parinij the same.—In choosing a pig for any of the

purposes above enumerated, or, in fact, for any pur
pose, or of ail}' breed, there are certain points which
should be looked for in all, viz :—the skin should bo

soft and thin, of a, bright pink colour: the neck short,

the chest wide (which denotes strength of constitu

lion): broad, strjiight liack; short head, and line

snout; small legs and hoofs: the snout should bo

slightly curved upwards, .and, in the large breed, il

not unfrcquently happoi.s that there exists a pretty

prominent swelling on the snout between the nasal

and frontal bones : the sow should have at Iciisi

twelve teats. If properly supplied with food the pi;;

c:in be profitably sent to the butcher from the age ol

one month to four-:ind-twenty; itwould, therefcu'c, lit'

improper to piiss over in this place the rela'ivenlcrit^

of the various breeds in prcjfitably rearing those lux

uries yclepi'd sucking pigs, which the late Charles

Lamb declares to be, "Of all the delicacies of the

whole miiiuhis cdibilis I will maintain this to be the

most delicate. I speak not of your grown porkers

—

things between pig and pork, those hobliledehoys

—

but a young ami tender suckling, under a mor)n old,

itc." I have already shown that the large English

breed are prolific and good mothers; th;it the Chinese
have an early aptitude to fatten, are piolifie, but bad

nurses; if, tliereforo, the object in breeiling is to gel

quit o( the progeny, about or socm after they have

arrived at lunar maturity, we should put a Chinese

l)oar to the largo English sow: if we want the hob-

bledehoys of eighteen or a score pounds weight,

which are to be seen so frequently in Leadcnhall
Market, we must breed the Neapolitan cross already

noticed, but which I shall in future define by the

term iuifu-ovcd Essex breed. Nodescription of breed

will raise sucking pig-* to the same size at six weeks
old c.s the cross just noticed : they also form excellent

porkers, speedily a t.aining a weiglit of 4S to 50 lbs.

(the favourite size for porkers) ; if allowed to grow
much larger, it will be fjund to pay better to treat

them as stores until they are It) or 12 months old,

and then put them up to fatten; in this way, how-

ever, they are not so profitable as the ini|)rov.a Essex,

iieilher do th.y make such fine bacon as the improv-

ed B u'kshire. Forthe purpose of obtiiinin:; moderate-

ly, or even largesized hams and bacon, nobreed stands

so high as the improved Berkshire, which m;iy bo con-

sidered the most generally useful to a farmer who
dcsirei a sort gencrafy profitable in any stage of its

growth. The improved Berkshire sow will suckle

ton to a dcrzen sucking-pigs within a moderate period,

esp3cially if they are assisted by artificial meana
hereafter to be noticed; in this respect however it is

l)y no means equal to the improved Essex or the Old
English sow wlien put to a Chinese boar. For the

purpose of making fine delicate pickled pork, the

Berkshire is inferior only to the improved Essex; and
fiir the pur-'ose of mak.ng ham and bacon of mode-
rate siz^, viz., from 10 to 12 stones weight the car-

case—-not quite equal to the Essex at the former, but
pretty nearly so at the latter and increased weights.

The distinction here drawn arises from the fact that

the Essex breed, if properly maintained fnmi the

first, arrives very early at maturity, in so far as its

frame or bony structure is concerned, whilst the

Berkshire takes a longer period to arrive at its ulti-

mate and larger size; the consequence is, that a small

breed like the Essex will, with proper f)rcing, arrive

at its full natural size by the time it isO months old,

whilst the B;n"kshire takes 12 or fifteen months ere it

ceases to grow. Now, it is a well known fad, that

during the earlier stages of animal life the nutritive

parts of the food ingested by the animal and assimi-

lated by its organism, is .appropriated principally to

the developement of the frame, the growth of the

bones, tissues and muscles, together with a moderate
.imount of fat, the uses I'f which latter will shortly

be nocicod. Of the inorganicconstituents of the food

phosphate of lime is the one fir which there exists

the largest demand, constituting as it does so large a
portion of the gross weight of bones, from 15 per

cent, at birtli to 50 par cent, when aged, and enter-

ing more or less as a constituent of the muscles and
tissues. Of the nitrogenous portions of the food of

animals: the muscles, tissues, and gelatinous sub-

stances absorb the whole excess above the quantity

excreted. Of those articles of fi)od, whose chemical

composition consists of carbon and In'drogen, such

as starch, sugar, fat, &a., there can be little doubt
liut they, by their combustion, afford heat, and furth-

er, by the amount of their excess beyond that re-

quired fir the supply of animal heat, and not other-

u'ise excreteil, are assimilated by the animal system ia

iho form of fat, alsoai ingin the comfiosition of the

.('her animil substances, requiring, in addition to ni-

trogen; carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen lor their for-

mation, such as muscle, gelatine, itc. It forms no
part of this question whether lat is ivssimilated only

from fit which pre-existed in vhe animal's food, as

asserted by l)uu:as and Boussingault, or that fat is

formed from the starch of the food .as asserted by
Eiebig. According to all that is at present ascertain-

ed im this suliject, the dispute has little practical

bearing on the matter in Question: this much is how-

ever certa'n, that all parties concur in opinion tliat

animal heat is deriveil from the comliustion of the

carbon of the starchy matters in rested, and may be

so by the combustion of fatty matters; in fact, in

cases of fever and starvation, we know no other w,ay

how the animal heat is naintained than by thecum-

bustion of th(> fat previously stored up in the system.

The rapid diminution of we'ght in animal-: a'ta^ked

wit ' fever is well known, and is invarialjly coincident

with an increased circuhition of the blood and higher

animal tempia-ature.

The preceding brief physiological diss?rtation is

inserted because, on the circumstauces just detaile<I,

in a great measure depend the relative qu\litiesof

the diflerent breeds for early or late fattening; ai d
hIso has a most important liearing on the kinds of

• food which ought tj be employed at the various pe-
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ricida of tlioir gruvrtli, !is will bo slioiMi hereafter

when the subject (if feeiiin;; and fattening is taken

into consideration. Seeing tliut the bony strueture,

gelatinous substances, and muscles are the jjart.^t of

the anininl which earliest arrive at their full devel-

opment, it follows that, other thini^s being eciual,

those breeds which arrive at their full growth in the

shortest period will be the kinds naturally adapted to

secrete a superabuiidanee of fat amounting toUiseasc

(but vvhieh is the farmer's profit) in the shortest pe-

riod from the time of birth, and consequently least

e.xpenditure of food, presuming animals of difl'erent

breeds I ut of like age eat like quantities. Carrying
this comparisim a step further, viz., that if two ani-

mals so treated and kilh^d at the same age—say at

nine or ten months—were to be found when dressed

to weigh alike; but the on.! animal, siy an improved
Esse."!, and the other an old English pig, their mar-
ketable value would be very different, fully 20 per

cent. The first would present a fine, thick coating of

firm fat embedded in the cellular tissue, the ham
Would present the Epicurean quality of marbled flesli,

with a due amount of external fat, and the omentum
would yield a fine leaf of wdiite lard; the roasting-

pieces, if cut out for that purpose, such as the mus-
cle running fnun the neck down to the loin, and in-

eluding the joints commonly culled the sparerib and
loin, will be found tender, juic}", and fat. Another
great advantage of this breed is, that in pro[)ortion

to its size the weiiiht of the One joints and pieces,

such as the ham, shoulder, ami belly, where the de-

sirable intermi.'cture of lean and fat, so much covet-

ed by epicures, is to be found, is much greater rela-

tively to the whcde carcase than will be found in the
larger breed. On e-"famining the carcase of the larger
breed the enveloping fat will be found of a light grey
cohmr, soft, and riabby: the muscles stringy, and
when salted will run upgreatly, yielding at the same
time a large quantity of brine; so much so, that when
dry tin wliule weight will be lound to have diminish
ed in a much greaterproporlion than thesame weiglit

of pork from the smaller breed. To say nothing of

the greater weight of b.ine in the latter than in the
former kind, in co<jking, the meat from the first will

be found to scarcely diminish in size, whilst the sec-

ond will he seen to shrivel up considerably. This
will be especially seen in the belly parts. The cause
of this dift'erence is, that in the nnitured animal the
cellular tissue, ligamenis, &a., have fully developed
tbinnsdves—have liecume firm and com[iact; while-
in the growing animal these portions of the body re-

main in a softer and more gelatinous state, in conse-
quence of the presence uf moisture. It will be seen
that this form of tis>;ueis almost indispcns.ib e to the
growing animal, in order to adapt it to its constant-
ly increasing expansiiin of frame. AV'hen arrived at
its full growth, this softness gives place to firmness
and conipaetness of texture. A hss ani<innt of wat r

is now luund in the tissues, and the flaceidiiy of

youth is succeeded by the cdasticity of adolescence—
the compactness and' strength of liiaturity being fol-

lowed by the rigidity of age. The off cts arising
from cooking and sailing m mU in th^i forms presup-
posed arc in uniscm with the above faints : in me.ats
salted or cooked, derived fnun the immature animal,
the gelatine is dissolved out of the tissue, and the
animal fibre contracts, which, combined with the cir-

cumstance <d' the tissues bearing so much l.irger a
ratio to the fatty and muscular pirts, eaiiso the m at
to cont:-aer and shrivel up, whilst tlio disproporlimi of
sinewy substance to the whole mass makes the meat
hard and tough; in maturity, the tissue are capable

in b liling of absorbing m listurc and becoming sof-

tened; this kindol meat has consequently the ten-

derness so desirable. Although of two animalstreat-
ed as described, the profit decidedly preponderates in

favor of the sm.iller breed, it by no means follows if

the experiment be carried further,—that is, until the
larger breed has arrived at maturity, that the profit

W(ruld not be with the larger animals; so afti'r the
smaller breed has arrived at a certainamount of obe-
sity, it won d m ^rcdy become a C(msuu(er of food
without any commensurate advantage: on the other
hand, the larger animal would bo constantly ilevel-

oping its frame; and wlien fully matured, I have my
dimbts whether any animal yields so large a return
of meat for the quantity of food consumed as .si^'ected

mature animals of the old Etiglish breed. In this

respect the imimjved Berkshire bears an intermedi-
ate place between the sra tiler ami the larger breed,

arriving at maturity earlier; but I doubt, when fully

grown; whether it puts on the same quantity of flesh

for an equal amount of food, and in as short a time
as the old l-arge breed at maturity. Of the three
breeds now named f.>y way of illustration, my own
experience leads me to decide that for all purposes,
whether as fresh pork, pickled pork, ham and bacon,
the merits of the improved Essex exceeds all other
kinds; that the improved Berkshire follows; whilst

the (dd largo kir.d is a mere bacon pig : as suidi, how-
ever, it is highly esteemed in the farm-hdnse; the

huge flitch, wiih its great depth of fat, being consid-

ered the most eeonomic food for labourers—in which
opinion tlie h.bourer will be found to concur, as

whenever he has n choice, or from circumstances is

compelled to purchase for himselt, he will always be
found to prefer the thick fat part of the flitch.

In choosing a breed of pigs which is intended to

be sold to pirties who follow the business of baccm
curing, the size of the breed will be greatly det(!r-

niined '.,y tlie market in wdiieh they arc to be dis-

posed of. Very large fat bacon is principally re-

(juired for tlie mining distric s of AVarwickshire, the

I'otteries, and the nianufaeturing districts of Lan-
cashii oand Yorkshire. "Middles" are also si'iit from
Lonilon and Liverpool to the agricultural counties.

Uenerally speaking, large sized bacon is the favourite

kind amongst hirmers. The olijecticmable feature in

the larger breeds is the length of time they require

before arriving at matiiri y; -whilst growing, they

doubtless increase in size at a small expense of food,

and will eat matter that will be refused by fattening

pigs, and in this respect, perhaps, they are the mo.st

valuable animals of a:iy, that is, to fare by chance.

If, however, they have to be maintained im food

whie has to be specially provi<led. I cannot think

they will yield an equal (pianti y of meat, when fat-

tened and killed at frmu 18 months to 2 y arsoUl, as

would be formi'd were the same amount of luod given

to the I'^.ssex breeil, killeil at Ironi !) to 12 monlbs old,

or the Berkshire at from 12 lo l.") months idd, at

which ages it will be found most profit.ible lo kill

these respective breeds. With re^-ard to fresh pork,

it is brought in two difli-rent forms to mari.ei; in the

first stage, in wiiicli may be termed porklings, the

carcase weighing frcun 40 to lbs. each : in this

state the carcass is jiiinted iut,) hams, hands, sjiare-

rihs. loin", and belly-pieces. The spareribs and loins

are always used as n a'ting pieci s.theh ims Ind saimi-
nately for roasting and pickling. The bands and
belly-pieces are always pickled : for this puip.ise no
breed answers so well as the Essex; in this stiti! the
ontdde fat and skin, or crac^kling ns it is called, is

cut ali>n; with the lean part and so served at table.
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The other form in which fresh pork is sold is when
the pig has arrived at a pretty mature state and fit

to make bacon. The only parts, however, sold as
fresh moat are the sparerib and loin, together with
eteak-pieces off the shoulder. Along with the loin

and sparerib some persons cut out the whole of the
ribs, but this is a bad practice, as the short ribs
greatly assist in curing the bacon, and should always
be left on the side. The ribs should be divided wi'ih

a saw midway between the breast and back bone; a
sharp knife should now be employed to cut out the
lean or muscular part of the neck and loin from its

exterior covering of fat, the cutter up having previ-
ously divided with a saw the large bone of the pelvis,

commonly known as the haunch or |aitch-bone. He
commences cutting at the neck, and makes a clean
cut down to the ham, leaving only a thin portion of
the muscle or lean part, about the thickness of a shil-

ling, attached to the fat or back part, as many more
cuts are made in the same direction as are required
to separate the joint up to the point where the ribs

had previously been divided by the saw. Steak
pieces for frying or making sausages and pies may
be now cut off the lean part of the hand, which per-
mits the shoulder-bone being easily separated. The
fore-shank may be either cut out or left in—if for

home use, it had better be cut out and used as pickled
pork. The ham can now be cut off, commencing
where the ham joins the flank, and cutting so that
the outside skin will form a circle or ellipsis with the
skin that lines the inside of the ham. This mode of
cutting up pigs is notmuch practised exceptforhome
curing, and for that purpose is without doubt, the
most profitable; it is also followed to some extent with
pork-butchers in Lancashire, Warwickshire, and
Staffordshire, who combine the curing and vending
of bacon and hams with that of pork-butchering.—
These are generally extensive retail dealers, though
there are some who confine themselves to the whole-
sale trade, in which case the loins and spareribs are
disposed of to retailers and general butchers, who
take a few joints to supply theircustomers with pork,
preferring this mode to slaughtering a pig, and thus
having the chance of the sides and" hams being left

on their hands to cure. A considerable quantity of
the joints of pork cut as described, and sold bj sales-
men at Newgate Market, are brought up by railway
from Birminghaili, being sent up by the wholesale
pork-butchers of that place. For home use, or where
a retailer has a demand for bacon and hams, there is

no method of cutting up a pig that economises the
meat so much, the lean of the neck and loin losing
greatly in weight during salting, especially if the
bone be anywise separated from the muscular part
so as to leave it bare. At Belfiist, the backbone be
ing first taken out, the ribs are afterwards out away,
the knife passing as close as possible to the rib, and
leaving as much of the muscular or lean part attach-
ed to the fat as such a separation will admit; this is

a wasteful mode, as the muscular part so left will not
weigh, when cured and dried, one-third of the weight
that it would do in the state of fresh meat; it is a
practice only justifiable in Ireland, where it is found
impossible to get rid of what is there termed the offal

in quantities anything proportionate to the amount
being continually made at the large slaughtering es-

tablishments. A better plan than the Belfast mode
is that followed in the west of England and south of
Ireland, in such places as Waterford, Cork, Carrick.
&c., in all which places it is the practice to singe the
pigs intended for bacon. I have not described the
mode of killing and scalding pigs, as that is gener-

ally well understood, and a professed butcher is usu-
ally employed for the purpose; singeing is, however,
not so generally known. The pigs being first knock-
ed on the head, generally five or six in number, are
instantly drawn to a place immediately contiguous,
and placed with their necks over a trough prepared
to receive the blood; they are then stuck in the neck
with a knife in the ordinary manner; whilst they are

bleeding, a man with a fork distributes a thin cover-
ing of wheat or rye straw, the stronger the straw the
better for the purpose : in the absence of wheat or

rye straw furze and heather are used as substitutes.

At Waterford I have known wheat straw fetch 6^
per ton for this purpose in the months of June and
July. The straw is now set fire to in the direction of
the wind; if the man sees that there is not enough,
he applies more to those parts requiring it, but in a
general way, with practice, the quantity required is

applied sufficiently at first, the tender having merely
to adjust the burning straw, taken from those parts
where it appears to be scorching the skin too much,
and putting it on those places where the fire appears
too little; this he does by using a common hay-fork.

When burned out, which is done in two or three min-
utes, the hogs are turned, and the underside, now up-
permost, undergoes the same operation : this com-
pleted, they are drawn with ropes and puUies on to

hooks, similar to those seen in all slaughterhouses.
The rough dirt, singed hair, &c., are now scraped off;

warm water being constantly thrown over the car-

cases, when another scraping commences. In a gen-
eral way three scrapings, one without and two with
water, have to be gone over before the skin is deemed
sufficiently cleaned. The cleaning finished, the en-

trails, viscera, &c., are taken out in the ordinary way,
water is thrown over the whole carcase inside and
outside and left to cool; in winter-time this will al-

ways occur withiu twenty-four hours. When cold, a
man goes round and cuts the heads off; he then takes

a knife and makes a clean cut from the tail along
the centre of the back-bone to the termination of the

neck, baring the whole of the vertebra}; he now takes

a sharp cleaver, and, beginning at one side of the

vertebrag, commences separating it from the ribs at

the point of their attachment. The other side is then

cloven in the same manner; by this means the verte-

bra are cut clear out; he then cuts the ham about 3

inches above the knee-joint. Thus divided, a side at

a time is carried to a table where another operator is

in readiness, who first makes an incision near the

neck, where the fore-ribs inosculate so largely with

the back-bone, commonly known as the breast-bone;

these, together with four or five pounds weight of the

pectoral muscle or breast, are cut out, as it is found

by experience that this part does not bleed well, fre-

quently containing several of the larger blood-vessels

still gorged with blood, especially in large pigs, and
in consequence is not well adapted for curing; it is

anactot precaution always to be recommended; it

has also the effect of baring the scapula or shoulder-

bone. The latter in ticklish weather is sometimes

fiuind a formidable difficulty in the way of good cu-

ring, or, as it is technically termed, striking the meat
and taking the salt, the former term applying to salt-

petre, and the latter to the common salt used. This

portion of the breast being taken out, the ribs are

divided with a fine saw at the points named in the

first described mode, viz., about the middle; the up-

per division is cut out with a portion of the muscle

attached to them, leaving the lower portion of the

ribs adhering to the side; in Ireland the piece so cut

out is called a strip, and weighs, according to the
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size of the pig, from two to four pounds weight; in

the west of England it is called the griskin, and
usually weighs from five to eight pounds; by way of

parenthesis it may be stated that the griskin is a

most delicious morsel. The cutter is provided with

a semi-circular saw; with this he destrously divides

the small knuckle rf the femoris or thigh-bone, and
detaches it along with the pelvis or haunch-bone.

—

The muscle connected with the pelvis and a thin cut

from the upper part of the inside of the thigh are

taken out with the pelvis; by thismeans the awkward
joint which gives so much trouble to housekcopers and
others in curing hams is cut out, and the curer ob-

tains free access to the knuckle or superior extremity

of the thigh-bone in order to rub in the saltpetre and
salt; without this process it would be almost impossi-

ble to cure the whole side of a pig, viz., shoulder,

belly, back, and ham, in one piece. The difficulty of

saving hams from decay or fly-blows is well known
to consist principally in properly curing the joint in

question; it will, therefore, be apparent that if such
a difficulty exists in curing hams, it must be greatly

increased when the bulk of the ham remains attach-

ed to the side or flitch. These operations being com-
pleted, the side is carried to another table, where the

operator cuts off any straggling pieces of flesh, to-

gether with what may be considered superfluous on
the shoulder. Heis also provided with a sort of dull

iron chisel, to which a cord is attached which passes

over his neck, and with this chisel he separates the

scapula or shoulder-bone from the muscles attached

to it; this being completed, a small noose fmni an-

other short cord, also placed over the neck of tlie ope-

rator, is now fastened to the narrow and joint-end of

the bone; in doing so the workman has to bend his

body, the cord being made short expressly for this

purpose.

In resuming the upright position he draws out the

shoulder, or as it is commonly called, the blade bone;
theforearm or knuckle may beeither left or taken out,

it is usually left with the side : the last operation is

sawing off the shank of the ham, whi.-h is done a
few inches above joint; the side is now fit for the ca-

rer. The rapidity with which all these operations
are performed quite astonishes the spectator who has
not previously seen a large establishment of this kind,
several of which in Ireland slaughter from 800 to

1000 large hogs per week during the season, viz.,

from October to April. The head is sometimes cured
by separating the lower from the upper portion, the
lower part fori ing what is called the chap. The
more usual way is to split the head into two lateral

division.s and throw them into a strong pickle, same
as is used for forming pickled pork. The above de-

scribed mode is that usually adopted in the west of
England, and also in those parts of Ireland where
bacon is prepared for the London market in the west
of England fashion. The York method differs from
the west of England mode in having the ham detach-

ed from the flitch, and also in not cutting out the
griskin, leaving the whole of the ribs attached to the
side, only separating the back bone as previously de-

scribed. The h.am is cut either short or long, ac-

cording to taste; if cut long, the whole of the pelvis

or haunch-bone is cut out in connexion with the
thigh-bone and ham. The Westphalian ham is an
example of this method, and is the best mode for the
seller, as he gets the price of ham for a large portion
which would otherwise form a sort of offal or make
part of the flitch, and so only obtain the price of ba-

con. This form of ham is the worst for the consu-
mer, as the lower end contains a largo quantity of

bone, and is only fit for boiling; it has also its disad-
vantages with the curer as it disfigures the flitch
very much, leaving a long narrow slip at the ham
end which can only be used fur melting down. On
the whole, therefore, the method of cutting the ham
short is the best: this is done by sawing the p Ivis
aliout the middle and cutting the ham in a circular
manner from that point. It is not customary with
sn:all p-gs to cut out any part of ihe ribs, but with
large pigs it is requisite to cut a portion out of the
fore-part, and also to draw out the blade-bone as de-
scribed in the west of England mode. With small
pigs, such as the improved Essex, this may be omit-
ted when they are only from 9 to 12 months old, and
having been previously well fed, as tlie curini' uf
bacon depends greatly on the latter named circ'iim-

stanoe; this, together with the fact that small bacon
and hams usually obtain the best price, other mat-
ters, as quality of meat, &c., being equal, is a strong
argument in favour of the smaller description of pig
in preference to the larger breeds ; also, as here
shown, the whole of the carcase can be converted into
marketable ham and bacon, without any deduction
for offal of much consequence.

[to be continued.]

Peuusylvania Horticultural Societj-,

Ad Interim Ixeport of the Fruit Committee for Sep-
tember, 1853.

PniL.^DELPniA, September 20th, 1853.
To the President Penna. Ilort. Societv:
The Fruit Committee respectfully" Report, That

since the August meeting of the Society, several in-
teresting collections of Fruits from various localities
have been presented for their examination.
From Paschall Morris, of West Chester.—Two

specimens of a Pear, from a farmer near West
Chester. Size above medium, 2 13-10 inches long,
by 2i broad; obtuse pyriform

; greenish yellow,'
with some russet markings, especially at the inser-
tion of the stem, and a faint salmon'cheek; stem 1

inch by i, inserted somewhat obliquely in a small
superficial cavity, russetod, and slightly plaited;
calyx in a shallow basin, sometimes russeted ; seed
rather large, dark, flat; flesh of fine texture, but-
tery, melting; a little more flavor would be desira-
ble ;

quality at least "good.'"

From Amos L. Whitman, North Coventry, Ches-
ter county. Pa.—Throe varieties of Seedling Plums.

1. Fruit an inch and a half long, by one and a
h.alf broad; obtuse cordate, suture indistinct; red
with a white bloom; stem five-eights to three-
fourths of an inch long, by one twelfth thick, in-
serted in an open, moderately deep depression;
flesh unadherent to the stone, of pleasant flavor, and
"good" quality. This variety appears to be won-
derfully productive; a twig three inches long by
one-sixth thick, contained eight Plums—another
two inches long by one-fourth tliick, contained
seven.

2. Fruit an inch and a half long, by one five-six-

teenths ; obovate; purple, covered with blue bloom
;

stem eleven-sixteenth by one-sixteenth; quality in-
ferior, except for culinary purposes.

3. Only one specimen—large, one three-fourths by
one eleven-sixteenth inches; roundish obovate; green-
ish yellow, mottled and dotted with white; suture
broad, extending one side from the base to the
apex; stem three-fourths by oi^e-twelfth, inserted
in a slight depression ; stone partially adherent.
The specimen being pi lied somewhat prematurelv,
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n ciJiTect estimate of its merits couM tidt l>e fcirmnd.

We lire, lio vcver, inclined tu lliitik fiiVDvaljIy of it,

and should be happy to see specimens of it nest
season.

From Thomas Hancock, Burlington. N. .J.^Throe
boxes containin;; specimens of a i'lum, and thirty-

seven varieties of Pears.

1. Driij) d' Or d' E.^psriii—a small, round, gidden
yellow Plum, with occasionally a few crimson dots;

stone un.ailhcreiit, quality "very good."
|

2. Cahol—specimens too much decayed to judge
of its quality.

3. Si. Ghinlain— in good condition, "very good."

4. CHinbcrland—of fine size, but in quality,

"scarcely good."

5 Muscadine—"good."
0. Tieitrre Gonhanll—"good."

7. DiUcii or Doi/enne Dilten—of large size and
fine appearance, similar in form to the Hosen
Schenck ; throe and three-eights inches long, by
three and one-ronrth broad; rcjund, obovate; green-
ish yellow, with spots and splashes of green russet;

stem from threo-f >urths to one inch long, by one-

filth of an inch thick, rather fleshy at its insertion;

little or no cavity; calyx open, set in a wiile, shal-

low, sometimes russeled basin ; seed ovate, brown,
niedioni; flesh buttery, flavor pleasant, quality

"very good." In the Lonilon Horticultural So
ciety's Catalogue, and in iJownlng's Fruit and Fruit

Trees of America, Ddlen is given as a synonym of

Beurre Diol. We regard it. however, .a^ a distinct

variety, ripening earlier than the latter.

8. \Vas!iin(jioii— afivorite Pear with us, attractive

in appearance, and of "very good" quality.

9. Cupid—-a very large, handsome, Pcn:'sylvania

variety, of "good" quality, when eaten at the exact

moment of its maturity.

10. Great Cilroii of Bohemia—scarcely worth
cultivating.

11. GMiUi Bcurrc of BiLboa—fair, and "very
good."

12. rrftaHiVe—"Best."
13. Ileaihcol—"very good."

14. Belle el Bonne—"good."
15 Mtrie Lnui.fc—specimens not beir.g fine, the

quality was only "good."
llj, Oiiundaja—inferior specimens, quality only

"good."
17. Capslieaf—"good."
18. A nei'dlinq J'rom the Sic!:el—originated with

Mr. Wm. W. king, of Burlinirton, N. J. Small;
roundish-obovate ; uniform yellow ri^sset ; stem five-

eighths of an inch long, by one-eighth thick; fleshy

at insertion ; no cavity ; calyx nearly closed, set in

6uperfii-ial basin; quality inferior to the .Sickel.

19. Beurre d'Anjou—"best."

20. Adele de St. Denin—a new Belgian variety
;

quality "good."
21. Fondaitle de Antomne—highly flavored and

delicious: quality "b.st." This variety has recent-

ly been extensively imported under the name Seig-

neur d'Esperin.

22. Bin C'lretien Fondanle—"very good."
23. Fnllon—-i^miii."

24. Sn/tcr Fonditnle—specimens small; "good."
25. (?e;«/cs/(''/«i—scarcely "good."
26. Vallee FraiicJie—qualitv indifferent.

27. Ntipoleon d' Hirer d' E-ijierin—{liici\.yed.

2S. SiilliruH—scarcely "good."
The following ten kinds were not in eating con-

dition : AUIiorpe. Criis-fume, Biiffiini, Flemish Beau-
ty, Colinar Neil, Jean de Witle, Beurre Diet, Bczi dela

Molle, Jd.'irphine, Figue de Naples.
From Simuel Ott, two varieties of Pears and fine

specimens of a Plum.
1. Barllett, hirs^e, hardsome, "very good."
2. Lo li/e, spRi.imens remarkably iioe, 3} inches

long by 3 broad, possessing: the rich, vineous flavor

of ihe Brown Beurre; quality "very good."

3. A Large Red Plain., 1| inches hmg by 1| broad;

oblong; light red: suture extending ini one side

from the base to the apex; stem three quarters of

an inch long by onc-twonlieth thick; flesh partially

adherent to the stone
;
quality "vtry good."

Frcun Ridjcrt Buist—specimens of two Pears and
one Apple.

1. A .supposed Seedlinji Pi.ar—bearing some re-

semblance in f.u'm anil fl ivor to Henry 4th— rather

small, tivo and one-eighth inches long by one and
one-eighth br(];id ; obovate pyriform

;
yellowish

green, with large green russet spots and blotches,

and a brownish red cheek; stem brnken—fleshy at

its termination, inserted without ilepression ; c.ilyx

closed, set in a shillo—. furroweil basin; seed small,

black— flesh melting, buttery, of tine texture—flavor

vinous— quality "very gund."

2. Dot/enne Robin— rather large, two and a half

inches by two and three-quarters round, bergamot
shaped; greenish, covered with russet dots and
splashes; stem usually very long and thick, from
one and a quarter to two inidies long by one-sixtli

thick, inserted in a deef, narrovi' cavity; calyx

small, set in a narrow, moderately deep basin; seed

large, black ; flesh melting, somewhat granular
;

flavor pleasnnt; quality "very good."

3. Fair Maid Apple—the only specimen on the

tree; rather large, roundish-oblate, inclined to ciui-

ical, beautifully and delicately striped with carmine;

flavor subacid: quiility inferinr.

From Wm. G. Waring, [> 'a'sburg. Centre county.

—A box of fruit ci.maining specimens, of 15 va-

rieties—3 c'f pears, 4 of anples, aiid 8 of plunn.

1. Tiic Julienne— Mr. Waring says this variety

was introduced into Centre county from Germany,
as the Summer B mcretien. The specimens wero
very fine, and quality "very good."

2. Snrnmer Bon Crenen—cultivated at Boalsbnrg
under the names of Suijar and Honey pear , flavor

very saccharine, but of inferior quality.

3. Dearbor.t'.s Seelliuf/^-ycvy handsome speci-

mens, and of "very good' quality.

4- The Sink Apple-- i<lr. Waring informs us that

this nat ve rod apple "originated on the farm

of Hon. George Boal, of I'oalsborg. The original

tree, which is now ilead, stood over a cavern, into

which a stream emptied— hence tha name. It was
(anious for its constant and abundant yield of fruit,

which was in great demand for cooking, and con-

tinued in use from July to October." Specimens,

when received, were pnlirely decayed.

5. The l>ummer Bill Flouxr— considered, in Cen-

tre county, a superior early baking apple, and in

season the last of July anil .Vugust,— also entirely

deeayeil when the box was opened.

C* The Rni/al Swrd—:x lirge, "good" sweet apple,

which is apt to fall fnuii the tree.

7. The Bush— a native iipf le on the farm of Mr.
Christian Dale, near Boal.'-burg, and (cmnd growing

in liie wooils liy his fither. Mr. Waring siiys this

variety is "an excellent bearer, and a great favorite

in an orchanl of choice sorts." Size two and three-

quarters by three inches ; oblate, inclining to coni-

cal ;
greenish yellow, with many russet dots near

the crown, ami occasionally a. faint blush; btem
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8evea-cif;htlis of an inch by one-ninth, inserted in a

deep, iipen, fiiiTdwed cavity; calyx very small, set

in a dei!p, narrow, plaited basin, seed brown, broad,

sliovt; flavor pleasant; qualily "very good."
8. Earlji Yellow I'riina— said to have been obtain-

ed from Jiedford county, many years a^o, and is

represented as being "a free grower, prodigious

bearer, and not apt to rot." Size one and tive-

eijjbihs inches by one and one-quarter; oval, pointed

nt each end; stem live-eiglitbs of an inch lonj; by
one-twentieth thick; llesh free (rom the stone; flavor

delicious; quality "very good."

9. Red /^/«rt(;--also introduced into Centre county
from Bedford. This variety was sent on a former
occasion from Lancaster, under the name of "Bottle
Plumb." Two inches long by one and one-eighth

broad; pyriform ; with a long, slender neck ; suture
extending on one side fnmi the base to the apex;
pale red ; st-em one inch lung by on»-sixteenth thick;

a handsome plumb, of peculiar form, and "good"
quality; but said to be an indifferent bearer.

10. Imperial Gai/e—Mr. Waring remarks of this

variety, that "the tree is very free from leaf blight,

nnd the fruit from rot, hanging hmg, shriveliing.and
becoming veiy sugary." Speoini-us fine

;
quality

"very good."
11. A very large, late purph Plum, resembling T)n-

ane's Pii.rj)!e, and said to be "a very excellent grow-
er, a full bearer, and not inclined to rot," \ery larg>,

two inches long by one and tnirtecn-sixteenths broad;
oblong—purple—stem three-quarters of an inch long
by one-twelfth thick— flesh free from the stone.

Specimens not sufficiently ripe to tost their quality.
12. Ti'ia Galbrailk—an early Phim, said to have

originated with the late Mr. Galbraith, near Boals-
burg; and is rcpreanted as being a stragglng grower,
but the best early plum cultivated in that vicinity.

An inch and a ball long by one and fivt-sixteenths

broad—oval, purple,—stem five jigliths of an inch by
one fcmrteenth,— flesh tender, juicy, adherent to the
stone—flavor luscious— quality "veiy good" if not
"best."

13. Prune Dianson Phim.—One and a half inches
long, one and three-sixteenths wide, one and ono-
gixtoenth thick—flattened oval—blue—5tcm one and
a half inclies long Viy one-eighteenth thick— flesh

rather dry. entirely free from the stone—flavor agree-
able—quality "good."

14. Qoe's Golden Drop—received from England for
the Magnum Bounm; specimens large and fair, but
not mature.

15. A variety cnllivufed in (he tieighhorhood of
Boahhurg as the Peach /'.Vm—from which itdiCcrs in
several particulars. Large, one three-(iuarters inch-
es by one and ni c-sixteenlns; oblong; salmon color-
ad; stem thiee-eigbtha of an inch by one-fourteenth:
stone adherent, long-o/n'afe, one and onc-sixtecth inch-
es l(;ng, five-eighths wide, and seven-sixteonth.s thick;
of pleasant flavor; quality between "good" and "very
good."
From Thomas M. Harvey, .Jennerville, near West

Chester, V:\..the Beurre (Judiiiol—iina of the very
new French Pears, imported by Mr. Ilarvcy.in l.SJl,

and probably named in honor of Marshall Oudinot,
Duke of Reggio. Size very large, three and three-
eighths inches long by two and three-fourths broad;
pyriform; yellowish green, with a bro insh cheek;
stem one inch long liy one-fifth thick, curved, insert-
ed somewhat obliquely with little or no depression;
calyx of medium size, set in a wide, shallow liasin;

seed of a pale cinnaman color, long, accuminate,
flesh of rather fine texture, juicy flavor pleasant;

quality "very good."
From Isaac B. Baxter; three varieties of Pears,

and the June Peach.

1. The Bartletl—one specimen of immense size,

measuring three and three-fourths inches long by
three and three-fourths broad, and w^'ighing twelve
ounces.

2. The Kingsessing—specimens from a tree double
woked on quince, large and line, measuring three
inches by three and one eighth, and weighing eight
ounces. When grown on quince, the fruit is larger,
broader, and more fair than that grown on Pear
stock; quilty "best."

3. The Washington—specimens ram.arkablo for
size and beauty, quality "verv good."

4. The June Peach, (Baxter No. ],)—very large
and of delicious flavor, quality "very good."
From Chailes Kessler, of Rending—a box of fruit

containing a Seedling Plum, a Peach, an Apple and
six varieties of Pe.ars.

1. Seedling Plum—an inch and five-eighths long,
by one and five-sixteenths broad; obovate; light red,
suture extending on one side from the base to the
apex; stem three-fourths id an inch long, one-
eighteenth thick; stonppartially adherent;flavor3weet
anil pleasant; quality "good."

2. Pencil, grown by Mr. Lott—large, three inches
long by three and one-eighth broad; roundish; dark
red on a greenish white ground: suture distinct, ex-

tending more than half nuind; cavity moderately
deep; flesh white, red around the stime, juicy, mad-
herent: delightful flavor; quality "very good," if not
"best."

3. Apple—small, two inches by two and a half,

roundish (djlate inclining to cimical; fair yellow, v\'ith

occasionally a faint blush on the side exposed to the
sun; stem three-fourths of an inch long by ono-
twelffh thick, inserted in adeep, open cavity, russeted
in rays; calyx closed, segments very long, set in a,

medium sized basin, -which is sometimes slightly

plaited, flesh yellowiah white, tendir: flavor spright-
ly, quality "good."

4. Uushmore's Poncretien—grovsn by Mr. "Won-
der, very large and verv beautifnl; quality scarcely
' good."

5. Dardrtl—specimens large and handsome.
G. The Washington—specimens quite large and ex-

ccepingly beautiful.

7. White Doyenne—s-ecimens much fairer and
finer than those usu:illy grown in the country.

8. A Pear resembling the Cushing— two and a half
inches long by two and a half broad; round obvate;

fair yellow; steiu three-fourths cf an inch by one-
seventh, in.scrtcd in a very narrow cavity: calyx open,
set in a shallow basin; seed rather large, brown,
plump, with an angle at the blunt end; fresh finete.K-

ture, buttery, melting; fine vinous flavor, quality
"very good."

9. A Pear having some rcemblanecto the Chinese
Stone Pear, specimens not in eating order.

From Samuil Jones— T'le Hanorer Pear—from
Hanover Furnace, New .Jersey.—These were the fi-

nest specimens of this variety that we have yet .seen;

some of them measuring nearly three inches long by
two and live-eighths broad. In size it is usually

rather small; round obovate; green, with dull green-

russet markings, and a brown cheek; stem one inch
by one-ninth, inserted in a shallow cavity usually
angular; calyx open, set in a plaited, sometimes fur-

rovTcd, irregular basin; seed large, plump, accumi-
nate; flesh greenish yellow, exceedingly melting ;inJ

juicy; flavor pleasant; quality "good."
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Fiom Dr. J. K. Eshelman:—A hox containing Jine

specimens of tweloe farieties of Pears, including the

Diller. f bo four following kinds were not in eating

condition: Calinka, Thompson, Mexican, and Doi/enne
]

Boussock. The variety brought for the Louise Bonne

de Jersey is not true, and is probably Capiavmont.

Barllelt, fine specimens, of "very good" quality.

—

Dunmorc, "good." SI. Ohstlian, "very good." Fon
dante de Malincs, "very good." The Dnle of Bor-

deaux is the same as Dumas, Epine Dumas, and Belle

Epine Dnmas; quality "good." Hcioes, scarcely

"good"' specimens very small. The Diller—size be-

low medium; roundish-ovate; with one or more of the

longitudinal depressions or sutures seen in Dear-

born's Seedling; skin cinnamon russet; stem an inch

to an inch and a half long, by one-seventh thick, in-

serted by fleshy rings without depressions; calyx

open, set in a shallow, rather wide basin; seed small,

dark, with an angle at the blunt extremity; flesh

somewhat granular, buttery; possessing a fine per-

fumed flavor; quality "very good." Period of matu-

rity last of August.

From Wm. S. Cleavinger, of West Philadelphia:—

Lar"-e and tine specimens of the Bartletl, from his

own garden,—and the noble Susquehanna Peach,

from llarrisburg, its original location. The Susque-

hanna is a Peach of the largest size, aboundi ig in

juice of a most delicious flavor: quality "best."

From Caleb Cope:—Beautiful specimens of the

EliugeaTid Vermash Xertarines—remarkably fine in

appearance as well as in quality.

From Dr. Arrott, of this city:

—

A Seedling Grape.

Size medium; round; greenish white; bunches small;

flesh pulpy; odor peculiar; flavor pleasant; quality

good; leaf trilobed.

From Gerhard Schmitz:—A Seedling Grape.—

Large; oval; purple; bunches loose, large; resembles

the Isabella in appearance and flavor; quite equal to

it in quality, and perhaps a little earlier.

From Charles Jones, through Mr. Allan W. Corson,

Mimtgomery County:—Large and fine looking speci-

mens of the Vandiver Apple, not ripe.

From Isaac Garrettson, through Mr. Alan W. Cor-

son, Montgomery County :—Handsome specimens of

a small; pleasant, half breaking Pear, grown on the

premises of Mrs. Rachel Maulsby, which we regard

as the Gros Ronsselet, and which, by the London
Horticultural Society, is deemed unworthy of culti-

vation.

From Samuel Owern, Steward of the Girard Col-

lege:—Remark;\ble fine specimens of the Seclcel

Pear, grown on the College premises.

From Mrs. John B. Smith:— Two varieties of
Pears.

1. The Moyamensing—The fruit of this variety re-

mains only a short time in perfection; but this defect

is compensated by its ripening in succession, for a

considerable period. When eaten at the exact mo
ment of its maturity, the flavor is delicious, and the

quality "best."

2. Poire d'Abondance—This little Pear is always

beautiful, and a most abundant bearer; quality some-

times "good," occasionally "very good," very often in-

different. In the "Fruit and Fruit Trees of Ameri-

ca," D'Abondance, D'Amour, and Ah Mon Dieu, are

considered one and the same Pear. In appropriating

these names to a single variety, Mr. Downing follow-

ed, and was misled, by the Catalogue cf the London
Horticultural Society. But so far from being identi-

cal. Poire d'Amour and Poire d'Abondance are two
entirely distinct varieties, differing essentially in ,><ize,

form, color, and period of maturity. The fruit of the

former is very large, while that of the latter is small.

The error of considering them identical probably
arose altogether from the fact that the name, Ah Mon
Dieu, was an acknowledge Synonym of both. It is

stated, however, on the authority of a distinguished

French Pomologist, that this appellation was given to

each for a very different reason— to one, in conse-

quence of its beauty and productiveness—to the oth-

er, on account of its enormous size.

From William Canby, Wilmington, Delaware :—

A

Seedling Grape. Bunch four and ^ half inches long,

by two and three-quarters broad, so compact as fre-

quently to destroy the rotundity of the berry. Berry
from seven-sixteenths to nine-sixtenths of an inch in

diameter; roundish, inclining to oval; skin of a violet

color, thickly covered with bloom, and semi-diapha-

nous; seed small, dark cinnamon; flesh tender, very
juicy, not pulpy; flavor sweet and pleasant; quality

"best" for a grape that will grow in open culture.

—

Leaf trilobed but not deeply, interruptedly serrulate,

auriculate.

On motion, resolved, that the Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural Society hereby offer a premium of one hun-
dred dollars fiir an ett'ectual and economical remedy,
which shall prove satisfactory to the Society, against

the ravages of the curculis.

From the NV-w England Farmer,

The Marrow !>quasli.

Frien'd Brown:—In the September No, of the Far-
vier, M. Ten'ny, of South Groton, asks some of your
correspondents to givehim infin-mation about cultiva-

ting the marrow squash. For the information of

friend Tcnny, I will give you my experience in rais-

ing them. My neighbors can testify to the quantity

as Well as quality of my squashes and other vegeta-

bles. Much depends upon the manner of planting

squash seeds, as well as all other seeds, to ensure

good crops. Every man's motto should be, "work
the soil deep," and with the blessing of God, I shall

have vegetables to sell and to keep. AVhen I have

planted my squash seeds after tlie following rule, I

have never failed of being well paid for my labor,

viz;_Dig the holes 16 or 18 inches deep, three feet

broad and seven feet apart; throw the top soil on one

side, and the bottom soil on the other side of the

holes. After digging as many holts as I wish to

plant hills, I return the,top soil to the bottom of the

holes, and then take one bushel or more of well pul-

verised manure, one peck leached ashes, ftr each hill,

and with a spade or shovel mix well together from

top to bottom. Then plant the seeds, leaving the top

of the hills level with the surface of the ground, and

keep them so during the season. When they are up,

and the bugs have done troubling them, thin them
out, leaving two or three stocks in each hill, which

will cover the ground before the summer is ended. I

intended to have said something aliout planting and
raising other vegetables, but will leave that for an-

other paper. Yours truly,

Anset, IIolm.w.

Dn. PROUT has shewn that all our principal ali-

mentary matters may be reduced to three classes:

the saccharine, the oleaginous, and the albuminous,

represent by butter, sugar and white of egg. Now,
milk consists of all three—^the curd which is chiefly

albumen; the butter, chiefly oil ; and a portion of

sugar. Milk is the only substance prepared by na-

ture so completely perfect as to be a compound of

these principles, and therefore its perfection, mixed

with bread, as a food for children.
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Pedij^ree ot full bred Diii-liam Bull Mars.

Roan, calved 1st month, (January) 13th 1851 by

"Montezuma," dam '-Rose Bud" by "His Grace, gr.

dam "Victoria" (purchased at Whittakcr's aecond

sale of short Horns from England 11th Mo. (Novem-

ber) 5th 1838, for $520) by Lueksall 2230 gr. gd. Red

Rose, by Bedford, jr., (1701) gr. gr. gd. Moss

Rose by Romulus (1403) gr. gr, gr. gd. Vesta

by Isaac (1129) gr. gr. gr. gr. gd. by Northern

Light, gr. gr. gr. gr. gr. gd. by White Comet son

of Comet 155.

Montezuma was bred by John Worth, near West

Chester, got by "Yorkshireman," dam "Virginia"

by "Henry Clay" gr. dam "Strawberry Girl" impor-

ted from England by Paschall Morris. "Yorkeshlrc-

man" was purchased in England by Joseph Cope, of

Thomas Bates, Kirklcavington, by whom ho was

bred, and whose stock now commands in England

the highest prices. "His Grace the sire of "Rose Bud"

was purchased by Paschall Morris, at Whittakcr's sec-

ond said in 1838 for §550. The opposite engraving

by Clarkson is a very lair likeness of this superior

young Bull, whoso pedigree indicates some of the

best blood now in the country. He is very good in

the loin and hind quarter, and what in a southdown

would be called the twist. The artist has succeed-

very happily in catching the ciprcssion of counte-

nance generally so difficult. His mild eye indicating

gentleness of disposition, is a point on which we

have always laid great stress. In the scale of points,

originating with our friend F. Rotch of New York,

and adopted, by the State Agricultural Society, it

says: "The eye is of great significance, and should

be prominent, bright and clear, "prominent" from an

accumulation of "adeps" in the back part of its sock-

et, which indicates a tendency to lay on fat: "bright"

as an evidence of good disposition, "clear" as a guar-

antee of the animals health: whereas a dull slug-

gish eye belongs to a slow feeder, and a wild restless

eye, betrays an unquiet, fitful temper." The whole

8calc of points for Durhams, Dovons and other breeds

was published in the May number of the Farm Jour-

nal, and is very useful for reference. Although prob

ably no one individual has ever combined them all,

yet in erecting such a standard for comparison, re-

sulting as it did from the close observation and long

experience, of our friend Rotch, and confirmed also

by other eminent breeders, we think a good service

has been rendered to the whole country. It ia a scale

R-hich should bo understood and studied by those

obout to purchase, and is the most, if not the only re-

liable written standard we have. "Mars though

young, and not fully matured, yet comes well up in

the "scale of points" already and when his form ia

fully developed, will embrace the most of thera. Ilia

owner offers him for sale. Price $500.

Montezuma the sire of Mars tcok the first premi-

um, at the recent Chester county exhibition.

The Grape Culture in the West.

A condensed account for the Farm Journal.

The Grape crop in the Ohio Valley, "the Rhine of

America," is unusally well ripened, juicy andsweet,

this season. The vineywds are generally located on

the slope of the Ohio River; and nine tenths of them,

are cultivated by Germans who have devoted their

lives to the business,—each family taking charge of

some fifteen or twenty acres, usually for one haW

the proceeds.

There are about fifteen hundred acres devoted to

vine growing in Ohio: five hundred in Missouri; three

hundred in Indiana; one hundred in Illinois; and the

same in Kentucky. Some of the Vineyards will

grow this year eight hundred gallons of Wine per

acre. The fruit is purchased by the Wine manufac-

turers at from five to six dollars per hundred pounds^

it is then washed and pressed, and the juice placed in

wine vaults or cellars to undergo slow fermentation.

At the end of twenty months the "sparkling Civ

tawba" is ready for market.

To give an idea of the extent of some of these wine

cellars, it may be stated that Mr. Nicholas Longworth,

has three, one of which will turn out annually fiftjr

thousand bottles, another one hundred thousand, and:

a third an equal amount of "dry wine." Portions of

the cellars are occupied by immense tanks, one of

which holds five thousand gallons.

The American wines are of two general varieties,

the "still" and the "sparkling," The first is wine thai'-

undergoes vinous fermentation, or the process which.

transforms the sugar of the grape into alcohol. To

produce a sparkling wine, a second fermentation i«

excited, by adding a little "rock" candy, and the al-

cohol is transformed into carbonic acid gas. Thu»,.

Western wine, can be relied on as the pure and iin-

adulteraled juice of the grape; and the substitution

of it for the drugged liquors of foreign iraportatiott

is a most important and desirable object to be gained.

Even where the manufacture of pure wines is attemp-

ted in the hot countries of Europe, it is necessary to

to mix brandies with them to make them keep, which,

is not done here Americans are not yet prepared to

properly appreciated the value of pure wines, be-

cause they so rarely find their way acniss the Atlan-

tic. In the wine districts of Europe brutal intoxi-

cation is comparatively unknown, or any of the ef-

fects resulting from intemperate drinking. A
drunken vine dresser is never seen.

In selecting a location for a vineyard a hill with

a southern exposure and a dry calcareous soil, with,

a porous sub soil, is preferred. Wet or !=pangy lands

are avoided. The cuttings should contain at least

four joints, and be taken from wood well ripened;

should be set out in a slanting position, with the t<>p-

eye even with the surface of the gn.und, though cov-

ered witli half an inch of light mould, if the weather

is dry, Pruning is done from November to March,
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and cuttings ave preserved in cool cellars until tlie

ground is warm and dry, or mellow. Tlie first sea-

son's superfluous shoots are pulled off, leaving but

one or two to grow, and but one eventually. In the

i-pring the vine is cut down to a single eye, and one

.•<lalk or cane allowed to grow, tied to a stake,—no

suckers bring allowed to grow. The second spring

after planting, cut down to two cr three eyes, or joints,

and the third year to four or five, pinching ofl' later-

als and tying up. Tliis year, two stalks are trained

to the stake, and so i e grapes will be produced. The

vino is now cstablislieil. Tlio fourth pruning requires

"ood judgment. The best shoot of the former year

is cut down to six or eight joints, and fastened

to the adjoining stake in a horizontal position, or

bent over in the form of a bow, and tied to its own

stake. The other stalk is cut down to two or three

eyes, to make bearing wood tor the next season.

The pioneer in this extending enterprise was JVIr.

Nicholas Longworth, now over seventy years of age.

For thirty years he experimented with foreign grapes,

with a view to their acclimation in the United States.

Sis thousand vines of the best Madeira wine grapes,

and seven thousand from the Mountains of Jura, in

France, besides others from the vicinity of Paris and

Bordeaux were procured, but which were all thrown

away, after a protracted trial, being found inferior

to the Catawba, a native. Near 200 varieties of grape

have been tested, but the two best are found to be

the Catawba and Ilerbemont. The latter makes a

wine similar to the Spanish Manzauilla, and will be

mere extensively cultivated hereafter.

Recent Improvements in Machines for tilling

THE Son..—Sp-iDiNG VS. PLOUGHING.—A Very ifiter-

esting paper on the above has recently been read be-

fore the British Association for the advancement of

Science, by which it appears steam cultivators, dig-

ging machines, ploughing machines, drawn by sta-

tionary as well as locomotive steam engines, and ro-

tary machines for pulverizing by means of forks'

spades or claws, are being seriously talked of in Eng-

land for general introduction in place of the ordinary

plough and team.

It is objected to the plough, among other inconve-

niences, that while it loosens and reverses the top

soil, it compresses the bottom of the furrow and dam-

ages the sub soil, which is pressed and hardened by

the share. The new implements or diggers appear

to be designed, not only to work deeper than the

plough, but to thoroughly disintegrate and pulverize

every particle of soil, thus leaving it in a condition,

not only to draw nutriment from the atmosphere, but

expedite the decomposition of the inorganic constitu

cuts of the soil, in fine to make a deep and perfect

bed ready for the reception of the seed. It is con-

tended that the new dynasty of steam has superseded

the old one of the plough.

From experiments in England, it would seem not

improbable these enormous steam diggei'S, may some

day not distant, be found going around to dig, sub-

soil and pulverize, at one operation, fields at a fixed

price per acre, same as drilling, reaping, mowing and

threshing machines are at present. As a matter of

curiosity and information to our readers, we copy a

description of one of these machines, which seems

much approved of, and has answered well on trial.—
The inventor says, "the forks of my digging machine

are made of the best cast-steel that I can procure, of

a square section, slightly tapered, bent on an angle

and in pairs, at a cherry heat, and allowed to cool

gradually. They are curved, so as to enter the ground

easily, but to lift the soil as they come out. Tho up-

per portion of six such pairs being laid between two

half discs of cast iron, grooved to receive them, tho

half disc? being afterwards united by bolts, form a

digging wheel of which the discs represent the boss,

and the points of the forks the spokes; there is no

hoop or tire. A number of these digging wheels

(seven in a full sized machine) are hung on a bar,

around which they rotate freely. Between each pair

of wheels, and on the same bar is hung a ring which

keeps thema'-art, and cleans the sides of the bosses.

The frame containing the bar with the digging wheel

also holds a number of cleaners, the ends of which

scrape the soil from the circumference of the bosses,

and force it from the prongs. This frame, to which

the shafts and draught links for the horses are also

attached, is itself hung in front on another bar, con-

necting two segmental frames, one on each side of

tho digging frame. These contain the wheels on

wliich the implement rests when it is not in action,

and which also serve to regulate the depth to which

the forks of the digging frame are allowed to pene-

trate the ground. The segments (at the back of the

travelling wheel frams) being toothed, two pinions

gear into them, the place of which on the segments

determine the height at which the digging frame is

sustained; a winch attached to the latter works the

pinions.

When the horses move forward the attendant

throws out of gear a pawl, which hold the pinions at

any given point; the digging frame runs down by its

own weight, the prongs enter the ground, and the

depth of their penetration is increased or diminished

by turning the winch in opposite directions, thereby

causing more or less weight to rest on the travelling

and digging wheels respectively. Meanwhile the re-

sistance offered by the earth in front of the prongs

causes the latter to revolve and portions of the soil

to be detached, which are thrown back, after having

been lifted and broken by contact with the cleaning

bars.

A full sized machine weighs a ton, and breaks up

a depth not exceeding 10 inches, a breadth of 3 feet

at a time, equal to that of four ploughs, and equiva-

1
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lont to .about five acres in seven hours. The druug'.it

requh-ed varies, according to the n.ature and state of

the soil, from four to seven horses. A smaller imple-

ment is made for occupiers of land vrhose horse-pow-

er is limited, capable of working about 3 acres, in

the same time, with three or four horses. About 30

digging machines, corresponding with the descrip-

tion which I have given, are at work in various parts

of this country; one of them in this immediate neigh-

borhood, on the estate of Mr. Robert Harrison, of

Binningholme Hall."

The article, the author of which is Mr. Samuelson

of Banbury, concludes thus:

"Whatever may be the success of .all or any of the

cultivating machines which I have brought under

your notice, enough has certainly betn done to de-

monstrate that wo have entered upon a new epoch in

the mechanics of tillage; and that, how long soever

the dominion of the plough may be destined to last,

it is not henceforth to reign alone. Meanwhile I

was anxious to direct the attention of our machinist

to a branch of their profession, than which none

stands more in need of cultivation, and none will

more amply repay it. We are dealing with a depart-

ment of industry which, until lately, was oppressed

with an excess of human labour, whilst the whole of

its produce was liable to be depreciated fiir more than

any other, in value, by a comparatively trifling in-

crease in its amount. Bat now the tables are turn-

ed, the supply of agricultural labour diminishes

daily, whilst consumption is extending beyond all

precedent, and the cultivator of the soil looks eagerly

to the mechanic to cheapen his operations, and, joint-

ly with the chemist, to aid him in making two blades

grow where one only gi-evv before."

To Pickle Oysters.

Pour them into a cullender, and drain the liquor

into a kettle; boil and skim it; then put in tlie oysters

and lot them come to a boil, previously rinsing tliem

with cold water, which should be drained off; lift

them out with a skimmer, and sprinkle with good

vinegar to suit the taste; then cover to pi-event their

growing dark; strain the boiling liquor on a few

cloves, allspice and mace; when cold pour it over the

oysters, and keep them in a cold place; add salt if

necessary.

Boston Gingerbread,

Three cups of flour, one cup of butter, one cup of

molasses, two eggs, one table spoonful of dissolved

saloaratus, two lirge table spoonfuls of ginger, one

table spoonful of cinnamon, milk enough to form a

dough. Rub the butter and flour together, and add

the other ingredients. Roll it out in sheets, cut thin,

butter your tins, place them and wash the cake o\er

wit*! molasses and water before they are put in the

oven. They require a very moderate heat to bake

them, as they easily scorch.

Superior Washing Soap.

Dissolve one pound of soda and half a pound of

hot lime in one gallon of boiling water; nest dissolve

one pound of sliced hard soap, in two quarts

of boiling water; when cool mix them together. This

forms a compound for washing linen, &c., superior

to any of the washing fluids and patent soaps in

use.

When the much dreaded "washing day" comes

round, make a strong suds of this soap, and boil the

clothes, previously soaked, for half an hour. Take

out, drain well, pour boiling water on them, when

they will be found to be clean, nothing more being

required than to rinse well to free them from the re-

mains of the suds.

Com Pudding.

Take four dozen ears of corn, neither very young

or very old, and grate them on an or linary grate of

a large size, then add a table spoonful of fine salt,

and two table S|.oonfuls of fine sugar, add four eggs,

beaten very light, and milk varying in. quantity from

half a pint to a pint, according to the age of the

corn; bake in shallow dishes until quite brown, and

eat hot with butter.

I.ightened Pone.

Take half a gallon of corn meal, pour boiling

water on one-third of it; mix it together with warm
water till it is a thick, batter, put in two table spoon

fuls of boiling yeast, and one of salt; stir it well and

set by the fire to raise; when it begins to open on the

top, grease your pan and bake it.

Starching.

Take two ounces of fine white gum arable, put it

in a pitcher and pour on it one pint of boiling water,

cover it and let it stand all night, in the morning pour

it in a bottle and cork it; a table spoonful of it put in

a pot of ordinary starch will improve it very much.

M-ryland Corn Cakes.

Mix a pint of corn meal with rich milk, a little

salt, and an egg: it should be well beaten with a

spoon, and made thin enough to pour on the iron;

b.ake in cakes the size of a breakfast plate, butter

and send them hot to table.

To Preserve Tomatoes for Winter.

Take any quantity of tomatoes, scald them and

take off the skin; put them in bottles and place them

uncorked in a pot of hot water, and let them boil

five or six hours; cork them while hot.

Worcester lioar.

Three pints of flour, three eggs, one pint of Milk

(warm) half pint of yeast, a quarter pound of butter.

To rise three hours, and baki' in a Turk.-; c.ip, or oth-

er pan.

To Pickle Plums.

Half "-ound of sugar, half pint of vinegar, a few

cloves to one pound of plums; put in the oven throe

times, on successive baking days.
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WORK FOR THE MONTH.

Farm.

This, the eleventh month of the year, is the last

generally for active, out ot doors operations. The
farmer who is in the habit of taking time by the

forelock, and keeping ahead of his work, wlio knows
the true economy of doing every thing in its right

time, putting every thing in its proper place, and con-

verting every thing to its proper use, will during this

month have all hia crops harvested and well secured

and be at leisure to make arrangements for the ap.

preaching winter. All implements "not wanted

should be carefully placed away under cover.

—

Cattle sheds and cow stabling should be exam-

ined and put in proper order this month. Pro-

vide for securing proper drainage. Collect leaves

and have them convenient for use in stables or hog

pens. Avoid commencing the winter with more

stock than can be put through with safety and cer-

tainty. Nothing is more unprofitable than to be

obliged to stint supplies of food. Animals should

not only have enough to live on, but to thrive on.

—

Calves and young stock require extra shelter and

good stabling. Every barnyard should also be pro-

vided with .shedding, and a constant supply of water

and rock salt. Fattening hogs should have all they

want, but not wasteful and profuse feeding. A cat-

tle card should always be at hand, and used at every

opportunity. It greatly promotes thrift and health-

Haul and stack corn fodder convenient to the barn'

so as to be cut up on barn floor by one of the iraprov

ed corn stalk cutters and grinders. For experiments

with this mode of using fodder, refer to the last vol-

ume, page 322.

Have a good supply of roots, sugar beets, carrots

or turnips ready for milch cows, so soon as there is a

failure in pasture. To keep them milking through

winter the supply of succulent food should be com
menced early and kept up. If they are allowed to

fall off in their milk, for a time, there will bo more
difficulty afterwards.

growing, will keep flowering for some time, but for

this purpose, it is much better that they should hava
been kept in pota through summer. Take up also,

for blooming in parlor Mignionette, Neapolitan Vio-
lets, Sweet Alysaum, Stock Gillya and Chinese Prim-
rose. If the ground is very dry, water well before
lifting, so as to have some earth adhering to the
roots. All freshly potted plants, should for a few-

days be kept closely shaded.

Cut down and carry away, all such plants as have
been hurt by frost. As soon as Dahlia tops are kill-

ed, lift the roots, cutting off within a few inches of
the ground. Dry them a short time in the sun, re-

move carefully, the earth which adheres, then invert

them for a few days, with tops down to drain off

moisture, after which they may be removed to their

winter quarters, which may be on a shelf in a dry
cellar, free from frost, or they may be packed in dry
sand.

Fluwer Gardens.

Orange and Lemon Trees, Pomegranates, Lager-

stremias, Abuteilons and such half hardy ornamen-

tal shrubs, as have been standing out should now be

taken up immediately, and placed in a dry cellar.

—

Oranges and Lemons should be placed where there

is no danger of frost, and to prevent losing their

leaves, should 1 ave plenty of light and free circula-

tion of air in open weiither. Should the leaves drop,

they will not flower the ne.\t season. Lift and pot

at once—Geraniums, Salvias, Heliotropes, and such

other plants as ai-e tenacious of frost. If taken up

with care they will reward with bloom, through

winter. Verbenas with good roots, if potted and

placed in a warm room, where they will continue

Lift all tender Bulbs, Tuberose, Gladiolus, Tiger
flowers, Amaryllis, &c., and lay away as Dahlias in

a dry place. If not already done, plant beds of Tu-
lips and Hyacinths. Trench a piece of ground, en-
riching well with short manure. Plant the Bulbs
nine inches apart, and three inches deep. When
hard weather approaches, cover with long litter or
leaves. Now is a good time to divide and replant
Herbaceous plants. Peonies, Ac. Put out seedling
Hollyhocks where they are to bloom. Lift Carna-
tions and Pinks which have been layered, and place
in a cool frame for the winter. Water occasionally,

and give fresh air in mild days. Chrysanthemums
if taken up carefully and potted ia large pots and
well watered, may be retained in bloom for a consid-

erable time in the house. The Lilliputian or divarf

varieties which are generally much later than the
others, should be taken up at once and potted. They
bloom much finer in the house. Water occasionally

with Guano water, or liquid manure, to increase the '.

size of flowers. One pound of Guano, to five gallons

of water, is a suitable strength.

Take up roses for early spring blooming; We rb-

coramend for this. Pink Dailies, and most of the

Bengals, Tea Cels, Devoniensis, Souvenir de Mal-
maisun and Hermoea.

To make an attractive display of flowers in-doors,

early in spring, when they will be most highly valu-

ed, take up and place in large pots, Wiegelia rosea,

Persian Lilacs, Spirea Reevosii, Prunifulia, and For-

sythia Viridissima. Our native Kalmia Latifolia is

much esteemed in England, for early spring forcing

in pots. Hardy annual seeds, such as dwarf German
Larkspurs, purple and white Candytufts, CoUinsia
Bicolor, ditto Verna, Clarkia Grandiflora, and Ele-

gans—Gillia Tricolor, should have been sown laflt

month, but if the weather keeps open, may still do
on a warm rich border; cover up with leaves on ap-

proach of severe weather.
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For potting earth, mix well decayed Bods, with

short manure, equal parts of each. Plants in win-

dows should be turned around oni'Q a week, to pre-

vent growing one sided. Timely hints will be given

how to treat plants through winter.

VEGETiULE Garde.v.—Dig or plough up ground

for next years crop, trenching with spade or subsoil

plow. The exposure to frost and alternate freezing

and thawing, mellows the soil aad destroys weeds

and insects. Cut oft Asparagus tops close to the

ground, and clear out thoroughly, all weeds. Spread

manure over the bed three inches deep, covering

slightly with earth from the alleys. These should

also be manured, the whole to be forked in and spad-

ed in spring. Take up and secure before severe

frosts. Beets, Carrots, Salsify, Turnips, &c. Place

them in moderate sized heaps out of doors, covering

first with straw, and then with a few inches of earth,

or if cellar room is convenient, they may te placed

in barrels or casks, mixing earth through them and

coverin" with sods. Have shutters or straw mats at

hand for covering cold frames of Cabbages, Cauli-

flowers, &c. These should be inured to cold, by ex-

posing in moderate weather, covering only at nights.

Give air to forcing frames to prevent plants from

drawing. Take up Cabbages, arranging them in

beds, and burying roots and lower leaves in earth;

cover with boards, straw or cornfodder on approach

of severe weather. Dig up Celery, and for winter

use, place in beds, planting the first row against a

ridge, then fill in earth nearly to the top, then ano.

ther row of Celery, leaving four or five inches of

earth between each row. Cover the out side row

with straw or manure, and a good covering of straw

or cornfodder over the top. Manure Rhubarb beds

with a heavy coat, both on plants and in alle

which should be dug in the latter; cover with straw>

litter or cedar brush, &,a.,—^Lettuce, Spinach, Corn

Salad and Parsley. Take up Horse Radish, and

lay away in sand or earth for winter use. Dig up

Parsnips for early consumption, and place in barrels,

covering with sod. Collect and preserve Pea sticks,

Bean poles, &c. Gather up Cabbage stumps and all

other rubbish, and haul to the manure heap.
4«*

Short Directions for Planting Tr<;e8.

Remove all bruised or injured roots, by cutting

them from the under side with a sharp knife. Dig

the holes at least twice as large as the roots extend,

80 as to allow them easy access in their starting to

the loose earth, which should be finely pulverized;

when the hole is half filled, pour in a few gallons of

water, which has a tendency to settle the earth and

fill up vacancies. Bo careful to avoid lilting the tree

up, while filling in, which fends to give the roots a

vertic '1 and unnatural position. Let the Soil in con

tact with the roots be the surface soil first thrown out,

or rich loam, obtained expressly, would be better.

—

Leaf mould, from the woods, is excellent. Lot no

manure be put into the hole, around the root, which

is apt to induce decay. If any is app'ied, let it be

on the surface, to be carried down by rains. The fall

of the yearis a sui^ablo time for surlace manuring

around trees. Let the trees be well staked and tied

up, to prevent being shaken or disturbed by the

winds. After culture and periodical judicious pru-

ning are also important. As a general rule, orchards

should be kept ploughed and cultivated to insure fine

fruit and good crops. Where this is not practicable,

trees should be dug round and kept free from grass

and weeds. Avoid especially deep planting; when

the earth settles, the tree should be about the same

depth as before removal.

Mulching all trees the first season they are trans-

planted, by covering the ground around, two or three

feet each way, with grass or coarse hay, litter, &c.,

is very important to secure success. It preserves an

even temper.ature in the soil, keeps it damp, and pre-

vents, to some extent, damage from sudden changes

of weather.

Peiiiisylvauia Pears.

We arc pleased to observe some of our Pennsylva-

nia seedling fruits have proved weU.cven so farnorth

as Bojton, and are properly appreciated, notwith-

standing their origin south of New York. The last

number of Ilovey's Magazine contains engraved out-

lines with commendatory notices of five ot our Pcnn

sylvania seedlings, which have been fruited there

viz: Brandywine, Petre, Kingsessing, Ottand Secklo,

Of the Brandywine, which originated a few miles

from West Chester where the tree is now growing,

the editor says, "the qualities of the Brandywine

are peculiarly its own, and cannot be compared vrith

any other variety. Its flesh is slightly firm, yet per-

fectly melting, and its flavor, without being highly

perfumed, appears to be a concentration of that of

several sorts, beingalmost as sugary as the seckle, yet

relieved by the refreshing aroma of the Marie Louise,

and the champagne smack of the D'Areraberg. It is

as distinct in character as the seckel."

To Prevent Mire and Rabbits from Barking Trees.

An article has been going the rounds of the pa-

pers, copied we believe originally from '"Dicken's

Household Words," of a horse M'ho was accustom-

ed to barking any tree-i he was tied to, and who on

commencing operations on one, which had previous-

ly been washed with t/jbacco juice, flew back with

such violence, as .almost to break his halter. As
this weed is known to be exceedingly offensive to ev-

ery animal but one, it has occurred to us if it might

not be effectually applied in the same way, to pro-

tect trees from Mice and Rabbits, by washing the

trunks with it near thognmnd. It is worth at least

a trial.
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Scientific American.—The ninth volume of this

standard periodical commenced on the first of Sep-

teniher. It is issued weelily, each volume containing

several hundred engravings and over 400 pages of

reading matter, All the valuable patents which issue

weekly from the patent office are illustrated in it.

—

Price only §2 per year. It vrould be difficult to over-

rate the able manner in wliich tliis paper is conduct-

ed. Its editor seems resolutely opposed to all hum-

bug, and has courage enough to stem the tide of the

popular current when taking a wrong direction, as

in the case of the caloric engine, which it brought

down at once to the level of what public opinion only

now concedes to it. In its notice of new patents

and inventions, we haye admired its course as ready

to give censure as praise_\vhere it rightly belongs.

—

"We will with pleasure act as agents for any of our

friends who wish to subscribe.

Landscape Gardening, Parks and Pleasure
Grounds by Charles II. Smith, with notes and
ADDITIONS BV Lewis F. Allen. Price $1,25.—This
is an American edition of an English work, whose
author has had an experience of eighteen years, as a
professional Landscape Gardener. The American
editor has made it more adapted to our own soil and
climate. It treatsthe subject (to which too little at.

tention has been paid here) under its various divi-

sions, such as the arrangement of buildings, the ap-

proach, laying out pleasure grounds and flower gar.

dens, also kitchen and fruit gardens, construction of

artificial lakes or ponds, fences, public parks, &c.,

and finally the Arboretum and Pinotum, with an ar-

rangement according to the natural system. We
give in anotlier column an extract on planting and
transplanting evergreens. It is well worth purcha-
sing for those about to locate new lawns or re-arran»e
old ones.
.1

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geol.
orn- DY .James F. AV. Johnston, with a complete in-

dex and American preface liy Simon Brown, editor
of the New England Farmer. This is condensed
from the larger work, "Lectures on Agricultural
Chemistry and Geology, by the same author," so fa-

vorably known bore ami in Europe as a profin.iul, no
less than truly practical writer on these subjects. The
present work should be in the possession of every
farmer, and is perhaps in a more useful form than
the larger, and more strictly scientific one from whii-h
it is condensed. The information it contains is in-

di.ipmsahle to every one who wishes to pursue the
cultivation of the soil nnclerstandhir/ly, that is with a
knowledge of the principles on which all successful
practice must be based. To give some idea of its

practical character we quote below portions of a
chapter on Guano. It is published by Saxton, and
can be had at the agricuUural warehouses and book-

stores in Philadelphia. Price $1,00. We take the

following extract from its pages :

1. Adulteration of yiiann.—In consequenee of the
high price of guano, the great demand for it,

and the ease with which the unwary farmer
may be imposed upon, guano is adulterated

with various substances, and to a great extent.

—

Impositions even have been practised by selling as
genuine guano artificial mixtures, made to look so

like guano that the practical man in remote districts

is unable to detect it. A sample of such pretended
guano, which had been sold in the neighborhood of
Wigtown, and h.id been fo'ind to produce no effect

upon the crops, when examined in my laboratory,

was found to contain, in the state in which it was
sold, more than half its weight in gypsum—the rest

rest being peat or coal ashes, with a little common
salt, sulphate of ammonia, and either dried urine or

the refuse of the glue manufactories, to give it a
smell. I could not satisfy myself that it contained a
particle of real guano. Burnt earth and brick-dust

are now prepared of various shades, and in fine pow-
der, in special manufactories, for the purpose of mix-
ing with guano and with artificial manures. These
facts show how important it is that the farmer should
possess some means of readily, and at a cheap rate,

testing the costly manures he employs.*
2. Ill sdniinij a r/ood griano, the following simple

observations will aid the practical man

:

a. The drier the better—^therc is less water to pay
for and to transport.

h. The lighter the color, the better also. It is the

less completely decomposed.
c. If it has not a strong aramoniacal smell, it

ought to give off such a smell when a spoonful of it

is mixed with a spoonful of slaked lime in a wine
glass.

_

d. When put into a tumbler with water, stirred

well about, and the water and fine matter poured off,

it ought to leave little sand or stones.

e. AVhen heated to redness in the air till all the

animal matter is burned away, the ash should nearly

all dissolve in dilute muriatic acid. The insoluble

matter is useless sand or earthy adulterations.

f. In looking at the numbers in a published analy-

sis of a Peruvian guano, those representing the water
should be small; the organic matter containing am-
monia sliould approach to 50 or 60 per cent.; the

phosphates sliould not much exceed 20 per cent.; and
the common salt and sulph te of soda ought not to

firm much more than 5 or G per conl. of the weight

of the guano. In Saldanhn Bay guano the propor-

tion of phosphates was much greater,' and of organic

matter less.

o. Tlie natiunal eidvc of guano, and the consequent
impurtance of preventing adulteration as far as pos-

sible, may be judged of from three important facts:

(/. From the amount of the importation of it into

this country, which, during the last ten years, has

been as follows:

—

Years.
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tation of foreign grain iind oth'.^r produce to the val"

ue of from four to six millions stcrlina;.

c. It also ser\-es as a stimulus, while it supplies

one of the requisites, to the general iiitroiluctiou of

improved methods of agricultural practice.

"Four vessels recently snilefl t'ente tor jnmno stations ballasted

Viitli gypsum, or plaster oi Paris. Tills stlhstance is intemleil for aii-

nii\tiire with ciiaiKi: uthI will enable the parties to deliver lYoni the

vessel 11 niec-lookiiiK and li^dil eulorod article. Parties purchasing
Kuann arc very desirous of havlny It. delivered from the vessel, as

they believe tU'ejobtuIn it pure. The favoi-lte material for adulteration

of cuano. at the jirosent moment, I's umber, vliich Is tirnught from
Anslesea in large qualities. The rate of admixture, we are informed.
Is about 15 cwt of limber to about ."i cwt. of Peruvian gnaiio. from
which iine.icellcnt looking article, called African guauo. Is manufac-
tured."—/^iferjjoo^pn;jc)%

Mauagemeut of FAT STOCK by the Butcher bo-

fore being Slaughtered.

As the practice of selling fat cuttle, by their live.

weight deducting a certain per centago lor loss, iu

offal, is becoming very general among our feeders,

we copy the following article from the English Agri-

cultural Gazette, which contains some valuable hints,

no less for the Farmer than the Butcher and consum-

er. The supply o( healthy meat, to a population like

that of Philadelphia, is of great importance, and de-

pends very much on the treatment cattle are subject-

ed to in the drove yards, immediately before going

into the hands of the Butcher. The account in our

last number of the abuses of the cattle yard in New
York, should arrest the attention of eity authorities.

The inspection of meat now we believe, extends only

to its exhibition in the shambles. What is positive-

ly offensive, and in a state of decomposition, is con.

demned by tho inspectors, and would be rejected

without them. But there is reason to believe, a large

amount of unwholesome meat, is in that condition be-

Jore being slaughtered, and no doubt is tho unknown

cause of disease. The inspection to be thorough and

effectual, should extend to the drove yards, no less

than to the shambles. In travelling over England

and Scotland, for some 3 or 4 months, (and we have

heard of similar remarks by others ) we do not recol-

lect of meeting on either public orprivate tables, with

tough or stringy beef or mutton. Although we have

occasionally in our country as fine, tender moat, as

is ever seen there, it is not of that incariabhj good

character. There is more, much more of a differont

kind met with here, than there is in England. The

reason we have no doubt, is owing to a better under-

standing there, of tho scientific rationale of feeding

and fattening, and after' manaf/emeni.

The feeding and management of f.\t stock imme-
diately prior to being slaughtered, it is asulject <(uite

as interesting to the farmer as to the butcher; tor if

the whole weight which left the feeding-biix, were
placed in the scales, the former would he a gainer

by the difference between this weight and that of the

carcase when shuightered—tlie actual weight which
the latter now pays for. There tire two very im-

portant practical questions involvetl in this subject.

The one relates to the daily amount of waste which
takes place under tho various modes of management
during marketing froi" the time stock leaves home
until led to to the slaughter-house; and the other re-

lates to the quantity tind quality of food which ought
to bo consumed during that period.

What, for instance, is the daily waste upon an ox
of 100 imperial stones, carcass weight, when sent to

the metropolis, between tho time it leaves home un-

til slaughtered, and what the quantity and quality

of food which such an ox ought to consume, and tlie

treatment it should otherwise receive, so as to main-
tain it at this weight undeterioratod in quality? The
amount of daily waste will depend very much upon
the constitution of the animal, the statoof the weath-

er, food and treatment prior to leaving home, as well

as upon the food and treatment between homo and
the shambles, consequently, from the diversity of

constitution, food and treatment, there may scarcely

be two animals in Smitlifiold of this weight, whose
daily wajte is equal. A five-year-old Highlander or

Galloway, for instance, txccustomed to exercise, ex-

posure, and inferior food, may lose little more, com-

paratively speaking, than the ordinary daily waste

in the straw yard, prior to leaving home: and this to

a certain amount may be repaired by the quantity

of hay consumed—a species of food somewhat bet-

ter than many of this class are yet accustomed to at

home, while on the other hand, the quickly grown
short horn or Hereford, accustomed to better food and
treatment, and which has attained to this weight by

the time it has completed its second year, will be in

a verv diflerent position, for at this age their bones

will be comparatively green, their hoofs soft and ten-

der, and their whole system in an artificial state, de-

manding treatment very differont from that which

they generally receive. In two examples of this

kind tlie latter may lose weight at the rate of 2 im-

perial stones daily, while the former may not exceed

1. And differences almost as great may exist in this

respect between individuals ot any one breed. Some
short horns, for instance, of the best syinuietry, are

very active and hardy, and easily satisfied as to qual-

ity of food; and, therefore, the daily waste upon them
may not he the hall of what it is in others of the

same breed possessing inferior constitution; and the

same will be found true of llerelords, Devons, Gallo-

ways, &c.

Tlie flod and treatment of the ox between the stall

and the shambles is a more complex question, b?ing

surrounded by many more difficulties, than that of

daily waste. As a general rule it may be laid down
that the ox shtnild receive tho same species of fuod

after it leaves home, until within 1'2 hours of being

slauMitered, that it has licen accustomed to; and that

wliere Turnips, oilcake, &c., aie given—articles which

afiect the quality of the butcher-meat when slaugh-

t_pj.,,;j—these should Ije changed before leaving home,

and otiiers, such as bruised oats or other corn, sub-

stitiitoil iu their place; also that ^rc((//«f«raff(M' leav-

ing home should be as similar to treatment before it

as possible.

The rutioniile of this practice is sufficiently obvious.

It is that which is endeavored to be carried out at

all our great cattle shows, and the difficulty there ex-

perienced is to get cattle to consuun^ a suftieioney of

fund. Pampered nature overloaded w-ith fit, ever

active to meet the exigencies of her situation, feels

rather disposed to throiv off tho burden tlian mivin-

tain it at so overpowering a weight, ami the same
laws will regulate her conduct between the feeding-

bex of the firmer and the slaughter-house of the

butcher. The progress lately made amtmgst farmers

in the art of feeding, both as regards food and house-

hold accommodation, ami tlie early maturity of bi'eedu

and tho change in our commercial policy affording
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nn ample supply of cheap cjrn to butchers, enable
both parties to adopt the best policy which science

and experience can dictate. And they should endea-
Tor to act in accordance with one another's interest;

for if the ftrmer, for instance, feeds his ox on the full

nllowance of Turnips and oilcake up to the hour it

leaves for market, as is too frequently the case, it

may often be impossible for the drover, salesman,
and butcher, to introduce the necessary change so as

to present to the public butcher-meat undeteriorated
in quality. For a few days, for instance, before the

Ox leaves home it should befed purposely with a view
()f improvino; the quality of its flesh; for it is a well

known fact tliat turnips, oilcake, and several other

orticles contain elements which, being readily absor-

bed into the system, tend to deteriorate the quality of
the meat.

poultry, fresh meat choice fruits, game, &c., on a

large scale.

Onio Dressed Meats in New York in August.
—We dined yesterday upon as fine a quarter of lamb
fts wo ever tasted, which was butchered in Columbus,
Ohio, and brought here in a refrigerator can, by rail-

road, and we expect to dine to-morrow upon a pair of

fine fowls, as sweet as though dressed te-day, which
came in the same way. If any of our readers desire

to satisfy themselves that our meats may be all butch-

ered in Ohio and sent to us in perfect order, they can
do 80 by calling upon D. Tilton", No. 8 AVashington
Market, who furnished us with the above specimens.
We are glad to chronicle this cvent.though not a very
new one, a? large quantities of game have been sent

here from the AVest in the same way, because it

proves how eas" the thing can bo done, and how
much better it would be to have our meats brought
ready dressed from the country, thus saving the a-

bominable nuisances of bull-fights and cow-chases in

the streets, and gutters of gore among the dwellings
of women and children. Success to the enterprise.

If those who are engaged in the enterprise will give
ns the reports we will publish every arrival.

—

New
York Tribune, AugiiH 31.

The above article from the New York Tribune, is

a striking illustration, of the changes from the uso

of steam, in the condition of the country compared

with twenty years ago. Space is now measured by

time, and by the aid of refrigcator cars, provisions

already prepared fop the cook on the seaboard, can

be safely transported from 1000 miles in the interior.

The future President of the United States, who is

now said to be "running barefoot among the huckle-

berry bushes of Oregon," may ere long be able to

bring his berries tothc Atlantic coast fresh as picked

on a pleasant market trip of a few days, and peddle

them along the streets of New York and Philadel-

phia, thus giving the good people in those two cities,

ftn opportunity to see him.

It is difficult to make any calculations as to the

sourse of trade in the present age of wonders, but it

would not be extraordinary if the plan for slaughter-

ing and dressing meats, far in the interior, thus

ftvoiding the expense of transporting so much offal,

sliould be found cheaper than bringing the live an-

imals. In ice houses on vessels, fresh provisions, are

tept safe for many weeks, and ice cars or refrigera-

tors, could readily be constructed for transporting

For the Farm .Tournat.

PROFESSOR LIEBIG.
Mb. Editor:—

I have no doubt but that it will be

considered the height of presumption in a plain far-

mer, to attempt to criticise the writings of such a

a man as Liebig. But as a poor mechanic was per-

mitted to criticise the work of the greatest artist of

Greece, I also may be tolerated in cdjecting to what

every practical farmer knows to be wrong in the

theories of Liebig, provided, that like the shoemaker

of Athens, I stick to my last.

Liebig may be a great chemist, but for the want

of a practical knowledge of agriculture, ho has made
the most glaring mistakes, and, if followed, would

have caused farmers more loss than multicaulis,

Rohan potatoes, and Chilian guano united.

For the purpose of showing what a Yankee chem-

ist thinks of Liebig's theories, I should be much
pleased if you would re-pnblish Professor Norton's

communication, which you will find in the Patent

Office Report for 1851, page 7; as in my humble

opinion it contains more Qnmmon sense, and practi-

cal knowledge, than any thing previously written by

agricultural chemists in Europe or America.

I should not have called your attention to thia

subject at present, but for the very high terms in

which Dr. Emerson spoke of Liebig, in his address

to the farmers of this county, at our agricultural ex-

hibition, last September. I should not have been

surprised at such praise from a mere theorist, but

from a practical man, like the Doctor, I raustconfes*

it did surprise me.

It ought not to discourage agricultural chemists to

bfc told, that so fivr they have been of no pecuniary

advantage to farmers. Even Dr. Emerson admits

that the Belgians and Chinese make land produce

the heaviest crops the world has ever seen, and they

certainly know less of chemistry, and in fact use less

mineral manure than farmers generally do, either

in this country or Europe.

Agricultural chemistry may be compared to a tree

that is planted, has grown,and may have blossomed,

but as yet has born no fruit. But I hope to see tho

day, when much that farmers have discovered, by

groping in the dark, and much yet to bo discovered,

will be made as plain as noon-day, by the aid of

chemistry. But so far it has been our own experi-

ence, and tba experience of others, as given in ag-

ricultural publications, that has given us our strong-

est light.

It was seeing what others are doing, that brought

the turnip husbandry from the continent to England

and guano from Peru to the United States; introdu-

ced plaster, lime, Ijone dust, under draining, sub

soiling, rotation of crops, &c., &o.
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It ia the pnictical success and example of such

men as Messrs. Dickeys, of this oouny, and "a few

more of tliD same sort," (as the razor strop man
would say,) that we arc drawing the most benefit

from at present. V. W. I.

We cheerfully comply with our correspondent's

suggestion. Tho following ia the communication

alluded to.

AxALVTic.iL Laboratory, Yale College,

New Haven, Connecticut, Oct. 24, 1851.

Eds. op Cultivator:—The subject which I have
placed at the head of this letter is not one which can

be fully discussed in a single page of your journal;

and yet it is one of so much importance, that I de-

cire to make a few explanations and statements re-

garding the shape which it has now assumed among
scientific men. When I mention the "mineral ma-
nure theory," I speak of that view of manures
which ascribes all, or nearly all, of their efficacy to

their mineral constituents. The principal suppor-

ter, and, indeed, the originator, ot the theory, is

Professor Liebig. This distinguished chomist, dis-

tinguished no less by his clear and lucid style than

by his high scientific reputation, was for a time de-

voted to the "ammonia theory," excluding those

mineral manures to which he now attaches so much
importance. A few years since, however, he saw
cause to change his ground, and has since held that,

if we furnish mineral manures in abundance, plants

will, without doubt, always obtain their ammonia,
or rather nitrogen, from the atmosphere of the soil.

In pursuance of this idea, ho went so far as to

compound, after a careful study of ash analysis, spe-

cific mineral manures for wheat, rye, oats, turnips,

&c., which were to take efi'eot upon all soils in a
proper physical condition. The failure of these

specific mmures, which were patented in England,
was, as many of your readers are aware, very de-

cisive. I had supposed the subject rather at rest,

but find that,in the last edition of Professor Liebig's

"Letters on Cheni'stry," published so late as the

commencement of the present pear, he reiterates his

former views on this subject in a most decisive man-
ner, and prophesies that our future agriculture will

depend upon them, however much wo may distrust

and disbelieve tliem now. I have also had occasion

to observe quite recently that some gentlemen of high
standing among our scientific men follow Liebig in

this as well as in other theories. For these reasons

I have thought it best to express my own opinions

on this contested point, in order that our farmers
mxy be aware that all chemists do not hold to views
which militate nbnost directly against tho ordinary
results of practice.

My belief was that, when Professor Liebig advo-
cated the "ammonia theory," ho was nearer right

than he is now, when he only admits the necessity

of mineral manure; not that he was right then, but
that better results would, in must cases, be obtained
by the farmer in the use of ammoniacal or nitroge-

nous manures alone than by the use of mineral ma-
nures alone. We find land in all parts of the coun-
try where strictly mineral applications, such as lime,

pla^t;r, marl, &c., fail to produce any marked effect;

but if up;in any of our fields we apply guano, or

sulphate, or carbonate of ammonia, the cliaraottr of

the vegetation is at once changed, its color alters,

its luxuriance and vigor increase, and in a great

majority of cases the product is augmented. Every
farmer who has observed matters intelligently knows
that the above statements are correct; indeed, they
have been so far applied in practice, that the quan-
tity of ammonia which any manure contains is Li-

ken as the highest standard of its value. A guano,
for instance, with the usual per centage of ammo-
nia, vi'ill bring twice as much as one which contains
little ammonia, even though this deficiency is re-

placed by the most valuable possible mineral con-
stituents. I must not be understood to say that min-
eral manures are not valuable; on the contrary, I

have the highest opinion of them, and recommend
their application in almo.st all cases where my advice
is asked. The mineral constituents of the plant are
no less indispensable than its organic part, and if

one or two of them are absent from the soil, the
plant will not flourish. There are many instances

of these special deficiencies, which special mineral
manures alone will supply, and there are certain

mineral substances which have been found especially

valuable. The most valuable of all these is phos-
phoric acid. Now, tho phosphates—that is, the com-
pounds of this acid—are not more necessary to the

plant than are the alkalies, but the supply is far

more apt to be scanty; and this— not its intrinsic im-
portance to the plant— is the cause of its higher
value to the farmer. The same principle applies

when we aay that nitrogenous manures, of which
ammonia ia the most common form, are more valua-

ble than others known in agriculture. They are
volatile, easily decomposable, and very soluble; for

all of these reasons, they are extremely apt to dis-

appear most rapidly. These manures, then, are

worth more to the farmer than any others, because
they are must likely to be nee led, and because their

scarcity renders it somewhat difficult to obtain a
good supply.

I make these statements fearlessly and confident-

ly, although against so high an authority as Liebeg.

1 should not presume to differ from him on mere
theoretical grounds, but I feel that I am here sus-

tained bv almost uniform practical results. It must
be acknowledged that we have occasional instances

reported of plants grown upon soils nearly or quite

destitute of vegetable matter: but in most of these

that have fallen under my observation, the fact of
tho entire absence of vegetable, and particularly of
nitrogenous matter, has not been sufficiently estab-

lished. The information that they give is neither

entirely definite, nor well enough made out, by con-
tinuous and careful experiments, to be set off against

an array of facts brought forward in favor of the op-

posite view. Single experiments, for a single year,

must always be looked upon with distrust until am-
ply verified; and it is by mainly trusting to such, so

far aa we are infjrmed, that the exclusive mineral
theory has been built up. The laboratory alone is

pretty sure to go wrong when it attempts to pre-

scribe rules for practice. The chemist must go into

the field and study actual experience if he would
serve the farmer etfcctually. It has been my inten-

tion to experiment somewhat largely upon this par-

ticular subject; but in the last number of the Jour-

nal of the Royal Agricultural Society of En<;land is

a paper of ^fess^s. Lawes and Gilbert, that almost
precludes the necessity of doing any thing nmro.
These gentlemen have been experimenting on a

large scale for tho last ten years, and I heir results

are clearly and admirably set forth. They took a
field at the close of a four years' rotation, when tho

manures added at tho commencement of the course
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were exhausted. On this ground they have cultiva-

ted wheat for ten years under various conditions.

One plot remained unmanured, and the produce of

this served as a standard and a startini; point for

comparison during the whole period. Thus, if its

yield in 1845 was seventeen bushels per acre, the

improvement over this in an adjoining plot, other-

wise the same, was set down to the advantage of

whatever manure had been employed. Such a sys-

tem of cropping, continued for so long a time, ob-

viously affords results that are vrortliy of much con-

fidence. The first year's comparative practice was
made with various approved mineral manures alone.

It was found that, even by the addition of large

quantities of these, the increase of product over the

unmanured plot was but trifling. In the next year
the same character of mineral manures were em
ployed, but with the addition in several cases of ani-

moniacal or nitrogenous substances. In all of these

the effect was quite marked, the yield increasing to

ten, twelve, and fourteen bushels, above the unma-
nured plot. This, in short, was the character of all

the results; sometimes ammoniacal manures alone
were added, and then the increase was several times
more th.an by mineral manures alone. One experi-

ment was very striking : four hundred weight per
acre of Liebig's special mineral manure, for wheat,
was applied to a plot, and produced an increase of
but about two or three bushels upon this same plot

in the next year. A purely ammoniacal manure
gave an increase often or twelve bushels. To make
the experiment still more conclusive, no manure
was added to this plot for the next crop, and the
yield then fell again almost to the original stand-
ard.

These trials seem to me perfectly conclusive in

this matter, so far as wheat is concerned ; they
prove that ammoniacal manures increase its growth
far more than mineral manures, where both are al-

ready present in moderate supply, and that the ad-
dition of any amount of the latter will do little

good unless the former be also present. These
views are still further sustained by a very able pa-
per in one of the late French scientific journals.
The experiments in this case were made upon oats,

and were between forty and fifty in number. Thev
commenced by growing them out in sand, first de-

prived of every thing soluble by acid, and then
burned to draw off all vegetable matter. In this,

as might have been expected, no perfect plants were
produced. One minerals, bstance after another was
added, until at last it was found that, with a certain
series of them, the plant flourished better than with
any others. It, however, was still far from luxuri-

ant, or from j'ieldinga fair amount of grain. It was
not until some manures containing nitrogen had also

been added that entirely healthy, fertile, and strong
plants were obtained. These experiments appear to

have been very carefully conducted, and furnish ini-

portani; conformation to those of Messrs. Lawes and
Gilbert.

There are other questions involved in these ex-

periments, which for want of space cannot be dis-

cussed here. The main point is, I think, fully es-

tablished. The farmer may supply special defi-

ciencies by special mineral manures, and should aim
to keep np the supply of mineral substances in the

soil; but he cannot render it fertile, and continue it

so, with them alone; he must also supply nitrogen
in some form, and will find it in a great majority of

cases the most important and efficacious of all ferti-

lizers. In despite of theoretical views to the contra-

ry, he will find that, in practice, he can best afford

to give a high price for those manures—especially,

that are rich in ammonia or some uther compound
of nitrogen.

Yours, very truly,

JOiIN'P. NORTON,

Japan Pea.

Messrs. Editors:—
The "interesting correspon-

dence relating to the Japan Pea" copied in the

March No. of your Journal was, no doubit, road with

interest by many, and excited some curiosity. An
account of its successful culture in our county, and

an offer ot .seed may also prove acceptable.

The distinguished and liberal 'Horticulturist of

Spring Garden,former President of the Cincinnati Hor-

ticultural Society—kindly sent me by mail, two pods,

each containing three of said peas; with directions,

to plant one foot apart. They were so planted, all

grew, and the product is now gathered, having ma-
tured perfectly.

One stalk, 3 feet high and 23 feet in circumferanco

near the ground, produced 741 pods, (3 quarts by

measurement,) most of which contained only two

seeds each.

To interested friends of hortijulture seed will be

furnished upon application. For a full description

of its introduction, growth, appearance and botanical

history, reference may be had to the correspondence

alluded to above.

From personal experience nothing can bo said of

its edible properties, but a former resident of Lisbon

whis has seen it here, speaksi n terms of praise of

its superior qualities for table use in Portugal.

J. K. EsHELMAN.

Glenisle, Oct. 1st, 1853.

Foot Rot ill SUeep.

We observe in one of our foreign exchanges, "pa-

tent gutta Pcrcha Boots," have been invented, for use

in this very troublesome and contagious disease,

among sheep. They keep the feet dry and warm, upon

cold wet land, prevent contagion, and are said to en-

tirely cure the rot. The remedy is higblyreeommen-

ded by the Yorkshire agricultural siiciety.

4*, '

AoE OF SuEEP—IIow Determined.—The age of

sheep may be known by the front teeth. They are

eight in -number, and appear all of a size. In the

second year the two middle ones fall out, and their

place is supplied by two large ones. In the third.

year, a small tooth on each side. In the fourth year,

the large teeth are six in number. In the fifth year

the whole front teeth are large. In the sixth year,

the whole begin to get worn. In ihe seventh year,

the whole fall out, or are broken. It is said that the

tooth 111 the ewes begin to decay at five or six, those

of weathers at seven.

Let no man be ashamed of doing whatever is ne-

cessary in his situation.
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Producers and Consumers.

Whatever may be thought about the expediency of

the almost numberless ^t()-/!t'« into which the people

of the United States are divided, particularly ef our

friends ir. the great state of Nevr Yorls, there are at

last but two really yreat parties in this country, and

it is with these only tliat a Farm Journal has any-

thing to do, viz : producers and consumers. A visi-

tor in Philadelphia, on either of the two principal

market days in the week, upon seeing the miles of

produce, fish, flesh, fp a1 and vegetable, &c., in every

conceivable variety, along the great thoroughfares_

would almost wonder how they could be all absorbed

and the farmers be able to bend homeward with

empty wagons. We copy below a few statistics of

the consumption of a single one out of the many ho-

tels in New York, which will give some idea of the

way provisions are made to vanish, and which we

think will be interesting to our readers. We take

it from the New York Herald and the hotel alluded

is the "Metropolitan." It says:

"There is one continual round of ieasting from

morning till ^ night, or rather from morning tdl

morning again. The first breakfast table is

spread at five o'clock in the morning, and until I

o'clock the nest morning the different meals are

served; at every hour of the day or night, the travel-

lers arriving or departing can supply the inner man
with every luxury the markets afford. The frequent

arrivals and departures of trains and steamers makes
this indispensable. The consumption of solids and
liquids at this establishment, during the year ending
September 1, 1853, shows ihat the proprietors mast
have had a small army to provide for. It also shows
that they have given them all the luxuries, as well as

the necessaries of life. The commissary department
of the Metrop(ditnu is a very important one. Among
the leading articles of consumption we notice:

Beef, 418,0(10 lljs., lamb and mutton, 3,500 head;

veal, 150 head; fish and lolister, 110,000 lbs.; oysters

and clams, 020,000: poultry and game, 171,000 head:

ham and pork, 01,000 lbs."; eggs, 780,000; milk and
cream, 204,000 quarts; flour and corn meal, 2,000

bbls.; fruits and vegetables, value, §20,000; brandy
and other liquors, 0,322 gallons; champagne, 21,100

bottles; sherry, Madeira, &c., 22,912 bottles; claret

and white wines, 18,942 liottles. Thisis independent

of malt liquors, cordials, cooking wines, itc. 'I he

beef consumed last year in this house required a

drove of one thousand head to supply. When we
consider that this number was re()uired for one hotel

in this city, we can form a pretty good idea of the

immense herds it must require to supply such a

jiopulation as New York contains. This, on 'oubted-

ly, will astonish the Vegetarian Society, and perhaps

provide more efi'ective arguments in favor of cabbage

heads and cold slaugli. The enumeration of these

items, although comprising but a small portion of the

articles consumed shows that the annualexpei\ditnres

must be immense, and that large receipts arc! neces-

sary to furnish means to meet such an outlay. This

luxury and cxtrav.iganco civnnot be supported with-

out great cost, and the guests who pay bills with

' alarming totals, must not suppose for a moment that

it all goes into the proprietors' pocket.

The gross cash receipts of the Metropolitan Hotel

for the year ending .September I, 18)3, were ?')00,-

000, of which about 20 per cent, were profits. This
is independent of wear and tear, which is by no
means a small item, particularly with such splendid

and expensive furniture and appointments. Thecost
of heating the house and tlie gas consumed, during
the year, was SI4,0t)0. Croton water rent, ?1,000.

Six stages and 20 carriages are constantly employed
in transporting passengers to and from the hotel.

—

During the year several public dinners were given at

thii house, the last of which was the Crystal Palace

banquet. Two splendid balls were given, one by the

proprietors and one by the guests, besides this a hop
has been given on Wednesday evening of each week
throughout the dancing season. It requires men with

talents of no ordinary character, and pockets of no

ordinary depth, to put into operation and c;irry out

successfajly, such an immense establishment, and
we are j^ad to learn that the Messrs. Leland, in ev-

ery particu ar, have realized their most sanguine an-

ticipations. Their house is literally the Metropolitan

of the metropolis. The Crystal Palace and other at-

tractions in New York have drawn thousands of

strangers to the city, and all the hotels, both great

and small, have been crowded, and the proprietors

have been coining money."

Great Discovery iu Tanning teather.

lu our September number, we gave some account

of a now process of tanning leather, discovered by a

Mr. Preller. Like all very extraordinary events,

it was received no doubt with a good deal of incre-

dulity, but in a late number of the London Garden-

ei's Chronicle, we see it has been pretty fully tested,

and promises to be a highly valuable process. The

editor of the Chronicle expresses the opinion, it will

have a serious effect on the owners of wjodland prop-

erty in Great Britain, by depreciating the price of

bark. It says:

"This method of treatment is so remarkable for

its originality, and attended with such excellent ad-

vantages in the course of manufacture, and in the

character of the produced article with reference to

the requirements of practice, as to promise nothing

short of a complete revolution in the arts of the tixn-

ner, and the establishment, to a certain extent, of

new criteria by which the qualities and value of

leather for practical purposes are henceforth to be

estira;vted. A large factory in Lant Street, Snuth-

wark, has been fitted up by Mr. Premier, and he is

there carrying on his manufacture to a very consid-

erable extent, and with a degree of success which

could hardly have been supposed would attend his

efforts in the comparatively short time wliicli has o-

lapsed since he began, itis leathers have already

acquired a high reputation in the market, and are

rapidly getting into favor for a variety of manufac-

turing" purposes, especially for driving-bands, for

which their superior strength, flexibilitv, uniformity

of texture, aud durability, render them eminently

serviceable."

The difference in quality of the skins thus treated,

and such as have been tanned with Oak bark. Cat-

echu, or similar substances, is represented to bo stri-

kingly in favor of the patent process.

Tlie peculiar mrrils of Prei.i.ek's method are said

to be these. It reduces the weight of leather, and at

the same time increases its strength; and this takes

place to such a degree that "it has been found that
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Oak-tanned leather of S-Sths of an inch in thickness
is incapable of resisting a strain which Preller's
leather l-4th of an inch in thickness will resist in

constant working. A strip of it a yard long, about
half an inch in width, and 1-Sth thick, gave way
with a breaking weight of 6 cwt. '?0 lbs. ; while ox-
hide, well tanned on the Oak-bark system, and of the
eame dimensions, could only resisist a strain of 5
cwt. As anothur illustration of the superior strength
of Mr. Preller's leather for driving-bands, we may
mention a circumstance which was told us at the fac-

tory, that on one occasion, to lengthen a driving-
band made of his own leather, he added to it a piece
of Oak-tanned, and that the latter gave w:iy in the
performance of its work. Sheep-skins, kid-skins,

and some other species of leather, which in general
may be torn asunder in the hands with the exercise
of only a small degree of force, acquire in this pro-
cess a strength whicli is quite surprising, of which
vre had expeiience ourselves when a piece of split

sheep-skin, of lage size, w's put into our hands, and
we were requested to try to break it,"

Another great advantage in Preller's process, is

represented by tlie same authority to consist in sav-
ing time in the process of preparing. "The thickest
ox-hide requires only two days and a half to be fully

converted by the application of this process, of which
Mr. Preller showed us an example in the hide of a
large prize ox exliibited at the late cattle show.
Under the most favorable circumstances, it now re-

quires four or five weeks' subjection to the tanning
liquor. Under the old process of tanning, in which
the hides were placed in the pit, with layers of tan
to separate them, and afterwards filled with water,
a very considerable period has been known to elapse
during the process: sometimes amounting to four
years. . This old fashioned method has not been yet
completely abandoned for more scientific ones, and
contrasted with it the great change which this inven-
tion has effected is the more remarkable. The wal-
rus skin exhibited in the Great Exhibition took n.>

less than four years to tan; but Mr. Pheller esti.

mated th.at by his mode of treatment, the conversion
would be perfect in 60 hours, allowing six periods of
agitation in the drum, each of 10 Lours' duration.
The economy of time in the conversion of hide is a
circumstance strongly favorable to the practical
working of the system, and is calculated to give to

this branch of industry adegree of activity not hith-

erto experienced."
It is furtherstated that leather prepared thus, with-

out tan, possesses greatly increased capacity for re-

sisting the passage of water, combined with remark-
able suppleness; so that for boots and shoes it is far

preferable to tanned leather. "When ordinary leath-

er," says our well informed contemporary, from whom
we borrow these particulars, "is boiled in water, it

gradually hardens and becomes rigid; and if the op-
eration be continued for half an hour, it will be
found to have assumed a kind of woody texture, and
to have become brittle. Some descriptions of leath-

er, on the other hand, become converted into a mass
somewhat resembling glue. When Preller's leath-

er is tried in the same way, it gradually approaches
to the condition of horn, but it requires several hours
before that state is attained. In its ordinary condi-
tion, as before observed, it is remarkably supple, and
that quality admirably fits it for being used in the
soles of shoes; for tlie West and East Indies, in par-
ticular, this quality is highly advantageous, and for

the supply of troops would probably be found to be
attended with economy, and productive of comfort." I

We can hardly over-estimate the importance of
these facts to country gentlemen; for, if further ex-
perience shows them to be fairly stated, of which we
have no reason to doubt, then it is clear that the tim-
ber on an estate will become seriously depreciated,

and all v,aluations have to be made upon an entirely
new basis.

Guauo.

There have been wide and loud complaints, made

to us by farmers in various directions within 30 miles

of Philadelphia, of the management of the Guano

trade, and the difficulty of getting a supply the pres-

ent fall. So long as there was none in the market

there was no disposition to find fault, but many per-

sons on the faith of the advertisements of the agent,

went with their teams often a great distance to pur-

chase for themselves and neighbors, found Guano on

the wharf, but were obliged to come home empty af-

ter wailing several days in the city .at great expense

and loss of time. They were told it was engaged,

and yet engagements svith them were refused. What
is said to be the object of the Peruvian Government,

to accomodate the farmers and keep the price down,

by refusing to let it go into the hands of dealeis, is a

praiseworthy motive, but it don't work right as now
managed. To say nothing of the rough language

and reception many have been treated to, and which

would prevent any firmer of sensibility fi-cm under-

going, more than once, even if he had to sacrifice his

crop, the expense of going several times to the city,

and remaining some days, brings the price up seve-

ral dollars per ton. We have heard farmers say they

would rather pay $50 per ton, than be subjected to

the loss and vexation they are at present. Then agents

and dealers in some way or other have obtained Gaano

to our own knowledge at the regu lar price $44 and have

resold it to farmers at$55. We know of one person,

who obtained 30 tons, and disposed of it at that price.

The present system is evidently wrong, and should

be changed. The laws of trade, supply and demand

if let alone will regulate themselves better, and be

more satis factory than any attempt to create a mo-

nopoly. We quote the following from the Southern

Planter, as containing some valuable suggestions.

The subject should receive attention at Washington,

as Guano has become one the of indispensables, and

recent news indicates that the supply is almost inex-

haustible.

The Executive Committee of the Virginia State

Agricultural Society at its late meeting, I think, ap-

pointed a sub-committee to wait upon the President

of the United States for the purpose of bringing

about negotiations with the Peruvian government,

to the end, that guano might be introduced^into this

country on more favorable terms to the farmer than

at present. The movement is a laudable one, but

from my recollection of the terms of the resolution,

if the committee feel itself confined within the strict

1 ^tterof its instructions, its labors will prove of no avail.

It is well known that the Peruvian government is un-
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der obligations (of the precise nature of vrlnL'h I am
not informed) to the British Government, by which
the revenue derived from the exportation of guano la

pledged for the protection of British subjects who
are creditors of Peru; and if this debt has not been

discharged it will prove an obtacle in the way of

successful negotiation. This if the Peruvian govern-

ment were sincere, when recently approached upon
the subject, appears to be the root oi the evil. Should
the debt not be a much larger one than I have any
idea it is, I propose to get rid of this evil by letting

the United States apply the surplus revenue which
is so rapidly accumulating in the treasury, and will

be for years lying idle there, to the extinguishment

of these debts, by lending the amount of the debt to

the Peruvian government and assuming the atitude

of the principal creditor. I am of that school which
has endeavored to confine the General Government
within the limits of its delegated powers, and can see

no constitutional objection to such a measure, but if

others n»ore far-seeing, view the subject differently,

there are enough enterprising citizens in the country

who would will'ngly advance the money and relieve

Peru from the thraldom of British cupidity. If this,

or something like it, cannot be accomplished by ne-

gotiation, or if it could, I would farther propose

that efibrts be made to allow free competition in

bringing guano to the United States. It is due
to our commercial marine that this should be done.

I understand that no vessel is allowed to purchase
guano or to load at the island, unless chartered by
the Peruvian government. It would not be unreason-

able to ask of that government to fix upon a uniform
rate of charges at the islands and permit vessels from
all parti of the world to load and sell the guano in

what market, and at what price they thought proper.

The pi-ico would then, like the price of every other

article of commerce, be regulated by its value, and
by the supply and demand. Now it is a complete

monopoly; and it appears to me we are allowing the

Peruvian government exclusive privileges inconsis-

tent with the spirit of our institutions, and at war
with the rights and interests of our own citiaens: for

if Peru has the power to establish an agency in the

United States which has alone the privilege of selling

guano, England has the same right to establish an
agency with the sole power to sell her cloths, and
France the right to establish one exclusively for the

sale of her silks, &c. There is this difference, it is

true, in the one .;ase the government exercises exclu-

sive ownership while in the other the subjects of gov-

ernment are the owners. But I do not think the

merits of the proposition are materially altered by
the changed relation, for governments might assume
the proprietorship of every article of commerce and
produce monopolies of every known commodity
throughout the world. The mines of California be-

long to the United States, but it is not pretended that

this government would have the right to establish an
assay office in London under the control of an agent
who should alone vend the article of gold. If the

right exists it would be impolitic to exercise it; and I

am utterly amaze I, that in the case of Peru it has

been so long tolerated by the government of the

United States. The only explanation which can be
given to it is, that the rights of that portion of the

community h.ave been chicfl}' invaded who submit to

every burden and every imposition without murmur,
and who are so wrapped up in their high and noble

calling that ihey would rather suffer wrongs, enjoy-

ing the peace of their own firesides, than gain their

rights by agitation. No other class of men would

submit to such impositions, and I trust that our agri-

cultural societies, which are multiplying in all parts

of the country will bring about such combinations of
interests as to make the sting of the crushed worm
felt in more ways than one.

I have been led to these remarks by the evils which
the agricultural community have suffered, and the

wrongs they have Itoriie under the agency of the Pe-
ruvian government in disposing of the single article

of guano. That government, it is understood, has
given its agent orders to sell this article to none but
farmers. The agent professes to obey the instruc-

tions of its master, but it is notorious that farmers
cannot get it while merchants can; and things have
been so man.aged that speculators have got the entire

control of the market, and carried the price np to the

enormous and unreasonable sum of $bO per ton of
2000 lbs. when the government price to the farmer is

only §46 per ton of 2240 lbs.—a difference of nearly

fifty per cent., or S20 in the short ton. Hjw is this,

if the agent has acted in good faith ? The inference

may be naturally drawn that either the principal

agent is grossly ignorant of his duties, or that he and
his subs have been false to their trust, or, lastly, but
not probably, that these tricks are done under the

connivance of the Peruvian government. IVhether

this inference be just or not, I will not pretend to say,

but I speak what I know when I assert that farmer.s

have been rudely turned away without guano by the

principal agent in Baltimore, who have since employ-

ed and paid merchants a commission to buy it for

them. I, moreover, know the fact that at least three

cargoes of guano have been ordered to the sub-agents

in Alexandria and Washington,and yet the farmers on

the Potomae and Rappahannock rivers have been un-

able to obtain a supply. Messrs. Fowle, of Alexandria,

received!! very large cargo, all of which was engaged

before Us arrival, and were subsequently to have an-

other smaller one of eight hundred or a thousand tons,

which was also engaged. Mr. Fitzhu;;h Coyle, of

Washington, certainly received one and, perhaps,

two large cargoes, which were also engaged before

their arrival. Now I do not charge either of these

gentlemen with disobeying the published orders of

the Peruvian agent to sell to none but farmers, and
at fixed rates; but yet appearances are against some
one; for out of this large quantity which has arrived

at a single port I cannot count up fifty tons in tho

hands of farmers en the rivers mentioned. (It is

true that some was distributed amonga favored few.)

Whereas, it is a notorious fact that speculators in

Alexandria have it in abundance at sixty dollars per

ton of 2,000 pounds. If necessary, I will mention

the name of one—a Mr. Masters. Now, how did

Mr. Masters get this guano, in the face of the de-

claration by the Peruvian agent, that none but far-

mers were to have it, and that at forty-six dollars

per ton of 2240 pounds? Will Messrs. Barreda &
Brother be good enough to inform us? Speculators

in other parts of the country have it also in any quan-

tities at these enormou'< rates. It is for sale by them
in Richmond and Fredericksburg, as well as Alexan-

dria, I know, and no doubt in all the principal towns

in the United States, where it is used. This state of

things has been accounted for by suspecting a collu-

sion between the agents and speculators, supposing

that the excess over the government price is divided

between them. I have heard of such things; but I

do not vouch for their truth, because I know nothing

aliout it. Yet there is something mysterious in the

attitude of the question; all seems well arranged ti>

fleece the farmer; and the public will indulge in its
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own conclusions until the matter is cleared up. If
tlie Peruvian agent has not connived with these par-
ties, he can easily bring tlicm to a correct account oi'

tlieir respective agencies, by requiring that the nauifts

of parties to whom guano has been sold and the
quantity to each shall be furnished him, and tlienfor
him to have them published in the agricultural pa-
pers of Virginia and Maryland, with a request that
tliey will respond to their names; and in this way,
it will be found whether they are "men in buck-
ram."

Plum Tree Warts.

Messrs. Editors:—
A fitting time has now come for

mo to redeem the promise made to you on the third
of last December. You are fully aware of the cir-

cumstances tliat have prevented my doing this soon-
er. I am now prepared not only ,.to give some ac-

count of tlie insects, supposed by many persons to be
the cause of the black knots or warts on plum trees,

in reply to your enquiries, together with my views
concerning the nature of these tumors on the trees,

but to add thereto the result of apparently success-

ful experiments for their cure and for their preven-
tion. My communication will necessarily be too

long to be inserted entire in one number of your pa-
per, and it will hardly a<lmit of being abridged. It

may, therefore, if you think pi'oper to print it, be di-

vided into several parts, each of wbicli may form an
article by itself. Under the first head, some remarks
will be made upon

Insects that Pu.vgture Plum Trees.
I have carefully read and reflected upon the inter-

estin"' letter, addressed to you, on the 17th of Novem-
ber, by Rev. Samuel L. Rookwood, of Hanson, and
have examined tlie punctured twig which he then

sent to you. This little twig contained a row, three

quarters of an inch long, of little punctures, extend-
ing obliquely to the pith, in each of wliicli had been
inserted a minute egg. Several of these eggs were
exposed when the part was cut open. They were
oblong oval, of a whitish color, and about one-twen-
tieth :.{ an inch long. At first sight, they might be
mistaken for tiny maggots, on account of their form
and their softness. As, in all respects, except their

minuteness, they resembled the eggs of the Cicada
seplciulecini, or seventeen-3'car locust, and were de-

posited much in the same wp.y as tliosc of the latter

insect, I had no hesitation in referring them to snino

insect of the same order. It is to be hoped that Mr.
Kockwood, agreeably to his intimation, has already

traced the progress of the insect from tlie egg to the

winged form, or at least has detected the parent in-

sect while making her deposit. This, ho observes,

was usually made iu twigs of the preceding year's

growtli, in ;vhich, moreover, the black knots are of-

tenest found to occur. It is not only possible, but
even highly probable, that the black warts or knots
would be developed in the punctured parts, should
the tree be in the condition, or exhibit any tendency,

to produce them at all. Whatever views may lie en-

tertained on the subject, it must be admitteil tliat

this concurring condition or tendency is required in

order to be followed by the result above named. Let

me illustrate my meaning by a familiar example.
The liites o! mosquitos arc fullowed, in most persons,

by inllammation and swellings. Some persons, how-
ever, are not in the physical condition, or have no
tendency, to be thus aS'ected; and hence with them
the bites of mosquitos are not followed by irritation

and tumors, Mr. Rockwood is probably right in

supposing that he detected, in the punctured parts,

the signs of incipient warts, whose growth he ar-

rested very judiciously and promptly by cutting out
the part and applying soap to the wound. It would
give me pleasure, if space permitted, to embody the

whole of his letter to you iu this communication; but
I must pass to another of the same tenor.

On the I9thof March, the Hon. B. P. .Johnson, of

Albany, Corresponding Secretary of the New York
State Agricultural Society, sent to me some twigs of

plum and cherry trees, which had been punctured by
insects, and also the insects by which these punc-
tures had been made. They were taken from the

trees of George Clark, Esq., of Springfield, Otsego
county, New York, who gave to Mr. Johnson the fol-

lowing account of them. The insects wore found to

deposit their eggs about the last of August. From
observations, made during three successive years, he
is satisfied that the black knots originate from the

punctures of this insect. His gardener has adopted
the plan of examining carefully the branches of the'

plum aod clierry trees, and cutting out the wounded
parts, and has thus succeeded in preventing the for-

mation of the knots; but, when the limb has been
left with the incisions upon it, the knots appeared
during the second season. My answer in full to Mr.
•Johnson's letter will be found in "the Horticulturist"

for Juno, pages 283 and 284. The appearance of

the -wounds and of the eggs cor.tained therein was
precisely similar to that of the specimens furnished

by Mr. Rockwood. The insect, that accompanied
these punctured twigs, was a small tree-hopper, de-

scribed by Fabricius under the name of Meinhracis

huhalus, and alluded to iu the second edition of my
Treatise on In.sects injurious to Vegetation, page 192.

It is one of the kinds whose history before has not

been particularly investigated, and of which it is

stated, in my work, that "the habits of some of the

tree-hoppers are presumed to be much the same as

those of the musical harvest-flies (or cicadas) ; for

they are found on the limbs of trees, where they de-

posit their eggs, only during the adult st\te, and
probably pass the early period of theif existence un-

der ground.

Tbc above named tree hopper is a greenish insect,

aliout four-tenths of an inch iong, and one-filth of an
inch wide across the broadest part, or from tip to tip

of the lateral horns of the thorax. It is somewhat
wedge-shaped in form, being narrow and latterly

compressed behind, and widest before, where, on each

side, tiiere is a short liorn; on which account it ob-

tained the name of bicbahm, or the Buffalo. The
thorax, to which the horns pertain, is triangular be-

fore, and covers nearly the whole of the back with a

sliarp ridge. The face is vertical, and is not seen

from above. It has the power of leaping, in which
it is usually aided by its wings. Like other tree-

hoppers, it'sits upon a plant or tree in the longitudi-

nal direction of the twig on which it rests, with its

head towards the extremity of the twig; and it never

perches across a branch like a liird. While resting

as above described, its eggs are deposited ; fir which
purpose it is provided with a piercer, lodged in a

groove beneath the hinder part of the body. With
this piercer, when withdrawn from its groove, it punc-

tures the twig, and deposites iu each puncture a sin-

gle egg. The eggs appear to remain unhatched
through the winter. On being hatched in the spring,

or in the early part of summer, the young probably,

like the young of the cicada, drop or descend to the

grounil. burrow beneath the surface, and live there

upon the sap of the roots of plants, which they im-
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bibe by suction through their sucking tubes or bills.

Like the cicada, too, when they have come to their

{growth and are ready to take the winged form, they

probably come forth from the ground, ascend tlie

stem of some plant, ca.st oif their skins, and then ap-

pear in the adult or perfect condition, in wliicli they

are prepared to continue their kind. I have frequent-

ly seen the empty skins of this or of a similar spe-

cies, after the tinal transformation, remaining upon
the stems of plants cjr the trunks of trees.

The punctures made by this tree-hopper are so

large that there cannot be any difficulty in finding

them, when carefully looked for. In the latter part

of March I examined lepeatedly some of my plum
trees, which hav(^ heretofore been subject to warts,

without discovering any punctures upon them. Nev-
ertheless warts have appeared on some of the twigs,

that were previously noted as being free from punc-
tures or incisions of this insect Readers can draw
their own conclusions from this fact.

TIIADDEUS WILLIAM HARRIS,
Cambridge, Mass., July 28, 1850.

[Busion Cultivaior.

D!^simiuatiou of Agricultural luibrmation and
Farmers' Clubs.

The tir.st grcit desideratum necessary to I he fur-

therance of this object is, that pulilio institutions

should continue their aid by fairs, premiums for su-

perior products, the organization of Conversational

Meetings, and above all, that those institutions

should have no jealous feelings towards each other.

In our own State we have a State Agricultural So-

ciety, the American Institute, and numerous eijnnty

Societies, each of which in its way can be materially

useful to the agricultural community, and cither of

which may destroy its usefulness, and in part that of

other institutions, by the slightest e.xercise of jealous

feelings. Let the t'ounty Societies organize Farmers'
Clubs. In every township whereverchurch or school

house exists, there are certainly farmers enough in

the immediate neighborhood to organize a Farmers'
Club, which may meet one evening in the week
throughout the year, and discuss the methods of

working, style of crops, &c., belonging to the sea-

son.

The trustees of every church and school house will

doulitless be willing to give the use of theirbuildings

for evenings, when they are not required for other

purposes, or the use of such clubs. The Conversa-
tional Meetings should be held, and farmers sons and
apprentices should be encouraged to attend these

meetings.

In our lai-go mercantile cities, we find splendid in-

stitutions appropriated to the use of merchants'
clerks. The Mercantile Library Association of New
York, entirely composed of young men who aie ap-

prenticed to mercantile pursuits, own one of the

largest libraries in the country. Here these appren-
tices may spend their evenings, oi be supplied with
books to read at home. One or more public lectures

are delivered per week before the members of this

institution.

The mechanics' apprentices of New York have an
Apprentice:.' Library of30,000 volumes. Lectures are

deliveied before them almost every night in the week,
spacious reading rooms provided for their accommo-
dation, and classes in almost every branch of knowl-
edge connected with the mechanic arts, are organized

for their use. Why then should farmers through ut

the country longer withhold their aid in the educa-

tion of their sons and apprentices in such matters as

are connected with their art? Let agricultural books
be given as premiums at country schools, establish

Conversational Meetings, where farmers' apprentices
may attend one or more evenings in the week, so that

they may take advantage of the observations of older
practitioners. With such a system generally adopt-

ed, the next generation of farmers would render the
acquisition of a new Eldor.ado of no importance.

—

These Conversational Meetings are the best known
vehicles for the dissemination of useful information.

Here a hundred farmers may meet and choose a sub-
ject each evening for conversation. Each may make
known any facts that have come within his knowl-
edge, for the benefit of the whole, and thus in one
hour the experience and reading of one hundred men
for twenty years, may be made known to each other
—and every person present at the end of this hour,

will know more of the subject conversed upon, than
any person present at the time of the commencement
of the meeting.

The secretaries of these clubs could put them elves

in correspondence with distant Societies, and thus

secure an exchange of seeds, grafts, &c. No such
application ever made to the American Institute has
Vieen passed by luihecded, and wc presume every in-

stitution in the country would willingly pursue a sim-

ilar course. Any of the State Societies, on applica-

tion, would furnish a copy of their transactions to

su;h a club, and thus the nucleus of a library would
be formed. On town meeting and election days
throughout the country, there should be organized a
Conversational Meeting, to be in scssicpu during the
leisure part of such days, and the public generally
cuuld lie invited to attend, and discussions held as to

the inif roved methods of road-making, and any other
subject of interest to the district.

—

[lIoyAi'/iy Far-
vicf.

The Aral) tlorsc.

Layard. the explorer of Ninevah, who is as famil-

iar with Arabs as he is with antiquities, gives in his

late work, Assyria, some curious details respecting

the true horse of the desert. Contrary to the popular
notion, the real Arabian is celebrated less for unri-

valled swiftness than fin' extraordinary powers (,f

endurance. Its usual pace are but two—a quick
walk, often averaging four or five miles an hour, and
a half running canter; for only when pursued does a
Bedouin luit in his mare to full speed. It is the dis-

tance they will travel in emergency, the weight they
will carry, and the comparative trifle of food they
require, which render tha Arabian horse so valu-

able.

Layard sajs that ho knew of a celebrated mare
which had carried two men in chain armor beyond
the reach of some Aiieyza pursuers. This maie had
rarely had more than twelve han<llu!s of barley in

twenty-four hours, excepting duiing the spring when
the pastures were green; and it is only the mares of

the wealthy Bedouins that get even tins allowance.
The consciiuence is that, except in the spring, the

Arab horse is lean and unsightly. They are never
placed under cover during summer, nor pirotected

from the bitter winds of the desert in winter. The
saddle is rarely taken from their backs. Cleaning
and grooming are strangers to them. They some-
times reach filteen hands in height, and never fall be-

h)w fourteen. In disposition they are docile as lambs,
requiring no guide but a halter; yet in the fright or

jiursuit their nostrils become blood-red, their eyes
glitter with file, the neck is arched, and the mane
and tail are raised and spread out to the wind; the
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whole animal becomes transformed. The vast plains

of Mesopotamia furnish the best breed.s, and those

breeds are divided into five races, of which the ori-

ginal stock was the Koyhelch. The most fiimous be-

long either to the Sh.ammer or to the Anejza tribes.

Their pedigrees are kept scrupulously, and their

v.ihie is 80 jircat that a thorough-bred mare is gen-

erally owned by ten or even more persons. It is not

often that a real Arabian can be purchased. The
reason is that on account of its floetness and power
of endurance it is invaluable to the Bedouin, who,
once on its back, can defy any pursuer e.icept a
Shammeror Aneyzawith a swifter mare than his own.
An American racer, or even an English hunter,

would break down in those pathless deserts almost

before an Arabian became warmed up to its work.

—

Where thorough bred mares have been sold they have
brought as high as six thousand dollars: but these, it

is understood, are not the best of the race.

The Arab who sells his mare can do nothing with
his gold, and cannot even keep it; for the next Be-

douin of a hostii:' tribe who comes across his path,

and who has retained his mare, will take it from him
and defy pursuit. Layard thinks that no Arabian of

the best blood has ever been seen in England. If this

i.s so, we can scarcely suppose that any have come to

America, but must believe the so-called Arabians
given to our Government at various times, to be of

inferior breeds. K.arely, indeed, arc the thorough-

breeds found beyond the desert. It will be a subject

of regret, to those who admire fine horses, to le<irn

that the Arabian is considered to be degenerating,

the consequence of the subjugation of Arabia, and
the decline of the Bedouin tribe.

—

Phila. Buildin.

]l''l-oni Smiths new Limdr-capc Gardenln;;.]

Plantlu}j aud Transplanting of Evergrseus.

The distribution of evergreen trees and shrubs is

among the most interesting operations in the forma-

tion and improvement of pleasure-grounds; in the

first, they give at once a clotheil appearance to what
was bare ground; and in tlio second, by their change
of position they effect an almost entire alteration in

the scenery of the place. Success, however, requires

not only careful execution, but also due attention to

the proper seasons for the performance of the work.

In all cases, it is advisable that the ground should

be well drained and trenched; and where poor, it

should bo enriched with fresh soil O" manure, or both,

especially when the shrubs are young and bniall.

—

Light sandy soils are greatly improved by moderate
additions of cbtyey loam or peat earth. In trans-

planting shrubs of considerable size, we prefer put-

ting the enriched soil or manure close round the ball,

and in contact with the young fibres. In such cases,

too, it is useful to prepare the pla.its, by cutting a

trench round them; a year or two previously, as re-

commended in relation to forest trees.

All shrubs, and especially large ones, should have

an ample supply of water when they arc transplant-

ed, and this is most effectively given when the wa-

ter is run into the new pit in which the plant is placed

along witli the filling-inof the earth, beginning when
the pit is about one-fourth filled, and continuing till

it is nearly quite full- The quantity of the water
should be such as to form a strong puddle round the

ball. This mode of watering keeps the roots moist,

as well as consolidates the earth about thi m; and if

carefully done at first, will scarcely require any addi-

tions. If the water is not administered till after thy

earth has been fully pressed in round the roots, fre-

quent repetition ard l.irger quantities will be neces-

sary, and the same beneficial results will not be at-

tained.

There has been much difterence of opinion, and
many discussions, respecting the most suitable sea-

son for transplanting evergreen shrubs. Some re-

commend the autumn months, others the winter and
spring.

It is admitted by all, that the transplantingof ever-

greens should not be attempted when the plants are

in full growth; for, though even then they may sur-

vive the shock, the chance is that most of them will

perish or die down to the ground. It seems also as-

certained, that the loss of the evergreens when trans-

planted is caused by the excess of perspiration from
their loaves, compared with the quantity of sap taken
up by their mutilated roots; and that, consequently,
dry, parching weather, at whatever season it occurs,

is, other things being equal, the most unpropitious
for the operations to which wo are now adverting.

—

At first sight, this principle might seem to exclude
the end of summer and early autumn from the se.a-

sons available for planting; and yet it does not, and
that for various reasons. At the period to which we
have referred, there is much warmth in the soil, and
as the perfected sap is then descending from the

leaves, the growth of roots commences rapidly and
goes on to a considerable extent, in which case the

plant is soon out of danger. Then there is often clou

dy and dripping weather, after the turn of the day,

as it is called, and every one must have remarked
the greater geniality of that season in regard to

growth, as compared with spring. Besides, in tho

spring months, the soil is colder and the atmosphere
is drier than in autumn; as may be seen from the ta-

ble on the opposite page.

The conclusions to be derived from those tables

plainl}' point out autum I as t.ie best period fi)r the

transplanting of evergreens; and yet, when rightly

considered, they admit of that wide range of time
which actual experience authenticates. We beleive

that evergreens, in small quantities, have been safely

transpKanted from midsumm.er to the end of April
perhaps we might .say the whole ye.ir round. This
has occurred from a compensation of advantages and
disadvantages. Take August, for example: the air is

then drier than it is two months later, but the soil is

warmer; and if the plants escape a blazing sun for a
few days, the growth of roots will commence, and
will very speedily supply to theloa<-es all tho perspi-

rable matter that is needed. Thus, an equilibrium

of action is rapidly established.

Depth op the Roots of Trees.—In the spring of

1850, I removed an apple tree wnich was growing on
a gravelly ridge, to a piece prepared for it a short dis-

tance from whence it was taken. The tree was six

inches in diameter, had b^en planted, I should judge,

about twenty years, and had been top-grafted a few
days previous to its removal. The tree and most of

the grafts set in it are growing thriftily.

In the place where the tree stood, I sunk a well,

and in the digging traced the roots of the apple tree

downwards to a depth of over twelve feet below tho

surface of the ground. My attention was called by
the appearance of the roots, as tho workmen were
going on with their work, and a measurement was
made, llow much deeper the roots could have been
traced, I cannot tell, but I was well satisfied that

they did extend some little below the measurement
From the great loss of roots, by their spreading so

deep and wide, I had little expectation of saving my
tree, and still less the grafts so recently set, hut was
most agreeably disappointed,in both.—R. N. Yorker.
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HigU Prices of Improved Stock.

The uiiprecodentcd prices, butli in England and

the United States, obtained the present season at tlic

public sales of cattle and sheep, are well calculated

to startle a plain, matter of fact farmer, who is apt

to value an animal according to his worth for the

butcher, and to induce the inquiry, is not this all

mere speculation ? Is a Bull ever really worth $3

or $4000, and will he at this figure ever pa}', taking

into consideration ordinary risks and accidents.

It must be oonsideiyd that, in the present extraor-

dinary state of prosperity in the country, there are

many things going off at speculative or fancy prices

besides Durhams. Any expansion of the medium of

exchanges, whether of the precious metals or bank

paper, has a tendency to induce speculation and raise

the price, not only of Durham stock, but Railroad and

Bank stocks, real estate and every thing else, having

either real urj'ancicd value. This does not by any

means depend on the fact of the valuation being

either real or fictitious, as we see daily fluetuations

in our large cities in inveslments, wUero ccciy thing is

assumed, the market price depending on the relative

daily or hourly scarcity of money, and the business con-

dition of large commercial centres. A common brick

may be taken up and used as well as any thing else for

akind ofmedium of speculation, an assumed value of

n few thousands put upon it, and passed from hand to

to hand.raising or lowering in price by operation of ex-

trinsic causes, knocked about like a shuttle, till sud-

denly the bublile bursts, and the brick comes back a

mere bricK, to its starting point. The tulip mania

ia Holland and the multicaulis humbug here were

cases of this kind, neither o( thera having any real val-

ue comparatively. The tulip bulb was worth a few

cents, and the multicaulis also, as a shade tree, but

the high prices, at which they were sold, were

f unded on a false basis, and the latter particularly

on wrong deductions as to the capacity of the United

States to be a silk growing country. Now are the

present high prices of blooded stock to be viewed in

the same light? Is there no real, intrinsic value {ft

Durhams and Southdowns on which to predicate the

enormous rates they have been selling at, and to

some extent justify them? Admit these arc to soma

extent speculative, just as other articles of purchasB

and sale at the present time, still when business,

now inflated, shall revert to its ordinary level, will

there not then bo iound to be a substantial value re-

maining? This, we think, is the true view to b'o

considered, and in doing so it is not necessary ti)

agitate the question as to thcmerits of the Durhafti

breed; that has long been before the farming public,

and it may be considered a settled point, that in ceW
tain particulars, as a breed, they are unrivalled, anil

their superiority to any other known is a generally

admitted fact.

The expediency and profitableness ol any one buy-

ing a bull for $3 or $4000 isa matter for his personal

consideration only. In a district of country whci*©

raising of stock is extensively followed, and in thft

present high times, a superior bull, where his strarti

of blood was particularly valued or very scarce,

serving 30 or 40 cows, annually, at ?25, $50 or $106

each, would soon remunerate his purchaser, and iti

Kentucky, Ohio and Now York, these prices woultj

be cheerfully paid for the opportunity of obtaining n

desirable cross. Indeed, the benefit to a whoFe

neighborhood or district from the introduction of Ik

superior animal may, in Ihis way, bo almost inoal-

culiible; neither would his purchase bo any mote
purely speculative than an ^p?ration in real estate,

in any of our large cities, during a rising maikct,

where $-0, $30 and $40,000 are given for a few

square feet of ground, not worth under ordinary cir-

cumstances more than half the money. The market

value of any thing is very much regulated by the

extent of supply. At the recent sales, where such

enormous prices have been paid for first choice ani-

niali, it will be observed to have boon on account of

some particular strain of Ijlood or pedigree. Somo'

rare points of form or character which tho oxperi-
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{nee of eminent breeders, have proved to be a great

flesideraluni. These did not come by chance, but

were the scientific results of the long continued care

and skill of such men as Thomas Bates, Earl Diicie,

Lord Spencer and many others- The Duchess and Prin-

cess family of short horns have long commanded in

England the highe.st prices, for the reason that'they

(ire identified with cer'ain va'uable characteristics not

found elsevrhere in the same perfection. The late

Earl of Ducie was said never to stop at price when

he found such an animal as he thought the breeding

of his herd required. To have a very small amount

of offal, to possess early maturity, to be heavy in the

mofit valuable parts of the beef, a kindly dispositi n,

rapidity of fattening, and in a cow the property of

<leep milking; these are points, not of mere fancy,

but real value, and where they are derived from a

good ancestry, may bo continued and carried down

in the offspring.

A Durham cow of our own importation, some

years ago, made over 15 lbs. of butter per week.

Supposing a common cow, making 7 lbs., to be worth

$30, was she only worth $G0 ? Certainly not. On

the principle that like produces like, and that this

deep milking would be retained in her descendants

as it has been in several instances, where the admix-

ture on the other side was judicious, the real value of

each a cow could hardly be estimated.

At one of the recent ram lettings in England, the

services of seventy one rams were let for one year,

at an average of IJIU each, and one for $C50. This

latter (one of Webb's Soulhdowns) was subsequently

pinehaseA by F. Rotch, and is coming to New York.

We can easily imagine a cross with such a buck, un-

der certain circumstances, to be worth §1,000 or

$2,000, provided he excelled in certain points a flock

was before deficient in.

We have known of a floek of pure Downs to be so

reduced in size and character by breeding in and in,

as to be almost valueless except for the butcher. A
Strong cross with a good buck would have had the

effect of increasing their value fifty fold.

While the high prices we have adverted to are to

a certain extent speculative, and indeed like other

things induced by the present condition of the country

and abundance of money, still we do not consider

the!*! entirely so, and have entire cenfidence that the

whole country will be benefitted by the enterprise

and public spirit of those who have made such large

investments.

AgEJcultural Exhibitions.

This season has been remarkable so far for the

number and success of these, not only in our own State

ftnd county, but in others around us. In many parts

of Pennsylvania, they have been held for the first

time, and have awakened the dormant energies of the

-formers; who kave been surprised themselves in see-

ing collected such numbers of improved implements,

stock, seeds, vegetables, &o. At our own State Fair,

$16,000 were received from members and admission

ees, which, we understand, exceeds any State Exhi-

bition hitherto held.

In York county, over nine acres were enclosed,

wh ieh was crowded with visitors and contestants for

premiums, many of the latter being from Baltimore.

In Bucks county, the exhibition was held on the

29th of September, at Newtown, and appears to have

been very spirited in every department of farm in-

dustry. The premium list took a wide range, inclu-

ding a ladies' and home department, in which tho

competition and display was quite extensive, embra-

cing home made bread, preserves, also needle and

crotchet work, netting and knitting, straw hats, cov-

erlets, counterpanes, &c. An excellent address was
delivered by Judge Smysor, exhibiting much re-

search and good practical suggestions.

The Berks County Exhibition, held atReading, "is

said to be supe rior to that of last year, the contiibu

tions larger and more varied, accommodations better,

and the attendance beyond all precedent,—not leas

than 10,000." A ploughing match was also held at

the close, and several premiums awarded for skillful

ploughing. The receipts were over $1,500. An
address on the occasion, by the Hon. J. Glancy-

Jonos, was listened to much interest and is spoken

of as a most able production. One in German was

also delivered by Rev. J. W. Richards, D. D.

Our friends over the river, of the Camden and

Gloucester Agricultural Society, are also keeping up

with the times, and had a large and very spirited ex-

hibition at Haddonfield, which was good in every

department, but particularly excelled in the display

of fine horses, both for road and draught. The lat-

ter being mostly crossed with the Norman stock,

which is much esteemed in New Jersey. As this

part of the State is much devoted to truck garden-

ing, the display in this department was well worth

seeing. A ploughing match was also held, and the

whole was concluded by an address from Morton

McMichael, of Philadelphia, in his usual good
style.

AVe observe at this society, agricultural, horticul-

tural and other books are distributed, instead of pre-

miums in money, which seems more rational, and

are more permanent evidences of skill and success.

Apples for Milch Cows.^Five minutes ago a

gentleman, who deals in facts and figures, as well

as fine cattle, informed us that he had fed out last

vnnter more than two hundred barrels of sweet apples

to his milch cows, and that the increased quantity

a nd ricness in quality of the milk paid him better

than any other use vrhich he could have applied them.

He says that he is raising trees annually, for the

purpose of raising apples for stock. Another impor-

tant statement of his, is, that since he has fed apples

to his cows, there has not been a case of milk fever

among them.— [iV. E. Farmer.
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Harvest Hymu.
God of the rollingycar! to Thee
Our sonj; shall rise—whose bounty pours

In many a goodly gilt, with free

And liljeral hand our Autumn stores;

No firstlings of our flocks we slay,

No soaring clouds of incense rise

—

But on thy hallowed shriue wi lay,

Our grateful hearts in sacrifice.

Borne on thy breath, the lap of Spring

Was heaped with many a hloommg flower;

And smiling Summer joyed to bring

The sunshine and the gentle shower;

And Autumn's rich luxuriance now,

The ripening seed—the bursting shell,

The golden sheaf, and laden bough,

The fullness of thy bounty tell.

No menial throng, in princely dome,
Here wait a titled lord's behest;

But many a fair and peaceful home
Hath won thy peaceful dove a guest;

No groves of palm or fields adorn

—

No myrtle shades or orange bowers

—

But rustling meads of golden corn.

And fields of waving grain are ours.

Safe in thy care, the landscape o'er

Our fl icks and herds securely stray;

No tyrant master claims our store

—

No ruthless robber rends away

—

No fierce volcano's withering shower

—

No fell simoon with poisonous breath

—

Nor burning sun, with baleful power,

Awake the fiery plagues ol death.

And here shall rise our song to Thee,

Where lengthened vales and pastures lie,

And streams go singing wild and free,

Beneath a blue and smiling sky;

Where ne'er was reared a mortal throne.

Where crowned oppressors never trod.

Here—at the Throne of Heaven alone.

Shall man in reverence bow to God,

Cultivation of the Blackberry.

In answer to inquiries .about the method of culti-

vating Blackberries, time of transplanting, &o., we

reply nothing is more simple. They may be set out

either fall or spring, as is most convenient, andplaced

in rows four feet apart and two feet in the rows, or if

land is plenty four feet each way, to admit of passage

of cultivator. The ground should previously be

deeply ploughed and subsoileil. Shorten the growth

each spring, same as with raspberries. It is surpri-

sing the cultivation i f this delicious fruit near our

large cities is not more common. The productive-

ness of the plants, no less than the size and flavor

of the berries is very much increased by cultivation.

It is stated that they have been exhibited in Boston

one and a half inches in length. Our last number

gives an account of a seedling blackberry, the new

Uochelle, which promises to be a valuable acquisi-

tion:

S. W. Cole, of Boston, says, "We have seen this

fruit sold at SI a quart, that was not a whit better

(though fine) than we have picked (a quart without
moving from our steps)- on new lands in Maine.

—

We have measured bushes of one year's growth ten

fjet high. We did not dream, in our boyhood, when
tearing our legs among thousands of brambles, of

ever seeing tbid fruit cultivated, and sold at enormous
rates.

The blackberry ripens long in succession, coming
in immediately after the raspberry. Owing to its

great excellence, bees, wasps, flies, &c., claim a large

share. Some blackberriex a,re white, but they are as

great an anomaly as ;\ while blackbird, or while crows,

which is seldom seen.

Soil, Propagation and Culture.—The blackber-
ry grows freely, in a warm, tolerably dry or rather

moist, deep, rich soil. It abounds among stones, old

logs, fences, and natural hedges. Keep the land
rich and mellow. Besides other manures, use ashe.s,

leaves and vegetable mould. It is propagated by
seeds, and by offsets at the roots. 'Train up new
wood, and cut away the old, to keep the bushes vig-

orous and productive.

HiGU Busn, {liubus viltosus.) Fruit large; long
ovate; shining black; very tender, juicy, of a sweet,

rich, spirited, aromatic flavor, resembling the orange.

Growth straight and upright, then the tops become
recumbent. White blossoms. Downing's account
of this fruit does not come up to the valuable wild
variety sold in Maine.
Low Busa, {Rabus canadeii.tis.) Small; roundish

or irregular; black or reddish black; rather tart, but
brisk, pleasant flavor."

Harvesting Potatoes.

The has idea generally prevailed that potatoes, es

pecially those grown on low moist lands, are essen-

tially benefitted by exposure to the sun and air be-

fore removing them to the bins. This, however ex-

perience has hing since demonstrated to be a fallacy.

The sooner potatoes are in the cellar, or pruteclel
from the sun's rays, after they are removed from the

hills, the better, the operation of the solar raj-< hav-
ing a powerful tendency not only to deteriorate great-

ly their ea'.ing qualities, but also to render them far

less likely to keep well through the subsequent
spring.

Another very popular error, and one no loss pro-

ductive of bad consequences, is the supposition that

the tuber should be scrupulously and thoroughly clean
sed from dirt; the presence of which in ever so small
quantity, is considered by many to be the radical cause
of their becoming watery and unfit tor food. Any
one, however, who will take the tiouble of experi-

menting, may easily satisfy himself that such is not
the case; and that potatoes which have been thor-

oughly cleansed by washing or drying, or indeed by
any process which effectually rids them of suil, will

exhibit symptoms ot decay, and become unfit for

use, or for culinary purposes, much sooner than
those which have not.

In wiany sections it is a common practice with far-

mers to select a portion of their best and most per-

fectly matured and developed tuliors, and pack tliera

carefully and compactly in liarrels, tilling the spaces
between th(! roots with soil, cool and in jist. The biir-

rels thus filed, arc placed in som-> dark cellar, where
they remain undisturbed till the ontents are de-

manded for the market, late in tho season, for domes-
tic use.

Secured in this manner, and deposited beyond the
reach of light and heat, or where they will be as lit-

tle exposed as possii le to these powerful agents,

potatoes will keep perlectly sound and retain tlicir

eating properties unimpaired till late the following

year.
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Every observing fanner must have noticed that tlie

tiotatoes that are "crowded oot" from the sides o1

hills, or which are found so near the surface as to

be fretjtrentty esppsed by heavy rains washing
away the soil; always turn green, and when cooked,

Iiave a sweet, coppery taste, which is eitrefiTely nau-
seating and nnpleaaant. This is always a result of

exposure to solar action; it concentrates <T principle

which the potato contains \ti conjunction with many
othrrs of a natritioits nature, into an active poison',

and hastens greatly the decay and decomposition of

the roots. As soon as tl^ey sre taken from the soil,

they should be plaeedin the }ni\a.-^[EepnbiicanJmii-

nal.

For the Farm Joumar.

Snperphosphate of I.ii»e.

In the "Genesee Farmer" of September last,

(page 281) there is an article headed

—

"Mapks' i»-

?R0VEB SuPERrHospnATB OF LrME." The wrrter, af-

ter enumerating some crops for vrhich he regards the

Bse of Superphosp4i!>te highly advantageous, thus

proereeiis: "For wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, and, we

believe, though wo harve no esperinrents of oar own to

sustain the opioion, that for corn and timothy super-

phosphate of liiae, in ninety-nine eases out of one

hundred, will be found of no essential value,"

Fearing the above statement, com'ing from such

high autl>o»ity, might mislead some of our Agricul-

turalists, in the use of a Talaable fertilizer, I beg

leave to quote some experiments leading to a differ-

ent conclusion. Doi^e dtJst is knows to be a leading

principal ingredient in the coBrpomtion of Superphos-

phate of Lime. About twenty years ago, I tried my
first experiment with bone dast. I had about an acre

of ground lying ont as "old field" having been cut

off by a new road, and sot considered worth fencing

by the former proprietor. The soil was thin, laying

on a clay sub soil. Having fenced it, I farmed it

with corn, but the crop scarci ly paid the expense of

farming. The next summer I farmed it as an open

fallow; plowed rt three times and in September seed-

ed ft dowB with )j/e and iiwoihy. I procured from

Philadelphia six bushels of hoite dnsi. This I had

intended to have harrmvcd in with the rye, but was

disappointed in getting it liauled un'.il about ai week

after the rye come up. I then sowed it broad cast

on top of the ground. I applied no other manure.

Now for the result. The crop tvf rye was fully

eqndi to lay wishes, some of it wa* lodged. The

grain was plump and heavy, and I regret very much
that I did not keep an accouHt ofthemimber of bush-

els. I took five timothy cropa off the same ground

in five successive years-, the first was very heavy;: they

grew lighter each successive year; but the fifth was

worth eotting. The ground received no further dress-

ing, ex,cept a light sowing of Plaster of Paris, each

Spring.

I merely state the above' as iicts; etverj farmer cen

.draw his own conclusions.

1 beg leave, in addition, to state some experiments

with Mapes' Improved Superphosphate of Lime trieiJ

in this vicinity within the present year. Mr. Jesse'

C. Green, Dentist of this place, bought a piece oJ

grass land of Mr. Enos Siwedley last epring. Mr,

Green, by my advice, applied to this a top dressing:

cf Mapes' Improved Superphosphate of lime. Mr^

Smedley gave fiis grass land adjoining ftnd of equal

quality, no dressing. At harvest, the crop on Mr,

Oreen-'s land was fully double'tbat on Mr. Smedley's,

and at this tim« the growing grass shows a decided

difference in its favor. On the grass land of Mr,

Wm. P. Marshall, the same fertilizor produced the-

twme result. Tiruothy is the leading grass for hay

in this vicinity,

I might also mention the good effects resttlting

from the same fertiliz.er to a crop of wlveat on lancS

of Mr. Abram Bailey, and of wheat and oats on lan£

of Mr. FasehKll Morris,

A. MARSHALL.
-~ itii.

.

-

For the Farm' Journal.

McAvoy's Superior Strawberrj'.

Mr'. Editor ;—I ara a subscriber to the Ilorticul'

turist, and find, in the September number, an engr.a'

ving of this now somewhat celebr ited variety, so-

unlike the one in the Farm Journal, that 1 am in

dueeJ to write and ask- you, whieh of them we may
rely upon as being correct. I harve raised strawber-

ries for several yeitrs, but have not seen the McAvoy

Superior. S have never known, however, berries of

the same variety to vary so much as those Jwo en-

gravings. Who shall decide where doetors disa-

gree ?

Several of t» in this neighborhood are. much
pleased that the "Strawberry Question," is now

wound ap and set at rest by the voluntary admis'

sioRS of tlwse who have been fighting the Itairdest

in behalf of the "fixed sexuality," The interesting,

communication by your excellent fellow citizen and

accomplished botanist, W. D., seemed to cover the

whole grouTvd, and leave but little to be said farther

on either side. It presented the true points at issue

in a more forcible and commorv seiwe matter of fact

style, than any article which hais yet appeared oc'

the subject in any of our journals, aiml ought to"

have been the means of sparing us tlw inSiction of

three mortal pages in your October number, Tho

author of that long winded communication seeuM to-

imagine himself tho centre of all strawberry knowl-

edge, and, by his own account has been successful,

by his own seedlings, in superseding most of tho old

and highly esteemed kiiKi<s. There is one at least of

your readers, who prefers holding on to what he'

has proved and well tested, than to take up witb

new ones, even at the directicm'of a "Prince."

C. STEELE,
Philadelphia county.

Not having fruited the McAvoy ourselves, we wess'
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»Iso struck with the disparity above alluded to by

our correspondent, and on the a; pearance of the en-

graving in the Horticulturist, wrote immediately to

our friend. Dr. Brinckle, from whom we received the

drawing. la his reply he says -.

"The McAvoy's Superior figured byyou is genuine,

and an exact representation of the specimen which

was grown by Mr. Cope. In our ad interim report,

we describe the form as being rouitdish ovate; I

have never seen the fruit round •except in small

specimens. Hovey, in the last number of his Maga-

zine, page 401, says: "the description by the Penn-

sylvania Horticultural Society of the former (Mc-

Avoy'e Superior) agrees with ours; with one excep-

tion it could not be more correctly described; that

exception is the color; their report calls it deep, bril-

liant, crimson, while w« call it a dark, dingy red."

I h-ave seen specimens ttiie season grown by Mr.

Buist, as well as by Mr. Cope; and I have fruited it

myself from a plant sent by mail from Mr. Long-

ivorth io 1850."

Shepberd Dogs.

Mb. Editor:

Can you inform one of your eubscri-

ters and constant readers, where he can obtain a

good Shepherd Dog, of pure blood, and four to six

months old. What is your opinioa of their value as

a farmers dog. J. L.

Dauphin county. Pa.

We are well acquainted with the Scotch Collev

breed of Shepherd Dogs, and consider them very val

uable to a farmer. We have owned several- They

make excellent watch dogs, and are trained without

much difficulty to bring up th« cows, watch or herd

the sheep, and save many a trip of a man or boy in

this way. We know where an excellent pup of a-

bout the age wanted, can he obtained at a reasonable

price.

—

Ed.

Small vs. liarge Potatoes.

In the patent office report for 1852 and '53, which

hasjust reached us, there are many veryvaluablecom-

munieations, in the agricultural department of great

interest to the firmer. In one of the reports from

Maine, by William Upton, Jr., we extract the fol-

lowing, which agrees with the experience of many
others in respect to the use of large and ripe potatoes

for seed. Whatever may be the original cause of

the rot, it is reasonable to infer that the immature

seed would be more liable to be affected, as was

found in this case, although we do not, recollect to

have heard before of the same experiment. His

letter says

:

Till the prevalence r,{ the potato rot, this was a
very important crop for this State, not only as a feed

for cattle and hogs, but as an article of export; and,
next to the hay crop its failure may be considered :

the severest calamity that could befall the farmers of
'

this State, and its cause and cure have thus far baf-

fled f'e researches of the scientific and the practical;

though I think its ravages may be somewhat abated
by the observance of certain rules in planting. Se-

lect, if possible, dry land in good heart, turn the

grass under the fall before, and plaBt as early in the

spring as the ground can be worked, without manu-
ring; and in th'i selection of seed, reject iiU small,

affected potatoes, planting none but those of good
size, fair, and suitivble for the table. It is a prcv.xil-

ing opinion—and one I consider very erroneous

—

that small potatoes are just as good to plant as large

ones, and, if the theory is true, better, for they will

go over more ground. On an experiiaent I tried

three or four years ago, it was found that where five

or six bushels of good, selected Carter potatoes were
planted in the midst of a field of the same variety of

potatoes, unselected, but in other respects planted

under precisely the same circumstances, scarcely one
of the product of the f rmer was found in the least

affected with the rot, while of the product of the lat-

ter at least one-third was more or less affected. The
Carters are generally considered the most palatable

—at the same tim; they are probably the most sub-

ject to the rot of any potato of this region. The long

red potato is considered the most prolific, Aveia^e
potato crop, about 2O0 bushels per acre.

The culture of the carrot, turnip, and beet, has
considerably increased since the prevalence of the

potato rot, and they are usually considered profita-

ble. Probable average of carrot crop, GOO bushels

per acre.

liime V. Potato Disease.

At the beginning of August last, I had a bed of

ripe walnut-leaved Potatoes dug, the produce of

which amounted to three bushels. Conceiving the

disinfecting propei ties of lime might lie advantigo-
iiusly employed in checking the progress of the dis-

ease, then slightly manifesting itself, I resolved on
sprinkling a handful on every alternate layer of Po-
tatoes in the bushel, extending the experiment to 2
bushels only, .and storing the remaining one in a
dry state without any application. On examining
ttiem a week ago, I was gratified at the discovery

th.at five Potatoes only were bad among the 2 bush-
els to which the lime was applied, while 2 gallons of

the other bushel were infected. To prevent the ef-

fect being attributed to any other agency than the

lime, it may bo stated that the whole of tlie ground
was planted with tubers of the same sample, and had
previously received similar treatment. I d'l ndt find

that the lime has, in any degree, affi'cted the quality

of the Potato.— fT. Sprent, Oocrton, Hept. 12.

The Richest Mine.

The m.anure applied to the soil of England amoun'g
to three hundred millions of dollars: being more than
the value of it« whole foreign commerce, and \etth6
grateful .soil yields back with interest all that is

lavished upon it. And so it wnuld Ije here, if we
would only trust the soil with any portion of our
capital. But this we rarely do. A firmer who has
made any money spends it not in his business, but
in some other occupation. He buys more land whco
he imght to buy more manure, or he puts out his

money in some joint-stock company to convert sua-
shiiio into moonshine. Ue!y upon it, our richest

mine is the barn yard, and whatever temptation
utock or shares may offer, the best investment for a
farmer is live stock and plougli shares.

—

Exchamjc.
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John Griggs advice to Vouug Men.

From " Freedleif •< practkal Treatise on Business."

"1. Be industrious and economiciil. Waste neitbor

timo ni)i- raonoy in small and itvetevs indulgences. If

the 3'i)ung can l)c induced to beffin to sace, tlie mo-
ment thev enter tlie paths of life, the way will ever

bee )Die easier before them, and they will notfiiil to at-

tain a couipetenc}', and tliat without denyinj; them-
selves any of the veal necessaries and comforts of

life. Our people are certainly among the most im-

provident a d e.'!travaf;ant on the face of the earth.

It is enou;.;h to make the merchant of the old school
who looks liack and thinks what economy, prudence
nn I discretion he had to bring bear on his own
business, (and which are in fict the bases of all

succssful enterprise,) start back in astonishment to

look at the ruthless waste and extravagance of the

age and people. The highest test of respectabilty,

wi h rae, is honest industrj'. Well-directed indus-
trp mikes men ha-'py. The really noble clas-i— the

class that was nolle when 'Adara delv'd and Eve
Fpuo,' and have pre-erved their patent to this day
untirnished, is the laborious and industrious. Un-
til msn have learned industry', economy, and self-

control, they cvnnot be safely entrusted with uealth.

II. To industry and economy, add self-reliance.

Do n It take too much advice. The business man must
k"ep at the helm and steer his own ship. In early

life, every one should bo taught to think for himself.

A mill's talen'.s are never brought out until he is

thrown to some extent upon his own resources. If iu

every difficulty lie has only to run to his principal,

and then implicitly obey the directions he may re-

ceive, he will never acquire that aptitude of percep-

tion, and that promptness of decision, and that firm-

ness of purpose, which are absolutely necessary to

those who hold important stations. A certain de-

gree of ind pendent feeling is essential to the full

devil ipmcnt of the intellectual character.

III. Uemember that punctuality is the mother of

confidence. It is not enough that the merchant ful-

fils his engagement : he must do what he undertakes
precisely at tkc time, as well as in the way he agreed
10. The huitual dependence of merchants is s i great,

that their engagmonts, like a chain, which, accord-

ing to the law of hysics, is never stonger than its

weakest link, are oftener broken through the weak-
ness of others than their own. But a prompt fulfil-

ment of engagements is not only of the utmost im-
portance, b 'Cause it enables o'hers to meet their own
engagements promptly. It is also the best evidence
that the merchant has his affairs well ord-red— his

meins at command, his forces marshalled, and
'eforyihing ready for action'—in short, that he knows
his own strength. This it is which inspires confi-

dence as much perhaps as the meeting of the engage-
ment.

IV. Attend to the ;Hi/i»//(B of the business, small
as well as great. See that the store is opened early

goods liruslieJ up, twine and nails picked up, and
all leidy fir action. A yc ung man should consider
cap t il. if he have it, or as he may acquire it, merely
as to la with which he is ti work, not as a substitute

for the necessity (if lalior. Il is often the case that

dilii/ence in enijiloymo.t of less con-sequence is the

most .mccessfnl iiilrocluiioa to the great entei-jirises

.

Those make ths best officers who have served in the

ranks. We may say of labor, as Coleiidge said of
poetry, it is its own sweetest reward. It is the best
of physic. -

'

\ . L"t the young liiorchant remember that selfish-

ness is the parent of vices, and it is the parent of a

thousand more. It not only interferes both with the
means and with the end of acquisition— not only
makes money more difficult to get, and not worth
having when it is got but it is narrowing to the mind
and to the heart. Selfishness, keeps a shilling so
close to the eye, that it cannot see a dollar beyond.'
Never be narrow and contracted in your views. Life
abounds in instance) of the brilliant results of s
generous policy.

Be frank. Say what you mean. Do whatyoa say.

So shall your friends known and take it for granted
that you mean to do what is just and right.

YI. Accustom yourself to think vigorously. Men-
tal capital, like pecuniary to be worth anything must
be well invested,—must be rightly adjusted ar>d ap-
plied, and to this end, careful, deep and intense'

thought is necessary if great results are looked for.

VII. Marry early. The man of business should
marry as soon as possible, after twenty- 1 wo or
twenty-three years of age. A woman of mind will

conform to the necessities of the day of small begin-

nings; and, in choosing a wife, a man should look at,

1st. The heart; 2d. The mind; &d. The person.

VIII. Everything, however remote, that has any
bearing upon success, must be taken advantage of.

The business man should be continually on the watch
for information, and ideas that will throw light on
his path, and he should be an attentive reader of all

practical books, e-ipecially those relating to business,

trade, etc., as well as a patron of useful and ennob-
ling literature.

5IX. Never forget a favor, fiir ingratitude is the bas-
est trait of a man's heart. Always honor your coun-
try and remember that our country is the very best

poor man's country in the world."
.

.»

How to Kill Slugs.

A correspondent of the Mark Lane Express give»

the following method of destroying slugs. It is

cheap; and will benefit the soil, though it may not

destroy the little pests:

If you suspect slugs working above ground, (I

know nothing of their underground work, but I have
no doubt they work above ground at night in all

cases,) have you: land carefully examined by a trust-

worthy man, with a lantern, about one or two hours
after dark, on a moist and as warm a nighi as you
can find at the season of year; then having ascer-

tained that they are there, sow broadcast at night,

and the same sort of night, from 6 to 10 bushels of
quicklime per acre. Very likely you will have to

repeat the dose; and the head-lands should always
he dune twice, as the hedges and banks harbor them.
The expense is but trifling. Two men, the lime
having been previously deposited iu convenient

places, will easily sow 8 acres per night before 12
o'clock. I gave them rather more than I should for

the same hours of day work, and about two quarts

of ale each night, and they (I always employ the

same two) are responsible for looking at the lands I

suspect. I once had to sow 8 acres of mangel three

times, the head-lands four times, and saved the crop,

which turned out remarkably good. This year I

sowed 2-1 acres of wheat twice in the autumn, and 8
acres of it again in the spring.

Another correspondent thus effectually prevents

all future depredations, at least from those which ho
catches:

Strew some fresh cabbage, lettuce, or other succu-

lent leaves, near the scene of action, and visit your
leaves every moTning, when you will find {;rjat nuok-
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bera of them, who have been out on the feed all

night, taking temporary shelter under the leaves,

when they may easily be caught and dealt with ac-

cording to discretion. I have caught many bushels

of them in this way in my garden, and I now find

it pays me well to use the same trap on a large scale

on my farm.

«••

The Dujjs of St. Bernard.

Most of our readers are aware that the passage of
the Alps between Switzerland and Savoy are the

most dangerous of the whole range of the natural

"cloud cap'd towers; ' and that on the slight table-

land afforded on the top of the Great St. Bernard an
hospice has stood for ages. It is supported by the
voluntary contributions of all nations. Catholic and
Protestant, Musselman and Hindoo, Christian and
Pagan, all find here a neutral ground for the flow of

that charity which difference of creed, or race, or

clime, can never wholly dry up. And truly it is a

noble institution—-for the hospitable, monks, though
their revenue is scanty, open their doors to every
stranger that presents himself. And that is by no
means a rare occurrence, for in these loity regions

the traveller is often overtaken by the most severe

weather, even after days of cloudless weather, when
the glaciers glitter in the sunshine; and the pink
rhododendrons appear as if they were never to bo
sullied by the tempest. On these dreadful occasions,

the storm comes on with the swiftness of lightning,

drifts of snow choke up the roads, and dreadful a>^a-

lanches sweep into the valleys, carrying trees and
fragments at roots before them. In these scenes of

awful grandeur they mingle, doing their sacred, God
like ministry. They devote themselves to the dan-
gerous task of searching for those unhtippy persons
who may have been overtaken by the sudden storms;
and thay are assisted in these sacred offices by a
breed of dogs peculiar to the establishment, and
whose renown is as universal as that of the chival-

rous monks. The sagacity of these animals is re-

markable. When the traveller, benumbed with cold,

and wearied in his search for the lost track, yields to

the stupifying influences of frost, and sinks to the

ground for the snow drift to cover him— it is then
that the exquisite docility and keen scent of these

admirable dogs is called into action. They are sent

out in pairs, and though the perishing man be twen-
ty feet heneath the snow, the delicacy of smell with
which they can trace him, offers a chance of escape.

They scratch away the snow with their feet, then set

up a hoarse aoii solemn bark, which brings the

monks and laborers of the convent to their assistance.

To provide for the chance that the dogs, without hu-
man help, may succeed in saving the unfortunate
traveller, one of them has a flask of spirits round his

neck, to which the fainting man may apply for sup-

port, and the other has a cloak to cover him. The
dog of the great St. Bernard, a spot 8000 fe t above
the level of ihe sea, is, indeed, a beautiful and won-
derful animal. lie belongs to the spaniel breed, but
is peculiarly large and powerful, particularly high
upon the leg<, and generally of a milky white, or tali-

by color. The breed having been cultivated with
immense care and assiduity for such a number of

years, and natural faculties of this fine specimen of

the dog having been sharpened^by generations of

training and experience, it is not surprising that

their intelligenc; should be so highly developed, that

actually a kind of language has 'jeen establishe 1 be-

tween tliem and the monks. The instinctive intel-

ligence of these dogs is shown by the curious fact,

that if a whelp be placed upon the snow for the first

time, it will begin to scratch, and snuff about as if

in search of something. As in the human commu-
nity, so in the canine, there are degrees of excell-

ence; and among the dogs of the Great St. Bernard
this rule is strikingly apparent. The ^agaoity of

some of the dogs is absolutely astonishing.

Ram-I.etting.

The practice of letting male animals is very com-
mon in England. It has many advantages, and we
should be glad to see it adopted in this country.

The following from the Mark-Lane Express, explains

thd benefits of the system, so far as relates to shoept

"It is the peculiar province of ram-breeders to

breed stock rams for the use of common flock-breed-

ers; and this mode of breeding has many advantages

to both parties. The ram-breeder can afford to pro-

cure and put to his flock of ewes better animals, and,

of course, more expensive ones than would answer

the purpose of an ordinary breeilor to use. In this

way the ram-breeder is ena"ljled to keep up a more
select and valuable flock, from which he can let or

sell animals of a truly valuable character to breed-

ers L.T common use at a lowerrate of prices; besides,

it is also his peculiar province to look out for and in-

troduce every practical improvement into his flocb

of which it is capable, by judicious selection from
the flocks of other approved breeders, and in a great

measure regardless of cost; the district depending up-

on him, expects these things of him; and if ho ia a
man of judgment he will not fail them. He knows,

or ought to know, the pedigree of every animal of

his flock; and in this way ho can and does suit any
chan:e of blood or feature to the wants of the flock.

In this way he can also suit his friends or customers

desiring or finding it requisite to change their blood

or intermingle it in their flock; by his peculiar flock-

marks he can on application recommend this and
the other animal as changes from the usual selection

of his friends, thereby rendering it unnecssary for

them to resort to other breeders, which is at all

times a dubious course to adopt; it is far better to

keep to a flock you well know, and to the judgment
of a breeder on whom you can depend: the breeding

will not be running too cbse by following this prao-i
tice."—[Boston Cjltivator. •*

40»

Seed Corn.

Now is the time to select ears of corn for seed.

—

Go into the fields and pluck off the earliest ears and
such as are well filled; and you will gain something
by selfcting from stalks that have two ears on them.
It is important that you select in the field and beforo

all the ears are hard, for thus you will gain several

days in the ripening next year.

We think it probable that a majority of our far-

mers neglect to select their seed ears till the time of
husking. But then they cannot determine certainly

whether they take the earliest ears.

Corn is so important a crop, and so much of it is

often lost by early frosts, that it is of much conse-

quence to plant that which will ripen early. Wo
cannot urge the planting of the small Canada corn
in our latitude, for it is better to loose occasionally

part (jf a large crop than to bo always limited to a
small one. We need not go north fir seed oars if wo
will take a little care at the right time and select tho
ears which first come to maturity. Many farmers
know tlio importance of taking for seed what ripenj

earliest, but tliey are apt to forget and neglect.—
[Massachusetts Plough^i.au.
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C« re for Glanders.

I have lately discovered a remedy to cure Ihe Glan-
ders in a horse; I thought it might be useful to oth-

ers, and aceordinftly I send you the information.
Some time in May last a man drove up and fastened

his horses by mine, and came into the store; after-

wards we both went out, and I saw that one of

his horses wai sick. He said his horse hadjhe p;Ian-

flcrs, and that he thouglit it would have died 'ast night
It was so sick. I was offended because he had tied

his horses so near mine with a contagious disease,

and said no more to iiim. Some days after this the

matter being somewhat forgotten, I was passing
near my horse; he appeared to be sick; I turned and
went up to him, and, sure enough, he was sick!

Ills throat was swollen to a terrible degree, so he
could hardly raise or lower his head more than an
Inch or two. Something must be done, for 1 could
not part with him any way at present. I tried one
thing and another, but all to no purpose. Now for

dGtudy. What will do the thing? Glanders; what
are the glanders? Why,Jt is diseased glands; the
little vessels that bring the saliva to the mouth and
throat are disenssd— stopped up, and must be opened.
What will do it? Tobacco will vomit, and may open
Ihcm. I took a half a pound of fine cut tobacco and
poured two quarts of warm water on it, and let it

^oak a few minutes, and washed his throat and so on
up to his ears, and down his throat to liis legs and
Ijetween his lore legs. It made him direful sick,

ftnd would have vomited him if it had been possible
for a horse to vomit. In three hours I bathed him
ftga\n, and the next morning again. The iinal effect

WIS, my horse could put his head to tlie ground
ftfter second time batliing, and after the third time
he could feed as well as over, .nnd is widl, and has
done better ever since. WM. MeSilEPARD.

North Sheffield, Ashtabula Co , Ohio.

( Genncssee Fanner.

White Sheep SUius for Door M its.

Take two loncr-wooled sheep skins, and make up a
strong lather of soap; the signs of proper strength
Is when the lather iecls slippery between the fingers.

When the lather is cold, wash the s-kins care-
fully in it, squeezing tlieui between the liand so as

to take all the dirt out of the wool. AVhen this is ac-

Ciomplishcd, lift out tlie skins and wash them in cold

Vater until all the soap is extracted. Have a vessel

of clean cold water ready, to which some alum and
salt, (about half a pound) which liave been dissolved

In a small quantity of hot water, are added, and the
ekins left to steep all night. They are taken out in

the morning and hung over a pole to dry. When
all the alum water has dripped off they are spread
Out on a board to dry, and carefully stretched with
the hand from time to time. Before they are thor-

oughly dry, a composition of two table spoon-
fuls of alum, and the same of saltpetre, are ground
to powder, in a mortar or otherwise, and sprinkled

Carefully on the flesh side ot each skin. Tliey are

then placed the one on thetopof theotlier.leaving the

wool outside, and hung upon arackof salts, in a barn,

^hcd, or dry airy place, for about three days, or un-

til they are dry—they should be turned every day.
After this they are taken dc.wn and the flesh side

Scraped with a blunt knife; and each skin trimmed
for a mat. The flesh side may then be rubbed over

with pipe clay, beat with a switch, and will then be
found supple, of a beautiful white color, and fit for a
^oor mat for a mechanic or prince.

—

Scientijic A-
maiean.

Heriery.

The accompanying engraving of a cheap Ilenery,

appeared in the Register & E.'jaminor of this Bo-
rough in the early part of last year. It was designed

by A. Marshall, Esq., and is well adapted to the ob-

ject intended.

•figure 1.

The build'n^ is designed to be 12 feet wide, 10

feet high in front, 4 feet high in thj rear, and 50feot

lung. The length may be greater or less, w.th refer-
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Figure 2.

ence to the number of Poultry to be acooVnmodivted'

The above dimensions are large enough for 150 to

200 barn door fowls. The materials for rear and

ends may be frame, brick or stone. The south slope

of an cmljankment will be a good loeation, as warmth

is an important point to be gained. The best mate-

rial for roof is straw thatch; this is warm in winter

and coul in eurcmcr.

FIG. 1, represents the front view. A A A A are

glass lights 8 by 10 inches; the dotted lines show

where the edges of the glass meet each other. B B
B are boards three inches wide, nailed horizontally

to upright posts, the upper edge being plowed to re-

ceive the lower end of the glass, and the lower edge

rabbeted to receive the upper edge of the range of

glass immediately below, wliich is secured by putty.

This arrangement is original and saves the expense

of sash. C C, ventilators, may be made to slide in

grooves, or hung on hinges. D D D, doors : If the

length of the building does not exceed twenty or

thirty feet, one of the large doors may be dispensed

with. That portion of the front not compo.sed of

glass and doors to be weather-boarded. It will bo

better if the inside of all the walls are plastered.

FIG. 2, represents an end view. C, ventilator, E,

nest boxes, 5 feet long, and 2 feet wide, entrance

open at botli ends, with a s oping lid hung on hinges

for the purpose of taking out eggs. Each box to be

divided into five compartments, with an open passage

next to the wall, the whole length. These boxes to

be placed against the front wall, immediately below

the glass; also across each end. ' F represents

the ends of the roosting poles, four ranges of wliioli,

to run the whole length of the building. These

poles should be IG inches apart.

The space between the nest boxes and roosting

poles is intended as a winter promenade and lor feed-

ing and watering troughs. The object to be obtain-

ed by so much glass, in front, is warmth by the sun

in winter. A clover yard should be attached for an

out door range in fair weather.

Ci ustructiuu of Ice Houses.

A house to preserve ice during our long dry sum-

mers, should be built with care, but need not be

very expensive.

The best soil on which to build, is one ti'at is suffi-

ciently porous to allow the water to leach through

without the necessity ol using a drain, as this makes
way for a current ol air which tends to equalise the

temperature within, to that without. If the soil re-

quires a drain, the outer end should be closed up that

air currents cannot penetrate the interior.

Choose a shady situation if convenient, and if the

soil is porous, excavate three or four feet, ten or

twelve feet square, lay down scantling and cover with

rough boards for a floor. Upon thisereet thestudding

2 liy 8 in stutt'8 feet hing, at distances of 3 feet apart,

if inch boards are used tor cover. The covering boanis

should be well seasoned so as to make tight joints.

The outer wall, as high as the suilaeeof the ground,

may be nailed on tlie studs before they are set down
upon the floor. Board up on both sides of the studs

to the top, and back the earth around the outer wall,

leaving it to descend in all directions to carry off the

surface water; then fill up the space between the

boards (8 inches) to the top of the wall (8 feet) with

fine charcoal, dry saw-dust or tan hark well packed
down. When the space is filled, nail a strip of boards

nicely over the top to prevent rats or niiei^ from bur-

rowing within. Upon this tho rafters may be allow-

ed to rest or the roof may be made ol whole boards,

running up to the ridge, and battened; in either case

the roof should project well over the wall on all sides.

the entrance door should be on the north side, no
larger than is absolutely necessary— say 2§ feet wide
and 4 feet high. The entrance should be protected

by double doors, the outer cmo opening outwards tho

other inwards, each set flush with their respective

walls, and fitting closely, leaving an air chamber of

8 inches between thiiu.

When all this is done it will pay to set another
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course of studs ouaide the buildinu;, and cover with
thin boards, fitted closely, leaving an open space be-

tween this and the first building. In any event it is

advisable to place a second roof of rouj;h boards, 8
or 10 inches above the first. Small sliding doors
may be put in each gable, for ventilation, in case
foul air should be {generated by any means within.
Fine clean shavings of pine or other resinous wood
will be found most reliable for covering the ice; a
thin coating of these may be laid upon the floor

also, and also at the sides.

If the soil upon which the Ice House is desired to

stand, is impervious clay, the whole may be built

above ground, taking care to 3hut out a circulation

of air below the floor, and at the same time to allow
the water to pass off freely.

The more ice i.s secured in a body, the longer will

it Veep from melting, for this reason it would be a

matter of ecomcmy for several neighbors to join in

putting up a building to be used in common.— Ohio
Cultivator.

The Guano Islands.

Capt. Congdon, of the barque Harriet Thornton,
recently from the Chincha Islands, communicates to

the Providence Journal, a very readable account of

the Islands, the .shipping that frequent thorn, the

mode of loading the ves.s2ls, and the kind of life

there, from which we make the following extract

:

"Vessels all load at the lee side of the island. At
this time the guano has bejn removed from the edge
of the Island in places, say one thousand feet. Rails

are laid and cars used to bring it to the edge of the

rocks and dump it into large bins or shutes made of

long polos interwoven with ropes and chains to sup-
port them, wide at the upper ends and narrow at the

lower. These hold from one hundred to five hun-
dred tons. At the lower end are gates or scuttles,

and from these gates are canvas bags, of about two
feet in diameter, leading to the ships and boats be-

low. The ships are hauled close to the rooks and
moored off and on. The hose are led at once into

the hatch, the gates above are hoisted, and you can
imagine the force with which it comes down through
this hose of one hundred feet. A thousand ton ship

can be loaded in forty-eight hours. Smaller bins

are used by the boats, which all prefer, as we have
much less dust. A sliip under the spout or hose is

completely enveloped in a cloud of dust, making it

almost impossible to exist on board. The guano is

trimmed away in the hold by natives with oakum
tied over their mouths and noses, and veils over their

eyes. This lets in air and excludes the dust. They
can only stay below from twenty to thirty minutes.
They are in gangs of eight or ten, and relieve each
other as above. Every part of the vessel is penetra-

ted with this dust. It will go wherever smoke will.

I can compare it to nothing but so much dry ashes.

The guano abounds in hartshorn, and is said to

be very healthy and beneficial in some complaints.

The vessels are all of one color from truck to

water. Not ii spear of grass, rush or reed, is to be
seen anywhere; no vegetable matter of any kind on
the islands. Where the guano is now removed is a
perpendicular bank of about one hundred feet. In
it are found dead birds, some even on their nests

with eggs under them. I have several of them per-

fect in shape, still pure guano. Most of them crum-
bled to dust when exposed to the air. Layers of

reeds and twigs are to be found through the guano,
said to be brought there from the main land by the

birds, for their nesis. As v,Q walk over the Islands

we find holes innumerable. These are the halita-
tions of the birds. With d.aylight they go seaward
for food, and return with darkness to spend the night
on the islands. They are of various kinds- peli-

cans, penguin, many of the duck species, Ac. Seala
and sea-lions are seen in thousands sporting among
the rocks and ships, and basking in the. sun Me-
thinks I hear you say what a place for gunning, and
you will no doubt be surprised when I tell you I

have not discharged my gun since I sailed from New-
York. The laws here are very rigid; nut a gun or
pistol is allowed to be fired on or around the islands
or on board ship. A penalty is exacted for every
bird killed; this has caused much trouble here.

—

Still parties go on shore nights and rob the holes
of their inmates, generally two birds, something
like our mackerel gulls. They are said to eat v«ry
well, but rather fishy. AVe find eggs at times in

abundance, yet these wc are not allowed to touch.
The laws are strictly enforced; not even the seals

or sea lions are we allowed to shoot; but I am hard
tempted at times. I sometimes use my harpoon as

they swim around the ship, but when fast it is im-
possible to hold on, as lookouts are stationed all

around, and scarcely a day passes without trouble
ill some quarter. Every vessel that comes here baa
a certain number of lay days—-about ten d<iys for

every one hundred tons. Most of us have to lay
here our days out. At daylight dozens of boats can
be seen about the spouts waiting for loads. Daily
accounts are kept of each ship's days and turns; so

many loads per day are allowed them—say first

week two loads per day, second week three loads per
day, third week four loads per day. Wc are all sup-
plied with boats. They hold from ten to twenty
tons, and are generally ships' long boats, sold to Pe-

ruvians when they leave for home. Laborers cannot
now be hired here at any price; we can only work
our own men.
One would imagine that it would be impossible to

exist in the clouds of dust. The men are all of one
color—you cannot tell a white one from a black one
when at work in it. It is fun for our sailors. As a
general thing, I never saw a set of men more inter-

ested for their employers than they are in loading

our boats. They lay in it, roll and wrestle in it, and
at times are completely buried in it. These shutes

that lead into the vessel's hold are dangerous. Cases
have occurred where men h;.ve slipped in at the

mouth of the hose as the guano went in or down,
and never seen again, or dead if found at all. At
times where there is much surf on, I have sc'n the

hose come out of the batch and the guano go thirty

feet from the side of the vessel, the bigness of the

hose. We are supplied twice a week, Wednesday
and Saturday, from Pisco city, with fresh meat, veg-

etables and fruits, by boatmen, who make quite a
business of it. Fresh beef eight and a half cents

per pound, fowls ten dollars per dozen, turkeys
twenty-four dollars per dozen, pigs weighing twenty
pounds three dollars, sheep four dollars each. Vege-
tables are high: enough for one week's consumption
for a crew of fifteen, say two dollars. Everything
in the way of provision is high."

How to Keep Harness iu Order.

The subject indicated by the above heading has

been discussed of late in the liural by two or three

ccu'respondents, but is of suflioientimporta'ice to bear

further comment. With all due deference, we are

constrained to express the opinicm that few of those

directly interested give proper attention to the dura-
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bilily and appeariiiice of harness, carriages, &c. We
will tlicrefore give the niiiJe uf uiling and washing
harness practiced by one who is qualified to speak
underslandingly upon that subject

Observing the good condition and fine appearance
of the harness of Aid. Baker, proprietor ol the most
extensive livery establishment in Ilothestcr, we re-

quested him to impart to us, for publication, the mo
diis operandi by which so desirable a result was
achieved. In ccmipliance therewith, he stated the

course adopted as the best and most economical, af-

ter twenty yeais experience in a business which re-

quired considerable attention to tackling apparatus.
llis process of oiling and washing harness is sub-

stantially as follows :

Take Neats' Foot Oil, and Ivory or Patent Black

-

the latter well pulverised or to be made so before

using. Mix thoroughly—adding the black until the

oil is well colored or quite black. In cool weather
the oil should be warmed somewhat before mixing.
AVith a sponge apply a light coat of the mixture

—

only what the leather will readily absorb, unless the

harness is very diy, in which case a heavier coating
may bo necessary. After the harness is dry—which
will be in from two ours to half or a v hole day, de-

fending upon the weather and previous condition of

the leather—wash thoroughly with soap suds. In
making the suds use ffood Castile soap and cold rain
water. (Warm water should never be used on har-

ness leather.) Apply the suds with a sponge. Rub
off with buckskin. This will give your harness a
nice, glossy surface, and the leather will retain a
good color and continue pliable for months. If it

becomes soiled with mud, or sweat, an application of

soap and water, hs above directed, (witimut oiling,)

will be sufficient tp give it a bright appearance.
Two applications of this oil and black mixture a year

(or once every six months,) will be sufBcient to keep
harness, as ordinarily used, in good order. It may
be necessary for livery men, and others who use har-

ness constantly, to apply the oil oflener—but in most
cases two oilings a year, and washing with suds
when soiled, will keep a harnes. in good trim for

sight and service. This process will pay a large
dividend in extra service and durability,— to say
nothing of improved appearance.

Aid. B. assures us that the same, or a very simi-

lar applicaticm, is just the thing for carriage tops
which are made of top leather. The only difference

in treatment is, that less oil should be used, or rather
a lighter coating should be applied—and it should
be washed off before drylmj in, top leather being thin

and much more penetrable than harness. Of course
this mixture would not answer for enameled leather,

of which some carriage tops are constructed.

—

Rural
New Yorkdr.

<•

Coustructi >n of Pig Pens.

Among the very valuable works for the farmer is-

sued by Saxton, the indefatigable agricultural book-

seller of New York, is the Progressive Farmer, by

Nash. Price only 50 cents. We extract from it the

following excellent article on Pig Pens and the man-
agement of Pig Manure :

318. Mythology relates that one KingAugeus had
stalled 30,000 cattle for many years without eloanin"
after them. Hercules, it is said, was appointed to

the task of cleansing these "Augean stables." T.ic
wily hero, as the story has come down to us, tu n mI

n riv. r thriiu<;h them, and made clean work shortly.

Whether the stalls travelled with the curient, wj ai-c

not informed, but the manure went down stream.
Agriculturally considered, this was just about as wise
as the management of some modern pig-pens.

210. I have often seen these important structures
built with their roofs facing the south; the manure
thrown out the south side; the eaves washing it in

rainy days, and the sun scorching it in fair weather;
till, between washing, and fermentation, anAburning
there was little left. Others are so located, that

rills, if not rivers, run into them, not enough per-

haps to cleanse them, after the model of the aforesaid

"Ilerculian labor," but enough to sweep away nearly

all of their soluble salts. Owing to bad m.anage-
ment, pig-manure has come into bad reimtation, but

it is good, nevertheless, if rightly managed.

320. The pig-pen should be so constructed that

the eaves will be turned away from the manure.

—

The ground shimld be in such shape that no water,

except what falls directly from the heavens, can find

ingress, ar.d none find egress but by evaporation.

There should be an outside enclosure, where the an-

imals can be as filthy as their swinish nature prompts;
and an inside apartment, where they can be as dry
and warm as they please. If the first is not allowed
them, they may n(jt pay for their keeping in sum-
mer; if the last is not furni.shed, they certainly will

not pay for their winter's food. No aninivl can yrovr

or fatten when siiffcriny with the cold. It takes all

his fvod to keep him J'rom. freeziny.

321. Let the outside enclosure be of considerable

size, giv'ng at least one square rod to the first ten-

ant, and half as much more to each additional occu-

pant. It is agreed on all hands that American far-

mers have land enough. They can afinrd to give

their pigs a sufficient range. The ground should bo
dishing, the same as in the barnyard, and for the
same reason— that nothing may run over in wet
weather; and the materials for the pigs to work over
should be so abundant as never to evaporate to dry-

ness in the dryest times.

322. Now, what is tfi b*" done that a lot of swino
may produce, partly in the "natural way," and more
by the manufacture of raw materials, ten loads each,

per year, ot excellent compost ? If the number to bo
kept be ten, this would give a hundied loads. Sup-
pose this to be the average number for the year, and
let us see how the thing is to be dime. In the first

place, put around the outside of the pen, or outer
yard, seventy-five hiads of peat, swamp muck, road-

scrapings, tup-soil, or whatever you can best procure,

and ih 'n pioieod as follows :

323. After the pen has been cleared of its last

year's manure, throw in p'emifully of this to begin
with. Lost it be scattered over the whole enclosure

several inches in depth. As it becomes thoroughly
moistened with rains and the droppings of the ani-

mals, throw in more, and so on, through the summer
and fall, tlirowingin, more or less, nearly as often as

you feed the swine, taking care that it always bo
moist, but seldom or never thoroughly drenched.
he quantity will soon become so large that it will

hold the water of any ordinary rain, and with-

stand the cvaooration of any druuth, if not very .se-

vere. It it inclines to dry up, it is welt to tiirow

over it a few quarts of plaster. Plaster is very little

soluble. Five hundred lbs. of water dissolve hut one
lb. of plaster. It cannot, therefore, be lust by put-

ting it on moist manure, as some other salts might
be. Indeed, it should be sprinkled iiv(>rall manures
frequently, but especially if the^' iuclini', eithei i i c<.il-

sequence of dry weather, or of too rapid lermenta-
tion, tu become dry.
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324. Some have supposed tliat the oater pen for
SH-ine slmulj be under cover. I think not. Re-
member that rain does not hurt manure, unless it run
tbrouj^h it. carrying off its soluble salts. Every drop
of ram brings down .immonia and other fertiliziu'^
matters fro-iii the air. The fallino; rain washes the
air of Its impurities. Alter a shower, we say, "How
sweet the air is." It is sweet, because it is clean
Hence, lu tlie neijrhborhood of cities and lar^e villa-
ges, and everywhere, to a limited e.x;tent, rain falls
impregnated with enriching materials. It it falls on
a quantity of manure, which has sufficient depth to
hold It, till evaporation takes place, it leaves these
materials in the manure. Hence, the more rain the
better, provided it go off by evaporation, and not by
filtration. The evaporation sliould not go on to per-
fect dryness, for then the ammonia, the carbonic
acid, an I other gases, are inclined to escape, and the
m.anur,' is approaching that state in which it may be
said ;obe "burnt."

;J25. Alwiuin moisl but never leached, should be the
fivrmer's rule for his manure. The more manure he
makes.both in his cow-yard and his pig-pen, the more
easily can he beep within this rule. A few inches
of manure, spread over the yard or pen, will be drv
as powder <jnc day and thoroughly leached the next;
while a depth of ten, fifteen, or twenty inches, will
stand a long dicnitli, or hold the water of a long rain.
Consequently, it generally happens to the farmer
who makes manure on a fiberal scale, that his ma-
nure is as much better in quality as it is more in
quantity.

32G. I have said, always moist hut never leached.
Closely allied to this is another rule. Who has not
noticed that a pig-pen, in which the occupants are in
danger of drowning, and one in which the manure
!S so dry as to be suffering a rapid fermentation, al
ways smell horribly ? To say nothing of the keeper
and his lamily, the pigs themselves are less healthym such an atii.osphere, and they will thrive less on
the same keeping. To keep a stinking pig pen, is to
throw away part of the feed and part of the manure
at the same time. By giving corn to swine, shut up
to a polluted atmosphere, the farmer loses a portion
of his last year's crop; and, by letting his pig-pen
"waste its sweetness on the desert air," he fails of a
portion uf his next year's. A valuable portion, and
not a small portion, of what should produce crops
next_summer, is going beyond his reach.

o27. Not the hast o/Tensivc vdor should escape from
thepifi-peii. This is 'the rule before alluded to! .and
It IS as practicable as it is important. To practice
it,_will save something on the last year's crop; some-
thing for the nest's; something certainln in comfort:
and, it ma;/ be, something in doctors' bills. In order
to practice it successfully, one needs only to throw
into the pig pen, and all like places, including the
vault of the necessary, plenty of peat, black 7nud,
or top-soil even, and to see th t it is always moist,
but not drenched. A little plaster would be a help,
but is not necessary. I( it is not at hand, the other
part of the prescription will suffice. Plaster, howev-
er, should Iways be on hand. This, and cured peat,
or niiick, should never be wanting about the farmer's

[NoVEXBBR>

premises,

'•i^S. The same rule should be observed with re-
gard to every part of the premises. If others suffer
bad odors about their farms, they may lose their
comfort and their health; i, the farmer suffers them,
he will lose his lecallh also; for these are the vc-v
quiniessence of his manures; and it is a singular, but
well known fact, that growing plants abs'orb with
aviditj what is most noxious to animal life.

Culture and Value of the Parsulp.

As one who has lived twenty years upon a farm
searching all the while for reliable information, both
from his own experience and from that of others
ought to be in possession of some "fixed facts" and
settled opinions; and as duty, propriety, and frater-
nity require that we should allow others the oppor-
tunity of benefitting by our experience, I feel moved
to give you a few items of information which I think
very satisfactorily settled by evidence within my own
observation.

Disliking long prefaces, and trusting that all your
correspondents, will dispense with them, I commence
the brief summary of my experience and observa-
tions of twenty years, by a statement in regard to
the value of parsnips.

Parsnips for Hojs.—One of the things which I.
consider well settled, and a reliable and "useful item
of knowledge, is this: that p.arsnips, either raw
or cooked, but preferably cooked, with the addition
ol apples, potatoes, &c., occasionally, were it only to
prevent the appetite from being cloyed by "eternal
sameness," constitute the best kind of food whereon
to fatten a hog. They are also the best kind of roots
for milch cows. B(Hh hogs and c iws eat them with
avidity, and to the milk and butter thev communicate
a good delicious flavor. I have seen 'it stated some
years ago that beef made from parsnips brings the
highest price in the London market. I think, tliough
I may be deceived by imagination, that pork m ide
from feed chiefly composed of parsnips, is sweeter
than when made from anything else.

'This is not the only recommendation which may
be justly bestowed on the parsnip. Among its other
good qu.tlities is this—that it requires no care
or housing in the fall, as all othei* roots do. In all
the middle, northern and western states, potatoes,
carrots, and turnips, must be harvested and housed]
or buried ; and even w hen all this is done, and with 4
good care .and judgment too, a portion will frequently
be ruined and lost by frosting, over heating or decay
from other causes. Parsnips, on the other hand, re-
quiring no care in the fall, they may be left with-
out injury in the ground all winter. They mav also
be planted early in the spring, as the frost does not
injure them, even at the earlieststageof their growth,
so that this root crop interferes the le;xst of any with
employments which crowd upon the farmer in the
spring and fall. It continues to grow throuo-h
the whole season, until the ground freezes in winter;
it requires no expenditure to gather or store it; it may
be taken up oi. several occasions during the winter,
and tlie roots that stay in the ground all winter, are
not injured, and probably improved, by the fVost.
Parsnips seem to be eaten with more relishthan either
turnips or potatoes, and yield in tho raw state, at
least a greater amount of nutriment.
Another advantage in cultivating parsnips is, that

on a suitable soil—sand or loam, rich or well manur-
ed, and deep plowed—a large growth may be secur-
ed. At the rate of 1,200 bushels have been gathered
from one acre of ground.

Parsnips may be planted either in spring, or in
the latter part of summer, say in August or Septem-
ber. The ground should be well manured, mel-
low, and deeply plowed and the seed sown in drills,
so as to have plants to thin out, while preserving them
at about eight inches apart. This will probably re-
quire at about the rate of two pounds seed to the
acre. The drills should be two feet apart and the
space between well cultivated andkeptcle.ar of weeds,
if 8Qwn in spring the earlien the better. A large
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growth may be secured, hcnvevcr, by sowing the 8ced

in Sppteraber. There will be some considerblc growth

before the ground freezoa up, nnd the growth will

commence again as soon a:i the frost leaves the ground
in the spring, which will cunlinue throtigliout the

whole season, of about twelve months; whereas, when
Sown in the spring they can grow only eight or nine

months.
All the advantages of this root crop haVff not yet

been named. Among them are these—that they

seem uninjured by cither a wet or a dry season, and
that no insect nor bug attacks them at any stage

of their growth.— [IVOikiny Farmer.

Aeports of State Exhibitions

The following reports of our late fair at Pittsburg

bave onlyjust reached us.

Fafin Implementa, dbc, No, 20.

1st Premium to Atkin's Automaton reap-

er, diploma and
2d premium, Wm. J. Hayatt, self-reaping

and mowing machine,

C. M. Russel, sweep horse power,
B. Billers, do. do. do.

1st E. 11. Shankland, railway horse power,

$20 00

2d M. M. Stever, do. do. ' do-

Best hay press, Wm. W. Dingee,

2d best do. Deering & Dedrick,

Best dog power churning machine,
2d best do. do. do.

Best portable saw mill, Emery's p.itetit,

2d best do. do. Andrew Ralston,

Best do. chopping mill. J. D. Owens,
Best pump for wells, II. J. Criswell,

2d best do. do. E. A. Jeffrey,

W. Baily, for a hydrant,

George Baily, for iron pump,
B: St hay and cattle scale, to Livingston,

Roggen, & Co., Diploma and
Best weighing machities for general pur*

poses, Livingston, Roggen & Co.

Best small and large scales, Livingston,

Roggen & Co.

Best small scales to Edwards, Morris,

& Co.

Best portable cider press to W. 0. Ilick-

ok. Diploma and
2d best to E. R. Shankland,
Best lime spreader, M. P. Cooper,

Best and most numerous collection of
agricultural implements, to E. K.
Shankland,

2d best to James AVardrop,
Best separator to John flill.

Best seed sowing machine, J. M. Barret
&Co.

Best lawn grass hoe, James Wardrop,
2d cylinder churn, do.

Best washing machine, T>. P. Lowrie.

2d do. do. J. R. Morrison,
Best and largest cidlection of Horticultural im-

plements to James Wardrop,
Best bacon ham to Morgan Jenkins,

Plows.

Best one horse plow. Hall & Speer, No. 2,

2d do. do. Robert Hall,

Sub- Soil Plows.

Best sub-soil plow, E. R. Shankland,
E. R. Shankland for steel poiut plow,

10 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
10 00
6 00
5 00
6 00

20 iiO

20 00
5 00

10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

10 00

5 00

5 00

Diploma.

10 00
5 00
5 00

25 00

_
20 00

Diploma.

Diploma.
2 00
2 00
S 00

10 00
& 00

io 00
5 00

10 00
6 ou

A discretionary premium of $S to Hall & Speer, for

iron hillside plow. No, 11.

A d seretionary premium offS to John S. Hall for

extension drill pluw.

The report of a committee. No. 34, on miacella-

neous articles not having been acted on by the ex'

ecutive committee, will not be made known for afe\f

days.

J?rpor/ nf the Committee on Putillrii. Kn. 1.5.

The Committee in submitting the fdlowing report,

congratulate the Society (ipuu the very large and
beautiful display of poultry on exhibition.—Must of

the fowls give evidence of careful breeding, showing
a commendable feeling of interest, in regard to thi?

department of domestic agriculture. The carliness

of the season, and the fiict that a large raajurtty of

of the fowls are of the present year's raising, hiva
rendered them less attractive in plumage, and pre-

vented that fine develojiraent of size, so marked a tea-"

ture at the last exhibition.

From the immense number of fowls, the neglect toi

number the coops in regular numerical order, and
the almost total disregard of system on the part of

some of the exhibitocs, in cooping and arranging
them, have all served, not only to largely increase

the the labors of the Commitee, but to prevent as

complete a report as would otherwise have been pre*

pared.

The.se defects in the present arrangement will, the

committee hope, bo a sufficient apology for the ;/c«C'

ral character ol the report, as well as serve to correct

the evil at the future exhibitions. Hid each coop
been properly nnrahercd, the particular fowls tcr

which the rcijnlar pemiums of the Society have been
awarded, as well as these for which the committeef

recommend sjjccial or discretionary awards, would
have liecn more readily recognized by visitors, and
the intentions of the committee more f 'lly understood.

Regretting the in.idvertenee, the committee beg leava

to submit the following awards of premium:

For best lot Bhanyhais, to Dr, A. II. Gross, 1st

premium, §.3 00
l^d best, to S. C. Radford, 2d premium, 2 OO
For Dorkings, best lot to Wni. Leonard, 1st pre-

mium, 3 00
2d best, Wra. TJoyd, 2d premium, 2 00
The display of Diirkings was very meagre.

Best lot of Poland Powls, I cock and 2 hens, to

Wni. Leonard, 1st premium, 3

2d best, to D. S. ^V'illiams, 2d premium.
For best lot Black Spanish. 3 cock and 2 hens,

to T. W. Moore, of Lowistown, P.i., 1st pre-

mium, 3

2d best, T. P. Updike, 2d premium. 2
For best lot ofJersey blues to H. Ingraham, 1st

prcmum, 3

2d best R. M'Knight, 2d, proniiuro. 2
For best lot Cochin Chinas, 1 cook and 2 bona,

James Oillespie, West Philadelphia, 3

2d best 1 cock and 2 hens, R. C. Walker, 2d pre-

mium, 2
Chittagongs, best 'ot of 1 cock and 2 hens,

David Taggart, brown vnricty, Northumber-
land, Pa.

Dr. J. Crabb, eqtial to the above,
T. D. Updike, for grey variety.

For Best lot of Bantams, (White,) to J. S. Sny-
der, 1st premium,

2d best, to Mrs. Margaret Murdoch, 2d do
Speckled bantarr»s, D. Taggart, 1st premiun,
R. W. Patterson, 2d premiunj,

00
2 00

00
00

00
00

00

00

3 00
00
00

00
00
00
00
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Dia,cK rt.incan uaniams, wuiiam L.eonar(J, 6 ("I

Black Spanisli Bantanii?, Wni. Leonaril, 2 00
Golden Seabright Bantams, T. B. Updike, 1st

prpmimn, 3 00
William Lsonard, second premium, 2 00

Bdtli fine specimens.
Game Fdwls, best lot, 1 cock and 2 hens, David

Ta^gart. 1st premium, 3 00
Jonathan '>or\vart, 2d do. . 2 00
Native or Dunsbill, best lot of five, Jonathan

Dorwart, 1st prcmiun, 3 00
For the best lot of Poultry, Jonathan Dor-
wart, of Lancaster,

'

10 00
2d best. Dr. A. U. Gross, 8 00
Largest ciillection of Fjwls, AVm. Leonard, 10 00
Greatest variety of Fowls, David Taggart, 10 00
Best Capon, Wm. Leonard, 3,0()
Turkeys, best pair, J. 0. Denny, 3 00

Geese—Two of the committee refer vcith pleasure
to the superb specimen o( Amoor Geese, exhibited by
A. _T. Ncwbold of Philadelphia. They are a new
variety, and in view of the commendable spirit o
Mr. N. in introducing these fine fowls in the United
States, the committee award a special premium of
(en dollars.

It is due to Mr. Newbold to lay this award ivas
made by the majority of the committee, without his
kno ledfje.

Bremen Geese, best pair, R. W. Pattosson, 3 00
A. H. Gross, 2 00
Muscovy Ducks, David Taggart, (Winter Vari-
Pty.) 3 00
R. M'Knight, 2 00
Cummon Ducks, best pair, David Taggart, 1st
Premum, 3 00

L. C. R:idford, s cond premium, 2 00
Poland Duck, S. C. Radlord, 3 00
W. Grier, 2 00
Aylesbury Dncks, 1st premium, S. C. Radford, 3 00
W. C. Denning, 2 00
Pea Fowls, l)est pair, J. S. Negley, 5 00
Pigeons, G. W. Felix, best e.xliib'ition, 3 00

In addition to the above, the Committee respect-
fully recommend the following premiums for varie-
ties not recommended in the schedule:
Aramah Pootras, or Grey Shanghais, to J. S.

Negley, A. II. G.oss, David Taggart, J. P.
Updike, W. Greer, James Crahb, S. C. Rad-
ford, R. W. Patterson and Wm. Leonard,
each a premium of §3 00

Spangled Poland Fowls, to Jonathan Dorwart,
David Taggert, and A. II. Gross, each a pre-

mium of 3 00
White, Brown and Black' Javas, David Taggart, 3 00
Creepers, to Wm. Leonard and David Taggart,

each, 3 00
Frizzled Fowls, David Taggart and William

Leonard, each 3 00
Bolton Greys or Creoles, David Taggart and J.

Dorwart, each 3 00
Silver Hamburg Fowls, Wm. Leonard, 3 00
Black Shanghais, W. Grier, J. Dorwart, R.
W. Patterson and S. C. Radford, each, 3 00

Spangled Shanghais, to Jonathan Dorwart, 3 00
Devonshire Raven, Games, to J. Dorwart, 3 00
Dominique Shanghais, to Dr. J. Cabb, superior

specimens, 3 OQ
Silk Fow, buif v.ariety, to Dr. J. Cr.abb, Wm.

Leonard and S, C. Radford, each 3 00
Cochin Chinas, to J. Gillespie, Aaron Clem-
ents, J. A. Measonkop, R. C. AValker, S. C.
Radford, R. M. Pringle, R. W. Patterson, G.

W. Felix, J. Dorwart, J. W. Chadwick, and
J. Crahb, each, 3 00
The Committees would state that the displays of

Cochin China Fowls by the exhibitors above named
were not only largo, but truly excellent, especially
those exhibited by Messrs. Gillespie and Aaron Clem-
ents.

Black Sp.anish, to R. M'Night and W. Leon-
ard, each 3 00
White Shanghais, to Aaron Clements, R. C. - |
Walker, J. D. Denn-, W. Tite, W. Boyd, A.

'

H. Gross, G. AV. Felix, each 3 00
For Buff Shanghais, to David Taggart, L,am-

born &, Bro., Dr. J. Crahb, Wm. Leonard,
yv. Tite, S. C. Radford, J. O. Denny, A. II.

Gross, Ira Sherwin, each, 3 00
For Iloang IIo Fowls, to A. II. Gross, 3 00
For Sumatra Pheasant Game, to A. H. Gross, 5 00
For white Poland Fowls, to D. S. Williams, 3 00
For Game Fowls, to Adam Wilhelm, 3 00
For Speckled Bantams to Wil on Inglis, 3 00
For White Bantams, to W. C. Denny, 3 00
For Muscovy Ducks, to W. C. Denny and Caleb

Lee, each, 3 00
Silk Fowls, buff variety, to Dr. J. Crabb, AVm.

Leonard, and S. Radford, each 3 00
Silk Fowls, white variety, Wm. Leonard, and

S. C. Radlord, each, 3 00
Silk Bantams, Black, Wm. Leonard, 3 00
Polish Albinos Fowls David Taggart, 3 00
Hybrids Ducks, Caleb Lee, 3 00
Pheasant Bantams, S. C. Radford, 3 00
JIadagascar Rabbits, John Elohar, 3 00
S. S. Negley, 3 00
English Ferrets, Robert Douglass, 3 00
Mouse C;i.tching Owl, (well trained,) J. B. Poor,3 00
Poland Ducks, D. Holm»s, 3 00
In view of the pains taken by many of the exhibi-

tors not only in breouing but in oftering fine displays
of fowls, the commietes also recommend the following
special premiums:

J. Gillespie, James Crabb, S. C. Radford, Lam-
born & Brother, G. W. Felix, R. H. Patterson, J. 0.
Denny, T. B. Updike, J. A. Mesenkop, Wesley
Green, R. C. Walker, R. M'Knight, W. C. Denny,
S. Nedley, A.aron Clements, Wm. Tite, each, $5 00
The committee also examined a movable Lever

Conp, exhibited by Messrs. Lamborn & Brother, of
Chester c(innty, for which they recommend a pre-
miums of S5 00.

In conclusion, in order that a proper estimate of
the display of fowls may be made, the committee
state that the number on exhibition was Jiineieen

hundered and sixty-nine.

A. T. NEWBOLD,
WM. P. ELLIOT,
A. M. SPANGLER,

Cure of Founder iu Horses.

Having had a little experience in curing the foun-

der in hjrses, I take this method to give you a fact

ihat you may give it to others through the columns of

your valuable "Journal." It may be of great service

o some, and save many a fine horse from premature
death and much suffering.

The fact I shall give you, is of ahorse worth three

hundred dollars because of his fleetness. lie came
to my hand in August, about eight o'clock in the

evening altei beinj;, driven only twenty-nine miles

with only two persons in a very light and easy buggy.
The horse for some time h;A been fed all the grain

he would eat. For two or three days he had not likedt
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his srain, but the night bofure he caine to my hand

he had eaten to the full of all he had liked; and when
he came he was so stiff he could not step over a six

inch pole, and when he attempted to turn round would
nearly fall. I put him into water nearly knee deep,

and kept a wot blanket on him nearly all the time

for four hours, then put him into the stable, and put

another blanket over him and left hira for the night.

The next ninrning I found him sweating; took him to

the stable and rode him a mile, led him back, and
put him in the brook again for an hour. During the

day I exercised hira about five miles, and about sun-

set let him stand an hour iu the water, and again in

the next n orning.

About nine o'clock he was started on his journey

of forty-two miles, and performed it with ease before

sunset; he laid overoneday, and went home the next,

forty-five miles, and was returned to his owner, and
he being a farrier, gold him in a few days, perfectly

unable to describe any difiiculty or damage done to

his horse, being ignorant of what had happend. The
horse was allowed all the food and water he wanted
as usual he was not bled in any part, neither was
there anything given to liim except his usual food.

The second day he was as limberas he ever was, and
shown no injury from his founder since.

If you think this worthy of your notice, and wish
it, I will give you my opinion of the founder and its

cure.

—

[Water Cure Journal.

Mules and Horses.

It is thought by many that mules for the purpose
of farm work, would be pr(!ferable to horses, because
they eat less, are tougher and hardier, and live lon-

ger. It is true that with us the greater part of

farm labor that requires draft, is performed by oxen,

and we are well persuaded that nothing can bo sub-

stituted for them, that, taking everything into consid-

eration, will be so profitable. In warm countries the

mule is probably better adapted to the climate and
mode of work. Still, horses are much used among
us in agriculture, both in conjunction with oxen, and
alone, and if the mere drudgery of the farm be the

only use, and there be no desire for a swift roadster,

or an elegant nag to sport with, we are inclined to

think the mule would be the most profitable.

We have raised them and used them, and can tes-

tify to power of endurance, and durability of life.

As a little calculation on this subject mvy be amus-
ing if not satisfiictory to some of our enquiring and
calculating readers, we will give the figures of a
writer in the Southern Planter, on this subject—He
says

—

Ten horses will consume each 12 barrels of

corn per annum worth on an average,

$2,50 per barrel, which for 20 years will

be $0,000
Shoeing ten horses at $3,00 each per annum,

will be for 20 years GOO
Cost of shoeing and iccding 10 horses 20

years ?0,G00
Ten mules will consume each C b.arrels corn

per annum, worth on an average 82,50 per
barrel, wliieh for 20 years, §3,000

Shoeing will be nothing,
Amount saved in 20 year;: by mules S3,000

This calculation will do for the South, but with us
the mule must be shod, and corks kept s!.-rn or he
will tumble down and break his neck.

Another item might be put in, and that is, a great-

er exemption from di.sease, and tlie longer life the

mule lives and remains active over what tlie horse

does. We never heard of a mule being killed by
heat as horses often are.

TABLE,
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREES REQUIRED TO PLANT

AN ACRE, FROM ONE TO FIFTV FEET APART.

Feet.
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CU inge of Timbers from c caring Iiiiiids.

Tliere arc few things connected vfith the natural

history ot trees or plants more surprising, or that

have uccasioneii more spccuhition, than the chan;^es

that not uufi-equently talic phtc' in the growth of

limber after clearing, from what it was licforo t :at

operation. So inexplicable is this change, in many
instances, on the commonly received principles of ve-

getation, that it has Ijcen adduced by tlie believers

in the doctrine of spimtaneous production, as one of

tlie strongest supporters ol their system. We think,

however, lliat, singular as the phenomenon may be,

its scdulion cannot require a supposition so unphilo

sophical.

In the Southern States, where timber is principal-

iy pine, when that is cleared (jfF, a growth entirely

different, and composed ot such as was entirely un-

known to the place bcf^ore it, springs up: and this,

when cut off, is succeeded by now varieties, or per-

haps by a return id pine. Lands covered with oak

and chesnut, or such timber .as shoots up in m cut

trees do not change the timber e-tcept in a small de-

gree. It is on those lands covered with timber that

requires to be propagatcil by seeds that this chtinge

is nio-it apparent. Everybody mtisthave noticed in

what numbers a species of wild cherry will spring up

wtiere forests are cut down, or are propagated by

winds, though that particular kinil is rarely or never

found growing in the unbroken forest.

More than thirty years since, a part, of our farm

Was cleared of its'timber, a dense growth of maple,

bass Wood and elm. A small piece of perhaps half

nn acre was separated from the rest by a narrow ra-

vine; after being cultivated three or four years, and

part of it planted out as a nursery of fruit trees, it

Was left to itself. It was soon covered with young

trees, which were suffered to grow unmolested, tind

there are now on this small spot, white oak, black

oak, butternut, white poplar, common willow,^ wal-

nut, hickory and black cherry, of a.l varieties of

which not one was growing near at the time it was

cleared, and most of them not within threofonrths

of a mile. An explanation we leave to others.— [ War-

ren Journal
n

Cut YonrD.tches and Cut your Baalies,

Earmerg a e exclaiming '-how dry it is I" True,

it is dry, but you can't help it; anil the best thing

you can do is" to take the best advantage of it thiit

you can. Have you a bog or a low piece of land

that you want to reclaim, and put into a profitable

Cultivation? Now is the time to ditch it—to cut off

the bushes^-grub up the "tussacs" and brake up
roots, and put into complete order by purifying it

with fire and sowing on a good supply of i'ovil mead-

ow grass seed, &c.

Have you a muck or peat bed? Now is the time

to draw a supply of material to increase j-our ma-
nure heap—or, if you have not time to haul it to

,Vour barn now, ( mploy some good hand to dig out

and pile it up in a situation where the water will

not roach it, and during good sledding next Winter,

you can get it up and have it ready for another sea-

son. The dry weather may thus be made useful to

jou. A farmer, by a little calculation, can find

work appr)priate for all weathers.

—

Maiitc Fanner.
-0 —

Paint Yopr Tools.— Every farmer should be pro-

vided with a small qimntity of the c arser kinds of

paint—a few pots and brushes and paint, oil. and
should keep his carts, wagons, sleds, plows, liarrows,

&c., well coated with paint.

Turnips.

Turnips mixy remain in the field till late. TlieV
are far leas injured by frost than many are inclined
to believe. It is very often the case that turnip? are
froZim in the ground, and on the frost breaking up
again in the course of a few days, are i-onioved as
hard and crisp as before. The action of the soil

neutralizes its effects, and sometimes a suceesion of
several weeks of warm weather, after A freezing
night, adds as much to the weight and value of the
crop as they gained in twice that time before the ail-

vent of severe cold. A low temperature is favoralile

rather than adverse to the development of all the
species of the turnip tribe. Cabbages grow rapidly
in cold weather; hence the practice so prevalent at

present of allowing them to remain out till the snow
falls. In packing turnips of all kinds, care should
betaken to secure them efTi^olually against the light

and air. The more perfe 'tly this is accomplished,
the greater will be the cert.ainty of their keeping
well, and the more wholesome and nutritive will they
lie found, both for stock and for table use.—iV. £,
Fa riiicr.

list of Patent Claims.

Robert A. Grahain, of New Paris, Ohio, for Im-
provement in Ploughs:

I claim, first the screw btdt, or its equivalent, for

setting out in- in the i-ear edge of the moulil hoard,

with respects to the landside, acting in combina-
tion with the bolts E. and F., wliii'h being tighten-

ed, attach to each other, the mould board, sheath,

and lipped or flanged share, as described, and which
bolts being temporarily relaxed, permit the vibra-

tion of the niiiuld board aliout the bolt, E, without
interrupting the continuity of ploughing surface, or
disconnecting the several parts.

Secon.l, the shifting or adjustable si.'cket attach-

ment of the bc.'im to the .iheath, in combination with

the dovetiiil and adjustable connection of tlie rear

end of the beam to the helve, or equivalent devicea,

so as to vary tlic direction of the di-auglit of tha

plough, to suit tMO requirement of a change in tho

flaieot the mould board and other object?, as ex-

plained.

Thomas C. II irgrave«, ct Schenectadi, N. Y., for

Improvement in Corn Husking Machines:

I claim, first, the application or the chisel or chis-

els, and the cutter or cutters, in combina'ion with

the gate or gates, operated by goaringor other means,
as dcscriljed,

Seco d, I claim tho construction of the circular

plate or its equivalent, as described, in combination

with tlin cutters for severing the cob, artil the elbow
lever for discharging the husks, as set forth.

Third, I claim the (o:nl)in:ition of a cam. h-ver and
spring, with a stud for holding the circular plate

statiimary whilst removing the ear and husk from

tho machine, or any other eqvavalent, as specified.

Gardiner A. Bruce, of .^fcchaniesburg, 111., for

Improvement in Corn Planters:

I do not claim the dropping slide ror any peculiar

arr.angement thereof, as they are U^ed in many
drills, and arc constructed and operated as des-

eribed.

I claim the employment or use of the balance

beims, with the rods attached to them, and opera-

ting as described, lor the purpose of properly ad-

justing the seed in the holes of the dr,ipping slide,

and also to prevent the clogsit'oOf the .sa:no, as des-

cribed.
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Epraim L. Pratt, of Worcester, Mass., assignor

to James Sargeant and Daniel P. Foster, of Shelbury

Mass., for Improvement in Machine for Paring Ap-

plesr

I claim han^inf; or connecting the block which car-

ries the knifo to the rod, which carries said block, so

that the block and knife can vibrate in one or either

direction, Ijy means .as described, so as to allow the

knife to vibrate and accomraodiite itself to any ir-

regularity in the surface of the apple or vegetable

pared, as described,

Joseph C. Strode, of East Bradford, Penn., for Im-

pro^^>d Hydraulic Ram:

I claim the application of the'brachystochromous
urve to the conduct pipes of hydraulic rans, as eet

forth.

Richard Ketcham, of Seneca Castle, N. Y., for

Improvement in Straw Cutters;

I cl.aim the method, as described, of hanging .Tnd

operating tlie cutter by means of its pivoted attach-

ment to the slide, in combination with a g^iide rod,

the latter being made adjustable by the helical spring

at the top, or other eqivalent device, .as set forth.

I further claim, in comljination with the inclined

reciprocating knife and simultaneously with the de-

scent tliereof, giving to the gauge a lateral curvili-

ne.ar or oblique downward action away from the rear

end of the knife.

Levi B. Griffith, of Iloneybrook, Penn., for Im-

provement in Plough Beams
I claim constructin.; a plough beam of four round

iron rods, centre piece and clamps, in combination'

as described, the rods being ot uniform size, from
end to end, curved to the shape specified and welded
together .at the places designated, the centre piece

and clamps held firmly in their position by the

rods, as described.

C. R. Brinckerhoff, of Batavia, N. Y., for Improve-

ment in Ploughs

:

I claim, first, combining with the plough beam
between tlie plough and the clevis, two wheels, one
on each side of the beam aod of difTHrent diameters,
the one resting in the furrow, and the other on the
land, as described.

Second, I also cl.iim making the tread of the tar-

row wheel narrow for the purposes described,

I also claim making the said wheels, especially

the furrow wheel, adjustable in the direction of its

axis, for the purpose of adapting its position to fur-

rows of different widths.

I also cl.aim making the furrow wheel bevelling
outward on the side which presses against the land,

as set forth.

I also claim making the small wheel .adjustable

vertically with reference to the shaft and the Large
wheel, as described.

S. G. Dugdale, of Richmond, Ind., for Improve-

ment in Openirg and Closing Gates:

I claim, first, opening, closing, fastening, and un-
fastening tlie gate by moving the bottom of the gate
in an oblique direction from and to the post upon
which it is iiung, as specificMi.

Seconil, I also claim the use ofthependulumns and
vertical levers .and arms, in combination with the
hinges of the gate, asset forth.

N. Ilarrisen & J. W. H. Metcalf, of Bridgeville,

Va., for Improvement in Hill-Side Ploughs:

We claim curving dow. ward .and inward the beam
in the rear part, so as to cause it to support the ro-

tary part of the jiliugh, which it performs in combi-
nation with the standard, as set forth.

Daniel Ilill, of Bartonia, Ind., for Improvement

in Attachment of a Harrow to a Land Roller:

I claim the arrangement and mode of attaching

the harrow to the forward axle of a roller, as set

forth.

T. B. Jones, of Carloville, Ala., for Improvement

n Cob and Stalk Cutters

:

I claim the combination of the feeding trough, its

guage disc, the tube, and its gaugering, with the

knives, whereby the same knife will, at the same
time, cut fodder coarse and cobs fine, and thereby
improve the quality of the product as feed for ani-

mals.

H. M. Keller, of Newark, Ohio, for Improvement

in Winnowers of Grain:

I claim the trap door in combination with the

screen, .aiTanged and oper.ated as set forth.

J. J, Parker, of Marietta, Ohio, for Improvement

in Straw Cutters:

I cl.aim operating both the reciprocating gate
and the feeding rake by means of the compound
spring pitman, substanti- lly as herein set forth.

Samuel Snow, of Fayetteville, N. Y., and Alexan-

der Hine, of Lafayette, N. Y., for Improvement iu

Rotary Root-Digging Cultivator:

We claim the combination of the two toothed cyl-

inders with the receiving box, all being arranged and
suspended on an adjustable frame in the manner set

forth.

D. II. Whittemore, of Chicopee Falls, M.ass., for

Improvement iu Vegetable Cutters :

I claim the combination of the long and short
knives on the periphery of the cylinder with the hop-
per arranged and described as represented.

L. M. Whitm.an, (assignor to S. G. Wise,) of

Weedsport, New York, for Improvement in Cultiva-

ting Ploughs

:

I claim the employment of the long inclined

spring-wings, secured at their front ends to the share
and main standard, and turning upon the pin, in

combination witli the mechanical contrivances shown,
for expanding and contracting the wings, or setting

them more perpendicular and nearer together, for

the purpose of thmwing more pulverised soil against

or up to the hills, or setting them less inclined to the
horizontal plane, and further apart for the purnose
of allowing the pulverised soil, weeds, &c., to pass
over them into the board open spaces in the centre,

the said wings in either case cutting up the weeds
and pulverising the soil,- as set forth.

William Zimmerman, of Quincy, 111., forimprove-

mentin Smut Macliines:

I claim the macliine described, for cleaning and
.scouring grain, hulling rice, pearling barley, huMIng
buckwheat, or otherwise operating upon grain, seed,

&c., with a series of two or more stationary cimes
with one, two, or three, or more revolving cones
phiccd and operated alternately between the station-

ary cones, the insides or outsides of part, or both

sides of part, or all the cones being furnished with
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rou!i;Iiencil surfaces, of such a fcinii or kinfl, as\Yill

perform the service required, substantially, as de-

scribed.

Charles B. Hutchinson, of Syracuse, N.Y.,for im-

provement in Machines for Joining Stives:

I claim first, the use of the circular p;uifle ways, in

combination with the moveable ]>iers or bearings,

and the cams or levers or other suitable means of

movinn; the same simultaneously and equally aliin<^

said circular guide n'ays, so that the saws or other

cutteis may be instantaneously aljusted for any re-

quireJ width of stave without stopping their motion

or changing their direction towards a constant cen-

tral point.

Second, I claim the use of the wing orleaf guage,

in combination wiih the ind;x moving over a grad-

uated arc or dial, both moving in connection with

the sawa, so as to indicate at a glance the width

between the saws, and to guide the operator in set-

ting the stave on its bed plate and in adjusting the

saw.s.

Third, I claim the mode of jointing staves to any

required bilge and bevel without bending or spring-

ing them liy rotating them endwise, in a plane per-

pendicular" to their width, between saws or other

cutters, so inclined as to give the correct bevel,

whether adjustable as above or not, said rotation be-

ing upon a circle or other proper cur^e, su"h as to

present each part of the stave to the action of the

inclined cutters at the precise point or height reciui-

site to give it its exact proportionate width or bilge,

the rotation being obtained by means of a central

arch piece moving ovor rollers about a constant cen-

tre of motion, as described.

Benj. Rutter and Henry Rowzer, of Pique, Ohio,

for Improvement in Smut Machines :

AVc claim the narroiving of the spoufc near the

grain discharge, in combination with the curved pas-

sages, which receive and discharge at their respec-

tive apertures the light grain and trash taken from

the grain discharge aperture,
-: *%f —

On Baisiug Potatoes From Seed.

By William Pann, Burlinoion Co., N. J.

Having derived mucli pleasure and information from

reading accounts of the experiments recorded in the

Horticulturist, I feel it right to contriliute what little

lays in my power towards the general good, in part

return for tlie benefits which I have received from

the experience of others.

The potato being so valuable an esculent, every

pr:caution should be used to extend its usefulness, by

increasing the varieties and testing the merits uf

each, as well in quality as quantity produced, that

those widch prove superior, either in early ripening

or adaptation to particular soils or climate, may be

disseminated throughout the country, and_ those

which arc inferior be discarded from cultivation.

The usual mode of raising potatoes from the .wf(?,

by planting in the open garden, beingtedious and re-

quiring several years to develop their true characters,

has deTerred many from the undertaking. The seed

require a long time to vegetate, and the growth being

slow thereafter, noxious weeds and grass get the

start and become very troublesome ; the plants attain

but a diminutive size early in the season, which is

the most favoralde time for their growth ; the tuberj

do not set until the latter part of summer, whtn the

dry weather and parching rays ol the sun deck their

future growth, and tend to ripen the crcp beiore .t

has attained much size, so that the pro duct of the

first year is very trifling, and several years are re-

quired to ascertain the trne qualities of the seedling

Tlie great object, then, is to get the plants so ad-

vanced in the spring, that the tuliers may set and
grow in the early part of summer, when the refresh-

ing showers alternating with tlie genial rays of the

sun are mos' favorable for their growth.

The plan that iias succeeded well with me for se-

veral years past, is as follows: Soon after the ripen-

ing of the potato tops, I gather the balls of the —•

Mercer potato, mashed them together, threw on a flj

little water and left them a few days to ferment, when
the seed were easily ^parated from the pulp and
husk, and after being dried were placed away 3?eure

from frost or moisture, to remain unti spring for

planting. The latter part of the third month the

seed were sow^d in a hot-bed under glass, the grains

being sown a quarter of an inch asunder. From the

raiddlu to the latter part of the filth month, the plants

being three or four inches high, and frosty weather
appearing to be over, on damp cloudy days or soon

after a rain, the plants were taken up with a portion

of earth to each and placed in loose rich soil, at a-

bout the same distance from one another as potatoes I

are usually planted. •*

The plants neither wilted nor showed any signs of

suffering from transplanting.

It is of importance that they should be put down
into the eartli two inches lower than they stood in

the seed bod; they will thus produce more roots : but

care must be taken that the young plants do not pro-

duce tubers while they remain in the seed-bed, as

they will be very much weakened if allowed to do so

before they are put out. The earthing-up of the po-

tatoes laiaed from the seed, should be done early, and
not too heavily ; for if the plants are put out in wea-
ther which is not very favorable, they soon begin

to shoot up, and the entire soil is penetrated by very

small fine fibres, which would be injured by a high

or late earthing up, the production of tubers be de-

layed for a fortnight or three weeks, and the prodoeo

diminished. The potato plants thrive best in a rich

sandy soil which has been deeply dug. [Potatoes

should never be earthed up at all. Ed.

By the aljove method I have raised full sized, mer-

chantable potatoes tlie first year from the seed; many
hills having liut three to five potatoes and all of a

fair size for market— others having a la^'ger amount
were proportionally smaller. By recurring to seed-

lings we may obtain a he ilthy arfcle free from r it or

any other disease, but I have no confidence that they

will long remain so after being exposed to the same
influence under which the parent stock has degen-

erated.

The failure of the potato crop in many parts of

the country has induced fixrmers to experiment care-

fully in order to ascertain if possible in what situa-

tions or kinds of soils they generally suceed best, and

from what e.-sperience I have had, I am inclined to

the opinion, that where the land is clayey and tena-

cious, thereby holding the heavy rains in immediate

contact with "the tubers until the hot snn coming up-

on them, while thus thoroughly saturated with water,

completes their destructicm, drying and baking tho

ground ovor and around them, so as to exclude the

air ; that it they were so near ripe at the time as to

retain their form until harvested, they soon give way
after being exposed to atmospheric influence. Such
soil is unsuitaide for raising potatoes—and the same

cause that Inis heretofore prevented the cultivation

of the more delicate sweet potato on heavy land, now
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opciMtos a<>;ii'mst tho Mercer or Irish potato, which
seoiin to have iic;^oncrated in vi^or, ami has at

leivmii yielded to those adverse influences (<vliich the

Rweet potato never could withstand) that had been

imperceptibly, though no loss certainly impairinp; its

constitution for many years previous; and that sandy
loam, opon and porous soils, which allow the exix:ss

of moisture to pass off freely from the plants, whore
bv severe sturnis act like rrmtlo showers merely to

moisten the roots and invij^orate the plants, and tho

genial rays of the .sun thereafter meliorate the land

to the •:;reat boneiit of the c;rowini crop—is tho most
certain land im which to depend fnr a p;of.>d crop.

Respectfully, William. Pahry.
Cinnoininsmi, Burlitujlou coiiitO/, N. J., Isl mo.

24, 1801. '[HorUcullurut.

Special Manures fur Fruit Trees.

Besides the more common and universal in.'^redi-

ents of soils, sand and clay, there are others more
essential to the growth of trees. Among the more
important of these are potash, lime, and phosphate
of lime.

Now, whatever earthy in,2;redients are found in the

wood, bark, ,and fruit ot trees, must be derived from
the soil; and if the soil in which they are planted
docs n It contain all these ingredients, the trees can-

not flourish. It therefore becomes vitally important
to supply such defic enci s by the application of tho

particular or specific manure needed.
But it is not to be expected that cultivators generally

will be able to an.alyze their variously differing soils,

nor to procure it done by a skilful chemist. Tlio

next thing, then, that can be accomplished is to as-

certain the component parts of the different kinds of

trees, wliieli are nearly the same in all localities. If

it is found that a particular species contains an un-
usual quantity of simio certain ingredients, wo may
safely conidude that such ingredients should be large-

ly siipplied as a manure.
As instances, analysis has shown that the pear,

the apple, and the gra'^e, contain, <if 100 parts each
ot enrthff ingredients, the following proportions of

potash, lime, and phosphate of lime:

—

Fear.

Sap-wood. Bark.
Potash, 22 G

Lime, 13 30
I'iiosphate of lime, 27 6

Apple.

Potash, 10 5
L^mc, 19 51
Phosphate of lime, 17 3

Gippe.

Potash, 21 2
Lime. 17 39
Phnsphate of lime, 15 5

The priuKirtions of these ingredients, iilthough not
exceeding the quantities found in simie other plants,

are so large as to show conclusively the importance
of a imipi'r supply in the soil. They already exist

in all soils adapted to the growth ot fruit trees, but
their small amount in particular localities, from na
tural deficiency, or fr m long oultivation, may ren
der their application a matter of the greatest impor-
tance. .Such application made be p-irtially made )iy

Common yard manure, which contains them in coti-

Kider;i,ble proportions; but wood ashes, in wliieh they
mostly e.tist in large quantities, will furnish them
more freely .and with a more speedy eflect; as from

tho largo proportion of animal matter in yard ma-
nure, too much Eucculoncj of growth or even sur-
feit Would result from its abundant and exclusive ap-
plication, an evil in no wise resulting from tho uso
ot ashes. But over-doses, even of those, should bo
avoided.

the large proportion of lime in the wood and barii
of the apple, indicates its vilue as a manure for fhi*
fruit; we accordingly find tliat leaahod .ashes, which
contain much liuic, are eminently useful. Leached
as well as ualjached ashes may "indeed bo apnliej
with groat ad^ant.age to all fruit trees. Bones eon-
tain much phosphate of lime, and, pulverized, they
Would undoubtedly in many cases produce an excel-
lent effect on the pear, and other species.

Iron is found only in minute quantities in thi)

wood and bark of trees: yet the speedy restoration
from pale and sickly t, deep green and "luxuri.ant fo-
liage, by its application to the roots in some instan-
cos. proves that however small ita proportion may
be, its presence is essential.

An interesting experiment is stated in the Ilorti-
culturist, upon a large pear tree, bearing blighted,
cr.acked .and worthless fruit, which resultedln ita
perfect restoration to health, and tho production of
smooth and fair crops. This change was affected by
digging, tliree feet distant from the tree, a circular
trench four feet wide and twenty inches deep; filling
this with fresh, rich soil ami turf, and intermingling
two bushels of scoria; from a blacksmith's for.'e^two
bushels of charcoal, and two pounds of potash. The
fresh soil and potash doubtless contribu'ed largely to
success. Other experiments of a similar ch.iracter
have been equally successful.

Dr. Kirtland states that orchitrds on the limeslong
hills of Ohio, invarialdy afi'ord the best apples—a re-
mark fully corroborated by other observati<ms. Tho
same eminent cultivator gives the following account of
his success with specific manures : his pear trees on
worn out hand, made but iico to .?/.c inches growth in a
single season, and the fruit was blighted, knotteil, and
deficient in flavor. They soon began to exhibit evi-
dences of disease and old age. An analj'sis of the
soilwas made by Dr. Enimtms, indicating its d dc'.-
encies. Dressings of phosphate of lime, [in pulver-
ised bones,] ashes, and barnyard manure, with a
limited supply of common sail, cfFectod a comp'cto
renovation.

The subject of special manures is d'cstined to be-
come one of groat interest to ci.ltivators. It is ye*
in its infancy. Many years of careful experinie'nt,
guided by patient and laborious analy.'ds, can only
carry it forward to maturity. But in"t!io meantime,
enough is knc wn to enable crchardists to operate in
many instances w th great advantage. Na always
knowing ihc deficient ingredient, they may not "at
once apply the precise remedy. But 'there are soma
manures that can never do injury, that will usually
be highly benefici;il, and so'mctimes yield ex-
traordinary r suits. To enable cultivators to ex-
periment with these the f.dlowing excellent practical
hints are given from the norticullurist, from the pen
of A. J. Downing, its editor:—

• For old apple ondiards, upon soil deficient in
lime, we would recommend a t<.p dressing of lime—— fiir the first time—of 200 bu-lio!s to the aero.
This will, usually, if tho land is iti gnoii condition,
bring tho trees into good bearing condition again.
In some soils, the efTi:ct will be immediate, and in'

others it will require one or two seasons for tho lime
to produce its efl'ect.

"For middle sized bearing troc«, a peck uf a:r-
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Kinked lime to each tree is sufficient. It is, perhaps,
best applied in the autumn, but it will answer very
well in the spring. Scatter it evenly over the sur-
face of the ground, a.s hir as the roots extend. It
may be ploughed or hoed under slightly, or left upon
the surface, as it will find its way downwards in the
.soil.

"To keep an apple orchard in the fruit hcariar/
• eondition, in a soil not calcareous, and'not naturally
congenial to the tree, it should be dressed with lime,
and with ashes, every alternate autumn, and m.a-
nured every other spring. The same quantity of
spent ashes as of lime, may be used for each tree.
"For the pear tree, we prefer tlie following com-

post: Take a wagon load of peat, or bl.ack swamp
earth—dissolve iO lbs. of potash in water, and water
the peat thoroughly with the liquid. Let it lie a
couple of days, and it is fit for use. Or, for the
•same quantity of peat, use one-third of a load of
leached wood ashes, (or ten bushels of fresh ashes,)
mixing the whole, aud letting it lie a fortnight be-
fore using it. Give each middle sized bearing; tree,
a buKhel of this compost annually; a newly planted
young tree half a peck, and others in this propor-
tion. If this compost is applied in the spring, the
trees may also have a top dressing of hone diisf, if
easily obtained, in the autumn, at the rate of half a
peck to a tree.

"The same compost, and the same quantities, will
answer admirably for the grape vine. But as the
-grape is a strong feeder, and likes more lime than
the pear, we would give it besides, an autumnal coat
-of lime, at the rate of from 50 to 100 bushels to the
acre, applied along with any manure or compost
most easily obtained.

"For the plum tree, in light soils, (there is little
or no difficulty in growing it in elav soils,) we would
recommend a compost, made as follows: To two
wagon loads of strong li.am, or yellow clay, add a
bushel of cheap salt and four bushels of lime. Mix
the whole thoroughly; suffering it to lie at least a
fortnight. Apply this as a /op layer or top dresning
to the soil directly under the plum trees, (spreading
it over the surface as far as the branches ext(-nd,) at
the rate of two bushels to a middle sized bearing
tree, or half a peck to a young, newly planted
tree.

"As a general compost for fruit trees, we repeat,
that nothing is equal to that formed of ashes and
peat. These materials are easily obtained in all
parts of the country, and they contain the elements
most essential in the organic and inorganic structure
of fruit trees. Where peat is not at hand, use wood
ashes alone, at the rate of half a bushel of leached
ashes to each middle sized bearing fruit tree. But
•as ashes furnish only the mineral or inorganic ele-
ments af food, the usual supply of ordinary manure
must not be withheld, unless the soil is already suf-
ficiently rich."—Thomas' Fruit Culturist.

New Yokk State Poultry SociETr.—A conven-
vention recently assembled at Saratoga Springs, N.
Y., for the purpose of forming a "State Poultry So-
ciety." After several persons had addressed the con-
Tention, a committee -was appointed to draft a con-
etitution, which was reported at a second meeting
and adopted. The society was then formed.

<*>^

Charcoal, it is said, placed aronnd rose bushes,
•and other flowering plants, has the effect to add
greatly to the richness of the flowers.

Practical Hints to Cultivation of Pears ou Q.uince.
By W. E. Hooker, Rochester, N. Y.

The pear-loving the pear-cultivating public, h.avc
of late years had their attention frequently called to
the advantage of growing pear trees worked upon
quince sdck, both by the writers upon such thenies,
and by the nurserymen interested in supplying their
w.ants. Ihe advantages and objections to' the prac-
tice, have been fully discussed by many, and now
nearly every one who reads horticultural books, or
attends horticultural meetings, know something about
them from experience or observation. .Still there
are many who plant their frees, and are disappointedm their

, wn case, and perhaps are disposed to blame
those who have led them into the experimentMy present purpose is not to give any new views
of cultivation aud management, but simply a-^ain to
call attention to a few important features which
have been b:>fore ably set forth but which are often
overlooked by cultivators, who proceed upon thesup-
posiUon that the same treatment which enabled them
to gather pears from trees upon pear stocks, will an-
swer equally well with those upon quince I desire
to remove this mistaken idea, and at the same time
encourage the cultivation of this most desirable
fruit, m the most satisfactory and economical method

If we examine the roots of a quince, we find that
they are numerous, but not large or long they do
not extend to any great depth in the soil; nor are
they inclined to spreail a long distance from the stem
or collar of the tree; consequently, the supply of
food and moisture must be obtained within a small
space of ground, and the ability ofthe plant to sustain
leaves and branches, is of course proportioned to the
resources of its roots. If now, we graft a 2Ka.r tree
upon It, whose range of limbs, and of course of
leaves and fruit, is large, and which is provided by
nature with corre^^ponding roots, extendinn- deep
into the earth, securing firmness to the trunk and
moisture to the leaves, without by some artificial
means, providing for this disproportion of parts wo
must inevitably fail of full success.

In proof of this, we find that those who have
planted dwarf pears in grass grounds, without giv-
ing them further care, and those who grow them in
rich, well cultivated soil but neglect to diminish the
tops sufiicicntly to enable the quince roots to sustain
the tree firmly, as well as those who have allowed
their healthy and beautiful pyramids to support an
enormous load of fruit while yet in infancy, thereby
so exhausting its energy that two or three years
nursing become necessary, before it ia again useful,
are not usually very strong advocates for pyramid'
or dwarf trees; their own experience, certainly^
would not warrant them in recommending their
adoption, and if this were the best that could be
expected of them, all men would agree, that the less
we see of them the better we shall be off.

The obvious methods of avoiding the evils n-hich
I_ have pointed out, are, to secure to the plant a suffi-
cient supply of food, by manuring more highly and
frequently than we find necessary for the pear stock,
by planting in such soils as do not sufi'cr severely
from drouth, by frequent stirring of the soil with
spade or hoe, and most especiallv by abundant
mulching; added to this it is indispensible, to re-
duce the size of the top, by pruning in the winter
or spring, and also in some cases during the summer,
though I apprehend we shall not in many instances,
do so, with that care and patience which M. Cappe,
and other eminent foreigners have seen fit to bestow
on their pets.
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One thins is certain, the man who is not willing

to pay some reg.aril to the peculiarities of the posi-

tion in which the pear is placed when worked upon
quince, need nut expect to gather as abundantly and

continually, !is some men do, who have never given

a thought" to their noble Bavtletts and Doyennes be-

yond stripping from their laden boughs, the luscious

fruits, with whicli nature lias crowned the year. But
to the good cultivator who can afford to spare an

hour, now and then, to care for the wants of his si-

lent laborers, there is an abundant and suvo reward

laid up, in the vigor, beauty and productiveness of

this class of trees.

—

[Ilor/iculturtst.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.

OCTOBEK 17.

The stated meeting of this Society was held in the

lecture room of the Museum building, this evening;

Dr, W. D. Brinckle, Vice President, in tlie chair.

The fidlowing premiums were awarded :

Designs of cut flowers—for the best to Thomas

Meehan, gardener to C. Cope; for the second best to

Joseph Cook. Baskets—for the best and second best

to Thomas Meehan.

Pears—for the best the Doyenne Oris and for the

second best the Duchesse d'Augouleme to Mrs. J. B.

Smith. The apples, although of fine appearance,

were unripe and not in condition to test.

Special Piemiums.—For a tine display of grapes,

$2,00, to II. B. Tilden; for a dish of Roine Claudede

Bavay plums, §1,00, to Thomas Meehan. gardener to

Caleb Cope.

The following report from the fruit committee was

submitted

:

Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 1853.

To tha President Penna. Ilort. Society:^
The Fruit Committee respectfully Report, That

since the September meeting of the Society; the fol-

lowing Fruits have been submitted to their examina-
tion;

From Alexander Parker, of Moyamensing;

—

A
SeedtiiKj Peach, nearly three inches in diameter;

roundish: dull yellow, with a reddish cheek, and so

dark about the base as to appear almost black; tiesh

yellow, very juicy; flavor delicious; quality "very
good."
From A. M. Faslwick:-— Tlie Pctrc Pear, from the

oriijinal tree—specimens very fine, two and throe-

(juarters inches long, by two and one-half broad;slein

varialdc, in one specimen five-eights of an iucli by
one-sixth, in another one and one-quai-ter by one-

eighth; flavor luscious; quality "host."

From Isaac ]i. Baxter:— TIteJaaa Peach (Baxter's

Seedling, No. 1;) large, ton and ono-half inches in

circumference; roundish oblate; greenish yellowisli

white, with a red check; free; flavor delicious; qality

"very good" to "best."
. .

From Mr. Lathi, 242 Filbert st.:

—

La^^isia, a Seed-

ling Pear of small size; obovate pyriforni; greenish
yellow, a good deal russeted, with a mottled red cheek;

flesh rather dry; flavor saccharine and pleasant; quali-

ty scarcely "good."
From Peter Williamson, 290 South Second St.:

—

Specimens of a Seedlinij EiKjlish Walnut, of extraor-

dinary size and excellence; two ai\d one-sixteenth

inches long, one and tivo-eigh;hs wide, one and one-

half thick; shell remarkable for its thinness, kernel

delicious; quality "best." The tree sprung from an
imported nut planted in 184G, and is now fifteen and
one-half inches in circumference at tlie surface of the

earth. It bore in 1852 for the first time. The at-

tention of Nurserymen is directed to this variety,

which could probalily be dwarl'cd and brought int(^

speedy bearing by l)eing worked on theJuglanspraa-
parturiens.

From Mrs. Geo. Ligr/cit, 140 Christian st.— The
Rei/nier Pear—size lull medium, two and one-half to

three inches long by two and one half to i and three

quarters bro;id;some specimens weighed eightounces;

obovate; yellow, with a numberof minute russet dots,

and very often a brilliant carmine cheek; stem cin-

namon color, three-quarters to seven-eights of an inch
long, by one-sixth thick, inserted in a rather deep,

narrow cavity; calyx open, with slun-t erect segments,
set in a wide, shallow basin; seed dark, plump, acute,

with an angle on one side of the blunt end; flesh fine

texture, buttery,melting; flavor exceedingly luscious;

quality "best." Under the name of White Doyenno
or Butler Pear, which it is to all intents and pur-
poses, this variety has repeatedly received a premi-
um at our Annual Exhibitions. And not until re-

cently were we informed by Mrs. Liggett that it ori-

ginated from ceed of the Butter Pear planted about
twenty-five years ago by her grandmother, Madame
Regnier. On examining the tree, which is now two
feet seven inches in circumference at the surface of

the earth, there is no appearance of its having been
worked. Many suckers have sprung up from the

root, presenting a similarity in wood and foliage to

the tree itself, The growth is more erect and the
top more full and rounded than is usual with the

White Doyenne. We would suggest a trial of this

variety in localities where the White Doyenne has
long since ceased to flourish.

From Henry W. Terry, Hartford, Connecticut:

—

Tlie Clark Pear, a supposedSeedling. Size medium;
two and one-half inches by two and seven-eighths,

roundish, inclining to turbinate, broad at the crown,
rounded at the base; skin smooth, greenish yellow,

with numerous small russet dots, and sometimes a
warm salmon cheek; stem one inch by one-seventh^

inserted in a very superficial depression; calyx small,

closed, set in a wide, rather deep, furrowed basin;

seed brown, flat, inclining to oval, with a slight an-
gle at the blunt end; flesh fine, texture, buttery, melt-

ing; flavor excellent, with a delicate aroma; quality

at least "very good;" perhaiiH we should not err iu;

saying "best." The Clark Pear bears a good deal of

resemblance in form, texture, flavor and seed, to the
Autumn Bergamot of Col. Carr, described in the
Transactions of the National Congress of Fruit Grow-
ers, for 1849, page 72.

From Peter Raahc:— Four varieties of his Seedling,

Grapes. In 1845, Mr. Raabe obtained a collection,

of Grape Seed fr m Germany, which he planted in a;

bed in his garden. Many of these seed vegetatedi
and as the young plants .were exposed, without the
slightest jirot.Mtion, to the inclemenc3-jof the weather,
none but the hardiest survived. Of tliese the follow-

ing fimr have already fruited, and are unquestion-
ably varieties of great merit:

The Brinckle— ( Raalie's No. 1
)—Buncli' large, ra-

ther compact, sometimes shouldered; berry five-

eighths of an inch in diiimi'tor; round; black; flesh--

solid, not pulpy; flavor rich, vinous, and saccharine}

quality "best." Fruited lii 1850 for the first time.

'she Emily—[llanhc's No. 1)—Bunch largo, not
very compact, pocasionally shouldered; berry below
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moiliuin, from three. cijliths tn one-h.alf of on inch in

diiimotcr; round: palo r^d; flosh very juicy, with lit-

tle or no pulp; flavor saccharine and delicious; qnali-

t" "licst," for an outdoor grape. Fruited in 1850
for the first time.

Tie Itaahc— [Raahc's Xo. 3)—Cunijli small, com-
pact, rarely shouldered; berry below medium; round;

dark red. tliickly covered with bloom; flesh very

juicy, with scarcely any pulp; flavor saccharine, with

a good deal of the Catawba aroma: quality "best."

Altliouj;h the Raabc originated in the same lied with

the Brincklo and Emily, its unequivocal Catawba
flavor and native le"f induce us to believe tbat it

Sprung from a chance seed of the Catawba that had
ftccidentally gained admission into the bod. This

opinion is stren;;thened by the fact that the Catawba
was in bcaiin^s; in Mr. Raabe's garden at the time he

planted the seed he received from Germany. It fruit-

ed in 1^^50 for the first time.

'I'll-: Ci'ara—[Raahe's No. 4)—Bunch medium; not

compact; berry medium; round; gro> n, faintly tinged

with salmon when exposed to the sun;fle h tender,

iaicy; flavor rich, sweet, and delicious; quality "best."

'ruited the present season for the first time.

From Ikttj. Gulliss:— T,'ic Gorgas Peach, two and
6ne-half inches by two and three quarters; roundish,

with a slight prominence at the apex; dull greenish

vrhite, clouded and blotched with red on the e.^posed

*ide; cavity wide, rather deep; stone free; flesh whit'

ish, slightly stained at the stone, juicy; flavor sac-

charine and exceedingly luscious; quality "best;"

period of maturity middb; to end of .September. This

line serrate variety originated with Benjamin Gul-

liss, N. E. corner of Pine and Schuylkill Eighth
fitreets, from a stone of the Morris Wliite; planted in

1840. It fruited in 18C0 for the first time.

From II. B. LindUy, Athens, Ohio:—Enormous
(Specimen of an apple, labelled Rhode hlaiid Sweet,

but which we regard as I.i/man's Pumpkin Siccef.—
Some of them were more than three inches long, and
nearly fiur wide, and woighed 17 ounces; seed small,

rthort, plump, ov;i,l; flavor sweet and pleasant; quality

"good."
From Will. Graham—gardener to the Philadel-

phia Blockley Alms-Mouse

—

The Graham Grape; an

accidental seedling raised by Mr. Graham. It sprung
np in l.'*45, imd fruited in 1850 for tlie first time.

—

BuncUiii medium size, shouldered, not compact; her-

ly half an inch in diameter, round, purple, thickly

covered with a blue bloom: contains little or no pulp,

and abounds in a saccharine juice of agreealjle flavor;

quality "best." The leaf indicates its native parent-

age. It is probably a natural cross between the

Bland and Elsinborough, both of which were in bear-

ing in the garden where it originated.

Vroni Abraham Wismer, near Ni.rristown. Perki-

<)men town.^hip, IMontgomery county

—

The Pcrkio-

meii Shell-bark. This the largest variety of Shell-

bark wo have met with, measuring an inch and tliree-

qarters long, one and five-eighths wide, andone thick,

ond with the hull on two and a half inches long, two

(vnd three-eighths wide, and one and seven-eighths

thick; reversed oblong—oorda.tt;; shell thin; kernel of

"best" quality.

Yrom Win. Canbij, Wilmington, Delaware—more
epecimens of the delicious Seedling grape described

(It the close of the ad interim Report fiu- September,

(ind which we have since nai'^ed Delaware Bitripindtj.

We continue to entertain the same favorable opinion

of its me its; and regard it a decided acquisition.

Vrom .1. Viiik Allen., Salem, Mass.— -S'^. Gkislain

Pear.—Specimens remarkably fine and of unusual

appearance; two and fire-eighths inches long, and
two and five-eighths inches broad; roundish, yello^v

with red cheek; stem three-fourths o! an inch long,

one-fourth thick, very fleshy; flavor fine; qualily "very
good."

From. Rubert BucJianan, Cincinnati, through Hugh
O.impbell, Esv.—very fine specimens of six vuriitica

of native Grapea.

Alexander, Schjnjlkill Muncadelle, or Cape Grape.

Althougu this variety is of inferior qvalilij for the

table, the late Sir Resor, of Cincinnati, made from
it a superior wine, so similar to the Constantia as to

be mistaken for it by some of our best wine connois-

seurs.

Mammoth Catawba.—Bunch large, shouldered, not

compact; berr3' lurge, seven-eighths of an inch in

diameter; round; oi' a deeper red, and larger size than
the Catawba, but not so high flavored; quality "very
good."

IVhite Catawba.—Bunch small; berry large, seven-

eighths of an inch in diameter; round; greenish white;

inferior to the Catawba in flavor and (lualily.

Venango—a Seedling from theFo.x Grape. Bunch
of medium size; berry three-fourths of an inch in di-

ameter; round; pale red, attractive in appearance;
superior in the size of the bunch, and in qualily, to

its parent; quality "very good."
Ohio, or Scyar-hox.—Bunch rather large; berry

small, superior in flavor to the saraa grape grown
here; quality "very good."

Ilerbeniont.—Bunch rather large; berry below mp-
dinm; five-eighths of an inch in diameter; roundish
inclining to i.v.il; specimens scarcely ripe. From this

grape Mr. Longworth makes a wine of fine quality,

slosely resembling in flavor the Spanish Manzinilla.
Fromihe Rev. S. C. Brinckle, Wilmington, Dela-

ware

—

Bonne de Zee pear; size full medium, two and a
half inches long by two and five-eighths broad,

roundish; cinnamon russet, Intersp'.'rsed with patches
and irregular markings of fair yellow; in which re-

spect, it bears a striking analogy to the exterior color-

ing of the Uwchlan; stem three-fourths of an inch
long, and two-ninths thick, inserted in a narrow,
superficial cavity ; calyx medium, set in a moderate-
ly deep, even basin ; flesh fine texture, bnttery, melt-

ing; flavor deliciims
;
quality "very good," if not

"best." These specimens differed in form and color

from the Bonne de Zee we have more than once re-

ceived from Boston, which was yellow and obovate.

From I. B. Baxter.—A Pear labelled Sienlle, nut

true to name; very large, fimr and one quarter

inches long, three and one-half broad, and weighing
fourteen ounces ; long, obovate, inclining to pyriform;

greenish yellow ; stem one and a quarter inches long

by three-sixteenths thick, and half an inch thick

near its junction with the fruit, where it is very
flesh}', inserted obliquely on a nearly flat surlace,

considerably inclined ; calyx small, set in a deep,

rather narmw, iurrowed basin ; seed pale cinnamon,
(the lightness of the color being probably owing to

partial decay,) two-fifths of an inch long, onc-filtlj

wi<le, and one-eighth thick ; long, acuminate, with

an angle on one side of the blunt end ; flesh slightly

granular, buttery, melting ; flavor rich and delicious;

quality "very good." 'I his is probably the Benrre
Sonte shown by Mr. Robert Buist at our Annual Ex-
hibition in 1848, and which could not bo recognized

by our own Pomologists or by those of Boston as any
known variety. The tree that produced these speci-

mens, and several mo e w-ilh the same label, were
purcljased by Mr. Buist from Thomas Lindreth,who
iiad imported them with a largj collscliun of other
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kinds from Franco, thruuj^h the late Jnii. B. Smith'

Bat on examining the inviiicc, no such name as

BeuiTe Soiile was to be found in it, Tiic variety,

Lowever, being considered valuable, scions of it were
videly disseminated; and some were sent to Mr.
Baxter. When the remaining trees, under this

name, in Mr. Buist's possession, fruited, they proved

to bethe Duchesse D'Ngoulerae. Even the identitj'

of the first tree with the Duchess may possibly be

established by further investigation, although the

specimens of the Beurre SoulecxhiliitcU in 1848 ap-

peared to all of us a separate and di.^tinct variety.

Frotn WcsUrn New Voi-f;, through I. B. Baxter.

—

Thc\Canan<Jaiijua I'cnr; two and a hall inches long by
two and a half broad , roundish—turbinati! inclin-

ing to pyriform, largest in tlie middle; skin smooth,

thin, greenish yellow, stem broken otf, inserted with-

out depression ; calyx medium, set in an irregular

furrowed basin; fli'sh fine, texture, buttery, melting,

and exceedingly juicy; flavor pleasant, with a deli-

cate aroma; qu.ality "very good." These specimens
differi d materially in size and form from those that

were exhiliited at the Second Session of the Congress

of Fruit Growers, at Castle Garden, New York, in

1849.

'Prom liobert Tiuist—Bo?j Cieficn de Vernois ;

rather large, two and seven eighths inches long by
tvo and fivi -eighths broad; obovate; greenish yellow,

with small greenish ru-set patches, and m.any cinna-

mon russet dots near the crown ; .stem three-fourths

of an inch long, and one-sixth thick, fleshy at its

junction with the branch, inserted in a small depres-

sion; calyx closed, set in a regular, rather deep b.a-

ein; flegh somewhat granular, juice abundant: flesh

pleasant, sprightly, with some astringency. Leroy
places it among kitchen pears, but we consider it for

the table at least "good."
From Charles Kessler, of Reading.—The liilter, a

native apple of Ese'er township, Berks county; two
and a half inches long by two and seven-eights

broad ; roundish oblong ; rod in stripes of varicjus

Lues, with many large wl.lte dots ; stem short and
moderately stout, inserted in a deep, narrow cavity ;

calyx medium, closed, set in a deep, rather wide ba-

sin: seed very short, plump, light cinnamon : flesh

lender: flavor fine: quality "very good."
From William Knabb, Oley township, Berks co.,

tlirough Charles Kessler.—Fine speoimens of the

Yost and Yacht or Jagd apples, described in our ad
interim Re,5ortfor December, 1852; both "very good"
in quality, and worthy of being wi3ely disseminated.

From C. F. Linen, of New Ilaven.— Wliite's Seed-

ling, a native pear of Connecticut. Size medium,
round, obovate

;
greenish yellow, sometimes russeted;

stem rather long and slender, inserted somewhat ob-

liquely into a small fleshy excrescence; calyx open,

eegments short, set in a rather shallow basin ; flesh

of tine texture, buttciy, juicy; pleasant flavor; qual-

ity "very good."
From Hon. B.V. French, of Braintree.—The Beur-

re Clairgeau. Size very large; four inches long and
three broad; pyriform, largi^r on one side; nearly
covered with russet,—patches and dots, e\en on its

brown cheek; stem an inch long, rather stout, fleshy

at both terminations, inserted obliquely with little ay

no depression; calxy open, segments short, ba-iin n.ar-

row, very superfici;il, slightly furrowed. Not sufli-

ciently mature for testing.

From Mr, Eckort, of Reading.—A large pear, three
•Tn 1 ihrec-eighths implies long by three and three-

eighhs bio.ad; roundish turbinate, bright yellow,

with numerous small ruusct dots anil a marbled car-

mine cheek; stem seven-eighths of an inch long and
one-sixth thick, inserted in a slight depression: calyx
medium, segments reflexed, set in a moderately deep
basin; seed large, dark brown, pyriform, plump,
terminating suddenly in a long neck; flesh somewhat
ciiarsc, butter}-, melting; flavor fine, with a delight-

ful aruma; quality "best;" eaten October IGth. Tree
young vigorous, very productive; leaf large, broad,
da: k green; branches tortuous; shoots stout, dark
Iwown. This wo take to be Beurre Diel; and, if wo
are correct in our conjecture, it is, though not the

largest, by far the fairest, most beautiful and deli,

cious specimen of that variety we have ever seen; in-

deed we have rarely met with the Beurre Diel more
than simply "good" in quality.

From Joshua I'iorce, of Washington, D. C.—Three
varieties of pears, and one of persimmons:

St. Mi •hel Arcbange, true to mime, of fine size,

and, at least, "very good" in quality.

Verte Longue Panache or Culotte Suisse, prized

only for it* curious longitudinal green and yellow
stripes.

A Kitchen Pear, without a name; very large, three

and three quarter inches long by three and one-quar-

ter br<iad; said to be fine for culinary purposes, and
remarkable for its productiveness.

Persimmons, (Diospyros virginiana,) of extraordi-

nary size, measuring an inch and a half long, one
and three-quarter.', broad, and five and a quarter

inches in circumference, and weighing an ounce and
a halt; form roundish-oblate. Being pulled prema-
turely, they were not in eating; condition, and h,ad

probably not acquired their appropriate color. AVe
should be happy again to receive specimer.s of this

variety, to test its (|uality, when it tias attained its

por.ect maturity, and h.as been suljected tothe ame-
liorating influences of frost. Six or seven years ago,

the Bon Jardinier informed us that two Ilorticultu-

fists in France had been (xperimenting with the

American Persimmon, with a view to its improve-

ment, and had arrived lit encouraging results. One
of them succeeded in raising a Seedling which bore

"large round fruit double the size of the original

species, the flavor of which recalls that of a Mira-

belle plum." The other originated a variety, which,

in honor of a friend, he named "Plaqueminier Pier-

quin," producing "fruit as large as a ben's egg,

oval acuminate, of a golden yellow color, and an
agreeable flavor." Neitlier of these new kinds, so

far as our information extends, has yet been import-

ed into this country.

Tlie reports of the committee for awarding pre-

miums at the 25th exhibition were submitted and

adop'.ed:

Alderuey Cows.

There is a good deal of enquiry lately, lor Alder-

ncy stock, in daiiy districts, where milk and butter

are the main objects. As cows and heifers of this

breed are scarce, we would recommend, farmers, hav-

ing good milkers of any of ournative breeds, to cross

them with an Alderncy Bull. In this way it is high-

ly (irobable, a good milking stock of cows may be got

up.

We know where 2 or 3 fine young Bulls, thorough

bred Alderncy can be purchased, should any of our

friends through the State wish to give them a trial.
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WAGENER'S CLOVER AND TIMOTHY SEED HUIil^ER.

The patentee of the above implement, Jeptha A-

Wagener, has favored us with a cut and descriptiou,

as follows

:

It was patented, May 24, 1S53. A machine is on

exhibition at the Crystal Palace, at the fair of the

American Institute, and the Maryland Institute,

Baltimore. We have not seen it in operation, but it is

recommended by the certificates of several farmers.

It consists of a simple frame and box mounted on

wheels, in front of which is a cylinder, set with

spiral knives, acting in concert with curved spring

teeth, in combination with a straight knife, which

forms a perfect shear, and severs the head from the

stalk, which is, at the same time, discharged into

the bos. The teeth being made to spring and vi-

brate, not a particle of clover, however stalky or

thick, can possibly escape being cut, or allow the

teeth to become clogged. The machine is so con-

structed that it can be made adjustable tothehei|;ht

of the el(jver and timothy.

With the aid of one horse and a boy, this ma-

chine will harvest iicdve acres per day, thus effect-

ing a saving of fully one liundred per cent., by mow-
j

ing, raking, drawing, stacking, and threshing the]

heads from the stalks all at the same time, and also I

retaining the manure to the land, the value of which

every farmer will at once appreciate.

The price of the machine is moderate. Persons
j

wishing machines or furthci iufuraiation should ad-'

dress J. A. Wagener, 137 Madison street. Now York,

or at Pultnev, Steuben county, New York.

Mineral Phospliate of l.ime.

Wo have heard but little recently of the bed of

this valuable substance discovered in the upper pai't

of New Jersey, and which wiis at first considered

both here and in England of much importance. Pro-

fessor Johns on, sarcastically remarked, it would not

be appreciated in America, and would be available

to farmei's on that side of the Atlantic, more than

to our own. ' '

Can any of our readers, inform as whether it has

been exported to any extent, and what use has been

made of it here.

Agricultural Exhibition in New Castle connty

Delaware.

This exhibition came off at the time appointed last

month, in Wilmington, on the grounds near the city,

where permanent fixtures have been erected. We
not attend ourselves, but one of our friends, who did,

reports his great surprise at the small attendance of

farmers, and apparent want of interest. Will some

of our friends in Delaware inform us why this is so.

It is well known, that in that little State renowned

for her distinguished men, and where now reside,

some of the best farmers and fruit growers, in the

country, there is the raw material for making one of

the fin3st exhibitions in the Union, in every depart-

ment. Except in Agricultural Implements, in which

a very fine display was made by Messrs. S. & M.

Pennock, who have recently established a large Ag-

ricultural Warehouse in Wilmington, and perhaps

also in fine Devon's from C. P. Holcomb, who has

long been eminent as a breeder of this stock, the ex-

hibition in oilier respects was rather meagre. Our

friend suggested, that if the price of membership,

in the society, now $2 00 was reduced to one half or

even one fourth, a more pOK'raZ interest, would per-

haps be excited through the State and a large acces-

sion of names. In our Chester County Society re-

organized this season, after a lapse of several years,

the first exhibition hasjust been hold and attended it

was estimated by 10,000 persons.

The price of membership was fixed at 50cents, and

the number of members is about 700. The object in

the low price, was to enlist the interest of all the fai^

mers of the county, and it has had the effect antici-

pated.

— «•»

Bradford County Exhibition.

This, i\iC fust fair of the Bradford County Agri-

cultural Society appears to have succeeded beyond

axpeotation. A gentleman in Towanda, writing to

his friend in Tioga, says

:

"The first Agricullural Fair of Bradford county
closed last evening, after a very successful exhibition

of two days. Tlie attendance was very large, the

receipts from members and from admissions, amount
to 1825, thus putting the Society in a very good po-

sition, entirely removing any apprehension as to its
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future success. The contributions were very nume-

rous, and very creditable to the farmers of the coun-

ty-"

Among other articles which received premiums,

we were struck with the account of a crop of wheat

raised by John McCord, of that county. It was of

the blue stem variety, and the product of 6 acres was

354 bushels, or 59 bushels to the acre, and the wheat

weighed 64 lbs. to the bushel. This is an extraordinary

crop and will no doubt be brought before the State So-

ciety at its meeting in January for a premium. We
doubt if it will be exceeded in the State, i.radford

joins Susquehanna county, where G. Walker's great

crop of corn was raised last year. Some "spirit" of

improvement must have broke loose, and been "rap-

ping" the farmers in those border counties, or else

there is a kind of conspiracy there to raise the

largest crops in the State, and obtain all the premi-

ums. Tioga is the adjoining county on the west,

and we shall nut be surprisjd to hear of the next

great report from her.

Por the Farm Journal.

French Butter Pumpkins.

Mr. Editor:—In order to draw the attention of

the lovers of pumpkin pie to the above very excel-

lent variety of table pumpkin, lately introduced from

France, I send you the product of a vine wliich grew

on my premises during the past season. The vine

produced four pumpkins, which weighed as follows

:

100 lbs., GO lbs., 40 lbs. and 38 lbs. The diameters

of the largest one was 12 inches one way, 23 inches

the other. The shorter diameter being from the

stem to the blossom end. They can no doubt be

grown to a larger size, as the above grew in a soil

not biglily manured, and it did not receive any extra

cultivation. CASPER HILLER.
Conestoga Centre, Lancaster co., Oct. 18th, 1S53-

New York Agriciiltor and Farm and Garden.

These papers have recently been discontinued, and

nro now merged in the American Agriculturist, the

first number of which was issued on the 1st of Sep-

tember. It is in the quarto form and to be publish-

ed weekly, price $2: edited by A. B. Allen and 0.

Judd. It is got up in neat style, and from the long

experience, both as editors and farmers of the Messrs.

Allen, whose names arc a kind of household words

in most of the farm houses in the country, there

15 no doubt of an ably conducted periodical,

and we wish it the best success. O. Judd ia also well

known as an able writer on practical and scientific

agriculture.

Urine.—Sink an oil cask, in an out of the way
corner, and preserve all the urine of the hou.se. In

every 101) lbs. there is 72 per cent, of nitrogen, and
many other valuable salts besides. Dilute before

using, witli an cijual quantity of water.

For the Farm JournaL

Best Breed of Mutton Sheep.

Messrs. Editors:—As each of us has his favorite

object of pursuit, (to which is attached of course su-

perior importance,) it is not to be wondered at that

we frequently come in contact with others, holding

different opinions from ourselves.

Having been a breeder of a small flock of sheep

for the last fifty years, and having commenced with

the then common breed of the country and an im-

ported Irish ram, I bred quite a number that were

sold to butchers in Philadelphia, at from §8 to $12

per head, but found the wool too coarse for the then

common homespmi clothing. I then bred the Leices-

ters, BakexoelVs favorite breed, and if Youatt is good

authority, they were then England's favorites, and I

am not yet sure that they do not continue to be so

on their strong rich pastures, notwithstanding the

great ado there is about the fashionable Cotswolds.

At the recently reported sale that took place in

Kentucky, a Cotswold ram sold for §1010 and a Lei-

cester for §50. Now this only goes according to my
opinion to show the misguided zeal of us Americans

in giving size the preference over qualify, and I may
instance another remarkable feature in the majority

of our breeders, and which I conceive is admirably

calculated to keep us on the back-ground, and that

is their great inclination to mix up the different

breeds. 1 have just noticed in the Southern P.anter

in an article headed the "Best Breed of Mutton

Sheep," a proposition to mix up the Southdowns

and New Oxfordshires in this country. The author

goes on to give an account of what he no doubt be-

lieves to be a successful attempt, recently made in

England to establish a new breed by a cross of these

two breeds. Now I do not feel at all disposed to

discredit his statements, for if it can be done the

English breeders are the men to accomplish it, and

not we Americans. I could cite numerous instances

in Youatt's history of the different breeds of sheep,

(a work of over GOO pages,) in which complete fail-

ures occurred in England in attempts made to < stab-

lish a breed by crossing two distinct breeds. And
now to give my candid opinion I have but little

faith in the project, although I am well aware that

some of our finest animals are cross bred ones.

Youatt, in speaking of what the Downs were

originally, says, page 233, "since that time tliey have

materially improved; yet not by any admixture of

foreign blood, f r even the cross with the Leicester

was a, failure; and the promised advantages to be de-

rived from the Merinoes were delusive."

In page 181, it is stated that "Mr. Ellman, in his

examination before the House of Lords says that he

abandoned the Merinoes from the difficulty he had

in selling them in a lean state, the grazers did not then

like to h.ave them; he then tried to feed them him-

self, but he found that he could fatten three Sjijth-
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downs where he CDulJ fatten one Merino." On the

other hunJ, "5Ir. Trimmer, who had a consitlerablo

flock of them, soys that in disposition to fatten they

equal the Southd<)wns, and the mutton is of the first

quality."—Evidence before the House of Lords in

1828. "The public has decided between these gen-

tlemen. The 5Ierinoes did not afford aremunerating

price in the carcase and they wove abandoned."

Now my own experience with Merinocs has been

just this much : a few years ago I had quite a lot

sent me from New York State, and being unable to

dispose of as many of them as I wished, I Avas

obliged to winter a part of them; about 60 I put to

Southdown rams, and about as many I did not per-

mit to breed; early the next season I sold the whole

lot together to two dairymen. They first drew all the

lambsnnd were much pleased wiih them,tellingmeth.at

they all died xh ite and nice except one or two; but

when they began to kill the old ones they backed

square out, telling me that they looked so yellow

and bad they worn afraid to expose them in market;

and finally they paid me several dollars sooner than

comply with their agreement to take them.

The Leicester I found to be a fine breed where one

could keep a shepherd to look after them; but with

me (hey would frequently lie down, stretch them-

selves out and not be able to get hold of the ground

again, and in struggling would get more on their

backs and die, being helpless, tender and poor suck

lers. For the last twenty years I have bred South-

downs, for the reason that I have found them the

hardiest of any breed that I have ever bred, and

their wool sufBciently fine for any article of clothing

that I desire. They are particularly a hill sheep,

and I believe the best mutton sheep that has over

been introduced into this country; and I presume the

main reason why they are not more highly valuedis,

that the few little flocks scattered through our coun-

try have been so long bred in the same families that

they have decreased in size, and of course in quan-

tity of wool.

A writer in the "Annals of Agriculture," states

that "he has frequently had black lambs, although he

never kept a black ram or ewe." From this he

draws the conclusion that their original color wa--

black; that art alone produced the white woo', and

that if the best of the Southdowns were left in a

wild state, they would in a few years become black

again. JOSEPH COPE.
Highland Home, near West Chester, 2id of 10th

month, 1853.

For (he Farm Jonrnal.

Horticultural Exhibitions.

Messks. Editors:—Too much has not yet been

Eaid and written to rectify abuses and suggest im-

provements in our autumnal esliiliitions. When
opinions differ materially, a comparison of their mo!-

its, by calling the attention of the public thereto,

ca'^notbe inappropriate.

What is the object of our great fhuit exhibitions?

IIow can lookers on bo most benefitted? Not cer-

tainly by misrepresentations. Is it not virtually act-

ing falselv or misrepresenting to place before our

gaze, pears, apricots, nectarines and plums, of tempt-

ing appearance, but worthless, because out of sear

son? If we look upon these "golden treasures" for

the fir.5t time, and fancy how much we would d sire

such luscious looking varieties as Dearborn's Seed-

ling, Julienne, Steven's Genesee, Washington, Ogden,

ifec, itc, at this season, and purchase trees, how we
shall be disappointed. But a greater loss to the com-

munity and mortification to the individual awaits

him who, for the first time, tastes these kept-outrof-

season varieties.

They had been seen, admired, and their culture

commenced, but, for the first time, an opportunity is

had to taste. AVhat! These golden Washingtons,

Juliennes, Dearborns and Gone^ees worthless!

—

Have trees been sold us to produce such trash?

They must be eradicated or re-ingrafted. The hoe,

knife or saw, is accordingly applied, and these esti-

mable varieties, in their season, with proper ripenhiff,

are replaced by others infinitely less valuable. Have

not these results happened by false representa-

tions ?

AVhen varieties have been kept out of season and

their flavour gone, should not this fact be made

prominent by the exhibitor as well as the Chair-

mati's report? The Committee may have met the

particular variety for the first time, and from their

opinion thereof promulgate it through their report

to the great detriment of cultivators, unless this in-

formation is nut in their possession.

Let the main object of these exhibitions be con-

stantly kept in view,—the diffusion of correct infor-

mation among all visitors. E.

Chester county, Oct. 19th, 1853.

For the Farm JournaL

Farming.
Selected From '" The Friend.^'

"This is one of the most natural and honorable of

temporal pursuits, and yet, like all others, is liable

to perversion, where a covetous and overeaching

spirit is indulged. But where there is found an hon-

est and patient endeavour to secure a livelihood by

the sweat of the brow, this is peculiarly blest to the

laborer, adding to an adequate support, tlie blessing

of health and peace. "The labor of the righteous

tendeth to lile" and "better is a little with righteous-

ness, than great revenue without right," "for riches

arc not forever," "He tliat is greedy L.f gain troubleth

his own house."

There are in the natural creation, many things,

which, to the temperate observer, servo to elevate
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the mind iind rQfine the lealing^; and, says an ad-

mirer of them, good it is to regard in the works of

God, the power and wisdom of God, and to gaze with

delight on the transcendant beauty that deoorat:s

earth and lieav^n; but he who wouUl drink deeply of

that spirit of thankful delight, which the true lover

of nature enjoys, must be keenly susceptible to the

goodness and love so univei'sally mingled with the

visible creation.

Nature is to bo fdtas wo'il as to l.o seen by man;

that it shall harmonize with his aQectlons, andbcac-

oonimudatsd to the moods of his mind. When he

walk< aliroad at war with himself, fevered with

wrong, wounded.by calumny, or stung with self re-

proach, the waving trees and murmui'Ing rills are

peace makers; the very hues of creati )n are oil and

balr,'i to him; there is mercy in the cool greens of

earth and the mild blue of heaven, for they calm his

troubled spirit, and soothe him to repose." With

such an appreciation of natures beauties, how delight-

ful must be a ijountry life; but if the mind is suflered

to be borne down by a grovelling spirit, or with dis-

content, its charms must bo lost. A sordid loce of

gain will rob the mind of tliat true enjoyment which

nature to her votary yields, and leaness of spirit will

be the inevitable and final result. "He that tilleth."

For the Farm Journal.

TowANDA, Oct. 18, 1853.

Editors of the Fakm Journal.

Dear Sir:— It

affords me great pleasure to enclose with ibis com-

munication a copy of one of our county papers giv.

ing you an account of the jirst Agricultural Fair

ever held in Bradford county. The most sanguine

friends of tlie Society were very agreeably surprised

at the success which attended it. Considerable at-

tention has been paid, as you are perhaps aware, for

several years past to the iniprov emcnt by some of the

older and enterprising farmers of this countj', of cat.

tie. Some of the imported stock of John Hare Pow-

ell was brought into this county by Judge Lapoite,

seveial years ago and his exam pie was rapidly fol-

lowed by other and enterprising farmers in all parts

of the county and at the recent fair it was the unan

imous opinion of these present who had visited the

State fairs at Ilarrisburg and Lancaster, that this

County equaled Lancaster, and excelled Ilarrisburg

in the exhibition of Cattle. The Short Horn Diir.

hams were the most numerous. The sample s of coin

crop and wheat exhibited were very good and although

none of the crops of corn eqijalled the great one grown

last year in our neighboring crunty, j'et thejerops pie

pcnted were very large and in wheat I think it very

doulitlul if any county in the State can produce its

efjuul. The field on which the crop referred to in the

paper was lai: e 1; lies about five miles from this phice

on the old turnpike, leading from Berwick to Wells-

burg, it belongs to a farm bought some years since

from the "Fr.anklin College" which at that time own-

ed a very largo tract in Ihatncighborhood. The soil

like most of the soil in that county looks roiigh but

on close examination is found composed o^ decompos-

ed grey llinesionc which has mingled with ihe soil

and the deeper the plow is put the richer the soil

turned up. In walking over the field last week in

Company with several other'; we picked up several

flat stones which on breaking we found to be very

soft and also to contain the imprint of shells and

other fossil remains which appear to be pradnally

decomposing from year to year and mingling with

the soil produces the finest crops of wheat and corn

that can be raised. I was not aware until this visit

that the soil of our cou iily pofsessed so valuable an

ingredient, but so it is. I had picvieu.'-ly rrticcd in

digging cellars, that flat stones ih.rown out from a

depth of 3 and 4 feet would break and exhibit tl.e

the same appearance of she Us ar.d tiacks of biids

but as the fine forests give place to cultivated farms

these stones are turned np and crushed on the sur-

face and so furnish a most valuable manure. The dis-

play of garden vegetables was much better than any

one had possibly conceived and so < f agricultural im-

plements and the products of the dairy—the latter

was not quite as exiensivc as might have been but

it will be quite large next year. ThcCourt House was

appropriated for the display of flowers and fancy

work for full particulars of which I refer you to the

accompanying paper.

We feel confident in saying to our sister counties in

Southern Pennsylvania, that the "northern tier" hith-

erto considered isolated and frenucntly styled "north-

ern Barbarians" by our brethern along the Southern

part is destined to lead them a hard laee in compet-

ing for the superiority of their farms and farm crops

but it is a race in which the rivals can afford like

Nelson and Colliugwood"to havenolitl'e jciilousles."

Yours truly,

ELM.

Improved Mowing Machine.

Martin Hallenbeck, of the city of Albany. N. Y.,

has taken measures to sccurca patent for an improve-
ment in mowing machines, which consists in placing

the sickle en- cutter at the back of the driving wheel,

and attaching Ihe draft pole to Ihe machine out of
line wiih the driving wheel, and at the side cjf the

dii\ing wheel ti.wards the sickle. By this nrrange-

incnt, the line of draught is in;idc to couiiieiaet Ihe

resistance which the grass offers to the sickle; Ihe

sickle consequently moves fcjrward in a steady man-
ner, keeping in the same line; the machine thereby
being made to pnicecd with a very steady motion.

The fingers of this machine for holding the grass,

are peculiarly constructed, so as to prevent llic grnsn

being forced out from them when acted upmi by the

sickle ; the recesses in the fingers arc also prevented

from being clogged or filled ^^ith dirt. The sickle is

also sojui-id above the fingers by a metal plate, in a
very superior nuiuner.

—

lb.
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New York Stato Fair.

As the stock and stock breeders of New York, are

somewhat famous all over the Union, more attention

having been longer devoted to this department there

than in any other State, we extract from the Rural

New Yorker, the annexed account, of the late State

Exliibitidn at Saratoga, which will be interesting to

a largo portion of our readers, and keep them posted

up with the names of most of the eminent breeders

and be convenient in case of a wish to make pur-

chases. It says:

Exhibition of Stock.

Of all Fairs we have attended on this side of the
Atlantic, that at Saratoga, in the Stock Department,
was the best. Usually an immense number of in-

ferior animals are shown that had better be kept at
home, but this year the exhibition was, what a State
Fair should be—select.

The righc-hand side, as you enter, is devoted to

chickens. Large numbers of the Asiatic breeds, as
well as the good old Dorking and Game, Spanish,
Poland, and other well known breeds were largely
shown. S. T. Andrew, West Cornwall, Ct. anil D.
P. Newell, Rochester, figured largely in this line.

Fine wooled sheep came next. Few were shown.
In quality and numbers, the Fairs at Rochesters and
Utca were much the best. F. W. Dean, West Corn-
wall, Vt., exhibited some good Spanish ewes and a
very large Spanish Merino buck. Joseph Ilaswell,

lloosic, N. Y., also showed some fine ewes of this

breed. French Merinos were poorly represented. G.
W. McKee, Cambridge, AVash. Co., exhibited three
very superior bucks. A two year old, bought ol Maj.
Sanford, Vt., was a perfect beauty. A first-rate

three-year from Jewett, Vt.: another, a yearling was
a very gool sheep. Felix Weeden, Preston Hollow,
Alb. CO., showed a good buck and ewe.
The mutton sheep were well represented—not so

many from Canada as in former shows, but from our
own State. We are sorry to miss the fine animals
of our Canadian brethren, but at the snme time we
are very glad to see that New York farmers are en-

tering with their usual energy and gu-a-headative-
ncss into the breeding of supeiior muttm sheep.
Of Leicesters, J. A. and S. N. Rathl)one showed

some very fine animals. Ilungerford & Brodie, Jeifer-

Bon Co., were the largest exhibitors. Seven year
ling ewes, recently impm-tej, are excelhmt, as are
also the six two year old ewes which took the jirize

as yearlings last year. Their imported buck did not
please us, but the yearling bucks are first-rate—on
of them is very superior. One fat ewe a beauty—was
sold for 130 to go to Kentucky. One of the four

buck lambs shown bids fair to be a fine fellow.

South-Downs were shown in fine ] erfection.—L. G.
Morris, Mt. Fordham, N. Y., exhibited a recently

imported buck from Jonas Webb, which for one of
his stock, struck us as r.ither to.ir.se, but it had a
corresponding degree of strength and muscularity,

and is on the whole an animal of rare merit. Z. B.
Wiikeman, Herkimer, exiubited a lai'ge number su-

perior South Downs.
There were but seven animals of the Cotswold and

•New Oxfordshire breeds exhibited, at least that we
saw. E. Gazely, Clinton, showed four splendid bucks
of the Cotswold breed. Wyant and Younghams,
Sand Lake, Rens. co., exiiibited three New Oxford-
shire sheep which we took for good Cotswokls.

Swine.—In this department the exhibition has

never been excelled. L. G. Morris showed some
splendid Berkshires; quite a number of Fisher Ilobbs
Black Essex, and some very superior Suffolks. Those
who liave a prejudice against color will not like the

Essex so well as the Suffolks or Middlesex; they are

nevertheless a remarkable breed, fattening with great

rapidity and maturing early. Suifulks were well and
largely represented. This breed evidently stands
high in public estimation. Besides the fine animals
of L. G. Morris, Nelson Richards, Vergennes, Vt.,

showed a superior 2 year old boar of the Stickney
Breed.—Le Roy Mowry, Union Village, Wash. Co.,

and Zoar Rider, Cambridge, AVash. Co., exhibited

good two year old boars. Other exhibitors deserve

mention, but our space forbids. Seth Whalen, West
Milton, Sar, C, exhibited 9 very good shoats of the

AVhite Leicester breed. Z. B. Wakeman, Herkimer,
showed a boar, a cross of the celebrated Leicester

and Berkshire breeds, of enormous size. B. Davis,

Vernon, also exhibited a very good G month old boar
and sow. There were no Chinese, Middlesex, or

Yorkshire pigs exhibited.

Houses.—Owing to the number of Black ILiwks
brought from Vermont and other States, the show of

Horses was the best ever witnessed in this State.

The old original Black Hawk, 22 years old, was on
the ground, as active and sprightly and at the same
time more compact and powerful than m.any of his

colts. This breed, unsurpassed in the world, is ex-

posed to deterioration from the go-a-head tendencies

of the age. The mares and colts were a sorry set.

Many mares were exhibited that had evidently been
selected as breeders because they were good fin- noth-

ing else. We suppose the object of the exhibitors

was to show how good a colt a poor mare might be
made to produce.

Cattle.—The show of ShorWiorns, though not
large was never so good in quality at any previous

fixir. Morris & Becar, of New York exhibited 28
head. Their recently imported 4 year old Bull
"Balco" (not shown for a premium,) is one of tlie

finest animals we ever saw. Many of the Short-horns,

exhibited by the same gentlemen are bad in the

the crops,—especially is this true of the "Marquis of

Carribus," "Balco," "Songstress," "Beauty," and
other recently imported animals will do much to cor-

rect this deficiency. Geo. Vail showed five head—for

sale. E. J. Alden' Boston, showed a very good three

year old bull, David Calkins, China, Wyom. Co.,

exhibited a very good 4 year old bull. Mr. Wm.
Bullock, Betlilehcm, Alb. Co., showed some fiir an-

imals. Wood Converse Co., AVoodviUe, Jeff. Co.,

showed a first rate 4 year old bull.

Devuns wore not so well or so numerously repre-

sented as at Rochester. There were, however, some
splendid animals exhibited. Those of W. O. Faile,

West Farms; and of the Messrs. A\''ainwright, Rhine-
bejk, particularly pleased us. L. G. JLirris had
some very good animals. J. B. Tuckerman, Richfield,

Ots. Co., showed a very good two year old bull. Geo.
Vail, Troy, showed some goodauimtils, but not quite

what we should expect from so celebrated and skill-

ful a breeder.

The largest breeder of Ilerefords in the State,AVm.
H. Sotham, Pifl'ard, Liv. Co., did not exhibit in con-

sequence of the points of excellence adopted by the

Society. Nevertheless there was a good show, indi-

cating that his breed is looking up. E. Corning, jr.,

Albany, showed 1-1 very superior animals,—a three

year old bull, a yearling bull, and two cows, par-

ticularly' pleased us. Remington & Bowen, Sunnet,

Cay, Co., exhibited some first rate animals "Ijought
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of Mr. Sutham.
For the .sliambles and the dairy the Ayshire breed

is unsurpassed, yet it was poorly represented. E. P.

Prentice, Albany, and llungerlord & Brodie, Jeff'.

Co., were about the only exhibitors. The ani-

imals of Mr. Prentice are well known—they have
few superiors. The <ither gentlemen showed a two
year old bull, an imported and very superior animal,

and also a very pretty heifer with the milkiug points

well developeil.

In grade animals there was rather a meagre show.
There was, liowever, some very fair animals exhibi-

ted. There were a tolerably good herd of fat cattle

from K_y., on the ground. Working osoa were well

represented, and what is better were well trained.

Elon Sheldon, Sennet, Cay. Co., showed 14 yoke.

Fruit Culture in Delaware.

One of the most interesting of the recent patent

office reports, is that of George P. Fisher, dated Do-

ver, Delaware, embracing many valuable hints, as

to the management of Peach Orchards, in that great

peach district, and the planting and subsequent

treatment of the trees. AVe are gratified to hear that

here is increased attention being given to fruit culture

in that region. With the great facilities of transporta-

tion both north and south, it has always seemed to us,

that next to wheat, fruit is naturally their great

staple. Hundreds of acres shoul 1 be planted there

with apple and pear trees, for the supply of the

Philadelphia market and for export. His reply to

the circular says

:

The culture of fruit is receiving increased atten-

tion here, and the spirit of enterprise is well reward-
ed. I have no doubt that apples enough can be
grown on an acre to render the crop an exceedingly
prolitable one. I can say nothing with regard to the
comparative value of apples and potatoes lor feeding
liogs and cattle. The varieties of apples that are
mostly s'jught after here for winter use are the New-
town Pippin, and a handsome dark-red apple called

'Carthouse.'' The last named apple 1 believe is

very little known in latitudes higher than Z'J". It

somewhat resembles tlie "Pomme d'Api" in flavor,

but is verymuc:i larger, and in shape more round.
The variety which seems to keep best or longest is

the Butcher a|)ple, and next to this is the ''Grind-

stone." These varieties will keep till April and
May. Th.' most saleable apples we send to tiie Phil-

adelphia market are the Belleflower and Pippin.

—

We have no such thing in this section as "blight" on
apple trees, nor are wo ever troubled with borers, of
which so much complaint is made in the more North-
ern States. Our pear trees are somewhat affected by
"blight" which some of our fruit growers think is

occasioned by electricity, and undertake to prevent
by laying blacksmiths' cinders at the roots of the
trees. The yellows on peach trees we believe can bo
prevented, but d(i not think a tree can be saved after

it is once attacked. This disease first manifests it-

self by causing the tree to put forth from the trunk
or larger limbs bunches of very delicate switches or
sprouts, bearing a very narrow, sickly-looking leaf.

As soon as this symptom is discovered the tree must
be removed, root and branch, and the wludc should
betaken to some point remote from the orchard and
burnt. If you attempt to trim off the diseased part
and touch another tree to trim it with the same knife

the latter is certain to be contaminated. So, if you
allow the diseased tree to put forth its flowers or
blossoms after the symptom above named appears,
the disease is certain to be carried by the bees to the

surrounding trees. By this treatment, and by culti-

vating the orchard every year in corn or truck, we
seldom hear of the "yellows," and our orchanh are

kept in good bearing condition for twelve or fifteen

years. 1 know an orchard of fifty acres, immediate-
ly in this vicinity, that has been thus managed, and
the owner told me to-day that at least 90 per cent,

of the trees planted by liim in 1838-'39 are still in

their prime, and bid lair to last for several years to

come. He has also made it a point to give his trees

a dressing with softsoap at least once in three years.

This keeps the bark in a smooth, clean, and healthy
state. If you will dip your hand in the soap and
then place it upon the body of a peach tree, you
will see the prints of your fingers for at least

twelve months. The soap may be applied with
the hand, when the tree is small, and with a large

paint or white wash brush, when it is grown larg-

er. It is only to be applied to the trunk and care
should be taken to prevent its touching the leaves or

small Ijoughs, as it will destroy the leaves and ininre

the buds. The best method of transplanting known
with us is the following : 1st. Have your trees fresh

from the nurserj'. If practicable, the holes should

bo prepared to receive them before they are removed
at all. '.'d. Take up as much of the root as possible,

od. Let the holes be dug at le.ist tijree feet in diame-
ter and two spits deep; then till in the first or lowest
spit with the soil; place your tre3 in the hole, having
all the side roots in their natural position, and fill iu

with soil; no yellow dirt should be used in the filling.

The soil should be moderately packed and rounded
up in pyramidal form about the trunk of the tree

some two inches above the mark made by the ground
in the nurser}'. 4th. Make a small trench around
the periphery of the hole, so that no water shall set-

tle around the trunk, but to secure water at the ex-

tremities of the roots. If the trees have been seve-

ral days taken from the nursery, they should, before

being set out, have the roots soaked 24 hours in

water, so as to have the pores free for the early cir-

culation of the sap. For the first two seasons the
trees should be mulched as soon as the warm, dry
we\ther begins—that is, have half rotted straw
placed around the root and lower part of the trunk,
about a wheelbarrow load fur each tree. If the

ground is poor, about a hanuful or two of guano
may, with great advantage, be mingled with the soil

—that is, throw it in the bottom of the hole. I have
little or no experience in grafting or budding. Our
nurserymen furnish us with trees at a very moderate
cost, and the trees are always what they are sold

for; so that it is less troublesome, and not more ex-

pensive, .0 supply ourselves iu this way than to raise

our own trees.

Prize Paper upon the Vine Disease.—The Society
of Encouragement, of France, offers a jirize of 3,000
francs to the author of the best paper upon the disease

of the vine; a prize of 3,O0U francs for the disc ivery

of the most efficacious preventive against it, and nine
prizes of 500 francs each to the authors of memoirs
upon nine different subjects, which it gives connect-
ed with the disease.

Paint Your Tools.—Every farmer should be pro-

vided with a small quantity of the coarser kinds of
paint—a few pots and brushes and paint, oil, and
should keep his carts, wagons, sleds, plows, harrews,
&c., well coated with paint.
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If. w much Pork will a bushel ofCiiru Blake.

Tliis I consider an important questimi, and one
that all farmers ouglit to be able to answer. I will

answer the quesliun by giving tbe result of an aciii-

al experiment, wliicli is the only vraj' of obtaining;

correct information. Some years ago I was ilesiroiis

of obtaining; infunaation as to the best mode and
most profitable way of fattening bo;;s. I inquired of

my neighbors and iound some in favor of close iliur-

cd pens, and others large dry lots: and as to the amount
of pork a bnsliel of corn would malie; their opinicms

were as various as their countenances. I Avas just

begintiinp: to farm, and as I was desirous of knowing
the best way of i'attening hogs. I determined to try

the different plans, and also how much pork a barrel

of corn would make. I made a floored pen and cov-

ered it in. AVeighed three hogs and put them in the

pen. I also weighed three of llie same size and put

them in a dry lot—average weight J75 lbs. I fed

six barrels of corn to the six hogs. They were forty

days eating the corn^wilh a plenty of salt and water.

Their average gain was 75 lbs. The hogs in the

lot gained the most. One that was fattened in the

lot gained 88 lbs. One in the pen gained 84 lbs.; the

other lour won; not so thrifty, these hogs were about
fourteen months old when slaughtered. I put them
up the 25th of Ootoher. There was a good deal of

sleet and snow during the monthof November, which
gave the hogs in the pen an advantage they would not

hafo had if the weather was favorable; they eat the

same quantity of grain in the siime time. It also

shows that one bushel of corn voiU make 15 lbs. of

pork; ami that the six barrels of ccjrn made fl 1.25c.

worth of pork, at 2\ els. per lb.; and that the farmer

gets 12\ cts. for his labor of feeding per bushel, over

selling at 25 cts. per bushel.

Ilogs will fatten laser in September and October,

than they will in colder weather. A few years ago

1 fed one barrel of corn to a very fine Berktihire hog

that was aljout 30 months idd, (shortly after being

castrated) in the mimths of August .and Sctember,
and he gained 97 lbs., in 35 days, which was the

length of time he was eating the barrel of corn, lie

run on a clover lot, which was of gieat advantage.

This last experii;.ent is considerably over an averoge,

and would not hold good with common hogs. From
the above experiment it will be seen that 3.f lbs. of

corn, supposing the corn to weigh 55 lbs. toihe bushel

will make 1 lb. of pork. Mr. Arnott, as quoted from

the Geiies.ice Fannrr, "thinks 5 lbs. of ciu-n will pro-

duce 1 lb. of pork!" This "think'' td" Mr. .Amolt's

will not hold good with an experiment. Subsequent
observation has satisfied nie lliat the loregoing e:;per-

sment, as detailed, will do to practice upon.

Another very important question, or inquiry sug-

gests itself from the foregoing: and that is what it is

worth to raise f.ogs to the average weight of 175 lbs.

A correct answer to this question, based on actual

experiment, would bo of great importance to farmers.

To value the grass, clover and grain fields that the

hog feeds on while growing to a gross weight of 180

lbs. <ir 200 l))s., is scarcely susceptible cf being ar-

rived at by experiment; yet with these assistants I

can raise a hi>g to weigh 175 lbs. and over, with one

barrel of eo, n. Jt will be seen fri m these estimates,

that two barrels ipf corn, with the adv.inlage of grass,

clover and grain fudds, will produce about 200 UiS.

of nelt pork, or 250 lbs. gniss. Estimating the corn

at 25c. a 1 ushel, this wouUl give the farmer $1.50 for

his grass, elove,r grain fields, capital stock, and Ins

labor. To sell corn at 25 cents a bushels, is very un-

profitablo business, when we take into consideration

the wear of the land; and p )rk at §2.50 per 100 lbs.

is a very slow business. It wo take into account the

absolute necessity of clovcring our land ami improvo
if, I have no hesitation in saying that it is bitter for

the farmer to raise pork at $2.50, than to sell coin

at 25 cents per bushel.

Hogs do best in large fields with plenty of water'

and the farmer who cuts up his corn in the month®
of September and October, and hauls if cut <.n his

fields, will be amply paid for his labor in tlic im-
provement of his land from the stalks, and manure
of the hog.. It is a great saving of labor to turn the

hogs in the field, when the quantilv of the logs and
size of the field suit. AV. M. JACKSON.

Fai/eilc, Mo. Aiigxist 10, 1853.— Valley Earmer.

Impriivcci Car fur Transporiing Cattle.

One of tiie greatest benefits conferred by railroads

i,ipan our people, wdio dwell in cities like New York
is the tratisportaiion of cattle from distant phices.

Formerly the cattle which were intended for slaugh-
ter in this city, and other cities, were marched fiom
Ohio, Canad;i, and the AVestcin paits of this f"1ate,

over bad roads, frequently tiaveting three ni d four

hundred miles bcfiire they re; ched their deslinalion.

The time required to perioim such journeys was
long, being no less than six df:js nnd a qunr'.er. at

the rate of twenty miles per day. This was allend-

ed with great expense, great labor, and exposure of

drovers. and cattle. One of the greatest drawbacks
to the old system of droving, w:is the great loss of

beef in cattle from long journeys, and this was a
loss, too, as great to the consumers as the drovers-

The transportation of cattle on r.ailroads saves the

loss of beef, as they sufler no fiXtiguo, t:nd are but a
short time (m the road. Cattle can also Vc Iri ught
from much greater distances to cities ; indeed they

arc lironght now from places at such remote distan-

ces from New York, that it would have been imp<'S-

siblc to bring them thetiec <in foot. They arc also

brought wilhout trouble, and require but liMle at-

tendance. AVith respect to the vehich B—the cars

for transporting calllc- it has been found that fome
improvements were requited, and Andrew E. Die kin

son, of Ilernby, N, Y., has tiiksn measures (o secure

a patent for such a purpose, the nature of wdiich ini-

provemcn! consists in ]ilaeing in the body of the car

a rack extending its whide length, and having the

lower ends of its uprights secured by pivots to the

sill piece, and the upper ends secured by pins be-

tween the joiits. By this airanjcmeiit of t! e riicks of

the animals, to make each occupy a certain j ortion

I f the ear: this prevents one interfering wiiii or in-

juring another. These cars arc manulaitured ly
P;.ine & Alcott, Corning, N. Y.

—

f^cu Am.

Or.E.vT Crop OF AA'deat.—Mr. A]):heip, a faimer

of thetownol Riga, in this cc-linly, l:ar\esti d hist

summer, a field of wheat containing 12 acres yield-

ing over 6.x hundred huBliels, of fifiy liislul.^ io un
acre. Two acres and a hall— jiart of this field—pro-

duceelnt the rate of 52 bushels and S( me jioundspor

acre. Mr. A. has cultivaled the field in quosiion for

the last twenty eight yc;irs rai.^ing on acri p of wl,e;it

each allernate year. For the la.'-t bur the land has

not been manured. His mode of culture is to turn

umler a cron of clover ploughing ten inches deep,

and then keep ihe surface mellow and clear of weeds

I y the use ol theculti'aor.— lie |ilov\s but i nee fi r

a crop. This soil is a giavolly loaiu with a Rl'ght ad-

mixture of {iXtiw—Uodicster Adrocalc.
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Europenu Gralu Markets.

Tlie followino: remarks from the Mark Lano (Lnn-

doii) Express, show that we may rely on a continued

heavy demand fur our breadstuff's all through the

season :

The weather has for some days past been of the

most unfavorable cliaraoter ; heavy rain has fallen

in all parts of the kingdom, and a complete stop has

been put to the harvest operatious. Undi?r these

circumstances, it is not siirprisinj; that the depres"

sion which was caused by thtV large arrival of for-

eign wheat last week, should have proved hut tran-

sitory, nioro especially as the demand for wheat (or

shipment to France—which was checked bythe stojis

taken by the government of that country, about a

fortnight ago, in regard to the prices of bread in Pa-

ris— has again revived.

We are not in the habit of taking extreme views,

indeed we have been frequently .accused of an excess

of caution ; but in the present instance our readers

will ac'.cnowlodge that we have for months past

pointed out the probability of a high range of prices

for wheat. This we wore induced to do solely on ac-

count of the knowledge of the smallness of the

breadth under culture, and the generaiiy inauspi-

cious natnre of the seasons. What has since occur-

red could not be foreseon. That a large porlion of

the crop should be injured by rain, and remain in

the fitdds in the middle of .S.^pt.'mlier, has greatly

added to our difficulties ; and it is now almost impos-

sible to fix a limit to the upward movement in prices.

If Great Britain had alone been visited by a bad har-

vest, the effect im prices would probably not have
been important; liut unlortunalcly ; the seasons have
been much the same over the greater part of Eu-
rope.

The countries vvliich in ordinary years would have
been enabled to have afforded m supplies, are them-
selves in want of assistance; and .so apprehensive
have many of the fort'ign governments become ot

dearth, that the laws regulating th:5 impm-tation and
exportation have been altered; restrictions on import?

h ive been relaxed or wholly withdrawn, and exports'

&c., all require supplies. In the countries Ijordercd

by the Baltic, stocks of old wlieat are either exhaust-

ed or reduced into a very narrow compass, and sup-

plies of the new crop cannot be availabli; in quantity

before the spring of next year. The rye harvest has
turned out badly all over the north of Europe, and
the potato disease is very prevalent; the consumption
of wheat will therefore be greater than usual, and
there will Ije less to spare for export.

It appears, therefore, tliat we shall have to depend
mainly for our supply of Brc.adstuffs on the United
States and Canada. Previous experience has proved
that America cannot, as a general rule, export large-

ly, unless prices in Europe are sufficiently high to

cover the expenses of conveying the grain from a
great distance in the interior to the seab(n-d. Fine
•weather for securing the remainder of the outstand-
ing crops, and an amicable arrangement of the east-

ern question, might give a somewhat better complex-
ion to affairs; butlooking at matters as they now stand
fiere is reason to apprehend that a large portion of

the population will, during the ensuing winter, have
to suffer from a scarcity and consequent high prices

of food-

Philadetphia Markets.

October 25.

FLOUR is rather more inquired for, and sales for

export, including good straight brands at Sfi,50; .300

bhls ro[)ortcd at a shade less, and 700 bbis Eagle
Mills at S7 per bbl., the market closing with a little

more steadiness on Ine part of holders; the Iiome

trade are buying to a limited extent, within therange
of S(j G22(?()7 25 per bbl. according to brand. Ryo
Flour and irn Meal remain quiet but firm, with
smalt sale of the latter to notice at J!-l per bbl for

Penna. Meal.

GRAIN—The receipts and sales of AVhcat are

moderate, and the market is nearly stationary; about

5000 bushels, mostly prime Southern reds, scjld at

lo5c, and 7000 bushels white at 1-Uc for good South-

ern and 142al45c for prime Pennsylvania, the lattea

afloat. Rye is scarce and wanted at 88 cts'

CORN—the want of vessels limits the demand
good Southern and Pennsylvania yellow is offered at

78a80 cents, but the market closes witli a little more
firmness on the part of holders. Oats are about sta-

tionary, with further sales of 2000 to oOOO bushels

Southern at •t5a46 ccn s.

PIIlLADr.LPIIIAC.VTT LE MAR KET Thursday
afternoon, Oct. 20th.—The offerings of Beef Cattle

this week he ve slightly fallen off, amounting to ISOO

head, o( which about 500 were driven to Ne-" York.

There has been a good demand the sales being within

the range of §7 a 8,75 per cwt. About 250 Cows and
Calves were offered, all of which were disposed of at

S12 a 30 each, as in quality. Hogs—000 head of-

fered nearly all of vfhich were sold to City Butchers
at S6,87J a 7,37 J per 100 lbs., principally at the lat-

ter quotation. Sheep and Lambs—The supply has
somewhat increased. There were 130J head offered,

which were sold at S2 to C.25 each, according to

quality.

AVilmingtoii
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Fowl Meadow Grass.

We have received from c ur old friend A. Jones,

Esq., of Friinkfort, the following; communications re-

specting fowl meadow grass. As we stated in a

former number, there is a variety or species of the

a(;rostis genius of grasses, tliat is native in the low

nioi^t lands, throughout(,the whole length and hre.adth

of Maine, and is known by tlie name of fowl mead-
ow grass.

There is also another variety of fowl meadow, cul-

tivated from seed brought from JIassachusetts, and
the middle States, which is like it, but not quite so

coarse. They are both esoellcnt grasses, and well

worth cultivating.—Ed

Mr. Editor:—This grass deserves increased at-

tention. As one motive for its propagation, the pub-

lic may be assured it is a native grass of Maine. It

was found on the Madawaska meadows, when the

French tirst settled there. On clearing off wooded
land on those meadows, or on the lands adjacent,

fowl meadow grass comes in without sowing seed.

—

This comes of the seed dropped in the manure, from

Mo ise and Deer that feed on those meadows, and of

cattle since the settlement. This grass prevails on

all the meadows on the river St. Jolins, subject to

overflow; also on the Mirimachi. It can be maile to

grow on anylcind oi land not too wet, best on moist

laud, fli.urishing especially well on land adjacent to

streams overflown in times of freshets.

It is not a water grass, hence will not bear being

overdowed by a dam all winter. An opinion prevails

that to preserve tliis grass in perl'ection, it must be

permitted to stand, until some of the seed will .scat-

ter in the process of curing. It would seem that this

need not be every year, for like many utiier plants, it

propagates by offshoots from the roots at the top of

the ground. No grass suffers less by standing past

the best time to cut. Does not rust, nor does herds

grass rust mixed with it. If the burthen be ever so

heavy, this grass is never coarse. Near the ground

it is wiry and full of joints, containing but little mois-

ture, hence is easily made dry, is so h)ng and limber

as to be easily secured from the effect of rain.

Archibald Jones.

Frankfort, August 12/7j 1853.

Mr. A. Jones,—Sis;—Yours of July 28th is re-

Ceivi'd, making inquiry of the grass or native grass

of this part of the c lunty. I have made some-inqui-

ry, and also am ai-quainted with the grass of which
you wish in, fi rmation on. This grass is a native of

this county, and so far as I am informed it is fowl

meadow; please find enclosed a specimen of the grass.

You can be assured that this grass is native of this

part of the country, and also you will find it in all

the meadows on River St. John. I have cut some of

the same kind of grass on my lot this season:

Respectfully yours, S. Steven
Vort Kent, Aug. 2d, 1853.

—

MaineTarmer.

Rkmeuy for &MOKT CiiiMNEYs —The Scientific

American states on reliable authority, that, "if two
leet above tlie throat of your chimney you enlarge

the opening to double the size, for the space of two
feet, tlien carry up the rest as at first, your chimney
will never smoke. •

Leisure for stu<iy, tliought, and social enjoyment
ore to be counted as part of one's income.

?ow Destroying her Pigs,

The best way with a .sow that destroys her pigs is

to take them from her till you have them all: then
have two or more persons take hold gently but firm-

ly, lay her flat, tie her legs and hold her fast; put a
string round her nose, if you please, to stop her noise,

then bring the pigs; put them to her. let them suck.

She will very likely soon begin a pleasant noise and
take them kindly; if the first time does not answer
try it the second. I have tried this method several

times and never knew it fail of complete success.

East Salisbury, July 17th. M. F.

Maine Farmer.

A Long Life op Usefulness.—The first premium
on woolen yarns, at the Plymouth County Agricultu-

ral Fair on the 0th, was awarded Miss Betsy Holmes,
of Marshfield; a lady 95 years of age.

Protection op Trees.—The Legislature of Michi-
gan has passed an act in substance as follows: That
every person who wilfully, wantonly, and without
cause, shall cut down or injure .any fruit or ornamen-
tal trees, not his own, and the damage shall amount
to $25, the said person shall be imprisoned in the

State Penitentiary not exceeding five years, on in the

county jail not exceeding one year, or by fine not ex-

ceeding SaOll, at tiie discretion of the Court- This
act takes effect immediately. So we learn from the

Michigan Farmer.

The Mammoth Trees in California.—Therrinci-
pal mammoth trcfs of Calaveras county, Cal., arc

named as follows, and are of the annexed dimen-
sions: The big tree (cut down,) 249 feet in length;

"Father Pine," length 400 iect, circumference 119

fee*; this tree 250 from the ground is no less than 12
feet in diameter; "Three Sisters." a cluster, together

are 92 feet in circumference, and 300 feet in height;

the centre one is bare of branches 200 feet above the

ground; "iMother Tree," 91 2 feet in circumference,

325 feet high; "Mother and Son," united at tlie base,

92 feet in circumference, 300 feet high; "Pioneer's

Cabin," 85 feet in circumference, 200 feet high,

"Siamese Twins," 90 feet in circumference, 325 feet

high; "Guardian of the Times," 85 feet in circum-

ference, 325 feet high; "Uncle Tom's Cabin," 94 feet

in circumference, 300 feet liigli; "Beauty of the For-

est," 72 feet in circumference, 300 feet high; "Two
Friends," S5 feet in circumference, 300 feet high.

—

The above named trees are all embraced in an area

not exceeding one-half mile in extent.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
While we have the pleasure of returning thanks

to a large number of our subscribers, for their promp
remittances for the present volume, we regret to have

to state that there are many who are in arrears for

the same, and a few who have not paid up for the

previous volumes. The amount thus due from each

individual is so small, and their residences are so

scattered over the State, that it will not pay to era-

ploy a collector.

Though we prize our friends much, we should

praise them but little, and to their faces not at all.
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County Fairs in Pennsylvania fur 1853.

The progress of agricultural improvement in Penn-

Bjlvania as evinced in the number, and success of the

different county Fairs the present feason,is truly en-

couraging. It shows there is a fpirit abroad, and a

determination that the Key Stone, shall fully keep

up with the times, and that she shall not be outstrip-

ped in any department of her Agriculture by States

either north or south of her. Her present high po-

eition we think, is to a great extent owing to th

'

establishment of the State Agricultural Society, and

the stimulus thus given to the formation of societies

in the different counties. Great credit is due to Judge

Watts, Messrs. Oowen, Roberts, Jessup, ITeister,

Irwin, Mumma, Elwyn, Shubert, and many others we
could name, who took the initiative in its formation,

felt its necessity, and that without it, our State, a

bounding in Agricultural resources, would become

isolated, and almost a by word of reproach, Ths ef-

fort under considerable discouragements and predic-

tions of failure, succeeded, our State Society has held

three successful exhibitions the last one exceeding in

its gross receipts any State Extiibition yet held in

the Union. Something is now wanted to produce a

concert of action, between it and the different cour.ty

organizations. These latter, are now entirely inde-

pendent of it and eacIi[other, acting within their own
sphere, and unconnected in any way with that of the

State. There is a very largeaniount of strength, thus

lost, and much available information, which like lit-

tle rills running into a larger stream might bediffus-

ed more extensively, and be more directly and posi-

. tively uscfuK It would we think be desirable, that

Tej orts should be annually made out, from the statis-

tics within reach of the county Societies as to the

state of Agriculture and Horticulture intheir respec-

tive districts, and which should be embodied for pub-

lii .ition, by the State Society. In this way, a bon<t

of union would bo cemented among our farmers, and

the vants as well as the riches of each section, fully

brought out. More county exhibitions have been

held this season, in Pennsylvania than ever before.

In addition to those previously noticed, we publish

such information about the following, as we hava

been able to collect. We should be obliged if the

secretaries of any of which have been omitted, would '

forward reports.

Bedford CoCNTY.-^The Enquirer, published at

Bedford says:

Bedford county proves by this exhibition that sho
can raise as good stock, and all kinds of produce as
any other county in the State. The horses, cattle,

hogs and slioep, exhibiled would do honor to any
cimimunity. As good wheat, rye, corn and oats, wero
shown as can be pruduced anywhere. Our farmers
appear to take a lively interest in the work, and wa
have no doubi tliat next year will be as great an im-

provement on the present as this has been on tho

hist. Our mechanics, also did themselves great cred-

it, by the display of their ingeniousand useful mech-
anism. Great praise is also due to the ladies for tho

exhibition of their many useful and tasteful articles.

In fact all engaged in the affair are entitled to the
highest praise.

The 4 samples of wheat which received the nre-

miiim, we observed weighed respectively GO, COJ and'

68.} lbs. The yield to the acre is not stated, but the

above weights arc rather uncommon.

Montour County.—The exhibition of this society

came off on the 20 and 21st of October and embrac-

ed the usual display and variety of stock of all kind»

also fruit, vegetables, grain, implements, domestio

manufactures; miscellaneous articles, and also «
ploughing match. The Shanghais and Chittagongs

have found their way up into that region as well 39

other parts of the State. The attendance of farmers

and mechanics, as well as ladies appears to have beeir

large on both days. An address was delivered by

.Judge Cooper, containing many excellent hints for

the farmers, to increase the quantity and quality of

their products. It is highly commended. After pay-

ing all expenses and premiums, a fund was left oj»

band for another year. Montour county has dono

exceeding well, for this her first exhibition.

McKean countv.—This is one of our border
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counties, on the New York lino, east of Potter, about

whicli we had some interesting; statistics in our April

number of present volume. Iler second e.Khibition

was held on the 5th and Gth of October. The weather

was unfavorable, but notwithstanding the rain and

mud, pome fine stock was brought to the ground (rom

a considerable distance, among which about 13 head

offine Devons, from Col. Little of Bradford township,

were conspicuous. There were also fine specimens

of native breeds, as well as some Durhams and South-

down sheep:—also fruit, vegetables and fancy work.

The whole wound up with an excellent address,

from Hon. B. D. Ilanilin, from which we intend to

copy some extracts. We do not know his occupation,

but if he will practice, what he preaches, we will

guarantee that he makes a good farmer. McKean
county is said to be remarkably adapted for grazing,

and the Agricultural Society will give quite an im-

pulse to the improvement of stock, which would do

credit to her fine pastures.

Mifflin county.—This was either her third or

fourth exhibition and the premium list appears to

have embraced a wide range, of stock and other ar-

ticles for competition, such as agricultural imple-

ments, premiums for the best managed farms, grain,

vegetables, domestic and household manufoctures.

Bread, Butter, Preserves, Honey, Fruit, &c. The list

of premiums indicates that considerable attention has

been paid to the improvement of the breeds of cattle,

«heep, swine, and poultry. The society is in such a

prosperous condition, that the managers propose to

purchase a lot, and erect perraar.cnt fixtures for its

accommodation.

Westmoreland couxty.—The Fair for this county

was held at Mount Pleasant on the I8th of Octo-

'ber, and is described as a very fine affair. West-

moreland, is one of our richest agricultural West-

ern counties, famous for her superior wheat and

also cultivates largely rye, oats, Indian corn and

buckwheat. Considerable attention is also paid

to raising cattle, sheep and swine. We had expec-

ted a good report from her, and this the third annual

exhibition shows she is fully up with the times. The
amount of stock exhibited was very large, and that

of horses especially fine. The premiums awarded

was quite liberal and the attendance unusually great.

We should be pleased to publish a list of the officers

«f this society.

Schuylkill county.—The second annual exhibi-

tion was held in North Manheira township and occu-

pied three days. "It is spoken of as not large but

«mbracing a variety of horses, cattle, sheep, hogs,

Poultry, Grain, flour, potatoes, and vegetables, gen-

erally, agricultural implements, carriages, harness,

dairy and household manufactures, productions of

the loom, &c., presenting most gratifying evidence of

the skill and industry of the farmers and mechanics,

as well as the productive character of the agricultur-

al portion of the county." The ladies department

appears to have been well represented, and contained

some fine specimens of needle work, also, woolen

stockings, mittens, &c. A leading feature of the ex-

hibition, as in mo.it other places this season, was the

Poultry, which was very fine, and from a large num-

ber of contributors. Our friend, and occasional cor-

respondent of the Journal, J. S. Keller is Secretary

and Libra! ian of this society. AVe should like to hear

from him more frequently. He and J. J. Paxson,

seem to have been successful competitors, in horses,

cattle, sheep, swine and fii'ld crops.—Their influence

and example will have a happy effect, through tho

whole county in stimulating future competition.

Northumberland county.—The recent exhibition

of this society appears, to have been one of the very

best, yet hold in the State. With the exception of

neat cattle, which were not on the ground in such

numbers or of such improved breeds, as in some other

counties, tho different departments appear to bave

been well filled, and embraced some fine blooded

horses, superior swine, of great size and fatness, and

a magnificent display of Poultry. This latter was

to have boon expected, as our friend David Taggart

who resides at Northumberland, was one of the first

in the State to give attention to improving our breeds

of poultry, and whose good example, has no doubt

contributed to extend the poultry fever through that

section. lie is well posted up, with the origin, pecu-

liaritiis, and respective value of the different breeds,

now most esteemed, and has probably one of the

best collections in tho State.

There appears to have been also, a fine display of

articles of domestic manufacture in that county, such

as furniture, needle and fancy work, drawings and

paintings from tho Milton Female Seminary, daguer-

reotypes, broad cloths, flannels, coverlet^', woolen

yarn, wine, preserves, cranberries, &c.

The whole was concluded with a capital address

from David Taggart, which was received with great

satisfaction, and which we hope to be furnished with,

to make same extracts for the Farm Journal.

Mercer county.—We understand an exhibition

was held in this county, at which an address was

delivered by that sterling friend of agricultural im-

provement in Pa., James Gowen, Esq., but we have

not been able to obtain any information about it,

directly 9r indirectly. Will some one please acquaint us

with what was done there. We do not recidlect that

we ever had a list of the officers, of the Mercer

County Society. Mercer is one of our Western coun-

ties, bordering on Ohio, well watered by fine streams,

and very productive in wheat, as well m corn, oats,

potatoes and live stock. Large numbers of the latter

are raised for the eastern market. It is also well lo-

cated, in respect to our internal improvements.

J, LAIR county.—This exhibition took place on the

20th, and 21st and 22d, October; occupying two days,
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and we believe is the first since the organization of

her Agricultural Society, The managers in their ra-

port gay;

To superintend such an affair was entirely new to

us, and eonscquently made us liable to commit some
errors—{or wliicli we have only to say, by way of

apology, that we endeavored to do our duty.

On Friday a heavy shower of rain caused not only

a falling off in the number of visitors but also in tlie

receipts of the society—but notwithstanding all the

untoward circumstances, we realized a sufficient sum
to pay all the printed premiums with an additiim of

$183, as discretionary pi-emiums, which has been
divided between the different classes of exhibitors

according to the recommendationsof the various com-
mittees; and we think there will be an amount left

Bufficient to pay all expenses and leave in the treasu-

ry $100—a little more than was in it at the time we
were authorized to make our arrangements for the

exhiljition.

We observe, in the list of premiums, this society

have adopted the feature, quite common in the inte-

rior of the State, and a very commendable one too, of

making their exhibitions, not simply agrieuUui"al and

horticultural, but to include almost every department

of domestic manufacture, andliome industry, mechan-

ics and works of art found in their county. In this

way the interest becomes wide spread, almost univer-

sal, there being no one either young or old residing

within an intelligent and working community, who

will not become interested as acontributor or specta-

tor. In addition to a quite extensive scope of premi-

ums, relating to Agriculture and Horticulture, the

Blair County Society also awarded premiums for

harness, teams, dentistry, daguerreotypes, mechanic

arts, boots and shoes, furniture, marble ornaments,

tailoring, blankets, carpeting, brick, minerals, lumber,

printing, needle work, and general fancy work.

Among the display of agricultural implements, we
observe several new machines, such as mowers, reap-

ers, fodder cutters, crushers, field rollers and crushers,

grain planters, (Ilauks patent) grass sowers, patent

churn, and implements for cutting off corn, and the

Michigan plough; some of these are new to us, and we

should like to hear more about them. A ploughing

match was also held, at which some good work was

perlormed. The premium for the best acre of corn

was awarded to Joseph Shannon, 179J bushels ofears

to tlie acre.

The exhibition in thiscounty, appears to have been

highly spirited and successful.

It is very rare to find ground which produces no-

thing; if it is not covered with flowers, with fruit

trees and grains, it produces briers and pines. It is

the same with man; if he is not virtuous, he becomes
vicious,

—

La Bntyerc,

Temperance,—A manufactory of imitation cham-
pagne wine, made from the rhubarb pbtnt, has just

been established near Epernaw, in France. It is

stated that it will manufacture f lur to five thousand
bottles a week, at 4J cents a buttle. The drinkers of

Chanipagna need not, therefore, be alarmed at the

prevalence of the grape disease in Europe,

Prize Bssay on Pigs.

[Continued from Page 2G9.]

I omitted to state tliat prior to preparing the car-
case for bacon, the whole nf the omentum or lard
ought to hi taken out; this is, however, so ol)vious,
that the omission is not very material. It is by no
means an uncommon practice with bacon curers to
render down the caul with the lard : if the caul is

taken out carefully and well washed, tliis may ba
done without detriment to the lard. Lard is ren-
dered down by being first cut up into pieces, and
placed in :: boiler along with a little water, which as
it melts is strained off and poured into bladders.
Great attention is requisite in rendering lard in or-
der to maintain the proper degree of heat, yet at the
same time to prevent burning; bladdcring lard also
requires some dexterity. When all tlie lard is

strained off, the remainder is subjected to pressure
in a press appropriated to the purpose, by which
means very little fat is left, what is left in the press
is called greaves, and is sold in cakes to feed dogs,
in some instances to feed hogs, also to the Prussian
blue makers. Although the term offal has been sev-
eral times used, t'>e meat in several instances,
though so called, is in fact the finest part of the pig;
for instance, the griskin in Lvlmd is sold together
with the piece cut outtf the breast and the haunoh-
buno and meat appended thereto, are all called offal,

and sold at the rate of from 18s. to 223. per cwt.;
notwithstanding which term the griskin is undoubt-
edly the finest part of the pig. No animal yields so
little mere offal as the pig, every part being made
useful—feet, head, and shanks, are all admired
when pickled or made into brawn. The poor man
makes a comfortable meal of the pluck and part of
the caul; the large intestines and stomach are sold

under the name of chitterlings; the small intestines

envelope sausage-meat; sausage-meat itself is formed
from the scraps; black puddings are made from its

blood, the bristles are appropriated liy the brushma-
ker, every part is turned to account, so much so,

that ws cannot be surprised at the hog being so long
coritinued a favourite at the farm-house, particularly

when we take into consideration the valuable prop-

ert3' which his flesh possesses of being easily pre-

served for future occasions by means of salt. In
noticing the curing of bacon and pork, it is barely
requisite to notice the curing of pork for the navy,
the cutting up of which requires some practice, as

every piece ought to weigh as nearly as possible

alike, with an equal amount of bone. When cut up,

it is thrown into large tubs containing a preparation
of strong pickle, fijrmed of salt and saltpetre; when
cured it is put in barrels, the bottom of the cask be-

ing covered with a layer of bay salt, then a layer of
pork, another layer of s.alt, and so on alternately un-
til the cask is nearly filled; then a layer of salt is

laid on the top, and the cask headed up. The fresh

pickle out of which pork has been taken is then sat-

urated with salt and poured through a Imlc left in

the head of the ea-ik fur the purpose; when the cask
is full, the hole is plugged up and the cask sent to

market. Porkers cured fir the home-market, and
usually known in the metropolis as barrelleil "lier-

wick Pork," is cured by being cut up into pieces and
salted iu tubs, having no o'her brine than that form-

ed by itself in pickling. It is, when cured, taken
out, packed in barrels along with fr^sh stnmg picklo

and sent to market. A largo quantity of the "IJer-

wick Pork" sold iu Lundon comes friun the west of
Ireland. For home u.sc pickled pork may be made,
using a little sugar in addition to the salt, by which
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means less of tlic latter need be used. 15y tliis mode
the pork is not quite ko salt; as, however, pickled
pork is always preferred when made from )iigs of
moderate size, it is better to make the same as want-
ed, and not to keep it more than a month or six

weeks, for prepare it in whatever way that can be
devised, the flesh of young pigs will contract very
much in the pot if long cured, and in oookino; care
should be taken not to overboil it, otherwise it vrii!

contract. All sorts of I'eceipts have been given for

curing h.am and bacon, some representinf; the mole
of one country, some of another, overlookinu; the
fact that almost every country or county adopts va-

ried moans, and do not confine themselves to any
particular rule. If half a dozen farm-houses iti

Westmoreland and Cumberland, who practice curinf;

bacon on an extensive scale, be asked for their re-

cipes, three or four different ones will be given; in

fact the mode of curing is most empirical, every cu-
rer adopting a formula of his own. If any book
treating on swine and curing bacon is taken up, it

will be invariably found that sugar or molasses enter
into the reputed recipes of most of the celebrated
districts. Now the writer knows from actual expe-
rience, and from having been witness to the curing
of Viacon and hams in the West of England, Cum-
berland, Westmoreland, and Ireland, in the latter

country where both York hams and West of England
bacon is made up for the English market, and sold as
Buch in England (one curer of York hams in Ireland
sending almost the whole of his make to Hull and
York! !!) that no sugar or molasses enters into the
process of curing where the business is carried on
to any extent. In Cumberland and AVestmorelan I

it is customary, when the hams are sufficiently cured,
to mis up a species of pomatum formed of lard or
fat, black pepper, and sugar, and rub this over the
bottom of the ham, but more particularly around
and over the end of the bone, filling the crevices
well up with this substance: (he principal effect of
which is that it exclndes the air, and con.sequently
diminishes the chance of decay from ordinary cau-
ses, and the pepper decidedly prevents (he fly con-
verting it into a nest. With careful persons th^ ribs,

bony parts, and ioints in bacon are treated in a simi-

lar manner; the sugar and pepper have also the ef-

fect of giving the ham and lean part? of the bacon
so treated an additional fine flavonr. The only
places where I have known sugar much nsed in en-
ring bacon is in some parts of Essex, where I have
tasted it quite sweet with sugar. The fine flavonr of
the Westmoreland and Cumberland hams is princi-

pally due to the fact of their being fed on oatmeal
and buttermilk, and not to the mode of curing. An-
other important fact is that whilst firm, well fed

bogs absorb less salt than ill fed animals : in fact,

though as much salt is used with the former as with
the latter, the former when perfectly cured will be
by no means so salt as the latter, although like

means are used in each case, and continued in pickle

or salt a like length of time, and the reason is obvi-

ous from natural causes. There is not much fear of

well fed, firm hogs becoming over salt in curing, un-
less great excess of salt and saltpetre are used for

the purpose, or kept preposterously Irng in salt. In
whatever torra the flesh of hogs is intended to be
disposed of, it is requisite that food shonld be with-
held from them for at least sixteen or twenty-four
hours pi'ior to their being slaughtered; and if they
have p eviously been driven, they ought to have a
rest of three or four days bcfi)re being killed, for if

killed when in a nervously excited state, or incipient

fever, arising from over driving or hot weather, (ha
meat will only with difEcuUy "to/tc /Ac «urt. " The
state of the weather is a matter ol gieat importance
in curing bacon, warm and very moist weather being
extremely prejudicial. Hot Weather is not so injuri-

ous as i.s gcneiilly imagined, provided the ainios-

plicre is dry. As however the atmosphere is gener-
ally charged with moisture in proportion to its high
temperature, the hurtful effect which frtquenlly (ol-

low.s curing during the summer season is ^"ttributed

to beat instead of the true ciiuse, viz: excess of
moisture in the atmosphere, the banelul etTfot of
which is heiglitened by its higher temperature, (o

wliijh may be added the feverish conditimi of tha
aiiiitial at such seas ns; if within the carer's power,
his operations ought to be regulated rather liy tha
liygro.Ti ^ler than by the theruionioter. This is, how-
ever, difEouU to be ticeomplished, as hogs should
fa-'t six een hours before being slaughtere<l, after

which they require to be hung up to cool sixteen or
twenty more: at least tbirty-six hocira must ehipso
before the .sides arc fjt for the curer: in our variablo

climate many changes may occur within that [leriod.

Severe frosty weatlier is not otherwise unfavourable
to curing bacon than that which arises from the cir-

cumstance that it will not "take the salt" at all, but
remains quite fr;sh, until a thaw cornea on, when it

takes the salt rapidly.

The term intiaeptic is applied to those aulistances

which prevent or retird the progress or tendency to

decay, which is the natural cimdition of vegetable
and animal matters when deprived of life. Anti-
septics consist of creosote, the essential oils, salts,

Ac. The theory of their action has never been pro-

perly explained; some substances for this purpose
are much more puwcrfid than others, such as creo-

sote and the essentia! oils; others, as tannin and cor-

rosive sublimate, owe their antiseptic properties to

the fact of their foiining ins(duble compounds with
animal tissue. &c. This does not explain the rafion-

ale of the action of saltpetre and salt in preservinj^

provisions. Although we are nnacquanied with (ho
actual cause of the preservative powers of salt and
saltpetre, yet there are some circumstances connect-

ed with their action that explain in part their anfi-

sep ic powers. It is well kimwn that the presence of
moisture and (he atnxispliere are requisite to induce
decay; tliat be;it hastens and cold retards its pro-

gress. Now all the animal tissues, whether muscu-
lar or celbilar, contain a certain amount of water,

wliilst thr fluids which are not withdrawn from the

animal in bleeding contain a large amount of water;

these fluids contain several substances of a most
complex nature, high atomic weight nnd facile de-

composition, to which the excess (jf moisture greatly

assists. In proportion to its entire weight none of
our domestic animals contain so small a proportion-

ate amount of nniseJo and tissoe as (he hog. the ma-
jor part consisting of fat, which, from its more sim-

ple chemical composition, is less liable to decay, or
becoming, a.^ it la commonly termed, "reasty" or
"rusty," which rtistiness wiH generally l>e found on
exandnation (o have commenced in the decay ot the
enveloping or eellnlar tissue. Common salt absorba

moisture where an excess is present, and yields the

m iatstre .so al>sorbcd on exposure to a moderately
dry ntinosphere. These prop^irtiea, in corfnexioij

with the fact tirat salt is an agreeable condiment,
render this substance, irrespective of its cheapness
and general distribution, the most fitting antiseptic

that can bo applied. I am inclined to consider the

ultimate action of salt in a great measure Sjs me-
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chanical, whilst tliat of saltpefi-e (nitrate of potash)

as entirely chemical. When a quantity of dry salt

is applied to pork recently killed, and thus lelt in a

dry apartment, the salt will i^oon assume a moist

appearance in conse(|uence of the union of the moi.s-

ture in the meat with the salt, eventually forming a

liquid calle<i brine. I( this hrine and moist salt is

now thrown away, and fresh dry salt applii^d, the

whole of the moisture in the meat may be extracted

with the exception of that moisture which is retain-

ed by the greater chemical affinity of the animal

fibre. Meat so treated would, no doubt, keep well,

but it would be excessively salt. In the course of

salting meat, the animal tissues become saturated

with a solution more or loss strong, according to cir-

cumstances, of salt. In drying, the water in the

brine is evaporated, the meat becomes to a certain

extent desiccated, many of the pores are filled with

and the exterior parts become covered with an efflor-

escence of salt; the moisture having been in a great

measure extracted, combined with the presonoe of a

considerable quantity of salt not only in the tissue

but as an exterior coating, preserves the meat from
the action of the atmosphere, provided it is kept in a
dry place. Salt alime will not give that agreeable

red colour so much ailmired in preserved meats; this

is accomplished by using a small quantity of salt-

petre. The change of colour caused by using salt-

petre is a pretty fair proof that a chemical combina-
tion takes place; a further proof is that the muscular

j

fibres are rendered decidedly firmer when used, and !

when in excess, causes the muscular part of the meat
to become liarshly hard, or, as it is commonly term-

j

ed, etringy and tough.

The difference between hogs that have been well
'

and ill fed consists mainly in the circumstance that

the well fed nogs have their cellular tissue firmly

knit together, enveloping firm and well filled cells of

fat; indiS'erently ed hogs have the muscular or lean

parte loose and flabby, the cellular tissue aud envel-

oped fat is also loose, and sinks easily on pressure

by the finger. The tissues, instead of being firm

and elastic and of a white colour, will be found soft,

non-elastic, and of an opalescent colour, smiilar to

that of ordinarily formed calves' feet jelly prior to

being clarified for table. The fat participates in this

colour in consequence of the tissues being soft and
large, though containing mure moisture than those

of well fed bogs, which also accounts for the deficien-

cy of elasticity; the cells are imperfectly filled with

fat. From the preceding details it will be apparent
that a much greater quantity of moisture or briiic

may be anticipated in salting an ill fed over that

which will i;sue from a well fed hog, and in practice

such is found to be the case; the moisture withdrawn
is replaced on drying by crystals of salt filling up
the vacant interstices, which, as these will alwa\'B be

much more numerous in loan than fat hogs, will

cause the bacon on drying to be disagreeably salt.

The far famed Westphalian bams have to be steeped

prior to cooking, in consequence of this property;

well fed Westphalian haras (a rara avis) do not re-

quire steeping prior to cooking, it is evident from
the property here described tliat any mode of proce-

dure which will prevent an undue flow of the sapid

fluids which exist in the pork, is desiralile if unat-

tended with more than commensurate disadvantages.

This can be dime by applying in the first instance a
sprinkling of saltpetre. Sliouid the atmosphere, 1

however, be very free from humidity, it may bo ne-

cessary to use a little common salt, wliich, "from its

cure deliquescent property, has a tendency to bo-'

come liquid (brine) by the absorption of water frOTi

the air, and the fluids in the meat thus accelerate the

operation of the saltpetre. This being done, it is to

be rubbed, &c., with salt in the usual manner. The
acticm of the saltpetre when applied as described is

to combine with the water of the fibres and tissues

of the meat, thus causing them to contract, render-
ing the meat less vesicular or porous, and conse-

quently will not retain so much salt from the brino
on drying. The disadvantages are that the fibres of
the meat are rendered somewhat hard. In a general
way, and under ordinary circumstances of heat and
humidity of the atmosphere, it is best to apply a
mixture of salt and saltpetre at first. When well

fed hogs are to bo cured, if the atmosphere is very
dry, salt alone shouM be applied at first, then salt-

petre alone sprinkled over the meat, the brine being
afterwards well rubbed in and thrown over the meat;
salt quantum siiff. to be applied subsequently. In
very moist or bad curing weather, saltpetre should
be applied alone at fir~t, unless there is a fear that

the meat will decay, in which case salt must be ap-
plied. From this cause it is almost impossible to

cure pork in hot weather other than by using salt

and saltpetre in combination. These are general
rules, the result of experience, which however may
be greatly modified by circumstances. Notwith-
standing which, they ar3 valuable as rules, and, if

carefully attended to, will be found (jn trial worthy
of notice. A great deal is stated by writers on the

necessity of well rubbing in the salt, &o.; as this

cannot bo performed by the bare hand on the largo

scale, some curersfurnish their workman with brush-
es furnished with a str.ip nailed across the top for

the hand to go through; with these the outer skin of

the bacon is well rubbed. I am not inclined to put
a very high value on the act of rubbing jkv se; iu

d(jing so, however, the operator necessarily more
fairly distributes the salt, &c., and the whole of the

skin gets softened, for nothing causes pork "tu take

the salt so ilcIL" as the whole of the skin being made
soft, and in the ordinary mode of placing side upon
side there always exist patches that remain hard.:

rubbing, continual shifting, and turning the sides

almost entirely remedy this defect. Forcuringpork,
a dry room with a trough formed of slate passing
along each side and end of the room, and not more
than 12 inches deep, is the best; it may, however, be
made of stone, wood, or wood lined with lead. Slate

and wood lined with lead will be found the best, the
fornier to be prolerred. Wood alone is the worst
material that can be used.

The sides being all prepared as previously de-

scribed, salt and saltpetre, alone or mixed, are to be
sprinkled over each, and then laid on each other un-
til eight, ten, or a dozen sides are heaped together,

the number varying according to tlie thickness of
the sides: half a dozen will, however, be founil the

most convenient number. In the course of twenty-
four hours m- a couple of days, according as thi- salt

is converted into brmc, the sides are removed, rubbed
and replaced in an inverse order, the topmost being
this time plac'd at the bottom. A little fresh salt is

sprinkled between each course, and the brine thrown
over the whole. In very damp weather, the brining
should be omitted; if so, the sides should be well
washed and rul)bed in the brine previously to re-

packing. In favourable weather for curing, once
turning :iiid replacing will be fiuiid sufficient, and
will not occupy m n"e than a week. In packing, the

skin, or rind side, is invariably placed nndi'rneath.

H needed, this packing, rubb'ng, and salting are rr-
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peated. Wlien complitjd, the sides are taken duvvii,
wiped dry, and laid on ruugli eauvas cluth, the lirst
side with the skin underneatli. Bay salt is now eo-
pidusly strewn over it; tlie next side is laid witii the
vihs lowermost, and the skin uppermost; another
side is then laid on this, with the skin lowermost;
another sprinkling of salt, on which is laid a side
with the rilis lowermost; the canvas wrapper is now
drawn over all, and corded. This is tlie mode the
jjreen haeon is sent to the metropolitan market li-om
Irelarul, it being found that, if smoKLd and perleetly
dried in Ireland, it does ncjt preserve so well as when
forwarded '•i/reeii," and then stored in the vaults of
the various London wharfs; from which it is drawn
in order to bo smoked as may be required for con-
sumption. The west of England bacon is sent to
London,_ ready dried, by laud carriage: it is only by
sea-carriage that bacon is obnoxious to damage when
dried and smoked ready for consumption. In curinn-
hams, a trinigh being provided us described, they
should ba first rubbed with a mixture of salt and
saltpetre, then laid with the shank end lowest at an
finjile of 45 degrees, and so on with every row; at the
second or third day they should be well rubbed with
the brine and salt, set up as before with a little fresh
Bait and saltpetre; in two days more they should be
again rubhod, and packed flat and as close as possi-
ble, the thick part of one row against the shanks of
the nest row, by whicU means the w hole will be
pearly c jvered with their own pickle. In a week or
ten days they will be cured and ready for dryin.',
which should be done by taking tliem out of the
pickle, setting them upright with the shanks down-
wards, and a little dry salt thrown over the thick
end. After being thus left for a week longer, they
will be ready for hanging up in the drying house,
which is in facta slow stove. Bacon and bams are
smoked by being firet damped, and then thrown
amongst some dry bran, which adheres to the meat,
and prevents its being ilisfigured by tlie soot; they
arc then hung up in a flagged room, with a channel
running down llie centre, towards which the floor
inclines on each side. Chaffers filled with sawdun
are now lighted, the room is o'osed and left. AV'hen
the fires are extinguished, and the bacon is supposed
to have absorbed as much smoke as it can, the place
i.s again entered, the bacon and hams taken down
tlie bran, with its attached soot, is brushed off, the
bacon IS now ready for market, as seen at the retail-
ers. The fat which has dripped irom the bacon in
smoking IS collected from the receptacle at the end
of the gutter, the dirt and ashes swept out, when
the place IS again ready for another lot. The fine
favour ol We.lporihan hams is stated to be duo to
the circumstanre of the smoking rooms being made
so high that the smoke is cM when it arrives at the
liams. 1 his may be the case in part: I rather at-
tribute their flavour to arise from the fact of the ni..s
be:ng of a small thin breed, and not killed unni
they are at least two years old. To have a ham in
perfection the hog ought to bo three yea s old when
kiled: to !eed ^uch would not pay tile farmer In
sating pork for bacon li lb. of salt is sufficient to
salt I stone of 14 lbs. ol meat, or 10 stones (2 cwt )would require 24 lbs. of salt; and with great care
and attention f nz. of saltpetre is sufficient for a
stone of meat, or 1 ib. fur 20 stones of meat. It is
n. safe practice to use 1 oz. of saltpetre to a stone of
pork. 'J'hese quantities are adapted to private use;
large curers use more of both articles.

[to be concluded in NE.XT NUmiEE.]

[December

Agriculture In Califoniia.

MpVrVP"'?
" Yil" "^ "^^ -''""'"S operations ofMessrs. Beard and Horner, in the valley of San Joseand gave you a statement of last year's crops

lourtcen thousand acres, two thousand in one field
iUr. Horner cultivates this year 3,000 acres, ofwbich about one thousand were sown and harvested

meai averaging forty bushels to the acre; the

'

argcst yield sixty. Current value about $2 perbushel Mindi injury was sustained from rust.
Barley-About 200 'cres, yielding fifty bushels to

tlie acre. I be volunteer crop yielded ten bushelsmore per acre than the sown, and of abetter quality,
yuoted at 2ic. per lb.

'

Oafa—About 200 bushels, average forty-five bush-
els jo the acre: 2Ja3c. per lb.
iVatoes—Fifteen hundred acres, averao-ine 250

bushels per acre. Present figures are very Tow-lja
1 r

^'''^

11 r .
'" reported of one million pounds

dcl.vorable from 1st November to 1st February next,
at tjc. per lb. From the immense quantity planted
this season, the price will rule low.

0/i/:o«6—Five acres, averaging about 20,000 lbs.per acre, a small yield. Per lb. 3.la4o.
In Corn Cabba,/e, Melons, Tomatoes, Pumpkins,Bc, about 90 acres.
Hay~GM about 200 tons, at $30a$40 per ton
Orcliard-MO acres. Peach trees flourishino-

yielding hne Iru.t within 18 months after plantin-.
in aitdition to his immense operations in farming

Mr. llorner is just completing one of the best flour-
ing nulls in the htate, the cost of which will not be
ess than $80,000. The preceding hasty sketch of
tins gentleman's farming operations will make some
ot your readers open their eyes, especially if theywin ligure up the totals, even at present low prices

Inverslou of the Womb in Cows.
In the convulsive efforts in order to accomplish

the expulsion of the foetus, the womb itself some-
times closely follows the calf, and hangs from the
bearing, as low as or lower than the hocks, in thetoim of a large red or violet-colored bag. This is
called "Me downfall of ike calf-ba,,." It should be
returned as soon as possible, i^t there is usuallv
great pressure on the neck of the womb, which im-
pedes the circulation of the blood, and the protruded
part quickly grows livid and black, and is covered
with ulcerated S'lotf, and becomes gatigrenous and
niortihed; and this is rapidly increased by the injury
which the womb sustains in the continual Kettin^
up and lying down of the cow in these cases

Ine womb must iirst be cleansed from all the dirt
which It may have gathered. If much swelling has
taken place, and the bag looks thickened and gorged
with blood. It should be lightly yet freely seiTrified,
and ho bleeding encouraged by warm fermentations.
While this is done, it should be carefully ascertained
uhether there is any distension of the rumen and
1 theiei.s, either the common puncture for hoovo
should be made in the flank, or a dose of the solu-
tion ot the chh>ndo of lime administered. A dis-
tended rumen .vould form an almost insuperable ob-
stacle to the return of the uterus. Two persons
should now support the calf-bag by means of a
strong, yet soft cloth, while, if the placenta yet re-mains attached to it. a third peisou gently separates
It at every point. It would bo useless to attempt to
return the womb until iho cleansing is taken away
lor the labor pains would return as violently as bo-
tore. 1 he operator will carefullv remove the little
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collections, or bundles of blood-vessels, •which be-

long; to the foetal portion of the placenta, and which
are implanted into the fleshy excrescences, th it, for

some reason never yet fully explained, grow upon the

surface of the imprej^nated womb, and gradually

disappear after the birth of the calf. If mucii

bleed.ng attend this process, the parts are to Vje

washed with a weak mixturoc of spirit and wUer.
The bleeding being a little stayed, and every thing

that may have gatliered round the calf-bag being re-

moved, the .as-istants should raise the cloth, and
bring the womb on a level with the bearing: while

the surgeon, standing behind, and having his hand
nnd arm well oiled, and a little oil having been like-

"B'ise smeared over the womb generally, places his

riglit hand, with the fingers bent or clenched,

against the bottom— the very inferior and farther

part of that division or horn of the uterus which
contained the foetus, and forces it through the pass-

age, and as far as he can into the belly; and there he
retains it, while, with the other hand, he endeavors
likewise to force up the smaller liorn, and the mouth
of the womb. He will find considerable difficulty in

eflfecting this, for the strainings against him will

often be immense, and sometimes, when he thinks

he has attained his object, the whole will again be

suddenly and violently expelled. A bleeding from
the jugular, and t.ie administration of a couple of

drachms of opium, will materially lessen these spas-

modic efforts. The surgeon must, in spite of fatigue,
' patiently persist in his labor until his object is ac-

complished; and he will be materially assisted in

this by liaving the cow either standing, or so placed
on straw that her hinder parts should be considera-

bly elevated.

The practitioner s.iould be careful that the parts

are returned as nearly as possible into their natural

situation, and this he will e.asily ascertain by exami-
natiim with the hand. Much of the after quietness

of the animal, and the retention of the womb thus

returned, will depend upon this.

Although the return of the parts to thtir natural

8ituati<in may be tolerably clearly ascertained, yet it

will bo prudent '.0 provide against a fresh access of

p.ain and another expuls'on of the uterus. For this

purpose it had been usual to pass three or four

stitches of small tape through the lips of the bear-

ing; but this is a painful thing, and sometimes diffi-

cult to acc<implish; and the cases are not unfrequent

when these stitches are torn out, and considerable

laceration and inflammation en^iue.

A collar should be passe<l round the neck of the

cow, composed of web: a girth of the same material

is then put round the body Liehindltlie shoulders, and
this is connected with the collar, under the brisket

and over the shouhler, and im cac'i side. A second

girth is passed behind the first, ancl a little anterior

to tlie udder, and connected with the first in the same
waj-. To this, on one side, and level with the bear-

ing, a piece of stout wrapping cloth or other strong
material, twelve or sixteen inches wide, is sewed or

fastened, and brought over the bearing, and attached

to the girth on the other side in the same manner.
A knot on each side will constitute the simplest

fastening, and this pressing firndy on the bearing
will etfectually prevent the womb from again protru-

ding. If it should be neci'ssary, another piece may
be carried from below the bearing over the udder to

the second girth, and a corres|ioiiiling one, slit in

order to pass on each side of the tail, may reach
from above the bearing to the upper jiart of the sec-

ond bandage.

The cow should be kept as quiet as possible; warm
mashes ami Wi,rm gruel should be allowed; bleeding
should again be resorted to, and small doses of opium
administered if she should be restless, or the j>ain»

should return; but it will not be prudent during the
first day to give either those fever medicines, as nitre

and digitalis, which may have a diuretic effect and
excite the urinary organs, or to bring on the strain-

ing effect of purging, by administering even a dose
of saline medicine. Should twenty-four hours pass
and the pains not return, tl e stitches may bo with-

drawn from the bearing, or the bandage removed.

—

Touatt on Cattle.

Souring food fur Cattle and Hogs.

The cause is rather remote upon which this prin-
ciple is based. It is asserted upon good authority

that Rye, Bai-ley, or Indian Corn meal, made into a
mash and allowed to ferment and pass into the same
state, when mixed with cut hay, straw or other dry
vegetable food, exhibits the most marked fattening ef-

fects. A very consistent and observing friend of

ours remarked the other day, that he could with bai^

ley meal alone, properly fermented and soured, makn
hogs as fat in six weeks, as they could, or ought to

be, and that he preferred such process to cooking
the food, or any other method.

It is a familiar fact to all feeders of swine, that

sour and coagulated milk is worth one quarter more
for those animals, than fresh and sweet milk; but
how its action in that state is to be accounted for,

and its operaticm on the animal economy of the stom-
ach, is not very apparent. It is known by the ex-

periments of Dr. Re.^umoxt, that milk and all sub-
stances capable of coagulation are almost instantly

changed on mixing with the gastric juice, and the

rejection of milk by the infant, immediately after

sucking, also shows the fact.

Now, whether the souring of the food relieves the

action of the digestive process, or whether the acetic,

malic, or other acids are required by the stomach
to effect secretion or stimulation, is simple conjecture.

With the human subject, pickles are a favorite con-

diment with ricli and highly concentrated food, and
many delicate stomachs can endure the use of large

quantities of these most indigestible and unnutritivo
substances, without experiencing any deleterious ef-

fects. It is gene alh' held, that those persons who
consume r"uch acid food ami use vinegar and pickles
freely, are apt to be thin and spare; contrary to tjie

doctrine of souring food. We once knew a young lady
so flesh}' and full of "blood and blue veins," that her
skin Has almost to the tension of bursting, who redu-
ced herself to very respectable wasp-like di nensions,

merely by the free use of vinegar.

Of the good effects cjf the souring process, when
use<l for fattening aoim.ils, wo have tiie most abun-
dant proofs in our own experience, and although the
modus »;«/««(/« is not so clear to our perceptions, it

is, we opine, suificient for us to know that sueli is

the f'ct, at least Irom its assertion by good authority,
to induce our readers to try its effects and its econo-
my.— [ IVuol Grower.

Laroe Melons.—Yesterday there sold in this city

a load of watermelons, (SI) in number, wei.;liing 'J, 107
pounds, 24 lbs. each. Ot the numticr six wore pick-
ed from one vine. Th. y were cultivated on the San
loaquin, (Globe Ranch,) owned by Messrs. Groom,
and Wallace. They have now growing on their

ranch, onions 17 inches in eircumrercnee, and weigh-
ing 21 lbs.

—

Jlip. Oalijhniia.
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Management of Barnyard Manure by Prof. J. p
Norton.

From Norlou's Elements of Sckntific Farming.

The manure of viirious domestic animals is, in this

the manure collected in it will be of the most valua-
ble and po\ycrful description. The tank ma3- be made
of stone, brick, or wood, as is most c:>nvenient, and
need cost but very little.

While the liquid manure is actually in many cases
country, most commonly employed as a fcrti'lzer. all

'''"i^'st entirely lo?t, the solid part is often allowed to
other manures beinn; used in comparatively small
quantities; and yet even these aie seldom preser-
ved and applied as carefully as they might, or ou<rht
to be.

°

The principal varieties are those o( the ox, the cow,
the hog, the horse, and the sheep. Of these, that of
the horse is most valuable in its fresh state: it con-
tains much nitrojjen, but it is very liable to lose by
fermentation. That of the hog comes ne.'Ct. That o^
the cow is placed at the bottom of the list. This is

because the enriching substances of her food go prin-
cipally to the formation of milk, the manure bein"
thereby rendired poorer.
The manure of all these animals is far richer than

the food given them, because it contains much more
nitrogen. This is for the reason that a large part of
the carbon and oxygen of the food are consumed in
the lungs and blood generally for the purpose of keep-
ing up the heat of the body. They are given off from
the lungs, and also by perspiration and evapuration
through the pores of the skin, in the forms of carbon-
ic acid and water.

From animals fed npon rich food, the manure is

much more powerful than when it is poor. In Eno--
land, for instance, where they fatten cattle largely-
on oil cake, it is calculated that the increased value
of the manure repays all of the outlay. This is the
reason why human ordure is better than manure
from any of the animals mentioned a.bove, the food
of Iran toeing rich and various.

All these kinds of manure should be carefully col
lected and i)reservcd, both as to their liquiil and sol-
id parts. The liquid part or urine is particularly
rich in the phosphates and in nitrogen. This partis
hy very many farmers permitted in a great degree
to run away or evaporate. Some farmyards are con-
trived so as to throiv the water olF entirely, others
ccmvey it through asmall ditch upon the nearest field.

The liquid manure which might have fertilized sev-
eral acres in the course of the season, is thus concen-
trated upon one small spot, and the consequence is

a vegetation so rank as to be of very little use. Spots
of this kir.d may be seen in the neighborhood of
wany farm-yards, where the grass grows up so heavy
that it falls liowa and rots at the bottom, and has to
be cut several weeks before haying time, producing
strong coarse hay that cattle will scarcely touch.
The proper way to save this liquid is to have a tank

or hole, into which all the drainings of the yard may
be conducted. Uleft here long, this lic^iud begins to fer-
ment, and lose nitrogen in the form of ammonia, which
It will be renierabcred is a compounl of nitrogen .and
hydrogen. To remedy this, a little sulphuric acid,
or a few pounds of plaster, may be occasionally
thrown in. The sulphuric acid will unite with the
ammonia, and form sulphate of ammonia, which will
remain unclianged, not being liable to evaporate.
Others prefer to mix sufficient poat, ashes, sawdust,
or fine charcoal with the liquid in the tank, to soak
U all up; others still pump it out and pour it upon a
compost heap. One point is to be noticed in the
management of a tank. Only the water which nat-
urally drains from the stables and yards should be
liUowed to enter it, all that falls from the eaves of the
buildings should Ije discharged elswhere. Regula-
ted in this way, the tank wiU seldom overflow, and

drain and bleach, until nearly every thing solulile is
washed away;or isexposed in heaps to ferment, with-
out any covering. In such a case ammonia is always
formed and given off: it may often be perceived by
the smell, particularly in hor.se manure. The fact;
m.^iy also be shown, by dipping a leather in muriatic
acid and waving it ov-r the heap. If ammonia in
any quantity is escaping, white fumes will be visi-
ble about the feather, caused by the formation of mu-
riate of ammonia. A teacher can exemplify this by
holding a feather, dipped in the same way, over an
ammonia bottle. This escape of so valuablea substance
may be in a great measure prevented by shovelling
earth over the surface of the heap, to a depth of
two or three inch->s. If this does not arrest it entire-
ly, sprinkle a few handfuls of plaster upon the tope
the sulphuric acid of the plaster will as before unite
with the ammonia, and form sulphate of ammonia.
Manures containing nitrogen in large quantity .are

so exceedingly valuable, because this gas is required
to form gluten, and bodies of that class, ui the plant;
this is particularly in the .seed, and sometimes also
in the truit. Plants can easily obtain an abundance
of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, from the air, the
soil, and manure.s. Not so with nitrogen. They can
not get it from the air; there is little of it in most
soils; and hence manures which contain much of it,

produce such a marked effect. Not that it is more ne-
ce.tsari/ than tlieother organic bodies, but more scarce;
at least in a form available for plants. The same rea-
soning applies to phosphoric acid. It is not more
necessary than the other inorganic ingredients; but
still is more valuable, because more uncommon in
the soil and in manures.
In all places where manure is protected from the sun,

and from much washing by rain, its value is greatly
increased.

a. Horse manure particularly should not be left
exposed at all: it begins to heat and to lose nitrogen
almost immediately, as may be ]>erceived by the
smell. It should be mixed with other manures, or
covered by some absorl>ent earth, as soon as possible.
Almost every one who enters a stable in the morn-
ing, where there are many horses, must perceive
the strong smell of ammonia that fills the place. I

;

have seen in some stables, Itttle pans containing
plaster of paris or sulphuric acid, for the pui-pose
f absorbing these fumes, and forming sulphate of
ammonia, b. The liquid which runs from barnyards
and from manui-e heaps, is shown by analysis v'l con-
sist of the most fertilizing substances; and it is cal-
culated that where this is all allowed to wash away,
as is the case in many instances, the manure is of-
ten reduced nearly one-half in its value. I have seen
yards where it was almost worthless, owing to long
exposure.

The farmers of this country need awakening upon
the subject of carefully pre.serving their common ma-
nures. In Flanilers, where everything of the kind
is saved with the greatest care, the liquid manure of
a single cow for a year is valued at §10; here it is too
often allowed to escape entirely. Either they are very
foolish, or we are very wasteful.

A word of kindness. It is a seed which, even
when dropped by chance, is sure to spring up a flow-
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Palmer's Improved Horse Power.

The annexexed illustration

gives a perspective view uf Pal-

mer's New and Improved

I

Horse-Power, which, thoupih

I ^ I'li
originally designed by the in-

ventor to accompany his thresh-

ing machines, (before describ-

ed,) is well adapted and fitted

to be used whenever power is

needed, and in com))ination

with any kind of machinery.
It is distinguished from horse

powers ordinarily in use, by
being so constructed that any
required length of leverage

—

from twelve to iweidy-Jive feet

—

may be obtained and rendered
available, and that two, three,

iir even a greater number of

bands, may be worked at the

same time, and thus motion be
'applied, at one and the same
time, to various kinds of ma-

(ehinery. From the in 'reased

I
length of leverage ob'.ained in

I

this machine over ordinary
horse-powers, tlie power applied

is rendered much more effec-

tive; while at the same time all

liability of accident to the user

I

is removed by the peculiar

manner in which the power is

transferred, and which is done

I

without the necessity or use of

11
cogs, cog-wheels, and shafts.

Power or motion is trans-

ferred from the horse-power, by
means of bands, or chains,

playing in points of support
attached to the ends of the arms
or levers, liy which arrange-

ment the power is not only used

I
at tlie best advantage— length

of leverage being considered

—

but it is also made availalde

without a necessity for cog-

vheels or shafts, and, there-
• fore, with much less loss from
friction.

By means of a series of coni-

cal pulleys on the large wheel
i'l r". attached to the horse-power,

and from which motion is im-
parted to any required ma-
chinery, different velocities may
be given, so that the horse-

power may be adapted to different uses, where differ,

cnt resistances are to be overcome.

This improved liorse-power is peculiarly well adap-

ted to driving an upright or other saw, wherever

their use is desired, as the velocity of the Baw may
be readily varied according to the character of the

wood or material to be acted on; and such saws will

be furnished in connection with the horse-powers,

whenever they may be desired.

These pjwers are also simpl-: in their construction,

not liable to get oiit'of order, and may be made (ex-

cepting the few castings, and the other iron work) by

any intelligent farmer or mechanic; and they aro

also so framed and put together that they can easily

be separated into several parts, and be rendered

compact and convenient for transportation or stor-

age.

Palmer's .tmericr.u Rotary Seed and Graiu
Thr-shei-.

Amid tho crowd of agricultural implements on ex-

hibition at the Crj'slal Palace, we find Palmer's

Amer'cin Rotary Seed and Graiu Tlresher, a reprc-
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sentation of which we have annexed, with its straw

separator and winnower attached. This machine

has all the advantages of the common flail in thresh-

ing, and not as liable to injure the grain or seed as

the common spike thresher. It is a labor saving

machine, simple in its construction, not liable to get

out of repair, and is so made that none of its parts

can be dislodged by the great speed given to the ro-

taries, and thus the liability to accident, which in

other threshers so often results in loss of limb, if not

of life, is avoided and prevented.

The great and distinguishing feature of this thresh-

er, however, is, that it can be so fixed or adjusted

that it will thresh, wilh equal perfectii n, all the dif-

ferent kinds of seed and grain, as grass, flax, and

clover seed, oats, barley, wheat, rye, peas, and rice

—Indian corn alone excepted—and thus enable the

farmer to thresh all his crop of crenj character, and

with the same machine. This end is attained by

means of the castings on the inner side of the trough

or flail-case, called rubbers, which have mill-like

furrtwed surfaces, and which are capable of being

placed nearer to or farther from the track of the ro-

taries. The machines are manufactured by Messrs.

Coggeshall & Co., 643 Water street. New York, to

whom we refer for further particulars.

Descbiptiox.—6, 6, 6, are the frame of machine ;

d, one of the rotating flails; 12, pace where the grain

is fed; e, contrivance for regulating the adjustments

of the rubbers on the inside of the flail case; k is the

slide to change the delivery of the straw or grain; o,

p, shaking lever, to move the screen; to, the wheel of

the winnower, a vertical view; 8, 8, bands, transfer-

ring motion to the winnower from the thregher; Z,

wire screen, to carry off the straw. The grain and

straw a le discharged directly over the place where

they are fed into the machine. The rotaries revolve

in the direction indicated by the arrows. The fig-

ures indicate the dimensions of the timbers.

For the Faim Journal.

Dwarf Pears.

There is probably no branch of Horticulture more

justly claiming the attention of Farni''rs and market

men generally, than the cultivation of Pears on Quince

Stocks; the maxim that trees will not succeed well

for any length (if time where they are grafted on any

other than their own species, does not npply-here, as

many varieties of the Pear grow vigorously, and bear

abundantly of delicious fruit and more exquisite flavor

than on theirown roots. The impression that Iiad pre-

vailed to some extent, unfavorably to the cultivation

of the Pear on the Quince has rapidly disappeared

before (ho solid arguments contained in the large

dishes filled with luscious fruit, thus grown on trees

. bat recontlj' transplanted and exliiljiicd at our late

Agricultural Fairs—one cf our enterprising farmers

John Chambers of Burlington co., being sensible of

the scarcity of Pearsand the facility with which they

can be produced on dwarfs sot out an orchard of one

thousand trees about two years since, and at our late

fair at Mount Holly Exhibited of his crop, thirty-nine

varieties of Pears of great beauty, reflecting much
credit on his energy and good treatment, and

for which he obtained the highest premiums, and af-

ter the show was over to convince the spectators that

they possessed real worth, as well as beauty he offer-

ed them at public sale the finest being Duchess d'

Angouleme went off readily at four dollars per dozen,

the next in value St. Michael Archange, Louis Bonne

d' Jersey and other choice varieties descending in

price by regular gradations until those of least val-

ue were closed out at fifty cents per dozen.

The inoculation should be near the ground, so that

when transplanted union m ly b? the plvoj 1 belowthe

surface. It may not yet be ascertained how long they

will last, but we have records of them over one hun-

dred years old and still healthy, my own trees that

have been standing in the orchard about five years

have born half a bushel each at a time, in New Eng-

land it is stated that pear trees on the Quince root

which are twenty-five years old produce annually a

barrel or more of fruit each, and appear destined to

survive as long as any on the pear root. As they

admit of close planting and mature their fruit within

one or two years from the time they are transplant

ed in the orchard, large profits may bo taken from an

acre of ground before any return could be oI)tained

from them on pear stocks. In planting an orchard for

myself I have set the trees 8 by 12 feet apart which

gives plenty of room for driving a wagon between

the rows to apply manure, and will require 453 trees

per acre:

Since the poach crop has become so uncertain in

this vicinity and the dearth of choice fruits in our

markets, I know of no other fruit so easily raised in

the open field, giving as fine a prospect of a rich re-

ward to farmers and market men as Dwarf Pears.

WILLIAM PARRY.
Cinnaminson, N. J., 10th mo. 25 i853.

I

To raise Hyacinths in Gl.isses.

The following from Ilovey's Magazine, contains

all necessary directions to succeed with these beau-

tiful appendages of the parlor or drawing room in

winter. When grown in pots there is less difficulty,

in obtaining a fine bloom than in the glasses; un-

less shaded for a few days, in the latter as described

below, the tops will push out, and begin to flower

before the roots have grown sufficiently to support it

and the bloom will l.e consequently short lived and im-

perfect. If the glasses are clear, they should be sha-

ded by covering with dark paper. AVe have gener-

ally changed the water once in a week or ten days:

"When it is desired to grow hyacinths in glasses

with water, good sound large roots.shuuld^be selected;
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the glasses should be of some dark color, such as

blue, purr le or green, or else opaque, ua the mots
shun light, and therefore, do not thrive well in clear

glasses. The glasses should be filled with rain, or

river water, up to the neck, or so far that the ring at

at the liottoui of the bulb only should touch the wa-

ter. They should then be put into a dark, warm
closet untl the bulb has emitted roots, and the shoot

from the crown has grown about half in inch in

height; it should then be placed in a shady part of

the room for four or five (hi3"s, but not over a mantel
pie:e, or near a fire, or in a strong draught of air;

and afterwards be removed to a window with a sun-

ny exposure, giving air by raising the sash for two
or three hours during the middle of the day, when
the sun shines. On no account should they be placed

outside the window, as the cold harsh whids which
prevails at this season effectually check their growth.

The water should be changed about once in two or

tliree weeks; the glasses should be turned on one side,

and the roots partially withdrawn to let the water
flow out freely, as, when the roots are wholly with-

drawn. It is difficult to replace them without serious-

ly injuring them.
"The single hyneinths are generally the best for

blooming iu water.

"A very pretty effect is produced by growing hya-
cinths in moss. For this purpose, an open-worked
French basket may be procured, and a lining of moss
mo.ss placed inside; a glass or other dish is also to

be placed in it, and this dish is to be filled up with
moss in which tl c bulbs are to be placed; the

is then to be well moistened with water, and the

bulbs treated as directed for those grown in glasses,

only that an excels of water is to be avoided, as it

the water covers the bulljs, they will decay. A rath-

er singular effect in also produced b}' taking a rather

large sized turnip, and scooping it from the root end,

until it is aljout half an inch in thickness, filling up
the body of the turnip with mould, and planting a
hyacinth in it, a:id then supending the turnip by
three ribbons or otherwise. The loaves of the turnip
will shootout and turn upwards completely hiding the
roots, and making a very pretty vegetable fiowcr

pot."

——
Wonderful Trees.

Among the remarkable trees in the world, the fol-

lowing, of which we have compiled brief descrip-

tions, arc some of the most curious. We take it from
the Journul of Kibtcaiion:

T!ic Great Chesiiut Tree.—On the one side of Mount
Etna there is a famous chesnut tree, which is said to

be one hundred and ninety-six feet above the surface

of the ground. Its enormous trunk is separated into

five divisicjns, which give it the appearance of several

trees growing together. In a circular space formed
by these largo branches, a hut has been erected for

the accommodation of those who collect the chest-

nuts.

The Dwarf Tree.—Captains King and Fitzroy

state that they haw a tree on the mountains ne;ir

Capo Horn, which was only one or two inches high,

yi^t had branches spreading out five feet along the
ground.

The Sack Tree.—There is said to be a tree in Bom-
bay called the sack tree, because from itm.ay be
Btripped vci'y natural s:icks, which resemble "felt" in

appearance.
The h'onj-nvt Tree.—The Ivory-nut tree is proper-

ly called the Tagua plant, and is common in South

America. The tree is one of the numerous family of
palms, but belongs to the order designated as screw
pine tribe. The natives use the leaves to cover their
cottages, and from the nuts make buttons and vari-

ous other articles. In an early state the nuts con-
tain a sweet milky liquid, which afterwards assumes
a solidity nearly equal to iv(u-y, and will admit of a
high polish, It is known as ivory-nut, or vegetable
ivory, and has recently been brought into use for va-
rious purposes.

Tke Urazil-mU Tree,—The Brazil-nut tree may
justly command the attention of the enthusiastic nat-
uralist. This tree thrives well in the province of
Brazil, and immense quantities of its delicious fruit

are annually exported to foreign countries. It grown
to the height of from fifty to eighty feet, and in ap.

pearancc is one of the most majestic ornaments of
the forest. The fruit, in its natural position, resem-
bles a cocoa-nut, being extremely hard, and of about
the size of a child's head. Each one of these shells

contains from twelve to twenty of the three-cornered
nuts, nicely packed together. And to obtain the nuts
as they appear in market, these shells have to be
broken open. During the season of their falling, it

is dangerous to enter the groves where they abound,
as the force of their descent is sufficient to knock down
the strongest man. The natives, however, provide
themselves with wooden bucklers, which they hcdd
over their heads while collecting the fruit from the

ground. In this manner they are perfectly secure
from injury.

The Caiiiwn-Ball Tree.—Among the plants of Gui-
nea, one of the most curious is the cannon-ball tree.

It grows to tlie height of sixty feet, and its flowers
are remarkable for beauty and fragrance, and con-
tradictory qualities. Its blossoms are of a delicious

crimson, appearing in large bunches, and exhaling a
rich perfume. The fruit resembles enormous cannon
balls, hence the name. However, some say it has
been so called because of the noise which the ba 11

makes in buisting. From the shell, domestic uten-
sils are made, and the contents contain severa' kinds
of acids, besides sugar and gum, and furnish the ma-
terial for making an e-icellent drink in sickness,

—

But, singular as it may appear, this pulp, when in a
perfectly ripe state, is very filthy, and the odor from
it is exceedingly unpleasant.

The Sornnoful Tree.—At Goa, near Bombay, there
is a singular vegetable—the sorrowful tree, so called

because it only flour, shes in the night. At sunset no
flowers are to he seen; and yet, halt an hour after, it

is quite full of them. They yield a sweet smell, but
the sun no sooner begins to shine upon them, than
Slime of them fall ofl', and others closi? up; and thus
it continues flowering in the night all the year.

Tlic C'uiv Tree.—This tree is a native of Venezuela,
South America. It grows in rocky situations, high
up the mountains, liaron Von Humbolt gives the
following d<^scription of it:—On the barren flank of
a rock grows a tree with dry and leathery leaves; its

large woody roots can scarcely penetrate into the
stony soil. For several months in the year, not a
single shcjwer moislons its foliage. Its branches ap-
pear deail and dried; yet, as soon as the trunk is

pierced, there flows from it a sweet and nourishing
milk. It is at sunrise that this vegetable fuuulain is

most abundant. The natives are then to be seen hast-

ening from all quarters, furnished with large bowls
to receive the milk, which grows vellow and thickens
at the surface. Some drain tin bowls under tho
tree, while o'hers carry luune the juice to their chil-

dren; and you might, as the lather returned with this
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milk, fancy you i-aw the f:imily of a shepherd gath-
ering around and receiving from hira the production
of liie kino. The milk, obtained by incisions made
in the trunk, is tolerably thick, free from all acidity,
and of an agreeable and balmy smell. It was offered
to us in the shell of the calabash tree. We drank a
considerable quantity of it in the evening before go-
ing to bed, and very early in the morning, without
experiencing the slightest injurious effect.

The B.ead Fniit Tree.- This tree is found on the
islands in the Pacific Ocean. The trunk rises to the
height of thirty to forty feet, and attains the size of
a man's body. The fruit grows to about the size of
a child's head. When used for food, it is gathered
before it is fully ripe, and baked among ashes, when
it becomes a wholesome bread, and in taste somewhat
resembles fresh wheaten bread. This is a very use-
ful tree to the natives; for, besides its fruit, its trunk
furnishes timber for their houses and canoes; thegum
which exudes from it serves as pitch for their vessels,
and from the fibres of the inner bark, a cloth is made
to cover their persons.

The Upon Tree.—For some ages it was believed
that a tree existed in the East Indies which shed a
poisoning, blighting and deadly influence upon all

animals that reposed under its branches; and that so
fatal were its effects, that birds attempting to fly near
it, fell to the ground and perished. For several years
past, there being no reliable authority that such a
tree really existed, it has generally bee i supposed
amimg the intelligent to be fabulous, and hence
termed the "fabled Upas trco." B..:, u cvr 7 .vi

since, a tree was discovered in atiecu.uir 1 .'caiity in
the East Indies, which it is believed gave rise to the
wonderful accounts of the Upas tree. In the location
where this modern Upas tree was discovered, there
is a constant and dense collection of carbonic acid
gas; consequently all animals that come near it, die
by breathing the poisoncms gas. The cause of such
a!) abundance of gas being collected in the locality
of these trees is unknown. A few months since, a
tree was discovered on the Isthmus of Darien, which
appears to have a similar influence on animal life.

Tiie Panama Star says:—"A man named James Linn,
being tired, laid down under a tree to sleep, and on
waking, found his limbs and body swollen, and death
soon followed." Cattle avoid eating and ruminating
under this tree.

The Tallow Tree.—This tree is found in China.
It is called the tallow tree, because a substance is

obtained from it resembling tallow, and which is used
for the same purposes. It grows from twenty to for-

ty feet in height.

Lace Bark Tree.—In the West Indies is found a
tree, the inner bark of which resembles lace, or
net-work. This bark is beautiful, consisting of layers
which maybe pulled out into a fine white web, three
or f)ur feet wide. It is sometimes used for ladies'
dresses.

French Merino Bucks.—Messrs. W. & P. Brady,
of Ohio county, Va., shipped from AVIieeling, en Fri-

day, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, three of
their finest French Merino bucks, and three owes,
for exhil.)ition at the Sliryland and Virginia State
Faii-s. Among them is their celebrated Gilbert
buck, which has so often taken the first premium,
and for which, it is said, IglOOO was offered and re
fused at the Pennsylvania State Fair. T|-.o clip of
this one bu^k alone, last April, was SIJ pounds.

The Husband's Complaiutt

RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED TO ALL WHOM IT CONCERNS,

I hate the njime of fjerman wool in all its colors bright;
Of chal's and stools In fancy work I hate the very sight:
The shawls and slippers that I've seen—the ottomans and bags—
Sooner than wear a stitch on me. I'd wall; the street in rags.

I've heard of wives too ninsical, too tailcative, or quiet—
Of scoidini; or of (.'aniing wives, and those too fond of riot;
But yet, of aii tlio errors iinown which to the women fall,

Forever doing fancy work I think e.xceeds tiiem ali.

The other day witen I came home, no dinner got for me :

I asked my wife the reason, and she answered. "One. two, three I"
T told her I was hungry, and I stamped upon the tioor;
She never even looked at me, but murmured "'One green more."

Of course she makes me angry, though she doesn't care for that.
But chatters, while I talk to her. "One white and then a black :"

One green, and then a purple— (just hold vour tongue, my dear;
You real ly do annoy me so)~I've made a wrong stitch here."

And as for confidential chat, with her eternal frame.
Thou,'4h I should speak oi Ufty things, she'd answer me the same.
'Tis "Yes. love— five reds, then a blacfc—d quite agree with you)— '

I've done this wrong—seven, eight, nine, ten—an orange, then a blue."

If any lady comes to tea. her bag is first surveyed

:

And. if tiie pattern pleases her, a copy then Is made.
She stares the men quite out of lace—and when I ask her why?
'Tis "0! my love, the pattern of his waistcoat struck my eye!"

And if to walk I am inclined ('tis seldom I go o^t).
At every worsted-shop she sees, oh I how she looks about.
And says, "Bless nie! I must go in : the pattern is so rare;
That group of flowers is Just the thing 1 wanted for my chair."

Besides, the things she makes are all such touch rac-not affairs,
1 dare not even use a stool or screen: and. as for chairs,
'Twas only yesterday T put my youngest boy in one.
And until that I never knew my w.fe had such a tongue.

.\lasl for my poor little ones, they dare not move or speak;
'Tis "Tom, be still; put down that bag. Why, Harriet, where'fl your

feetF
Maria! standing on that stool! It was not made for use:
Be silent ail. Three greens, one red, a blue, and then a puce."

Oh ! Heaven preserve me from a wife with fancy-work run wild.
And hands which never do aught else for husband or for child.
Our clothes are rent. our bills unpaid, our house is in disorder.
And all because my lady wife has taken to embroider,

I'll put my children out to school—I'll go across the sea;
My wife, so full of fancv-work. I'm sure cannot miss me.
E'en while I write she still /.-eeps on her ''One. two, three, and four."
She'apast all hope. Those Berlin wools, I'll not endure them morel

Varieties of Grapes.

Mr. Robert Buchanan, in his recent work on the
Grape Culture, gives the following varieties of grapes
cultivated in the Cincinnati vineyards, with his views
in regard to their relative value ;

1. The Catawba is our great wine grape, and
stanils without a rivixl. Mr. Longworth has offered

five hundred dollars' reward for a better native varie-

ty, and several new seedling;? have been produced,
but its equal has not yet been found. It is subject

to rot.

2. Cape; this old favorite of former days is now
almost displaced by the Catawba. It is still cultiva-

ted in some vineyards, but not extensively—very

hardy variety, and but little .affected by the rot.

3. Isabella; a variety mucli esteemed in some of

the Eastern States, particularly about the city of

New York, where it ripens better than here. It is

almost abandoned as a wine grape, and generally

cultivated only for table use. A hardy variety, sub-

ject less to rot than mildew—in some seasons ripens

badly.

4. Bland's Madeira; a delicious table grape, re-

sembling the Catawba in its appearance. Too ten-

der for vinej'.ard culture in this climate. On iirbor,

in sheltered situations, it bears well.

5. Ohio, or Cigar Box, is a fine table grape,

bunches very largo and shouldered, berries small,

black, sweet, .and without pulp; does well on arbors

or trellises, but will scarcely answer for the vineyard

culture—requires long pruning.

6. L?noir; a black gr:ipo, bunches large and com-
pact, sometimes shouldered, without pulp; berries
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emiiU, black, sweet and palatable. Subject, in clay

Boils, to mildew and rot.

7. Missoul'i; fruit black, bunches loose and of me-

dium size, berries without pulp, sweet and agreeable,

Sometimes cultivated in vineyards.

8. Norton's Seedling; bunches of medium size,

compact shouldered; berries small, purple, sweet, but

witli a pulp.

9. Ilrrbrmont's Sladoira; a good wine and a very

pleasant table grape; bunches medium size, berries

small, b ack, and without pulp.

10. Minor's Seedling; a new grape of the Fox fam-

ily. Fruit: liunclies medium =ize, berries large, pul-

py, musky, and rich flavon^d, very hardy; but little

subject to rot. This grape will probably bo found a

valuable variety fur the vineyard.

11. White Cutawlja ; a new seedling from the Ca-

tawija, but far inferior to tlie parent. Bunches me-
dium size, shouldered; berries white, largo, round,

and pulpy; in taste like the Fo.x Grape.
12. Mammoth Catawba; another new seedling, re-

sembling the Catawba in color, but not so well flavor-

ed. Bunches large, shouldered; berries very large,

round, pulpy; in some aeasons subject -^ fall off be-

fore ripening.

Mr. Longworth, in a letter to the Cincinnati Hor-
ticultural .Society, remarks: "I have for thirty years

experimented on the foreign grape, both for the table

and for wine. In the acclimation of plants I do not

believe; for the White Sweet Water docs not succeed
as well with me as it did thirty years since. I ob-

tained a large variety of Fi-ench grapes from Mr.
Loubat, many years since. They were from the vi-

cinity of Paris and Bordeaux. From Madeira 1 ob-

tained six thousand vines of their best wine grapes.

Not one was found worthy of cultivation in this lati-

tude, and were rooted from the vineyards. As a last

experiment. I imported seven thousand vines from
the mountains of Jura, in the vicinity ot Salines, in

Prance. At that point the vine region suddenly
ends, and many vines are there cultivated on the

north side of the mountain, where the ground is cov-

ered with .sncjw the whole winter, from three to four

feet deep. Nearly all lived, and embraced about
twenty varieties of the most celetirated wine grapes
of France. But after a trial of tive years, all have
been thrown away. I also imported samples of wine
made from all the grapes. One variety alone, the

celelirated Arbois wine, which partakes slightly of

the Cbiimpagno character, would compete with our
Catawba.

"If we intend cultivating the grtipe for wine, we
must rely on our native gr.apes, and new varieties

raised Irom their seed. If I could get my lease of life

lenewed for twenty or thirty years, I would devote

my attention to the subject, and I would cross our
best native varieties with the best table and
wiue grapes of Europe. We live in a great age.

Discoveries are daily made that confound u-i, and we
kuow not where we shall stop- AVe are told of ex-

periments in mesmerism, as wonderful as the

grinding-over .system would be; but I fear the discov-

ery will Dot be brought to perfecticm in time to an-
swer my purpose, and I must leave tho subject with
the young generation.

"I have heretofore w.inted faith in the doctrine of
French horticulturists, that to improve your stock of
pears, you must not select the seed of the finest fruit,

but of the natnral choke-pear. I am half convened
to their views. The Cat.awba is clearly derived from
the common Fox grape. In raising from its seed,

even white ones are produced, but I have not seen

one equal to the parent plant; and in all, the whito

down on the under side of the leaf, and the hairs on
the stalk, common to the wild Fox grape, arc abun-
dant."

-<•»-

Native aud V. reign Frult8«

nr a. l. goodalt., baco, jib.

It has been so often said tliat native varieties of

fruit are necessarily better adapted l» tlie locality

where they grew, because, thus growing, they acnuira
characteristics peculiarly fitting them to such place,

that the idea his almost p;vs!<ed into an axiom, au<l

is assented to by perhaps a large majority of cultiva-

tors, and any attempt to advance an opinion at vari-

ance with it may appear simply ridiculous. Yot, as

everybody in this happy country is at liberty to bo
just .as ridiculous, or just as heretical as he pleases,

you will doubtless give me leave to say that one indi-

vidual does not .assent to it.

I am reminded of the subject at this time by tho

following passage in an article "On raising fruits

from seed, in the August num'icr of the IL/rlicul-

tnrist : "A variety springing up from the seed, in

any given locality, is, in the course of its production,

endowed with a constitution and habits a<laptcd to

that locality, in a particular manner," &c. Now, if I

understand the writer, he means to assert that some-
time between the germination of the seed and tho

production of fruit, the plant is endowed with its

constitution and habits, and that these vary accord-

ing to locality. If he does not mean this 1 take no
exception to it; but if he does—and what other con-

struction can be fairly put on the words "springing

up from seed,"— I join issue with him and advanco
the opinicm that it does not teach tlie f;icts in the

ca.se, but that, contrariwi.se, the li.il) ts and ccuislitu-

tion are decided or bestowed durhti/ the ytowlh of the

wed from which the phmt is destined to spring, and
that when this .seed is o, ce matured, it contains

wrapped up within it that which stamps indelibly

the character of the tree and fruit to grow f.om it,

and that the accident of locality, soil, climite, or

other, affects only the devclnpement of that character
and not the character itaelf.

It is no part of my attempt to expl.ain the laws
which govern the proiluetion of varieties, for I be-

lieve that those who have bestowed Uio.-il research
into them have the liveliest sense of their ignorance.

All I maintain is, that whatever they may be, their

operation is at an end before the germination of the

seed. We hear no such notions advanced as to tho

necessary superiority of native varieties, by practical

gardeners, in respect to vegetables. They ta.ie tho

utmost pains to procure seed possessing the requisite

qualities; but having planted it, do they attempt to

change these qualities? Not at all. They labor

diligently, and only t secure tho most favoralde

conditions for their developemeni, leaving the pro-

duction of new and varied properties to successive

generations, from seed, and anticipate such changes
only in the seed.

We might ask what is a n.atlve ? The child of Eu-
ropcnn parents, born tlie day after arrival hero, may
be, technically, a n:itive; but is it the less ot foreign

origin ? The Swedish turnip has been grown liero

many years, and yet is coinmonly denominated a
foreign variety. The Pc.trc. pear grew from a .seed

matured in England, and because tha' seed Wiis

brought across the water and planted in P-nnsylva-
nia it is called a native fruit, and so entitled to con-
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Bideratiun as possessing the supposefl oscellencios of

n native sort. Do such frivolous distinctions make
any difference? Does anybody suppose tliat scions
of the Pclrc pear sent to Enghind would produce a
fruit varying from what would have grown had the
eeed been originally planted there?—provided, of

course, that the conditions of devoloDment in each
case are equally favorable to the /leallh, simply, of the

tree. Or, if the seed which produced the Dix pear
had been sown in Belgium, and not in Boston, and
trees or scions thence brought to Boston, would the
tree have proved less adapted to cultivation in Mass-
achusetts, or the fruit worse ?

If the current opinion be correct, we ought always
to find fruits better where they originate than else-

where. Is it so? Can no one recollect instances of

fruit, which originated in ti.e Eastern States, being
returned from the west so changed for the better as

to escape recognition by the most critical judges un-
til scions again set here, and afforded their former
facilities for development, produced a well known
nnd easily recognized acquaintance of former years?
The Rosttezer is understood to be a seedling of Ger-
many, where it yielded a second or third rate fruit;

but trees or scions brought here, produce a fruit so

much superior, as to be almost, if not quite, a stan-

dard of excellence in its season, and the tree proves
us hardy as any native of Maine—and surely we
ought to know something about hardiness where the
mercury sometimes (rarely, to be sure, ) freezes in

the thermometer.
Suppose you plant a pear seed at Rochester, and it

yields a desirable fruit, and you send me scions,

which upiin trial here prove unable to withstand the
severity of winter, what does it prove? If it proves
anything, only this—that if the free had been grown
here, it would not h.avc survived to be.ar fruit, for

seedlings are more tender \n infancy than at adult

uge. You send scions to other distant places, and in

one it is found of better flavor and in another worse;
in one more productive, and in another less. And
this only shov>'s ihat had the tree grown in either of
these localities it would have been deemed more or
Jess valuable.

Experience teaches that some fruits are adapted to

a wide range of sril and climate, and others restrict^

ed to narrow limits. What could there have possibly
been in the accidents connected with the growth of
the seedling Keatown Pippin, which deprived it of
the capability of developing its excellence away from
the neigliborhood of the Hudson 7 or what endowed
the seedling Green Gage with the power to exhibit
its worth through scores of degrees of longitude, and
nobody knows how many of latitude. Nothing at

all. The endowment lies further back—viz., in the
seed. The proposition here combatted seems to me
to have been a.fs-nmed from the first, rather than
proved, and so plausible as to have escaped exami-
nation, thus leading many astray.

AV.as not even Downing somewhat wide of the
mark when he penned the hdlowing sentence—"That
in proportion as a variety has been brought original-

ly from a locality in Europe most nearly simihir to

that where we would grow it, are its vigor and pro-
ductiveness retained in our soil." Now, take the
Ftcmish Beauty, which is named .as perhaps the best
proved of any foreign variety in this locality, as per-
fectly hardy, (more so than the Fulton, which is

credited to Maine, though th:> seed grew in Massa-
chusetts, or than the McLatigldin, of which, by the
way, nobody can tell the origin, the oldest known
trees here being grafted,) perfectly healthy, abun-

dantly productive, vigorous in growth, and the fruit

fairer than as grown in Massachusetts and New
York, and tell mo what are the particu'ur items of
similarity between Belgium and Maine which caus-
ed this fruit to retain its vigor and productiveness
here?

Let me not he understood, by any means, as under-
valuing native fruits. Nobody thinks more highly
of them, or would more strongly nrge their produc-
tion by every cultivator; only I do not believe in such
a rapid manufacture of a native that one generation,

or two, or five will develope the highest degree of ex-

cellence. There is doubtless a nucleus of truth, to

which this, that I maintain to be error, has attached
itself. Rare is it f)r any error to oljtain extensively

which has not truth enough to hold on by.

The same paper, by Downing, from which the

above quotation ia taken, has the following, which
may indicate what it is : "There appear.? to be some-
thing in our new soil, and distinct climate, which
imparts new vital powers and gives a new type to

the offspring of an old stock in the vegetable races of
the other continent." Perhaps a different formula
may approx' ate towards an indication of it, to wit

:

That there is in the productions of nature a tendency

implanted by the beneficent Creator to change it into

atyp^ specially adapted to the peculiarities of each
locality, .and this by successive generations from the

seed. We .see such a tendency with unusual clear-
,

ness in the case of maize or Indian corn. Plant seed,

adapted to one locality, in another at a distance, and
year by year we gradually find it varying, until at

j

length it reaches the type best adapted to its nevr

situation. Something analogous to this may prevail

among fruits; but whether just so or not, go on to

plant seeds and continue to plant, and when you ob-

tain a desirable acquisition, (your judgment being,

I

perhaps, unconsciously warped bj' parental fondness.)
' don't spend ihe remainder of your energy in extolling

its wonderful merits as a native, but rejoicing in the
' accomplishment of one step, go on in the right direc-

i

tion to cross breed it with others of known mei it, and
so effect another advance in what may prove a long

race before the highest attainable point of excellence

is reached.

—

UorticnJtvrisl.
.—-—«»»

Miscellaneous Items.—Twelve thousand bushels

of cranberries were brought to Boston on Saturday,

nearly all of which met with an immediate sale to

provsiim dealers. They brought $1,75 per bushel.

The public will pndjably be able to get tliera for

about $3 per bushel. Large tracts of waste, marshy
land on Cape Cod have, within the last two years,

been planted with cranberry vinos, and have cleared

their owners a handsome sum.

Judge Vondersmith, of Lancaster, has succeeded
in bringing to maturity a "Victoria Regia" plant—the

Queen of the floral world—which bloomed during
Saturday and Sunday, the 22d and 2od ult. The
flower is said to have been beautiful and gorgeous
beyond description. It measured eleven inches in

diameter, and the leaves of the plant six feet.

. •9r

Words ought to carry their sense and signification,

and they ought never to be obscure. Word is a
habit which we give imagination, in order to clothe

thought, and make it better known by the color by
which it is painted; but it is a cloak which ought
not to conceal it; it is a head-dress, not a nmask; it

ought to set it off, and serve as an ador ment, and
not hide it from the eyes and envelopitin a disguise.

— La Prvlieuse.
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The National Horse Exhibition.

Tlii.s exhibition, the first of its kind in this coun-

try, was gotten up, managed, find carried to its con-

clusion, in the very best style, and such as our

friends in New England only know how to do. The

history from the beginning of the whole proeedings,

premiums, letters and speeches from public men in-

vited to attend, ifcc, occupy one entire number of

the Valley Farmer, published at Springfield, Massa-

/~ch««etts, the place where it was held. AVhatever

they underlake to do, in what is called the "Yankee

Nation," it seems to be with the determination to

(7o it, and to know no such word as lail, as is well

expressed in the following toast, from Gov. Floyd,

of Virginia, at the dinner, (for a good dinner, and

plenty of invitations to distinguished men, to be

present, are considered as a necessary part of the

programme in New England,) "Man.iachusKtls Men,

and MassacJtusftts Horses. Upon whatever theatre

they exhibit, or upon whatever course they enter,

they are destined to win, and deserve to win the ad-

miration of the American people."

Letters in reply to invitations were received from

William II. Seward, Gov. Clifford, Gov. Seymour,

Rufus Choate, Samuel II. Cos, Thomas II. Benton,

Edward Everett, R. C. AVinthrop, 0. W. Holmes, Le-

vi Lincoln, and many other distinguished public men,

some of whom were present, and made speeches.

Invitatiotis wore also extended to several hundred

editors in various parts of the Union. The exhibi-

tion lasted (our days; wo condense from the V.alley

Farmer, some extracts, from its report which we

think will bo . of general interest, and also two of

the speeches made on the occasion, one from 0. P.

Ilolcomb, of Delaware, lately returned from Europe,

a practical farmer himself of the first order, who

can hold the pen, and use the tongue, with as much
facility and success as he does the plough, and the

other from George M. Atwater, who appears to have

been the originator of the Exhibition.

As regards the inception of the enterprise, the

Valley Farmer remarks: That the public might be-

coaie assured of the thorough responsibilties of the

parties engaged in the exhibition, and of the truly

National character and intent of the enterprise,

Marshall P. Wilder, President of the United States

Agricultural Society, was applied to for the endor-

sal and co-operation of that organization. Mr. Wil-

der replied in the most cordial terms, and entered

enthusiastieally into the plans of the exhibition,

promising the attendance and assistance of a dele-

gation from that Society, and the publication of the

reports of the exhibition in its journal. With funds

pledged, the organizati(m of the Board of Managers

and General Committee complete, and moving under

the cheerfully accorded auspices of the National Ag-

ricultural Society, the operations went on with alacri-

ty. The following are the names of the

EXECUTIVE OFPICEHS OK THE U. S. AGRICUTTUllAL SO-

CIETI'.

MAR^^ALL P. WILDER, of Mass.. President.

Charles U. Calvert, Md., Jlosts Newell, MasH.,
JoHM A. KiXG, N. Y., Arthur Watts, Ohio, Al-
fred L. Elw VM, Pa., Richard Peters, Va., J. D.
Weston, D, C, J, C. G. Ken-nedv, D. C, William
S. Kino, of Mass.

Circulars were then issued to breeders and own-
ers of horses, and to persons and organizations in-

terested in horses, cs, laining the objects of the ex-

hibition, naming its organization, stating its rules

and regulations and its list of premiums, amounting
to $2,501) in the aggregate. These prenuuras, as sta-

ted in the circular, varied from S2I)0 for the best

."Stalliim of seven years old, to §20 for the lower grades
of mare commun animals. In addition to the pn-
nilums offered, a diploma, beantilully designed and
executed for the exhibition, was obtained for award
to exhibitors who, not winning premiums, still de-

served to have the excellence of their animals recog-

nized. The design of the diploma is very tasteful.

At the top is an allegorical group, representing Com-
merce and Agriculture flourishing under the auspi-

ces of Peace, and protected by the genius of Ameri-
ca, and the eagle of the Union. In each corner i»

a spirited engraving;—one exhibiting the Indian
mode of hunting the Bufililo; the other reprisenting

a Missouri savage holding the wild steed, and watch-
ing with amazement the new "iron horse," drawing
its rattling train across the prairie.

The managers of the Railroads centering in Spring-
fiel ', with a lilierality :.nd an enlarged view of tho
necessities and proprieties attached to the enterprise

which do them much credit, co-operated with ih)

Committee, by agreeing t'l carry the horses entered
for the exhibition over their roads free of charge,
and by becoming subsci'ibers to the guarintce fund.

AV'ith tho good sense and foresight which has so

distinguished the managers of the exhibition, it was
seen that a mere show of animals, beautilul though
they might be, and elor|uent thougli they might bo
in proclaiming .-iinie of the objects of tlie exhibition,

would still, without the language of human speech,

lack that influ-'Utial voice upon the country which
would toll most eflectually for the objects of the ex-

hibition. It was seen that these objects must take
firm in the thoughts of great minds, and achieve a.'

concrete shape in those literary moulds where, in

this age more than any other, ideas are prepared for

the public so as to present at one glance their sym-
metry, grace, utility and beautj'. In other words, the

exhibition- its olijects, its interests, its spirit, its en-

terprise, its trials, its triumphs, and its general aims
anil tendencies—must have a voice, and that voice

must be uttered upon the spot, and under the inspir-

ation of the occasion. To meet this indication and
exigency, it was determired to hold upon the gronnds
aGRAND Agricultural Banquet, its nmre s(did pro-

visions to be graced with the fruits and flowers of
the season, from the hands of voluntary contributors

in every part of the country around, and to this ban-
quet to invite the eminent men of the country—men
whose presence wouhl lend dignity to the occasion,

and whose speech would give the voice potential to

the spirit and objects of the exhibition.

Fist Day— AVednesdav, Oct. 19.

The opening of t'rc first Nutioiuil Fxhihilion of
Horses ever held in this country took place on Gov-
ernment Squr.re, in this city, on Wednesday ira.n-
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ing. Never sliono a more auspicious and Icindlj sun
nn any pnterpi-isc, tlian tliat wliich £;reeted the as-

spm'ilinn; multitudo on this occasion. To tllosc wlm
labored thniujih weeks of anxiety for the c(.n?nnima-

tion so successfully achieved, the pleasure experi-

enced was something]; deeper than the emotions of

triumph—it was p;ratitude. The slcy was blue above,

the sun shone Avarmly throuffh tlie wauzy haze, the

flaijs whirl) crowned the tents and every prominent
object, linn<; l-\zily upon their masts, and (dd Au-
tnmn wore bis b"ightest smile, as unseen fingers from
his bejewelled tree ; dropped silently their treasures

<)pnn the sround. It was at i cius morninj;—full

of hope and exhilaration, and golden with )iriimise.

On entering; the irrounds at an early hour, the first

nbjects that m-t the eye wei-e the members of Eagle
Engine Co., No. 1. dressed in uniform, and on duty

ns police. At 9 o'clock, the first horse entered the

pateway, and from this hour until after ten there

was a continued string of arrivals. Some of the

liorses were clad in fancy blankets, with their names
thereon. The horses coming in to k their position on

the central grounds, where they were soon surround-

ed by a crowd of admirers. Favorite stallions were
playing here and there, each to his little coterie of

friends. "Mary Taylor" was there, looking as gaily

na she of the Bowei-y. "Cassius M. Clay" was sur-

rounded by his political friends. Young "Black
Hawk" was there, but without tlie slightest appetite

for chickens; "Flying Jloi'gan," but without his

wings; "Canadian Leopard," but without his claws,

nnd altogether more .Jenny Linds than Otto Oolil-

Kchmidt could provide for, were he as industrious as

ills wife says he is. Thus tney all poured in and
thus assemble{\. and, meanwhile, spectators arrived

in considerable numln'rs.

The Managers and Committees had assembled at

the judges' stanil, and congratulations were beard
onevery hand. All were delighted, and sm.art things,

lunny things, and good things generally were said.

One !;entleiniin of a dignified turn of mind thought
the horses had a ?iC'/'//iborly way of saluting each
other. Another, who had been delighted with the

music of the Springfield Brass Band, thought if they

AVould play a dancing tune, tliere were several horses

that would be happy to "dance a gig." Another,
who happened to be given to vivid illustrations,

looked upon the clean thorough'bred Virginia race
liorso, and testified his pofjr appreciation of her by
R.iying that she "looked like an angle worm on
legs."

By the side of the Judges' Stand, a large bell w.as

placed, and at 10 o'clo; k this hell was struck. Im-
mediately, CiEiiRiiE DicniuT, Cliief Marshal, and his

assistants, paraded in front of the Judges' .Stand.

The Chief Marshal, as the Presid(nit of the Board of

Managers, then addressed M.\RSlt.\T.i. P. AVii.drr,

President of the United .States Agricultural Society,

who stood uncovered upon the stand, and announced
the opening of the exhibition. He alluded to the

clrcum-tanccs—the toils, .and trials, an 1 anxieties

—

that had. attended the inception and growth of the

enterprise, and testified his pleasure and gratifica-

tion at the haopy consummation. Mr, AVii.der re-

plied with brief and appropriate remarks, congratu-
litlng the Managers and Committee on the auspi-

cious opening of the exhibition, and the admirable
arrangements that had been made for it. At the

close of bis address, three cheers were called for, and
lliev run ' merrily in the morning air.

The horses was then called fiu' ti, take their places
upon the track, for the grand entree and parade,

embracing all the liorses, nearly or quite 400 in

number. They Were called on by the Marahaljin
the f illowing order:

—

1. Stallions of 7 years old and over.

2. Stallions from 4 to 7 years old.

8. Thorough-bred Horses.

4. All Stalli ins of 4 yea,r3 old and under.
5 Matched Horses.

0. Fancy Horses.

7 Geldings.

5. Breeding marcs.
9. Breeding mares wish fo.al at their side.

10. Ponies.
>«v-.^

11. All horses entered for exhibition or sale. -

12. Farm or team horses,

When all had taken their places upon the track,

and Word was given to start, Mr. Wilder called upon
the assembly to give thuee ciieees for TnE fir.';'!'

N.iTioMAi. Horse Exhibitio.v i\ the World, and
they were given with a will. And now was exhibi-

ted to the eye the most beautiful and animating
scene, wo venture to say, ever witnesses in this coun-
try. The horses stretched around the entire half
mile circuit, numbering two and three abreast for

the whole distance. Some of the horses were attach-

ed to skeleton buggies; others to phantom gigs, oth-

ers to phjctons and "what nots," of every variety of

build and cohir. The air was vocal with the neigh-
ing of the splendid animals, who entered into tho

spirit of the occasion with as hearty a zest as their

owners. And now the scene grew more gay. The
fast ones let out a link or two, and went as rapidly as

it was safe to do, considering the crowded condition

of the track. Gigs went dancing bv'. and fancy hor-

ses went their own gr.accful gait. One of the first)

objects that caught the eye upon the track was a
plinston drawn jiy four splendid Morgan horses, har-

nessed with a lavish magnificence of stylo never bo-

fore seen in these parts. The establishment belong-

to F. T. Cordis of Longmeadow, and elicited univcr-

Bal pr.aise and admiration.
In the grand collection there were upwards of

seventy-five stallion, principally representations of
the M irgan and Black Hawk breeds. Among this

large number of noble animals, it is .always impossi-"

ble to individualize. There was tho fiivorite horso

Cassius M. Cla)', and his mother who had several

ether likely sons present. "Bob Logic," an English
thorough bred, "Oscar," all the way from Michigan
— a Kentucky horse; the American Eajle, from
Flushing. N. Y.—a beautiful bay stallion, and
"Clyde Briton," a noble stallion from Canada,
Weighing 1,600 pound.s^-and others of equal excel-

lence attracted their well deserved share of atten-

tion.

After all had passed twice around the track, mora
than half of the horses suddenly pulled off upon the

grounds, and i-an races "across lits." This was the

most lic^autiful scene of the day. Fr.anconi's Hippo-
drome is no more to be compared with it than tho

Spunkville Artillery with a rattling, rolling thunder
storm. The dumb show of the Crystal Palace, bril-

liant and valuable as it may be, would stand no
chance by the side of such a sluwof high, active,

and rejoit^ing life. All enjoyed it t , the very quick
of .appreciation. Standing upon the elevnted seats,

and taking in the whole scene at one view—tho

throng upon the grounds, the darting, whirling, rat-

tling carriages, and the fa.^t horses going around the

track at their full gait—one might well exclaim, as
hundreds did enthusiastically exclaim, that it ex-

ceeded in life and beauty all the lively and beautiful
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Bccnes within their memory, Ami when it was re-

membered tliat (in the ji;roun(ls were the eiiuine re-

presentiitiveR (if twenty of thi^ United States, as well

as the Canudas, the exhiliitioii appealed to the mind
in its trne lieautj' and ma}2;nitnde.

At 12 o'cliicic, the hell ann(juneed that the hour

for the examination and trial of Duaft Horses had
arrived. lu this department, the iolluwing was
the

Biiard nf Judges.—Itev. Mr. Sewalt., of Boston,

IIiiNRV Fuller, Jr., of 8prin;j;field, Thomas Han-
cock, of B(irlin;;ton, N(>w Jersey, IlE.VRy A. Dyer,
nf Broidvlyn, Ot., and George P. Dei.ai'Lai.n', of Mad-
ison, Wisconsin.

The exhibition in this department was small— and
most inexcusalily small, for the Connecticut Valley

alone has abundance of specimens that would show
well in any part of the world. There were only 4
doulili^ teams entered, and 1 single horse.

The trial of these horses took place on the north-

ern part of the grounds, upon a wagon, weighing
1,7011 pounds, and loaded with pig iron to the amount
ot a little more than 5,100 pounds. Mr. Trask's
liorses led off, taking the load along with ease, and
working very steadily. After going twice around
the prescribed track, they were unharnesseil, and
Mr. Chapin's team took the load, doing their work
very (d(Mnly. George Knsworth tried the load with

,a pair of his horses, which had not been regularly

entered. Then came M •. Fonda's beautiful b.ay four

year old colts. Some of the inm was taken off, for

the first time round, reducing the amount to about
3,700 pounds. They took this easily, and the secon '.

time tcjok the whole load. There w.as s(pmething a
little too "hixy" about the movement of the animals
for draft horses, hut they demonstrated themselves to

he a noble pair of colts. Young Quebec had no ad-

vantages for giving a fair test of his strength. The
singie wagon was too light for a heavy load, and the

horse was in a light breast harness. However, nearly
3,000 pounds were put upon the wagon, with which
the powerful fellow moved with 'ea.se, and in our
opinion, in anything like really favorable circum-
stances, couhl have taken the whole pile along.

Nearly two hours were spent in these trials, and, in

the ui 'antiuie, the crowd had gone home to dinner,

and were beginning to congregate for the exhibitions

of the afternoon.

Next followed the exhibition of Breeding M.ares,

that of Matched Horses, Colts, Stallions of 3 years,

Filleys of 3 years. Stallions of 2 years, Filleys of 2

years, Stallions of 1 year, fancy matiihed Horses and

Stallions ,.f t to 7 years. Geldings, display of Ponies,

and finally thorough breds and Stallions of 7 years

old ami upwards. These were all brought out in

their regular order at the sound of a bell, and at an

hour previously arranged in the prrgramme, for the

inspection of the judges.
Some discussion took place as to what should con-

stitute a pony. Wm. S. Kino, of Boston, gave his

opinion that ;hc class should embraiw aniuiah; 1-1

hands high and under. Dr. E. HhI.mes, of Aie.ine,

ditfere.l, and t .ought that 13 hands and undi rsliould

constitute the stand. A long and interesting discus-

sion lollowcd in which several gentletnen took ]iart.

It was alleged that the precedent to be established
was an important one. The Exhibition was design
cd to encourage the breeding of such horses as it is

desirable to raise for use, and the use ol the p(.ny

was f(jr training cliildrcu to ride. Solon Robinson,

the famous "Hot Corn" writer of the New York Tri-

bune, then rose, iind gave a lucid aecount of the ponj
breed in this country, and showed himself well

versed in their history and peculiarities. He statecJ

that there was only one distinct and jiuro breed o{

ponies in this country, and these \\cre tlii> Marsh
Ponies of South Carolina. These are under KJ

hands high. The Canadian horses, known as ponies,

are a mixture, of the Indian lurses with French
blood. Mr. Robinson enlarged upon the importanca
of establishing a Just precedent, and, at the close of

his remarks, the President appointed a Committee to

take the subject into consideration, and report. This
Committee consisted of the following gentlemen:

—

S(don ludiinson. of New York, George 51. Atwator,

of Springfield, Dr. K. Holmes, of Maine, Mr. ilamill,

of Phiiailelphia, and W. S. King, of Boston.

Tliis Committee subsequently reported, through
their chairman, Mr. Robinson, and the rep(ut was
accepted. It is as follows:

"The Committee tinally determine, and rceommend
to the National Agricullural Society to publish a*
their opinion, that no animal of the horse lamily

should be termed a pony which does not bear th»

distinctive marks ol that breed,—that is, a heavy
body, short head and legs, stout neck, with heavy
mane and tail, and not over 14 hands high; and that

in all offers of premiums for this breed of horses,

pure pony blood should be taken into account, more)

than size and height, and such crosses of that breed
with those fif large growth as come the n(>arest to

the origin.-.l idea of a pony, lor which the Sbeilanti

should lie kept in view as the type of the ract'i

Those not possessed of the distinctive pi^ny marks,
whatever their size, should be ranked as small
horses, and not ponies."

Premiums awarped at the First National Exu-i-

BITION OF HOR ES, AT SpRtN(;FIELD, MaSS.,

October, 1853.

fancv matched horse.^.

1st premium of $100 to D. Sanderson, Somervilla,

N. .;., No 14.

2d premium of $50 to Doty &, Hubbard, Jlontpe-

lier, Vt., No 7.

3d premium of $25 to Francis T. Cordis of Limg-
cseadow, Mass., No. G.

1st gratuity of $25 to James Kecd of Palmer^
Mass., No. 1.

2d gratuity of $20 to Josiah Crosby of North An-
dover, Mass., No 2.

Diploma to J. Wilcox 2d of Mcriden, Ct., No 16.

u.\T(nED horses.

1st premium of §100 to Lewis Gale of Barre, Vt.,

No 30.

2d premium of $,50 to \i. B. Chapman of Windsor
Locks, Ct., No 9.

3d premium of $25 to M. H. Griffin of Middlo-
town, Ct., for his New .Jersey bred horses. No .'!.

4th premium of $20 to S.' C. Hall of Manchester,
N. H. , No G.

5tli (extra) premium of $'0 to T. J. SheparJ of
Springfield, Mass., for his Genesee county liorseg.

No 10.

Diplomas to L. A. Phillips of Providence, R. I.,

No 7, N.ithan Bassett of Chatham Four (Corners. N,
Y., No IG, J. H. Tiittlo of Conn., No 2'J, H. H. I'ar-

sons of Amherst, Mass., David P. Foot of Conn., Nu
1 1, Oenery Twitehell of Boston, No 8.

FARM OR DRAUonT HOnSES.

Pairs of Horses.—1st premiuiu of $50 to C. Fonda
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of Clifton Park, N. Y., No 4.

2d premium of $25 to II. J. Chapin, of Spring-

field, No 1.

3d premium of f20 to E. Trask of Springfield, No
2.

Diploma to George W. Goodrich, Pittsfield.

Single Horses.—1st premium of $25 (not award-
ed).

2d premium of §20 to E. & E. A. Rice of West
Meriden, Ct., the only entry,

STALLIONS OF SEVEN YEARS AND OLDER.

1st premium of $200 to "Cassius M. Clay," owned
by J. II. Godwin of New York. No 20.

2d premium of $100 to Morril horse owned by F.

Morrill of Danville, Vt., No 44.

3d preminra of $50 to "Bush Messenger," owned
by Hiram Reed of Augusta, Me., No 5.

4th premium of $25 to "Black Morgan," owned
by Francis Twichell, Jr., of Petersham, Mass.

Gratuities of $10 each were awarded as follows:—
To "Ashuelot Morgan," owned by Taft & Bowen

of Richmond, N. IL; "Rattler," owned by James
Bigart of Kingsbury, N. Y.; "John Anderson," own-
ed by C. P. Currie of New York; "Oscar," owned by
William M. Oloott of Michigan; "Deerfield Morgan,"
owned by F. A. Wior ot Walpole, N. H.; "Lone
Star," owned by H. Ball of New York; "Chesterfield

Morgan," owned by E.B. Cavender of Keene, N. H.;

"Bay Kentucky Hunter," owned by H. A. Longley
of Belchertown; "Bay State Morgan," owned by
John Chapin of Greenfield; "Flying Morgan," own-
ed by R. M. Adams of Burlington, Vt.

STALLIONS OF 4 TO 7 TEARS.

1st premium of $100 to "Paul Clifford," owned by
Hunsdon & Wilcox, Vt., No 16.

2d premium of $50 to "Flying Morgan," owned
by John Chamberlain and Hiram Oibbs of Massa-
chusetts No 22.

3d premium of .§25 to "Young Black Hawk,"
owned by F. Ilalsely of Austerlitz, N. Y., No 18.

A gratuity of $1.5 to "Flying Cloud," owned by
Timothy T. Jackson of Flushing, L. I., No 17.

A gratuity of $10 to "Canadian Leopard," owned
by Ira Griffin of Massachusetts, No 5.

A gratuity of $10 to "Raven," owned by Robbins
Battell of Norfolk, Ct., No 1.

Diplomas to "North Star," owned by 0. Richards
Cummington, Mass.; "Flying Cloud," owned by T.

T. Jackson, Jamaica, L. 1.; "Raven," by R. Battell,

Norfolk, Ct.; "Cub," by A. Lyman, West Randolph,

Vt.; "Black Hawk," by C. P. Currie, N. Y.; "Young
Eclipse," by A. Putnam, Holden, Mass.; "Black
Hawk, Jr.," by R. S. Pond, Addison, Vt.

BREEDING MARES.

let premium ot $100 to Charles W. Sherman of
Vergennes, Vt., No 17.

2d premium of $50 to I. F. DeWolf of Bristol, R.

I., No 18.

3d premium of $25 to George A. Kibbe of Spring-

field, No. 24.

4th premium of $20 to Amos Felch of Limerick,

Me., No 28.

Diplomas were awarded to Otis Learned, of Ox-
ford, Me., No. 43; Francis Wilson of Hinesburgh,
Vt., No. 14; William Beardsley of Albany, No 40;

Orrin Trow of Hardwick, Mass., No 35; Stillman

French of Keene, N. H., No 15; Henry Alexander,

Jr., of Springfield, No 8; Phillip Bacon of Simsbury,
Ct., No 32; George M. Atwater ot Springfield, No 1:

B«nj. Pease of Warehouse-Point, Ct., No 2; F. Stiles,

Jr., of Clappville, Mass., No 10.

BREEDING MARES WITH FOAL BY THEIR SIDE.

1st premium of $100 to R. S. Denney of Clapp-
ville, Mass., No 2.

2d premium of $50 to Judson Nichols of Flush-

ing, N. Y., No 5.

3d premium of $20 to Robert Pomeroy of Pitts-

field, Mass., No 9.

Diplomas were awarded to George Shetland of

Springfield, Mass., No 6; B. W. Hamilton of West
Hartford, Ct., No 7; Robert Tucker of Ware, No 4.

GELDINGS, 4 YEARS AND OVER.

1st premium of $100 to Ebenezer Flagg of Wor-
cester, No 7.

2d premium of $50 to A. F. Smith of New Eng-
land Village, Mass., No 86.

3d premium of $25 to Francis Twichell, Jr., of Pe-
tersham, Mass., No 24.

4th premium of $20 to George R. Wesson of Wor-
cester.

Diplomas to G. A. Bates of Worcester, Henry Ad-
ams of Lowell, Mass., Jer. Sheldon, Jr., of Burrel-

ville, R. I ., S. H. Dumas of Concord, N. H., William
Beardsley of Albany, N. Y., George Thompson of

Boston, John Goodrich of Springfield, Wm. P. Paff

of Albany, Warren Clifibrd of Worcester, J. B. Cris-

ty of Boston, Charles Robinson of Fishkill Plains,

N. Y., W. K. Green of Amsterdam, N. Y., George
Lovejoy of Lowell, Mass.

COLTS.

Stalllions of three years old.—Ist premium of $50
to John R. Briggs of Cheshire, Mass., No 1.

2d premium of $25 to Levi Coe of Middletown,
Ct., No 8.

3d premium of $20 to Barnes Davis of Vernon, N,
Y., Noll.
A discretionary premium to Edson A. Burchard,

Shoroham, Vt., No 5. [Animal very superior, but
prevented by kick of another horse after arriving

here from appearing on the ground.]

A diploma was awarded to E. C. Brooks, Law-
rence, N. H., No 9, and to George Bowen, Worces-
ter, Mass., No 3. Also a discretionary premium to

E. C. Brooks, if thought best.

For best Filh/, the premium of $25 to Edmund
Bush of Sheffield, Mass., No 2.

S/allions of two years old.— 1st premium of $25 to

Isaac Crispeil of Hurley, N. Y., No 5.

2d premium of $20 to Mala" Cowles of Belcher-

town, Mass., No 2.

A diploma to Solomon West, East Brookfield,

Mass., No 6. Also to George A. Hunn of Hartford,

Ct., for 2 year old gelding.

A diploma for best Filly of 2 years to John H.
Cofling, Great Barrington, Mass., No 1. The premi-

um best filly of 2 years was not awarded, there being

only this single entry.

Stallions of one year.—1st premium of $25 to

Capt. W. A. Newman, U. S. A. Vergennes, Vt., No
5.

2d premium of $20 to R. M. Adams, Burlington,

Vt., No 3.

Diploma to Nelson Richards of Panton, Vt., No 4.

PAIRS OF PONIES.

1st premium of $50 to J. L. Briggs of Springfield,

Mass., No 1.

2d premium of $25 to Warren Daniels of Bellows

Falls, Vt., No 3.

3d premium of $20 to John Moulton of Framing-

ham, Mass., No 13.

Diplomas were awarded to William Jay, Jr., of
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New York, No 4, and L. V. H. Crosby of Springfieid,

Mass., No 6.

SINGLE PONIES

1st premium of ?2.5 to P. T. Kirby of Half Moon,
N. Y., Nu 15.

2d premium of $20 to James Bird of Hartford, Ct.,

No 9.

Diplomas were awarded to James Reed of Palmer,
Mas.s., No 11, Daniel P. Riley of Salem, Mass.. No 5,

P. P. Brown of Palmer. Mass., No 14, and U, Bowen
i)f llichmund, N. H., No 12.

TllOROUOK-BRKD HORSES.

Stallions-—1st and only premium of $100 to "Bob
Logic," owned by J. R. Hutchins of Montreal, Can-
ada, No 4.

lirood Marcs.—Ist premium of SlOO to "Lady
Dijjby," owned by James Turner of Boston, No 5.

2d premium of .f50 to "Lady Susse.x," owned by
Dr. J. O, Bunting, Lewis co., N. Y., No 7.

3d premium of $25 to "Jenny Lind," owned by A.
L. Bingham of West Cornwall, Vt.. No 6.

The grand Agricultural Banquet came off on the

third day. Plates wore laid for 1,773 guests. Mar-

shall P. Wilder, the president of the day, assumed

the chair, supported on either side by Abbott Law-

rence and e.x-Gov. Seymour. From the ma.iy excel-

lent speeches made, that of C. P. llolcomb, of Dela-

ware, ombracos the most practical information. On
rising and being heartily cheered, he said

:

They had sometimes heard of calling "spirits from
the vasty deep," but they did not always come when
called for; and perhaps it would be the better for him
to decline responding to the cail they had made, af-

ter the eloquevit words to which they bad listened.

He had heard the remarks of the various gentlemen
with great interest and pleasure, and especially those

of our late Jlinister to Kngland (Mr. Lawrence)
when he thanked the citizens of Springfield in the

name of Massachusetts and in the name of the Union,
for this great exhibition. He had no doubt that that

was the honest expression of his feeling. It was an
occasion of congr.%tulation to the country at large.

But, perhaps, as full praise had been given to the

citizens of Springfield, and to the value of the stock

exhibiied there, they would pardon him while, as a
practical farmer, he made a few practical sugges-

tions.

He had gone, as the President observed, the past

summer, to England, and a part of his object in go-

ing there was to select a horse, and he travelled a
great ways, in different parts of the kingdom, for the

purpose of ascertaining their condition. He had
nmple facilities for his object, having an introduction

from Mr. Tattersall, which enabled him to visit sev-

eral of the most celebrated studs there. The result

was, that he came away without purchasing a horee

at all. He wished to tell liis brother farmers what
the course of breeding was in Kngland, and to show
the result upon the stock, that no American Farmer
need go further in the same direction. They were
aware that when the English breeders united the

blood of the Barb with the Turk and the Arab, no
better horses were to be found in the world. They
would then run four miles and repeat in 1 40 and in

1 24. Now, instead of running four miles and re-

peating; they only ran two and three, and did not
repeat at all. It was a single dash of two, two and
u half, and, at the Derby, of three miles, and that

was all. He had told eminent breeders there, that

,

the horses in this country ran four miles and repeat-

ed—repeating, sometimes, two or three times.

They did not doubt the fact. They said that

they had lurmerly such breeds there, but it was
not so now. In cuiT iboration of his statements, Mr,
H. mentioned that, in a conversation he recently had
with his friend from A'irginiit, (Mr. Botts,) ho as-

sured him that some horses of the Boston blood ran,

the other day, at Ivichmond, four miles in7.4(), 7.4ti^

and 1 A'X They would see in what rcmarkaljle time

time the last beat was run—about three seconds long-

er than the first. They bad not got any horses like

these in England, tliey would l;e very proud of them
if they bad.

Why was this dngeneracy f In the first place, he

was very much surprised, on visiting England to find

that horse-racing, it it was not the business of the

tuition, was a very great amusement. In every city,

town and village, tiiey had bettingdiouses, where all

the mMiihers of the community, the serving maid as

well as the nobleman, entered their bets through the

whole year, to be decided when the races came off. So
great had this evil become, t.^at a bill was passed, ut

the last session of Parliament, designed to
^
ut these

betting-houses down. Now, the result of this was,

that every attention was paid to getting /leels. He
bad stood by the side of two years old colts, tifteen

hands high, and he asked his friend, Mr. John Day,
how it was possible to make up those colts in that

way. Mr. Day told him that they were entered to

run at two years old, three years olil, and they were
entered shortly after they were foaled, to run at a
certain time. The dam was kept as high as possi-

ble, and in the paddock there was ft little box, into

which the colt could run, where oat meal was placed

and oats were always before him. They were stuffed

with all the oats they could be induced to eat. The
con.se(|ueuce was, that it was quite im'"Ossible thtit

they sluiuld have any bone. They run at two, three,

and four years old; but at all the races which he at-

tended, he saw but one or two entered to run even at

five years old, for by that time they were broken
down.
He wished to say there,—since they had come to-

gether to speak out freely thoir opinions—what he
thought. He believed that they needed to put two
inches upon the height of their horses; and those

two inches of height the breeders must give. They
could do it. They would give them five years— ten,

if they wished—but they must put their horses up
two inches higher. Gentlemen might say that they

were tall enough for some purposes; but what he
wished to do Was to supply the luxuries of the cities.

The horse, with the citizen, was an article of lu.Kury.

They would pay almcjst any price, if the breeders

would only get them up to the right height. "Now.
gentlemen," said Mr. II., "got your Morgans and
your Black Hawks up those two inches?" (Ap-
plause.)

There were two ways of doing this. One was to

keep the dam in good condition; let her do no work.

Then let the colt lie pressed with oats, say until he
was a year old. Up to that point, he conceived that

there was no danger; but there they must stop. An-
other wad by breeding larger horses upon this stoclr«

There must be risk there, but he would try the plan.

He would try the pressing system, for every farmer

knew if ho gave a calf a little corn, in .addition to

keeping the cow in good condition, the animal would
grow better and faster than under other circumstan-

ces.

Mr. II. said he understood the value of Southern
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blodd; he bi-'lieved tlit-re wore mi better horses in the

wcirhl, and mine faster. He would not liiive llieiii

uiulerval'jo thin breed; it was sueli blood as they had
n:)t ;^ot in Kn};land.

He (Mr. II.) was a j^rower of wheat. lie plough-
ed the ground with hi.s horses; he sowed his wheat
fields witli his liorses; he drilled in his wheat with

his horses; he re:ipod and thraslied out his wheat
with his hor.scs. Tliey were not only an artiele of

necessity to the farmer, but they were every where
nil article of luxury. What they wanted, in the

rural districts, was to in)|iroTe tlic breed of their

horses, that their sons and their ihii-ghters mi^';ht

ride at pleasure, as well as to make the animal more
serviceable in the field. In conclusion, Mr. Iloleomb

aaid— I shall go away from this Convention very

grateful for the exhibition. To a similar exhibition

1 shall certaiidy return; and to that, or to some oth-

er occasion, we must postpoi.o the erection of an

equestrian st tue to Georoe M. Atvv.\ter, (Loud ap-

plause) and to a much later period— to a d.iy, 1

trust, that the youni^est in this assembly will scarce-

ly see,—the erection of a monument to the memory of

the man whowas thefriend of horticulture.terracultore

and agriculture—the friend of rural life, in all its rela-

tions, Col. Maesu.4I,l p. Wij.dek. [Great cheering.]

I will conclude .>ith the expressi<in ot a wish—

a

good wish. It is prompted liy a recent visit to the

grave of Robert Burns. I went down to Ayrshire,

where the noble poet labored, like myself, in the har-

vest field and at the con'mon drudgery of life, boast-

ing that no man could beat him at the plough, and

so he put absolute want at defiance. He apostrophi-

ses the farnuT in this way— let mo quote tho words

of the poet, to whom I am brother :—

•

"Ot Seotk»! my tk-ar. my naOvL'Soil.
For wlioin ti, If avcn my wanni'st wish Is sent,

Loiix may thy Iiiirily sons or lu.slic toU
Uf blpst yvilh liL-jilHi. ami i)fi(cf. ami swept content.

AiKi. uh! imiy Ilfjtyeii tlipir iirpi-i'nl.'* iiyes ileCeiiJ

From luxury's contaiiiou w,'ai--. aiui vile;

Then howe'er crowns and eoronets be rent
A virtuous (loimlace \\\\\ raise the wiille,

And stanii a wallof lire ahouttheir muchiovcfl Isle.''

Hon. Abbott L.vwben'be,— I tliank you for accor-

ding to me the privilege of proposing ix sentiment

liei-e, which I am sure the whole audience will thank

me for claiming, and to which they will respond

without stint. Believing, as 1 do, that one individual

has been a great public bcuefiictor, and that his nanii'

should be recorded and ti-ansmitted to posterity, I

have asked the privilege of giving a toast, and that

toast is to the individual who has originated and pro-

mulgated the iilca of this great National Horse Con-

vention. Without occupying your time in making
any extended remarks, I beg to offer to you—

•

Health, happiness and prosperity to Gect.oB RI.

ATWATtn. [Loud applause, followed by three hearty

cheers.]

Mr. Atwater the mounted the stand amid enthusi-

astic plaudits, and said,

—

Mr. President,—Cordial and enthusiastie have

been the greetings of the tens of thousands ot voices

which have been heard on these grounds, since the

first opening hours of thisexhibitii.n; and I trust and
believe that the hearty response with Tfhich our ef-

forts have been hailed, is but the expi-ession of a sen-

timent which will live beyond the greetings of t; -

day, and find utterance on other plains and in exhi-

bition" of lasting interest and utility. Allow mo to

say a word, sir, with reference to the desirableness

and expediency of following up the precedent which

has be(>n established for the annual and sole cxhibi-

<ti in of horses.

I feel, indeed, that argument on this point is now
no longer necessary. The universal support and cn-

coui-a^ement which have been extended to this en-

terprise, together with the unanimous appi'oval of
the press, are a guaranty that, henceforth, to iha

I

Horse will be aecordi-d a position in some good de-

I gree proportioned to his excellencies and value. It

;

is no apology tor those to whom properly belongs the

j

duty of breeding and rearing this animal for doines-

;
tic uses, I hat the disposition of training him for tho
C'lurse, which has so long pi'evailed in England and
in certain sections of our own country, has already

resulted in developing many of his extraordinaiy

powers. There are ipialities constituently belonging
to him (I am satisfied from my own experience in his

use) wlii<;h remain to be developed.

iou are aware, Mr. President, of the interest with
which the horse was regarded by the people of

Greece and Home in the periods of their highest re-

finement and civilization: however modern and val'

ueless the' race of "'fast men," we have abundant ev-

idences that last horses were the glory of the ancients,

in leferring to the I'ecords of their history, we also

notice that there were three essentials which consti-

tuted eligibility to the honors of State: that the per-

son should foi-siike his benedictine life, that hosh^mld
build for himself a house, and that he should

sustain the relation of parent; I think, sir, that t. ey
might, \<ith equal propriety, have insisted, also, that

the applicant for dit.tinctlon should re.ar for hirwself

and his successors at least one thorough bred

horse.

The love of the "Arabs" for their horses, an<?their

humanity to them, are well known. So highly have
hey esteemed them that their gene.ilogy is traceable

iiack for two thousand yeiirs. Those of their purest

stock are reverentially denominated "nobles." One
of this class, so renowned for strength and betjuty,

was imported into England liy the talented divine.

Bishop Heber, and .so cordial was he in his esteem of

the animal tha: the "Arab" became bis fafsiliar

pet.

With us, the subject <if raising thorough-bretls has
been so lightly esteemed, that I hesitate to refer to

the number of this class of horses, which the cata-

logue of our exhibition presents. As an instance of

the value of thorougli-brcds," I will al ude to tho

profits resulting from the ownership of that famous
iiorse "Eclipse." His name, sir, which you know
was given him "because he distanced all competitors,

or, in other words, they had no place. Of his

speed, no corre t estimate can be formed, as he never

met with an opponent sufficiently fleet to put it to

tho test." "Eclipse" produced three handled and
and thirty winners, netting to his owners the sum of

over one million of dollars. I have the opinion of

the Hon. Mr. ILdoomb, a distinguished member, Mr.
President, of your "honorable body"—that the im-

petus which itiis exhibition will undoubtedly give to

thebreeding of superior stocks of hor-ies may resu't,

in the limited period of 5 to 10 years, in an increased

profit to the farmer, of an amount equal to the pres-

ent entire revenue of our government.

The horse, sir, is a type of the qualities which de»

honor to our efforts to exalt the standard of his ex-

cellence, not alone in beauty, but tor adaptation to

the iiiiperalive wants of man. The requisitions

which we make upim him cannot he answered by any
other .^nimal in the wide creation.

Mr. President, I will not quote the distinguished

and aecomplisheil Lord Herbert of Engl.ind, as an
impartial admirer of this noble race, when he says

that "a good rider, on a good horse, is as niuchabove

himself, and others, as this world can make him,"
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but I think that the sentinii'iit thus exprcfspil, and
the iiuthorities givnn, will exdnrvule those who tiie

in earni'st in regard to thi8 sulijeet, iVoiii the imputa-

tion (if being elevated upun the stilts ut an exaggeia-

ted zeal.

The account in the Farmer ooneUules thus:

—

The representation of the press at tlie banquet
was very large, there being probably more tiian

filty editors and reporters present. Tliere were
more than thirty reporters together, on one line of

talile.s.

The Railniads during the hxst week did a tremen-

dously large business, and thry have thus found
their account in tbeir liberality. It is calculated that

not less than 30,000 strangers visited tlie city during
the week.

It may interest some to know the exact number of

entries as they appear on the Secretary's books, and
wc give them : Thoroughbreds 7, Stallions 7 year«

and over 50, Siallions of 4 years and under 7 34,

Geldings 13G, Breeding Mares 53, Breeding Mares
with foal at side '.I, Matched Horses 33, Fancy ditto

16, Stallions and Filli<'S of 3 yi-ars 19. of 2 y<>ars

10, of 1 year 7, Farm and Draft Horses G, Ponies 21.

The total number of entries was 407, covering, as we
reckon it, 472 animals.

In looking over the list of entries, we findlliat the

Morgan and Black Hawk breeds prevailed in the

exhibition to an extent far beyond what we^upposed
to be the fiiet. Id many cases, the breeds are not

distinctly stated—or present such mixtures .as not to

belong to a distinct family. Among the breeding
mares, we find 22 Morgans, 8 Black Hawks, and '»

Messengers; among the Geldings, 31 Morgans, 11

Black Hawks, 9 Messengeis. 4 Hanibletonians, Eng
lish and French 3 each. Among the stallions of all

ages, there wsre 50 Morgans an(l 22 Black Hawks.
It will thus be seen that the Morgans were very
larg(dy the leading family, while the Black Hawks
were second on the list.

The gross receipts of the Fxhibition were nearly
$10,OL)0, and the sum received will bo just about
enough to pay expenses. The leading items of those

expenses are, the premiums, amounting to about

$3,000, to which will probably be addeil many gra-

tuities, over and above thi-isum, bestowed upon line

horses p'-esent from a distance; the ereetinn of the

high board fence around the lot and the building of

the stalls and feats, which cost Sl20(lor $1500; print-

ing and advertising; the banquet and the entertain-

ment of invited guests. A large amount of niimir

expenses, many of which could not have been <iire-

seen, and even now must be indefinitely estimated,

were incurred. The Managers were lilKval in their

arrangements, in proportion as the certainty of suc-

cess enabli'd tiiem to be. The receipts for entrance
fees for hor;-es amounted to from §1,000 foS1.71tO.

and liefween §1,OUO and $1,200 were taken for tick-

ets to the banquet. The balance of receipts is from
entrance fees Irom spectators.

We thus close the history of one of the most inter-

esting exhibitions on record. It is the history of a

fine idea entirely realized. The exhibition wa? sin-

gularly exempt from accident, and from those riotous

demonstrations so often attendant upon exciting pub-
lic occasions. Professicmal rogues were attracted

here, of course, and several persons suffi'red from
depreditions upon their pockets. But the beautilol

horses, and the crowds of nu-n and women, have
come and gone; may a goud influence have gone
forth with tbein, which shall tell for good upon all

tbeir iutcrcsit!

SujKr Pliosphate of l,ime.

We extract tno following directions, how to make
the i.bdve article, on the farm, from the "American

Agriculturist." In many parts i)f the country, par-

ticularly in file interior near towns andvilKages, Bones

can readily be collected which are now allowed to

waste, and article made from them at Imme, much su-

perior to some of the nostrums now advertised as

fertilizers.

T<i make Stipcr-Pho.tphafe of Lime.—Some bones,

some oil of vitriol, (sulphuric acid,) and some wood-
hooped barrels, or ball-barrels, or bnlf-bogsheadp,

are all the apparatus needed. Bones are everywhere
to be found. Offer some of the i<lle boys in your
neighborlxjod five to ter e 'lits a bushel for hunting
them up, and you will so'-n cry, enough for the pre-

sent! Join two or three of your neighbors and send
lo the nearest large town, and get a few carboys of
sul]diuric aciil. These carboys hold from 120 to 180

lbs., and by stipulating to return the carboys, you
can generally get the acid for two to three cents a
pound. For casks, take old musty meat barrels, or

tight molasses hogsheads, sawn in two in the middle.

The half-barrels, or half-hogsheads, are most conve-

nient lor use. For operations on a small scale one
or two will be sufficient.

Put into the barrel a quantity of water, and pour
in some acid. The acid should be added in small

portions at a time, and the mixture be allowed to cool

before more is added, as great heat is produced by
mixing the acid and water. You want about two
and a half quarts of water for one quart of acid;

strict accuracy, however, is not necessary. XJae a
pitcher, or other earthen vessel, for measuring the

acid and water. Having put the water and aciii into

the barrel, you may now put in as many bones .as you
can punch down into the liquid, which should first

he crusiicd tolerably fine. As the bones settles from
time to time put in more. Let this stand from six

to twelve weeks, stirring it upwell with a stick every

two or three days if convenient, and you will have a

liquid super phosphate of lime as good as can be
made. When you wish to apply it to the land, pour
out the liquid, leaving the undissolved bones still in

the barrel, and mix the liquid with some nnleached
a hes, sny two cpiarts of ashes to a gallon of the li-

quid; and then mix the whole thoroughly with alarge
(|uentity of dry muck, charcoal dust, well rotted dry
manure, or even with any dry soil, and it is re;idy to

be sown upon the field broad-cast, or put in hills or

drills with the seed. If put in direct contact with

the seed, be sure to have it first well mixed with a
larije quantity of muck or other substance, say two
or three gallons to a cartload. The mixing can be
done with a shovel on a floor or even on the ground.

Til nialic fiiijiniri'il Siiprr jihusjihiiU.- Make tlie

super-phosphate just as above described, and instead

of the ashes, or in addition to them, add a gn'ateror
less quantity of urine, or the liquid from the manure
heap, and then dry with muck as before. The more
urine or manure drainings you add. the more i/h-

priitni, or the richer in ammonia, will be your prep-

aration.

The above process is rery simple, though we have
used a good many wonbi is describing all the par-

ticulars; and with little tna.ble yiai can maki^ filty

dollars worth of first-rate super phosplmle, or im-

proved su]ier-phos|diale.

Cditd'oii.— In handling oil of vitriol, be careful to

have none get upon your bauds, face, or clothes. Thi&
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caution is especially necessary in pouring the acid

from tlic carboy, and in dropping the bones into the

barrel. It is Tiell to always keep at hand a pail of

water. ,nnd should any fly upon yoarperson. or clothes

im7)ied>a>eli/ removp it l)y a. free, use of water. Should
valuable garments be colored by the acid, the color

can generally be removed, l)y at once wa-shing the
spot with some saleratns dissolved in water.

The above operation can be carried on in the open
.lir cpiite as well as under cover, and by standing on
the windward side of the tub any unplea.sant fumes
will be avoided. A board should bo placed over the

tub to keep out water during rain.

After pouring out the liquid super-phostiate from
the barrel, you can add more water, acid, and Vwnes,

and let the process go on anew. The article is just as

good, or even better, after it has stood one or five

years. Should the hoops chance to burst off from
your cask or barrel at any time, ponr the liquid into

another vessel, or set it upon the top of another, and
let it through by punching out the bottom.

Guano in Delaware.

Finfii of driUinfi wheat.

Extracted from George 1*. Fi^h3r's report to the

patent office.

There can be no no doubt that even at the present
extravigant prices of guano, the farmer who culti-

vates his own land, if that land is poor, ishandsome-
ly paid back his outlay for all his guano judiciously

applied, and has a margin left for profit, besides the

additional advantage of having his ground covered
with a thick crop of grass, which will furnish him
the basis of an improvement less evanescent than
that made by the tuano per se, whilst the landlord
who furnishes bis tenant with this manure is paying
at the rate of $1 per 100 pounds of guano, at least

for this mere advantage of having his land in a con-
dition for speedy improvement. The quickest mode
of renovatingour worn-out soil, we have found to be
the fidlowing: Take a field, and dress with 300
pounds guano, turned very deep; then sow 1.! bushel
of wheat per acre, about the 10th of September; the
wheat to be seeded with a drill. When the ground
is thawed, in the latter y^art of February, orearlv in

March, sow one sixth of a bushel of clover-seed per
acre: it is best to sow this on a light fall of snow, so

that the melting of the snow shall carry the seed
with it into the cracks of the earth made by the es-

cape of frost from the gro>md. If it should, by rea-

son of high winds, become dry before the clover has
had time to get up, it will be well to run a rake-
harrow over the field. • This will benefit both the
wheat and the clover. 3f the season is not excessive-

ly dry, the clover wi li be thic^kly act. My experi-

ence last year on tliis point was as follows; I so ed,

in the autumn of ISol, a fielil of '10 acres in wbeut,
one lialf ol which was drilled and the other broad-
cast. Five years before that, the field was in corn;

and. so completely had the soil been exhau ted; that

it only yielded 13-iJ bushels of corn, or about? bush-
ek per acre. I gave the land about -80 pounds of
guano per acre, when flushed for the wheat, and
turned it under, to tlie yellow dirt. The clover was
sown on all the field at the same time in March. The
half that was drilled yieldedVnough wheat more than
the other half to ri^pay the seed; and there is now
nil, re tb;in twice the quantity of clover on the drilled

half !ban there is on the other. It is to 1 e hoped
that the next territory we shall have annexed will

bo the Liuboa or- some otiher guano islands. They

would be worth more to the farmers of this country,
who compose four-fifths of its population, than Cuba
and all the rest of the Antilles besides. Or if annex-
ation is not to be the future fashion, some honora-
ble means should be used by our government to effect

such a negotiation with Peru as will enable us to buy
our guano at a reasonable price. I have no donbt,
if it could be had by the consumer at $40 or even
%?>!) per 2,240 pounds, the government of Peru wotdd
lose nothing by the reduction, whilst it would greatly

benefit the agricultural portion of our eomiDunity.

Premium Poultry.

Exhibition Fowls.—Before entering into descrip-
tions of the various breeds now competing at the
different shows iu the United Kingdom, it may be
well to name a few imperative rules app'icable to

to them ivU. The competition is now so great that

something more than mere merit is required to gain
prizes, unless it be where they are valueless from the
absence of those names in the list which are a guar-
antee for the quality of the beaten birds. They must
be in eycellent condition, not merely fat, but in full

flesh, health, and spirits. It is necessary, in order
that they may show to the greatest advantage—noth-
thing is more important than this in fowls intended
for exhibition—they should take the eye at first sight,

and to do this, they must be in first-rate condition.

This will not be accomplished by extra feeding for a
fortnight, but by keeping them well from the time
they are hatched, and this is more economical than
,he wretched and short sighted practice of alternate

starving and over-feeding, because in the former case
the fowls suffer no check, and grow and furnish ac-

cordingly. Fowls intended for competition in

December should be selected from March or April
chickens, .and the cocks and pullets kept separate til!

a short time before the show, when they should run
together, that they may agree when in confinement.

Inattention to this latter particular is the cause of the
scalped pullets so common in pens, and these not of
game fowls, but of all breeds, even the least pugna-
cious. They will not always agree unless they are
used to be together, and as the unfortunate pullet

cannot escape, she is often killed, and a pen spoiled.

Those who know the difficulty of getting three good
pullets of equal merit to form a pen, will readily ad-

mit that such a circumstance often spoils a season,

and is the cause of empty reus. Uniformity cornea

next in importance, and this also is an essential. I

would advise every exhibitor to pen his fowls at home
before he sends them away, aiid to judge them many
limes hiiiisclf. AVe are ;U1 a little disposed to ad-

mire our own property—but judges (and every
.exhibitor should l)e one) look first for beauties and
then for defects. Jlany of the latter are imperceptible

while fowls Ave running at liberty, but tbey are
prominent when they are in a small pen. They
should match in size, colour, age, and even carriage.

Competition is often very close, and if judges have to

give perhaps two prizes to a class numbering 150
entr es, it will easily be understood that any little

incongruity, unimportant at another time, is fatal to

a pen so far as honors are concerned. There are
breeds, of which we shall write hereafter, where
colour is not a first point, and yet if two competing
pens were equ;il in every other respect, if one were
more uniform than the other, that pen would carry
the prize. No one who has never judged, can un-
derstanil the importance of these apparent trifles, or

the relief it affords to judges to discover themj when.
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as is often the case, an hour has been spent over five

or six pens selected from 100.

They should be in perfect plumage. To insure this

they should bo properly packed, and my experience

is in favour of a round basket— it has many advan-
tages—if offers no corner where fowls can huddle up
and trample each other, and as the fowls in moving
go round, the feithers, especially the tails of the

cocks, follow and are not broken. Thobasketshould
allow the fowls to stand upright, and should be cov-

ered with canvas. Plenty of clean Oat or Barlej'

straw should be put at the bottom, and the birds

should not be packed till it is absolutely necessary.

They should not for economy's sake in carriage be
packed too close, or too many in a basket. The best

test of the proper size is to choose one which will

allow all its occupants to sit down at the same time.

Whatever breed is exhibited, the owner should al-

ways send his best, for it is t'resorae to hear people
say when defeated, they could have sent better birds,

and it is always a sorry sight when fowls of un-
doubted merit lose even a commendatory notice for

want of condition, or from ragged plumage caused by
bad catching. As a rule, a person unaccustomed to

handle fowls should take them by the legs, raising

the bird from the ground the moment they hold it,

otherwise injury is done in struggling, and by beat
ing the wings and breast against the ground. John
Baity. English Agricultural Gazette.

The Patent Office.

The Patent Office report, which is annually pub-
lished, is one of the most interesting public docu-
ments which the Government puts forth. It shows
the progress ot invention in this county, and the
remarkably practical character of mind which
distinguishes our countrymen. There is nothing
which promises a saving of manual labor, no matter
in what department of domestic industry, or which
may accomplish work in an improved manner, which
is too insignificant for the application of inventive
genius. Many of these inventions are, no doubt,
more curious than profitable ; but many of them
yield the inventor a fortune. Thus in the patent re-

port for 185;2, a man who had made a slight im-
provement in a straw-cutter, took a model of his
machine through tlie Western States, and after a
tour of eight months returned with $40,000. An-
other had a machine to thresh and clean grain, which,
in fifteen months, he sold for §00,000. A third ob-
tained a patent for a printer's ink, refused $!50,000
for it, and finally sold it for §00,000. Examiner

'

Lane's report describes various new electrical in-

ventions :

Among these is an electric whaling apparatus, by
which the whale is literally " s'jocked to death."
Another is an electro-magnetic alarm, which rings
bells and displays signals in case of tire or burglars.
Another is an electric clock, which wakes you up,
tells you what time it is, and liglitsa lamp for you at
any hour you please.

There is a " sound gatherer," a sort of huge ear
trumpet, to be placed in front of a locomotive, bring-
ing to the engineer's ear all the noises ahead, perfectr
ly distinct, notwithstanding the rattle of the train.

There is an invention that picks up pins from a con-
fused heap, turns them all around with their heads
up, and sticks them in papers, in regular rows. An-
nother goes through the whole process of cigar
making, taking in tobacco leaves and turning out the
perfect article. One machine cuts cheese ; another
scours knives and forks

; another blacks boots : an-
other rocks the cradle; and scvon or eight take in

washing and ironing. There is a parlor chair pat-
ented, that cannot be tipped back on two legs, and a
railway chair that can be tipped back into any po-
sition, without any legs at all. Another patent is for
a machine that counts the passengers in an omnibus
and takes their fares. When a very fat man gets in
it counts two, and charges double. There is a va-
riety of guns patented that load themselves ; a fish

line that adjusts its own bait ; and a rat trap that
throws away the rat, and then baits and sets itself,

and stands in the corner for another.
There is a machine also by which a man prints,

instead of writing his thoughts. It is played on
like a piano. And speaking of pianos, it is estimat-
ed that nine thousand are made every year in the
United States, giving constant employment to one
thousand nine hundred hands, and costing over fwo
millions of dollars. There is also an explanation of
the principles of the celebrated Hobb's lock. " Its

unpickability" depends upon a secondary or false set
of tumblers, which prevent the instruments used in
picking from reaching the real ones. Moreover, the
look is powder proof, and may be loaded through the
keyhole and fired off until the burglar is tired of his
fruitless work, or fears that the report of his explo-
sions will bring to view his experiments more wit-
nesses than he desires. Doors and shutters have also
been patented, that canuot be broken through with
either pick or eledge-hammer. The burglar's occu-
pation's gone.'. A harnoon is described which makes
the whale kill himself. The more he pulls the line,

the deeper goes the harpoon. An ice making ma-
chine has been patented, which goes by a steam engine.
In an experimental trial it froze several bottles of
sherry, and produced blocks of ice of the size of a
cubic foot, when the thermometer was standing at 80
degrees. It is calculated that for every ton of coal
put into the furnace it will make a ton of ice.

There are no less than twenty-seven patents grant-
ed during the year for steam and gas inventions.
An improvement is also mentioned in cutting-nails,
so as to possess the compound quality of wrought and
cut nails. Also, in making copper kettles, by which
the kettle is formed by the pressure of a burnisher,
as the disc is revolved in a lathe. Out of 493 appli-
cations examined, 165 were granted, which shows
that nearly three-fourths the labor bestowed in inven-
tion is unprofitably employed, probably for want of
informaticm relative to machines alredy patented.
Many an inventor spends his hours contriving a
mechanical improvement, only to find, when he I:as

succeeded, that some other inventor has forestalled
him, and patented the same invention.

Fine C.\ttle.—Our friend, Willi.vm Vansant,
Esq., of Montgomery Square, this county, recently
disposed of two cows for the sum of )522U,00. T;.ey
were, wc understand, of the full blooded Devon
breed. One of them was sold at the Montgomery
county Agricultural Exhibition, and the other at the
Rising Sun Exhibition. A young heifer of the same
breed, was sold by hira "for §50. Anotli(>r cow;
"Young Mary," and a Bull "Sir Edward," of the
same breed, each to<dc premiums at the M.intgdmery
and Philadelphia Exhibitions. The latter was also
awarded the premium of fifteen dollars at the Balti-
more County (Md.,) Exhibition. Mr. Vansant exhib-
its a spirit of enterjirise in tlie improvement of stock,
worthy of imitation. His display ul' "Shanghais" at
the Montgomery Countv Agricultural Exhibition was
very fine, and commanded a large show of attention
as well as admiration from those who wore present—Monlgomcnj WaU-.hman.
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Digging Machiucs.

New Implemeni.—A spirited ilisciission on the

merits of agrioultuval imiilenionts is one of the results

of free trade in griiin. In former days the plough and
the harrow were the capital stock of many farmers.

The drill, the horse-l.oe, the scarifier, and the culti-

vator are of more recent times. It would appear
now tliat the plouj:)! is to bo superseded by a digijinj;;

machine. I am one of those who tliink we plough
too much, and that the plou','w will give place occa-

sionally to implements of ninre general utility; but
that it will be superseded is out of the question. All

implement^ employed in agriculture should have
these requisites; they should be simple in structure,

strong enough for all descriptions of soil, and be ap-

plicable to general cultiTati(ru. The plough has these

requisites, but the slow progress it makes does not

keep pace with the spirit of the age; it must and wiil

therefore partly give place to implements that will

perform a greater breadth of work in a given time.

All implements that till the ground may be termed
euUivat(jr8; but as yet there are few of this class that

are really efficacious, and of general use. I noticed

at work last «eek an impl mentof the cultivator or-

der, which, from the simplicity of its structure, and
its great power, led me to examine it; it consisted ot

three open iron beams in parallel lines, with cross

beams at either end. At the tail end of each beam
18 tixed a strong tine or sha'-e, much in form like

the tines of the Ducie cultivator, fastened by double
bolts, with a screw to adjust the depth of working.
In tlie front are fixed three small wheels on thethree
beams, and from the tines are three draught rods
po'nting in the direction of the horses' ooll.ars, bring-

ing the draught power direct from the tines. The
field in which the implement was at work was alean
stubble of the strongest clay, wellmatted with Couch
Grass, 10 acres in extent, and formed two sides of a

deepi-ih vallej', and the work was made up and down
the hill, witli eight hor8?s. The tines buried them-
selves in the ground about 7 inches, and tore up the

retentive soil in a most mast 'rly manner, and scat-

tered or rather shivered the pieces in most admired
confusion, leaving the field in a fit state to be opera-

ted upon by a lighter implement going across the

work. The ((uantity of work done in the day was
five acres, and consequently the 10 acre piece, which
would have required ten ploughs with lour horses

encdi for one day, was completed with eight horses

and one implement in two days—a saving in labor

to the amount of 1^4 horses in one field; and what is

of more importance, the great advantage to the land
in being moved in dry weather. On inquiry I learnt

that the implement was mode. led and manufactured
by M:-. W. Smith, of Little Woolston, near Newport
Pagnel. who is a proprietor and practical farmer
and that he has taken out a patent for it. Now,
whether this implement is perfect or not, time will

show; but I am quite satisfied th.nt to gain sufficient

power to work our strong clay soils, the implement
must work under the surface and not over it. It

seems to me quite impn-sible that sufficient power
can bo had, even by the aid of ste.am, to till the

fi;round by rotatory means, and I fear the enterprise

and ingenuity and zeal of our friend Mr. Mechi will

fail to accomplish the laudable objeet he has in view,

and also that the digging machines v^ill shortly

slumlicr amongst the many speculative implements
which may be seen resting from their labors in the

Bheltcr hovels of our most enterprising agricultur-

ists.

Enr/lish Agricultural Gazette.

National Agriculture.

The total v.alue of the annual products of the soi

of the United States is now about One Thousand
Millions of Dollars; and no one who knows what
Science /(Oi- done im Agriculture will doubt that the

same amount of Labor wliieh is now employed in

producing this aggregate might be so applied as to

secure a total product thirty per cent, greater, or One
Thousand Tliree Hundred Millions. But scientific,

skillful, thoi-ough Agriculture always employs more
than the shiftless, slouching sort too generally pre-

valent ; and it is certainly within hounds to estimate

that our Agriculture might be so improved as, by the

help of additional labor now unemployed and unpro-
ductive, to give an additional product of fifty per
cent., or Five Hundred Millions per .annum—an
achievement which would double the wealth of the

country every eight or ten years. Whosoever will

carefully review the Agriculture of a single State, or

even an average County, in any part of the Union,
and estimate how much its product might be enhanc-

ed by Irrigation, Manuring, Deep Plowing, Draining,

&c., will perceive that out calculation is far within

the truth.

But suppose that only h;>lf of it, or an addition of

Two Hundred and Fif^y Millions per annum to our
annual Agricultural product, is attainable, what an
immense addition to our national wealth would there-

by be insured ! Four-fifths of this would proliably

be permanently added to the wealth of the country

—

th!it is, the farmer whose annual product should be
swelled from §1,000 to §1,250, or from |2,000 to

52,500, and would not eat or drink the surplus, but

would invest the greater part of it in new buildings,

fences, barns, implements, furniture «fec., &e., giving

profitable employment to mechanics and h^borers and
largely increasing the business of merchants and the

income of professional men. Such an addition to the

annual product of our Agriciilture would increase

the consumption of Manufactures, domestic and im-

ported, in far greater ratio, since from the annual

product of every farm the food <jf those making a

living on it must first be taken for home use, afford-

ing no business or profit to any one else, leaving only

the surplus to form the staple of trade; and an addi-

tion of twenty five per cent, to the annual product

of each farm "would probably double the annual ex-

exchanges and general trade of the country.—N. Y.

Tribune.

Improve Spare Minutes.

To be really and practically industrious, one i^ust

improve those minute particles of time, known as

"spare minutes." Of all portions of our life, these

spare minutes are the most fruitful for good or evil,

and arc literally the gaps through whicli temptation

finds access to the soul. Spare minutes are g(jld

dust of time, said Young; sands make the mountains;

moments make the year! Idleness wastes a man as

insensibly as industry improves him: evil deeds and
evil thoughts never creep upon him who is assiduous-

Iv employed upon good ones. The mind and b(]dy

both require activity to keep them pure and healthy

in action. Like water, if it runneth tree, it is pure and
wholesome; but what is there more nois me and pes-

tilential than a stagnant jioul? Diligence of itself

alone is a fair fortune, and industry is a good estate

to have and to hold.

The better animals can be fed, and the more com-

fortable they can be kept, the more profitable they

arc—and all farmers work for profit.
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Pedigree of TlKirimgh Bred Durliam Cow, Juno

3d, oMiied by Gerard Cope, near West Chester,

Chester county. Pa,

Junn Iho 3(1, red with somo whito. got by Louis

Phillippp, d.ini, Juno the 2d, by the imported Bull,

"His Grace," grand dam, "Juno the Ist," begotten

in England by "Charley," great grand dam, "Red

Rose," (imported by Paschall Morris,) by young

Magnum Bonum," gr. gr. g. d. by "Barmpton," gr.

gr. gr. g. d. by "Northumberland," a son of "Com-

et."

"Louis Phillippe" was got by "Henry Clay," dam,

the imported cow, "Bessy," who made over 15 lbs. of

butter in a single week. Juno the 3d took t'.ic first

premium (or the best thorough bred Durham Cow, at

the recent show of the Chester County AgriLnilturnl

Society. She is extremely neat and fine in the bone,

and there is a qun'.ity and style in her appearance,

independent of her having most of the characteristic

points of a Durham, which would strike an observer

at the firs' glance. Her brisket is deep and project-

ing, the loin and hips wide and with a fine back,

forming a pretty strait line from the neck to the set-

ting on of the tail. Juno the 3d has also the impor-

tant point of being a good handler. Being one of a

dairy of 23 cows, she has never been tried sepa.ate-

ly to tost her exact capacity for milk and butter,

but would bo c:illed more of a butter cow than re-

markable for the quantity of milk, which is, however,

unusually rich. This was the case with her dam,

grand dam and great grand dam, "Red Rose," and

also with "Bessy," the dam of "Louis Philippe."

We recollect being present when butter was niade

from Bessy's cream in sixty seconds, by stirring it in

a tea cup with a spoon, and also saw the cream taken

off from her pan of milk in a single piece by lapping

over with the skimmer.

Gerard Cope's dairy may bo cited as a sample of

what the Durhams will do for daii-y purposes. They

are nearly all of his own raising, and by taking care

to select good milkers in the first place, and then

breeding them to bulls, whose dams have also been

remarkable for deep milking, he has obtained, a dai-

ry of 23 cows, not often equalled, for size and qual-

ity combined with a large yield of butter. Ten of

them on trial for several weeks successively made

100 lbs. per week.

Calves and heifers from those cows, have been sold

at high prices and distributed to distant parts of the

country. They are chiefly of the red and dark colors.

To give ocular demonstration by contrast with the

foregoing, of the good which has been accomplished,

by improving our breeds of stock, we annex a spe-

cimen of an unimproved cow, with all her original

and acquired tendencies to lay off fat, and to give no

milk. The counterparts of the specimen below, are

not as uncommon as they should be. "Look upon

I

this picture, and upon that."

To Raise Q,iiiiiccs.

Whilofruit growingof all kinds is too much neglect-

ed by our farmers, who conlil make it the must profitOr

ble branch of their business, the cultivation of Quinces

seems entirely so. The Quince tree is an outcast

every where, generally found in some obscure corner

or rendezvous for weeds; the trunk surrounded and

almost concealed with a thick growth of suckers,

b ing never trimmed, or pruned or manured, it seems

to be considered one of those productions nature has

designed to take care of itself. The truth is, how-

ever, that the Quince rewards as well for care and

attention as any other fruit, and is improved by pro-

per treatment, both in quality, size and productive-

ness. A ric7i, deep soil is required, which should be

kept loose and open by the cultivator, or by the

growth of hoed crops, and it is not by any means

only adapted to moist land. From the fact of their

growing well in such situations, it has boon inferred

that they will not do on \qiland, which is a mistake.

Some of the finest quinces wc have seen wore from

high and dry soils, and they will be found to do
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there as well as other trees. An acre of Quinces, 10

feet apart, will admit of 430 trees, which will com

mence bearing about the third year after being

planted. Very little pruning is required, save when
young, to make the trunk strait, and form a round,

symmetrical head. The fruit is produced from the

little twigs or spurs on wood two or three years old.

The same general principles of management are ap-

plicable as to other fruit trees, and without which it

will be in vain to expect fine fruit. Perhaps more

than any other, except dwarf pears, the Quince should

be supplied with manure, dug in each fall, the conse-

quent rapid growth to be regulated by the shortening

in process.

Th? experience of the best cultivators proves that

salt is a specific manure for the Quince tree, promo-

ting growth and thrift remarkably, in a short time.

About two quarts should be applied to each tree, or

it may be sown broadcast, ten bushels to the acre.

The Philadelphia market is seldom supplied suffici-

ently with Quinces. We recently priced some tempt-

/ ing specimens, fair, large and smooth, and were told

fifty cents per half peck. ^They generally range from

$1 to $2 per bushel, according to quality, and a

Quince orchard in full bearing will yield two to four

bushels per tree, at a moderate estimate. From the

facility of picking, the expense would be less than

any other fruit, the transportation to market much

safer, and we believe the clear profit from an acre be

greater than that from any ordinary three acres of

corn, oats, wheat or potatoes.

Work for the Mouth.

Farm.—Before ground is too frozen,and while teams

are in better condition than they will next Spring,

plow and subsoil, especially on heavy lands, the

fields for coming crops of corn; attend to stock in

barnyard: provide sheds for shelter; fodder judicious-

ly with straw, corn-fodder, and occasionally hay; re-

membering it is easier to keep them in a thriving

condition, that to get them into it. Cows and young

stock should be well cared for in well ventilated sta-

bles, and supplied with a few carrots, beets, or tur-

nips each day; use the card frequently. Have water

always at hand, and two or three lumps of rock salt

in the yard for stock to lick at pleasure. Economise

hay -and straw by use of straw-cutter Corn fodder

should also be cut, before feeding, and if no steamer

is a hand, empty the tough end of the stalks, or buts,

which will generally be refused by the cattle, into a

large hogshead, into which pour boiling water, and

cover the top. After being softened by this process

feed, with a little bran or meal sprinkled over. Have

manure, as it gathers in bam-yard, collected under

a rough shed in centre of yard. Provide some soil,

or muck from swamps, which mix through it as

heap is forming, and give occasionally a sprinkle of

plaster. Prevent drainage from passing ofi', by col-

lecting liquid in a pit at one end, which should oc-

casionally be pumped up, and poured or watered

over the surface. Manure saved in this way is worth

at least fourfold more in spring, than where it is

scattered over yard, and exposed to weather. Col-

lect and house carefully all tools and farming uten-

sils. Open the mouths of drains and ditches. Avoid

turning stock into pasture fields in soft weather.

—

Secure corn cribs from mice. Haul fuel when ground

is frozen. Give plenty of litter, either strawor leaves

from woods, to all stock, cattle, horses, sheep, and

swine. For the latter boil small potatoes, pumpkins,

and any refuse vegetables.

Fruit Orchard.—Attend to general directions of

last month. Bank up the earth around your trees

to keep off mice. Dig in manure, or guano when
ground is not frozen. Take advantage of open wea-

ther, to prepare for spring planting, by deep plow-

ing end subsoiling. Where the object of pruning in

young trees is to promote growth, now is the proper

time. The amount of food collected by roots through

winter ie thus confined to remaining branches, in-

stead of being distributed through tree and lost.

Fi.owER Garden.—The principal work for garden

in this month, will be cleaning borders and decayed

plants and weeds, renewing walks, tying up to stakes

and protecting half hardy plants and shrubs. Run-

ning roses should be secured firmly to their stakes

or trellisses, to preserve them from being broken by

storms. Chromatellas, Solfatares and such likeroses,

not perfectly hardy, should be well covered with straw

or cedar boughs. Teas and other dwarf varieties

may be protected with cedar boughs tied together at

the top. Mulch well all roses and plants with short

manure- Tie up junipers and other bushes with

straggling branches.

Persons wishing early blooming plants in spring,

may keep them through winter in cold frames. Dig

out a hole a foot deep of size required, and fit in a

box, sloping to the south if p.ssible, two feet deep at

back and 18 inches in front, bank up earth from

the bole on outside, and lay a bed of coal ashes in bot-

tom, to make drainage and prevent ingress of worms.

Cover with sash, and protect in severe weather with

straw mats and shutters. Verbenas, Primrose, Poly-

anthus, Pansies, Petunias, &c., will keep nicely in

this way, and bloom early. Forward annuals in pots

by placing them in frames early in spring.

See that plapts in windows are not killed with

watering. The only rule for this is appearance of

soil in pots: water only when it appears dry. Keep

them near light and turn round occasionally. The

farther plants are from light give the less water,

change water in hyacinth glasses, every week orten

days.

Vegetable Gardens.—Attend to directions of

last month. Finish covering with straw or litter,

everything that needs protection. Commence com-
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postinf; manures, so as to prc'pare them for spring

use. Attenil to arranging and securing all such seeds

as will be required for spring planting.

tectures on Agriculture.

The successful exhibition at Pittsburg, having we

presume replenished the treasury of the State Agri-

cultural Society it occurs to us that the approach-

ing winter, a season of comparative leisure with far"

mers, might be well employed in engaging a compe-

tent person or persons to make a tour of the State-

particularly in those counties where Agricultural So-

cieties are established, and deliver kcftars, not only

on Agricultural and Horticultural subjects, but also

with the view to establish and cement a more inti-

mate union, and correspondence between the State

and County Societies. "We cannot say e.\actly that a

screw is loose here, but it is wanting altogether. It

has never existed. An effort was made by our friend

and county Societies. The subject may perba] 8 be

brought before the annual meeting in January.

Franklin county Agricultural Society.

We are indebted to Col. McClure, treasurer of the

above society, for a copy of the Franklin AVhig, pub-

lished at Chambersburg, containing a full account of

their recent exhibition, (the first one) with a list of

the premiums and reports of the committees. We
extract the following account from its editorial col-

ums, which says:—

-

The display of articles on exhibition was truly as-

tonishing considering that it was tlie first eS'ort of

the Society, and immensly curtailed by the weather.

Every variety of Stock was on han<l, and some of the

very best specimens. The array of agricultural Im-

plements was good, and the departments of Domes-
tic Manufactures and Fancy Articles would compare
favorably with many of the older Societies. Indeed,

in every branch of industry the representation was
most creditable; and the admirable spiritwhich seems

to be infused among the farmers, mechanics and ar-

Judge Jessup, (whose sagacity and foresight reaches tizans of Franklin county, bids fair to place our Ag-

far ahead in such matters) during the first exhibition ricultural Society and our Exhibitions at once in

at Ilarrisburg, to promote this object to some extent, |

the very front ifank of such associations in Pennsyl-

vania.

I According to the regular programme, the address

should have been delivered on Wednesday; but as

to the State Exhibition. It was approved of at the
! the roads and ground were in a bad condition on that

evening session then held but that was the last we
\

day, it was (lostponed until_ Thursday ^yith the hope

by suggesting that premiums be awarded to such lo-

cal societies, as made the most liberal contributions

have heard of it.

Wo think much good might be accomplished in the

•plan proposed by us. provided one or more compe-

tent persons could be found to undertake it. Although

much has certainly been done, our farmers in Penn-

sylvania as a general thing are not yet roused up to

the improvement of their Agriculture. The foolish

prejudice against what is called Book Farming, still

exists in many places, (as if a truth, were any the

less one, from being printed or written.) Informa-

tion is wanted to bedisseminated asto what has been

done, and what may be done, to increase aggregate

and individual wealth, by scientific cultivation, im-

provement of the breeds of Domestic animals, intro-

duction of new seeds, improved implements, manures,

&c. There are a thousand matters, relating to the

culture of the soil which might be discussed and

brought bfure the farmers to great advantage. Sam-

ples of wheat and other grain, new seeds, ifcc, might

be taken around, by tlio lecturer, their history ex-

amined, and adaptation to particular sections eluci-

dated, also models of improved machines. The for-

matiou of clubs of practical farmers in the different

townships might be promoted to meet at stated

times ami inspect the management and culture of

each other's farms, &c. This has been found highly

useful in many places.

At present in Pennsylvania, whatever interest is

excited by the annual fairs is allowed to slumber, for

the succeeding year. The intermediate period is

one of comparative inactivity so far as regards any

eflfort to disseminate iuformation, both with the State

that the attendance would be larger and the grounds

more comfortable. But the steady rain on Thursday
rendered it necessary to adjourn from the grounds to

the Court House to hear the address. Accordingly at

2 o'clock the peo^ile assenildcd in the Court House;

when David F. Robison, Esq., delivered a most elo-

quent and instructive speech on the advancement of

Agricultural Science. He was greeted with raptur-

ous applause. As he was notified but a few days be-

fore the address had to be delivered, he could not

comply with the request of the meeting to furnish

a copy for publication. We hope, however, to be
able to publish extracts from it. Hon. George Cham-
bers, President of the Society, rose then to announce
the premiums; and in a few preparatory remarks he
alluded very pertinently to the rapid strides now ma-
king to advance every department of science. He said

he had been a member of an Agricultural Society in

this county some 30 odd years ago, which in active

members eventually dwindled down to himself, a

few other lawyers and the Prothimotory of the coun-

ty. Then, he said, there was not a steam vessel in

this country; now there are over 3,000; then there

was a not rod of railr.ad in the U. S.; now "'c have
lO.QiJO miles of it. And he was glad that the great

science of Agricultun' was no longer to stand still

while other less important sciences are advancing with

astonishing rapidity. Speaking of the tine varieties

of stock at the exhibition, and especially of hogs, he

alluded to a long-legged, jaunt monster specimen ex-

hibited at one of the old fairs in this county; and the

discussion in committee was whether the Society

should not buy the hog and kill him as a matter of

favor to the owner and tlu^ community, instead of

awarding a premium for him!

On lociking over the premiums, awarded we find

there was quite a list of horses on theground;also Dur-

ham, Devon, Ayrcshire and Teeswater cattle, Bakcwell

sheep; Esses, Bedford, Berkshire and Chester Coun-
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ty pigs, a fine display of improved Poultry; also But

ter, Cheese, Vegetables, Fruit, and a gfeat varietv of

Agricultural Implements. Some elegant necd'e and

fancy work were also contributed by the Ladies. The
ground on which the exhibition was held appears to

have been purchased by the society for its purposes,

and the fences, buildings, stalls, &c., all put up the

present season, involving a heavy outlay. This looks

like permanency and is well worthy of imitation,

umler the circumstances of the unfavorable weather,

and its being a first effort, we think Fr.anklin coun-

ty has done nobly. The number of members on the

Treasurers book is 739 a'ready, which will no doubt

be increased by another year. Much credit is given

to the Hon. George Chambers for his exertions on

the occasion. At the close of the exhibition, an elec-

tion of officers was held for the ensuing year, which

resulted as follows:

President

—

AVili.iam IItyser.
Vice Presidents—John Orr, .James Lowe, Jaraes

X. MeLan;ihan, \Vm. II. McDowel.
Managers—Wm. Bossart, Samuel Thompson, Jcdin

P. i?touffer. Daniel Trostle. F. S. Stumbaugb, James
C. Boyd, George Aston, Hezekiah Eastern, James
Davidson, Wm. A. Cox, Jos. Johnston, James Cliar-

iton.

Treasurer.—Alex. K. McClure.
Recording Secretary— S. M. Armstrong.
Corresponding Secretary-^-James Nill.

••«

Choice rules in Breeding Stock.

We cxtractthe following from "Cline's observations

on Domestic animals," which are well worth attend-

ing to. In passing an opinion upon the high prices

of fine animals, we are too apt to forget, that the ex-

cellence of form they exhibit, is not the effect of mere
chance, but very often results only from the anxious

care and skill, and perseverance of years. '/ o breed

atroi/ exceptionable points, and supersede them with

those of (/»<a; value, to fix in the animal icndcncies

and peculiarities, such as the disposition to lay on

fat in certain places, fineness of bone, milking quali-

ties, size, early maturity, &c., is altogether an uphill

business, in which the reri/ feio only succeed, an'l in

which a thorough scientific knowledge of animal an.

atomy and physiology, and years of close observation

are required. When the happy results are before us in

the living carcase, we admire and are apt to exclaim

how very simple, easy and beautiful. Like as with

fine specimens of art, the labor of execution is not ap-

preciated. One of our greatest poets,on one of his most

beautiful and easy flowing passages, being spoken of

and he congratulated on the apparent ease, and ra-

pidity with which he wrote, replied that very pas-

sage cost me months of anxious thought."

A siugle injudicious or unfortunate cross may un-

do tlie hiljor of years. Biikewell was several gener-

ations by the most careful selections before he brought

his sheep up to his desired standard, of fattening at

an early age, with a small consumption of food, and

with a small amount of offal. The present Jersey

cows, are the result ofat least 12 years of effort. Two
beautiful cows were .about that time ago selected by
the lieutenant Governor of the Island, one was con-

sidered perfect in her barrel ar.d forequarters, the

other equally so in her hind quarters, and from these

two, a scale of points, was .adopted, consisting of 33

for bulls, and 36 for Cuws and heifers. So long ago

as 1800, they were acknowledged to be su^jerior for

milk and butter, and having been bred withthis view,

ever since, as well as for the improvement of their

original form, the tendency in these particulars, may
be said to be fixed and heredit.ary. Without pursu-

ing the subject farther ourselves .at present, we refer

the reader to what Cline says. All experience proves

he is correct, that the female should be the largest.

"Dam the best," as our friend J. Pedder used so

often to urge.

"Although the form of domestic animals has been
greatly improved by selec'ing with care those pos-
sessed of the best shape for breeding, yet the theory

of improvement has not been so well understood,

that rules could be laid down for directing the prac-
tice in every case; and although the external fi.wm has
been much studied and the proportions well ascer-

tained, theso are but indications of (»fc™a? structure,

—the principles of improving it must, therefore, be
founded on a knowledge of the structure and use of
the intrrniil (larts; and of these, the lungs are of
the first importance; it is on their size and sound-
ness that the strength and health of an animal
principally depend, the power of converting food into

nourishment being in proportion to their size, an an-

imal with large lungs being capable of converting a
given quantity of food into more nourishment than
one with smaller lungs, and thercfure having a great-

er a])titu(le to fatten. The external indications of the

size of the lungs are, the form and size of the chest,

but a (hep chest is not capacious, unkssit be propor-

tionally broad
"Thejuc/c/i- is the cavity formed by the junction of

the bauiicb-bones with the bone of the rump, and it

is essential that this cavity should be large and ca-

p.acious; its size is indicated by the width of the hips

and the breadlb of the twist—which is the junction
of the thighs—the breadth of the loins being always
in pro)iortion to that of the chest and pelvis. The
bead should be small; the length of the neck in pro-

portion to the height ol the animal; the muscles and
tendons large, the strength of the animal depending
more on the muscles or tendons than on the bones;

many animals with large bones are still weak, and
those that are imperfectly nourished during their

growth, have their bones often disproportionaly Large.

A compact, round made body, a deep, full chest, a
broad loin, full fiatik and straight back, a sm.iU

head and clean chaps, with fine tapering neck, limba

and bones not coarse and Large, a soft but not thick

skin, with soft and fine hair, are amongst the chief

marks of a good kind.

"It has been generally supposed, that the breed of

animals is improved by the largest males; this opin-

ion has done considerblo mischief.and probably would
have done more, if it bad not been counteracted by
the desire of selecting animals of the best form and
proportions, which are rarely to be mi'twitli in those

of the lan/est size; experience has proved that cross-

ing has only succeeded, in an eminent degree, in
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those instances in wliicli tlio females were larger tlian

in the usual pniportidu uC females to males, and that

it has Generally failed when the males were dispro-

portiiinately large. If a well-formed large huek be

put to small ewes, the lamlis will not bo so well

ehaped as their parent; but if a go(jd amull buck be

put to larger owes, the lamlis will be of an improved

form: the improvement depends on this prineijile,

that the power of the female to supply her offspring

with nourishment, is in proportion to her size ancl to

the power of nourishing hers'df from the exeellonee

of her constitution. The size of the foetus is general-

ly in proportion to that of the female parent, and
therefore, when she is dispropurtionally small, the

quantityuf nourishment is disproportionally small and
her o(l>priiig has all the dispropoiiioHs of a starve-

ling: Ijut when the female, from her size and good

constitution, is more ailequate to the nourishment of

a foetus of a male smaller than herself, the growth
will be proportionately larger, the larger female his

ftlso a greafci tpiantity ol niilk, and her otl'>pring is

more abundantly supplied with nourishment after

birth. To produci' the most perfeetly-formed animal.

Bhundant nourishment is necessary from the earliest

period of its existence, until its growth ia complete.

"To obtain animals with large lungs, crossimj is

the most expeditious method, because well-formed

fmales may be selected, from a v iriety ot a large

size, to be put to a well formed male that is rather

smaller;—by such a mode of crossing, the lungs and
iieart beeome larger in consequence of a peculiarity

in the circulation of the fretus, which causes a larger

proporti(,n of the blood, under such circumstances,

to be distributed to the lungs than any other parts of

the body, and as the shape and size of the chest de-

pends upon that of the lungs, hence arises the re-

iiiarkably large chest, which is produced by crossing

villi females that are larger than the males: but this

practice must be limited, for it may bo carried to such
an extent tliat the bulk of the body might be so dis-

proportioned as to the size ot the limbs, as to prevent

the animal from moving with sufficient facility, so

thaf, whi'i-e activity is requir'd, this prtictice must
not be extended so far as in those which are intend-

ed for the food of num. The kinds of animals selec-

ted f(U' cross-breeding ought never to be of vcr>i dif-

fcent habits and sizes, for notwithstanding the con-

fc«He<l advantages derived from cioss-hre(!ding, yet,

great or siiddi-n changes arc highly improper, that

having often been liiuml injurious to the health and
character of the stock; the use of the bucks of the

pure Dishley or Bakewell stock has with several

Cnarse flocks of sheep, been attended with no sensible

advantage, owing to this cause, the characters and
li:ibits of the breeds being so wiilely dissimilar.

Whenever, then, cross-breeding i.s attempted, care

ought always to be taken to do it gradually, and to

rear the progeny in a proper manner; and when
the matching is conducted

]
rogr ssively, and with

due atti'ntioii to the diversity (d'h:ibit in theaninnvls,

it succeeds well, the chef art being, to begin grad-
ually at first, and in process of time, as the blood
of line family is diminished, that of the other will be

increased, till improvctnent to the degree wished
for be attained by gradual appriiximalion.
"The great improvement of the breed of horses in

England arose from crossing with those diminutivn
Ftallions, Uaibs and Arabians; and tin' introduction

ol Flemish " ares was the source of improvement in

the larger breed of cart horses; the form of the swine
has also been greatly improved by crossing with the
euiall Chinese boar; but when it became the fashion

in Londcm to drivi> large "bay horses in carriages, tho

farmers in Yorkshire put their marcs to muidi larger

horses than usual, and thus did infinite miscdiiet to

tlu'ir breed, by producing a race of small-cbestej

long-legged, large boned, wnrthh ss animals; and a
similar piojoct was adopted in Normandy, for the

purpose of enlarging tln-ir breed of horses, the u.se

of the Ilolstein stallion, by which tbi^ best breed of

horses in France would have been spoiled, hajl not

the farmers discovered their inisl;d;e in time, by ob-

serving the offspring much inferior in form, to thafi

produced by their own horses."

For the Farm Journal.

Bedford County Exhibition.

Mt. D.\li,as Farm, Nov. 1853.

J. L. Darlingtov, Esq.

DeakSiR:—The second annual exhibition of tho

Bedford County Agricultural Society, was held in the

borough of Bedford, on Tuesday and Wednesday,

October 18th and T9th. Several tliousaid people

were present, and all seemed delighted with the dis-

pl.ay made by the fanners, mechanics, and ladies of

our county. The exhibition was held in the Court

House, jail yard, and public square, and never be-

fore were those places so crowded, at least not tho

jail yard.

In describing a Fair it is rather difficult to know

where to beg'n. But since Bedford county takes

great pride in her horses, and can successfully com-

pete with any other county in the State in a display

of these animals, I will first notice the show made in

this department of the exhibition. The hor,ses ex-

hibited numbered between two and three hundred,

and there was not a mean one in the whole number.

Our horses are generally iron-greys, mostly of tho

breed called by our farmers, "the wild-inctllc," tliimgh

they are perfectly tractable, yet spirited. AVc also

have many bay horses, depcended from the old Ca-

nadian stock, which, crossed in with our mountain

horses, has made a breed of good size, great endu-

rance, and beautiful appearance. Onr horses fre-

quently bring from two to three hundred dollars,

even before they are well broken, and these prices

are paid by farmers and persons who buy then, for

.actual servic, and not by the yonng bliiads of llio

cities, wdin purchase horses, generally, to make a

"splii-f/e" at fictitious prices. Taking ini consiile-

ration the limited means of our society, the prciiiums)

(SIO) on hor-ses, was quite liberal.

The display of cattle was also good, considering

that our county is not particularly adapted to rais-

ing fine looking catlle ; the climate being ratlierco(d,

and our winters generally long and cold. Had we u

convenient outlet for our pio luce, our county would

certainly excel in daiiy proi'.u;;e and wucd growing ;

for it is partii u'arly sui'cd to both these branehes

ol the rural art. Charles Smith, .Joseph Diehl,

iind John G. Ilirtley exhibited some fine Durham

ca tie, the majority of which had every appearance
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of being full bred. H. Ickes and Wm. Hartley ex-

hibited several Devon cattle. Besides these there

Were a great many fine native cattle on exhibition.

Cliarlcs Smith and J. Diehl exhibited several pens
of Southdown, Cotswold, and Leicester sheep.

Wm. & J. G. Hartley exhibited some fine pigs,

cross of the Suffolk and Dutchess, and Suffolk and

Berks line, from the pens of Adrian Cornell, of Bucks
county. G. D. Trout exhibited Yorkshire, and II.

Dibert Chester county pigs.

Of course there vras a good display of Shanghaies,

Chittagongs, Cochin China, and other fovrls.

Though we had a remarkable dry sea- on, yet there

was a large display of vegetables and grain of va-

rious kinds. The grain was very heavj'. Wm.
Hartley exhibited one bushel of blue stem wheat,

weighing 1»9.] lbs., and J. G. Hartley one bushel of

Mediterrean wheat, weighing 68 lbs. I suppose there

was over twenty bushels of wheat exhibited, by as

many different persons, all of which ranged from
<><j toGOl lbs. As there was a great deal of anxiety

felt as to whose would weigh the most, the committee

meafiured and tccigJied each bushel carefully. Rye
exhibited by G. W. Smith weighed 04 lbs., and oats

by A. Compher 42 lbs.

The dairy and Mechanical interests, were well

represented. There was also a picture gallery con-

taining the portraits of our old oitieens, many of

whom arc dead, also all the fine paintings, engravings

&o., which could be collected in the t wn and sur-

rounding country.

But the display made by the ladies, surpassed even

the exhibition of the State Fair at either Ilarrisburg

or Lancaster.

Only one more article and I am done. You may
have heard of a car-break lately invented by Michael

Shimer of our county, as its name implies it is inten-

ded to break the momentum of a train of cars, when
running with their greatest velocity; it is said this

contrivance will stop a train of ears running at their

usual rate, within from 10 io 20 feet without conms-

swn. It has recently been tried on the central r^ute

and proved satisfactory to the most sanguine expecta-

tions of every body, who witnessed, it, and it will

confer lasting honor on the inventor should it come
into general use, which it will do no doubt.

Mr. Shimer was the original inventor of the Spaik
Catcher., but reaped no reward from his invention.

Your obedient servant,

Mt. Dallas Farm. W, H.

For the Farm Journal.

Improved Poultry.

The season of our great Agricultural Fairs having

past, and numbers of improved animals having
changed hands, will it be asking too much, to request

for publication, in the Farm Journal exact accounts

of profit and loss.

Why have we not heretofore frequently had, in

this county, such accounts? Let them be made with

as much care, as the State Society requires, for field

crops or the produce of cows.

Is not that the best animal, that will give the great-

est product of labor, carcase, butter or eggs, in the

shortest time, with the least food? Would not such

data, be most important for Chicken committees, in

making their awards? Would it not be well for our

society to bear this in mind, when "getting up" the

next schedule of premiums? Is not that exhibitor

best entitled to a liberal premium, who gives well

attested evidence of the most productive poultrj'?

To you then who are in the "fancy" let me urge

the propriety of keeping strict account of cost of

stock, quantity, quality, and price of food consumed,

number, weight and "qu.M.ity" of eggs and chick-

ens produced in a given time.

The public then need not long be in doubt about

the best varieties or manner of keeping.

Please begin now or with the beginning of the

year or at any time to suit your convenience, and

at our next Autumnal exhibitions, have such an

array (f facts as shall redound to the credit of

yourself and county, whatever it may do for Shang-

hai's, Black Spanish, Java's, Dorking's, Mr. T's. fa-

vorite Chittagongs or any other variety with ci with-

out remote ancestors." J.

Chester Co.. Oct. 24th, 1853'.

Recent Importation of Stuck>
By the sliip Mari/ Carson, having been seventy-

eight days (in her passage, there arrived two Durham
heifers Imm Dr. Herm.vn Wekdell of this city; four

Durham heifers imported by Geo. Vail, Esq., of

Troy, for iS. P. CnAi'5i.\N of Madison county, and two
thorough bred Devon heifers and one Devon bull, for

Geo. Vaii,, Esq., of Troy.

The Durhanis imported by Dr. AVendell and Mr,
Vail, are from the herd of Robert Bell, and are bred
from Duchess bulls of the late Thomas Bates, Esq.

Tlio pedigree of Dr. Wendell's are as follows: 'Lady
Liverpool,' sired by 3d Duke of York, (E. H. B. 10,

160:) dam Lily, by 2d Duke of Oxford, (<J046;) -'Alice

Maud," sired by Grand Duke, (19,284;) dam Cicely,

by Duke Northumberland. These arrivals make a

fine addition to Dr. Wendell's stock, in which are

several lieifers sired by Duke of Wellington, and
Meteor, the premium bull formerly owned by Mr.
Vail.

The following are the pedigrees of Mr. Chapman's
heifers; "Aijate," sired by 3d Duke of York; dam
Annie, by od Cleveland Lad; "Bright Ei/es 3d," sired

by Earl Derby, (10,177,) dam. Bright Eyes 2d, by
Lord George Bentick; "Frantic," sired by 4th Duke
of York; divm, Faith, by 4th Duke of Northumber-
land, and Boukie, (cow,) sired by 4th Duke of York,

dam. Cicely, by Duke of Northumberland.
Mr. Vail's Devon heifers are from the herd of

Lord Leicester, and the bull is from the herd of John
T. Davy, the editor of the Devon Herd Book. We
learn that .Mr. Vail has ccmoluded to cidlect a small

select herd of Devons for his farm, as breeders.

The same vessel also brought two Short-horn heif-

ers for Lorrilard Spencer, Esq., of AVestchester; a
Short-horn bull, "Harry Lorrequer," sold at Mr.
Fawke's sale for 130 guine:vs; also two other valuable
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young bulls, "Liberator" and "Squire Gwynne 2d,"

bred by J. S. Tanqueray, of Ilenden, near London,

as well as several others from other breeders; and a

lot of Cotswold shupp. These last are for parties,

we understand, at Boston and in some of the west-

ern states.— Cultivator.

Poultry.

Prize FowJs.—In exhibiting Cochin China fowls

nothing is miu-e important than matching ig colour,
|

because there are classes for different ones, and it

a cinnamon cock be put with butf pullets, of course,

success cannot be hoped for. It is a mistake to sup-

pose, because the prize list class buff and cinnamon
together, that birds of both colours may be put in

cue pen. It must be entirely of one or the other,

and in such a class judges can give no prefei-ence to

either, but must decide according to the other merits

of the birds. Choose them with small, upright,

straight, well-serrated combs ; naturally small tails
;

ample buff, and well feathered yellow legs. Select

them as large as you can, but recollect size is not the

only merit, nor is it the most important point. Look
for sharp intelligent heads, legs as short as possi-

ble, colour uniform throughout. Do not be discour-

aged if your fowls are not very heavy, but at tlie

same time, make them as good as you can. liens

8 lbs. each, and cocks 9 lbs. to 10 lbs. have little to

fear. Above all, avoid any trimming or mutilation,

which, meant for improvement, can only end in dis-

appointment and disqualification. Dorkmg fowls,

like all others, should match in form and colour

not because colour is any indication ot purity in

this breed, but because it is essential to ensure suc-

cess, that every possible precaution should be used ;

and as I have before written, if the competition be
very close, as it always is where the entries are nu-
merous, perfect uniformity may turn the scale. Pul-

lets of a dark chocolate ground, with white spots or

splashes, should be put with either a black breasted

red cock or a red and white speckled cock, with black
and white mottled breast. Brown hens with black
speckles may go with the same cocks, or with a very
dark cock, with a little ginger in his hacke), saddle,

and wings. Grey hena of every shade should be put
with a cock having black breast and tail, silver hackle
and s.iddle. Cuckoos must be all alike ; in these

birds alone can cocks be found with prBcisely the

same plumage of the hens; the combs should al-

ways be unifiirm. Choose birds with fine heads,
very deep bodies, good carriage, head and tail erect,

short white legs, five claws distinctly defined, and
prominent breasts ; OJ lbs, for hens, and 9 lbs. for

cocks are capital weights. No fowls are so heavy in

small compass as the Dorkings; their compactness
takes away the appearance of size. Without being
deterred by the accounts you will sometimes read of

impossible fowls, and marvellous weights, if you can
select them right in colour and about the weight I

have mentioned, exhibit them with confidence, and
even if they are somewhat lighter. Hundreds of
successful exhibitors have been surprised to find

themselves possessors of large silver medals and val-

uable prize stocks, when they imagined they were
barely "mediocre." Jo/in Baity.—Gardns Chronical.

German Prunes.—Mr. Frederick Pfeifer, of In-

diana county, Pa . has succeeded in bringing this fine

fruii to a great state of perfection in this country.

—

He raises immense crops without any difficulty. The
value of this fruit, either green or dried, is not se-

cond to any of the plum variety.

Ou the Breeding of Horses.

From the Mark Lane Express.

The letter of your able and experienced corres-

pondent "Cecil" induces me to trouble j'ou with a
tew remarks on the same subject. I am sure that he
is right is saying that "owners of stallions are often

reluctant to submit their horses'to the opinion of those

who are selected as judges." I go further than
this; fur I maintain that their reluctance is a well-

founded one, inasmuch as the majority of decisions

are based on the mere individual caprice of those

who happen to be the judges for the day. For my
own part, I will never in future exhibit a horse of
any description until two radical changes are

made in the principle in which the premiums are

awarded.
1st. Let a scale of points be drawn up, by men of

acknowledged authority, which is to be taken as the

standard of perfection. This plan has already been
adopted at the exhibitions of Guernsey cattle. No
prize is there allowed to be awarded to any cow
or bull which does not possess a given number of the

required points. In the case of horses it might be
advantageous to go further, and to make certain

points essentials, and others accessories. To. begin
with the case mentioned by "Cecil"—that of bad
hocks, which, according to him, were looked upon
as a venial defect by the judges at Gloucester : I

would stamp them as at once uisqualifying a horse
from winning a prize, either as a hunter, or as a
stallion for getting hunters, even did the animal
which was so unfortunate as to possess them exhibit

every other merit under the sun. In like manner,
mal-furmed feet, whether contracted or too flat, ought
to be adecisive disqualification for every kind of horse.

All horses too, ought to have their legs properly
sot on, and to possess good action, taking into ac-

count the purposes for which they are intended. I

give these as indications of what I consider the
2ssential points of a horse, but by no means a com-
plete list.

These cardinal points being disposed of, I pass to

those which, although not essential, indicate either
beauty or some useful quality, and which must there-

fore not be disregarded.

The shape of the head is, when symmetrical, both
a mark of high blood, (although many thorough-bred
horses have bad heads.) and denotes an animal
light and pleasant in band, especially when well set

cm a neck naturally arching, so as to allow of the
head being drawn downwards and inwards without
difficulty to the rider or distress to the horse. A
star-gazer, or ewe-necked brute, though always ugly,
may do useful work in harness, but would be as un-
safe as unsightly for a hunter. Many persons attach
importance to a horse being well ribbed up. Pro-
vided the shape of the barrel is good, considerable
latitude may be allowed on this point. The hips
ought to present sufficient width ; ragged hips may
be unsightly, but I prefer them to those which are
too narrow. A long hind quarter is handsome, but;
some good horses are both short there, and goosc-
rumped.

These are mere hints jotted down in haste- Let
a committee of experienced judges be commissioned
by the Royal Agricultural Society to prepare, a
table of points, attending first to those which are es-

sential to all horses ; secondly, to those which
are the characteristics of each separate class,

whether hunters, roadsters, or farm horses ;

and thirdly, to those which, though not abso-
lutely necessary, are nevertheless desirable as indica-
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tions (if some gnoil f[uality. The lirceders of Iiorscs

vill tliPii lie in posscRsion of an oliject at wliiuli to

nim; Exiiiliitois will have some idea as to liow far

the animals tlioj' send conform to the standard thus

|ironiulgat<Ml liy authority.

ILnv diircrent, and how infinitely to be preferred

from the state of affairs at present. Perplexinj^ in-

deed, when selecting a, hor.se t n- show, is the reflec-

tion you have neither principle to j^uido you in your
choice, nor clue as to what will j^overn the decisicm

of yourju(i};e. Some judges prefer a large horse,

others a small, compact one; one f^ives the
|
aim to

blood, another to power; a third likes bone; while

a fourth i.s only to be propitiated by a big body.

—

Action is everything with some per.^^ons, and noth-

ing with others; some look .tt the head, others at

the hocks; .and a few of the more judicious are cri-

tical concerning the setting on of thelorclegs and the

position of the shoulder. There is one piece of advice

which I can give to exhibitors, and only one which
will bo ot tf.e slightest practical use; attend above

oil things to the condition of the animal which you
bIiow. Let him be as fat as possible, and let his

Bkin shine like a star. Never mind the means, but

make this your aim; and if you do not win, you must
either have an animal bad indeed, or your luck niu&t

be worse than your horse.

Seriously speaking, this is the only principle which
I have been aljle to discover which invarialdy, and
under all circumstances, governs the decisions at

ngrieultural shows. The horse or the colt which is

in the higlu'st condition, and is best "got up," is

certain to ho the winner. It is nielanchuly that it

should be so ; but it is alas! the (act that the judges

must have sumething to "flatter, the eye," as well as

the common herd woo are no judges ! It is my firm

Ccmviciion that no degree of merit would suffice to

secure a premium to a horse thin and out of condi-

tion. I might have substituted the word "animal"
lor "horse," in the last sentence; but with regard to

cattle or sheep, there is at least this excuse— that

the "aptitude to fatten" is widi iheni one point of

perfecticm. Is this the case with tlie hunter, the

hack, or even the team-horse ? For my part, I call

that man a judge in the highest sense of the word,

who is abh^ aliic to discern merit, or the promise o(

it, under a rough skin and an unpampered condi-

tion, and who, on the other h;ind, has the strength of

mind to reject a defoctivo form, even though eye be

flattered by the condition ever so alluring to the vul-

gar eye.

I must defer the discussion of the second change
which 1 |n-opose until another letter, should you
thing tit to allow me the Bp;ice.

WlLLOUQHBY WoOD.

Boii't Sell Your Best Stock.

Don'tallow those speculatorsanddrovers topick out

the likeliest and b:>st of ycmr stock, leaving you only

(he ordinary and poorest to breed from. It is the

worst policy you can adopt. By continuing such a

course, it will be hut a short time befm'e you will

hn.ve only ordinary and poor to select from. Suppo-
sing you can get a little more for this likely lamb
than for the others, you will do well to remember
that it costs no more to keep them than it does poor

ones; and next shearing time the large fleeces will

tell the story in favor of keeping the best you have.

If you intend to make a practice of raising a colt

tvery year, keep the best mare you can alfo.d.

llavn't you noticed that when a man comes to pur
cbase a young horse he is always particular to know

all about the stock, &c., before heconcludes his trade?
Keep the liest, then, for yourself.

Don't sell your best '.'ow because you can g'Jt five

dollars more for her. Keep her, and she will nim-e
than make up the difference ore another year comes
around. Just so with everything, Select the liest

seed for your own use; and you will always have as

good as any one, and be sure of the hiiiho t prices
for any you may wish to dispose of. Tliiuk of it.—
Maine Fanner.

neasous for Supplying Cattle with water in tbelr

Yards.

If water cannot be obtained l>y cattle without go-
ing out of the j-ard, they will many times suffer ex-

ceedingly fur the want of it, rather than go for it in

•very bad weather. If good fresh water can bo bad by
them without going out of the yard, they will drink
very much oftener than in the other ease, especially

in cold weather. The oldest and strongest caitle will

irenerally go fust to water; and when they have drunk,
and are returning, they will meet the young cattle

in the narrow snow path, and f coursi? will drive

them back; in which case the youngest and feeblest

of the hi'.rd will have mucdi trouble and vexation in

obtaining water at all. When cattle go to a spring

to drink especially if the snow is deep, there will gen-
erally be great difficulty in reaching the water i ii ao-

.

count of the bank of snow and ice, without stepping
into it, which cattle are loth to do if the" can help it;

many watering places are so steep that cattle are

compelled to go down on their knees before they
can reach it, and even then, they obtain it with the-

greatest difficulty. The cattle on many farms are

(d)liged to travel from one-fourth to half a mile for

water, and when they arrive at the spot, it is often

only to be obtained by them through a hole

cut in the ice, perhaps frimi a foot to eighteen inches

in thickness. The amount of manure wliiidi is drop-

ped and lost on such occasicms is very considerable,

and much of it is washed down by the rains into the

hole at which they are doomed to drink, where it

forms a coffee-colored bever.age, awful t;) behold.

Every good farmer will esteem this as a matter of

no light importance, considering that all the manure
ouglit to be saved, and calculating that the fond of

rnttle might as properly be wasted as the food of

plants. It has been thought that the exercise of go-

ing to water at a considerable distance, is advanta-

geous in preventing the hoof ail in cattle; but it is

much more likidy that this discu-der often aris.'S from

the filth in wet weather, and freezing of the feet in

very severe weather, to which they are exposed in

their walks to the spring. If cattle are kept in well

sheltered yards with sheds for their protection, with

uninterrupled access to good water, plenty of salt and
warm beds of dry straw, it should not be loo much to

promise that they will remain free from the footail

;ind every other "ail" of which we have somuch com-

plaint. There is a =trong prejudice .against, wells fop

the supnly of water in cattle yards, and there is a

much stronger prejudice against the labor of pump-
ing the water for them: but to a industrious man,

the "prejudice" of a desire to furnish his cattle with

a clean and whcdesome hewragp, coid in the summer
and warm in the winter, will be stronger than either.

At Tiir. ViHGiNi a.St.\te Fair $39,000 has been

subscribed for the benefit of the State Agriculturi\l

Society.
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Prize Essay on Pigs-

[concluded from page 236.]

The best and most economical Mode of Rearing,
Keeping, and Fattening Pigs.—In selecting males and
females to breed from, neither should be chosen loss

than twelve or fifteen months old : the third litter

will generally be found the best for this purpose.
Whether as boar or sow, the finest of each sex ought
only to 'be selected. By these means only will the

good points of any breed be perpetuated. There is

generally one small pig in every litter, called the rid-

dling—this should never be used as an animal to

breed from. For sucking pigs and porkers colour is

an object—these should invariably be white. For
bacon hogs, colour is a matter of indifference, other
than the fact that black pigs appear generally to do
better on the same amount ot food than the white
breeds. A singular reason was assigned to me for

the prevalence of black-coloured pigs in Essex, viz

:

that the white kind was subject to eruption^ of the
skin of the black when put into the clover-fields,

whilst the black kinds were not obnoxious to this

complaint. Probably the white kind had more of
the Chinese, and the other more of the Neapolitan
breed. It must be remembered, also, that the old

Essex breed was a black one. A sow's usual period
of gestation is from sixteen to seventeen weeks.
When she has arrived near the period of farrowing
she will be seen collecting and carrying straws in

her mouth, to form her bed. If there exists any sus-

picion that the sow will devour her young, as some-
times is the case, care should be taken that she is

securely muzzled. All sucli sows should be fattened
and slaughtered. The carnivorous habit here alluded
to is rarely exhibited amongst the improved breeds;
amongst the old sows of the rough breed this habit
was somewhat prevalent, probably brought on in

many instances through deficiency of food.

Sows should be put to the boar at such times as to

avoid farrowing from the middle of October to the
end of February, unless sucking pigs fur the festive

time of Christmas and the new year is the object; if

so ttiey should bo well littered and kept warm.
Whether intended for sucking pigs, porkers, or
stores, skimmed butter-milk and whey, mixed with
steamed potatoes, and a little barley, pea, or oatmeal,
should be given in moderate quantities even when
sucking; if intended for porkers, they should be kept
continually fed up with this mixture. Sucking pigs
should never be allowed to run about, and porkers
onlj permitted sufficient exercise to keep them in

health. Where convenient, store-pigs may be allow-

ed to pasture in clover, giving them only a morning
and evening meal in addition, or they may be allow-

to root in fallows or on the dung-heap, and during
winter in the straw-yard. In fallows and rough pas-

tures swine eagerly devour such weeds as dandeline,

chickweed, sowthistle, &c.

For store pigs, exercise is necessary in order fully

to develop the frame. In feeding, tranquility is

equally indispensable, a singular exemplification of

which was made in the course of the experiments of

the Earl of Egremont (1777,) related in the "Annals
of Agriculture," upon some porkers, seven of which
were put up to fatten in the ordinary manner in a
stye, and another of the same brood, but smaller
than the others, was put into a cage one week later.

All were fed alike on barley-meal. When slaughfr-

3red, the one fed in the cage exceeded in weight any
of the others. The cage was made so that he could
not turn round, and had only suflicient I'oom to rise

up and lie down. Whether this mode would prove
advantageous on the large scale is a matter of doubt.
The experiment has however been adduced by Baron
Liebig as a practical evidence of the correctness of
his theory respecting the formation of fiit. Too
much exercise is well known to retard fattening;

or, to use the ordinary phrase used by farmers,
"they run all the flesh off their bones."
Where a large number of hogs arc to be fatt-ened

and bred, it has been recommended that the sties

should form a semi-circle, the steaming apparatus,

&c., being placed by the straight side. This form
has many advantages. In a general way, the feed-

ing of hogs will only form a minor adjunct to the
other business of the farm, and at only few places
will it be found convenient toorect new buildings for

the purpose, however advantageous they might even-
tually prove. There arc some circumstances con-

nected with sties which should be iNv.taiAnt.v at-

tended to: these arc, that their floors should be well

paved with stone, flag, or hard brick, the interior

should be elevated half a foot above the exterior

area, and a sufficient slope afforded to both, with
proper drains to carry all moisture to the dung-heap.
Separate sties must be kept for breeding-sows, wean-
ing pigs, stores, and fattening pigs.

Sties should be so constructed that the swine may
be fed without the feeder going amongst them; and
divisions should be made in tho feeding-trough, ac-

cording to the number of swine, in order to prevent

the strong driving away the weak; if they can be
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made to communicate conveniently with the strawyard
and dung-heap, all the better, particularly for stores

and brood-sowa.

The sties should be frequently swept and washed
out, and lime-whitened at least three times during
the year. The most profitable mode of feeding
store-pigs is to commence by giving only inferior

sort of food thrice a day, bettering the quality and
increasing the quantity as the frame becomes per-

fectly developed. The store or youthful period of

all animals occurs when their vital and nervous en-

ergies are at the highest, which enables them to as-

similate nutriment from indifferent food. Moderate
exercise at the same time assists nature and aids the

full development of the frame, the animal being thus

gradually prepared to take on that increased amount
of muscle and fat which ultimately repays the far-

mer for his toil and expenditurs. In making choice

of food for hogs there can be little doubt but pota-

toes, when plentiful, mixed with pease or bean- meal
is the most economical food for store pigs, and the

same food mixed with Indian meal and butter-milk

is the best adapted fcr feeding porkers. In cheese
dairies, pease or bean-meal should always be mixed
with the whey, in order to replace the caseous mat-
ter abstracted by the cheese. Swede turnips boiled

form only an inferior substitute for potatoes, their

feeding properties not being equal to carrots and
parsnips; in fact, on the two latter, hogs will do well

if combined with milk and a little bean or pea-meal.

Oatmeal and skimmed milk is the best food for aid-

ing sucking pigs and very small porkers of 40 to 50
lbs. weight.

The theory of the action of the various articles of

food named is as follows—amylaceous or starchy

food, such as potatoes, aid in sustaining the animal
heat and the formation of fat, the latter property Ije-

ing much increased when assisted by other nutritious

matters in a more concentrated form, particularly

maize or Indian corn. Pea or bean-meal, from the

great amount of caseous matter which they contain,

should invariably form a portion of the food of grow-
ing pigs, affording, as they do, the material for form-

ing the cellular and other tissues, in such a high de-

gree indeed that hogs fed on bean-meal alone are

well known to form bacon disagreeably hard. Where
pigs are fed without skim or buttermilk, pea or bean-

meal should form an invariable part of their food.

An inferior substitute for pea and bean-meal is fre-

quently used in the shape of bran and pollard which
contain a considerable portion of the elementary
substances required to develop the bones and tissues.

In the present uncertainty of the potato-crop it would
be hazardous to make that tuber the basis for the

calculation of the cost of producing swine's flesh

:

if it unfortunately eventuate that the potato, from its

liability to disease, should in a great measure cease

to be cultivated to the extent that it has formerly

been, the feeding of hogs will necessarily be thrown
principally on milk and grain. If this should prove
to be the case, barley, from the large amount of

starch which it contains, will be found the bast sub-

stitute for the potato; in which case one-third by
weight of barley, one-third of bran or pea-meal, and
one-third Indian meal, will be found the cheapest

and best mixture for growing hogs; the pea-meal to

be lessened and the Indian meal increased as the hog
approaches maturity.

Potatoes mixed with above grains form the most
appropriate food for store and fattening hogs, gradu-
ally withdrawing the potatoes, and finishing the

feeding with dry balls of the mixture named. For

exquisitely fine pork, whether to be consumed fresh
or as bacon, the hogs should be fed solely on skim and
buttermilk mixed with oatmeal. The mixture of In-
dian corn, barley, and pea-meal forms a very close

imitation of the constituents of oatmeal. It has
been found very profitable to consume tares by store

hogs.

Since the preceding was written the writer has
had the opportunity of visiting ths exhibition of the
Smithfield Cattle Club (1848); and from observations
made there of the comparative merits of the different

breeds of swine, together with their outward physi-
cal appearances and structure, he was glad to find
that the preceding observations were fully borne out.

For instance, the Earl of Radnor's Coleshill pigs, 18
weeks and 2 days old, must be descended from a
cross of the Chinese and improved Berkshire. They
were fed on barley-meal and whey; had a little pea-
meal been added they would have made a better ap-
pearance. This breed is admirably calculated for

full-sized porkers of 80 lbs. weight. Lot 99, which
obtained the second prize of 51., were described as
14 weeks old true Essex pigs; obtained the breed
originally from Mr. Hobbs, fed on barley-meal and
milk. In this lot the Chinese breed predominated,
as exhibited by their broader muzzles. Lot 98, de-

scribed as Heathfield pigs, were admirably calculated
for porkers, whilst lot 97, from tbe stock of Mr. F.

Hobbs, fed on Indian corn-meal, barley-meal, and
skim-milk, exhibited more of the points of the Nea-
politan, and would have shown their best points at

10 or 12 months old. Lot 95, which took away the
highest nrize in this class (lOZ.), was fed on mid-
dlings, barley-meal, pea-meal, and potatoes. They
were christened "Improved Middlesex;" they were
however undoubtedly obtained by crossing the Chi-
nese, Neapolitan, and improved Berkshire and old

Essex. The Neapolitan form predominated in this

lot. For bacon hogs there was a lot exhibited. No.
189, by Mr. Matthew Newman, of improved Buck-
inghamshire and Berkshire pigs. They were of a
bracky colour, were highly commended, and, for 12
to 18 months old hogs, are a most desirable breed.

In looking over the pigs exhibited at the late

Smithfield Exhibition it will be seen that those fed

on barley-meal, pea-meal, and skim-milk, or analo-

gous food, were the finest animals; that, in the small-
er class of pigs, the improved Essex breed was pre-

ferred; the only prize taken by any other breed being
by his Royal Highness Prince Albert, which I at-

tribute not to the breed but to the food. Mr Pusey's
pigs were very fine specimens of the hardy rough
Berkshire kind; they were 73 weeks old, fed on bar-

ley-meal, toppings, peas, and wash. If there was
any fault to be found with them it was that the fat

appeared slightly deficient in firmness. The breei.
of which Pusey's were specimens is well calculated,,

to rough it on coarse and scanty fare during the stora

period, and are good foragers if sent abroad to looku
for their livelihood.

Some excellent pigs were exhibited amongst the

extra stock; the one which obtained the silver medal,
a cross between the Suffolk and Berkshire breeds, •

48 weeks and 3 days old, fed on barley and pean-

meal, was a very fine specimen, and admirably oalt.

culated for a bfioon hog. Mr. Barber's improvedi.'

Middlesex (Qu. Esses?), 24 weeks and 4 days old,

fed on middlings (coarse flour), barley-meal, and por

tatoes, was a fine specimen of the small breed. Hia-,

Royal Highness' Bedford and Yorkshire pig, 40r.

weeks and 3 days old, fed on barley and pea-meal,

pe^i and skimmed milk^ was Tejy justly hfg^iJjt,
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commended by the judges.

Sufficient examples have been shown to prove that

the cross known as the improved Essex is the best

breed for general purposes, if intended to be slaugh-

tered under 12 months old. For larger animals

crosses from the larger breeds which do not arrive so

early at maturity are to be preferred- The examples
here adduced also go far to prove that where the

breed and mode of feeding recommended in the prior

part of this paper are combined, there the greatest

amount of meat and fat is formed, and on trial it

will be found also to be at the least expenditure of

food and capital. It will be well to observe that

middlings is an inferior description of wheaten flour;

toppings or sharps is a fine description of pollard;

all of which contain muscular and tissue-forming

substances very analagous to pea and bean flour. In

some localities favourable to the purpose, a number
of hogs are reared and even fattened in what may
be termed a wild state, on acorns and beech mast.

I do not know of any experiments that give suffici-

ently accurate details of^ all the circumstances re-

quisite to arrive at correct inferences respecting the

cost of obtaining a given amount of swine's flesh

rom a stated quantity of food, all the experiments
detailed in the Sussex, Buckingham, H.ampshire,

Middlesex, Shropshire, &o., reports to the Board of

Agriculture being more or less deficient in details

which are requisite to form correct estimates. One
important experiment reported in the Buckingham
Survey ought not to be passed ovei', as it serves m
show accurately what is well known to pig-feeders,

that there is a point in fattening hngs beyond which
a decided loss will accrue if persevered in. Thus,
the increase of flesh in a pig put up to be fattened,

and regularly weighed, was, on the following dates

:

Stones lbs. lbs.

Oct. 10 36 7

24 41 5 38 gain
Nov. 7 45 7 34

21 47 2 11
Dec. 5 48 7 13

22
_

48 6 1 loss

It is well remarked in the Hampshire Survey

—

"That the native hog of this county is a coarse,

raw-boned, flat-sided animal, agreeing in no respect

with the idea entertained of it in other parts of the

kingdom; the greater number fed for a few weeks in

the close of autumn upon the mast which the forest

and other woodlands produce in the county, and the

excellent mode of curing hog-meat practised by the

housekeepers have contributed in a far greater de-

gree to establish that superiority ascribed to Hamp-
shire bacon, than any inherent excellence in its na-

tive breed of hogs.

"Very few, however, of the genuine native hogs
are to be met with, the common stock being either

the native Berkshire breed, or a considerable pre-

dominance of that blood in the native swine of the

country.

"Subsequent crosses upon the native Berkshire
with the Suffolk and Chinese breed have produced
an animal of a hardy nature, prone to get fat at an
early age, and always to keep in good condition in a
store state. The experiments made by Mr. Butter
of Liphook show that nearly 100, that is, 96 lbs. of

bacon, may be obtained from the consumption of 9

bushels, or 450 lbs. of barley equally 4J lbs. of bar-

ley for 1 lb. of bacon, and which, admitting the bar-

ley to be worth Id. per lb., the bacon thus produced
will cost, exclusive of attendance, 4Jd. per lb.

"The barley reckoned at 4^. M. per bushel, inclu-

ding grinding, and the bacon at 6d. per lb. in its

green state, the account will stand thus

—

£. s. d.

96 lbs. bacon at M. per lb. 2 8

9 bushels of barley at 4s. 6d. 2 6

Leaving a profit upon 9 bushels of barley
thus expended of 7 6

Besides the dung and ofi'al of the hog, which must
well defray the expense of attendance, risk, &c.

"Other statements of the like nature were sought
for on the survey; but through the want of attention

in Kscertaining with correctness the lean weight of

the animals before they were put up to fatten, and
accurately stating the quantity and value of the

feeding mess, render the various statements of little

practical value, notwithstanding which the surveyor

( Vancouver) gave it as his general opinion 'that the

Berkshire, Suffolk, or Chinese breed, at an equal
and proper age and condition, will lay on 10 lbs. of

bacon for every bushel of barley, after grinding into

meal, consumed by them.'"
It is unfortunate the preceding account is also

vague respecting the bacon, whether it is valued as

bacon cured, or merely cut up for salting: as swine's

flesh loses from 5 to 10 per cent, in weight in curing,

though weighed in the green, or undried and un-
smokod state. I believe the cured meat is meant.

I have found that when pigs have been fed on the

following articles, mixed, and calculated at the prices

named, fresh pork can be rj.ised for 4rf. per pound,
viz :—Indian (maize) meal at 286\ per 480 lbs.; bar-

ley at 32.S. per quarter; peas and beans at 36s. ditto;

and potatoes at \s. 2d. per bushel of 70 lbs.; and
that skim and butter milk is worth Id. per gallon for

feeding pigs, when mixed with barley-meal, potatoes

and Indian meal. There are many substances

—

such as starch refuse, brewers' grains, distillers'

wash and grains, &o., which, under particular cir-

cumstances, are used for feeding hogs; notwithstand-

ing which such are out of the pale of ordinary agri-

culture. A singular mode of cooking potatoes for

hogs is nnmed in the Berkshire report, viz : baking
them. In feeding hogs the following general rules

should be p.irticularly attended to:

Feed regidarly, as abundance of food will not
make up for the loss arising from irregular feeding.

Pigs know their feeding-time very accurately, and
nothing retards their feeding so much as allowing
them to be pining and weazening for their anticipa-

ted regular meal. Also mix a little salt witli their

food; keep the troughs and animals clean, their sties

and bids dry and warm. Vary the bill of fare; in

doing so, however, be careful not to lower the gener-
al standard of the diet; hogs do much better when
their food is varied. Stores, brood-sows and feeding-

hogs should all be fed separately; two hogs will fat-

ten better in company than reparately.

Hogs do better on cooked than raw food. Some
instructive exneriments on tliis point are recorded in

the Highland Transactions. I have seen some hoga
of the improved large Irish breed feed to very great
weights on raw potatoes alone—the flesh good and
firm; these are, however, rare instances.

When the sow is suckling, she should have extra

food; oatmeal, milk, and potatoes, or pea-meal, potar

toes, and milk, are the best. At the time of farrow-

ing she should be carefully watched, and the young
ones removed; the placenta or after-birth ought also

to be removed, otherwise she will devour it, and thus
engender a morbid appetite, which may eventually

cause her to devour her young. Abortion seldom
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takes place with the sow, the symptoms of such are

similar to those of approaohiog paturition, but more
intense. When this is likely to take place, a veteri-

nary surgeon, if within call, should be requested to

attend. As a general rule, a sow ought not to be al-

lowed to breed alter she has entered her fifth year,

nor boars after the seventh.

Swine are troubled with several diseases, the most
common being a species of leprosy commonly known
by the name of measles, which, and the other more
serious diseases, would require a separate treatise to

do justice to the subject.

In conclusion, it may be remarked, that swine-

breeding might be carried on more profitably, and to

a larger extent, were farmers to avail themselves of

the facilities of railway communication which are
now afforded, of either forwarding live pigs or as

dead meat to Smithfield, Leadenhall, and Newgate
salesmen, or by slaughtering bacon-hogs and con-

verting the carcases into ham and bacon,using the ofFal

for home use. Many respectable salesmen in New-
gate and Leadenhall would willingly take charge of

small quanties, say 20, 40, or 100 sides, and would
realise for the farmer, generally speaking, very re-

munerative prices; for this purpose, however, the

sides or hams should be perfectly cured and dried,

and invariably smoked.
It was intended to have concluded this paper with

the immediately preceding observations. I am in-

duced to continue these remarks, having found that

my suspicions respecting the breed known as Lord
Western's improved Essex were fully justified, as

that nobleman, in a letter addressed to the late Earl
Spencer, observes

—

"To descend from the horse to the lowest animal
in estimation, though perhaps not the least valuable,

namely, the pig. It appears to me that an important
change and improvement have already taken place
in some districts in the breeds of this animal to a
considerable extent, and which is further progressive
in other parts of the country. This has been ac-

complished by a breed commonly called the Neapoli-
tan, which race is found in its greatest purity in that
beautiful peninsula, or rather tongue of land which
lies between the bay of Naples and that of Salerno.
It has very peculiar and valuable qualities; the fla-

vour of the meat is excellent, I should say superior
to that Lf any other breed, and the disposition of the
animal to fatten on the smallest quantity of food is

unrivalled. I have so completely engrafted this

stock upon British breeds that I think my herd can
scarcely be distinguished from the pure blood."
Long prior to the letter being written of which the

above is an extract, Arthur Young, in describing a
flock of Southdown sheep at Mr. Howard's, near
Bury St. Edmunds, incidentally alludes to that gen-
tleman's hogs, which are stated to have been obtain-
ed from Mr. Western. He (Arthur Young) states

that they had considerable merit, and mentions one
specimen, a fat sow that did not breed, as remarka-
ble. This pig was

—

1806. lbs.

Nov. 22. Put to barley-meal, live weight, 302
1 bushel barley-meal.

" 29. 1

Dec. 6. 1
" 13. 1

" 16. Weighed alive, 364
" 20. 1 bushel barley-meal.
" 27. 1 " " weighed alive, 380
1807.

Jan. 10. Weighed aliye, 408

13.

20.

1 bushel barley-meal.

1

Total 8 " "

Jan. 27. The day killed, weighed alive,

dead,

lbs.

The four quarters,

Head,
Fat,

299
24
5

328

Loose fat,

Pluck,

Offal,

443
328
Ibs-

11
16
88

443

Borrowing Tools,

It is an old saying that "he that goes borrovring,

goes sorrowing;' and a still older one, "the borrower
is servant to the lender." But so far as applies to

farm tools, Yankee ingenuity seems tj have reversed
these sayings, for one of the greatest annoyances cf
some neighborhoods is the necessity of lending tools.

"AVon't you lend me your cart to-day?" "I want to

borrow your crow bar." "Can'c you let us bave
your drag?" "Father wants to get your oxen." "I
want half a dozen of your new bags," &c., are usual-

ly followed by long searches for lost bags, half days
spent in getting carts and harrows repaired, &c.

"Why, father, Mr. Dumplin said he would pay for

that cart if you would get it mended." "He would,

indeed, would he,—this would cost him about one-

fourth of my loss of time in going to him for it, and
taking it to, and returning it from the blacksmith

shop, to say nothing of throe days delay in getting

my work done ?" "But, father, that's a great deal

better than Mr. Sugarplum did when he borrowed
our cultivator, for when he broke it, he swore at you
behind your back for lending him such a "rotten ma-
chine," and wouldn't never pay a cent."

'John Where's the crow bar?" "I don't know,
sur, I've hunted for it a good deal for two or three

days." "Have you looked in the barn?" "Yes, I

hunted all through the barn, and the carriage house,

and the corn house." "Have you asked Jim?"
"Jim, haven't you seen the crow bar nowhere?"
"Why, ^es, I saw it at bquire Noodle's; he borrowed
it one day when you was gone away, to pry up a
barpost, and it's been stickin' there ever since."

Every farmer should have a full set of implements
and tools, and have a placefor every thing, and every

thiny in its place. If he has not the means, let him
sell off a corner of his farm to procure them.

—

Se-

lected.

False Shame.— Some people appear to be ashamed
to have it known that they have to "work for a liv-

ing." But they are not ashamed of the foolish pride

that originates that shame, yet their pride is to

them a greater disgrace that the greatest degree ol

virtuous poverty and honest labor. No greater evil

could befall most young men and women than to be

relieved of the necessity for labor, as the records of

criminal courts, prisons and poor houses show. The
chances are much greater that young men who are

from necessity compelled to toil for a living will

grow up and become respected members of society,

than those who grow up in idleness, with a fortune

at their disposal. While the former are engaged in

earning a reputation and competency, the latter are

scattering their substance in idleness and sloth.

<••

Uo NOT begin farming by building an expensive,

house, or erect a spacious barn till you have some-

thing to store in it.
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Selecting Breeding Rams.

It is the peculiar province of ram-breedera to breed

stock rams for the use of common flock-breeders; and

this mode of breeding has many advantages to both

parties. The ram-breeder can afford to procure and

put to his flock of ewes better animals, and, of

course, more expensive ones than would answer the

purpose of an ordinary breeder to use. In this way
the ram-breeder is enabled to keep up a more select

and valuable flock, from which he can let or sell ani-

mals of a truly valuable character to breeders for

common use at a lower rate of prices: besides, it is

also his peculiar province to look out for and intro-

duce every practical improvement into his flock of

which it is capable, by judicious selection from the

flocks of other approved breeders, and in a groat

measure regardless of cost—the district depending

upon him expects these things of him; and if he is a

man of judgment he will not fail them. He knows,

or ought to know, the pedigree of every animal of

his flock; and in this way he can and does suit any
change of blood or feature to the wants of the flock.

In thiis way he can also suit his friends or customers

desiring or finding it requisite to change their blood

or intermingle it in their flock; by his peculiar flock-

marks he can on application recommend this and
the other animal as changes from the usual selection

of his friends, thereby rendering it unnecessary for

them to resort to other breeders, which is at all

times a dubious course to adopt; it is far better to

keep to a flock you well know, and to the judgment
of a breeder on whom you can de;,end : the breed-

ing will not be running too close by following this

practice.

Breeders should be v:ry cautious in selecting

their rams. The requirements of their flock of ewes
should be particularly noticed, and a careful separa-

tion of them made before hiring, so as to ascertain

more accurately their precise defects, and to point

out with greater certainty the peculiar kind of ram
necessary to rectify these defects; this should bo done

before procuring the ram—not to hire first, and then

try and suit the ewes to him ivfterwards. Never liire

or purchase a ram from an unknown flock. An in-

ferior ram from a flock of well Icnmon repvte will

produce better stock than an accidental good onefrom
an inferior flock. By all means keep to a good
strain; adhere to flocks of well known and deserved

celebrity; you are far more certain as to the result.

There may be, and often is, much foolish fastidious-

ness in breeders relative to slight peculiarities in

good aninlals; a spot, slightly discoloured leg, or

some little defect, is greatly magnified. These are

of minor importance in good animals to common
flock-breeders—they are important to ram-brecd<?rs,

and are generally, if not universally, avoided: but

no ordinary breeder need reject a good ram for a

slight peculiarity; they will seldom be propagated
in the flock, particularly if taken from a good
stock.

Hiring and Sale.—It is always better fbr a breed-

er to hire a ram than to buy one, provided he is

guaranteed a good season with him. Rams "now-a-

days" are so highly kept, so pampered, that vast

numbers of them are very defective stock-gcttcrs.

On this account it is better to hire than to buy.

Shearling or yearling rams are undoubtedly the

most active amongst the ewe flock, and are mostly

sought after by Hock-masters, but a good two-shear

ram is to be preferred, if of known character. The
ftliearling may prove right, and all you could wish;

the two-shear ram is already proved; besides, his

proportions are developed, and you know to a cer-

tainty what he is as a sheep. Experienced ram-
breeders will generally hire a two-shear or even old-

er sheep on this footing; it must not with them be a
matter of doubtful character, and an old sheep well

proved is to them a certain security for future bene-

fit.

A shearling ram is generally supposed to be fully

equal to serve from 75 to 80 ewes; but a two-shear
ram sliould not have m<u'e than 70 to 75. In all

cases, the breeder hiring should see that his rams
are in every respect right and active before putting

them to his ewes; much disappointment and loss

often arise from these omissions.

In making choice of a ram to suit the ewe flock

regard should be had to every requirement; neither

"wool nor mutton" ought to take precedence—both
must be held of equal value. If any quality is to

be discontinued, or of necessity to be given up for

the time, let it bo beauty or symmetry, or some mi-

nor points; these are truly good in their place; but

for these never give up the main qualifications—

a

good fleece, a fat back, and a full symmetrical pro-

portion, of great substance.

In making choice of the ewes to put to each ram,
much may be done to improve the flock. No breed-

er can find just the ram he wants—the very ram to

suit his whole flock; he must therefore have the same
due regard to what he most requires, and put bis

owes to them accordingly. A "ram-breeder" will.

very properly put his choice owes to the best ram,

in order to obtain the best offspring; but a "common
breeder" may vary his ewes as as to procure his

flock of like make and proportions—a short-legged

ram to a long-legged ewe: a full-chosted ram to a
narrow-chested ewe; a heavy woolled ram to a light-

woolled ewe; and so on as his best judgment dictates

endeavoring to obtain from the male what is want-

ing in the female.

In breeding what are termed half-breeds great care

should be given to obtain rams from good flocks, or

the end to he answered in making such stock quick-

ly off is defeated. The very best of rams should bo

used, possessing every good qualification of wool,

mutton, and symmetry. It is quite a mistake to

fancy any ram will do for half-breods; no such thing.

We know of h.alf-bred sheep remaining as long or

longer on fattening pastures than many much heavi-

er and less likely feeding-sheep. If half-bred sheep

are to retain favor with tlio grazier, they must be

bred with every care and attention to the many qual-

ifications. Many breeders use ram lambs for this

purpose; this is wrong, no breeder can tell what a

lamb is to make in his future life. In all cases, use

the best ram or the best kind of ram you can ob-

tain, and be not too nice about the price. I have

known many flocks of lambs make from 'is. 6d. to

7s. per head more than otliers of the like size, solely

from better and more correct breeding: and the dif-

ference is far greater as tlicy grow up, and are fat-

tened.

—

Farmer's Magazine.
*%*

ALTnoHGii in draining land thoroughly, your purse

m.ay be drained, yet the full crops that follow, will

soon fill it up again.

«e«
'-—

FnuiTS.—The Wlieeling Gazette states apples and
other fall fruit and vegetables, are now being sent in

large quantities, from that city over the Ba.timorc

and Oliio railroad to Now York. Apples go at the

rate of 500 barrels a day. They are worth $1 75 at

Wheeling, and $3 in New York.
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Thome's Importations of Uurhams aud South-
downs.

We extract the follow ing interesting letter from

the Cultivator, concerning these late importations

into New York. It is cause of general congratula-

tion all over tl)0 country, that "Grand Duke," cost-

ing ?5000 in England, and probably the finest Dur-

ham bull ever brought to this country, is safely

landed after a most hazardous voyage. To the great

liberality and public spirit of J. Thorne, in invest-

ing so much in these superior animals and bringing

them to our shores, the whole country is under last-

ing obligations. The prices paid were within the

reach of but few, and the patriotic feeling which

prompted the effort to secure them for our own coun-

try, without regard to cost, is worthy of all praise.

The possession of these choice animals will enable

us to turn the current of trade and export io, instead

of importing from England. We feel more anxiety

to see and handle "Grand Duke," than to visit the

Crystal Palace

:

Respected Friend—I now have on my farm, some
choice Short-horns and South Down sheep of my
own importation. To give thee some idea of the

stock I am about importing, I take the liberty of

adding some particulars relating to it, and some ex-

tracts from letters I have received from Francis M.
RoTcn of Morris, Otsego county, who, as thee may
know, is now in England, making selections of stock

for me.
In addition to the South Down buck, (1'2) secured

at Jonas Webb's Letting, 11th July, at 130 guineas,

and the two pens of prize yearling South Down
ewes, shown before the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, by Mr. Lugar, Mr. Rotch selected from
Mr. Webb's flock, fifteen yearling ewes and five old-

er ones (the latter as an especial favor. ) Ho has
subsequently added the first prize pen of yearling

South Down ewes, shown at the York (England)
Agricultural Fair, by Lord Walsingham. Mr. Rotch
remarks of them—"I was really tempted to take
them. They are a beautiful lot."

In connection with the ewes purchased of Mr. Lu-
gar, Mr. Rotch says—"It is to be remarked that Mr.
L. is the only breeder, with one exception, who has
succeeded in winning both the first and second pri-

ces, with yearling South Down ewes at the Royal
Agricultural Society's Fairs. A breeder who can
win with ten of his ewes, ought certainly to stand
higher than the one who wins witli only five. Mr.
L. was my competitor at Mr. Webb's, lor the buck,
(112)."'

Of Short-llorns, Mr. Rotch writes—"The Bates'

bull. Grand Duke, (10,284) is a superb animal, and
to my thinking the best in Engl.ind; his handling
cannot be surpassed. He is a true Duchisss bull,

with all their cliaracter and quality." Subsequent-
ly ho writes

—"1 have purclmsed the Bates' buil.

Grand Duke, decidedly the best bull in the world !

at the long price of 1000 guineas. He looks every
inch a Bates, and is grand in size and appearance,
with a majestic carriage." Grand Duke was pur-

chased of S. E. BOLDEN.
Mr. Rotch also purchased of Mr. Bolden, at 100

guineas, "Peri," a roan yearling heifer by Grand
Duke—dam, Pink, by Id Duke of York (5959)—
grand dam, Marygold, by Raspberry, (4875) &c.

"You will see she has two crosses of the Duchess
blood; then she goes to Booth's Raspberry, he being
the sire of his famous cow Faith, mother of Hope,
and she of Charity, his prize cow, thus going back
to his best blood."

From Mr. Tanqueray he purchased "Aurora," a
two-year old heifer, at 150 guineas. In speaking of
her before making the purchase, he says—"I think
Mr. Tanqueray's heifer, Aurora, by 3d Duke of
York, one of the most desirable animals; she looks
very like a Duchess."
From Mr. Townely he has secured two heifers,

"Frederica" his choicest, two years old, at 300 guin-
eas; color red—sire, Upstart; dam. Feathers, by Duke
of Cornwall, &c. She is far advanced in gestation,

and was only shown at the York fair this season,

where she was a winner. "Llalah Rookh," his

choicest yearling, at 400 guineas; color red—sire.

The Squire; dam by Prince Earnest, &c. This heifer

was winner of the first prize at both the York (Eng-
land) and the Irish shows, the only two at which
she was shown this year. Mr. Rotch says—"Her
pedigree is fu'l of winners, and she is undoubtedly
the most beautiful creature in England." In speak-
ing of prices he adds—"Mr. Townely frankly told

me I had asked for their best animals; that they did

not wish to sell, and nothing but an enormous price

would tempt them."
At the late Earl Ducie's sale, thee is aware of his

purchase of Duchess 59, roan, 5 years old, dam
Duchess 56, at 350 guineas.

Duchess 64, red, 4 years old, dam Duch-
ess 55, at 600 "

Duchess 08, red. 11 months calf, dam
Duchess 64, at _ 300
In speaking of this sale, Mr. Rotch remarks

—

"There was a large gathering of about three thou-

sand persons. The average price of the animals
sold, was double that at fBates' sale ! I think I

could have taken 300 guineas for my bargain be-

fore I left the ground! Mr. Bolden was besieged by
several bidders, to send cows to Grand Duke, but
put the price up to one hundred guineas a cow—on
your account, of course!"

Mr. Rotch was disappointed in not getting Duch-
ess 66, (her dam Duchess 55,) which Morris & Be-

CAK were fortunate in securing at 700 guineas. Had
Mr. R. secured this Duchess, it would have given me
all the Duchess cows Earl Ducie left, that have bred

of late years.

The buck (112) and a part of the ewes have come
to hand, and fully an&wer my most sanguftie expec-

tations. They are doing finely. The balance of the

stock I do not expect until .about the first November.
Very resi ectfully, Jonathan Tuorne. Washington
Hollow, Duchess CO., N. Y., mo. 58, .1853.

To Make Yellow Butter in Winter.^-PuI in

yolk of eggs just before the butter comes, near the

'termination of the churning. This has boon repeat-

edly tried, and it makes very fine sweet butter. It is

kept by many as a great secret, but its great value

requires publicity.

To Cure Poll Evil in Horses.—Mix copperas and
hogs lard, and simmer over tlie fire in an iron pot;

witli ihis rub the part afleeted plentifully two' or

tliree times a week and let the hot sun drive it in.

The application should be made before the disease-

has gone too far. Mind to keep rubbing till a cure

is effected : it takes time.
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Feuciii^ in Peuiisylvauia.

We are reminded ol this important item of farm

expenses by a recent article in the Boston Cultivator,

which copies some statistics on the subject from an

address by Nicholas Biddle, some years ago, before

the Philadelphia Agricultural Society, We recollect

being present when this address was delivered. The

portion of it relative to the cost of fencing excited

considerable attention at the time among the far-

mers, and is as appropriate, if not more so, now. It

Bays:

"But the most serious grievance in our farming,

an'd one to which I ask your special attention, is our

very bad system of fencing. When the country was
first settled, it was natural in felling the timber, to

enclose with the logs the clearing, just as in New
England, the stones on a farm may be as well form-

ed into a fence, as carried further. But as wood be-

came scarcer, the expense has increased, till now it

has become a real oppression. I have heard of a

farm surrounded by a cedar fence, which would ac-

tually sell at auction for more than the farm itself.

A most respectable member of our society has as-

sured me that the fencing of his farm, of perhaps
300 acres, cost him 5,000 do'lars. The extent of this

burthen in Pennsylvania will surprise you all, as it

astonished me when 1 came to make this calcula-

tion, which is of course very rough, but as I give

the elements of it, you must rectify its errors.

The whole surface of Pennsylvania is said to be
i8,000,000 of acres. Deduct for unenclosed lands,

what seems to be a large allowance, say 18,000,000,

and there remain enclosed in a post and rail fence,

10,000,000. The size of the lots into which they

are subdivided, varies; near large cities and towns,

the lots are of a very few acres—in remoter places

they are larger, but for convenience I have assumed
as a basis of calculation, that the sub-divisions of a
Pennsylvania farm are on an averaga about 10
acres.

Now, to enclose a field of ten acres, you have on
each side 660 feet, and calling a panel 10 feet, you
have 66 panels on each side, or 264 panels to go
round the whole—but as every panel serves for an
enclosure on each side, the number of panels should

be reduced of course to one-half: so that, upon a
large scale of enclosure, every 10 acres requires 132
panels of fence. Now 10,000,000 of acres, thus di-

vided into fields of 10 acres, amount to 1,000,000

fields, each of which requiring l.'!2 pnnels, the whole
amount of panels is 132,000,000. The price of a
panel varies in difierent parts of the State; here it

would cost one dollar a panel, but taking the aver-

age at eighty cents a panel, we have ?105,600,000, or

in round numbers, §100,000,000. Consider now the

interest on this outlay, the wear and tear of the

fence, and that the wlxole of it will not last more than
10 or 1.5 years, and you have as the annual tax upon
agriculture in Pennsylvania, the sum of 10,000,000
of dollars. If this estimate appears still too hij!:h,

red'.iee it one-half, and you have still a tax of 95,-

000,000.

Look at it in another point of view. See how
many post roads, private roads and lanes there arc,

with a row of fonoos on each side— ?co.how every farm
is cut up into little divisions of a few acres—and the

result will not vary much from what I liave stated.

They say that every man's house is his castle—one
would think every man's farm was his fortification,

so cut up is it with these piles of logs, like so many

entrenchments. Indeed, the best use of a fence that

I know, is that at the battle of Bunker Hill; the far-

mer-warriors brought two fences together, and filled

the interval with new hay, as an impromptu ram-
part. But in times of peace they are absolute nuis-

ances."

York County Exhibition.

From what we recently heard of this exhibition, it

appears to have surpassed most others in Pennsylva-

nia the present season, not only in the large atten-

dance of 12 to 15,000 people, but in the number, va-

riety, and excellent quality of the stock, implements

and productions, which numbered over fifteen hun-

dred entries.

No intoxicating drink was allowed on the ground,

and consequently thero was no drunkeness, broils or

confusion. Between one and two hundred horses and

mules, many of them very fine animals, were exhibi-

ted. In cattle, sheep and swine, the specimens were

very good, although not numerous, but including

some very fine thorough bred Durhams from the herd

of John Evan's, Esq., the president of the society,

which were not entered for competition. An Ayr-

sh re bull from John Merryman, Esq., of Baltimore,

received the first premium. Several of the contribu-

tors were from that state.

Of some other departments the York Advocate

says:

The exhibition of poultry was exceedingly large,

and attracted much attention; the coops were nearly

all the time surrounded by hundreds of persons.

Every breed that has ever been heard of, we believe,

was represented. Shanghai, Chittagong, Dorking,

Cochin China, Brama Pootra, Chinese Silk, Frizzle,

Game, Bantam; also, Geese, Turkeys, Ducks, Pig-

eons, Ac, &c.

The display of Agricultural and Mechanical im-
plements was very good, embracihg Mowers, Reap-
ers, Cutters, &c., and some new Machines for farm-

ing and mechanical purposes.

Vegetables of all kinds, and in large quantities,

and some of monstrous size, occupied a prominent
position. Fruits in great abu- dance, fresh from the

trees and vines, and cakes and candies, magnificent-

ly gotten up, delighted the eye and tempted the taste

of every looker on.

Of the Carpets, (Juilts, Ornamental Needle Work,
&c., the display was full and h ghly interesting

combining the usefu with the beautiful.

The display cjf Stoves, Saddlery, Boots, Hats,

Flour, Butter, Honey, &c., was large and hindsome-
ly arranged. Inasmuch as the report of the Judges
will bo published, we refrain from noticing any ani-

mal or article particularly.

On Friday the 7th, The Plmoinfj Maicli ionk place,

in a field near to the Fair ground. Three teams
were en'ered, but only two appeared on the ground,

Mr. Peter, of York township, and Mr. Tliomas Em-
niitt, of this Borough. The Plowing was pretty well

done considering the ground, .and the cirnnnistnnces

attending it. This is yet ratlier a novelty in York
county, and all that is necessary, is only the oppor-

tunity of a few such trials, to bring the fanners of
old York up to their proper m rk in this depart-

ment.
At the close of the plowing match, the people gnth-
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I
ered around the speaker's stand, when an address

was delivered by the Hon. Alex. L. Hayes, of Lan-

caster City. Like all that proceeds from his pen,

the address was full of good, sound practical sense,

full of "words iitly spoken." His manner was
pleasinc;, and his words distinct, and his manifest

faith in the doctrines he so well promuli^ated, and so

aptly illustrated, held that large assembly, for an

hour, deeply interested.

We should be much pleased to have a copy of this

address.

—

Ed'

Cure for the Potato Rot.

In a recent conversation with Mr. Joun Barrett,

Jr., of Cayuga Bridge, on the subject of the potato

disease, he informed us that he had not been troubled

with the rot for some years, and that there was an
easy remedy for it, whith all might apply with very

little trouble or expense. On inquiring for this sim-

ple remedy, we expected to have been told that it

waa a secret, to be revealed only to those who were
willing to contribute a handsome reward to the dis-

coverer. But Mr. B. freely gave us his experience,

which we as freely impart to our readers, leaving it

to them to make the experiment, if they think pro-

per.

Mr. Barrett stated that a few years since, he, as

well as most of his neighbors, lost their entire crop

of potatoes by the rot—that the next spring he was
compelled to go to another town for seed, where he
procured a supply for himself and an adjoining

neighbor, and where he was told how to prevent the

disease. He said ho and his neighbor planted the

seed he procured on adjoining fields—the soil and
treatment similar—only that Mr. B. applied the rem-

edy recommended to him—which consisted in sowing

ashes over the field once a week for six weeks, com-
mencing shortly after the second hoeing of the crop.

He used from two to three bushels of ashes per acre,

which is sufficient to give the potato-tops a good
dusting. The result was that his field was entirely

fre,e from the disease, while the potatoes on the ad-

joining field, without this application of ashes, rotted

badly. Since theVi, Mr. B., as well as most of his

neigliliors, had applied ashes, and had been entirely

free from the disease.— Country Gentleman.

in the

states

hams.

How TO Keep SiiotED H.\us.—A writer

Farmer's Companion, published at Detroit,

that he has for many years preserved his

through the summer, in the most perfect condition,

by packing them in barrels, with layers of corncobs
between them, so that the hams would not come in

contact with each other. They should be taken out
and rubbed dry once during the summer. The cask
should be placed on a bench or trussel, in a cool,

dry cellar.

Fattening Slieep.

It is sometimes an object to fiitten sheep rapidly
in summer, and also to fatten oflf old sheep which
cannot be readily fattened on pasture alone. In
cither case, good pasture and the feeding of a mode
rate quantity of grain daily, will generally effect it

very advantageously. One bushel of grain fed to

sheep in summer, will make as much fat as three or
four fed in winter: hence they may be fattened off

most rapidly and with least expense in summer and
m.— CanJetd.

A man behind the times should be fed on ketch-

up.

Mr, Thome's Imported Stock.

We much regret to have to record the following

mishaps, to some of the high priced stock lately pur-

chased in England, while on their voyage to the

United States in the Steamer'Herman. The article

iafrom the "American Agriculturist." It says.

The steamer Herman sailed from Southampton on
the 12th October, and arrived here on the 29th, with
most of Mr. Thome's late purchases of Short-horn
cattle in England, and the remainder of his South-
down sheep. The cattle put on board were the Duch-
ess bull Grand Duke, Duchess 50th, bred by the late

Mr. Thomas Bates; Duchess &Sth, Frederica, andLal-
lah Rookh, bought of Mr. Townley; Mystery and Au-
rora, from Mr. 'Tanqueray; Peri, from Mr. Bolden;
and Darling, ofCapt. Dilks. Seven prize South-down
sheep, purchased ofLord Walsingham, were also put
on board, two of which were for Mr. Francis Rotch,
of Otsego, N. Y.
The Hermann had a succession of heavy gales du-

ring her whole passage. On the third day out the
sheep-house was stove in, and three of these precioua
animals were killed. On the eighth d.ay out she en-
conntered the most furious storm she ever experien-
ced. About midnight the cattle houses were carried

away, and the animals strewed in every direction

over the deck, where, on account of the severity of
the gale, they had to remain till morning. Duchess
QSth was killed outright by the breaking of a mast,
the others miraculously escaped without material in-

jury. Grand Duke did not receive a single scratch.

We made a hasty inspection of the above animals
after landing. Of course they showed to great dis-

advantage, after such a rough voyage, and we shall

reserve giving our opinion fully till we can see them
under more favorable circumstances. But this much
we can say now, that Grand Duke was well named,
for a grand bull he really is. His he.ad, eye, and
horn are particularly fine; and so far as we can now
judge, all his other points may well challenge admira-
tion. Ilis color is beautiful, mostly a deep, rich rod,

with a fine yellow skin.. Duchess 50(h is too much out

of condition to show advantageously, but she seems
a superb cow. The Townley, heifers are most extra-

ordinary; such fine heads and eyes, and such bris-

kets, it strikes us now that we have never met out of

Mr. Bates' yard. We shall speak of the other heifers

more particulaily hereafter. Suffice it to say that

they are well worthy of importation.

'The sheep are superb, one of the ewes we have ntj

recollection of ever having seen surpassed.

Great credit is due to Mr. Rotch for his selections,

and we can well sympathise with him in his care

and anxiety in selecting the above choice animals.

As we are about going to press, we can say no more
at this moment. For some account of the char.acter

of tliis stock and the prices paid for it, we would re-

fer to number six, page 82, of this journal. Duchess

Oilh, having calvrdjust before the steamer sailed,

she was left to follow hereafter.

Mr. Dulany, of Virginia, put on board ten South-

down sheep, selected from the flock of Sir. Webb,
three of these were also killed when the sheep-house

was stove in. Duchess CS(/j was eleven months old,

•and cost Mr. Thome 300 guineas—$1500 of our

money. It is not the money, however, that Mr. T.

regrets at all, but the loss to his country of so high

bred and valuable an animal. Those who have not

tried it, little know the danger and expense incurred

in importin: stock; every good animal arriving hero

should therefore be the more highly prised.
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Grave's Patent Corn Sheller.

The above cut represents a new Patent Corn Shel"

ler which has lately been exhibited to us, rather nove'

in construction, and from its cheapness and simpli-

city, seems well adapted for the farmer, who cultiva-

tes on a small scale. The owner represents it as ca-

pable of shelling with ease 5 to 6 bushels an hour,

worked by a single person. It is operated by the

foot, deposits the cobs on one side, and the corn on

the other. The latter wo observed to be as entirely

clean as if run through the fan. It occupies very

little room. The patent seems to consist in forcing

the ears separately, between a set of shelling^plates,

while at the same time they are twisted on their

axis.

The engraving represents a table to which the corn

eholling apparatus is secured and supported by four

legs. The shelling plates are four in number, and

arranged in pairs at right angles to each other,, and

pivoted at their lower extremities, one pair is small-

er than tlie others, which lap over it, and is acted

upon liy springs, whieh thus force the upper'edgcs of

all four plates to approach each other. The shelling

plates are inclosed in an inverted conical case, which

prevents the scattering of tho shelled corn. A cross

bar is supported above the shelling plates, by two

rods, which passing through the table, are secured to

a cross bar beneath to which motion in imparted by

the spring treadle, secured to the base board. The

opposite extremities of the upper cross bar, are fur-

nished with pins, which are guided in curved grooves,

secured to a pair of upright standards, projected from

the upper edge of the case. The lower cross bar is

slightly hollowed, at its middle and is fitted with »

sharp iron. The ear of corn to be shelled, is insert-

ed edgewise between upper edges of the shelling

plates, and the lower face of the cross bar above

them; the foot of the operator is then applied to de-

press the treadle, and thus force the ear between the

shelling edges; the latter are pressed towards each

other by the springe, with sufficient force to remove

the grains but not to enter the cob. As the cross bar

descends, it is turned by the action of tho curved

guides,—grooves, thus twisting the ear, and great

ly facilitating the action of the shelling plates. As

fast as one ear is forced down, the pressure of the foot

is relaxed, and the spring of the treadle throws up

the cross bar, to receive a second ear, which expels

the cob of the first, fiom between the shelling plates.

Tho shelled corn is collected by the case, from which

it falls, through openings, made in the table into

suitable receptacles.

Price of this machine is only $5—Patent rights

are offered for sale, of most of the counties in Penn-

sylvania. Address B. Pilkington, and A. S. Row^

land, Jacksonvile, Illinois, sole proprietors.

Colic in Horses.-—A Tennessee correspondent

says:—The best remedy that I have tried for colic in

horses is, one pint of whiskey and two-thirds of %

teacup of gunpoAvdcr. Mix well and drcnoli tho

horse. In ordinary cases the ho; so will be well in

half an hour.

If you would teach secrecy to others, begin with

yourself. IIow can you expect another will keepyouT
secret when you cannot yourself.

'
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For the Penna. Farm Journal.

The past, present, and prospective prices of l.aud-

ed property.

Messes. Editors:—Being a constant reader of the

Farm Journal since the first number, and having ob.

served the increasing attention and ability infused

into its columns as it progresses, and its consequent

accumulating value to practical Agriculturists, I beg
permision to express my gratification that a journal

devoted especially to this subject has found genial

elements amongst my fellow farmers to justify the

increased expenses necessarily incurred in raising it

from its comparalively small beginning to its present

apparently highly prosperous condition, creditable

alike to its spirited conductors, and to the discernment

of the agricultural community in which it at present

flourishes.

In every department of business connected with the

occupation of a farmer, its columns teem with interest

and instruction, which lam well assured is not lost

upon those concerned. Amongst the reliable proofs

to this happy effect is the fact, that many feel embol-

dened to convey through your cclumBS for the bene"

fit of others, the result of their own experience, or

their settled convictions on questions of admitted im.

portance, expecting and even courting discussion even

if the bases upon which their conclusions have been

founded should crumble under the operation. Of this

latter character may be considered the following re-

marks, submitted to the consideration of farmers

under the impression that many have not given the

Subject the attention that its bearing on their particu-

lar interest demands. I allude to the past, thepresent>

and the prospective aspect of Agricultural investments

and the causes which have, and probably will con.

tinue to affect them.

The great and suddenly increased price of farm

land since the commencement of the present year has

taken our farming community bysurprise. And noj

a few are disposed to take advantage of what appears

when connected with former experience, to be atran-

eient speculative value, to subside to its former level

in the course of a few months or at farthest in a year

or two; by offeiing their property for sale. All farm

produce has been similarly effected to a greater or

less extent, and a disposition is very generally man-
ifested to convert it at once into money at its present

saleable price, least the usual diminution in value

maj' commence with the articles yet unsold.

That the cause of the recent advance of prices is

not due to diminished production must be apparent

upon a slight examination of the subject, and that it

is not due to increased consumption beyond the usual

increase of supply is equally clear, from the fact that

the quantity exported beyond the limits of our coun-

try has not been materially increased since the

commencement of the rise. To some other causes,

then, it must be ££ttributed, and questions of interest

to the farmer are, to what cause must it be ascribed?

And will that cause operate transiently or permanent-

ly? Will it remain stationary or be progressive? Due
examination it is believed will lead to the conclusion

that the present prices generally will prove to be per.

manent—or even progressive toanextentnot easily for-

seen, and a relapse to their former money price im.

probable if not impossible, for the following reasons,

1st, from the increase and still increasing quantity of

gold in the worlds currency, and its necessary dimu-

nition in value, 2nd, from the legal debasement of

of the standard of silver coin by the Government to

meet the'diminishing value of gold, and 3rdly (though

not permanently) from the prospective increased de-

mand for agricultural products to supply the deficien-

cy alledged in the present crops of Western Europe,

stimulated by the prospect of an extensive continen-

tal war.

With respect to gold it must be home in mind

that the amount in value produced from our own
mines since the beginning of 1850 has reached the

enormous sum ofovertwo hundred millions of dollars,

one half of which has remained in the country to

swell the currency already large before the balance

passing to English hands principally, has, with the

amount received from their own colonial mines du-

ring the last two years, created a redundancy there

also, perhaps as great in proportion to the business

of the country as that experienced here. The mines

of Russia also have been producing about fifty million

dollars worth annually since 1845. The rates of pro-

duction from the three sources named, will probably

from present prospects, continue for an indefinite

number of years. From these data it is not unrea-

sonable to infer that the recent predictions, that in

ten years from this time the metallic currency of the

world will be donble that of the year 1850, will be

fully realized.

It was early discovered here that the qitaniiiy of

gold had diminished the commercial value below its

legal value in current coin, while silver in quantity

and legal value remained stationary and commanded

a premium in gold standard coin, increasing inverse-

ly as the value of gold diminished, and their circula-

tion together at their legal values respectively be-

came impossible. Silver mainly disappeared fi'om

circulation and from the country. To correct this

discrepancy an unwise Congress deemed it good pol-

icy during the sessions of 1852-3 to equalize the stan-

dard value of coin of both metals, not by requring an

increased, quantify of gold in the several coins of that

metal, but by diminishing the quanlity of silver in

the dollar, and its fractional parts, to the required

exten t, (the extent of diminution I gather from the

public prints at the time amounted to 29 grains from

213 gr. formerly contained in the dollar but not hav-

ing seen the act I cannot speak positively) said to be

nearly 14 per cent, and continuing it as a legal ten-
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der at its former. This amount of debasement what-

ever it be, will measure precisely the extent of the

depreciation of our currency at the time of the pas-

sage of the act. A further accumulation of gold from

year to year will require a corresponding debasement

of silver coin to meet its diminishing value, until, if

continued a few years, jpure silver and gold vrill be-

come of equal value for equal weights or in other

terms, our standard dollar in either metal will be

worth about one sixteenth of their value in 1850. This

may be an extreme that will never be realized, but to

whatever extent it may progress, in precisely the

same ratio must the price of all saleable commod-

ities advance to maintain the real value in that year-

It will be observed, ifthese premises be correct, that

a portion of the late increase in the price offarm land

audits products is owing to an increase in theg?(anij7y

of our metalic cui-rency, and a further influence has

been exerted by a debasement of the currency by

which their relative value is measured. These two

causes, to whatever extent they have or may effect

the saleable value of commodities may be considered

permanently in action and their intensity to increase

progressively so long as the production of gold in al'

nations maintains its present rate of accumulation.

The increase of demand and consequent advance

of price for breadstuffs for European consumption,

will probably be very considerable,j independent of

the fluctuations in value and amount of the circula-

ting currency, which has been equally felt there as

in this country. All Western Europe has given ev-

idence by acts of their several Governments but sel-

dom resorted to, for the encouragement of the impor-

tation of foreign grain, that the crops in all the mar-
atime countries on the west of that continent have

been unusually short of the amount required for local

consumption. Their usualsources of supply have been

Russia and the United States, when such deficiency

has occurred, and even under ordinary cicumstances

of failure, we might anticipate a rise of fifty percent

in the prices of wheat and Indian corn, the prospect

at present is that the whole deficiency must be drawn
from the United St.atcs alone, in consequence of a

probable state of war preventing the grain fromRils-

sia finding its way into any of tiie countries requir

ing it.

In view of these considerations and prospective

forebodings which to some extent have been already

realized and to a much greater extent are almost cer

tain to be .so, it is respectfully suggested that wisdom
and prudence would council our farmers to consider

thoroughly the consequence to their interests to re-

sult from disposing of their lands or other permanent
property—under the prospects before us, even at the

present comparatively high and tempting prices. The
fluctuation of the currency cither in value or quan-

ty will not effect the real value of property cither

advantageously or adversely, and all whose means

are thus invested, will, with common prudence and

forecast, pass unharmed through the ordeal; not so,

however, with those with those whose dependance

and means are on money in any form, at interest or

otherwise, the whole weight of ultimate loss will fall

on the latter exclusively. A single exemplification of

this position will serve to illustrate the object arrived

at in tlie foregoing discussion.

Upon the supposition that a certain property would

have commanded in 1850 a price of ten thousand dol-

lars, and at this this time thirteen thousand dollars

could be obtained for it, andthat in 185G sixteen thou-

sand dollars will measure its value, it would fol-

low that the property had been improved to the extent

of thr;e thousand dollars in 1853 and six thousand

dollars in 1856,or that sixteen thousand dollars in 1856

was of no greater value than thirteen thousand in

1853 or ten thousand dollars in 1850. The latter is

the true state of the case: the holder of the property

maintains his interest like a cork floating on a rising

surface, while the money owner has suffered the

loss of depreciation in its value. Transactions of

every day occurrence will justify this parallel to the

letter.

Middletown, Del. co. .
J. E.

For the Farm JoarDal.

Osier Wniow.
The attention of Horticulturists in this county, has

recently been called to the probable advantages of

the culture of several new cro^s, among which tho

willow seems most prominent. Several rewards are

offered, by a member of the society to the most suc-

cessful cultivator. Hence there is much inquiry as to

the most suitable soil, variety of willow and manner

of propagation and culture. It would seem, by the

dearth of experimental facts, in Agricultural and

Horticultural works, to be a comparatively new bus-

iness.

For these reasons it is thought expedient to give,

from the best European authorities the rrethod prac-

tised there according to Loudon, than whom, no wri-

ter has C(mdensedmorc important information on this

and kindred subjects.

To his Arboretum et Fruticctum Brittanicum,—

o

work not in the society's Library; consequently not

easily accessible to its members,—we are indebted for

most of the following information.

It is pleasant to state, that the subject is not en-

tirely new to all the members of our society. Fine

prepared osiers and their manufacture -were exhibi-

ted last September, by one of our members. From

him much valuable information may be obtained.

His investigations and he has availed himself of all

practical facts within his reach, led him to adopt tho

common willow, so extensively cultivated near Wil-

mington and in this county, for the manufacture of

charcoal for gunpowder. Its quality for basket-ma-
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king is improved by each succeeding cutting until

the third. The coramonyellow willow, [salixvitellina)

would no doubt be equally improved by frequent cut-

ting. It is certainly tougher than the former under or-

dinary circumstances. A variety grown here for five

years, probably the S. Forbyana, appears well adap-

ted for the purpose, producing slender, branchless

shoots ten feet long in a season. Persons desirous of

testing different varieties can have cuttings gratui-

tously.

"Almost all the species of willows may be grown

or this purpose; but some are greatly preferable to

others. The most vigorous growing is unquestiona-

bly, S. viminalis; and it is the sort most generally cul-

tivated for basket making. It has no disadvantage

except that in cold wet seasons and in moist soil it

does not always ripen the points of its shoots. S.

rubra, S. forbyana, S. decipiens and S. stipularis

are excellent species of less vigorous growth than S.

Viminalis. The best of these is perhaps S. forby-

ana. These we consider as by far the most valuable.

The soil for basket willow ought to be deep, well

drained, and thoroughly prepared; and the situation

ought to be low, level, and naturally moist; and if

there is a command of water for irrigation so much

the better." Sang observes "there are few soils that

will not bear willows; yet some situations are very

unfit for them. Dry and exposed grounds, peat, moss

and land covered with standing water, or a quagmire

are not at all suitable. Hollows, the soil of which

is composed of rich, soft, earthy particles, and which

can be laid dry, are the most eligible for converting

into osiers; and if such can be occasionally soaked

with water during the dry months of summer, the

situation may be considered perfect. Completely

draining the site of a basket willow plantation is the

first step towards its formation, and the foundation

of its prosperity, and, consequently, of the profit to

be derived from it. The drains ought to be open or

built on the sides and covered over with flags to pre-

vent their being choked up with the roots. In no

case should a plantation of willows be attempted but

in prepared ground except perhaps, where a few rows

may be introduced upon the brink of a river or on

the tops of the banks of ditches. Having fixed upon

the spot and also having carefully prepared the ground

the next step is to procure the plants. These should

be of the last years wood, taken from the under end

of well-ripened shoots of good size, and they should

be in length "f 1 foot. Every vigorous shoot will af-

ford two or three plants. Tlie distances at which

osiers for baskets ought to be planted are 18 inches

between the rows and 12 inches apart in the rows.

This distance will not be too thick for at least five

or six years; but after that period every alternate

plant should be removed. Osier plantations must be

carefully hoed .and cleaned every year. When the

shoots become too numerous they should be careful-

ly thinned out, and also cut down, leaving only an

eye or two at the bottom of each, until they be dimin-

ished to such a number as the stool is capable of sup-

porting with vigor throughout the season. A basket

maker finds more service from one shoot of 6 or

8 feet in length than from four of 3 feet in length and

one of the first dimensions will not exhaust the stool

or the land so much as four of the others. The proper

season for thinning the stools is from the 1st of

March to the middle of April.

The shoots should not be cut till the second au-

tumn after planting; for by being allowed to remain

uncut such a length of time, the stocks become stron-

ger and more able to produce a good crop."

Should this meet the approbation of editors and read-

ers of the Journal it will be followed from the same

authorities by The operation of Catting, Peeling, &c.

In my last communication you have materially en-

larged the circumference of my pea stalk. It wants

a period before 23. (Twenty-three hundredths) ofa

foot.

Glenisle, Nov. 7th, 1853. J. K. E.

For the Farm Journal.

Mr. Prince's tetter on the Strawberry Q,uestlou.

Dear Sir :—When from three plants of McAvoy's

Extra Red Strawberry received direct from the rais-

er, I produced n whole progeny, having on each plant

separate spikes of pistillate and hermaphrodite blos-

soms, and I sent you one for verification, an individ-

ual came forward and taunted both you and me with

gross ignorance in not knowing that it was a charac-

teristic of "thai, and a dozen other varieties." When
that individual subsequently comes forward in your

October number, and labors hard, and quotes "Mr.

McAvoy" and "fifty dollars" to prove that that same

same strawberry has no such characters ; when such

an individual occupies six whole columns solely to

make out the inconsistency, &c., of his opponent,

truly, as you say, it is time to stop.

Of what value is all this dogmatic declamation 7

What, sir, if you tell a gentleman that you keep

your hens beyond the attractions of their male com-

panions, as you have already told him a similar thing

about osage oranges, figs, and so on, and that they

yet lay you eggs in abundance "good enough to eat,"

—what, I ask, would it signify that he answer you,

on the strength of "his long experience," that "it is

utterly impossible 1"

And what if, in like manner, Mr. Barry and oth-

ers tell the same gentleman, that they can raise

strawberries, "good enough to cat," though by no

means perfect, from plants out of the reach of stami-

nate influence. What signifies an "utterly impossi-

ble" or a "thousand dollars" to the contrary?

And if, sir, Mr. Forbes in the Salictum Wuburnien-

sis, fi'-'uros a specimpn of Salix Cioweaiia, and de-

scribes it as having "barren catkins which have the
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remarkable peculiarity ofchanj;inginto_/er<i7eone8,"

and states that he has vatched the progressive

change of the filaments to pistils,—what signifies it

that a gentleman from Flushing dares W. D. to offer

an instance of the kind?

And when, in Smith's "English Flora," Mr. Bor-

rer observes that the same phenomena occurs in Sa-

lix Oleifolia, and Mr. Gee the same in S. Cineria,—
what effect would it have on the fact if the same gen-

tleman were to express his religiously worded senti-

ments on our having found "what he considers a

"God-send," to help us?"

And supposing I point to a plant growing in our

garden—allied to the strawberry—the Rubus Odora-

tus, never producing a berry there, nor, I believe, in

any other garden, and then refer to respectable bo-

tanical authors for the fact that it formed berries per-

fectly in its native mountains when out of the reach

of cultivation,—what then if "somebody" or "no-

body" did "declare" that "nature's laws were im-

mutable," and so the fact, so called, could not be?

And, again, about this "immutable law," what if

we find in the Quarterly Review for 1852, that Sir

W. J. Hooker comes forward and says that there is

a plant in their collection, named by Smith Ccdeho-

gyne Illicifolia, which bears perfect seeds thousands

of miles beyond the reach of "staminate influence,"

what then if even the same gentlemafl from Flush-

ing should pronounce the assertion of the fiict to be

akin to blasphemy?

And if, Mr. Editor, any man were to be "dumb"
enough to assert that a pistillate flower, once formed

or in blossom, could, after that, be made to become a

hermaphrodite one,—would there not, ilien, be some

analogy between that chaste figure of speech, that

"turning of a cow into a bull," and that proposition,

—but as no one has made such an assertion, may
not analogy, as well as "poetry," become "fool.

ery?"

And, as it seems so fashionable to draw supposed

analogies from the animal kingdom, ia it not a fact

known to every agricultural stock breeder worthy of

the name, that they have it in their power to regu-

late the sexes of the animals ,they may raise to a

considerable extent, and can only not do so entirely

through not knowing enough of this "immutable

law,/ about which another seems to know so much ?

Have the experiments recorded long ago, in volumes

37 and 38 of the Annals de VAgriculture Francaise,

as having been made by M. Girou de Buzaricnguez,

by which he was enabled to raise as many females

in proportion to males in a flock of ewes, as any one

might suggest,—have these facts ever been controvert-

ed? or rather has not every year more fully confirni-

ed the fact, that the "immutable law" which regu-

lates these things is comprised of external circum-

stances, which may become "perfectly under our

controlV

Indeed, sir, were your Journal a medical one I

could allude to the discoveries of modern physiolo-

gists, by which it would appear that the mere "turn

of a straw" prevented Mr. Prince himself from be-

ing, perhaps, Mrs. Partington.

If we want to argue this question scientifically,

we must use language accurately, and in that event

there is no such thing, aclualhj, as "pistillate" or

"hermaphrodite plants." They merely bear pistillate

or hermaphroditeflowers, and until the flowers or the

rudiments of their separate organs are formed, they

are under the laws which regulatj the production or

development of either the one or the other. Once

formed the sexes are, of course, "immutable."

And now what becomes of all this talk about "im

mutability" and all that? It shows that men talk

about these things as if they knew every iota of the

process; when, if "wisdom were not extinct,'' with

Socrates, they would confess they knew comparative-

ly nothing; and it teaches all of us that we have

many things to learn, and that there are many thinga

hard to be understood, which we shall better come at

by a brotherly walking forward hand in hand in the

search, than by sitting down in a ditch, and by the

strength of our lungs, if not b/ the solidity of our

judgment, turn those away from the search after na-

ture's truths, who would "follow her through all her

secret paths." THOMAS MEEIIAN.

Domestic Receipts.

Ginger Cup Cake.—3 cups of flower, 1 of sugar,

1 of molasses, 1 of butter, table spoonful of ginger,

1 tea spoonful of saleratus and 3 eggs, bake in pans.

A pound of stoned and chopped raisins is an im-

provement.

Quick Biscuit.—Put a small table spoonful cf

lard in 1 quart of flour, and add 2 tea spoonfuls of

cream of tarta. , finely powdered, with a tea spoonful

of salt—put a tea spoonful of super carbonate of

soda in a pint of warm milk with it in and make the

paste of ordinary consistence for biscuit, adding

flour or milk, if either are needed—roll it half an

inch thick, cut in shapes and bake 20 minutes.

Spoxge Cake.—10 eggs, leave out the yolks of 2,

1 lb. of sugar and the weight of 5 eggs in flour,

beat the whites light, then add the yellow and sugar

alternately, not beating them much, th: flour stirred

in very light.

Muffins.—Take 2 eggs, 1 spoonful of yeast, 1

pint of milk warmed, 1 lb. of flour; mix them up
and let them rise, then bake them in rings.

RiTNER Cake.—5 cups of flour, 3 of sugar, 1 of

butter, 1 of cream, 4 eggs, a tea spoonful of salera-

tus, the eggs put in without beating, mix all together,

bake them 20 minutes in a middling quick oven.

Mountain Gingerbread.—] cup of butter, 1 of

sugar, 3 of flour, 1 of molasses, 3 eggs, table apoon-

ful of ginger, and a little pearlasb.
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For the Farm Journal.

The Potatoe Plant.

J. Lacet Darlington :

Dear Sir:—We promised your readers of the Oc-

tober No. our opinion having reference to adaptation

of soil, and depth of planting and locality. In or-

der to prevent us being assailed by any who may

differ vfith us in the views laid down, we might

state that we desire nothing more nor less than a

fair trial, and let the verdict fall accordingly.

1st, Adaptation of soil and depth of planting.

The soil in order to bring it in a good condition

for planting potatoes should be as permeable as pos-

sible; a field that has been plowed the previous sea-

son is better than sod, and if otherwise no such

place will be suitable, we would recommend having

the sod plowed that the frost will spend its force

upon it and soften the clods—by no means would we

recommend planting them under the sod as is often

done, for several special and what we consider sub-

stantial reasons—first, it should be the intention to

have them slightly covered with soil, that the air

will, as far as possible, have access to the roots; and

secondly, it will be almost impossible to bring the

soil in the condition indicated by only once plowing.

We have, therefore, premised that the potatoe should

not be planted deep, and that even the small quanti-

ty of soil which we would have placed upon them,

should be mellow for reasons already laid down>

namely, to have free access of the atmosphere. We
know a farmer in our community who manures his

field in common as for any other crop, and covers

the potatoes—plantings—with rye straw and then

passes the plow along and covers them slightly with

earth, and his crops are generally (/ood and not af-

fected with the rot. It will, therefore, be seen that

we consider the health of the potato to depend on

the permeability and mellowness of the soil, together

with constant access of the atmosphere.

As for locality, we fully believe that this, not less

important than any of the other points laid down, is

too little thought of by the farmer. How often do

we see large pieces with potatoes, in low, marshy,

heavy soil, and as often poor crops; the potatoes after

digging, very heavy and full of sap, and a few weeks

after are half rotten. Experience has proven since

the potatoe plant is naturalised, that high grounds

are preferable and still more so, if they possess the

qualifications already said, to wit, permeability and

mellowness. It should be readily drained that no

water stagnates between the rows which will invaria-

bly produce a heavy potatoe.

It should also be the aim of farmers to select a

piece where surrounding obstacles will not prevent a

free draft of the atmosphere. This is a most im

portant point and is very frequently the cause of

firehlast. Potatoes are planted near some woody

place, orchard, &c., and is it not well known that we

rarely can expect a good crop ? We would recom-

mend, if at all practicable, a place which is open

and accessible on all sides by the atmosphere; we
could point to numerous instances in our vicinity

where this alone was the cause of a failure.

We have now done, and if any of your patrons

will give our experiments, &o., a trial, we hope a fu-

ture will reveal with what success it was attended.

E. K. BEAVER.
Worcester, Montgomery co., Nov. 12, 185.S.

*9*

Profits of the Fruit Culture and the hest varie-

ties for Market.

We extract from the "Country Gentleman" a

report of an informal meeting of Pomologists in'

New York, on one of the evenings during the recent

State Fair at Saratoga. It embodies some valuable

information, and is of general interest. The subject

of pear blight is of great importance, and by thus

comparing notes and observations, it is to be hoped

a remedy for this great drawback to pear culture

may yet be found, as well as the cause of it. It seems

to be admitted that a forced and unnatural growth,

by stimulating manures increases the liability to be

attacked, and als) that it is more prevalent some sea-

sons than others. We have never before had so much

of it in our own grounds, as this year, nor heard of

it to the same extent in the neighborhood of Wes
Chester.

First Evening.— Cracking of the Pear.—The sub-

ject of the cracking of the pear was introduced, and
a number of gentlemen present were unanimous in

stating that in New England and in other places

where the cracking had generally destroyed the

White Doyenne, (or Virr/alieu,) this variety had en-

tirely escaped when propagated on the quince.

The only exception was mentioned by A. Saul, of

Newburg, where it is usually quite fair, but du,

ring the present season of extraordinary rains-

it had cracked badlv, and alike on both quince and
pear. E. W. Leavenworth, of Syracuse, said that of

the thousands of bearing trees of that place, none
had ever cracked except those brought from Long
Island; hence the inference that the disease was
mainly from a constitutional condition of the stock

or variety—most others, however, inclined to tho

opinion that this disaster results from a peculi-

arity of the season. Tho present year it had been
more prevalent than usual; A. Saul stated that all

his early pears were fine and the late ones much in-

jured; the first part of the season being favorable,

and the latter excessively wet. Cases were mention-

ed, however, where the influence of soil had contrib-

uted to the same result, in trees dissimilarly affected

in the same immediate neighborhood, subjected alike

to every peculiarity of the season.

The only instance known where the Seckel had
ever cracked, was stated by E. W. Leavenworth, whose
trees had in one instance borne badly cracked fruit.

Every alternate row in his Seckel orchard had been
heavily manured in the spring, the others remaining
unmanured, but all were affected alike.

Several expressed the opinion that the Van Mons
Leon le Clerc had of late years been less affected

with cracking than formerly, and that the over-es-

timate at first placed upon it had induced many to '
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place it too low. Some were of opinion that it very

nearly approached "best," while others considered

it as only worthy to be classed "good," accord-

ing to the scale of the American Pomological Con-

gress.

The opinion was expressed by a number present,

that the cracking ot fruit results from the same cause

that produces leaf-blight on the tree; and several in-

stances were mentioned where the cracking had com-

menced first on the lower parts of the tree, where
the leaves had been correspondingly attacked.

Select Lists.—It was proposed that such gentle-

men present as were familiar with the best varie-

ties of the pear, should furnish a list of the three

best, or such as they would plant the most largely

for their own use. The Seckel, Bartleit and Virga-

lieu, (or Doyenne,) were selected by P. Barry, of Ro-

chester; E. W. Leavenworth, of Syracuse; and T. C.

Maxwell, of Geneva. J. J. Thomas, of Macedon,
named Flemish Beauty, Seckel, Virgalieu; 3. Battey,

of Clinton county, preferred Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Flemish Beauty and Witikfield. Dr. Wendell, of

Albany, and A. Saul, of Newburgh, would choose

Seckel and Bartleit, and would add the Virgalieu,

(or Doyenne,) provided it should still continue to do
as well as in years past. It thus appears, that of

the seven votes given, six were for the Seckel, six

for the Virgalieu; five for the Bartlett, two for the

Flemish Beauty, and one for the Winkjield.

The smallness of size has been stated to be an ob-

jection to the .SecW, one gentleman remarked that a
tree on his grounds, which had been uncultivated,

had borne such small fruit as is usually seen; the

present year it had been well tilled, {without much
manure,) with an increase in the size of the crop,

and a three-fold increase in the size of the fruit

—

many of the specimens being quite as large as an
ordinray Virgalieu. The opinion was given by sev-

eral that the Seckel had not been allowed a fair

chance in ordinary management, and that with high
culture its fruit would be much heavier and finer.

Fire Blight.—E. W. Leavenworth had found the

fast growing sorts of the pear, and those stimulated
with high manuring, much more liable to blight

than those with short, compact wood; and that the

disaster usually occurred during the prevalence of

the hottest weather; which was in accordance with
the observations of several others.

Second Evening.— Cracking of the Pear.—Some
additional remarks were made on this subject by Dr.

Ward, of New Jersey, adverse to the opinion that

the cracking was caused by the removal of leaves

by leaf-blight. On his grounds the \an Jifons Leon
le Clerc tree grew with vigor, but the fruit cracked
badly—the present season the cracks were nearly
large enough to place one's finger within them, yet
up to the present time the tree retains its foliage.

His Virgalieu trees worked on quince, which, last

year had given promise of doing well, had cracked
badly the present season—the soil in which they
grow is regarded as one of the best lor the pear,
and these trees grow vigorously. T. C. Maxwell, of
Geneva, had pears of the Virgalieu grown on quince
considerably affected, while those growipg on pear
stocks were entirely free.

Proflis of Fruit Culture.—This subject being in-

troduced, some statements were made of the large
profits derived from the culture of the Lady Apple.
W. H. Denning, of Duchess county, had annually
sold forty dollars worth of fruit from a single tree,

the price varying from eight to twelve dollars per
bushel. The soil was gravelly. On soilaioi a differ^

ent character the crop had been quite unsuccessful.
One gentleman had picked ten barrels from his trees,

and found only two barrels fair, the least blemish,
entirely spoiling the sale of a fancy fruit. Anotheip
gentleman stated that from an orchard in Orang»
county, out of five barrels he had not obtained a sin-

gle hatful of good specimens. Dr. Ward said that
in Ntw Jersey it succeeded well on gravelly loam,
which was generally admitted to be its best soil. In-
formation was given of the large profits of an orchard!
at Darby, near Philadelphia, containing 200 trees,

and occupying four acres of land. The average an-
nual net profit was §800, or ?200 per acre. The soil

of the orchard is constantly cultivated in crops, with
the application of bone dust, and it is regarded as
one of the neatest and best specimens of orchard cul-

ture in the State.

The high price of this apple depends entirely on
the demand for it in cities for fashionable evening
parties, which is far greater than the supply. Amer-
ican grown Lady Apples also command a very high
price for the same object in London. The opinion
was however expressed, that as it is not a fruit of
the highest character and value, and the fashion may
not alwavs continue in its favor, it would be unsafe
to plant it largely, or exclusively for market.

Profts of Pear Culture.—It was stated by a gen-
tleman present that Martin Smith of Tarrytown, had
sold SGOO worth of Virgalieu pears (at$4 per bushel,)
from less than a acre, besides nearly $100 worth of
Bartletis. Another instance was mentioned where
an old tree, growing in Western New York, had an-
nually yielded from $20 to S30 worth of pears, at two
and a half dollars per bushel. An acre would ad-
mit 100 such trees, and would yield annually from
12000 to $3000 in fruit. The tree mentioned received
no cultivation. Dr. Ward had obtained from forty
trees of the Bartlett, which had been planted only
seven years, and which had commenced bearing
three years afterwards, an average of half a bushel
per tree the present season, and had sold them from
four to six dolars per bushel. T. C. Maxwell had
trees of the Flemish Beauty seven years planted, and
two years old when set out, which had borne two
bushels each last year, and over one bushel this.

Ripening and Marketing Fniit.—All present who
had tried the Femish Beauty, had found it, in com-
mon with many other sorts,) greatly improved in fla-

vor by picking a few days before maturity, and ri-

pening within doors. This treatment had also been
found necessary by some on account of tlie liability

of this pear to be blown off by the wind. P. Barry
said that the treatment must be adapted to the
peculiarities of the different sorts?—that some pears
of a soft, melting character, such for instance, as
the Flemish Beauty and Bc/le Lucrative, should
be ripened in a cool room, or dry cellar, to prevent
the process from being too rapid, and .avoid spee-
dy decay. On the other hand, those of a hardier
or more gritty nature, needed a much w.irmer
temperature. The observation of other corrobor-
ated this statement. A dark drawer had been found
the best place for a pear to complete its ripening,
and to acquire its finest color. Whatever the tem-
perature might be, that is best adapted to the manu-
ring process, preserving a uniformity, and avoiding
changes, was regarded of great importance; and also
that too dry atmosphere was unfavorable to the ri-

pening of winter pears, cspeciallv, which had to re-

main exposed to it a long time, and which, it they
once became too dry, never could be made to softea

by maturity.
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Dr. Ward had found the profits of market pears to

depend greatly upon their proper ripening; it not un-

frequently happened that a tripplo price was obtain-

ed for liandsomely matured Bartletts over those

equally well grown, but in a green condition. He
had sold them for six dollars per bushel, side

by side with those equally as fine in every other re-

spect, that would scarcely bring two dollars, and
which had not the tempting exterior of full maturity,

He had also found selection a matter of considerable

importance, and had obtained as much for the finest

assorted Bartletts, taken from a large quantity, as he

could have obtained for nearly the whole unassorted.

The best Barlletts had sold at retail in New York oily

at twelve to twenty-five cents each.

The SscJcel pear, although of such superlative high

flavor, was very low-priced in market, although in-

stances were mentioned where six to eight dollars per

bushel had been obtained for finely grown specimens

in the Boston market.

Winter Pears.—Gentlemen present being called

upon to name the best winter pears, P. Barry ex-

pressed his preference for the Latcreiice, Winter Nelis,

and Easter Buerre. The Laiorence and Winter Nelis

would ripen well in boxes in cellars, and the Easter

Buerre was unquestionable the best very late keeper,

but should always be grown upon the quince. J.

Battey, of Clinton county, named two, the Winkfield

and Winter Nelis; J. J. Tliomas selected the Wiak-

Jield, Lawrence, Winter Nelis and Easter Buerre; Dr.

Wendell preferred the Winlcfield, Winter Nelis and
Easter Buerre on quince. For exclusive raising on

quince, P. Barry would prefer the Winkfield, Glout

Morceau, and Easter Buerre. A few gentlemen who
were acquainted with the Doyenne f/ris' d'Eiver, re-

garded it as giving the highest promise of all the

new winter sorts.

Some discussion occurred in relation to the difii-

culty of sending ripened winter pears to city mar-

kets in winter from the danger of freezing on the

way. J. Battey said that the practice was now common
of runing freight cars, warmed artificially, for carry-

ing potatoes from Northern New York and Vermont
to the Boston market, in the depth of winter; and
that no difficulty could occur in the case of winter

pears. It was, however, believed by others, that as

soon as winter pears should be raised in large quan-

tities, establishments would spring up in the cities

for purchasing winter pears in autumn, when they

could be most safely transportdd to a distance, and
for ripening them on a large scale for the market.

The ripening process could be done more economical-

ly if performed is a wholesale manner, and could

doubtless be more perfectly completed, than by any
small arrangements for the purpose by the raisers

of the fruit.

Water in Peat.—The importance of placing peat

and swamp muck in a position to drain and dry

thoroughly after digging, and before drawing, may
bo well understood when it is stated that usually

from 80 to 90 parts out of a hundred are water, as

commonly seen in a moist state, fresh and black

from the swamp.

A Word to Boys.—Stick to your trade, boys, and
learn to work if you wish to be truly independent.

There is no more pitiable sight than a half mechanic
applying for work. He is always at the foot of the

hill and labor as he may, unless he becomes perfect

in his trade, he can never rise.

New Corn Crusher.—Thomas Durden, of Mont-
gomery, Alabama, has taken measures to secure a
patent for a new corn crusher, which is exceedingly

well adapted for cracking and crushing corn in the

ear, also various other vegetables. The hopper for

the reception of the corn is peculiar; it receives the

ears of corn by various small openings; they pass
down and are first cut by a revolving S shaped knife

on a vertical spindle, and after they pass down and
are crushed between groves and projections on the

revolving spindle, and groves and projections on the

inner face of the machine. The grinding parts are

of cast iron, the inside of the case being a hollow

cone, its bottom where it discharges being the apex,

and the grinding spindle or muUer acting with its

outer on the inner surface of the case. The appa-

ratus is simple and good.

—

Scientific American
<••

American Wool.—Peter A. Browne, of Phila-

delphia, in a communication to the Richmond (Va.)

Whig, asserts that he can show that "as fine a fleece

can be procured in the United States as in any por-

tion of the world." He says that he has in his pos-

session wool grown in Allegheny county, Penna.,

by Wm. Hall, which measures from 1-218(5 to 1-2500

part of an inch, while the finest wool in tlie collec-

tion sent to him by the king of Prussia, and the finest

among the specimens sent to him by the king of Sax-

ony, measures 1-2186. Mr. Browne denies the cor-

rectness of the decision on the subject at the Lon-

don Crystal Palace Exhibition, and produces facts

to show that the jury on wool did injustice to the

specimens of American wool exhibited.
4«*

Improvement in Grist Mills.—The Worcester

Spy speaks of improvement in the manner of peck-

ing mill-stones by which their capacity for grinding

can be doubled. The editor of the Spy saw it ap-

plied to a mill in Worcester, and the result of its

application was that a bushel of Northern corn was
ground in a minute and a half—and that an old

fashioned mill, with a single run of stones, with

the improvement, will grind forty-six bushels an
hour.

Tu Measure an Acre.

Land, 30J square yards make one sq, rod ; 40 sq.

rods make one sq. rood ; 4 sq. rood, one acre ; 640

acres one square mile ; 4,840 sq. yds. or IGO rods

made one acre.

In measuring an acre by yards, the usual prac-

is to trace off 70 yards in length, and 70 yards in

width ; this in a rough way, may be considered near

enough for practical purposes, but as 70 yards either

way make 4,900 sq. yds. it exceeds one acre by 60

yards. The determine an accurate acre it may be

measured 70 yards in length, by C9 1-7 yards in

width. The same result may be arrived at by mea-

suring 220 feet in length, and 198 feet in width, or

by measuring 73 1-3 yards in length, by OG yards in

breadth.—Amer. Farmer.

LiHE Duster.—An English orchardist, whose or*

hard occupies 50 acres, protects his trees from cat-

erpillars and other insects by shaking over the young
foliage quick limo pulverised and sifted through a

fine sieve. He puts the lime into a tin conical can-

ister, perforated at one end with a long handle. The
time for using it is in the dew of the morning, or

whenever the leaves are damp. He has found it

very effectual.
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Pontiac.

The opposite cut represents the Durham Bull, Pon-

tiac, (sire and dam imported,) recently the property

of Seth A. Bushnell, of Hartford, Trumbull county,

Ohio, and sold by him at the late Pennsylvania State

Fair, at Pittsburgh, to Gen. Wm. Larimer, of that

city.

Pontiac is six years old, a light roan color, medium

size, compact and symmetrical form; has a remarka-

bly prominent and sparkling eye, combined with a

quietness and docility of temper, which insure fine

feeding properties. Where known, the early maturi-

ty of his stock with other excellencies cause them to

be popular and eagerly sought alter.

Philadelphia Society for Promoiiiig Agriculture,

The exhibition of the above society, held at the

Rising Sun, near Philadelphia, was considered in

most respects fully equal to former years, although

from the absence of two or three principal contribu.

tors in neat cattle, there was a falling off in this de-

partment. In a fine display of horses, also sheep,

swine, poultry, agricultural implements and produce,

the exhibition maintained its previous prominent

character. The ploughing match was postponed on

account of unfavorable weather, and two days were

oeeupied by the exhibition, instead of three as here-

tofore.

An address was delivered by Thomas II. Burrowes

of Lancaster, which is very highly commended by
those who heard it.

Mr. Longworth on the Strawberry Question shall

have a hearing in our next.

—

Ed. Farm Journal.

For the Fai-m Journal.

Hessian Fly.

Messrs. Editors:—The Hessian fly is perhaps,

more destructive to the wheat crop of this country

than all other insects and vermin, and, indeed seems

most to be dreaded. That the wheat crop of our

country should some seasons be cut short even mil-

lions of bushels is, much to be lamented, while no

remedy we believe, as yet of general practicability

has been discovery to stay the ravages of this insect.

If however the knowledge that is in possesion of

some individuals in relation to it, were generally

known to farmers, it is possible, the ravages of this

destructive little agent, might be prevented in some
measure at least. The injury to the plant by it,

seems to be done entirely while the insect is in its

larva or egg state; absorbing in some way as its

nourishment the juices of the growing stalk. After

it has arrived at a certain stage (as we are informed,)

it escapes from its outer skin or shell a winged in-

sect, and rises in the air. And in this transformed

state, (we are told) it propagates its species by de-

positing its eggs in the young \vlieat plants in the

fall of the year. We have taken the pains to put

some roots and stalks in which were a deposit of

these eggs into a bottle, for the purpose of getting a

sight of the creature in its winged state but did not

succeed. There are but few persons, we believe who
know it in its winged form; we have not met with

one who could recognize or point it out to us distinct-

ly among the many winged tribes that are seen sport-

ing in the air. Will you or some of your correspon-

dents be so kind as to give through the columns of

the Farm Journal a description of it, which with a

cut of the same, would enable any one to recognize

it with a little pains.

J. H. ALEXANDER.

In reply to our correspondent above, we shall give,

in our January number, engravings of the winged

Hessian Fly, so that he or any one can easily iden-

tify it, together with its history and habits. His

request was not received in time for present number.

—Ed.

For the Farm Journal.

Nepaul Barley.

Editors of Farm Journal.—Sirs:—Enclosed I

send you a small sample of a new species of Barley.

It was sent to a Gentleman of Georgia during the

winter of 1850-'51, from the Nepaul Mount.iins of

Ilindostan, and is believed to be the first of its kind

ever seen in the United States. The grain has

very much the appearance of the "Emur" or wheat

barley only smaller, but that variety like all oth-

ers, has beards or awns, while this is entirely

beardless, or what is termed bald. The plant is re

markably vigorous, tillers well, and from a single

years trial, I judge it will succeed in this latitude

quite as well as any other kind of spring barley. When
in bloom, it looks beautiful in contrast with other

grain, the whole patch being covered with its bright

yellow infloresence.

As I have rented my farm, I am under the neecs

sity of curtailing my propensity of experimenting

with new grains, grasses, &c. I am therefore willing

to distribute this grain (about 1 quart,) in small

parcels to "patrons of the Farm Journal" for a more
extended trial.

Those who wish samples of it will please advise

me by mail, enclosing a postage stamp to cover ex-

penses of mailing. A report of their success or

otherwise through the pages of the "Farm Journal"

is all the recompense I desire, except I might add,

a like liberal distribution of similar favors, by those

who may be in possession of any new or rare seeds,

fruits, <fec., &c. Very respecfully,

J. B. GARBEU.
Mountville, Pa., Nov. 14th 1853.

For the Farm Journal.

Plan of an Ice House.

AVllEATLAND, Nov. 14, 1853.

Mb. Editors:—I will volunteer a description of
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an ice house for the benefit of your numerous read-

ers, if you think it worthy of an insertion. My
house is ten feet square, which is sufficiently large
for any private family. I excavated the earth to the

depth of eight feet, by eleven in length and breadth;

then made a frame consisting of four sills, four

plates and eight posts, framed so as to make it ten

feet square; I then have sis inches of space at each

side of my frame, which I fill by placing plank two

inches thick horizontally and filling in with clay as

I place them. This will finish the house all but the

roof and gables.

And for convenience in filling, the roof should be

adjusted so as to be easily removed, which can be

done by placing an upright post in the centre of each

gable of whatever height you desire for the pitch of

your roof, then by laying a plate from post to post

you have a stool for each side of the roof to rest on,

independent of each other, without the rafters being

connected, which enables you to lift either or both

sides off for the purpose of filling. For the gables it

requires an extra pair of rafters, independent of the

roof, to weatherboard against; then leave a door aj

one end and embank and sod the rest, and your

house is complete. For a bottom I prefer cord wood
or rails, covered with straw; also straw set up be

tween the ice and plank. I break my ice fine and-

throw water on it until it is frozen in one cake. By
the above method I have at this date plenty of icg

in my house, (plenty even if it was warm weather.)
Yours,

Carlisle, Pa. W. L. C.
<•>

For the Farm Journ.il.

Peter CoUinsou's Cedar of liebauou in the Gar-
den of Plants.

Messrs. Editors :—Professor Silliman in his late

interesting work thus describes it, giving an account

of this wonderful garden. He says :

—

"On a mount called the Labyrinth from its intri-

cate windings, there is a magnificent Cedar of Leba-

non, which was presented to Jussieu by Collinson, o^

England, in 1734. It is still in full vigor. At six

feet from the ground, it is ten and a half feet in cir_

curaference. Its broad spreading horizontal branch,

es, so numerous, and thickly studded with sombre

evergreen spiculfe, extend far and wide, shading a

large area, and enabled us to understand and to re-

alise how grand and glorious was once the venerable

Libanus, adorned by forests of its own native cedars.

It was a source of satisfaction to me, while waiting

the arrival of my companions, to sit contemplatively

under the shadows of this princely tree."

I would that one of your good neighbors, who has

done so much to interest us all in the character of

this same "Collinson, of England," might have oc-

cupied a seat along side of his friend Silliman, "con-

templatively under the shadow of this princely tree."

Philadelphia, Nov. 15. DELTA.

For the Farm Journal.

Chester County P'eldspar.

Messrs. Editors:—A distinguished traveller thus

speaks of the substance of Porcelain of our own
country, in describing his recent visit to the manu-
factory at Sevres, 100 leagues from Paris

;

"We have in the United States the most perfect

materials. Nothing can exceed the feldspar of Ches-

ter county, Pennsylvania, from which the beautiful

Philadelphia porcelain was made, and which, when
placed alongside of that of Sevres, could not be dis-

tinguished froni it."—-Silliman.

This \a,st fact he gives from his own observation

on the'spot, where the comparison was made under

his eye, in company with the French Superinten-

dant.

Could not the Farm Journal give us some little

history of this attempt to manufacture porcelain at

home ? DELTA.
Philadelphia, Nov. 15.

<•>

Peunsjlvania Horticultural Society.

The Exhibition at the stated meeting, held on
Tuesday evening, was of unusual brilliancy. The
display of Chrysanthemums far surpassed all others

shown, and the fine, well grown plants did much
credit to the cultivators. Mr. Buist's collection com-
prised many of the choicest pompone, and the large

flowering varieties, and were remarkably well set

plants. Mr. Dreer's dwarf plants presented a rich

array, and in the finest condition. Mr. Cope's col-

lection contained some of the finest varieties, and
well grown. Mr. Knorr's table presented the great-

est number and variety of Lilliaputian specimens,

being in small pots and in profuse bloom was a show
of itself Adam Uber had very large plants in full

flower. Mr. Dundas' gardener a choice variety of

the large flowing kinds. A. Parker had a large col-

lection.

Of Fruits, James B. Baxter exhibited dishes of

Pears of the Dnchesse d'Angouleme, Passe Colmar,
D'Aremberg, St. Germain and Napoleon varieties.

Mr. Buist, the Due de Bordeaux and Monsieur Le
Cure sorts. N. W. Roe, the Bon Cretien. William
Johns brought six kinds of grapes in prime condi-

tion, and C. V. Hagner the Catawba grape.

Vegetables in variety were shown by C. Cope's

gardener. Fine Celery by James Jones, from the

Girard College grounds, and the Brussels Spouts by
Mr. Sayer's gardener.

Premiums were awarded as follows:

Chrysanthemums—For the best six named large

varieties to Thomas Fairley, foreman to Robt. Buist.

For the second best to James Bisset, gardener to

James Dundas. For the six Pompones in pots, to

Thomas Fairley. For the second best to Henry A.
Dreer. For the best specimen of the large variety to

Thomas Meehan, gardener to Caleb Cope. For the

best Pompone to Thomas Fairley. And special pre-

miums of §2 each to J. F. Knorr's gardener, Adam
Uber, Thomas Fairley, and A. Parker, for displays of

Chrysanthemums.
Plants shoton for the first time—A premium of f3

for Medinella Speoiosa, to James Bisset; $2 for Ca-

lantha Veratrifolia, to Thomas Meehan. Bouquet

Design—fcr the best to Thomas Meehan. Basket of

Cut Flowers—for the best to James Bisset, for the

second best to Thomas Meehan.
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Pears—for the Ijest, the Duchesse d'AngouIeme,
to Isaac B. Baxter; for the second best, the Passe

Coliiiar, to the same; and a special premium of ?3 to

William Johns, for a fine ditrplay of Grapes, some
six or seven varieties, all of which were in prime or-

der.

Celery—for the best to James Jones, (Oirard Col-

lege grounds,) for the second best to the same. Bro-

coli—for the best to Thos. Meehan. Brussels Sprouts

—for the best to Daniel McDermot, gardener to Mr.
Sayers. Display—for the best, by an amateur gar-

dener to Thos. Meehan, gardener to C. Cope.

The Fruit Committee submitted a very interesting

report of the objects inspected by them since the last

stated meeting of the society.

Fifteen gentlemen were duly elected members.

—

Eve. Bulletin.

Ad Interim Fruit Report, for November.

Philadelphia, Nov. 14, 1853.

To the President Penna. Ilort. Society:

—

Since the October meeting of the IJociety, the fol-

lowing fruits have been forwarded to the Fruit Com-
mittee for examination:

From P. H. Cassady, 29 Logan Square, through
Robert Kilvington, two varieties of Grapes.

1. The Cassadi/—A accidental seedling white

Grape, with native leaf, and dark purplish wood, that

sprung up in Mr. Cass;idy's yard in 1847, and fruited

in 1852 for the first time. Bunch, of medium size,

tolerably compact, and sometimes shouldered. Berry,

below medium, five-eighths of an inch in diameter;

form round; color, greenish white with occasionally

a faint salmon tint, and thickly covered with white

bloom;_^es/i, juicy with little pulp; yfatw, pleasant;

quality "very good."

2. The Kilvington.—This may prove a known na-

tive variety. It was purchased by Mr. Cassady, 17

years ago, before it had fruited, for the Isabella, and
removed from Schuylkill Fourth andChestnut sts., to

its present locality in Logan Square. Bunch, medium,
compact. Berry, below medinm, five eighths of an
inch in diameter; _/brOT, round; color, red, a shade
deeper than the Catawba, with much bloom; seed,

unusually \a.rge; flesh, contains some pulp, which is

not tough, but half tender, and melting; /tooor, vin-

ous and saccharine without any Catawba aroma;
quality, "best."

From Robert Iredell, Norristown, through Mr.
Jones.—A specimen of Duchesse d'AngouIeme of enor-

mous size, nearly five inches long by four and a
quarter broad, and weighing twenty-five and a
quarter ounces—exceeding in size any pear we have
ever seen grown in this country. Notwithstanding
its magnitude, we have never eaten a better flavored

Duchesse,—a variety, bj' the way, which, when fully

ripened, we regard in quality at least "very yood."

From Mr. Eckcrt, Reading—Additional specimens
of the pear mentioned in the last "Ad Interim Re-
port" as being probably the Biurre Diel. They were
even larger than those previously received, and pos-

sessed a still more brilliant cheek and equally tine

flavor.

From St. Louis County Missouri, through J. T.

Thomas, Esq.

—

Two Apples for their naynes. One
we recognized as the Vandiver; the other is probably
an apple of AVestern origin, with which we are un-

acquainted.

From Ihomcis Thornihj, Fallstown, Beaver county,

Pennsylvania

—

A large lO'lrrtinn of Apples, exhibi-

ted at the State Fair at Pittsburg, and sent to us, by

Mr. Thornily, at the request of some of our friends
who saw them on that occasion. But before they
came into our posossion, which was not until tlie 14t'h

of October, they had been exhibited at tlie Burling-
ton County Agricultural Fair at Mount Ilnlly and at

the Fair of the Philadelphia Society for pnnnoling
Agriculture. Some of us noticed them at both of
these Exhibitions, and were not a little surprised at
the size and beauty of many of the specimens, and
the great number of varieiies embraced in the collec.

Unfortunately, when we received them, the hand-
somest specimens had all disappeared; and the ex-
tensive collection had dwindled down to fourteen
sound apples, and nine in a state of decay. AVe were
therefore much disappointed in being prevented from
giving to so choice a collection the minute examina-
tion it so richly merited. Concerning it, however,
we may remark generally, that it indicated either a
peculiar pomological adaptation in the soil and cli-

mate of Beaver county, or extraordinary skill in

fruit culture, on the part of Mr. Thornily;—probably
both.

From P. E. Freas, Esq., of the Germantown Tel-

egraph— Large and beautiful specimens of two varie-

ties of Pears.

1. \icar of Winkfield or Monsieur le Cure—The
size, productiveness, and uniform bearing tendency
of this variety fully entitle it to be ranked in quality

"very good."
2. Doyenne d' Hiver.—This name is gi\ en as a

synonyme of the Easter Beurre by the London
Ilorticultuial Society, and of the Easter Berga-
niot by Andrt! Leny, of Angers. The Easter
Beurre is a Winter Pear of the "best" quality when
properly ripened. It must be confessed, however,
that our knowledge of the pear ripening process, of
the Winter varieties, is exceedingly defective; and on
this account, it often happens that they fall short of
their intrinsic excellence, at their appropriate season
of maturity.

From Col. Charles P. Belt, of the District of Colum-
bia—Specimens ofBelts Hybrid Walnut. The liistory

and appearance of this unique and interesting hybrid
present unequivocal evidence that it isa natural cross

between the Butternut (Juglans Cinerea,) and the

English Walnut (Juglans Regia,) the latter being
the maternal parent. It originated about twenty
years ago at Chevy Chase, the residence of Col. Belt

near Washington, District of Columbia, from an En-
glish Walnut planted by his brother, Capt. Wm. I

Belt, late of the United States Navy. Capt. Belt pro-

cured the nut from an English Walnut tree in the

garden of Mrs. Bowie, of Prince George's County,
Maryland. AVithin a few I.undred yards of Mrs.
Bowie's residence, grew a number of Butternut trees

some of the pollen from the blossoms of which had
no doubt been wafted by the wind, or convej-ed by
insects to the English AValnut tree in the garden and
occasioned hybridism. After the nut had sprout-

ed. Col. Belt took it up and replanted it in the local-

ity it at present occupies. The tree is a vigorous

grower, and is represented as being exceedingly or-

namental. In 1852 it fruited for the first time and
in Scptemlicr of the same year, specimens of the nuts,

with the wood and foliage, were exhiliited by Mr.
Joshua Pierce, of AVashington, at the meeting of the

American Pomological Society, in Philadelphia. The
nut, in' its general appearance, differs very material-

ly from any others of the Juglans family:

—

size, large-

one and tlirce-fourths inches long, one and seven,

twelfths wide, and one thick, exilusivc of the remark-
able carena, elevated a fourth of an inch above the
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surface and estendinc; entirely around its longitudi-

nal cicumferance; form, ovate, pointed at its apex:

exterior surface, deeply and boldlj", but interrupted-

ly and irregularly siileated, without having the oon-

tinuous longitudinal furrows usually noticed in the

Butternut; color, light brownish yellow; kernel, fine.

Mr. Pierce has succeeded in two instances in graft-

ing this variety on the English Walnuf. What has

been the success of others to whom sci ns were sent,

we arc not informed. It is extremely difficult to graft

the Walnut in any of the ordinary ways. Owing to

the excitability of its buds, they are apt to push, and
exhaust the organiKable matter of the scion, before

its union with tlic stock can take place. This usual

cause of failure is obviated by working, as recom-

mended by the late President Knight, with the base

of the annual shoots, the buds of which are small

and but little developed. Another successful mode,

noticed in D'Albrct's recent work on grafting, is

to cleftgraft in the side of the young shoots, and is

said to answer well whether performed in the solid

or herbaceous state. In regard to the stock for

Belt's Hybrid, we would suggest the Butternut for

standards, and the Juglans Pra^parturiens for

dwarfs.

From J. B. Garher, of Columbia, Pennsylvania—
Nine vareties of Apples, sent to him frotn Georgia.

These are the first apples we have received that were

grown in that State. Much attention, we understand,

is being paid at this time, by the Pomologists of Geor-

gia, to the raising of late kinds of this i'ruit. Those

that ripen with us in the winter, become, when trans-

ferred so far South, autumn varieties. This fact has

induced them to turn their attention to Southern

Seedlings. And we learn, that they have already

succeeded in originating a number of kinds, which
promise to be far better keepers, than tliose which
they had previously obtained from the North. We
are so much pleased with the appearance of those

sent to us by Mr. Garber, that we hope Mr. Richard
Peters, of Atlanta, or some of our other Georgia

friends will furnish us, at the proper season, with

other specimens for examination. Although those

we have received are not in a condition for testing,

wo deem them sufficiently interesting to merit a full

exterior pomological description, especially as most
(if them are entirely new to us. And if it should

prove from our descriptions, that we have not receiv-

ed the true varieties, we trust specimens that are

genuine will be forwarded to our Society.

1. Limber Twig, or James Hirer.—This variety

has been cultivated, to a considerable extent, in Vir-

ginia, and some of the Western States. Size, full

medium, three inches long by three and three-six-

teenths broad; Form, rotlndish oldong; Color, strip-

ed and marbled with pale red on a yellowish ground,

yellow around the crown, a good deal russeted about
the base; Stem, three-fourth of an inch long, by one-

twelfth thick, inserted in a deep, acuminate, russet-

ed cavity; Calyx, small, closed, set in a wide, shal-

low basin.

2. Sommerotir—size, large, three and one-eighth

inches long, three and five sixteenth broad; Form,
roundish-oblate; Color, a, mottled greyish red, with
dafk crimson stripes, and containing numerous large

grey dots: Stem, five-eighths of an inch long and
and one-fifth thich, inserted in a deep, narrow, par-

tially russeted cavity: Calyx, small, closed, set in a

a deep, wide plaited basin.

3. Berry.— Size, ratlier large, two and five-eighths

inches by threeand five-sixteenths; Form, roundish-ob-

late; Color, striped and mottled with crimson on a

greenish-yellow ground, with a number of green rus-

set spots; Stem, one-half an inch long, one-tenth
thick, inserted in a tolerably deep cavity; Calyx, rath-

er large, set in a wide, shallow basin.

4. 3Iounfain Sprout.— Size, medium, two and three

fourths inches by two and seven-eighths;yb))H, oblong-
truncate; color, red with str'pes of deeper hue, white
dots numerous, stem, three-eighths of an inch long,

one-eighth thick, inserted in a narrow cavity; calyx,

medium, partially open, set in a wide, deep, slightly

furrowed basin.

5. Camac's Sweet.-— Size, below medium, two and
one-half inches long, by two and three-fourths broad;

form, roundish conical; color, whitish-green, clouded
with green-russet on the more exposed parts, and a
faint brown blush; stem, (perhaps broken,) one-fourth

of an inch long, and one-eleventh thick, inserted in

a narrov,' cavity; calyx, large, closed, set in a wide,
sliallow basin.

6. Nickejack.— Size, large, two and three-fourths

inches long, by three and seven-eighths broad;/orm,
oblate; color, striped and mottled with red on a green-
ish ground, grey dots abundant; stem, five-eighths of

an inch long, and one-eighth thick, inserted in a wide,

not very deep, russeted cavity; calyx, large, partial-

ly open, set in a wide, superficial basin; core, under
medium; seed, small, light brown ovate; _//es/t, tender,

juicy; favor, fine, with an exceedingly delicious

though delicate aroma; quality ''best." This variety

we regard with especial favor: and we feel assured it

will become popular wherever known. It is said to

be a native of North Carolina, and to have been
found growing among the Cherokee Indians.

7. Calhisaga.— Size, above medium, two and three-

fourths inches long, by three and one-fourth broad;

form, roundish, sliglitly tapering to the crown; color,

dull bruwn, faintly striped, on a greenish yellow rus-

set ground; stem,, three-eighths of an inch long, and,

and one-eighth thick, inserted in an irregular, rather

deep cavity; calyx, large, open, set in a deep, wide,

obscurely furrowed basin.

8. C. anbury.— Size, medium, two and five-eighths

inches long, by tliree hroa.A\ form, roundish-conical;

color, brightly striped with carmine on tlie unexposed
side, and of a deeper red on the part subjected to

to the full solar influence, many grey russet dots,

largo and sometimes stellate towards the base, small-

er and more numerous near the crown; stem, three-

eighths of an inch long, and one-ninth thick, inser-

ted in a narrow, acuminate, russeted cavity; calyx,

small, closed, set in a wide, shallow basin, with

four or five small fleshy elevations, at the bottom near
the calyx.

9. Dapper.— Size, rather small, two and one-eighth

inches long by two and three-fourths broad; form,
roundish-truncate; color, whitish-yellow, with several

crimson specks, and faintly clouded and marbled with

yellowish green with an obscure pace oraMge cheek;

.s<f)H. three-eighths of an inch long, and one twelfch

thick, inserted in a medium, acuminate cavity; fa?//x,

small, closed, set in a moderately wide, very deep

basin.

From Clias. Kessler, Esq., Reading—j4 collection

of Fruit, embracing specimens of a Pear from Low-
er Heiilleburg, Berks Co., Pa., and nineteen varieties

of Apples, eleven of which were grown in Berks

county, and eight near Dixon, Illinois:

I. The Hiedleburg Pear—which was supposed to

be a foreign variety, we did not recognize till it was
cut, when it at once became known to us as tJie Feas-

ter. Under the name of Bleecker's Meadow, it is no-

ticed in most of the horticultural works, but its mer-
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its have not been properly appreciated. And al-

tliough admitted to be a native of Pennsylania, tliere

is no published record of its history, nor any infor-

mation given in any work in rejjard to the particular

locality of its origin. The Philadelphia Market has

long been abundantly supplied with it, under the

names of Sjiice and Spice Butter. Not, however, un-

til recently, have we been able to trace its his oi-y;

for which we are chiefly indebted to Mr. Mahlon
Moon, of Morrisville, Bucks county. This varictj'

originated, about seventy years ago, with Aaron
Feastcr, of Northampton township, Bucks county.

Having sprung up on a piece of ground used as a

meadow, Mr. Fcaster designated it the Meadow Pear;

subsequently it was named iJic Feasier. The original

tree is still standing, and continues, at the age of

three-score years and ten, to bear most abundant-
ly. Some seasons, it has yielded five barrels of fruit,

which was sold for forty dollars. Although rather

coarse in texture, and somewhat gritty at the core,

yet when properly house-ripened, it is rich, mebing,
delicious, and in quality, "veri/ good." Judging from
the form and flavor, its parents are probably the

Seckel and the Bergamot. October is its period of

maturity.

2. T/ie Hepler—grown by Mr. Ilepler, of Reading.
A nat,ve winter Apple described in the ad interim

Report for April last.—The present specimens differ

from those sent us last spring, in being larger, two
and three-fourths inches, by three and one-fourth; in

possessing a short stem, three-eighths ong, by one-

eighth thick, and in having a marbled redcheek with
usually one or more white marks, as if the rod col-

oring matter had been entirely rubbed off. Specimens
not sufficiently mature for testing.

3. The Fornwalder, Fallenu-alder, Fallmrafer.—
We have been informed by some of the old inhabi-

tants of Reading, that this variety originated with

a Mr. Fornwald, of that place; hence the name Forn-
walder. In our notice of it in the March ad interim
Report, we considered if of "ijood" qualiti/. The
specimens received this season, being remarkably
fine, and measuring more than a foot in circumfer-
ence, have give us a still more favorable opinion of

it. Indeed the uniformly large size, unblemished
appearance and fair quality of the Fornwalder ren-

der it worthy of being more widely cultivated.

4. The Ramho.—I'hiladelphia was plentifully sup-

plied, some years ago, with this apple, from the

neighboring State of New Jersey. Now it has al-

most entirely disappeared from our market. The
specimens, however, sent by Mr. Kessler, clearly in-

dicate that it still flourishes in the vicinity of Read-
ing.

5. The Keim—grown on the premises of Mrs. 'Kess-

ler, This native apple, of Berks county, we no-

ticed in our February and March "ad interim"
Reports. The present specimens are larger and fair-

er than those previously received, but have not yet
reached their period of maturity.

(J' The Krouscr—a native apple, noticed in our De-
cember and February Reports.

7. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size,

very large, three and one-quarter inches long by
four broad; form, roundish, obscurely conical, some-
what compressed at the sides; color, yellowish green,

with a faint blush; stem, short, stout, half-inch long,

by one-sixth thick, inserted in a wide, obtuse cavity;

calyx, open, set in a deep, rather narrow basin,

slightly plaited. Not mature.
8. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size,

very largo, three inches long, by three and seven-

eighths broad; form, oblate; color, brownish red,

mottled with greyish russet, and interspersed with
numerous large grey dots with a russet point in the

centre of each, yellowish green about the crown;
stem, sliort, stout, fleshy, live-eighths of an inch long,

and three-quarters thick, inserted in a wide, shallow,

russetted cavitj-, with a prominence on one side; ca-

lyx, large, closed, set in a wide, rather shallow basin.

Not mature.

9. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size,

largo, two and scven-sixteen'ths inches long, by tiirce

and three-sixteenths broad; fcjrm, loundish oblate,

somewhat angular; color, lieautifully striped with

carmine on a yellowish white ground, stem, short,

three-eighths of an inch long and one-tenth tliick,

set in a deep, modcately open caxity; calyx, closed,

set in a narrow, superficial basin. Not mature.

10. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size,

largo, three inches long, l)y three and one-half broad;

form, oblong truncate; clor, brown, on a greenish

yellow ground, with a numlier of grey dots; stem,

half-inch long and one-eighth thick, inserted in a

rather deep cavity; calyx, medium, set in a deep,

wide, furrowed basin. Not mature.

11. Unknown—grown near Dixon, Illinois. Size,

large, two and seven-eighths inches long, by three

and three-eighths broad; form, roundish-conical;

color, striped and mottled with red, on a greenish

yellow ground; stem, short and slender, one-halt' inch

"long and one-eleventh thick, inserted in a deep, nar-

row cavity; calyx, small, partially reflexed, set in a
narrow, moderately deep, plaited basin. If the

quality of tliis and the four preceding apples corres-

ponds with the size and fine appearance of their ex-

terior, they should be widely disseminated. Per-

haps our corresponding member. Dr. Kennicott, or

some of the Pomologists of Chicago, whence the

trees were, obtained can inform us what the varieties

are.

12. Labeled Limber Ttcig—a small, pleasant,

greenish yellow apple from Idinois, not true to

name.
13. and 14, also from Illinois, are small and not

prepossessing in appearance.

15. Vandirer—grown by Mrs. Kessler, of Read-

ing. Specimens very fine. This variety is chiefly

prized for its culinary properties. In regard to the

orthography of its name, we would remark, that in

Delaware, where it originated, there is no family

with the cognomen Vandervere, but there are many
of the inhabitants of Swedish descent, in that State,

who write their names Vandiver.

10, 17, IS, 10 and 20—were grown by David L.

Wenrich, of Reading. Most of these ara sweet ap-

ples, of pleasant flavor. But their small size, unac-

companied by an attractive exterior, impairs their

value.

Patent Office Reports.

Ezra n. Dawes, of Litchfield, Me., for Devices o

a Convertible Dung Fork:

I claim making the tines of ordinary dung or

hay forks to revolve upon the handles, as set forth.

Wooster A. Flanders, of Sharon, Vermont, for

Improvement in Bee Hives :

I do not confine myself to the peculiar construc-

tion described, but I claim the adjustable passage by
which the entrance to the hive may be enlarged or

diminished in the manner set forth.

John D. Filkins & W. II. De Puy, of Lima, In-
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diana, for Improvement in .' ttaobing Horses to

Plows

:

We claim the combination of the limber and stiff

tongues wfth tue running gear, to adajjt it to being
drawn by two teams abreast, as described.

Samuel Hutchinson, of Rockport, Ind., for Im-

provement in Cutting and Planting Potatoes :

I claim the construction and combination descri-

bed of ihe cam, sliding platform, cutting blade and
trap doors, with the furrowing share and covering
blade, for cutting, dropping, distancing and covering
potatoes.

David S. Macliey & J. R. Smith, of Batavia, N
Y., for Improvement in Winnowers :

We claim, first, the peculiar manner of operating

the screen, viz., by means of the eccentrics placed in

a reverse manner upon the shaft; said eccentrics

worlting between the blocks attached to the under
side ol tlie screen, as described.

Second, we claim producin;; two blasts from a sin-

gle fan, and having the two blasts cross or intersect

each other, by which a blast passes horizontally over

the top of the screen, and a blast also passes up-
ward through the screen, preventing the screen from
being clogged or choked by the chaff.

Wm. W. Richards, of Philadelphia, Pennsylva.

nia, for Improvement in making Shovels, Spades,

etc.

I claim as a now manufacture, shovels, spades,

and other implements, made of a composite sheet of

metal, whose constituents are parallel laminaj of an
unpqual hardness, as set forth.

But I make no claim to such implements made of

the hard laminje extending for a short distance only

above the edge, but only where it extends up beneath
the str?p to support the back.

B. B. Sargent, of Sutton, New Haven, for Im-

provement in Expanding Horse Shoes

:

I claim the combination of the bearers or ears,

with the jointed quarters or bars, jointed together or

to a common toe piece or cork, and operated by an
expansion screw or contrivance, as specified.

J. T. Sargent, of Sutton, New Haven, for Im
provcment in Garden and other Hoes:

I do not claim the employment of a screw and nut
for confining two things together; nor do I claim the

i.ttachment of the shank and blade of a hoe by
means of the bearing plates welded to and forming
part of the shank and rivetted to the blade.

But I claim my attachment of the blade and shank
whereby the blade not only can be readily removed
from or as readily confined to the shank, but when
affixed to it is prevented from breakage where the

greatest leverage or strain is brought upon it, mean-
ing to claim tliJ bearing head, fixed firmly to and
making part of the shank the movable plate or stif-

fcner, or its equivalents (applied to the Ijack of the

blade and made separate from the shank), the screw
on the shank, the screw nut, and the recess in the

hoe blade as combined together and with the shank
of the handle and made to operate, as specified.

Albert Vose, of Pittsfield, Vt., for Improvement in

Ox Yokes. Antedated Aug. 10, 1853

:

I claim, first, the construction of the semi-revol-

ving neck-l)locka, each having a curved groove and
pin fitting into it, for enabling the neck-block to al-

ways adjust itself at right) angles to the direction of

the neck of the animal.

Second, I claim, in combina'.ion with the groove in

the neck-block, the use of the pin subserving the

double purpose of controling the movement of the

neck-block, and adjusting the length of the yoke, as
described.

Wm. Wheeler, of West Poultney, Vt., (assignor

to Charles H. Kellog, of Troy, N. Y.,) tor Improve-

ment in Cutting the Bars and Teeth in Curry

Combs

:

I claim the method of forming the bars of curry
combs by placing them out of plates, so that at a
single operation a strip of the proper width for the

bar is severed from the plate, and one row of teeth

cut thereon, and another row upon the end of the

plate for the next bar, as set forth.

N. C. Davis, of West Jefferson, Ohio, for Improve-

ment in Seed Planters

:

I claim the piston provided with a notch or hollo ST

in its upper end, and so arranged in combination
with the partition and depression, that it will bring
up and discharge through the anerture, the desired y

number of grains of corn every time it is raised by
the operator, as set forth.

John W. Cormack, of Quinoy, 111., for Improve-

ment in Cane and Maize Cutters

:

I claim the framing and manner of attaching the
knife and arm to the sted.

C. P. Kelsey, of Livingstonville, New York, fo

Improvement in Grain Cradles :

I claim, first, the bar or its equivalent, for attach-

ing the fingers of the frame to the snath, for the pur-
pose set forth.

Second, I claim so connecting the braces with the

fingers, by means of link or other universal joints,

that the snath may be folded closed against tne fin-

gers, without requiring that the said braces should
be loosened in the snath, as set forth.

John A. Taplin, of Fishkill, N. Y., for Improve-

ment in Straw and Grain Separators

:

I claim the vibrating straw carrier and grain sep-

arator, constructed as set forth with a screen and
fluted bottom board, for the purpose of separating

the grain from the straw, returning the former to the

winnowing apparatus, and conveying the straw to

the hinder extremity of the machine.

J. v. A. Womplo, of Chicago, 111., for Improve-

ment in Grain Separators

;

I claim the employment of a cylinder, having tan-

gential, or other suitably projecting plates across or

along its perhiphery for the purpose of separating the

grain and breaking the impinging effect produced by
the threshing cylinder on the endless apron, the said

cylinder being so situated and operating in fear of

the threshing cylinder, as gently to feed over it the

straw and headings, as they are delivered from the

threshing cylinder.

Geo. Calvert, of Upperville, Va., for Improvement

of Bee Hive :

I claim the combination of the honey boxes with
another box and cross pieces, arranged and operated

in the manner set forth.

Seneca Lapham, of Salem, Ohio, for Devices for

Steering Cultivators

:

I claim the combination and arrangement of the

parts, consisting of the lever and its attachment to
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the braces, and the connection of the tongue to the

lever by the staple. This I claim in its application

to the purpose of chann;ing the direction of this and
other macliiues as specified.

For Improvement of Opening and Closing Gates—

•

Wm. T. Merritt, of Hart's Village, N. Y.

:

I claim elevating or depressing, or opening and
closing the gate, as described, viz : by means of the

shaft, having upon it the pulley F, the pulleys G G,

being attached permanently to said sliaft, and hav-
ing ropes attached to them; and the pullys F F, being
placed loosely on the shaft and connected to it at a

certain period by means of pins on (he shaft, work-
ing in slots in the bosses or hubs of the pulleys, said

pulleys having the chains attached to them and to

the upper ends of the gate styles, the gate being pre-

vented from being casually depressed by means of

the pawl, which is freed from the notch in the boss

or hub by the dog, substantially as set forth.

S. S. Allen, of Salem, N. J., for Improvement in

Cutting Gear of Grain and Grass Harvesters

:

I claim the arrangement by which the driving

wheel is made the centre of oscillation in counter-

balancing the cutter beam and cutters thereon, em-
bracing the secondary wheel and spring, for the pur-

poses set forth.

I also claim the combination of the tongue, with
the driving wheel and the secondary wheel, for the

purpose set forth.

I also claim the method of balancing the cutter

blades on the angular bar, by the sliding bai-, in

combination with the blade, or their equivalents, for

the purpose set forth.

Lastly, I claim the construction of the cutter

blades as formed on the under side with a rasp or

roughened surface, while the upper side forms a

shear cutting edge for the purpose of preventing
choking of the fingers and supplying an oil box to

the cutter bar, as set forth.

John Blue, of Covert, N. Y., for Improvement in

Carriers to Grain Separators :

I claim the arrangement of the cam blocks, or

their equivalents, on the shaft, for agitating the end-

less apron, as set forth.

John Jones & Alexander Lyle, of Rochester, N.

Y., for Improvement in Cutting Gear of Straw Cut-
ters :

We do not claim the knives, heads, or flanges,

which form a part of the heads separately. But we
claim the combination of the knives and segments of

flanges (which are attached to and form a part of the

heads) the knives being placed on the inside of the

flanges, instead of the outside, in the manner and
for the purpose as desci'ibed.

Samuel Karns, of Bloody Run, Pa., for Improve"

ment in Fastening the Teeth to Clover Hulling Cyl-

inders :

I claim the binding of the teeth to the hulling

cylinder, by means of the wire band, as set forth.

Abraham Lash & M. Moore, of Belleville, Ohio,

for Improvement in Screens of Winnowers :

We do not claim any form of any mill or shoe :

but we claim the two fluted cleaners, or their equiva-
lents, and the combination of said cleaners, as set

forth. The same may be used in any common win-
nowing machine.

William II. Meriwether, of Comal county, Texas,
for Improvement in Wire Fences

:

I claim the employment of the undulating or zig-

zag wire for fencing, substantially as described,

which, by its elasticity, increases the durability and
effectiveness of the fence, as specified.

A. B. Peterson, of Dexter, Mich., for Improve-

ment in Grain Threshers and Seperators :

I claim, first, the riddle, with swinging sections,

as described, in combination with the interior carrier

or elevator, to separate the grain from the striiw,

and discharge the grain on to tlie riddles under the

head of the carrier or elevator, with the effect of

permitting the cylinder aud concave to be set low
down, as set forth.

Second, the running of the raddle and carrier or

elevator, on separa e and independent pulleys, in the

manner set forth.

Third, the introduction of the projecting apron be-

tween the carrier or elevator and raddle, to serve

the double purpose of preventing the straw from
driving through the raddle, and protecting the car-

rier or elevator, from abrasion by the grain, as set

forth.

Fourth, hanging the riddles or the riddle, and
wheat board, to upright standards, as described, to

give the upper riddle the longest stroke.

W. D. Williams, of Raleigh, N. C, for Improve-

provement in Wagon Brakes .

I do not claim a double crank attached to the iron

hounds of the wagon, and connected to the brakes
behind the wheels, for applying the power through
the action of the horse, forward and backward.

I claim forming two swing or rolling joints be-

tween [he front axle and the front hounds, in combi-
nation with the swinging brake, arranged on top the

reach, and in front of the wheels, for the purpose of

rendering the wagon more perfectly self-locking, or

for applying the brakes simply by the aid of the

horse and wagon, and disengaging them by the for-

ward action of the former, the whole being as de-

scribed.

I also claim making the brake capable of swing-,

ing on a center so that it may be thrown over to-

ward the front of the reach, when it is desired to

dump the load, and again thrown to its proper place,

after dumping, as set forth.

Joel Wisner, of Aurora, N. Y., for Improvement

in Washing Machines

:

I do not claim the use of a horizontal circular ro-

tary wash board in the bottom of the tub, when they

are used with the ordinary radial flutings.

But I claim making the said wash board of a con-

ical form, having its surface higher above the bottom

of the tub, at the circumference than at the center,

and attaching to it and to the bottom of the tub, ra-

dial ribs of the form of a half cone, when these ribs

are formed of such deptli, and with spaces so wide

between them, as to receive the clothes in these

spaces in such a manner as to turn or roll them over

as the board is rotated back and forth, as descri-

bed.

The late State Fair.

The executive Committee of the State Agricultural

Society held a meeting at their office in Ilarrisburg,

last week, when it was ascertained that tlie receipts

at the exliibition held in Pittsburg amounted to §17,-

200—deducting !?.^,000 paid in premiums, and otfier

expenses, a balance will lie left of !?4()00;wlnch, ad-

ded to the appropriation of 82,000 by tlio State, and
the sum in the Treasury and invested in stocks, wil
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" ^

" J acre of Ruta Baga,
" I acre Sugar Beets,

reach the sum of .f15,000. It is contemplated by the
officers of the Society, to use this sum for the purpose
of establishing an Agricultural school, and applica-
tion will be made to the Legislature for an act of in-

corporation for the purpose. It is believed by the
officers of the Society, that an institution of this kind,
established upon a proper basis, could be sustained
by the resources of the Society.

'•'

Premiums for Field Crops.

The Committee of the State Agricultural Society

have issued the following premiums for field crops :

For best 5 acres of Corn, ^20
Best acre of Corn, 10

" 5 acres of Wheat, 20
" acre do, 10
" 5 acres of Rye, 15
" acre do, 8
" 5 acres of Barley, 15
" 5 acres of Oats, 15
" acre of Timothy Seed, 5
" acre of Clover do, 5
" acre of Irish Potatoes, 15
" half acre do, 10
" acre of Carrots, 10

i acre do, 5

10

10
" J acre Mangel Wurtzel, 10
" 1 acre Turnips, 10
" half acre of Tobacco, 5
They add:
Competitors for premiums for the above agricultu-

ral productions, must produce a full statement of the
mpde of cultivation, and accompany the same
with the certificates of two respectable men as to
the product and measurement of the ground, and
also exhibit a sample of each crop at the Annual
Meeting in Harrisburg, on the 3d Tuesday of Jan-
uary ncxt,_ when these premiums will be awarded.
The entire crop produced on the ground surveyed

must be measured in the bushel, and no premium
will be awarded by the committee where a part of
the crop is measured and the balance of one, or five

acres, is estimated thereby. That is where a person
contends for the best five acres, the whole crop grown
on the five acres must be measured, and certified to,

&c.

Samples of crops, with certificates of product and
measurement of ground, should be sent to David
Mumma, jr., at Harrisburg, before the first of Janu-
ary nest, in order that the judges may have time to

examine them before the Annual Meeting of the So-
ciety, when the premiums will he awarded. Grain
and Root crops, samples should not be less than half

a bushel; Seeds, not less than a pound; Tobacco, not
less than five pounds.

Trying to farm without capital, is like trying to

run a locomotive without fuel. Money and wood
both must be consumed, if they are to move the ma-
chine of the farm or of the rail.

The true order of learning should be, first, what is

necessary; second, what is useful; and third, what is

ornamental. To reverse this arrangement, is like

beginning to build at the top of the edifice.

«•»

The nerve which never relaxes, the eye which
never blanches, the thought which never wanders

—

these are the masters of victory.

For the Farm Journal.

Sbaughaiaua.

In this great progressive age.

New tangled notions are the rage;

A mania's touched each branch of science,

Set law and rea=on at defiance.

Even farming, old and honor'd art,

Has seen its palmiest days depart;

The old routine no more is known.
The farmer now a chemist's grown.
And obstruse science, dark and mazy.
Has turned his head and set him crazy.

He speculates in improved stock,

AVhile 'ere his purse will bear the shook;
And when at last he's lost his all.

The cause he sees of his downfall.

To stay him in his mad career,

Aud whisper caution in his ear,

I'll tell how I was hanknqii made.
By entering in the Shangliai trade.

Wife Betsy, if I may believe her.

At a show had caught ybaJ^yet-cr,

And soon, greatly to my surprise.

Became quite rabid on Shaughais;
And fearful lest she'd scold and pout,

I straightway went to pick some out.

The dealer showed us every kind.

And wife could scarce make up her mind,
'Twixt buff Shanghais and some still finer,

He called the Royal Cochin China

:

And should of these, neither suit her,

He had a kind called Brahma Pootra.

She chose, and I, with many sighs,

Paid fifty dollars for Shanghais.
Months have elapsed, and mark the change,
Beyond mv fancy's wildest range.

For now 'twould seem, misfortunes rife

Conspire to render wretched my life.

The other day wife Betsy said.

We would a pair of fowls behead;

She served them up, they were so tough.

Of Shanghais I soon had enough,

And wife's false teeth, that a week before

Had cost me sixty dollars or more,
She broke, and by this mishap cruel,

Poor Betsy had to live on gruel:

While I myself, in trying to chew
A piece, nearly broke my jaw in two.

Through sleepless hours, all night long.

Is heard their thundering Chinese gong,
Their constant crowing drives me mad,
And then their gluttony is as bad;

They've eat us out of house and hall,

(Bad as this is it is not all,)

My pigs are starving in their sties.

For want of meal, no cakes or pies

For months we've had, for not an egg
AVe get unless we buy or beg.

My suffering cows with look forlorn,

'Low for their 'customed food of corn;

And Dobbin and his patient mate.

No longer show their wonted gait

:

Their ribs plain seen, and staring coats,

Attest the want of corn and oats.

The corn crib's empty, grain bins clean,

The Shanghais have been there I ween;

My credit's gone, my debts unpaid,

My friends avoid me half afraid.

And to conclude my mournful tale,

My farm is up at "sheriff's sale."

By TUB Doctor of Cow Hollow.

END OF VOLUME IIL
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